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Collection Summary

Collection Title: The San Francisco News-Call Bulletin newspaper photograph archive,

Date (inclusive): ca. 1915-1965

Collection Number: BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG

Creator: San Francisco Call
San Francisco Call Bulletin
San Francisco News-Call Bulletin
News-Call Bulletin

Extent: ca. 365,000 negatives (glass and film) and ca. 30,000 photographic prints

Repository: The Bancroft Library.
Berkeley, California 94720-6000
Abstract: This collections chiefly consists of photographic negatives of San Francisco Bay Area news events taken by staff photographers of The News-Call Bulletin and its predecessors, The Call Bulletin and The Call, which were daily newspapers of San Francisco, Calif.

Languages Represented: English

Access
Negative files RESERVED: available for use by appointment with the Curator of Pictorial Collections or the Archivist for Pictorial Collections. Photographic print files remain unarranged and unavailable for access. Inquiries concerning these materials should be directed, in writing, to the Head of Public Services, The Bancroft Library.

Publication Rights
Copyright has been assigned to The Bancroft Library for all materials for which the donor owned copyright. Materials created by other agencies or individuals may be under copyright retained elsewhere. All requests for permission to publish photographs must be submitted in writing to the Curator of Pictorial Collections.

Any permission for publication that is granted for images with copyright residing elsewhere is given on behalf of The Bancroft Library as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which must also be obtained by the user.

Preferred Citation

Related Collections
BANC PIC 1959.003-PIC
1934 International Longshoremen's Association and General Strikes of San Francisco.

Note: Photographic negatives removed from the files of The San Francisco Call Bulletin and cataloged separately. Viewing prints have been made from these original negatives and are available in the Heller Reading Room of The Bancroft Library, and digital facsimiles are available for selected images as part of the California Heritage Collection in the Online Archive of California.

http://ark.cdlib.org/ark:/13030/tf7d5nb8zx/

BANC MSS C-R 89

Note: A manuscript index maintained in a ledger book that describes the earliest images in The San Francisco Call Bulletin Newspaper Photograph Archive. Although there is no indication which newspaper created this index, the entries for staff-related photographs under “Call” indicate that the entries, and therefore the earliest images in the archive, originated with The Call. This index appears to have been the basis of the photograph card index that was the basis of Part 1 of the present finding aid. The original ledger is restricted and is available on microfilm.

NEWSFILM
[Various titles.]

Note: Microfilm copies of the newspapers for the majority of dates covered by The San Francisco Call-Bulletin Newspaper Photograph Archive are held in the Periodicals/Newspapers/Microforms room of UC Berkeley's Doe Library. The San Francisco Public Library and the California State Library also hold microfilm. Descriptions in UC Berkeley's online catalog reflect the several names changes that occurred during the period covered by the photograph archive. The following titles are relevant to this time span:

The San Francisco Call
The San Francisco Call and Post
The Bulletin
The San Francisco Bulletin and San Francisco Journal and Daily Journal of Commerce
The San Francisco Call Bulletin and Post
The San Francisco Call Bulletin
The San Francisco News-Call Bulletin
The News-Call Bulletin

Additional related collections are held by several San Francisco Bay Area institutions. An overview of this material is available as an archival finding aid for the dispersed photograph and clippings morgues of The Call Bulletin, The News-Call Bulletin, and The San Francisco News, of which the Bancroft Library holdings are a part. This collective finding aid is also
available as part of the Online Archive of California. These institutions are:

San Francisco History Center
San Francisco Public Library
Civic Center
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 557-4567
URL: http://sfpl.lib.ca.us
Electronic Finding Aid

The San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park
Historical Documents Department and the J. Porter Shaw Library
Third Floor, Building E, Fort Mason
San Francisco, CA 94123
Reference Requests: 415-556-9870
Permissions to Publish: 415-556-2834
Fax: 415-556-3540
URL: http://www.nps.gov/safr/local/hddquery.html
Electronic Finding Aid

The National Maritime Museum Association
USS Pampanito
P.O. Box 470310
San Francisco, CA 94147-0310
(415) 775-1943

US Navy Museum at Treasure Island
[No contact information available. Museum has been closed and disposition of collections is under review, Spring 1999.]

Acquisition Information
The San Francisco News-Call Bulletin photograph archive was given jointly to The Bancroft Library of the University of California at Berkeley and to the San Francisco Public Library.

A gift of approximately 50,000 negatives was made by The News-Call Bulletin to The Bancroft Library in 1959-1960. These negatives, dating from about 1915-1939 were given at the time that The News and The Call Bulletin merged to form The News-Call Bulletin. (See Historical Note in finding aid for entire dispersed collection.)

With the merging of The News-Call Bulletin with The San Francisco Examiner in September of 1965, the Hearst Corporation made a gift of all subsequent files of The News-Call Bulletin. Negative files of The Call Bulletin and News-Call Bulletin (from 1939-1965) and about 30,000 photographic prints were donated to The Bancroft Library in 1966. The bulk of the photographic print files and newsclipping files were donated to the San Francisco Public Library in installments between 1966 and 1969.

Scope and Content
The Bancroft Library's holdings of The San Francisco News-Call Bulletin newspaper photograph archive consist almost entirely of original photographic negatives of San Francisco Bay Area news events taken by staff photographers between about 1915 and September 1965. These files contain more than 365,000 negatives and consist of all of the images submitted by photographers from their assignments, and are not limited to images actually published. Physical formats present include chiefly 4x5 inch glass plates, 4x5 inch film negatives, 120 film, and 35mm film. All negatives (with perhaps a few insignificant exceptions) are black and white.

Since these are the images taken by local staff photographers, they are limited geographically to the San Francisco Bay Area, with occasional views taken in other Northern California locales. The vast majority of negatives are original images of San Francisco people, scenes, and news events. Accidents, arrests, trials, society events, sporting events, schools and youth organizations, committees, press conferences, cultural and arts events, local politics and visiting celebrities and dignitaries are among the more common subjects. Views of the developing urban landscape in the form of cityscapes, highways and freeways, the waterfront, downtown building projects, and housing developments are also found. The files are rich in images related to organized labor, political election campaigns, military and civilian mobilization during World War Two and the Korean War, the founding of the United Nations, the signing of the Japanese peace treaty, the Cold War...
and civil defense, un-American activities hearings at the state and federal levels, the civil rights movement, early protests of American involvement in Vietnam, and the student Free Speech Movement at the University of California at Berkeley. In short, any local event likely to be covered by a daily newspaper is likely to have representative images in the files.

A small number of copy negatives are present, presumably made from photographic prints loaned to the newspaper. Although fairly uncommon, the subjects of these copies can range from nineteenth-century city views and portraits to European scenes or battle scenes from Pacific islands. Copy negatives of portrait photographs of contemporary individuals are somewhat more common.

The approximately 30,000 photographic prints held by The Bancroft Library represent a very small portion of the print files of the News-Call Bulletin. The topics present are very similar to those found in the bulk of the files which are held by the San Francisco Public Library, and the relationship of the files at Bancroft and at the public library is unclear. Many wire or news agency photographs are present, and many views by Call Bulletin or News-Call Bulletin photographers printed in 11x14 inch format. Dates included are approximately 1900-1965, with the bulk dating from about 1920-1965. Earlier views tend to be portraits submitted for publication rather than staff photographs. Portraits predominate throughout the files, and events of the San Francisco Bay Area are most strongly represented. Images from other geographic locations in the United States and around the world are present in the form or wire service photographs and promotional photographs. Celebrities, political figures, sporting events, and military views (particularly of the Second World War) are common.

**Arrangement**

The Bancroft Library holdings of the San Francisco News-Call Bulletin photograph archive are arranged in four parts, as received by the library. Parts 1-3 consist of photographic negatives, and Part 4 consists of a relatively small number of photographic prints. (The vast majority of photographic prints from the archive are held by the San Francisco Public Library.)

Parts 1-3 each represent a different organizational approach employed by the newspaper when these were the current, working photographic negative files. They are roughly chronological in nature; Part 1 contains the earliest images, and Part 3 the latest. However, there is some date overlap between the parts, and the internal arrangement of each part is not necessarily chronological. The division between the parts was created by a shift in organizational scheme, and therefore different systems of codes and numbering exist for each part. A given image can only be uniquely identified and retrieved if its correct part number is recorded, in addition to applicable box, sleeve and item numbers within that part.

**Part 1 and Part 1a (1915-1939)**

Glass and film negatives, ca. 1915-ca. 1939, numbered individually from 1 to 50,568, as received, plus an addendum (called Part 1a) numbered in a new sequence from 1 to 4,469. Part 1 numbers were assigned by newspaper staff, presumably at the time the negatives were submitted to the office (or photograph "morgue") by staff photographers. Part 1a numbers were assigned by Bancroft Library staff in 1998 to negatives which fell, chronologically, at the end of Part 1 but which had no numbering or other organizational scheme when received by the library. This formerly un-numbered group of negatives was numbered independently of Part 1, starting again with item number 1.

In both Part 1 and Part 1a, the arrangement is loosely chronological, but most images are undated. Some dated images demonstrate that images from several years can be present in close numeric proximity or inverted order, thus indicating that the chronology is approximate, at best.

Part 1 numbers are generally item numbers, but occasionally a single number was assigned to more than one negative. In such cases, an alphabetic letter was added to the number to differentiate between the images. An image might be labeled in the format "10142" or as "10951b".

Part 1 is housed in 3,703 boxes, and Part 1a is contained in 120 boxes.

**Part 2 (1938-1951)**

Film negatives, ca. 1938-December 1951, arranged by subject or in chronological General Files, with each established subject area or date range having been allotted numeric codes by newspaper staff. These numeric codes range from one to six digits, and are typed on each original negative sleeve. Subject codes range from 1 to 138532, and General File chronological codes from 140000 to 141713. There can be any number of negatives within a single code number, and there are many code numbers within the range which were never used. Sleeves are filed numerically by code.

Within each subject code, negative sleeves are arranged chronologically. Subjects which were assigned filing code ranges by newspaper staff are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Code Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accidents</td>
<td>000001-005234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animals</td>
<td>010000-013065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art, Artists, etc.</td>
<td>015000-015031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aviation</td>
<td>017000-017059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call Bulletin</td>
<td>024000-027087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Code Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime</td>
<td>030000-030211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>034000-034123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairs (Golden Gate International Exposition and others)</td>
<td>039000-039025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fires</td>
<td>039100-039212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holidays, Celebrations, etc.</td>
<td>042000-042128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juvenile Delinquents and Child Welfare</td>
<td>047000-047075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor</td>
<td>050000-050082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans</td>
<td>055900-055905</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military, War, Wartime, etc.</td>
<td>056000-0577940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>080000-084560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society, Clubs, Fashions</td>
<td>090000-090504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports</td>
<td>100000-137006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td>138000-138532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many of these subjects were further subdivided. Details will be found within the container listing of this finding aid.

After the subject-based codes there are a series of code numbers (140000-141713) assigned to a "General File", which is a chronological grouping of negatives which were not assigned any established subject code.

The General File begins with several small sections of undated negatives prior to 1943, plus a small number of dated 1938 and 1939 images. Starting with January 1940, arrangement is by month, with a small range of numeric codes assigned to each month. The logic or system behind the assignment of code numbers is not evident. A single month may be covered by a range of five numbers or twenty-five numbers. Months with more negatives tend to encompass a larger range of code numbers, but the reason that one number is ceased and the next assigned is not clear.

Within each chronological General File code, an unstated subject grouping may be present which interrupts the chronological arrangement. (For example, images of a related ongoing event that were taken on various dates may all be grouped together immediately following the earliest image of that event. This related group of images might end on a date some months later than the date of the next unrelated sleeve that follows them, when the chronological filing system resumes.)

Numbering of sleeves and individual negatives in Part 2 was achieved by numeric additions to the code numbers found on the original sleeves. A single code number is usually assigned to several original sleeves, and each sleeve can contain several negatives. Library staff labeled each sleeve that was selected for detailed description with these additional numeric divisions (See Project Information: Selection). The order followed is: Code Number [decimal point] Original Sleeve Number [colon] Item Number. An example is: 138000.2:3 (identifying the third negative in the second original sleeve of code 138000.) Original sleeves in subject areas that were not selected for re-sleeving and detailed description simply have their original code numbers, with no sleeve or item numbers appended.

Part 2 is housed in 209 boxes.

Part 3 (1951-1965)

Film negatives arranged chronologically, December 1951-September 1965. No code number system was used by the newspaper, and no subject groupings are present. In order to create some consistency with Part 2 and facilitate electronic sorting within this finding aid, Bancroft Library staff have used the dates present on sleeves as code number equivalents, and they are displayed in a month-day-year (MM-DD-YY) format in accordance with the way in which dates are most frequently found on sleeves. Within the sleeves for a given day of the year, there is some evidence of chronological filing by hour, but this is not consistent, and hours often are not stated at all. Undated sleeves found filed between months were presumed to go with the following month, and were labeled MM-00-YY, to precede MM-01-YY.

Numbering of sleeves and individual negatives in Part 3 was achieved by numeric additions to the dates found on the original sleeves. Several original sleeves are usually filed for any given date, and each sleeve can contain several negatives. Library staff labeled each sleeve that was selected for detailed description (See Project Information: Selection) with these additional numeric divisions appended to the date in MM-DD-YY format. The order followed is: Date Code [decimal point] Original Sleeve Number [colon] Item Number. An example is: 05-17-56.2:3 (identifying the third negative in the second original sleeve of May 17, 1956.) Library staff wrote the date and sleeve number in pencil at the top of each original sleeve, and annotated each new sleeve with the same date and sleeve number, plus a negative number, at the upper right corner of each new archival sleeve. Items have been numbered in no particular order, as they were removed from the original sleeves. Original sleeves that were not selected for re-sleeving and detailed description are simply filed by date, with no sleeve or item numbers appended.

Part 3 is housed in 220 boxes.

Part 4 (Photographic Prints)
Photographic prints, ca. 1900-1965, grouped by format and arranged alphabetically by personal name or subject. Prints are largely boxed without folders, and are in some disarray. Strings of subject words assigned by newspaper staff are often stamped on versos, indicating intended filing order. 11x14 inch prints are arranged in 12 boxes. Prints 8x10 inches (and smaller) are arranged alphabetically in 44 cartons, and smaller photographic prints (generally from the earliest decades of the twentieth century) are arranged in eight additional cartons. Part 4 is housed in 12 boxes and 52 cartons.

Historical Note

The San Francisco News-Call Bulletin was the final incarnation of several newspapers with a long history in the city of San Francisco. Formed in August 1859 by the merging of The San Francisco News and The Call Bulletin, the paper was also the descendant of The Call, The Bulletin, The San Francisco Journal and The San Francisco Post. Under these various titles, the newspaper's history dates back to the earliest years of the city of San Francisco. The photographic and newscutting files that make up the present archive, however, date to the second decade of the twentieth century (ca. 1915), therefore this later period is most important for an understanding of the collection.

The Bulletin originated as The Daily Evening Bulletin, and was first published in 1855. Its founding publisher was James King of William, and under his leadership and that of his successors, it gained a reputation as a reform newspaper. Fremont Older was appointed editor in 1895 and served until 1918. In 1895, the name was changed to The Bulletin. In 1924, after a merger with San Francisco Journal and Daily Journal of Commerce, the paper ran under the title: The San Francisco Bulletin and San Francisco Journal and Daily Journal of Commerce. The title was shortened once again to The Bulletin in 1926.

The Call was first published in 1856 as The Daily Morning Call. Its early decades were distinguished by its reform politics and by the fact that in 1863 and 1864 Mark Twain was one of its writers. For a period in the 1870s it was allied with (although not merged with) The Bulletin, in competition with The Chronicle. In 1878 the paper's name was changed to The Morning Call. Its progressive era ended in 1895 when it was purchased by John D. Spreckels. At this time its name was shortened once again and it became The Call. Ownership of the paper passed through the hands of M.H. De Young in 1913, who sold it to William Randolph Hearst in the same year. A merger with The San Francisco Evening Post in 1913 resulted in yet another change in title, creating The San Francisco Call and Post. Fremont Older, formerly of The Bulletin, was later appointed editor and restored the paper's prominence in reform politics. Older served in this position until his death in 1935.

The San Francisco Call and Post and The Bulletin were merged in 1929 when W.R. Hearst purchased The Bulletin. From August 29, 1929 through Oct. 9, 1929, the combined paper ran under the title The San Francisco Call Bulletin and Post. This was shortened to The San Francisco Call Bulletin with the issue of Oct. 10, 1929. The newspaper continued under the ownership of Hearst and the management of John Francis Neylan and his successor Edmond D. Coblentz until 1959, at which time the San Francisco News was absorbed through a Hearst purchase, and The San Francisco News-Call Bulletin was formed. ( The San Francisco News had been founded as The Daily News by E.W. Scripps in 1903. It was a progressive paper, largely espousing labor issues, and its name was changed to The San Francisco News in 1927. An apparently unrelated paper titled The Daily News was published in San Francisco in 1878.)

The San Francisco News-Call Bulletin (titled simply The News-Call Bulletin after April 7, 1962) was published by Apex Publishing Company from August 10, 1959 until September 11, 1965. At this time it was absorbed into the Hearst morning newspaper, The San Francisco Examiner and ceased to be published.

References:


Project Information

This finding aid was created as part of a two-year Bancroft Library project funded by the National Historical Publications and Records Commission. The project, which ran from June 1997 through May 1999, sought to provide access to the Bancroft Library collection of negatives through appraisal and selective rehousing and description. The secondary goal of the project was to "serve as the fundamental first step toward bringing together the complete News-Call Bulletin archive" in the form of an on-line guide to all parts of the archive that were dispersed to various repositories. (See finding aid for entire dispersed collection.)

Selection

The volume of negatives present required that appraisal and selection be carried out. It was impossible to re-sleeve and provide item-level descriptions for each of the 365,000 or more images present. The appraisal process sought to balance considerations of physical risk and historical significance or research value. Glass plates (about 30,000 in number) and early (pre-safety) film were deemed to be most at risk of deterioration or damage, and were therefore a high priority for
individual sleeving. They clearly could not be safely used in their unsleeved and poorly boxed state. These items were limited to Part 1 of the collection, most of which was already listed at the item level, therefore determining an appropriate level of description based upon research value was not necessary. (See Guide to Descriptive Text and Searching: Part 1.) The half-million film negatives of Part 2 and Part 3, however, required appraisal of subject content to determine priority. Staff met with the Curator of Pictorial Collections to determine high-interest subject areas. Negatives within these areas were selected for individual archival sleeving and detailed description within this finding aid. Negatives of lower priority were retained in the collection, but they were left batched in their original sleeves and were described collectively in brief summary entries in the finding aid. Selected, resleeved negatives, therefore, will be found interfiled with lower-interest negatives still sleeved in groups, as received by the library.

Part 2 was largely arranged in subject categories, but a chronological section was also present, and all of Part 3 was in chronological order. (See Arrangement: Part 2 and Arrangement: Part 3.) Selection was, therefore, much simpler for Part 2 Subject Files. Entire subject categories were re-sleeved and described in detail, and other categories were simply summarized. Chronological files required much more analysis, and a more subjective approach was used. Staff examined the sleeves for each month of the files, determined which negatives were worthy of brief mention, and which were of such high interest that they should be re-sleeved and described at the detailed sleeve level. This determination was based upon the sleeve annotations made by newspaper staff.

Images from the chronological files deemed worthy of mentioning fell into the following categories, which are comparable to selected Part 2 Subject File sections:

- Education
  - Schools, colleges, classrooms, conferences, awards
- Juvenile Delinquents & Child Welfare
  - Youth activities, organizations, facilities, Scouting, Juvenile Hall, etc.
- Labor
  - Unions events, meetings, strikes, workers on the job
- Military and war subjects
  - Ships, troops, committees, civil defense, veterans
- San Francisco Bay Area
  - City officials (mayors, judges, congressmen, representatives, police chiefs, city councils, local elections, etc.)
  - Police brutality
  - Parks, open spaces, and environmental issues
  - Cable cars
  - Urban, industrial, and suburban landscapes (buildings, neighborhoods, street scenes)
- Cityscapes

In addition, negatives from the following categories were also considered worthy of description:

- Watershed events
- Popular culture (indicators or symbols of the era)
- Social or cultural events (major openings, conferences, conventions, luncheons, etc.)
- National politics, international events, etc.
- Communism and Cold War (Un-American Activities hearings, communists, arrests, etc.)
- Presidents, senators, governors, national candidates, ambassadors, etc.
- Movie stars, celebrities
- New technology: "atomic age" in energy, health & national defense
- Ethnicity and race relations
- Police raids: narcotics, bars and nightclubs
- Any large groups of views of a single event or subject, or any specific subject which recurs repeatedly (thus indicating major news interest at the time.)

Of these, approximately fifteen percent were selected for sleeving and detailed description. This determination was made by staff with significant time restraints, and background research and individual image examination were not possible. There are, therefore, inconsistencies in selection. The intent was that those selected be the best, most recognizable, most illustrative examples of images from selection categories above. Examples of the subjects looked for included: major
personalities or leaders (US presidents, California governors, state, national and international leaders), watershed (cultural, political, or military) events defining the era, urban/suburban change, neighborhoods, labor, race issues, social movements, new technology, science etc.

It was decided not to attempt to mention every occurrence of negatives of events that occur on a regular basis or occur frequently in most months. Such images that were usually not noted in this finding aid include: Shriners and other fraternal organizations; Commonwealth Club; Chamber of Commerce lunches, etc. (unless a prominent figure is present); crime; sporting events (with no major celebrities); accidents; fires; births; divorces; custody cases; society page features; mayoral appearances; contest winners; and other images of purely local interest. It must be remembered that such images are present throughout the chronological files (1940-1965) and may be sought by date by browsing the files directly.

Stylistic Conventions
Approximately ten staff members contributed to the description of this collection over the two-year course of the project. As a result, some stylistic variation exists within the finding aid. An attempt was made to follow the Chicago Manual of Style for questions of capitalization, particularly with regard to personal titles. An attempt was also made to find authoritative forms of personal and corporate names in the on-line catalog of UC Berkeley and to standardize them accordingly. Other stylistic conventions apply only to the present finding aid:

San Francisco was the assumed location of all images, unless otherwise stated, therefore "San Francisco" was not included in descriptions and is not effectively searchable. (But "cityscapes" will yield views of the city itself.) For elected city officials, names of their cities were given only if they were not San Francisco. For state officials, California is assumed unless another state is given.

Periods were omitted from initials in organizational names, such as UC Berkeley, YMCA, ILWU, IBM, US Navy, etc. "SS", "USS" and similar abbreviations were omitted from ships' names. A ship's or boat's name was always followed by "(ship)", regardless of the type of vessel.

Diacritics (accent marks, acutes, etc.) were omitted.

Women's names were listed as "Mrs." plus surname only when their own first names were not provided on the original sleeves.

Titles of individuals and, in the case of officials or dignitaries, their country or state of origin were given in the order: Title + Name + Country. (Example: "Ambassador John Bull of Great Britain", rather than "British ambassador John Bull.")

Numbers lower than 100 were spelled out.

Housing
Rehousing of the collection was also achieved as part of the NHPRC-funded project. Archival boxes were used for the entire collection, and selected negatives were rehoused in individual archival sleeves. (Previously, groups of negatives were sleeved together, and some negatives were not sleeved at all.) All glass plates have been individually sleeved and stored in small padded boxes, with nine or ten plates to a box. All film negatives predating 1940 have been individually sleeved, for most of these had been housed in small boxes with poor quality, brittle sleeves or no sleeves whatsoever. For the bulk of the collection, only those film negatives selected for detailed description were individually resleeved. The remainder remain in their original paper sleeves, usually in batches. Resleeved items are filed behind their annotated original sleeves, and all are housed in cardfile boxes measuring 5x6x13 inches.

Guide to Descriptive Text and Searching
Within this finding aid, descriptive approaches to each part of the collection vary according to the arrangement of that part and the descriptive resources available.

Part 1 (1915-1939)
Descriptions are simple entries for each item number or range of numbers, based upon the original Call Bulletin card index received with the collection. Typically, an entry will consist of a personal name, an event, or group name and its corresponding item number (or numbers) and box number. No standardized vocabulary or subject terms were employed, and little or no spelling checking or standardization of names was performed. When no descriptions were found for items, entries were provided by Bancroft Library staff, usually from annotations on the negatives themselves. If no annotations were present, a brief bracketed description of the image content was provided based upon image examination.

It should be noted that many items within the numbered ranges for Part 1 are not present in the collection. Therefore frequent gaps in numbering are present in this finding aid. No images for these missing numbers are present. For many of these missing numbers staff have listings of what the subjects were, however these entries were not included here. Library staff can provide assistance locating such entries in an on-site database for those researchers interested in knowing about images that once existed but are no longer extant.
Part 1a (1915-1939)

As in Part 1, descriptions are simple entries for each item number or range of numbers. However, no lists or index cards were received with the collection, so descriptions are based upon original negative sleeve or box annotations, often supplemented by observations made by staff. Many images were received unsleeved and housed in original glass plate boxes with brief annotations of their contents, such as "Egan trial". In cases such as this, where many images of related events were present, some research as to context was carried out, and descriptions were thus supplemented. In most cases it was not possible to gather such added information or verify names and contexts.

Part 1 and Part 1a search recommendations

By subject: brief, single-term keyword searching is advised. Surnames alone for individuals are suggested, as form of first names, initials, etc. may vary. Women are often listed under their husband’s names, preceded by “Mrs.” The bulk of images are portraits, but some searches on locations, building names, corporate names, organizations, sporting events or similar terms may yield results.

By date: chronological arrangement is only approximate, and dates are usually impossible to determine. When a date was present, however, it is included as part of the caption. Therefore, a free-text search on a given year (“1924”, for example) may locate some negatives for that approximate period. Browsing nearby entries is then the only way to look for events of a given date. Staff have noted that occasional images of a later year preceded those of earlier years, and that sporting events are frequently dated but numbered out of sequence. The rule that lower item numbers correspond with earlier dates must be used with caution for chronological browsing of the finding aid.

Part 2 (1938-1951)

Two levels of description are present for all subject groupings, and three levels of description are present for the chronological General File portion of Part 2 (1938-December 1951). The top level is the most general description, briefly summarizing large numbers of negatives. Selected subjects are then described at the more detailed levels.

All subject groupings have a summary description providing an overview of the contents of that section. Information provided will be: the subject category name, the range of numeric codes that represent it, the box numbers that contain it, an estimate of the number of images present, the years present in it, and a variable-length summary of the types of images or subject content present. In these summaries a few lines of text may represent several hundred or several thousand negatives.

Many subject groupings will have no further description provided. These sections were deemed by curators and staff to have less potential research value than other portions of the collection, and resources were not available to provide exhaustive descriptions of all sections. They tend to be subjects of purely local interest, such as auto accidents, animals, crime, and sporting events. Researchers may find useful images within these briefly summarized sections, but items will have to be found by paging the likely boxes and examining their contents.

Selected subject groupings thought to have higher research demand were described at a second, more detailed level of description. These subject areas are Education; Fairs (Golden Gate International Exposition); Juvenile Delinquents and Child Welfare; Labor; Military, War & Wartime (selected subcategories); San Francisco (Police Brutality); San Francisco (Miscellaneous); and Weather (Floods).

In addition to the summary descriptions described above, these selected categories were described at the sleeve level. (Each original sleeve represented a single photographic shoot or assignment. A sleeve could contain one negative or several dozen related negatives.) A finding aid entry at the sleeve level provides the following information: brief summary line of subject content, date or date range, call number, part number, box number, code number (a subject-based filing code), original sleeve number or range of sleeve numbers (for multiple sleeves on a single topic or event), number of negatives, and a content description note which may consist of numerous lines of text.

Descriptions of the chronological General File of Part 2 consist of the summary descriptions (described above) for each month, a list of selected highlights, and sleeve-level entries for subjects of highest historical interest. (See Project Information: Selection.) Text within the list of highlights for a month is arranged chronologically, in the order the negatives are filed. Neither dates nor code numbers are given for most entries, but entries of higher potential interest or those with a relatively large number of negatives are followed by a bracketed code number and an estimate of the number of images present. A subject with related images on more than one date in a single month is usually entered only once, in place chronologically where the first occurrence is found. Additional filing codes under which later occurrences may be found are noted in brackets following the entry.

Of the highlights just described, about ten to twenty percent were selected for detailed sleeve-level descriptions in the same format used for sleeve-level descriptions within the Subject Files (above).

A sample sleeve-level finding aid entry follows:
Charles Lindbergh and Senator D. Worth Clark -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (July 1, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 2, Box 161 (140299.09), 13 negatives
Images of Colonel Charles Lindbergh speaking with Senator D. Worth Clark of Idaho and speaking with press.

The first line is a brief summary of the sleeve contents, followed by the date in parenthesis.
The next line is the full collection call number, part number, box number, and negative count.
Code numbers are followed by a decimal point and a sequential original sleeve number provided by Bancroft Library staff. Although not recorded in this finding aid, on the negative sleeves this number is followed by a colon and an item number, also assigned by Bancroft staff. Thus, a single image might be identified as "Part 2, 300412.2:5."
The lines following the call number and negative count are the content description notes. This text is based upon language found in newspaper staff annotations on the original sleeves, often clarified and supplemented by Bancroft Library staff.
Minimal attempts were made to standardize phrasing, personal names, and language. Chiefly, this is free text with no formal subject analysis or standardized thesauri.

However, staff did attempt to facilitate searches by agreeing upon certain terms to use for certain subject matter. If these terms could not easily be used within a descriptive caption, they were included parenthetically. The most common terms used were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afro-Americans</td>
<td>Used for: African Americans, blacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>atomic age</td>
<td>Used for: nuclear or atomic technology or its resultant effects in popular culture and design. See also: civil defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>censorship</td>
<td>Used for: obscenity charges and political censorship cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>child welfare</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cityscapes</td>
<td>Used for: broad urban or suburban landscapes, skylines, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>civil defense</td>
<td>Used for: bomb shelters, evacuation plans, drills, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>civil rights</td>
<td>Used for: racial or ethnic discrimination, racial equality, the civil rights movement, and those involved.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communism</td>
<td>Used for: communists, and anti-communism, &quot;red scare&quot;, cold war attitudes, un-American Activities hearings (HUAC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>disabled persons</td>
<td>Used for (and with): handicapped, blind, deaf, paraplegic, crippled, and other terms for physical disabilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>education</td>
<td>Used for: schools, colleges, classrooms, teachers, parents' and teachers' associations (PTA), etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>environment</td>
<td>Used for: ecology, effects of urbanization &amp; development, pollution, litter, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fashion</td>
<td>Used for: chiefly clothing, occasionally design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gambling</td>
<td>Used for: chiefly raids and arrests of book makers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gays and lesbians</td>
<td>Used for: gay men, lesbians, homosexuality, and also cross-dressing, transvestitism, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>health</td>
<td>Used for: public health, medicine, hospitals, medical care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>housing</td>
<td>Used for: public housing, housing developments, housing conditions, new types of housing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>juvenile delinquency</td>
<td>Used for: gangs, juvenile crime, youth arrests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>labor</td>
<td>Used for: organized labor, strikes, labor pickets and walk-outs, workers in the workplace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>narcotics</td>
<td>Used for: drug seizures, arrests, drug raids, marijuana, heroin, opium, and controlled substances of all types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>neighborhood</td>
<td>Used for: street scenes, intersections, localized city views of smaller scope than cityscapes, residential areas, commercial districts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>race relations</td>
<td>Used for: racial tensions, ethnic tensions, changing attitudes to or awareness of racial issues. See also civil rights and social protests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>social protests</td>
<td>Used for: non-labor-related pickets, sit-ins, demonstrations, marches, peace movement, anti-nuclear movement, etc. See also: civil rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>space age</td>
<td>Used for: space race, satellites, sputnik, rockets, astronauts, and related technology or popular interest</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The choice of terms was informed by, although not limited to, terms from Library of Congress Subject Headings. Due to time constraints, their application was not based upon extensive analysis and consideration, so inconsistencies may be detectable. They are intended to assist searchers in finding broad types of material, and finer distinctions have not been made. For example, issues of ethnicity may be included within the term “race relations”, distinctions between “race relations” and “civil rights” are not always clear, and the term “gays and lesbians” may have incorrectly been applied to images relating to transvestitism or transsexuals. Distinctions between “neighborhood” views and “cityscapes” are also problematic. The intent of including the terms was to assist searchers in bringing together related material, and more critical analysis has been left to the researchers. It should also be noted that these terms were not used within the Subject File section of Part 2 if the term was redundant with the name of the subject section (“Education”, for example, was not repeated within every education-related entry in the Education subject file!)

Part 2 search recommendations

By subject: browsing the finding aid by subject is possible for searches that might fall within one of the established subject categories (listed above under Arrangement: Part 2.) However, related subjects that logically should fall within these subject areas are sometimes found within the chronological General File. Therefore, keyword searching of the finding aid text is advisable. The standardized terms listed above will yield numerous “hits”, but will probably not locate all potentially related images. Variations on likely descriptive words should be attempted. Brief, single-term keyword searching is advised. Surnames alone for individuals are suggested, as form of first names, initials, etc. may vary. For more refined searches, use the help screens to learn about proximity searching (“Aimee” within 2 words of “McPherson”, for example) and other options.

By date: the General File may be browsed in this finding aid by date. Entries are selective, so if a specific event of known date is sought and it does not appear in the finding aid, it is advisable to request the relevant boxes and browse the collection directly. Because of the Subject Files, chronological searching is quite complex. Views taken on any given day might be found under subject, in date order in the General File, or in the General File but filed behind related images of an earlier date. (For example, if a trial started on May 3, 1942 and ended in February 1943, all related images might be filed with the May 1942 images!) For images of recognized historic importance that were selected for detailed description in this finding aid, dates may be searched as strings of text, such as “March 15, 1954” or “March within 2 words of 1954.”

Part 3 (1951-1965)

Descriptions are based upon the strict chronological arrangement of this section. As with the General File of Part 2, three levels of description are used: Month Summaries, Selected Highlights, and Selected Sleeve Entries.

Descriptive text follows the format and conventions of Part 2 (described above), except that there are no code numbers and dates function as filing codes, presented in a six-digit month-day-year (MM-DD-YY) format. The selected highlights under each month summary tend to be much longer than those of Part 2, because no negatives were removed from chronological files to subject files after December 1951.

Text within the list of highlights for a month is arranged chronologically, in the order the negatives are filed. Dates are not given for most entries, but entries of higher potential interest or those with a relatively large number of negatives are followed by a bracketed date or range of dates and an estimate of the number of images present. A subject with related images on more than one date in a single month is usually entered only once, in place chronologically where the first occurrence is found. Subsequent related images are indicated by a notation of their dates in brackets following this entry.

Part 3 search recommendations

By subject: keyword searching of the finding aid text is recommended. The standardized terms listed above (under Guide to Descriptive Text and Searching: Part 2) will yield numerous “hits”, but will probably not locate all potentially related images. Variations on likely descriptive words should be attempted. Brief, single-term keyword searching is advised. Surnames alone for individuals are suggested, as form of first names, initials, etc. may vary. Use the help screens to learn about proximity searching (“Richard” within 2 words of “Nixon”, for example) and other options.

By date: all of Part 3 may be browsed in this finding aid by date. Entries are selective, so if a specific event of known date is sought and it does not appear in the finding aid, it is advisable to request the relevant boxes and browse the collection directly. For images of recognized historic importance that were selected for detailed description in this finding aid, dates may be searched as strings of text, such as “March 15, 1964” or “March within 2 words of 1964.”

Part 4 (Photographic Prints)

Part 4 is largely unarranged. A preliminary container list is the only description available. The contents listed for each box or carton are intended to give researchers a general idea of the contents of that container, and are by no means complete. Library staff listed personal names or topical subjects which actually appeared on folder headings or were present in large
numbers, but there are many other names and subjects within the same alphabetic range which do not have separate folders and which are not noted in this finding aid. Until a full listing is created, alphabetic browsing of the containers themselves is the only means of determining what individual images are present. However, such browsing is not permissible until rehousing and foldering is completed. (Direct inquiries about access to this unprocessed material, in writing, to: the Head of Public Services, The Bancroft Library.)

**Card Catalog**

A card catalog of the negative files was received from the newspaper as part of the gift to The Bancroft Library. It consists almost entirely of personal names, with occasional corporate names. There is no subject indexing. The card catalog is divided into three parts, just as the negative files are. Its coverage of Part 1 (ca. 1915-ca. 1939) has been entirely converted to digital form and included as Part 1 of this finding aid. Part 2 and Part 3 of the card catalog have not been converted, and contain many personal names not found in the finding aid. It is clear that card catalog coverage is not complete, and that many images present are not indexed. (For this reason, it was decided not to use the card catalog as the basis for Parts 2 and 3 of the finding aid, but rather to work from the negatives themselves.) Researchers seeking images of specific persons not found within the on-line finding aid may contact the Curator of Pictorial Collections, The Bancroft Library, for an appointment to use the original card catalog.

**Dates: Chronological Outline**

If materials are wanted for a given year, at left, they may be found in the parts of the collection noted to the right:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Parts of the Collection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ca. 1915-1937</td>
<td>Part 1 and Part 1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938-1939</td>
<td>Part 1, Part 1a, Part 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940-November 1951</td>
<td>Part 2 (Subject Files or General File)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1951</td>
<td>Part 2 (Subject and General File) and Part 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952-1965</td>
<td>Part 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Photographers**

The works of many staff photographers are present within the negative files. Usually, a surname is typed or signed on the negative sleeves, particularly in later years of the files. (Photographers names are rarely present for the pre-1940 images in Part 1 and Part 1a). This finding aid does not provide for searching by photographer. The detailed sleeve-level descriptions provided are for a small, selected portion of the collection (less than 20%), therefore it was believed that including photographer's names would not be a significant help to researchers interested in finding the works of a given photographer - the majority of that photographer's works would have remained undescribed and un-indexed. Those interested in finding photographs by a specific photographer may use the list below as a guide and request negatives within the time frame that the photographer was employed. There is no assurance that the list is complete, but it is an attempt to identify photographers and their period of employment by the newspaper. The negative files for any year in which a photographer was employed are likely to have many of his or her images.

- Ken Adams: 1948-1960
- Lee Andersen: 1958
- Cantue (?)
- Cantwell: 1945
- Clifton: 1940
- Collins: 1945
- Doherty: 1938-1940
- Eastaff: 1945
- Edgren: 1950-1959
- Ellerback: 1937-1938
- Ellwood: 1941-1945
- Elwing: 1954-1956
- Emile: 1958
- Murray N. Fay: 1937-1947
- Jack French: 1940-1955
- Gouch(?): 1947
- Hart: 1944
- Hatch: 1945
Johnny Hines: 1947-1959
Hank Ingwersen: 1938-1964
Bob Jones: 1947-1964
Les Kevie: 1938
Knepher: 1944-1949
Lozier: 1944-1946
J. Marron: 1938-1947
Miller: 1943
"Monte" Monakee: 1937-1939
Eddie(?) Murphy ("Murf"): 1959-1964
Newfield: 1946-1948
Nickell: 1945-1952
Nugent: 1945
Pardini: 1956-1959
Pete Peterson (perhaps Pete is nickname for Ed Peterson?): 1939-1964
Ed Peterson (perhaps also known as "Pete"): 1945, 1958, 1961
Clark R. Place: 1959-1964
Paul Quen: 1961
Robbie (perhaps a nickname for Robbins?): 1955, 1959
H.C. Robbins: 1950-1964
Robertson: 1945-1946
C.H. Smith: 1945-1946
Simon Sterling: 1945
Francis Stewart: 1937-1943
Susse: 1940
Sid Tate: 1945-1964
Vick(?): 1941
Stuart Walch: 1942-1944
Bob Warren: 1959-1964
Wass: 1945
Warren West: 1945-1947, 1961(?)

**Part 1 (1915-1939)**

Physical Description: ca. 40,550 negatives (glass and film), ca. 1915-ca. 1939.
(ca. 33,140 glass negatives and ca. 7,350 film negatives)

Arrangement

Each item has been assigned a number. The listing below includes the full call number, box number, and item number, plus a brief entry for each item or range of items. Numbers lacking from list indicate numbers missing from the collection. Forms of names have not been standardized, and spelling errors may be present as data was transcribed from catalog cards or from handwritten annotations on the negatives themselves.

Negatives should be requested by call number, "Part 1", box number, and item number.

For more detailed background information, see:

Arrangement, Part 1 and Part 1a
Guide to Descriptive Text and Searching, Part 1 and Part 1a

**BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 1, Box 1-10**
Thelma Buckhart
Max Fisch
Will Tevis
Joseph Rosenberg
Philip Clay
A Breed
Governor Stevens
Major J.A. Moore, mess officers
Mrs. Riemier and baby
Ernes Ohrt, 6 day race
6 day bicycle race Madden
Mr. L.A. Song, Mayor of Chinatown
S.C. Namier
Mr. Ollae Tuttle, Examination
Lieutenant Colonel Ross L. Bush
W.F. Turner
Captain E.E. Fuller, 62nd Infantry
Major R.K. Cravens, Commander Presidio
Margaret Ferrie
Captain E.B. Mitchel
Colonel W.M. Morrow, 52nd Infantry
Major R.K. Cravens, Commander Presidio
Colonel E.L. Taggart, 12th Infantry
Colonel E.L. Butts, 12th Infantry
Lieutenant E.E. McMorland
Captain L.L. Pendleton
Mrs. Oscar Latrobe, Wife of Major
Colonel W.M. Morrow, 52nd Infantry
Colonel E.L. Taggart, 12th Infantry
Major F.K. Cravens, Commander Presidio
Mrs. Oscar Latrobe, Wife of Major
Colonel E.L. Taggart, 12th Infantry
Colonel O.W.B. Farr, 18th Field Army
Colonel E.L. Butts, 12th Infantry
Santa Clara Rugby Team, 1917
Howell, Forward Santa Clara Rugby
Don, Forward Santa Clara Rugby
Manilli, Forward Santa Clara Rugby
Stellai, Forward Santa Clara Rugby
Vicini, Forward Santa Clara Rugby
Robin J. Flynn
Harry Zemansky, County Registrar
Thomas U Cator
County Registrar
Mrs. H.M. Alexander
Mrs. W C Graves
Mrs. H.K. Williams
John Jenkens, copy
Sarah Truax, Garden of Allah
Miss D. Porter, Knox Shop
Tornwell Mullay, company of
Mr. and Mrs. Gery
Captain Halder Smith
Olympic Club, New Year Swim Party
Presidio of San Francisco
Box 5: 00264-00268 Joe Knowles [missing 264-265, 267-268]
Box 6: 00304 Joe Murphy, Call Bulletin Cartoonist
Box 6: 00320 Pacific Coast League Walters
Box 6: 00321 Steele of the T.K.K.
Box 6: 00322-00335 Sacramento Best Tractor Parade [missing 322, 324-325, 327-335]
Box 6: 00361 John Gum, Ad Pose Starr Tobacco
Box 6: 00375-00382 Van Capelle, German SS Agent [missing 375, 377-381]
Box 6: 00383-00386 Maurice McLaughlan, Golf [missing 384-386]
Box 7: 00393 Lieutent A.L. Gralapp, 63rd Infantry
Box 7: 00393-00399 Presidio Officers [missing 397-399]
Box 7: 00394 Lieutent T.S. Morrison, 63rd Infantry
Box 7: 00395 Major W. McNamara, 63rd Infantry
Box 7: 00396 Major E.C. Dalton, 63rd Infantry
Box 7: 00401 Lieutent Rout. Rouse, 63rd Infantry
Box 7: 00402 Lieutent R.M. Winfield, 63rd Infantry
Box 7: 00409 Lieutent F.C. Lewis, 63rd Infantry
Box 8: 00410 Lieutent F.L. Hill, 63rd Infantry
Box 8: 00411 Lieutent Henry B. Cagle, 63rd Infantry
Box 8: 00412 Lieutent G.H. Pendergrost, 63rd Infantry
Box 8: 00413 Lieutent W.F. Stromeyer, 63rd Infantry
Box 8: 00415 Captain J.K. Boles
Box 8: 00416 Captain J.H. Garrison
Box 8: 00417 Captain F.C. Phelps
Box 8: 00418 Lieutent James M. Ackley
Box 8: 00419 Captain P.J. Mueller
Box 9: 00420 Captain Shirley Buck
Box 9: 00421 Lieutent James M. Ackley
Box 9: 00422 Lieutent Abe H. Leiser
Box 9: 00423 Captain L. Gehman, 63rd Infantry
Box 9: 00424 Captain Fred K. Allen
Box 9: 00424 Lieutent Edgar Tully, 63rd Infantry
Box 9: 00426 Lieutent G.K. Howard, 63rd Infantry
Box 9: 00427 Captain L.E. Cheatham
Box 9: 00428 Lieutent Joseph Warner, 63rd Infantry
Box 10: 00430 Lieutent E.E. Prett, 63rd Infantry
Box 10: 00431 Lieutent R.R. Tourtillott, 63rd Infantry
Box 10: 00432 Lieutent G.B. Haddock, 63rd Infantry
Box 10: 00433 Lieutent A.L. Lerch, 63rd Infantry
Box 10: 00434 Lieutent G.K. Howard, 63rd Infantry
Box 10: 00435 Lieutent W.L. Clemenson
Box 10: 00436 Lieutent Alan Pendleton, 63rd Infantry
Box 10: 00437 Lieutent J.E. Powell
Box 10: 00439 Lieutent K.B. Gunn, 63rd Infantry
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Box 11: 00443 Lieutent Alan Pendleton, 63rd Infantry
Box 11: 00451-00455 Eugene Brosseau [missing 451, 453-455]
Box 11: 00467 Lake Tahoe
Box 11: 00480-00481 Captain M. Clavel, French Officers [missing 481]
Box 11: 00480 Lieutenant G. Batal, French Officer
Box 11: 00482 Lieutenant G. Batal, French Officer
Box 11: 00483 Captain Harold Zimmerman
Box 11: 00484 Captain M.O. French
Box 11: 00485 Captain M.G. Harding
Box 11: 00486 Lieutenant L.S. Davis
Box 12: 00487 Major P.B. Peyton
Box 12: 00488 Colonel L.S. Sorley
Box 12: 00490 Captain F.W. Rase
Box 12: 00491 Lieutenant P.W. Patterson
Box 12: 00492 Captain Robert M. Collins
Box 12: 00493 Captain P.J. Mueller
Box 12: 00494 Lieutenant Henry Abraham
Box 12: 00528-00546 Earl Blair, Olympic Club Boxers [missing 528, 531-546]
Box 12: 00529 Earle Blair, Olympic Club Boxer
Box 12: 00674 Marisa Crocker
Box 13: 00683 Twin Peaks Tunnel
Box 13: 00684 Joe Kelley, At The Oakland Estuary
Box 13: 00684 Ex Governor Pardee, At The Oakland Estuary
Box 13: 00693 Mrs. Leon Copy Roos
Box 13: 00697 Miss Helen Kenney
Box 13: 00697 Lansing Tevis
Box 13: 00703 Eleanor Sears
Box 13: 00704 Seeadler, German Raider Ship copy
Box 13: 00730 Mine reserve at University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 13: 00731 University of California (UC Berkeley) Mine rescue
Box 13: 00732 Viscount Ishi
Box 13: 00732 Japanese Commission
Box 14: 00995 Mr. and Mrs. John Baranoff
Box 14: 01000 Colonel E.L. Taggart, 12th Infantry
Box 14: 01009 Eke Cadwalder, auto
Box 14: 01014 Captain E.E. Fuller, 62 Infantry
Box 14: 01015 Captain L.L. Pendleton
Box 14: 01016 Lieutenant E.E. McMorland
Box 14: 01017 General Leggett
Box 14: 01018 Lieutenant Colonel F.W. Sladen
Box 15: 01020 Major W.H. Winterberg, M U S R
Box 15: 01021-01022 Vivian Sheran [missing 1021]
Box 15: 01035 Mr. Henry T. and Laurence Scott
Box 15: 01038 Hawaiian Queen Liliuokalani, funeral
Box 15: 01039 Queen Liliuokalani, and Hawaiian Royal Coat of Arms
Box 15: 01050 Captain E. Rice
Box 15: 01054 Ernest Ohrt
Box 15: 01054 Dora Ohrt, Sister of Ernest
Box 15: 01059 Burlingame Club House
Box 15: 01060 Colonel J.R. Lindsey
Box 16: 01071 Father Cantwell, see also Bishop
Box 16: 01077-01078 Captain H.A. Schwabe [missing 1078]
Box 16: 01083 Mrs. Alfred Katchinski and daughter
Box 16: 01087 Mrs. Alfred Katchinski and daughter
Box 16: 01090 Jo Tobin
Box 16: 01091 O. Millard, Dipsea Race
Box 16: 01092 Kahamanoku Duke, Swimmer
Box 16: 01092 Duke Kahamanoku, Swimmer
Box 16: 01093-01094 Governor William Stevens, Sacramento Ballgame
Box 16: 01096-01098 Miss Bryan, Bridal Costume [missing 1096-1097]
Box 16: 01096-01098 Mrs. Corbet, In bridal gown with bridesmaids
Box 16: 01096-01098 Ida Hollister, Bridesmaid
Box 17: 01099-01100 Frank Oxman, Mooney Trial
Box 17: 01101-01102 Miss Bertolo, Ad Club Girl [missing 1102]
Box 17: 01112 Belgian Commissioner
Box 17: 01115 Justice Wardell
Box 17: 01122 E. Worthington, Kohler and Chase
Box 17: 01122 E. Worthington, c/o Kohler and Chase
Box 17: 01123-01124 Los Angeles Baseball Team, 1917 [missing 1124]
Box 17: 01125 Mike De Young
Box 17: 01126 Mrs. Herbert Law, in golf suit
Box 18: 01131-01132 Frank Labbt Monsignor Chance [missing 1131]
Box 18: 01136 Dorothy Baker, Swimmer
Box 18: 01139-01140 Ambassador J.W. Gerard [missing 1139]
Box 18: 01144 Douglass Grant, Golfer
Box 18: 01157 Colonel J.W. Gardner
Box 18: 01166 Thornwell Mullay, company of
Box 18: 01171 Mrs. Alfred Katchinski
Box 18: 01173-01174 Louis Ferrari [missing 1174]
Box 18: 01175-01176 Baron Von Brincken, Baroness and daughter
Box 19: 01177-01179 Hester Webb, see Mrs. Phillip Collischonn [missing 1177-1178]
Box 19: 01178-01179 Mrs. Phillip Collischon [missing 1178]
Box 19: 01186-01187 Graney Academy Billard Players [missing 1186]
Box 19: 01189 Catcher Bassler, L.S.B.B.T.
Box 19: 01191 Douglass Grant, Golfer
Box 19: 01194 Mary Hartman
Box 19: 01194-01195 Murian Dorhmann
Box 19: 01194 Sybil Dowd
Box 19: 01201-01202 Claire Gilligan
Box 19: 01201 Ernie Smith
Box 19: 01202 Dorothy Burns
Box 19: 01202 Francis Cowells
Box 19-20: 01203-01216 Norman Ross, the swimming champ
Box 20: 01206 Norman Ross
Box 20: 01211-01212 Dorothy Burns, Swimmer
Box 20: 01217 George Bond, Swimmer
Box 20: 01225 Judge Sewell
Box 20: 01235 Great Northern (ship) sailing from San Francisco Great Northern Society
Box 20: 01260 Survivors from the Hanalei (ship)
Box 20: 01265 Survivors from the Hanalei (ship)
Box 20-21: 01276-01277 From High in the Examiner Building Market Street
Box 21: 01299 Tina Lerner and husband
Box 21: 01313-01314 Ethel Pissis
Box 21: 01320 Mrs. Pierre Moore
Box 21: 01324 Marjorie Fleishhacker
Box 21: 01324 Herbert Fleishhacker
Box 21: 01327 Estelle Healy
Box 21: 01329 Mrs. Phil Wand
Box 21: 01329 Mary Andruuss
Box 21: 01329 Riding School
Box 21: 01329 Dorothy Foster
Box 21: 01330 Terry-Broderick duel site
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Box 22: 01331 Terry-Broderick duel site
Box 22: 01334 Terry-Broderick duel site
Box 22: 01335-01336 Terry-Broderick duel site
Box 22: 01337 Terry-Broderick duel site
Box 22: 01343-01344 Charlotte Wolf, hat painter
Box 22: 01345 Colonel Sam Marston, on Hike
Box 22: 01347 Colonel Sam Marston, on Hike
Box 22: 01348 Colonel Sam Marston, hike to San Jose
Box 23: 01354-01355 Betty Deveroux [missing 1354]
Box 23: 01354-01355 Beatrice Flut
Box 23: 01359-01360 Mrs. A.J. Ryan
Box 23: 01360 Rodger Ryan
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 30: 01675 Jessica Nahl
Box 30-31: 01681-01688 Astronomical abbreviating
Box 31: 01696-01687 Reverend Paul Smith
Box 31: 01696-01697 Vice Crusade
Box 31: 01697 Mrs. Ward, Speaker
Box 31-32: 01700-01709 San Francisco Vice Meeting
Box 32: 01710 Reverend Paul Smith
Box 32: 01711 Reverend Paul Smith
Box 32: 01712 Mrs. Ward, Speaker
Box 32: 01712 Vice Crusade
Box 32-33: 01725-01741 Margaret Anglin
Box 33: 01731 Margaret Anglin
Box 33: 01740 Margaret Anglin
Box 33: 01756-01757 Recruiting to 660 Market Office [missing 1756]
Box 33: 01756 Herman Whistler
Box 33: 01757 Claire Starr
Box 33: 01757 Sergeant L.W. Berg
Box 33: 01766 Gerald Pilz, baseball player
Box 33: 01766 Charles Baum, baseball player
Box 33: 01768 Baum, baseball
Box 33: 01770 Charles Baum
Box 33: 01773-01777 Pop Arlett, baseball player
Box 33: 01777 Pop Arlett
Box 33: 01778 Ping Bodie and wife, ballplayers
Box 33: 01781 Biff Shaller, ballplayer
Box 34: 01792-01793 Chadbourn, ballplayer
Box 34: 01794 Jerry Downs, ballplayers
Box 34: 01799 Hack Miller, baseball
Box 34: 01803 Corham, ballplayer
Box 34: 01812 Cramer, ballplayer
Box 34: 01816 Bill Rojas, ballplayer
Box 34: 01819 Maisel, ballplayer
Box 34: 01823 Henry Berry, Pacific Coast League
Box 34: 01825 Perrit, Pacific Coast League ballplayer
Box 34: 01827 Joe Corbett, Seals Baseball Player [Pitcher]
Box 35: 01829 Peough, baseball player
Box 35: 01830 Bill Prough, baseball
Box 35: 01833 Rod Murphy, ballplayer
Box 35: 01835 Murray, baseball
Box 35: 01837 Johnie Wuffi, ballplayer Pacific Coast League
Box 35: 01842 Lane, ballplayer
Box 35: 01843 Smith, baseball
Box 35: 01847 Steen, ballplayer
Box 36: 01850 Pick, ballplayer
Box 36: 01856 Baseball
Box 36: 01886 Adams, Pacific Coast League ballplayer
Box 36: 01891 Rube Ellis, baseball
Box 36: 01908 Koerner, Pacific Coast League ballplayer
Box 36: 01912 Walvorton, Pacific Coast League ballplayer
Box 36: 01916 Baker, Pacific Coast League ballplayer
Box 36: 01962-01963 Tom Gunn and Wife, Chinese Aviator
Box 36: 01968 Bishop Cantwell, Consecration
Box 36: 01968-01969 Archbishop Hanna, at Bishop Cantwells consecration [missing 1969]
Box 37: 01972-01974 Bishop Cantwell
Box 37: 01976-01977 Bishop Cantwell, Consecration
Box 37: 01979 Bishop Cantwell, Consecration
Box 37: 01983 Captain L. Hussey, British Navy
Box 37: 02012 Dennis Willie, Pacific Coast League ballplayer
Box 37: 02028 Nellie Walker
Box 38: 02086 Knights Templar
Box 38: 02092 San Francisco [20 Mule Team Borax Bill]
Box 38: 02097 Market Street, San Francisco [20 Mule Team Borax Bill]
Box 38: 02100 San Francisco [20 Mule Team Borax Bill]
Box 38-39: 02116 Richard Dungan, swimmer
Box 39: 02129 Burlingame Beagle Hunt
Box 39: 02129 Mrs. Eugene Murphy
Box 39: 02129 Mrs. George Newhall, Burlingame Beagle Hunt
Box 39: 02129 George Pope, Burlingame Beagle Hunt
Box 39-40: 02133-02136 P.J. Linthian, Climbing the Saint Francis
Box 39-40: 02133-02136 P.J. Liuthian, Human Fly
Box 39: 02133 Human Fly on Saint Francis Hotel
Box 39: 02133 Hotel Saint Francis and man who climbed it
Box 40: 02140-02141 Human Fly, Saint Francis Hotel
Box 40: 02140-02141 Human Fly Crisp, Saint Francis Hotel
Box 40: 02141 Hotel Saint Francis and Man who climbed it
Box 40: 02152 Charles Evans Hughes
Box 40: 02153 Charles Evans Hughes
Box 40: 02159 Charles Evans Hughes and wife
Box 40: 02160 Charles Evans Hughes, Auditorium convention
Box 40: 02160 Charles Evans Hughes, at Oakland Auditorium
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Box 41: 02175-02176 State Highway Esplanade at Beach [missing 2175]
Box 41: 02176 Ocean Beach San Francisco Highway Playland
Box 41: 02265 Mary Pickford, The Movie Actress
Box 41: 02268 Mary Pickford, The Movie Actress
Box 41: 02273 Hindus and the Hindu Trial
Box 41: 02274 Germans, Interned
Box 41: 02275-02276 William Kilcline
Box 41: 02278 Colonel Guy Eddie
Box 41: 02285 Florence Englebright
Box 41: 02293 Joel Lufis, of New England
Box 42: 02303 Dorothy Crawford
Box 42: 02304-02305 Fickert sign and bill board
Box 42: 02306 Mary Pickford, The movie actress in Marine uniform
Box 42: 02307 Mary Pickford, leading Marine Band
Box 42: 02307 Katherine Stinson, Aviatrix and Aero Club (airplane pilots)
Box 42: 02308 Mary Pickford, The movie actress in Marine uniform
Box 42: 02309 Katherine Stinson, Aviatrix and Aero Club (airplane pilots)
Box 42: 02353 Major Benjamin H. Pope
Box 42: 02355-02358 Captain Holder Smith
Box 42: 02360-02362 Enid Watkins
Box 42: 02365 Mrs. H. Malloy, Saint Patrick’s Day
Box 42: 02365 Saint Patrick’s Day
Box 42: 02365 Andy Gallagher, Saint Patrick’s Day
Box 42: 02365 Mrs. Julia Coen, Saint Patrick’s Day
Box 42: 02365 Agnes Tierney, Saint Patrick’s Day
Box 43: 02367 Frank Marrish, Olympic Club
Box 43: 02376 Mary Pickford, The movie actress leading the marine band
Box 43: 02378 Major Barry, Pac.M.S.S. Co. [Pacific Mail Steamship Company?]
Box 43: 02381 Army recruiting examination
Box 43: 02381 Physical Examination of Men US Army Recruiting for WWI, induction
Box 43: 02382 Mary Pickford, the movie actress leading the marine band
Box 43: 02383 Jake Sheffer, Billiard player
Box 43: 02383 Jake Sheffer, Billiard player
Box 43: 02385-02386 Jake Sheffer, Billiard player
Box 43: 02403-02404 Mildred Johnson
Box 43: 02404 Mrs. George Ramonorsky
Box 43: 02405 Mrs. George Ramonovosky
Box 44: 02418 Mrs. Des
Box 44: 02421-02422 Mrs. Cunningham, and Family
Box 44: 02424 Mrs. Charles Fay, (copy)
Box 44: 02430 Caroline Singer
Box 44: 02436 Jack Abercombie, and Mrs. I. Bishop
Box 44: 02436 Irene Ottrim Bishop
Box 44: 02437-02438 A.W. Rice
Box 44: 02439 Eddie McGoorty
Box 44: 02439 Jackey Edward Moon
Box 44: 02447 Mr. and Mrs. Post Wheeler
Box 44: 02450-02451 Stella Power
Box 45: 02452 Eddie McGoorty
Box 45: 02464-02465 Mildred Pollack
Box 45: 02468 Miss G. McKenzie
Box 45: 02483-02484 Elsie Kaden
Box 45: 02484 Mr. F. Roberts
Box 45: 02485 Merchants’ Exchange Xmas
Box 45: 02487 Mrs. Olga Loupitzky-Vaery
Box 45: 02488-02489 Ford Goldstein, Evangelist
Box 45: 02492 Kissing Pose Recruiting
Box 45-46: 02493-02494 Mai Chiam, Prince of Siam
Box 46: 02497-02498 Helen Kelley
Box 46: 02497-02498 Ruth Sheffer
Box 46: 02499 Swint of Call (copy)
Box 46: 02500-02501 Maxwell Car and girls
Box 46: 02506 Mary Pickford, Recruiting Rally San Francisco
Box 46: 02507 Norma White
Box 46: 02512 Judge Henry A. Melvin
Box 46: 02524-02525 Reginald Back
Box 46: 02526 Marion Salazar, Call sports editor
Box 47: 02527-02528 Christmas Mail at Post Office
Box 47: 02528 Charles Fay, Postmaster and Christmas Mail
Box 47: 02528 Frank H. Sullivan, Christmas Mail
Box 47: 02535-02536 Katherine Stinson, Aviatrix
Box 47: 02546-02547 Mark Shaughnessey and dog
Box 47: 02548 Mrs. George Ramonorsky
Box 47: 02549-02550 Ruth Brandenstein
Box 47: 02549-02550 Helen Hammersmith
Box 47: 02551 Liberty Bell PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 47: 02553 Herman and Joe Marron - Frank
Box 47: 02554 Dorothy Fye
Box 48: 02555 Herman and Joe Marron - Frank
Box 48: 02558 Miss VanVleck and Food sign
Box 48: 02559 Jockey Charles Banks
Box 48: 02561 Brigade General Murray
Box 48: 02614 Dan Marks, Navy baseball pitcher
Box 48: 02617 Yachts
Box 48: 02617 W.G.A. Schwerin, Navy baseball
Box 48: 02643 Mary E. Drury
Box 48: 02672 Mrs. Vladimir Baronovsky
Box 48: 02672-02673 Admiral Bosse
Box 48: 02672-02673 Vladimir Baronovsky
Box 49: 02676-02677 Devally
Box 49: 02678 [Paul?] Verdier, in French Army Uniform
Box 49: 02681-02682 Grace Onley
Box 49: 02702-02703 Eva Ziaonz
Box 49: 02704 Helene Romonoff
Box 49: 02714 Mr. F.W. Taylor
Box 49: 02730 Anita Trefts
Box 50: 02747-02750 New Year Swim and Run Olympic Club, January 1, 1918
Box 50: 02753 Mrs. James L. Laidlaw, of New York
Box 50: 02754 Mrs. Bruce W. Aurant
Box 50: 02755-02757 Mrs. Bruce W. Aurant
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Box 51: 02763-02265 Kid McCoy
Box 51: 02766 Willie Meehan, Prize Fighter
Box 51: 02767-02768 Victor Hirtzler, Saint Francis Chef
Box 51: 02767-02768 Victor Hirtzler, Saint Francis Hotel Chef
Box 51: 02771 Mary Miles Minter, Copy
Box 51: 02772-02773 Adolf Bollman, (German Spy) [missing 2773]
Box 51: 02774-02775 Al Kaufmann and Co.[missing 2774]
Box 51: 02775 Fat La Rue, Miss Van Dusen and Al Kaufmann
Box 51: 02779 Llewelyn Prett
Box 52: 02801 Ruth Stacker, Swimmer
Box 52: 02803 Margaret Clark
Box 52: 02803 Francis X Bushman, (copy)
Box 52: 02804 Pay King, (copy)
Box 52: 02806 Mrs. Williard Drown
Box 52: 02816 Beagle Hunt at Burlingame
Box 52: 02817 Countess M.H. Mornet
Box 52: 02818 Miss Mornet
Box 52: 02821-02822 Miss F.M. Anderson [missing 2821]
Box 52: 02823-02824 Mona Gardner [missing 2823]
Box 53: 02825 C.S. Cummings
Box 53: 02826 Leonard Peacock
Box 53: 02828 C.S. Cummings
Box 53: 02829 Ed Charlton
Box 53: 02829 Lou Hutt
Box 53: 02831 Lou Hutt
Box 53: 02839-02840 P.M. Dean [missing 2839]
Box 53: 02841-02842 Roy Alexander [missing 2841]
Box 53: 02843 J R Findlater
Box 53: 02844-02845 W. Dandy [missing 2844]
Box 54: 02849 Billy Hines, Examiner lost car Maxwell
Box 54: 02850 J.P. Brady
Box 54: 02852 Alice Goodmurphy and Ben Alta Big
Box 54: 02852 Smilage Ticket
Box 54: 02855-02856 George Skinner [missing 2855]
Box 54: 02857 E.W. Milburn
Box 54: 02858 Ray Elliot
Box 54: 02859-02860 W.G. Campbell [missing 2859]
Box 54: 02861 Frawley
Box 54: 02862 Jan H. Stelling
Box 55: 02863-02864 Reeve Gartzmann [missing 2864]
Box 55: 02865 Martin Hartzman
Box 55: 02866-02867 Emanuel, C.A.B.
Box 55: 02869 J.A. Frye
Box 55: 02871 A.F. Lemberger
Box 55: 02872 L.H. Rose
Box 55: 02873 J.R. Findlater
Mr. Ollae Tuttle, Examination [missing 2874]
W.A. Doble [missing 2876]
Searnsknight Sommerville, Auto
Army recruiting station 660
Jan H. Stelling
Coronel Olympian, Agr. Cal. Motor Sales Company
French Commission 1917
Revolving Mail Table
C.H. Hayne, Haynes Auto Sales Company
H.S. Kozminsky, Cole Pac. Motor Company
C.A. Kingsley
C.D. Rand
Ray Elliot
Mrs. J.L. King, Jr.
L.H. Rose
Logan
E.W. Milburn
Colonel Hewes
Dan Whitman
Velie Cadawalder, Auto
H.A. Seller
H.S. Kozminsky, Cole. Pac. Motor Company
J.H. Eagal, Kisser Kar
C.H. Hayne, Haynes Auto Sales Company
Erich Brandies
Alice Levey
Lucille Tigby
Clovis Walker
Otto Stolberg
Mrs. Hill [missing 2930]
Dimples Griffing
Concreate Ship
Glenn Byers
J. Doble
Mrs. Darbee
WWI Black Hand Letter
Dorothy Philips
Wells Wells and Major Johnie Strowd
C.D. Rand
Orr H. Williams
Harry Engeldorf
Lieutenant McDonald
Captain A.S. Neushel
Frances McCarthy
San Francisco Art Institute
William S. Kellogg
Auditorium Civic
Sacramento Best Tractor Parade
Mrs. Frank Barker
S.C. Irving
Senator J.C. Owens
William H. Humphrey
Judge Lennard
Fat La Rue
Fat La Rue
Miss Joseph Moore
Walter Rivers
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Box 62: 03089 Goat Island drill
Box 62: 03091 H.H. Greer
Box 62: 03091 A.C. Robbins
Box 62: 03094 George Lull
Box 62: 03101 Fay King
Box 62: 03115-03116 Lynn Mahewson
Box 62: 03118-03119 Carmen Z. Page
Box 62: 03120 Mrs. Pindo
Box 62: 03121 Mrs. A.C. Wikes
Box 62: 03123 Mrs. C.C. Lojer
Box 62: 03124-03125 Mrs. Sam Hopkins [missing 3124]
Box 62: 03126 Anne Peters
Box 62: 03132 Abe Attell
Box 62: 03133-03134 H.W. Strugnell
Box 62: 03135 At Mission District Red Cross
Box 62: 03135 Peacock Motor Sales Company Service Truck, with Snow
Box 62: 03136-03137 Anne Peters
Box 62: 03137 At Emporium Red Cross
Box 62: 03138 Red Cross at Emporium
Box 62: 03139-03140 Mrs. McCabe, auto school [missing 3140]
Box 62: 03142-03143 William Cressy, Red Cross at Emporium
Box 62: 03144 Edward V Murphy
Box 62: 03145 William Cressy
Box 62: 03150 Billy Sunday, Preacher
Box 62: 03153-03154 Funston Funeral
Box 62: 03155 Cameron Thruston and wife
Box 62: 03157 Cameron Thruston and wife
Box 62: 03162-03163 Miss VanDusen, at Kaufman Company [missing 3162]
Box 62: 03180-03181 Seth Hargrave
Box 62: 03182-03183 Max Podlech
Box 62: 03184-03186 San Francisco Golf Club
Box 62: 03187-03188 R.J. Woods
Box 62: 03189 Kenneth Kingsbury
Box 62: 03212 Railway ceremony Twin Peaks Tunnel
Box 62: 03214-03216 Twin Peaks Tunnel
Box 62: 03216 Railway ceremony Twin Peaks Tunnel
Box 62: 03218 Railway ceremony Twin Peaks Tunnel
Box 62: 03218 Railway ceremony Twin Peaks Tunnel
Box 62: 03221-03225 F.W. Kellogg
Box 62: 03227-03228 Traffic (Auto) Scenes
Box 62: 03230-03231 Spike Elder
Box 62: 03232-03234 Caroline Singerm
Box 62: 03235-03237 Kathryn Cope
Box 62: 03238-03241 Regeneration Portanova Statue
Box 62: 03241 Portonova Case
Box 62: 03242 Portonova case
Box 62: 03243 Portonova Case
Box 62: 03244-03246 Tina Mondotti
Box 62: 03251-03253 Major General Morrison
Box 62: 03254 Miss Aullife
Box 62: 03255 Lou Hutt
Box 62: 03257 Tom Crawford
Box 62: 03258 D.L. Rayburn
Box 62: 03258 General George Goethals
Box 69: 03259-03260 J. Collins
Box 69: 03261-03262 B. Cheffoni
Box 69: 03263-03264  J.K. Baillie
Box 69: 03265-03266  Winfield Scott
Box 69: 03267-03268  Commander Jordan
Box 69: 03270  L.C. Roberts, Examiner
Box 69: 03271-03272  Judge Dooling
Box 69: 03274  Martin Hartman
Box 70: 03275  John Gum, Ad pose Starr Tobacco
Box 70: 03280  Maurice Murphy
Box 70: 03281  Bartlett, of Maine Ex.
Box 70: 03282  Fields of Renstrom Company
Box 70: 03283  L.C. Mahoney, of Marine Ex.
Box 70: 03285  F.A. Oehm
Box 70: 03286  Harry T. Knoph
Box 70: 03287  Percy E. Taber
Box 70: 03289  Al. R. Kayser
Box 71: 03294  F.A. Henderson, of Willys-Overland Company
Box 71: 03296-03297  W.H. Bell, of Willys-Overland Company
Box 71: 03298  Reverend Madison Slaughter
Box 71: 03299-03300  Ollae Tuttle, Examination
Box 71: 03301  William G. Dunbar
Box 71: 03302  Edward M. O'Neill
Box 71: 03304  John D. McGilvray
Box 71: 03304  Charles E. Ovenshire
Box 71-72: 03306-03308  Roberta Hewson
Box 72: 03310  San Francisco Golf Club
Box 72: 03311-03312  Roberta Hewson
Box 72: 03313  John Baretta
Box 72: 03314  M.W. Sperry
Box 72: 03315  F.S. Lewis
Box 72: 03316  M.W. Sperry
Box 72: 03317  Joseph L. Seiter
Box 73: 03318  F.A. Oehm
Box 73: 03319  Ella and May Jones
Box 73: 03320  C.T. Prout, and Overland Motor Company
Box 73: 03321-03323  Recruiting Station
Box 73: 03324-03326  Doraldina [dancer]
Box 74: 03327-03328  Doraldina [dancer]
Box 74: 03329-03332  Doraldina
Box 74: 03333-03334  Donna Schuster
Box 74: 03335  Mrs. Q.S. Neuschel
Box 74-75: 03337-03343  Ruth Stacker, Swimmer
Box 75: 03349-03350  Golf Twigg
Box 75: 03351-03353  William Collings
Box 75-76: 03374-03376  6 day bike race, .3374 start
Box 75: 03374  Start 6-day bicycle race
Box 76: 03375  Race 6-day bicycle race
Box 76: 03376  Winners 6-day bicycle race
Box 76: 03377  Mr. and Mrs. S.G. Park
Box 76: 03379  Erma Stevers
Box 76: 03382  J.P. Brady
Box 76: 03383-03385  Zuloaga painting
Box 76-77: 03386-03393  Zuloaga Paintings
Box 77: 03394  Charles Graham
Box 77: 03395  L.C. Mahoney, Marine Ex.
Box 77: 03396  Barlett, Marine Ex.
Box 77: 03397-03398  Judge Graham’s Court, Jury of Women [missing 3398]
Box 78: 03399-03401 Bert Lowry
Box 78: 03411 Monsignor Ross
Box 78: 03414-03431 San Francisco Dock Scenes (waterfront)
Box 78: 03432-03436 Edna Evans
Box 78-79: 03437-03440 Anzacs, speaking
Box 79: 03442 Ad Club Lunch
Box 79: 03444-03446 Claire Shorthall
Box 79: 03447 Babette Meyer
Box 79: 03449 Call Garden Campaign
Box 79: 03451-03452 McChrystal Wedding
Box 79: 03452 Miss Mar. Sullivan
Box 79: 03453 Mrs. M. Johnson
Box 79: 03454 Miss Mar. Hayden
Box 79: 03456-03457 Rod Murphy, ballplayer
Box 80: 03458 Madeoiselle Jomelli
Box 80: 03461 Jack Densham
Box 80: 03461 Johnny O'Brien, reporter
Box 80: 03479 San Francisco Library Building
Box 80: 03481 Billy How, Baseball Manager
Box 80: 03483 Lautlau, Auto dealer
Box 80: 03484 Sergeant Herve, USA
Box 80: 03486 Mrs. Wallace Drown
Box 80: 03490 T.N.T. Letter California's Development Board@1/9/18
Box 80-81: 03490-03491 Sent to California development board T.N.T. letter, 1/9/18
Box 81: 03494 Jim Eiser
Box 81: 03499 McIaren, San Francisco Supervisor
Box 81: 03513 Allen sign
Box 81: 03514-03517 Charles Graham
Box 81: 03519 [Chinese man with five Chinese women]
Box 81: 03520 Chinatown Telephone exchange
Box 82: 03527 Marion Salozar, Call Sports Editor
Box 82: 03528 Raiston Wilbur
Box 82: 03529 Mona Gardner
Box 82: 03530 Catherine Stinson, Aviatrix (woman airplane pilot / aviator)
Box 82: 03540 Davis, auto dealer
Box 82: 03542 S.C. Irving
Box 82: 03542 Senator J.C. Owens
Box 82: 03543-03544 Florence Bruse
Box 82: 03552 Marshall Foch
Box 82: 03553 G. Alexander, baseball
Box 83: 03558-03560 University of California (UC Berkeley) Charter Day
Box 83: 03562 Phoebe Hearst
Box 83: 03563-03565 Benjamin Ide Wheeler, laying Corner Stone
Box 83: 03563 H.B. Hutchins
Box 83: 03565 Governor Stephens
Box 83: 03566-03567 Miss Bond
Box 83: 03568-03569 Deela Zalazuah
Box 83: 03571-03572 Killifer, baseball
Box 83: 03571-03573 G. Alexander, baseball
Box 83: 03603 Roy Kluver
Box 84: 03628 Helen Egan
Box 84: 03628 James McNear
Box 84: 03637 Clarence Brooks, pitcher
Box 84: 03638 Casey Smith
Box 84: 03650 Madame Ferriol
Box 84: 03654-03655 Mrs. O.W. Jasper, Forum Club
Box 84: 03669-03671 Captain Anson
Box 85: 03674 Francis Heney and wife
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Box 85: 03680 Father McQuiade
Box 85: 03681 Jockey Byrnes
Box 85: 03688-03691 Howard Street Fire
Box 85: 03692-03694 Philly's Tibbits
Box 85: 03695-03697 George Collins
Box 85: 03700 Bill Lange
Box 85: 03703 Bill Rogers
Box 85: 03705 Bill Rogers
Box 85: 03708 Murray, baseball catcher
Box 85: 03709 Japanese officers watching press Call Press Room
Box 85: 03710 Earl D. Curry
Box 85: 03712 A. Kayser, 1 R.
Box 85: 03714-03715 Karl Maggart, baseball
Box 85: 03714 Robe Gardner, baseball
Box 85: 03716-03717 Pacific Coast League Middleton, ballplayer [missing 3717]
Box 85: 03718-03719 Kathryn Booth
Box 85: 03720-03721 Prize goat Dodo
Box 85: 03722-03724 Ethel Crocker
Box 85: 03724 Ruth Zeile
Box 85: 03726 Mrs. Ham Bee
Box 85: 03727 Mrs. Edwin Frazer
Box 85: 03729-03733 Marie Dressley
Box 85: 03740 Mrs. G.V. Pettigrew
Box 85: 03746-03749 Captain Fallon
Box 85: 03753 Frank O'Doul, Pacific Coast League
Box 85: 03754 Victor Munoz Reyes
Box 85: 03755 A.F. Lemberger
Box 85: 03757 William G. Dunbar
Box 85: 03758 Ed McCarthy
Box 85: 03758 Ole Olsen
Box 85: 03759 Eaves
Box 85: 03759 Garret
Box 85: 03759 Reily
Box 85: 03759 Whitney
Box 89: 03760 John D. McGilvray
Box 89: 03760 Charles E. Ovenshire
Box 89: 03766 G. Alexander, baseball
Box 89: 03766 Lucille Negre
Box 89: 03767 Luther Burbank
Box 89: 03768 Mrs. R. Baker
Box 89: 03768 Mrs. George Pettigrew
Box 89: 03769 Specie bank Japanese
Box 89: 03769 Mrs. Hazel Persson
Box 89: 03771 Dr. C.J. McDevitt
Box 89: 03771 Hill Climb Motorcycles
Box 89: 03772 Captain Schultz
Box 89: 03773 Hill Climb Motorcycles
Box 89: 03776 Edward V. Murphy
Box 89: 03777-03779 Walters, Sacramento ballplayer
Box 90: 03780 H.T. Darr
Box 90: 03781 Willie Meehan, prize fighter
Box 90: 03783 Willie Nehan
Box 90: 03784 Walter McDevitt
Box 90: 03784 Wahlgreen, auto show promoter
Box 90: 03786 Carrie Elsworth
Box 90: 03787 Carrie Elsworth
Box 90: 03791 National Guard
Box 90: 03793 Fine Arts Palace
Box 90: 03794 George Putman
Box 90: 03794 Dr. C.H. Strub
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Box 91: 03797-03798 J.P. Brady [missing 3797]
Box 91: 03807 Mike Collins
Box 91: 03808 Captain Schultz
Box 91: 03809 William J. Condon
Box 91: 03810 F. Manning
Box 91: 03811 C.H. Johnson
Box 91: 03812 Louie Petroni
Box 91: 03813 Jack McLaughlin
Box 91: 03814-03815 Sam Haller
Box 92: 03816 Anne Martin
Box 92: 03817 Dina Doral
Box 92: 03818 Vivian Black
Box 92: 03819 Walter McDevitt
Box 92: 03821 Hochers Kaiser
Box 92: 03821 Hochers Kaiser, in confinement
Box 92: 03822 George Maisel
Box 92: 03824 Jim Galloway
Box 92: 03825-03826 Fred Fulton
Box 93: 03827-03828 Chaplain Walsh [missing 3827]
Box 93: 03829 Claire Goodwin
Box 93: 03832 W.H. Sickinger
Box 93: 03833 C.J. Barclay
Box 93: 03834 Hazel Persson
Box 93: 03835 Robert Lloyd
Box 93: 03836 Mrs. E.R. Brainerd
Box 93: 03837 Mrs. Mattison B. Jones
Box 93: 03839 Ralston Wilbur, shotput
Box 94: 03843 Mrs. Ram Chandra
Box 94: 03844 McKee, Pacific Coast League ballplayer
Box 94: 03845 Odell, Federal Bank
Box 94: 03846 Mrs. Skeffington
Box 94: 03848 Mrs. Skeffington
Box 94: 03851 J.B. Holahan, US Marshall
Box 94: 03852 Elena Sepulveda
Box 94: 03855 General Ryerson
Box 94: 03856-03857 Miss Murphy, Butler School [missing 3857]
Box 95: 03858 Sergeant Farnum
Box 95: 03861 Sergeant Farnum
Box 95: 03868 Mrs. Foster Curry
Box 95: 03869-03870 Peter Jackson, young
Box 95: 03873 Edward M. O'Neill
Box 95: 03875 Victor Munoz Reyes
Box 95: 03876 Chinese Commissioners
Box 95: 03877-03878 Viscount Ishi and wife
Box 96: 03884 Carrie Richmond
Box 96: 03886 Carrie Richmond
Box 96: 03895 Louie Petroni
Box 96: 03896 F. Manning
Box 96: 03897 C.H. Johnson
Box 96: 03898 William J. Condon
Box 96: 03900-03901 Doraldina and William Hart
Box 96: 03900-03901 William S. Hart and Doraldina
Box 96: 03902 Odell and General Swinton
Box 96: 03902 General Swinton, and Odell
Box 97: 03903-03904 **General Swinton**
Box 97: 03905 **General Swinton, and Odell**
Box 97: 03905 **Odell and General Swinton**
Box 97: 03911 **Marie Ellet, and Miss C. Stark**
Box 97: 03911 **Miss C. Stark and Miss Ellet**
Box 97: 03913 **Shiro Dogura**
Box 97: 03914 **Herbert Fleishhacker**
Box 97: 03915 **Mrs. Wade Williausis**
Box 97: 03916 **S.M. Crow**
Box 97: 03917 **Joseph C. Hayes**
Box 97: 03918 **Shad Rowe**
Box 98: 03919-03920 **Mr. Proul, (overland)**
Box 98: 03920 **Flynn, of Flynn and Collins**
Box 98: 03921 **Harry T. Knoph**
Box 98: 03922 **C.H. Graham, and George A. Pullman (Putman)**
Box 98: 03922 **George A. Putman (Pullman), and C.H. Graham**
Box 98: 03923 **Ole Olsen, and Ed McCarthy**
Box 98: 03923 **Ed McCarthy, and Ole Oleson**
Box 98: 03924 **Willie Licke**
Box 98: 03925 **Hartmann**
Box 98: 03926 **Joe Holle**
Box 98: 03928 **Mrs. S. Brooks, and Mr. Howe**
Box 99: 03929 **Judge A.A. Allen, Howe murder trial**
Box 99: 03930 **Mrs. Orlean Howe**
Box 99: 03931 **Miss Baby Leonard**
Box 99: 03934 **Oakland 14th and Broadway WWI Draft Parade**
Box 99: 03936 **Defense Table Bopp Trial**
Box 99: 03937 **Lieutenant Commander W.P. Gaddis, and Durrel**
Box 99: 03939 **J.P. Mc Gilligan**
Box 99: 03942 **Mary Pickford, at Saint Francis, and sailors WWI**
Box 99: 03943 **Tattooed Man**
Box 100: 03944 **Indian George Johnson, baseball player**
Box 100: 03945 **Catherine Stinson, aviatrix**
Box 100: 03948 **Claire Gilligan**
Box 100: 03950 **Packie McFarland, of Fresno**
Box 100: 03953 **Davis, auto dealer**
Box 100: 03955 **Chinatown Scene**
Box 100: 03957 **Letter T.N.T.**
Box 100: 03962 **Dorothy Passmore**
Box 100: 03962 **Ina Coolbrith, and Lucille Negre**
Box 100: 03962 **William J. Kaufman**
Box 100: 03962 **Bud Kramer**
Box 100: 03962 **Lucile Negre, and Ina Coolbrith**
Box 100: 03962 **Florence Stern**
Box 100: 03963 **Ina Coolbrith, and Lucile Negre**
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Box 101: 03964 **Bernice Lane and Clare Kalligan (swimmers)**
Box 101: 03969 **Malvina Milder**
Box 101: 03971 **Mrs. Willard Drown**
Box 101: 03974-03976 **And Sailors Doraldina**
Box 101: 03990 **F.S. Lewis**
Box 101: 03991 **Fields, of Remstrom Company**
Box 101: 03993 **Miss W. Bauer**
Box 101: 03993 **Betty Deveraux**
Box 102: 04001-04002 **J.P. Mc Gilligan [missing 4001]**
Box 102: 04006-04007 **Maurice Murphy**
Box 102: 04008 **Baron and Baroness Von Brinken**
Box 102: 04009-04010 **State Capitol**
Box 102: 04011 **Tom Seaton, ballplayer**
Box 102: 04013 **Lieutenant J.A. Murphy**
Box 102: 04014 **Lieutenant Commander W.P. Gaddis, and Durrell**
Box 102: 04019 **Celestine Sullivan**
Box 102: 04020-04021 **Frank Hastings [missing 4021]**
Box 103: 04024 **Mrs. Ruth Porter Baker**
Box 103: 04024 **Mrs. C.P. Huff**
Box 103: 04024 **Mrs. G.V. Pettegrew**
Box 103: 04030 **Undine Lewis Simpson and Ruth Simpson**
Box 103: 04039 **S.R. Coffee**
Box 103: 04051 **Doraldina in auto**
Box 103: 04051 **And Hieller McGilligan**
Box 103: 04057-04059 **Chandra Ram [missing 4057]**
Box 103: 04058-04059 **Baker, Pacific Coast League ballplayer**
Box 103: 04059 **James Patterson**
Box 103: 04060 **Bill Lange**
Box 103: 04062 **Mrs. J.H. McGilivray**
Box 103: 04062 **Mr. and Mrs. C.E. Orenshire**
Box 103: 04064 **Ella and May Jones**
Box 104: 04067 **Palace of Fine Arts PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)**
Box 104: 04070 **Charles, [three males in uniform]**
Box 104: 04073 **Oaks Martine**
Box 104: 04075 **Hunter of seals**
Box 104: 04077 **Mitze Oaks**
Box 104: 04078 **Miss C. and Marie Ellet Stark**
Box 104: 04078 **Marie Ellet, and Miss C. Stark**
Box 104: 04079 **Irene Dyer**
Box 104: 04082 **Dr. Caroline Coffine**
Box 104: 04084 **W.B. Albro, and group**
Box 104: 04084 **Undine Lewis, and group**
Box 104: 04084 **Grace Mack, and group**
Box 104: 04084 **Ruth Simpson, and group**
Box 104: 04094 **Moore and Scott Yards, [3/14/??]**
Box 105: 04096 **Mrs. Chester Paterson**
Box 105: 04098 **Robert Lloyd**
Box 105: 04100 **Frawley**
Box 105: 04101 **Joe Holle**
Box 105: 04102 **Roy Myers, of Ex**
Box 105: 04108 **Leon Roose**
Box 105: 04111 **Margaret Lathrop, and group**
Box 105: 04112 **L. Smith, and group**
Box 105: 04114 **R.P. Davis**
Box 106: 04116 **Mrs. W.T. McNabe**
Box 106: 04121 **Ed White**
Box 106: 04126 **Chief Johnson**
Box 106: 04127 **Muriel Rieger**
Box 106: 04133 **Edward V. Murphy**
Box 106: 04138 **Captain Anson**
Box 106: 04139 **Victor Munoz Reyes**
Box 106: 04144 **Edith Goldstein**
Box 106: 04147 **George Roth**
Box 107: 04149 **B.S. Johnson**
Box 107: 04150 **H.A. Olsen**
Box 107: 04152 **Walter McDevitt**
Box 107: 04154 **Mayor J. Ralph, throwing the first baseball**
Box 107: 04155 **Anne Martin**
Box 107: 04157 Vivian Black
Box 107: 04158 Mrs. E.M. Masterson
Box 107: 04161-04162 May Robson
Box 107: 04167 Edna Taylor
Box 108: 04175 Mrs. Cheriber Hott, and Mrs. Bill Fowler
Box 108: 04176 Scott Moore, and shipyards, 3/14/18
Box 108: 04180 Ella Crist
Box 108: 04181 Carrie Ellsworth
Box 108: 04182 Tessie Gorden
Box 108: 04183 Burke Cochran, lawyer
Box 108: 04185 Webster Riolsan
Box 108: 04192 Marie Ellet, and C. Stark
Box 108: 04193-04196 Sam Crawford
Box 109: 04197 Loughborough
Box 109: 04199 General Swinton, and Odell
Box 109: 04207-04208 Hindus and Hindu Trial
Box 109: 04212 Thomas Burns
Box 109: 04212 Fred Fulton
Box 109: 04213 Del Yormel, baseball player
Box 109: 04214-04216 Alaska Recruits
Box 109: 04218-04219 John Britton
Box 109: 04224 Mrs. James Slevin
Box 109: 04225 Mrs. Sam Hopkins
Box 110: 04226 Mrs. Jene Boyd
Box 110: 04226 Mrs. John Newton Poeter
Box 110: 04228 Charles Merrill
Box 110: 04231 Mrs. Templeton Crocker
Box 110: 04236-04237 Sonny Black
Box 110: 04249-04253 Hearst Ranch Hacienda [Hacienda del Pozo de Verona?]

Box 111: 04255 Hearst Ranch Hacienda [Hacienda del Pozo de Verona?]
Box 111: 04259-04260 Francis McMullin
Box 111: 04265 Ruth Stacker, swimmer
Box 111: 04270 General Brig Murray
Box 111: 04270-04271 General Treat
Box 111: 04281-04282 Wallie Mahn, swimmer
Box 111: 04289-04290 Lieutenant J.W. Lewis
Box 111-112: 04293-04294 Edith Cheeseborough
Box 112: 04295-04296 Mrs. H.E. Law
Box 112: 04298 Irene Manning
Box 112: 04299 Robert Clark, attorney
Box 112: 04302-04303 Mr. M.A. Thomas, US attorney
Box 112: 04308 Judge Clark
Box 112: 04309 Judge Clark
Box 112: 04309-04310 Jessica Nahn
Box 112: 04314 Lieutenant Fred Wold
Box 113: 04316 B.B. Orr
Box 113: 04318-04319 W.B. Hamilton
Box 113: 04320 Captain John Bulger
Box 113: 04323 Luther Burbank
Box 113: 04327-04328 John Stove
Box 113: 04329 C.L. Brown
Box 113: 04330 M. Hartwell
Box 113: 04331 John Platt
Box 114: 04333 Salt Lake Hugh's barefoot pitcher
Box 114: 04334 Piezotto
Box 114: 04334 Darcy Ryan
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 114: 04338 Rath, baseball
Box 114: 04339 Deputy Sherihan
Box 114: 04340 Sheely, baseball
Box 114: 04346 Graus or Sraus, Salt Lake City pitcher
Box 114: 04347 C. Brooks, baseball
Box 114: 04349 Lieutenant R.L. Goodier
Box 114: 04355 Dedication of Organ Civic Auditorium
Box 114: 04355 Mrs. Harry Sherwood
Box 114: 04363-04366 B.B. Fournier [missing 4363]
Box 114: 04366 Lieutenant Bruno Roscelli
Box 114: 04403-04422 Earl Connys
Box 114: 04427 Edna Galager
Box 114: 04429 Admiral Perry
Box 114: 04438 Countess Wright
Box 114: 04439 Mrs. Will Taylor, and Mrs. Augustas
Box 114: 04440 Sir Ernest Shacklton
Box 114: 04443 Franklin Lane
Box 114: 04445-04446 D De Greasy
Box 114: 04447 Cousnela Vanderbilt
Box 114: 04448 Mrs. Eugene Murphy, and Mrs. Gerald Rathbone
Box 114: 04453 Mrs. Austin Vincent
Box 114: 04455-04456 General Sibert and son
Box 114: 04462-04463 Mrs. Charles Brennan
Box 114: 04465 Consuela Vanderbilt
Box 114: 04465-04467 Muriel Vanderbilt
Box 114: 04467 Mr. Arthur Vincent
Box 114: 04468 Mr. and Mrs. Worthers
Box 114: 04470 Katherine Wheeler
Box 114: 04473 Lieutenant Whitney
Box 114: 04479 Miss Nellie Sullivan
Box 114: 04483 Mrs. Robin Haynes
Box 114: 04484 Mrs. Mary B. Hamilton
Box 114: 04504 Twin Peaks tunnel
Box 114: 04507 Mrs. Tucker
Box 114: 04509 Mrs. Turnbull, and Mrs. George
Box 114: 04510 Mrs. Therist
Box 114: 04512 Count Leo. Tolstoy
Box 114: 04516-04517 Upelie Mann, swimmer
Box 114: 04522 Van Schack
Box 114: 04524-04525 Mr. F.R. Scovel
Box 114: 04530 Joan Turley
Box 114: 04532-04533 Mrs. J.J. Scott
Box 114: 04541 Lena Faccuito, and Miles Jackson
Box 114: 04543 Max Fleishman
Box 114: 04552-04555 San Francisco Civic Center organ
Box 114: 04556 Mrs. Richard Rees
Box 114: 04560-04561 Tivoli Organ
Box 114: 04562 William F. Toamey
Box 114: 04563 Helen F. Toattes
Box 114: 04564 Mrs. Frederick Zeile
Box 114: 04566 Grace Gallegan
Box 114: 04567 Douglass Grant
Box 114: 04568-04569 Co. John H. Gardner
Box 114: 04582 Jack Neville
Box 114: 04583-04585 Gerard Nocella
Box 120: 04587 Frank Sprink
Box 120: 04590 G.E. Sykes
Box 120: 04599-04600 Dorman I.A.B.C.
Box 120: 04601-04603 Mrs. W.C. Doremus
Box 120: 04604 Robert Dollar
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Box 121: 04606 Hugh Drury
Box 121: 04607-04608 Tom Driscoll
Box 121: 04620 Capital O.W.U DeVarila
Box 121: 04622-04523 Arthur Vincent
Box 121: 04624-04626 Visecting Dog [vivisection?]
Box 121: 04632-04633 Cerf.
Box 122: 04635 Wilbert Cope
Box 122: 04644 Coleman Harry
Box 122: 04647-04648 Cerf.
Box 122: 04649-04650 Annette Rolph
Box 122: 04651-04652 Eddie Hanlon
Box 122: 04653 Richard Hastings
Box 122: 04653 Mr. and Mrs.HarryHastings
Box 122: 04658 Miss W.H. Beebe
Box 122: 04661 Mrs. B. Beverage
Box 122: 04662-04663 Theo Brent
Box 123: 04666-04667 Dr. Butler [missing 4666]
Box 123: 04668 Paderewski, Pianist
Box 123: 04671-04673 Lyman Pierce
Box 123: 04677 Mildred Pollock
Box 123: 04680 Sergeant Farnum
Box 123: 04693 Wallie Mahn, swimmer
Box 123: 04694 Thornwall Milally
Box 123-132: 04695-04996 [Linnissa?] Minna
Box 124: 04697-04700 Billy Miske
Box 124: 04701 Mrs. F. McCowans
Box 124: 04702 Mrs. La Moutague, San Francisco
Box 124: 04704 Mrs. F. McCouras, and Mrs. W. Hobart
Box 124: 04706 Richard McCreery and wife
Box 124: 04707 Robert Stewart
Box 124: 04708-04709 Robert Stewart
Box 125: 04720 Mrs. Douglass Grant
Box 125: 04745-04746 Cartwright, baseball [missing 4745]
Box 125: 04747-04748 Chappelle, baseball [missing 4748]
Box 125: 04751-04752 R. NcCabe, baseball [missing 4751]
Box 125: 04753-04755 R. Arlette, baseball [missing 4754-4755]
Box 125: 04757 McCredie, baseball
Box 125: 04760-04761 Arkenburg, baseball [missing 4760]
Box 125: 04769 Christensen, baseball
Box 125: 04772-04777 Warren Fairbanks [missing 4773-4777]
Box 125: 04772-04777 Mayor James Rolph [missing 4773-4777]
Box 126: 04780 Mrs. C. Giaque
Box 126: 04787 Mrs. Douglas Grant
Box 126: 04794 Weaver, baseball (Cuba)
Box 126: 04797 Killefer Alexander, Cubs baseball player
Box 126: 04798 Elliot, Cubs baseball player
Box 126: 04807 Elliot Hendrix, Cubs baseball player
Box 126: 04809 Michelle, baseball
Box 126: 04814-04815 Smith, baseball
Box 126: 04818-04819 John Goldie [missing 4819]
Box 127: 04826-04827 Smith, baseball
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| Box 127: 04832 | Dedication of Organ Civic Auditorium |
| Box 127: 04832-04846 | Mary Pickford, at Saint Francis in Redcross uniform |
| Box 127: 04832 | Mary Pickford, in Redcross uniform WWI |
| Box 127: 04835 | Mary Pickford, in Redcross uniform WWI in police car |
| Box 128: 04846 | Mary Pickford, in Redcross uniform WWI |
| Box 128: 04851-04853 | Sara Putz |
| Box 128-129: 04856-04857 | Clair Kennerley |
| Box 129: 04859 | [Joel?] Baker, baseball player |
| Box 129: 04864 | Dr. Caroline Coffine |
| Box 129: 04864-04865 | George Williams |
| Box 129: 04866-04867 | Chief Johnson |
| Box 129: 04874 | C. Brooks, baseball |
| Box 129: 04876 | Earl Perry, baseball |
| Box 129: 04878 | Nelson Hawkes |
| Box 129: 04883 | Mrs. Phoebe Hearst |
| Box 129: 04884 | Mrs. Caroline Croaks Coffin |
| Box 130: 04909 | Wallace Sharon |
| Box 130: 04911 | Daniel Stafford, and Louis F. Byington |
| Box 130: 04924 | [Dr.?] Juilly |
| Box 130: 04941 | Miss Wallie Mahn |
| Box 130: 04943 | Wallie Mahn |
| Box 130: 04950 | David Cahlan |
| Box 130: 04954 | Thornwall Mullaly |
| Box 130: 04959 | Duncan Matthewson |
| Box 130-131: 04961-04962 | Margaret Clark, wedding |
| Box 131: 04964-04966 | Ed Chuna |
| Box 131: 04967 | Fraulsie Tucker, and Elizabeth Lorine? |
| Box 131: 04974-04976 | Preparedness Parade |
| Box 131: 04983-04984 | Preparedness Parade |
| Box 131-132: 04990-04991 | Preparedness Parade |
| Box 132: 04994-05012 | Preparedness Parade, [1916?] [missing 5012] |
| Box 132: 05013 | Preparedness Day Parade |
| Box 133: 05015 | Preparedness Day Parade |
| Box 133: 05020-05021 | Preparedness Day Parade |
| Box 133: 05023 | Preparedness Day Jury: bomb jury on way to dinner |
| Box 133: 05026 | Preparedness Day Parade |
| Box 133: 05031 | Preparedness Day Parade |
| Box 133: 05033 | Preparedness Day Parade |
| Box 133: 05034 | Preparedness Day Bomb Victims |
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| Box 134: 05036-05038 | Preparedness Day Bomb Site |
| Box 134: 05041 | Preparedness Day Parade [remnants of the bomb] |
| Box 134: 05042-05046 | Preparedness Day Bombing: Ford #5187 on Parade route |
| Box 135: 05050 | Preparedness Day Bombing: Ford #5187 on Parade route |
| Box 135: 05052 | John Anderson |
| Box 135: 05058 | Preparedness Day Bomb Site |
| Box 135: 05064 | Mooney-Bellers' trial |
| Box 135: 05066 | Mooney-Bellers' trial |
| Box 135: 05068-05070 | Mooney-Bellers' trial |
| Box 135: 05071-05072 | Mooney-Bellers' trial [missing 5072] |
| Box 136: 05076 | Mooney-Bellers' trial |
| Box 136: 05083 | Mooney-Bellers' trial |
| Box 136: 05094 | Mooney-Bellers' trial |
| Box 136: 05097 | Mooney-Bellers' trial |
| Box 136: 05103 | Preparedness Day Bombing Scene (building where bomb was thrown) |
Box 136: 05104 Preparedness Day Bombing Scene (building where bomb was thrown)
Box 136: 05108 Preparedness Day Bombing Scene (building where bomb was thrown)
Box 136: 05109 Belle Levin, House
Box 137: 05110 Preparedness Day Bomb Fragments
Box 137: 05111 Preparedness Day Bomb Site
Box 137: 05112 Preparedness Day Bomb Site
Box 137: 05115-05125 Frank Oxman, Thomas J. Mooney Trial [missing 5125]
Box 138: 05127-05128 Sadie Edeau
Box 138: 05131 Sadie Edeau
Box 138: 05134 Sadie Edeau
Box 138: 05136 Sadie Edeau
Box 138: 05138 Maxwell McNutt, and Judge Durere
Box 138: 05140 Maxwell McNutt, and W.K. Billings
Box 138-139: 05141-05143 W.K. Billings
Box 139: 05147 W.K. Billings
Box 139: 05154 Warren K. Billings
Box 139: 05157 Mooney
Box 139: 05158 Tom? Mooney
Box 139: 05159-05160 Mooney
Box 139: 05162 Mooney
Box 139: 05165 Mooney
Box 140: 05168-05169 Judge Franklin Griffin
Box 140: 05172-05173 Judge Franklin Griffin
Box 140: 05172 Miss Rae Kersch
Box 140: 05176-05178 Tom Mooney
Box 140: 05181 Max Berkman
Box 140-141: 05184-05185 Eleanor Fitzgerald
Box 141: 05190 Eleanor Fitzgerald
Box 141: 05191-05192 Burke Cochran
Box 141: 05194 Burke Cochran
Box 141: 05194 Maxwell McNutt, and Burke Cochran
Box 141: 05196 Burke Cochran, and Maxwell McNutt
Box 141: 05197 Judge Franklin Griffin
Box 141: 05197 John McDonald, Bomb Case
Box 141: 05201-05202 John McDonald, Bomb Case
Box 142: 05205 Maxwell McNutt
Box 142: 05205 Frank Edward Rigall
Box 142: 05209-05211 Frank Edward Rigall
Box 142: 05213 George Hall Cook, and Edward D. Nollan
Box 142: 05214 Edward D. Nollan
Box 142: 05219-05220 J.J. Groom
Box 143: 05221-05222 Herbert A. Wade
Box 143: 05223-05224 Alex Berkman
Box 143: 05225 Judge Dune
Box 143: 05228 Steve Gunner, and Duncan Matthewson
Box 144: 05231 Thornwall Mullaly
Box 143: 05233 Major ? Watson
Box 143: 05235 Camille Logan
Box 143-144: 05236-05238 Burke Cochran
Box 143: 05237 Tom Mooney
Box 143-144: 05237-05238 Maxwell McNutt
Box 144: 05241 Mayor James Rolph
Box 144: 05243 Gee Get Hing
Box 144: 05246 Charles Goff, Steve Barrer
Box 144: 05247 Charles Goff
Box 144: 05248-05249 Charles Von Moss
Box 144: 05261 Tattooed Man
Box 144: 05263 Tattooed Man
Box 145: 05267 Young boy
Box 145: 05268-05269 I.P.E.U. Babe Young boy
Box 145: 05270 Weinberg and son
Box 145: 05272 Charles and Edward Curilia Fickert
Box 145: 05273 Estelle Smith
Box 145: 05276 Judge Durrie, and Estelle Smith
Box 145: 05277 Estelle Smith
Box 145: 05278 Mrs. Belle Hammerberg, and Maxwell McNutt
Box 146: 05280 Mrs. Belle Hammerberg
Box 146: 05283 Mrs. R.C. Truiberlabe
Box 146: 05284 Mrs. Edward D. Nollan
Box 146: 05285 Maxwell McNutt
Box 146: 05286-05287 Emma Richter
Box 146: 05286-05287 George Sterri
Box 146: 05289 Mrs. G. De Lorenzo
Box 146: 05290 Mrs. M. Crisafulli
Box 146: 05291 John Anderson
Box 146: 05292 Mrs. [Carl Mooney?] Masterson
Box 147: 05294 Mrs. Compton
Box 147: 05294 Hugh Fraser
Box 147: 05295 Mrs. J. Lawton
Box 147: 05297 Mrs. George Collexis, Jr. Edna Nelson
Box 147: 05298 Horr Hare, Wade
Box 147: 05299 Dr. T. Morra Moss
Box 147: 05302 James McDougall
Box 147: 05303 Rae Kirch
Box 147: 05304 Adams Albert
Box 148: 05305 Theodore Smith, and Charles Berdsall
Box 148: 05306 G.G. Mish, and Theodore Kennedy
Box 148: 05307 Earle Moore
Box 148: 05308 Phyllis Nahl, Marjorie
Box 148: 05314-05317 Minnie Wylie
Box 148-149: 05319-05326 Signaler Skeyhill
Box 149: 05324 Tanny Durae, swimmer
Box 149: 05328 Tanny Durae, swimmer
Box 149: 05331 Tanny Durae, swimmer
Box 149: 05331 Winnie Wylie
Box 149: 05332 Tanny Durae, swimmer
Box 149: 05333-05334 Mr. M. Odeo
Box 149: 05335-05336 Madmoiselle M. Odeo
Box 149: 05338 Bob Fitzsimmons
Box 149: 05340 Martha Springer
Box 149: 05343 William Jordan
Box 150: 05344-05345 K.O. Krovetsky
Box 150: 05347-05348 Happy Bryant
Box 150: 05350-05251 J. De Cassia
Box 150: 05355 Sam Crawford, baseball player
Box 150: 05358 Martini (Pickles)
Box 150: 05371 Ted Easterly
Box 150: 05375 Ferry building from bay
Box 150: 05378 Marie Scalia
Box 150: 05381 Louis Beringer
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Box 151: 05383-05386 Rose Mary Goodman
Box 151: 05390 California Grays
Box 151: 05402 Buffalo and young
Box 151: 05405 Dr. Sexton ? Pope
Box 151: 05406 Dr. Aurelia Henry Reinhardt
Box 151: 05407-05408 Viola Crager
Box 151: 05411 Sullivan Celestine
Box 151: 05412 Thomas Sealon
Box 151: 05413 Harriett Bradford
Box 152: 05414 Mrs. Fuselli
Box 152: 05415 Sergeant Farnum
Box 152: 05461 Nielsen Christian
Box 152: 05465-05468 Claudia Windsor
Box 152: 05471 Eleanor Strickler, and Levi Strauss
Box 152: 05473-05476 Margaret and Alex Hunter
Box 152: 05476 Mae? O'Keeffe, Francisco
Box 152: 05478-05479 Ralph Wiley
Box 152: 05479 W. Case
Box 152: 05496 May Frances O'Keeffe
Box 153: 05500 Mr. Reverend Frank
Box 153: 05505-05506 Charles Fickert
Box 153: 05510 Madmoiselle Kristoffy
Box 153: 05514-05515 And Pell Kolb
Box 153: 05518 Mrs. Catherine Smith
Box 153: 05521 Duane
Box 153: 05525 Lat Merrit, and Boat house etc.
Box 154: 05533-05534 Ruthlina Stevens
Box 154: 05533-05534 Billie John Clasby
Box 154: 05541 Mrs. Stuart Halldren
Box 154: 05542 Miss E. Stark
Box 154: 05542 Miss M. Ellet
Box 154: 05543 Mike Fisher
Box 154: 05544 Mike P. Moore
Box 154: 05549-05550 Katherine Phillips
Box 154: 05552-05553 Jeffie Hardin
Box 154: 05554 Josephine Martin
Box 154: 05555 Mother's Statue Pioneer
Box 155: 05557-05558 Mrs. Lewis Rothe
Box 155: 05561 Agnes Huber
Box 155: 05563-05565 Carrie Ellsworth
Box 155: 05572 Phil Sheridan
Box 155: 05582 Liaden or Liader? Casappa Band
Box 155: 05597 Mrs. W.D. Stephenson, Mrs. Hugh E. Montgomery
Box 155: 05617 Yachts
Box 155: 05623 Mrs. H.E. Redding
Box 155: 05627 Brigadier General Murray
Box 156: 05628 Count Von Hertling
Box 156: 05645 Mrs. Evelyn Thomas
Box 156: 05647 Edna Taylor
Box 156: 05648 Duke Kahamanoku
Box 156: 05649 Mrs. Lee Simensen
Box 156: 05652-05653 Stella Morgan
Box 156: 05652-05653 Catherine Cheshire
Box 156: 05655 Mary Duroce
Box 156: 05655 Fanny Duroce
Box 156: 05655 Duke Kahamanoku
Box 156: 05655 Mimma Wylie
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>156</td>
<td>Mimma Wylie, and Fanny Duroce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Mimma Wylie, and Mary and Fanny Doroce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Mrs. J. Forrest Wyman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Professor Schiller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Brigade General Murray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>General Treat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Benny Leonard, and Pelsuiger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Mrs. H.E. Redding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Dale, Wrestler U.S. Army</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Eddie Hanlon, and Goldberg ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157-158</td>
<td>05692-05693 Katherine Flaherty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Lucile Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>General Greene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Dave Bright</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Lulu Westphal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Louis Beringer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Fred Fulton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Donner Lake personages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Donner Lake Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Donner Lake story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Donner Lake Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Thornwall Mullahy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157</td>
<td>Donner Lake Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>Donner Lake personages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>Donner Lake Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>Alma Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>Eddie Herr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>Mayor Rolph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>Mary Bradley Porter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>San Francisco Civic Center, City Hall, and plaza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159-160</td>
<td>05746-05747 Republican Convention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Richard Barry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Episcopel Convention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>Bishop Nicolas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161-180</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 1, Box 161-180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>Eva Pellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>Edmund De Valera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>Mrs. A.L. 5761 Jolson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>Bill 5767 James, baseball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>161</td>
<td>Sam Berger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>Japanese at Marshall Island</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>Lillian Brewer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162</td>
<td>Jess Willard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162-163</td>
<td>05773-05775 Geraldine Farrar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>Pearl Gargano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>Firehouse Downing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163</td>
<td>Ed Ricenbacker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Betty Carnahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Pearl Gargano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>New Murder Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>New Murder Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Freda Lesser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Harry S. Thorn, New Murder Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>Grace Heathcote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>Alberta Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>Violet Guerrier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165</td>
<td>Mrs. George Hewlett</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 165: 05800 Anne Peters
Box 165: 05801-05802 Fred Fulton
Box 165: 05803 Art Griggs, baseball player
Box 165: 05804 Art B.B. Griggs
Box 165: 05805-05806 Ed Graney
Box 165: 05807 Pete Bazukos
Box 165: 05808 Sam Crawford
Box 165: 05810-05811 Guthrie Umpire
Box 165: 05812-05813 Hermann Knaesche
Box 166: 05814 Mrs. Al Jolson
Box 167: 05815-05816 Jack Dempsey
Box 167: 05817 Red Cross Motor Girls (case)
Box 167: 05820-05822 Jack Dempsey
Box 167: 05823 Luther Burbank, with Ford Tractor
Box 167: 05824 Holt Tractor
Box 167: 05825 Duke Kahamanoku
Box 168: 05826 Duehem
Box 168: 05827-05831 Orville Wright
Box 168-169: 05832-05836 James O'Connell
Box 169: 05837-05838 Schroth, swimmer
Box 169: 05839 Mrs. McGregor
Box 169: 05841 Roy Kirk
Box 169-170: 05842-05848 Snodgrass, swimmer
Box 170: 05849 Mav. Strong
Box 170: 05850 Gladys Dunn
Box 170: 05851 Mrs. George Wightman
Box 170-171: 05853-05861 Baroness Von Brincken
Box 171-172: 05862-05868 Charles and Mrs. Schwab
Box 172: 05869-05870 Child Lost
Box 172: 05871 Roy Kirk
Box 172-173: 05872-05882 Jack Dempsey
Box 173-174: 05883-05889 Marysville Floods
Box 174: 05891 Marysville Floods
Box 174: 05892 Emmon De Valera
Box 174: 05892 Emmon De Valera
Box 174: 05893 Emmon De Valera
Box 175: 05894 Emmon De Valera
Box 175: 05895 Emmon De Valera
Box 175: 05896 Emmon De Valera, with plaque/medal
Box 175: 05897 Emmon De Valera, with people cheering
Box 175: 05898 Emmon De Valera, with young boy
Box 175: 05899 Emmon De Valera, with crowd cheering/walking/marching
Box 175: 05900 Emmon De Valera, with crowd
Box 175: 05901 Emmon De Valera, with crowd
Box 175: 05902 Emmon De Valera, with plaque/medal
Box 176: 05903 Mrs. Kamm, Red Cross
Box 176: 05904 K. Flaherty
Box 176: 05905 K. Flaherty
Box 176: 05906 K. Flaherty
Box 176: 05907 K. Flaherty
Box 176: 05907 Kelly Children
Box 176: 05908 Katherine Flaherty
Box 176: 05909 A. K. Flaherty
Box 176: 05909B Kelly children
Box 176-177: 05910-05914 General Pau
Box 176: 05910A Katherine Flaherty
Box 176: 05910B General Pau
Box 177: 05911 Katherine Flaherty
Box 177: 05912 Katherine Flaherty
Box 177: 05913-05914 Gen. Pau.
Box 177: 05915-05916 Service State Flag
Box 177-179: 05917-05932 San Francisco Belgian Parade
Box 179: 05934 Examiner Building
Box 179: 05937 Bert Lowry
Box 179: 05938 Jewish Soldier
Box 180: 05939 Ailene Perry
Box 180: 05941 E.A. Smith
Box 180: 05942-05943 Joe Rivers and wife
Box 180: 05944-05945 Chief of Police Oakland
Box 180: 05946-05948 Food Hoarding
Box 180: 05946-05947 World War I Food hoarding
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Box 181: 05949 J. Burns
Box 181: 05950 Marshal Bohem
Box 181: 05951 Jack Killaway
Box 181: 05953 Mrs. Davidson
Box 181: 05954-05955 Francis McMullin
Box 181: 05956 Mr. and Mrs. Uhl
Box 181-182: 05957-05959 Goeticals
Box 182: 05960-05961 Dan Murphy
Box 182: 05962-05963 Dan Doran
Box 182: 05964-05965 Alice Cordes
Box 182: 05966-05967 Admiral Fullam
Box 183: 05968-05975 Berkeley Aviation school
Box 183: 05976 Matson Line Boat
Box 184: 05977-05979 Matson Line Boat
Box 184: 05980 Captain Festyn Davies, Shuman Heink Day
Box 184: 05981 Captain Festyn Davies, Shuman Heink Day
Box 184: 05982-05985 Mrs. E. Crist
Box 185: 05986-05989 Heink Day Shuman, Soldiers Marching
Box 185: 05990 Shuman Heink Day
Box 185: 05991 Shuman Heink Day Troops marching
Box 185: 05992 Shuman Heink Day Troops marching
Box 185: 05993 Shuman Heink Day 12th infantry band
Box 185: 05994 Shuman Heink Day Soldiers marching
Box 186: 05995 Shuman Heink Day Soldiers singing
Box 186: 05996 Shuman Heink Day Crowd
Box 186: 05997 Shuman Heink Day Crowd
Box 186: 05998-06000 Heink Shuman, and troops, WWI
Box 186: 06001 Shuman Heink Day Cup presentation
Box 186: 06002 Madame [Ernestine] Schumann-Heink Day
Box 186-187: 06012-06022 Betty Indig, swimmer and diver
Box 187: 06021 Phyllis Tibbetts, swimmer
Box 188: 06023-06024 Helen Jayner, swimmer
Box 188: 06025-06029 Water-front scenes
Box 188: 06030 Japanese commission
Box 188: 06032-06033 Japanese commission
Box 188: 06036 Japanese commission
Box 188-189: 06037-06042 Ruth Roland
Box 189: 06043 W.W.S. Joan of Arc
Box 189: 06048-06051 Boy Scouts Demonstration
Box 189: 06086 Lotta Crabtree, actress (copies)
Box 190: 06087 Lotta Crabtree
Box 190: 06088 Lotta Crabtree
Box 190: 06089 Lotta Crabtree
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Box 190: 06090 Lotta Crabtree
Box 190: 06091 Lotta Crabtree
Box 190: 06093 Lotta Crabtree
Box 190: 06094 Lotta Crabtree
Box 190: 06095 Lotta Crabtree, her mother and her aunt
Box 190: 06096 Lotta Crabtree
Box 191: 06099-06101 Major General Graves
Box 191: 06102 Benny Leonard
Box 191-192: 06104-06118 Benny Leonard
Box 192: 06114 Meehan Boxer
Box 192: 06116 Boxer Pelsuger
Box 192: 06118 Meehan Boxer
Box 192: 06118 Boxer Pelsuger
Box 193: 06119-06122 PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 193: 06124 PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 193-194: 06126-06135 PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 194-196: 06153-06171 PPIE Buildings PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 196: 06173-06175 PPIE Buildings PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 197: 06179 PPIE Buildings PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 197: 06181 PPIE Buildings PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 197-198: 06181-06190 Exposition Statues PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 198: 06190 PPIE Buildings PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 198-199: 06194-06205 PPIE Scenes PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 199: 06208-06209 PPIE Scenes PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 199: 06214-06215 PPIE Scenes PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 200-201: 06244-06254 Military funeral -- Funston
Box 201: 06255 Barbara Funston
Box 201: 06255-06259 Barbara Funston, bust unveiling at City Hall
Box 201: 06256 Barbara Funston
Box 201: 06257 Barbara Funston, at City Hall
Box 201: 06258 Barbara Funston, unveiling bust
Box 201: 06260 US Army on Mexican Border
Box 202: 06264 Girl with horse and rifle US Army on Mexican Border
Box 202: 06267 Soldiers and Mexicans US Army on Mexican Border
Box 202: 06269 Off-loading horses from railroad cars US Army on Mexican Border
Box 203: 06271 Gun laissons US Army on Mexican Border
Box 203: 06273 Supply column US Army on Mexican Border
Box 203: 06274 1st Lieutenant James K. Gleason, U.S.C. Mexican trade
Box 203: 06276-06277 W. Westman, Bopp Case
Box 203-204: 06278-06281 Anette Adams, Assistant U.S. District Attorney
Box 204: 06282-06284 Louis J. Smith, Bopp case
Box 204-205: 06285-06289 Bopp Case Von Brincken
Box 204: 06285 Frank Bopp
Box 204: 06285 Bopp Case
Box 204-205: 06286-06289 George McGowan, Bopp Case
Box 205: 06290-06291 C.C. Crowley
Box 205-206: 06291-06297 Margaret Cornell
Box 205: 06295-06296 C.C. Crowley
Box 206: 06297 O’Brien, Bopp Case
Box 206: 06298-06299 Samuel Platt
Box 206: 06300-06302 C.C. Crowley
Box 206: 06303 R. Lillied
Box 206: 06304 George A Ferrier
Box 206: 06305 W.H. McBryde
Box 207: 06306 Mrs. Pearce, Bopp Case
Box 207: 06307 Miss R. Elkhardt
Box 207: 06307 Mrs. L. Elkhardt
Box 207: 06308-06309 Franz Bopp
Box 207: 06308-06309 Bopp Case
Box 207: 06308-06309 Von Schack
Box 207: 06310 Preston, US Attorney
Box 207: 06311 Bopp Case Jury
Box 207: 06312-06313 Reverend and Mrs. Madision Slaughter
Box 207-208: 06314-06318 Gertrude Damson
Box 208: 06317 Raymond A. Leonard, Henry Davids
Box 208: 06319-06320 Fred Lamson and wife
Box 208: 06321 Nesta Partridge
Box 208-209: 06321-06324 Nata Davis
Box 208: 06322 Nita Davis, and Nesta Partridge
Box 208: 06323 Nesta Partridge, and Nita Davis
Box 209: 06324 Nita Davis, and Nesta Partridge
Box 209: 06325 Lily Davis
Box 209: 06326-06328 Mr. and Mrs. H.O. Douglas
Box 209: 06329 Mr. and Mrs. Clark Camper
Box 209: 06330 Mrs. W.F. Wright
Box 209: 06331 Courthouse Oroville
Box 209-210: 06332-06333 Slaughterm House of Reverend
Box 210: 06334 Wright Home
Box 210: 06335 Whiddell Residence
Box 210: 06336 Lamson Home
Box 210: 06337-06338 Ruth, Naomi and Mrs. Madison Slaughter
Box 210: 063398 Court room Slaughter Case
Box 210: 06340 William Riddle
Box 210: 06342 Mooney trial
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Box 211: 06343 Frank Oxman, Mooney Trial
Box 211: 06343 Sam Shortridge
Box 211-212: 06344-06354 Kid McCoy
Box 212: 06355-06357 Shuman-Heink, .6355 and troops
Box 212: 06358-06360 Hazel Cunningham
Box 213: 06361-06369 Jack Dempsey
Box 213: 06362 Jack Kearns
Box 214: 06370 Jack Kearns
Box 214: 06371-06378 Campbell Douglas, and Professor
Box 215: 06382 Market Street U.S. Army Recruiting office, looking down
Box 215: 06384-06389 Mrs. P. Kamm
Box 215: 06390 McCauley, Cartoonist
Box 215-216: 06391-06392 U. Iron Worked Sheffer
Box 216: 06393 Post Rapp
Box 216-217: 06412-06424 Liberty loan
Box 217: 06425 Liberty Loan
Box 217: 06427 Liberty Loan
Box 217: 06428 Red Cross Drive
Box 217: 06428 Liberty Loan
Box 217: 06441 Josephine Martin
Box 217-218: 06441-06443 Red Cross Drive
Box 218: 06443 Helene Lourne LeJeou, Red Cross
Box 218: 06444 Mrs. H. and Reginald Jeuer La Pari, Red Cross
Box 218: 06445 Miss Nellie Kupper, and Mrs.Wilton Fredsmity
Box 218: 06446 Mrs. Frank R. and Ralph Brower Beck, Red Cross
Box 218: 06449 Red Cross Cluvere
Box 218: 06455 Josephine Martin, Red Cross
Box 218: 06456 Maude Adams
Box 218-219: 06475-06480 Sham Battle
Box 219-220: 06481-06489 Ambulance Corps Leaving University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 219-220: 06482-06489 Leaving for France Stanford Boys
Box 220-221: 06492-06497 Civil War Vets
Box 220-221: 06493-06498 Decoration Day
Box 221: 06497 Launching a wreath (thumb print) Schumann-Heink
Box 221: 06498 And sailors an women offering flowers off Schumann-Heink, San Francisco
Box 221: 06499-06503 Mexican Commissioners
Box 221-222: 06504-06506 Jean Wakefield
Box 222: 06507 Dorothy Ovens
Box 222-223: 06508-06516 Burlingame Club House
Box 222: 06508 Dorothy Burns
Box 223: 06517 Bernice Lane
Box 223-224: 06517-06524 Claire Galligan
Box 223-224: 06518-06527 Charlotte Boyle
Box 224-225: 06528-06538 Western Meat Company
Box 225: 06534 J.O. Suzler, Western Meat Company
Box 225-226: 06539-06545 Call Garden Campaign
Box 226: 06546-06549 Presidio Bayonet Drill
Box 226-227: 06580-06586 Neptune Beach
Box 227-228: 06587-06593 At Neptune Beach Koverall Day, .6587 pie-eating contest at Neptune
Box 227: 06587 Neptune Beach Pie-eating contest
Box 227: 06589 Neptune Beach (Kiddie) show
Box 228: 06594-06595 Mrs. Joe Rivers
Box 228: 06599 Mrs. Frank Jones
Box 228: 06600 Mrs. Frank Jones
Box 228: 06601 Amy and Sally Long
Box 228-229: 06619-06623 Hearst Party
Box 229: 06624 American Asiatic Company's office Truckee Snow Scenes
Box 229: 06628 American Asiatic Company's office Truckee Snow Scenes
Box 229: 06629 Truckee American Asiatic Company's outing
Box 229: 06630 American Asiatic Company's outing Truckee Snow Scenes
Box 230: 06633-06634 Ray Baker and wife
Box 230: 06637-06638 Neptunes Beach Scenes
Box 230: 06640 Neptunes Beach Scenes
Box 230: 06641-06643 Babe Haley
Box 231: 06649-06650 Umpire Day
Box 231: 06682-06683 California Round-up Association Parade
Box 231: 06684-06685 William Swyres
Box 231: 06693 Louis L. O'Neal
Box 232: 06699-06700 Belgians at Saint Mary's
Box 232: 06711-06714 Miss Helen Hammersmith, and Edward Goldstein
Box 232: 06711 Edith Goldstein
Box 232: 06712-06714 Edith Goldstein, and Helen Hammersmith
Box 232: 06718-06724 Betty Indig and girls
Box 232: 06720-06721 Gladys Boehmer
Box 232: 06720 Terrie Desch
Box 232: 06721 Phillis Tibbits
Box 233: 06725 Terrie Desch
Box 233: 06726 Gladys Boehmer
Box 233: 06727 Virginia G. Phillips
Box 233: 06728 Olive Dibble
Box 233: 06735 Red Cross Parade
Box 233: 06737 Red Cross Parade
Box 233: 06741 Red Cross Parade
Box 233: 06746 Red Cross Parade
Box 233-234: 06749-06750 Red Cross Parade
Box 234: 06752-06753 Red Cross Parade
Box 234: 06755 Red Cross Parade
Box 234: 06756 Red Cross Parade
Box 234: 06758 Red Cross Parade
Box 234: 06759 Red Cross Parade
Box 234: 06760 Red Cross Parade
Box 234-235: 06761-06762 Drafted Men in Parade
Box 235-236: 06764-06776 Drafted Men in Parade
Box 236: 06783 Drafted Men in Parade
Box 236: 06788-06790 Riding Club Girls
Box 236-237: 06791-06793 Douglas Fairbanks
Box 237: 06795-06797 Douglas Fairbanks
Box 237: 06795 Leach Cron and Family, and Douglas Fairbanks
Box 237: 06797-06799 Douglas Fairbanks
Box 237: 06800-06703 Douglas Fairbanks
Box 237-238: 06804-06808 Douglas Fairbanks
Box 238: 06812 Rhoda Fullam, Campbell
Box 238: 06812-06819 At Fairmont Red Cross Benefit
Box 238: 06817 Blythe Wallace
Box 238: 06824 Mr. and Mrs. J.L. Dobbins
Box 238: 06825 Marie Robinson
Box 239: 06826 Catherine Stark
Box 239: 06827 Miss C. Pringle
Box 239-240: 06828-06840 Annie Laurie, Red Cross Party
Box 240-241: 06841-06845 Mrs. Williard Drown
Box 240: 06842-06843 Ann Peters
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Box 241: 06846 Mrs. Templeton Crocker
Box 241: 06847 Rhoda Fullam
Box 241: 06848 Mrs. Roy Pike
Box 241: 06849 Mrs. M. McGraw
Box 241-245: 06850-06883 Preston, US Attorney
Box 242: 06854 Alice Farrell
Box 242: 06854 Viola Taylor
Box 242: 06855 Von Schack
Box 242-245: 06856-06886 Thomas Edison
Box 242-243: 06856-06868 Henry Ford
Box 245: 06879-06886 Luther Burbank
Box 245: 06882-06886 Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Edison
Box 245-246: 06888-06892 Wright Dancers
Box 246: 06895-06898 Wright Dancers
Box 246: 06902 Wright Dancers
Box 247: 06905-06910 Wright Dancers
Box 247: 06924-06925 Florence Turner
Box 247: 06929 E.M. Maslin
Box 247: 06930-06931 Harvey Wing
Box 248: 06935-06936 Mrs. General Murray
Box 248: 06938-06939 Harry Root
Box 248: 06945 Charles Newman
Box 248: 06946 Sally Havens
Box 248: 06947 Mrs. Alice Cordes
Box 248: 06948 Otto Floto
Box 248-249: 06949-06950 Miss M. Ennis
Box 249: 06959-06961 1st returning San Franciscian wounded Soldiers, WWI
Box 249: 06962-06964 Mrs. Amet
Box 249: 06972 Native Sons Golden West Flag
Box 249: 06977-06978 Captain Russell
Box 250: 06981-06982 Eddie Eagan
Box 250: 06983 Eddie Eagan
Box 250: 06985-06986 Eric Taussig
Box 250: 06988-06989 Tanks
Box 250: 06991 Tanks
Box 250: 06998 Bear Flag
Box 250-251: 07002-07003 General McClernand
Box 251: 07004 Major General Graves
Box 251: 07005-07006 Frank Farren
Box 251: 07007-07009 Clara K. Young
Box 251: 07010 Miss Johnson
Box 251-252: 07011-07012 Judge Graham
Box 252: 07014 Woman Steeple Jack
Box 252: 07016 Jim Nealon
Box 252: 07017 Lieutenant Johnson
Box 252: 07019 Phoebe Starkweather
Box 252: 07020 Protest/march/parade Laundry Workers' Union no. 26
Box 252: 07021-07022 Native Sons Golden West Parade, 1918
Box 252: 07022 San Francisco Typographical Union no.21
Box 252: 07029 Mr. and Mrs. Joe Stecher
Box 252: 07031 Stecher, wrestler
Box 253: 07040 Antone Jirsa
Box 253-257: 07041-07076 (Faith) Concrete Ship
Box 257: 07077 S. Goethal, and C.C. Moore
Box 257: 07078 S. Goethal
Box 257: 07079-07080 Italian Editors
Box 257: 07084 Oakland City Hall
Box 258: 07085-07086 Leon Wing
Box 258: 07087 Defense Board
Box 258: 07088 Miss Mutter
Box 258: 07089-07090 Paul Verdier
Box 258: 07091 Evelyn Thomas
Box 258: 07092 Cecily Casserly
Box 258: 07092 Constance Hart
Box 258: 07093 Vera McNair, and Lieutenat W.W. Mech UJU
Box 259: 07094 Edith Cheeseborough
Box 259: 07094 Mrs. Duval Roul and daughter
Box 259: 07094 Mrs. Harry Scott
Box 259: 07095 Emily Pope
Box 259: 07096 Edwin Eddy
Box 259: 07096 Charles McCormick
Box 259: 07097 Mrs. George Pope
Box 259: 07098 Jack Hunt, Beagle Hunt
Box 259: 07099-07100 Eleanor Martin
Box 259: 07101-07102 Mrs. Williard Drown
Box 260: 07103-07104 Mrs. Robin Haynes
Box 260: 07104-07106 Mrs. George Cameron
Box 260: 07106 Nini Tobin
Box 260: 07107 Mrs. Templeton Crocker
Box 260: 07107 Helen Crocker
Box 260: 07108 Mrs. Charles H. Bentley, and Florence
Box 260: 07109 Nini Tobin
Box 260: 07110 Constance Hart
Box 260: 07111 Lulu Westphal
Box 261: 07112-07114 Eleanor Stern
Box 261: 07116-07120 Tom Mooney, leaving for San Quentin
Box 261: 07122 Hearts of the World Alexander
Box 262: 07125 Roy Carruthers
Box 262: 07126 Gladstone Wilson, funeral
Box 262: 07128 Gladstone Wilson, funeral
Box 262: 07129 Gladstone Wilson, funeral
Box 262: 07131 Mrs. Moy
Box 262: 07132 Ailene Perry
Box 262: 07133 Price Knox
Box 262: 07134 Harry Noe
Box 262: 07135 Allan Chickering
Box 263: 07144-07145 Sarah Bernhardt
Box 263: 07148 Mrs. Will Taylor
Box 263: 07148-07149 Edna Taylor
Box 263: 07150-07154 German Spy
Box 264: 07155-07156 Jimmy Duffy
Box 264: 07157-07158 Mrs. F.C. Hoatling
Box 264: 07159 Catherine Dunn
Box 264: 07160 Mrs. A.B. Sprickels
Box 264: 07162 Selig Schulenberg
Box 264: 07163 Johanna Fromming
Box 264: 07164 Effie Brown
Box 264: 07165 U L Iron Works Sheffer
Box 265: 07167 Lotta's Fountain
Box 265: 07169 Franklin Lane
Box 265: 07170 Mrs. Ament
Box 265: 07173 Jack Kearns
Box 265: 07173 Spider Kelly
Box 265: 07174 Bowles Diedrick
Box 265: 07175 Yamada Billiards
Box 265: 07178 Harry Pelsinger
Box 265: 07179 Barnett Soldier
Box 265: 07189 Upton Sinclair
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Box 266: 07190 Miss Leonard
Box 266: 07192-07193 Sam Shortridge
Box 266: 07194-07195 Archbishop Hanna
Box 266: 07199-07200 Sarah Bernhardt
Box 266: 07201 Lysaine Bernhardt
Box 266: 07204 Charles Fay, postmaster
Box 267: 07205 Bert Lowry
Box 267: 07207-07209 Roche, attorney
Box 267: 07208-07209 Sullivan, attorney
Box 267: 07210-07211 Mrs. Joe Tynan
Box 267: 07212 Benny Leonard
Box 267: 07215 Major General Hemlick
Box 267: 07216 Lieutenant Maurice Knowles
Box 268: 07217-07218 Mrs. Saylor
Box 268: 07223 Katherine Fow, and Frances Morris
Box 268: 07224 Judge Graham
Box 268: 07225 Booth Kathryn
Box 268: 07280-07281 Grace Southwick
Box 268: 07378-07379 1st returning San Franciscian wounded Soldiers
Box 269: 07380 Lysaine Bernhardt
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| Box 269: 07383 | Independence (ship) |
| Box 269: 07384-07385 | Roncoyeri |
| Box 269: 07390 | Shiller, Professor |
| Box 269: 07396-07397 | Lowell Cadets |
| Box 269: 07401 | Judge Graham |
| Box 269: 07402-07403 | McAdoo |
| Box 270: 07412-07413 | Tivoli Theatre |
| Box 270: 07414-07416 | Mary Pickford |
| Box 270: 07420-07421 | Mr. and Mrs. Danny Edwards |
| Box 270: 07425 | Rubin |
| Box 270: 07448 | Michael Haines, and family |
| Box 271: 07452-07453 | Mrs. J.H. Talbot |
| Box 271: 07457 | Westavenal (ship) |
| Box 271: 07460 | Blue Cross |
| Box 271: 07467 | Lieutenant Brown |
| Box 271: 07469 | Skinny Shaner |
| Box 272: 07474-07475 | Maude Smith |
| Box 272: 07476 | Mrs. Pascoe |
| Box 272: 07480 | Dr. Woods-Hutchinson |
| Box 272: 07484 | Albertson |
| Box 272: 07485 | Tim Healy |
| Box 272: 07491 | Hazel Cunningham |
| Box 272: 07494 | Mrs. Bessie M. Abbot, and Mrs. Proctor |
| Box 272: 07497 | Luther Burbank |
| Box 272: 07498 | Flag |
| Box 273: 07501 | Liberty Bell PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition) |
| Box 274: 07504 | Alligator Joe’s Wife |
| Box 274: 07507 | George E. Gallagher |
| Box 274: 07508 | Pinkham |
| Box 274: 07511 | Frank Barris |
| Box 274: 07512 | Norma White |
| Box 274: 07514 | Mrs. H. Legtitt |
| Box 274: 07517 | Erich Brandies |
| Box 275: 07525 | Dubroy |
| Box 275: 07527 | J. Rohan |
| Box 275: 07528 | Spider Roach |
| Box 275: 07530-07532 | Mrs. Joe Tynan |
| Box 275: 07533 | Major S.S. Wheeler (or Major Wheeler (ship)?) |
| Box 275: 07534 | Marie Pedone |
| Box 275: 07535 | Louis Verdier |
| Box 275: 07536 | Fred Pabst |
| Box 275-276: 07538-07539 | McAdoo |
| Box 276: 07541 | Chinese Phone Ex. |
| Box 276: 07542 | General Pau |
Box 276: 07544 General Pau
Box 276: 07546 Mrs. Marie White
Box 276: 07547 Mrs. A.F. Rogers
Box 276: 07556 Baum Baseball Player
Box 276: 07559 Lavutick Nelson
Box 277: 07560 Dr. S. Crawford
Box 277: 07561 M. Del Mue
Box 277: 07562 Jesse Cook and wife
Box 277: 07563 Mrs. Murray Butler
Box 277: 07564 Francis Keeling
Box 277: 07565 Mrs. Joe Shoong
Box 277: 07566 Alcatraz Prison
Box 277: 07567 Bernice Lane, swimmer
Box 277: 07568 Rodriguiez, father
Box 278: 07569 Charles Goff
Box 278: 07570 Fred Welch
Box 278: 07571 Mrs. Christian De Guigne
Box 278: 07572 Coralia Meijia
Box 278: 07573 Catherine Mohun
Box 278: 07574 James Flood and wife
Box 278: 07575-07576 Mrs. Wiffen
Box 278: 07577 Miss Mar. Bucarde
Box 279: 07578 Meyer Levy, and Suigerm Bertha and Louis
Box 279: 07579 P. G. Velt and wife
Box 279: 07580-07581 Leon Roos
Box 279: 07582 J.J. Murphy
Box 279: 07583 Mrs. A.W. Scott
Box 279: 07585 Helen Carey
Box 279: 07586 Mrs. George Cameron
Box 279: 07587 Lewellyn, baseball
Box 280: 07588 Kenneth Adams
Box 280: 07588-07589 Mrs. Douglas Crane
Box 280: 07590 Ned Hamilton
Box 280: 07596 Theo Roche
Box 280: 07600-07602 Women War Workers, Rosie Riveter Types
Box 280: 07607 Women War Workers, Rosie Riveter Types
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Box 281: 07609-07611 Governor W. Stephens, in his garden
Box 281: 07612 Earle Moore
Box 281: 07613 George W. Burnham
Box 281: 07614 Charles Fay, Postmaster
Box 281: 07616 Francis Krull
Box 281: 07619 Judge Dooling
Box 281: 07620 Lieutenant Colonel Cavanaugh
Box 282: 07623 Jos Redenbaugh
Box 282: 07624 Albert Clark
Box 282: 07627 F.W. Kellogg
Box 282: 07633-07636 Baseball Oakland Team
Box 282: 07637 Hawkes, baseball
Box 282: 07638 C. Martinelli
Box 282: 07638 C. Martinelli
Box 283: 07639 R. Arlette, baseball
Box 283: 07641 Martin, baseball
Box 283: 07642 Howard, baseball player
Box 283: 07643 Ralph Croll, baseball
Box 283: 07644 Don Coleman
Box 283: 07645 Florence Englebright
Box 283: 07646 Elliot Burns
Box 283: 07650 John Dula
Box 283: 07652 Broatwir Hanna
Box 284: 07653 Andrew Hoffman
Box 284: 07654 Jesse Roberts
Box 284: 07655 William Hearst, and Mrs. Hearst
Box 284: 07656 A.D. McAdie
Box 284: 07657 Jerry Ayers
Box 284: 07658 Yamada Billiards
Box 284: 07659 Helen Jones, and Miss Cunningham
Box 284: 07663 Mrs. Kate Vaughn
Box 284-285: 07664-07673 Baseball San Francisco Team, 1918
Box 285: 07674 Chief Johnson
Box 285: 07675 Baum, Baseball player
Box 286: 07676 (Jock) Malon
Box 286: 07678 John F. Pitcher
Box 286: 07679 Fred Ebert
Box 286: 07681 Camilla Connelly
Box 286: 07683 Esta Broughton
Box 286: 07683 Grace Dorris
Box 286: 07684 Elizabeth Hughes
Box 286: 07686 Petaluma Chicken flock
Box 286: 07686 Mrs. Templeton Crocker
Box 286: 07689 Captain Russell
Box 286: 07691 Archbishop Hanna
Box 287: 07692 Archbishop Riordan, and Bishop Hanna
Box 287: 07697 Fred Fulton
Box 287: 07701 Julius Kahn
Box 287: 07702 Mrs. Hugo Mansfield
Box 287: 07707 Dr. William Hasseler
Box 287: 07708 Mrs. Moy
Box 287: 07712 Judge Wiegel
Box 287: 07713 Stewart Masters
Box 287: 07714 Lillian Laurner
Box 288: 07715 Miriam Gerstle
Box 288: 07717 Manuke
Box 288: 07724 Warren Brown
Box 288: 07726 Ellen Saur
Box 288: 07727 Swartz
Box 288: 07728 Pat Egan
Box 288: 07730 Mrs. Royds-Fenton
Box 288: 07731 D. Matsubara
Box 288: 07733 Mrs. H. Plaun
Box 289: 07734 Mrs. F.H. Bowne
Box 289: 07737-07740 Wallace Reid
Box 289: 07742 Lieutenant Colonel Vosin
Box 289: 07743 Federal Director Desmore
Box 289: 07744 Ethel Duffy
Box 289: 07745 Judge Henshaw
Box 289: 07746-07747 Pete McDonough
Box 289: 07748 Ed Bryant
Box 290: 07750 Charles Fickert
Box 290: 07751 Ben Selig
Box 290: 07752 George Hildebrand and son
Box 290: 07753 Mrs. Pascoe
Box 290: 07754 William B. Deniman
Box 290: 07757 (Bull) Montana
Box 290: 07759 (Bull) Montana
Box 290: 07761 Colonel Maus
Box 291: 07764 Jim Hughes
Box 291: 07766 E.B. Power
Box 291: 07769 Sahnnon and Esquimau Child
Box 291: 07770 George Arnold
Box 291: 07771 Ted Burns
Box 291: 07772 John Gum, Ad pose Starr Tobacco
Box 291: 07774 Joe Marron
Box 291: 07775 Opie Warner
Box 292: 07777 Anderson, reporter
Box 292: 07778 Salazar
Box 292: 07779 T.E. Powers
Box 292: 07780 Dan Doran
Box 292: 07781 R. Goldberg
Box 292: 07783 Hale Sheilds
Box 292: 07784 Fremont Older
Box 292: 07785 Del Randall
Box 292: 07786 Kunze
Box 293: 07788 Ballie
Box 293: 07789 J. Argens
Box 293: 07790 Woodman
Box 293: 07791 Carl Hoffman
Box 293: 07793 Edward Gleeson
Box 293: 07794 McCormick
Box 293: 07795 Lyman
Box 293: 07796 Arthur Johnson
Box 293: 07797 F. Hermann
Box 294: 07798 F. Hermann
Box 294: 07800 E.K. Clarke
Box 294: 07801 Mrs. R. Baxter
Box 294: 07802 Eugene Block
Box 294: 07803-07805 State Normal School
Box 294: 07809 B. Boroughes
Box 294: 07812 Vera Lewis and Mrs. DeJung
Box 295: 07816 Major Bosworth
Box 295: 07820 Mother Jones
Box 295: 07821 Margaret Edlui
Box 295: 07824 Flo Stone
Box 295: 07826 De Mandin
Box 295: 07830 (J.J.) Sehome
Box 295: 07831 Wilson, Secretary of Labor
Box 295: 07832 J. Daly
Box 295: 07834 Rear Ad. Knights
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Box 296: 07835 Sara Gray
Box 296: 07836 Water Front Strike
Box 296: 07897 Sabino Wise
Box 296: 07951 McLaughlin, tennis
Box 296: 07953-07954 McLaughlin, tennis
Box 296: 07959 Tad
Box 296: 07967 Major Wilson (ship)
Box 296-2164: 08009-08010 1918 Armistice Day
Box 297: 08013 1918 Armistice Day, flu masks
Box 297: 08014 1918 Armistice Day
Box 297: 08015 1918 Armistice Day
Box 297: 08019 Prince H. Fushinomna
Box 297: 08027 Chinese Comission
Box 297: 08038 Celestine Sullivan
Box 297: 08044 William Jennings Bryan
Box 297: 08044 Julius Kahn
Box 297: 08045 Louis J. Smith, Bopp Case
Box 297: 08048 Maynard Abercrombie
Box 297: 08049 Baron Von Brincken, Baroness
Box 297: 08053 Baroness Von Brincken
Box 297: 08056-08060 Venezuela (ship)
Box 298: 08061 C.C. Crowley, Mrs. M. Cornell
Box 298: 08062 Franz Bopp
Box 298: 08062 Bopp Case
Box 298: 08066 Mista Skov
Box 298: 08071 Stanford Family Tree
Box 298-299: 08072-08073 David Starr Jordan
Box 299: 08074-08075 Benjamin Ide Wheeler
Box 299: 08074-08075 Professor Lyman Wilbur
Box 299: 08087 Fred Fulton
Box 299: 08092 Albertson
Box 299: 08093 Isamu Takeshita
Box 299: 08095 El Dorado Ashburn
Box 299: 08097 Holman
Box 300: 08118 Rossetter and wife
Box 300: 08146 Margaret J. Carroll
Box 300: 08147 Bill and Ted Moran
Box 300: 08152 Mrs. Royds-Fenton
Box 300: 08154 University of California (UC Berkeley) Chinese Football Player
Box 300: 08159 Densmore
Box 300: 08161 Faith (ship)
Box 300: 08169 Mrs. Paul Verdier
Box 300: 08170 Josef Hoffmann
Box 301: 08171 Dr. C. Sutton Castle
Box 301: 08171 Mrs. A. Flood
Box 301: 08172 Alice H. Lindsay
Box 301: 08181 Captain Peter B. Kyne and family
Box 301: 08182 Helen Rosenthal
Box 301: 08192 Gladys McCoy and Dr. Ellen Stadtmuller
Box 301: 08194 Manwaring
Box 301: 08196 William Cameron
Box 301: 08197 Lieutenant Higgins
Box 302: 08198 Jesse Cook
Box 302: 08199 Mrs. Fred Neudsel and twins
Box 302: 08200 Anna Barbe
Box 302: 08201 Governor J.H. Hutchinson
Box 302: 08202 F.J. Hennessy
Box 302: 08205 Jim Woods
Box 302: 08206 H. Keegan Wouahen
Box 302: 08207 Joe Watts
Box 302: 08208 Izzy Laventhal
Box 303: 08209 Moe Atmayer
Box 303: 08210 A.B. Spreckels
Box 303: 08211 E. Dumas
Box 303: 08212 [No caption noted]
Box 303: 08215 Farnsworth
Box 303: 08218 Dorothy Levitt
Box 303: 08220 Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Pickford
Box 303: 08221 Lydia Gibson Mestre
Box 303: 08227 Issac Marcosson
Box 304: 08232 Virginia Brassac
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 304: 08234 Ole Hanson
Box 304: 08235 Tad Moran
Box 304: 08236 Billy McCarthy
Box 304: 08237 C.J. Westmore
Box 304: 08238 Sam Rucker
Box 304: 08239 Julius Epstein
Box 304: 08240 Tom Mulvey
Box 304: 08241 Ed O'Brien
Box 305: 08242 Billie Hilda
Box 305: 08243 Mrs. Steffen
Box 305: 08244 Fire Chief Murphy
Box 305: 08245 Hugh Wall Ace, C.
Box 305: 08247-08249 Suffrage Special
Box 305: 08249 Alice Lamar
Box 305: 08249 Mrs. H. Raleigh
Box 305-306: 08250a-b [group of women on train]
Box 306: 08251 Miss Mitchell
Box 306: 08252 Young Peter Jackson
Box 306: 08254 Captain M.F. Kent
Box 306: 08255 Juanita Miller
Box 306: 08256 Ruth Law
Box 306: 08257 Del Randall
Box 306: 08258 Judge Wiegel
Box 306: 08259 Kath O'Brennan
Box 307: 08260 Arthur Johnson
Box 307: 08261 Hale Shields
Box 307: 08262 Raleigh Sketch
Box 307: 08278 Japanese Brides
Box 307: 08279 Franklin Griffin, July
Box 307: 08283 Extortion C.C. of C. Letters
Box 308: 08291 Sam Berger
Box 308: 08292 Baldwin Yale
Box 308: 08293 Powell
Box 308: 08298 Tony Melcher
Box 308: 08300 Army Riggins
Box 308: 08315 Soldier Bartfield
Box 308: 08318 Bartfield, soldier
Box 308: 08321 Joe Mulvhill
Box 309: 08322 Major General March
Box 309: 08323 Marie Johnson
Box 309: 08326 N. Mack
Box 309: 08328 Stefanasson
Box 309: 08330 Secretary of War Baker
Box 309: 08334-08335 A1 Jennings
Box 309: 08334 Sergeant P. Katz
Box 309: 08344 Sergeant Phillip Katz
Box 309: 08345 Submarine S35 and sponsor
Box 310: 08347-08348 Submarine S35 and sponsor
Box 310: 08351 Mrs. George Greenwood
Box 310: 08355 Charles Goff
Box 310: 08358 Mr. and Mrs. Slevin
Box 310: 08362 Mrs. M.A. McCarthy, Ora Taylor
Box 310: 08365 Mrs. James Slevin
Box 310: 08366 Mrs. Dr. Nothcott
Box 310: 08367 Strangler Lewis
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Box 311: 08369 Mrs. W.K. Vanderbilt
Box 311: 08372 Mrs. Ernest Albredh
Box 311: 08373 Edward Lemare
Box 311: 08376 Robert N. Lynch, H.J. Magnin
Box 311: 08377 Marshall Hale and Judge W.W. Marrow
Box 311: 08378-08379 Ole Hanson
Box 311: 08382 Ole Hanson
Box 311: 08383 Mary Scanlon
Box 312: 08397 Kathryn Fisher
Box 312: 08400 Walker D. Hines
Box 312: 08403 Catherine Henning
Box 312: 08406 Victor Hirtzel, Saint Francis Chef
Box 312: 08408 Mike Gibbons
Box 312: 08410 Sol Cohn
Box 312-313: 08415 August Immer
Box 313: 08416-08421 Jancovitch girls
Box 313: 08516 Madmoiselle Montessori
Box 313-314: 08520-08521 Madmoiselle Montessori
Box 314: 08522-08523 San Francisco Union Square
Box 314: 08526 Rabbi Nieto
Box 314: 08527 Pat Walsh
Box 314: 08528-08529 Mrs. Vernon Kellogg
Box 314: 08531 Court Police
Box 314: 08532 Paul Verdier
Box 314: 08535 Archbishop Hanna
Box 315: 08536 J. Shroud
Box 315: 08537 Meigg’s Wharf
Box 315: 08541 Major K. Marr
Box 315: 08543 Miss Boquet
Box 315: 08549-08550 University of California (UC Berkeley) Boat Race, 1919
Box 315: 08553 Miss Barry
Box 315: 08559 J.K. Baillie
Box 315: 08560 Judge Sullivan
Box 316: 08580 Mar Grimes
Box 316: 08594 Mrs. Fred Anthony
Box 316: 08595 T.C. Wing
Box 316: 08596 Ezra Decoto
Box 316: 08599 Dr. F. Jackson
Box 316: 08600 J. Nedderman
Box 316: 08602 Mrs. Lemare
Box 316: 08604 W.J. Peterson, Oakland
Box 316: 08606 Mayor Woodman
Box 317: 08607 Ossip, painter
Box 317: 08608 Commissioner Nora Hudspeth
Box 317: 08609-08612 Recruiting 660 Market Office
Box 317-318: 08613-08617 Bombs Sent By Mail Bomb Case
Box 318: 08620 Senator Phelan, see Str. Great Northern
Box 318: 08621 John Schoulo
Box 318: 08622-08624 Dorothy Filmar
Box 318: 08625 Commander G.F. Goisett
Box 318: 08629 Miss De Lopez
Box 318: 08630 Miss Childers
Box 319: 08631 Eddie Shannon
Box 319: 08634-08635 Evelyn Wells
Box 319: 08636 Evelyn Wells
Box 319: 08637 Civic Center
Box 319: 08638 Union Pacific
Box 319: 08639 Estelle Smith, Mooney Trial
Box 319: 08640 Vera Nelson
Box 319: 08641 Fred Jebsen
Box 319-320: 08642-08645 Mrs. P. Hearst, funeral
Box 320: 08647 John Connolly
Box 320: 08648 Businessmen's Class Olympic Club
Box 320: 08649 Burke Cochran
Box 320: 08650 Morris, theatrical manager
Box 320: 08652-08653 Ossip, painter
Box 321: 08654 Rose Began
Box 321: 08655 Zucci
Box 321: 08660 Miss Garrison
Box 321: 08661-08662 Sergeant P. Katz
Box 321: 08661-08662 Phil Page
Box 321: 08663 Von Franken Bopp Case, Bopp and Franz and Von Schad
Box 321: 08664 J. and Miss La Coti Calkins
Box 321: 08666 Whale on Beach
Box 321: 08667 H.T. Darr
Box 322: 08668 Miss McElearney
Box 322: 08669 Jeanette McGrath
Box 322: 08672 M.A. Franklin
Box 322: 08673 Edward Nixon
Box 322: 08675 Nelson Wilburn
Box 322: 08676 Sergeant P. Sievers
Box 322: 08677 Corporal C.J. Griffith
Box 322: 08677 Jack Nagle
Box 322: 08680 Alma Sullivan
Box 322: 08685 Thora Linquist
Box 323: 08690 Mar Sclegel
Box 323: 08692 Mrs. Lewis
Box 323: 08693 George Bogan
Box 323: 08694 Al Andrew
Box 323: 08695 William McNulty
Box 323: 08696 Warren Shannon
Box 323: 08698 Pat King
Box 323: 08699 Cornelius Kelly
Box 324: 08700 F.P. Shanley
Box 324: 08701 Bill Dumphy
Box 324: 08702 George Dixon
Box 324: 08703 Seymour Korn
Box 324: 08704 Mike Hannan
Box 324: 08705 (Bill) Lange
Box 324: 08706 J.S. Lewis
Box 324: 08707 Jim Griffin
Box 324: 08708 Manny Marke
Box 325: 08709 Captain Henry Gleeson
Box 325: 08710 Dr. Henry Zuzzallo
Box 325: 08714 Harry Furniss
Box 325: 08715 J. Baillie
Box 325: 08717 Call Heading
Box 325: 08718-08722 Kathleen Burke
Box 325: 08725 Miss James
Box 325: 08727 Miss McLaren
Box 326: 08730-08734 Albion Brewery
Box 326: 08735 Honorable R. Palma
Box 326: 08737 Von Wie, airship
Box 326: 08739 Harry Van Wie
Box 326: 08743-08744 Mrs. R.G. Wig
Box 327: 08745-08746 Fremmon Older [missing 8745]
Box 327: 08746 Genevieve Wilson
Box 327: 08748 Commander C.H. Jeffries
Box 327: 08749 Robert Pratt
Box 327: 08750-08751 Jeff Clark, boxer
Box 327: 08754 Sing Kee, soldier
Box 327: 08762-08763 Ruth Law
Box 327: 08767 H.C. Holt
Box 328: 08768-08770 Governor Stephens
Box 328: 08771-08777 Ed Cleeson
Box 328: 08784 Meyerfeldt
Box 328: 08785 Mrs. and Helen Taft
Box 328: 08786 Ruth Gale
Box 329: 08788 Mrs. J. Hogue
Box 329: 08789 Albert Gamble
Box 329: 08790 Mrs. Glynn
Box 329: 08791 A.P. Gianini
Box 329: 08792 Mrs. Gallo
Box 329: 08793 Arthur Loyd
Box 329: 08794 Colonel Loveland
Box 329: 08795 Sam Gompers
Box 330: 08800 Miss Johnston, nurse
Box 330: 08801 Ruby Miller
Box 330: 08805 Judge Henshaw
Box 330: 08809 Helen Daley and Alice Bidwell
Box 330: 08810 Muriel Worth
Box 330: 08811 Claire Starr
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Box 331: 08816 Julia O'Connor
Box 331: 08820 Garden of Allah
Box 331: 08822 Nell Brinkley
Box 331: 08825 Sio Dhiro Asano
Box 331: 08826 Senator G.R. Lukens
Box 331: 08830 Horine
Box 331: 08831 Governor Harmon
Box 332: 08833 Roy Kirk
Box 332: 08835 Lieutenant Wesley Grothers
Box 332: 08836 Jesse Lillianthal
Box 332: 08836 Fred Van Vorst
Box 332: 08836 Charles N. Black
Box 332: 08837-08838 Phil Bancroft
Box 332: 08841 H.C. Holt
Box 332-333: 08843-08850 Milwaukee on Beach
Box 333: 08854 J. A. McKenzie
Box 333: 08857 James J. Britt
Box 333-334: 08859-08862 Benjamin Ide Wheeler
Box 334: 08866 Milo
Box 334: 08869-08870 John L. McNab

Additional Note
[Prints available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 1 :08869-08870--PIC].

Box 334: 08874 Marie Clute
Box 334: 08876-08877 Mr. and Mrs. Pescadero Colburn
Box 335: 08879 Mrs. Colburn, clubwoman
Box 335: 08880 Musty Crebs
Box 335: 08881 Hans Orth
Box 335: 08884-08885 Meyer Lissner
Box 335: 08886 Reverend Thomas O'Connell
Box 335: 08889-08890 Mar. McEnery
Box 335: 08900 Miss Mar. McEnery
Box 335: 08901 Frank Foster
Box 336: 08902-08903 Eustace Cullinan
Box 336: 08904 Sid Cavill
Box 336: 08905 Father Doyle
Box 336: 08908 Corporal T.W.B. Leland
Box 336: 08909-08910 Ferry boat San Pablo
Box 336: 08911 Martha Golden
Box 336: 08912 Mrs. Kath Gould
Box 336: 08914 I.H. Gerrie
Box 337: 08916 Ambassador Guthrie
Box 337: 08917 Mrs. J. Merrill
Box 337: 08917 Mrs. J.W. Lillienthal
Box 337: 08917 Dr. A.H. Giannini
Box 337: 08917 Mrs. Kennith Payot
Box 337: 08918 H.W. Lynch
Box 337: 08919 Mr. and Mrs. Hanan
Box 337: 08920 Mrs. Gleason
Box 337: 08920 Captain Martin
Box 337: 08922 Mrs. L.E. Cox
Box 337: 08923 Hartling
Box 337-338: 08928-08932 Mazdazan Case
Box 338: 08932 Mazdazan case
Box 338: 08934 Hearst Mine School
Box 338: 08937-08939 Univeristy of California Hearst Pool (UC Berkeley)
Box 338: 08939 Nuta Shellifed, Hearst Pool
Box 338: 08941 Portola
Box 338: 08942 Rose De Verne
Box 339: 08944 Charles Evans Hughes and wife
Box 339: 08947 Meyerfeldt
Box 339: 08949-08950 Jesse Lilienthal
Box 339: 08958-08961 United States ship Venetian
Box 340: 08962 Sol. Levinson
Box 340: 08964 Sol. Levinson
Box 340: 08966 Morris, theatrical manager
Box 340: 08968 Robert Price
Box 340: 08969 Florence Sutton
Box 340: 08970 Callannan, pharmacy
Box 340: 08973 Irvin Cobb
Box 340: 08974 May Allen
Box 340: 08979 Helen Bose
Box 341: 08980 Luceric Ship and crew
Box 341: 08985 Henry Rush
Box 341: 08991 Father Rougier
Box 341: 08991-08992 Mildred Pollack
Box 342: 08994 Major Hauzon, of Seattle
Box 342: 08994 Major Hanson, of Seattle
Box 342: 08995 Dan Hewitt
Box 342: 08997 Elsie Carlisle
Box 342: 08998 J.K. Baillie
Box 342: 08999 Druesick
Box 342: 09000 Hindu Group Trial
Box 342: 09004 Lieutenant Swartz
Box 342: 09005 Helen Rosenthal
Box 342-343: 09006-09008 James J. Britt
Box 343: 09009 Mrs. Dennis Bundy
Box 343: 09010 Molla Bjurstedt
Box 343: 09050-09052 Inez Reed, dead
Box 343: 09060 Burning Opium
Box 343: 09063-09064 Lotta Crabtree
Box 343: 09066 Art Smith
Box 344: 09067-09068 Mrs. Gould, and Sister
Box 344: 09070 Helen Beach Yaw
Box 344: 09071 Charles Niles
Box 344: 09074 Nathan, Ex-Mayor of Rome
Box 344: 09075 Mrs. F. Deering
Box 344: 09077-09078 Ethel Pissis
Box 344: 09079 Tenyo Maru (ship)
Box 345: 09081 Art Smith
Box 345: 09082-09083 Pietro Tortorici
Box 345: 09084 Cyril Tobin
Box 345: 09085 Lady Aberdeen
Box 345: 09086 Dr. Melville Long
Box 345: 09090 Helen Keller
Box 345: 09092 Lady Gregory
Box 345: 09093 Wing Kee
Box 345: 09096 Ethel Gettle
Box 345: 09097-09098 J. Ham Lewis
Box 346: 09101 Edward Von Walden, and Chief White
Box 346: 09102 Vernon Kellogg
Box 346: 09103 Mrs. Pankhurst
Box 346: 09107 Elizabeth Brice
Box 346: 09108 Mar Brack
Box 346-347: 09111-09112 Panama Canal
Box 347: 09113 Reg. Travers, L.A. Smith
Box 347: 09114-09115 William Jennings Bryan
Box 347: 09117 Mrs. John Spring
Box 347: 09119 Annette Rolph, ship
Box 347: 09120 Jean Oliver
Box 347: 09120 D'Arcy Ryan
Box 347: 09121 Mae Marsh
Box 348: 09123-09124 Art Hickman, You and I sheet Music
Box 348: 09131 Al Murphy
Box 348: 09133 Mrs. McGregor
Box 348: 09136-09137 Mrs. W.K. Vanderbilt, and married daughter
Box 348: 09139 Dorothy Cawston, see .9141 Ida Henshaw
Box 348: 09141 Ida Henshaw
Box 348: 09141 Dorothy Cawston
Box 348: 09150 Genevieve Murphy
Box 349: 09151 Miss Byington
Box 349: 09154 Ione Pastori
Box 349: 09156 Mildred Owens
Box 349: 09160 San Francisco Opium Burning
Box 349: 09162 Rabin Dranath Tagore
Box 349: 09163 Mrs. Ike Deutch
Box 349: 09164 Carmen Ghirardelli
Box 349: 09165 Prayer Cross, San Francisco
Box 349: 09166 R.L. Stevenson, Monument to
Box 350: 09167 Woverture, PCL ballplayer
Box 350: 09168 Thornwall Mullahy
Box 350: 09171 Commander White
Box 350: 09172 Smith, Straw Bond
Box 350: 09173 Joshua Zuro
Box 350: 09176 Father Sullivan, and father LaCorube
Box 350: 09177 Paladini Market
Box 350: 09178 **Major Arnold**
Box 350: 09179 **Jack Ness**
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Box 351: 09180 **Harry Heilman**
Box 351: 09181 **Senator Johnson and grandson**
Box 351: 09182 **Nathan, Ex-Mayor of Rome**
Box 351: 09183 **R.N. Williams, tennis**
Box 351: 09184 **Johnson, tennis**
Box 351: 09185 **O. Rich**
Box 351: 09186 **William Crocker**
Box 351: 09187 **Dr. Hadley, of Yale**
Box 351: 09188 **James J. Corbett**
Box 351: 09189 **Miss Carter**
Box 352: 09190 **Captain A. Ahman**
Box 352: 09192 **J.K. Hon. Kalamianade, Cupid Prune**
Box 352: 09193 **Mrs. Earl Cummings**
Box 352: 09194 **Mar North**
Box 352: 09196 **Kruger, officer**
Box 352: 09197 **Daniels, secretary**
Box 352: 09199 **Daniels, secretary**
Box 352: 09200 **Secretary Daniels**
Box 352: 09203 **Secretary Daniels, wife and others**
Box 353: 09206 **Daniels, secretary**
Box 353: 09209 **Mrs. Daniels**
Box 353: 09211 **Mrs. Daniels**
Box 353: 09212 **Sergeant P. Katz**
Box 353: 09213 **Dr. Crane**
Box 353: 09215-09216 **Robert Minor**
Box 353: 09219-09220 **Frank Farren**
Box 354: 09226 **Mar. Martin**
Box 354: 09227 **Miss Lasalle**
Box 354: 09228-09229 **Shippen**
Box 354: 09230-09232 **Jean George**
Box 354: 09234 **W.P. Caubu**
Box 354: 09235 **Mrs. Marge Bell**
Box 355: 09236 **Mrs. D.E. Easton**
Box 355: 09237-09247 **Goat Lavin**
Box 355: 09252-09254 **Ned Greenway**
Box 355: 09255-09256 **McGrath Murder Case**
Box 355: 09257 **Senator H. Johnson**
Box 356: 09259-09260 **Johnson Crowds**
Box 356: 09262 **L.H. Smith, aviator**
Box 356: 09263 **Madmoiselle Ellis**
Box 356: 09271-09272 **Mrs. Rose Whittaker**
Box 356: 09273 **Raphael Weill**
Box 356: 09274 **Sebastian, Ex-mayor**
Box 356: 09275 **Madmoiselle LaBarraque**
Box 357: 09276 **Mrs. May Noble**
Box 357: 09277 **Mar. Martin**
Box 357: 09278 **W.P. Caubu**
Box 357: 09280 **Colonel Charles E. Stanton**
Box 357: 09282 **Mr. and Mrs. Woodcock**
Box 357: 09283 **Louis Gustio**
Box 357: 09287 **Jacobs and father**
Box 357: 09289 **Miss Breslin**
Box 357-359: 09290-09305 **Belgium King and Queen Albert, and Herbert Hoover**
Box 359: 09310 **Mr. and Mrs. Schroth**
Box 359: 09311 Quigley
Box 359: 09312 Rigler, umpire
Box 359: 09313 Evans, umpire
Box 359: 09314 Nallin, umpire
Box 359: 09315 Miss Mar. Rass
Box 360: 09319 Ned Greenway
Box 360: 09320 [Bill Nye] painting
Box 360: 09321 [Rain language from truthful James] painting
Box 360: 09322 [Ah sin was his name] painting
Box 360: 09323 [Which is why I remark] painting by Hull
Box 360: 09324 [In the scene that ensued] painting by Hull
Box 360: 09324A Bret Harte
Box 360: 09325 [And he went for that heathen] painting by Hull
Box 360: 09326 [Then I looked up at Nye] painting by Hull
Box 361: 09327 [But the hands that were played]
Box 361: 09328 [Which we had a small game]
Box 361: 09329-09331 Rena Mooney
Box 361: 09332 Captain D. Matthewson
Box 361: 09333 Mrs. and Teddy Slingsby
Box 361: 09334 Mrs. Edear Woodcock
Box 361: 09335 Detectives
Box 362: 09336 Lieutenant A. Rosenthal
Box 362: 09337 Helen Todd
Box 362: 09339 Grace LaRue
Box 362: 09340 Ethel McFarland
Box 362: 09341 [Seals Baseball Team?], [With Flowers from Community Members]
Box 362: 09342-09345 P.J. Healy, and Civic Center Backdrop
Box 362: 09350 Fritzi Sheff
Box 363: 09351 Mrs. Schorb
Box 363: 09353 J. Wilshar
Box 363: 09354 Paul Steindorff
Box 363: 09355-09356 Wilson, Weatherman
Box 363: 09357 J.J. Scott
Box 363: 09358 Schaller, ballplayer
Box 363: 09359 Ella M. Sexton
Box 363-364: 09360-09361 Mrs. Thompson Seton
Box 364: 09362-09363 Wilma Wilke
Box 364: 09364 Thornwell Mullay, company of
Box 364: 09365 Edward Hurlbert
Box 364: 09366 Mar. Sanger
Box 364: 09367 Reverend Madison Slaughter
Box 364: 09368 William Slattery
Box 364-365: 09370-09371 Lady Gregory
Box 365: 09372 Bobby Vlaught
Box 365: 09373 Marsha Warrington
Box 365: 09375-09376 Raphael Well
Box 365: 09378 Mrs. White, Newie Case
Box 365: 09379 Ballroom Saint Francisco Hotel
Box 365: 09381 Miss Tush
Box 365: 09384 Tom Cowler
Box 366: 09385 Swimmer Kruger
Box 366: 09388 Aviator Young
Box 366: 09390 Curran Swint
Box 366: 09392 Blanche Bates
Box 366: 09393-09395 Judge Cabaniss
Box 366: 09398-09399 Truly Shattuck
Box 367: 09401 Baker, Banker
Box 367: 09402 Archbishop Hanna
Box 367: 09403 Liberty Bell PPIE (Panama-Pacific International Exposition)
Box 367: 09405 Weaver Buck
Box 367: 09407 Bastain
Box 367: 09408 W.W. Shannon
Box 367: 09409 Saint Francisco Hotel
Box 367: 09410 Ken McKim
Box 367: 09411 Tom Hickey, baseball
Box 368: 09413 Mrs. Lommis
Box 368: 09416-09418 Kruger, officer
Box 368: 09419 Hunters Point Map
Box 368: 09420 Martinez Murder
Box 368: 09422 Martinez Murder
Box 368: 09424-09425 Julis Thurston
Box 369: 09426-09427 Team Vernon, 1919
Box 369: 09428 Peter Oun
Box 369: 09429 Aero Club (airplane club)
Box 369: 09435 Under Veale, sheriff
Box 369: 09437 Tom Gunn and wife, Chinese Aviator
Box 369: 09439 Mrs. Vallacorta
Box 369: 09442 L.H. Smith
Box 369: 09444 Hugo Mansfield
Box 370: 09445 Henry Morse Stephens
Box 370: 09447 Norman E. Mack and wife
Box 370: 09448-09449 Willie Ritchie
Box 370: 09451 Ernest Simpson
Box 370: 09452 Judge W.W. Creedie, George Fielder Jones
Box 370: 09453-09455 Abe Reuf
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Box 371: 09456 John McLaren
Box 371: 09458 Anita Baldwin
Box 371: 09460 Arch Riordan
Box 371: 09461 United States ship Oregon, Battleship
Box 371: 09462 General George Goethalls, Chairmen Dr. William R.Durand
Box 371: 09463 Al Baum, M. Hori Ish
Box 371: 09464 John Barrett
Box 371: 09466 Sam Blythe
Box 371: 09467 Harry Cooper
Box 372: 09468 Mrs. Maud Ball Booth
Box 372: 09470 Judge Crist
Box 372: 09471 George Chip
Box 372: 09472 Jim Clabby
Box 372: 09477 (pop) Arlett
Box 372: 09478 Dr. Warner Brown
Box 372: 09479 William Jennings Bryan
Box 372: 09480 Ship Asama
Box 372: 09482 Jim Brennen
Box 373: 09483 Spider Baum
Box 373: 09484 Sam Berger
Box 373: 09485 Victor Berger
Box 373: 09486 Pat Calhoun
Box 373: 09487-09488 John Britton
Box 373: 09489 Aviator Maynard
Box 373: 09490 Mrs. Hasse
Box 373: 09491 Mrs. Dan O’Connell
Box 374: 09493 Louis Crowley, Attorney
Box 374: 09494 Father Crowley
Box 374: 09497 Clarence Bormuth
Box 374: 09498 Mrs. Ramaker
Box 374: 09500 Thomas Transport
Box 374: 09501 Sergeant P. Katz
Box 374: 09502-09503 Brady, District Attorney
Box 374: 09508 Captain Voosanger
Box 374: 09509 Dolores Street Fire
Box 375: 09510 Frederic Burk
Box 375: 09511-09512 Golden Gate Park Art Museum
Box 375: 09513 Mrs. Fannie Bruce, and San Marcus
Box 375: 09514 Lucile Carson
Box 375: 09516-09517 Hammel
Box 375-376: 09519-09520 Mar. Sanger
Box 376: 09522 Harold Matson
Box 376: 09523 Gordon McKenzie
Box 376: 09523 Mackenzie Gordon
Box 376: 09524 Frankie Weisbrod
Box 376: 09525 Mrs. Fred Kohl
Box 376: 09526 Joe Corbett, Seals Baseball Player [Pitcher]
Box 376: 09527 Lennon
Box 376: 09531 Miss Jacoby
Box 376-377: 09532-09533 Senator H. Johnson, and Floral American Flag
Box 377: 09535 Brady, District Attorney
Box 377: 09537-09528 Eddy
Box 377: 09539-09540 Miss Lee, aviator
Box 377: 09543 Emmon De Valera
Box 377: 09544-09545 Belgian King and party in San Francisco
Box 378: 09548 Hibernians
Box 378: 09559 Josephine Martin
Box 378: 09561 Miss Lee, aviator
Box 378-379: 09563-09570 Saint Paul baseball team
Box 379: 09574 Senator Johnson
Box 379-380: 09575-09582 United States ship California, launching
Box 380: 09584 Mrs. and young female Zane
Box 380: 09585-09586 Mrs. Zane
Box 380: 09587 Captain Navy Yard Gleason
Box 380: 09588 Beach Navy Yard Commander
Box 380: 09589 Montague Glass
Box 380-381: 09591-09594 Harry Lauder
Box 381: 09595-09596 Mrs. Wassela, steeplejacks
Box 381: 09597 Captain of Hermann Peterson
Box 381: 09600 Smith, Captain of Casco
Box 381: 09601 Morris of Hippadrome
Box 381: 09602 Senator Johnson
Box 381: 09603 Lieutenant Maxwell
Box 382: 09604 Carrie Chaplain Catt
Box 382: 09606 Bernon Meusel, baseball team
Box 382-383: 09607-09620 Babe Ruth
Box 383: 09671 Senator Henry Carter
Box 383: 09672 Miss Paul
Box 384: 09674-09679 Japanese ship Idzumo
Box 384: 09677 Silas Christofferson
Box 384: 09678 Reverend T. Conaty
Box 384: 09679 George W. Jorgenson
Box 384: 09683 Judge Lennon
Box 384: 09684 District Attorney Hanley
Box 384: 09688 Robert N. Lynch
Box 385: 09689 Franklin K. Lane
Box 385: 09690 Jack Grace
Gertrude Boyle Kanno, Sculptor
Mr. Kanno, [Husband of Gertrude Boyle]
William (Dick) Burns
Gretta LaRue
Joseph Lococo, and family
Judge Lawlor
Kid Mohler
John P. Irish
Steve Samuguinetti
R. B. Hall
Mrs. Hoover
Father Lathrop
Knappen
Mrs. Hourihan, and Hourihan Bell by [?]
General Harpending
Anglo. Gal. Trust Company
William H. Crocker
Mrs. Templeton Crocker
Tina Lerner and husband
Don McKenzie, wife and son
Miss Ger. Hopkins
Mike De Young
Vaughan and Lytell
Fred Welch
Frankie Weisbord
Art Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Kragel
14th and Mission Armory
Mrs. Williard Drown, and Mrs. Metcalfe
R.E. Tovin
Jack Hamilton
Dr. Crawford
Mr. and Mrs. Matson
Muriel Del Mue
Miss Rice
Mrs. Jack Hamilton
Mrs. Lum
Fire chief Murphy
Preston, US attorney
Robert Oxnard
Katherine Stinson, aviatrix
Judge Shorthall
William Jennings Bryan
Dan Murphy
Robert Dollar
William Sproule
Koster
Mr. and Mrs. Ger. Griffin
W.W. Morrow
Professor Pope
Dr. Migge, and grafter
Kenneth Adams
Father Crowley
Ellen Sauer
Haig Patigan
P.H. McCarthy
Box 400: 09860 Hazel Hedgstrom
Box 400: 09861 Alcatraz
Box 401: 09862-09863 Leah Alexander
Box 401: 09864 James J. Corbett, and Tom Cowler
Box 401: 09865 Saint Saens
Box 401: 09866 Dorothy Morrell
Box 401: 09868 Wilson, Secretary of Labor
Box 401: 09869 Secretary of Labor Wilson
Box 401: 09869 Al Jolson
Box 401: 09870 Miss Y.R. Joliffe
Box 401: 09871 Mrs. McCarty
Box 402: 09872 Friend Richardson
Box 402: 09873-09874 Juanita Miller
Box 402: 09875 Sing Kee, weather
Box 402: 09876 Governor Francis, (Miss.)
Box 402: 09878 Mrs. Perry Belmont
Box 402: 09879 J.C. Hubbell
Box 402-404: 09880-09891 Sylvia Pankhurst
Box 403: 09882-09885 Mr. Knowland
Box 403: 09886 Mrs. LaFollette
Box 403: 09887 Mrs. Hagen
Box 403: 09888 Miss Hilton
Box 403: 09889 Mr. Kruttschnitt
Box 403: 09890 Madmoiselle Pasquali, Jordan
Box 404: 09891 Billy Jordan
Box 404: 09892 Mission Bank
Box 404: 09893 Gertrude Boyle Kanno, Sculpting Bust [of Joaquin Miller?]
Box 404: 09894 Joe Cannon
Box 404: 09895-09896 Mrs. L. Mulgarth
Box 404: 09897 Miss Wright
Box 404: 09898 Mrs. Fred Fiske
Box 404: 09899 Portals of the past
Box 404: 09901 Mrs. Alexander
Box 405: 09902 Mrs. G. Parkhurst
Box 405: 09903 John Freuler
Box 405: 09904 Ed Chuna
Box 405: 09905 Delmas
Box 405: 09906 Sadie Thompson
Box 405: 09907 Rhonda Thompson
Box 405: 09909 Paul Steindorff
Box 405: 09910 Stitt Wilson
Box 405-406: 09911-09912 Monica Ewer
Box 406: 09913-09914 Charles Goff
Box 406: 09915-09916 Barney Oldfield
Box 406: 09916 Frank Chaus, and Johnny Eron
Box 406: 09917 And 3rd Street Stevenson
Box 406: 09918-09919 H. Kano
Box 406: 09920 Mr. and Mrs. C. Chapman
Box 407: 09921 Mrs. C.H. Chapman
Box 407: 09922 Mrs. Martin Tray, and Miss F.Grigg
Box 407: 09923 Mrs. Martin and Miss F. Gingg/Gihgg Troy
Box 407: 09924 Seal Rocks
Box 407: 09925 Burke Cochran
Box 407: 09926 Mission Dolores
Box 407: 09928 Pest House
Box 407: 09929 Mrs. Dutton
Box 407: 09931 Roche, attorney
Box 408: 09932 Mrs. LaPosse
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 408: 09934 Barbara Nactrieb
Box 408: 09935 Mrs. Lum
Box 408: 09936 Katherine Furlise, and Mrs. Eisenhart
Box 408: 09937 Maud Younger
Box 408: 09938-09939 James Rolph III
Box 408: 09941-09942 Olga Steeb
Box 409: 09944-09945 Rena Mooney
Box 409: 09946 Ron Wood
Box 409: 09947 Marshall, Vice-President
Box 409: 09948 Misses Wirtner
Box 409: 09949-09950 Miss M.B. Mills, and Chinese Young Men's Christian Association
Box 409: 09949-09950 Chinese Y.M.C.A.
Box 409: 09951 Mrs. L. Hutt
Box 409: 09952 George Sterling, and Eliza Sheard
Box 410: 09953 F.W. Kellogg
Box 410: 09954 Father Anderson
Box 410: 09955 Perry McGillvray
Box 410: 09956 Eddie Root
Box 410: 09957 Paladini
Box 410: 09958 J.J. Scott
Box 410: 09959 Dr. C. Akeo
Box 410: 09960 Mrs. Templeton Grocker
Box 410: 09961 Margaret Abercrombie
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Box 411: 09962 George Vallejo
Box 411: 09963 Sam Hill
Box 411: 09964-09967 Annie Laurie
Box 411: 09968 Judge Fitzpatrick
Box 411: 09969 D'arcy Ryan
Box 411: 09970 Senator Gore and wife
Box 412: 09971 Miss Brack
Box 412: 09972 Mae Marsh
Box 412: 09973 Lotta Crabtree
Box 412: 09993-09996 Al Hertz and wife
Box 412: 09997-09998 Abe Ruf
Box 413: 09999-10000 Professor Larkin
Box 413: 10001 Baron Scotford
Box 413: 10002 Mrs. Jim Corbett
Box 413: 10003 Rosner
Box 413: 10004 Saint Seans
Box 413: 10005 Billy Sunday, the Evangelist
Box 413: 10006 Vernon Kellogg
Box 413: 10007 Mr. Colburn, and Mrs. Pescadero
Box 414: 10008-10009 G.D. Pappaigeorge, and George Orpheues
Box 414: 10010 W. Morgan Shuster
Box 414: 10010 Miss Warner
Box 414: 10011 Reverend C. Schoor
Box 414: 10011 Reverend C. Schoor
Box 414: 10012 Mar. Roche
Box 414: 10013 Claire Rochester
Box 414: 10014 Alice Nielson
Box 414: 10015 Whyte, Parole Officer
Box 414: 10016 Mrs. H. Chapin
Box 415: 10017 George A. Tracy
Box 415: 10018 Norman Shorb
Box 415: 10019 R.N. Williams, tennis
Box 415: 10020 Detention Home
Box 415: 10021-10022 Walter Duane
Box 415: 10023-10024 Mrs. Slingsby, and teddy
Box 415-416: 10025-10026 Mrs. Vincent Whitney
Box 416: 10027 J. Parker Whitney
Box 416: 10028-10029 Miles Jackson
Box 416: 10030-10031 LaFollette
Box 416: 10032 Mrs. John A. McGregor
Box 416: 10033 Rabbi M.S. Levy
Box 416: 10034 Jan Kubelick
Box 417: 10035 Camminetti
Box 417: 10035 Wilson, Secretary of Labor
Box 417: 10037 Prince Troubetzkoy and wife
Box 417: 10038 Lillian Peterson, and Elsie Coots
Box 417: 10039 N.P.R.R. Palmer
Box 417: 10040 Duke Kahamanoku
Box 417: 10041-10042 Russ Westover
Box 417: 10041 Michael Williams
Box 417: 10042 Colonel H. Weinstock
Box 417: 10043 Hall Turkish Consul
Box 417: 10044 J.H. Gerrie
Box 418: 10046-10047 Edmund Dodman
Box 418: 10049-10053 Secretary Daniels
Box 418: 10058 [US Navy?] Fleet, Pacific
Box 418-419: 10060-10061 [US Navy?] Fleet, Pacific
Box 419: 10064 [US Navy?] Fleet, Pacific
Box 419: 10071 [US Navy?] Fleet, Pacific
Box 419: 10076-10077 [US Navy?] Fleet, Pacific
Box 419-420: 10086-10092 [US Navy?] Fleet, Pacific
Box 420: 10093-10096 [US Navy?] Fleet, Pacific
Box 420: 10099 [US Navy?] Fleet, Pacific
Box 420-421: 10110 [US Navy?] Fleet, Pacific
Box 422: 10132 Kate O’Connor
Box 422: 10133 Tom O’Connor
Box 422: 10134 Warren Onley, Jr.
Box 422: 10135 Morris Oppenheim
Box 422: 10136 George Green
Box 422: 10137 Chester Rowell
Box 422: 10138 Edward Rainey
Box 422: 10140 James E. Power
Box 422: 10140 John O. Walsh
Box 422: 10141 Cristy Mathewson, and family
Box 423: 10142 Anita Baldwin
Box 423: 10143 William Hale Thompson
Box 423: 10147 F. Murphy, attorney
Box 423: 10148 W.C. Raiston
Box 423: 10149 Merriman Divorce
Box 423: 10150 Harry Murphy
Box 423: 10151 Walter MacArthur
Box 423: 10152 Dr. Wayne Martin
Box 423: 10153 Charlotte Merriman
Box 424: 10154 Requa
Box 424: 10155 Mrs. Lillian Pray Palmer
Box 424: 10156 Jules Pages
Box 424: 10157 David Powers
Box 424: 10158 Lotta Crabtree
Box 424: 10159 Champ Clark
Box 424: 10160 Lord and Lady Aberdeen
Box 424: 10161-10162 Dr. Paul Ritter and wife
Box 425: 10163 K.C. Beaton
Box 425: 10164 Rhoda Fullam
Box 425: 10165 Mrs. Fritz Kreisler
Box 425: 10166 Winnie Baldwin
Box 425: 10166 Charlotte Greenwood
Box 425: 10168-10169 Smith, Gypsy
Box 425: 10171 Olaf Tvetmoe
Box 425: 10172 E.R. Taylor
Box 425: 10173 Sullivan, attorney
Box 426: 10174 Judge Sullivan
Box 426: 10175 Edgar Stout
Box 426: 10176 Fred Suhr, Jr., and Andrew J. Gallagher
Box 426: 10177-10178 Ilya Tolstoi, Count and Tolstoi Leo
Box 426: 10179-10180 George H. Palmer
Box 426: 10181 Fred C. Mills
Box 426: 10182 Helen Carry
Box 427: 10183 S.P. Douglass
Box 427: 10184 Merchants’ Bank Building
Box 427: 10185 Rickey McFarland and wife
Box 427: 10186 Gilbert Parker
Box 427: 10187 Charles Brennan
Box 427: 10188 Portals of the Past
Box 427: 10189 Clarence Lane
Box 427: 10190-10191 Mar. Hacienda Clark
Box 428: 10192 Ina Coolbrith
Box 428: 10193 Mrs. Joe Stecher
Box 428: 10194-10195 Rabbi Meyer
Box 428: 10196 Champ Clark
Box 428: 10197 Geraldine Farrar
Box 428: 10198 Eleanor Sears
Box 428: 10199 Del Monte Hotel
Box 428: 10200 Miss Yearlock
Box 429: 10201 J.J. Carty
Box 429: 10202 Mr. and Mrs. Neville
Box 429: 10203 Midgets
Box 429: 10205 Doctor Newo/Newi/New
Box 429: 10206 Bob Fitzsimmons
Box 429: 10207 Olive Cook
Box 429: 10208 Lima Cavalera
Box 429: 10209 Sara Bard Field
Box 429: 10210 Bulger Inspector
Box 430: 10211 Colonel D. Barrows
Box 430: 10212 Captain A.W. Nelson
Box 430: 10213 Judge Gary and wife
Box 430: 10214 Petterossi and wife
Box 430: 10215 Central Fire station
Box 430: 10228 Eugene Block
Box 430: 10229 Mrs. Dam
Box 430: 10233 Judge Sturtevant
Box 430: 10235 Olive Hagan
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Box 431: 10237 Reverend Moerland, and Bishop Michials
Box 431: 10238 John McDougall
Box 431: 10240 Milo and Margaret Abercombie
Box 431: 10241 Archbishop McDonald
Box 431: 10243 Copper, Autos
Box 431: 10244 Carmen Melis
Box 431: 10251-10252 R. E. Ellis
Box 431: 10253 Brady, District Attorney
Box 432: 10255 M. Johansen
Box 432: 10256-10257 Claudia Windsor
Box 432: 10258 Miss Windsor
Box 432: 10260 Roy Carruthers
Box 432: 10262 Muriel Capels
Box 432: 10264-10265 Joan London
Box 432: 10267 Bishop Hughes
Box 432: 10268 Weldon B. Cooke
Box 433: 10269 Millie and Sadie Edeau
Box 433: 10270 Miss Heim
Box 433: 10271 Lowell Hardy
Box 433: 10272-10273 George McManus
Box 433: 10275 Maury I. Diggs
Box 433: 10276 Kelly
Box 433: 10277 Colonel Deasy
Box 433: 10277 Charles Nelson
Box 433: 10281 Prime Trubitzkory
Box 434: 10282 Saint Mary’s Cathedral
Box 434: 10283 Miss Wilson, daughter of Secretary
Box 434: 10284 Grace Darling
Box 434: 10286 Joe Knowles
Box 434: 10288 Judge Angellotti
Box 434: 10289 Franklin K. Lane
Box 434: 10290 Mrs. Patterson, Opium Queen
Box 434: 10291 Somorset Maugham
Box 434: 10292 Sutro baths interior
Box 434: 10294-10295 Mrs. Tabolt-Walker
Box 435: 10297 Mrs. Billy Sunday
Box 435: 10298 Peter Bodie and wife
Box 435: 10300 Cameron Coffey
Box 435: 10302 United States Treasury
Box 435: 10306 Mrs. Mooney, Studio
Box 435: 10307-10308 Mar Keiser
Box 435: 10309 Father McQuaide
Box 436: 10310 Albion Brewery
Box 436: 10315-10316 Edward Lemare
Box 436: 10320-10322 Mrs. William Tell
Box 436: 10323-10324 Will H. Hays
Box 436: 10328 Von Brincken, Bopp Case
Box 437: 10331 Hazel Riley
Box 437: 10332 Gladys Harris
Box 437: 10333 Charles A. Day
Box 437: 10334 Jack Dempsey
Box 437: 10335 R.A.F. Flynn
Box 437: 10337-10338 Dr. Crapo
Box 437: 10339 Mrs. Cole
Box 437: 10348: 10340-10341 Wine shipment
Box 438: 10346 Brady, District Attorney
Box 438: 10350 Mrs. Evans, Young Women’s Christian Association
Box 438: 10352 Alcatraz
Box 438: 10354 Alcatraz Prison
Box 438: 10355 Aviator Young
Box 438: 10357 John F. Davis, (NSGW)
Box 438: 10358 Mrs. Rambeau
Box 438: 10363 Strangler Lewis
Box 438: 10365-10366 Frank Silva
Box 439: 10370-10371 Harry Lauder
Box 439: 10373 Fred Hotaling
Box 439: 10376 Ralph Earle
Box 439: 10377 Oregon Football Team, 1919
Box 439: 10378 William Bachrach
Box 439: 10379 Mrs. G. Stoney
Box 439: 10380 Lord Leverhume
Box 440: 10381-10382 Eddie Foy, and family
Box 440: 10383 Jenkins, Mexican ransome
Box 440: 10384 Rabbi Lissauer
Box 440: 10385 Captain Peter B. Kyne
Box 440: 10390-10391 Mrs. P. Hearst, funeral
Box 440: 10392-10393 Eugene Plunkett
Box 441: 10394 Helen Wing
Box 441: 10395 Ferry Building
Box 441: 10396-10400 At Del Monte Polo, 1919
Box 441: 10402 Douglas Tilden
Box 441: 10403 Abe Reuf
Box 442: 10405 Von Shack
Box 442: 10406-10407 George McLaughlin, Leo Brunner
Box 442: 10408-10409 Peggy O'Neill
Box 442: 10410 Dean Sumner
Box 442: 10411 Sue Wong
Box 442: 10412 David Caplan
Box 442: 10414 Theo Brent
Box 443: 10415 Captain Sherman Miles
Box 443: 10416 Allen Benson
Box 443: 10417 Francis Keesling, and Albert G. Burnette
Box 443: 10418 Mrs. Arthur Lewin, Lowenthal
Box 443: 10419 Berkeley Campanile (Sather tower, UC Berkeley)
Box 443: 10420 Victor Klinker
Box 443: 10421-10422 Tom O'Connor
Box 443-444: 10423-10424 Edward Y. McKenzie
Box 444: 10425-10426 C.E. Bellows
Box 444: 10428-10429 Sing (weather) Kee
Box 444: 10431 Submarine H3
Box 444: 10433 Maxwell McNutt
Box 444: 10434 Vera Sherman
Box 444: 10435 Kullujain Thomas
Box 445: 10436 Ex. Launch Marine
Box 445: 10437 Monte Carter
Box 445: 10438 Muriel Vanderbilt
Box 445: 10439 Signe Gerstedt
Box 445: 10440 Delmas
Box 445: 10441 Carl Eiseischeril
Box 445: 10442-10443 John L. McNab

Additional Note

[Prints available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 1 :10442-10443--PIC].

Box 445: 10444 F.W. Kellogg and wife
Box 446: 10448-10449 Vice-President Marshall
Box 446: 10450-10454 Ruth Saint Denis
Box 446: 10455 Bob Heistand
Box 446: 10459 Mrs. Hoover
Box 447: 10460 Sue Miller Havens
Box 447: 10462-10465 Slingsby Family
Box 447: 10466 Chronicle Building
Box 447: 10467 Cello, boxer
Box 447: 10468 Miss Elkhart
Box 447: 10470 Mary Scanlon
Box 448: 10471-10472 Hall of Records
Box 448: 10477 Hazel Dollar
Box 448: 10478 Evans, golf
Box 448: 10481 Mary and Eleanor Martin
Box 448: 10482 John Williams
Box 448: 10483 Marisca Aldrich
Box 448: 10484 (Babe) Wright
Box 448-449: 10486-10487 Rene Kelly
Box 449: 10488-10489 Mr. and Mrs. Luther Burbank
Box 449: 10490 Mrs. G. Parkburst
Box 449: 10491-10492 Edith Sanderson
Box 449: 10498 Slavin
Box 449: 10499 McCormick, San Francisco Call
Box 449: 10500 Ed Gleeson
Box 450: 10501 Charles Jacobs
Box 450: 10502 Joe Knowles
Box 450: 10503 Mrs. Martyn Troy
Box 450: 10504 Mrs. Mar. Foley
Box 450: 10505 (Babe) Wright
Box 450: 10505 Alice Goodman
Box 450: 10506 Sarah Truax
Box 450: 10507-10509 Brazil, aviator
Box 451: 10514-10517 Senator Johnson
Box 451: 10515-10516 Chester N. Weaver
Box 451: 10519 Senator Johnson
Box 451-847: 10520-15023 Petaluma Boosters
Box 451: 10526 Lieutenant Charles E. Smith
Box 451: 10528 Kamm, baseball player
Box 452: 10529 B.B. Cavney
Box 452: 10530 Captain McIntee
Box 452: 10532 Jack Dempsey
Box 452: 10533 Mrs. Fred Wilson
Box 452: 10537 Reverend Poucher
Box 452: 10538-10539 Mrs. Maxine Dempsey
Box 452-453: 10540-10542 Carpenter
Box 453: 10543 Mrs. Kalas
Box 453: 10544 Anita Whitney
Box 453: 10545 Biplane [Bluebird]
Box 453: 10546 Mayme Helm
Box 453: 10547 Mrs. Preston
Box 453: 10548 Mrs. Evelyn Gilmer
Box 453: 10549 Mrs. I. Smeltzer
Box 453: 10550 Frank Silva
Box 453: 10551 Miss O’Hearn
Box 454: 10552 Corinne Grant
Box 454: 10553 Mannie
Box 454: 10554 Mrs. C.A. Severance
Box 454: 10555 Mrs. Hugh Brown
Box 454: 10556 Anne Peters
Box 454: 10557 Anne Peters
Box 454: 10560 Mrs. Fred Wilson
Box 454: 10561-10562 Mrs. Ned Kellogg
Box 455: 10563-10565 Senator Johnson
Box 455: 10566 Ira Kellogg
Box 455: 10567 Caroline Koester
Box 455: 10568-10569 Gertrude E. Wilson, model
Box 455: 10572 Civic Center
Box 455: 10573 Rosie Hope
Box 456: 10574 Mrs. M.M. Lanster
Box 456: 10575 Fire house Benecia
Box 456: 10576-10578 Frances Cowells
Box 456: 10579 Auto License, 1920
Box 456: 10580-10581 General Pershing
Box 456: 10583 Ashley Turner
Box 456: 10584 Mara
Box 457: 10586 Countess De Alarai
Box 457: 10587-10588 Brazil, aviator
Box 457: 10589 Mrs. Fred Wilson
Box 457: 10590 Miss Geddes
Box 457: 10591 Hydrant
Box 457: 10592-10593 Daniel Jackling
Box 457: 10594 Mrs. Robertson
Box 458: 10595 Mr. and Mrs. C.Y. Jones
Box 458: 10596-10597 C. Vincent Riccardi
Box 458: 10599 Mrs. Rosie Hope, and Teresa Rabiello
Box 458: 10600 Nina Clark
Box 458: 10601 McCormick, Wilson Shooting
Box 458: 10602-10604 Woodcock Case Cooper
Box 459: 10605 Hydrant
Box 459: 10606-10609 Fire Berkshire
Box 459: 10610-10612 Lake Merritt Ducks
Box 459: 10613 Harry New
Box 460: 10615 Verna Burke
Box 460: 10616-10617 Julia Thurston
Box 460: 10619-10621 Douglas Fairbanks
Box 460: 10625 Mrs. Fred Wilson
Box 460: 10626 Leona Veal
Box 460: 10627 Wallace Allen
Box 460-461: 10628-10629 Balkan Lion
Box 461: 10630 [A man standing, upper body shot]
Box 461: 10631 Civic Auditorium
Box 461: 10632-10633 Boxer Coffey, and Farren
Box 461: 10634-10637 Thomas Edison
Box 462: 10638 Mrs. Thomas Edison
Box 462: 10639 Mrs. Sammy Reed
Box 462: 10645-10647 James Moore Hickson
Box 462: 10648 Pauline Frederick
Box 462: 10649 Maynard, aviator
Box 462: 10650 Mrs. Fisher, 11th Street
Box 462-463: 10651-10656 Argonne School
Box 463: 10659-10660 Nelles
Box 463: 10661-10662 Winifred Watson
Box 464: 10663-10664 Robert N. Powers
Box 464: 10687 [Scaffolding structure attached to building]
Box 464: 10687 Cement Ship
Box 464: 10694 [Scaffolding structure attached to building]
Box 464: 10694 Cement Ship
Box 464: 10696 Major R. A F. Commander Scott
Box 464: 10696-10699 British R-34 Dirigible
Box 464: 10701-10702 Andrew Carnegie
Box 464: 10703 Ken McKim
Box 465: 10704 Jim Scott, baseball
Box 465: 10705 Chaplain Parke
Box 465: 10718-10719 Seaton, baseball
Box 465: 10720 Rowdy Elliott
Box 465: 10721 Guisto, PCL Ballplayer
Box 465: 10722-10723 Charles Graham
Box 465: 10724 Red Held
Box 466: 10725-10726 Crandall
Box 466: 10727 Del Crispi, baseball
Box 466: 10728 McKee, baseball
Box 466: 10729 Justin Fitzgerald
Box 466: 10730 Jim Scott, baseball
Box 466: 10731 18th Engineers
Box 466: 10732 [Four men in uniform aboard a ship]
Box 466: 10733 [Group of five people]
Box 467: 10734 [Man in uniform (Army?)]
Box 467: 10735 [Parade ?]
Box 467: 10736 Anita Stewart
Box 467-468: 10737-10743 Masonic Corps
Box 468: 10744-10745 J. Burke and son
Box 468: 10746 Miss Lovely
Box 468: 10747-10748 Dr. Poucher
Box 468: 10750 Mrs. I. Smeltzer
Box 468: 10752 Freda Blum
Box 468: 10752-10753 Smeltzer
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Box 469: 10754 With "Clerk's Office San Francisco Police Department" [Envelope], 28 February 1920
Box 469: 10754 Donna Schuster
Box 469: 10755 Dr. Baker
Box 469: 10755 Dr. Baker
Box 469: 10755A Columbian Clasp
Box 469-1029: 10756-17057 William Osbourne
Box 469: 10758-10759 J. Hartley Russell
Box 469-470: 10760-10762 Dr. Poucher
Box 470: 10763-10764 Spike Elder
Box 470: 10765 Warren Brown
Box 470: 10766 Frank Noon
Box 470-471: 10767-10771 Colonel D. Barrows
Box 471: 10772-10776 Esther Botts
Box 471: 10777 Mrs. M. McGinnis
Box 471-472: 10778-10781 George Sterling
Box 472: 10781 Myrtle Dean
Box 472: 10782 Freda Blum
Box 472: 10782-10784 Philipp Sousa
Box 472: 10782A Freda Blum
Box 472: 10785 M. Materlink
Box 472: 10791 Warren Brown
Box 472: 10792 Judge Sullivan
Box 472: 10794 Essick, baseball
Box 473: 10795 Mitzie
Box 473: 10796-10797 Cy Falkenberg
Box 473-474: 10798-10810 Flu
Box 474: 10811-10813 Woodrow Wilson, Suite
Box 475: 10818 Katherine Dorm
Box 475: 10820 Carmiela Connelley
Box 475: 10821 Helen Strunger, Elizabeth Tellermiek
Box 475: 10827 Mary Lowenterm, and Grace Hamilton
Box 475: 10828-10829 Fremont Older
Box 475: 10839 Woodrow Wilson, face to face with man
Box 475: 10841 Woodrow Wilson, smiling
Box 475: 10845 Woodrow Wilson
Box 476: 10847-10850 Woodrow Wilson, with wife being received at railroad station
Box 476: 10847 Woodrow Wilson, with wife being received at railroad station
Box 476: 10849 Woodrow Wilson, et al
Box 476: 10850 Woodrow Wilson and wife at civic center with flag
Box 476: 10851-10853 Woodrow Wilson, top hat over heart
Box 476: 10851 Woodrow Wilson, top hat over heart
Box 476: 10854 Priest O'Ryan
Box 476: 10855 Fremont Older
Box 476: 10857 Curran Swint
Box 477: 10858-10859 Dan Doran
Box 477: 10863-10864 C.H. Rawling
Box 477: 10865 C.R. Gardener
Box 477: 10866-10867 Milton Uren
Box 477: 10874-10875 Betty Heistand
Box 478: 10876 Call Bulletin newsboys
Box 478: 10880-10881 Pete McDonough
Box 478: 10882-10883 Judge Ward
Box 478: 10884 Miss Wertenberg
Box 478: 10885 Colonel D. Barrows
Box 478: 10887 Opie Warner
Box 478: 10888 Mrs. F. Theiroit
Box 479: 10889 Anne Peters, and Howard Spiechek
Box 479: 10890 Mrs. Ber Ford
Box 479: 10891 Mrs. W.G. Devereux
Box 479: 10892 Mrs. John Gallois
Box 479: 10893-10894 John Connolly
Box 479: 10895-10896 Captain Coulter, and painting
Box 479: 10897 Overall Club
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Box 480: 10902-10903 Joe Scott
Box 480: 10904-10906 Connelly, Call sportswriter
Box 480: 10907 Lou Hutt
Box 480: 10908-10909 Mrs. L. Hutt
Box 480-481: 10914-10915 Mrs. Vincent Whitney
Box 481: 10927-10928 Jack Burroughs
Box 481: 10930 Charles Boden
Box 481: 10935-10936 Henry Owens
Box 481: 10942 Milton Uren
Box 481: 10943-10944 Miss Hahn
Box 482: 10946 And Party Belgian King, in San Francisco
Box 482: 10946A-10948 Horace Wade
Box 482: 10949-10950 University of California (UC Berkeley) Boat Crew, 1920
Box 482-483: 10950A-10951A Mrs. Helen Taft
Box 483: 10951B University of California (UC Berkeley) Boat Crew
Box 483: 10952 [Two women in outdoor wear]
Box 483: 10952A-10953 Women's Land Army
Box 483: 10953-10954 Alma Wilson
Box 483: 10953-10954 Alma Wilson
Box 483-484: 10954A-10963 James T. (Bluebeard) Watson, Murder 1st life sentence
Box 484: 10964-10965 Colonel D. Barrows
Box 484-485: 10966-10967 Horace Wade
Box 485: 10970 Overall Club
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Box 485: 10971-10972 German Prisoners
Box 485: 10973-10974 Bess Mutter
Box 485: 10979 Artists rendering Memorial Building
Box 485-1240: 10978-10981 Professor Sparks
Box 486: 10982-10983 Brides Russian
Box 486: 10984 J. Rossiter
Box 486: 10985-10988 University of California (UC Berkeley) Fashion Show
Box 486: 10987-10988 C. Vincent Ricardt
Box 486: 10990 Charles S. Wheeler
Box 486: 10995 Berthold Community
Box 486: 10997 Charles S. Wheeler
Box 486: 10998 Afta McKinley
Box 487: 10999 Redfield
Box 487: 11000 Auto Bandits
Box 487: 11000-11002 General Barnet, and family
Box 487: 11004 Mike De Young
Box 487: 11007-11008 General Barnet, and family
Box 487: 11009 California (ship)
Box 488: 11011-11013 Foreign trades Davis
Box 488: 11016-10019 Johnson Delegation
Box 488: 11022 R.P. Scherwin, and Richard McGerry
Box 488-489: 11023-11024 Judge Beasley
Box 489: 11026 Donald Crozan
Box 489: 11028 Republican Delegates
Box 489: 11033-11035 Mrs. Troy, of Alaska
Box 489: 11036 Bernard Catterini
Box 489-490: 11037-11040 Decoration Day Civil War Soldiers, 1920
Box 490: 11041-11044 James Watson, Bluebeard
Box 490: 11045 Colonel D. Barrows
Box 490: 11046 Dolan
Box 490: 11047 Carl Otto
Box 491: 11048-11049 Linden McCash
Box 491: 11050-11051 Hazel Harper
Box 491: 11050 Grove L. Johnson
Box 491: 11052 Senator Borah
Box 491: 11053-11055 Tom McNamara
Box 491: 11060 Grove Johnson, L.
Box 492: 11061 Mil. Harris Chaplin
Box 492: 11062 Charles Hellman
Box 492: 11063 J. Bruce Kremer
Box 492: 11064 Prieto
Box 492: 11065 Mrs. G. Bass
Box 492: 11066 Mrs. A.V. Franck
Box 492: 11067-11068 Colonel Thomas
Box 492: 11070 Warren G. Harding
Box 493: 11072 Charles E. Russell
Box 493: 11073 E. Haskell
Box 493: 11074 Miss E. James
Box 493: 11075 Tom Laird
Box 493: 11076 Homer S. Cummings
Box 493: 11077-11080 Sam Marlen, Drug Case
Box 494: 11082-11084 Mrs. Ida M. Givson
Box 494: 11085 Mary E. Foy
Box 494: 11086-11088 Norman Mack
Box 494: 11089-11089 Sam H. Hunt, (Shriner)
Box 495: 11091 Mrs. D. Church
Box 495: 11091 Mrs. W.P. Simms
Box 495: 11092 Edmund Moore
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Box 495: 11093-11094 Walsh, of Massachusetts
Box 495-498: 11095-11125 Democratic convention (interiors)
Box 498-499: 11126-11129 Democratic convention (exterior)
Box 499: 11130 Missouri Delegates
Box 499-501: 11131-11152 Democratic Convention Scenes
Box 501: 11153-11156 Governor Smith
Box 501: 11156 Al Smith, Joseph Rolph
Box 501-502: 11158-11162 Homer S. Cummings
Box 502: 11163-11168 Mitchell Palmer
Box 502: 11169 Mrs. Kincaid
Box 503: 11170 George White
Box 503: 11171 Coughlin
Box 503-504: 11172-11182 William Jennings Bryan
Box 504: 11183-11184 Governor Stewart
Box 504: 11185 Senator Johnson
Box 504-505: 11186-11188 Abby Scott Baker
Box 505: 11189-11190 Dalla Pattra
Box 505: 11191-11194 Carter Glass, and George White
Box 505-506: 11195-11201 Joseph T. Robinson and wife
Box 506: 11202 Al Joy
Box 506: 11203 J. Ham Lewis
Box 506: 11204-11205 Mrs. Pascoe
Box 506: 11206-11208 Mrs. Lucas
Box 507: 11209-11210 Sam Gompers
Box 507-508: 11211-12114 Franklin Roosevelt
Box 508: 11215 Senator J. Wolcott, and Es Senita Willard Soulsbury
Box 508: 11216 Dooley, of Port Rica
Box 508: 11217-11218 Democratic Convention ushers
Box 508: 11219 Press Collins
Box 508: 11220 Doheny, Los Angeles
Box 508: 11221 Mrs. George Lyle
Box 508: 11222-11223 Governor Cox
Box 508: 11224-11224 Governor Prough
Box 509: 11226 Antoinette Funk
Box 509: 11227-11228 Mrs. Thompson
Box 509: 11229 (Boss) Murphy
Box 509: 11230 John Martin
Box 509: 11231 J. Bruce Kremer
Box 509: 11236 Major Leonard Wood
Box 509: 11237 Governor Edwards
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Box 510: 11238 McAdoo
Box 510: 11239 Abby Scott Bakerm
Box 510: 11240 Judge S. McAtee
Box 510: 11245-11250 News correspondents Democratic convention
Box 511: 11251 Judge S. McAtee
Box 511: 11252 Boy Quinn
Box 511: 11253-11254 Daniels, secretary
Box 511: 11255 Colby
Box 511: 11256 Mrs. M. Pittman
Box 511-512: 11257-11262 Dalla Pattra
Box 512: 11263-11265 Pussy foot Johnson
Box 512: 11266 PCL ballplayer Middleton
Box 512: 11267 Walters, PCL ballplayer
Box 512-513: 11268-11269 Jack Knight, baseball
Box 513: 11270 B.B. Sweeney
Box 513: 11271-11272 Bill Clymer
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 513: 11273 Essick, baseball
Box 513: 11274 Mara
Box 513: 11275 James Rolph III
Box 513: 11276 J. Groom, Court Clerk
Box 513: 11277 Mara
Box 514: 11278 [ANCLO- California Trust Company Building]
Box 514: 11279-11280 Evelyn Wells
Box 514: 11280 Native dress Japanese ship arrivals, women
Box 514: 11281 [People/immigrants aboard a boat/ship?]
Box 514: 11282 [Woman and boy/son aboard a boat]
Box 514: 11283 [People/immigrants aboard a boat?]
Box 514: 11284 [Women immigrants aboard a boat?]
Box 514: 11285 [Three children (immigrants?) aboard a boat]
Box 515: 11286 [Group of people/children and adults]
Box 515: 11287 [Two men conversing]
Box 515: 11288-11289 Native dress Japanese ship arrivals, women
Box 515: 11290 Good horses Firehouse, 3 in team
Box 515: 11291-11292 Jack Burroughs
Box 515-516: 11293-11298 Rubini
Box 516: 11299 Buffalo
Box 516: 11300-11302 Buffalo
Box 516: 11304 Mrs. McCoy, birds
Box 517: 11305 Theodore Bonnet
Box 517: 11308-11309 Aeroplane Salinas (airplane)
Box 517: 11316-11317 Mrs. Frank
Box 517: 11318 Hillman
Box 517: 11319-11320 Japanese commission
Box 517: 11321 W. Allen White
Box 518: 11323 Stenfeld
Box 518: 11324 Russian Brides
Box 518: 11325-11327 Annette Adams, Assistant US District Attorney
Box 518: 11328-11329 Japanese wrestlers in ceremonial dress
Box 518: 11330 Dorothy Pringle
Box 518-519: 11331-11334 Kid’s Play Robin Hood
Box 519: 11335 [men climbing on something] Statue
Box 519: 11336 [man drinking from own hands] Statue
Box 519: 11337 [Robert Louis Stevenson monument the shape of a ship, Portsmouth Square?]
Box 519: 11339-11340 Annette Adams
Box 519: 11341 Governor Edwards
Box 520: 11342 Call Bulletin newsboys
Box 520: 11343 Francis Cowells
Box 520: 11344-11348 Gillespie
Box 520: 11349 Frank Nebaker
Box 520-521: 11352-11353 Call Bulletin Airplane
Box 520-521: 11352-11353 Varney, aviator
Box 521: 11354 Miss Duane
Box 521: 11355-11357 Madmoiselle Guerin
Box 521: 11355-11357 Mechanics statue (The Drinker) Statues, and R.L. Hevenger

Ship Statue
Box 521: 11358-11359 Irene Franklin
Box 521: 11360-11361 Charlotte Greenwood
Box 522: 11362 Dead in caskets with flags [soldiers?]
Box 522: 11363 Pittman
Box 522: 11364-11371 Bleithery (summer)
Box 522: 11364-11370 Charlotte Boyle
Box 522: 11372 Pesak
Box 523: 11375 Brick Morse
Box 523: 11376 Call Bulletin newsboys
Box 523: 11377 Bess Mutter, aviator
Box 523: 11378 Henry Rush
Box 523: 11379 Spellman and wife
Box 523: 11380 Rube Goldberg
Box 523: 11383 San Francisco Call Bulletin Stereotype Room
Box 523: 11384 Shoes of Suicide
Box 523: 11386 Raker
Box 524: 11387 Justin Fitzgerald
Box 524: 11388 Lewis, baseball
Box 524: 11389 Agnew, baseball
Box 524: 11390-11392 Mill Harris
Box 524: 11393-11394 Ralph Williams
Box 524: 11395 Mother of Ralph Williams
Box 525: 11396 Ralph Williams and mother
Box 525: 11397-11400 Rubini
Box 525: 11401 Rubini
Box 525: 11402 Christensen Paxley
Box 525: 11473-11474 McDonald and wife
Box 525: 11475 (Chinatown) Window
Box 526: 11478 Hoffman's Car
Box 526: 11479-11481 Mrs. Sammy Reed
Box 526: 11483 Alma Wilson
Box 526: 11484-11485 Alma Wilson
Box 526: 11486 Norma White
Box 526: 11487 Mildred Massey
Box 526: 11488 Rose Began
Box 527: 11492-11493 W. Jobleman
Box 527: 11494 French Celebration
Box 527: 11495 Jack Johnson, (Pug)
Box 527: 11496 Ray Walff, (murderer)
Box 527: 11497-11500 Bud Ridley, (boxer)
Box 528: 11501-11504 Addicott Demonstration
Box 528: 11505 Thelma Lee
Box 528: 11506 Mrs. W. Waldeyer
Box 528: 11507 Mill Pollack
Box 528: 11509-11510 Irish Pickets
Box 529: 11511-11512 Mrs. Hubert Law
Box 529: 11513-11517 Aero Mail (air mail)
Box 529-530: 11518-11524 Olga Chapital
Box 530: 11529-11531 Sam Shortridge
Box 530: 11532 Aero Mail (air mail)
Box 531: 11533 Aero Mail (air mail)
Box 531: 11535-11536 Aero Mail (air mail)
Box 531: 11537-11539 Warren Brown
Box 531-532: 11540-11544 Louise Glaum
Box 532: 11545 Firehouse
Box 532: 11546 O'Meara
Box 532: 11547 Buenzie
Box 532: 11548 Roy Wolff
Box 532: 11549-11550 Van Vleck
Box 532: 11552 Sammy Reed
Box 532-533: 11553-11555 (Poly) High Strike
Box 533: 11557-11558 Mrs. H. Ward Law
Box 533: 11559 Ritchie and wife
Box 533: 11560-11562 Steadman
Box 533: 11563 Mrs. Troy, of Alaska
Box 534: 11564-11565 Countess Von Clausen
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Box 534: 11566 Milo Abercombie
Box 534: 11567-11568 Dr. Reed
Box 534: 11569 DuBell
Box 534: 11570 Hichkok
Box 534: 11571 Frank A. Arnold
Box 534-535: 11573-11575 Dor. Southern
Box 535: 11576-11580 L.C. Thornton
Box 535-536: 11581-11587 Fanchon and Marco Company
Box 536: 11588 Hichkok
Box 536: 11589 Addicott Family
Box 536: 11591-11593 Tom Skeyhill
Box 537: 11594 Peggy Richardson
Box 537: 11596-11601 Aero Mail (air mail)
Box 537: 11602-11604 Mrs. Warburton
Box 538: 11605 Mrs. Marco
Box 538: 11606 E.E. Mouton
Box 538: 11607 Call Cup
Box 538: 11608 Mrs. Dennis
Box 538: 11609 (Firehouse) Eddy
Box 538: 11610 Mrs. Piper
Box 538: 11611 Dalla Pattra
Box 538: 11612 Call Cup
Box 538: 11613 San Francisco Bay Bridge Map
Box 539: 11622-11624 Clemence Brodenaye
Box 539: 11626-11627 D.H. White, Chief of Police
Box 539: 11628-11629 Wheel chair from Los
Box 539: 11630-11631 Mrs. Cortez

Box 540: 11632-11633 Judge Waed
Box 540: 11634 George Blum
Box 540: 11635-11637 Sightseeing Bus Girl
Box 540: 11638-11639 DeVries
Box 540-541: 11640-11641 Miss Levy, nurse
Box 541: 11642 Scotti
Box 541: 11646 Opera Singers
Box 541: 11647 [Row of men in suits and hats]
Box 541: 11648 Lane Hospital Nurses
Box 541: 11649 Miss Gardner, Ad Club
Box 541: 11651 Call Press
Box 541: 11652 Faustina
Box 541-542: 11653-11654 Swanson
Box 542: 11657 Crosby
Box 542: 11658-11659 Harold Casey
Box 542: 11660 Jewish Home
Box 542: 11661 Gown
Box 542: 11662-11663 Women Opera Singers
Box 542: 11664 Clemence Bordenaye
Box 543: 11665 Louise Fazenza
Box 543: 11666-11668 Vanderbilt
Box 543: 11669-11670 Doctors
Box 543: 11671-11672 Call Girls with Papers
Box 543: 11673 "The Call" [Three women in the back of a truck handing paper
Box 543: 11674 Mrs. Isenhart
Box 544: 11675-11676 Peralta, Opera Singer
Box 544: 11677 Aero Mail (air mail)
Box 544: 11678 Mrs. F. Dodd
Box 544: 11679-11680 Ty Cobb
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Box 544: 11681 Miss Shay
Box 544: 11682 Miss MacDonald
Box 544-545: 11683-11691 Harry Brolaski
Box 545: 11692 DeVries
Box 545: 11694 William McCarthy
Box 546: 11695-11698 Krull Holdup
Box 546: 11699 Alfred
Box 546: 11700 Anne Peters
Box 546: 11701 Women Opera Singers
Box 546: 11702 Dorothy Philips
Box 546: 11703 Frank Silva
Box 547: 11705 [Headshot of an older male in a suit and glasses]
Box 547: 11706-11707 Paul Myers
Box 547: 11709 Holloway
Box 547: 11710 Julian
Box 547: 11711 Robert Smillie
Box 547: 11712 Anna Foppino
Box 547: 11713-11716 Art School
Box 548: 11722-11723 Billie Van
Box 548: 11724-11725 North, boxer
Box 548: 11726-11727 M. Scanlon
Box 548: 11729 Christensen Parley
Box 548-549: 11730-11731 Fox Act
Box 549: 11732-11733 E.C. Yellowly
Box 549: 11734-11735 Prohibition raid Booze Raid
Box 549: 11736 Lydia Hyde
Box 549: 11737 Mrs. Cates
Box 549: 11738 John Grey
Box 549: 11739 Evangelist Billy Sunday
Box 550: 11740 Rene Cezenave
Box 550: 11741-11742 VanLoan
Box 550: 11743-11744 Senator Phelan, see Str. Great Northern
Box 550: 11745-11746 Tamalpais High School
Box 550: 11747 Cates
Box 550: 11748 Claire Shorthall
Box 551: 11749 Dope Case
Box 551: 11750-11751 Sam Rutter
Box 551: 11752 San Francisco beach scenes
Box 551: 11753 Friend Richardson
Box 551: 11754 Miss Crowell
Box 551: 11756 Mrs. Varney
Box 551: 11757 Van Vleck
Box 551: 11758 General McClelland
Box 552: 11759 Judge S. McAtee
Box 552: 11760 Mr. Brackett
Box 552: 11760 Dr. Brackett
Box 552: 11761-11762 Jim Brennen
Box 552: 11763 Draper Hand
Box 552: 11764 Lubin
Box 552: 11765 Jessie Montgomery
Box 552: 11766 Walter Powell
Box 552-553: 11767-11768 James Singleton
Box 553: 11769 Baern's father
Box 553: 11770 Grosbeck
Box 553: 11771 Nell Rothschild
Box 553: 11772 Miss McGivney
Box 553: 11773-11774 Dr. Brackett
Box 553: 11776 Miss Ancona
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Box 553: 11777 Mackey
Box 554: 11778 Miles Jackson
Box 554: 11779-11780 T. McGonigl
Box 554: 11781 (Montana Tom) Gallagher
Box 554-555: 11782-11787 Jessie Montgomery
Box 555: 11788-11790 Jean Stanley
Box 555: 11791-11794 K.O. Kruvosky
Box 555-556: 11796-11799 K.O. Kruvosky
Box 556: 11800 K.O. Kruvosky, profile of
Box 556: 11801 K.O. Kruvosky
Box 556-557: 11801-11807 (Spud) Murphy
Box 557-558: 11808-11818 Wife Murphy, and scenes at trail
Box 558: 11819-11821 Edna Fullmer
Box 558: 11822 Montgomery, father and mother
Box 558: 11823 Murphy, club meeting
Box 559: 11824 Fitts, lynched
Box 559: 11825 Valento, lynched
Box 559: 11826-11828 Boyd, lynched
Box 559: 11831-11833 Judge Ward
Box 559: 11834 Strollers Cafe
Box 560: 11835-11836 Bishop Keane
Box 560-561: 11837-11844 Lynching scenes
Box 561: 11845-11850 Elinor Glyn
Box 561: 11851 Jas Carey
Box 561: 11853 Miss Murphy, artist
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Box 562: 11854 Charles Fay
Box 562: 11856 Judge Ward
Box 562: 11859 Britten
Box 562: 11860-11861 Charlotte Greenwood
Box 562: 11862-11864 Gamage
Box 562: 11866 Mrs. Tate-Thompson
Box 563: 11867-11868 Soldiers at Cliff House
Box 563: 11869 Judge Norse
Box 563: 11870 Recall
Box 563: 11871-11874 Dance hall girls
Box 563: 11875 Sidewalk cave-in
Box 564: 11876 Miss K Ball
Box 564: 11878 Brady, District Attorney
Box 564: 11879-11880 Michelenia Beat
Box 564: 11881 Dorothy Quinlan, Santa Rosa
Box 564: 11882-11883 Mrs. Juda
Box 564: 11885 Judge Dan S. O'Brian
Box 564: 11887 Holt and Rosedale
Box 565: 11888-11889 Judge Hunt
Box 565: 11890-11891 Marjorie Wood
Box 565: 11892-11893 Max Smidth
Box 565: 11894 June Taylor
Box 565: 11895-11896 Jeanette Hackette
Box 566: 11897-11898 Taylor
Box 566: 11899-11900 Alan McDonald, rape case
Box 566: 11901 Mae Fogarty
Box 566: 11902-11903 Lyle Jacks
Box 566: 11904 Arthur Joell
Box 566: 11905 Pisco John's
Box 567: 11907 John McDonald, Mooney Case
Box 567: 11909-11912 John McDonald, Mooney Case
Box 567: 11913 Catherine Floete
Box 567-568: 11914-11917 Lon Chaney
Box 568: 11919 Officer Lyle
Box 568: 11920 Martha Swartz
Box 568: 11921 Flynn
Box 568: 11922-11923 Ruth Gehlbach
Box 568-569: 11925-11928 Thompson sub-machinegun
Box 569: 11932 George Wallace
Box 569: 11933 [Painting of a ship] Ralanath
Box 569: 11936-11937 Ballestra
Box 569: 11938 George B. Christian, Jr.
Box 569: 11939 Douglas Tilden
Box 569: 11940 Juanita Crowley
Box 569-570: 11941-11943 Smith, Mooney Case
Box 570: 11944 Lieutenant Sylvester
Box 570: 11945 Hidelberg
Box 570: 11946 Miners
Box 570-571: 11947-11952 Smith kidnapping
Box 571: 11953 Flo Moore
Box 571: 11954 F. Hollis
Box 571: 11955-11956 Casey (lost)
Box 571: 11957 Black Brothers
Box 571: 11958 Angelotti
Box 571: 11959 Brady Sisters
Box 571: 11962 Boggs
Box 572: 11963-11965 Girls' High School
Box 572: 11966 Mrs. C. Coolidge
Box 572: 11967 Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.
Box 572: 11968 Bishop Parsons
Box 572: 11970 Miss Wheeler
Box 572: 11971 Angelotti
Box 572: 11972 Prince Hopkins
Box 573: 11973 Miss Peterson
Box 573: 11974-11975 Mrs. G. Trine
Box 573: 11976 Jackie Coogan
Box 573: 11978 Miss Alcona
Box 573: 11979 Brady Sisters
Box 573: 11982 Mr. Fina
Box 573: 11983 Louie Hoepler
Box 573: 11984 Dallas kids
Box 574: 11985-11986 Mrs. Clark, jail [sic]
Box 574: 11987-11988 Van Sloun
Box 574: 11989 Salvation Army group
Box 574: 11990 Robert McCormick, with Shortridge
Box 574: 11995-11996 Katharyn Edson
Box 574-575: 11997-11998 Boyle
Box 575: 11999-12000 Lyle Jacks
Box 575: 12000 Cabinet
Box 575: 12000A Harding Cabinet
Box 575: 12001 Denby
Box 575: 12001A Sylvain Lazaras
Box 575: 12002-12003 Bessie Beatty
Box 575: 12004 Tracy
Box 576: 12005 Senator Bill Lyons
Box 576: 12006 Civil Service [Exam?]
Box 576: 12007-12008 Juanita Crowley
Box 576: 12009-12010 Mrs. Jack Spreckels
Box 576: 12012-12014 Tom Mooney, 1921
Box 577: 12016 Charles Johnson
Box 577: 12017 W.S. Kingsbury
Box 577: 12018 Arthur Breed
Box 577: 12019 John E. Baker
Box 577: 12021 Gertrude Seyden
Box 577: 12022 Dorothy Becker
Box 577: 12023 Dixie Hanchett
Box 577: 12024 Varney, aviator
Box 577-578: 12026-12027 Annette Kellerman
Box 578: 12029 Annette Kellerman
Box 578: 12030 Louise Glaum
Box 578: 12033-12035 Mrs. Hoyt
Box 578: 12036 John Inman
Box 578: 12037-12038 Miss Holland
Box 579: 12040-12041 Harriet Rempel
Box 579: 12042 Jack Dempsey
Box 579: 12043 Mary McAllister
Box 579: 12044 Mrs. Jude
Box 579: 12045-12046 H. Fox
Box 579-580: 12047-12049 Auto Wreck
Box 580: 12050 Simon Ruiz
Box 580: 12052 Miss Quinn
Box 580: 12053 (summer) Bleithery
Box 580: 12057 (summer) Bleithery
Box 580: 12058 Shell Oil
Box 580: 12060-12061 Bettins Bellairs
Box 580: 12062 Dorothy Philips
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Box 581: 12063 Miss McSwiney
Box 581: 12064-12065 Trixie Friganza
Box 581: 12067 Judge Louderback
Box 581: 12069 Tom Mooney, 1921
Box 581: 12070 Louisa Tetrazzini
Box 581: 12072 Opera singers
Box 581: 12073 Charlie Paddock, fastest Human
Box 582: 12074 Bebe Daniels
Box 582: 12075 Professor Lyman Wilbur
Box 582: 12077 General Taggart
Box 582: 12078 Villa
Box 582: 12079 Varney, aviator
Box 582: 12080-12081 Clevenger
Box 582: 12083-12084 Supervisors in chamber
Box 583: 12086-12087 Mary Nash
Box 583: 12088 California Map
Box 583: 12089-12091 Bebe Daniels
Box 583: 12092 Carr Brothers
Box 583-584: 12093-12095 Ricard Father
Box 584: 12096-12099 Jewish home
Box 584: 12100 Jack Kearns
Box 584: 12101 Willis
Box 584: 12102 [Older male wearing hat and suit]
Box 584: 12105 Varney, aviator
Box 585: 12106 Saint Francis Coleman
Box 585: 12107-12108 Sylvain Lazarus
Box 585: 12109 Victor Hirtzler
Box 585: 12110 Miss Magnus
Box 585: 12112 Mar. Rambeau
Box 585: 12113 John Connoly
Box 585: 12114 Warren Brown
Box 585: 12115 Betty Hartell
Box 586: 12116 Golden Gate Avenue Love Nest
Box 586: 12118 Villa
Box 586: 12119 Lynching Scene
Box 586: 12121 Lima Cavalera
Box 586: 12122-12123 Willie Meehan
Box 586: 12124-12125 Arthur Jonas
Box 586: 12126 Father McAvoy
Box 587: 12127-12128 Buddhist Temple
Box 587: 12129 Rose Wilder Lane
Box 587: 12130 Miss Magnus
Box 587: 12131 Lyle Jacks
Box 587: 12132-12133 Odette Verdier
Box 587: 12134 [Male in uniform]
Box 587: 12135 Carpenter
Box 587: 12135A Sergeant Hornbostel
Box 588: 12136 Jackie Coogan
Box 588: 12137-12139 Mitchell, (prob - Official)
Box 588: 12140 Helen Collins
Box 588: 12141-12143 Fred Funston, Jr.
Box 588-589: 12145-12146 Fatty Arbuckle
Box 589: 12147 Jackie Coogan
Box 589: 12151 Watson
Box 589: 12152 Adeline Blake
Box 589: 12154 Bluebeard woman
Box 589: 12155 Lieutenant E. Hunt
Box 589: 12156 Baseball team House of David
Box 589-590: 12156-12161 House of David baseball team House of David, .12157 House of David pitcher
Box 589: 12157 Pitcher House of David
Box 589: 12158 Fielder House of David
Box 590: 12162-12163 Rubini
Box 590: 12164-12165 Jim Swinnerton
Box 590: 12166-12167 Day Pencil
Box 591: 12169 Miss VanGordon
Box 591: 12170 Crafts
Box 591: 12171 Bluebeard woman
Box 591-592: 12172-12178 Davies, Bridge Building
Box 592: 12179 Ebrle AD.
Box 592: 12180-12184 Swart, District Attorney
Box 592: 12185-12186 Vincent Riccardi
Box 593: 12190-12191 Willie Meehan
Box 593: 12192-12194 Mrs. Bellew
Box 593: 12195 Edith Finley
Box 593: 12196 Marshall Hale
Box 593-594: 12197-12199 Diver
Box 594: 12200-12202 John T. Williams
Box 594: 12203 Shumman-Heink
Box 594: 12204-12205 Peggy O'Neill
Box 594: 12206 [Woman with a medal and ribbon]
Box 594: 12211 Mrs. Hilliker
Box 595: 12212 George Sterling
Box 595: 12213 Rose Wilder Lane
Box 595: 12214 Mr. and Mrs. Lytell
Box 595: 12215-00225 Turlock
Box 596: 12227 Ruth Hersey
Box 596: 12228 Archbishop Hanna
Box 596: 12229 Minister Spencer
Box 596: 12230 Alexander
Box 597: 12231-12232 Opera Spandoni
Box 597: 12233 Muratore
Box 597: 12234 Mrs. Bolles
Box 597-598: 12235-12242 Knights of Columbus
Box 598: 12243-12245 Stecher, wrestler
Box 598: 12246 Of Wagner Leather Company Wagner
Box 598: 12247 J.R. Kraus
Box 598: 12248 Marian Levy
Box 599: 12249 Olga Chapital
Box 599: 12250-12251 Marjorie Mish
Box 599: 12252-12253 Gladys George
Box 599: 12254-12255 Miss McAvoy
Box 599: 12256 Mr. Marks
Box 599: 12257 Archbishop Hanna
Box 600: 12258-12259 Dolly Bainbridge
Box 600: 12260-12261 Mrs. DelMonte
Box 600: 12262 Dr. Read, Arbuckle case
Box 600: 12263 Dr. Kaarboe
Box 600: 12264-12265 Judge Dan S. O'Brien
Box 600: 12266 Judge Shorthall
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Box 601: 12267-12268 Dominguez, attorney
Box 601: 12269 Dr. Runwell
Box 601: 12270 Beardsley Dr.
Box 601: 12271 Sylvain Lazarus
Box 601: 12272-12273 Gifford Pinchot
Box 601: 12274 Aldermen from Chicago
Box 601-602: 12275-12279 Alaskan Survivors
Box 602: 12280 Lee Don
Box 602: 12281 Maher
Box 602: 12282 Tracy (Typo)
Box 602-603: 12283-12285 Associated Charities
Box 603: 12286-12287 Floyd Dell
Box 603: 12288 E.J. Feisel
Box 603: 12289 Irwin A. [Sleckman/Gleckman]
Box 603: 12290 Agnes Talcott
Box 603: 12291 Boddy Flo
Box 603: 12292 Edna Shirpser
Box 603: 12293 Miss C. Greenhood
Box 604: 12294-12296 Congressman Sabath
Box 604: 12298 Joe Dunde
Box 604: 12299 Crew Texas (ship)
Box 604-605: 12303-12308 California (ship)
Box 605: 12309 Ona Munson
Box 605: 12310-12311 Newspapermen (visiting)
Box 605: 12312-12313 Postmaster Powers
Box 605: 12314 (Brick) Muller
Box 605-606: 12318-12319 (Brick) Muller
Box 606: 12320-12321 Gladys George
Box 606: 12322-12323 Chaester Rowell
Box 606: 12324-12325 Miss Triffon, embroidered hose
Box 606: 12326-12327 Mrs. Harry Brolaski
Box 607: 12328 Arthur Jonas
Box 607: 12329-12330 Chief Volmer
Box 607: 12331 Callaghan, pharmacist [sic]  
Box 607: 12332 Bradshaw Case  
Box 607: 12333 Mr. and Mrs. Mooser  
Box 607: 12334 Felix Kahn  
Box 607: 12336 R.S. Smoot  
Box 607: 12337 Her Goldsmith  
Box 608: 12338 Gertrude Atherton  
Box 608: 12340 Goat Island  
Box 608: 12341 Klopstock kids  
Box 608: 12342 Annette Adams  
Box 608: 12343 Kid King  
Box 608: 12344 Alma Reed  
Box 608: 12345 Mrs. Pontico  
Box 608: 12347 Bess Mooter  
Box 608: 12348 Dorothy Dalton  
Box 609: 12349 John T. Williams  
Box 609: 12350 Ethel Shannon  
Box 609: 12351-12354 General Greene, funeral  
Box 609: 12356 Maher  
Box 609: 12357 Miss Weller  
Box 609: 12358 Helen Yates  
Box 610: 12359 Theodora Bertels  
Box 610: 12360 Dr. Bordeau  
Box 610: 12361 Ruth Draper  
Box 610: 12362 Berbegall  
Box 610: 12363 Duncan Sisters  
Box 610: 12364 Board of Education  
Box 610: 12365 Eddie Foy, and family  
Box 610: 12366 Prince Tokugawa  
Box 610: 12367 Adele Blood  
Box 611: 12368 Rolia V. Watt  
Box 611: 12369 John Grey  
Box 611: 12370 Governor Morris  
Box 611: 12371 Abbie Wilkins  
Box 611: 12372 Fay Bainter  
Box 611: 12373 (no first name) Ayers  
Box 611: 12374 Judge Tyler  
Box 611: 12375 Judge Tyler  
Box 611: 12376 Alicia Bonstadt  
Box 612: 12377-12379 Miss Egett  
Box 612: 12380 Mr. Stone  
Box 612: 12381-12382 William Shaw  
Box 612: 12383-12384 Miss Julien  
Box 612: 12385 Mary Morgan  
Box 613: 12387 Miss Dale  
Box 613: 12388 Mrs. Perry  
Box 613: 12391 San Francisco Ferry boat  
Box 613: 12393 Roos Brothers  
Box 613: 12394 Judge Tyler  
Box 613: 12395 Erb  
Box 613: 12396-12397 Team singing University of California (UC Berkeley)  
Box 614: 12398 York  
Box 614: 12401-12402 Kohl House  
Box 614: 12403-12405 Anglo California Trust Company  
Box 614: 12407-12408 Indian delegation  
Box 614: 12409 Miss Nunn  
Box 614: 12410 Larkin sisters  
Box 615: 12411-12414 Dalla Pattra
Box 615: 12415 Hiefetz
Box 615: 12416 Mrs. Pontico
Box 615: 12417 Herb Weston
Box 615: 12418 Robert N. Lynch
Box 615: 12419-12420 Phone Ex. Redwood
Box 616: 12421 Dr. Bertola
Box 616: 12422 Mrs. Stanford
Box 616: 12423-12425 Shai Toa Ho Family
Box 616: 12426 Kitty Doner
Box 616: 12427 John Britton
Box 616: 12428 Violet Walters
Box 617: 12429-12430 Giannini
Box 617: 12431 KATO
Box 617: 12434 Rose Doner
Box 617: 12435 Miss Fairmont
Box 617: 12436 Bairn's father
Box 617: 12437 Ray Burke
Box 617: 12438-12439 Chinese Girl with Dolls
Box 618: 12440 John Hays Hammond
Box 618: 12441 Mar. Farnsworth
Box 618: 12442 Dorothy Dalton
Box 618: 12443 License Plate
Box 618: 12444 Mrs. Peete
Box 618: 12445-12448 Fire X School? [sic]
Box 619: 12449 Milo Abercombie
Box 619: 12450 Gertrude Atherton
Box 619: 12451 Hindu Wrestler [sic]
Box 619: 12452 Miss Benedict
Box 619: 12455-12456 Thalia
Box 619: 12459 Miss Lynch
Box 619: 12460 John Barry
Box 620: 12461 Elford Eddy
Box 620: 12462 Mrs. Cohn
Box 620: 12463-12464 Jerry Dillon
Box 620: 12465 William Hart
Box 620: 12467 (Brick) Muller
Box 620: 12468-12469 Colonel Bray
Box 620: 12470-12472 Granada Girls
Box 621: 12473 Abbott
Box 621: 12474-12478 Gladys George
Box 621: 12479-12482 Casino girls
Box 622: 12483-12485 Indian play
Box 622: 12486 Mar Rahl
Box 622: 12487 Miss J.W. Hamft
Box 622: 12488 Miss Wungo
Box 623: 12489 Berry
Box 623: 12489A Hollis
Box 623: 12490 Mrs. J.F. Sheehan
Box 623: 12491 Mrs. A. Kugler
Box 623: 12492 Mrs. W. Veitch
Box 623: 12493 Constance Beardsley
Box 623: 12493A Woodworth Selfridge
Box 623: 12495 Mrs. Wales
Box 623: 12496 Tait, movies
Box 623: 12497 Harris Gordon
Box 623: 12498 Steword [sic]
Box 624: 12499 Miss Barry, oil portrait of by
Box 624: 12500 Alice Strachan
Box 624: 12501-12503 Miss Dicks
Box 624: 12504-12505 Kathryn Wakemann
Box 624: 12506 Dorothy Astor
Box 624: 12507 Idelle Meng
Box 624: 12508 Dorothy Astor
Box 624: 12509 Miss Noughton
Box 625: 12510 Eva Booth
Box 625: 12512 Dorothy Gordon
Box 625: 12514 Hobart Bosworth, is shiek [sic]
Box 625: 12515 Lorrie Larsen
Box 625: 12516 Lorrie Larsen
Box 625: 12517-12518 Businessmen's meeting
Box 626: 12519 Pete McDonough
Box 626: 12520 Velma Means
Box 626: 12521 A.E. Graupner
Box 626: 12522 Gladys Hesterey
Box 626: 12523 Ger. Astor
Box 626: 12525-12527 Mrs. Grafton Reed
Box 626-627: 12528-12533 Foch
Box 627: 12534 Dorothy Waymann
Box 627: 12535 Wanda Halley
Box 627: 12536 Golden Hour
Box 627: 12537 T. Brown
Box 628: 12540 Mason
Box 628: 12541-12542 With bear Shriners
Box 628: 12543 Miss Harlow
Box 628: 12544-12545 Mrs. Lindsay
Box 628: 12546 Senator Harrison
Box 628: 12547 J. Kubey
Box 628: 12548 Vera Knight
Box 629: 12549 Ogden Kids
Box 629: 12550 Bank of Italy
Box 629: 12551 Mr. Akalo
Box 629: 12552 Miss Peterson
Box 629: 12553 Jean Riley
Box 629: 12555-12556 Mrs. Bookstaver
Box 629: 12557 Mrs. Lorson
Box 629: 12558 Gladys Burke
Box 630: 12559-12560 Nance O'Neil
Box 630: 12561 Hume
Box 630: 12562-12565 Women Golfers
Box 630: 12566 Chess Kid
Box 630-631: 12568-12569 Miss Julien
Box 631: 12574-12576 Chess Boy
Box 631: 12577 Mrs. Wooster
Box 631: 12578 Mary Morgan
Box 631: 12579 George Hildebrant
Box 631: 12579A Bess Mooter
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Box 632: 12581 [Headshot of older male]
Box 632: 12582 Her Yago
Box 632: 12584 Dr. Read, Arbuckle Case
Box 632: 12586 Remick Trio
Box 632: 12587 Julius Freed
Box 632: 12588 Missora Myers
Box 632: 12589 Marie Prevost
Box 632: 12590 Lulu Fredrickson
Box 632: 12591 Morris Oppenheim
Box 633: 12592 Foch
Box 633: 12593-12596 California (ship)
Box 633: 12593A Mrs. William Ritter
Box 633: 12597 Dor. Dalton
Box 633: 12598 Mr. Lilienbaum
Box 633: 12599 Marquis Marchiness
Box 634: 12600-12601 Miss Byrne
Box 634: 12602 Kamm
Box 634: 12602A Babe Pinelli
Box 634: 12603 M. Swartz
Box 634: 12604-12605 Mrs. Ryerson
Box 634: 12607 Ed. Skelly
Box 634: 12608 Miss Stanford
Box 634-635: 12609-12610 Helen Sullivan
Box 635: 12611 M. Lowey
Box 635: 12612 Felix Kahn
Box 635: 12613 Ethel Kehoe
Box 635: 12613A Women Opera Singers
Box 635: 12614-12615 Rolla V. Watt
Box 635: 12616 Tracy (Typo)
Box 635: 12617 Mar Chamberlain
Box 635: 12618 Ethel Shannon
Box 636: 12620-12622 Miller, San Francisco Ball Club
Box 636: 12623 J.B. Miller, and group
Box 636: 12625-12626 Dorothy Martin
Box 636: 12627 Viola Dana
Box 636: 12628 William Parry
Box 636: 12633 Mrs. Edwards
Box 636: 12634 Mrs. Bokee
Box 637: 12635-12636 Madmoiselle Joffre and daughter
Box 637: 12637 Mrs. Minnie Beans
Box 637: 12638 Mrs. Evans
Box 637: 12640 (writer) George
Box 637: 12641 Mrs. Paul Raymond
Box 637: 12642 Miss Delroy
Box 637: 12643 Rosa Raisa
Box 637: 12644 Mrs. Did [sic] Drew
Box 638: 12645 Mrs. A. Gallagher
Box 638: 12646-12647 J. Schwartz, (singer)
Box 638: 12648-12649 Victor Hirtzler
Box 638: 12650 James J. Britt
Box 638-639: 12651-12654 Johnson, (singer)
Box 638: 12652 And crowd De Young Museum
Box 639: 12655-12656 San Francisco Streets
Box 639: 12658 Redwood Phone Ex.
Box 639: 12659 Chief of Police D.H. White, funeral
Box 639: 12660 Andy Gallagher
Box 639: 12661 Mary Conway
Box 639: 12662 Norma White
Box 639: 12663 Rex Ingram
Box 640: 12664 Judge Wade
Box 640: 12665 David Warfield
Box 640: 12667-12669 Cecil DeMille
Box 640: 12670 Cell Printing Room
Box 640-641: 12671-12674 Nurses
Box 641: 12676 Carlson kids
Box 641: 12677 L. Lippmann
Box 641: 12678-12680 Ed Gleeson
Box 641: 12681-12683 Hart Booze Robbery
Box 642: 12684 Dreusick
Box 642: 12685 Professor Simmons
Box 642: 12686 Wells Fargo Express Riders
Box 642: 12687-12688 Counterfeiter
Box 642: 12690 Howard Brothers
Box 642: 12691 Miss Bowey
Box 642: 12692 Miss Nadja
Box 642-643: 12693-12695 Valentino
Box 643: 12698 Edith Mason
Box 643: 12699 Mrs. George Mullin
Box 643: 12700 Milo Abercrombie
Box 643: 12701-12702 Mar. Maxwell
Box 643: 12703 Interior Post-Office
Box 643: 12704 Miss Waldron
Box 644: 12707 Sonny Somers
Box 644: 12708-12709 Agnation
Box 644: 12710 Dr. E.W. Cattel
Box 644: 12711 Ernestine Black
Box 644: 12712 Mrs. Eckes
Box 644: 12713 Thea Brannan
Box 644: 12714 I.B. Hiett
Box 644: 12715 Pauline Bernsten
Box 645: 12716 Tom Ingersoll
Box 645: 12717 Miss W. Bitter
Box 645: 12718 Mr. and Mrs. Keck
Box 645: 12719 R.D. Clow, and J.W. Wolk
Box 645: 12720 P.J. Thomas
Box 645: 12721 Real Estate Con.
Box 645: 12722 Dr. R.C. Augustine, and Aida Ducato
Box 645: 12723 Mrs. Fitzgerald
Box 645: 12724 Mrs. Cheeseman, Cesano (auro?)
Box 645: 12725 M. Jung
Box 646: 12726 Tokalon Club
Box 646: 12727 Mrs. Ira Coburn
Box 646: 12728 Ruth Amer
Box 646: 12729 Countess Marcowitz
Box 646: 12730 Miss Waldron
Box 646: 12731 Misses Knats
Box 646: 12732 Dr. Martin
Box 646: 12733 Miss Languth
Box 647: 12734 Mr. and Mrs. Berman
Box 647: 12735 Mrs. Belineery
Box 647: 12736 Tom Ingersoll
Box 647: 12737 Mrs. A.R. Bitter, and Mrs. Fred Brockman
Box 647: 12738 Mrs. T. Ingersoll, and Marion Buckley
Box 647: 12739 Dr. Martin
Box 647: 12740 Sol Richmand
Box 647: 12741 Miss Ritter
Box 647: 12742-12743 Dr. Martin
Box 648: 12744 Ballestra
Box 648: 12746 Louise O’Gara
Box 648: 12749 Countess Marcowitz
Box 648: 12750 Fay Borcher
Box 648: 12751 Mrs. Stewart
Box 648: 12753 Gladys George
| Box 648: 12755 | Countess Marcowitz |
| Box 648: 12756 | Dr. (D.D.S.) Galbreath |
| Box 649: 12759 | Mrs. McCanelles |
| Box 649: 12760 | Mrs. P.J. Thomas |
| Box 649: 12761 | Bernice Mitschel |
| Box 649: 12762 | Mrs. C.H. Sprague |
| Box 649: 12763 | Emelda Campbell |
| Box 649: 12764 | Jack Partington |
| Box 649: 12765 | Fay Borcher |
| Box 649: 12768 | Children’s Hospital |
| Box 649: 12769 | Helen Gilmour |
| Box 650: 12770 | Miss Nadje |
| Box 650: 12771 | Mrs. Holmes |
| Box 650: 12774-12777 | Police Convention |
| Box 650: 12778 | Douglas Jr. Crane, Jr. |
| Box 650: 12779 | Frank Herbst |
| Box 650: 12780 | Gladys George |
| Box 650: 12781 | Arthur Jones |
| Box 650: 12782 | Jos. Bowie |
| Box 651: 12783 | Pietro Bordino, race driver |
| Box 651: 12787-12788 | James J. Corbett |
| Box 651: 12789 | Frank Herbst |
| Box 651: 12792 | Louise Lovely |
| Box 651: 12793 | Bordino |
| Box 651: 12794 | John Weismuller |
| Box 652: 12795 | Mrs. Voisard |
| Box 652: 12796 | Mrs. A.B. Atkinson |
| Box 652: 12797 | Mrs. Marion Schmidt |
| Box 652: 12798 | Disabled Veterans Convention, 1922 |
| Box 652: 12799 | Major Overton |
| Box 652: 12800 | Mr. and Mrs. Denning |
| Box 652: 12801 | Constance Talmadge |
| Box 652: 12802 | Miss L. Lapachet |
| Box 653: 12804 | Rabbi Aaronsohn |
| Box 653: 12805 | William Klein |
| Box 653: 12806 | Mrs. Shaden |
| Box 653: 12807 | Lucille Douglas |
| Box 653: 12808 | Charles Bills |
| Box 653: 12811-12812 | Disabled Veterans Convention, 1922 |
| Box 653: 12815 | Marion E. Schmidt |
| Box 653: 12816 | Marion E. Schmidt |
| Box 654: 12817 | Peggy Joyce |
| Box 654: 12818 | Muriel Dana |
| Box 654: 12819 | Gladys George |
| Box 654: 12821 | Mrs. F. Buck |
| Box 654: 12822 | Winfield Durbin |
| Box 654: 12823 | Mrs. F. Buck |
| Box 654: 12824 | Mar. Waldron |
| Box 654: 12825 | Marion Merle |
| Box 654-655: 12826-12829 | San Francisco crowds |
| Box 655: 12830-12835 | (Pop) McCray |
| Box 656: 12836 | Miss Turner |
| Box 656: 12837-12838 | Tynan |
| Box 656: 12839 | Rutter |
| Box 656: 12841 | Jack Dempsey |
| Box 656-657: 12843-12852 | Jack Dempsey |
Box 657-659: 12854-12867 Jack Dempsey
Box 659: 12869-12875 Jack Dempsey
Box 660: 12878 Jack Kearns
Box 660: 12880 George Hildebrant [sic]
Box 660: 12881 A. Landessen
Box 660: 12882 Caro Roma
Box 660: 12883 Corles Nolan
Box 660: 12884 Ty Cobb
Box 660: 12885 Andy Smith
Box 660: 12886 Gladys Laverty
Box 661: 12887 (Brick) Muller
Box 661: 12888 Helen Gilmour
Box 661: 12889 Victor Hirtzler, chef
Box 661: 12890 Sloat School
Box 661: 12891 [Four female around a stove]
Box 661: 12892 [Group of people (all ages) on the steps of a church]
Box 661: 12893 [Five children sitting around a table playing]
Box 661: 12894 [Group of children (choir group?) outside]
Box 661: 12895 Miss McCullough
Box 662: 12896 Mrs. Godfrey
Box 662: 12897 Posey Roth
Box 662: 12898 Florence Potter
Box 662: 12898 Flo Potter
Box 662: 12899 New highway at cliff house
Box 662: 12899 Highway Beach
Box 662: 12900 Frank Chitham
Box 662: 12901 Edward Rosenthal
Box 662: 12902 Jack Dempsey
Box 662: 12903 Colonel D. Barrows
Box 662: 12904 Emmons
Box 663: 12905 Sneed, London Times
Box 663: 12906 Evangeline De Brabant
Box 663: 12907 Powell Football
Box 663: 12908 Norma White
Box 663: 12909 Chief O'Brien
Box 663: 12910 Mary McAllister
Box 663: 12912 On Arbuckle case Letter to juror
Box 663: 12913 Jean Middleton
Box 663: 12914 Pius XI
Box 664: 12915 Mrs. Jones
Box 664: 12916 R. Templeton, of All American Team
Box 664: 12917 William Hart
Box 664: 12918-12921 Lady of Lake Merritt
Box 664: 12922 Mary Miles Minter
Box 664-665: 12923-12924 Joan Woodbury
Box 665: 12925-12926 Miss Byrne
Box 665: 12927 Mr. and Mrs. Percival
Box 665: 12928-12933 McPherson, revivalist
Box 666: 12934-12935 Louise O'Hara
Box 666-668: 12936-12952 b Fremont Older, story illustrations
Box 666: 12937 Vallejo Home Lachryma Montis, Sonoma Valley
Box 668-669: 12953-12962 Shoe Contest
Box 669: 12961A Oldest Wells Fargo Express Driver
Box 669-670: 12963-12971 Arbuckle
Box 670: 12972-12973 Prevost, Arbuckle trial
Box 670: 12974-12975 Blake, Arbuckle trial
Box 670: 12976 Brady, District Attorney
Box 670: 12977 Mrs. DelMonte
Box 671: 12978-12979 Arbuckle Jury
Box 671: 12980 Lehrman, Arbuckle case
Box 671: 12981-12982 Gavin McNab
  Additional Note
  [Prints available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 1 :12981-12982--PIC].

Box 671: 12983 (not Gavin McNab, Judge Louderback, nor Lehrman) [Male in suit]
  Additional Note
  [Print available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 1 :12983--PIC].

Box 671: 12984-12986 Judge Louderback
Box 672: 12987 Mr. Williams
Box 672: 12988 Thomas Osbourne, Sing-Sing
Box 672: 12989 Terry Duffy
Box 672: 12990 Mrs. McCeeray
Box 672: 12991 Dutch Reuther
Box 672: 12992 Morosco
Box 672: 12993 Willie Polk
Box 672: 12994 Jim Muphy
Box 672: 12995 Maralin Speas
Box 673: 12996 Judge Graham
Box 673: 12997 Larkin girls
Box 673: 12998 Anna LaFall
Box 673: 12999-13000 Muriel Dana
Box 673: 13001 [Boy holding a pair of pants]
Box 673: 13002-13003 Railroad Strike
Box 673-674: 13004-13006 Mrs. W. Reid
Box 674: 13006 Mildred Harris
Box 674: 13007-13008 Professor Bolton, 8/18/60-To Sold for Printing
Box 674: 13009-13011 Arbuckle Witnesses
Box 674: 13012 Miss Mar. Rice
Box 674: 13013 Miss Van Winkle
Box 675: 13014 Miss Benedict
Box 675: 13015 George LaBarr
Box 675: 13016 Marian Cavenaough
Box 675: 13017 Asher
Box 675: 13018 Arthur Jonas
Box 675: 13019 Swanson Abercrombie
Box 675: 13020 Rose W. Lane
Box 675: 13021 Hornsby
Box 675-676: 13022-13023 Milton Sills
Box 676: 13024 Andy Smith
Box 676: 13025 [Male sitting next to some kind of experiment]
Box 676: 13025 Wilkins
Box 676: 13025 Piatzonni Piazzoni
Box 676: 13026 Miss O’Hara, story
Box 676: 13026 A painter
Box 676: 13027 [Headshot of a male]
Box 676: 13028 [Headshot of the same male as in #13027]
Box 676: 13029 [Two people (female) in costume]
Box 676: 13029-13030 MacPherson, revivalist
Box 676: 13031 Muratore
Box 677: 13032-13035 Texas Guinan
Box 677: 13036 Dor. Simmons
Box 677: 13037 Corporal Leeland
Box 677: 13038 Judge Graham
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 677-678: 13039-13045 Real Estate Con.
Box 678: 13046 Decoration Day, 1922
Box 678-679: 13047-13063 Mrs. Bramlett
Box 679: 13064-13065 Miss Benedict
Box 680: 13066 Alice Wagner
Box 680: 13067 Arthur Castor
Box 680: 13068 Mr. and Mrs. B. Forbes
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Box 681: 13069 Adele Blood, bride
Box 681: 13070 Adele Blood
Box 681: 13071 Checker Royall
Box 681: 13072 Lola Hart
Box 681: 13073 Mrs. Ritshie Rosa
Box 681: 13074 Mrs. Walsch, and Lillie Creighton
Box 681: 13075 Sarah Cohen
Box 681: 13076 Mrs. Abdy
Box 681: 13077 Mrs. E.F. Jake
Box 682: 13078-13079 Victor Hirtzler
Box 682: 13080 Evelyn Wells
Box 682: 13081 Wickersham
Box 682: 13082-13083 Judge Bull, and Frank McGlyren
Box 682: 13084 Cleo Hetherington, and Helen O'Connor
Box 682: 13085 (no first name) Baad
Box 682: 13086 Keeler
Box 683: 13087 Evelyn Vaughan
Box 683: 13088 Mary Kingsley
Box 683: 13089-13090 Peggy Joyce
Box 683: 13091 Minnie Castor
Box 683: 13092 Railroad Commissioner
Box 683: 13093 Nathan Burola
Box 683: 13094 Harry Moore, and Thomas E. Greaver
Box 683-684: 13095-13096 Shelia Terry
Box 684: 13097 Dr. Armor
Box 684: 13098 Nathan Burola
Box 684: 13099 F.E. Garrilk, and D.E. Osgodby
Box 684: 13100 Wickersham
Box 684: 13101 Lou Brenner
Box 684: 13102 M Spiegalmann
Box 684: 13103 Charles R. Mabey
Box 684: 13104 Harry M. Bayley, and Ellen T. Crutcha
Box 685: 13105 Ruth Allen, and Ann Picard?
Box 685: 13106 Evelyn Vaughan
Box 685: 13107 Lois Armstrong
Box 685: 13108 McDevitt, wife of Grand Juror
Box 685: 13109 F.K. Runyan
Box 685: 13110 Henry Wilkens
Box 685: 13111 Neal Burns marries Georgia Read
Box 685: 13112 Cleo Ridgley
Box 685: 13113 [[Mother?] with children (one boy and one girl)]
Box 686: 13114 [Mother ? with children (same as above, different
Box 686: 13115 [Mother ? reading to children (same people as abo
Box 686: 13116 Carrie Carter
Box 686: 13117 Graf Studios
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Box 686: 13118 Ida Goldstein, and Harry Goldstein
Box 686: 13119 Ida Cantrowith
Box 686: 13120-13121 Mrs. Chong Tse Tig
Box 686: 13122 J. Joseph Brady, S.F.P.D.
Box 687: 13123 Alice Peoples
Box 687: 13124 Finney
Box 687: 13125 Emma Adelson
Box 687: 13126 Alice Luss
Box 687: 13127 Mrs. Willie
Box 687: 13128 Graf Studios
Box 687: 13129 Mar. Miles
Box 687: 13130 Christiansen Family
Box 687: 13131 Wellington Cross, and Carrie Carter
Box 688: 13133-13134 Beatrice Curtis
Box 688: 13135 Peggy Joyce
Box 688-689: 13139-13145 R. Gardini
Box 689: 13146 Strangler Lewis
Box 689: 13147 Peggy Joyce
Box 689: 13148 Evelyn Wells
Box 689: 13149 Lane, baseball
Box 689: 13152-13153 Police Department
Box 689: 13154 Carrie Lauceley
Box 689-690: 13155-13156 Norma Talmadge
Box 690: 13157 Coynski
Box 690: 13158 Mrs. De Vine
Box 690: 13159-13160 Lake Merrit
Box 690: 13161 Judge Barnet
Box 690: 13162 Cell Supp
Box 690: 13163 Japanese artist
Box 690: 13166 Evelyn Wells
Box 691: 13167 Frank Freitas
Box 691: 13168 Mrs. Coleman
Box 691: 13169 Cleo Ridgley
Box 691: 13170 Radio Car
Box 691: 13171-13172 Miss Flood
Box 691: 13173 Mah jong
Box 691: 13176 Lucille Alvarado
Box 691: 13177 Mrs. Juan Batista
Box 692: 13178 Dorothy Martin
Box 692: 13179-13180 Onezima DeVoudhelle
Box 692: 13181 John L. Sullivan
Box 692: 13182 Lou Docstader
Box 692: 13183 Mrs. J. Cross
Box 692: 13184 Henry Wilkens
Box 692: 13187 Knights of Pythias
Box 692: 13192 Mae Harnett
Box 693: 13194 Lee Hood
Box 693: 13195 Foley, blind
Box 693: 13196 Henry Wilkens
Box 693: 13199 Patty Arbuckle
Box 693: 13200 Helen Lange
Box 693: 13201 Willie Paper
Box 693: 13202 Peggy Joyce
Box 693: 13204 Mrs. Kendrick
Box 693: 13205 Mrs. Wakefield
Box 694: 13206 Cleo Ridgley
Box 694: 13209-13211 McGlynn
Box 694: 13212 Milton Sills
Box 694: 13213 Strangler Lewis
Box 694: 13215 Sons Coolidge family
Box 694-695: 13217-13223 Girls' Rowing Team Poly High School
Box 695: 13224-13226 Miriam Cooper
Box 695: 13229 Finney
Box 696: 13230 San Francisco Phone Girl
Box 696: 13232 August Rief
Box 696: 13233 Lucille Alvarado
Box 696: 13234 Corinne
Box 696: 13235 R. Gardini
Box 696: 13236 Madge Belami
Box 696: 13237 Madeline Normann
Box 696: 13239 Mrs. Eppker
Box 696: 13240 Madge Belamy
Box 697: 13241 Mr. and Mrs. Frawley
Box 697: 13242 Mrs. Bernard Lowry
Box 697: 13243 Madge Belamy
Box 697: 13244 Mr. and Mrs. Frawley
Box 697: 13245 Ernestine Black
Box 697: 13246 Friend Richardson
Box 697: 13247 Mrs. Neal Louderback
Box 697: 13248 Guy Bates Post
Box 697: 13249 A.B. Boyton
Box 698: 13250 Golden Gate Theatre
Box 698: 13251 Commander Stevenson
Box 698: 13252 Jess Willard
Box 698: 13253 Emily Home
Box 698: 13254 Myrtek Fredericks
Box 698: 13255 Friend Richardson
Box 698: 13256 Misha Lehvine, and Florence Roberts
Box 698: 13256 Jack Dempsey
Box 698: 13257 Florence Roberts
Box 698: 13258 One round Hogan
Box 699: 13259-13260 D. Templeton, of Olympic Club
Box 699: 13261 Mrs. B. Lowry
Box 699: 13262 Captain Coulter, and painting
Box 699: 13263 Charles Buckley
Box 699: 13264 Isabel Buckley
Box 699: 13266 Mrs. Ted Murray
Box 699: 13267 Keepler
Box 699: 13268 Moser
Box 700: 13269 Miss G. Levy
Box 700: 13270 Miss E. Maybell
Box 700: 13271 John Connoly
Box 700: 13277-13278 Friend Richardson
Box 700: 13279-13282 Woolwine
Box 701: 13283 A. Garbett
Box 701: 13284 Arthur Bolten
Box 701: 13285 Mrs. Walt
Box 701: 13286 Effie Buchanan
Box 701: 13287 Judge Graham
Box 701: 13288 Doctor's Daughters
Box 701: 13289-13290 Edna W. Hopper
Box 701-702: 13291-13292 Cum Herron
Box 702: 13293 Court House Redwood City
Box 702: 13294-13296 Landini
Box 702: 13297-13298 Doris Shirley
Box 702: 13301 Judge Buck
Box 702-704: 13302-13319 Hightower case
Box 704: 13321-13323 Red Men
Box 704: 13325 Con. Legion
Box 704: 13331 [Older male in front of a machine]
Box 704-712: 13331-13405 (Argonaut) Mine Disaster

Box 712: 13405 [picture of the mine] Mining disaster
Box 712: 13406 Mary Lasaco
Box 712: 13407 Emma Canas
Box 712: 13408 Harriet Merton
Box 712: 13409 Florence Grant
Box 712: 13410 Mary Preston
Box 712: 13411 Mrs. A. Gutsy
Box 713: 13412 Doris Stevens
Box 713: 13413 Midge Bowers
Box 713: 13414 Elizabeth Shaw
Box 713: 13415 Woodworth Selfridge
Box 713: 13416 [Two males shaking hands]
Box 713: 13418 Buster Keaton
Box 713: 13419 Yiola Gallagher
Box 713: 13420-13421 Yiola Gallagher
Box 714: 13422 Snow
Box 714: 13424-13426 Professor Campbell, Mountain Hamilton
Box 714: 13427 Mrs. Harris, Vigilante
Box 714: 13428-13430 Jail break
Box 714: 13431 Evelyn Coulter
Box 715: 13432-13433 Tom McNamara
Box 715: 13434-13435 Tom McNamara
Box 715: 13439 Miss Fuller
Box 715: 13440 Dr. Rastall
Box 715: 13441 Mrs. C.B. Kendall
Box 715: 13442 Mrs. A.B. Scheier
Box 715: 13443 Mrs. A.M. Davis
Box 716: 13444 Fred Stree
Box 716: 13445 George Flannagin
Box 716: 13446 Mrs. A.M. Davis
Box 716: 13447 Mar. Nugent
Box 716: 13448 Mrs. Klein
Box 716: 13449 Miss K. Philips
Box 716: 13450 Doris Black
Box 716: 13451 Corinne
Box 716: 13452 Mar. Bullen
Box 717: 13453 Eva Jacobs
Box 717: 13455-13456 Mrs. P. Daugherty
Box 717: 13457 Silva, Officer
Box 717: 13458 Mrs. A. Ireland
Box 717: 13459 [Female holding a magazine- "Smiling Through"]
Box 717: 13460 Gas Masks
Box 717: 13461 Gas masks
Box 717: 13462 Gas Masks
Box 718: 13463 Dudely Ayers
Box 718: 13464-13465 Booze Test Case
Box 718: 13466 Mar. Bullen
Box 718: 13467 Charles Newman
Box 718: 13468-13469 Colonel Irish
Box 718-719: 13470-13477 Commuters Ferry Building
Box 719: 13478 Juanita Hansen
Box 719: 13479 Dr. J.S. Barker
Box 719: 13480 Mar Bullen
Box 720: 13481 Ora Myers
Box 720: 13482 Mrs. Brose
Box 720: 13483 Wanda Helbig
Box 720: 13484 Ruth Amer
Box 720: 13485 Constance Talmadge
Box 720: 13486 Mrs. B. Metcalf
Box 720: 13487 Bell
Box 720: 13488 Maud Barngroyer
Box 720: 13490 Dousey
Box 720: 13491 Peggy Joyce
Box 720: 13493 Civic Center
Box 720: 13495 Ellie Ettinger
Box 720: 13496 Dor. Hope
Box 720: 13497 C. Shaffer
Box 720: 13498 Bessy Beatty
Box 720-722: 13498-13501 Bessy Beatty
Box 722: 13502 McNamara, characters
Box 722: 13503 Judge Waste
Box 722: 13504 Mabel Normand, case
Box 722: 13505-13506 June Cunningham
Box 722: 13507 Gladys Walton
Box 722: 13508 San Francisco Scenes
Box 722: 13509 Miller, San Francisco Ball Club
Box 723: 13510 Barney Reil
Box 723: 13511 Desmond, Detective
Box 723: 13512 Fay Bainter
Box 723: 13514 Ann Glauber
Box 723: 13516 Judge Ward
Box 723: 13517 Miss Hager
Box 723: 13521-13523 Muratore
Box 724: 13524 Rosa Rasia
Box 724: 13525 Mrs. O.K. Moore
Box 724: 13527 Hughey
Box 724: 13528 Irene Emerson
Box 724: 13528A Charlotte Dawn
Box 724: 13529-13530 Pack and son
Box 724: 13531 Menlo Burglars
Box 724: 13532 G. Podrecca
Box 724: 13533 Mrs. Emma Lee-Soo-Hoo
Box 725: 13534 Dor. Anderson
Box 725: 13535-13536 Charlotte Dawn
Box 725: 13538 William H. Taft
Box 725: 13540 Chief Volmer
Box 725: 13542 Rose Millerick
Box 725: 13543-13544 General Hovey
Box 725: 13545 Sonny Somers
Box 726: 13546 Kamm
Box 726: 13547 Mrs. V.P. Merrill
Box 726: 13548 D.P. Barrows
Box 726: 13549 D.P. Barrows, and Benjamin Ide Wheeler
Box 726: 13550 Frank Anderson
Box 726: 13551 Judge Graham
Box 726: 13552 Herb Weston
Box 726: 13553 Wall Allen
Box 726: 13554 Arthur Johnson
Box 726: 13555 Curran Swint
Box 727: 13556 Clarence Myers
Box 727: 13557 Roy Kluyer
Box 727: 13558 R. Harwood
Box 727: 13559 Mel Dargie
Box 727: 13560 Jerry Fairbanks
Box 727: 13561 H. Shields
Box 727: 13562 Tom Rooney
Box 727: 13563 Kunze
Box 727: 13565-13566 Working Men
Box 727-728: 13567-13571 Mrs. Nolan, Congress
Box 728: 13572 Riccardi Case Woman
Box 728: 13573 Milton Esberg
Box 728: 13574 Miss Blinn
Box 728-729: 13585-13589 Girls' high school
Box 729: 13590-13591 Rita Wallace
Box 729: 13592 Old Man Louderback
Box 729: 13593 Mae Kennedy [or "Ma Kennedy"?]
Box 729: 13594 (Husky) Hall
Box 729-730: 13595-13596 Miss Gardner, (Ad Club)
Box 730: 13597-13598 Miss Wong

Additional Note
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Box 730: 13599 Miss Schwab
Box 730: 13600 Joffre
Box 730: 13601-13602 Le Roy
Box 730: 13603 Guglielmino Family
Box 730: 13604 Miss A. Williams
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Box 731: 13605 Corrine Tilton
Box 731: 13606 Ruth Dearis
Box 731: 13608 Martin and Ruth Dearis
Box 731: 13609 Miss A. Morrison
Box 731: 13610 Gadski
Box 731: 13611 Peter Golden
Box 731: 13612 Floyd Johnson
Box 731: 13613-13614 Pat Holland
Box 732: 13619 Dr. Burk
Box 732: 13621-13622 Miss Watson
Box 732: 13623-13624 Miss Pierce
Box 732: 13625-13626 Raymond Hitchcock
Box 732: 13627 Senator Bill Lyons
Box 732: 13628 Jane Leonhart
Box 733: 13629 Chief O'Brien
Box 733: 13630 Norma Talmadge
Box 733: 13631 Miss Buckley
Box 733: 13632 Chief O'Brien
Box 733: 13636-13640 Relief Home
Box 734: 13641-13642 Eleanor Sears
Box 734: 13643 Bosworth
Box 734: 13645 Betty Compson
Box 734: 13646 John Black, golf
Box 734: 13647-13648 Compere
Box 734: 13651 Jarvis
Box 734: 13652 (Babe) Ruth
Box 735: 13653 Morse Brick
Box 735: 13655-13656 Mrs. Anderson
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 735: 13657 Matzenhauer
Box 735: 13658 Zita Harrison
Box 735: 13659-13660 Mary Morgan
Box 735: 13661 Senator Bill Lyons
Box 735: 13662 Eva B. Fontaine
Box 736: 13663-13664 Bill Scott
Box 736: 13665 Adeline Bell
Box 736: 13666 Bannon murder
Box 736: 13667 Mrs. McCeeery
Box 736: 13668 Jack Patrick, football
Box 736: 13669 Wilken's Trial
Box 736: 13670 G. Bridge, artist's rendering of a plan not used
Box 737: 13671 Clara Howard
Box 737: 13672 Freda Blum
Box 737: 13673 Wilken's Trial
Box 737: 13674 Lillian Burkhart
Box 737-738: 13682-13685 Marion Solomons
Box 738: 13686 Charlotte Dawn
Box 738: 13687 Dalla Pattra
Box 738: 13689 Charles and Mrs. Schwab
Box 738: 13690 Mary earo
Box 738: 13691 Mrs. Francis Smith
Box 738: 13692 Mrs. Wandahelbig
Box 738: 13693 Mrs. Irish
Box 738: 13694 Mrs. Alvaraow
Box 739: 13695 (Howard?) Pyle
Box 739: 13696-13696B Bat Nelson
Box 739: 13697 Mary Harrison
Box 739: 13698 Miss Gihon
Box 739: 13700 Mrs. Post
Box 739: 13701 Miss G. Taylor
Box 739: 13702 Mrs. E. Greenwood
Box 740: 13703-13705 Jeanne Bietry
Box 740: 13711 Willard Mack
Box 740: 13713 Mrs. Leon
Box 740: 13714 Gadski
Box 740: 13715 Mrs. Tauscher
Box 740: 13716 Carl Sandburg
Box 740: 13717 Kronhkite
Box 740-741: 13718-13721 Kegg's Marionettes
Box 741: 13723 Dr. Burk
Box 741: 13724 Eleanor Sears
Box 741: 13725 Major Overton
Box 741: 13726 Pyle
Box 741: 13727 Mrs. Walter
Box 741: 13729 Miss Achard
Box 741: 13730 Ruth Amick
Box 742: 13731 F. Mighball
Box 742: 13732 Sachse
Box 742: 13733 Miss Fleishhacker
Box 742: 13736 Miss Wong
Box 742: 13737 Chief O'Brien
Box 742: 13739 Mrs. C.H. Jacobs
Box 742: 13740 Joseph Luches
Box 742: 13741 Mrs. C. Jones
Box 742: 13742 Roy Haynes
Box 743: 13743 Miss 0. Shaw
Box 743: 13744 Corrine Tilton
Box 743: 13745 Judge Van Fleet
Box 743: 13746 Mrs. Cheney
Box 743: 13747 Mrs. B. Metcalf
Box 743: 13748 Miss Barry
Box 743: 13749 Walter Johnson
Box 744: 13752 Mrs. W. Nelson
Box 744: 13753-13754 Mrs. Fitzgerald
Box 744: 13755 Joe Mazza
Box 744: 13756 Mr. and Mrs. Cody
Box 744: 13757 S. M. Toby
Box 744: 13758-13759 Harry Carey
Box 744: 13759A Mrs. Charles Jacobs
Box 744: 13760 Mrs. Erickson
Box 745: 13761 Judge Chipman
Box 745: 13762-13762B Suz. Tobey
Box 745: 13763 Mrs. Brown
Box 745: 13764 [Man with hat and cane]
Box 745: 13765 [Female and male/husband and wife/newlyweds?]
Box 745: 13766 O. May Brink
Box 745: 13767 Mrs. Edwards
Box 746: 13768 Mrs. M. Lydon
Box 746: 13769 Sylvia Johnson
Box 746: 13770-13771 J. Britton, PG&E
Box 746: 13772 Harry Brolaski
Box 746: 13773 Dean Gresham
Box 746: 13774 Marvin Hargis
Box 746: 13775 Green, Assistant US Attorney
Box 746-747: 13777-13778 Judge Ben Lindsey
Box 747: 13779 Susie Smith
Box 747: 13780 Mrs. W. Graham
Box 747: 13781 Bishop Paul Jones
Box 747: 13782 Demon Detienne
Box 747: 13783 Miss McAvoy
Box 747: 13784 Beahl, Wether Bureau
Box 747: 13785 May Huppel
Box 747: 13786 Japanese Ambassador Hanihara
Box 748: 13787 Shepard
Box 748: 13788 Garrity, football player
Box 748: 13789 Ann Scanlon
Box 748: 13790-13791 Japanese Ambassador Hanihara
Box 748: 13792 Louise Weinstein
Box 748: 13793 Ethel Myrick
Box 748: 13794 Mr. and Mrs. Brown
Box 749: 13795 John Connoly
Box 749: 13796 Miss A. Tate
Box 749: 13797 Harry Burke
Box 749: 13798 Mrs. Schneider
Box 749: 13799 Judge Bull
Box 749: 13807-13808 Vanderbilt
Box 749: 13809 Mrs. George Hearst
Box 749: 13810 Mar. Bennett
Box 750: 13811 Mar. McDade
Box 750: 13812 Mrs. Tilly
Box 750: 13813A-13814A McTeague, movie
Box 750: 13815-13818 McTeague, movie
Box 750: 13819 S. Eric Von Stroheim
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Box 751: 13820-13821 Major Lejune
Box 751: 13822 Mrs. Y. Lan
Box 751: 13823 Jeanne Bietry
Box 751: 13825 George Lemaire
Box 751: 13826 Yeonett Franklyn
Box 751: 13827 Mrs. Unger
Box 751: 13828 Angelotti
Box 751: 13829 Judge Bull
Box 752: 13830 Guinan Texas
Box 752: 13831 May Huppel
Box 752: 13832 E.R. Alexander
Box 752: 13833 Miss A. Tate
Box 752: 13834 Mrs. J. Davies
Box 752: 13835 Corrine Tilton
Box 752: 13836 Professor Lusk
Box 752: 13837 Madge Bellami
Box 752: 13838 Mrs. Rex Ingram
Box 753: 13839 Mrs. Frances Tate
Box 753: 13839 Miss A. Tate
Box 753: 13840-13841 Miss L. Okasaki
Box 753: 13842-13843 Mrs. Nolan, Congress
Box 753: 13845 Lincoln Steffens
Box 753: 13846-13847 Garrity Artist
Box 753: 13848 Gadski
Box 754: 13849 Miss I. Sato
Box 754: 13850 Dorothy Anderson
Box 754: 13851 Madge Bellami
Box 754: 13852 Miss McAvoy
Box 754: 13853 Mrs. Barratti
Box 754: 13854 Mrs. Nolan, Congress
Box 754: 13855 Edith Bryn
Box 754: 13856 Munsen
Box 754: 13857 Judge Johnson
Box 755: 13858 Major Overton
Box 755: 13859 H.P. Dias
Box 755: 13860 Mrs. Edwards
Box 755: 13861 Peggy Kennedy
Box 755: 13862 Helen Edwards
Box 755: 13863 Dan O'Leary
Box 755: 13864 Professor Giffon
Box 755: 13865-13866 Ad. Sims, receives honorary degree
Box 755: 13866A Professor Campbell, Mountain Hamilton
Box 756: 13867 C.B. Hicks
Box 756: 13868 Lemaire
Box 756: 13869 Allan Pollok, S.P.
Box 756: 13870 Mr. Vincent
Box 756: 13871 Judge Johnson
Box 756: 13872 Frank McGlynn
Box 756: 13873 Mrs. Dor. Ferini
Box 756: 13874 Edith Bryn
Box 756: 13875 Miss Nugent
Box 757: 13876 William McCarthy, baseball
Box 757: 13877 Miss E. Phillips
Box 757: 13878 F.H. Jost and wife
Box 757: 13878A Miss G. Guatter
Box 757: 13879 Miss K. Phillips
Box 757: 13880-13881 Lois Langkosh
Box 757: 13882 Miss K. Phillips
Box 757: 13883 Ashley Turner
Box 757: 13884 Charles Kurtzman
Box 758: 13885 Mrs. Tilly
Box 758: 13886 George Lemaire
Box 758: 13887 Regina Connelly
Box 758: 13888-13889 Miss Randall
Box 758: 13890 W. Hoosier
Box 758: 13891 Fink, attorney
Box 758: 13892 Miss Kennedy, orpheum
Box 758: 13893 Harry Broaksi
Box 759: 13894 Bishop Parsons
Box 759: 13895 Grand Duke Krovotkin
Box 759: 13896 Mrs. Charles Jones
Box 759: 13899 Mae Davis
Box 759: 13900 Vanderbilt
Box 759: 13901 Mrs. McCormick
Box 759: 13902 Lynch Shooting
Box 759: 13903 Mrs. S. Johnson
Box 759: 13904 SOP Powers
Box 760: 13905 Florence Delano
Box 760: 13906 Sachse
Box 760: 13907 Ruth Amick
Box 760: 13908 Miss E. Barry
Box 760: 13909-13911 Professor Giffon
Box 760: 13912 Mrs. V. Hargis
Box 760: 13913 Prince Valdemar
Box 761: 13914 Harry Carey
Box 761: 13915 William (Dick) Burns
Box 761: 13916 Boy Mayor Rosenblat
Box 761: 13917-13918 Vera Cochran
Box 761: 13919 Mrs. S. McLaughlan
Box 761: 13920 Miss Leon
Box 761: 13921 Tom Ritter
Box 761: 13922 Allan Pollock
Box 762: 13923-13925 Weeks
Box 762-763: 13935-13943 Mar. Anglin, play at Greek Theatre
Box 763: 13944 Joan London, graduation
Box 763: 13945 Peter Tehaine
Box 763: 13947 Professor Kaun
Box 763: 13948 Professor Lusk
Box 763: 13949 Grand Duke Kropotkin
Box 763: 13950 Walt Hiers
Box 764: 13951 George Hollis
Box 764: 13952 Bill Raymond
Box 764: 13953 Blanche Rodick
Box 764: 13954 Miss Kantrowitz
Box 764: 13955 Allan Pollock
Box 764: 13956 Mr. and Mrs. James
Box 764: 13957 Cow Wong
Box 764: 13958 Miss Pauline Smith
Box 764-765: 13960-13961 Alma Meyers
Box 765: 13962-13963 Boat Race University of California (UC Berkeley), 1923
Box 765: 13968 Miss Nugent
Box 765: 13969 Rudy Sieger
Box 765: 13976 Mrs. Holman
Box 765: 13978-13979 Lillian Burhkart
Box 765: 13980 Blanch Rodick
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 766: 13982</th>
<th>Regina Connelly</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 766: 13983</td>
<td>Colin Spangler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 766: 13984-13985</td>
<td>Yarmak Russian Dancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 766: 13986</td>
<td>Jeanette Meehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 766: 13987</td>
<td>Jean Poeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 766: 13988</td>
<td>William (Dick) Burns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 766: 13993</td>
<td>Jerry Dillon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 766: 14001</td>
<td>Parthenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 767: 14002</td>
<td>Rudy Sieger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 767: 14003</td>
<td>San Francisco Streets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 767: 14004</td>
<td>Shrine Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 767: 14008</td>
<td>Murder Girl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 767: 14009</td>
<td>Charles [Spender?] Paddock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 767: 14010</td>
<td>Dan S. O’Brien, judge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 767-768: 14011-14014</td>
<td>Rosaele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 768: 14015-14017</td>
<td>Chapiaipin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 768: 14022</td>
<td>Miss Nugent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 768: 14023</td>
<td>Miss Cooney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 768: 14024</td>
<td>Raiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 768: 14025</td>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 768: 14026</td>
<td>Harry Anan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 769: 14027</td>
<td>Mrs. Claxton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 769: 14028-14029</td>
<td>Ed Gleeson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 769: 14032</td>
<td>Vera Corchran [sic] (Cochran?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 769: 14033</td>
<td>Irene Franklin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 769: 14034</td>
<td>Mrs. Artuffo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 769: 14035</td>
<td>Larry White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 769: 14036</td>
<td>Charles Woodman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 769-770: 14037-14038</td>
<td>Lynch Shooting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 770: 14039</td>
<td>Shriners Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 770: 14040</td>
<td>Ruth Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 770: 14042-14043</td>
<td>Hanvey Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 770: 14044</td>
<td>Bina West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 770: 14047</td>
<td>Helen Poulson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 770: 14048</td>
<td>Bina West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 770: 14049</td>
<td>James E. O’Dea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Box 771: 14050 | Mrs. Liernles |
| Box 771: 14051 | Sarnsher children |
| Box 771: 14052 | Miss Alice Jackson |
| Box 771: 14053 | Peterson, reporter |
| Box 771: 14054 | Aunt Jemima |
| Box 771: 14055 | Mr. and Mrs. Pabet |
| Box 771: 14056 | Chaudeur Urban |
| Box 771: 14057 | Earl of Lanesborough |
| Box 771-772: 14058-14059 | Mrs. B. Lichtig |
| Box 772: 14060 | Mr. and Mrs. F. Reimers |
| Box 772: 14061 | Countess of Lanesborough |
| Box 772: 14062 | Helen McKellar |
| Box 772: 14063 | Mrs. C. Hoomes |
| Box 772: 14064 | Char. Judkins |
| Box 772: 14065 | Kunze |
| Box 772-773: 14066-14068 | T.N. Kreling |
| Box 773: 14069 | Chaudeur Urban |
| Box 773: 14070-14071 | Connor twins |
| Box 773: 14072 | J. Argens |
| Box 773: 14073 | Allan Pollock |
Box 781: 14162 Wilken's Trial
Box 781: 14163 Hindu
Box 781: 14164 Mrs. Carlson
Box 781: 14165 Mr. and Mrs. G. Herold
Box 781: 14168 William (Dick) Burns
Box 781: 14169 Claudia Chappman, and Mary Jane Chapman
Box 782: 14170-14171 Miss Tara
Box 782: 14172 Elinor Smith
Box 782: 14173 Ivy Deakin
Box 782: 14174-14175 Mrs. P. Gonzales
Box 782: 14179-14181 Movie dog Strongheart
Box 783: 14183 Captain C. Turner
Box 783: 14185 Countess of Lanesborough
Box 783: 14186 Bill Raymond
Box 783: 14188 Miss Cor. Holt
Box 783: 14189 General Lemaire
Box 783: 14190 Mrs. Pauline Cohn
Box 783: 14191-14192 Mrs. Walsh, Department Cor.
Box 783-784: 14193-14194 Mrs. William Kilcline
Box 784: 14195 Mr. Wisdom
Box 784: 14197 Pat Shea
Box 784: 14198 Antone Smith
Box 784: 14199 Stevenson, artist
Box 784: 14200 (Brick) Muller
Box 784: 14201 Fanny Brice
Box 784: 14202 G.E. Martin
Box 784: 14203 F.H. Jost and wife
Box 785: 14204-14205 Miss Voltaire
Box 785: 14212 Kath Edson
Box 785: 14213-14215 Family Wolfe
Box 785: 14216-14218 Daugherty, Attorney General
Box 786: 14219 Mrs. Hoover
Box 786: 14224 Mrs. D Davidson
Box 786: 14225 Mrs. F. Buck
Box 786: 14226 Bannon Murder
Box 786: 14227 Ruby Levy
Box 786: 14228-14229 Lulu H. Peters
Box 786: 14230 Boy bandits
Box 786: 14231 Evalyn Coulter
Box 787: 14232 Shooting Castor
Box 787: 14233 General Pershing
Box 787: 14234 Arnold sisters
Box 787: 14235 Rudy Sieger
Box 787: 14236-14237 Nazimova (Nazimoya?)
Box 787: 14238 Mr. Hart
Box 787: 14239 Mrs. William Kilcline
Box 787: 14240 Sam Shortridge
Box 788: 14241 Mrs. Joseph Gwinn
Box 788: 14242 The Barber John
Box 788: 14243 Mrs. N. Steinberger
Box 788: 14244 Mrs. Muriel Rubon
Box 788: 14245 Louise F. Falk
Box 788: 14246 Dr. Ruggles
Box 788: 14247 General H. Caurout
Box 788: 14248-14249 William Crane
Box 789: 14250-14251 Tetrazzini's protege (opera singer)
Box 789: 14252-14255 Aero Army Reserve at Yarney Field
Box 789: 14256 Wolfe Family
Box 789-790: 14257-14262 Movie dog Rin-Tin-Tin
Box 790: 14263 Eddie Marron
Box 790: 14264 Booze Runner
Box 790: 14265 A. Nassano
Box 790: 14266-14267 Gardini
Box 790: 14268 Fatty Arbuckle
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Box 791: 14269-14270 Mary Philbin
Box 791: 14271 Rabbi Meyer
Box 791: 14272 Miss of Aus. Scanlon
Box 791: 14273 Professor Drew
Box 791: 14274 Mr. Wisdom
Box 791: 14275-14276 Professor Peterson
Box 791: 14278 Mrs. G. Boisse
Box 792: 14279-14280 Mar. Rambeau
Box 792: 14281-14282 Davidson family
Box 792: 14283 Jack Hurley
Box 792: 14284 Effie Graham
Box 792-793: 14290-14294 Beatrice Curtis
Box 793: 14295 Irene Castle
Box 793-794: 14295-14307 Irene Castle
Box 794: 14308 Mrs. H. Martin
Box 794: 14309 Cammile Howard
Box 794: 14310-14311 Dr. Heinold
Box 795: 14312 Hugh Dwyer
Box 795: 14313 A Wiley
Box 795: 14314-14315 Judge Golden
Box 795: 14316 J. Badaracco
Box 795: 14317 Miss DeVine
Box 795: 14318 Belasco
Box 795: 14319 Stringham House
Box 795: 14320 The Barber John
Box 796: 14321 Mrs. William Kilcline
Box 796: 14322-14323 Mar. Rambeau
Box 796: 14324 Dr. A. Schneider
Box 796: 14325 Robert Edeson
Box 796: 14326 James Neil
Box 796: 14327 Mrs. R. Libera
Box 796-797: 14328-14332 Betty Watson
Box 797: 14333 Mrs. R. Libera
Box 797: 14334 Miss R. Wightman
Box 797: 14336 Maud E. Garrity
Box 797: 14337-14338 Jessie MacDonald
Box 797-798: 14339-14340 Conway Tearle
Box 798: 14341-14345 Miss Boem
Box 798: 14346-14347 Ernestine Black
Box 798: 14348 Mar. Illington
Box 798: 14349 Beauty Contest
Box 799: 14350-14351 Paul Verdier
Box 799: 14353 Professor Hayes
Box 799: 14354 Mrs. Palmer
Box 799: 14360-14361 Rose Began
Box 799: 14362-14363 Mrs. Stueberg
Box 799-800: 14364-14365 H. Bailey
Box 800: 14367 Stock Exchange
Box 800: 14368-14370 Voting Machine
Box 800: 14372-14374 Voting Machine
Box 800-801: 14377-14378 Paul Waner
Box 801: 14384-14385 Noack
Box 801: 14386 Borden
Box 801: 14387-14388 McKenna
Box 801: 14389 Kyle
Box 801: 14390 Van Houtte
Box 801: 14391 Stanton, baseball
Box 802: 14392 Stewart, baseball
Box 802: 14393 Agnew
Box 802: 14394 Scott, baseball
Box 802: 14399 Lydia Gibson Mestre
Box 802: 14406-14407 John Connoly
Box 802: 14408 Silvers
Box 802: 14409 Erich
Box 802-803: 14410-14411 Bert Ellison
Box 803: 14413-14417 Calvary Church Bazaar
Box 803: 14418-14419 Mrs. General Barnet
Box 803: 14420 Jr. Landis
Box 804: 14421 Joseph Golden
Box 804: 14422-14425 Bathing Fashions
Box 804: 14427 Dr. Trimmer
Box 804: 14429 Larry Yoell
Box 804: 14430 Chief O’Brien
Box 804: 14431 Joseph Golden
Box 804: 14432 Hazel Beer
Box 804: 14433 Dr. William Hassler
Box 804-805: 14433-14434 Winnie Baldwin
Box 805: 14435-14437 Dr. Maxwell
Box 805: 14438 Health Center
Box 805: 14439 Quinn Legion
Box 805: 14440 Harrelson
Box 805: 14441 Mr. Katz
Box 805: 14442 Shannon, supervisor
Box 806: 14443 Bath Supervisor
Box 806: 14445 Emmet Hayden
Box 806: 14446 J. Badaracco
Box 806: 14447-14448 Anna Wong
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Box 806: 14449-14451 Osterman Girls
Box 806-807: 14453-14459 American Legion Parade, 1923
Box 807: 14460-14461 Dr. A. Schneider
Box 807: 14462 Jane and Helen Jedlick
Box 808: 14463 Window McDonough
Box 808: 14464 B. Boyle
Box 808-993: 14466-16673 Helen Wills
Box 809: 14474 Meyer Lissner
Box 809: 14477-14479 Blanche Upright
Box 809: 14481 Florence Lewis
Box 809: 14482 Press Room
Box 809: 14483 McKenny
Box 810: 14484 Sid Joseph
Box 810: 14485 Davis family
Box 810: 14486 Dr. McMahon
Box 810: 14487 WetherHill
Box 810: 14488 Hal Rhyne
Box 810: 14489-14490 Miss Saint Ges
Box 810: 14491 Steeplejack
Box 810: 14492 Father Crimmins
Box 811: 14493 [minister?]
Box 811: 14498 Viola Gallagher
Box 811-842: 14499-144500 Mrs. A. Hill Vincent
Box 811: 14502-14505 Juanita 8 Hansen
Box 811: 14507 Mrs. Swint
Box 812: 14508 Blanche Upright
Box 812: 14509-14511 Aquarium [sic]
Box 812: 14513 James J. Freel
Box 812: 14514 Patsy Ruth Miller
Box 812: 14515 Francis X. Bushman
Box 812: 14516 Mrs. E. Garren
Box 813: 14517 Miss G. Parks
Box 813: 14518 Mrs. F. Rose
Box 813: 14519 Miss G. Parks
Box 813: 14520 Elisabeth Henratee
Box 813: 14521 Belle Bennett
Box 813: 14522 Blanche Upright
Box 813: 14524 Gallileo School
Box 813: 14525-14526 Warren Shannon
Box 814: 14527 Mary Garden
Box 814: 14528 Claire Dux
Box 814: 14529-14530 Sadie Burt
Box 814: 14534-14535 Eugene Debs
Box 814: 14536-14537 Dr. Henno
Box 814: 14538 Mrs. I. Rosenshine
Box 815: 14539 Florence Hilmer
Box 815: 14540 Susie Arimoto
Box 815: 14541-14542 Marie Andree
Box 815: 14544 Miss B. Connolly
Box 815: 14545 Mrs. Pollack
Box 815: 14546 Elisabeth Henratee
Box 815: 14547 Patsy Ruth Miller
Box 815: 14548 Mrs. Peterson
Box 816: 14549-14551 Eugene Debs
Box 816: 14552 Mrs. Colvert
Box 816: 14553-14555 [Group of Mothers?, Daughters?, and Sisters?]
Box 816: 14556 Judge Golden
Box 816: 14557 Supervisor Katz
Box 817: 14558 Hiram Johnson, (letter)
Box 817: 14559 Miss B. Connolly
Box 817: 14560 Miss S. Mayers
Box 817: 14561 Orange exportation Oroville (Ex.)
Box 817: 14562 Dorothy Smith
Box 817: 14564 Betty Mosley
Box 817: 14565 Eddie Marron
Box 817: 14566 Mrs. A. Kerr
Box 817: 14567 Ruth Denziger
Box 818: 14568 Gordon Ellison
Box 818: 14570-14571 W.C. Wood
Box 818: 14572 Elsa Ardeen
Box 818: 14573 Mrs. Jakobovsky
Box 818: 14574 Mrs. J. Schneider
Box 818: 14575 Miss Sullivan
Box 818-819: 14575A-14580 Policewomen
Box 818: 14576-14577 K. O'Connor, policewoman
Box 819: 14578-14579 R. Isenhart, policewoman
Box 819: 14581 Senator Phelan, (see Str. Great Northern)
Box 819: 14582 Professor Hayes
Box 819: 14583-14584 Ernest Torrence
Box 819: 14584 Trial Wilkens
Box 819: 14585 Wilkens trial
Box 819: 14586 Mr. Wisdom
Box 820: 14587 E. Onimus
Box 820: 14588-14589 Joseph Gwinn
Box 820: 14590 Osley
Box 820: 14591 Mrs. C. Nally
Box 820: 14593 Mrs. R. Manning
Box 820: 14594 Hale's Santa Claus
Box 820: 14597 Myra L. Lee
Box 820-825: 14598-14641 Warren G. Harding funeral in San Francisco [1923]
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Box 825: 14642 President Warren G. Harding, Visit to San Francisco [death and funeral, 1923]
Box 825: 14643 Myra L. Lee
Box 825: 14644 Maher Family
Box 825: 14648-14650 Sheldon, Walking Bay
Box 825-826: 14651-14653 Imp Bigley
Box 826: 14655 Lipschultz
Box 826: 14656-14658 Marie Andree
Box 826: 14660 Rute Roland
Box 826: 14661 Harriett Bennett
Box 826: 14662-14663 William McCarthy, baseball
Box 827: 14664-14665 Newsboys' Dinner
Box 827: 14669 Hood Towne
Box 827: 14670 Kath Pringle
Box 827: 14671-14673 Nora Bayes
Box 827: 14681 Harry Coleman
Box 827-828: 14682-14683 University of California (UC Berkeley) Bowl
Box 828: 14684 Don Nichols
Box 828: 14686 Mrs. Kels
Box 828: 14687-14688 Bill Blewitt
Box 828: 14695 Bob Henderson
Box 828: 14696 Opium
Box 828-829: 14698-14704 Charles Chaplin
Box 828-830: 14698-14710 Pola Negri
Box 830: 14711-14712 Norma Shearer
Box 830: 14713 Mrs. Artuffe
Box 830: 14714 University of California (UC Berkeley) Bowl
Box 830-831: 14715-14721 Petaluma Egg Show
Box 830: 14717 Emily Spaich
Box 831: 14722-14725 Police Review, 1923
Box 831-832: 14726-14731 Bankers
Box 832: 14732 One-eyed Connolly
Box 832: 14733 Senator Bill Lyons
Box 832: 14734 Mrs. Fleming
Box 832-833: 14735-14737A Ball. Comm. Wampus
Box 833: 14738 Call Head
Box 833: 14739 Addicott family
Box 833: 14740 Kirkwood, golf
Box 833: 14741-14742 Ukrainian Chorus
Box 833: 14743-14744 Horse Show, 1923
Box 834: 14745 Lorraine Wise
Box 834: 14747 O'Shaughnessy
Box 834: 14748 Agnes Pottage
Box 834-838: 14749-14786 Story illustrations Fate
Box 834: 14750-14751 Bishop Parsons
Box 838: 14787-14789 Blossom Festival
Box 838-839: 14790-14799 Carmel Pagent
Box 839: 14801 Alice Requa
Box 839: 14801 Alice Roqua
Box 839: 14802 Mrs. Howard Park
Box 839: 14804 Marie Welch
Box 839: 14805 Miss Ghirardelli
Box 839: 14806 Margery Davis, and Polly Payne
Box 839: 14808 Edna Taylor
Box 840: 14809 Elena Folger
Box 840: 14810-14814 Sailstad
Box 840: 14817-14818 Baby Show, 1923
Box 840: 14819 De La Rose
Box 840: 14820 Bobby Stowell
Box 840: 14821 Miss E. Blankenship
Box 841: 14822-14825 Helen Wills
Box 841: 14826-14830 Sarazen
Box 841-842: 14831-14834 Adele Blood
Box 842: 14839 Helen Lowden
Box 842: 14846 Dorothy Conrad
Box 842: 14889 Miss Monks
Box 842: 14890 Kels
Box 842-843: 14892-14895 Roosevelt, 1924
Box 843: 14897 Judges
Box 843: 14898-14899 Frankie Darrell
Box 843: 14900 Kelly
Box 843: 14902-14903 D Ghadiali
Box 843-844: 14913-14916 Benny Leonard
Box 844: 14917 [Older male and female at a desk]
Box 844: 14918-14919 Mrs. Rossiter
Box 844-845: 14920-14930 Old Time Fighters
Box 844: 14920 John. C. Heenan, (old fighter copy)
Box 844: 14921 John L. Sullivan, (copy)
Box 844: 14922 [Painting of a boxer/athlete]
Box 845: 14923 Paddy Ryan
Box 845: 14924 Allan Tom
Box 845: 14925 Sayers, fighter
Box 845: 14926 [Portrait of a man]
Box 845: 14927 Joe Goss
Box 845: 14928 Joe Coburn
Box 845: 14929 Jem Mace
Box 845: 14930 Tom Hyer
Box 845-846: 14961-14964 Bandits
Box 846: 14965 Tr. Theresa Fisher
Box 846: 14966 William Benedict
Box 846: 14968 Milton Esberg
Box 846: 14969 Major Kendrick
Box 846-847: 15021-15026 Benny Leonard
Box 847: 15027 Winifred Wright
Box 847: 15028 Jimmie Ralph, driving home car
Box 847: 15028A Maurice Brown
Box 847: 15029 Ella Saylor, and Mab Saylor
Box 847: 15030 Helen Ardele
Box 848: 15031 Windy Windsor, and Billy Smith
Box 860: 15159 Mrs. Bagot
Box 860: 15160 Mrs. M. Emerson
Box 860: 15161 Judge Ward
Box 860: 15161 Coogan Coogan contest, Jackie
Box 860: 15165-15166 Coogan Coogan contest, Jackie
Box 860: 15167-15169 Buster Keaton
Box 860-861: 15170-15173 Medbury
Box 861: 15175 Medbury
Box 861: 15176 Mr. Medbury
Box 861: 15177-15180 Medbury
Box 861: 15181 Beals, Weather Bureau
Box 862: 15182 Edna Liuzza
Box 862: 15183-15185 Tong Family
Box 862: 15186 Madmoiselle Le Blanc
Box 862: 15187 Katherine Pringle
Box 862: 15188 J.J. MacGovern
Box 862: 15190 Clara Holton
Box 862: 15191 Edward Hammel
Box 863: 15192 U.S. Webb
Box 863: 15193 J.J. Henderson
Box 863: 15196-15200 Toto Clowns
Box 863-864: 15201-15203 Kath Edson
Box 864: 15215-15216 Mary Philbin
Box 864-865: 15217-15231 Track Team University of California (UC Berkeley), 1924
Box 864: 15218 Jerry Pearce, track
Box 864: 15219 Shot [Track Team? Jerry Pearce?]
Box 864: 15220 [Track? Jerry Pearce?]  
Box 864: 15221 [Track? Jerry Pearce?]  
Box 864: 15222 [Track? Jerry Pearce?]  
Box 865: 15223 [Track? Jerry Pearce?]  
Box 865: 15224 Ed Rodman, 100 yard
Box 865: 15225 G.L. Coetes, pole vault
Box 865: 15227 T.W. Hawes, track
Box 865: 15228 C.G. Serts, track
Box 865: 15229 Edward Burdeck, hurdles
Box 865: 15230 Gertrude Shepard, Ryan
Box 865: 15231 Walter Christe
Box 865-866: 15232-15233 Juanita Williams
Box 866: 15235 Lady Maxwell
Box 866: 15236-15237 Jane Oaker
Box 866: 15238 Dean Pris.
Box 866: 15239 Andy Smith
Box 866: 15240-15241 Fisher Orchestra
Box 866: 15242 William Benedict
Box 867: 15244 Flashkemper
Box 867: 15245 Douglas Fairbanks
Box 867: 15246-15251 Clark's Marionettes
Box 867-868: 15252-15261 Graf Movie girls
Box 869: 15262 Stanford Track
Box 869: 15263 Mr. Nevers, Stanford athlete?
Box 869-870: 15264-15277B Stanford Track
Box 870: 15274 John McCormick
Box 870: 15278 Mrs. Fred Williams
Box 870: 15279 Max Dolin
Box 870-871: 15282-15284 Fritzi Brunette
Box 871: 15285 Judge Roche, Theodore
Box 871: 15286 Kath. Brody
Box 871: 15287-15289 Judge Kerrigan
Box 871: 15290 Mrs. Lazarus
Box 871: 15291-15292 Aileen Stanley
Box 871: 15293 Halstead Rainey
Box 872: 15294 Wallace Farrington
Box 872: 15295 Mrs. A. Butricha
Box 872: 15296-15299 Alcazar, Leading Lady
Box 872: 15300 Compere
Box 872: 15301 Dr. Moxon
Box 872: 15302 Monte Attell
Box 872: 15303 Aileen Stanley
Box 873: 15304-15310 Stanford Track
Box 874: 15311-15313 Anna Chang
Box 874: 15314 Jack Hurley
Box 874: 15315 Veterans Hospital
Box 874: 15316 Opie Read
Box 874: 15317 Vivien Oakland
Box 874: 15318 Stewart Sisters
Box 874: 15319 John Webber
Box 874: 15320 Opie Read
Box 874: 15322 Elizabeth Allen
Box 875: 15325-15326 Florence Friesenhausen
Box 875: 15327 Mrs. E. Parker
Box 875: 15328-15331 Secy Denby
Box 875: 15333-15334 Rudy Seiger
Box 875: 15335 Mary Loftus
Box 876: 15336 Katharyn Sparks
Box 876: 15337 Ethel Richardson
Box 876: 15338 Mr. and Mrs. Comartin
Box 876: 15340 Jackie Coogan family
Box 876: 15341 Eugenia Kirksmith
Box 876: 15342 Charlotte Ortiz
Box 876: 15343 Mrs. and Carl Anderson
Box 876: 15344 Eugene O'Brien
Box 876: 15345 Theodore Irwin
Box 876: 15346 Ikmik
Box 877: 15348 Mr. and Mrs. Schwartz (Schars), Alice Singer
Box 877: 15349 Miss Pitt
Box 877: 15350 Curved good view Lombard Street
Box 877: 15351-15353 Julius Kahn
Box 877: 15354 Governor Richardson
Box 877: 15355-15356 Jackie Coogan
Box 877: 15357 University of California (UC Berkeley) President Campbell
Box 878: 15361-15363 Professor Millikan
Box 878: 15364 Judge Knight
Box 878: 15365-15370 Santa Clara College
Box 879: 15371-15372 Madmoiselle Le Blanc
Box 879: 15373 Mary Garden
Box 879: 15374-15376 Ed Hutchings
Box 879: 15378 Mrs. Jonas
Box 879: 15379 Rosa Rasia
Box 879: 15380 Mrs. Stueberg
Box 879: 15381 Bill Scott
Box 880: 15382 Wanda Conlin
Box 880: 15382A Stock Exchange
Box 880: 15383 Harry Zemansky, County Registrar
Box 880: 15384-15385 Muriel Stryker
Box 880: 15386 Smith
Box 880: 15386A Blossom Sheeley
Box 880: 15387 John Gray, Call
Box 880: 15388 K.P.O. Radio
Box 880-881: 15389-15390 Irene Rich
Box 881: 15394 Miss Harrison
Box 881: 15395 House
Box 881: 15397-15401 Mrs. Hard
Box 881: 15402 Walter Christie, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 882: 15406 Radio Set
Box 882: 15407 Jac. Logan
Box 882: 15412 Midge Briscoe
Box 882: 15414 Ferry Loop
Box 882: 15415 Ferry loop
Box 882: 15417 Ferry Loop
Box 882: 15418-15419 Wanda Conlin
Box 882: 15420 (Dud) Smith
Box 883: 15421-15424 San Francisco Hospital Nurses, April 1924
Box 883: 15425 Juanita Hansen
Box 883: 15426-15427 Captain Henry Gleeson
Box 883: 15428 Cummings
Box 883: 15431 Baroness Caprice
Box 884: 15432 Isarel Sewing Class
Box 884: 15433 William McCarthy, baseball
Box 884: 15434 Attorney Wilson
Box 884: 15435-15436 R. Gardini
Box 884: 15437 Grand Army Rep.
Box 884: 15439 McQuaide, Auto Squad
Box 884: 15440-15441 Saints Peter and Paul Church
Box 885: 15442 McDonough Bond Store
Box 885: 15443 Snow
Box 885: 15444 Southern Pacific train Engineer
Box 885: 15445 Salvation Army Building
Box 885: 15446 Dr. Henno
Box 885: 15447 Brown, with auto
Box 885: 15448 Miss Wilkes
Box 885: 15449 Mrs. Barrati
Box 885: 15452 Mrs. Lazarus
Box 886: 15453 Income Tax
Box 886: 15454-15455 Mrs. Landberger
Box 886: 15456 Baldwin
Box 886: 15457 Winter, pitcher for Portland
Box 886: 15459 Fagan
Box 886: 15460 Wolfgang
Box 886: 15461 Major Frear
Box 886: 15462 (no first name) Blewitt
Box 887: 15463 Max Dolin
Box 887: 15464 Safety First
Box 887: 15465 Holmes
Box 887: 15468 Safety First
Box 887: 15469 Student? Captain? Campbell, Don Michaels (Captain)
Box 887: 15472 Shrine Quartette
Box 887: 15477 Harry Zemansky, County Registrar
Box 887: 15478 Miss Johnson, Girl's High school
Box 887: 15479 J. Badaracco
Box 888: 15480-15482 Miss Huber
Box 888: 15483-15484 Relief Home
Box 888: 15485 Mr. Frank
Box 888-889: 15486-15489 William Hard
Box 889: 15490 Opie Warner
Box 889: 15491 Opie Warner
Box 889: 15492 Opie Warner
Box 889: 15493-15494 Wells, boxer
Box 889: 15496 Hearst Bonds
Box 889: 15497 Judge Graham
Box 889: 15498 Stanton, baseball
Box 890: 15499 (no first name) Blewitt
Box 890: 15500 Percy Towne
Box 890: 15501 Billy McCarthy
Box 890: 15503 Judges
Box 890: 15504 Retail Merchandise
Box 890: 15506 Dr. and Mrs. Hethington
Box 890: 15507 (ship) Katherine
Box 890: 15508-15509 Rudy Seiger

Box 891: 15510 Captain Henry Gleeson
Box 891: 15511 One-eyed Connolly
Box 891: 15512-15513 Girls Normal School
Box 891: 15514 Jack Nichols
Box 891: 15515 Radio K.P.O.
Box 891: 15516 Kentworthy
Box 891: 15517-15518 Drummer Sahara
Box 892: 15519-15520 Charlotte Dawn
Box 892: 15522-15524 Mr. and Mrs. Vizzard
Box 892: 15525-15526 Grand Army Representative
Box 892-893: 15527-15530 Horace Mann School
Box 893: 15531 George West
Box 893: 15532 Christine Ruhling
Box 893: 15533 Kunze
Box 893: 15534 Jackie Coogan
Box 893: 15536 Sarazen
Box 893-894: 15537-15541 May Day
Box 894: 15542 Mrs. Hard
Box 894: 15543 Gardner, baseball
Box 894: 15545 Pat Shea
Box 894: 15546 Lena Gstoni
Box 894: 15547-15548 Sistine Choir
Box 895: 15550 Coolbrith
Box 895: 15553-15554 Mrs. Lamb
Box 895: 15555 W. Kamm, baseball
Box 895: 15556 Harry Zemansky, County Registrar
Box 895: 15560 William Kamm, baseball
Box 895: 15561 Jim O’Connel, baseball
Box 895: 15565-15566 L. Fonseca, baseball
Box 896: 15568-15571 Mrs. Barrati
Box 896: 15572-15573 High Lowell
Box 896: 15574 Booze
Box 896: 15575 Nelson, Captain Golden Gate
Box 896: 15576 Mrs. A. Wilson
Box 897: 15579 Madame Galli-Gurci
Box 897: 15580-15581 Warren Brown
Box 897: 15582 President Sun-Jat-Tsen
Box 897: 15585 Ship Figure head
Box 897: 15586 H.L. Francisco
Box 897: 15587 Wallace Farrington
Box 897: 15588 Esther Monoghian
Box 897: 15589 Judge Parker
Box 897: 15590-15591 Jack Reeves
Box 898: 15592-15593 George W. Hineman
Box 898: 15594-15595 Mrs. Fench Sheldon
Box 898: 15596 Dr. Hetherington, (female)
Box 898: 15597-15598 Estelle Taylor
Box 898: 15599 Dr. Henno
Box 898-899: 15600-15601 Tanforan
Box 899: 15602 Scott Funeral
Box 899: 15603-15606 Olympic Golf Course
Box 899: 15607 Winter, pitcher for Portland
Box 899: 15610 Mr. Onions
Box 899: 15613 Mrs. Rossiter
Box 900: 15614 Opie Read
Box 900: 15615 Alice Hirshberg
Box 900: 15616 Charlotte Dawn
Box 900: 15617 Mary Garden
Box 900: 15618 Chief O’Brien
Box 900: 15620-15621 Childrens’ Hospital Nurses, May 1924
Box 900-901: 15624-15630 Masonic Cemetery
Box 901: 15631 Douglas Fairbanks
Box 901: 15632 Mrs. F. Morris
Box 901: 15633 Mrs. K. Dozander
Box 901-903: 15634-15648 Helen Wills
Box 903: 15649-15651 Saint Mary’s Hospital
Box 903-904: 15652-15657 Lux School, 1924
Box 904-905: 15658-15663 Carrie Weber
Box 905: 15667 Sara Cowan
Box 905: 15668 Wanda Conlin
Box 905: 15669 Dollar Kids
Box 905: 15670 Jim Raymond
Box 905: 15672 Edith Foster
Box 905: 15673 Mrs. Hambin
Box 905: 15674 Brownell, (Ill team)
Box 905: 15675 Exposition auditorium
Box 906: 15677-15678 Larkin Street Murder
Box 906: 15680-15684 Baseball seals Montague
Box 906: 15685 Donald Brian
Box 906: 15686 Flashkamper
Box 907: 15687-15688 Pat Shea
Box 907: 15691 Samuel Clemens, Mark Twain
Box 907: 15697 Harry Zemansky, County Registrar
Box 907: 15699-15700 Dalla Pattra
Box 907: 15701-15702 Mr. and Mrs. Wundom
Box 907: 15708 Sunset Fields
Box 907: 15709 Yelle, San Francisco Seals
Box 908: 15710 Vargas, San Francisco Seals
Box 908: 15711-15713 Belasco Kids Letterman Hospital
Box 908: 15715-15718 Belasco Kids Letterman Hospital
Box 908-909: 15720-15722 Marilyn Miller [sic]
Box 908-909: 15720-15723 Jack Pickford
Box 909: 15724 Dor. McKail
Box 909: 15724 O’Brien, son of Chief
Box 909: 15726 O’Brien, son of Chief
Box 909: 15728 Dor. McKail
Box 909: 15729 Dr. Finkelstein
Box 909: 15730 Glotzback
Box 910: 15732 Glotzback
Box 910: 15733 Mooney Con
Box 910: 15734 Katharyn Cuddy
Box 910: 15736-15737 Katharyn Cuddy
Box 910: 15739 Katharyn Cuddy
Box 910: 15746-15747 Mrs. Barrati
Box 910: 15749 Life Saving St. at Beach
Box 911: 15752 Pendergast, San Francisco Seals
Box 911: 15753 (Brick) Muller
Box 911: 15754 Ed Hulrburt, and family
Box 911: 15757 Gaela Van Antwerp
Box 911: 15759 Mrs. Erlangson
Box 911: 15763 J. Welsh, Grand Army Representative
Box 911: 15764 J.C. Mason, G.A.R.
Box 911: 15765 E.W. O'Fallon, G.A.R.
Box 911: 15766 V. Dohem, G.A.R.
Box 912: 15767 P.W. G.A.R. Henry, and J. Kip
Box 912: 15769 J.T. Mourse, G.A.R.
Box 912: 15770 E. Laughans, G.A.R.
Box 912: 15771 A. Moore, G.A.R.
Box 912: 15772 P. Mass, G.A.R.
Box 912: 15773A Miss Hambui
Box 912: 15775 (Monkey Man) Duncan
Box 912-913: 15777-15778 Admiral Line
Box 913: 15782 (4 checks) View of San Francisco
Box 913: 15786 Willie Tevis
Box 913: 15787-15788 Wanda Hawley
Box 913: 15791 Judge Louderback
Box 913: 15792-15793 Prince Caetani
Box 913-914: 15806-15808 Leo Brunner
Box 914: 15816 Jack Hurley
Box 914: 15817 Dalla Pattra
Box 914: 15818 Gene Valla
Box 914: 15819-15819A Father Collins
Box 914: 15825 O'Shaughnessy
Box 914: 15826 Dennison Clift
Box 915: 15827 Jack Dempsey
Box 915: 15828-15829 Connelly, Call sportswriter
Box 915: 15830-15831 Dr. Frederick H. Newell
Box 915: 15832-15834 Judge Ben Lindsay
Box 915: 15835 Primitano Rodriguez
Box 916: 15836 Colonel Willard French
Box 916: 15837 Allen Bier
Box 916: 15838 Orval Cohen
Box 916: 15839-15840 Merrian Pretious
Box 916: 15841-15844 James J. Corbett
Box 916: 15845 Harriett Merton
Box 916: 15846 Mary Morgan
Box 917: 15847-15848 H.M.S. Byers
Box 917: 15849 Eugenia Owens
Box 917: 15850 Mrs. Rhyne
Box 917: 15852-15853 Harry Brand
Box 917: 15854 Pittelsey
Box 917: 15856-15857 Arbuckle
Box 918: 15858 Gene Valla
Box 918: 15859 Frankie Darrell
Box 918: 15860 Lipshultz
Box 918: 15861-15862 Kath. Norris
Box 918: 15863-15865 Michelena Beat
Box 918: 15866 Mrs. Martinelli
Box 919: 15867 June Day
Box 919: 15868 Nell Leon
Box 919: 15869 (Monkey Man) Duncan
Box 919-920: 15871-15877 Alice Brady
Box 920: 15878 Mrs. Naralia Marriott
Box 920: 15882 Harry Brand
Box 920: 15885 Greenbaum
Box 920: 15887 Mrs. Charles Cohen, and Rosalind Goldsmith
Box 920: 15888 Nell Leon
Box 920: 15890-15891 Tom Earnfred
Box 920-921: 15893-15894 Leah Cohn
Box 921: 15895 Mr. Kennedy
Box 921: 15896-15898 Henry
Box 921: 15899 Miss Middleton
Box 921: 15900 Nancy Fair
Box 921: 15901 Marion Solomons
Box 921: 15902 (Dud) Smith
Box 921: 15903 Reba MacNar
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Box 922: 15905-15906 Mrs. Jacobs
Box 922: 15908 Ruth Mix
Box 922: 15909 Dorothy Talbot Reagan
Box 922: 15910 Jane Green
Box 922: 15911 Virginia Lee Corbin
Box 922: 15912-15913 Miss Clements
Box 922: 15914 Helyn Dawley
Box 923: 15915 Violette Baker
Box 923: 15916 Emma L. Hotchkiss
Box 923: 15917 Mrs. Charles Donohoe
Box 923: 15918 J.B. Coulston
Box 923: 15918A John. D. Elliott
Box 923: 15918B I.J. Muma
Box 923: 15918C Mary R. Wiley
Box 923: 15919-15920 Montague Glass
Box 923: 15921 Mrs. Landfield
Box 923: 15921A Mrs. Phillip Sherman
Box 923: 15922 Martin Tierney
Box 923: 15923 Marie Yerman
Box 924: 15924 City Engineer Wiley, and Kathleen Grathmann
Box 924: 15925 Theodore Burton
Box 924: 15926 Senator McClatchi [sic] (McClatchy?)
Box 924: 15927 Adelaide Hibbard
Box 924: 15928 Mrs. Tim Hendrix
Box 924: 15929 McArthur, Customs House
Box 924: 15930 Lilian Palmer
Box 924: 15931 Charlotte Dobkowitz
Box 924: 15932 Belle Britton
Box 925: 15933 M.J. Fisher
Box 925: 15934 Mrs. M.H. Fisher
Box 925: 15935 Carmelita Kendall
Box 925: 15936-15937 Lieutenant Russel Mauchan, and Colonel W.E. Gillmore
Box 925: 15938 Lieutenant Russell Maughan
Box 925: 15939 Lieutenant Russel Mauchan
Box 925: 15940-15941 Sherman Anderson, writer
Box 926: 15942 Mrs. James Duay Rae
Box 926: 15943 Mrs. James Rae, wedding
Box 926: 15947-15948 Frank (Mooney Trail) Oxman, Janil Shortridge
Box 927: 15954 George Woods, Boy Scouts
Box 927: 15961 Palace Hotel Cups
Box 927: 15962 Miss Rossi
Box 927: 15963-15964 J. Adolphi, and Woods
Box 927: 15967 Louise Wells
Box 927: 15969 Louise Wells
Box 927: 15970-15977 General Hovey
Box 928: 15977 Eugene O'Brien
Box 928: 15979-15980 Norma Talmadge
Box 928: 15990 Mrs. Larry Lafter
Box 928: 15991-15994 Goodsull
Box 929: 15998-15999 [Two Men Shaking Hands Amid a Group]
Box 929: 15999 [Group of people lined up in front of a building]
Box 929: 16000 Nance O'Niel, arrival at railroad station
Box 929: 16001 Mary Bogart
Box 929: 16003 Lena Hitchcock
Box 929: 16004-16006 Nance O'Niel
Box 929: 16007 Mar. Diel
Box 930: 16008 Bonus
Box 930: 16010 [Older male]
Box 930: 16011 Mr. West
Box 930: 16012 Charles Woodman
Box 930: 16013 J.W. Davis
Box 930: 16014-16015 Ministers
Box 930: 16016 Miss McEwen
Box 930: 16017 Dr. Meyer
Box 931: 16018 Terhune
Box 931: 16025 Palace Hotel Cups
Box 931: 16026 Tom Barnfred
Box 931: 16027 Campfire girls
Box 931: 16028 Ida Wallfisch
Box 931: 16034 Whitcomb Hotel Girls
Box 931: 16029 Boy Scouts
Box 931: 16030 Patra Della
Box 931: 16032 Marlyn Miller
Box 931: 16028 Miss Smidth
Box 931: 16034 Mrs. Fred Scott, and Miss Virginia
Box 932: 16035 Rosetta O'Niel
Box 932: 16036 Mr. and Mrs. H.W. Stebbins
Box 932: 16037-16038 Elisabeth Stebbins
Box 932: 16039 H.W. Stebbins
Box 933: 16040 Lucien Reeves
Box 933: 16041-16042 Russ Westover
Box 933: 16043 Marguerite Weisberger
Box 933: 16044 Norman H. Sloane
Box 934: 16045 Frank T. Jones
Box 934: 16046 Irene Robilant, Countess
Box 934: 16047 Harry Cooper
Box 934: 16048 Tom Kerrigan
Box 934: 16049-16051 Eddie Beeler
Box 934: 16052 Sun Machine
Box 934-935: 16053-16054 Julian Hawthorne
Box 935: 16055 Willis T. Chapman
Box 935: 16056 Mrs. August Volmer
Box 942: 16134 Rena Little
Box 942: 16134A Maybelle Schneider
Box 943: 16135 Eunice Woolsey
Box 943: 16136 Adrienne Clere
Box 943: 16138 Florence Eachren
Box 943: 16139 Warren Sekins
Box 943: 16140 McCoy, fighter
Box 943: 16141 Tom Sharkey, SEE .47777 (item moved)
Box 943: 16142 Hazel Neilsen, Hildebrand murder
Box 943: 16143 Stephen Richardson
Box 943: 16144-16145 Victor Hertzinger
Box 943-944: 16144-16147 Mae Bush
Box 943: 16145 J.K. McDonald, author
Box 944: 16147 Mil. Harris
Box 944: 16147 Eugene O'Brien
Box 944: 16149 Mrs. A.M.B. Friedman
Box 944: 16149 Mrs. A.M.B. Friedman
Box 944: 16150 Harold S. Stoner
Box 944: 16150A Geoffrey Holt
Box 944: 16150B Oliver Rousseau
Box 944: 16151 Marie Louise Boutin
Box 944-945: 16151-16157 Mary Bogonoff
Box 944: 16152-16153 Michael Casey
Box 944: 16154-16155 Frank C. McDonald
Box 945: 16158 George Lippschultz
Box 945: 16159 George Lippschultz
Box 945: 16160 George Lippschultz
Box 945: 16161 Famillie Beamer
Box 945: 16162-16163 Elisabeth Beamer
Box 945: 16164 Jean Kruger
Box 946: 16165 Martha Fritich
Box 946: 16166-16168 Helen Willis
Box 946: 16169 Samuel T. Breyer
Box 946: 16169-16170 Miss Frances Dean
Box 946: 16171 Curry, animal hospital
Box 946-947: 16172-16178 Caddies at Linclon Course
Box 947: 16180 Pola Negri
Box 947: 16181 Marlyn Miller
Box 947: 16182 Mrs. Hale
Box 947: 16183 Ship Narwal
Box 948: 16184 [Group on men on a ship (not military)]
Box 948: 16185 [Men on the sails of a ship]
Box 948: 16187 [Older male holding on to the ropes of a ship]
Box 948: 16189 [Fisherman?]?
Box 948: 16190 Ship Narwal
Box 948: 16191 Mrs. O'Brien, K.P.O.
Box 948: 16192-16193 Miss DeNola
Box 948: 16194 Dixon Football
Box 949: 16195 Mrs. Dixon, football
Box 949: 16196 Dixon Football
Box 949: 16197 Blind boy at radio
Box 949: 16198-16199 Pete (dog)
Box 949: 16201 Mr. M. Carruthers
Box 949: 16202 Army Map
Box 949: 16203 J. Needles
Box 949-950: 16204-16205 Paul Ash
Box 950: 16206-16207 Mrs. Evans, at District Attorney’s office
Box 950: 16208 C. Young
Box 950: 16209 Pola Negri
Box 950: 16210 Pat Shea
Box 950: 16211 Miss Rossi
Box 950-951: 16211-16216 Gus. Edwards
Box 951: 16217-16221 [Mother With Fraternal Twins]
Box 951: 16222 Dor. Miller
Box 951: 16223 Gang
Box 952: 16224 Peggy Hoyce
Box 952: 16226 Chief O'Brien
Box 952: 16227 Coronel Lealand
Box 952: 16228 Mike Gold
Box 952: 16229 Frank O'Doul
Box 952: 16230 Sylvain Lazarus
Box 952: 16231 Dell Cuerer
Box 952: 16232 Mr. Jones/Jonas
Box 952: 16234 Casey Smith
Box 953: 16236 Mrs. Breon
Box 953: 16237 Elliott Dexter
Box 953: 16238 Alice Battson
Box 953-2164: 16239-16244 Curtis D. Wilbur
Box 954: 16245-16246 Elsie Robinson [missing 16245]
Box 954: 16247 Mrs. C.H. Doneson
Box 954: 16248-16249 John O'Commell
Box 954: 16250-16251 Felix Frankfurter
Box 954: 16252-16254 William Jennings Bryan
Box 955: 16255 R. Franks
Box 955: 16256 Annita Stewart
Box 955: 16256 Bert Littel
Box 955: 16256 Rolph
Box 955: 16257 Annita Stewart
Box 955: 16258 Annita Stewart
Box 955: 16263 Florence Underwood
Box 955: 16263 Marjorie Minner
Box 955: 16264 Marion Buckman
Box 955: 16265 A.P. Allen
Box 955: 16266 Leo Stark
Box 955-956: 16266-16269 Leonard Keller
Box 956: 16268 Leo Stark
Box 956: 16270 Schmidt
Box 956: 16271-16274 June Elvinge
Box 956-1052: 16275-17277 McHugh
Box 957: 16278 McHugh
Box 957: 16279 Hanor
Box 957: 16280-16282 Tennessee (ship), Crew and Captain
Box 957-958: 16284-16291 Tennessee (ship), Crew
Box 958: 16292 Brown, golf
Box 958: 16293 C. Peeke
Box 958-959: 16294-16299 Leibes' Fashion
Box 959: 16301 Louis Stewart
Box 959: 16303 Ruth Mix
Box 959: 16304 Warfield, musician
Box 959-960: 16305-16309 Opera (rehearsal)
Box 960: 16310 Miss Silverman
Box 960: 16311-16315 California (ship)
Box 960: 16316 Monkey story Nelson Home
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Box 961: 16318 Monkey story Nelson Home
Box 961: 16319 George Latham
Box 961: 16321 Bob Berkey
Box 961: 16322 Bill Gallagher
Box 961: 16323-16324 Charles Erb
Box 961: 16325 Don Perry
Box 961: 16326 Jack Spalding
Box 961: 16327 Rosenthal, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 962: 16328 (Brick) Miller
Box 962: 16329-16330 Archie Nisbet
Box 962: 16331 (Fat) Clark, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 962: 16332 (Duke) Morrison
Box 962: 16333 Lee Cramer, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 962: 16334-16335 Andy Smith
Box 962: 16336 Boy Scouts
Box 963: 16337-16338 Hans Orth and wife
Box 963: 16339 Miss Bruntsch
Box 963: 16340 Mcgill
Box 963: 16343-16344 [Group of Males Cheering in Front of a Building]
Box 963: 16345 [Group of six males]
Box 963: 16346 "Defense Day" [Military officer putting armband on a female]
Box 963-964: 16347-16348 Mr. Davidson Cross
Box 964: 16349 Alma Bennett
Box 964: 16350-16354 Helen Willis
Box 964: 16355 William Crane
Box 964: 16356 Evelyn Weils
Box 965: 16357 Type of car Ocean Shore Railroad
Box 965: 16359 [House- “Vallemar”]
Box 965: 16360 Type of car Ocean Shore Railroad
Box 965: 16361-16362 Ethel Emery
Box 965: 16363 Campfire Girls
Box 965: 16364-16365 Vera Mason
Box 965: 16366 Elsie Janis
Box 966: 16367 Joe Soto
Box 966: 16368 Pop Fuller
Box 966: 16369 Helen Jacobs
Box 966: 16369 R. family Jocabs
Box 966: 16370-16375 Kitty Doner
Box 967: 16379 Elsie McCormick
Box 967: 16380 John A. Kelly
Box 967: 16381 Conrad H. Mann
Box 967: 16382 Effie Graf
Box 967: 16383 Cecilia Elkins
Box 967: 16383 Campfire Girls' Home
Box 967: 16384-16385 Finnland, steamer
Box 967: 16385 Kitty Doner
Box 967: 16386-16387 Sarah Padden
Box 967: 16388-16389 Dr. G.E. Chapman
Box 967: 16392-16393 Mrs. R.P. Palmer [missing 16393]
Box 968: 16397-16398 Mr. and Mrs. G.H. Mullen
Box 968: 16399 Morris Wagner
Box 968: 16400-16401 Lorraine Stanberry
Box 968: 16402-16403 Mildred Moffett
Box 968: 16404 Brady, District Attorney
Box 968: 16405-16406 Dr. Captain Thompson
Box 968: 16407 Edna Martorand
Box 968-969: 16408-16409 Alba, Spanish duke
Box 969: 16410 C. Will, wood-teacher
Box 969: 16411 Miss Bruntsch
Box 969: 16412-16414 Red Cross
Box 969: 16412-16414 Gilgi at Red Cross
Box 969: 16415 Ghost
Box 969: 16415 City Hall Ghost
Box 969: 16416 Wreck at Santa Cruz
Box 969: 16417 Chinese girl at Tea Room
Box 969: 16418-16419 Landini
Box 969: 16420 [Group of four men (one military officer)]
Box 970: 16421 [Older male]
Box 970: 16422 [Group of sixteen men (military and civilians)]
Box 970: 16423-16424 Ethel Hayes
Box 970: 16425 Jim Murphy
Box 970-971: 16426-16436 (Babe) Ruth
Box 971-972: 16437-16443 Jeanette Hakett
Box 972: 16444 Mrs. Charles N. Stearns
Box 972: 16445-16447 Luther Burbank
Box 972: 16445-16447 Luther Burbank, with Ford Tractor
Box 972: 16447 Dr. Joseph H. Shaw
Box 972: 16447 Miss Burbank
Box 973: 16448 Dorothy Campbell
Box 973: 16449-16451 Alma Gluck
Box 973: 16452-16457 Joe Kennedy, Fighter
Box 973: 16458 Blanche Peabody
Box 973: 16459-16460 Fred Knight
Box 973: 16461-16463 Mrs. Monte Blue
Box 973: 16463 Mr. and Mrs. Monte Blue
Box 974: 16464-16466 Albert Barrows, painter
Box 974: 16467-16468 Verniece Collins
Box 974: 16467-16468 Elisabeth Lind
Box 974: 16469 Marian Pauson
Box 974: 16469-16470 Jane Pauson
Box 974: 16470-16474 Helen Newbauer
Box 974: 16475-16476 Cedabook Horse
Box 974: 16476 P.B. Michel
Box 974-975: 16477-16480 Mrs. William Roth
Box 975: 16481-16485 Mildred Mooney
Box 975: 16486 Miss Rickard
Box 975: 16487-16488 Gino Severy
Box 975: 16489 Dr. Cross
Box 976: 16490-16492 Mrs. Bushman, Jr.
Box 976: 16492 Xavier Bushmann, Jr.
Box 976: 16493-16494 Pat Lester, fighter
Box 976: 16495 Madmoiselle Lenore, medium
Box 976: 16496 S.F.B. Morse
Box 976: 16497 Blanche Savoie
Box 976: 16498 G.W. Schilling
Box 976: 16499 Josephine Schwartz
Box 976: 16500 Mrs. Frank Griffin
Box 976: 16500A Mrs. Ira M. Haynes
Box 976: 16500B Walter Johnson
Box 976: 16500C Fay Lampphier
Box 977: 16501 Mr. and Mrs. G.A. Trost
Box 977: 16502-16503 Dr. Lily Martin
Box 977: 16504 (Babe) Ruth
Box 977: 16505-16506 Laura McKinstry
Box 977: 16506 Mrs. Carroll DeVol
Box 977: 16507-16508 Roscoe Arbucle
Box 977: 16509 Annie Silver
Box 977: 16510 Annie Silver
Box 978: 16511-16513 Annie Scholtz
Box 978: 16514 Ethel Johnson
Box 978: 16515 James E. Power
Box 978: 16516 James E. Power
Box 978: 16516 Dr. F. Smith
Box 978: 16517 [Bar.?] LaMotte
Box 978: 16518 Governor Dunne
Box 979: 16521 Landini
Box 979: 16522 Florence Stone
Box 979: 16523-16524 Walter Johnson
Box 979: 16525-16526 Ralph Stackpole
Box 979: 16527 Colonel Marston
Box 979-980: 16528-16531 Pederson, explorer
Box 980: 16532-16536 (Babe) Ruth
Box 980: 16537 Mrs. P. Verdier
Box 980: 16538 Julian Eltinge
Box 981: 16539 Miss Lynch, bank robbery
Box 981: 16542 Estelle Carpenter, with group of children
Box 981: 16544-16548 Police Review, 1924
Box 981: 16549 Army mules
Box 982: 16550 Big Brother
Box 982: 16551 Miss A. DiNola
Box 982: 16552 Camp Walter
Box 982: 16553 Florence Stone
Box 982: 16554 Cell Composing Room
Box 982: 16555 Galileo School
Box 982: 16556 [Galileo School?]  
Box 982: 16557 Galileo School
Box 982-983: 16558-16559 Bugler
Box 983: 16560-16561 Fireboxes
Box 983: 16562-16564 Snow Expedition
Box 983: 16565 Mrs. E. Martin
Box 984: 16566 E. Godchaux
Box 984: 16567 Sergeant Pat McGee
Box 984: 16568 Peter Dunne
Box 984: 16569 Sylvain Lazarus
Box 984: 16570 Judge Shorthall
Box 984: 16571 Paul Waner
Box 984: 16572-16574 Mr. and Mrs. Grant
Box 985: 16591-16597 Miss Brady, Golden Gate Theatre [missing 16591]
Box 985: 16598 McGill
Box 985: 16599 C. Peeke
Box 985-986: 16600-16603 Hartraft
Box 986: 16604 John O'Connell
Box 986: 16605 Chinese attorney
Box 986: 16606-16607 Prince of Siam
Box 986: 16608-16609 Reinhart
Box 987: 16610 Stanford Bonfire
Box 987: 16611 Julian Eltinge
Box 987: 16612 Lloyd Garretson
Box 987: 16613 D. DeGroot
Box 987: 16614 Goodfellow at Fairfax
Box 987: 16615 Woman feeding children Goodfellow at Fairfax [charitable organization]
Box 987: 16616 Building/house Goodfellow at Fairfax [charitable organization]
Box 987: 16617 Boy with calf Goodfellow at Fairfax [charitable organization]
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Box 988: 16618 Boy with piglet Goodfellow at Fairfax [charitable organization]
Box 988: 16619 Children eating Goodfellow at Fairfax [charitable organization]
Box 988: 16620 Boy drinking outside Goodfellow at Fairfax [charitable organization]
Box 988: 16621 Children outside Goodfellow at Fairfax [charitable organization]
Box 988: 16622 Children outside Goodfellow at Fairfax [charitable organization]
Box 988: 16623 Boys outside Goodfellow at Fairfax [charitable organization]
Box 988: 16624 Goodfellow at Fairfax
Box 988: 16625 Dennis, at Stanford
Box 988: 16626 Kamm
Box 989: 16627 Lawson, football
Box 989: 16628 Captain R. Dollar
Box 989: 16629 Boy Rolph
Box 989: 16630 Notre Dame
Box 989: 16631-16635 Business Office Boys
Box 989: 16636 Miss Hammerberg
Box 990: 16637 (Brick) Muller
Box 990: 16638 (Brick) Muller
Box 990: 16639 Mrs. Evans, at District Attorney's office
Box 990: 16640 (Pop) Warner
Box 990: 16641 (Dink) Templeton
Box 990: 16642 Air Mail Box
Box 990: 16643 Stan Zybysco
Box 990: 16644 Coach Bexdek
Box 990: 16645 Pat Lester
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Box 991: 16646 Campbell, football
Box 991: 16647 Reinhart
Box 991: 16648 Wilbur, secretary
Box 991: 16649 Mrs. Older, group
Box 991: 16650 Emma Wong
Box 991: 16651 Judge Ingram
Box 991: 16652-16653 Parade?, people on horses
Box 991: 16654 [Woman in parade]
Box 991: 16655 Native Daughters of the Golden West Orofino Parlor No. 9 NDGW, Instituted 1887-04-22
Box 992: 16656 [People in parade (wagon)]
Box 992: 16657 [Woman in parade]
Box 992: 16658 [People in wagon- parade]
Box 992: 16659 [Antioch Parlor no. 223 NDGW]
Box 992: 16660 [Children wearing costumes- parade]
Box 992: 16661-16662 Chief in Cow Bow Rig O'Brien
Box 992-993: 16663-16666 Pratt, office girls
Box 993: 16667-16673 Mrs. Older
Box 993: 16674 Mrs. Older, story
Box 993-996: 16674-16687 Older home
Box 996-997: 16688-16701 Mrs. Older Story and Home
Box 997-999: 16702-16719 Mrs. Older, copies
Box 999: 16720-16721 Mr. Brunner, With Daughter?
Box 999-1000: 16722-16727 Fire Boat Dog
Box 1000: 16728-16729 Dorothy Robinson
Box 1000: 16730-16731 Indians
Box 1000: 16732 Santa Clara College
Box 1000: 16733 Mrs. Lamb
Box 1000: 16734 Sheehan, fire
Box 1001: 16735-16736 Sheehan Fire?, unidentified elderly man and children
Box 1001: 16737 Sheehan, fire
Box 1001: 16738 Colbert Caldwell
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Box 1001: 16740 Saint Mary's Nurses
Box 1001: 16741-16742 Mrs. Thorpe
Box 1001: 16743-16744 Mrs. J. Berri
Box 1002: 16745 Gilgi, at Red Cross
Box 1002: 16746 Meyer Lessauer
Box 1002: 16747 Call Composing Room
Box 1002: 16748 Reverend Hoering
Box 1002: 16749 Mrs. Benigni
Box 1002: 16754 Mrs. E. Mayo
Box 1002: 16755 Rose W. Lane
Box 1002: 16756 Camp Fire Girls
Box 1002: 16758 Mrs. Mahoney and dog
Box 1003: 16759 Peter Dunne
Box 1003: 16760 Valentino
Box 1003: 16761 Archie Nisbet
Box 1003-1004: 16762-16768 Girls' High School Show, 1924
Box 1004: 16769 Mrs. Joseph Brown
Box 1004: 16770-16773 Julius Kahn
Box 1004: 16774-16776 Building Legion of Honour
Box 1004: 16778-16779 Judge Graham
Box 1005: 16780 Mrs. O'Brien, and canary
Box 1005: 16781 Mrs. F. Susinna
Box 1005: 16782-16783 Mrs. McCaffery
Box 1005: 16784-16786 Sanssome Street cave-in
Box 1005: 16787-16790 Y.W.C.A. show
Box 1006: 16791 Ledderman Hospital
Box 1006: 16794-16795 Linda
Box 1006: 16796 Waite, sixteen
Box 1006: 16797-16798 Golf Espinosa family [missing 16798]
Box 1006: 16800 [Goldstein?] Goldstein
Box 1006: 16801 Goldstein
Box 1006: 16802 Minerva Swain
Box 1006: 16803 Minerva Swain
Box 1007: 16804 Minerva Swain
Box 1007: 16805 Lowell and Lick Football
Box 1007-1008: 16805-16821 Lowell and Lick Football
Box 1008: 16821 Lowell and Lick Football
Box 1008: 16822-16826 S. Eric Von Stroheim
Box 1008: 16827-16828 Charles Woodman
Box 1008: 16829 Pantages girls
Box 1009: 16831 Elinor Glyn
Box 1009: 16832 Golf Espinosa family
Box 1009: 16833 Mrs. Brown
Box 1009: 16834 Jack Partington
Box 1009: 16834 Milton Landis
Box 1009: 16835-16837 Customs House
Box 1009: 16838 Irving Lesser
Box 1009-1010: 16839-16842 Lick Grad, 1924
Box 1010: 16843 Radio kid
Box 1010: 16844-16845 Radio Kid
Box 1010: 16846-16847 Miss Hirsh
Box 1010-1011: 16848-16854 20th Avenue Babies
Box 1011-1012: 16855-16858 Junior Moore, Jr.
Box 1012: 16859-16863 Constance White
Box 1012: 16864 Graham Shorthand
Box 1012: 16865-16866 Frank Hermann
Box 1012: 16867 MacSmith, golf
Box 1012: 16868-16869 Mrs. Sheedy, golf
Box 1012: 16870 Mrs. D. Waldeyer
Box 1013: 16871 A. Havers
Box 1013: 16872 J.L. Kelly
Box 1013: 16873 Bud Edwards
Box 1013: 16874 Hagen, golf
Box 1013: 16875 Sam Colaon, Jr.
Box 1013: 16876 Charles Sullivan
Box 1013: 16877 Mrs. Potter, golf
Box 1013: 16878 Mrs. Roos, golf
Box 1013: 16879 Mrs. A.S. Lee
Box 1014: 16880 Mrs. Parfait
Box 1014: 16881-16882 Eleanor Tennant
Box 1014: 16883-16886 Sarazen
Box 1014-1015: 16887-16889 A.G. Havers [Hauers?], Golf
Box 1015: 16893-16896 Mrs. Sheedy, Golf
Box 1015: 16897 Miss Bachigulipi, golf
Box 1015: 16898-16899 Eleanor Tennant
Box 1015: 16900 Miss Wrethers
Box 1016: 16901-16902 Mrs. Potter, golf
Box 1016: 16903-16905 Maps at Ferry building
Box 1016: 16906-16907 Mrs. [Miss?] Hipslay
Box 1016: 16908 Chess
Box 1016: 16909 Nanlon Fight Comm.
Box 1017: 16910-16911 Mr. Hanlon
Box 1017: 16912 Hanlon Fight Comm.
Box 1017: 16913-16914 Helen Todd
Box 1017: 16915 Waitress Saint Francis
Box 1017: 16916 LaBernecia
Box 1017: 16917-16918 Mrs. [Miss?] La Bernecia
Box 1018: 16919 LaBernecia
Box 1018: 16920-16921 Mrs. Wisebroad
Box 1018: 16922 Customs House
Box 1018: 16923 Julius Kahn, casket
Box 1018: 16924 Mr. Abrams
Box 1018: 16925-16928 Call Children, at Civic Center
Box 1019: 16929-16930 Margie Hisplay
Box 1019: 16932-16937 Knute Rockne
Box 1019-1020: 16938-16943 Horace Mann
Box 1020: 16944-16945 Dr. Micklejohn
Box 1020: 16947 Miss Sprague
Box 1020: 16948 Mrs. Potter, golf
Box 1020: 16949 Pete Ritchie
Box 1021: 16950-16953 Phil Fay
Box 1021-1023: 16954-16970 At Univiersity of California Pennsylvania team
Box 1023: 16970 (Babe) Horreil
Box 1023: 16971 Miss or Mrs. Hisplay
Box 1023: 16972 Mr. Crocker
Box 1023: 16973 [Three females, two with instruments] K.P.O.
Box 1023: 16974 Mr. Tanner, baseball player
Box 1023: 16975 Mrs. Ruby Adams
Box 1023-1024: 16976-16977 Mrs. Tom Mix
Box 1024: 16977-16978 Tom Mix
Box 1024: 16979 Mrs. Charles Goff
Box 1024: 16980 Dr. Henno
Box 1024: 16981 Dr. Morton
Box 1024: 16982 Mrs. W.T. Wiley
Box 1024: 16983 Mr. Shaw, inventor
Box 1024: 16984 Mrs. Ham, and Maybelle and Dorothy
Box 1024: 16985 Gillette, United States Attorney
Box 1024: 16986 Mrs. Ramsdale
Box 1025: 16987-16988 Warren Brown
Box 1025: 16999 Dale Winter, and Mrs. Harry Duffy
Box 1025: 17000 Rose Page
Box 1025: 17000-17001 Carolyn Rock
Box 1025: 17002-17003 Ruth Burkhalter
Box 1025: 17004 Mr. and Mrs. Newton D. Gould
Box 1025: 17005 Louis Ch. Mulgardt
Box 1026: 17006-17007 Dog Lizzie
Box 1026: 17008 Rose Page
Box 1026: 17009 Vera Comtartzeff
Box 1026: 17010 Hilda Erickson
Box 1026: 17011 Richard Bartheles
Box 1026: 17012 Noteman children
Box 1026: 17013 Levy, purchasing ac. city
Box 1026: 17014-17015 Joe Kelly, musician
Box 1026: 17016 Bay Bridge
Box 1027: 17017 Harry Stafford
Box 1027: 17018 Mrs. Colonel Pope
Box 1027: 17019 Colonel Pope
Box 1027: 17020 Count de Ways Ruart
Box 1027: 17021-17022 Countess de Ways Ruart
Box 1027: 17023 Robert Gordon, baby
Box 1027: 17024 B. Danziger, office
Box 1027: 17025 Marie Bowden
Box 1027: 17026-17027 Alberta Rennie
Box 1028: 17028 Blanche Kirner
Box 1028: 17029 Dorothy Louder
Box 1028: 17030 Josephine Codoni
Box 1028: 17031 Elaine Ennis
Box 1028: 17032 Nita Copper
Box 1028: 17033 May Ulery
Box 1028: 17034 Lucille Poindexter
Box 1028: 17035 Harry Duffy
Box 1028: 17035A Miss Dale Winter
Box 1028: 17036-17037 Geraldine Hoffe
Box 1029: 17049 Mrs. Gay Marshall
Box 1029: 17050 Edith Wanner
Box 1029: 17051 Mary Virginia Scrugg
Box 1029: 17052 Minette Peterson
Box 1029: 17053 Nellie King
Box 1029: 17054 Miss C.L. Fuller
Box 1029: 17055 George Billings
Box 1029: 17056 James Powers
Box 1029: 17056 Chester N. Weaver
Box 1029-1030: 17057-17058 Walter Camp
Box 1030: 17059 Anne Trinnes
Box 1030: 17060 Shurleff, Prohibition Agent
Box 1030: 17061 H. Bigelow Lyman
Box 1030: 17063 Mrs. Sam Seligson
Box 1030: 17064 Mrs. Sam Seligson, formerly Dorothy Beverly Marigold
Box 1030: 17065 Mrs. Sam Seligson
Box 1030: 17065 Ellin Jones
Box 1030: 17067 P.G.&E. building
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Box 1041: 17172 Hoffmann, baseball
Box 1041-1042: 17173-17179 Ed Gleeson
Box 1042: 17180 Pat Freyne, Sport Editor
Box 1042: 17182-17184 Mr. Morse
Box 1043: 17185-17191 Eunice Vernille
Box 1043: 17192-17193 Pickpocket demonstration
Box 1044: 17194 Alice Luthi
Box 1044: 17195 Pete Ritchie
Box 1044: 17196 Lee Masters
Box 1044: 17197 General Hovey
Box 1044: 17198-17199 Jack Densham
Box 1044: 17200 Heus/Jeeus/Jeens Lam/Law
Box 1044: 17201-17202 Toby Irwin
Box 1045: 17203 Pauline Vlautin
Box 1045: 17204 Tamalpais High School
Box 1045: 17205 [Females rollerskating] Tamalpais High School
Box 1045: 17206 Tamalpais High School
Box 1045: 17207 William Hard
Box 1045: 17209 Floyd Hall, escaped convict
Box 1045: 17211 Floyd Hall
Box 1045: 17212 Floyd Hall, [and male with gun]
Box 1045: 17213 Floyd Hall, [place where he was found?]
Box 1046: 17214 Floyd Hall, [males armed with rifles/shotguns]
Box 1046: 17216 Floyd Hall, [place where he was found?]
Box 1046: 17217-17222 Donald Lowrie
Box 1046: 17222-17223 Ted O’Hara
Box 1047: 17224-17225 Joe McEnerney
Box 1047: 17226-17227 Mr. Darrah
Box 1047: 17228 (Moose) Taussig
Box 1047: 17229-17231 Mrs. Wills, going to San Quentin
Box 1047: 17232 Beverly Jones
Box 1048: 17233-17236 Dog Show
Box 1048: 17238 Oppenheimer, Jr. ?
Box 1048: 17239 Ruth Draper
Box 1048: 17240 Harry Campbell
Box 1048: 17241 Bishop Parsons
Box 1048: 17242 Amelia Radovich
Box 1049: 17243-17244 Captain Whitelaw
Box 1049: 17245 Josephine Black
Box 1049: 17246 Virginia Watts
Box 1049: 17247 Sadie Caplan
Box 1049: 17248-17249 Captain Charles Goff
Box 1049: 17248 C. Yellowley
Box 1049: 17249 Mr. McGlynn
Box 1049: 17250 Donoho, Police Officer
Box 1049: 17251 A.C. Macomber
Box 1050: 17252-17254 Ruth Roland
Box 1050: 17256-17257 Halvorsen, Hypnotist
Box 1050: 17258 Ben Burman
Box 1050: 17258 Joye Ray
Box 1050: 17259 Silvia Riccomi
Box 1050: 17260 Harmon Skillen
Box 1050: 17261 Delia Ocampo
Box 1051: 17262 H.C. Dender
Box 1051: 17263 Fred Hetaling
Box 1051: 17264 Harry Carrol
Box 1051: 17265 Daniel J. Leary
Box 1051: 17266 Margaret Lindsay
Box 1051: 17267-17268 Jehude Menuhim
Box 1051: 17269 Dr. Alex Fleisher
Box 1051: 17270 E.J. Henry
Box 1051: 17271 Ralph King
Box 1051: 17272 Lou Madison
Box 1051: 17273 McCarthy, white hat
Box 1051-1052: 17274-17275 Margaret Friedman
Box 1052: 17276-17277 Ada Josephs
Box 1052: 17278-17279 Jackie Adams
Box 1052: 17280 Davis Family
Box 1052: 17281 George Newman
Box 1052: 17282 Dr. Jerome Mecias
Box 1052: 17283 Franconia, steamer
Box 1052: 17284-17285 Mrs. Cowan Lees
Box 1052: 17286-17287 Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Clark and children
Box 1052: 17287 Captain Melson, C.W.
Box 1053: 17288-17290 Patsy Flannigan, fighter
Box 1053: 17290 C.E. deAlvan
Box 1053: 17291 Slip Madigan, coach
Box 1053: 17292 Slip (coach) Madigan
Box 1053: 17293 Slip Madigan, coach
Box 1053: 17294 Red Strader
Box 1053: 17295 Paul Anderson
Box 1053: 17296 C.E. De Alvan
Box 1053: 17297 Edith Lucius Evans
Box 1053: 17298 Sarah Williams
Box 1054: 17301-17303 Mrs. Julius Kahn
Box 1054: 17304 Marion Aye
Box 1054: 17305 Mrs. Stribling
Box 1054: 17306 Stribling, fighter
Box 1054: 17307 Mr. and Mrs. Paul Whiteman
Box 1054: 17308 Parree, attorney
Box 1054: 17308A Carosn, miner
Box 1054: 17309 James Rolph, Jr.
Box 1054: 17310 Otto Floto
Box 1054: 17310A William Laughran, fighter
Box 1054-1055: 17311-17314 Tommy Laughran
Box 1055: 17315 William Laughran, fighter
Box 1055: 17316 Otto Floto
Box 1055: 17317 Floyd Johnson
Box 1055: 17318-17320 James Coffroth
Box 1056: 17321-17322 Joe Simmonich
Box 1056: 17323 Jack Silver, fighter
Box 1056: 17324 Jack Silver
Box 1056: 17325 Jack Silver, fighter
Box 1056: 17326 Andy Smith
Box 1056: 17327-17328 Mabel Bert
Box 1056-1057: 17329-17330 Hazel Westfall
Box 1057: 17331-17332 Josephine Emanuel
Box 1057: 17333 Mrs. Sanchez, divorce
Box 1057: 17334 Rosammande Adams
Box 1057: 17335 Milton Schmidt
Box 1057: 17336 Eleanor Posey
Box 1057: 17337 Alice Low
Box 1057: 17337A Ralph Springer
Box 1057: 17338 Joseph Todd
Box 1058: 17339 Dorothy Plowden
Box 1058: 17340 Captian Dollar, Robert
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Box 1058: 17340A William R. Fitch
Box 1058: 17340B Margaret Pfister
Box 1058: 17340C Captain J. Harry Philbin
Box 1058: 17340D Frank W. Relyea
Box 1058: 17341 Mrs. J. Emmett Haiden
Box 1058: 17341A Mrs. Copp
Box 1058: 17342 Miss Duarte
Box 1058: 17343 Mary Gurcie and baby
Box 1058: 17344 Gene Ross
Box 1058: 17345 Mrs. Fred Hotaling
Box 1058: 17346 Mrs. James H. Wall
Box 1058: 17347 J. Gurmenendez
Box 1058-1059: 17348-17349 Anna Grace
Box 1059: 17350 Kate Reade
Box 1059: 17350-17352 Anna Reade
Box 1059: 17353-17354 Anna Pavlova
Box 1059: 17355 Archibald Johnson
Box 1059: 17356 Archibald Johnson
Box 1060: 17357-17358 Dr. Balsinger and wife
Box 1060: 17359 Issa Tanimura
Box 1060: 17360-17361 Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Knight
Box 1060: 17362 Caroline Diamond
Box 1060: 17363 Mildred Kerbst
Box 1060: 17364 Claudine Costa
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Box 1061: 17365 Mrs. Thomas Bannon
Box 1061: 17366 Dorothy Jardon
Box 1061: 17367 Eileen McFarland
Box 1061-1062: 17368-17377 Piedmont
Box 1062: 17378 Legs
Box 1063: 17382 Legs
Box 1063: 17383 Mrs. Goodfellow
Box 1063: 17384 Butchertown Fire
Box 1063: 17386 Butchertown fire
Box 1063: 17389 Butchertown fire
Box 1063: 17393 Eleanor Garrati
Box 1063: 17394 Eleanor Garrati
Box 1063: 17395 Eleanor Garrati
Box 1063: 17396 Secretary of Agriculture Jardine
Box 1064: 17397-17399 McDaniels, Boy Mayor
Box 1064: 17400 Boy Mayor McDaniels
Box 1064: 17401 Miss Gosling
Box 1064: 17402 Miss Gosling
Box 1064: 17402A Mr. Meyers and dog
Box 1064: 17403 Pat Frayne, Sport Editor
Box 1064-1065: 17404-17407 Cissy Loftos
Box 1065: 17408 Mr. Crockett, baseball
Box 1065: 17409 Crockett, baseball
Box 1065: 17409A Phone
Box 1065: 17410 Ted O'Hara
Box 1065: 17411-17412 Grace Naughton
Box 1065: 17413 Stella
Box 1065: 17414 Joe McEnerney
Box 1066: 17421 Ida Hirsh
Box 1066: 17422-17424 Store Werner
Box 1066: 17425 Aviator
Box 1066: 17426 Miss Mole
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Box 1079: 17546 Jim and Dick Lawson
Box 1079: 17547 S. Loomis, football
Box 1079: 17548 S. Hunt, football
Box 1079-1080: 17549-17554 Jim McLarnin, Boxer
Box 1080: 17555-17556 Mrs. Perry and boys
Box 1080: 17557 Ruby Adams
Box 1080: 17558-17560 Stan Zybysco
Box 1080: 17561-17562 Jack Grace
Box 1081: 17563-17564 Lenore Ulric [missing 17563]
Box 1081: 17565-17566 Lena Tognoli
Box 1081: 17567 Mills College
Box 1081: 17568 (Brick) Morse
Box 1081: 17569-17571 Lincoln Highway
Box 1081-1082: 17572-17575 Midgets
Box 1082: 17576 [Neighborhood]
Box 1082: 17577 [Children on a sew-saw ?]
Box 1082: 17578 [Neighborhood]
Box 1082: 17579 Midgets
Box 1082-1083: 17580-17588 [Unidentified Woman Posing]
Box 1083: 17589 (Babe) Horrell
Box 1083: 17590 Henlon Boxing Comm.
Box 1084: 17591 Mr. and Mrs. Cohn
Box 1084: 17592 Eleanor Garrati
Box 1084: 17593 Governor Morris
Box 1084: 17595 DeSabela
Box 1084: 17596 Geoffrey Holt
Box 1084: 17597 Miss Snow
Box 1084: 17598 Art School
Box 1084: 17599 Boy Scout
Box 1084: 17600 Miss Folger
Box 1085: 17601-17603 Hebrew Home
Box 1085: 17604 Mr. and Mrs. Young
Box 1085: 17605-17606 Wilbur, secretary
Box 1085: 17607 Secretary Wilbur and family
Box 1085: 17608 Griffin, baseball
Box 1085-1086: 17609-17610 Stackpole house
Box 1086: 17611 Stackpole House ? [Male scientist posed with pipe clamp]
Box 1086: 17612 J.F. Stevens, Plumber
Box 1086: 17612 Peter Swenson, Carpenter and Builder
Box 1086: 17613 ["Flanders Field"] Sand models
Box 1086: 17613 Sand models
Box 1086: 17614 ["Flanders Field"] Sand models
Box 1086: 17615 Sand models
Box 1086: 17616 Jack Holt
Box 1086: 17616-17617 Mr. and Mrs. Monte Blue
Box 1086-1087: 17619-17621 Irvin Cobb
Box 1087: 17622 Wilbur, secretary
Box 1087: 17622-17626 Shriner's Day Baseball San Francisco team
Box 1087-1089: 17627-17638 Mildred Titcomb
Box 1088: 17629 Mrs. Wilson Knight
Box 1088: 17630 Mrs. McCreery, Burlingame
Box 1088: 17631 Agnes Clark
Box 1088: 17632 Peggy Salisbury
Box 1088: 17632 Genevieve Hart
Box 1088: 17633 Estelle Nolan
Box 1088: 17634 Mrs. Nion Tucker
Box 1088: 17635 Mrs. Howard Monroe
Box 1088: 17636 Gwendolyn Jamieson
Box 1088: 17636-17637 Gordon Cramner
Box 1089: 17638 Margaret Cross
Box 1089: 17638 Ruby Tadich
Box 1089-1090: 17638-17653 Roy Riley
Box 1089: 17639 Bernice Lee
Box 1089: 17640-17642 Isabelle Robbins
Box 1089: 17641-17644 Helen Harriss
Box 1089: 17641-17642 Florence Meiers
Box 1089: 17643 Margaret Cheney
Box 1089: 17643A Florence Meiers
Box 1089: 17644-17645 Harry Cowels
Box 1089: 17646 Benny Alger
Box 1090: 17647 George Eagles
Box 1090: 17648-17653 Roy Riley, Boxer
Box 1090: 17654 Johnny Gill
Box 1090: 17655-17656 Pancho Villa
Box 1090: 17657 Hans Steinke
Box 1090: 17658 Miller, wrestling manager
Box 1090: 17659 B. Webster, Captain
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Box 1091: 17660-17662 Helen Filkey, track star
Box 1091: 17663-17664 Frank and sister Muskie
Box 1091: 17665 Dave Shade
Box 1091: 17666-17667 Frank Schoell, fighter
Box 1091: 17668 Herrman, fight promoter
Box 1091: 17668A Scaler, promoter
Box 1092: 17669-17670 Sol. Levinson, Jr.
Box 1092: 17670 Pat Eagan
Box 1092: 17671 Mrs. and Mrs. E. Lowe
Box 1092: 17672 Mrs. E. Lowe (Tashman)
Box 1092: 17673 Mr. and Mrs. E. Lowe
Box 1092: 17674 E. Lowe
Box 1092: 17675 Dr. Painless Parker
Box 1092: 17676 Ernestine Black
Box 1092-1093: 17677-17678 Alice Jackson
Box 1093: 17679 Edith Schramm
Box 1093: 17680 Mrs. E. Ruud Clark
Box 1093: 17681 E. Hogan, police
Box 1093: 17682 Thomas Allen Box
Box 1093: 17683 Mary P. Collondrez
Box 1093: 17684 Una-Locke Padden
Box 1093: 17685 Edith Flinn
Box 1093: 17687 Francis, actor
Box 1094: 17688 Dr. Siegfried
Box 1094: 17689-17690 Sunny Lauder
Box 1094: 17691 Fay Lamphier
Box 1094: 17692 Lala Moss
Box 1094: 17693-17695 T. Douglas Robinson
Box 1094: 17696 Kunze
Box 1095: 17697-17698 Dorothy Jardon
Box 1095: 17699 William Earwood
Box 1095: 17700-17703 Betty Bronson
Box 1095: 17702-17703 Miss Zazu Pitts
Box 1095: 17704-17705 Ed Gleeson
Box 1096: 17706 Vada Watson
Box 1096: 17707 Robert Geistlich
Box 1096: 17709 Pearl Corn
Box 1096: 17710 Police swim
Box 1096: 17711 Dorothy Plowden
Box 1096: 17712 May Eberwein
Box 1096: 17713 Madame Hendrickson
Box 1096: 17714 Victoria Best
Box 1096: 17715 Count and Countess de Vibraye
Box 1097: 17716 Countess De Vibraye
Box 1097: 17717 Count De Vibraye
Box 1097: 17718 Olive Marcella
Box 1097: 17719 Captain Moses, US Navy
Box 1097: 17720 Ruth Watson
Box 1097: 17720A Francis Wilson
Box 1097: 17721 Eva Clark
Box 1097: 17722 Mrs. Charles Dawes
Box 1097-1098: 17723-17725 Pearl Orthega
Box 1098: 17726 Mrs. Sekini, Japan
Box 1098: 17727 Mrs. Look Eli Alexander
Box 1098: 17728 Fremont Older
Box 1098: 17731 Alberta Morbio
Box 1098: 17731A Mary Jane McCane
Box 1098: 17731B Alberta Pettit
Box 1098: 17732 Mrs. Thorton Lindley High
Box 1098: 17732-17733 Edith von Rhine
Box 1098: 17734 Mrs. Cornwallis Stevenson
Box 1098: 17735 Marie Louise Meyer
Box 1098: 17735A Mildred Rowell
Box 1099: 17736 Cyril Cane
Box 1099: 17736A Margaret Cheney
Box 1099: 17736B Mrs. John-Harold Dorn
Box 1099: 17737-17738 Harry Lyons
Box 1099: 17739 Mrs. James H. Smith
Box 1099: 17740 Rene Cazenave
Box 1099: 17741-17743 Harriett Parshall
Box 1099-1100: 17744-17745 Tearing down of House
Box 1099: 17744 Nancy Welferd
Box 1100: 17745-17746 Mr. and Mrs. Milton Mark
Box 1100: 17747 Dora Howard
Box 1100: 17748 Louise Gavin
Box 1100: 17748 Eugene Gavin
Box 1100: 17749 Gertrude Ederle
Box 1100: 17750 Don Liebendorfer
Box 1100: 17751 Ricardo Cortez
Box 1100: 17752 Dorothy McKay
Box 1101: 17753 Mrs. Calvin Coolidge
Box 1101: 17754 Mrs. Lotte
Box 1101: 17755 Tommy Simson
Box 1101: 17757 Luella Goff
Box 1101: 17758 Fredrick Opp, Burr
Box 1101: 17759-17760 Misha Levitzky
Box 1101: 17761-17762 Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dempsey
Box 1102: 17763 Gwinn, Police Captain
Box 1102: 17763A Dan O'Brien
Box 1102: 17764 Captain Jones, United States of America
Box 1102: 17765 Captain Wanderwell
Box 1102: 17766 Miss Wanderwell
Box 1102: 17767 Rose Genender
Box 1102: 17768-17769 Michael Mahoney
Box 1102: 17770 Jr. Mahoney, goat
Box 1102: 17771 Olympic Club at beach, January 1, 1924
Box 1103: 17772 O.C. Hunter, coach
Box 1103: 17773 Juliette Levy
Box 1103: 17774-17776 Vilma Banki
Box 1103: 17777 O.C. Bailey, Buck
Box 1103: 17778 Linda
Box 1103: 17779-17780 Virginia Dobbs
Box 1104: 17781 Bettys Lindsay
Box 1104: 17782 Mr. and Mrs. Leroy French
Box 1104: 17783 Bertha Nicolives
Box 1104: 17784 Harman Skillen
Box 1104: 17785 Lewis, strangler
Box 1104: 17786 (Pop) Foster, fight manager
Box 1104: 17787-17788 Veronica Multhill
Box 1104: 17789 Fennimore Cooper
Box 1105: 17790 Mrs. Fennimore Cooper
Box 1105: 17791-17792 Alice Agnew
Box 1105: 17793 Miss Gosling
Box 1105: 17794 Mission High School
Box 1105: 17795 Toby Irwin
Box 1105: 17796-17797 Ludke
Box 1105: 17798 Eleanor Garrati
Box 1106: 17799 Mrs. R. Philipps
Box 1106: 17800 Mildred Mooney
Box 1106: 17801-17802 Mildred Mooney
Box 1106: 17802-17805 Agnes Pottage
Box 1106: 17806 Miss Pellow
Box 1106: 17807 Neill, football
Box 1107: 17808-17809 Tamalpais High School
Box 1107: 17810 (Babe) Horrell
Box 1107: 17811 Mrs. Sheedy, golf
Box 1107: 17812-17815 Canada Basketball Women
Box 1107: 17816 [Male in suit (not nevers)]
Box 1107-2164: 17817-17818 Ernie Nevers
Box 1108: 17819 Building wreck
Box 1108: 17820 Anna C. Wellbrock
Box 1108: 17821 Girl court
Box 1108: 17822 Building wreck
Box 1108: 17823 Miss Burke
Box 1108-1109: 17824-17828 General Obregon
Box 1109: 17829-17830 Girls University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1109: 17831-17832 Supervisor Katz
Box 1109: 17833 Girls University of California
Box 1109: 17833-17834 Anna Young
Box 1109: 17835 Journet
Box 1110: 17836 Pat Frayne
Box 1110: 17837 Olympic Club building
Box 1110: 17838-17842 Fillmore Street District
Box 1110: 17843-17844 DeYoung, funeral
Box 1110: 17845 Dennis, at Stanford
Box 1110: 17846 Dick Lawson
Box 1111: 17847 Dick Lawson, Football
Box 1111: 17848-17851 Midshipmen
Box 1111: 17852 Russian Hill
Box 1111: 17853 [Russian Hill ?]
Box 1111: 17855 Russian Hill
Box 1111: 17856 J. Hatlow
Box 1112: 17857 Fanning
Box 1112: 17858 Milton Latham
Box 1112: 17860 Shannon, San Raphael
Box 1112: 17861-17862 Nellie Cleary
Box 1112: 17863-17864 Russian Hill
Box 1112: 17865 Agnes Pottage
Box 1113: 17866 Bachigulipi, officer
Box 1113: 17867 Charles Woodman
Box 1113: 17868-17869 Hal Rhyne
Box 1113: 17870 Mr. Waner, Baseball
Box 1113: 17870 Paul Waner
Box 1113: 17871 ["Music" storefront]
Box 1113: 17872-17873 [Unidentified House and Surrounding Gardens]
Box 1113-1114: 17874-17875 [Neighborhood Surrounding Unidentified House], (same house in 17872-17873, 17876)
Box 1114: 17876 [Front yard of a house (?#17872)]
Box 1114: 17877 Miss or Mrs. Peterson
Box 1114: 17878 For N.L. Hauser ["Edward F. Bryant Tas Collector Estate Tax Fisca
Box 1114: 17879 ["Eddie Gore L.A. Our President"] Lions
Box 1114: 17880 [Female students on the steps of Wheeler Hall UC
Box 1114: 17881 Claudie ? Hyams, (same as #17880)
Box 1114: 17882 [Female sitting]
Box 1114-1115: 17883-17884 [Unidentified Women Displaying Fabrics/Textiles]
Box 1115: 17885 [Two females hanging textiles/curtains]
Box 1115: 17886 [Nippon Photoplay storefront]
Box 1115: 17887 ["Colusa House Rooms" building]
Box 1115: 17888 Floyd Hall, (same as #17212)
Box 1115: 17889 John Connoly
Box 1115: 17890 McShane, Chief
Box 1115: 17891 Miss Pellow
Box 1115: 17892 Cadnesseo
Box 1116: 17893-17896 Dog, at Pantages
Box 1116: 17897 Mrs. Dr. Henno
Box 1116: 17898 Miss Sheehan
Box 1116: 17899 Miss Sheehan
Box 1116: 17900 Miss Sheehan
Box 1116-1117: 17901-17903 Mrs. Belasco
Box 1117: 17904 Mrs. Jere Sullivan
Box 1117: 17905-17909 Myrra, Track
Box 1117: 17910 Camille Alexander
Box 1118: 17912-17913 Olympic Club
Box 1118-1119: 17914-17921 Mr. McSheehy, Supervisor
Box 1119: 17922 E. Godchaux
Box 1119: 17923 Charles Powers
Box 1119: 17924-17928 Boy and donkey Jackson
Box 1120: 17929 Dr. Ball
Box 1120: 17930-17931 [Make-up Artists]
Box 1120: 17932 [Female holding a scissors and a comb]
Box 1120: 17933 [Female cutting a male's hair]
Box 1120: 17934-17935 Miss Cummings
Box 1120: 17936-17937 Alice Kavanaugh
Box 1120: 17937 Miss Kelly, Saint Francis
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Box 1121: 17938 Franck Hayener
Box 1121: 17940-17944 [Hands in Handcuffs]
Box 1121: 17945 Mrs. George Hearst
Box 1121: 17946 [Oakland views]
Box 1121: 17947 [Oakland views]
Box 1122: 17948 [Oakland views]
Box 1122: 17949 [Interior of a Steel Works Company?]
Box 1122: 17950 Oakland views
Box 1122: 17951-17953 [Unidentified Persons in Canoe]
Box 1122: 17954 [House]
Box 1122: 17957-17958 Oakland Views [missing 17958]
Box 1122-1123: 17959-17960 (Prohi) Johnson
Box 1123: 17961 Tax office
Box 1123: 17963 Dr. Ball
Box 1123: 17964-17965 Miss Elkins
Box 1123: 17966 Katz, supervisor
Box 1123: 17967 Miss Richardson
Box 1123: 17968-17969 Haswell
Box 1124: 17970 Miss Breslan
Box 1124: 17971-17972 Elks
Box 1124: 17973-17974 [Women Playing Field Hockey]
Box 1124: 17975 Shafnitt, Mr. Football
Box 1124: 17976 Cock
Box 1124: 17977-17979 Wildflower Company
Box 1125: 17980 Franck Hayener
Box 1125: 17981 Stan Zybyesco
Box 1125: 17982 Pat Frayne, Sport Editor
Box 1125: 17984 San Francisco Scenes
Box 1125: 17985 San Francisco scenes
Box 1125: 17985A Shafnitt
Box 1125: 17988 Miss Doyle
Box 1125: 17989 Rau, football
Box 1125: 17990 Dixon Football
Box 1125-1126: 17991-17992 Dixon, Football
Box 1126: 17993 Dixon Football
Box 1126: 17994 Griffin, football
Box 1126: 17995 Barnard
Box 1126: 17996-17997 Hoover, football
Box 1126: 17998 (Babe) Horrell
Box 1126: 17999 Carlson Football
Box 1126: 18000 Carey, football
Box 1127: 18001 Don Nichols
Box 1127: 18002 Art School
Box 1127: 18003 Swartz
Box 1127: 18005 Irvin Cobb
Box 1127: 18006 Ripley
Box 1127: 18007 Poison story dog and girl
Box 1127: 18008 Cock
Box 1127-1128: 18009-18010 Helen Wills
Box 1128: 18011A [Dancers, Actors, and Performers]
Box 1128: 18011B [Jumper], Mission High School
Box 1128: 18012 Jumper Mission High School
Box 1128: 18013-18014 Myrra, Track
Box 1128: 18015 [Oakland Scene?]
Box 1128: 18017 Miss King
Box 1128: 18019 Sailor head
Box 1129: 18020 Helen Wills
Box 1129: 18021 McCondray Street
Box 1129: 18022 Griffin, football
Box 1129: 18023-18030 Olympic Club
Box 1130: 18031 Miss Silva
Box 1130: 18032-18034 Miss Silva
Box 1130: 18034 Miss Silva
Box 1130: 18035 Mackey
Box 1130: 18037-18039 Dr. Franzel
Box 1130: 18040 Franck Hayener
Box 1131: 18041 Colonel Ned Green
Box 1131: 18041A (Prohi) Johnson
Box 1131: 18042 J.H. Trask
Box 1131: 18043-18044 J.W. Roscoe
Box 1131: 18045-18046 Mrs. Thomas P. Gray
Box 1131: 18046 Mrs. Fritzi Smith
Box 1131: 18047 Fred Du Bry
Box 1131: 18048 Roja Wilke
Box 1131-1132: 18049-18050 Marjorie McCullum
Box 1132: 18051 George Luce
Box 1132: 18053-18054 Hugh Ross
Box 1132: 18055 Margaret Bentley
Box 1132: 18056 Mrs. Rupert Mason
Box 1132: 18058 Elisabeth Davis
Box 1132: 18058A Harriett Wirtner
Box 1132: 18059 Louis Burmister
Box 1132: 18059A Elisabeth Magee
Box 1133: 18060 Mary Searles
Box 1133: 18061 Lord Thompson
Box 1133: 18062 Mrs. M.J. Hunter
Box 1133: 18063 Margaret McAuliffe
Box 1133: 18064 Helen Crowell
Box 1133: 18065 Speck O’Donnell
Box 1133: 18066 Garland Anderson
Box 1133: 18067 Mildred Clamoss
Box 1133: 18068 Audrey Malone
Box 1133: 18068A Louis Duane
Box 1133: 18069 Barbara Schilling, and Mrs. George
Box 1134: 18070 Charlotte Greenwood
Box 1134: 18071 Helen Lacar
Box 1134: 18072 Lucille Dunbar
Box 1134: 18073 C.L. Skinner
Box 1134: 18074 Charles Landau
Box 1134: 18074A Tom Kyne
Box 1134: 18075 Florence O’Dowd
Box 1134: 18076 Mrs. Wilcox
Box 1134: 18077 John Bruce
Box 1134: 18078 Bill LaRue, (F.A.T.)
Box 1135: 18079 Edna French
Box 1135: 18080 James Herz
Box 1135: 18080A Mrs. Milton N. Jelinski
Box 1135: 18080B Mrs. Philipp Klein
Box 1135: 18081 Senator Pomerene
Box 1135: 18082 Mrs. Atle Pomerene
Box 1135: 18083 Warren Shannon
Box 1135: 18084-18087 Warren Shannon
Box 1136: 18089 Warren Shannon
Box 1136: 18090-18092 Mr. and Mrs. Hicks, Magazine Editor
Box 1136: 18093 Mrs. C.C. Cathey
Box 1136: 18095 Mrs. F.A. Hammargreen
Box 1136: 18098 Margaret Cheney
Box 1136: 18098A Frances McClenan
Box 1136: 18098B Virginia Powell
Box 1136: 18098C Mrs. John Treckeld
Box 1136: 18100 Mildred Hasalone
Box 1136: 18101 Dolores Hasalone
Box 1137: 18102 Dorothy Hasalone
Box 1137: 18103 Angela Johnson
Box 1137: 18104 (Brick) Muller
Box 1137: 18105 Sadie Hoffman
Box 1137: 18106 Mr. and Mrs. Todd, supervisor
Box 1137: 18107 Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Schmidt
Box 1137: 18108-18109 Marth Krakow
Box 1137: 18111 Barbette Hammell
Box 1138: 18113 Barbette Hammell
Box 1138: 18114 Berkeley Campanile (Sather Tower, UC Berkeley)
Box 1138: 18115 James Kibbe
Box 1138: 18116 Augusta Tompson
Box 1138: 18117 James Allen
Box 1138: 18118 Delphinia Perry
Box 1138: 18119-18120 Professor Adams, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1138: 18121 Mrs. Albert Elliott
Box 1139: 18122 Walter Hackmeier
Box 1139: 18123 Maslin, Call staff
Box 1139: 18124 E. Godchaux
Box 1139: 18125 Miss Doyle
Box 1139: 18126 Johny McHugh
Box 1139: 18127 Dan Doran
Box 1139: 18128 Mrs. Perry
Box 1139: 18129 Cleveland, football
Box 1139: 18130 Hack Miller
Box 1139: 18131 Goddard
Box 1139: 18132 Miss Gay
Box 1139: 18133-18134 Fay McNamar
Box 1139: 18135 Rose Brown
Box 1139: 18136-18137 Miss King
Box 1139: 18138 (Firehouse) Eddy
Box 1140: 18140 [Nature Shot], [Trees, Grass, and Hills in Background]
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Box 1141: 18141-18146 (Pop) Warner
Box 1141: 18147-18149 Solomon, Stanford football
Box 1142: 18150 Stan Lawson, football
Box 1142: 18151-18152 Bogue, football
Box 1142: 18153 Cleveland, football
Box 1142: 18154 Stanford team, 1924
Box 1142: 18155 Gartwaite, football
Box 1142: 18156-18157 Solomon, Stanford football
Box 1143: 18158-18159 Baker, football
Box 1143: 18160 Shipkey, football
Box 1143: 18161-18162 Mr. Middleton, Football
Box 1143: 18163 Football Post Brothers
Box 1143: 18164 Hill, football
Box 1143: 18165 Cuddleback, football
Box 1143: 18166 Mitchell, football
Box 1144: 18167 Price, football
Box 1144: 18168-18169 McCreery, football
Box 1144: 18170-18171 Adams, Football
Box 1144: 18170-18172 Walker, Stanford Football
Box 1144: 18173 Hill, football
Box 1144: 18174 Walker, Stanford football
Box 1144-1145: 18175-18176 Jesse Cook
Box 1145: 18177-18179 Pat Frayne
Box 1145: 18180-18183 Olympic Club Boxers
Box 1145: 18184 Geoffrey Holt
Box 1145: 18185 Stribling
Box 1146: 18186 J. McHugh, golf
Box 1146: 18186-18187 P. Tehaney
Box 1146: 18188 Hornsby
Box 1146: 18189 Kelly, baseball
Box 1146: 18190 Walter Mails
Box 1146: 18191 Frank Noon
Box 1146: 18192 Miss Burk
Box 1146: 18194 Miss Breslan
Box 1146-1147: 18195-18199 Harding Links
Box 1147-1148: 18200-18205 Dabelstein
Box 1148: 18206-18207 Aviatrix
Box 1148: 18208-18211 Eye test
Box 1148-1149: 18212-18214 Dog singing
Box 1149: 18216 Hartraft
Box 1149: 18217 Dr. A. Reinhart
Box 1149: 18218 Swan, football
Box 1149: 18218-18220 Harris, football
Box 1149: 18220-18221 Swan, football
Box 1149: 18222 Franck Hayener
Box 1149-1150: 18223-18226 Police Review, 1925
Box 1150: 18227-18235 South City [missing 18228 and 18234-18235]
Box 1151: 18236 Murphy, football
Box 1151: 18237 Walker, Stanford football
Box 1151: 18238 Perrin, football
Box 1151: 18239 Patchett, football
Box 1151: 18240 Rafetto
Box 1151: 18241 Paynter, baseball
Box 1151: 18242 Chief McShane
Box 1151: 18243 Eleanor Garrati
Box 1151: 18244 Van Horn, football
Box 1152: 18245 [Funeral]
Box 1152: 18246 [Unidentified Elderly Male]
Box 1152: 18247 Mrs. George Hearst
Box 1152: 18248 Milano Cafe
Box 1152: 18249 Walker, Stanford football
Box 1152: 18250 Stan Lawson, football
Box 1152: 18250A Football Mitchell
Box 1152: 18251 Spence, swimmer
Box 1152: 18252-18256 Bathing suit girl [missing 18252, 18253, 18256]
Box 1153: 18257-18258 Miss Hoffer
Box 1153: 18259 McCreery, Football
Box 1153: 18259 Freeman, Football
Box 1153: 18259 Freeman, football
Box 1153: 18259A McCreery, football
Box 1153: 18260 Lawson, Football
Box 1153-1164: 18261-18363 Young, football
Box 1153: 18261 Royal Brougham
Box 1153: 18262 Ernie Nevers
Box 1153: 18263 Middleton, football
Box 1153: 18263A Moore, football
Box 1153: 18264 Police Review, 1925
Box 1153: 18265 Mitchell, football
Box 1154: 18266 Ernie Nevers
Box 1154: 18267 Hyland, football
Box 1154: 18268 Nurmi
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Box 1154: 18269-18270 Girls' High School Show
Box 1154: 18271-18272 Goodfellow, December 1925
Box 1154: 18273-18275 Young, football
Box 1154: 18276 Mrs. Louis Lengfelt
Box 1155: 18277 Coolbrith
Box 1155: 18279 Jack Silver
Box 1155-1156: 18280-18286 Dale Winter
Box 1156: 18287 Olympic Club
Box 1156: 18288 Miss Silva
Box 1156: 18289 Myrra
Box 1156: 18290 Girls' High School Show
Box 1156: 18291 Bert Lytell
Box 1156: 18292-18293 Bert Lytell, With Unidentified Persons
Box 1156: 18294 Bert Lytell
Box 1157-1158: 18295-18308 Kiddie car races, December 1925
Box 1158: 18309 Coultrin, football
Box 1158: 18310 Couper, football
Box 1158: 18311 Perrin, football
Box 1158: 18312 Miller, football
Box 1158: 18313 Armour, football
Box 1158: 18314 Baker-Jackling Story
Box 1158-1159: 18315-18316 [Go Cart Race?]
Box 1159: 18317 [Children on Tricycles]
Box 1159: 18318-18319 [Go Cart Race]
Box 1159: 18320 ["Engineering for Boys" Kit], [With Unidentified Woman]
Box 1159: 18321-18322 [Exterior Views of House, [With View of Bay]
Box 1159: 18323 [SimmonsCompany Building]
Box 1159: 18324 [Young Men Near Building], Unidentified
Box 1160: 18325 [Rossi Drug Company Building]
Box 1160: 18326 [Apartment Building]
Box 1160: 18328 [Youth Softball], [Unidentified Women]
Box 1160: 18329-18332 [Portrait Artist with Model]
Box 1160: 18333 Brown, football
Box 1160: 18334 Harris, Football
Box 1161: 18335 Patchett, football
Box 1161: 18335 Shipkey, football
Box 1161: 18337 Murphy, football
Box 1161: 18337 Armour, football
Box 1161: 18338 Hunt, Football
Box 1161: 18339 Murphy, Football
Box 1161: 18340 Miller, football
Box 1161: 18341 Perrin, football
Box 1161: 18342 Andy Smith
Box 1161: 18343 Huber, football
Box 1161: 18344 Sargent, football
Box 1161: 18344A Football Harris
Box 1162: 18345-18346 "Tut" Imlay, Football
Box 1162: 18347 Griffin, football
Box 1162: 18348-18351 "Tut" Imlay, Football
Box 1162-1163: 18352-18356 Jobbs, football
Box 1163: 18357-18358 Mell, football
Box 1163: 18359 Shafmitt
Box 1163: 18360 Thacher, football
Box 1164: 18364-18365 Carlson, football
Box 1164: 18366 Rau, football
Box 1164: 18367 (Babe) Horrell
Box 1164: 18368-18369 Carey, football
Box 1164: 18370 Dixon, football
Box 1172: 18436 Miss Sullivan
Box 1172: 18437 Fisherman’s Wharf
Box 1172: 18438 [New Years Party -- Bon Voyage Party]
Box 1172: 18439 Shoell, fighter
Box 1172: 18439A Tax office
Box 1172: 18440 Andy Smith
Box 1172: 18441-18442 Mr. Shoell, Boxer
Box 1172: 18443 Soell, fighter
Box 1173: 18444-18445 Jimmy McLarnin, Boxer
Box 1173: 18446 Jimmy McLarnin, Boxer
Box 1173: 18447 Pancho Villa
Box 1173: 18447-18455 Jimmy McLarnin, Boxer
Box 1173: 18449 Pancho Villa
Box 1174-1175: 18503-18508 Old Time Fighters
Box 1174-1175: 18503-18508 Renault
Box 1174-1175: 18509-18511 Renault
Box 1178-1180: 18513-18514 Mrs. Ruby Adams
Box 1178-1180: 18515 Miss Richardson
Box 1178-1180: 18517 Peterson, Diver
Box 1178-1180: 18518 Masons, golf
Box 1178-1180: 18519 Fireplace
Box 1178-1180: 18520 Shoell, fighter
Box 1178-1180: 18521-18522 Dog singing
Box 1178-1180: 18523 Miss Hoffer
Box 1178-1180: 18524 Hey, football
Box 1178-1180: 18525-18526 (Moose) Fawke
Box 1178-1180: 18527 Cleveland, football
Box 1178-1180: 18528 Shipkey, football
Box 1178-1180: 18529-18530 University of California (UC Berkeley) President Campbell
Box 1178-1180: 18531 Mrs. Sheedy, golf
Box 1178-1180: 18532 University of California (UC Berkeley) Girl's hockey
Box 1178-1180: 18533 Baseball Seals
Box 1178-1180: 18534-18537 Seals Baseball Team
Box 1178-1180: 18538 Baseball Seals
Box 1178-1180: 18539-18551 Chinese athletes
Box 1178-1180: 18552 Mrs. George Hearst
Box 1178-1180: 18553-18558 Mrs. George Hearst
Box 1178-1180: 18559 Mrs. George Hearst
Box 1178-1180: 18560 Frances Ames
Box 1178-1180: 18561 Walker, fighter
Box 1178-1180: 18562-18566 Walker, Boxer
Box 1178-1180: 18567-18569 Walker, Boxer [In a Parade]
Box 1178-1180: 18570-18574 Walker, Boxer
Box 1178-1180: 18575-18576 Walker, Boxer [In a Parade]
Box 1178-1180: 18577 Walker, Boxer
Box 1178-1180: 18578 [Walker?], [Boxer; Golfing]
Box 1178-1180: 18579 [Walker?], [Boxer, Playing Tennis]
Box 1178-1180: 18580 Walker, Boxer [Playing Baseball]
Box 1178-1180: 18581 Walker, fighter
Box 1178-1180: 18582 (Bill) LaRue
Box 1178-1180: 18583-18584 "Bill" Larue, Boxer
Box 1178-1180: 18585-18591 James Ed Britt
Box 1178-1180: 18591 (Bill) LaRue
Box 1178-1180: 18592-18612 Duncan sisters
Box 1178-1180: 18619-18625 Frank, Wedding
Box 1191: 18619 Frank wedding
Box 1191: 18627 Frank wedding
Box 1192: 18628-18636 University of California (UC Berkeley) Rooters [missing 18628]
Box 1192: 18637 Helen Jacobs
Box 1192-1193: 18638-18641 Helen Jacobs, Tennis
Box 1193: 18644 Helen Jacobs
Box 1193: 18645 Abe Mithcell
Box 1193: 18646 Olympic Club Humphries
Box 1193: 18647 Ann Glauber
Box 1193: 18648 Dorothy Leavitt
Box 1193: 18649 Cuddleback, football
Box 1194: 18650 Mrs. Sheedy, golf
Box 1194: 18651-18656 Mrs. Sheedy, Golf
Box 1194: 18657 Mrs. Sheedy, golf
Box 1194: 18658 Mission Boy's Club
Box 1194-1195: 18659-18661 Mission Boys Club
Box 1195: 18662 Mission Boy's Club
Box 1195: 18663 Sylvain Lazarus
Box 1195: 18664-18668 Edith Casanova
Box 1196: 18669-18670 (Babe) Hollingberry
Box 1196: 18671 Pat Frayne
Box 1196: 18672-18673 Miss Rockwell
Box 1196: 18675-18676 Miss Frazier
Box 1196: 18677 Hall Brunch
Box 1196: 18678 [Miss?] Schneider, With Dog
Box 1197: 18679 Howard Spreckels
Box 1197: 18680 Captain Bray
Box 1197: 18681 Eleanor Tennant
Box 1197: 18682 Saint Mary's Nun
Box 1197: 18683 Mrs. Selby, dead
Box 1197: 18684 At Canon Kip Christmas Play
Box 1197: 18685 Mission Boy's Club
Box 1197: 18686 Carlisle Thorpe
Box 1197-1200: 18687-18714 Mission Dance
Box 1201: 18715 Dorothy Ellington
Box 1201-1202: 18716-18733 Dorothy Ellington
Box 1203: 18734 Dorothy Ellington
Box 1203: 18735 Helen Marlye
Box 1203: 18736-18742 Helen Marlye
Box 1204: 18743 Helen Marlye
Box 1204: 18744 Silvers, baseball
Box 1204: 18745 Buckley, baseball
Box 1204: 18746 Erich
Box 1204: 18747 Hampton, baseball
Box 1204: 18748 Stewart, baseball
Box 1204: 18749 Spider Baum
Box 1204-1205: 18750-18754 Divisidero Street Fire
Box 1205: 18755-18756 Cello, fighter
Box 1205: 18757 Mrs. Selby and children
Box 1205: 18759 Lola Keizer
Box 1205: 18760 Temp. Crocker
Box 1205: 18761 Mrs. and Charles Rogers
Box 1206: 18763-18764 Joe Herschele [missing 18763]
Box 1206: 18765-18766 Mrs. Selby, dead
Box 1206: 18767 Dorothy Ellington
Box 1206: 18768-18772 Sunnyside Twins [missing 18770]
Box 1206: 18773 Dorothy DeVore
Box 1207: 18774 Max Dolin
Box 1207: 18775-18776 Tim McGrath
Box 1207: 18777-18778 Florence Jacobsen
Box 1207: 18779 Turkey
Box 1207: 18780 Harry W. Cooper
Box 1207: 18781 Mrs. Bargette Hamell
Box 1207: 18782 Pat Lester
Box 1208: 18783-18790 Pat Lester
Box 1208: 18790 Pat Lester
Box 1208-1210: 18791-18805 Ernie Nevers
Box 1210: 18804 James Figg
Box 1210: 18806 Shoell, fighter
Box 1210: 18807-18812 Shoell, Boxer
Box 1210: 18812 Shoell, fighter
Box 1210: 18813 McLarnin, fighter
Box 1211: 18814-18820 Belle Bennett
Box 1211-1212: 18821-18825 Mrs. Governor Morris, paintings
Box 1212: 18826-18828 Florence Roberts
Box 1212: 18829 Old styles Women
Box 1212: 18830 Leo Lomski
Box 1212: 18831 Lou. Jacobs
Box 1212: 18832 KFRC
Box 1213: 18833 Helen Hipslay
Box 1213: 18834-18839 Helen Hipslay
Box 1213: 18839 Helen Hipslay
Box 1213-1214: 18840-18845 Commonwealth Club show
Box 1214: 18846 Milton Hosie
Box 1214: 18847 Sylvain Lazarus
Box 1214: 18848 Chinese slave girl
Box 1214: 18849-18850 Pearl Holson
Box 1215: 18851-18852 [Parents With Child?], Unidentified
Box 1215: 18853-18854 Commonwealth Club show
Box 1215: 18855 Cat
Box 1215: 18856-18858 Act Orpheum
Box 1215: 18859 KFRC
Box 1216: 18860 Irma Peterson
Box 1216: 18861 Green, Catcher, [San Francisco Seals?] Baseball Team
Box 1216: 18862 Ship story
Box 1216: 18863 Courtney, baseball
Box 1216: 18864-18865 Valla, Gene's brother
Box 1216: 18866-18867 Miss Auston
Box 1216: 18868 Andy Smith
Box 1217: 18869 Lee Shubert
Box 1217: 18870 Fairmont Hotel
Box 1217: 18871 Lou. Jacobs
Box 1217-1218: 18872-18882 (Nibs) Price
Box 1218: 18883-18886 Major Bowie, Weather Bureau [missing 18886]
Box 1219: 18887 Newsboys
Box 1219: 18888-18889 (Blackie) Ford
Box 1219: 18890 Andy Smith
Box 1219: 18891-18892 Midred Mooney
Box 1219: 18893-18894 Hebrew home
Box 1219: 18895 Lou. Jacobs
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Box 1220: 18896-18901 (Red) Grange
Box 1220-1221: 18902-18905 George Wilson, Football
Box 1220: 18902 George Wilson
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 1221: 18906 Mildred Glick
Box 1221: 18906 Mildred Glick
Box 1221: 18907-18909 Mr. and Mrs. Howard C.H. Christie
Box 1221: 18910 Susanne Lenglen
Box 1221: 18911 Helen Willis
Box 1221: 18911-18912 Nennett, American Legion
Box 1221: 18912-18913 Jeanne McNear
Box 1222: 18914-18915 Peggy Pollsbury
Box 1222: 18916 Harry Lyons
Box 1222: 18917 Pauline Fredericks
Box 1222: 18918 Mort Harriss
Box 1222: 18919 Mrs. McGovern
Box 1222: 18920 Mrs. Leroy Richards
Box 1222: 18921 Vera and Almira Dahl
Box 1222: 18922 LaFaille, chef of Saint Francis
Box 1223: 18923 Phillip Sousa
Box 1223: 18924-18925 Nancy Walford
Box 1223: 18926 Barbara Fisher
Box 1223: 18927-18928 Katz, supervisor
Box 1223: 18929 Kitty Doner
Box 1223-1224: 18930-18935 Kitty Doner
Box 1224: 18932 Marie Sorille
Box 1224: 18936 Kitty Doner
Box 1224: 18937-18938 Milo Abercombie
Box 1224-1225: 18939-18941 Attilio Bendella, fighter
Box 1225: 18942 Maibelle Mayer
Box 1225: 18943 Lieutenant Monterey Aiken
Box 1225: 18944 Albert E. Sheets
Box 1225: 18945 J.A. Hooper
Box 1225: 18946 Art Hickman
Box 1225: 18948 Felix Sloper
Box 1225: 18949 Felix Sloper
Box 1225: 18950 Lucille Dunbar
Box 1226: 18951-18952 Governor Morris and wife
Box 1226: 18953 Miriam Liss
Box 1226: 18954 Irma Frazier
Box 1226: 18955-18956 Irma Frazier
Box 1226: 18957 Christine Pippin
Box 1226: 18958 Josephine Boris
Box 1226: 18959 James Hatlo
Box 1227: 18960 Benny Whiteman, referee
Box 1227: 18961 Thomas Hyland, detective
Box 1227: 18962-18963 Doris Gray
Box 1227: 18964-18965 [No caption recorded]
Box 1227: 18966 Daniel Levin
Box 1227: 18967 Kathleen Costello
Box 1227: 18968 Theresa Meikle
Box 1228: 18969 Helen Shattuk
Box 1228: 18970 Laura Bell
Box 1228: 18971 Dan O’Brien
Box 1228: 18972 Rene Cazenave
Box 1228: 18973 Mary Sullivan
Box 1228: 18974 W.S. Miller
Box 1228: 18975-18977 W.S. Miller
Box 1229: 18978 W.S. Miller
Box 1229: 18980 Harry Etlinge
Box 1229: 18981-18982 May Sacket
Box 1229: 18981 May. Sacket
Mrs. Alfred Newman
Miles Sanregret
Judge Frank H. Dunn
Judge K.M. Landis and wife
K.M. Landis
Judge K.M. Landis
Judge K.M. Landis and wife
Edith Locarro
Miss Norman, business office
Tarpy, funeral
Winifred Dunn
W.S. Hart
Joe Lynch, fighter
California Joe Lynch
Joe Lynch, fighter
Mrs. Theodore Halet
Bennie Ford, fight manager
Dudely Sales
Anne Seymour
Anne Seymour
Hartfart
Wallace Beery
Haig Patigian
Selma Lea
Mrs. McCoy
Miss Berthrand, opera singer
Toti Dalmonti
Joseph Schwarts and wife
Joseph Schwarz
Joseph Schwarz and wife
Joseph Schwartz and wife
Evelyn Haldene
Madame Montanya, painter
John F. Leinen
Marie Sorille
Football Players
Lola Keizur
[Unidentified Man]
[Unidentified Woman], [Writing in Ledger]
Two Unidentified Men
Unidentified Man
[Unidentified Man in Costume]
Unidentified Young Man
[Parents with Child]
Unidentified Woman], [With Skirt Suit and Flowers]
Patricia Shea
J.A. Hooper
Patrick Shea
Patricia Shea
[Unidentified Man], [Athlete?]
[Unidentified Man at Typewriter]
[Unidentified Child with Violin]
Animal Attached to Cart with Parrot?
Marccis, University of California (UC Berkeley)
(Pie) Traynor
Miss Burson
Miss Burson
Asa Kremer
Box 1238: 19061 Washington Football Team, 1925
Box 1238: 19062 Milton Hosie
Box 1238: 19063 Mr. Wells
Box 1238: 19064 Mr. Little
Box 1238: 19065 Misses Morrison
Box 1238: 19066 Kolb and Dill
Box 1238: 19067 Mission Hibernia Bank
Box 1239: 19068-19076 James D. Phelan
Box 1240: 19077 East Team
Box 1240: 19078 French Hospital
Box 1240: 19079 Jack Dempsey, in movies
Box 1240: 19080-19081 Phillip Katz
Box 1240: 19082 (Dicks)
Box 1240: 19083 Kolb and Dill
Box 1240: 19084 Austin Lewis
Box 1240-1241: 19085-19088 [Fashion Show]
Box 1241: 19089-19093 Beach storm
Box 1241: 19094 Chinese Young Women's Christian Association
Box 1241: 19095 Fred Mayerle
Box 1242: 19096-19098 Jack Black
Box 1242: 19099 (Buck) Bailey
Box 1242: 19100 (Dod) Burrows
Box 1242: 19101-19102 Fay Lamphier
Box 1242: 19103-19105 Fay Lamphier
Box 1242: 19106 [Nelson Steamship Company Building], [View of Exterior]
Box 1243: 19107 [Nelson Steamship Company], [Preliminary Ship Construction]
Box 1243: 19108-19109 [Nelson Steamship Company Building], [View of Exterior]
Box 1243: 19110-19111 Barber, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1243: 19112-19113 Gurkin, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1243: 19114 Boyden
Box 1243: 19115 Fox, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1244: 19116 Ragen, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1244: 19117 Phillips, football
Box 1244: 19118-19119 Mr. Hartraf, Shot Put, Track and Field
Box 1244: 19120 Mrs. Abner Doble
Box 1244: 19120A Garner, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1244: 19121 Hill, pole vault
Box 1244: 19122 Mr. Shea
Box 1244: 19123 Miss Orgler
Box 1244: 19124 Sacks, artist
Box 1245: 19125-19126 Washington Football Team, 1925
Box 1245: 19127 Ed Granet
Box 1245: 19128-19129 Pesek
Box 1245: 19130 House
Box 1245: 19131 [Unidentified Couple with Child], [Child Playing Saxophone]
Box 1245: 19132 [Pianist with Unidentified Woman]
Box 1245: 19133 Spaulding, football
Box 1246: 19134 Hulf, Football Player
Box 1246: 19135-19137 Morrison, football
Box 1246: 19137 Mitchel Burlingame
Box 1246: 19138 Norma Shearer
Box 1246: 19139 Norma Shearer
Box 1246: 19141-19142 Norma Shearer
Box 1246: 19143 Norma Shearer
Box 1247: 19144-19148 Dolores Costello
Box 1247: 19149 Mr. and Mrs. Jack Warner
Box 1247: 19154 Constance Talmadge
Box 1247-1248: 19155-19159 Mary Pickford
Box 1248: 19160-19161 Finley
Box 1248: 19162 Lucille Swallow
Box 1248-1249: 19163-19168 Lucille Swallow
Box 1249: 19169 Lucille Swallow
Box 1249: 19170 Clamditt, Army Chaplain
Box 1249: 19171 Bessie Beach
Box 1249: 19172-19173 Mrs. Avdree Haslan
Box 1249: 19174 Leon Wilson
Box 1250: 19175 Eva Chadderton
Box 1250: 19175A Mrs. Silcox
Box 1250: 19176-19178 Geraldine Buss
Box 1250: 19179 Joe Silver, fighter
Box 1250: 19180 Fred Hoppe, fighter
Box 1250: 19181 May McMillan
Box 1250: 19181-19182 Gus Lachmann
Box 1250: 19183 May McMillan
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Box 1251: 19184 Jehude Menuhim
Box 1251: 19185 Susanne Lenglen
Box 1251: 19186 Richenda Stevick
Box 1251: 19187 Richenda Stevick
Box 1251: 19188-19189 June and Virginia Halter
Box 1251: 19190-19191 Melodie Lane
Box 1251: 19192 Max Britemann
Box 1252: 19193-19194 General Obregon
Box 1252: 19195 Daisy and Violet Hilton
Box 1252: 19196-19197 Austin Fowler
Box 1252: 19198 Mrs. Abner Doble
Box 1252: 19199-19200 Mrs. Abner Doble, With Child
Box 1252-1253: 19201-19202 Helen Foster
Box 1253: 19203-19204 Joe Foche, fighter
Box 1253: 19205-19207 Mrs. L.K. Burke
Box 1253: 19208 Lieutenant Gaw
Box 1253: 19208 Mary Smith
Box 1253: 19209 John McCormack
Box 1253-1254: 19210-19211 John McCormack
Box 1254: 19212 John McCormack
Box 1254: 19212 Ted and Band Lewis
Box 1254: 19213 Ted [Leams?]?
Box 1254: 19214 Ted [Leams?], And Band
Box 1254: 19215 Ted and Band Lewis
Box 1254: 19216-19217 Mrs. Bobby Arnst
Box 1254: 19218 Ring Lardner
Box 1254: 19219 Ring Lardner
Box 1255: 19220 Ring Lardner
Box 1255: 19221 Hazel Wilkinson
Box 1255: 19222-19223 Russell K. Wolden
Box 1255: 19224-19225 B. Smith, chess player
Box 1255: 19224 Dr. Walter Lovergrove
Box 1255: 19224A Dr. Emanuel Lasker
Box 1255-1259: 19225-19259 Charles L. Willoughby
Box 1255: 19226 B.O. Sawyer
Box 1255: 19226A Dr. Emanuel Lasker
Box 1255: 19227 Ralph Springer
Box 1255: 19228 Genevieve Hannum
Box 1256: 19229 Roy Mingins
Box 1256: 19230 Beverly Woods
Box 1256: 19231 Dion Holm
Box 1256: 19232 James Ward, Police Corporal
Box 1256: 19233 Benny Leonard
Box 1256-1257: 19234-19238 Benny Leonard
Box 1256: 19234 G. Urlson
Box 1257: 19239 Benny Leonard
Box 1257: 19240-19241 Senator Hitshkok
Box 1257: 19242 Frankie Shaffer, fighter
Box 1257: 19243 Frankie Shaffer, Boxer
Box 1257: 19244 Frankie Shaffer, fighter
Box 1257: 19245-19246 Lou Paluso, fighter
Box 1258: 19247-19248 Paul Whiteman
Box 1258: 19249 Frieda Ground
Box 1258: 19250 Sim, Oakland Police
Box 1258: 19251 Rose Palucci
Box 1258: 19252 Lees Sports Hoot
Box 1258: 19253-19254 Mrs. Hurley, Dope Ring
Box 1258-1259: 19255-19259 Jack Ford
Box 1259: 19260 Miss West, clubwoman
Box 1259: 19261 Mrs. Leon Wilson
Box 1259: 19262 Fred Hoppe, fighter
Box 1259: 19263 Joe Silver, fighter
Box 1259-1260: 19264-19266 Helen Yates
Box 1260-1261: 19267-19275 Mrs. Arthur Cahill
Box 1261: 19276 Mrs. Alfie Pennisi
Box 1261: 19277-19278 Dorothy Peterson
Box 1261: 19279 Daisy and Violet Hilton
Box 1261: 19280 Daisy and Violet Hilton
Box 1261: 19281 Daisy and Violet Hilton
Box 1261: 19282-19283 Adeline Scandrett
Box 1261: 19282-19283 Rebecca M. Birch
Box 1262: 19284 Dorothy and Jennie Walker
Box 1262: 19285 Jack Strauss
Box 1262: 19286 B.O. Sawyer
Box 1262: 19287 William W. Armstrong
Box 1262: 19288 Helen Hipslay
Box 1262: 19289-19292 Helen Hipslay
Box 1263: 19293 Helen Hipslay
Box 1263: 19294 Andy Smith, funeral
Box 1263: 19295 Andy Smith, Funeral
Box 1263: 19296 Andy Smith, funeral
Box 1263: 19297-19298 Sunnyside School
Box 1263: 19299-19300 Paul Whiteman
Box 1263: 19301 Washington football game
Box 1264: 19302 Mr. Wells
Box 1264: 19303 Peggy Massa
Box 1264: 19303a [Unidentified Man]
Box 1264: 19303b Peggy Massa
Box 1264: 19304 Lieutenant Gaw
Box 1264: 19305-19307 Lieutenant Gaw
Box 1264: 19309 DuBry
Box 1265: 19310 Snoozer Dogs
Box 1265: 19311 Shea
Box 1265: 19312 Compton, baseball
Box 1265: 19313 Solomon, Stanford football
Box 1265: 19314 Max Dolin
Box 1265: 19314a Max Dolin
Box 1265: 19315 Price "Nibs"
Box 1265: 19315 (Nibs) Price
Box 1265: 19316 Louis Mayer and others
Box 1265: 19316 Louis Mayer
Box 1265: 19317 Louis Mayer
Box 1265: 19318 Louis Mayer
Box 1266: 19319 Miss Sherer
Box 1266: 19321 Vera Fervodova
Box 1266: 19322 Edith Casanova
Box 1266: 19323 Snoozer Dogs
Box 1266: 19324 Jim Swinnerton
Box 1266: 19325 Kites
Box 1266: 19326 Campbell, football
Box 1266: 19327 Cleveland, football
Box 1266: 19328 Dole, football
Box 1266: 19328 Thomas, football
Box 1267: 19329 Hunt, football
Box 1267: 19330 (Fat) Clark, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1267: 19331-19333 Kites
Box 1267: 19334-19335 Stenographer
Box 1267: 19336 Professor Meyer
Box 1267: 19337 Washington letter
Box 1268: 19338 S. Hunt, football
Box 1268: 19338A (Blakie) Ford
Box 1268: 19339 Asa Kremer
Box 1268: 19340 Jim Swinnerton
Box 1268: 19341 Treaseau, football
Box 1268: 19342 Olympic Club boxers
Box 1268: 19343 House Lincoln
Box 1268: 19344 H. Fleishhacker, Jr.
Box 1268: 19345 Viola Jose
Box 1268: 19348 Lambs at park
Box 1269: 19349-19351 Lambs at Park
Box 1269: 19352 Lambs at park
Box 1269: 19353 Smith twins
Box 1269: 19354-19356 Smith Twins
Box 1269: 19357 Smith twins
Box 1270: 19358-19362 Carl Dane
Box 1270: 19363 Carl Lubitisch
Box 1270: 19364 Mrs. Juda
Box 1270: 19365 Clampitt, Army Chaplain
Box 1270-1271: 19366-19367 Eleanor Garatti
Box 1271: 19368-19369 Morris Gest
Box 1271: 19370-19371 Charles Ray
Box 1271: 19372-19373 (Wiz) Kremer
Box 1271: 19374 Paul Waner
Box 1271: 19375 Paul Waner, Baseball
Box 1272: 19377 Cuyler, Pittsburgh baseball
Box 1272: 19378-19379 Hever Hotel
Box 1272: 19380 Griffin, baseball
Box 1272: 19381-19383 Joe Cronin
Box 1272: 19384-19385 Gus Suhr
Box 1272-1273: 19386-19387 (Nobby) Paynter
Box 1273: 19388 Richfield Oil Manager
Box 1273: 19390 Saint Patrick's Day, 1926
Box 1273: 19391-19392 Saint Patrick's Day, 1926
Box 1273: 19393 Saint Patrick's Day, 1926
Box 1273: 19394 Harp
Box 1273-1274: 19395-19397 Song covers
Box 1284: 19493 Gene Valla
Box 1284: 19494 Putnam, baseball
Box 1284-1285: 19495-19497 Agnew
Box 1284-1285: 19496-19497 Yelle
Box 1285: 19498-19503 Ernestine Black
Box 1285-1287: 19505-19521 US Navy
Box 1287: 19522 Japanese wrestlers
Box 1287: 19523-19528 [Sumo Wrestlers?]
Box 1288: 19529 Japanese wrestlers
Box 1288: 19530 Dons of Peralta
Box 1288: 19531-19534 Dons of Peralta
Box 1288: 19535 Dons of Peralta
Box 1288: 19536 Labor Day, 1925
Box 1288-1289: 19537-19542 Labor Day, 1925
Box 1289: 19543 Labor Day, 1925
Box 1289: 19544 Quinn Legion
Box 1289: 19545 Shenandoah
Box 1289: 19546 Shenandoah
Box 1290: 19547 Shenandoah
Box 1290: 19548-19552 United States Navy
Box 1290: 19553 Henry Miller
Box 1290: 19554 Lanra Hope Crews
Box 1290: 19555 Margola Gilmore
Box 1290: 19556 Grant School
Box 1290-1291: 19557-19563 [Grant School?]  
Box 1291: 19564 Grant School
Box 1291: 19565 Annette Kellerman
Box 1293: 19576 Shannon’s, San Rafael
Box 1293: 19577-19583 Shannon’s, San Rafael
Box 1293: 19584 Shannon’s, San Rafael
Box 1294-1295: 19585-19594 Helen Saunders
Box 1295: 19595-19598 Jackie Coogan
Box 1295-1296: 19599-19608 Snakes
Box 1296: 19609 Weinstein Store
Box 1296-1297: 19610-19613 Ray Bertrand
Box 1297-1298: 19614-19631 San Francisco British fleet
Box 1298: 19633 Totem pole girls
Box 1299: 19634-19636 Totem Pole Girls
Box 1299: 19637 Totem pole girls
Box 1299: 19638 Snoozer Dogs
Box 1299: 19639 Mrs. Levin
Box 1299: 19640-19641 Watch
Box 1299-1300: 19642-19643 Louis Mayer
Box 1300: 19644 Mingleside Firemen
Box 1300: 19645 Udine Utley
Box 1300: 19646 Museum Park
Box 1300: 19647 Museum Park
Box 1300: 19648 Museum Park
Box 1300: 19649 Lambs at park
Box 1300: 19650 Miss Burson
Box 1300: 19651 Grant Wallace
Box 1301: 19652-19657 Grant Wallace
Box 1301: 19658 Grant Wallace
Box 1301: 19659 Native Sons of the Golden West Parade, 1926
Box 1301-1302: 19660-19662 NSGW Parade, 1926
Box 1302: 19666-19668 NSGW Parade, 1926
Box 1302: 19670 NSGW Parade
Box 1302: 19671 Native Sons of the Golden West Parade, 1926
| Box 1302: 19672 | Anne Peters |
| Box 1302: 19673 | Japanese fleet |
| Box 1303: 19674-19681 | Japanese Fleet |
| Box 1303: 19682 | Japanese fleet |
| Box 1304: 19683 | Jim Swinnerton |
| Box 1304: 19684-19687 | Jim Swinnerton |
| Box 1304: 19687 | Jim Swinnerton |
| Box 1304: 19691 | Japanese fleet |
| Box 1304-1306: 19692-19709 | P-N-G Rescue airplane |
| Box 1306-1309: 19710-19739 | Berkeley fire |
| Box 1309: 19740-19741 | Mildred Baker |
| Box 1309: 19740-19741 | H. Mildred Isbell |
| Box 1309: 19742-19744 | Evelyn Ott |
| Box 1309: 19745 | Dorothy Sharp |
| Box 1309: 19746 | Walter Martin |
| Box 1309: 19746A | Mrs. Max Rothchild |
| Box 1309: 19746B | Mrs. R. Sprackels |
| Box 1309: 19746C | Mrs. Russell Wilson |
| Box 1309-1310: 19747-19748 | Mrs. Archibald Johnson |
| Box 1310: 19749 | Mrs. Allan Lowrey |
| Box 1310: 19749 | Mrs. William Parrott |
| Box 1310: 19750 | Dorothy Nugent |
| Box 1310: 19751 | Mrs. Carl Bean |
| Box 1310: 19751A | Mrs. Charles Christin |
| Box 1310: 19751B | Margaret Cramer |
| Box 1310: 19751C | Mrs. Thomas Crames |
| Box 1310: 19751D | Mrs. Led McQuire |
| Box 1310-1311: 19753-19761 | Charles Dawes, Vice President |
| Box 1311: 19759-19760 | Mrs. Charles Dawes |
| Box 1311: 19763 | Redwood City High School |
| Box 1311: 19764-19766 | Stanford Olympic Football |
| Box 1311: 19767 | Mrs. R.C. Hooker |
| Box 1311-1312: 19768-19769 | Leonore Armsby |
| Box 1312: 19769A | Shirley Armsby |
| Box 1312: 19769B | Mary Martins |
| Box 1312: 19770 | Mrs. Joseph Mayo |
| Box 1312: 19771-19772 | Mrs. Louis Lengfeld |
| Box 1312: 19773 | Mrs. Frank Sheedy |
| Box 1312: 19774 | Mrs. Robert A. Ross |
| Box 1312: 19775 | Vera Bernhard |
| Box 1312: 19775A | Florence Boardman |
| Box 1312: 19776 | Mrs. John Horn |
| Box 1312-1313: 19778-19779 | Frances Cowells-Schrott |
| Box 1313: 19779A | Abe Aspinosa |
| Box 1313: 19780-19781 | University of California (UC Berkeley) Football, Nevada |
| Box 1313: 19785 | Judge Fitzpatrick |
| Box 1313: 19785-19786 | William Humphrey, H. |
| Box 1313-1314: 19787-19788 | Olympic Club Swim, 1926 |
| Box 1314: 19789 | Chinese New Year Dragon |
| Box 1314: 19790-19791 | Dragon, Chinese New Year |
| Box 1314: 19792 | Chinese New Year Dragon |
| Box 1314: 19793 | Max Dolin |
| Box 1314: 19797 | Angelo Rossi |
| Box 1314: 19798 | Mr. Rose |
| Box 1314: 19799 | Walter Camp |
| Box 1314-1315: 19800-19801 | Walter Camp |
| Box 1315: 19802 | Walter Camp |
| Box 1315: 19803-19804 | Haway (Hawaii?) Flight Airplanes |
Box 1315: 19805 Captain Moses, US Navy
Box 1315: 19806-19807 Pier Ferry boats
Box 1315: 19808 Robert Louis Stevenson
Box 1315: 19809-19810 Mrs. Gerome Rodriguez
Box 1315: 19811-19812 McQuigg, American Legion
Box 1316: 19813-19814 Frances Heenan
Box 1316: 19815 Anti-aircraft Guns
Box 1316: 19816 Anti-Aircraft Guns
Box 1316: 19817 Anti-aircraft Guns
Box 1316: 19818-19822 Denno and Rochelle
Box 1316-1317: 19823-19827 Marin County Flood
Box 1317: 19828-19831 Joe Benjamin, fighter
Box 1317: 19832 Jack Silver, fighter
Box 1317-1318: 19833-19835 Jack Silver, Boxer
Box 1318: 19836 Jack Silver, fighter
Box 1318: 19837-19838 Charlotte Greenwood
Box 1318: 19840-19842 San Francisco Light ship
Box 1318: 19843-19845 Rum runner Coal Harbor
Box 1318: 19846 Fay Lamphier
Box 1318: 19847-19848 Fay Lamphier
Box 1319: 19849 Fay Lamphier
Box 1319: 19850-19852 Jack Black
Box 1319: 19853 Bernardine Brown
Box 1319: 19853A Lucinda Hannify
Box 1319: 19853B Marie Maison
Box 1319: 19854 Harry Earl Wright
Box 1319: 19855 Harry Frister
Box 1319: 19856-19857 Alice Costello
Box 1320: 19858 Mrs. Westcott Porter
Box 1320: 19859 Majorie Gay
Box 1320: 19860 Ruth Hildebrecht
Box 1320: 19861 Ruth Hildebrecht
Box 1320: 19862 Ruth Hildebrecht
Box 1320: 19863-19864 Helen Rose
Box 1320: 19863 C.C. Kirkham
Box 1320: 19865 Beth. DeVine
Box 1320-1321: 19866-19867 Mae Knabe
Box 1321: 19868 Grey Hound Dog
Box 1321: 19869 Doctor Pitman and son [Trinity Center]
Box 1321: 19869 Greyhound Animals
Box 1321: 19869A Dr. and son Pitman, Trinity Center
Box 1321: 19870-19871 Josephs Daltry, organist
Box 1321: 19872 Luella D. Pepper, Deputy Coroner
Box 1321: 19873 Eugene Wackerow
Box 1321: 19874 Mrs. Harold H. Gadd
Box 1321: 19874A Charles Powers, supervisor
Box 1321: 19875 Sergeant Patrick Magee
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Box 1322: 19876 Gertrude Field
Box 1322: 19877 George Barron, curator
Box 1322: 19877A Leon Munier
Box 1322: 19878 Edith King, teacher
Box 1322: 19878A Mrs. McCarthy
Box 1322: 19879 Mrs. King, teacher
Box 1322: 19880 Tom Kennedy, bandmaster
Box 1322: 19881 M.D. Fillipi
Box 1322: 19882-19883 Arthur H. Ringholm
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1322: 19884</th>
<th>John W. Collins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 1322-1323: 19884-19886</td>
<td>Eileen Falver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1323: 19885</td>
<td>Gus Lachman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1323: 19886</td>
<td>Arthur H. Holl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1323: 19888</td>
<td>O. Van Every</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1323: 19888-19890</td>
<td>Jeanette Robin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1323: 19889</td>
<td>Frank M. Goodban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1323: 19889A</td>
<td>Manuel Sylva</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1323: 19891</td>
<td>Long Duk, Chinese giant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1323: 19892</td>
<td>Long Duck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1323: 19893</td>
<td>Long, Chinese giant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1323: 19894</td>
<td>Mrs. Archibald Silverman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1324: 19895</td>
<td>Mrs. Archibald Silverman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1324: 19896</td>
<td>Mrs. Archibald Silverman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1324: 19897-19898</td>
<td>Myrtle Neal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1324: 19897-19898</td>
<td>Weidner Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1324: 19899</td>
<td>Patricia McLaughlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1324: 19900-19901</td>
<td>Ted Haley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1324: 19902-19903</td>
<td>Marella Jackson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1325: 19904</td>
<td>Kathleen Flynn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1325: 19904A</td>
<td>Gertrude Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1325: 19905-19907</td>
<td>Claire Basford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1325: 19908-19909</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Oak Pugsley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1325: 19910</td>
<td>Chief in Cow Big Rig O'Brien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1325: 19911</td>
<td>Murphy, fire chief</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1325: 19913</td>
<td>San Francisco Skyline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1326: 19914</td>
<td>George Newberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1326: 19915</td>
<td>George Newberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1326: 19916</td>
<td>George Newberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1326: 19917</td>
<td>Lord Asquit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1326: 19918</td>
<td>Margaret Lawrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1326: 19919</td>
<td>Anita Zabala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1326-1327: 19920-19923</td>
<td>O.E. Tom Bunion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1327: 19923</td>
<td>Women Golf, Pebble Beach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1327-1328: 19924-19932</td>
<td>Women's Golf, Pebble Beach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1328: 19933</td>
<td>Women Golf, Pebble Beach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1328-1329: 19934-19941</td>
<td>San Mateo Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1329: 19942</td>
<td>Robert Stevenson, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1329: 19943-19944</td>
<td>Williams, circulation manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1329: 19945</td>
<td>Peter Bodie and wife, ball player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1329: 19946-19947</td>
<td>Belle Bennett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1329: 19949</td>
<td>Hoff, pole vault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1330: 19950</td>
<td>Blind craft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1330: 19951</td>
<td>Dog and boy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1330: 19952</td>
<td>Judge Clark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1330: 19953-19955</td>
<td>Miss Giovinnini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1330-1331: 19956-19961</td>
<td>Callan Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1331: 19962-19964</td>
<td>Pat Frayne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1331: 19965</td>
<td>Ring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1331: 19966</td>
<td>Haywood Broun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1331: 19967A</td>
<td>Mrs. David Starr Jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332: 19967</td>
<td>Jack Dempsy, movies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332: 19967B</td>
<td>Mrs. Erick Jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332: 19967C</td>
<td>Bertha Landes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332: 19968</td>
<td>Bertha Landes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332: 19969</td>
<td>Bertha Landes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332: 19970</td>
<td>Hazel Lyons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332: 19970-19972</td>
<td>Leana Hines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332: 19972</td>
<td>Hazel Lyons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332: 19973</td>
<td>Fred McKinley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332: 19974-19975</td>
<td>Peggy Beals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332: 19976</td>
<td>Armando Braun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332: 19976A</td>
<td>Pedro Palacios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1332-1333: 19977-19980</td>
<td>Mrs. Edmonde Foljambe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1333: 19981-19982</td>
<td>Mary Mannering, actress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1333: 19983</td>
<td>Mrs. H.R. McClintock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1333: 19984</td>
<td>Judge John H. Clarke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1333-1334: 19985-19987</td>
<td>Selena Royle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1333-1334: 19986-19988</td>
<td>Edwin Milton Royle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1334: 19989</td>
<td>Colonel William Mirchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1334: 19990-19993</td>
<td>Colonel William Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1334: 19994</td>
<td>Colonel William Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1334: 19995</td>
<td>Miss Dr. Waldo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1335: 19996-19997</td>
<td>London Street Scenes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1335: 19999</td>
<td>Koch, principal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1335: 20000-20001</td>
<td>Miss D. McGregor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1335: 20002</td>
<td>Mountain Zion Hospital Nurses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1335: 20003</td>
<td>Elfrieda Schneider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1335-1336: 20004-20006</td>
<td>Arnold Shirley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1336: 20007</td>
<td>Mountain Davidson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1336: 20008</td>
<td>Daisy and Violet Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1336: 20011</td>
<td>Daisy and Violet Hilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1336: 20012</td>
<td>Edith Shapiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1336: 20013</td>
<td>Violet Palmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1336: 20014</td>
<td>Pauline Giovannoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1337: 20015</td>
<td>Agnes Moran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1337: 20016-20017</td>
<td>Mrs. Elmer Berryman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1337: 20018-20019</td>
<td>Jack Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1337: 20018-20019</td>
<td>Joe Silver, fighter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1337: 20020</td>
<td>Mrs. Ormiston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1337: 20021</td>
<td>John O'Neill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1337: 20022</td>
<td>Margaret Callahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1337: 20023</td>
<td>Michael E. Griffith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1338: 20024</td>
<td>Esther Gonzales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1338: 20024</td>
<td>Jennie Bridgeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1338: 20025</td>
<td>Margaret Neilan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1338: 20026</td>
<td>Walter Chowen, A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1338: 20026A</td>
<td>John D. Stall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1338-1339: 20027-20038</td>
<td>Jane Kane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1338: 20027</td>
<td>John T. Donohue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1338: 20027A</td>
<td>Charles Ford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1338: 20028-20029</td>
<td>Lucille Gless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1338: 20030-20031</td>
<td>Mrs. Marian Goodman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1338: 20032</td>
<td>Hyman Goodman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1338: 20032A</td>
<td>George Aloi, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1339: 20033</td>
<td>Mrs. George Aloi, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1339: 20034</td>
<td>Esther [Gonzales?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1339: 20035-20036</td>
<td>K. O'Conner, policewoman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1339: 20039-20040</td>
<td>Barbara Nachtrieb Grimes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1339: 20041</td>
<td>Jezu Darew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1340: 20042</td>
<td>Kent Cochran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1340: 20043</td>
<td>Mrs. Kent Cochran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1340: 20044-20045</td>
<td>Terry Duffy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1340: 20046-20050</td>
<td>Lydia Rosoff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1340: 20049-20050</td>
<td>Gloria De Bois</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1341: 20051</td>
<td>Helen Phillips</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 1341: 20052-20055 Father Mallon
Box 1341: 20056-20057 Sidney White, fighter
Box 1341: 20058-20059 Tuffy Wing, fighter
Box 1342: 20060 Miss McCann
Box 1342: 20061 Scales
Box 1342: 20062 Dante
Box 1342: 20065 Rabbi Gold
Box 1342: 20066 Miss Spain
Box 1342: 20067 Miller McClintock
Box 1342: 20068 Mission Delores
Box 1342: 20069 Grave of James Sullivan
Box 1342: 20070 Anza
Box 1343: 20071-20072 Dempsey, copies
Box 1343: 20073 Pidgeon
Box 1343: 20074-20075 Goat
Box 1343: 20076 Masonic Avenue
Box 1343: 20077 Cherries
Box 1343: 20078 Jaguar
Box 1343-1344: 20079-20080 Old copies
Box 1344: 20081-20082 Jim Woods
Box 1344: 20083-20084 Boat arrival
Box 1344: 20085 Tunnell DuBoce
Box 1344: 20086 Mr. Jacobs
Box 1344: 20088 Mr. and Mrs. Witt Diamant
Box 1344: 20089 Mrs. Witt Diamant
Box 1345: 20090-20098 Emerson School
Box 1345: 20095 Captain and Crew Klarke
Box 1346: 20099-20100 Street repairing
Box 1346: 20100 Goodfellow
Box 1346: 20101 Charles Rooss
Box 1346: 20102 Pidgeon
Box 1346: 20102-20103 Catherine Scanlon
Box 1346: 20103 Captain and crew Klarke
Box 1346: 20103A Register
Box 1346: 20104-20105 Municipal Car
Box 1346: 20106 Hoff, pole vault
Box 1346: 20107 Theresa Meikle
Box 1347: 20108 Goodfellow [organization], [Child in Bed]
Box 1347: 20109 Goodfellow [organization], [Mother with Son]
Box 1347: 20110 Goodfellow
Box 1347: 20111-20115 Poly High School Art class
Box 1347: 20116 Sculptoring class
Box 1348: 20117-20119 Sculptoring Class
Box 1348: 20120 Sculptoring class
Box 1348: 20121-20124 Boat arrival
Box 1348: 20125 [Mother and Children?]
Box 1349: 20126 [Boy with Dog]
Box 1349: 20127-20128 Tunney
Box 1349: 20129 Bud Houser
Box 1349: 20131 Ritchie, golf
Box 1349: 20132 Mrs. Keyes
Box 1349: 20133 School Estella Reed
Box 1349: 20134 [Unidentified Women], Estella Reed School
Box 1349: 20135 Mrs. Taber
Box 1350: 20136 Waldeck Zybysco
Box 1350: 20137 Yde, baseball
Box 1350: 20138 Breese, aviator
Box 1350-1351: 20139-20145 Gough Street Bandits
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Box 1351: 20146 Boone, baseball
Box 1351: 20147-20148 Dog and boy
Box 1351: 20149 Breese, aviator
Box 1351: 20150 Fay McNamar
Box 1351: 20151 Marine
Box 1351: 20152-20153 Presidio Men
Box 1352: 20154 Miss Barry, Girls’ High School
Box 1352: 20155 Williams, circulation manager
Box 1352-1353: 20157-20164 State Normal School
Box 1353: 20165 State Normal School
Box 1353: 20166-20172 Kappa Alpha Theta
Box 1354: 20173-20174 Trombone
Box 1354: 20175 Pat
Box 1354: 20176 F. Alters
Box 1354: 20177 Jack Silver
Box 1354: 20178 Dog hero
Box 1354: 20179 Will Westcott
Box 1354: 20180 Jack Black
Box 1354-1355: 20181-20183 R. Yelli
Box 1355: 20185 [Bay Counties Oil Company], [Richfield Gas Station]
Box 1355: 20187-20189 [People Walking on Market Street?]
Box 1355: 20191 Witch
Box 1355: 20192 Mr. Needles, Football, Boxer
Box 1355-1356: 20193-20194 (Tut) Imlay
Box 1356: 20195 Mrs. Sweat
Box 1356: 20196 Napoleon
Box 1356: 20197 Napoleon
Box 1356: 20198 Napoleon
Box 1356: 20199 Napoleon
Box 1356: 20200 Mrs. J. Bossevain
Box 1356: 20201 Vivien Gordon
Box 1356: 20202 Judge Louderback
Box 1357: 20203 Claims convention
Box 1357: 20204-20205 Student Prince Marsh
Box 1357: 20206 Ann Glauber
Box 1357: 20207 F. Hatfield, [US Attorney?]
Box 1357: 20208 F. Hatfield, US Attorney
Box 1357: 20209 F. Hatfield, US Attorney
Box 1358: 20210-20211 Andy Smith, heads
Box 1358: 20212 (no first name) Blewitt
Box 1358: 20213 Twins Buckland
Box 1358: 20214 Mrs. Hoyt
Box 1358: 20215-20216 Mrs. Monteagle
Box 1358: 20217 Vere DeV. Adams
Box 1358: 20218 Mrs. Walter Varney
Box 1359: 20219-20221 Mrs. Adams, Hall of Justice
Box 1359: 20222 [View of Market Street?]
Box 1359: 20224-20225 [View of Market Street?]
Box 1359: 20228 Governor Hawaii
Box 1359: 20229 Governor of Hawaii
Box 1359: 20230 [man with glasses]
Box 1360: 20231 Governor Hawaii
Box 1360-1361: 20232-20240 Benda Masks
Box 1361: 20241 Judge Graham
Box 1361: 20242 Judge Graham
Box 1361: 20243 Judge Graham
Box 1361: 20244 Old time fighters
Box 1361: 20245 Hal Brunch
Box 1361: 20246-20247 Lee Shubert
Box 1361: 20248 Judge Murasky
Box 1362: 20249 Judge Louderback
Box 1362: 20250 Stanford Pennant
Box 1362: 20251 Tom McNamara
Box 1362: 20252 Miss Bostick
Box 1362: 20254 Presidio Nurse
Box 1362: 20255 Mrs. S. Pauson
Box 1362: 20256 Ruby Adams
Box 1362: 20257 [View of Market and Nineteenth Streets?]
Box 1362: 20258 [Union Square?]
Box 1363: 20259 [City Hall]
Box 1363: 20260 [View of Market Street?]
Box 1363: 20261 Elsie Robinson
Box 1363: 20262 Lois Lang, Jane
Box 1363: 20263 Lois Jane Lang
Box 1363: 20264 Lois Lang, Jane
Box 1363: 20265-20266 Mr. Maynard
Box 1363-1364: 20267-20268 Marine
Box 1364: 20268 Sailor
Box 1364: 20269 Sailor
Box 1364: 20270 Stenographer
Box 1364: 20271 Greek boy
Box 1364: 20272 Mr. Hollis
Box 1364: 20273 (Pop) Warner
Box 1364: 20274 Stevenson kid
Box 1364: 20275 Billy Hanlon
Box 1364: 20276 Billy Hanlon
Box 1364: 20277 Billy Hanlon
Box 1365: 20278 Flo Roberts
Box 1365: 20279 Professor Meyer
Box 1365: 20280-20281 G. Washington
Box 1365: 20283 Stevenson Memorial
Box 1365: 20284 Jolly Slide, Baseball
Box 1365: 20285-20286 Baseball action
Box 1366: 20287-20288 W. McCarthy
Box 1366: 20288 Donaldina Cameron
Box 1366: 20289 Donaldina Cameron, With Others
Box 1366: 20297 John Barry
Box 1366-1367: 20298-20303 San Carlos Street Fire
Box 1367: 20304 Tunnell DuBoce
Box 1367: 20306 Tunnel [Duboce?]
Box 1367-1368: 20308-20314 San Francisco Public Library
Box 1368: 20315 Goodfellow
Box 1368: 20316 Ship Scuttling?
Box 1368: 20317 Goodfellow
Box 1368: 20318 Woolworth Store
Box 1368: 20319 Ship Scuttling?
Box 1368: 20319 Joe Valentino
Box 1369: 20320 Laura Laplantte
Box 1369: 20321-20323 Laura Laplantte
Box 1369: 20324 Laura Laplantte
Box 1369-1370: 20325-20329 Ben Turpin
Box 1370: 20330-20331 Gus and Brother Fashion
Box 1370: 20332-20335 (Mushy) Callahan
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 1370-1371: 20336-20338 Women Editors
Box 1371: 20339 Esther Dowd
Box 1371: 20340 California Street at Gough [Street?]
Box 1371: 20341 Washington [Street?]
Box 1371: 20344 [Union Square]
Box 1371: 20345-20346 [View of Market Street]
Box 1372: 20347 [San Francisco Skyline?]
Box 1372: 20349 [Union Square]
Box 1372: 20351 Market Street
Box 1372: 20352-20353 City Hall
Box 1372-1373: 20354-20364 Decoration Day
Box 1372: 20356 Knights of Columbus
Box 1373: 20365 Knights of Columbus
Box 1373: 20366 [two men]
Box 1374: 20367 Knights of Columbus
Box 1374: 20368-20372 Hal Chase, Jr.
Box 1374: 20373 Battleship California (Ship), And Small Boat
Box 1374-1375: 20374-20376 California (Ship)
Box 1375: 20379 [Crew Members], California (Ship)
Box 1375: 20380 [Crew Members Going on Leave], California (Ship)
Box 1375: 20381 [Crew Members Boxing], California (Ship)
Box 1375: 20382-20384 [Crew Members], California (Ship)
Box 1375: 20387-20388 [Crew Members Going Ashore], California (Ship)
Box 1376: 20389-20391 San Francisco Skyline
Box 1376: 20392 [Crew Members Going Ashore], California (Ship)
Box 1376: 20393-20394 California (Ship), [Visitors Aboard]
Box 1376-1379: 20395-20421 Forty Nine Scenes
Box 1379: 20422 (case baby?) Southerland
Box 1379: 20423-20424 Edna Larsen
Box 1379: 20425 Ed Clark
Box 1379: 20426 G. Voller
Box 1379: 20427 V. Condon
Box 1380: 20428 Joe Hunt
Box 1380: 20429-20432 Charles Hunt
Box 1380: 20430 Walter Mails
Box 1380: 20433 Joe Hunt
Box 1380: 20434-20435 Emerson Lasater
Box 1380: 20436 Charles Hunt
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Box 1381: 20437-20440 Charles Hunt
Box 1381: 20441 Charles Hunt
Box 1381: 20442-20443 Gerbert Shapiro
Box 1381: 20444 Jack Stewart
Box 1381-1382: 20445-20446 Fred Holmshaw
Box 1382: 20447 (Irish) dog
Box 1382: 20448-20450 "Irish" Dog
Box 1382: 20450 (Irish) dog
Box 1382: 20451-20452 Harry Zemansky
Box 1382: 20453 (Red) Grange
Box 1382: 20454 Agnew
Box 1383: 20455 San Francisco Skyline
Box 1383: 20456 Flower basket
Box 1383: 20457-20458 Barbara Malarkey
Box 1383: 20459 Barry
Box 1383: 20460 (Tookie) Hunter
Box 1383: 20461 Stanford crowd
Box 1383: 20462 Barbara Malarkey
Box 1383: 20463 Barbara Malarkey
Box 1384: 20464 William McCarthy, baseball
Box 1384: 20465 Rabbi Newman
Box 1384: 20466 Rabbi Newman
Box 1384: 20467 Rabbi Newman
Box 1384: 20468-20469 Phone anniversary
Box 1384: 20470 Mrs. Adams, Hall of Justice
Box 1384: 20471 Chinese Marble Champ
Box 1384: 20472 Bear Flag
Box 1385: 20473 Van Elm, golf
Box 1385: 20474 Javarin, baseball
Box 1385: 20475 Colonel Ned Green
Box 1385: 20476 Mrs. Aubery Mangomery
Box 1385: 20477-20478 5th Street Fire House
Box 1385: 20479 C.H. Strandberg, chef
Box 1385: 20480 C.H. Strandberg, Chef
Box 1385: 20481 C.H. Strandberg, chef
Box 1386: 20482-20483 Marian Coup
Box 1386: 20484-20485 Phyllis Haser
Box 1386: 20486-20487 Vic Klee, sportswriter
Box 1386: 20488 Victor Hertzler
Box 1386: 20489 Alf Oftedahl
Box 1386-1387: 20489-20492 Mabel Willebrandt
Box 1387: 20493 Joe Joynsky, fighter
Box 1387: 20494 Ann Christine
Box 1387: 20495 Joseph Shanahan
Box 1387: 20496 Joseph Shanahan
Box 1387: 20497 Joseph Shanahan
Box 1387: 20498 George Hussey, police
Box 1387: 20499 A.G. Skelly, police
Box 1387: 20500 Rube family Goldberg
Box 1388: 20501 Rube Goldberg, And Family
Box 1388: 20502-20503 Rube Goldberg
Box 1388: 20504 Rube Goldberg, And Family
Box 1388: 20506 Rube family Goldberg
Box 1388: 20507 Germaine Schnitzer
Box 1388: 20508-20509 Germaine Schnitzer
Box 1388: 20510 Germaine Schnitzer
Box 1389: 20511 Dr. Leo Bueger
Box 1389: 20512-20513 Vera Gensburger
Box 1389: 20514 Mrs. Paul Warburg
Box 1389: 20515 Ruth Chatterton
Box 1389: 20516 Captain George Roberge
Box 1389: 20517 Jack Dempsey
Box 1389: 20518 Ossip Gabrilowitsch, and family
Box 1389: 20519 Ossip Gabrilowitsch, And Family
Box 1390: 20520 Ossip Gabrilowitsch, and family
Box 1390: 20521 John O’Brien, fighter
Box 1390: 20522-20523 Margaret Spickler
Box 1390: 20524 Anna Merkle
Box 1390: 20525-20526 Elliss Fears
Box 1390: 20526 Leo Brunner, police detective
Box 1390: 20526A Anna Merkle
Box 1390: 20526B William McMahon, police
Box 1390: 20526C Roy Smith
Box 1390: 20527 Tom Walen, police
Box 1390: 20528 Mrs. Perry Smith, four generations
Box 1391: 20529 Rose Navorin
Box 1391: 20529A Judge Police Captain Bernard Bernard
Box 1391: 20531-20532 Walter Mails, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 1391: 20533 Walter Mails
Box 1391: 20534-20535 Dick Kerr, pitcher
Box 1391: 20536 McPherson, Revivalist
Box 1391: 20537 Dr. W.P. Agnew
Box 1391-1392: 20538-20539 Doctor W.P. Agnew
Box 1392: 20540 Lee Masters
Box 1392: 20541 L.C. Hill
Box 1392: 20542 Albert Lavenson
Box 1392-1393: 20543-20551 Presidio Men
Box 1393: 20552 Louis Graf
Box 1393: 20553 Jackie Coogan
Box 1393-1394: 20554-20559 Jackie Coogan
Box 1394-1395: 20560-20566 Wax figures
Box 1395: 20567 Nurmi
Box 1395: 20568-20573 Nurmi
Box 1395: 20574 Nurmi
Box 1396: 20575-20576 Riola
Box 1396: 20577-20582 Shrine Hospital
Box 1396: 20577 Shrine Hospital
Box 1396: 20582 Shrine Hospital
Box 1397: 20583-20586 Russian Children
Box 1397: 20583 Russian kids
Box 1397: 20587 Russian kids
Box 1397: 20588 German boat Hamburg
Box 1397-1398: 20589-20591 Hamburg (German Ship)
Box 1398: 20593 German boat Hamburg
Box 1398: 20594-20600 Fire
Box 1399: 20601-20604 Hans Orth
Box 1399: 20605 Flapper story
Box 1399-1400: 20606-20612 Flapper Story
Box 1400: 20613 Flapper story
Box 1400: 20614 Temp. Crocker
Box 1400-1401: 20615-20622 Radio on ship
Box 1401: 20623-20629 Miss Hunt, tennis
Box 1401: 20629 George Creel, Ex-Senator
Box 1401-1402: 20629-20633 Blanche Bates
Box 1402: 20631 George Creel, Ex-Senator
Box 1402: 20632-20633 Margarete Anglin
Box 1402: 20634-20637 Caroline Maltby
Box 1402: 20638 Vera Knight
Box 1403: 20639 Oro Knight
Box 1403: 20640 Peggy Burns
Box 1403: 20641 Beatrice Freeman
Box 1403: 20642 Renato Gardini, wrestler
Box 1403: 20642A Angelena Maratto
Box 1403: 20643 Renato Gardini
Box 1403: 20643 Angelena Marotto
Box 1403: 20644 Renato Gardini, wrestler
Box 1403: 20644A Angelena Maratto
Box 1403: 20645 E.D. Hilario P. Espinoa, O.S.F.
Box 1403: 20646-20647 General George Armstrong Custer
Box 1404: 20648-20649 Robinson Jeffers
Box 1404: 20649 Frances Cahill
Box 1404: 20650 Fall of the Bastille
Box 1404: 20651-20652 Adelaide Carrier
Box 1404: 20651-20652 Alyce B. Lee
Box 1404: 20651-20652 Geraldine McAlpin
Box 1404: 20653 Alyce Mills
Box 1404: 20654 Alyce Mills
Box 1404: 20655 Alyce Mills
Box 1404-1405: 20656-20657 Germaine Helden
Box 1405: 20658-20659 Judge Robert M. Clarke
Box 1405: 20660 [Judge Robert M.] [Clarke]
Box 1405: 20662-20663 [George] [Creel], Former Senator
Box 1405: 20664 George Creel, Ex-Senator
Box 1405: 20665 Vivien and Rosetta Duncan, sisters
Box 1405: 20666 Rosetta Duncan
Box 1405: 20666 Vivien Duncan
Box 1405: 20668-20671 Vivien Duncan
Box 1405: 20668-20671 Rosetta Duncan
Box 1405: 20672 Vivien and Rosetta Duncan, sisters
Box 1405: 20673 Edna Christensen
Box 1405: 20674-20675 Edna Christensen
Box 1405: 20677 Edna Christensen
Box 1405: 20678 Edna Christensen
Box 1407: 20679 Renato Gardini, medals
Box 1407: 20680 Renato Gardini, Medals
Box 1407: 20681 Renato Gardini, medals
Box 1407-1408: 20682-20691 Renie Riano
Box 1408-1409: 20692-20704 Eleanor Twohig
Box 1410: 20705-20706 Albert Jennings
Box 1410: 20707 Fredie Hoppe
Box 1410: 20708-20711 Joe Silver
Box 1410: 20712 Jackie Gordon
Box 1410: 20713 C.W. Hutchinson
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Box 1411: 20714 Charles B. Keller
Box 1411: 20715 Flora Anderson
Box 1411: 20715A Charles Brown
Box 1411: 20716-20717 Jimmy Barry
Box 1411: 20718-20721 Lucille Byrne
Box 1411: 20724 John W. Collins
Box 1412: 20725 Columbia Park boys
Box 1412: 20726 Gertrude Carrillo
Box 1412: 20727 Patsy Carr
Box 1412: 20728 Molly Colbert
Box 1412: 20728A Marie Oskie
Box 1412: 20729-20730 William H. Crocker
Box 1412: 20731 Father Charles
Box 1412: 20732 Josephine Condon
Box 1412: 20733 Al Litzius
Box 1412-1413: 20733-20734 Harry Edwards
Box 1413: 20735 Miss C. Dinnelly
Box 1413: 20736 Dorothy Dean
Box 1413: 20737 Mrs. Case, child
Box 1413: 20739 Sammy Cross
Box 1413: 20740 Columbia Park Band Players
Box 1413: 20741-20744 Art Emery
Box 1413: 20742 Convention hall Democrats
Box 1414: 20745-20747 Arthur H. Ringholm
Box 1414: 20748 Eleanor Dorfer
Box 1414: 20748A Eugenia Mehrten
Box 1414: 20748B Ann Nurenberg
Box 1414: 20751 Finland Baths
Box 1414-1415: 20752-20756 Finland Baths
Box 1415: 20757 Mrs. Fenwick, copy
Box 1415: 20758 Art Emery
Box 1415-1416: 20759-20775 Ulrich F. Remensperger
Box 1415: 20759 Fred Braun
Box 1415-1416: 20759-20775 Byron C. Mobbs
Box 1415: 20760 Mr. A.A. Anders
Box 1415: 20760A Kate Brown
Box 1415: 20761 Alberta Anders
Box 1415: 20762 Fred Braun
Box 1415: 20762A Guy F. Campbell
Box 1415: 20762B Bert S. Hubbard
Box 1415: 20762C Dr. Paul W. Ivey
Box 1415-1416: 20763-20767 Gladys Thede [missing 20763-20764]
Box 1416: 20767 Captain Henry Gleeson
Box 1416: 20768 Peggy Hunt
Box 1416: 20768 Tom Kelly
Box 1416: 20768-20771 Father Joseph A. McAuliffe
Box 1416: 20769 Lillian Holmes
Box 1416: 20770 Tom Hickey
Box 1416: 20771 Bill Hart
Box 1416: 20772 Fred Hess
Box 1416: 20772A Neal and person Kenealy
Box 1416: 20773 Florence Humphreys
Box 1416: 20773A Bill Moran, artist
Box 1416: 20774 Billy Banks
Box 1416: 20774A Gerda Wisner Hoffman
Box 1416: 20774B Emily Johansen
Box 1416: 20775 Fred Braun
Box 1417: 20776 Alberta Anders
Box 1417: 20776A Kate Brown
Box 1417: 20777 Colonel Colman
Box 1417: 20777A Oscar Bohr
Box 1417: 20777B Byron C. Mobbs
Box 1417: 20778 Ruth and Eugene Druhan
Box 1417: 20779 Captain Walter Rogers
Box 1417: 20780 Bill Rogers
Box 1417: 20781 Rogers and family
Box 1417: 20782 Helen Lind
Box 1417: 20783 Joe Behring
Box 1417: 20784 Henrietta Bowen
Box 1418: 20785 Fred Beneke
Box 1418: 20786 Mrs. M.F. Hernan
Box 1418: 20787 Mrs. L.W. Cornelison
Box 1418: 20788 Sister Ivan
Box 1418: 20789 Dr. C.E. Jones
Box 1418: 20790 Father Joseph A. McAuliffe
Box 1418: 20791 James E. Johns
Box 1418-1419: 20792-20794 Boone, baseball
Box 1419: 20795 William E. Benton
Box 1419: 20796 Will H. Beckett
Box 1419: 20797 Herbert Fredrick
Box 1419: 20798 Ulrich Remensperger, F.
Box 1419: 20799 And Navy (y) Army
Box 1419: 20800 Thomas R. McGrath
Box 1419: 20801 Father Joseph A. McAuliffe
Box 1419: 20802 Charles Nelson
Box 1420: 20803 (Irish) dog
Box 1420: 20804 Ulrich F. Remensperger
Box 1420: 20805 Charles Nelson
Box 1420: 20806 Neal Kenealy and person
Box 1420: 20807-20808 Boone, baseball
Box 1420: 20809-20810 Lena Herger
Box 1420: 20811 Byron C. Mobbs
Box 1420: 20812 Jack Rose
Box 1421: 20813-20814 Ruby Goldstein, fighter
Box 1421: 20813 Jack Rose
Box 1421-1422: 20815-20824 Dorothy Baker
Box 1422: 20825-20826 Florence Hopkins
Box 1422-1423: 20827-20831 Clara Bow
Box 1422: 20827 Dempsey, (copies)
Box 1422: 20828 Alta Nolan
Box 1422: 20829-20830 Emilia Loeffler
Box 1423: 20831 Herman Sommers
Box 1423: 20832 Martha Van Meter
Box 1423: 20833 W. Weiner
Box 1423: 20834 Pauline Tesmer
Box 1423: 20835-20836 Phillip Brown, strangler
Box 1423: 20840-20841 Mr. Laidlaw
Box 1423-1424: 20842-20847 Judge Robert M. Clarke
Box 1424: 20848 General Nobile
Box 1424: 20849-20851 General Nobile
Box 1425: 20852 General Nobile
Box 1425: 20853 Lees, Sports Hoot
Box 1425: 20854 Hoot Lee
Box 1425: 20855 Miss A.J. Campbell
Box 1425: 20856-20860 Misha (family) Elman
Box 1426: 20861-20862 Golden Gate Park Peacocks
Box 1426: 20863 Carrol, reporter
Box 1426: 20864 Lucille Baker
Box 1426: 20865 Armand Emanuel, fighter
Box 1426: 20866 Lieutenant Colonel Cavanaugh
Box 1426: 20867-20869 Lieutenant Colonel Cavanaugh
Box 1427: 20870 Lieutenant Colonel Cavanaugh
Box 1427: 20871 Senator Hiram Johnson
Box 1427: 20872-20876 Senator Hiram Johnson
Box 1427: 20877 Senator Hiram Johnson
Box 1427: 20878 Avis Wilson
Box 1428: 20879 Edith Bristol
Box 1428: 20880 Don Krull
Box 1428: 20881-20882 Mr. and Mrs. Dominic Ruggerio
Box 1428: 20883 Sonoma (ship)
Box 1428: 20884 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walhood
Box 1428: 20885 Barbara Lee
Box 1428: 20886 Mrs. E.S. Lee
Box 1428: 20887 Herbert Blumenthal
Box 1428: 20888 Irma Grant
Box 1429: 20889 Beatrice Peterson
Box 1429: 20890 Tony Moreci; Angelo
Box 1429: 20891 Will H. Beckett
Box 1429: 20892 Richard Holmes
Box 1429: 20893 Miles Holmes
Box 1429: 20894 Oscar Bohr
Box 1429: 20894A Will H. Beckett
Box 1429: 20895 Grace Bleuss
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1429</th>
<th>20896</th>
<th>Jean May Hawkins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 1429</td>
<td>20897</td>
<td>Cynthia Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1430</td>
<td>20898</td>
<td>Thomas Lenahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1430</td>
<td>20899</td>
<td>Virginia Fleet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1430</td>
<td>20900</td>
<td>Elizabeth Sallen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1430-132</td>
<td>20901-20918</td>
<td>Osborne Baby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1432</td>
<td>20919</td>
<td>McLarnin and Villa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1432</td>
<td>20920-20923</td>
<td>McLarnin vs. Villa, Boxing Match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1432</td>
<td>20924</td>
<td>McLarnin and Villa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1432</td>
<td>20925</td>
<td>Stribling and Loughran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1432-1433</td>
<td>20926-20931</td>
<td>Stribling vs. Loughran, Boxing Match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1433</td>
<td>20932</td>
<td>Stribling and Loughran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1433</td>
<td>20933</td>
<td>Stribling's mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1433</td>
<td>20934</td>
<td>Rube Goldberg, golf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1433-1434</td>
<td>20935-20941</td>
<td>Rube Goldberg, Golf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1434</td>
<td>20942</td>
<td>Rube Goldberg, golf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1434-1435</td>
<td>20943-20948</td>
<td>Dogs at pound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1435</td>
<td>20949-20952</td>
<td>Lost at White House Baby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1435</td>
<td>20953</td>
<td>Missouri Athletes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1436</td>
<td>20954</td>
<td>Missouri Athletes, Track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1436</td>
<td>20955</td>
<td>Missouri athletes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1436</td>
<td>20956-20957</td>
<td>Lee Meadows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1436</td>
<td>20958</td>
<td>Joe DeVine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1436</td>
<td>20959</td>
<td>Carey Pitts, baseball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1436</td>
<td>20960</td>
<td>Yde, baseball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1436</td>
<td>20961</td>
<td>Joe Cronin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1436-1437</td>
<td>20962-20965</td>
<td>(Wiz) Kremer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1437-1438</td>
<td>20964-20976</td>
<td>Miss Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1438-1439</td>
<td>20977-20991</td>
<td>West Virginia (ship)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1439</td>
<td>20983-20984</td>
<td>Judge Police Captain Bernard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1439</td>
<td>20988</td>
<td>Doreen Tittle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1440</td>
<td>20992</td>
<td>(Wiz) Kremer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1440</td>
<td>20993</td>
<td>&quot;Wiz&quot; Kremer, Holding a Baseball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1440</td>
<td>20994-20998</td>
<td>East-West Game</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1440</td>
<td>20995</td>
<td>(Wiz) Kremer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1440</td>
<td>20999-21003</td>
<td>San Bruno Real estate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1441</th>
<th>21004</th>
<th>Jewish home</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 1441</td>
<td>21005</td>
<td>Denny Brooks, story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1441-1442</td>
<td>21006-21011</td>
<td>Denny Brooks Story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1442</td>
<td>21012</td>
<td>Denny Brooks, story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1442</td>
<td>21012A</td>
<td>Jewish home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1442</td>
<td>21013</td>
<td>City and County Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1443</td>
<td>21017-21020</td>
<td>Radio on ship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1443-1444</td>
<td>21021-21031</td>
<td>Hopkins Art School</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1444</td>
<td>21032</td>
<td>Janet D. Fuller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1444</td>
<td>21032A</td>
<td>Billy Thorning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1444</td>
<td>21033</td>
<td>Billy Thorning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1444-1445</td>
<td>21034-21035</td>
<td>Mrs. A.E. Schwabacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1445</td>
<td>21036</td>
<td>Nan and Nion Tucker, Jr. (Children)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1445</td>
<td>21037</td>
<td>Inez Freeman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1445</td>
<td>21038</td>
<td>Walter Sullivan, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1445</td>
<td>21039</td>
<td>Julia Lapham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1445</td>
<td>21040-21041</td>
<td>Peggy Pillsbury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1445-1446</td>
<td>21043-21045</td>
<td>La Plaentia, Shipwreck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1446</td>
<td>21046</td>
<td>La Palantio, ship wreck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1446</td>
<td>21047-21048</td>
<td>Yosemite Winterscene</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 1446: 21060 Julia Hahn
Box 1446: 21061 Sonoma (ship)
Box 1446: 21062-21063 Mrs. Clifford Grant Collk
Box 1446-1447: 21064-21065 Constance Carroll
Box 1446-1447: 21064-21065 Margaret Fox
Box 1447: 21066-21068 William W. O'Neil
Box 1447: 21067-21069 R.V. Pearson
Box 1447: 21069 Mrs. Carl? Streglow
Box 1447: 21070 New building Y.M.C.A.
Box 1447: 21071 F.A. Vening Meinesz
Box 1447: 21072 Beryl Mills, Miss Australia
Box 1447-1448: 21073-21074 Beryl Mills, Miss Australia
Box 1448: 21079 Beryl Mills, Miss Australia
Box 1448: 21080 Adam Walsh
Box 1448: 21081-21082 Adam Walsh
Box 1449: 21083 Adam Walsh
Box 1449: 21084-21087 Father Ricard
Box 1449: 21088 Florence Hillman
Box 1449: 21089-21091 Florence Hillman
Box 1450: 21092 Florence Hillman
Box 1450: 21093 Estelle Paulson
Box 1450: 21094-21098 Estelle Paulson
Box 1450: 21099 Rest room Ferry building
Box 1450: 21100 Ferry Building, Restroom
Box 1451: 21101-21104 Ferry Building
Box 1451: 21105 Rest room Ferry building
Box 1451: 21106 Fay MacNamra
Box 1451: 21107-21108 Fay Macnamara
Box 1451: 21109 Fay MacNamra
Box 1452-1454: 21110-21129 [Fashion Show?]
Box 1454: 21130-21135 "Rosemary" Story, Unidentified Woman and Man
Box 1454-1458: 21136-21171 (Rosemary) story
Box 1456: 21155 Muriel Perry
Box 1458-1460: 21172-21186 Story in the Call The (Cheat)
Box 1460: 21183 William Goyette
Box 1460: 21187 Jack Silver
Box 1460-1461: 21188-21194 Jack Silver
Box 1461: 21195 Jack Silver
Box 1461: 21196 (Rosemary) story
Box 1461-1463: 21197-21211 "Rosemary" Story
Box 1463: 21212 (Rosemary) story
Box 1463: 21213 "Rosemary" Story
Box 1463: 21214-21215 [Earthquake Clean-up], [Collapsed Building]
Box 1463: 21216-21218 [Survivors of Collapsed Building]
Box 1464: 21219 [Outdoor Altar], [Young Men Kneeling]
Box 1464: 21220 [Collapsed Church], [Demolition]
Box 1464: 21230 [Collapsed Building]
Box 1464: 21233 [Earthquake Clean-up], [Collapsed Building]
Box 1464: 21234 [Unidentified Men on Collapsed Building]
Box 1464: 21235 [Priest Addressing People]
Box 1464: 21236 [Victims of Building Destruction], [Homeless]
Box 1464: 21237 [Collapsed Building]
Box 1464: 21238 [Collapsed Building], [And Smashed Car]
Box 1465: 21240 [Collapsed Church]
Box 1465: 21241-21242 [Collapsed Building], [With Unidentified People]
Box 1465: 21243 Children Asleep in a Haystack
Box 1465-1466: 21245-21250 [Hanify House?]
Box 1466: 21255-21257 [Hanify House?]
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 1466: 21258 Hanify House Society
Box 1466: 21259 Sea Cliff Society
Box 1466: 21260 Sea Cliff Society
Box 1466: 21261 Sea Cliff Society
Box 1466-1468: 21262-21273 US Navy Fleet, July 1926
Box 1468: 21274-21279 Miss Beer, voting
Box 1468: 21280 Eleanor Meherin, July 1926
Box 1469: 21281-21282 Eleanor Meherin, July 1926
Box 1469: 21283 Eleanor Meherin, July 1926
Box 1469: 21284 French girls
Box 1469: 21285-21286 French Women
Box 1469: 21287 French girls
Box 1469: 21288 Mardi Gras, 1925
Box 1469-1470: 21288-21304 Easter Parade, 1926
Box 1470: 21295 Mardi Gras, 1925
Box 1470: 21305 Women Bootblacks
Box 1471: 21306-21307 Lion's Convention
Box 1471: 21308 Hikers
Box 1471-1472: 21309-21320 Hikers, Race
Box 1472: 21322 Fr. Bradley
Box 1472: 21322 Hikers
Box 1472-1473: 21323-21325 Ethyl McFarland
Box 1473: 21326 Post Street Auto wreck
Box 1473: 21327 Vallejo Street Church
Box 1473: 21328-21329 Editor
Box 1473: 21331 Governor Farrington
Box 1473: 21333 Mrs. Byron Parker
Box 1473: 21334 Professor Meiling
Box 1473: 21334A Rose Lombardi
Box 1474: 21335-21338 Mexico Churches
Box 1474: 21339 Eleanor (copy) Meherin
Box 1474: 21340 Bird Parrot
Box 1474: 21341-21342 Miss Kirchner
Box 1474-1475: 21343-21344 D.C. Warren
Box 1475: 21345 Nick Williams
Box 1475: 21346 [Two Unidentified Men]
Box 1475-1476: 21347-21356 Mrs. Morris, party
Box 1476: 21357 Everett Omnus
Box 1476: 21358-21359 Senator Bill Lyons
Box 1476: 21360 Snowy Baker
Box 1476: 21361 Jack Nolan, football
Box 1477: 21362 Malley, Football
Box 1477: 21363 Unidentified Golfer
Box 1477: 21364 Baseball Player, Pirates Baseball Team
Box 1477: 21365 [Football Coach and Owner]
Box 1477: 21366 Boxing Match
Box 1477: 21367-21368 French Woman
Box 1477: 21369 [Unidentified Man]
Box 1477: 21370 [Unidentified Woman]
Box 1478: 21371 Track Athlete, UC Berkeley
Box 1478: 21372 Baseball Player, Seals
Box 1478: 21373 Baseball Player, Seals
Box 1478: 21374 Unidentified Golfer
Box 1478: 21375-21376 Mr. Flaerthy, And Family
Box 1478-1479: 21377-21382 Seals Baseball Players
Box 1479: 21383-21386 Helen Zrbriske
Box 1479-1480: 21387-21391 Fairmont Society, August 1926
Box 1480: 21392 Society, Fairmont, August 1926
Box 1480: 21394 Valley Street Church Priest
Box 1480: 21395 Rene Cazenave
Box 1480: 21396 Miss Australia
Box 1480: 21397 Mr. Lemare and wife, organist
Box 1480: 21398 Lemone and wife [Organist]
Box 1481: 21399 Mr. Lemare and wife
Box 1481: 21400 Larry Lavers
Box 1481: 21401 Rabbi Newman
Box 1481: 21402 David Supple
Box 1481: 21403 Veteran Firemen
Box 1481: 21404 Mardi Gras, 1925
Box 1481: 21405 Mr. Landis
Box 1481: 21406 Richardson, Stanford track
Box 1481: 21407 Wrestler
Box 1482: 21408 California Pennant
Box 1482: 21408A James Corbett, J.
Box 1482: 21409 James J. Corbett
Box 1482: 21410 X-ray
Box 1482: 21411 Edward Barron
Box 1482: 21412 Stirling Expedition
Box 1482: 21413 Mrs. Maniton
Box 1482: 21414 [Unidentified Men]
Box 1482: 21415 [Director of City Hall?], [With Unidentified Men]
Box 1482-1483: 21416-21417 [Unidentified French Woman]
Box 1483: 21418 [Unidentified Man with Child]
Box 1483: 21419 [Football Players with Coach]
Box 1483: 21420 “Runster”, Horse
Box 1483: 21421 Football Player
Box 1483: 21422 [Crowd at Football Game]
Box 1483: 21423 [Unidentified Man]
Box 1483: 21424 Baseball Player, Pirates
Box 1483: 21425 Golfer
Box 1484: 21426-21429 [Unidentified Female]
Box 1484: 21430 [Unidentified Persons]
Box 1484: 21431 Baseball Player, Pirates
Box 1484: 21432 Baseball Player, Seals
Box 1484: 21433 Mrs. Juda
Box 1484-1485: 21434-21436 Moudy, baseball
Box 1485: 21437 Jim 21438 Needles
Box 1485: 21437A Saint Ignatius Football
Box 1485: 21439-21440 Football Player, Punter
Box 1485: 21441 [Football Team]
Box 1485-1486: 21442-21444 [Unidentified Football Players]
Box 1486: 21445-21448 Mission High School
Box 1486: 21446 Saint Ignatius Football
Box 1486: 21448A Saint Ignatius football
Box 1486: 21449 Pat Lester
Box 1486: 21450 James D. 21451 Phelan
Box 1487: 21452 Wedding at Saint Mary's
Box 1487: 21453 Phil Murphy
Box 1487: 21454-21456 Phil Murphy
Box 1487: 21457 Phil Murphy
Box 1487: 21458 Siamese twins
Box 1487: 21459-21460 Siamese Twins
Box 1488: 21461 Siamese twins
Box 1488: 21462-21468 California (old copies)
Box 1488: 21469 Parade
Box 1489: 21470 21471 Jewish home
Edward Barron
Boynton Home
Jim O'Connell, baseball
21478 Society
[21479-21481 Society]
Musicians Strike
City Hall (Court Story)
Laguna Honda School
 Casting
Eleanor Meherin, July 1926
Hunting girl
Women Koneigstein case
Saint Mary's Church
Society (Palace)
Pearl Johnson
Native Sons of the Golden West Parade, 1926
Jr. Shortall [?]
C. Peeke
Ollie Tuttle
McKinley, President
WASP -- Anarchist Czogosz, "Views of [McKinley's] assassin taken by Police in Buffalo"
McKinley, "WASP -- Receiving address from the working men of San Francisco"
McKinley, President
Musicians Strike
Griffin, University of California (UC Berkeley) Captain
George Peterson
McEnerney, S.I. football
Dan Murphy
Elevator men
Business office
Siamese twins
Siamese Twins
Siamese twins
Society (Palace)
California cable crash
Miss Musto
Casting
Miss or Mrs. Ahern (or Ahhern)
Mrs. Gavin-Flood
Mrs. Gavin-Flood
Betty Baker
Mr. Todd
Salvation Army
Rod Kendrick
Traffic
Will Westcott
Button Collar
Rene Adoree
Louis Graf
(Brick) Morse
Boynton home
Jackie Coogan
Colonel Bray, orpheum
Box 1498: 21564 **Stirling Expedition**
Box 1498-1499: 21565-21566 **Stirling Expedition**
Box 1499: 21568-21569 **Barbeet**
Box 1499: 21570 **Girl University of California (UC Berkeley)**
Box 1499: 21571 **Ritchie, golf**
Box 1499: 21572 **Miss Wheeler**
Box 1499-1500: 21573-21577 **[Unidentified Men Before Restaurant]**
Box 1500: 21578 **Football Player, Oregon Aggies**
Box 1500: 21579 **Mission Dolores**
Box 1500: 21580 **[Labor Strike, Parade?]**
Box 1500: 21581 **Oregon Aggies**
Box 1500-1501: 21582-21585 **Football crowds**
Box 1501: 21586-21587 **Football Crowd**
Box 1501: 21588-21589 **USC Band and Cal (UC Berkeley) Football Crowd**
Box 1501-1502: 21590-21598 **Saint Mary's versus S.C. [Santa Clara?] Football, 1925**
Box 1502: 21599-21602 **Saint Mary's versus University of California (UC Berkeley)**

**Football, 1925**
Box 1503: 21603-21605 **Walter Camp**
Box 1503: 21603-21607 **(Tut) Imlay**
Box 1503-1504: 21610-21621 **Football, action plays, 1925**
Box 1505: 21622-21629 **S.C. [Santa Clara?] versus UC Berkeley Football, 1926**
Box 1505-1506: 21630-21633 **Wax boxer**
Box 1506: 21634-21635 **Dan Murphy, football**
Box 1506: 21635-21636 **John Bruce**
Box 1506: 21636-21637 **John O'Brien, fighter**
Box 1506: 21637 **Governor C.C. Young**
Box 1506: 21638-21639 **Thomas F. Gavan**
Box 1506-1963: 21638-26139 **Ray Brooks**
Box 1506-1963: 21639-26140 **Rene Cazenave**
Box 1506: 21640 **F. Kracke, police**
Box 1507: 21641 **Mrs. A.W. Stokes**
Box 1507: 21641A **Mrs. D.E.F. Easton**
Box 1507: 21641B **Mrs. Geoffrey Holt**
Box 1507: 21641C **E.B. Lefferts**
Box 1507: 21641D **Frank Noon**
Box 1507: 21641E **William M. Tudor**
Box 1507: 21642 **Mrs. Louis Lengfield**
Box 1507: 21642A **Of Police Officer Mathes family**
Box 1507: 21643 **Neil Happins**
Box 1507: 21643A **Fred Keiser**
Box 1507: 21644 **Estella Reed**
Box 1507: 21645-21646 **Adam Walsh**
Box 1507: 21645A **Neil Happins**
Box 1507: 21645B **Nan Halperin**
Box 1507: 21647 **Dolly Grayson**
Box 1507: 21647A **Boynton Home**
Box 1507: 21648 **Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy**
Box 1507: 21649 **Girl University of California (UC Berkeley)**
Box 1508: 21650 **Mr. and Mrs. James Murphy**
Box 1508: 21651 **Edwin de la Laine**
Box 1508: 21652-21653 **Luella Melius, opera singer**
Box 1508: 21654-21656 **Hopkins, inventor**
Box 1508: 21659 **Art Hoffman**
Box 1508: 21660-21661 **Art Hoffman**
Box 1508: 21661 **Captain Gieson**
Box 1509: 21662 **Art Hoffman**
Box 1509: 21662A **Paul Kleiber**
Box 1509: 21663-21665 **Elisabeth Hughes**
Mr. and Mrs. B.C. Forbes
Louise Sherer
Mrs. L.A. Kelly
Mrs. William Kent
Mrs. Sherer
Claire Lansdale
Mrs. Thomas Kent
Laura Mitchell
Sally Hoppes
Esther Perry
Constance Clark
Helen Wilson
Marion Howard
Louise Meierink
Alice Wilson
John O'Brien, fighter
Christopher Columbus
James D. Phelan
Reg't return Three-sixty-third
Andy Mahoney
Andy Mahoney
Andy Mahoney
Caroline Adams
A. Williams
Franciscan Pater Julius
Pius, Franciscan Priest
Captain Vincent Taylor
Edith Stellman
Thomas P. Scollan
Catherine Shage
Dennis P. Lucey
Thomas P. Scollan
John J. Casey
Mrs. Gavin-Flood
Fred Luckenbach
E.C. Jackson
E.C. Jackson
Jack Riordan
E.C. Jackson
Tetrazini, opera singer
Tetrazini, Opera Singer
Tetrazini, opera singer
Tetrazini, opera singer
Fred Luckenbach
Fred Lackenbach
Fred Ludkenbach [sic] (Luckenbach?)
Clifford Wight
Greer family
Mrs. Healy, society editor
Margaret Miller
Mrs. James Swinnerton
Ann Lorenzen
Helen Ashley
Mrs. Duane and boys
Miss Toy
Miss Toy
Miss Toy
1st Avenue Robbery
Boys South of Market
Box 1519: Miss Darling
Box 1519: Lipstick
Box 1519-1520: Emerson School
Box 1520: Slip Madigan, coach
Box 1520: Lowell, girl yell leader
Box 1520-1521: Girl Yell Leader, Lowell High School
Box 1521: Lowell, girl yell leader
Box 1521: A. Pincon, hanged
Box 1521: W. Adams
Box 1521: Daisy McGaw
Box 1521: Dr. Annie Besant
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Box 1522: Krishnamurti, Evangelist
Box 1522: Krishnamurti, Evangelist
Box 1522: US Naval Commander Roger
Box 1522: Jonny Dundee, fighter
Box 1522: Tod Morgan, fighter
Box 1523: Louis de Matei, detective
Box 1523: Louis de Matei
Box 1523: Louis De Matei
Box 1523: George P. Wafer, detective
Box 1523: George P. Wafer
Box 1523: Louis de Matei, detective
Box 1523: George P. Wafer, detective
Box 1523: Embree Welty
Box 1523: Lemoille Witmerly
Box 1523: Neva Russell
Box 1523: Neva Russell
Box 1523: Neva Russell
Box 1523: Evelyn Reeves
Box 1523: Patricia Whellan
Box 1523: Dorothy Cowell
Box 1523: Madeline Thompson
Box 1523: Nellie Ottolander
Box 1523: Lucia Wanzer
Box 1523: Jeanette Weiss
Box 1523: W.C. Mahoney
Box 1523: Jane Silsley
Box 1524: Vernita Brokaw
Box 1524: Minerva Jones
Box 1524: Leo Swett
Box 1524: Arturo Elias
Box 1524: Henry Nagel
Box 1524: Dorothy Seastrom
Box 1524: Mrs. R.D. Anderson
Box 1524: Mrs. H.C. Charin
Box 1524: Mrs. W.L. Parker
Box 1524: Mrs. E.F. Cordray
Box 1525: Mrs. Hedwig Jensen
Box 1525: Charlotte Burg
Box 1525: University of California (UC Berkeley) President Campbell
Box 1525: University of California (UC Berkeley) Director Sproul
Box 1525: University of California (UC Berkeley) Campus
Box 1525: Captain James Dinkins and wife
Box 1525: Captain James Dinkins and wife
Box 1525: Captain James Dinkins and wife
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Virginia Peterson
Louis McLoon
Homer Curran
Jessie Hightower
Louis McLoon
Rabbi Michael Fried
Marion Hambright
Virginia Peterson
Jessie Hightower
Grace Gardner
Sibyl Dutton
Vinan [Schulz?]
Mrs. Howard Monroe
Mollie McBryde
Mrs. Philip Brown
Mrs. Paige Maillard [Mailliard?]
Mrs. Edward Pringle
Claire Knight
Barbara Willett
Mrs. Kenneth Montealge
Cera Sullivan
Mrs. Alexander Wilson
Helen-Dorothy Foster
Mrs. Stuart Hellmann
Mrs. George Thierbach
Mrs. Gavin-Flood
Mrs. Gavin-Flood
Mrs. Gavin-Flood
Jean Arata
Irene Branstetter
Mrs. Robert E. McMahon
Olga Olson
Pound
Miami
The Flamingo Hotel, Miami, Florida
Miami
Pidgeons
Rogers Hornsby
Adam Walsh
Walter Mails
Serra Statue
William McCarthy, baseball
Women Bootblacks
Dorothy Ellingson
Annie Laurie, (son)
Mrs. Adams, Hall of Justice
T.C. McGovern
R.L. Hursted
A.J. Donaldson
Robert Koplan
Harold Miller
Bombed Saints Peter and Paul Church
Saints Peter and Paul Church, Bombed
Bombed Saints Peter and Paul Church
Box 1533: 21898 "Mission of Santa Clara at Father Magin's Time"
Box 1533: 21899 Jean Crisostomo Galindo
Box 1533: 21899 Father Magin Mayordomo
Box 1533-1534: 21900-21907 Rescue work Boy Scouts
Box 1534: 21908 Mrs. Vail and daughter
Box 1534: 21909-21911 Miss Vail
Box 1534: 21912 Mrs. Vail, With Daughter
Box 1534: 21913 Miss Vail
Box 1534: 21914 Mrs. Vail and daughter
Box 1534-1535: 21915-21920 Kelly, shooting
Box 1535: 21921 Mr. McClellan and wife
Box 1535: 21922-21923 Darcy, Finance Editor
Box 1535-1536: 21924-21928 Mrs. Charles Brennan
Box 1536: 21931-21932 John Cloney, police
Box 1536: 21933 L.A. Sneyd
Box 1536: 21934 Mary E. Swinnerton
Box 1536-1537: 21935-21938 Applegeard family
Box 1537: 21939 Sergeant Atkins, Marines
Box 1537: 21940-21941 Mrs. Baldwin Woods
Box 1537: 21942 Mrs. J.W. Thompson
Box 1537: 21943 Mrs. A. King
Box 1537: 21943A Mrs. John J. Schultz
Box 1537: 21944 Mrs. C. Alfred Sankey
Box 1537: 21945 Love, funeral
Box 1538: 21946-21947 Phyllis Fay
Box 1538: 21946A-21947 Barbara Balou
Box 1538: 21946B-21947 Mrs. Evan Fisher
Box 1538: 21946C-21947 Mrs. Kenneth Monteagle
Box 1538: 21948 Leilson Hoefl
Box 1538: 21949 Art Smith, flyer
Box 1538: 21950 Iroquois Barge
Box 1538: 21952 Major Julia Stimson
Box 1538-1539: 21953-21958 Major Julia Stimson
Box 1539: 21959 Major Julia Stimson
Box 1539: 21960 Senator Walsh
Box 1539: 21961 Senator Walsh
Box 1539: 21962 Senator Walsh
Box 1539: 21963 August Tiesslinek
Box 1539: 21964 L.G. Baxter
Box 1539: 21964A Jim Haswell
Box 1539: 21964B John Hefferman
Box 1539: 21964C Mrs. Kincaid
Box 1540: 21965 Margaret McNiell
Box 1540: 21965A Leona Sonders
Box 1540: 21966 William Ridgway
Box 1540: 21966A D.J. Collins, Police Lieutenant
Box 1540: 21966B J.J. Crowley
Box 1540: 21966C J.P. Maloney
Box 1540: 21967 Clara Astorg
Box 1540: 21968 Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pitman, Jr.
Box 1540: 21969 Dorothy Nelson
Box 1540: 21969A Stella Smith
Box 1540: 21970 Clara Bonsotti
Box 1540: 21970A Rene Bottoli
Box 1540: 21971 Phelitin Reagan, Mrs.
Box 1540: 21972 Mrs. Alex King
Box 1540: 21973 Mrs. T.A. Banning, 1865
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Box 1541: 21974 Mrs. T.A. Banning, 1865
Box 1541: 21975 Victoria Radet
Box 1541: 21976 Dorothy Smith
Box 1541: 21977 Martin O'Fahey, father
Box 1541: 21978 Peggy Doyle
Box 1541: 21979 William H. Grosby
Box 1541: 21980 General Marian G. Vallejo
Box 1541: 21981 Charles B. Turrill
Box 1541: 21982 Helen Ochs
Box 1541: 21982A Josie Vetter
Box 1542: 21983 George Barron, curator
Box 1542: 21983A C.G. Moraga
Box 1542: 21983B A. Arguello
Box 1542: 21983C Audley Carillo Harris
Box 1542: 21983D Alfred Ortega
Box 1542: 21984 H. Hammarstrom
Box 1542: 21985 Cecil Davis
Box 1542: 21986 Mary DeMartini
Box 1542: 21987 Mrs. Harry Kimmel
Box 1542: 21988 Roy Young
Box 1542: 21989 R.F. Gray
Box 1542: 21990 Mary Grasso
Box 1542: 21991 Mrs. Morris Baum
Box 1543: 21992 Morris Baum
Box 1543: 21993 Fred Boes
Box 1543: 21994 William Goyette
Box 1543: 21995 Annie Laurie
Box 1543: 21996 Stella Jensen
Box 1543: 21997 Mrs. A1 Johnson
Box 1543: 21998 Howard McDonald
Box 1543: 21999 Alex McIsaacs
Box 1544: 22000 M.E. Page
Box 1544: 22001 Alfred J. Sanders
Box 1544: 22002 Sam Slavich
Box 1544: 22003 Mrs. Carl Streblon
Box 1544: 22004 A.B. Frank
Box 1544: 22004A A.H. Ringholm
Box 1544: 22004B F.A. Steinman
Box 1544: 22005 University of California (UC Berkeley) Football (tackling), 1926
Box 1544: 22006 Halloween, 1926
Box 1544-1545: 22007-22011 Mrs. Carl Streblon
Box 1545: 22012 Halloween, 1926
Box 1545: 22013-22017 University of California (UC Berkeley) Football (tackling), 1926
Box 1545: 22018 Headstone of Padre Magin Catala
Box 1546: 22019 Shipwrecked crew, October 1926
Box 1546: 22020 Members of Shipwrecked Crew
Box 1546: 22021 John O'Neill
Box 1546: 22022 Members of Shipwrecked Crew
Box 1546: 22023 Shipwrecked crew, October 1926
Box 1546: 22024 (Prohi) Johnson
Box 1546: 22025-22026 University of Southern California Football team
Box 1546-1549: 22027-22055 Tom Mooney, bomb and trail
Box 1549: 22054 Mark Hopkins
Box 1549: 22056 E. Lee Masters
Box 1549-1550: 22057-22060 Children's Play at library
Box 1550: 22061-22066 Wool growers
| Box 1551: 22072 | Junior League with children |
| Box 1551: 22073 | Maybeck |
| Box 1551: 22074-22078 | Father and son week |
| Box 1551-1552: 22079-22082 | Cooking at Crystal Palace |
| Box 1552: 22083-22084 | Judge Jeremy Sullivan |
| Box 1552: 22085 | Larry Lavers |
| Box 1552: 22086 | Group |
| Box 1552: 22087 | McCarthy |
| Box 1552: 22088 | [House] |
| Box 1552: 22089 | [Woman with Baby] |
| Box 1553: 22090 | [Mother and Woman with Baby] |
| Box 1553: 22091 | [Woman with Baby] |
| Box 1553: 22092 | Girl tagging University of California (UC Berkeley) |
| Box 1553-1554: 22093-22104 | Sandy story |
| Box 1553: 22097-22098 | Slip Madigan, coach |
| Box 1554: 22105 | Mr. and Mrs. Hickman |
| Box 1554: 22106-22112 | Wave Motor [missing 22108-22113] |
| Box 1555: 22113-22114 | Smart, artist |
| Box 1555: 22115-22116 | Frog |
| Box 1555: 22117 | Von Dresser, artist |
| Box 1555-1556: 22118-22123 | Von Dresser, Artist |
| Box 1556: 22124 | Von Dresser, artist |
| Box 1556: 22125 | Junior League rehearsal |
| Box 1556: 22126-22129 | Junior League Rehearsal |
| Box 1556: 22130 | Junior League rehearsal |
| Box 1556-1557: 22131-22139 | Red Cross |
| Box 1557: 22140 | Teletographograph |
| Box 1558: 22141-22142 | Teletographograph |
| Box 1558: 22143 | Teletographograph |
| Box 1558: 22144 | Sarah Kreindler |
| Box 1558: 22145-22147 | Sarah Kreindler |
| Box 1558: 22148 | Sarah Kreindler |
| Box 1558-1559: 22149-22151 | Call Children |
| Box 1559: 22152 | Frank Garibaldi |
| Box 1559: 22153 | Mortimer Mays |
| Box 1559: 22154 | Virginia Marshall |
| Box 1559: 22155 | Virginia Rose |
| Box 1559: 22156 | John Hart |
| Box 1559: 22157 | Kathleen Norris, writer |
| Box 1559: 22158 | Minnie Dobbins |
| Box 1560: 22159 | Professor John H. Tindall |
| Box 1560: 22160 | Clarke Greenfield |
| Box 1560: 22161 | Wilmonte Frasee |
| Box 1560: 22162 | Captain Rose Milestein |
| Box 1560: 22163 | D.F. Anderegg |
| Box 1560: 22164 | Mrs. Marion O'Conner |
| Box 1560: 22165 | J. Schaffer |
| Box 1560: 22166 | Abraham L. Rich |
| Box 1560: 22167 | Frances Weiner |
| Box 1561: 22168 | Claire Bidwell |
| Box 1561: 22169 | Captain Nick Lisle |
| Box 1561: 22170 | Walter Greyer |
| Box 1561: 22171 | Chet Jensen |
| Box 1561: 22172 | William Gallagher |
| Box 1561: 22173 | Gus Lachman |
| Box 1561: 22174 | James L. Quigley |
| Box 1561: 22175 | Griffith Sherrill |
| Box 1561: 22176 | Captain Edward Dullea |
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 1562: 22177 Beach towers
Box 1562: 22178-22181 Towers at Beach
Box 1562: 22182 Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. Santa Clara, Football Game
Box 1562: 22183 Beach towers
Box 1562: 22184 Telephone building
Box 1562: 22185 Haines, [Cooking at Crystal Palace]
Box 1562: 22186 Cooking at Crystal Palace
Box 1563: 22187-22188 San Mateo High School Football
Box 1563: 22189 Monroe Moore
Box 1563: 22190 Bird Parrot
Box 1563: 22191-22195 Jim Corbett, San Francisco
Box 1564: 22196 Teachers' Meeting, November 1926
Box 1564: 22197-22201 Teachers' Meeting, November 1926
Box 1564: 22202 Teachers' Meeting, November 1926
Box 1564: 22203 Mrs. Huzar
Box 1564-1565: 22204-22210 Post Office
Box 1565-1566: 22211-22219 Emerson School, December 1926
Box 1566: 22220 Dempsey Non Pariel
Box 1566: 22221 Toys
Box 1567: 22222 Emerson School, December 1926
Box 1567: 22223-22225 Bulldog
Box 1567: 22226 (Babe) Hollingberry
Box 1567: 22227-22229 Polk Street
Box 1567: 22230 Furnace
Box 1568: 22231 Diamond
Box 1568: 22232 Diamond
Box 1568: 22233 Diamond
Box 1568: 22234-22235 Sam Undermeyer
Box 1568: 22236 Suzanne Leglen
Box 1568-1569: 22237-22241 Suzanne Leglen
Box 1569: 22242 Ronald Muller
Box 1569: 22243 Art of Ronald Muller
Box 1569: 22244 Suzanne Leglen
Box 1569: 22245 [drawing portrait of woman]
Box 1569: 22246 Ronald Muller
Box 1569: 22247 Ronald Muller
Box 1569: 22248 Hetch Hetchy, Check for $2,573,047.47
Box 1570: 22249-22251 Mr. Theiler
Box 1570: 22252-22255 Lady Diana Manners
Box 1570: 22255-22256 Iris Tree
Box 1570: 22257 Diamond
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Box 1571: 22258 Maybeck
Box 1571: 22259 [Child Putting on Sock]
Box 1571: 22260 [Bulldog with Bone]
Box 1571: 22261 [Unidentified Man]
Box 1571: 22262 [Unidentified Man], [Boxer?]
Box 1571: 22263-22264 [Groundbreaking Ceremony]
Box 1571: 22265-22266 [Unidentified Men Golfing]
Box 1572: 22267 "No Peace Unto the Wicket", Article by Alexander Woollcott
Box 1572: 22268 [Unidentified Man]
Box 1572: 22269 Santa Claus, With Four Girls
Box 1572: 22270 [Unidentified Girls in Bug Costumes]
Box 1572: 22271 [Unidentified Child in Cat Costume]
Box 1572: 22272 Santa Claus, With Children
Box 1572: 22273 [Unidentified Girl]
Box 1572: 22274 [Unidentified Children in Costume]
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 1572-1573: 22275-22285 University of California (UC Berkeley) versus University of Southern California Football
Box 1574: 22286-22294 University of California (UC Berkeley) versus Oregon Football

Box 1575: 22295 A.S. Cambell
Box 1575: 22296 Arts Club Paintings at I.?  
Box 1575: 22297 Painting at Arts Club, By Harold Gaze
Box 1575: 22298-22299 Painting at Arts Club, By A. Blomme, 1923
Box 1575: 22300 Painting "The Merry Piper", By Harold Gaze?, 1923
Box 1575: 22301 Painting by Harold Gaze, 1923
Box 1575: 22302 Two Paintings by G. Favat
Box 1575: 22303 Arts Club Paintings at I.?  
Box 1576: 22304 Typing Boy
Box 1576: 22305 Writing note Boy
Box 1576: 22306-22309 Congressman Welsh
Box 1576: 22310-22311 Bar
Box 1576: 22312 John Stellings
Box 1577: 22313 Cleo Markley
Box 1577: 22314 Alma Spreckels
Box 1577: 22315 Rabbit Bradshaw
Box 1577: 22317 Helen Saunders
Box 1577: 22318 Check
Box 1577: 22320 McGee, Cal
Box 1577: 22321 Strader, football
Box 1577-1578: 22322-22324 Strader, Football
Box 1578: 22325 Strader, football
Box 1578: 22326-22327 Underhill, football
Box 1578-1579: 22328-22334 East-West Football, January 1
Box 1579: 22335 [Woman Fencing]
Box 1579: 22336-22337 [Women Practicing Archery]
Box 1579: 22338 [Women Fencing]
Box 1579: 22339 [Woman Sewing]
Box 1579: 22340 [Oakland or Berkeley Skyline?]
Box 1579: 22341 [Two Unidentified Girls], [With Dolls]
Box 1579: 22342 [Woman Standing on Landmark?]  
Box 1580: 22343-22344 Rabbi Newman
Box 1580: 22345 Artist
Box 1580: 22346 Miss Shannon, poet
Box 1580: 22347 Jane Neylan
Box 1580: 22348 Russian priest
Box 1580: 22349 Congressman Welsh
Box 1580: 22351 Furnace
Box 1580-1581: 22352-22353 Miss Shannon, poet
Box 1581: 22354-22355 Bar
Box 1581-1582: 22356-22364 Stanford versus Washington Football
Box 1582-1583: 22365-22376 Stanford versus University of California (UC Berkeley) Football

Box 1583-1584: 22377-22384 Army versus Navy Football, 1926
Box 1584: 22385 Gene Van Horn
Box 1584-1585: 22386-22390 Gene Van Horn, Football
Box 1585: 22391 Gene Van Horn
Box 1585: 22392 University of California (UC Berkeley) Captain Griffin
Box 1585: 22393-22395 Griffin, UC Football Captain
Box 1585: 22398 University of California (UC Berkeley) Captain Griffin
Box 1585: 22399 Dixon, football
Box 1586: 22400-22401 Coultrin, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1586: 22400 Huber, football
Box 1586: 22402 Jabe?, Football
Box 1586: 22403-22404 Blewitt, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1586: 22404-22408 Nibs Price
Box 1587: 22409-22412 Clymer, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1587: 22413-22414 R. Green, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1587: 22415-22416 J. Dougrey, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1587: 22417 University of California (UC Berkeley) Bancroft
Box 1588: 22418 Huber, football
Box 1588: 22419 Niswander, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1588: 22420 Lindgren
Box 1588: 22421-22422 Koch
Box 1588: 22423 [View Down a San Francisco Street]
Box 1588: 22424 [Bullock's and Jones, Co. Building], [Mens Wear]
Box 1588: 22425 [San Francisco and Oakland Skylines]
Box 1588-1589: 22426-22427 [View Down a San Francisco Street]
Box 1589: 22428 [San Francisco and Oakland Skylines]
Box 1589: 22430 [San Fransisco Skyline]
Box 1589: 22431 [San Francisco and Oakland Skylines]
Box 1589: 22432 Old fashions Hats
Box 1589: 22433-22435 [San Francisco and Oakland Skylines]
Box 1589: 22436 Old fashions Hats
Box 1590: 22437-22438 Sessue Hayakawa
Box 1590: 22439 Sailing boat Ecila
Box 1590: 22440 John Hamyon?, Sailing Boat "Ecila" (Ship)
Box 1590: 22440 J.H. Wool, Sailing Boat "Ecila" (Ship)
Box 1590: 22441 Sailing boat Ecila
Box 1590: 22442 Mrs. John Fletcher
Box 1590: 22443 Mrs. John Fletcher
Box 1590: 22444 Mrs. John Fletcher
Box 1590-1591: 22445-22447 Dr. Wolff, University of California (UC Berkeley) Hospital
Box 1591: 22448-22449 John Evans
Box 1591: 22450-22452 Salvation Army
Box 1591: 22453 Miracle Stage Setting
Box 1591-1592: 22454-22459 Miracle Stage Setting
Box 1592: 22460 Miracle Stage Setting
Box 1592: 22461 Patricia Ann Bradly
Box 1592: 22462 James Andrew Wilcox
Box 1592: 22463 Ernest Robert Dobie
Box 1593: 22464 Mrs. Christensen
Box 1593: 22465 Enid Foster
Box 1593: 22466 Tetrazini, opera singer
Box 1593: 22467 Reed Auto Editor
Box 1593: 22468 Miss Shannon
Box 1593: 22469 Harriet McCormick
Box 1593: 22470 Olive McCormick
Box 1593-1594: 22471-22473 Estella Reed
Box 1594: 22474-22476 Louis B. Maier
Box 1594: 22477 Mainard Dixon
Box 1594: 22478 Frank van Sloan
Box 1594: 22479 John Costello
Box 1594: 22480 Anderson, Prohibition Chief
Box 1594: 22480A Prohib Johnson
Box 1594: 22481 Richard Barker
Box 1595: 22482 Dutch Leonard
Box 1595: 22483 Mrs. Rocco Russo
Box 1595: 22484 Betty McCann
Box 1595: 22485 Peggy Gregory
Box 1595: 22486 Julia Lapham
Box 1595: 22487 Ethel Schwabacher
Box 1595: 22488 Miss (Happy) Hamilton
Box 1595: 22489 Mrs. W.D. Knight
Box 1595: 22490 Robert Morrisey
Box 1596: 22491 Professor B. Stienach
Box 1596: 22492-22493 Bessie Beatty
Box 1596: 22494-22497 Mrs. Marston Burch
Box 1596: 22498 Marion Mulliner
Box 1596-1597: 22499-22500 Marion Mulliner
Box 1597: 22501 G.C. Davis
Box 1597: 22501A Marion Mulliner
Box 1597: 22502-22503 Margaret Crowley
Box 1597: 22505 Betsy Whitney
Box 1597: 22505A Elizabeth McDonald
Box 1597: 22506 J.M. Reeves, artist
Box 1597: 22507 Art of J.M. Reeves
Box 1597: 22508 J.M. Reeves
Box 1598: 22509 J.M. Reeves, With Artwork
Box 1598: 22510 J.M. Reeves
Box 1598: 22511-22513 Relief Home
Box 1598: 22514 Adele Levin
Box 1598: 22514 Joan? 22522 Crawford
Box 1599: 22520 Shirley Dorman
Box 1599: 22522 Shirley Dorman
Box 1599: 22523 Professor R. Zsigmondy
Box 1599: 22524 Professor Jean B. Ferrin
Box 1599: 22525 Gustav Hertz
Box 1599: 22526 James Frank
Box 1599: 22526A Anderson, Prohibition Chief
Box 1600: 22527 William Shanon, ex-convict
Box 1600: 22528 Professor T.H. Svedberg
Box 1600: 22529 Prohi Johnson
Box 1600: 22530-22531 J.W. Davis
Box 1600-1601: 22532-22537 Elinor Patterson
Box 1601: 22537 Mr. Hillman
Box 1601: 22538 Romola Niyinski
Box 1601: 22539 Lionel Graham
Box 1601: 22540 Madmoiselle Mareska Aldrich
Box 1601: 22541 Geraldine Mitchell
Box 1601: 22542 Interior Brotherhood Bank
Box 1601: 22543 Adele Leving
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Box 1602: 22545 Adele Levine
Box 1602: 22546 Joseph Levine
Box 1602: 22547-22540 Gertrude Ederle
Box 1602-1603: 22554-22559 Enid Foster
Box 1603: 22560 Thomas Hyland, detective
Box 1603: 22561-22563 Thomas Hyland, Detective
Box 1604: 22564 Thomas Hyland, detective
Box 1604: 22565-22566 Gloria Lees
Box 1604: 22567-22570 Roy Cummings, artist
Box 1604-1605: 22571-22574 Charles Truang
Box 1605: 22575-22580 Blindcraft
Box 1605: 22580 P. Schlatze
Box 1605-1606: 22581-22582 Lillian Taylor
Box 1606: 22583 Judge Hugh L. Preston, and Judge John W. Preston
Box 1606: 22584 Judge Hugh L. Preston, and Judge John W. Preston
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 1606: 22585 George Blum, police photo
Box 1606: 22585 Peter Neilson, detective
Box 1606: 22586 Neryda, actress
Box 1606: 22588 Neryda, actress
Box 1606: 22589 Babe Ruth
Box 1607: 22591 Babe Ruth, 1924
Box 1607: 22592-22593 Goodfellow Davidson, helper
Box 1607: 22594 Ralph Stackpole
Box 1607: 22596 Ralph Stackpole
Box 1607: 22597 Mrs. and Nancy Tooze
Box 1608: 22601 Mrs. and Nancy Tooze
Box 1608: 22602-22606 Lorraine Lindner
Box 1608: 22607 Louise A. Boyd
Box 1608-1609: 22608-22611 Mary K. Browne
Box 1609: 22611-22613 Vincent Richards, tennis player
Box 1609-1610: 22614-22618 Knute Rickne
Box 1610: 22619 Virginia Phillips
Box 1610: 22620-22621 Mary Morrison
Box 1610: 22622-22625 Lillian Farnsworth
Box 1610: 22627 Mary Reddington
Box 1610-1611: 22628 Margaret Reddington
Box 1610: 22629 Phyllis Fay
Box 1610: 22629A Geneva White
Box 1611: 22629B Mrs. Henry Stevenson
Box 1611: 22630 Mrs. Philip Brown
Box 1611: 22631 Mollie McBryde
Box 1611: 22632 Mrs. Ray Milford
Box 1611: 22634-22635 Mrs. Alexander Wilson [missing 22634]
Box 1611: 22636 Emma Gilford
Box 1611: 22637 Hillmann
Box 1611: 22638 Phoebe B. Haruden
Box 1611: 22638A Beatrice Wilcox
Box 1611-1612: 22639-22644 Mrs. Brady
Box 1612: 22645-22646 Mrs. Zulu B. Price
Box 1612: 22647 William Bardeleben
Box 1612: 22648 Jeremiah Maly
Box 1612: 22649-22650 Mrs. Christensen
Box 1612-1613: 22651-22654 Colonel Frank Bolles
Box 1613: 22657 Corporal H.W. Holloway
Box 1613: 22658 Dr. Bricca
Box 1613: 22658A Reverend Gleeson
Box 1613: 22659 Louis Abrams, USA
Box 1613: 22660-22662 Louis H. Abrams
Box 1613: 22660 Warrant Officer George J. Stine
Box 1613: 22660 Sergeant John Frorier
Box 1613: 22661 Captain R.B. Conner
Box 1613: 22662 Corporal Thomas M. Strachon
Box 1614: 22663 Louis Abrams, USA
Box 1614: 22664-22670 Mrs. Ellis, housewife story
Box 1614: 22671 Florence Williams, nurse
Box 1614-1615: 22672-22674 Florence Williams, (E y Stinson)
Box 1615: 22675 Mrs. Harry Hastings
Box 1615: 22676 Jeremiah Maly
Box 1615: 22677 Dr. William Lucas
Box 1615: 22678 Tom Baker
Box 1615: 22678A Albert E. Boynton
Box 1615: 22678B George L. Jones
Box 1615: 22679 Tanko, story of capture
Box 1615-1616: 22680-22682 Tanko, Story of Capture
Box 1616: 22683 Tanko, story of capture
Box 1616: 22684 G.S. Ilyin, painter
Box 1616: 22685 Painting by G.S. Ilyin
Box 1616: 22686 G.S. Ilyin, Painter with Painting
Box 1616: 22687 G.S. Ilyin
Box 1616: 22688 G.S. Ilyin, painter
Box 1616: 22689 Lookout at beach
Box 1616-1617: 22690-22691 Lookout at Beach
Box 1617: 22693 Spier
Box 1617: 22694 Goodfellow
Box 1617: 22695 Albinia
Box 1617: 22696-22697 Clown
Box 1617: 22698 Harpo
Box 1617: 22699 Montagle
Box 1617: 22700 [Unidentified Man Wearing Wig]
Box 1618: 22701 Edgar Allen Poe
Box 1618: 22702 Cicero
Box 1618: 22703 Bob Burns
Box 1618: 22704 Cleo Markley
Box 1618: 22705 Cleo Markley
Box 1618: 22706 Cleo Markley
Box 1618: 22707 Sphinx
Box 1618-1619: 22708-22715 Football, girl rooters, 1926
Box 1619: 22716 Goodfellow, San Francisco Hospital, 1926
Box 1619: 22717-22719 Goodfellow [Organization], Children at San Francisco Hospital, 1926
Box 1620: 22720 Goodfellow [Organization]
Box 1620: 22721 Goodfellow [Organization], [Girl at Edge of Building]
Box 1620: 22722-22723 Goodfellow [Organization], Children at San Francisco Hospital
Box 1620: 22724 Goodfellow, San Francisco Hospital, 1926
Box 1620-1621: 22725-22734 Saint Mary's versus Santa Clara(? Football, 1926 game
Box 1621-1622: 22735-22744 Stanford versus Santa C. Football
Box 1622-1624: 22745-22757 Boxer Adams
Box 1624: 22758-22764 Helen Wills
Box 1625: 22766-22767 Casey, Tennis
Box 1625: 22768 Casey, tennis
Box 1625: 22769 Nelson, football
Box 1625: 22770 Grant, football
Box 1625: 22771 Nelson, football
Box 1625: 22772 Shrader, football
Box 1625: 22773 Illia
Box 1625: 22774 Farrell
Box 1626: 22775 Cowboy - Saint Mary's Smith
Box 1626: 22776 Football Saint Mary's Conlan
Box 1626: 22777 Underhill Football
Box 1626: 22778 Slip Madigan
Box 1626: 22779-22780 Slip Madigan
Box 1626: 22781 Slip Madigan
Box 1626: 22782 Watson, football
Box 1626: 22783 Hicks
Box 1627: 22784 Merrick
Box 1627: 22785 O'Rourke
Box 1627: 22786 Collins
Box 1627: 22787 Miss? Malone
Box 1627: 22788 Collins
Box 1627: 22789-22792 Miss? Malone
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| Box 1628: 22793 | Miss? Malone, With Unidentified Man |
| Box 1628: 22794 | Miss? Malone |
| Box 1628: 22795 | Shoe Contest |
| Box 1628: 22796-22797 | Miss King |
| Box 1628: 22798 | Shoe Contest |
| Box 1628: 22799 | [group of women in fancy dress] |
| Box 1628: 22800 | Shoe Contest |
| Box 1628: 22802 | Mission Dolores |
| Box 1628: 22804 | San Francisco in 1849 |
| Box 1628: 22805 | City of San Francisco, [old view of?] |
| Box 1628: 22806 | San Francisco in 1863 |
| Box 1628: 22807 | Hayes Valley |
| Box 1628: 22809 | First and Howard Streets in 1851 |
| Box 1628: 22814 | Bullocks and Jones Co. Men's Wear, Building in Union Square |
| Box 1628: 22815-22816 | [View Down City Street] |
| Box 1628: 22817 | [Skyline of San Francisco] |
| Box 1630: 22820 | [Skyline of San Francisco or Oakland?] |
| Box 1630: 22824 | Mission Bells |
| Box 1630: 22825 | Kasper |
| Box 1630: 22826 | Mulcahy, Football |
| Box 1630: 22827 | Farrell, football |
| Box 1630: 22828 | Fureseth |
| Box 1630: 22829 | Hal Chase, Jr. |
| Box 1630: 22830-22831 | Marcus, football |
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| Box 1631: 22832 | Commerce High School |
| Box 1631: 22834 | Earl Williams |
| Box 1631: 22835 | Musicians Strike |
| Box 1631: 22836 | [Unidentified Persons] |
| Box 1631: 22837 | [Two Unidentified Men], [One with Ukulele] |
| Box 1631: 22838 | Hyland, football |
| Box 1631: 22839-22840 | Swan, football |
| Box 1631: 22840 | Pop Warner |
| Box 1631: 22841 | University of California versus University of Southern California Football |
| Box 1632: 22842-22846 | Horses |
| Box 1632: 22847 | Old print Golf |
| Box 1632: 22849 | Gene Van Horn |
| Box 1632: 22850 | Mark Twain |
| Box 1632: 22851 | Miss Duane |
| Box 1633: 22852 | Rogers Horneby |
| Box 1633: 22853 | L. Rooney, football |
| Box 1633: 22854 | Red Grange |
| Box 1633: 22854 | Bundy, S.C. |
| Box 1633: 22855 | S.C. Bundy, Football |
| Box 1633: 22856 | Football S.C. Cummings |
| Box 1633: 22857 | Casanova, football |
| Box 1633: 22858 | Cockburn, Univeristy of California football |
| Box 1633: 22860 | Fitz, University of California (UC Berkeley) football |
| Box 1633: 22862 | Coogan?, Won Cycling Trophy |
| Box 1634: 22863 | [Unidentified Man] |
| Box 1634: 22864-22865 | Santa Claus with Children |
| Box 1634: 22866 | [Men in Uniform] |
| Box 1634: 22867 | Barsi, Football |
| Box 1634: 22868 | Lieuteman Peter McIntyee |
Box 1634: 22869 **Jay Haight**
Additional Note
[Print available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 1 :22869--PIC].

Box 1634: 22869A **Louis Scheppler**
Additional Note
[Print available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 1 :22869--PIC].

Box 1634: 22871 **Marvel Lippe**
Box 1634: 22872 **William C. Koenig**
Box 1635: 22873 **Doris Garner**
Box 1635: 22874 **Theo Georgostathis**
Box 1635: 22875 **Dan Dillon**
Box 1635: 22876 **Dr. M.E. Blanchard**
Box 1635: 22877 **Father John T. Doran**
Box 1635: 22878 **Robert Bragg**
Box 1635: 22878A **George K. O'Connell**
Box 1635: 22879 **Charles W. Kitchen**
Box 1635: 22880 **Ralph M. Cook**
Box 1635: 22881 **J.R. Zanettin**
Box 1636: 22882 **J.J. Barceilles**
Box 1636: 22883 **Eileen O'Donnell**
Box 1636: 22884 **John Tait**
Box 1636: 22885 **Gertrude Blyer**
Box 1636: 22886 **Mildred Roof**
Box 1636: 22887 **Estell Carpenter**
Box 1636: 22888 **Mrs. H.C. Rothwell**
Box 1636: 22889 **Gladys Cooley**
Box 1636: 22890 **Mrs. S. Dunn**
Box 1637: 22891 **Oscar Bohr**
Box 1637: 22892 **Florence Boss**
Box 1637: 22892A **Miss P. Fogarty**
Box 1637: 22893 **Lillian Baddiker**
Box 1637: 22894 **Alice Clancy**
Box 1637: 22895 **Mildred Kreg**
Box 1637: 22896 **Alice Dailey**
Box 1637: 22897 **O.L. Warner**
Box 1637: 22898 **Lucille Checkanoski**
Box 1637: 22899 **Frances Meeker**
Box 1638: 22900 **Paul Sherr**
Box 1638: 22901 **Irving Lunt**
Box 1638: 22902 **William MacCaffrey**
Box 1638: 22903 **Captain Thompson, Mrs. Chadwick**
Box 1638: 22904 **Geraldine O'Connel**
Box 1638: 22905 **Eddie Peabody**
Box 1638: 22906 **Rev. J.P. Turner**
Box 1638: 22907 **Grace O'Connell**
Box 1638: 22908 **Philip Hicks**
Box 1639: 22909 **Major James Reade (Don) Watson**
Box 1639: 22910 **John L.W. Zumwalt**
Box 1639: 22911 **Anais Moliere**
Box 1639: 22912 **Jack Goodman**
Box 1639: 22913 **Tommy Cello**
Box 1639: 22914 **Robert Knudson**
Box 1639: 22915 **Skiles Hoffman**
Box 1639: 22916 **James W. Dogerty**
Box 1639: 22917 **Roy Sullivan**
Box 160: 22918 Teddy Hornbeck
Box 160: 22918A Maxine Stockdale
Box 160: 22919 Beulah Womach
Box 160: 22920 I.M. Sommer
Box 160: 22921 Marie Anita Colbert
Box 160: 22922 Peter J. Kelly
Box 160: 22923 Gwendolyn Peters
Box 160: 22923-22924 Everett Junior High
Box 160: 22924 Doris Brown
Box 160: 22925 Father P.J. Ryan
Box 160: 22925 Father J. Cummins
Box 160: 22925 Father P.A. Kelly
Box 160: 22925 Father T.J. Cummins
Box 160: 22925A Father P.A. Kelly
Box 160: 22925B Father P.J. Ryan
Box 160: 22926 Doctor Frederick D'Evelyn
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Box 1641: 22927 Owen McCarthy
Box 1641: 22928 Monsignor John Rogers
Box 1641: 22929 Andrew Jackson Vining
Box 1641: 22930 Guy Rooney
Box 1641: 22931 Charles Rooney
Box 1641: 22932 Monroe Rubenstein
Box 1641: 22933 Mr. and Mrs. J.F. Devol
Box 1641: 22934 Edith Baumberger
Box 1641: 22935 Miss L. Randall
Box 1642: 22936 Sarah Frances
Box 1642: 22937 Mrs. Edmund Brown
Box 1642: 22938 Miss V.I. Gilstrap
Box 1642: 22939 Captain Frank Daugherty
Box 1642: 22940 Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hanschen
Box 1642: 22941 Mac KFRC
Box 1642: 22942 Sultan of Sulu
Box 1642-1643: 22943-22946 Statuary Rodin
Box 1643: 22947-22951 Old prints Boxing
Box 1643: 22952-22953 Monte Carlo
Box 1644: 22954 Rabbi Newman
Box 1644: 22955 Jewish temple
Box 1644: 22956 Jewish Temple
Box 1644: 22957 [Jewish Temple?], [Stage and Theater Seats]
Box 1644: 22958 Jewish temple
Box 1644: 22959 Group
Box 1644: 22960 Coach Kleinholtz
Box 1644: 22961 Swan, football
Box 1644: 22962 Hawaiian football
Box 1645: 22963 Hauain Football
Box 1645: 22964 Hawaiian football
Box 1645: 22965 Market Street
Box 1645: 22967-22968 San Francisco Hospital Goodfellow, 1926
Box 1645: 22969 Miss Opera O'Brien
Box 1645: 22970 (Wild Bill) Kelly
Box 1645: 22971 Miss or Mrs. Ahern (or Ahhern)
Box 1645: 22972 Helen Wills
Box 1646: 22973 Dr. Scott, Girls' High School
Box 1646: 22974 Miss Wolf
Box 1646: 22976 Shipkey, football
Box 1646: 22977 Pop Warner
Box 1646: 22978 Bundy, football
Box 1646: 22979 Gallagher, football
Box 1646: 22980 Rianda, football
Box 1646: 22981 Jack Nolan, football
Box 1646: 22982 Lady Diana Manners
Box 1647: 22983-22987 Reinhart, playwright
Box 1647: 22984-22987 Morris Gest
Box 1647: 22988 Louis Lengfeld
Box 1647: 22989 Landini
Box 1647: 22990 Cleveland, football
Box 1647: 22991 Miss McFarland
Box 1648: 22992 Traffic
Box 1648: 22993 Corporal Lealand
Box 1648: 22994 Kolb and Dill Company
Box 1648: 22995 Woman in a Play
Box 1648: 22996 Kolb and Dill Company
Box 1648: 22997 Pop Warner
Box 1648: 22998 Mr. Furnace Young
Box 1648: 22999 Goodfellow
Box 1648: 23000 Hyland, football
Box 1649: 23001 (Wild Bill) Kelly
Box 1649: 23002 Swan, Football
Box 1649: 23003 University of California (UC Berkeley) Captain Griffin
Box 1649: 23004 L. Rooney, football
Box 1649: 23005 Vivien and Rosetta Duncan, sisters
Box 1649: 23006 Lorigan, football
Box 1649: 23007 Marcus
Box 1649: 23008 Robert Burns
Box 1649: 23009 Post, football
Box 1650: 23010 Freeman
Box 1650: 23011-23012 S. Milage
Box 1650: 23013 Underhill football
Box 1650: 23014 Bird Parrot
Box 1650: 23015 Football Hungerford, Saint Mary's
Box 1650: 23016 San Mateo High's crowd
Box 1650: 23017 South City shooting
Box 1650: 23018 Check
Box 1651: 23019 George Sterling
Box 1651: 23020 Coronel Lealand
Box 1651: 23021 Old Missions
Box 1651: 23022-23023 Hoffman, football
Box 1651: 23024 Old Mission
Box 1651: 23025 Founding of Mission San Diego, 1769
Box 1651: 23026 Old Mission
Box 1651: 23027 Walker, Stanford football
Box 1652: 23028 Graham, football
Box 1652: 23029 McCreery, football
Box 1652: 23030 H. Fleishhacker, Jr.
Box 1652: 23031 Harder
Box 1652: 23032 Baseball Seattle, 1925
Box 1652: 23033-23035 Seattle Baseball Players, 1925
Box 1652: 23037 Seattle Baseball Player, 1925
Box 1652-1653: 23038-23040 Seattle Baseball Players, In Action, 1925
Box 1653: 23041 [Seattle Baseball Coach?]
Box 1653: 23042 Seattle Baseball Player, In Action
Box 1653: 23055 Baseball Seattle, 1925
Box 1653: 23056-23060 Sacramento [missing 23056-23059]
Box 1653: 23061 Crane, football
Box 1653: 23062 Flood
Box 1653: 23063 Miss Monk
Box 1653: 23064 Miss Monk
Box 1653: 23065 Football Hawaiian
Box 1654: 23066 Pound
Box 1654: 23067-23070 Mother and daughter, Golf
Box 1654: 23071-23072 Copies Mexico
Box 1654: 23073 Bank Seaboard
Box 1654: 23074 Maude Younger
Box 1655: 23075 F. Klick, boxer
Box 1655: 23076 San Francisco Hospital Goodfellow, 1926
Box 1655: 23077 Golden Gate Avenue Artist
Box 1655: 23078 Bombed Saints Peter and Paul Church
Box 1655: 23079-23080 Saints Peter and Paul Church, Bombed
Box 1655: 23081 Bombed Saints Peter and Paul Church
Box 1655: 23082-23083 Drunk
Box 1656: 23084 Hoffman, football
Box 1656: 23085 Bath supervisor
Box 1656: 23086-23087 Mrs. [Dry?] Hamilton
Box 1656: 23088 Mrs. James Brennan
Box 1656: 23089 Root minerologist
Box 1656: 23090 Anita Loos
Box 1656: 23091 Anita Loos
Box 1656: 23092 Anita Loos
Box 1657: 23093 Kelly, shooting
Box 1657: 23094-23099 Helen Wills
Box 1657: 23100 Miss B. Ashe
Box 1657: 23101 Mr. Rickard, [Assisting Boy with Telescope]
Box 1658: 23102 Croquet
Box 1658: 23103 Egie Ashmund
Box 1658: 23104 Harry Crocker
Box 1658: 23105 Elinor Glyn
Box 1658: 23106 Writing note Boy
Box 1658: 23107 Colonel Bray, orpheum
Box 1658: 23108 James Preston
Box 1658: 23109 Henry Lealand
Box 1658: 23110 Miss Darling
Box 1659: 23111 Stanford Team, 1926
Box 1659: 23112 Mrs. Duane and family
Box 1659: 23113 Harry Brolaski
Box 1659: 23114 David Warfield
Box 1659: 23115-23116 Ed Hurlburt
Box 1659: 23115-23116 Ed Hurlburt
Box 1659: 23117-23128 Jane Neylan
Box 1659: 23117 Jane Neylan
Box 1660: 23128 Jane Neylan
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Box 1661: 23129 Shrine Parade Convention
Box 1661: 23130-23131 [Parade], [In Front of City Hall?]
Box 1661: 23132-23133 [parade]
Box 1661: 23134-23135 Parade
Box 1661: 23135 Shrine Parade Convention
Box 1661: 23136 Geraldine Fitzgerald
Box 1661: 23136 Geraldine Fitzgerald
Box 1661: 23137 Wetmore
Box 1661: 23137 Wetmore
Box 1662: 23138 Hertz
Box 1662: 23139 Tom Mooney, bomb and trail
Box 1662: 23140 Emporium
Box 1662: 23141 [Painting of Uniformed Man of Horseback]
Box 1662: 23142 Emporium
Box 1662: 23142-23143 Emporium
Box 1662: 23144 Emporium
Box 1662: 23144 Pony Express
Box 1662-1663: 23145-23148 Drinking Strip
Box 1662: 23146 Drinking Strip
Box 1663: 23149 Drinking strip
Box 1663: 23150 Chief Brochers
Box 1663: 23151 Santa Claus
Box 1663: 23152 Fitz, football University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1663: 23153-23154 Army and Navy Football, 1926
Box 1663: 23155 Group
Box 1663: 23156 George Watkins, football
Box 1664: 23157 Wright, swimmer
Box 1664: 23158 Alma Spreckels
Box 1664: 23159 Murphy, officer
Box 1664: 23160 Slip Madigan
Box 1664: 23161 Mining
Box 1664: 23162 Boston Mine, Nevada Company of California
Box 1664: 23163-23165 Malakoff Diggings, Nevada Company of California
Box 1664: 23166 Boston Mine, Nevada Company of California
Box 1665: 23167 Mining
Box 1665: 23168 Olga Nethersole
Box 1665: 23169 Lein and wife
Box 1665: 23170-23172 Lein and wife
Box 1665: 23173 Lein and wife
Box 1665: 23174 Ludwig II in Court Dress
Box 1665: 23174 Ludwig II
Box 1665: 23174A L. de Medici
Box 1665: 23175 Copy
Box 1665: 23176 Lorenzo de Medici
Box 1666: 23177 James I
Box 1666: 23178 Anderson, boxer
Box 1666: 23179 Mrs. L. Butt
Box 1666: 23180 Drunk
Box 1666: 23181 Father Murphy
Box 1666: 23182 Blase Street
Box 1666: 23183 Dr. Wallace
Box 1666: 23184 Count Leo Tolstol
Box 1666-1667: 23185-23189 Saloons
Box 1667: 23190 Elinor Glyn
Box 1667: 23191 Oroville Harold
Box 1667-1668: 23192-23196 Christmas on ferry, 1926
Box 1668: 23197-23200 Lily Bowmer
Box 1668-1669: 23201-23206 Ruth Armer
Box 1669: 23207 [Three Unidentified Women], [With Gas Lantern, Kettle, and Foot Stool]
Box 1669: 23208 [Unidentified Persons]
Box 1669: 23209 [Unidentified Men at Train Station]
Box 1669: 23210 [Explanation of the Tides], "Popular Astronomy"
Box 1669: 23211 Boxer
Box 1670: 23212 Saxophone Player
Box 1670: 23213 [Unidentified Men]
Box 1670: 23214 [Unidentified Woman]
Box 1670: 23215 [Unidentified Men]
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Box 1670: 23216 [Unidentified Woman with Child]
Box 1670: 23217 Football
Box 1670: 23218 "Kimberley Diamond Mine in 1872"
Box 1670: 23219 [Unidentified Men at Train Station]
Box 1670: 23220 Mr. Tufts
Box 1671: 23221-23222 [Professor with Student]
Box 1671: 23223 [Unidentified Man's Birthday Celebration?]
Box 1671: 23224 Cam..., Golfer
Box 1671: 23225 [Portrait of a Man]
Box 1671: 23226 [Portrait of a Woman]
Box 1671: 23227 Boston Mine
Box 1671: 23228 [Woman on Ferry Boat]
Box 1671: 23229 Suzanne Leglen
Box 1672: 23230 Boxer
Box 1672: 23231 Frances Ames
Box 1672: 23232 Mrs. Jere Sullivan
Box 1672: 23233 Austin Moore
Box 1672: 23234 Mrs. Allison Weeks
Box 1672: 23235-23236 Allison Weeks
Box 1672: 23236 Austin Moore
Box 1672: 23237 Liu Yu-Ching
Box 1672: 23237 Mandarin Peking
Box 1672: 23237 8feet 6inches Ching Yu-Liu, giant Chinese man
Box 1672: 23237A Liu Yu-Ching
Box 1672: 23262 Richard Wagner, Composer
Box 1672: 23262 Richard Wagner, composer
Box 1673: 23263 E.H. Bohner, San Francisco Dry chief
Box 1673: 23264 Jack Sharkey
Box 1673: 23264 Jack Harkey, pugilist
Box 1673: 23265-23266 Robert Louis Stevenson
Box 1673: 23267 Theobald Wolfe Tone
Box 1673: 23268 Golden Gate Park Conservatory
Box 1673: 23268A Golden Gate Park Conservatory
Box 1673: 23268B Golden Gate Park Conservatory
Box 1673: 23269 Joseph Gremminge, San Francisco Detective
Box 1673: 23270 Governor James K. Vardeman, copy
Box 1673: 23271 King Charles I
Box 1674: 23272-23273 Phylis Silva
Box 1674: 23274 Irene Solmi
Box 1674: 23275-23277 Solly Seaman
Box 1674: 23278 Senator Hiram Johnson
Box 1674: 23279 D'austremont (ship)
Box 1674: 23280 Mrs. Booth, Maud Ball
Box 1675: 23281 George Silva
Box 1675: 23282 Phylis Silva
Box 1675: 23283 George Silva
Box 1675: 23284 Ship D'austremont
Box 1675: 23285 Senator Johnson
Box 1675: 23286-23287 Mrs. Ballington Booth
Box 1675: 23288 McSheehy, supervisor
Box 1675: 23289 C. Emily Searles
Box 1676: 23290 Matthew Brady
Box 1676: 23291-23292 Ship D'Autremont
Box 1676: 23293 F. Nada Tomick
Box 1676: 23294 Senator Johnson
Box 1676: 23295 Senator Johnson
Box 1676: 23296-23297 Senator Johnson
Box 1676: 23298 Mrs. Ballington Booth
Box 1677: 23299 War veteran Young
Box 1677: 23300-23302 Chauncey McGovern
Box 1677: 23303 Young, war veteran
Box 1677: 23304-23305 Roy Frenner
Box 1677: 23306 Thomas Transport
Box 1677-1678: 23307-23309 Senator Hiram Johnson
Box 1678: 23310 Irene Solmi
Box 1678: 23311-23312 Thiesler, treasurer
Box 1678: 23313 McSheehy, supervisor
Box 1678: 23314-23315 Frances Walker
Box 1678: 23316-23317 Mr. Ridgeway
Box 1679: 23318 Mrs. Ballington Booth
Box 1679: 23319 William O'Brien
Box 1679: 23320 Dorothy Collins
Box 1679: 23321 Pauline Vetuske
Box 1679: 23322 Adventurer's crew
Box 1679: 23323 Adventurer's boat
Box 1679: 23324 Mr. Ridgeway
Box 1679: 23325 E. Meads
Box 1679: 23326 Roy Frenner
Box 1679-1680: 23327-23333 Secretary of the Interior Hubert Work
Box 1680: 23328 Dorothy Collins
Box 1680: 23329 Mrs. Stuart Hellman
Box 1680: 23329A Mrs. Henry Stevenson
Box 1680: 23330 Rudolph Valentino
Box 1680: 23330-23331 Dog owned by Mrs. G.A. Gibson Tjikembang
Box 1680: 23331 Prynce Hopkins
Box 1680: 23334 Mr. Bigin
Box 1680: 23335 US Marines.
Box 1680: 23336 Douglas Fooriner?
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Box 1681: 23337 Captain W.T. Whitelaw
Box 1681: 23338 Mr. Higby
Box 1681: 23339 Gelber Lilenthal
Box 1681: 23340 Viola Allen
Box 1681: 23341 Helen Crocker
Box 1681: 23342 Miss Rechter
Box 1681: 23343 Mrs. E. Pesce
Box 1681: 23344 Mr. Van Maitre
Box 1681-1682: 23345-23347 Frances Cowels
Box 1682: 23348 Larson
Box 1682-1683: 23349-23359 Mrs. E.T. Herlihy
Box 1682: 23350 Viola Allen
Box 1682: 23352 Mildred Webster
Box 1682: 23353 Battleships in China
Box 1682: 23354 Gloria Lees
Box 1683: 23355 Dorothy Easton
Box 1683: 23356-23357 Verna Lardemer
Box 1683: 23358 Veronica Giles
Box 1683: 23360-23361 O'Byne
Box 1683: 23362 Nort Cohn
Box 1683: 23362 Whitelaw Wrecking Company
Box 1683-1684: 23363-23364 Mack
Box 1684: 23365 Ben Tillman
Box 1684: 23366 Ed Gleeson
Box 1684: 23367 Frances Cowels
Box 1684: 23368 Earl Gregory
Box 1684: 23369 **Douglass Steverson**
Box 1684: 23370 **Clarence Laner (or Lanor)**
Box 1684: 23371 **Gertrude Jonas**
Box 1684: 23372 **Leo Purcell?**
Box 1685: 23373 **Rose Laura Lum**
Box 1685: 23374-23377 **US Marines**
Box 1685: 23378 **Mr. Bond**
Box 1685: 23379 **Mr. Seg**
Box 1685: 23380 **Marcel Thury**
Box 1685-1686: 23381-23382 **Laffineur**
Box 1686: 23383 **Helen Forbes**
Box 1686: 23384 **Mr. Scott**
Box 1686: 23385 **Miss Jones**
Box 1686: 23386 **Mack**
Box 1686: 23387 **Micky Mays**
Box 1686: 23388 **Mission Dolores**
Box 1686: 23389 **Solly Seaman**
Box 1686: 23390 **Mr. Scott**
Box 1686: 23390 **Mr. Scott**
Box 1687: 23391 **Miss Jones**
Box 1687: 23392 **Mack**
Box 1687: 23393 **Owen M. Sullivan**
Box 1687: 23394 **J.A. Howard**
Box 1687: 23395 **Gustave Holtz**
Box 1687: 23396 **Ray Vogel**
Box 1687: 23397 **Mildred Pollok**
Box 1687: 23398 **Lieutenant A.E. Power**
Box 1687: 23399 **Corporal Richard Hemley**
Box 1687: 23399A **Corporal James Noble**
Box 1687: 23399B **Corporal George Prentis**
Box 1688: 23400-23401 **[No caption recorded]**
Box 1688: 23403 **Porter Henry**
Box 1688: 23403A **Anna Henry**
Box 1688: 23405 **Fay Bamberger**
Box 1688: 23406 **Percy A. Marchant**
Box 1688: 23407 **Therese Meyer**
Box 1688: 23408 **Helen Schyltd**
Box 1688: 23409 **Aimie McPherson [Aimee Semple McPherson?]**
Box 1688-1689: 23410-23411 **Harry Williams**
Box 1689: 23412 **Harry Williams**
Box 1689: 23413 **Harry Williams**
Box 1689: 23414 **Johnny Preston**
Box 1689: 23415 **Mount Davidson**
Box 1689: 23416 **Richard Welch**
Box 1689-1690: 23417-23421 **Harry Williams**
Box 1690: 23422-23423 **Detective Sergeant Cottie**
Box 1690: 23424 **Irene Rodder**
Box 1690: 23425 **Irene O’Connor, Rodder**
Box 1690: 23426 **Bernice Amaya**
Box 1690: 23427 **Will Rogers**
Box 1690-1691: 23428-23429 **F. Caroline Loeb**
Box 1691: 23430 **Johnny Preston**
Box 1691: 23431-23434 **Maria C. Ruiz, 142 Twenty-third Avenue [missing 23434]**
Box 1691: 23434-23435 **Captain W.T. Whitelaw**
Box 1691: 23435 **Captain T.W. Whitelaw**
Box 1691: 23436 **Mr. Higby**
Box 1691: 23437 **Gelber Lilienthal**
Box 1691-1692: 23438-23440 **Walley, boy**
Boys Walley
Box 1692: 23439-23440

Bill Cussick
Box 1692: 23441

Bill Cussick
Box 1692: 23442-23444

Corbett, young
Box 1692: 23445

Walley, boy
Box 1692: 23447

Walley, boy
Box 1693: 23448

Pablo Dano
Box 1693: 23448A

Polo
Box 1693: 23449

O'Day
Box 1693: 23450

Jeannette Wilson
Box 1693: 23451

Walley, boy
Box 1693: 23452

Esther Harris
Box 1693: 23453

Van Liffineur
Box 1693: 23454

Albert Bran
Box 1693: 23455-23456

Madmoiselle Pastoria Rix
Box 1694: 23457

Aimee Kennedy [possibly Aimee Semple McPherson?]
Box 1694: 23458

Claire Kenna
Box 1694: 23459

[portrait of child]
Box 1694: 23460-23461

Marks [missing 23461]
Box 1694: 23462

Frank Clark
Box 1694: 23463

Miss Aimee Forrest
Box 1694: 23464-23465

Peggy Lee
Box 1694: 23466

Jeannette Nilson
Box 1695: 23467-23468

Madeline Bonner
Box 1695: 23469

Claire Kenna
Box 1695: 23470

Dorothy Vavehan
Box 1695: 23471

George McHugh
Box 1695-1696: 23472-23480

Bees
Box 1696-1697: 23482-23490

Carpenter Trial
Box 1697-1699: 23491-23509

Carquinez Bridge
Box 1699: 23512

Geary Street and Stockton Street
Box 1699: 23513

Fort Vigilance
Box 1699: 23514

Racing autos car #24
Box 1699: 23517

Market Street 1865
Box 1699: 23518

Telegraph Hill Railroad
Box 1700: 23521

Old City Hall
Box 1700: 23522

Broadway Wharf 1865
Box 1700: 23530

Clay Street Hill Cable Car
Box 1700: 23534

Gas Works
Box 1700: 23535

Meigg's Wharf 1865
Box 1700: 23536-23539

[Large gathering for speaker ?]
Box 1701: 23540-23541

Street Scene with People Walking
Box 1701-1702: 23542-23549

State Normal School
Box 1702: 23550

Japanese Festival State Normal School
Box 1702: 23551

Sim Wallace
Box 1702: 23552-23557

J. Hagemeica
Box 1703: 23558

Alice Phillips
Box 1703: 23559

Alice Phillips
Box 1703-1704: 23560-23568

Whistler
Box 1703: 23561

Alice Phillips
Box 1703-1704: 23562-23567

David Starr Jordan
Box 1704: 23568

[Small design by Whistler ?]
Box 1704: 23569

Vincent Hats
Box 1704: 23570

Dr. P. E. Sues
Box 1704: 23571

Mrs. Howard Fleming
Box 1704: 23572

Leo Purcell
Box 1704: 23572A

Barbara Seshon
Box 1704: 23573

Mollie McBride
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Box 1704: 23574 Phyllis Fay
Box 1704: 23575 Mrs. Howard Fleming
Box 1705: 23576 Ruth A. Langdon
Box 1705: 23577 Helen Lundborg
Box 1705: 23578 Rosicrucian
Box 1705: 23579 Barbara (Sheshon?) Zeshon
Box 1705: 23580 David Starr Jordan
Box 1705: 23581 Frank Swart, District Attorney
Box 1705-1706: 23582-23587 Mrs. Willette
Box 1705: 23582 Maxwell McNutt
Box 1706: 23586 Phylis Potter
Box 1706: 23587 George Young
Box 1706: 23588-23589 George Young
Box 1706: 23590 [S. Young and O’Byrne sitting on bed ?]
Box 1706: 23591 Lillian Phillips
Box 1706: 23592-23593 Whistler
Box 1707: 23594 Mrs. Arthur Jones
Box 1707: 23595 Dr. James A. Ghent
Box 1707: 23596-23597 Dr. Henry L. Begly
Box 1707: 23598 Dr. James A. Ghent
Box 1707: 23599-23600 Mount Davidson
Box 1707: 23601-23602 Bill Hart, Jr.
Box 1708: 23603 Hart Butler
Box 1708: 23604 Lola Montez
Box 1708: 23605 Catherine Hayes
Box 1708: 23606-23607 Mrs. R. Ormiston
Box 1708: 23608 Whistler
Box 1708: 23609 Pierce Braekel
Box 1708: 23610 Mrs. Stewart Gayness
Box 1708-1709: 23611-23612 Stewart Gayness
Box 1709: 23612 Mrs. Stewart Gayness
Box 1709: 23613-23614 Grace Jackson
Box 1709: 23615 Lily Ruth
Box 1709: 23615A Stanley
Box 1709: 23616 Dr. James A. Ghent
Box 1709: 23617-23618 Skinny Dawson
Box 1709: 23619 Skinny Dawson
Box 1709-1710: 23620-23622 John McLaren
Box 1710: 23623 A.H. Little
Box 1710: 23624 Eddie Hanlon
Box 1710: 23625 Frances Layricella
Box 1710: 23626 Frank Van Slown
Box 1710: 23627-23628 Mary Chew
Box 1710: 23629 Leonora Armsby
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Box 1711: 23630 Ernestine Chamberlain
Box 1711: 23631 Luvisa Molinari
Box 1711: 23633-23635 Captain Whitlaw
Box 1711: 23636 Beatrice Blass
Box 1711: 23637 Beatrice Blass
Box 1711: 23638 Marcel Thury
Box 1711: 23639 Dorothy Lobowitch
Box 1711: 23640 J. Walker Schmidt
Box 1712: 23641-23642 Sylvia Holman
Box 1712: 23643-23645 Mrs. W. Hearst
Box 1712: 23646 Garland Martin
Box 1712: 23647 Madison Girls
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 1712: 23648 Mrs. Bancroft Towne
Box 1712: 23649 George Sterling
Box 1713: 23650 Andrew Gallegher
Box 1713: 23651 O'Day
Box 1713: 23652 Lillian Lissak
Box 1713: 23653 Rosicrucian
Box 1713: 23654 Lillian Phillips
Box 1713: 23655 O'Day
Box 1713: 23656-23657 Vilma Banky
Box 1713-1714: 23658-23659 Abandoned Baby
Box 1714: 23660 Giles Caldwell and wife
Box 1714: 23661 Lotta Crabtree
Box 1714: 23662-23663 Davidson family
Box 1714: 23664 Arnold Daly
Box 1714: 23665 Gloria Benson
Box 1714: 23666-23667 Mears Hanson
Box 1715: 23668 Vilma Banky
Box 1715: 23669 Lloyd George
Box 1715: 23670 Rose Laura Lum
Box 1715: 23671 Rose Laura Lum
Box 1715: 23672 Lieutenant Sam Millar
Box 1715: 23673 Micky Mays
Box 1715: 23674 S. Monnett
Box 1715: 23675 Rita Forasiepi
Box 1715: 23676 Patricia O'Connor
Box 1716: 23677 Mrs. Herbert O'Brien
Box 1716: 23678-23679 Lillian Phillips
Box 1716: 23680 J. Walter Schmidt
Box 1716: 23681 Mrs. Henry Stevenson
Box 1716: 23682 Harold Lloyd
Box 1716: 23682A Gertrude Wright
Box 1716: 23683 Lincoln Stephen
Box 1716: 23684 Harriett Wirtner
Box 1716: 23685 Agnes Wilson
Box 1717: 23686-23688 Mrs. Willette
Box 1717: 23689 Frank Swart, District Attorney
Box 1717: 23690 Dot Dougherty
Box 1717: 23691-23694 [female pilot]
Box 1718: 23695 Rabbits
Box 1718: 23696 [female with Rabbit]
Box 1718: 23697-23699 Rabbits
Box 1718: 23700-23701 Mary Firestone
Box 1718: 23702-23703 H.C. Williams
Box 1719: 23704-23705 Elephant
Box 1719: 23706-23708 R. Mary Reinhart
Box 1719: 23709-23710 Mr. Gengold
Box 1719: 23711 C.S. Stone
Box 1719-1720: 23712-23714 Emmon DeValera
Box 1720: 23715 Lincoln Stephan
Box 1720: 23716 Northern Light
Box 1720: 23717 Alice Phillips
Box 1720: 23718 Miss M. Kordine (Nurse)
Box 1720: 23719 Agnes Wilson
Box 1720: 23720 Agnes Wilson
Box 1720: 23721 Pauline Vetuske
Box 1720-1721: 23722-23724 Emmon? De Valera
Box 1721: 23723 Hezelwood (ship)
Box 1721: 23724 Mrs. Doran
Box 1721: 23724A Mrs. Doran
Box 1721: 23725 Dorothy Doran
Box 1721: 23726 Dorothy Doran
Box 1721: 23727 Dorothy Doran
Box 1721-2680: 23729-32730 Circus [missing 23730]
Box 1721: 23731 Dorothy Doran
Box 1721: 23732 Mary P. Burciaga
Box 1722: 23733 Dorothy Doran
Box 1722: 23734 Mrs. Doran
Box 1722: 23735 Doris Foley
Box 1722: 23736 (Buddy) dog
Box 1722: 23737 Moira Wallace
Box 1722: 23738 Circus
Box 1722: 23739-23740 Grace Snyder
Box 1722: 23741 Patricia O’Connor
Box 1723: 23742-23746 May Day Festival
Box 1723: 23747 Stribling
Box 1723: 23748 Austin Rosebrook
Box 1723: 23749 Lilly Tobby West
Box 1723: 23750 Veronica Giles
Box 1724: 23751 Frances Klass
Box 1724: 23752-23753 Esther Harriss
Box 1724: 23754 Captain Jensen
Box 1724: 23755 Richard Welch
Box 1724: 23756-23757 [airplane in water]
Box 1724: 23759-23760 Mrs. E.T. Herlihy
Box 1725: 23761 Princess Chemay
Box 1725: 23762 Mrs. E.T. Herlihy
Box 1725: 23764 Carl T. Dybdal
Box 1725: 23764A Mr. and Mrs. D. Le Ballister
Box 1725: 23765 Carl T. Dybdal
Box 1725: 23766 Pat Schofield
Box 1725: 23767 Leland Stanford
Box 1725: 23768 Arleta Mary
Box 1725: 23769 Harold Dollar
Box 1725: 23770D [crowd]
Box 1726: 23771 Pinedo
Box 1726: 23772 T.C. West
Box 1726: 23773-23775 Pinedo
Box 1726: 23776 Albert Wyrsh and child
Box 1726: 23777-23778 Ben Charleston
Box 1726: 23779 Miss C.M. Coolidge
Box 1727: 23780 Fannie Brice Arnstein and children
Box 1727: 23781 Catherine and Joseph Streckfoss
Box 1727: 23782-23783 Ft. Scott
Box 1727: 23784 Afa Goldsmith
Box 1727: 23786 Captain Jensen
Box 1727: 23787 J. Walter Schmidt
Box 1727: 23788-23789 Baddette Wolff
Box 1728: 23790 Leonard Chan
Box 1728: 23792 Peggy Ann Shoemaker
Box 1728: 23793 Gray, Snyder trial
Box 1728: 23794 Ruth Snyder
Box 1728: 23795 F.O. Shuute
Box 1728: 23797-23798 Doris Foley
Box 1728: 23799 Engineer Bridge [sic]
Box 1728-1729: 23800-23802 Miss Cuno
Box 1729: 23801 Mr. Cuno
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Box 1738: 23888 Pinedo
Box 1738: 23889 Bill Hart
Box 1738: 23890 William Hart, Miss Theresa Keith
Box 1738: 23891 Mary Morgan
Box 1738: 23892-23894 Solly Seaman
Box 1738: 23895 Solly Seaman
Box 1738: 23896 Bill Cussick
Box 1739: 23897 Forte
Box 1739: 23898-23899 Vincent Hayes
Box 1739: 23898 Tom Sharkey, [damaged negative: discarded 6/98]
Box 1739: 23900 Vincent Hayes
Box 1739: 23901 Vincent Hayes
Box 1739: 23902 Mrs. Rocco Russo
Box 1739: 23903 Captain Wright
Box 1739: 23904-23905 Winnefred Weatherwax
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Box 1740: 23906-23907 Mrs. Chapman
Box 1740: 23908 Linnard
Box 1740: 23909 Shor
Box 1740: 23910 Andrienne Sharp
Box 1740: 23911-23913 Tom Sharkey, SEE .47777 (items moved)
Box 1740: 23914-23916 Margaret Burke
Box 1740-1741: 23917-23919 Billy Gibson
Box 1741: 23920-23923 Mrs. Buckhall
Box 1741-1742: 23924-23932 Allison Weeks
Box 1742: 23933 Allison Weeks
Box 1742: 23934 C.H. Strandburg
Box 1742: 23935 Rose Laura Lum
Box 1743: 23936 Vincent Hayes
Box 1743: 23936A June Sanders
Box 1743: 23937 Vacca
Box 1743: 23938 Rum runner peerless
Box 1743: 23939 San Francisco skyline
Box 1743: 23940-23941 Old Missions
Box 1743: 23944 Stanford Stadium
Box 1743: 23945 Luther Burbank, home
Box 1743: 23946 Phone Company
Box 1744: 23947-23948 Pillsbury at the Phone Company
Box 1744: 23949 Vera Johnson
Box 1744: 23951 Mr. Button
Box 1744-1745: 24004-24009 Alaska Scenes
Box 1745: 24010-24014 Elenore Meherin
Box 1745: 24015-24016 Automobiles line-up
Box 1745-1746: 24017-24020 Postcards
Box 1745: 24021-24023 Novera, Saint Annes
Box 1745-1746: 24024-24027 Burbank, funeral of
Box 1745: 24028 Miss Cuno
Box 1752: 24029-24032 Mr. Cuno
Box 1752: 24029-24030 Robert Brown
Box 1752: 24031 Rod Kendrick
Box 1752: 24031-24032 Hazel Machado
Box 1752: 24032-24033 Countess Sonluckner
Box 1752: 24033-24034 Mr. and Mrs. Vance-Brezee
Box 1752: 24035 Multon Moon
Box 1752-1753: 24038-24039 Horace H? Allen
Box 1753: 24040-24041 Bobby
Box 1753: 24042-24044 Harold Lloyd
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 1753: 24042</th>
<th>Patricia Benkman</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 1753: 24045</td>
<td>Pat Frayne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1753-1754: 24046-24053</td>
<td>Seals Baseball Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1754-1755: 24054-24057</td>
<td>Emerson School, December 1926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1755: 24058</td>
<td>[young girl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1755-1756: 24059-24066</td>
<td>Helen Wills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1756-1760: 24067-24100</td>
<td>A story Cheat the Call</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1760: 24100-24103</td>
<td>Bay Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1760: 24104-24109</td>
<td>California Street Car Wreck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1760: 24110</td>
<td>Bay Bridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1760-1761: 24111-24120</td>
<td>Mrs. Allison Weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1761: 24112-24114</td>
<td>Joe Silver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1761: 24115-24118</td>
<td>Pete Meyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1762: 24121</td>
<td>Andy Vargas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1762: 24122</td>
<td>Gilda Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1762: 24123</td>
<td>YMCA boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1762: 24124</td>
<td>Bill LaRue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1762: 24125</td>
<td>Mr. Granat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1762: 24126</td>
<td>Bill Leard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1762: 24127</td>
<td>Archie Yelle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1762: 24128</td>
<td>Al. Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1762: 24129</td>
<td>Shipkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1763: 24130</td>
<td>Rod Kendrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1763: 24131</td>
<td>Seymour Saltz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1763: 24132</td>
<td>Indians Football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1763: 24133-24134</td>
<td>Great Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1763: 24135-24136</td>
<td>Dr. Eberson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1763: 24137-24138</td>
<td>Cigarettes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1764: 24139</td>
<td>Mr. Myndock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1764: 24140</td>
<td>Mary-Roberts Reinhart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1764: 24141</td>
<td>Miss D. Hess</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1764: 24142-24144</td>
<td>Great Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1764: 24145-24146</td>
<td>Great Register</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1764: 24147</td>
<td>Billy Massey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1765: 24148-24149</td>
<td>Jack McDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1765: 24150</td>
<td>Hatfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1765: 24151</td>
<td>Reverend Bull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1765: 24152</td>
<td>Myra Shaw with Martha and Walter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1765: 24153-24154</td>
<td>Mrs. Malone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1765: 24155</td>
<td>(Orie) Warner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1765: 24156-24158</td>
<td>Varney [missing 24156, 24158]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1765-1766: 24159-24163</td>
<td>Chief O'Brien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1766: 24164</td>
<td>Merton Dilley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1766: 24165-24167</td>
<td>New Glass Factory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1766: 24166</td>
<td>Anna Saint John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1767: 24169</td>
<td>Estelle Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1767: 24170</td>
<td>Cunha, District Attorney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1767: 24171</td>
<td>John McDonald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1767: 24174-24175</td>
<td>Mrs. Monroe Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1767: 24176-24180</td>
<td>Mission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1767: 24181-24183</td>
<td>Rooters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1768: 24184</td>
<td>Rooters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1768: 24185</td>
<td>Mrs. Lengfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1768: 24186-24187</td>
<td>Fanny Ward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1768: 24188-24189</td>
<td>Horse at Presidio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1768: 24190</td>
<td>Miklik, boy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1768: 24191</td>
<td>Mrs. Miklik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 1768: 24192</td>
<td>Hatfield</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Box 1769: 24193-24195 Edward Collins
Box 1769: 24196 Edward Collins
Box 1769: 24197 Milo Kent
Box 1769: 24198-24199 Charles Wells
Box 1769-1770: 24200-24202 Howard Oliver
Box 1770: 24203-24207 Ernest L. Smith
Box 1770: 24209 (Charlie) Lindbergh
Box 1770: 24210 Buckshot May
Box 1770: 24211 Merton Dilley
Box 1770: 24212 Miss Wall
Box 1770-1771: 24213-24220 Roberts, boxer
Box 1771-1773: 24221-24241 Swim Alameda
Box 1773: 24242 Miss Diehl
Box 1773: 24243 Miff Hoffman
Box 1774-1775: 24244-24258 Eleanor Meherin
Box 1775: 24259 State Teachers College Show
Box 1775-1776: 24260-24264 Children dressed up as marching band
Box 1776: 24265 State Teachers College Show
Box 1776-1777: 24266-24272 Helen Jacobs
Box 1777: 24273 Saint Ignatius versus Loyola Football
Box 1777: 24274 Chamberlin, flyer
Box 1777: 24274A Levine, flyer
Box 1777: 24275 Olive O'Neal
Box 1777: 24276 Billie DeVon
Box 1777: 24277 Helen DeVoy
Box 1777-1779: 24278-24299 H.C. Williams
Box 1777: 24280 Mrs. Solomon
Box 1778: 24281 Goodfellow
Box 1778: 24282 Joy Shoemaker
Box 1778: 24285 Lorraine Lipecomb
Box 1778: 24286-24290 Eleanor Meherin
Box 1779: 24291 Olive Voss
Box 1779: 24292 Potter V. Jalanovich
Box 1779: 24293-24296 Christmas on boat
Box 1779: 24295 Diamond
Box 1779: 24297 Elinor Glyn
Box 1779: 24298-24299 Lunch New Boston
Box 1780: 24300-24301 Mission
Box 1780: 24302 Painting Warner
Box 1780: 24303 Auto
Box 1780: 24304-24305 George Young
Box 1780: 24306 Red Cross
Box 1780: 24307 Goodfellow
Box 1780: 24308 Dare
Box 1781: 24310 H.O. or K.O. Head
Box 1781: 24311 Mayor James Rolph
Box 1781: 24312-24313 Marlyn Pinner
Box 1781: 24314 Ahart
Box 1781: 24315 McCormick
Box 1781: 24316-24317 Dr. Campbell
Box 1781: 24318 Billy Gibson
Box 1781: 24319 Patricia Benkman
Box 1782: 24320 Mrs. Byron Parker
Box 1782: 24322 Dorothy and Bob Duryea
Box 1782: 24323-24324 New Ink truck
Box 1782: 24325 Lyly Goodman
Box 1782: 24326 McKee
Box 1782: 24327 Storm
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Box 1782: 24328 Malley, football player
Box 1782: 24330 Olive Voss
Box 1782-1783: 24331-24333 Olive Voss
Box 1783: 24334 Olive Voss
Box 1783: 24335 Goodfellow
Box 1783: 24336 Mrs. R. Ormiston
Box 1783: 24336-24337 Baseball players
Box 1783: 24337 Sheehan, baseball
Box 1783-1784: 24339-24344 Helen Jacobs
Box 1784: 24344-24349 Alvarado School
Box 1784-1785: 24350-24351 Charles Stromberg
Box 1785: 24352-24353 Mrs. Noonan
Box 1785: 24354-24355 San Francisco Hospital Nurses
Box 1785: 24356 Gladys Schas
Box 1785: 24357-24358 Dave Shade

Additional Note

[Print available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 1 :24358--PIC].

Box 1785: 24359 Byron Summers
Box 1786-1787: 24360-24369 Athlete Byron Summers
Box 1787: 24370 Byron Summers
Box 1787: 24371 LaRue
Box 1787: 24372-24374 Athlete Bill La Rue
Box 1787: 24375 LaRue
Box 1787: 24376 Mrs. Jones
Box 1787: 24377 Golfer Mrs. Jones
Box 1788: 24378 Mrs. Jones
Box 1788: 24378-24382 Presler
Box 1788: 24383-24384 Mother Minerva
Box 1788: 24385 Presler
Box 1788: 24386 Governor Young
Box 1788: 24387 Roy Fellom
Box 1788: 24388 Telephone building
Box 1789: 24390-24391 Skyline
Box 1789: 24392 Sherlock Homes
Box 1789: 24392-24399 Friedman, sailor
Box 1789: 24400 Joaquin Abrey
Box 1790: 24401 Jonas Abreú
Box 1790: 24402 Joaquin Abrey
Box 1790: 24403 Sherlock Holmes
Box 1790: 24404-24405 Sherlock Holmes Book
Box 1790: 24406 Sherlock Holmes
Box 1790: 24407 Friedman, sailor
Box 1790: 24408 Joaquin Abrey
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Box 1791: 24411-24412 Count Felix Von Luckner
Box 1791: 24413 Maxims Airship, 1893
Box 1791: 24414-24416 Nola Grenier
Box 1791: 24415 Count Felix Von Luckner
Box 1791: 24418 C.H. Carter
Box 1791: 24419-24420 Ernest L. Smith [missing 24419]
Box 1791: 24420 Anthony Parente
Box 1791: 24422 C.H. Carter
Box 1791: 24423 Ernest L. Smith
Box 1792: 24424-24427 Old copies Fights
Box 1792: 24428 Zivi Lenglen, swimmer
Box 1792: 24429-24430 Isabel Padden
Box 1792: 24432 C.H. Carter
Box 1792: 24433 Edmund J. Moffett
Box 1793: 24434-24435 Mother Minerva
Box 1793: 24437 Chamberlin Flyer
Box 1793: 24438 Thomas Starr King
Box 1793: 24439 Dancer Winona Love
Box 1793: 24440-24442 Newspaper about Murphy-Murphy fight
Box 1793: 24443 Papini Head, drawing
Box 1794: 24444 Flag Parade
Box 1794: 24445 Carmen Walker
Box 1794: 24446 Mortimer Fleishhacker
Box 1794: 24447 Chamberlain
Box 1794: 24448-24449 Carmen Walker
Box 1794: 24450 Paddock
Box 1794: 24451 Drawing of Ludwig van Beethoven
Box 1794: 24452 Elsio Robinson
Box 1795: 24453 Elsie Robinson in hat
Box 1795: 24454-24459 Rose Ponselle
Box 1795: 24460-24461 Indian runners
Box 1796: 24462-24463 Carson and wife
Box 1796: 24465 Bill Baily
Box 1796: 24466 Fanny Ward
Box 1796: 24467 Root
Box 1796: 24468 Judge Jacks
Box 1796: 24469 Myrra
Box 1796: 24470 24472 Call circulation
Box 1797: 24473 Ernest L. Smith [damaged]
Box 1797: 24475-24478 [pilots]
Box 1797: 24479 Captain [H.E.?] (pilot)
Box 1797: 24481 Parente, Wood, Smith, Moffett and Carter (pilots)
Box 1797: 24482 Richard Grace's airplane
Box 1798: 24483-24484 Richard Grace
Box 1798: 24485 Ernest L. Smith
Box 1798: 24487 Silver Jack
Box 1798: 24488 Jack Silver
Box 1798: 24489 Jack Silver
Box 1798: 24490 Helen Jacobs
Box 1798-1799: 24491-24496 Yomenettes
Box 1799: 24497 Harry McGovern
Box 1799: 24498 Shortridge [Jr.]
Box 1799: 24499 Bert Schlesinger
Box 1799: 24500-24501 Cunha, District Attorney
Box 1800: 24502 Mr. Todd
Box 1800: 24503 Goodfellow
Box 1800: 24504 Will Hays
Box 1800: 24505 Mr. Olmo
Box 1800: 24506 Mrs. Brooks
Box 1800: 24507 Boral, track star
Box 1800: 24509 Mar. Podesta
Box 1800: 24510 Mar. Diel
Box 1801: 24511 Isabel Padden
Box 1801: 24512 K. Jerome
Box 1801: 24513 Rhoades, reporter
Box 1801: 24514 Mimi Imperato
Box 1801: 24515 Mimi Imperato
Box 1801: 24516 Mimi Imperato
Box 1801: 24517 Stamberg
Box 1801-1802: 24518-24521 Lindbergh
Box 1802: 24522 Cats car-barn
Box 1802: 24523-24526 [cats]
Box 1802: 24527 Cats car-barn
Box 1802: 24528 San Francisco Motorcycle Club
Box 1803: 24529 Pat O'Callaghan
Box 1803: 24530 Bill Johnson
Box 1803: 24531 Tennis player Bill Johnson
Box 1803: 24532 Bill Johnson
Box 1803: 24533-24534 Mrs. Robert Bradely
Box 1803: 24534 Ernest Smith
Box 1803: 24535-24536 Pat O'Callaghan
Box 1803: 24537 Pat O'Callaghan
Box 1804: 24538 Goodfellow
Box 1804-1805: 24539-24550 Edith Cross
Box 1804: 24544 Mrs. Carew
Box 1804: 24545 Starbuck
Box 1804: 24546 Edmund J. MooFett
Box 1805: 24547-24548 Flag Day
Box 1805: 24548-24549 Goodfellow
Box 1805: 24551-24552 Mrs. Wishar
Box 1805: 24553 Starbuck
Box 1805: 24554 Dave Shade
Box 1805: 24555 George Flaherty
Box 1806: 24556-24557 Benjamin
Box 1806: 24558 Ella Saunders
Box 1806: 24559 [crowd with elephant]
Box 1806: 24560 [crowd watching golf]
Box 1806: 24561 May Pole
Box 1806: 24562-24563 [girls smoking cigarettes]
Box 1806-1807: 24564-24565 Jack Silver
Box 1807: 24566 National ice cream
Box 1807: 24567 National Ice Cream
Box 1807: 24568 National ice cream
Box 1807: 24569 Girls smoking
Box 1807: 24580 Painting
Box 1807: 24581 Rooters University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1807-1808: 24582-24584 Adeline Brown and daughters
Box 1808: 24586 Vera Gordon
Box 1808: 24587 George Flaherty
Box 1808: 24588 Florence Reed, actress
Box 1808: 24589 London and San Francisco Phone
Box 1808: 24590 Bill Johnson
Box 1808: 24591-24593 Mrs. Ruth Snyder
Box 1809: 24594 Father McKinnon
Box 1809: 24595-24596 Emmy Burns
Box 1809: 24597 Laffineur
Box 1809: 24598-24600 Coyotes
Box 1809-1810: 24601-24603 Bulldog (Pat)
Box 1810: 24604 Beatrice McCarthy
Box 1810: 24605 George McCarthy
Box 1810: 24606 Beatrice McCarthy
Box 1810: 24607 Mary Ainsworth
Box 1810: 24608 Bailiff Harry McGovern
Box 1810: 24609 District Attorney Cunha
Box 1810: 24610 Father Joseph A. McAliffe
Box 1810: 24611 Vera Gordon
Box 1811: 24612 Ruth Greer
Box 1811: 24613 Cuneo Flats
Box 1811: 24614 Yoemenettes
Box 1811: 24615-24617 Mrs. Joffe
Box 1811: 24618-24619 Kallenberger
Box 1811: 24620 Alex O’Grady
Box 1812: 24621 Cunha, District Attorney
Box 1812: 24622 Bulldog (Pat)
Box 1812: 24623-24624 Strangler
Box 1812: 24625 Laurence Behler
Box 1812: 24626-24627 Mary Roccas
Box 1812: 24628 Tony Rego
Box 1812: 24629 William Krueger, officer
Box 1813: 24631 Solly Mishkin
Box 1813: 24633 Pearl Kern
Box 1813: 24634-24635 Solly Mishkin
Box 1813: 24636-24637 Warner Painting
Box 1813: 24638 Lindbergh
Box 1813: 24639 Vance Breese
Box 1813: 24640 Pearl Kern
Box 1814: 24641 Nancy Nobbs
Box 1814: 24642 Griffin at the UC (football player)
Box 1814: 24643 Gardini
Box 1814: 24645 Senator Johnson
Box 1814: 24646 The Yeomenettes
Box 1814: 24647 Madigan
Box 1814: 24648 Standiord Crowd
Box 1814: 24649 Ragan, Saint Ignats
Box 1814: 24650 Lillian Bowmer
Box 1815: 24651 Gardini
Box 1815: 24652d Goodfellow [woman washing clothes]
Box 1815: 24653-24654 Goodfellow
Box 1815: 24655 Lindbergh
Box 1815: 24656-24657 Lindbergh
Box 1815: 24658 Stewart McLean
Box 1815: 24659 Mother Minnie Golathwaite
Box 1816: 24660d Mother Mimie Goldthwaite
Box 1816: 24661 Mother Minnie Golathwaite
Box 1816: 24662-24665 Mother Mimie Goldthwaite
Box 1816: 24666 Mother Minnie Golathwaite
Box 1816: 24667-24722 Ezra Decoto
Box 1816-1817: 24668-24669 Albacor Fishing
Box 1817: 24670 Franke Heath
Box 1817: 24671-24672 Mrs. R. Ormiston
Box 1817: 24673 Illia, Saint Mary’s
Box 1817: 24674 Bett incourt, Saint Mary’s
Box 1817: 24675 Jabbs, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1817: 24676-24677 Murphy, Stanford
Box 1818: 24678 Hoffman, Stanford football
Box 1818: 24679-24680 Telephone building
Box 1818: 24682 Telephone building
Box 1818: 24683 Indian runners
Box 1818: 24686 Indian runners
Box 1819: 24688 Baayer
Box 1819: 24689-24692 Tenerco Pelky
Box 1819: 24693 James Hawwell (Haswell?)
Box 1819: 24694-24695 Mrs. Paul Paige
Box 1820: 24696 Vincent P. Taylor
Box 1820: 24697-24698 Edith Phillips
Box 1820: 24699 Check for the (Blind) Call
Box 1820: 24702 Sullivan
Box 1820: 24703 Stewart McLean
Box 1820: 24704-24705 Vincent P. Taylor
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Box 1821: 24709 Vincent P. Taylor
Box 1821: 24710-24711 Bert Hall
Box 1821: 24712 Vincent P. Taylor
Box 1821: 24717 Vincent P. Taylor
Box 1822: 24718 Bear
Box 1822: 24720 Vincent P. Taylor
Box 1822: 24721 Badger
Box 1822: 24722 Ezra W. Decoto Railroad administrator
Box 1822: 24723 Indian runners
Box 1822: 24724 William W. Moore
Box 1823: 24725 Nick Kutsch
Box 1823: 24726 Nick Kulsch
Box 1823: 24727-24729 Vance Breese
Box 1823: 24730-24731 Fox
Box 1823: 24732 Johnny Vestri
Box 1823: 24733 Vincent P. Taylor
Box 1824: 24734 Solly Mishkin
Box 1824: 24735 Mrs. Earl Kauffman
Box 1824: 24736 Captain Gilbert Nobbs
Box 1824: 24737 William Crocker
Box 1824: 24738 Stewart McLean
Box 1824: 24739 Telephone building
Box 1824: 24740-24742 [Rileyhouse?] building
Box 1825: 24743 Telephone building
Box 1825: 24744 Mrs. Haley
Box 1825: 24745 Mrs. Haley
Box 1825: 24746 Mrs. Haley
Box 1825: 24747-24748 Pearl Christ
Box 1825: 24749-24750 Don Blessing
Box 1825: 24751 Bishop Fabre
Box 1826: 24752 Dr. H. Gowen
Box 1826: 24753 Judge Fitzpatrick
Box 1826: 24754 District Attorney Cunha
Box 1826: 24755 Harry Stafford
Box 1826: 24756 Al Jennings
Box 1826: 24757 William Boeing
Box 1826: 24758 Don Blessing
Box 1826: 24759 Stanton Rwel
Box 1826: 24760 Joaquin Abrey
Box 1827: 24761 Ambrose Bierce
Box 1827: 24762 F. H. Coon
Box 1827: 24763 Mrs. C. Harrington
Box 1827: 24764 Beatrice McNamee
Box 1827: 24765 George Sterling
Box 1827: 24766 Indian runners
Box 1827: 24768 Harry Ridgeway
Box 1827: 24769 Billy Wallace
Box 1827: 24770 Harry Stafford
Box 1828: 24771 Jackie Fields
Box 1828: 24772 Harry McGovern
Box 1828: 24773 Bishop Parsons
Box 1828: 24774 Dr. A. Allen
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Box 1828: 24775 Bishop V.G. Murray
Box 1828: 24776-24776 Railroad safety crossing
Box 1828: 24778 Telephone building
Box 1828: 24779 Rileyhouse building
Box 1829: 24780 Telephone building
Box 1829: 24781 Leo Purcell
Box 1829: 24782 Telephoto machines
Box 1829: 24783 Telephone receiving machine with Herman Shelman and Ed Bernhard
Box 1829: 24784 Telephoto machines
Box 1829: 24785 Irving Gehring
Box 1829: 24786 Albacor Fishing
Box 1829: 24787 Phillip Hastings
Box 1829: 24788 Haswell
Box 1830: 24793 Warnie Hastings
Box 1830: 24794 Indian runners
Box 1830: 24795 Mrs. C. Harrington
Box 1830: 24796 Mad Bull
Box 1830: 24797 Vance Breese
Box 1830: 24798 Claire Vance
Box 1830: 24799 Helen Wills
Box 1830: 24800 Don Blessing
Box 1830: 24801 Nathalie Kingston
Box 1831: 24802 Miss McFadden
Box 1831: 24803 Rose Christ, suicide note
Box 1831: 24804 Rose Christ, suicide note
Box 1831: 24805 Alcatraz Island
Box 1831: 24806 William Boeing
Box 1831: 24807 Bert Hall
Box 1831: 24808 Cats
Box 1831: 24809-24810 George North
Box 1832: 24811 William W. Moore
Box 1832: 24812 Jack Dempsey
Box 1832: 24813 Mrs. Shields Lawson, Jr.
Box 1832: 24814 Hill Farm, 1927
Box 1832: 24815 [mother with children]
Box 1832: 24816 [dressy crowd gathered for portrait]
Box 1832: 24817 [three boys playing in water]
Box 1832: 24818 [kids running and jumping]
Box 1832: 24819 [kids playing in water]
Box 1832: 24820 [kids with phonograph ?]
Box 1832: 24821 [kids jumping and playing]
Box 1832: 24822 [kids sunning themselves]
Box 1832: 24823 [kids in cornfield]
Box 1833: 24824 [teenagers in footrace]
Box 1833: 24827 [woman with children eating]
Box 1833: 24828 [children sitting with hands raised]
Box 1833: 24829 [child with man and dogs on stairs]
Box 1833: 24832 [child in the water]
Box 1834: 24833 Hill Farm, 1927
Box 1834-1836: 24834-24854 Old copies Fights
Box 1836: 24855 Indian runners
Box 1836: 24856-24859 Choche, Jamon, Melika
Box 1837: 24860 [man and boy]
Box 1837: 24861 Ptrack athlete in action]
Box 1837: 248627 Melika
Box 1837: 24863 Melika and Mike Kirk
Box 1837: 24864 Choche, Jamon, Melika
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Box 1837: 24865 [man running]
Box 1837: 24866 Choche, Jamon, Melika with arms raised
Box 1837: 24867 Choche
Box 1837: 24868 Jamon
Box 1838: 24869 Indian runners
Box 1838: 24876d-24882 [vagabond ring]
Box 1838: 24883d Albacore fishing with Augusto Lucido and Tony Pelligrini
Box 1839: 24885d-24886d Albacore fishing
Box 1839: 24887d-24889d Federal ship
Box 1839: 24892 Flood case
Box 1839: 24893 Captain Gilbert and Nancy Nobbs
Box 1839: 24894 George Ritchie
Box 1839: 24895 Denny Brookds [or Brooks?]B
Box 1840: 24896 Vance Breese aircraft
Box 1840: 24897 Maitland (father and mother)
Box 1840: 24897 George Ritchie
Box 1840: 24898-24899 Will Hays
Box 1840: 24900-24901 Alice Plunket
Box 1840: 24903 Edwin Eddy
Box 1840: 24904 Mrs. Robert Guiles
Box 1840: 24905 Embezeller Wolfe
Box 1841: 24906 Leo L. Cherry
Box 1841: 24907 Embezeller Wolfe
Box 1841: 24908 Edythe Sutherland
Box 1841: 24909 Beatrice McNamee
Box 1841: 24910 Flood case
Box 1841: 24911 Russian Count
Box 1841-1842: 24912-24915 Window
Box 1842: 24916-24917 Bee Bullington
Box 1842: 24918 Mrs. Bucknall
Box 1842: 24919 Flood case
Box 1842: 24920 [flood case]
Box 1842: 24921 Flood case
Box 1842: 24922 Miss Wolf
Box 1842: 24923 Washington letter
Box 1843: 24924 Flood case
Box 1843: 24925 Vance Breese
Box 1843: 24926 Telephoto machines
Box 1843: 24927 Vincent P. Taylor
Box 1843: 24928-24929 Hubert Work
Box 1843: 24928 Chauncey McGovern
Box 1843: 24930 H. Work (graduation ceremony)
Box 1843: 24931 Mrs. Malone
Box 1843: 24932 Efton McDaniels
Box 1844: 24934 Charles Schwab
Box 1844: 24935 Mrs. Solomon
Box 1844: 24936 Edmunds, Stanford
Box 1844: 24937 Spaulding
Box 1844: 24938 Mabel Mayer
Box 1844: 24939d [portrait of man]
Box 1844: 24940-24941 [woman giving performance on street]
Box 1844: 24942 [people walking on lawn]
Box 1845: 24943 [portrait of man]
Box 1845: 24944 [portrait of two men]
Box 1845: 24945 [four men outside house]
Box 1845: 24946 [two women looking at newspaper about murder]
Box 1845: 24947 [girl and boy with flowers]
Box 1845: 24948 [three girls]
Box 1845: 24949-24951 [funeral]
Box 1846: 24952 [two young women crying]
Box 1846-1847: 24953-24963 [funeral]
Box 1847: 24964-24965 [bloodied man in bed]
Box 1847: 24966-24967 [funeral]
Box 1847: 24968-24969 [man examining purse (bloodied?)]
Box 1848: 24970 Christian Mayer (uncle)
Box 1848: 24971-24973 William, John and Mrs. Mayer, distraught
Box 1848: 24974 Antoinette and Raymond Banchero
Box 1848: 24975 [severely bloodied man in chair]
Box 1848: 24976 [purse]
Box 1848: 24977 [bloodied man with bandage]
Box 1848-1849: 24978-24979 [person smiling]
Box 1849: 24980 Fireman with man
Box 1849: 24981 Purse from Mayer murder
Box 1849: 24982 Harry Caldwell inspecting purse
Box 1849: 24983 William, Mr. And Mrs. John Mayer
Box 1849: 24984 [people looking over fence]
Box 1849: 24985 [people standing at a house]
Box 1849: 24986-24987 [two carpenters with wood]
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Box 1850: 24988 [three men inspecting wood]
Box 1850: 24989 [children on a goat drawn carriage]
Box 1850: 24990 [two carpenters with stake]
Box 1850: 24991 [four men with policeman outside house]
Box 1850: 24992 [men inspecting wood outside house]
Box 1850: 24993 [picture of class picture]
Box 1850: 24994 Mabel Mayer
Box 1850: 24995 Jesse Hart
Box 1850-1851: 24996-24998 Jackie Adams fencing
Box 1851: 24999 Buffalo Bill
Box 1851: 25000 Jackie Adams posing with trophy
Box 1851: 25002-25004 Thors Polson [missing 25004]
Box 1851: 25005 Post, football
Box 1851: 25005-25006 (Charlie) Edison
Box 1851-1852: 25007-25008 Mrs. James Dolan
Box 1852: 25009-25013 Camel
Box 1852: 25014 Olympic Club bellhops
Box 1852: 25015 San Francisco cityscape
Box 1852-1853: 25016-25017 Zebra
Box 1853: 25018 Joseph Rehn
Box 1853: 25019-25022 Thors Polson
Box 1853: 25024 Jack Sharkey, pugilist
Box 1853: 25025-25026 Jack Dempsey
Box 1854: 25027 Jack Sharkey, pugilist
Box 1854: 25028 Paul Dempsey
Box 1854: 25029-25030 Maurine Montague
Box 1854: 25031-25032 Sir Ernie Howard and wife
Box 1854: 25033 Dunbarton Bridge
Box 1854: 25034-25035 Dunbarton Bridge
Box 1854: 25036 Dunbarton Bridge
Box 1855: 25037-25038 Jack Sharkey, pugilist
Box 1855: 25039 Barbara Klawans
Box 1855: 25040 Pearl Tuttle
Box 1855: 25041-25042 Prentis
Box 1855: 25041-25043 P. Amadeo Giannini
Box 1855: 25044-25046 Jack Dempsey
Box 1855: 25047 [woman with boy with model airplane]
Box 1855: 25048 William Barni
Box 1856: 25049 Clara Drymmond
Box 1856: 25050 Charles Summers
Box 1856: 25051-25052 M. Mrs. Grace Baily
Box 1856: 25053 Salvatore Balestrieri
Box 1856: 25054 Jack Demsey
Box 1856: 25055 Moss, manager of Lyrie Theatre
Box 1856: 25056 Elizabeth Christup
Box 1856: 25057 Elizabeth Hall
Box 1856: 25058 Dorothy Bromwell
Box 1857: 25059 Kosloff
Box 1857: 25060 Mrs. Harold E. Smith
Box 1857: 25061 Dave Shade
Box 1857: 25062 Jack William
Box 1857-1858: 25063-25069 Mrs. Phoite
Box 1858: 25070-25073 Gertrude Hopper
Box 1858: 25071 McErnery, football
Box 1858: 25074 C. Arthur Goebel
Box 1858: 25075 Arthur C. Goebel aviator
Box 1858: 25076 C. Arthyr Goebel
Box 1859: 25077-25080 Wasp Airplane Crash
Box 1859: 25081 Leo Purcell
Box 1859: 25082-25083 George Wilkins
Box 1859: 25084 McSheehy, supervisor
Box 1859-1860: 25085-25088 New fire station at 3rd Street
Box 1860: 25089-25093 Governor Young
Box 1860-1861: 25094-25096 Marjorie Brown
Box 1861: 25097 Tom Brown
Box 1861: 25098 Old Prison Ship
Box 1861: 25099-25101 Lorna Fisch
Box 1861-1862: 25102-25107 Tom Ford
Box 1862: 25108 Governor Young
Box 1862: 25109 Walter Varney
Box 1862: 25110 Ernie Smith
Box 1862: 25111 [new fire house engine number eleven]
Box 1862: 25112 Prince Michael
Box 1862: 25113 Kosloff with women
Box 1862: 25114-25116 Miss Margaret Janet Ward, Miss Seattle
Box 1862: 25117 Frayne
Box 1863: 25118 Jack Dempsey
Box 1863: 25119 Drawing of the Old Prison Ship
Box 1863: 25120 Mrs. Loretz, Mrs.Jacobson and Caroline Zimmerman
Box 1863: 25121 Florence Jacobson
Box 1863: 25122 Caroline Zimmerman
Box 1863: 25123 Freda Loretz
Box 1863: 25124-25125 [crowds at recreation park]
Box 1863: 25126 Jack Dempsey
Box 1864: 25127 Mrs. Yasmian
Box 1864: 25128 George McManus
Box 1864: 25129 Valeria Huff
Box 1864: 25130-25131 Lieutenant Yarborough
Box 1864: 25132 San Francisco Skyline
Box 1864: 25133-25134 Dinsdale
Box 1864: 25135 Helen Jacobs
Box 1865: 25136-25138 Old airplane
Box 1865: 25138-25140 Horse with eyeglasses
Box 1865: 25141 Sergeant Mike Donaldson
Box 1873: 25217 Flight picture Maitland
Box 1873: 25217A Hegenberger Flight Picture
Box 1873: 25218 Army soldier with wreath around neck
Box 1873: 25219 Military men in parade in back of car waving
Box 1874: 25220 [airplane flying over water with mountains in background]
Box 1874: 25222-25223 Army heroes in back of car
Box 1874: 25224 [military men and old woman]
Box 1874: 25225 [parade onlookers]
Box 1874: 25226 Army heroes on ship
Box 1874: 25227-25229 Army heroes shaking old man’s hand
Box 1875: 25230d [crowd in street]
Box 1875: 25231 US Army airplane on ground
Box 1875: 25235 Army hero shaking children’s hands
Box 1875: 25236 Lieutenant Lester Maitland
Box 1875: 25237 Maitland and Hegenberger
Box 1875: 25238 Lieutenant Albert Hegenberger
Box 1875: 25239 Maitland, Hegenberger and old woman
Box 1875: 25240 Army hero shaking child’s hand
Box 1875: 25241 Hegenberger and Maitland shaking hands with military man
Box 1875: 25243 Hegenberger releasing a dove, with Maitland
Box 1875: 25244a [ship with airplane overhead]
Box 1875: 25244b Hegenberger and Maitland disembarking from ship
Box 1876: 25245-25248 Portrait of Army man (Hegenberger or Maitland)
Box 1876: 25249 [parade crowd]
Box 1876: 25250 Maitland and Hegenberger on parade float
Box 1876: 25251 [man with doves]
Box 1876: 25252 [Army men with women next to airplane]
Box 1876: 25253 [airplane]
Box 1877: 25254 [two men in front of airplane]
Box 1877: 25255 [portrait of woman]
Box 1877: 25256 [portrait of man]
Box 1877: 25257 [two pilots entering airplane]
Box 1877: 25258-25260 [two military men during celebration]
Box 1877: 25261 Hegenberger in back of airplane
Box 1877: 25262 Army Fokker (airplane)
Box 1877: 25264 [man with briefcase walking]
Box 1878: 25265 [men next to airplane]
Box 1878: 25266 Hegenberger in back of airplane
Box 1878: 25267-25268 [men standing around talking]
Box 1878: 25269 Hegenberger getting into jumpsuit
Box 1878: 25270 [airplane in air, men on ground waiting]
Box 1878: 25271a [crowd waving and cheering]
Box 1878: 25271b-25272 Army men with wreaths
Box 1878: 25273a Two Army soldiers meeting important man (Teddy Roosevelt lookalike)
Box 1879-1888: 25273b-25347 Army men (Hegenberger and Maitland) in parade and onlookers
Box 1888: 25348 Hawaiian Army Flight
Box 1888: 25348A Hegenberger Flight Picture
Box 1888: 25348B Flight picture Maitland
Box 1888: 25349 New Mexico (ship)
Box 1888: 25350 New Mexico (ship) man (sailor?) sitting on chair
Box 1888: 25351-25352 [sailors playing games]
Box 1888: 25353-25354 [sailor at control panel]
Box 1888: 25355 [sailors wrestling]
Box 1888: 25356 [sailors lined up for photo]
Box 1889: 25357-25358 New Mexico (ship) mascot, a dog
Box 1889: 25359 New Mexico (ship)
Box 1889: 25360-25362 California (ship)
Box 1889: 25363-25364 [sailor with ornament aboard ship]
Box 1889: 25365 [sailor with laundry]
Box 1890: 25366 California (ship) rowing crew
Box 1890: 25367 [boxing aboard a ship]
Box 1890: 25368 [sailors loading large caliber gun]
Box 1890: 25369 [dentist working]
Box 1890: 25370-25371 [ship cook]
Box 1890: 25372 [ship view from crow's nest]
Box 1890: 25373 [sailor writing a letter]
Box 1890: 25374 [sailor holding a pie aboard the California (ship)]
Box 1891: 25375-25382 [activities aboard California (ship)]
Box 1891: 25383 Major Irving
Box 1891: 25383A Pacific Flyer
Box 1892: 25384-25387 [two men at airplane, the Pacific Flyer Honolulu]
Box 1892: 25388-25390 Irving, wife and child at airplane
Box 1892: 25392-25393 Irving with others and crashed airplane
Box 1893: 25394-25399 Irving, family, and his airplane, including crash
Box 1893-1894: 25401-25404 Irving (pilot) and events surrounding his crash
Box 1894: 25410 Irving and his flight
Box 1894: 25412-25418 Irving and events surrounding his crash
Box 1894: 25419 Major Irving
Box 1894: 25419A Pacific Flyer
Box 1895: 25420 Bronte, Hawaiian Hop
Box 1895: 25420A Ernest Smith, Hawaiian Hop
Box 1895-1896: 25421-25429 Charles Carter and Ernest Smith (pilots), with family
Box 1896: 25430 [two men in parade]
Box 1896: 25431 [pilot raising arms in victory]
Box 1896: 25432 Ernest L. Smith and Major Livingston Irving
Box 1896: 25433 Ernest Smith and Charles Carter
Box 1896: 25435 [man holding something in air on rooftop]
Box 1896: 25437 Art Wilde (pilot)
Box 1896: 25438 Walter F. Parkin
Box 1897: 25439 Marjorie Brown
Box 1897: 25440-25441 [people with compasses around table]
Box 1897: 25442-25443 Marjorie Brown with man
Box 1897: 25444 [an instrument]
Box 1897: 25445 Marjorie Brown
Box 1897: 25446 [a measuring instrument]
Box 1897: 25447 Smith airplane
Box 1898: 25448 Irene Tucsch and Ernest Smith
Box 1898: 25449 Bronte
Box 1898: 25450 [men with American flag in front of airplane]
Box 1898: 25451 Bronte
Box 1898: 25452 Marjorie Brown
Box 1898: 25453 [brown spot]
Box 1898: 25454 [men and airplane]
Box 1898: 25455 [men walking on runway]
Box 1898: 25456 [portrait of a man]
Box 1899: 25457 [man in suit]
Box 1899: 25458 [airplane landing]
Box 1899: 25459 [people with wreath and airplane]
Box 1899: 25461 [man standing]
Box 1899: 25462 [two men crouching next to landing gear]
Box 1899: 25465 [man in suit]
Box 1899: 25466 Marjorie Brown
Box 1899: 25467 Ernest Smith in airplane
Box 1899: 25469 Smith with man
Box 1900: 25472 Army officer with man
Box 1900: 25474a Ernest Smith Hawaii flight
Box 1900: 25474b Bronte
Box 1900: 25475 Smith with woman
Box 1900: 25476 [airplane being towed]
Box 1900: 25477 Edmund J. Moffett
Box 1900: 25478 Charles Carter and Ernest Smith
Box 1900: 25479 Marjorie Brown
Box 1900: 25480 [foggy cityscape]
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Box 1901: 25481 [cityscape with airplane]
Box 1901: 25482-25483 Charles Carter
Box 1901: 25485 [blank]
Box 1901: 25486 [kids cheering]
Box 1901: 25487 [airplane aloft]
Box 1901-1902: 25488-25492 [people around airplane]
Box 1902: 25493 [portrait of man]
Box 1902: 25494 Ernest Smith
Box 1902: 25496-25499 [people around airplane]
Box 1902-1903: 25501-25505 [people on runway, around airplane, and airplane in air]
Box 1903: 25506 [building with smoke (on fire?)]
Box 1903: 25507-25508 [man holding hat on rooftop]
Box 1903-1904: 25509-25511 [people on runway and airplane]
Box 1904: 25512d-25513 [tents, outhouses, cars and people]
Box 1904-1905: 25514-25519 Ernest L. Smith, Bronte, with others
Box 1905: 25520 Hawaiian luau
Box 1905: 25521 Waikiki beach
Box 1905: 25522 Hawaiian field
Box 1905: 25524 Airplane events
Box 1905: 25525 [man in suit]
Box 1905: 25530 [man in suit]
Box 1905: 25531 Mrs. Charles "Mother" Tusch and Ernest L. Smith
Box 1905: 25532 Bronte, Hawaiian Hop
Box 1905: 25532 Ernest Smith, Hawaiian Hop
Box 1905: 25533 Smith, arrival in San Francisco [Ernest Smith?]
Box 1905: 25535 Hawaiian airplane events
Box 1906: 25537-25545 Hawaiian airplane events
Box 1906-1907: 25549-25553 Hawaiian airplane events
Box 1907: 25551-25552 Sterling's Last Poem
Box 1907: 25553 Ferry boat Tamalpais
Box 1907: 25555 Smith, arrival in San Francisco
Box 1907: 25556 Plane (Golden Eagle)
Box 1907-1910: 25556-25589 Jack Frost, flier [missing 25556]
Box 1907: 25556A Scott, Hawaiian Flier
Box 1910: 25590 Frank Clark
Box 1910: 25590A Miss Hollydale
Box 1910: 25591-25593 Frank Clark and his airplane
Box 1910: 25595 Frank Clark with airplane
Box 1910: 25597-25598 Frank Clark
Box 1910: 25601 Frank Clark
Box 1911: 25602 Frank Clark
Box 1911: 25602A Miss Hollydale
Box 1911: 25603 Dole airplane (El Encanto)
Box 1911: 25603A Goddard, El Encanto
Box 1911: 25603B Hawking, Dole-Racer
Box 1911: 25604 Portrait of Hawkins
Box 1911: 25605-25606 Goddard and Hawkins
Box 1911: 25611 L. Encante airplane crash
Box 1911: 25612 Lieutenant Wyatt and Goddard
Box 1911: 25615 Clarence Young and Goddard
Box 1911: 25617 Dole-Plane (El Encanto)
Box 1911: 25617A Gaddard, El Encanto
Box 1911: 25617B Hawkins, Dole-Racer
Box 1912: 25618 Parkhurst, Dole-Racer
Box 1912: 25618-25622 City of Dole airplane (Peoria)
Box 1912: 25618A Lowes, Dole-Racer
Box 1912-1913: 25623-25636 Henley, Dole-Racer [missing 25623-25624, 25626-25628]
Box 1913: 25636 Griffin, Dole-Racer
Box 1913: 25636A Dole airplane (Oklahoma)
Box 1913: 25637 C. Arthyr Goebel
Box 1913-1914: 25637-25653 (Woolarac)
Box 1913: 25637A Dole-Racer Davis
Box 1914: 25653 C. Arthyr Goebel
Box 1914: 25653A Davis, Dole-Racer
Box 1914: 25654 Dole-Race miscellaneous
Box 1914: 25655d-25656 [portraits of men (at air show?)]
Box 1915: 25657 [pilot with gauges (at air show?)]
Box 1915: 25658 [woman with men around table (at air show?)]
Box 1915: 25659-25660 [man waving checkered flag (at air show?)]
Box 1915: 25661 [woman and baby spectating (at air show?)]
Box 1915: 25662 [airplane in air]
Box 1915: 25663 [four pilots in front of airplane]
Box 1915: 25664 Mullen and Spot (pilot and dog)
Box 1915-1916: 25665-25666 Sidney Brown
Box 1916: 25667 [men and women looking into sky]
Box 1916: 25668d [man with gauges]
Box 1916: 25669 [biplane in sky]
Box 1916: 25670 [a hawk]
Box 1916: 25671 [large crowd]
Box 1916: 25672 [man with checkered flag]
Box 1916: 25673 [two pilots with airplane]
Box 1916: 25674 Parkins with airplane
Box 1917: 25675 Lieutenant Mariner
Box 1917: 25676 Major Claggett
Box 1917: 25677 Bill Parker and Bill Burk (pilots)
Box 1917: 25678 Noville who flew with Byrd
Box 1917: 25679 Major Claggett
Box 1917: 25680 Noville
Box 1917: 25681 Noville and Flynn
Box 1917: 25682 [wasp airplane crash]
Box 1917: 25685 [swans]
Box 1918: 25686 [little girl with lamb]
Box 1918: 25687 [ducks with swan]
Box 1918: 25688-25689 [buffalo with baby]
Box 1918: 25690 [girl feeding birds]
Box 1918: 25691-25693 [waterfowl]
Box 1918: 25694 [buffalo]
Box 1919: 25695 [squirrel]
Box 1919: 25696 [girl with lamb]
Box 1919: 25697 [man with shotgun feeding buffalo]
Box 1919: 25698-25699 [waterfowl]
Box 1919: 25700 Golden Gate Park animals, 1927
Box 1919: 25701 Plane (Dallas Spirit)
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Box 1919: 25701 Erwin, Dole-Racer
Box 1919-1922: 25701-25725 Eichwald, Dole-Racer
Box 1922: 25725 Plane (Dallas Spirit)
Box 1922: 25725 Erwin, Dole-Racer
Box 1922: 25726 Golden Gate Park [series?]
Box 1922: 25727 [two men on horseback, Golden Gate Park?]
Box 1922: 25728 [man at Japanese Tea Garden gate, Golden Gate Park?]
Box 1922: 25729 [waterfowl, Golden Gate Park?]
Box 1922: 25730 [house, Golden Gate Park?]
Box 1922: 25731 [family in rowboat, Golden Gate Park?]
Box 1922: 25732 [house, Golden Gate Park?]
Box 1922: 25733 [two men on horseback, Golden Gate Park?]
Box 1923: 25735 [house, Golden Gate Park?]
Box 1923: 25736 [woman with children on bench, Golden Gate Park?]
Box 1923: 25737 [house, Golden Gate Park?]
Box 1923: 25738 [man near lake, Golden Gate Park?]
Box 1923: 25738 Golden Gate Park
Box 1923-1924: 25739-25751 Pedlar, Dole-Racer [airplane]
Box 1923: 25739 Knope, Dole-Racer [airplane]
Box 1923: 25739A Airplane (right) (Miss Doran)
Box 1924: 25751 Knope, Dole-Racer [airplane]
Box 1924: 25751A Airplane (right) (Miss Doran)
Box 1924: 25752 Dole-Plane Aloha [airplane]
Box 1924: 25752 Schluter, Dole-Racer [airplane]
Box 1924: 25753 Mr. and Mrs. Vance Breese
Box 1924: 25754 Schluter, Dole-Racer [airplane]
Box 1924: 25755 [pilot Martin Jensen with airplane]
Box 1924: 25756 [airplane]
Box 1925: 25758 Miss Doran-Jensen
Box 1925: 25759 [pilots and other men]
Box 1925: 25760 Marjorie Jensen
Box 1925: 25761 Martin Jensen
Box 1925: 25762-25763 Entertainers and the Aloha airplane
Box 1925: 25764 Jensen and Schluder
Box 1925: 25765 Pouring liquid onto Aloha airplane
Box 1925: 25766 Jensen
Box 1926: 25770 Jensen smiling
Box 1926: 25773 [men and women sitting on car]
Box 1926: 25774 Dole airplane (Aloha) [airplane]
Box 1926: 25775 [woman with basket]
Box 1926: 25776 [two women with tiaras]
Box 1926: 25777 [woman smiling]
Box 1926: 25778 [two women with tiaras]
Box 1926: 25779 [woman with tiara and parasol]
Box 1926: 25780 [woman with long dress and tiara]
Box 1927: 25781 [woman with tiara outside near stairs]
Box 1927-1928: 25782-25791 Estella Reed
Box 1928: 25792 San Francisco Baseball, Seals
Box 1928-1931: 25793-25822 [baseball players posing in various positions]
Box 1931: 25823 San Francisco Baseball, Seals
Box 1931-1932: 25824-25830 Football
Box 1932: 25831 Cello
Box 1932: 25831A McLarnin, February 22
Box 1932-1933: 25832-25842 [boxers in action]
Box 1933: 25843 Cello
Box 1933: 25843A McLarnin, February 22
Box 1934: 25844 United States ship Destroyers
Box 1934: 25845-25848 [men aboard Navy ship]
Box 1934: 25850d-25851 [sailors aboard ship]
Box 1934: 25852A United States ship Destroyers
Box 1935-1936: 25853-25863 Baseball Opening Game, 1927
Box 1936: 25864-25871 Helen Wills (tennis star)
Box 1937-1938: 25872-25882 717 Union Street Mimis Bomb
Box 1938: 25883 Fresno girl Poison case
Box 1938: 25884 [teacher at desk]
Box 1938: 25885 [building (school?)]
Box 1938: 25886 [man in classroom]
Box 1938: 25887 [students outside school]
Box 1938: 25888 [man in classroom]
Box 1938: 25889 [man looking into microscope]
Box 1938: 25890 [boy with plants]
Box 1938: 25891 [two boys on bench outside]
Box 1938: 25892 [man and microscope]
Box 1939: 25893 [school building]
Box 1939: 25894 [portrait of man with glasses]
Box 1939: 25895 [wooden house]
Box 1939: 25896 [two men inspecting round object]
Box 1939: 25897 [two firemen at table]
Box 1939: 25898 [two men men inspecting round object]
Box 1939: 25899 [wooden house]
Box 1939: 25900-25901 [two men inspecting round object]
Box 1940: 25902 Fresno girl Poison case
Box 1940-1941: 25903-25914 Washington Boat Crew
Box 1941: 25915-25919 (Roi Rita) Dancers, February 22, 1927
Box 1942: 25920 [girl reading book]
Box 1942: 25921 [man holding up book]
Box 1942: 25922 [Italian document from 1795]
Box 1942: 25923 [woman with fan]
Box 1942: 25924 [photo of tombstone photo]
Box 1942: 25925-25926 [photo of pioneer? woman]
Box 1942: 25927 [woman with fan]
Box 1942: 25928 [man with glasses and book at table]
Box 1943: 25929 [photo of female portrait photo with male photo behind]
Box 1943: 25930 [photo of William Sanders portrait photo]
Box 1943: 25931 [woman with fan]
Box 1943: 25932 [photo of pioneer? woman photo]
Box 1943: 25933 [horse and monument photo]
Box 1943: 25934 [portrait of man surrounded by horses photo]
Box 1943: 25935 [male portrait]
Box 1943: 25936 Seals Baseball Team
Box 1943: 25937 [girl with book]
Box 1944: 25938 [icon]
Box 1944: 25939 [man with glasses and book]
Box 1944-1945: 25940-25954 Saints Peter and Paul Church Bomb, 1927 March 6
Box 1945: 25955 Frat Nubs
Box 1945: 25956-25957 Crockett, ballplayer
Box 1945: 25958 Joe Kelly (baseball player)
Box 1946: 25959 “Lefty” O’Doul (baseball player)
Box 1946: 25960 Seals Baseball Team
Box 1946: 25961 Putnam
Box 1946: 25962-25963 Spud Spaulding
Box 1946: 25964 Harry Todd
Box 1946: 25965 Hodge, shovel
Box 1946: 25966 Pat Frayne
Box 1946: 25967 Mrs. M. Rosheim
Box 1947: 25968 1924 Andy Smith (football player)
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Box 1947: 25969 Ernest Devine
Box 1947: 25972 Stockom
Box 1947: 25973 Carlson, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1947: 25976 Shea, baseball
Box 1947: 25977 San Francisco Seals Baseball
Box 1947-1948: 25978-25980 San Francisco Seals Baseball
Box 1948: 25981-25985 Baseball players
Box 1948: 25986-25987 Gardens Woodwards
Box 1948: 25988-25989 Warner Diagrom [sic]
Box 1949: 25990 Isis
Box 1949: 25991 Swan, football
Box 1949-1952: 25991-26023 Football Stanford [missing 25992, 26000, 26003, 26005]
Box 1949: 25993-25995 Hoffman, Stanford football
Box 1949: 25996 Walker, football
Box 1949: 25997 Vermilla, football
Box 1949: 25998 Wilton, football
Box 1949: 25999 Harris, football
Box 1950: 26001 Price, football
Box 1950: 26002 Harris, football
Box 1950: 26004 Graham, football
Box 1950: 26006 Bogue, football
Box 1950: 26007 Dick Hyland, football
Box 1950: 26008-26011 [football]
Box 1951: 26012-26020 [football]
Box 1952: 26024-26025 Kitty Breese (Mrs. Vance Breese)
Box 1952: 26026 Chicago Soldiers' Field
Box 1952: 26027 Jack Dempsey
Box 1952: 26028 Major Irving
Box 1952: 26028 Gene Tunney
Box 1952: 26029 Jack Dempsey
Box 1953: 26030-26034 Mrs. Calvin Coolidge
Box 1953: 26035-26036 Crowds
Box 1953: 26037 Walter Cribbes
Box 1954: 26039 Miss Manning
Box 1954: 26040 Senator Wheeler
Box 1954: 26041-26042 Billy Alger
Box 1954: 26043 Taximen
Box 1954: 26044 Baseball Announcer
Box 1954: 26045 F.B. Avery
Box 1954: 26046 Schoell [man]
Box 1954: 26047 Mrs. Older copy [Mrs. Fremont Older?]
Box 1955: 26048 Tunney [football]
Box 1955: 26049 [group portrait of male college students]
Box 1955: 26051-26054 [sport related group and individual portraits]
Box 1955: 26056 Cell Building
Box 1955: 26057 Miss Estes
Box 1956: 26058 Mr. and Mrs. Vance Breese
Box 1956: 26059 Mrs. Charles Chaplin
Box 1956: 26060 Cats
Box 1956: 26061-26063 T.K.K.
Box 1956: 26064 Underhill
Box 1956: 26065-26066 YMCA
Box 1957: 26068 Tommy Loughran [boxer]
Box 1957: 26070 Charles Chaplin
Box 1957: 26071 Mar. Hayden
Box 1957: 26071A Dominga Russel
Box 1957: 26072 Windy Windsor
Box 1957: 26073-26074 Goodfellow
Box 1957: 26075-26077 Harry Wills
Box 1958: 26078 Senator Wheeler
Box 1958: 26080 Airport Mills Field
Box 1958: 26081 Lindbergh
Box 1958: 26082 Carl E. Wallerstedt
Box 1958: 26083 Mrs. L.D. Bacigalupi
Box 1958: 26084 Bobby Leavitt
Box 1958: 26085 Charles Woodman
Box 1958: 26086 Airport Mills Field
Box 1958: 26087 Kitty Breese (Mrs. Vance Breese)
Box 1959: 26088 Call Building
Box 1959: 26089 Otis Oldfield
Box 1959: 26090 Mission High School
Box 1959: 26091 Tommy Loughran
Box 1959: 26092 Captain Rodgers
Box 1959: 26093-26094A Davis, Dole-Racer
Box 1959: 26093-26094 C. Arthyr Goebel
Box 1959: 26094 Rolph
Box 1959: 26096-26099 Pride of Los Angeles [missing 26097-26099]
Box 1959-1960: 26100-26101 Bear Cubs
Box 1960: 26102-26103 Catherine Seanlon
Box 1960: 26104 Hisayo Wakamatsu
Box 1960: 26105 Flora Sorpelli
Box 1960: 26106 Gneva Quinn
Box 1960: 26107 Bear Cubs
Box 1960: 26108 Elsie Williams
Box 1960: 26109 Martha Stirm
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Box 1961: 26110-26111 Dr. Baker
Box 1961: 26112 Bear
Box 1961: 26113 C. Arhtyr Goebel
Box 1961: 26114 Powers
Box 1961: 26115 Tortoise
Box 1961: 26117 Florence Roberts
Box 1961: 26118 Sooine airplane
Box 1961-1962: 26119-26120 Captain Eagle, United States of America
Box 1962-1963: 26123-26136 Bill Purdy
Box 1962: 26125 Roy Cummings
Box 1962: 26126 George Young
Box 1962: 26127 Florence Roberts
Box 1962: 26128 Florence Roberts
Box 1962-1963: 26129-26131 Mrs. C.J. Bond
Box 1963: 26132 Mr. and Mrs. Breese
Box 1963: 26137-26138 T.S. Lundgren
Box 1963: 26139 Juanita Taylor
Box 1963: 26140 Smith, arrival in San Francisco
Box 1964: 26143 Bill Royle
Box 1964: 26144 Marguerite Tula Johnson
Box 1964: 26145 Marie Carter
Box 1964: 26146 Coach Mitchell, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1964: 26147 Cockburn, Univeristy of California football
Box 1964: 26148 Bronte [man]
Box 1964: 26149 Smith, arrival in San Francisco
Box 1964-1965: 26150-26152 Ernest Smith, Hawaiian Hop
Box 1965: 26153 Mission High School
Box 1965: 26154 Maittand [three men by airplane]
Box 1965: 26155-26156 Malone, flight picture
Box 1965: 26156 Hegenberger Flight Picture
Box 1965: 26157 Pauline Siovomon
Box 1965: 26158 Wild
Box 1965: 26159 Hegenberger Flight Picture
Box 1965: 26159 John Timimsky
Box 1966: 26160 Geoffrey Green
Box 1966: 26161 Wild
Box 1966: 26161A T.S. Lundgren
Box 1966: 26162 C. Arthyr Goebel
Box 1966: 26162 Davis, Dole-Racer
Box 1966: 26163 Edward Cole and baby
Box 1966: 26164 Arthur Clarence Cole [baby]
Box 1966: 26165 Clarence A. Cole [baby]
Box 1966: 26166 Edward Cole and Clarence A. Cole [man and baby]
Box 1966: 26167 Edward Cole and baby
Box 1966-1967: 26168-26169 Catherine Nelson
Box 1967: 26170 Norma Wenat
Box 1967: 26171 Helen Daly, Adeline Higgins, Helen Creighton
Box 1967-1968: 26172-26186 Jerome Cornell
Box 1967: 26177 Mrs. Herbert O'Brien
Box 1968: 26183-26184 Marie and home Alderwelt
Box 1968: 26185-26186 C.A. Becker
Box 1969: 26187 C. Arthyr Goebel
Box 1969: 26188 Davis, Dole-Racer
Box 1969: 26189 Mrs. Frances Edison
Box 1969: 26190 Warner, Dare-devil
Box 1969: 26191 Marion Talley
Box 1969: 26192 Marion Talley
Box 1969: 26193 Marion Talley
Box 1969: 26194 Charlie Murray, actor
Box 1969: 26195 James Preston
Box 1970: 26196-26197 Leo Purcell
Box 1970: 26198 Miss D. Hess
Box 1970: 26199 Mr. Pickwick [drawing]
Box 1970: 26200 Charles Dickens
Box 1970: 26201-26202 C. Arthyr Goebel
Box 1970: 26201-26203 Davis, Dole-Racer
Box 1970: 26204 C. Arthyr Goebel, airplane
Box 1971: 26205 Alyce Hoffman
Box 1971: 26207 Signalling Mississippi (ship)
Box 1971: 26208 W. Hemphill, of Mississippi (ship)
Box 1971: 26208A Of Mississippi (ship) Thornton E.
Box 1971: 26209 M.K. Kiesel, of Mississippi (ship)
Box 1971: 26209A Alex Vincent, of Mississippi (ship)
Box 1971: 26210 H.C. Bunch, of Mississippi (ship)
Box 1971: 26211 Juanita Taylor
Box 1971: 26213 Dr. C.E. Nixon
Box 1971: 26214 Bernice Blanco
Box 1971: 26214A Ruth Pye
Box 1971: 26214B Kathleen Wolf
Box 1971: 26215 Donald Evelyn Gray
Box 1971: 26217 Kitty Breese (Mrs. Vance Breese)
Box 1972: 26219D Agnes Dahlguist
Box 1972: 26221 Charles Stromberg
Box 1972: 26222 Davis, Dole-Racer
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- Leut. Col. Haynes
- Mrs. Frances Edison
- Monte Blue
- Reverend Bull
- Williams
- Maxwell McNut
- J. McDonald
- C. DePatta
- Officer Sullivan
- Rabbi Newman
- Walter (Happy) Bollman
- Seymour Saltz
- Yu-Ching Liu, Chinese
- Iris Nartzik
- P. Amadeo Giannini
- Evelena Cochran
- Children's Airplane Show
- Girl Rooters
- Children's Airplane Show
- (Fight) Dempsey-Tunney
- Eclipse of Sun
- Marion Davies
- Jack Dempsey
- Shoes [Collette Lyons?]  
- Collette Lyons
- C. Arthyr Goebel
- Mary Natalie Haberman
- Jim Needles
- George Noville
- (Red) Chisholm
- Bundy, football
- Redfern
- Coli French Flyer
- Happy Payne
- Barnhill
- Delos Wilcox
- William Bennett
- Radio Broadcast Station
- Kitty Breese (Mrs. Vance Breese)
- Mission High School
- Dr. C.E. Nixon
- Sam Tate
- Marguerite Johnson
- Glass Factory
- Gus Oliva
- Eliz de Fior
- "Old Glory" [plane]
- Kids fishing
- Mission High School
- (King) American Boy
- Mayor James Rolph
- Glass factory
- (King) American Boy
- Helen Talley
- Marion Talley
- Glass factory
- Frances Edison
Box 1979: 26298 Knope, Dole-Racer
Box 1979: 26299 Frances Edison
Box 1979: 26300 Tanforan
Box 1979: 26301 Tanforan [horse and man]
Box 1979: 26302 Tanforan [missing 26302]
Box 1980: 26304 Bundy, football
Box 1980: 26305 Barsi [football player]
Box 1980: 26306 Barsi, football
Box 1980: 26306-26307 Rose-Marie Bazerque
Box 1980: 26308 Kieth V. Anderson
Box 1980: 26309 Bernice Blanco
Box 1980: 26310-26311 Harries Potentate
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Box 1981: 26312 Alana R. Ward
Box 1981: 26313 Beverly Harries
Box 1981: 26314 Bernice Blanco
Box 1981: 26315-26316 Vera Gillogley
Box 1981: 26317 Lajos Fenster
Box 1981: 26317A Evelyn Phelan
Box 1981: 26318 Geneva Ghent
Box 1981: 26319 Rose Allen
Box 1981: 26320 (Tex) Erickson
Box 1982: 26321 Dr. C.E. Nixon
Box 1982: 26322 Mrs. Edyth B. Schwetz
Box 1982: 26323 Joyce Mountain
Box 1982: 26324 George Hines
Box 1982: 26325 Miss D. Hess
Box 1982: 26326 Dole airplane (Oklahoma)
Box 1982: 26327 Mr. McKinney
Box 1982: 26328 Drawing
Box 1982: 26329 Gene Tunney
Box 1983: 26330 Dicks [men with rifles] (marked 26333?)
Box 1983: 26331 Blewit, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 1983: 26332 Traffic
Box 1983: 26333-26338 Boxers [prize fighters, boxing, reading books, etc.]
Box 1984: 26339 Lilies
Box 1984-1985: 26340-26348 Delma Joyce [and friend conversing]
Box 1985: 26350-26356 Kentfield Grape Festival
Box 1985: 26357 Call Check [girl wearing large earrings]
Box 1985: 26358 Fleet Race[crowded boats with sign] "get hot pennsy"
Box 1986: 26359 Fleet Race [several boats] "Tenn[essee]"
Box 1986: 26361-26363 Fleet Race [rowboats]
Box 1986: 26364 Fleet Race [crowded boats with sign] "get hot pennsy"
Box 1986: 26365 Fleet Race [crowded boats near battleship]
Box 1986: 26366 Reeves, artist [portrait of woman]
Box 1986: 26367 Reeves, artist [painter's studio with portrait and sitter being painted]
Box 1986-1987: 26368-26369 Reeves, artist [portrait of sitter]
Box 1987: 26370D Reeves, artist [painter's studio with portrait and sitter]
Box 1987: 26371 Mar. Adams
Box 1987: 26372 Hula Dancer
Box 1987: 26373 Ralph Pincus
Box 1987: 26374-26377 Girl Rooters
Box 1988: 26378-26381 Sergeant McGee
Box 1988: 26382 Harold Lloyd
Box 1988-1989: 26383-26387 Society
Box 1989: 26388-26389 Incorporated California
Box 1989: 26390 Clyde King
Box 1989: 26391 California [state] seal
Box 1989: 26392 T.S. Lundgren
Box 1989: 26393 Elizabeth Dorothy Dyer
Box 1989: 26394 Earl Grey [Gray?]
Box 1989-1990: 26395-26396 Glass factory
Box 1990: 26397-26398 Gus Oliva
Box 1990: 26399 Captain C.B. Rodgers [Roger?]
Box 1990: 26400 Dorothy Ann Danziger [Danzeer?]
Box 1990: 26401 Loretta Walker and Betty Daley
Box 1990-2001: 26402-26505 Lt. Davis, Dole-Racer, and C. Arthyr Goebel
Box 1991: 26406 Mrs. Pearl Miller, Donald and Evelyn Grey [Gray?]
Box 1991: 26406 Donald Evelyn Grey [Gray?]
Box 1991: 26407 Ethel O'Grady
Box 1991: 26408-26410 Russell Reed
Box 1991: 26411-26412 Kathleen Kid
Box 1991-1992: 26413-26415 Elizabeth Tobias
Box 1992: 26418 Radios
Box 1992: 26419 Jean Higgins
Box 1992: 26420 W.W. Cribbes
Box 1992: 26421 Traffic [signal]
Box 1992: 26422-26425 Traffic
Box 1992: 26426 Shoes
Box 1993: 26427-26428 Shoes
Box 1993: 26429 Shoes
Box 1993: 26429-26432 Cable
Box 1993: 26433 Old Glory [airplane]
Box 1993: 26436 Gene Tunney
Box 1993: 26437 Jack Dempsey
Box 1993: 26438 Miss L. Batista
Box 1994: 26439 Jack Dempsey
Box 1994: 26440 Pat Frayne
Box 1994: 26441-26444 Peaches Browning
Box 1994: 26445 Elinor Marlo
Box 1994: 26446 Ruth Conklin
Box 1994: 26447 Dr. Edmond Butler
Box 1994: 26447A Mrs. Arthur Wildman
Box 1995: 26448 Richard Headrick
Box 1995: 26449 Washington-Cal (UC Berkeley) Boat Race
Box 1995: 26450 Dr. George Mooney
Box 1995: 26451 Joe Thieben
Box 1995: 26452 Mrs. T. Montagee (Montagil?) [Montague?]  
Box 1995: 26453 Mr. Pickwick [copy of engraving]
Box 1995: 26454 Communist Meeting (communism)
Box 1995: 26455 Mr. Nickel [golfer]
Box 1995: 26456 Clair Vance
Box 1996: 26457 Denny Brooks
Box 1996: 26458 Lloyd Bertaud [pilot and woman]
Box 1996: 26459 Pedlar [man in straw hat]
Box 1996: 26460-26463 Pickwick [copy of engraving]
Box 1996: 26464 Delos Wilcox
Box 1996-1997: 26465-26466 William Benedict
Box 1997: 26467 O.T. McCracken
Box 1997: 26468 Joseph J. Tynan
Box 1997: 26469 Maurice Asher
Box 1997: 26469A Delos Wilcox
Box 1997: 26470 Edward Rainey
Box 1997: 26470A Walter Swanson
Box 2004: 26543 General Umberto Mobile
Box 2005: 26544 Richard Schickat
Box 2005: 26546 Edna Joseph
Box 2005: 26546A J. Harry Zemansky
Box 2005: 26547-26549 World Series Crowd [missing 26549]
Box 2005: 26552-26553 J.D. Rockefeller, Abandon Babe
Box 2005: 26554-26555 Ruth Adella Hilman
Box 2005: 26556 Pearl Gaylord
Box 2006: 26557 (Moco) Maurice Edwards
Box 2006: 26558 Sonny Moore
Box 2006: 26559 Theresa Fannucchi
Box 2006: 26560 Alice [Lacker?] 
Box 2006: 26560A A1 Batiloro
Box 2006: 26561 Leventina Pucinetti
Box 2006: 26562 Theresa Fannucchi
Box 2006: 26563 Mitton Rigby
Box 2006: 26564 Frank Killeen
Box 2006: 26565 Waneta Brown
Box 2007: 26566 Maude Bryant
Box 2007: 26567 Leventina Pucinetti
Box 2007: 26568 Theresa Fannucchi
Box 2007: 26569 Christie Walsh
Box 2007: 26570 Goos Bay (ship) [Coos Bay?]
Box 2007: 26570-26575 Goos Bay, and crew (ship) [Coos Bay?]
Box 2007: 26575 Goos Bay (ship) [Coos Bay?]
Box 2007: 26576 S.C. Johnson
Box 2007: 26576A Magnus Peterson
Box 2008: 26577 Blossom Puckett
Box 2008: 26578 L.C. Walters
Box 2008: 26579 Babe Ruth
Box 2008: 26584 Denise Coblenze
Box 2009: 26587 Babe Ruth
Box 2009: 26588 Blossom Puckett
Box 2009: 26589 P.J. Withersby
Box 2010: 26601 Edward de la Laing
Box 2010: 26602 Kathryn Meisla, singer
Box 2010: 26603 Russ and Mrs. Westover
Box 2010: 26604-26605 Golden Gate Park Bear
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Box 2011: 26608-26610 John F. Mally
Box 2011: 26611 Goos Bay (ship) [Coos Bay?] and crew
Box 2011-2012: 26612-26619 Lou Gehrig, San Francisco
Box 2012: 26620 Jack Dempsey, San Francisco barber
Box 2012: 26620-26625 Lou Gehrig, San Francisco
Box 2012: 26620A Babe Ruth
Box 2012: 26621 Denise Coblenze
Box 2012: 26624 Denise Coblenze
Box 2012: 26625A Babe Ruth
Box 2013: 26626-26627 Mrs. Rosamund Levine
Box 2013: 26628-26632 Jack Berman
Box 2013: 26631 Babe Ruth
Box 2013: 26633 Zombo
Box 2014-2015: 26640-26644 Mission YWCA
Box 2015: 26645-26648 Precitia Club
Box 2015: 26649 Charles Merrill
Box 2015: 26650 Douglas Keith
Box 2015-2016: 26651-26656 Blind Institute
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Box 2030: 26790 Goodfellow
Box 2031: 26791-26794 Marion Aye
Box 2031: 26795-26797 Armistice Parade
Box 2031-2032: 26797-26802 Play University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 2032: 26802 Muriel Morshad
Box 2032: 26803-26804 Socks University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 2032: 26805-26810 Senior Montgomery, car (last)
Box 2032: 26811 Flanagan, Notre Dame
Box 2032: 26813-26814 Jacqueline Keesling [sic]
Box 2032: 26815 Kathryn Montayne
Box 2032: 26816 Virginia Phillips
Box 2032: 26817-26818 Mrs. F. Timberlake
Box 2032: 26818 Jacqueline Keesling
Box 2032: 26819-26820 California Breuner
Box 2032: 26821 O’Gorman, Saint Mary’s
Box 2032: 26822 Delma Joyce
Box 2032: 26823 Football Ingram
Box 2032: 26824 Goldberg Ingram
Box 2032: 26825 Mrs. Warner, movie
Box 2032: 26826 Harry Todd, post office
Box 2032: 26827 Mrs. Larraceau
Box 2032: 26828 Lavers children
Box 2032: 26832-26833 Mrs. Wal Cristy
Box 2032: 26834 Babe Ruth
Box 2032: 26835 Paul Waner
Box 2032: 26836 Mrs. Warner, movie
Box 2032: 26837 [Dolls of different models ?]
Box 2032: 26838 Mrs. Larraceau
Box 2032: 26839 Poly High School Football
Box 2032: 26845 Poly High School Football
Box 2032: 26846-26847 Patricia Cardinal
Box 2032: 26848 Mrs. W.P. Agnew
Box 2032: 26849 Oakland Tube
Box 2032: 26855-26875 University of California (UC Berkeley) Stunts
Box 2032: 26858 Lloyd Bertaud
Box 2032: 26860-26861 Jack Evans, diver
Box 2032: 26861 Oakland Tube
Box 2032: 26862 Senator Robert Shingle
Box 2032: 26864 Senator Robert Shingle
Box 2032: 26865 Dollie Taylor
Box 2032: 26867 Mrs. Paddleford
Box 2032: 26869 Mrs. Paddleford
Box 2032: 26870 Wong Mae Loy
Box 2032: 26871 Wong Mae Loy
Box 2032: 26873-26874 Harry Thaw
Box 2032: 26875 Grace Fraser
Box 2032: 26877-26878 Helen McQuillan
Box 2032: 26877-26878A Eleanor Munzio
Box 2032: 26879 Emilie Rosendorn
Box 2032: 26880 Alan Abrams
Box 2032: 26886 Alan Abrams
Box 2032: 26887-26892 Mr. and Mrs. John B. Weersing
Box 2032: 26893-26895 Thelma Roesch
Box 2032: 26896-26897 Gladys Burns
Box 2032: 26898 A.A. Sutton, Police Sergeant
Box 2032: 26899-26900 G.R. Flaherty
Box 2032: 26902-26903 Harry Moriarity
Box 2042: 26904 Police Shields Fohn [sic]
Box 2043: 26905 One-eyed Connolly
Box 2043: 26910 One-eyed Connolly
Box 2043: 26911 Old Fighter Griffo
Box 2044: 26919 Old Fighter Griffo
Box 2044-2045: 26920-26923 LaVerne Rikette
Box 2045: 26924 Dolls of different models?
Box 2045: 26929 Dolls of different models?
Box 2045: 26930 Perry Allen Caen, artist murder
Box 2046: 26932 Perry Allen Caen, artist murder
Box 2046: 26933-26934 Matty, Job Press
Box 2046: 26935 Louise McPhetridge
Box 2046: 26938 Louise McPhetridge
Box 2046-2047: 26939-26948 Supervisor Jimmy Hertz
Box 2047-2048: 26949-26955 Lindbergh
Box 2048: 26956 Dog Midnight
Box 2049: 26963 Dog Midnight
Box 2049: 26965-26966 Roy Cummings
Box 2049: 26967-26968 Crissy Field Aeroplanes (airplanes)
Box 2049: 26969 Mrs. Lilliendahl, murder trial
Box 2049: 26970-26971 Mary Carli
Box 2049-2050: 26972-26973 Vera Darling
Box 2050: 26974 Agnes Silver
Box 2050: 26975-26976 Jaqueline Keestine
Box 2050: 26977 Vail Jones
Box 2050: 26978-26979 Virginia Phillips
Box 2050: 26979 Mrs. David Conrad
Box 2050: 26980-26981 Alma Walker
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Box 2051: 26982 Florence Veach
Box 2051: 26983-26984 Marion Aye
Box 2051: 26986-26987 Miss Jack Quealy
Box 2051: 26986 Harriett Brownell
Box 2051: 26988 Mrs. Herbert O'Brien
Box 2051: 26989 Helen Hammerschmidt
Box 2051: 26990 Nellie Cleary
Box 2052: 26991 ADJ. General Mittelstaedt
Box 2052: 26992-26993 Mary Lou Street
Box 2052: 26994 Mae and Irene Brown
Box 2052: 26995 Jack Black
Box 2052: 26996 William R. Hearst
Box 2052: 26998 Ida Derham
Box 2052-2053: 27000 Miss Frankie Jackson
Box 2052-2053: 27000A Ruth Sheets
Box 2053: 27001 Estelle Seeley
Box 2053: 27002 Alice Norcross
Box 2053: 27002A Irma Girard
Box 2053: 27003-27004 Helen Sussman
Box 2053: 27004-27005 Helen Wright
Box 2053: 27006-27007 (Red) Grange
Box 2053: 27008-27009 C.C. Pyle
Box 2054: 27010-27013 Charles Lindbergh
Box 2054: 27014 Pat Wilson
Box 2054: 27015 Eugene Field
Box 2054: 27017-27018 Gertrude Wood
Box 2054: 27019 Mrs. Francis McComas
Box 2055: 27020 Francis McComas, artist
Box 2055: 27021 McComas Painting
Box 2055: 27021 McComas' painting
Box 2055: 27022-27023 Thomas LaMont
Box 2055-2056: 27026-27031 Mayor James Rolph
Box 2056: 27032 Robert Bourne, (Kids' Chicken Funeral)
Box 2056: 27033 Babe Ruth, 1927
Box 2056-2057: 27037-27040 Lou Gehrig, San Francisco
Box 2057: 27041 Mayor James Rolph
Box 2057: 27041A Babe Ruth, 1927
Box 2057: 27042 Steamer ? Wallingford
Box 2057: 27043-27044 Mrs. Captain Gus Illig
Box 2057: 27045 Captain Gus Illig
Box 2057: 27046 Eric Mahn, radio operator
Box 2057: 27047 Helen Drew, Steamer
Box 2057: 27048 Captain John Tufeson
Box 2057: 27049 Oscar Berg, engineer
Box 2058: 27050-27055 Captain Gleeson, funeral
Box 2058: 27057 Matthew Brady
Box 2058: 27058 Andrew J. Mahoney, Police Commander
Box 2058: 27058A Thro Roche, Police Commander
Box 2059: 27059 Jacqueline O'Brien
Box 2059: 27060 Rose Greeback
Box 2059: 27061-27062 Beverly Smith
Box 2059: 27063 Clown Toto
Box 2059: 27064 Lena Evola
Box 2059: 27065-27066 Weary Street
Box 2059-2060: 27067-27068 Armie Von Tempeki, writer
Box 2060: 27069 Senator Robert Shingle
Box 2060: 27070 Al Lyons, leader
Box 2060: 27071 Esther Gagnet
Box 2060: 27072 Captain E. Dellegar
Box 2060: 27073-27074 Paul Godwin
Box 2060: 27073-27074A Tom Thompson
Box 2060: 27075 Fassitt Compton
Box 2061: 27077 Beatrice Bullington
Box 2061: 27078 Agnes Walden
Box 2061: 27079 Tillie Schubert
Box 2061: 27079 Leona Starring
Box 2061: 27080-27081 Ernie Smith and wife
Box 2061: 27082 Mrs. Ernie Smith
Box 2061: 27083-27084 Market and Church Streets Street car wreck
Box 2061: 27085 Ed Kilganon
Box 2061: 27085A Frank McKean
Box 2061: 27086-27087 Frank Jenks, leader
Box 2062: 27088-27091 Chinese Mission Girls
Box 2062: 27091 Chow Hope
Box 2062: 27092 Planet Mars
Box 2062: 27093 Planet Moon
Box 2062-2063: 27094-27096B Airedale dog
Box 2063: 27097-27098 Bodie Andrews
Box 2063: 27099-27100 Charles Steele
Box 2063: 27100-27101 William Leonhardt, police
Box 2063: 27102 No Percentage Drue? Company
Box 2063-2064: 27104-27107 (Masks) Benda
Box 2064: 27108 Officer Tom Whelan
Box 2064: 27109-27110 New Mint Grill
Box 2064: 27111 Nick Mitchell
Box 2064: 27112 Florence Reed, actress
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Box 2064: 27113 **Beatrice Erickson**
Box 2064: 27113A **Kenneth Erickson**
Box 2064: 27114 **(Nibs) Price**
Box 2065: 27115-27116 **Charles Lindbergh**
Box 2065-2066: 27118-27127 **Sir Thomas Lipton**
Box 2066: 27128-27130 **Fanny Brice**
Box 2066: 27131-27132 **Goodfellow**
Box 2066: 27133 **San Francisco Stock Exchange**
Box 2067: 27135 **Hill, Stanford football**
Box 2067: 27136 **Roy Riegols**
Box 2067: 27137-27138 **Crowds at ferry**
Box 2067: 27139 **Santee, football**
Box 2067: 27140 **Jacoby murder**
Box 2067: 27142 **Jacoby murder**
Box 2067-2068: 27143-27145 **Dr. Ng Chew**
Box 2068: 27146 **Sir Thomas Lipton**
Box 2068: 27147-27148 **Moses B. Cotsworth**
Box 2068: 27149 **Andrew Edison**
Box 2068: 27150 **Ernest C. Moore**
Box 2068: 27151 **L.W. Baily, Navy Ensign**
Box 2068-2069: 27152-27159 **California (ship)**
Box 2069: 27160-27162 **Bennie Friedman**
Box 2069: 27162 **Mary Nolan**
Box 2070: 27165 **Mary Nolan**
Box 2070: 27166-27170 **Mrs. Hal Roach**
Box 2071: 27173-27174 **Bay Bridge**
Box 2071: 27175 **[Dolls of different models ?]**
Box 2071: 27176 **Lowell Thomas**
Box 2071: 27177 **Mademoiselle Schumann-Heinck**
Box 2071: 27178 **Egypt Mummy**
Box 2071-2072: 27179-27185 **Different scenes Pharaohs**
Box 2072-2073: 27186-27195 **Cliff dwellers**
Box 2073: 27196-27197 **John Bruce**
Box 2073-2074: 27198-27199 **McCoy, fighter**
Box 2074: 27200-27201 **Mrs. and Miss Constance Heath**
Box 2074: 27202-27203 **Amelia Gracini**
Box 2074: 27204-27207 **(Benda)? Masks**
Box 2074: 27204-27205 **Mrs. Andrew Edison**
Box 2074: 27206 **Mrs. E. Kilgour**
Box 2074: 27207 **Julian Wellman**
Box 2075: 27208-27209 **Anne Miller**
Box 2075: 27210-27213 **Leona Boxer**
Box 2075: 27214-27215 **Dr. Molgeard**
Box 2075: 27216 **Dr. McMillan and wife**
Box 2076: 27217 **Harold A. Lefount**
Box 2076: 27218 **Phelan, dog**
Box 2076: 27219 **Jack Spaulding**
Box 2076: 27219-27220 **Sheriff William J. Fitzgerald**
Box 2076: 27221 **Dr. J.M. Toner**
Box 2076: 27222 **Mrs. Graison, lost flyer**
Box 2076: 27223-27224 **Frank J. McGovern**
Box 2076: 27225 **Mrs. Rhoades**
Box 2077: 27226 **Libby Welch, football player**
Box 2077: 27227-27228 **Coach Pop Warner**
Box 2077: 27229 **Mr. and Mrs. Willie Dombre**
Box 2077: 27231 **Mr. and Mrs. Willie Dombre**
Box 2077: 27233-27234 **Mrs. James H. Aye**
Box 2078: 27235-27237 **Eddie Frayne**
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- Box 2078: 27238-27239 Lyman F. Barber
- Box 2078: 27240 Dennie Cramer, fighter
- Box 2078: 27241 Helen Ferguson
- Box 2078: 27242 William Power, actor
- Box 2078: 27243 Elinor Jackson
- Box 2079: 27245 Dr. Annie McRae
- Box 2079: 27246 John Metropolis
- Box 2079: 27247 William Hutshinson, police
- Box 2079: 27248 Dr. Mooslin
- Box 2079: 27249 Mrs. Socorro Rucker
- Box 2079: 27250 Philip T. Dodge
- Box 2079: 27251 Beatrice Berndtson
- Box 2079: 27252 Irene Dowling
- Box 2080: 27253-27254 Human Brain
- Box 2080: 27255 Nicolai Orloff
- Box 2080: 27256 Nance O'Neil
- Box 2080: 27257 Noah Beery
- Box 2080: 27258-27259 Miss Saint John Smith
- Box 2080: 27260 Delos Williams, fighter
- Box 2081: 27263 Boy Walli, fighter
- Box 2081: 27263A Delos Williams, fighter
- Box 2081: 27267 Boy Walli, fighter
- Box 2081: 27268-27269 Miss Saint John Smith
- Box 2082: 27270-27273 Ernestine Black
- Box 2082: 27274 Catherine DeLury
- Box 2082: 27275 Margaret L. Russell
- Box 2082: 27279 Philip J. Fay
- Box 2082: 27280 Miss Billie Mays
- Box 2083: 27281 (Red) Grange
- Box 2083: 27281A Pat Wilson
- Box 2083: 27282 Police dog Jaques
- Box 2083: 27283 One-eyed Connolly
- Box 2083: 27284 Cliff dwellers
- Box 2083: 27285 Cora Carter
- Box 2083: 27287 Cora Carter
- Box 2083: 27288 Priest Crowley
- Box 2083: 27289 Buddie Mason, stunt man
- Box 2083: 27290 Golden Gate Bridge
- Box 2084: 27292 Buddie Mason, stunt man
- Box 2084: 27293-27294 Mrs. Charles R. Thorburn
- Box 2084: 27295-27296 Charlotte Greenwood
- Box 2085: 27299 Crown Prince Gustave of Sweden
- Box 2085: 27301-26307 [military officials and dignitaries at parade?]
- Box 2086: 27308-27316 [military officials and dignitaries at parade?]
- Box 2087: 27317 [military officials and dignitaries at parade?]
- Box 2087: 27318 Crown Prince Gustave of Sweden
- Box 2087: 27320-27322 [Naval ship “K XIII” and crew]
- Box 2087: 27324-27325 [Naval ship “OZB K XIII” and crew]
- Box 2087: 27326 Holland Submarine boat
- Box 2087: 27327 Retreat at Los Angeles
- Box 2088: 27328-27336 [scenes at church with children]
- Box 2089: 27338 Bob Fitzsimmons
- Box 2089: 27339 James J. Corbett
- Box 2089: 27340 Dempsey, copies
- Box 2089: 27341 Jack Dempsey
- Box 2089: 27342 Dempsey, copies
- Box 2089: 27343-27346 Priest Crowley
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 2089: 27347-27348 Mrs. Charles R. Thorborn
Box 2090: 27349-27355 Basketball girls, January 1928
Box 2090: 27356-27357 Pedro Gomez
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Box 2091: 27359 Tony Lazzeri
Box 2091: 27360 Jazzer [man in hat]
Box 2091: 27361 Tony Lazzeri
Box 2091: 27362-27363 Alameda High School
Box 2091: 27364-27365 Mary Lewis
Box 2091-2092: 27366-27369 Alameda High School
Box 2092: 27369 Miss Moslin
Box 2092: 27370 Mr. Pattis
Box 2092: 27371 Joseph O'Connor, attorney
Box 2092: 27372 John Witcher
Box 2092: 27373-27374 Noel Sullivan
Box 2092: 27373 John Witcher
Box 2092: 27375 Sen[ator] Phelan [portrait painting]
Box 2092: 27376-27377 Mar. Rambeau
Box 2093: 27378-27380 Leo Purcell
Box 2093: 27382-27383 Miss Griffin, tennis
Box 2093: 27384 Monkey
Box 2093: 27385 Airplane, 1868
Box 2093: 27386 Delma Joyce
Box 2093: 27387 General Mabry
Box 2094: 27388 (Babe) Hollingberry
Box 2094: 27389 Adam Walsh
Box 2094: 27390 Golden Gate Bridge [proposed]
Box 2094: 27391-27396 Jules Auradon
Box 2095: 27397 Jerry Fairbanks
Box 2095: 27398 Haig Patigan
Box 2095: 27399 Athletes
Box 2095: 27399 Andy Smith, Memorial Bench [athletes]
Box 2095: 27400 Episcopal Women
Box 2095: 27400A Homer Snow
Box 2095: 27401 Madaline Sheehan
Box 2095: 27402 Friginaire Convention [sic] (Frigidaire?)
Box 2095: 27403-27404 [two men]
Box 2096: 27405 Friginaire Convention [sic] (Frigidaire?)
Box 2096: 27406-27407 Ketchel
Box 2096: 27408-27409 Suit of Armor
Box 2096: 27410-27411 Naomi Evans
Box 2096: 27412 Frank Chance
Box 2096: 27413 Evelyn Lansdale
Box 2097: 27414 Fire Chief Golfer
Box 2097: 27415 Mar Bruun
Box 2097: 27416 Mr. and Mrs. Kane Hawaiians
Box 2097-2098: 27416-27424 Mr. and Mrs. Kane
Box 2097: 27417 George W. Valery and wife
Box 2098: 27424 Mr. and Mrs. Kane
Box 2098: 27425 Lorraine Russell
Box 2098: 27426 Constance Haley
Box 2098: 27428 DePatta at City of Paris
Box 2098: 27429 [title unavailable]
Box 2098: 27430 DePatta at City of Paris
Box 2098: 27432 D.A. Skinner
Box 2098: 27433 Helen Archer
Box 2099: 27434 Mrs. Shaw
Paul
Lulu Hunt Peters
George Noville
Alphine Kuhn
Jean Auerbach, Carol Micheils
Augusta Roseberg
Helen Eisner, Pauline Spiro
A.P. Giannini
William Crocker
James Powers
Mrs. Louis Lengfelt
Chest (Artist)
Gilbert Taube, dancing
couple dancing
Mickey Walker
Mrs. Wilson, Assistant District Attorney
Albert McCord
Frank Harris
Evelyn McLaughlin
Mrs. Rosencrantz, Holy City Story
Haig Patigan
Caldwell, east football
White House
Caldwell, east football
Goodfellow
Catherine Scully
Sid Goldtree
Ashley Turner
East Team
Hugh McKevitt
Doeg, tennis
Roy Cummings
Catherine Scully
Fire
Ruth Eldler
Lincoln Statue
Sally Whitcomb, letter
Captain Rasmussen
Captain Turner
Laura LaPlantte
Baseball amateurs on roof
Marj Adams
[men shaking hands on field in front of large crowd]
Tunnel Plan
Yehudi Menhunin
(Red) Chisholm
Robert Hunter
McLarnin, February 22
Ackerman, Saint Mary’s football
Driscoll, Saint Mary’s football
George W. Valery and wife
Velma Kirschner
Pearl Chapman
Virginia Allen
Curly Brown
Florence Mullins
Strelenger
Box 2108: 27524-27526 Officer Dolan
Box 2108: 27525 Jack Black
Box 2108: 27525 Helen Cook
Box 2109: 27527-27528 Jack Berman
Box 2109: 27529 Delos Wilcox
Box 2109: 27530-27531 Mrs. Harry Kimmel
Box 2109-2110: 27533-27537 Jack Kearns
Box 2110: 27538 Grace Carlyle
Box 2110: 27539-27541 John Creech
Box 2110: 27540 Grace Carlyle
Box 2110-2111: 27542-27546 Marceline Dalroy
Box 2111: 27547 Walter Mails
Box 2111: 27548-27553 Walter Mails
Box 2112: 27554-27555 Walter Mails
Box 2112: 27556 Walter Mails
Box 2112: 27557 Glascock, Primary at San Mateo High School
Box 2112: 27558-27559 San Mateo High School
Box 2112: 27560-27561 Vickie Savitzky and Margaret Pierce
Box 2112-2113: 27562-27563 San Mateo High School
Box 2113: 27564 Sailors in parade
Box 2113: 27565 C.P. Chase
Box 2113: 27565-27566 C.F. Chase, Police Department
Box 2113: 27567 Judge Police Captain Barney
Box 2113: 27568 Paul McAvoy, traffic officer
Box 2113: 27569 Elisa Vezzia
Box 2113: 27570 Edith Bristol
Box 2113: 27571 Adimiral Jackson
Box 2113: 27571A Curtis D. Wilbur
Box 2114: 27572 Arthur? Warburton
Box 2114: 27573 Pauline Harper
Box 2114: 27574 Mrs. Warren ? Speaker
Box 2114: 27575 Jean Kelley
Box 2114: 27575A Madeline Lynn
Box 2114: 27576 Virginia Perrico
Box 2114: 27577-27578 Mrs. Edison, hold-up story
Box 2114: 27579-27580 Eva Collins
Box 2114: 27579-27580 Doris Eber
Box 2115: 27581 Mrs. Moore Clarke
Box 2115: 27582 Anne Schultz
Box 2115: 27583 Charles Murray
Box 2115: 27584 Walker Whitside
Box 2115: 27585 Colonel Bolles
Box 2115: 27585A Charlie Murray, actor
Box 2115: 27586 Edna St. Vincent Millay
Box 2115: 27587 Willie Greb, fighter
Box 2115: 27588 Jack Latton
Box 2115: 27589 Public Library reference room
Box 2116: 27590 Jack Willis, prize fighter and Tim McGrath
Box 2116: 27590-27594 Jack Willis, prize fighter
Box 2116: 27591-27592b Jack Willis, prize fighter
Box 2116: 27595 The leaning tower of Pisa
Box 2116: 27596 Abraham E. Cohn, veteran
Box 2116: 27596A Virginia Perrico
Box 2116: 27597 Lady Godiva, on horse
Box 2117: 27598 Leopold Dreifus, artist
Box 2117: 27599 Leopold Dreifus [sculptor]
Box 2117: 27600 Leopold Dreifus, artist
Box 2117: 27601 Jack Willis, fighter
Box 2117: 27602-27604 Jack Willis [boxer]
Box 2117: 27605 Jack Willis, fighter
Box 2117: 27606 Jack Norton, San Jose Home for Men
Box 2118: 27607-27608 Jack Norton, San Jose relief home [buildings, sign "cancer remedies"]
Box 2118: 27609 Jack Norton, San Jose Home for Men
Box 2118: 27611-27612 Gertrude Wood
Box 2118: 27613 Vida Sproule
Box 2118: 27614 Hal Brunch
Box 2118: 27615 Miss Larraboue, dancer
Box 2118: 27616 Pat Frayne
Box 2119-2120: 27618-27630 San Quentin Prison
Box 2120: 27631-27632 Aerial view Stadium at University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 2120: 27633 Leah H. Davis
Box 2120-2121: 27634-27637 Mrs. Dr. Henno
Box 2121: 27638 Margaret Molander
Box 2121: 27639 Marie Browner
Box 2121: 27640-27641 Anne Arendes
Box 2121: 27642-27643 Governor C.C. Young
Box 2121: 27644 Gaston Palmer
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Box 2122: 27645-27646 Margaret Diehl
Box 2122: 27647 Barbara Wideman
Box 2122: 27648 Mary Lawrence
Box 2122: 27649-27650 Mrs. Mary Lawrence
Box 2122: 27651 Mary Lawrence
Box 2122: 27652 Lon Chaney
Box 2122-2123: 27653-27654 France Rotke
Box 2123: 27655 Ashlock, Call Reporter
Box 2123: 27656 Sir Neville Wilkinson
Box 2123: 27657 Dolores del Rio
Box 2123: 27658 Count Herman Keyserling
Box 2123: 27659-27662 Count Hermon Keyserling
Box 2124: 27663-27665 Count Hermon Keyserling
Box 2124: 27666 Count Herman Keyserling
Box 2124: 27667 Shannon, supervisor
Box 2124: 27668 Jean Taylor Woods
Box 2124: 27669 Harry Heilman
Box 2124: 27671 Harry Heilmon (Heilman?)
Box 2124: 27672 Harry Heilman
Box 2125: 27673 Willie Maus, actor
Box 2125: 27674-27675 Mrs. Krusack, singer
Box 2125: 27676 Paul Byrne
Box 2125: 27676A Richard Leary
Box 2125: 27677 Reverend Roach Stratton
Box 2125: 27678 Virginia Perrico
Box 2125: 27679-27680 Louis Carmel
Box 2125: 27681 (Cowboy) Smith, Saint Mary's
Box 2126: 27682 Smith [football player]
Box 2126: 27683 Mulcahy [football player]
Box 2126: 27684 Smith [football player]
Box 2126: 27685 [football player]
Box 2126: 27686 Watson, Underhill [football players]
Box 2126-2130: 27687-27718 Paul and Lloyd Waners
Box 2126: 27688 Smith [(Cowboy) Smith, Saint Mary's football player]
Box 2126: 27689 (Cowboy) Smith, Saint Mary's [football player]
Box 2126: 27690 G.G. Osborne, Captain Charles Goff
Box 2126-2127: 27690-27694 Dot Dougherty
Box 2127: 27691 Dan O’Brien, R.W. Robinson, Dr. Miller McClintock
Box 2127: 27692 Charles Todd (supervisor), Tim Matson, D.Y. Nicholson
Box 2127: 27693 Slip Madigan [woman]
Box 2127: 27694 Franklin, Saint Mary’s football
Box 2127: 27695-27696 [funeral at First Presbyterian Church]
Box 2127: 27695-27696 Gavin McNab

Additional Note
[Prints available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 1 :27695-27696--PIC].

Box 2127: 27697-27698 [baseball players]
Box 2127: 27699 [baseball player]
Box 2128: 27700 [saxophone player]
Box 2128: 27701 [baseball player]
Box 2128: 27702-27708 [baseball players]
Box 2129: 27709-27710 [baseball player and woman]
Box 2129: 27711 [man at piano]
Box 2129: 27712-27713 [hands holding baseball bat]
Box 2129: 27714 [two men]
Box 2129: 27715-27716 [man in hat]
Box 2129: 27717 [man with violin]
Box 2130: 27718 [baseball player]
Box 2130: 27719-27724 Mickey Walker
Box 2130-2131: 27725-27736 Mrs. K. Monteagle
Box 2131-2132: 27737-27738 Edith Cavel, nurse
Box 2132: 27739 Ona Munson
Box 2132: 27740 Cachot E. Davis, White House store
Box 2132: 27741 Alpha Shaker
Box 2132: 27742-27743 Mrs. John Fletcher
Box 2132: 27744 Hype Igoe, artist
Box 2132: 27745 Tom Kelly, police
Box 2132: 27747 Flood at 14th and Market [Streets]
Box 2132: 27749 Admiral Dewey
Box 2133: 27750-27751 Ace Hudkins, fighter
Box 2133: 27752 Jimmy McLarin
Box 2133: 27753-27756 Jimmy McLarin "The Irish Wizard" [boxer]
Box 2133: 27757 Jimmy McLarin
Box 2134: 27758 Anna de Marchi
Box 2134: 27759 Lidya Crestetto
Box 2134: 27760 Mrs. A.S. Musante
Box 2134: 27761 Mrs. Buron Fitts
Box 2134: 27762 Ruth Roland
Box 2134: 27763 Francis V. Keesling
Box 2134: 27764 Nancy Buckley
Box 2134: 27765 Mary Prag
Box 2134: 27766 Thinker Statue
Box 2135: 27767-27768 Caroline Loeb
Box 2135: 27769-27770 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bega
Box 2135: 27771-27772 Colleen Patricia Hunter
Box 2135-2136: 27773-27777 Micky Cohn, fighter
Box 2136: 27778 Fighter Belanger
Box 2136: 27779 William Randolph Hearst, Jr.
Box 2136: 27780 Harriet Walker
Box 2136: 27781-27782 Alma Walker
Box 2136: 27783 Gertrude McCushion
Box 2137: 27784 Abe Ruef
Box 2137: 27785 Pancho Flores
Box 2137: 27786 Pancho Flores
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 2137: 27787 Pancho Flores
Box 2137: 27788-27791 Belanger, fighter
Box 2137: 27789-27791 Leo Diebel, fighter
Box 2137: 27792 Movie dog Strongheart
Box 2138: 27793-27794 Fishter Eddie Roberts
Box 2138: 27795 Senator Chauncey DePew
Box 2138: 27796-27797 Chauncey DePew
Box 2138: 27798 Senator Chauncey DePew
Box 2138: 27799-27800 Jonnie Scully
Box 2138: 27799-27800 Peggy Quadt
Box 2138-2139: 27801-27806 Mrs. Dr. Henno
Box 2139: 27807 Beatrice Balestrieri
Box 2139: 27808 Louis Carmel
Box 2139: 27809-27810 Louis Carmel Collection [artwork]
Box 2140: 27812-27813 Louis Carmel Collection [portrait of George Washington]
Box 2140: 27814 Louis Carmel
Box 2140: 27815-27819 Adele Blood
Box 2140: 27820 Judge Van Norstrum
Box 2140: 27821 John F. Neylan, NEW
Box 2141: 27822-27823 Knight, Seattle baseball
Box 2141: 27824 Buckshot Mays
Box 2141: 27825 Walter Mails
Box 2141: 27826 Sherlock, Seattle baseball
Box 2141: 27829 Young Corbett, 1928
Box 2141: 27831 [smiling man]
Box 2141: 27831-27833 [men on sailing ship] City of Pa[…]
Box 2142: 27841-27850 Army Football, 1927
Box 2143: 27845-27847 Miss Ruth Branstedt [dancer]
Box 2143: 27848 Ruth Eldler
Box 2143: 27849-27850 King, high jump
Box 2143: 27851 Meeks, jumping
Box 2144: 27841-27845 Gibson Willets
Box 2144: 27842-27843 Afro-American Doorman
Box 2144: 27844 Ruth Bransedt [dancer]
Box 2144: 27845-27846 Miss Ruth Branstedt [dancer]
Box 2144: 27847 Ruth Branstedt [dancer]
Box 2144: 27848 Ruth Eldler
Box 2145: 27861 Sid Goldtree
Box 2145: 27862 (Cupid) Muson
Box 2145: 27863 (Andy) Anderson, editor
Box 2145: 27864-27873 Army Football, 1927
Box 2146: 27871 Army Football, 1927
Box 2146: 27871 **Rube Wolf**
Box 2146: 27872 **Football Player**
Box 2146: 27873 **Army Football, 1927**
Box 2146-2147: 27874-27881 **Rube Wolf**
Box 2146: 27875-27878 **[man in hat]**
Box 2147: 27879-27880 **[man in hat]**
Box 2147-2148: 27882-27888 **Girls Rooters**
Box 2148: 27889 **Mar. Hipslay [Hisplay?]**
Box 2148: 27890 **Helen Hipslay [Hisplay?]**
Box 2148: 27891-27892 **Lowell Football, 1927**
Box 2148-2149: 27893-27899 **1928 Whitehouse fashions and girls**
Box 2149: 27900 **Call Bulletin Junior Golf Tournament**
Box 2149-2151: 27901-27922 **Call Bulletin Junior Golf Tournament**
Box 2151: 27923 **Hillgaz [Call Bulletin Junior Golf Tournament]**

**Box 2152**
- 27924 **Hillgaz [Call Bulletin Junior Golf Tournament]**
- 27925 **Call Bulletin Junior Golf Tournament**
- 27926-27927 **J. McHugh, golf [Call Bulletin Junior Golf Tournament]**
- 27928-27932 **[child in garden]**
- 27928-27936 **[child in garden]**
- 27933-27936 **[child in garden]**
- 27936 **Carol Shoulberg**
- 27937-27944 **Arizona (ship)**
- 27945-27966 **Pennsylvania State Team Football**
- 27969-27970 **Golf Course at Half Moon Bay**
- 27974 **[Two Unidentified Men]**
- 27976 **[Unidentified Men Surveying Golf Course], At Half Moon Bay**
- 27977-27981 **Art School**
- 27982-27987 **British Ship**
- 27988-27991 **Berkeley Campanile**
- 27992-27997 **Green, American Federation of Labor**
- 27998 **Mrs. H. Stevenson**
- 27999 **Mrs. H. Stevenson**
- 28000-28001 **Republican Convention**
- 28001-28002 **Doreen Tittle**
- 28003 **Muriel Morshed**
- 28004 **Harriett Brownell [missing 28004]**
- 28004 **Margaret Fuller [missing 28004]**
- 28004A **Mrs. Bruce Dohrmann [missing 28004]**
- 28005 **Mrs. Henry Bohling**
- 28006 **Eleanor Simpson**
- 28006-28007 **Jacqueline Keesling**
- 28009-28010 **Miss Jack Quealy**
- 28011 **West Team Football**
- 28022 **West Team Football**
- 28024 **Football Game, [Negative Damaged]**
- 28025-28032 **Football Game**
- 28033 **High Jump, Track and Field**
- 28034 **Running, Track and Field**
- 28035 **Discus, Track and Field**
- 28036 **Javeline, Track and Field**
- 28037 **Running [starting position], Track and Field**
- 28038 **Long Jump, Track and Field**
- 28039-28041 **Running, Track and Field**
- 28042-28043 **High Jump, Track and Field**
- 28044 **Hurdles, Track and Field**
- 28045 **High Jump, Track and Field**
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Box 2164: 28046 Hurdles, Track and Field
Box 2164: 28047 Running, Track and Field
Box 2164-2165: 28048-28055 Gene Tunney
Box 2164-2166: 28048-28068 East-West Game, Portraits, 1926-1927
Box 2166-2167: 28069-28074 Girls University of California (UC Berkeley) Rooters
Box 2167: 28075-28079 Boys University of California (UC Berkeley) Rooters
Box 2168: 28080 Schwarz, UC Berkeley
Box 2168: 28081 Gerkin, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 2168: 28082-28086 Fire scenes
Box 2168: 28087 Mrs. Charles Powers
Box 2168: 28088 Miss Griffin, tennis
Box 2168: 28090 Mr. Lurie
Box 2168: 28092 Flood case
Box 2169: 28094 Flood case
Box 2169: 28096 Gene Tunney, Boxer
Box 2169: 28097 Jack Dempsey
Box 2169: 28098-28099 Casey, tennis
Box 2169: 28101 Leo Purcell
Box 2169: 28102 Bill Leard
Box 2169: 28103 Mrs. Walter Cristie
Box 2169-2170: 28104-28105 (Windy) Windsor
Box 2170: 28106 J. McHugh, golf
Box 2170: 28107 Harry Todd, post office
Box 2170: 28108 General Mabry
Box 2170: 28109-28112 Cable laying
Box 2170: 28113 Turner, Oakland Airport
Box 2171: 28114 Pete Larraceau
Box 2171: 28115 Jewish Ark
Box 2171: 28116-28117 Jewish Ark
Box 2171: 28118 Jewish Ark
Box 2171: 28119-28120 W.H. Cabe? Hickman
Box 2171-2180: 28119-28201 Ed Hickman, case
Box 2180: 28200-28201 W.H. Cabe? Hickman
Box 2180: 28202 Saint Mary’s versus Nevada Football, 1927
Box 2180: 28203-28207 St. Mary’s vs. Nevada, Football, 1927
Box 2181: 28208 Saint Mary’s versus Nevada Football, 1927
Box 2181: 28209-28210 Saint Mary’s versus College of P.? Football, 1927
Box 2181: 28211 Saint Mary’s versus Stanford Football, 1927
Box 2182: 28222 Saint Mary’s versus Stanford Football, 1927
Box 2182: 28223 Saint Mary’s versus Santa Clara Football, 1927
Box 2183: 28227 Saint Mary’s versus Santa Clara Football, 1927
Box 2183: 28228 Saint Mary’s versus University of California (UC Berkeley) Football, 1927
Box 2184: 28241 Saint Mary’s versus University of California (UC Berkeley) Football, 1927
Box 2184: 28242 UC Berkeley versus Olympic Football, 1927
Box 2185: 28248 UC Berkeley versus Olympic Football, 1927
Box 2185-2186: 28249-28260 West Players East-West Game
Box 2186-2188: 28261-28276 East-West Game, East Players, 1927
Box 2188: 28277-28278 Golf Course, [at Half Moon Bay?]
Box 2188: 28279 (Babe) Hollingberry
Box 2189: 28280 Horse (in basement)
Box 2189: 28282 Saint Ignatius Baseball Team
Box 2189-2190: 28283-28290 Baseball Players, St. Ignatius Baseball Team
Box 2190: 28291-28292 Flower Garden
Box 2190: 28297 Football, Stanford versus Nevada, 1927
Box 2190-2191: 28298-28300 Football Game
Box 2190: 28298 Football, Stanford versus Olympic, 1927
Box 2190: 28298A Golf Course at Half Moon Bay
Box 2191: 28301 Football, Stanford versus Olympic, 1927
Box 2191: 28302 Football, UC Berkeley versus Washington, 1927
Box 2191: 28306 Football, UC Berkeley versus Washington, 1927
Box 2191-2193: 28307-28322 East and West Team Players, 1926
Box 2193: 28323 Sellman, football
Box 2193: 28324 Robesky, football
Box 2193: 28325 Harder, football
Box 2194: 28326 Hill, Stanford football
Box 2194: 28327 Hyland, football
Box 2194: 28328 Hoffman, Stanford football
Box 2194: 28329 Hyland, football
Box 2194: 28330 Freeman, football
Box 2194: 28331 Winterburn
Box 2194: 28332-28333 (Pop) Warner
Box 2194: 28334 Mr. Dietz
Box 2195: 28335 Mr. Turner
Box 2195: 28336 Mr. Ward
Box 2195: 28337 Dr. Henno
Box 2195: 28338-28339 Mrs. Rae Perrin
Box 2195: 28340 Phillips, UC football
Box 2195: 28341 US Navy
Box 2195: 28342 Professor Parker
Box 2196: 28345 Professor Parker
Box 2196: 28346 Cissel, Baseball Player, Portland
Box 2196: 28347-28348 Yehudi Menuhin
Box 2196: 28349-28350 Fire scenes
Box 2196: 28351 Yehudi Menuhin
Box 2196: 28352 Sappo
Box 2197: 28353 Murphy, football
Box 2197: 28354 Mrs. Gentle
Box 2197: 28355-28359 [Women in Bathing Suits], [UC Berkeley?] [Shot In and Out of Water]
Box 2199-2198: 28360-28362 University of California (UC Berkeley) Derby
Box 2199: 28363 Mrs. Louis Lengfeld
Box 2199: 28364 Jesus Christ
Box 2199: 28365 Professor Parker
Box 2199: 28367-28368 Abe Ruef
Box 2199: 28369 (Pose) Burglar
Box 2198: 28370 City Hall
Box 2198: 28371 Fireman with gas mask
Box 2199: 28372-28379 Dot. MacKaye, San Quentin
Box 2199-2200: 28380-28382 Jack Swisher, Sally Whitcomb
Box 2200: 28383-28384 Mayor Rolph, voting
Box 2200-2201: 28385-28390 Phil 8 Floto, fighter
Box 2200: 28385 Captain Turner
Box 2201: 28391 Dorothy Templemen
Box 2201: 28392 Mrs. James Hagarty
Box 2201: 28393 (Ike) O’Neil Weir
Box 2201: 28394 Jimmy McLarnin
Box 2201: 28397 Jimmy McLarnin
Box 2201: 28398 Ruth Eldler
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Box 2202: 28399 Ruth Elder
Box 2202: 28400-28406 Helen Wills
Box 2202: 28407 General Lejune
Box 2203: 28409 General Lejune
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 2211: 28480 Admiral Lansing, US Navy
Box 2211: 28481 Joe O'Donnel, fighter
Box 2211: 28482-28483 Joe O'Donnell, Boxer
Box 2211: 28484 Mike O'Dowd
Box 2211: 28485 Joe O'Donnel, fighter
Box 2211: 28486-28488 Supervisor Andriano
Box 2212: 28489 Mike McTigue, fighter
Box 2212: 28492 Mike McTigue, fighter
Box 2212: 28493-28495 James Rolph, Jr.
Box 2212-2213: 28496-28497 National Park Mathers Point, (Stephen T.)
Box 2213: 28499 Rose Barredo
Box 2213: 28500-28501 Senator Robert Shingle
Box 2213: 28502 James J. Coffroth
Box 2213: 28503-28504 Mrs. John Fletcher
Box 2213-2214: 28505-28506 Mrs. M. Reuman
Box 2214: 28507-28510 Lilly Mae Bowmer
Box 2214: 28507-28510 Mariechen Weselav
Box 2214: 28507-28510 Lily Bowmer
Box 2214: 28510-28511 Jack Dempsey
Box 2214: 28512-28513 Captain Wiese
Box 2215: 28515-28519 Lily Bowmer
Box 2215: 28520 Marion Baccala
Box 2215: 28521-28522 Mary Pickford, her regiment
Box 2216: 28523 Christine E. Hall
Box 2216: 28523-28524 Hertha Kaths
Box 2216: 28523A Christine H. Hall
Box 2216: 28523B Hertha Kaths
Box 2216: 28525 Hotaling, murderer
Box 2216: 28526 Rita Smith
Box 2216: 28527 McLarnin, February 22
Box 2216: 28528 Chinese Republic Flag
Box 2216: 28529-28530 Katherine Arra
Box 2216: 28531 Annie O'Connor
Box 2217: 28532 Mabel Boll
Box 2217: 28533 J.A. Holbrook
Box 2217: 28533-28540 Old horse at pound Charley
Box 2217: 28533A Dr. G.M. Simmons
Box 2217: 28539 J.A. Holbrook, With Charley [horse]
Box 2217: 28539 J.A. Holbrook
Box 2218: 28541 Beatrice Chase
Box 2218: 28542-28543 Alice Tognoli
Box 2218: 28544 Aurilla Kraker
Box 2218: 28545 Frank Hennessy
Box 2218: 28546-28547 Mrs. Greenbaum
Box 2218-2219: 28548-28551 Betty Brown
Box 2219: 28552 Tillie Camenzino
Box 2219: 28553 Mrs. Billy Sunday, Jr.
Box 2219: 28553 Mr. and Mrs. Billy Sunday, Jr.
Box 2219: 28556 Mr. and Mrs. Billy Sunday, Jr.
Box 2219: 28557 Lemare and wife
Box 2220: 28561 Organist Lemare and wife
Box 2220: 28564 Dr. Lloyl Baronidas
Box 2220: 28565 Babe Ruth
Box 2220: 28566 Madeline Gorman
Box 2221: 28574 U-boats and crew Fleet
Box 2221: 28578 Ora Florence Caywood
Box 2221: 28579 Ora Florence Caywood
Part 1 (1915-1939)

- Ora Florence Caywood
- Raquel Torres, actress
- Vera Adkins
- Herbert Hoover
- Llewella Malloy
- Beatrice Linc and children
- Arthur Sullivan
- Judge Louderback
- F.W. Blackburn
- Llewella Malloy
- Beatrice Linc and children
- Judge Louderback
- Judge Louderback
- Beata Malloy
- Llewella Malloy
- British Parliament
- British Parliament
- Edward Roberts, pugilist
- Mike - Fighter McTigue
- Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.
- Tom Noonan, Bishop of Chinatown
- Miss McCarthy
- Colonel Knox
- Mike - Fighter McTigue
- Suva
- Suva
- University of California (UC Berkeley) Stadium
- [Negative Damaged]
Box 2235: 28706 Cement Ship
Box 2236: 28713 Cement Ship
Box 2236: 28714 [Elizabethan Play]
Box 2236-2237: 28715-28725 [Actors in Play]
Box 2237: 28726 Ivan Howard
Box 2237: 28726 Ivan Howard
Box 2237: 28727 Vance
Box 2237-2238: 28728-28736 Sophie Tilden
Box 2238: 28737 Goodfellow, 1928
Box 2240: 28754 Goodfellow, 1928
Box 2240: 28755 Thomas J. Hickley
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Box 2241: 28761 Thomas J. Hickley
Box 2241: 28762 Football, Santa Clara versus Olympic, 1927
Box 2241: 28766 Football, Santa Clara versus Olympic, 1927
Box 2242: 28767-28770 Track at Stanford, 1926
Box 2242-2243: 28771-28777 Track at Stanford, 1926
Box 2243: 28778 Herb Fleishhacker
Box 2243: 28779-28780 Stan Spencer, track
Box 2243: 28781 Shipkey, javelin
Box 2243: 28783 Shipkey, javelin
Box 2243: 28784 Golf, Saint Patrick’s Day
Box 2244: 28785-28790 Golf on Saint Patrick’s Day, 1926
Box 2244: 28791 Golf, Saint Patrick’s Day
Box 2244-2245: 28792-28802 US Navy Fleet, 1928
Box 2245: 28803 Jack Patrick, football
Box 2245: 28804 John McNab
Box 2246: 28810 John McNab
Box 2246: 28810A Mayor Rolph
Box 2246: 28811 Segill
Box 2246: 28812 Frederick Warde
Box 2246: 28813 Reverend Clampett
Box 2246: 28814 Page in Paper Reuf
Box 2247: 28815 [Two Unidentified Men], [With One Man Bedridden]
Box 2247: 28816 Charles Todd, superintendent
Box 2247: 28817 Watson
Box 2247: 28818 Captain Quin
Box 2247: 28819 Tony Lazzeri
Box 2247: 28820-28823 Priest Crowley
Box 2248: 28824 Spider Kelly
Box 2248: 28825 [Two Unidentified Men]
Box 2248: 28826 Jack Spaulding
Box 2248: 28827 Father Boyle
Box 2248: 28828 John Bruce
Box 2248: 28829 Bill Wolfe
Box 2248: 28830 Sigall
Box 2248: 28831 [Unidentified Man]
Box 2248: 28832 Pacific Street
Box 2249: 28833 [Two Unidentified Men], [Both Holding Same Book]
Box 2249: 28834 [Unidentified Man], [With Flower Arrangement]
Box 2249: 28841 Chinese Hospital
Box 2249: 28842-28843 University of California (UC Berkeley) Stunts
Box 2249-2250: 28845-28849 Decoration Day, 1928
Box 2250: 28850 Tom Turner
Box 2250: 28851-28855 Redding School
Box 2250: 28856 Martin Jensen
Box 2251: 28858 Martin Jensen
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Box 2251: 28859-28863 Herbert Hoover
Box 2251: 28864-28865 Veronica Tierney
Box 2251: 28866 Tim Riordan
Box 2252: 28867 Nobile, And Crew
Box 2252: 28868 Marathon Indian Runners
Box 2252: 28868 Indian 28871 Mad Bull
Box 2252: 28872 Princess Santa Rosa
Box 2252: 28873 Walter Ebersole Ukia
Box 2252: 28874 Humming Bird, Indian Marathon
Box 2252: 28875 Indian Marathon
Box 2253: 28876 Indian Marathon, Zunis
Box 2253: 28877-28881 Indian Marathon
Box 2253: 28882 Princess Little Fawn
Box 2253: 28882 Thundercloud
Box 2253: 28883 Indian Marathon
Box 2253: 28884 Marathon Indian Runners
Box 2254: 28885 Charles Dawes, Vice President
Box 2254: 28886 Southern Cross flyers
Box 2255: 28901 Southern Cross flyers
Box 2255: 28902 UC Stadium, Berkeley
Box 2255: 28904 The Golden Gate
Box 2256: 28905-28912 Fanny Brice
Box 2256-2257: 28913-28916 Cafeteria Bellevue Hotel Wilson
Box 2257: 28917 Ruth Feather
Box 2257: 28918 Buster Crabbe, swimmer
Box 2257: 28919 Mrs. Ralph Haines
Box 2257: 28920 Ticker stockmarket
Box 2257: 28921 Frances Cowels
Box 2258: 28925 Frances Cowels
Box 2258: 28926 Lois Arkels
Box 2258: 28928 Auto in Bay Suicide
Box 2258: 28930 Auto in Bay Suicide
Box 2258-2260: 28931-28945 [Female Golfers]
Box 2260-2261: 28946-28951 Fashions City of Paris, March
Box 2261: 28952-28959 1928 Whitehouse fashions and girls
Box 2262-2263: 28960-28971 South of Market Boys
Box 2263: 28972-28974 Police instruct girls with guns
Box 2263: 28975 Armie Von Tempski, writer
Box 2263: 28976 Mrs. Gentile
Box 2263-2265: 28977-28990 Milo Ambercrombie
Box 2265: 28992-28993 Harry Lyons and mother, Navy Southern Cross
Box 2265: 28993 James Warner
Box 2265: 28993 Harry Lyons
Box 2265: 28993 Charles Ulm
Box 2265: 28993-28994 James Warner, Southern Cross Radio
Box 2265: 28993 Charles Ulm, co-pilot
Box 2265-2266: 28995-28997 Charles Ulm
Box 2266: 28999 Charles T.P. Ulm
Box 2266: 29000 Anderson, Southern Cross
Box 2266: 29001-29006 Lieutenant Pond, aviator
Box 2267: 29007 Captain Kingsford Smith, Southern Cross pilot
Box 2268: 29021 Captain Kingsford Smith, Southern Cross pilot
Box 2268: 29022-29023 Southern Cross airplane and Flyers
Box 2268: 29022 Southern Cross Flyers
Box 2268: 29022A Southern Cross airplane
Box 2268: 29025 Southern Cross airplane
Box 2269: 29027 Southern Cross airplane
Box 2269: 29028 Globe of Earth
| Box 2269: 29029 | [Men with Sea Turtles] |
| Box 2269: 29030 | [Map of Travels?], [From Oakland to Sydney, Australia] |
| Box 2269: 29031-29032 | Southern Cross airplane |
| Box 2269: 29037-29038 | Southern Cross airplane |
| Box 2269: 29039 | Fokker, Southern Cross airplane |
| Box 2270: 29041 | Southern Cross airplane |
| Box 2270: 29042 | Southern Cross airplane, And Pilot |
| Box 2270: 29043 | Southern Cross airplane |
| Box 2270: 29044 | Southern Cross airplane, And Pilot |
| Box 2270: 29044A | Southern Cross Flyers |
| Box 2270: 29045 | Ketchell, fighter |
| Box 2272: 29066 | Ketchell, fighter |
| Box 2273: 29067 | Flood |
| Box 2273: 29072 | Flood, [Houses Inundated With Water] |
| Box 2273: 29075 | Flood |
| Box 2273: 29076 | Constance May Flood, will case |
| Box 2274: 29090 | Constance May Flood, will case |
| Box 2275: 29091 | Rum runner Peerless Boat |
| Box 2275: 29092 | Steamship Sierra |
| Box 2275: 29094 | Steamship Sierra |
| Box 2275: 29095 | Captain Clarke, [Capsized Boat With Men in Water] |
| Box 2275: 29096-29097 | Captain Clarke |
| Box 2275: 29098 | Captain Clarke, With Crew |
| Box 2275: 29099-29100 | Captain Clarke |
| Box 2275: 29101 | Fort Point Life Saving Boat |
| Box 2276: 29102 | Man Loading Artillery |
| Box 2276: 29103 | Captain Clarke |
| Box 2276: 29104 | Auto in Bay Suicide |
| Box 2276: 29106 | Auto in Bay Suicide |
| Box 2276: 29107-29108 | Bugler Bird |
| Box 2276: 29109 | Buglar Bird |
| Box 2276: 29110 | 29112 Republican convention |
| Box 2276: 29113 | Senator Charles Curtis |
| Box 2276-2277: 29114-29118 | Yanko Brojovitch, artist |
| Box 2277: 29119 | Kangaroo |
| Box 2277: 29120 | Lincoln Stephen |
| Box 2277: 29121 | Boral, track star |
| Box 2277: 29122 | Ernie Nevers |
| Box 2277: 29123 | Whistler |
| Box 2277: 29124 | Margareth Mann |
| Box 2278: 29125 | Heeney, fighter |
| Box 2278: 29127 | Chris Connelly |
| Box 2278: 29129 | 29150 Tivoli, old copies |
| Box 2278: 29131 | Dickie Lingard, "Two Orphans" |
| Box 2278: 29131 | Alice Lingard, "Two Orphans" |
| Box 2278: 29132 | Fernand Micheleena Tivoli, Father of Beatrice |
| Box 2278: 29134 | Rhys Thomas, Tivoli |
| Box 2279: 29143 | Teddy Velb |
| Box 2279: 29143 | Clarence Young de |
| Box 2280: 29151-29152 | Valeria Huff |
| Box 2280: 29153 | California Brunner |
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| Box 2281: 29154 | Inez Meji (Ynez Mexia?) |
| Box 2281: 29155 | Mrs. Bruce Dohrmann |
| Box 2281: 29157-29158 | Mrs. Gerald Herman |
| Box 2281: 29159 | Eda Sherman |
Box 2281: 29160-29161 Helen Hammerschmidt
Box 2281: 29162 Betty Downey
Box 2281: 29163 Louise Zeh
Box 2282: 29164 Florence Haas
Box 2282-2283: 29165-29180 Helen Wills
Box 2283-2284: 29181-29189 Sheriff William J. Fitzgerald
Box 2284: 29190 [Plaque Commemorating Flight from Oakland to Oahu], [Flight Made by Maitlandst Hegenberger]
Box 2285: 29191-29192 Charles Lindbergh, At Microphone
Box 2285: 29193 [Group of Young Men]
Box 2285: 29194-29196 [Views of Parade]
Box 2285: 29195 Laffaneur
Box 2285: 29197 Airplane
Box 2285: 29198 Charles Lindbergh, At Microphone
Box 2285: 29199-29200 [Views of Parade]
Box 2286: 29201 Charles Lindbergh, Signing Book
Box 2286: 29202 [Crowd]
Box 2286: 29203 [Parade]
Box 2286: 29204 [Large Crowd], [In Union Square?]
Box 2286: 29205 Charles Lindbergh, Approaching Microphone
Box 2286: 29208 Charles Lindbergh, At Mills Field
Box 2286: 29209-29210 [Views of Parade]
Box 2286: 29211 Charles Lindbergh, At Microphone
Box 2286: 29212 Boy Scouts Unveiling Plaque, [Same Plaque as #29190]
Box 2287: 29213 Parade Observers
Box 2287: 29214-29215 Charles Lindbergh
Box 2287: 29216 [Parade]
Box 2287: 29217 Charles Lindbergh, With Others
Box 2287: 29218 [Unidentified Man Inside of Airplane]
Box 2287: 29219 [Two Unidentified Men], [One Man in Uniform]
Box 2287: 29220 [Airplane in Flight], [With Crowd Looking On]
Box 2287: 29221 Charles Lindbergh
Box 2289: 29237 Charles Lindbergh
Box 2289: 29238-29243 Helen Wills
Box 2289: 29244 William Brown, Convicts, Break from San Quentin Prison
Box 2289: 29244 Albert Weber, Convicts, Break from San Quentin Prison
Box 2289-2290: 29244-29247 Break San Quentin Prison convicts
Box 2289-2290: 29246-29247 California State Prison at San Quentin
Box 2290: 29248-29249 V. Rassouchine
Box 2290: 29250 Al Jolson
Box 2290: 29251 Harry Stafford
Box 2290: 29252 Brisbane
Box 2290: 29253 [Safe Deposit Box]
Box 2290: 29254-29255 Double Rockefeller
Box 2290: 29256 Reeves, artist
Box 2291: 29257 Lange
Box 2291: 29258 Dickerson Hoover
Box 2291: 29259 Merrill, yell leader
Box 2291: 29260 San Francisco Skyline
Box 2291: 29261 [Unidentified Woman]
Box 2291: 29261-29263 Miss Brady
Box 2291: 29262-29263 [Two Unidentified Women]
Box 2291: 29264 Miss Wall
Box 2291: 29267 Football Action (MISS.)
Box 2292: 29274 Football action (MISS.)
Box 2292: 29275 Kerr, football
Box 2292: 29276 Lom, football
Box 2293: 29277 Runtsch, Football Player
Box 2293: 29277 (Cowboy) Kuntz, football
Box 2293: 29278 Coultrin, football
Box 2293: 29279 High schools figures Football
Box 2293: 29283 High schools figures Football
Box 2293: 29284-29285 [San Francisco Skyline?]
Box 2293: 29286 Bacarac
Box 2294: 29287 A. Putnam
Box 2294: 29288 Girls Yell Leaders at Boat Race
Box 2294: 29289-29290 Julien Goodell
Box 2294: 29291 State Teachers' College
Box 2294: 29293 Football, Stanford versus Nevada, 1927
Box 2294: 29295 State Teachers' College
Box 2295: 29296 Mayor James Rolph
Box 2295: 29297 Rosenberg, golf
Box 2295: 29298 Yehudi Menhunin
Box 2295: 29300 Chinese Christmas Tree
Box 2295: 29301 House
Box 2295: 29302 Nurse with Violet Ray
Box 2295-2296: 29303-29308 Richfield Oil airplane
Box 2296: 29309 Tomlin, baseball
Box 2296: 29310 Hillegas, golf
Box 2296: 29311 Ray Hanson, scouts
Box 2296: 29312 Senator Reed, politics
Box 2296: 29313 Mrs. Hinkley-Taylor
Box 2297: 29314 Mrs. Hinkley-Taylor
Box 2297: 29317 Dick Hyland, football
Box 2297: 29318 Julian Goodell
Box 2297: 29321 Julian Goodell
Box 2297: 29322 President State Teachers' College
Box 2297: 29324 [San Francisco Skyline?]
Box 2297-2298: 29325-29329 Decoration Day, 1928
Box 2298-2299: 29330-29340 Senator Reed, politics
Box 2299: 29341 William Randolph Hearst, wedding
Box 2300: 29348 William Randolph Hearst, wedding
Box 2300: 29349 Obata
Box 2300-2301: 29350-29356 Chiura Obata, Artwork
Box 2301: 29355-29359 Girls' swimming pool University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 2301: 29356 Obata
Box 2301: 29357 [Man in Diving Gear?]
Box 2301-2302: 29358-29364 Football Players Practicing
Box 2302: 29365 Sweet, Football Player
Box 2302: 29366 Football Player Kicking, UC Berkeley
Box 2302: 29367 Football Player
Box 2302: 29368 Stanford figures Football
Box 2303: 29372 Stanford figures Football
Box 2303: 29373 Cal (UC Berkeley) figures Football
Box 2303: 29378 Cal (UC Berkeley) figures Football
Box 2303: 29379 Mixed figures Football
Box 2304: 29380-29384 Santa Clara football
Box 2304: 29381 Mixed figures Football
Box 2304: 29382 Indians, football
Box 2304: 29386 Indians, football
Box 2304-2305: 29387-29389 Football Players
Box 2305: 29390 [Football Coach?]
Box 2305-2306: 29391-29403 Saint Ignatius football, 1926
Box 2306-2308: 29404-29419 Saint Ignatius football, 1927
Box 2308: 29419 Jack Dempsey
Box 2308: 29419A Mr. Horgan, St. Ignatius Football
Box 2308: 29419B Jack Dempsey, Boxer
Box 2308: 29420 Boxing Match
Box 2308: 29421 Jack Dempsey
Box 2308: 29422 Silver and Benjamin fight
Box 2309: 29429 Silver and Benjamin fight
Box 2309: 29430 Stribling, fighter
Box 2309: 29433 Stribling, fighter
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Box 2310: 29434 Tommy Loughran
Box 2310: 29435-29436 Fighter Cooper
Box 2310: 29438 Walker, Boxer
Box 2310-2311: 29439-29450 Boxing Match, [With Views of Spectators]
Box 2310: 29440A Geneva Shuey
Box 2311: 29451 Cooper, Boxer
Box 2311: 29452 Lexington, aircraft carrier
Box 2312: 29459 Lexington, aircraft carrier
Box 2312: 29460 Andy Anderson
Box 2312: 29461 Detective Everet Hansen
Box 2312: 29462 Dorothy Templemen
Box 2312: 29464 Dorothy Templemen
Box 2312: 29465 (Happy) Hogan
Box 2312: 29466 Leo Carrillo
Box 2312: 29467 Frankie Sands
Box 2313: 29468 Wilbur Wright
Box 2313: 29469 (Willie) Fitzgerald
Box 2313: 29470 Thomas Needham
Box 2313: 29471 Feil and Baker Streets Auto accident
Box 2313: 29472-29473 Dogs guard dead dog
Box 2313: 29474-29475 Honey Bear
Box 2313: 29475 H.E. Heiser, With "Honey Bear"
Box 2313: 29475 H.E. Heiser
Box 2313: 29476 Carlo Polidori
Box 2314: 29477 Edna and Eileen Norwood
Box 2314: 29478 W.B. Norwood
Box 2314: 29479 Haig Datigian
Box 2314: 29480 Mrs. Thomas Burns
Box 2314: 29481 Katherin Jerome
Box 2314: 29482 Young Corbett, 1928
Box 2314: 29483 Young Jack Thompson, Boxer
Box 2314: 29483-29484 Jack ? Thompson
Box 2314: 29484 Mike O'Dowd, Boxer
Box 2314: 29485 Walker vs. Willis, Boxing Match
Box 2314: 29485 Mickey Walker
Box 2314: 29485A Jack Willis
Box 2315: 29486 Jacquelin Keesling
Box 2315: 29488 Jacquelin Keesling
Box 2315: 29489 Mrs. Merrill Morshead
Box 2315: 29490 Joe Fielding
Box 2315: 29492 Joe Fielding
Box 2315: 29493 Mrs. Ford Sterling
Box 2315: 29494 May McAvoy
Box 2315: 29495 Norma Talmadge
Box 2316: 29496 Myrtle Anderson
Box 2316: 29496 Alice Anderson
Box 2316: 29496 Alice Anderson
Box 2316: 29496A Myrtle Anderson
Box 2316: 29497-29498 Harry Annan
Box 2316: 29498 Silvya Pankhurst
Box 2316: 29499 Ancil Hoffman
Box 2316: 29500 Raquel Torres
Box 2316: 29501-29503 Monte Blue
Box 2316: 29502-29503 Monte Blue
Box 2316: 29502-29503 Raquel Torres
Box 2316: 29502-29503 Raquel Torres
Box 2316: 29504 (Nip) McHose
Box 2317: 29509 (Nip) McHose
Box 2317: 29510-29511 Grace Betts
Box 2317: 29512-29514 Captain Charles Goff
Box 2318: 29515 Mrs. Ford Sterling
Box 2318: 29517 Mrs. Ford Sterling
Box 2318: 29518 Mike O'Dowd
Box 2318: 29519-29522 Golden Gate Park Penguins
Box 2318: 29523 Young Corbett, 1928
Box 2318: 29524 Letter to Mr. Young
Box 2319: 29525 [Mother with Four Children?]
Box 2319: 29526-29527 14 pounds Baby
Box 2319: 29528 [Unidentified Man]
Box 2319: 29529 Bob Marks
Box 2319: 29530 Judge Graham
Box 2319: 29531 Goodfellow
Box 2320: 29538 Goodfellow
Box 2320: 29539 Dreamland Rink
Box 2321: 29546 Dreamland Rink
Box 2321: 29547 Jack Merchant
Box 2321: 29552 Jack Merchant [missing 29552]
Box 2322: 29555-29556 [Boys in Baseball Uniforms], [Little League Baseball?]
Box 2322: 29555-29560 Welsh Junior, baseball [Junior Welsh?]
Box 2322: 29557 [Boy with Seals Baseball Player], [In Dugout]
Box 2322: 29558-29560 [Boys in Baseball Uniforms], [Little League Baseball?]
Box 2327: 29604 Golf, Our lady
Box 2327: 29605 Mrs. Larraceau
Box 2327: 29606 Nancy Buckley
Box 2327: 29607 Mrs. Eickwald
Box 2328: 29608 Constance Haley
Box 2328: 29610 Constance Haley
Box 2328: 29611 Gold Star Mothers
Box 2328-2329: 29612-29617 Gold Star Mothers
Box 2329: 29617-29618 Gold Star Mothers
Box 2329: 29619-29620 Mr. Turney
Box 2329: 29621-29622 McIsaacs, Loyola
Box 2329: 29623 Vol. of America
Box 2329: 29624 Mrs. Hinkley-Taylor
Box 2330: 29627 Joan Rothchild
Box 2330: 29628 Mr. Cates
Box 2330: 29628 Coates, symphony
Box 2330: 29628-29633 Cherry Blossoms
Box 2330: 29634 Gold Star Mothers
Box 2331: 29636 Gold Star Mothers
Box 2331: 29637 Swimming Class at Women's Club
Box 2332: 29645 Swimming Class at Women's Club
Box 2332: 29646 King, high jump
Box 2332: 29647 Julian Goodell
Box 2332: 29648 (Wildcat) Carter
Box 2332: 29650 (Wildcat) Carter
Box 2332: 29651-29652 [Pirates Baseball Team], [And Staff]
Box 2332: 29653 Jack Dempsey
Box 2333: 29656 Jack Dempsey
Box 2333: 29658-29661 [Lita?] Grey
Box 2333: 29662-29663 Gold Star Mothers
Box 2333-2334: 29664-29667 Hoover Room
Box 2334: 29668 Miss Firestone
Box 2334: 29669 Count and wife
Box 2334: 29670-29671 Harry MacKenzie
Box 2334: 29672-29673 May Queen, 1928
Box 2335: 29674 Port Rican Murderer
Box 2335: 29675 William Crocker
Box 2335: 29676-29677 Holdup on train
Box 2335: 29678-29679 Mrs. Grossjean
Box 2335: 29678 Lindbergh Baby
Box 2335: 29680 Mr. Johnson, delinquent girl story
Box 2335: 29681 Lincoln Statue at City Hall
Box 2335: 29682 Japanese puppet
Box 2335: 29683 Lorraine
Box 2336: 29685 Lorraine
Box 2336: 29686-29687 Mrs. Hinkley-Taylor
Box 2336: 29688 Eric Krenz
Box 2336: 29689 Alice Yost
Box 2336: 29690-29691 Bear in Office
Box 2336-2337: 29692-29700 Polo Presidio
Box 2337: 29701 Scene of Crime, [Police Officer and others shown]
Box 2338: 29705 Le Brix
Box 2338: 29706-29707 Le Brix
Box 2338: 29707 Le Brix
Box 2338-2339: 29708-29714 Poly-Lowell Game, 1927
Box 2339: 29715 Count and wife
Box 2339: 29721 Jack Dempsey, San Francisco barber
Box 2339: 29722 Saint Francis Theater Cat
Box 2339-2340: 29723-29731 Mountain Observatory Wilson
Box 2340: 29732 Marie Bull
Box 2340: 29733 Marian Wall
Box 2340: 29734 Senator Roy Fellom
Box 2340-2341: 29735-29741 Renee Adoree
Box 2341: 29742 Democratic Convention Hall
Box 2341: 29743 Coroner Clarence De Young, San Joaquin County
Box 2341-2342: 29744-29745 Tamara Lawb
Box 2342: 29746 Mrs. Calvin Coolidge
Box 2342: 29747 Jack Dempsey
Box 2342: 29748 Mrs. Henry F. Grady
Box 2342: 29749 Mrs. Martin, died, 1928
Box 2342: 29753 Mrs. Martin, died, 1928
Box 2343: 29754 William Riecks, Sheriff
Box 2343: 29755 Judge George F. Buck
Box 2343: 29757 Fannie Huggins
Box 2343: 29758 Leila Lyons
Box 2344: 29766 Leila Lyons
Box 2344: 29769-29771 San Francisco scenes
Box 2344: 29775 Mrs. John B. Casserly
Box 2344: 29777 Mrs. John B. Casserly
Box 2344: 29778 Louise Johnson
Box 2345: 29779-29780 Olga Delmonte
Box 2345: 29781-29782 Tom Heenet, fighter
Box 2345: 29783-29787 Gamma Towne
Box 2346: 29788 Eileen Stroeker
Box 2346: 29790 Mrs. W.I. Southern
Box 2346: 29791 Robert Moran
Box 2346: 29792 Richard Lieber
Box 2346: 29793 Mrs. William E. Colby
Box 2346: 29794 Mr. and Mrs. Jackson Barnett
Box 2346: 29795 Shandel, veteran?
Box 2347: 29798 Shandel, veteran?
Box 2347: 29799 Mrs. Lanoir Mappamondo
Box 2347: 29800 Dr. J.C. Merriam
Box 2347: 29801 Raul Amundsen, explorer
Box 2347: 29802 J. Grant Hines
Box 2347: 29803 W.A. Welch
Box 2347: 29804-29805 Frances Johnson
Box 2347: 29804-29805 Florence Cavanaugh
Box 2347: 29806 Madeline Lucas
Box 2348: 29807 Mathilda Savory
Box 2348: 29807 Asunto Banchero
Box 2348: 29807 Mathilda Savory
Box 2348: 29807A Asunto Banchero
Box 2348: 29808 August Gaynor
Box 2348: 29808 Ira W. Bray
Box 2348: 29808 August Gaynor
Box 2348: 29808A Ira W. Bray
Box 2348: 29809 Alice Benham
Box 2348: 29810 Gertrude Vandervort
Box 2348: 29811-29812 Robert Mantell
Box 2348: 29813 Mrs. Singleton and daughters
Box 2348: 29815 Mrs. Singleton and daughters
Box 2349: 29816 Beatrice M. Word
Box 2349: 29817 Senator W.F. George
Box 2349: 29818 Rueff Clawans
Box 2349: 29819 Governor Al Smith
Box 2349: 29821 Governor Al Smith
Box 2349: 29822-29824 Misha Elman, family
Box 2350: 29825-29826 Movie director Saint Claire
Box 2350: 29827-29831 Clara Bow (actress)
Box 2350: 29832 Loretta Young
Box 2350: 29833-29834 Emily Canfield
Box 2351: 29835-29838 Frances Cowells-Schrott
Box 2351: 29839 Peggy Joyce
Box 2351: 29840 Hiker Fred Brandt
Box 2351: 29841-29842 Blind dog Laddie
Box 2352: 29843-29844 Samson and Delilah
Box 2352: 29845 Erna Janoschek
Box 2352: 29846 Erna Janoschek
Box 2352: 29848 Frank Schuler
Box 2352: 29849 Baron Scharfenberg and wife
Box 2352: 29850 Olga Delmonte
Box 2353: 29856 Olga Delmonte
Box 2353: 29857 Eugene O'Brien
Box 2354: 29862 Eugene O'Brien
Box 2354: 29863 Mexican motorcycle cops
Box 2355: 29876 Mexican motorcycle cops
Box 2355: 29877-29878 Nellie Landau
Box 2356: 29879 Rennee Adoree
Box 2356: 29880 Helen Wills
Box 2356: 29881 Esther Ralston
Box 2356: 29882 Frank Schuler
Box 2356: 29883-29886 Emanuel Armand’s father
Box 2356: 29887 Wreck Fell and Baker Streets
Box 2357: 29888 Helen Francis Vitner
Box 2357: 29890 Ursula Cole
Box 2357: 29891 Emil Ludwig
Box 2357: 29892 Mademoiselle Anne Roselle
Box 2357: 29893 Love-birds Birds
Box 2357: 29894-29896 Andy Anderson
Box 2357: 29897 Joe Fielding
Box 2358: 29898-29899 Young Corbett, 1928
Box 2358: 29899 Joe Fielding
Box 2358: 29899A Jack Thompson
Box 2358: 29900 Marilyn Miller
Box 2358: 29901-29902 Elsie Robinson
Box 2358: 29903 Larry Lavers
Box 2358: 29904 Betty Simpson
Box 2358: 29905 Arizona (ship)
Box 2358: 29906 Lillian Hensley
Box 2359: 29907 Mrs. Charles Herlock
Box 2359: 29908 Margaret Kahn
Box 2359: 29909 Juanita Gonzales
Box 2359: 29910 Knute Doran
Box 2359: 29911 Desmond Kennedy
Box 2359: 29912 Sir Oliver Lodge
Box 2359: 29913-29914 Fairmont Hotel Bugalow
Box 2359-2360: 29915-29916 General Lejune
Box 2360: 29917 Jack Willis
Box 2360: 29917 Mickey Walker
Box 2360: 29917 Mickey Walker
Box 2360: 29917A Jack Willis
Box 2360: 29918 Mrs. Jack Spiro
Box 2360: 29919 Hugh Jennings
Box 2360: 29920 Jack Dempsey
Box 2360: 29921 Windy Winsor, [Play?]
Box 2360: 29922 Emma Le Doux
Box 2360: 29923-29924 Everett Junior High School
Box 2361: 29925 Vail Jones
Box 2361: 29926 Dorothy MacKaye, San Quentin
Box 2361: 29927 Ear
Box 2361: 29928 Mike O'Dowd
Box 2361: 29929-29930 (Red) Killifer
Box 2361: 29931 Senator Phelan
Box 2361: 29932 Lottie Pickford
Box 2361: 29933 John Hearne
Box 2362: 29934-29935 Dave Shade
Box 2362: 29936 Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Box 2362-2363: 29937-29944 Larry Brazil
Box 2363: 29945 (Police) Casey
Box 2363: 29946 4th of July Children
Box 2363: 29947 Women and children Ship photos
Box 2363: 29949 Women and children Ship photos
Box 2363: 29950 Customs house
Box 2363: 29951 Dr. Walsh, women
Box 2364: 29952 Jumper
Box 2364: 29960 Jumper
Box 2365: 29961 Business Office
Box 2365: 29962 [Unidentified Men]
Box 2365: 29963 Simoni, football
Box 2365-2366: 29964-29970 Armistice Day, 1927
Box 2366: 29970 Armistice Day, Football Game, 1927
Box 2366: 29970 Mayor James Rolph
Box 2366: 29971 Mrs. Louis Lengfeld
Box 2366: 29972 Paddock
Box 2366: 29973-29974 Mrs. Charles Chaplin
Box 2366: 29975-29978 Commencement University of California (UC Berkeley)
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Box 2367: 29979-29980 Fleishhacker Pool
Box 2367: 29982 Grant, football
Box 2367: 29983 Illia, Saint Mary’s football
Box 2367: 29984 Madigan
Box 2367: 29985 Warner, Areo. Ast. Trip [?]
Box 2367: 29986-29987 Commencement University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 2367: 29988 Tennis girls on roof
Box 2368: 29989-29994 Women Playing Tennis
Box 2368: 29995 Tennis girls on roof
Box 2368: 29996-29997 Reeves’ painting
Box 2369: 29998 Police motorcycles
Box 2369-2370: 29999-30010 Amateur League Baseball
Box 2370: 30010 Amateur League Baseball
Box 2370: 30010-30015 Mrs. M Burns Horn
Box 2370: 30011-30014 Herbert Hoover, At Colidge Summercamp
Box 2370: 30011-30014 Hoover, at Coolidge Summer Camp
Box 2370: 30015-30016 Wilson D. Wade, With Unidentified Woman
Box 2370: 30015 Wilson D. Wade, Prohibition chemist
Box 2371: 30021 Wilson D. Wade, Prohibition chemist
Box 2371: 30022-30024 Jerry Giordano
Box 2371: 30024 Jerr Giordano
Box 2371: 30024 Hazel Haas
Box 2371-2372: 30024-30025 Hazel Hans
Box 2372: 30026 Nurse Steward
Box 2372: 30026 Nurse Heason
Box 2372: 30026 Miss Heason, nurse
Box 2372: 30026 Miss Steward, nurse
Box 2372: 30027-30029 Ruth Wells
Box 2372: 30030-30032 Edith Savin
Box 2372: 30033 Musician Murdered Roth
Box 2373: 30034 Geraldine Thompson
Box 2373: 30035-30037 Marguarita Arce
Box 2373: 30038-30041 Lieutenant Bond, Army Air Service
Box 2373: 30042 Archbishop Morris?
Box 2373: 30042-30043 Lucille Bessolo
Box 2374: 30045-30048 Lucille Bessolo
Box 2374-2375: 30049-30057 Mrs. W. Jane Benjamin
Box 2375: 30058-30059 L.F. Littlefield
Box 2375: 30058-30059 Ruth Street
Box 2375: 30058-30059 L.F. Littlefield
Box 2375: 30058-30059A Ruth Street
Box 2375-2376: 30060-30064 Mrs. T.K. Wong and baby
Box 2376: 30065 Johnny Risko, fighter
Box 2376: 30066 Jack Sharkey, pugilist
Box 2376: 30067 Jack Dempsey
Box 2376: 30068 Pauline Uzcudum, pugilist
Box 2376: 30069 Phil Scott, fighter
Box 2376: 30070-30071 Joan Lane
Box 2377: 30072-30073 Hazel Cooke
Box 2377: 30074 Nelliene Miller
Box 2377: 30076 Nelliene Miller
Box 2377: 30077 Godfrey
Box 2377: 30078-30079 Gene Tunney
Box 2377: 30082 Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Gonzales
Box 2378: 30083 Miss Olga Latin
Box 2378: 30084-30085 Jimmy Finley, fighter
Box 2378: 30086 Ted Coy and wife
Box 2378: 30087 Sammy Pasha Mahmoud and wife
Box 2378: 30090 Sammy Pasha Mahmoud and wife
Box 2378: 30091 Nita Mitchell
Box 2379: 30095 Nita Mitchell
Box 2379: 30096 Junia Ingram
Box 2379: 30097-30098 Muriel Wiseman
Box 2379: 30099 Arthur Jelinsky
Box 2379: 30100 Nich Testo, fighter
Box 2380: 30101-30102 Abbye Black
Box 2380: 30103 Marion Tally
Box 2380: 30104-30106 Marion Talbot
Box 2380: 30107 Marion Tally
Box 2380: 30108 George Shader
Box 2380: 30109 Rosalind Ruby
Box 2381: 30116 Rosalind Ruby
Box 2381-2382: 30117-30121 Alonzo W. Pond, explorer
Box 2382: 30120 Mercedes Libby
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box Number</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2382:30120</td>
<td>Alonzo W. Pond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2382:30120</td>
<td>Mercedes Libby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2382:30122</td>
<td>Mercedes Libby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2382:30124</td>
<td>Mark Koenig, baseball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2382:30126</td>
<td>Lou Gehrig, San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2382:30127</td>
<td>Ben Pashal, baseball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2382-2383:30129-30136</td>
<td>Dwight Davis, Secretary of War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2383:30137-30139</td>
<td>Mrs. Fred Riefkohl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2384:30140</td>
<td>Mrs. George Frates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2384:30141</td>
<td>Vivien Konsthoef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2384:30142</td>
<td>Edith Bertievich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2384:30143</td>
<td>San Mateo County Jail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2384:30144</td>
<td>Walter Collins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2384:30145-30146</td>
<td>Colonel Dengler, United States of America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2384-2385:30147-30149</td>
<td>Dorothy Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2385-2386:30150-30164</td>
<td>Jean Eagles, actress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2386:30165</td>
<td>James Hall, movie actor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2387:30167</td>
<td>James Hall, movie actor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2387:30168-30169</td>
<td>Nelliene Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2387:30170</td>
<td>Eleanor Garratti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2387:30172</td>
<td>Eleanor Garratti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2387:30173</td>
<td>Marion McKinnon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2387-2388:30174-30177</td>
<td>Marian McKinnon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2388:30178</td>
<td>Marion McKinnon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2388:30179-30181</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wilde</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2388:30182</td>
<td>Alice Eastland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2388:30183</td>
<td>Mexican Mother Superior Louisa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2388:30184-30185</td>
<td>Priest Cavanaugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2389:30186</td>
<td>Geraldine Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2389:30187</td>
<td>Carrie Henry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2389:30188-30192</td>
<td>Altschuler, centenarian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2389-2390:30193-30195</td>
<td>Gianini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2390:30196</td>
<td>Harry Rosen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2390:30197</td>
<td>Barbara and Patricia O'Day Sisters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2390:30198-30199</td>
<td>Patricia O'Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2390:30200</td>
<td>Barbara and Patricia O'Day Sisters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2390:30201-30202</td>
<td>Jean Moreno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2390:30203</td>
<td>Barbara Mauger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2391:30204-30209</td>
<td>Sam Reid, Alimony Martyr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2391:30210</td>
<td>Lucretia del Valle Grady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2391:30212</td>
<td>Lucretia del Valle Grady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2391-2393:30213-30224</td>
<td>Senator Joe Robinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2393:30225</td>
<td>Theodore Roosevelt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2393:30226-30227</td>
<td>Harry Langdon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2393-2394:30228-30233</td>
<td>Raquel Torres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30234-30235</td>
<td>Margaret Jenkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30234-30235</td>
<td>Eleanor Garratti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30234-30235</td>
<td>Marion Gillman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30234</td>
<td>Milton Marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30234-30235B</td>
<td>Margaret Jenkins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30234-30235</td>
<td>Marion Gillman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30234-30235A</td>
<td>Eleanor Garratti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30236</td>
<td>Eric Krenz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30237</td>
<td>Milton Marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30237</td>
<td>Don Blessing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30237</td>
<td>Don Blessing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30237</td>
<td>Milton Marks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2394:30238-30239</td>
<td>Janet Gaynor [missing 30239]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 2394: 30240-30241 Attorney Peiser
Box 2394: 30242 May Sutton Bundy, tennis
Box 2395: 30243-30247 Captain Coulter, and painting
Box 2395: 30248 C.M. Harris, fashions
Box 2396: 30255 C.M. Harris, fashions
Box 2396: 30257 Leo-Pat. Kelly, Los Angeles murder
Box 2397: 30268 Leo-Pat. Kelly, Los Angeles murder
Box 2397: 30269 Meredith Maddux
Box 2398: 30279 Meredith Maddux
Box 2399: 30280 Leopold Dreifus, artist
Box 2399: 30287 Leopold Creifus, artist
Box 2399: 30288-30289 Zeppelin No. 3
Box 2400: 30290 Governor Al Smith
Box 2400: 30291 Donna Dunbar
Box 2400: 30292 Mrs. Edward Meredith
Box 2400: 30293 Count Yasuya Uchida
Box 2400: 30296 Count Yasuya Uchida
Box 2400: 30297-30298 Vera Haggerty
Box 2400: 30297-30298 Genevieve Weir
Box 2400: 30297-30298 Genevieve Weir
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Box 2401: 30299 Jack Dahl
Box 2401: 30299 Fred Delnichi
Box 2401: 30299 Barney Ritchie
Box 2401: 30299 Barney Richie, police officer
Box 2401: 30299 Fred Delnichi, San Francisco police
Box 2401: 30300-30301 Maxine Oswald
Box 2401: 30302-30303 Margerita Mckenney
Box 2401: 30304-30305 Frank Ranierie
Box 2401: 30306 Big Game (UC Berkeley vs. Stanford), 1928 Football, action plays
Box 2403: 30322 Big Game (UC Berkeley vs. Stanford), 1928 Football, action plays
Box 2403: 30323 Big Game (UC Berkeley vs. Stanford), 1928 Football, crowds and stunts
Box 2406: 30354 Big Game (UC Berkeley vs. Stanford), 1928 Football, crowds and stunts
Box 2407: 30356-30357 Paintings by Walt Kuhn
Box 2407: 30356 Walt Kuhn
Box 2407: 30358 Walt Kuhn, Drawing Sketch of Woman
Box 2407: 30359-30361 Walt Kuhn
Box 2407: 30360 Ralph Stackpole
Box 2407: 30360 Ralph Stackpole
Box 2407: 30362 Walt Kuhn
Box 2407-2408: 30363-30366 Ralph Stackpole
Box 2408: 30367 Riegels, University of California (UC Berkeley) football
Box 2408: 30368 Eisan
Box 2408: 30370 (Biff) Hoffman
Box 2408: 30371-30375 O’Malley, in Santa Clara Play [missing 30374-30375]
Box 2409-2410: 30376-30389 Estella School Reed
Box 2410: 30390-30391 O’Malley, in Santa Clara Play
Box 2410-2411: 30393-30396 Police swimming
Box 2411: 30396 Jaqueline March
Box 2411: 30397-30401 James J. Coffroth
Box 2411: 30402 30404 Redwood Empire Caravan
Box 2412: 30405 Mickey Walker
Box 2412: 30406 Baker, reporter
Box 2412: 30407 Coates, symphony
Box 2412: 30408 Mr. Cochet
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 2412: 30409 Hepzibah Menuhin
Box 2413: 30415 Hepzibah Menuhin
Box 2413: 30416 Jose Vasconcelds
Box 2413: 30420 Jose Vasconcelds
Box 2413: 30421 George, Prince of England
Box 2414: 30422 Marie de Forest Emery
Box 2414: 30423 Lou Pierre
Box 2414: 30424 Arthur Schwartzman
Box 2414: 30425 Otto Cesano
Box 2414: 30428 Otto Cesano
Box 2414: 30429-30430 United States Captain Harry Eastwood
Box 2415: 30431-30432 Dr. Brodie Stevens
Box 2415: 30433 Captain Charles Kilburn
Box 2415: 30434-30435 Captain Charles Kilburn
Box 2415: 30436 Captain Charles Kilburn
Box 2415: 30437-30438 Mrs. Charles Kilburn
Box 2415-2416: 30439-30440 Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Herxch
Box 2416: 30441 Ann Codee, actress
Box 2416-2417: 30442-30455 Joan Joyce
Box 2416: 30442 Joan Joyce, actress
Box 2416-2417: 30442-30455 Mrs. Pledge Brown
Box 2417: 30455 Joan Joyce, actress
Box 2417: 30456 Rose Thompson
Box 2417-2418: 30457-30458 Mrs. Mayo Dugdell
Box 2418: 30459 Jack Berman
Box 2418: 30460 Asa Keyes
Box 2418: 30461-30464 Attorney Cantlion
Box 2418: 30461 Cantilion, attorney
Box 2418: 30461A Jerome Walsh, attorney
Box 2418: 30463 Attorney Walsh
Box 2418: 30466 Halloway Radio
Box 2418: 30467 Al Capone
Box 2419: 30468-30469 Rube Wolf
Box 2419: 30470 Brick Muller
Box 2419: 30472 Brick Muller
Box 2419-2420: 30473-30481 San Quentin Prison
Box 2420: 30482 Oskar Shori
Box 2420: 30483 Hazel Walsh
Box 2420: 30484-30485 Hepzibah Menuhin
Box 2421: 30486 Governor Al Smith
Box 2421: 30487-30488 Governor Al Smith, Of New York
Box 2421: 30489 Governor Al Smith
Box 2421: 30490-30491 Joaquin Miller
Box 2421: 30492-30493 Margaret Newman
Box 2421-2422: 30494-30495 Joe Parente
Box 2422-2423: 30496-30508 Elaine Worth
Box 2423: 30509 Mrs. Schlesinger
Box 2423: 30511 Mrs. Schlesinger
Box 2423: 30512 Prince of England Wales
Box 2424: 30513 King of England George
Box 2424: 30514 Call Building
Box 2424: 30515-30516 Lotta’s Fountain
Box 2424: 30517-30518 Mary Brian
Box 2424: 30517-30518 Buddy Rogers
Box 2424: 30517-30520 Mary Brian, movies
Box 2424: 30517-30518 (Buddy) Charles Rogers
Box 2424: 30521 Ferry funeral Gerry
Box 2425: 30525 Ferry funeral Gerry
Box 2425: 30526 Mrs. John Fletcher
Box 2425: 30528 Mrs. John Fletcher
Box 2425-2426: 30529-30531 Mabel Walker Willebrandt?
Box 2426: 30532 Harry Lyons
Box 2426: 30533 Cassie Turner
Box 2426: 30534 Youths ? Directory
Box 2426: 30535-30536 Maxim (Olive) Watts
Box 2426: 30537 Blind man voting
Box 2426: 30538A Blind Man Voting
Box 2426: 30538B Don Sublett, Football
Box 2426: 30539 University of California (UC Berkeley) versus Oregon Football, 1928
Box 2427: 30541 University of California (UC Berkeley) versus Oregon Football, 1928
Box 2427: 30542 University of California (UC Berkeley) versus Washington State Football, 1928
Box 2427: 30547 University of California (UC Berkeley) versus Washington State Football, 1928
Box 2428: 30548 Stanford versus Army Football, 1928
Box 2428-2429: 30549-30558 Stanford vs. Army, Football, 1928
Box 2428: 30551A Henry Schaldach, Football Player
Box 2429: 30559 Stanford versus Y.M.I. Football, 1928
Box 2429: 30560 Artman, football
Box 2429: 30561 Davidson, Stanford football
Box 2429-2430: 30562-30565 Henike, football
Box 2430: 30565 Sellman, Football Player
Box 2430: 30565 Sellman, football
Box 2430: 30566 Worden, Stanford football
Box 2430: 30567 (Pop) Warner
Box 2430: 30568 "Pop" Warner, Football Coach
Box 2430: 30569 Vincenti, Stanford football
Box 2430: 30570 Kaznjian, Stanford football
Box 2430: 30571 Stanford football Doyle
Box 2430: 30572 Herb Fleishhacker
Box 2430-2431: 30573-30574 Sims, football
Box 2431: 30575 Mulcahy, Saint Mary's football
Box 2431: 30576-30577 L. Rooney, football
Box 2431: 30578 Underhil, football
Box 2431: 30579 University of California (UC Berkeley) versus University of Southern California Football, 1928
Box 2432: 30584 University of California (UC Berkeley) versus University of Southern California Football, 1928
Box 2432: 30585-30586 Coach (Pop) Warner
Box 2432: 30587 (Stanford) Murphy
Box 2432: 30588 Vermilla, football
Box 2432: 30589 Gifford, Stanford football
Box 2432: 30590 Joseph, Stanford football
Box 2432: 30591 Steinbeck, Stanford football
Box 2433: 30592 Wolfe, Stanford football
Box 2433: 30593 McCreery, football
Box 2433: 30594 Tanforan, 1928
Box 2434: 30607 Tanforan, 1928
Box 2434-2435: 30608-30610 Verna Kennedy
Box 2435: 30611 Collision Golden Gate Ferry
Box 2435: 30614 Collision Golden Gate Ferry
Box 2435: 30615 Bay Toll Bridge
Box 2435: 30616 Federal girls
Box 2436: 30621 Federal girls
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Box 2436: 30622 (Cowboy) Smith, Saint Mary's
Box 2436: 30623-30628 Helen Wills
Box 2436-2437: 30632-30636 James, aviator
Box 2437: 30637 Merrill Morshead
Box 2437: 30638 Earl Sheeley
Box 2438: 30642 Earl Sheeley
Box 2438: 30643 Lynn Frazier, US Senator
Box 2438: 30644 Mary G. Dornback
Box 2438: 30644 Mrs. Harry C. Roberts
Box 2438: 30644 Mary-Gist Dornback
Box 2438: 30644A Mrs. Harry E. Roberts
Box 2438: 30645 Donna Lee
Box 2438: 30646 Paul Schroeder
Box 2438: 30647 Elaine Tamkin
Box 2438: 30648 Dr. Walter E. Bell
Box 2438: 30649-30650 Doris Dean
Box 2439: 30651 Gladys Burns
Box 2439: 30652-30653 Vesta Seaquist
Box 2439: 30653 Vesta Seaquist
Box 2439: 30653 Irma Girard
Box 2439: 30653-30654 Irma Girard
Box 2439: 30655-30659 Maxim Watts, (Olive)
Box 2439-2440: 30660-30665 South San Francisco (S.P.) Wreck, 1928
Box 2440: 30662 Train Accident
Box 2440: 30666-30668 Mary Brian
Box 2440: 30666-30668 Captain William Quinn
Box 2440: 30666-30668 Charles Rogers
Box 2440: 30666-30668 (Buddy) Charles Rogers
Box 2440: 30666-30668A Captain Quin
Box 2440: 30666-30668 Mary Brian, movies
Box 2440: 30669-30671 Irene Perkins
Box 2440: 30671 Ann Fraser
Box 2440: 30671 Irene Perkins
Box 2440: 30671-30673 Ann Fraser
Box 2440: 30673 Ann Fraser
Box 2440: 30673 Mrs. Merrill Morshead
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Box 2441-2442: 30674-30690 Helen Wills [missing 30674, 30678]
Box 2442: 30690 Helen Wills
Box 2442: 30690 Henry Cochet
Box 2442-2443: 30690-30692 Henry Cochet, tennis
Box 2443: 30693-30695 Judge James J. Conlan
Box 2443: 30697-30699 Jaqueline March
Box 2443: 30700 Jaqueline March
Box 2444: 30701-30704 Yvonne Foreman
Box 2444: 30705-30706 Katherine Gorringer
Box 2444: 30705-30706 Katherine Gorringer
Box 2444: 30705-30706 Al Jennings
Box 2444: 30707-30708 Edith Morgan
Box 2444: 30709 Dorothy Heisner
Box 2445: 30715 Dorothy Heisner
Box 2445-2446: 30716-30723 Dorothy Corse
Box 2446: 30724 Juliet Graf
Box 2446: 30727 Juliet Graf
Box 2447: 30728-30733 Barbette (or Barbette)
Box 2447: 30734 (Pop) Warner
Box 2447-2448: 30735-30737 Phillips, University of California (UC Berkeley) football
Box 2457: 30829 Gi1 Brothers, University of California (UC Berkeley) football
Box 2458: 30830 Herb Fleishhacker
Box 2458: 30831 Aimie McPherson
Box 2458: 30835 Aimie McPherson
Box 2458: 30836 (Biff) Hoffman
Box 2458: 30837 Marcus, football
Box 2458: 30838 [Unidentified Man Carving a Turkey]
Box 2458: 30839 [Unidentified Man Carving a Turkey]
Box 2459: 30840-30841 Barbett (or Barbette)
Box 2459: 30842 Sir Thomas Lipton
Box 2459: 30843-30844 Sir Thomas Lipton
Box 2459-2460: 30845-30851 Puppets
Box 2460: 30852 Tanforan
Box 2460: 30857 Tanforan
Box 2461: 30858 Denver football team
Box 2461: 30861 Denver football team
Box 2461: 30862 Arthur Pillsbury
Box 2461: 30863-30864 Dorothy Heisner
Box 2461: 30865-30866 Ruth McConnell
Box 2462: 30867-30868 Post office
Box 2462: 30869-30873 Sally Lomas Robertson
Box 2462: 30874 San Pablo? Railroad Yards
Box 2463: 30880 San Pablo? Railroad Yards
Box 2463: 30881-30884 Cal. Development Board Girls
Box 2463: 30885 Young Corbett
Box 2463: 30886 Fisherman’s Wharf
Box 2464: 30887-30889 University of California (UC Berkeley) Crew, January 1929
Box 2464: 30890 Attorney White
Box 2464: 30891 Russian Princess
Box 2464: 30892-30893 Girl, Curran Theatre
Box 2464: 30894 Miss Mc Isaacs, team
Box 2464: 30895 Aviator [Francis?]  
Box 2464: 30896 Twins San Francisco Call [missing 30896]
Box 2465: 30897 Goodfellow, 1928
Box 2465: 30900 Goodfellow, 1928
Box 2465: 30901 (copy) Check, 1929
Box 2465: 30902 Mickey Walker
Box 2465: 30905 Mickey Walker
Box 2466: 30906-30907 M. Watson, Sr.?, Football
Box 2466: 30909-30914 (Kid) Francis, pugilist
Box 2466: 30915 Isis
Box 2467: 30916-30917 Mary Brian
Box 2467: 30918 Alice Joyce
Box 2467: 30919 Mayor James Rolph
Box 2467: 30920 Eve Taylor
Box 2467: 30921 Williams, USC football
Box 2467-2468: 30922-30931 Raid 16th Street
Box 2468: 30932 [Three Unidentified Men]
Box 2468: 30933 Sidi Spreckels
Box 2469: 30934 Hair dressing
Box 2470: 30943 Hair dressing
Box 2470: 30944 Harry Lauder
Box 2470: 30945 Rene de Vos
Box 2470-2471: 30946-30952 Rene de Vos
Box 2471: 30953-30958 Peter Fenning
Box 2471: 30959-30960 NSGW James Wilson (Native Sons of the Golden West)
Box 2472: 30961-30963 Assistant Fire Chief Brennan
Box 2472: 30964 Aimie (Semple?) McPherson
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Box 2472: 30967 Aimie (Semple?) McPherson
Box 2472-2473: 30968-30974 William relief home Cooke
Box 2473: 30975-30976 Tillie Garcia
Box 2473: 30977 Lefty O’Doul, ballplayer
Box 2474: 30980 Lefty O’Doul, ballplayer
Box 2474: 30981-30982 General John L. Hines
Box 2474: 30983-30984 Captain Bernard Judge
Box 2474: 30985-30986 Cardinal Cerratti
Box 2474-2475: 30987-30989 Margareth Ellis
Box 2475: 30990-30993 Joseph Rebosio
Box 2475: 30994 Reba Crawford
Box 2476: 31000 Reba Crawford
Box 2476: 31001 Chief of Police Quin
Box 2477: 31011 Chief of Police Quin
Box 2477: 31012 Beatrice Joy
Box 2478: 31017 Beatrice Joy
Box 2478: 31018 Annita Stewart
Box 2478: 31019 Anita Stewart
Box 2478: 31020-31021 Anita Stewart, With Others
Box 2478: 31022 Annita Stewart
Box 2478: 31023 Kay Hammond
Box 2479: 31025 Kay Hammond
Box 2479: 31026 Jean Wakefield
Box 2479: 31028 Jean Wakefield
Box 2479: 31029-31032 Lila Damita
Box 2479-2480: 31033-31040 Sally O’Neil
Box 2480: 31041 Harry Todd, Post Office
Box 2480-2481: 31042-31043 Marguerita Scagliola
Box 2481: 31044-31045 Steiger, Police Court Judge
Box 2481: 31046 Fred Mahan, fighter
Box 2482: 31052 Fred Mahan, fighter
Box 2482: 31053 Van Becker, finance editor
Box 2482: 31058 Van Becker, finance editor
Box 2482: 31059-31061 Warship of Canada
Box 2483-2484: 31062-31072 (Stanford) Lyman Wilber
Box 2484-2486: 31073-31097 Alcatraz Prison
Box 2487: 31098 Louis Schlesinger
Box 2487: 31099 Herman Wile
Box 2487: 31100 Henry Oppenheimer
Box 2487: 31101 Rabbi Joseph Stoltz
Box 2487: 31102 Milford Stern
Box 2487: 31103 Nurse Mary Simpson
Box 2487: 31104 Fred Corbure
Box 2487: 31105 Lois Alsing
Box 2487: 31106 Mrs. Paul Page
Box 2488: 31107 J.W. Thompson
Box 2488: 31108-31109 Mrs. Vaile
Box 2488: 31110 Jacob W. Mack
Box 2488: 31111-31112 Ludwig Vogelstein
Box 2488: 31113 Public Library
Box 2488: 31114 Edna Cove
Box 2488-2489: 31115-31116 Lupino Lane
Box 2489: 31118 Rabbi Samuel Schulman
Box 2489: 31120-31124 Golden Gate Park Rooster [missing 31122-31123]
Box 2489: 31126 Judge Ward
Box 2489: 31127-31128 Father Time
Box 2489: 31130 Captain Jack Casey
Box 2490: 31131 Golf women
Box 2490: 31136 Golf women
Box 2490: 31137 Robert Kiesel
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Box 2491: 31147 Robert Kiesel
Box 2491: 31159-31160 Harry Amolos, Diamond Salesman
Box 2492: 31161 Austin, Stanford Track
Box 2492: 31162 Auto Wreck, Van Ness and McAllister Streets
Box 2492: 31163 Van Ness and McAllister Auto Wreck
Box 2492: 31163-31164 Averill, baseball
Box 2492: 31165-31168 Bettincourt, Saint Mary's
Box 2492: 31169 Mildred Bishop, With "Four Books of Confucius"
Box 2492: 31169 Mildred Bishop, (4 Books of Confucius)
Box 2492: 31170 Evangeline Booth
Box 2492: 31171 Southern Pacific Railroad Bridge, Dolores Street
Box 2493: 31172 Viola Chaffe
Box 2493: 31173 Minnie Carinelli
Box 2493: 31174 Dorothy Faulk
Box 2493: 31174 Eva Courtz
Box 2493: 31175 Leonora Parson
Box 2493: 31176 Henry Cochet, tennis
Box 2493: 31177 Josephine Conti, (Palm Leaf Book)
Box 2493: 31178 Marie Hicks Davidson
Box 2494: 31179 Margaret De Bernardi, 8 years old
Box 2494: 31180 Jack Dempsey
Box 2494: 31181-31182 Derby on Channing Way
Box 2494: 31183-31185 Doeg, tennis
Box 2495: 31186 Donovan, San Francisco baseball team
Box 2495: 31187 Miss Duffy
Box 2495: 31189 Father Time
Box 2495: 31190 Pat Frayne
Box 2495-2497: 31191-31192 Armand's Father Emanuel
Box 2497: 31193 Evelyn Smith, Oak Kidnap Girl and Family
Box 2497-2498: 31194 Coos Bay (ship) and crew
Box 2498: 31195 Ruth (Aviatrix) Elder
Box 2498-2499: 31196 William Leeds and wife Princess Xenia
Box 2499: 31197 Armand's Father Emanuel
Box 2499-2500: 31198a-31198f [Unidentified Brick Buildings], [Differing Perspectives]
Box 2500: 31198g San Quentin, 1924-01-14
Box 2500: 31199 Tower
Box 2500: 31201 [Perspective of Room through Doorway]
Box 2500: 31202a-31202b [Unidentified Men in Uniform]
Box 2500: 31202c [Unidentified Man]
Box 2501: 31202d [Unidentified Man]
Box 2502: 31202e [Subject Indistinguishable]
Box 2502: 31202f [Unidentified Men in Uniform]
Box 2502: 31202g [Unidentified Man in Bed]
Box 2502: 31202h [Unidentified Man]
Box 2502: 31202i [Military Band]
Box 2502: 31202j [Three Unidentified Men]
Box 2502: 31202k [Three Unidentified Men], [Armed and in Uniform]
Box 2502: 31202l [Unidentified Men]
Box 2502-2503: 31202m [Negative Damaged]
Box 2502-2503: 31202n [Unidentified Men in Uniform]
Box 2502-2503: 31203 Bettincourt, Saint Mary's
Box 2503: 31204-31205 Aviator Brock and airplane
Box 2503-2505: 31204a-c-31218 Air Derby
Box 2503: 31206 Eugenia Valensolo, Easter Egg Hunt
Box 2503: 31207-31208 Easter Egg Hunt
Box 2503-2504: 31209-31211 Easter Biber Blossom
Box 2504: 31211 Blossom Biber
Box 2504: 31211 C.B. Allen, aviator
Box 2504: 31212 Charles Sommers Young, Call Publisher
Box 2504: 31213 San Mateo Tanforan Race Track, California
Box 2504: 31214-31215 Beauty Parlor Betty
Box 2504: 31216 Matt Hinkell
Box 2505: 31217-31218 Willette Allen, dancer
Box 2505: 31217-31218 Mrs. Robert Cooke Smith
Box 2505: 31219 Mickey Walker
Box 2506: 31220 Herbert Hoover, pets[?]
Box 2506-2507: 31221aj Herbert Hoover, [Ten negatives: home in Palo Alto & elsewhere, pets, etc.]
Box 2507-2508: 31222ah Herbert Hoover, [Eight negatives: portraits, seated at desk, etc.]
Box 2508-2509: 31223am Herbert Hoover, [Thirteen negatives: portraits, giving speeches, in railroad car, etc.]
Box 2509-2513: 31224a,31224ii Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hoover, [Thirty-five negatives: with wife, family and others, coming home to Palo Alto, attending football games (at Stanford?), on train, etc.]
Box 2513: 31225ad Herbert Hoover, [Four negatives: includes Mrs. Herbert Hoover?]
Box 2513: 31226 Theodore Hoover
Box 2514: 31227ab Theodore Hoover, [Two negatives]
Box 2514: 31228 Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hoover, at home in Palo Alto
Box 2514: 31229 Hoover?, [Unidentified man in hat]
Box 2514: 31230 Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hoover, at Stanford stadium
Box 2514-2516: 31231au Herbert Hoover, [Twenty-one negatives: family members in Palo Alto, family dog, etc.]
Box 2517-2520: 31232ab Herbert Hoover, [Thirty-five negatives: with various others, in motorcade, parade, train station, etc.]
Box 2520: 31233ab Herbert Hoover, [Two negatives] crowds greet president-elect at Palo Alto
Box 2521: 31234 Palo Alto, Calif., Aerial view
Box 2521: 31235 Herbert Hoover, acceptance speech
Box 2521: 31236 Mayor James Rolph Jr., First Straw of Season, 1929
Box 2521: 31236A Stadium Stanford University, Bowl
Box 2522: 31237 Hoover, radicals arrested
Box 2522: 31237A Harry Lyons and mother, Navy Southern Cross
Box 2522: 31238 Cecil B. DeMille
Box 2522: 31239 Louis B. Mayer, Movie Magnate
Box 2522: 31239 Electric Laboratory Stanford University, plate shows flash of 1
Box 2522: 31239A [No caption recorded]
Box 2522: 31240-31241 Louis B. Mayer, Movie Magnate [With Unidentified Woman]
Box 2522: 31242 Louis B. Mayer, Movie Magnate
Box 2523: 31243 Southern Cross Radio Warner, James
Box 2523: 31244-31245 James Warner, [With Unidentified Woman]
Box 2523: 31244-31245 Louis B. Mayer, Movie Magnate
Box 2523: 31246 James Warner, At Microphone
Box 2523: 31246 Louis B. Mayer, At Microphone
Box 2523: 31247 James Warner
Box 2523: 31247 Louis B. Mayer
Box 2523: 31248-31249 [No caption recorded]
Box 2523: 31250 James Warner, Southern Cross Radio
Box 2523-2524: 31251A-C James Warner, Southern Cross Radio
Box 2524-2528: 31251-31288 Sally Whitcomb, Groups
Box 2524: 31251 Jack Swisher, Sally Whitcomb
Box 2524: 31252 Edward Cunha, District Attorney
Box 2524: 31253 Dr. Aielson Epstein
Box 2524: 31254 Sylvain Lazarus
Box 2524: 31255 John Metropolis, Sally Whitcomb Case
Box 2524: 31256 Sally's Father Whitcomb
Box 2524: 31257 Sally Whitcomb and mother
Box 2524-2525: 31257-31266 Sally Whitcomb and mother
Box 2524-2525: 31258-31261 Sally Groups Whitcomb
Box 2525: 31262 Sally Whitcomb, misc.
Box 2525: 31263-31226 Straight
Box 2525: 31267-31268 Sally Whitcomb
Box 2526: 31269-31272 Straight
Box 2526: 31274-31277 Edward Cunha, District Attorney
Box 2526-2527: 31274-31280 John Mumford, Sally Whitcomb case
Box 2526: 31274 Jack Swisher, Sally Whitcomb
Box 2527: 31280 Jack Swisher, Sally Whitcomb
Box 2527: 31281 Frank Smith, Sally Whitcomb case
Box 2527: 31282 Sophie Urban
Box 2527: 31283 Dorothy Lynan
Box 2527: 31283A Gladys Penrod
Box 2527: 31284 Sylvain Lazarus
Box 2527: 31285-31287 Sally Miscellaneous Whitcomb
Box 2528: 31288-31289 Sally Whitcomb, [In Courtroom]
Box 2528: 31289 Sally Whitcomb, In Courtroom
Box 2528: 31290-31291 Sally Whitcomb, Groups
Box 2528: 31290-31291 Fred Detective Sergeant Bohr
Box 2528: 31291 Sylvain Lazarus
Box 2528: 31292 Judge Theodore Roche
Box 2528: 31293 Frank Smith, Sally Whitcomb case
Box 2528: 31294-31295 Henry Smith
Box 2528: 31296-31297 Henry Ruthers, Sally Whitcomb Case
Box 2529: 31298 Lester Swanson
Box 2529: 31299 C.W. Hutchinson
Box 2529: 31300 Ainsworth (Sally Whitcomb comb Case)
Box 2529: 31301 Sally Whitcomb and mother
Box 2529: 31302 Sally Straight Whitcomb
Box 2529-2530: 31303a-31303g Sally Whitcomb [seven negatives]
Box 2530: 31304-31305 Air Derby
Box 2530-2531: 31310-31318 James Rinehart, aviator
Box 2530-2531: 31311-31312 Vance Breese, aviator
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Box 2531: 31312-31313 Norman Goddard
Box 2531: 31314-31315 Jack Frye
Box 2531: 31314 F.E. Samuels, aviator
Box 2531: 31316-31317 H.C. Lippiatt
Box 2531: 31317-31318 Ernie Smith
Box 2531: 31319 Abandoned baby
Box 2531: 31320-31321 Radio comedians Amos and Andy
Box 2531: 31322 Mrs. Emily Andrews
Box 2532: 31323 Mr. and Mrs. Monte Blue
Box 2532: 31324 Jo Davidson
Box 2532: 31325 Mrs. Martha Evans, Domestic Relations Bureau of DAR
Box 2532: 31326-31327 Goodfellow children
Box 2532: 31328 Mrs. Gustave Henno
Box 2532: 31329-31330 Lucien LaBaut, Women's Clothes Designer
Box 2532-2533: 31329-31332 Helen Holman, model
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Lucien LaBaut, Women's Clothes Designer  
Fred Johnson, dramatic editor  
Rose Lombardi, [Child], 1929-05-13  
Ruth Roland, film  
James Rolph III  
Babe Ruth, 1927  
George Bernard Shaw, in bathing suit  
Albert Yelton, Husband arrested for disorderly conduct  
Jean and Eric Pyke, children victims of fire  
Mrs. Fred Bergamini, And Walter [Child], 1929-05-17  
William Wreden  
Paul Garin, Galileo High School Student  
Observatory and Telescope Galileo High School  
Verna Vodrhies, Galileo High Student  
Carolyn Zipf, Galileo High School Student  
Verna Vodrhies, Galileo High School Student  
Carolyn Zipf  
Sheriff J.H. Dambocher  
Eva Rablin or Rablan, (of Tuolumne)  
Fight Manager Foster (Pop)  
Jimmy McLarin  
Only Woman Steeple-jack  
Mrs. T.V. Wesella, only woman Steeple-jack  
Maurice Smith  
Jim McSheehy  
Jim McSheehy, With Taxi  
Joan of Arc  
Tallant Tubbs  
Dorothy Sebastian  
Dr. Baker  
Baker The House  
Lois 31381 Moran  
Warner Baxter  
Kearns  
Walker  
Doll Show  
Marjorie Levoe  
Dr. Campbell  
Graduation University of California, 1929  
Martin - Pittsburgh  
Capt. Stanford Muller  
Dr. Nixon  
Amos and Andy (Radio Comedians)  
Dr. A.P. Graves  
Mrs. Warner Baxter  
H.E. Clark  
Crane  
Coultrin of University of California (UC Berkeley)  
Crookshank  	Canothes  
Grace Curtin  
Channing
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Box 2540: 31406A Derby Way
Box 2540: 31407 Crane
Box 2541: 31408 Chinese News Wall
Box 2541: 31409-31411 Corbett young
Box 2541: 31412 Charter Day
Box 2541: 31413 Dope
Box 2541: 31414 Joe Devine
Box 2541-2542: 31415-31417 Des Jardine
Box 2542: 31418 Marie Hicks Davidson
Box 2542: 31419 Pier Fifty-four, [Two Men Examining Walk-way Damage?]
Box 2542: 31420-31421 Pier Fifty-four, [Walk-way Damage?]
Box 2542: 31423 John Bruce
Box 2542: 31424 Mayor Nichols
Box 2542: 31424A Mayor Rolph
Box 2542: 31425 Ruth Rennick
Box 2542: 31426 Stadium University of California (UC Berkeley), 1929 Graduation
Box 2543: 31427-31432 Goodfellow Children, 1929
Box 2543: 31428 Harry Lyons and mother, Navy Southern Cross
Box 2543-2544: 31433-31439 Art Exhibit Legion of Honour
Box 2544: 31440 Fan Furst
Box 2544: 31441 Mrs. Marie Fernandez
Box 2544: 31442 Ray French
Box 2544: 31443 Charles Fisher
Box 2544-2545: 31444-31445 Furst Fan
Box 2545: 31446 Stanford vs. UC Berkeley, [Tickets for Football Game], 1928
Box 2545: 31447 Rothert, Football Player
Box 2545: 31448 Jack Dempsey
Box 2545: 31449 Emanuel
Box 2545: 31450 Flowers of Easter
Box 2545: 31451 Fire Truck
Box 2545: 31452 "Kid" Francis, Boxer
Box 2545-2546: 31453-31456 Dreamland
Box 2546: 31457 Dyer
Box 2546: 31458 Dog in Palo Alto
Box 2546: 31459-31461 Castain
Box 2546: 31462 Miss Johnson
Box 2546: 31463 George Sterling
Box 2546-2547: 31464-31465 Ralph Stackpole
Box 2547: 31467 Ralph Stackpole
Box 2547: 31468 Helen Cross
Box 2547: 31469 Lady Drummond Hay
Box 2547: 31470 Mrs. Kuni Machizuki
Box 2547: 31470 Vira Mae Carr
Box 2547: 31470A Bess Hancock
Box 2547: 31471 Martha Jenkins
Box 2547: 31471 Ruth Bloodgood
Box 2547: 31471 Henry C. Simmons
Box 2547: 31473 Jack Black
Box 2547-2548: 31474-31476 Goodfellow
Box 2548: 31477 Elsie Neff
Box 2548: 31477A Southern Pacific Yards
Box 2548: 31478 S.P. Yards
Box 2548: 31479 Shriners Marching
Box 2548: 31480 Marion Hunt
Box 2548: 31481 Bruno Walter
Box 2548: 31482 Doll at Mike
Box 2549: 31483 Jack Dempsey, Boxer [with group], 1929-06-00
Box 2549: 31484-31490 Jack - June 1929 Dempsey
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Box 2549: 31491 Needham and Georgine Hank
Box 2549: 31492 Eileen Sultan
Box 2550: 31493 Betty Howard
Box 2550: 31494 Fire Scene
Box 2550: 31495-31498 Weismuller
Box 2550: 31499-31500 Jean Alveen
Box 2550: 31501 Peter and Louis Merrill
Box 2551: 31502-31503 Dope Raid (narcotics) [31503 missing]
Box 2551: 31504-31506 Jack Dempsey, 1929
Box 2551: 31507-31508 Jack Linkhorn
Box 2551: 31509-31510 Call Picnic, 1929
Box 2551: 31511 Thomas Kearney
Box 2551: 31512-31513 Bernard Naughton
Box 2552: 31514-31517 Dog Pound
Box 2552: 31518-31519 Eagles Boy Scouts
Box 2552: 31520 Jane Speaker
Box 2552: 31521 La Marie La Montagne
Box 2552: 31523 Betty Slade
Box 2552: 31524-31525 Norma and Cecelia Norwood [missing 31525]
Box 2553: 31526 Ike Frankain [Franklin?]  
Box 2553: 31527-31528 Lindbergh at San Francisco
Box 2553: 31529 John Francis Neylan
Box 2553: 31530 King, Stanford
Box 2553: 31531 Dyer
Box 2553: 31532 Krenz
Box 2553: 31533 Edmonds, Stanford (track athlete)
Box 2553: 31534 Edmonds, Pole Vault, Stanford
Box 2554: 31535 Edmonds, Stanford (track athlete)
Box 2554: 31536 Nichols
Box 2554: 31537 Suhr, baseball
Box 2554: 31538 Senator Phelan
Box 2554: 31539 Mrs. A.B. Spreckels
Box 2554-2555: 31540-31547 Armistice Day, 1928
Box 2555-2556: 31548-31557 Goodfellow children, 1929
Box 2556-2557: 31558-31570 Captain Vincent Taylor
Box 2557-2558: 31571-31575 Marion Hunt
Box 2558: 31576 Attorney and Mrs. Walsh
Box 2558: 31577-31578 Estelle Diller
Box 2558: 31579 Alma Walker
Box 2558: 31580 Barbara Ballow
Box 2558: 31580 Mrs. K. Monteagle
Box 2558: 31581 Marcus, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 2558: 31582 Biewett, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 2559: 31583 Ned Wayburn
Box 2559: 31584-31585 Sid Ferris
Box 2559: 31586-31587 Harriett Brownell
Box 2559: 31586-31587 Olive Walt
Box 2559: 31588 Mrs. W.V. Graham
Box 2559: 31588A Mrs. Eddie Hallinan
Box 2559: 31589 Mildred Sperry
Box 2559: 31590 Marie Burke
Box 2559: 31590A Mrs. R.F. Costello
Box 2560: 31591 Chief Brennan
Box 2560: 31592 University of California (UC Berkeley) Graduation, 1929
Box 2560: 31593 Swimming Boys
Box 2560: 31594-31596 Mrs. Buck Jones
Box 2560: 31597-31599 Col. Small
Box 2561: 31600 McFadden
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Box 2561: 31601 McFadden
Box 2561: 31603 Pop) Warner
Box 2561: 31604 Nina Mitchell
Box 2561: 31605 Mrs. Ginnani and daughter
Box 2561: 31606 Tallant Tubbs
Box 2561: 31607 Ike Frankain
Box 2561: 31607A Eisen
Box 2561-2562: 31608-31609A Mr. S.A. Woudstra
Box 2561-2562: 31608-31609 Kruytbosch Children
Box 2562: 31610 Helen Hayes
Box 2562: 31613-31614 Mar. Weiss
Box 2562: 31615 Eileen Sheehy
Box 2562: 31616 Baker
Box 2562: 31617 Canary Birds
Box 2563: 31618 Gregory Duncan
Box 2563: 31619-31621 Valenois
Box 2563: 31622 Laurenzen
Box 2563: 31623 Mickey Walker
Box 2563: 31624 Kangaroo
Box 2563: 31625-31626 San Francisco View
Box 2564: 31627 Baseball Lary
Box 2564: 31628 And Walker Willis
Box 2564: 31628 Walker and Willis
Box 2564: 31629 Track Edmonds
Box 2564: 31630 Krenz Stanford
Box 2564-2566: 31631-31652 Goodfellow children 1929
Box 2566-2568: 31653-31663 Eleanor and children, 1929 Meherin
Box 2568: 31664-31665 Beringer, boxing
Box 2568: 31667 Lightner
Box 2568: 31668-31669 T. Emanuel
Box 2568: 31670 Victor Henry
Box 2568: 31671-31672 Dolores Del Rio
Box 2568: 31671-31672A John Drew
Box 2568: 31674 Jay C. Flipper
Box 2569: 31675-31677 Marion Davies
Box 2569: 31678 Mary Garden
Box 2569: 31679 Creighton Hale
Box 2569: 31680 Franc Hale, [Female]
Box 2569: 31681 Miss Kuma
Box 2569: 31682 John McCormick
Box 2570: 31683 Temple Emanuel
Box 2570: 31684 Nazimova
Box 2570: 31685 Dorothy Spencer
Box 2570: 31686 Myron Selznick
Box 2570: 31687 Harland Tucker
Box 2570: 31688 Walker Whiteside
Box 2570: 31689 Joseph De Stefani
Box 2570: 31690 John O'Hara
Box 2571: 31691 Eleanor Boardman
Box 2571: 31691A John Breedon
Box 2571: 31693 Dolores Costello
Box 2571: 31694 Stanford Hoffman
Box 2571: 31695 Helen Jacobs
Box 2571: 31696-31697 Roy Johnson
Box 2571: 31698 Genevieve Kerwin
Box 2571: 31699 Krenz
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 2572: 31700</th>
<th>Muriel Mulford</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 2572: 31702</td>
<td>Gerken, University of California (UC Berkeley) football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2572: 31703</td>
<td>Claire Giannini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2572: 31704</td>
<td>Jim Griffen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2572: 31705</td>
<td>Madeline Ham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2572: 31706</td>
<td>Bishop Cantwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2572: 31706</td>
<td>Archbishop Hanna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2572-2573: 31707</td>
<td>Dave Shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2572: 31707A</td>
<td>Richard Headrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2572-2573: 31708a-b?</td>
<td>Stanford Hoffman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2573: 31709A</td>
<td>Walter Kuhn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2573: 31710-31712</td>
<td>School Opens - 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2573: 31713</td>
<td>Ernie Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2573: 31714</td>
<td>Legion of Honor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2573: 31715</td>
<td>Ernie Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2574: 31716</td>
<td>Sellman, football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2574: 31717-31718</td>
<td>Dolores Del Rio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2574: 31719</td>
<td>Ernie Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2574: 31720</td>
<td>Legion of Honor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2574: 31722</td>
<td>Pay Lanphier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2574: 31723</td>
<td>Alex Pantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2574: 31724</td>
<td>Beatrice Burton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2574: 31725</td>
<td>J.J. Larkin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2575: 31727-31728</td>
<td>Benny Dotson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2575: 31729-31730</td>
<td>Dolores Del Rio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2575: 31731</td>
<td>Dolores Del Rio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2575: 31732</td>
<td>Pete Reinhhart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2575: 31733</td>
<td>Dolores Del Rio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2575: 31734</td>
<td>Leta prey Chaplin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2576: 31735-31736</td>
<td>Dave Shade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2576: 31737-31738</td>
<td>Sommer and Kaufman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2576: 31739</td>
<td>Leta Greys Chaplin and children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2576: 31740</td>
<td>Arthur Brisbane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2576: 31741-31742</td>
<td>Sommer and Kaufman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2576: 31743</td>
<td>Anne Nichols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2577: 31744</td>
<td>Iris Nichols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2577: 31745</td>
<td>Teddv Nichols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2577: 31746-31748</td>
<td>Mrs. Eldford Eddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2577: 31751</td>
<td>Anne Nichols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2577: 31752</td>
<td>[Unidentified Girl]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2577: 31753</td>
<td>Copy of Photograph, [Unidentified]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2577: 31754</td>
<td>Little Girl, [Unidentified]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2578: 31755</td>
<td>Father Riker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2578: 31756</td>
<td>&quot;Pete&quot; Reinhhart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2578: 31757-31758</td>
<td>Fay Lanphier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2578: 31759</td>
<td>Mrs. Pressier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2578: 31760-31761</td>
<td>Fay Lanphier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2578: 31762</td>
<td>James G. Fair</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2578: 31763</td>
<td>Judge Shortall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2579: 31764-31765</td>
<td>Marshall Maslin [missing 31764]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2579: 31766</td>
<td>Arthur Brisbane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2579: 31767-31768</td>
<td>Young Corbett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2579: 31768</td>
<td>McLaughlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2579: 31769</td>
<td>Young Corbett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2579: 31770</td>
<td>John Bruce</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2579: 31771</td>
<td>L.O. Parsons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2579: 31772</td>
<td>McLaughlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2579: 31773</td>
<td>Kermit Roosevelt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Box 2580: 31774 (Wild Bill) Lyons
Box 2580: 31775 Edith Kelly
Box 2580: 31776-31777 Loren Mendell
Box 2580: 31777 Ruby Smith
Box 2580: 31778 The) (Angelino
Box 2580: 31779 Loren Mendell
Box 2580: 31779 Pete Reinhart
Box 2580: 31780 Treuanion
Box 2580: 31781 Bettincourt
Box 2580: 31782 Joe Rooney
Box 2580: 31783 Ernie Smith
Box 2580-2581: 31784-31788 Theodore and Mrs. Roosevelt Junior
Box 2580: 31784 Roman Galley
Box 2581: 31789 Mills Field Aviation Wreck
Box 2581: 31790 Flying Aeroplanes (airplanes)
Box 2581: 31791 Mrs. Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.
Box 2581: 31792 Sutro Forest Fire
Box 2581: 31793 Ernie Smith
Box 2581: 31794 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lindbergh
Box 2582: 31795 Mills Field Aviation Wreck
Box 2582: 31796 The Frankain
Box 2582: 31797 Captain Duncan Matheson
Box 2582: 31798 Clark, Stanford, 1904 team
Box 2582: 31799 Dave Shade

Additional Note
[Print available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 1 :31799--PIC].

Box 2582: 31800 Hoffman, Zee-Zee Story
Box 2582: 31801 Funeral Craney
Box 2582: 31802 Marmoset
Box 2582: 31803 Jack Riordan
Box 2582: 31804 Mrs. W. Whiteside and daughter
Box 2583: 31805 Judge Lindsey
Box 2583: 31806 House Hoover
Box 2583: 31807 Foshay
Box 2583: 31807A Ernie Smith
Box 2583: 31808 House Hoover
Box 2583: 31809 James Cofforth
Box 2583: 31810 Indian boxer
Box 2583: 31811 Siamese Twins
Box 2583: 31812 Mike Donlin
Box 2584: 31813 George Davis
Box 2584: 31814-31816 Mrs. Alex Pantages
Box 2584: 31820 Kelly, aviator
Box 2584: 31821 Tortoise
Box 2584: 31822 Lions, [Animals in Photo Are Actually Tigers]
Box 2584-2585: 31823-31825 Harry Lauder
Box 2585: 31826 Mr. and Mrs. Montague Love
Box 2585: 31826 Chas Coleman
Box 2585: 31827 Merola and Mrs.
Box 2585: 31828 Rene Casanave
Box 2585: 31829 Mrs. W. Whiteside and daughter
Box 2585: 31829A Siamese Twins
Box 2585-2587: 31831-31840 Workers on tall buildings (construction?)
Box 2585: 31831A Mrs. Ying Kao
Box 2585-2586: 31832a or b? Morrison, Stanford
Box 2586: 31833A Al Tobin
Box 2586: 31834A Murphy
Box 2586: 31835A Huggins
Box 2586: 31836A Holland Miller
Box 2586: 31837A John Coolidge, wedding
Box 2587: 31838A Al Tobin
Box 2587: 31839A O’Gorman, Saint Mary’s
Box 2587: 31840A Saint Mary’s Driscoll
Box 2588: 31841 Casper
Box 2588: 31842 Johnson, St. Mary’s Football Player
Box 2588-2589: 31842-31847 Walker and Willis fight
Box 2588: 31843A Saint Mary’s Driscoll
Box 2588: 31844A Slip Madigan
Box 2588: 31845A Lady Drummond Hay
Box 2588-2589: 31846A Chinese Boy
Box 2589: 31847 Armano Seghettim
Box 2589: 31848 Central Ave. Auto Wreck
Box 2589: 31849 Maude Weiden Muller
Box 2589: 31850 Claire Weidenmuller
Box 2589: 31851 Alice Costello
Box 2589: 31852 Patsy Connoly
Box 2589: 31853 Patsy Connoly
Box 2590: 31854 Alice Costello
Box 2590: 31855 Alice Costello
Box 2590: 31855 Patsy Connoly
Box 2590: 31856 Murder Chapman
Box 2590: 31857 Captain Goff
Box 2590: 31858 Baldwin
Box 2590: 31858 Hoffman
Box 2590: 31859 Carol Symmes
Box 2590: 31859 Alice Zander
Box 2590: 31860 Slip Madigan, ?
Box 2590: 31860-31861 Stanford 1928 Clark
Box 2590: 31862 Merola
Box 2591: 31863 Mrs. Roos
Box 2591: 31864 Hogan
Box 2591: 31865 Harry Lauder
Box 2591: 31866 John Levinson
Box 2591: 31866 Mrs. Howard Monroe
Box 2591: 31867-31869 Slip Madigan
Box 2591: 31870 Slip Madigan
Box 2591: 31871 (Spider) Kelly
Box 2592: 31872 Silvia Seymour
Box 2592: 31873 Caveney
Box 2592: 31874 William Wrigley
Box 2592: 31874 Elinor Glyn
Box 2592: 31875-31876 Charles Lindbergh
Box 2592: 31877 Eleanor Garratti
Box 2592: 31878 Smead Jolley
Box 2592: 31879-31880 Maude and Claire Muller
Box 2593: 31881 Chapman
Box 2593: 31882 Miss Bell
Box 2593: 31883 Gus Suhr
Box 2593: 31884 Theodore Roosevelt, Jr.
Box 2593: 31885 Santa Claus in Airplane
Box 2593: 31886 Letter concerning Allen Ellis
Box 2593: 31887 Judge Sewell
Box 2593: 31888-31889 Mr. and Mrs. Cox
Judge Sewell
Box 2593: 31890
Judge George H. Bush
Box 2594: 31891
Doris Shirley
Box 2594: 31892
Hightower (his gun)
Box 2594: 31893
Heslin's Grave
Box 2594: 31894
Dolly Mason
Box 2594: 31895
Pichford, Football Player
Box 2594: 31896
Al Tobin
Box 2594: 31898
Kenney (Saint Mary's)
Box 2594: 31899
Levin
Box 2594: 31900-31901
Lein
Box 2594-2595: 31902-31903
Casper
Box 2595: 31904
Coyle
Box 2595: 31905
Illia (football Saint Mary's)
Box 2595: 31906
Merrick
Box 2595: 31907
Erwin Werner
Box 2595: 31908
Smith (Cowboy)
Box 2595: 31909
Farrell
Box 2595: 31910
Mrs. Bancroft Toune
Box 2595: 31910
Mrs. Blake Darlex
Box 2595: 31911
Joe Rooney
Box 2595: 31912
John O'Toole
Box 2595: 31913
Frank S. Grant
Box 2595: 31914
Dick Scarlett
Box 2595: 31915
Adam Walsh
Box 2595: 31916
Merrick, Saint Mary's
Box 2595: 31917
Reneberg
Box 2595: 31918
Erwin Merrick
Box 2595: 31919
Phil Murphy
Box 2595-2597: 31920-31922
Rensberg
Box 2597: 31923
Goodfellow
Box 2597: 31924
Merola and Mrs.
Box 2597: 31925
Booze Oudra
Box 2597: 31926
Dion Holm
Box 2597: 31926-31927
Thomas Kennedy
Box 2597: 31926
Erwin Werner
Box 2597: 31926
Dion Holm
Box 2597: 31928
Thomas Kennedy
Box 2597: 31930
Von Elm, golf
Box 2598: 31931
Frankain
Box 2598: 31932
Virginia VonBreght
Box 2598: 31933
P.H. McKay
Box 2598: 31934
Granucci
Box 2598: 31935
Frankain
Box 2598: 31936
Dr. Alfred Rosewood
Box 2598-2599: 31937-31938
Carpenters' Union House
Box 2598: 31937
Horst
Box 2598: 31939
Horst
Box 2598: 31940
Cherrington
Box 2598: 31941
Aileen Walsh
Box 2598: 31941
Fern Rose
Box 2598: 31942
Professor Furnam
Box 2598: 31943
Frankain
Box 2598: 31943A
Roy Fellum
Box 2598: 31944
Ernie Smith
Box 2598: 31947-31948
Mrs. Helen McLeod Stine
Box 2599: 31949
Captain Hugo Bleumchen
Box 2600: 31950
("Red") Chisholm
Box 2600: 31951 Johnson, Saint Mary's
Box 2600: 31952 Duncan Matheson
Box 2600: 31953 Mrs. Roos
Box 2600: 31954 Oudra Booze
Box 2600: 31955 Cherrington
Box 2600: 31956 Anita Page
Box 2600: 31957 Matthew Brady
Box 2600: 31958 Stanford Museum
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Box 2601: 31959 Stanford Museum
Box 2601: 31960 Stanford Museum
Box 2601: 31961 Helen Fluharty
Box 2601: 31962 Stanford Museum
Box 2601: 31963 Roy Fellom
Box 2601: 31964 Stanford Museum
Box 2601: 31965 Dog (of Suicide)
Box 2601: 31966 Louis Hill
Box 2601-2602: 31967-31969 Chamber of Commerce Trip
Box 2602: 31970 Rose LaRue
Box 2602: 31971 Mrs. Helen McLeod Stine
Box 2602: 31972 Mrs. Foster Thierbach [sic] [Thierbach?]
Box 2602: 31973-31974 Doreen Tittle
Box 2602: 31975 Ann Prael
Box 2602: 31976 Peggy - Drawing of Palmer
Box 2603: 31977 Miss Framm
Box 2603: 31978-31981 Dink Templeton
Box 2603: 31982 Professor Furnam
Box 2603: 31983 Fern Rose
Box 2603: 31983A Aileen Walsh
Box 2603-2604: 31984-31986 Fish that climbs
Box 2604: 31987-31988 Chief Brennan
Box 2604: 31989 C. Walsh
Box 2604: 31991 C. Walsh
Box 2604: 31993 Josephine Murray
Box 2604: 31994 Mrs P.T. Hunter, World Traveler
Box 2604: 31995 G.A. Rignot, Major
Box 2604: 31995 French (Aviators)
Box 2604: 31995 Captain L. Arrachet
Box 2604: 31996 Anita Page
Box 2605: 31997 Margaret Thomas
Box 2605: 31997 Virginia VonBrecht
Box 2605: 31998 Estelle Reed
Box 2605: 31999 Isabel Moore
Box 2605: 32000-32001 Carli Clara
Box 2605: 32002-32003 Dr. Alfred Rosewood
Box 2605: 32003 Larry Bettencourt
Box 2605: 32004 Phil Murphy
Box 2605: 32005 Thomas Heeney
Box 2606: 32006 Jaqueline Keesling
Box 2606: 32007 Eleanor McCoppen
Box 2606: 32008 Evelyn McLaughlin
Box 2606: 32009 Charles Coleman
Box 2606: 32009 Mr. and Mrs. Montague Love
Box 2606-2607: 32010-32017 Bustav (Gustav?) and Mrs. Boess
Box 2607: 32018 Marina Beach
Box 2607: 32019 Maurice Smith
Box 2607: 32020-32025 Ike Frankain
Box 2607: 32026 Marina Beach, Children Playing
Box 2608: 32028 Glenna Collett
Box 2608: 32028 Marion Hollins
Box 2608: 32029 Glenna Collett
Box 2608: 32030-32032 Horst
Box 2608: 32034-32036 Cherrington
Box 2608: 32036 [Margaret T. Jean?] DeVitt
Box 2608: 32036A Mrs. Alex Wilson
Box 2608: 32037 Captain Kingsford & Smith Smith, R.H.K.
Box 2609: 32038 Mrs. Cox
Box 2609: 32039 REA Sadowski
Box 2609: 32040 Mrs. A. Stevenson
Box 2609: 32040 Jacqueline Keesling
Box 2609: 32040 Silvia Seymour
Box 2609: 32041 Jim & Mrs. Corbett
Box 2609: 32042 Ralph Stackpole
Box 2609: 32043 Ruth Mix
Box 2609: 32044 Selah Chamberlain
Box 2609: 32045 Jim & Mrs. Corbett
Box 2609: 32046 George Sterling
Box 2610: 32047 Oscar DePriest
Box 2610: 32048 Brown, "Newsboy"
Box 2610: 32049 [Oscar DePriest?]
Box 2610: 32051 John O'Toole
Box 2610: 32051 Frank S. Grant
Box 2610: 32052 Harbor Day
Box 2610: 32053 Mrs. Oscar De Priest
Box 2610: 32054 Anita Page
Box 2610: 32055 Helen Manning
Box 2610: 32056 Captain Robert Firth
Box 2610-2611: 32056-32058 Sophie Christianson
Box 2611: 32059 Thomas Barracliffe
Box 2611: 32060 School Fire
Box 2611: 32061 Dr. J.C. Hatch
Box 2611: 32062 [Margaret T. Jean?] DeVitt
Box 2611: 32063 Mildred Jean DeVitt
Box 2611: 32064-32065 Captain Kingsford Smith and Berris Smith
Box 2611: 32066 Donnie DeWitt
Box 2612: 32067 San Quentin Band, Concert
Box 2612: 32068 Damascus Gallur
Box 2612: 32069 Damascus Gallur
Box 2612: 32070-32071 Louise Walta
Box 2612: 32072 Rose La Rue
Box 2612: 32074 Collins
Box 2612: 32075 Judge Goodell
Box 2612-2613: 32076-32077 George Von Elm
Box 2613: 32077A-32083 Betty Russell
Box 2613-2614: 32084-32085 Helen Jacobs
Box 2614: 32086-32089 Fire Chief Brennon
Box 2614-2615: 32090-32099 Mooney Bomb (Preparedness Day)
Box 2615: 32100-32102 Rose Harris
Box 2615: 32103-32104 Kathleen Morris
Box 2616: 32105-32108 Fire Chief Brennon
Box 2616: 32109 Hugh Fullerton
Box 2616: 32110 Stanford Program
Box 2616: 32111 Lakeside
Box 2616: 32112 San Francisco Pier Fire
Box 2616: 32113-32114 Mr. and Mrs. Woodfield
Box 2617: 32115 Carol Wingate
Box 2617: 32116-32117 Josephine Thanpeon
Box 2617: 32117 Alice Zander
Box 2617: 32118 Ruth Harris
Box 2617: 32119 Silvia Saymour
Box 2617: 32120 Mrs. Morale Clifton
Box 2617-2618: 32121-32125 Football, Saint Ignatius versus Olympic, 1929
Box 2618: 32126 (Coffee Dan) Davis
Box 2618: 32127-32128 Leon Samuels
Box 2618: 32129 Roy Miller
Box 2618: 32130-32131 Betty Russell
Box 2618-2619: 32132-32133 David S. Ingalls
Box 2618: 32132 Ruth Harris
Box 2618: 32134 Ruth Harris
Box 2618: 32135 Joseph Catherwood
Box 2618: 32136 Alonzo A. Hicks
Box 2618: 32137-32138 Bank Robbery - American Trust Co.
Box 2619: 32139 Sidney Yee
Box 2619: 32140 Damascus Gallur
Box 2619: 32141 Edith Ann Armstrong
Box 2620: 32142 Francis Baker
Box 2620: 32143 Prof. Meyers
Box 2620: 32144 Pebble Beach
Box 2620: 32145 George Davis
Box 2620: 32146 Mrs. Mott
Box 2620: 32147 Lakeside
Box 2620: 32149 Wallace Reid
Box 2620: 32150 Rothert
Box 2620: 32151 Piazzoni Sculpture
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Box 2621: 32152 Carol Symes
Box 2621: 32153 Rube Wolf
Box 2621: 32154-32157 Mae Gee
Box 2621: 32159 Mrs. Emily Pedrazzini
Box 2621: 32160 Enid Cornell
Box 2621: 32162 Peggy Gregory
Box 2621: 32163 Dorothy Bostwick
Box 2622: 32164 Peggy Gregory
Box 2622: 32165a-32165b Eve Taylor, [Two Negatives]
Box 2622: 32166 Sidney Yee
Box 2622: 32167 Rollin Davisson
Box 2622: 32168a-32168b Jack Murray, [Two Negatives]
Box 2622: 32169 1929 Football
Box 2622: 32170 L.M. Giannini
Box 2622: 32170 A.P. Giannini
Box 2622: 32170 Elisha Walker
Box 2622: 32170 Jean Monnet
Box 2622: 32170 P.L. Hale
Box 2622: 32170 J.A. Mig liavacco
Box 2623: 32171 Rube Wolf
Box 2623: 32172 Carol Wingate
Box 2623: 32173 Carol Wingate
Box 2623: 32174-32175 Carol Wingate
Box 2623: 32176 Miss Jack Ouealy
Box 2623: 32176 Olive Brann
Box 2623: 32176 Dorothy Bostwick
Box 2623: 32177 Helen Parsons
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Box 2623: 32177 Sylvia Saymour
Box 2623: 32177 Claudia Smith
Box 2623: 32178 Bobbie Norwood
Box 2623: 32179 Mrs. George Hearst
Box 2624: 32180 Enid Cornell
Box 2624: 32181-32182 "Babe" Hollingberry
Box 2624: 32184 Reverend Hawkins
Box 2624: 32185 Mrs. Stuart Hellman
Box 2624: 32186 Globe [of the Earth]
Box 2624: 32187 Candle, Woman Heating Hairpin
Box 2624: 32188 Red Grange, Football Player
Box 2624: 32189 Dave Guckman
Box 2624: 32190-32192 Mrs. Charles Goff
Box 2624: 32193 Elinor Glynn, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2625: 32195-32196 Guy Lytton, Tennis Player
Box 2625: 32197 Mrs. Robinson
Box 2625: 32198-32199 Jack Thompson, Boxer
Box 2625: 32200-32201 Lawrence Tibbetts, [With Music Score]
Box 2625: 32202 "The Thinker", Statue
Box 2625: 32203 Judge Troutt
Box 2625: 32204 Haig Patoian, Sculptor
Box 2626: 32205 Mrs. Nion Tucker
Box 2626: 32205 Mrs. William Duncan
Box 2626: 32206-32208 Gomez, Seals Baseball Player
Box 2626: 32209 Mrs. Kenneth Montaegle
Box 2626: 32210 Grant Munson
Box 2626: 32210 Sophie Miller
Box 2626: 32211 Daisy Overton
Box 2626: 32211 Claire Giannini
Box 2626: 32213 Fabia Drake
Box 2626: 32213 Joyce Bland?
Box 2626: 32213 May Holder
Box 2626: 32214 L. Eisan
Box 2627: 32215 Mrs. Walter Whiteside and daughter
Box 2627: 32216 Corporal Izzy Schwartz
Box 2627: 32216 Phil Bernstein
Box 2627: 32217 Mr. and Mrs. Sorgatz
Box 2627: 32218 Nora Savage
Box 2627: 32219 Joe Sprintz, Seals Baseball Player
Box 2627: 32220 UC Stadium, With Large Crowd
Box 2627: 32221 UC Rowing Crew, 1928
Box 2627: 32222 Stevens, Two [Mile?] Run, Track and Field
Box 2627: 32223 Bessie Swett
Box 2628: 32224 UC Rowing Crew, 1928
Box 2628: 32225 Blanding Sloan
Box 2628: 32225 McLeod Batten
Box 2628: 32226 Memorial to Robert Louis Stevenson
Box 2628: 32228 Tanforan Racetrack, Horse Racing
Box 2628: 32229 Sophie Tucker
Box 2628: 32230-32231 Pearl Thompson
Box 2628: 32233 Thurston, Baseball Player
Box 2628-2629: 32234-32235 Corporal Izzy Schwartz
Box 2629: 32236 Mrs. Sharp
Box 2629: 32237 Marconi, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2629: 32238 O'Connor
Box 2629: 32238 Moffatt
Box 2629: 32239-32241 Goodfellows [charitable organization?]
Box 2629: 32242 Check Written To Goodfellows [charitable organization?]
Box 2629-2630: 32243-32244 Goodfellows [charitable organization?], Children with Toys
Box 2630: 32245-32246 Doctor Reed
Box 2630: 32247 Playing Cards
Box 2630: 32248 Vera Gurbe, With Playing Cards
Box 2630: 32249 Griffin, Football Player
Box 2630: 32250 Loraine Sabin
Box 2630: 32251-32252 Harry Epstein
Box 2631: 32253 Doctor Willing, Golf Tournament
Box 2631: 32253-32259 Bobby Jones, Golf Tournament
Box 2631: 32256 Glenna Collett, Golf Tournament
Box 2631: 32256 Bobby Jones, With Other Golfers
Box 2631: 32260 Bobby Jones, Golfer
Box 2632: 32262-32266 Bobby Jones, Golfing
Box 2632: 32267 [Scene from a Play?], [Unidentified Woman with Boy]
Box 2632: 32268 [Scene from a Play?], [Unidentified Man "Strangling" Woman]
Box 2632: 32269 [Scene from a Play?], [Unidentified Man and Woman Singing]
Box 2632: 32270 [Scene from a Play?], [Unidentified Man Aiming Gun at Woman]
Box 2633: 32271 [Scene from a Play?], [Unidentified Woman]
Box 2633: 32272 [Scene from a Play?], [Unidentified Man and Woman]
Box 2633: 32273 [Scene from a Play?], [Two Unidentified Women]
Box 2633: 32275 [Scene from a Play?], [Unidentified Woman]
Box 2633: 32277 [Scene from a Play?], [Unidentified Man and Woman]
Box 2633: 32278 [Scene from a Play?], [Unidentified Woman and Child]
Box 2633: 32281-32282 [Scene from a Play?], [Unidentified Man and Woman]
Box 2633: 32283 [Scene from a Play?], [Unidentified Group]
Box 2634: 32284 Firefighters, Scene of Fire
Box 2634: 32285 [Unidentified Persons at Hospital]
Box 2634: 32286-32287 Firefighters, Scene of Fire
Box 2634: 32288 [Unidentified Woman]
Box 2634: 32289 [Nurse and Two Unidentified Women]
Box 2634: 32290 [Unidentified Man]
Box 2634: 32291 [Nurse with Man in Wheelchair], [At Hospital]
Box 2634: 32292 Firefighters, Scene of Fire
Box 2635: 32293-32297 Pebble Beach Gallery, Golf Tournament
Box 2635: 32298 [Unidentified Woman with Rose]
Box 2635: 32299 Zeta Harrison
Box 2635-2636: 32300-32306 Soldiers on Parade, [Before Army-Navy Game?]
Box 2636: 32307 [US Army and Navy Servicemen], [With Mascots]
Box 2636: 32308 [View of Stadium], [With Color Guard on Field]
Box 2636: 32309 [View of Stadium], [With Smoke from Cannon]
Box 2636: 32310 R.H. Dundas, [With Ax Striking Door; Narcotics Raid?]
Box 2636: 32310 G. Peterson, [Narcotics Raid?]
Box 2636: 32310 D.C. Wipple, [Narcotics Raid?]
Box 2636: 32310 W. Lockenback, [Narcotics Raid?]
Box 2637: 32311 Henry Dong
Box 2637: 32312 Dope [Narcotics]
Box 2637: 32315-32320 Football Game, Gonzaga Stadium
Box 2637: 32321 Sims, Stanford vs. Idaho Football Game
Box 2638: 32322-32327 Stanford vs. Idaho, Football
Box 2638: 32328 Folsom Prison
Box 2638: 32329 Folsom Prison, [Men Aiming Guns At]
Box 2638-2639: 32330-32331 Folsom Prison
Box 2639: 32332-32334 Fire Scene
Box 2639: 32336 Fire Scene
Box 2639: 32337 Armand Emmanuel, Boxer
Box 2639: 32338 Judge Grahan
Box 2639: 32339 Golden Gate Swim
Box 2639: 32340 Louis Ferrari
Box 2640: 32341 Fire Chief Brennan
Box 2640: 32342 Eileen Murphy, With Piano
Box 2640: 32343 Victor Canera, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2640: 32344-32345 Miss Bower
Box 2640: 32346 Stig Blomberg, Drawing Sketch
Box 2640: 32347 Maria Wallace
Box 2640: 32348 Slip Madigan
Box 2640: 32349-32350 Grace Baratti, [Negatives Badly Damaged]
Box 2640: 32351 Music Copy, [Photo of Dancers Imposed on Sheet Music]
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Box 2641: 32353 Army vs. Navy, Football Game, 1929
Box 2641: 32354 Carol Wingate
Box 2641: 32355 City Hall, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2641: 32356 Fire Boat, Scene of Fire
Box 2641: 32357 Mrs. Howard Fleming
Box 2641: 32357 Mrs. Howard Park
Box 2641: 32358 Thurston, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 2641: 32359 Army vs. Navy, Football Game, 1929
Box 2641: 32360 E.C. Carter and wife
Box 2641: 32361 Riegel, [Athlete?]
Box 2642: 32363 Margaret Travis
Box 2642: 32365 Gannuzi, Football Player
Box 2642: 32366 Santa Clara "Shift", [Play During Football Game]
Box 2642: 32367 Louis Smith, Mooney Bombing [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2642: 32368 James D. McDonald
Box 2642: 32369 John D. Rockefeller III
Box 2642: 32370 Slade, Baseball Player, Mission
Box 2642: 32371 Madeline Chenowith
Box 2642: 32372 A Football
Box 2643: 32373 Issue of "San Francisco Call", Business Office Copy
Box 2643: 32374 Henike, Football Player
Box 2643: 32375a-32375b Money, [Two Negatives]
Box 2643: 32376 View of San Francisco, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2643: 32377 Slip Madigan
Box 2643: 32378-32379 Legion of Honor, Sculpture
Box 2643: 32380 Maro (Ship)
Box 2644: 32381 Copy of Blueprint, Business Office
Box 2644: 32382-32385 Carol Wingate
Box 2644: 32386-32387 Carol Wingate, With Doll
Box 2644: 32388 Sculpture [of?] Stig Blomberg, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2644-2645: 32389-32390 Miss Bower
Box 2645: 32391 Miss Cummings
Box 2645: 32392-32393 Stock Market Crash
Box 2645: 32394-32395 Mrs. Elford Eddy
Box 2645: 32396-32398 Construction of Golden Gate Bridge, Hole Borings For

Additional Note
[Prints available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 1 :32396-32398--PIC].

Box 2646: 32400 Maurice Smith
Box 2646: 32402 Baby Found in Park
Box 2646: 32403 The Niantic, Copy of the "San Francisco Call"
Box 2646: 32404 Louis Smith, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2646: 32405 Johnson, Golf Tournament
Box 2646: 32405 Willing, Golf Tournament
Box 2646: 32406 Louis Smith, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2646: 32407-32408 Judge O'Brien
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 2646: 32410</th>
<th>Photograph of Check</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32412</td>
<td>Ethyl McFarland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32413</td>
<td>Eleanor Garatti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32414</td>
<td>Tom Mooney, [Copy of Photograph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32415</td>
<td>Stock Market Crash</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32416</td>
<td>Warren K. Billings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32417</td>
<td>Mrs. Tom Murphy, [Copy of Photograph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32418</td>
<td>Eve Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32419</td>
<td>Sciots, Marching Band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32420</td>
<td>Miss Cummings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32421</td>
<td>Gus Bergstrom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32422</td>
<td>Jacobs, Baseball Player, Seals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32423</td>
<td>Water Front</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32424</td>
<td>Berkeley Fire, 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32425</td>
<td>J. Reese, Baseball Player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32426</td>
<td>Nibs Price, [Copy of Photographs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32427</td>
<td>John McCormick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32428</td>
<td>John McCormick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2649: 32430</td>
<td>Sciots, Parade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2649: 32431</td>
<td>Dana, Referee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2649: 32432</td>
<td>Andy Ferguson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2649: 32433</td>
<td>Mrs. George Hearst</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2650: 32435</td>
<td>Warden J.J. Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32436</td>
<td>Leslie Cheese, With Puppets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2647: 32436</td>
<td>Ralph Cheese, With Puppets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2649: 32437</td>
<td>Harry Borba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2649: 32438</td>
<td>Cecilia Abercrombe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2649: 32438</td>
<td>Maria Abercrombe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2650: 32439</td>
<td>Charles Helqanz, Golfing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2650: 32440</td>
<td>Doctor [Nellian?] H. Haskins, Golfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2650: 32441</td>
<td>John McHugh, Golfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2650: 32442</td>
<td>James Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2650: 32443</td>
<td>Allan Pollok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2650: 32444</td>
<td>Gu Riahie, Golfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2650: 32445-32446</td>
<td>Marconi, [Copy of Photograph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2651: 32447</td>
<td>Atlantic Cable [Communications], [Copy of Photograph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2651: 32448</td>
<td>Atlantic Cable [Communications], [Copy of Illustration]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2651: 32449</td>
<td>French Stamps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2652: 32450</td>
<td>Atlantic Cable [Communications], [Copy of Illustration]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2651: 32451</td>
<td>A.J. Wilbe, [Copy of Photograph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2651: 32452</td>
<td>Evelyn McFarland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2651: 32453</td>
<td>Madeline Chenoweth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2651: 32454</td>
<td>Ellis Thompson, [Copy of Photograph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2651: 32456</td>
<td>Temple Emanuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2651: 32458</td>
<td>Mrs. Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2652: 32459</td>
<td>Fifi Dorsay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2652: 32460</td>
<td>Brick Muller, Athlete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2652: 32460</td>
<td>Warner [Proul?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2652: 32461</td>
<td>Mrs. T.S. Muribus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2652: 32462</td>
<td>Juanita Hansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2652: 32463</td>
<td>[Unidentified Men], [Copy of Photographs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2652: 32464</td>
<td>Juanita Hansen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2652: 32465</td>
<td>Mrs. Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2652: 32466</td>
<td>Laying of Atlantic Cable, [Copy of Illustrations]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2652: 32467</td>
<td>Tom Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2653: 32468</td>
<td>Goodfellow [charitable organization?], Children with Toys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2653: 32469</td>
<td>Goodfellow [charitable organization?], Unidentified Children</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 2653: 32470 Bernstein
Box 2653: 32471 David Sands
Box 2653: 32472 Joe Fredericks
Box 2653: 32473 Percy Hammond
Box 2653: 32474-32475 Fifi Dorsay
Box 2653: 32476 Evrett School, Group Photo
Box 2654: 32477 Mary Ackford, [In Military Uniform]
Box 2654: 32478 Percy Hammond
Box 2654: 32479 Harry Boyle
Box 2654: 32480 Harry Borbora
Box 2654: 32481 General Hunter Liggett
Box 2654: 32482 Mistletoe, [Woman Standing Underneath]
Box 2654: 32483 Helen Wills, Tennis Player
Box 2654: 32484 Laying of Atlantic Cable, [Copy of Illustrations]
Box 2654: 32485 Gertrude Atherton
Box 2655: 32488 Mrs. Eikwald, With Parrot
Box 2655: 32489 Parrot of Mrs. Eikwald
Box 2655: 32490 Doctor Reed
Box 2655: 32491-32492 Cupid Munson
Box 2655: 32494 Green, American Federation of Labor
Box 2655: 32495 Jim Hatlo
Box 2655: 32496 Leano, [Mug Shot?]
Box 2655: 32497 Helen Wills, Tennis Player
Box 2656: 32498 Juanita Hansen
Box 2656: 32499 Alma Black
Box 2656: 32500 William Hines
Box 2656: 32501 W.B. Hamilton
Box 2656: 32502-32503 Cardinal Hayes
Box 2656: 32504 John Flammer
Box 2656: 32505 Cardinal Hayes, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2656-2657: 32506-32508 Actor Douglas Fairbanks
Box 2657: 32509 Actor Douglas Fairbanks, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2657: 32510 Mrs. Tsune Gauntlett
Box 2657: 32511 Admiral Hai Huei Tu, [Group Photo]
Box 2657: 32512 Admiral Hai Huei Tu
Box 2657: 32513 Flags, Military Color Guard
Box 2657: 32514 Tom [Earnfud?]?
Box 2657: 32515 Mrs. A.S. Musanti
Box 2658: 32516-32517 Flags, Military Color Guard
Box 2658: 32518 Frank Sears
Box 2658: 32519 Mills College
Box 2658: 32521 Frances Tum Suden
Box 2658: 32521 Martha Jane Knecht
Box 2658: 32521 Joan Lewitt
Box 2658: 32522 Lillian Sperry
Box 2658: 32522 Martha Jane Knecht
Box 2658: 32522 J.D. McGilvary
Box 2658: 32522 Frances Tum Suden
Box 2658: 32522 Edgar Bryant
Box 2658: 32523 Frances C.A. Young
Box 2658: 32523 Lillian Sperry
Box 2658: 32524 Helen Zumwalt
Box 2658-2659: 32526-32527 Evelyn De Filipo
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Box 2664: 32580-32581 Ben Lom, Football Player
Box 2664: 32582 Miller, Football Player, Cal
Box 2664: 32584 Don Handy, Football Player, Cal
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 2664: 32584 Karl Handy, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32585 Coffield, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32585 Hickenbothan, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32586 Hagen, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32586 Koch, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32587 Von Tagen, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32587 Sheridan, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32587A US Census, 1930
Box 2665: 32588 Poole, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32589 Seely, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32589 Brown, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32590 Miller, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32591 James Dougery, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32592 Perrin, Football Player, Cal
Box 2665: 32593 Florence Faxon
Box 2666: 32594 Cagleri, Football Player, Stanford
Box 2666: 32595 Casanova, Football Player, Santa Clara
Box 2666: 32597-32602 Nibs Price
Box 2666: 32603-32604 Ben Lom, Football Player, Cal
Box 2667: 32605 Gill Brothers, Football Players
Box 2667: 32606 Gregor Duncan, Football Players
Box 2667: 32607 Barr, Football Player, Cal
Box 2667: 32607 Alan Horn, Football Player, Cal
Box 2667: 32610-32611 Lee Rice, Football Player
Box 2668: 32613 UC Berkeley Football Team, 1929
Box 2668: 32614 Riegels
Box 2668: 32615 Young, Football Player, Cal
Box 2668: 32616 Evans, Football Player, Cal
Box 2668: 32617 Ribbel, Football Player, Cal
Box 2668: 32618 Green, Football Player, Cal
Box 2668: 32619 Coultrin, Football Player, Cal
Box 2668: 32620 Ralph Dougery
Box 2668: 32621 J. Hickingbothan, Football Player, Cal
Box 2669: 32622 Earl Vigario
Box 2669: 32623 Williamson, Football Player
Box 2669: 32624-32625 Watkins, Football Player, Cal
Box 2669: 32626 Football Players
Box 2669: 32627 Kirk Kirwan, Football Player
Box 2669: 32629 Albert Cahn, Football Player
Box 2669: 32630 Duke Firtchi
Box 2670: 32631 Thor Hansen
Box 2670: 32632 UC Berkeley Football Team, 1929
Box 2670: 32634 Breakenridge, Football Player, Cal
Box 2670: 32634 Folen Dorf, Football Player, Cal
Box 2670: 32635-32637 Lee Eisan, Football Player, Cal
Box 2670: 32638 Rusty Gill, Football Player
Box 2670: 32639 Avery, Football Player
Box 2670-2671: 32640-32641 Rusty Gill, Football Player
Box 2671: 32642 Seal
Box 2671: 32646 Charles Lindbergh, [Crowd Around City Hall]
Box 2671: 32647 Lyman Swenson
Box 2671: 32648 Peggy Chamberlain
Box 2671: 32649 Chris [Paddock?], Track and Field
Box 2671: 32650 Painting by Milo Abercrombie
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 2671: 32651</th>
<th>City Hall, External View</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 2671: 32652</td>
<td>A Football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2672: 32653</td>
<td>Judge Mogan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2672: 32654</td>
<td>Mrs. Poller, Golfing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2672: 32655</td>
<td>John McHugh, Golfing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2672: 32656</td>
<td>Josephine Parrott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2672: 32656</td>
<td>Mrs. Andrew McCarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2672: 32657</td>
<td>Mcleallum, Football Player</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2672: 32658</td>
<td>&quot;Foghorn&quot; Murphy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2672: 32659</td>
<td>Charles Rolo Peters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2672: 32661</td>
<td>Jimmy Phelan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2672: 32662</td>
<td>Ferry Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2673: 32663-32667</td>
<td>Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. Washington State, Football, 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2673: 32668</td>
<td>The Stanford &quot;S&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2673: 32669</td>
<td>David Sands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2673: 32670</td>
<td>Bernstein, Holding Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2673: 32671</td>
<td>William H. Crocker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2674: 32672</td>
<td>Madeline Chenowith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2674: 32673-32674</td>
<td>Harry Todd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2674: 32675-32676</td>
<td>Ferry Building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2674: 32676A</td>
<td>Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. Washington State, Football, 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2674: 32677-32678</td>
<td>Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. Santa Clara, Football, 1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2674: 32679</td>
<td>Olive Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2674: 32679</td>
<td>Audrey Farncroft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2675: 32680-32681</td>
<td>Arturo Casiglio, [Playing Piano, With Singers]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2675: 32682</td>
<td>Mary O'Connor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2675: 32682</td>
<td>Ester Folli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2675: 32683</td>
<td>Audrey Farncroft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2675: 32683</td>
<td>Olive Richards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2675: 32684</td>
<td>May Taylor Elliot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2675: 32685</td>
<td>Goat, [Copy of Photograph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2675: 32688</td>
<td>Stanford Stadium, With Large Crowd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2675: 32689</td>
<td>Basil Russel, Pilot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2675: 32690</td>
<td>Mrs. Joe Rucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2675: 32691</td>
<td>Joy Rucker, [Children Looking at Globe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2675: 32691</td>
<td>Joe Rucker, Jr., [Children Looking at Globe]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2676: 32692-32696</td>
<td>Mrs. Joe Rucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2676: 32693-32695</td>
<td>Joe Rucker, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2676: 32693-32695</td>
<td>Joy Rucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2676: 32697</td>
<td>East Team, Football?, 1930-01-01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2676: 32698</td>
<td>Harry Todd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2676: 32699</td>
<td>Futurist Tapestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2677: 32700</td>
<td>Mr. Amen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2677: 32701</td>
<td>Taylor Hotel, [Maid Making Bed]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2677: 32702</td>
<td>Taylor Hotel, [Lobby]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2677: 32703</td>
<td>Taylor Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2677: 32704</td>
<td>Mary Louise Bourret</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2677: 32704</td>
<td>Maude Weidemuller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2677: 32705</td>
<td>Taylor Hotel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2677: 32707</td>
<td>Edna Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2677: 32708</td>
<td>Nibs Price, [Copy of Photograph]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2677: 32709</td>
<td>Dog, [Negative Damaged]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2678: 32710</td>
<td>Home of Helen Wills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2678: 32711</td>
<td>Stanley Ketchell, Boxing Match</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2678: 32712</td>
<td>Gus Oliva's Banquet, For Traffic Chiefs of California</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2678: 32714</td>
<td>Phil Scott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2678: 32715</td>
<td>Girls High School, [Negative Damaged Beyond Recognition]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 2678: 32716</td>
<td>Parrott, [Copy of Photograph]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 2678-2679: 32717-32725 Stanford vs. [Olympic Club?], Football
Box 2679-2680: 32726-32731 Stanford vs. Oregon, Football
Box 2680: 32732 Saint Mary’s vs. Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2680: 32733-32734 Stennett, Saint Mary’s vs. Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2680: 32735-32737 Saint Mary’s vs. Oregon, Football, 1929
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Box 2681: 32745 Marching Band, [At Football Game?]
Box 2681: 32753 Women at Train Station, [Unidentified]
Box 2681: 32754 [Two Unidentified Women]
Box 2681: 32755 [Three Unidentified Women]
Box 2681: 32756-32761 [Crowd at Train Station]
Box 2682: 32762-32764 Stanford vs. Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2682: 32765 Lom, Stanford vs. Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2682: 32766 Muller Blocking and Beckett Kicking, Stanford vs. Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2682: 32769 Frentrup, Stanford vs Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2682-2683: 32770-32771 Smalling, Stanford vs Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2683: 32772 Rothert Henike, Stanford vs. Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2683: 32772 Frentrup, Stanford vs. Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2683: 32772 Thornton, Stanford vs. Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2683: 32773 Smalling, Stanford vs. Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2683: 32774-32776 Stanford vs. Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2683: 32778-32779 Stanford vs. Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2684: 32781a Stanford vs. Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2684: 32781b Smalling, Stanford vs Cal, Football, 1929
Box 2684: 32783-32784 Zeppelin, Above San Francisco Bay
Box 2684: 32789 Zeppelin, Above San Francisco
Box 2684: 32790 Zeppelin, Above San Francisco Bay
Box 2684: 32791 Zeppelin, Above San Francisco
Box 2684: 32792 Marcus, Long Jump, Track and Field
Box 2684: 32793 Marcus, Football Player
Box 2684-2685: 32794-32795 "Bulkshot" Mays, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 2685: 32797 Charlie Mitchell, Boxer [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2685: 32798 Detective Manion
Box 2685: 32799 Eddie Mulligan, Baseball Player
Box 2685: 32800 Mitchell, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 2685: 32801 Walter Mails, Playing Musical Instrument
Box 2685: 32802 Miskin, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 2685: 32803 Lester Maitland
Box 2685: 32803 Colonel Gerald Brant
Box 2685-2686: 32804-32807 Lester Maitland
Box 2686: 32807 A.D. Starbuck, Pilot
Box 2686: 32808 Money, [Stacked on Counter]
Box 2686: 32809 Hill, Baseball Player, Pittsburg
Box 2686: 32810 Tessie Lettie Heath, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2686: 32811 Herbert Hoover’s Dog
Box 2686: 32812-32813 William Hearst
Box 2687: 32814 Marie Tuckler
Box 2687: 32815 Pearl Johnson
Box 2687: 32816 Fred Johnson
Box 2687: 32817 Toby Irwin
Box 2687: 32818 Clara Le Febvre
Box 2687: 32820 Mrs. Maurice Chevalier
Box 2687: 32821-32822 Helen Greenberg
Box 2687-2688: 32823-32824 Clara Le Febvre
Box 2688: 32824 Nella Bolton
Box 2688: 32825 Clara Johansen
Box 2688: 32826  K. Sturke
Box 2688: 32826  J. Lindstrom
Box 2688: 32826  E. Stinstrom
Box 2688: 32827  Hazel Stephen
Box 2688: 32828  Ann Mossman
Box 2688: 32828  Pauline Mossman
Box 2688: 32829-32830  Lillian Roth
Box 2688: 32831  Grace Richards
Box 2688: 32832  Frankie Patterson
Box 2688: 32832  Nell S naveley
Box 2689: 32833  Mr. and Mrs. W.E. [Borlang?]
Box 2689: 32834  Frankie Patterson
Box 2689: 32834  Nell S naveley
Box 2689: 32835  Grace Richards
Box 2689: 32836  Ruth Allen
Box 2689: 32837  Dan Sutherland, And Monkey "Felix"
Box 2689: 32838  Lois Lawrence
Box 2689: 32839  Dan Sutherland
Box 2689: 32840-32841  Fenius J. Sullivan (Fireboat?)
Box 2689: 32843-32846  Beth Randolph
Box 2690: 32847  Viola Leach
Box 2690: 32848-32849  Alvin J. Nicolini
Box 2690: 32848-32849  Ray W. O'Connell
Box 2690: 32850  Fremont Wood, [Copy of Photograph], 1930
Box 2690: 32851  William Levin
Box 2690: 32851  Tony Parmagini
Box 2691: 32852-32853  Mrs. Maurice Chevalier
Box 2691: 32854  [Unidentified Children]
Box 2691: 32856  Horse
Box 2691: 32858  Postner Powell, Bookstore
Box 2691: 32862  Cotton Mather, [Copy of Illustration]
Box 2691: 32863  Natalia Margetts
Box 2691: 32864  D.C. Faith Family
Box 2691-2692: 32865-32866  Lorraine Smith
Box 2692: 32867  Jack Hopkins
Box 2692: 32868  William Hearst, [Next to Airplane]
Box 2692: 32868A  Lieutenant Colonel N.E. Margetts
Box 2692: 32868A  Natalia Margetts
Box 2692: 32869  Richard James, [In Airplane's Cockpit]
Box 2692: 32870  Al Jolson
Box 2692: 32871  Al Jolson and wife
Box 2692: 32872  Mrs. Al Jolson
Box 2692: 32873  Smead Jolley, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 2693: 32874  Roy Johnson, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 2693: 32875  Lieutenant and Mrs. P.P. Hill
Box 2693: 32875  Peter Hill, Jr.
Box 2693: 32876  Police School, 1930
Box 2693: 32877  Dewey Monument
Box 2693: 32878-32879  Jack Manion, Police
Box 2693: 32882  Lonnie Brennan
Box 2693: 32883  Parade for Charles Lindbergh
Box 2693: 32884  Airplane of Charles Lindbergh
Box 2694: 32885  [Soey?], Football Coach
Box 2694: 32886  Milt Satham, Golfer
Box 2694: 32887  Esther Krawczyk
Box 2694: 32891  Bob King, Athlete
Box 2694: 32892  Kutch, Football Player
Box 2694: 32893  Bill Killifer, Baseball, Mission
Box 2694: 32894 George Panky, Mug Shot [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2694: 32894 George Davis, Mug Shot [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2694: 32895 [Unidentified Woman]
Box 2694-2695: 32896-32899 Saint Mary’s vs. Gonzaga, Football, 1929
Box 2695: 32900 Muriel Harris
Box 2695: 32901 Saint Mary’s vs. Gonzaga, Football, 1929
Box 2695: 32902 Anti-Aircraft Gun
Box 2695: 32903-32904 Anti-Aircraft Equipment
Box 2695: 32905 Kaiser Wilhelm, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2696: 32906 Doctor Evans
Box 2696: 32906 Art Hebron
Box 2696: 32907 Mrs. Grimes
Box 2696: 32907 Tom Grimes
Box 2696: 32907 L.B. Sylvester
Box 2696: 32908 Sam Garrett
Box 2696: 32908 Maxwell McNut
Box 2696: 32908 Abe Lefton
Box 2696: 32909 Mrs. Wright
Box 2696: 32909 Edward Wright
Box 2696: 32910 Thelma Marshal, With Airplane
Box 2696: 32914 Microphone
Box 2696: 32915 Cotton Mather, [Copy of Illustration]
Box 2696: 32917 Dope Containers [Narcotics]
Box 2696: 32918 J.H.H. Zindall
Box 2697: 32919-32920 Mr. Swim, In Laboratory
Box 2697: 32921-32922 Gladys Burns
Box 2697: 32921-32922 Patricia O’Brien
Box 2697: 32923 Ray W. O’Connell, Policeman
Box 2697: 32923 Alvin J. Nicolini, Policeman
Box 2697: 32924 Elinor Mitchell
Box 2697: 32926-32927 Chinese Drummer and Percussionists
Box 2697: 32928 Bettencourt, Football Player
Box 2698: 32929 Chinese Dragon
Box 2698: 32930 Dope [Narcotics], Inside Jail
Box 2698: 32932 Channing Way Derby
Box 2698: 32933 Charter Day, [Military Graduation?], 1929
Box 2698: 32934 Channing Way Derby
Box 2698: 32938 Lucy Stebbins, In Graduation Robe
Box 2698: 32938 Doctor Edith Bryan, In Graduation Robe
Box 2698: 32940 Casanova
Box 2698: 32941 Dope [Narcotics]
Box 2699: 32942 Auto Wreck, Van Ness Avenue and McAllister Street
Box 2699: 32944 Pamela Weston, [Dancer?]?
Box 2699: 32944 Gretchen Wiley, [Dancer?]
Box 2699: 32945-32947 George Merchant, With Horse
Box 2699: 32948 Dick Jewell
Box 2699: 32948 Louie Ospain
Box 2699: 32950 Elizabeth [Bonai?]?
Box 2699-2700: 32952-32954 Burning of Mattresses, Department of Agriculture Fire
Box 2700: 32956 Barbara Harris
Box 2700: 32957 Police School
Box 2700: 32958 Helen Medford
Box 2700: 32959-32960 Police School
Box 2700: 32961 Mrs. C.E. Coney
Box 2700: 32962 Lois Lawrence
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Box 2701: 32963 Pamela Weston, Dancer
Box 2701: 32963 Raoul Pause, Dancer
Box 2701: 32964 Nelle Baker, Dancer
Box 2701: 32964-32965 Ruth Triebel, Dancer
Box 2701: 32964 Ruby Friedman, Dancer
Box 2701: 32965 Pamela Weston, Dancer
Box 2701: 32965 Raoul Pause, Dancer
Box 2701: 32965 Lois Lawrence
Box 2701: 32965 Gretchen Wiley, Dancer
Box 2701: 32966-32967 Dewey’s Monument
Box 2701: 32968-32969 Mrs. Maurice Chevalier
Box 2701: 32971 Spirit of St. Louis (Airplane), Airplane of Charles Lindbergh
Box 2701: 32972 Woy, Football Player
Box 2702: 32973 Victor McLanglan
Box 2702: 32973 Edmond Lowe
Box 2702: 32974 James McCabe, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2702: 32976 William McCarthy
Box 2702: 32977 Miss McNally
Box 2702: 32978 Ed Hanlon
Box 2702: 32978 McGillighan
Box 2702: 32979 Patrick Lacey, [Football Coach?]
Box 2702: 32980 Lamp
Box 2702: 32981-32982 Laurenzen, Track and Field
Box 2703: 32983 Bill Larue
Box 2703: 32984 Thomas Lipton
Box 2703: 32985 Judge Lindsey, [Negative Badly Damaged]
Box 2703: 32986 Leopold Dreifuss, Painter
Box 2703: 32987 Mrs. Thais Poole, With Baby
Box 2703: 32988 Frank Smith
Box 2703: 32988 Tom Daly
Box 2703: 32989 Dennis T. Sullivan (Boat)
Box 2703: 32990 Lieutenant Peter A. MacIntyre
Box 2703: 32990 Burger Damberg
Box 2703: 32991 Honey Bear
Box 2704: 32992 George Merchant, With Horse
Box 2704: 32995 Anti-Aircraft Gun
Box 2704: 32996 Roy Riegals, Football Player
Box 2704: 32997 Oliva Banquet, For Traffic Chiefs of California
Box 2704: 32998 Saint Mary’s vs Santa Clara, Football, 1929
Box 2704: 32999 Roy Riegals, Football Player
Box 2704: 33000 Mrs. M.C. Hall
Box 2705: 33001 Mrs. L.D. Bacigalupi
Box 2705: 33002 Mrs. C.A. Webster
Box 2705: 33003 Mrs. George Lewis
Box 2705: 33004-33005 Mrs. Gregg Lifur
Box 2705: 33006-33008 Mrs. Ingalls Alker
Box 2705: 33007 Angie Parkhurst
Box 2705: 33009 Mrs. M.C. Hall
Box 2706: 33010 Miriam Burns Horn, Golfing
Box 2706: 33011-33012 Miriam Burns Horn
Box 2706: 33013-33014 Miriam Burns Horn, Golfing
Box 2706: 33015 Miriam Burns Horn
Box 2706: 33016 Golf Gallery
Box 2706: 33017-33018 Esther Scott
Box 2707: 33019 Japanese puppets
Box 2707: 33020-33023 Japanese Puppets
Box 2707: 33024 Japanese puppets
Box 2707: 33025 University of California (UC Berkeley) Champ Rowing Crew
Box 2707-2709: 33026-33040 UC Champion Rowing Crew
Box 2718: 33233 Turkey, bird
Box 2718: 33234-33235 Gus Suhr
Box 2718: 33236 Malcolm McDonald
Box 2718: 33237 Pansy Mock
Box 2718: 33238 Pete McDonald
Box 2718: 33239-33240 Mrs. J.D. Spreckels, Opera
Box 2718: 33239-33240 Spandoni, opera
Box 2719: 33242 Rose Began
Box 2719: 33243-33244 Delia Roush
Box 2719: 33245-33246 Turkey, bird
Box 2719: 33247 Phone building
Box 2719: 33248 H.P. Landon
Box 2719: 33249 Charles E. Hudson
Box 2719: 33250 Mining Exchange Building
Box 2719: 33251-33252 Harry Epstine
Box 2720: 33253-33254 Eddie Marron
Box 2720: 33255-33256 N. Wismer
Box 2720: 33257 Mission Dolores
Box 2720: 33260-33261 Roy Byford
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Box 2721: 33263 George Hayes
Box 2721: 33263 Biff Hoffman, football player, Stanford
Box 2721: 33264-33266 Roy Riegals, Football Player
Box 2721: 33267 Howard Kuiseg
Box 2721: 33269 Football Game Stunt, Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. Stanford
Box 2721: 33272 Stanford Stadium, [Aerial View]
Box 2721: 33273 Amen
Box 2722: 33274 Bevani
Box 2722: 33275 Betty Scoble
Box 2722: 33276-33277 Bishop Parsons
Box 2722: 33276 Reverend William Bours
Box 2722: 33278 Doctor A.W.N. Porter
Box 2722: 33279 Virginia McCarthy
Box 2722: 33280 Doctor Alex Allen
Box 2722: 33281 Horse Races
Box 2722: 33283 [Girl Standing by Fire Hydrant]
Box 2723: 33285 Chinese Clock
Box 2723: 33286 Athol McBean
Box 2723: 33287 Sonja [Sonya?] Scott
Box 2723: 33287 Elizabeth Swinerton Scott
Box 2723: 33289 Nida Wade
Box 2723: 33290 Nida Wade, In Boy's Clothes
Box 2723: 33291 Louise Bauman
Box 2723: 33294 Catherine Scully
Box 2723: 33295 Juanita Hausen
Box 2723: 33296 William M. Guin, [Name Illegible]
Box 2724: 33297 Alice Yost
Box 2724: 33299 Hoovers, Fishing Party
Box 2724: 33301 Ruth Kerr Porter
Box 2724: 33302 Miss Alvarez
Box 2724: 33305 Josefa Valencia
Box 2724: 33307 Joseph Goldman
Box 2724: 33308 Minnie Jonas
Box 2724: 33309 George Hodder, Alias "Howard"
Box 2724: 33310 Roy D. Ebert
Box 2725: 33312 Dr. Reynolds
Box 2725: 33313 Doctor Ralph A. Reynolds
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Box 2725: 33314 Alice Yost
Box 2725: 33315 Beatrice Fairfax
Box 2725: 33316 Marion Cohn
Box 2725: 33317 Edith May Harrison
Box 2725: 33318 Paul Marwum
Box 2725: 33319-33320 A.P. Simonds
Box 2726: 33321 Coolidge
Box 2726: 33322 Estaline Long
Box 2726: 33323 Pape
Box 2726-2727: 33324-33328 Chevelier
Box 2727: 33330-33332 S.P. Hospital
Box 2727: 33333-33336 Goodfellow [charitable organization?]
Box 2727: 33337 Vera Grube
Box 2727: 33338 Sheet of Church Music
Box 2727: 33339 Newbauer
Box 2727: 33340 Professor Green
Box 2728: 33343 Gigli
Box 2728: 33345 Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco
Box 2728: 33347-33348 Dr. James Allen Graham
Box 2728: 33349 Goodfellow [charitable organization?]
Box 2728: 33350-33351 Goodfellow [charitable organization?], [Two Small Girls]
Box 2729: 33352 Goodfellow [charitable organization?], [Small Girl]
Box 2729: 33353 Goodfellow [charitable organization?], [Small Girl by Pond]
Box 2729: 33354 Stan Henike, Football Player
Box 2729: 33358 Mrs. A.P. Giannini
Box 2729: 33360 Gratland Rice
Box 2729: 33361 Biff Hoffman
Box 2729: 33362 Biff Hoffman, [With Other Men]
Box 2729: 33363 Fanny Harrison
Box 2729: 33364 Jim Hatlow
Box 2730: 33366 Von Kempski
Box 2730: 33367-33368 Baseball Player Ruther
Box 2730: 33369 Sidi Spreckels
Box 2730: 33370 Hibbs, (Vosata)
Box 2730: 33370 Williams, (Vosata)
Box 2730: 33371 Rabbi Wise, (Son)
Box 2730: 33372 Willis
Box 2730: 33373-33374 C.C. Winningham
Box 2731: 33375 Elsie Karib
Box 2731: 33376 Estelita De LaPena, [Winner of Filipino Carnival Beauty Contest]
Box 2731: 33377 J.T. Thorpe
Box 2731: 33377 E. Boden
Box 2731: 33378 Harry Sher
Box 2731: 33378 Fred New
Box 2731: 33378 R.J. Wesler
Box 2731: 33378 W.H. Watson
Box 2731: 33379 Ortung Andre
Box 2731: 33380 Emily Hoffman
Box 2731: 33381 K. Sturke
Box 2731: 33381 E. Sternstrom
Box 2731: 33381 J. Lindstrom
Box 2731: 33382 Mrs. J.W. Laske
Box 2731: 33383 Mrs. J.A. Dibrell
Box 2732: 33384 Lincoln School Children Drinking Mills
Box 2732: 33385 Mrs. Belva Forrest
Box 2732: 33385 Claude Forrest
Box 2732: 33386 Mrs. E.M. Callaway
Box 2732-2733: 33387-33393 State Building Girls Exercises, [Several Women Shown]
Box 2733: 33394 Ida May Clark Morris
Box 2733: 33395 Mrs. F.C. Dibrell
Box 2733: 33397-33398 Mrs. Edwin
Box 2733: 33399 Gretchen Kreiger
Box 2733: 33400 Martha Lavigne
Box 2733: 33400 Mrs. Edwin
Box 2733-2734: 33401-33403 Freida M. Theuer
Box 2734: 33404 Hardware Con, [Woman with Golf Clubs], 1930
Box 2734: 33405 Hardware Con, [Three Men Seated], 1930
Box 2734: 33406 Homer Snow
Box 2734: 33406-33407 Lion Cub
Box 2734: 33407 Homer Snow
Box 2734: 33410 Louise Moore
Box 2734-2735: 33411-33415 Children Flying Kites
Box 2735: 33416 Douglas Fairbanks, and Party
Box 2735: 33417 Douglas Fairbanks
Box 2735: 33418 Pleasanton PTA
Box 2735: 33419 Mrs. P. Hearst, Home
Box 2735: 33420 Mrs. J.E. Siggins
Box 2735: 33421 Mrs. Hugh Bradford
Box 2735: 33422 Elderly Woman in Garden
Box 2736: 33423 Four Men Walking on Street
Box 2736: 33424-33425 S.P. Hospital, Cancer
Box 2736: 33426 Dot Hamilton
Box 2736: 33428 Robert McCreevy
Box 2736: 33429 A. Lilkard
Box 2736: 33430-33431 Funeral of J.B. Nimetz
Box 2736: 33432 Donald Mathers
Box 2737: 33433 Irving Edwins
Box 2737: 33434 Louise [Plunsetf?]
Box 2737: 33435 Caroline Leonetti
Box 2737: 33436 Dorothy Day
Box 2737: 33436 Rose Foster
Box 2737: 33437 Genevieve Grayeans
Box 2737: 33438 Frank Berger
Box 2737: 33438 Verna Flau
Box 2737: 33439 Frank Dundas
Box 2737: 33440 Bethele V. Lamon
Box 2737-2738: 33441-33442 National Guard, One Hundred Percent Attendance
Box 2738: 33443-33446 William Price
Box 2738: 33447 Mary [Hardaue?]?
Box 2738: 33448 Edith Clark
Box 2738: 33449 Hilda Vinebergs
Box 2738: 33450 Marie Roeci
Box 2739: 33451 Pepe Gallostra
Box 2739: 33452 Florence Chapman
Box 2739: 33453-33456 Rhoda Jane Harter
Box 2739: 33457-33458 Golden Gate Bridge, Construction
Additional Note
[Prints available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt.1 :33457-33458--PIC]

Box 2739: 33458A Rooters, Girls
Box 2739: 33460 Mary Pasmore [missing 33460]
Box 2740: 33461 Riley
Box 2740: 33462 Irene Rich
Box 2740: 33463 Ruther, Baseball Player
Box 2740: 33464 Corporal Izzy Schwartz
Box 2740: 33465 Phone Building
Box 2740: 33466 Mrs. Howard Park
Box 2740: 33466 Vere Adams
Box 2740: 33467 Lillian Palmer
Box 2740-2741: 33470-33471 Earl Sheeley, Baseball Player
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Box 2741: 33472 Barsi, Football Player [With Ball]
Box 2741: 33473 Dr. George A. Dorsey
Box 2741: 33475 Estelle Smith
Box 2741: 33477-33480 Carl De Ryk
Box 2742: 33481 Prohibition Group
Box 2742: 33482 Professor Green
Box 2742: 33483-33484 Earl De Ryk
Box 2742: 33486 [Group of Men and Women Drinking Tea]
Box 2742: 33488 Alvarez, [Mother]
Box 2742: 33488 Alvarez, [Baby]
Box 2742: 33489 Alvarez, [Mother]
Box 2742: 33490 Abandoned Baby
Box 2742-2743: 33491-33495 Hugo Legler
Box 2743: 33496 Ted McCoy
Box 2743: 33497 Golf Tournament, Lakeside
Box 2743: 33498 Opium Layout
Box 2743: 33499 Phil Moffatt
Box 2743: 33500 Lowell vs. Poly, Football Game, 1928
Box 2744: 33501 Fay Leath
Box 2744: 33503 Frederic Bittke, Baritone
Box 2744: 33504 Fay Leath
Box 2744: 33505 Rose Elena McKibben
Box 2744: 33506 Manon de Josue
Box 2744: 33507 Gladys Vicker
Box 2744: 33508 Reggie McNamara
Box 2744: 33509 Margie Richardson, Hitchhiker
Box 2744: 33509 Estelle Gasper, Hitchhiker
Box 2744: 33510 Frank O'Rourk
Box 2745: 33511 Margie Richardson, Hitchhiker
Box 2745: 33511 Estelle Gasper, Hitchhiker
Box 2745: 33512 Ike Krieger
Box 2745: 33512 Woodrow Krieger
Box 2745: 33513 Thelma Krieger
Box 2745: 33513 Anna Dora Krieger
Box 2745: 33514 Gilmartin Twins, Broadway Stars [Four Women]
Box 2745: 33515-33516 E.N. Fess
Box 2745: 33517 Mike McTicue
Box 2745: 33518 Bill Larue
Box 2745: 33519 Madigan
Box 2746: 33520 Buckshoi May, Baseball Player
Box 2746: 33521 Muller, Football (Captain), Stanford
Box 2746: 33522 Irene Rich
Box 2746: 33523 Hal Rhyne, Baseball Player
Box 2746: 33524 Ruther, Baseball Player
Box 2746: 33525 Hal Rhyne, Baseball Player
Box 2746: 33526 Fay Leath
Box 2746: 33527 Grace Fletter
Box 2746: 33528 Eva Tanngury
Box 2746: 33529 Amanda Chirot [missing 33529]
Box 2747: 33530 Grace Fletter
Box 2747: 33531 “Jerry” Parker B. Milisack
Box 2747: 33532 Mrs. C.R. Boyd
Lieutenant Colonel C.R. Boyd
Andrew W. Crawford
Leo J. Christals, [Little Daughter]
Armenda Smith
Rosa Marie Chrestal
William O’Rourke
Helen Thais O’Rourke
Lady Diana Manners
Mrs. Max Pollak
Max Pollak
James Bakerieu
Marjorie Abrams
Julia Dreyfus
Billy Pearson
Billy Pearson, Son
Mrs. V.J. Pearson
Mrs. Harold Hughes
Jack Harvey
Inez Ferguson
Julia Dreyfus
Billy Pearson, Son
Mrs. V.J. Pearson
Leo J. Chrestal, Scene from "Charley's Aunt"
"Bossy" Gillis
W.R. Woolpert
I.G. Krieger
Mrs. I.G. Krieger
Elsie Robins
Estelle Gasper, Hitchhiker
Margie Richardson
Louise La Rue
Elsie Robins
Elysee Palace, Paris
Richard D. Simon, J. Barth and Company
Maxine Dunlap
Four Men in Suits and Top Hats
Portrait of Little Girl
Golden Gate Bridge, Two Men and Equipment
Golden Gate Bridge, View of Bay
Golden Gate Bridge, Two Men and Equipment
Golden Gate Bridge, Crane on a Barge
Golden Gate Bridge, Construction
Gart Jeffers
Donnan Jeffers
Mrs. R. Jeffers

Part 1 (1915-1939)
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 2751: 33570 Robinson Jeffers
Box 2751: 33571 Robinson Jeffers, Castle
Box 2751: 33572 Robinson Jeffers
Box 2751: 33573 Frentrop, Stanford vs. Army Football Game
Box 2752: 33574 Coultrin, Football Player, UC Berkeley
Box 2752: 33575 Chinese Dragon
Box 2752: 33576 Matiste
Box 2752: 33577 Sheet Music, "Bridal March"
Box 2752: 33578 Crowd on Montgomery Street
Box 2752: 33579 Eugene Block
Box 2752: 33580 Joan Bennett
Box 2752: 33581 Amnesia Victim
Box 2752: 33582 Baseball [ball]
Box 2753: 33584 Father Mestre
Box 2753: 33585 Professor Clark
Box 2753: 33586 1930 Census, Classroom Reminder
Box 2753: 33587 Typewriter
Box 2753: 33588 Cardinal Dougherty
Box 2753: 33589-33591 Ruby Adams
Box 2753: 33592 Jouey, Baseball Player
Box 2754: 33593 Elsie Robins
Box 2754: 33594 Marjorie Booth
Box 2754: 33594 Irving Berlinger
Box 2754: 33594 Edwin Allenberg
Box 2754: 33596 Lady Detering
Box 2754: 33596-33597 Sir Henry Detering
Box 2754: 33598 Mrs. Chevelier
Box 2754: 33598 Douglas Fairbanks
Box 2754: 33598 Mary Pickford
Box 2754: 33598 Mr. Chevelier
Box 2754: 33599 Mrs. F.R. Boynton
Box 2754: 33600 Mrs. J.J. Speiker
Box 2754: 33601 Al Copine, Florida Home
Box 2754: 33602 Irving Berlinger
Box 2754: 33602 Marjorie Booth
Box 2755: 33603-33604 Jackie Fields
Box 2755: 33606-33607 Helen Wills, Tennis Player
Box 2755: 33608 Sherlock, Baseball Player
Box 2755: 33609 Walter Mails, Baseball Player
Box 2755: 33610 Roy Reigals, Baseball Player
Box 2755: 33611 Altman, Football Player
Box 2755: 33612 Chinese Dragon [missing 33612]
Box 2755: 33613 Goodfellow [charitable organization], [Four Young Girls] [missing 33313]
Box 2756: 33614 Rob Warner
Box 2756: 33615 Nibs Price, Football Player
Box 2756: 33616 Paul Whitman
Box 2756: 33617 St. Patrick Church, San Francisco
Box 2756: 33618 Jesse Hill, Football Player
Box 2756: 33619 James Musick, Football Player
Box 2756: 33620 Matiste
Box 2756: 33621 Babe Hollingberry
Box 2757: 33622 Hibbs
Box 2757: 33624-33627 Goodfellow [charitable organization], [Views of Children]
Box 2757: 33628 John L. Jenkins
Box 2757: 33629 Mrs. Leon Chevalier
Box 2757: 33631 Sir Henry Detering
Box 2757: 33631 Lady Detering
Box 2757: 33632 Football Game
Box 2758: 33633 Major John L. Jenkins
Box 2758: 33633-33635 Colonel Fred R. Brown
Box 2758: 33633 Major d'Glary Fetchet
Box 2758: 33635 Major John L. Jenkins
Box 2758: 33635 Major George L. Smith
Box 2758: 33635 Major d'Glary Fetchet
Box 2758: 33636 Garrity, Football Player, UC Berkeley
Box 2758: 33637 Major George L. Smith, Thirtieth Infantry
Box 2758: 33638 Sergeant Major George Amatury, Thirtieth Infantry
Box 2758: 33639 Klinger
Box 2758: 33640 Helen Wills, Tennis Player
Box 2758: 33641 De Valera
Box 2759: 33642 Thirtieth Infantry
Box 2759: 33643 Uncle Sam
Box 2759: 33644 Lucine Labont
Box 2759: 33645 Father Rogers
Box 2759: 33646-33647 Winifred Wilson
Box 2759: 33648 Berger, Baseball Player
Box 2759: 33649 Kittens
Box 2759: 33650-33651 Fay Marbe
Box 2760: 33652 Mortimer Fleishhacker
Box 2760: 33653 De Valera
Box 2760: 33654 Yachts
Box 2760: 33655 Captain E.N. Slappey, Thirtieth Infantry
Box 2760: 33656 Colonel Fred R. Brown
Box 2760: 33657 Major d'Glary Fetchet, Thirtieth Infantry
Box 2760: 33658 Chic Hafey, Baseball Player, Cardinal
Box 2760: 33659 Thurston, Baseball Player
Box 2760: 33660 Christensen, Baseball Player [missing 33660]
Box 2760: 33661 McQuaid, Baseball Player [missing 33661]
Box 2761: 33662 Rodda, Baseball Player
Box 2761: 33663 Mortimer Fleishhacker
Box 2764: 33698 Mails, Two Men
Box 2764: 33699 Natalie Dunn
Box 2764: 33700 Mrs. Leon Chevelier
Box 2764: 33701 John Clute
Box 2764: 33701 Joe Maloney
Box 2764: 33701 Harold D. Emmal
Box 2764: 33701 Charles Traung
Box 2764: 33702 Carrol Peacock
Box 2765: 33708 Carrol Peeke
Box 2765: 33709-33712 August Valmer
Box 2765: 33713 Pahiein, Football Player
Box 2765: 33714 Goodfellow [charitable organization], [Baby Girl]
Box 2765: 33715 Mrs. Joe Rucker
Box 2765: 33716 Jeannie Pauline Hart
Box 2766: 33717 August Valmer
Box 2766: 33718-33719 Goodfellow [charitable organization], [Views of Children]
Box 2766: 33720 Mrs. Rene Cazenave
Box 2766: 33721 Mrs. R.S. Young
Box 2766: 33722 Dog of Mrs. R.S. Young
Box 2766: 33723 Mrs. Rene Cazenave
Box 2766: 33724 Bernice Atchinson, Divorce
Box 2766: 33725 Captain Peters
Box 2767: 33727 May O'Hern
Box 2767: 33728 Nita Wayman
Box 2767: 33729 Raoul Walsh
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 2767: 33730 Jane Aubert
Box 2767: 33731 Mrs. Charles Brennen
Box 2767: 33731 Michael Joseph Brennen
Box 2767: 33731 Charles Brennen, Jr.
Box 2767: 33731 Barry Brennen
Box 2767: 33732 Julia Devoti
Box 2767: 33732 “Scotty” Scott
Box 2767: 33733 George Bancroft
Box 2767: 33735 Betty Scoble
Box 2767: 33736 Caglaeri, Football Player, Stanford
Box 2768: 33737 “Red” Killifer
Box 2768: 33738 Jim Britt
Box 2768: 33739 Yachts
Box 2768: 33740 Jim Britt
Box 2768: 33741-33742 Uncle Sam
Box 2768: 33743-33744 Arthur Richardson
Box 2768: 33745 View of San Francisco
Box 2768: 33747 Earl Sheeley, Baseball Player [missing 33747]
Box 2769: 33748 Billie Von Bremen
Box 2769: 33749 Judge D.S. Le Brien
Box 2769: 33750 Natalie Dunn
Box 2769: 33751 Sumiko Tokuda
Box 2769: 33752 Winifred Wilson
Box 2769: 33753 Sumiko Tokuda
Box 2769: 33754 Zombo, Long Jumper, Track and Field
Box 2769: 33755 Walker, Football Player, Stanford
Box 2769: 33756 Judge Ward
Box 2770: 33757 Williams
Box 2770: 33757 Jones
Box 2770: 33758 Cowboy Willis
Box 2770: 33760 Mrs. H. Rosentahl
Box 2770: 33761 Horse Races, Tanforan
Box 2770: 33762 San Francisco Board of Works
Box 2770: 33764 White, Diver
Box 2770: 33765 Maurice Hyman
Box 2770: 33765 Janet Moss
Box 2770: 33765 Joseph Michael
Box 2770: 33766 Tennis Matches, Singles
Box 2770: 33767 E.J. Smith
Box 2770: 33767 Clarice Makinney
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Box 2771: 33768 Hilario C. Moncado
Box 2771: 33769 Al “Scarface” Capone
Box 2771: 33770 Lom, Football Player
Box 2771: 33771 Princess Patricia, Of Connaught
Box 2771: 33773-33774 Marie Dressler
Box 2771: 33775 Andy Mahoney
Box 2771: 33776 Helen Wills, Tennis Player
Box 2771: 33777 Judge J. Goodell
Box 2772: 33778 Dr. A.W. Porter
Box 2772: 33779 E.P. Smith
Box 2772: 33779 Clarice Makinney
Box 2772: 33780 Carl Zamlock
Box 2772: 33781 Nick Williams, Baseball Player
Box 2772: 33781 Dr. Wong Him, Baseball Player
Box 2772: 33782 Osk Till
Box 2772: 33783 Kiesel
Box 2772: 33784-33786 William Hearst
Box 2773: 33788 Ray Kremer, Baseball Player
Box 2773: 33789 Kerr, Football Player
Box 2773: 33790 Hospital
Box 2773: 33791 Golden Gate Ferry
Box 2773: 33794-33795 Yachts
Box 2773: 33796 Andy Vargas, Baseball Player
Box 2773: 33797 Walker, Boxer
Box 2773: 33799 Andy Vargas, Baseball Player
Box 2774: 33800 Mr. and Mrs. Westover
Box 2774: 33801 Sally Whitcomb
Box 2774: 33802 Norma Northrup
Box 2774: 33802 Leslie Leavitt
Box 2774: 33803 Pat Wilson, Football Player
Box 2774: 33804 Governor Young
Box 2774: 33804 Miss Young, [Daughter of Governor Young]
Box 2774: 33805 Winifred Wilson
Box 2774: 33806 Dreyfuss
Box 2774: 33806 Lloyd Waner
Box 2774: 33807 Mr. and Mrs. Westover
Box 2774: 33808 Betty Milburn
Box 2775: 33809 Roberta Duncan
Box 2775: 33810 Mr. and Mrs. Westover
Box 2775: 33811 Frankain
Box 2775: 33811 Madigan
Box 2775: 33811 Andrews
Box 2775: 33812 Helen Wills, Tennis Player
Box 2775: 33813 Martin Vensen
Box 2775: 33814 Richard Headrick
Box 2775: 33815 Al Jolson, With Wife
Box 2775: 33816 Grimes, Baseball Player, Pittsburg
Box 2775: 33817 Frankain, Football Player
Box 2776: 33819 Al Jolson, With Wife
Box 2776: 33820-33821 Welch Jr.
Box 2776: 33822 Men's Fists
Box 2776: 33823-33824 Primo Canera
Box 2776: 33826 Primo Canera
Box 2776: 33827 Van Becker
Box 2776-2777: 33828-33829 Primo Camera
Box 2777: 33831 Hospital
Box 2777: 33832 Walker, Boxer
Box 2777: 33833 Andy Vargas, Baseball Player
Box 2777: 33834 Paul Whiteman
Box 2777: 33835 Nick Williams, Baseball Player
Box 2777: 33836 Phillips, Football Player, UC Berkeley
Box 2777: 33837-33838 Mrs. Jack London, First Wife
Box 2777-2778: 33838-33839 Jack London, Writer
Box 2778: 33840 Mrs. Jack London, Second Wife
Box 2778: 33841 Nick Williams
Box 2778: 33842 Wills, Boxer
Box 2778: 33842 Walker, Boxer
Box 2778: 33843-33847 Carnera, Boxer
Box 2779: 33849 Man with Newspaper
Box 2779: 33850-33854 Maurice Chevelier, Boxer
Box 2779: 33856-33857 Carnera, Boxer
Box 2779-2780: 33858-33860 Carnera vs. Chevelier, Boxing Match
Box 2780: 33861 Carnera, Boxer
Box 2780: 33862 Di Trivett, Jockey
Box 2780: 33863 La Bellotte, Racing Horse, Polk Stables
Box 2780: 33864 Opening Horse Race
Box 2780: 33865-33867 Tanforan, Crowds
Box 2781: 33868 Opening of Racetrack, 1930
Box 2781: 33869 La Belotte, Racing Horse
Box 2781: 33870 Backbone, Racing Horse, Polk Stables
Box 2781: 33871 Inaugural Horse Race, Opening Day, 1930
Box 2781: 33872-33875 Football Players
Box 2781: 33876 [Elderly Man and Younger Man]
Box 2782: 33877 Football Player
Box 2782-2783: 33879-33888 Young Corbett, Boxer
Box 2783: 33889 Ruth Deneaury
Box 2783: 33890 Dana Fuller
Box 2783: 33891 Mrs. Nion Tucker
Box 2783: 33892 Al Capone
Box 2783: 33893 Jason Britt
Box 2783: 33894 H.W. Glenson
Box 2783: 33894 Jason Fiske
Box 2783: 33894 Charles Van Wyk, American Legion
Box 2783: 33894 Stanley Johnson
Box 2783: 33894 A.E. Schofield
Box 2783: 33895 Dyer, Runner, Stanford
Box 2784: 33896 Chan Sill
Box 2784: 33896 Harold Ng
Box 2784: 33896 Ernest Look
Box 2784: 33896 Horace Loo
Box 2784: 33898 Mickey Glasky
Box 2784: 33899 Henry Janiver
Box 2784: 33899 Josephine Sweeney
Box 2784: 33900 Josephine Sweeney
Box 2784: 33900 Eileen Glasky
Box 2784: 33901 Hazel Stephens
Box 2784: 33902 Captain Byrd
Box 2784: 33902 Mrs. McKinley
Box 2784: 33903 O.A. Thorne
Box 2784: 33905 Constance McMillan
Box 2784: 33905-33906 Geraldine Helving
Box 2785: 33907-33908 Helen Wobbe
Box 2785: 33909 Joe Sherin, Football Player (with ball)
Box 2785: 33909-33910 St. Ignatius Football Game, April 1930
Box 2785: 33911 Ruth Taylor, Narcotics
Box 2785: 33912 Mary Ellen Petree
Box 2785: 33913 Ruth Taylor, Narcotics
Box 2785: 33914 Faye Draper
Box 2785: 33914 Thomas A. Maloney
Box 2785: 33915 Lieutenant Elmendorf
Box 2786: 33916 Theresa Primley
Box 2786: 33916 Kathie Goodherm
Box 2786: 33917 Dorothy Maurer
Box 2786: 33918-33919 Viola Robinson
Box 2786: 33920 Major Bowie
Box 2786: 33921 Officer Richard Gaynor
Box 2786: 33922 Director Yvonne Musto
Box 2786: 33923 Eve Taylor
Box 2786: 33924 Judge Jacks
Box 2787: 33925 Mr. and Mrs. Henderson
Box 2787: 33926 Children Poison Story
Box 2787: 33927 Captain Parker, With [Byrd]
Box 2787: 33928-33929 "Swede Letters", Gordon B. Severing
Box 2787: 33930 St. Francis Suicide Scene, Gordon B. Severing
Box 2787-2788: 33931-33935 Winifred Ingalls
Box 2788: 33936 Director Yvonne Musto
Box 2788: 33937 Alma Spreckels
Box 2788: 33938-33939 Harriet Walker, Wedding
Box 2788: 33940 Mr. and Mrs. Henderson
Box 2788: 33942 Check, Bank of Italy
Box 2788: 33944 Ferry Building Tower, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2789: 33946-33947 Children Poison Story
Box 2789: 33951-33953 Joan Burke, With Dogs
Box 2789: 33954 Mildred Armstrong
Box 2789: 33955 Mrs. Chester Kemp
Box 2789: 33956 Sela Safar
Box 2789: 33957 John Glasky, Playing Harmonica
Box 2789: 33957 Barney Glasky, Playing Harmonica
Box 2789: 33957 Mickey Glasky, Playing Harmonica
Box 2789: 33957 Maureen Glasky, Playing Harmonica
Box 2789: 33957 Eileen Glasky, Playing Harmonica
Box 2790: 33958 Chan Sill, Playing Harmonica
Box 2790: 33959 Ralph Marroh
Box 2790: 33959 U.S. Webb
Box 2790: 33960-33963 Coos Bay (ship)
Box 2790: 33964 Kathleen Pringle
Box 2790: 33965-33966 Vera Wilson
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Box 2791: 33968 [Two Unidentified Women], [Fashion?]
Box 2791: 33969-33971 [Woman's Legs], [Fashion?]
Box 2791: 33972 [Two Unidentified Women], [Fashion?]
Box 2791: 33973 [Woman's Legs], [Fashion?]
Box 2791: 33974 [Man Fitting Woman with Shoes], [Fashion?]
Box 2791-2792: 33975-33977 Football Player [unidentified]
Box 2792: 33978 [Children with Automobile]
Box 2792: 33979 [Child with Goats]
Box 2792: 33980 [Little Girl Picking Flowers]
Box 2792: 33981 [Boy Collecting Eggs from Hen]
Box 2792: 33982 [Girl with Goats]
Box 2792: 33983 [Boy Fishing]
Box 2792: 33984 [Child Cleaning Up]
Box 2792: 33985 [Boy on Swing]
Box 2793: 33986 [Children Watering Flowers]
Box 2793: 33987-33988 [Boy Gardening]
Box 2793: 33989-33990 [Unidentified Children]
Box 2793: 33991 [Unidentified Child]
Box 2793: 33992 [Girl Picking Flowers]
Box 2793: 33993 [Girl Feeding Chickens]
Box 2794: 33994 [Unidentified Child]
Box 2794: 33994A-33999 Helen Wills, Tennis Player
Box 2794-2795: 34000-34006 Chief Murphy's Funeral
Box 2795-2798: 34007-34035 West Football Team, 1929
Box 2798-2799: 34036-34042 Templeton Crocker's Yacht
Box 2799-2800: 34043-34050 Christmas Street Lights
Box 2800-2801: 34051-34060 Army Football Team, 1929
Box 2801: 34061 Chase, Army Football Team, 1928
Box 2801: 34062 Lieutenant Fraser, Army Football Team, 1928
Box 2801: 34063 Thursey, Army Football Team, 1928
Box 2801: 34063 Stern, Army Football Team, 1928
Box 2801: 34063 Trey, Army Football Team, 1928
Box 2801: 34064 Landis, Army Football Team, 1928
Box 2802: 34066 Trapnell, Army Football Team, 1928
Box 2802: 34066A-34069 Poly-Lowell Football, 1928
Box 2802: 34071-34072 Poly-Lowell Football, 1928
Box 2802-2803: 34073-34078 East Football Team, 1929
Box 2803-2804: 34079-34086 Army Football Team, 1929
Box 2804: 34087 [Sanuzzi?], Army Football, West Coast, 1929
Box 2804: 34088 Drury, USC Football
Box 2804: 34089 Orr, Coxswain, Washington Rowing
Box 2804-2805: 34090-34092 Rowing Crew, University of Washington, 1929
Box 2805: 34094-34098 Mills Field
Box 2805: 34099 H. Cal, Anglo [Linder?]
Box 2805: 34100-34103? [4 negatives adhered together] [H. Coe?] and unidentified subjects
Box 2806: 34105 Garret [McInerrey?], lawyer [damaged: adhered to next plate]
Box 2806: 34106 [John?] D. [Spreckels?] [damaged: adhered to preceding plate]
Box 2806: 34108 Robert Sproul, President of Southern Pacific
Box 2806: 34111 Judge Lazarus
Box 2806: 34111 Armand Emanuel, First Case Before Bar
Box 2806-2807: 34112-34114 McDonald, Captain of University of Washington [Sport?]
Box 2807: 34115-34118 Maynard Shipley
Box 2807: 34119-34120 San Francisco Mint
Box 2807: 34121 Civic Auditorium
Box 2808: 34122-34125 San Quentin
Box 2808: 34126 Duncan Matheson
Box 2808: 34128 Grace Fors.
Box 2808: 34129 Captain Whitelaw, Submarine
Box 2808: 34130 Captain Whitelaw
Box 2808: 34131-34132 Captain Whitelaw, Submarine
Box 2809: 34134 Captain Whitelaw, Submarine
Box 2809: 34136 [Gheever?] [Gowden?]
Box 2809: 34137 Jack Berman, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2809: 34138-34139 E. Winterhalder, Artist
Box 2809: 34140 Jack Barstow
Box 2809: 34140 Mrs. Jack Neville
Box 2809: 34141-34142 Aurleia Reinhart
Box 2809: 34144 Alice White
Box 2809: 34144 Jack [Bullet?]
Box 2810: 34145 William Ferguson
Box 2810: 34146 Herb Roth, Artist
Box 2810: 34146 Herb Roth, Jr.
Box 2810: 34147 Communists [Picketers Protesting “American Imperialism”] (communism)
Box 2810: 34148 Boy Scout Suit
Box 2810: 34149-34150 John Kelley
Box 2810: 34149-34150 Janet Nathanson
Box 2810: 34151-34152 Alice White
Box 2810: 34153 Joe Tynan
Box 2810: 34153 Van Lear Black
Box 2811: 34154-34158 Rube Goldberg
Box 2811: 34158 Garrett Goldberg
Box 2811: 34159 Ruth Chatterton
Box 2811: 34160 Auto Registration
Box 2811: 34162 Airplane
Box 2811: 34163 Murals, Palace of Fine Arts
Box 2812: 34164 [Bossy?] [Gillus?]
Box 2812: 34165 [Bodie?] Andrews
Box 2812: 34166 O'Gorman, Football Player
Box 2812: 34167 Madigan
Box 2812: 34170-34171 Madigan
Box 2812: 34172a-34172c Arlett, Baseball Player [three negatives]
Box 2813: 34174 Bill Hamburg
Box 2813: 34174 Marjorie Doud
Box 2813: 34175 Helen Boene
Box 2813: 34176 Jackie Fields
Box 2813: 34177 Mrs. Haldimen-Julins, With Typewriter
Box 2813: 34178-34180 "Hummy" Mahan, With Airplane
Box 2813: 34181 Gus [Suber?]
Box 2813: 34182 Gabbie Fields, Boxer
Box 2814: 34183 Amphibious airplane
Box 2814: 34184 Major Bowie, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2814: 34185 Leah Huebich
Box 2814: 34185 Pearl Moss
Box 2814: 34186 Polly Dibblee
Box 2814: 34187 Jennings Pierce
Box 2814: 34188-34190 Marjorie Booth
Box 2814: 34188-34190 Janet Moss
Box 2814: 34191 Eva G. Atkinson, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2815: 34192-34193 Stanford Ax Recovery
Box 2815: 34194 Dorothy Janis
Box 2815: 34195 De Boiseree, In Jail
Box 2815: 34196 David Warfield, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2815: 34197 Peggy Dibblee
Box 2815: 34198-34199 Jean M. Goss
Box 2815: 34200 San Francisco Skyline
Box 2816: 34201 John A. Reynolds, In Graduation Gown
Box 2816: 34201-34202 Rose Terlin, In Graduation Gown
Box 2816: 34201 Colonel George Edwards, In Graduation Gown
Box 2816: 34203 Louise Jones, Galileo High School
Box 2816: 34204 Japanese Fighters
Box 2816: 34205 Edith Flynn
Box 2816: 34206 Building at 450 Sutter Street
Box 2816: 34207 Jim Crofforth
Box 2816-2817: 34208-34210 UC Berkeley Commencement, 1930
Box 2817: 34211 Lenore Ulrie
Box 2817: 34212 Joseph Charles Duncan
Box 2817: 34213 Claire Foster
Box 2817: 34214 Mrs. H.J. Lueck
Box 2817: 34215 Captain Sinjo Ito
Box 2817: 34216 Eugenia Speranskaya
Box 2817: 34217 Lolita Rifkin, At Piano
Box 2817: 34217 Sonia Rifkin, At Piano
Box 2817: 34218 Helen Willis, Playing Tennis
Box 2818: 34219 Hollyday, "One Publisher"
Box 2818: 34220 Leah Huebich
Box 2818: 34220 Pearl Moss
Box 2818: 34221-34223 Mildred Kitchen
Box 2818: 34224 Helen Kerr
Box 2818: 34225 Charles Beals
Box 2818-2819: 34226-34229 Van Lear Black, Airplane
Box 2819: 34228 J.B. Scholte
Box 2819: 34228 G.J. Geijsen-Dorffer
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Box 2819: 34230 Judge Lazarus and son
Box 2819: 34231 Market Street Fire
Box 2819: 34232 J. Saltzman
Box 2819: 34233 Mrs. J. Henno
Box 2819: 34234 Frances Yvonne Tantillo
Box 2819: 34235 Larry White
Box 2819: 34235 Ralph Manfreda
Box 2819: 34236 Corbett-Thompson Telegram
Box 2820: 34237 Mrs. John Levinson
Box 2820: 34238-34239 Dorothy Jarvis
Box 2820: 34241 Mrs. Haldiman-Julius
Box 2820: 34242 Senator Maloney
Box 2820: 34243 Zane Grey
Box 2820: 34244 A Baseball
Box 2820: 34245 Boiseree
Box 2820: 34246 Mrs. William S. Hart
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Box 2821: 34247 Jakie Fields, Boxer
Box 2821: 34249 Judge Steiger
Box 2821: 34249 Barbara Bedford
Box 2821: 34250 Alice White
Box 2821: 34250 Jack Bartlett
Box 2821: 34251-34252 Mrs. Reynolds
Box 2821: 34253 Airplane Suicide
Box 2821: 34254 Drawing of Tom Mooney
Box 2821: 34255 Hick Jose
Box 2821: 34256 Captain Goff
Box 2822: 34257-34259 Tullock
Box 2822: 34260 Arline Parker
Box 2822: 34260 Viola Riese
Box 2822: 34260 Bertha Riese
Box 2822: 34261 Bill Bryan, With Dog "Riley"
Box 2822: 34261 Alice Marshall, With Dog "Riley"
Box 2822: 34262 G.J. Hensel
Box 2822: 34263 John Robert Atkinson
Box 2822: 34265 Eleanor Gross
Box 2822: 34265 Martha Gross
Box 2822: 34268 Possum
Box 2823: 34269 Money
Box 2823: 34270-34272 Geisha Girls
Box 2823: 34273 Airplane
Box 2823: 34274-34275 Gertrude Edwins
Box 2823: 34276 Hummy Mahan
Box 2823: 34277 Hummy Mahan, [Paraclete Hop?]  
Box 2824: 34279 Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Hoover
Box 2824: 34280 Jack Barston
Box 2824: 34281 Bodie Andrews
Box 2824: 34282 Mr. and Mrs. [Sovernew?] Morris
Box 2824: 34283 Ann Lindbergh
Box 2824: 34284A Forty-eighth Avenue Tornado, Damage
Box 2824: 34284B Ann Lindbergh
Box 2824: 34285-34286 Jessie Williams, 1345 Taylor Street
Box 2825: 34287 Jaqueline Mitchell
Box 2825: 34287 Ruth Moore
Box 2825: 34287 Mary Blair
Box 2825: 34287-34288 Laura Hope Crews
Box 2825: 34288 Ann Koster
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| Box 2832 | 34364 Brown, Football Player |
| Box 2832 | 34365 Pichford, Football Player |
| Box 2833 | 34366 Kundy?, Football Player |
| Box 2833 | 34367 McReynolds, Football Player |
| Box 2833 | 34368 Patterson, Football Player |
| Box 2833 | 34369 Barrett, Football Player |
| Box 2833 | 34370 M. Herrin, Football Player |
| Box 2833 | 34371 H. Herrin, Football Player |
| Box 2833 | 34372 Anti-Air Gun |
| Box 2834 | 34373 Eugene Block |
| Box 2834 | 34374 Joe Davidson |
| Box 2834 | 34375 William H. Parker |
| Box 2834 | 34376 Attorney Wilbur Pierce |
| Box 2834 | 34377 John Carbutt |
| Box 2834 | 34378 Mining Exchange |
| Box 2834 | 34379 Betty Jane Carscadden |
| Box 2834 | 34380 Goodfellow [charitable organization], Blind Man with Dog |
| Box 2834 | 34381 Chief Brennan |
| Box 2834 | 34382 Rube Goldberg |
| Box 2834 | 34383 Chief Brennan |
| Box 2834 | 34384 Rube Goldberg |
| Box 2834 | 34385 Garrett Goldberg |
| Box 2834 | 34386 Anti-Aircraft Gun |
| Box 2835 | 34390 Wil |
| Box 2835 | 34391 Dr. Newman |
| Box 2835 | 34392 Claire Grannine, (Now Mrs. Biff Hoffman) |
| Box 2835 | 34393 Air Ferries Ltd. Wreck |
| Box 2835 | 34394 Thomas Longworth |
| Box 2835 | 34395 Mrs. Al W. Potts |
| Box 2835 | 34396 Rube Goldberg |
| Box 2835 | 34397 Betty Scoble |
| Box 2835 | 34398 Mrs. E.H. Clark, Jr. |
| Box 2835 | 34399 Air Ferries Ltd. Wreck |
| Box 2835 | 34400 Carter, [Runner?] |
| Box 2835 | 34401 San Juan Witness |
| Box 2835 | 34402 Air Ferries Ltd. Wreck |
| Box 2835 | 34403 San Juan Witness |
| Box 2835 | 34404 Captain T. Brown |
| Box 2835 | 34405 Raphael Weill School Week |
| Box 2835 | 34406 Air Ferries Ltd. Wreck |
| Box 2835 | 34407 Auditor Boyle Funeral |
| Box 2835 | 34408 Walter Catlett |
| Box 2835 | 34409 Raphael Weill School Week |
| Box 2835 | 34410 Mr. and Mrs. Howard Stackpole |
| Box 2835 | 34411 Mrs. Howard Carpenter |
| Box 2835 | 34412 George Savalle |
| Box 2835 | 34413 Eleanor Garatti |
| Box 2835 | 34414 Native Sons Statue |
| Box 2835 | 34415 Marian Solomons |
| Box 2835 | 34416 Mrs. Leonard Heller |
| Box 2835 | 34417 Betty Brown |
| Box 2835 | 34418 Peggy Brown |
| Box 2835 | 34419 Emily Flint |
| Box 2835 | 34420 Helen Almeida |
| Box 2835 | 34421 Marian Gray |
| Box 2835 | 34422 Nora Jordan |
| Box 2835 | 34423 Barbara Scott |
| Box 2835 | 34424 Robert Sengstack |
Box 2838: 34422 Elsie Meyer
Box 2838: 34422 Eddie Henn
Box 2838: 34423 Police Motorcycles
Box 2839: 34424 Pattie Symington
Box 2839: 34425 Judge Van Nostrand
Box 2839: 34425 Judge Shortall
Box 2839: 34426 Waterfront
Box 2839: 34427 Mrs. F. Walker
Box 2839: 34428 Mrs. E.B. McNear
Box 2839: 34429 Arthur Putnam Sculpture, [Cougar?]
Box 2839: 34430 Arthur Putnam Sculpture, [Boy Wrestling Cougar]
Box 2839: 34431 Auditor Boyle Funeral
Box 2839: 34432 Elaine Giovannetti
Box 2840: 34433 Warren Koffer
Box 2840: 34434 Sheriff Fitzgerald
Box 2840: 34435 Mrs. Howard Carpenter
Box 2840: 34436 Rose Edlund
Box 2840: 34437-34438 Ralph Cheese
Box 2840: 34439 Blandling Sloan
Box 2840: 34440 Nichols, [Track Runner?]
Box 2840: 34441 Phillips, Athlete
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Box 2841: 34442 King, [High Jumper?]
Box 2841: 34443-34444 Polly Moran
Box 2841: 34444-34445 John Boles
Box 2841: 34446 Altar Boys
Box 2841: 34447 Pape
Box 2841: 34448-34449 Mrs. Billie Halland
Box 2841: 34450 Adele Pollack
Box 2842: 34451 Alex Pollack
Box 2842: 34452-34453 Thomas Longworth
Box 2842: 34454 Stanley White, Twelve Years Old
Box 2842: 34456 Eleanor Garatti
Box 2842: 34456 George Savelle
Box 2842: 34457 Ralph Cheese
Box 2842: 34459 Erna Rugge
Box 2842: 34460-34461 Jo Davidson
Box 2843: 34462 James Mulligan
Box 2843: 34463 San Bruno Avenue Fire, Damage
Box 2843: 34465 Dope at County Jail
Box 2843: 34466 Volunteers of America
Box 2843: 34467 Betty Scoble
Box 2843: 34468 Marian Solomons
Box 2843: 34469 Margaret Luhrs
Box 2843: 34470 Reth Berg, Singer
Box 2843: 34471 Margaret Douglas
Box 2844: 34472 Sculpture, [Bust of Unidentified Man]
Box 2844: 34473 Commerce High School, Hearst Team
Box 2844: 34474 Raphael Weill School Week
Box 2844: 34475 [Unidentified Man and Woman], [Standing Near Boxes]
Box 2844: 34476 Harry New
Box 2844: 34476 Post Office, Old [Floor], Sale, 1930
Box 2844: 34477 Goodfellow [charitable organization], Children
Box 2844-2845: 34478-34483 [Unidentified Men], [Dressed in Suits and Hats]
Box 2845: 34484-34485 John Dixon, With "Riley World Tour" Car
Box 2845: 34484-34485 Charles Shipman, With "Riley World Tour" Car
Box 2845: 34486 Episcopal Convention, Street Procession of Clergy
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Box 2845: 34487 John Dixon, With "Riley World Tour" Car
Box 2845: 34487 Charles Shipman, With "Riley World Tour" Car
Box 2845: 34488 Illustration of Civil War Battle
Box 2845-2846: 34489-34491 Chapman G.A.R.
Box 2846: 34492 Clifton Berry, In Jail Cell
Box 2846: 34493 Zane Grey
Box 2846: 34493 Mr. and Mrs. Romer Zane Grey
Box 2846: 34494 Leo Carillo
Box 2846: 34495 Will Rodgers and mother [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2846: 34496 Cheever Cowdin
Box 2846: 34496 Harry Hunt
Box 2846-2847: 34497-34500 Anne Lindbergh
Box 2847: 34501 Charles Lindbergh, In Glider
Box 2847: 34503 Charles Lindbergh, In Glider
Box 2847: 34504 Charles Lindbergh, Preparing to Fly
Box 2847: 34505 Charles Lindbergh, In Glider
Box 2847: 34506 Charles Lindbergh
Box 2847-2848: 34507-34509 Charles Lindbergh, In Glider
Box 2848: 34511-34515 Charles Lindbergh, In Glider
Box 2848: 34516 Charles Lindbergh, With Glider
Box 2848: 34517-34518 Charles Lindbergh, In Glider
Box 2849: 34519 Charles Lindbergh, With Motorcycle
Box 2849: 34520 Charles Lindbergh, With Glider
Box 2849: 34521 Charles Lindbergh, Preparing to Fly
Box 2849: 34522-34523 Charles Lindbergh
Box 2849: 34522 Cheever Cowdin
Box 2849-2850: 34524-34528 Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. Montana, Football Game
Box 2850: 34529-34533 [Unidentified Men with Cars]
Box 2850: 34534 [Boy on Tricycle], At Chestnut and Powell Streets
Box 2850: 34535 [Boy on Tricycle], [Staging Accident with Car]
Box 2850: 34536 [City Traffic and Pedestrians]
Box 2851: 34537 [Pedestrian], [Staging Accident with Car]
Box 2851: 34538 [Unidentified Men with Car]
Box 2851: 34539 [Cars Parked by MacMarr Stores]
Box 2851: 34540 [Boy with Ball], [In Front of Car]
Box 2851: 34541 [Wrecked Automobiles], [Copy of Photographs]
Box 2851: 34542 [Children Crossing Traffic]
Box 2851: 34543-34544 [Man Staging Automobile Accident]
Box 2851: 34545 [Pedestrian Crossing Traffic]
Box 2852: 34546 [Policeman and Automobile]
Box 2852: 34547 [Traffic, Policeman, and Pedestrians]
Box 2852: 34549 [Boys], [Staging Automobile Accident]
Box 2852: 34551 [Automobiles Staging Accident]
Box 2852: 34554 [Pedestrians Crossing Traffic]
Box 2852: 34555 [Policeman Directs Traffic]
Box 2852: 34556 [Policeman Directs Traffic]
Box 2852: 34557 [Pedestrians Crossing Traffic]
Box 2852: 34558 [Pedestrian Crossing Traffic]
Box 2853: 34559 [Boy], [Staging Automobile Accident]
Box 2853: 34560 [Policeman Golfing]
Box 2853: 34561-34562 [Unidentified Golfer]
Box 2853: 34563-34564 [Policeman Golfing]
Box 2853: 34565 [Two Unidentified Golfers]
Box 2853: 34566-34567 [Unidentified Golfer]
Box 2854: 34568-34569 [Policeman Golfing]
Box 2854: 34570-34571 [Unidentified Golfer]
Box 2854: 34572-34575 [Policeman Golfing]
Box 2854-2855: 34576-34577 [Unidentified Golfers]
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Box 2855: 34578-34579 [Unidentified Golfer]
Box 2855: 34580 [Policeman Golfing]
Box 2855: 34581-34582 Policeman, With [Golf?] Trophy
Box 2855: 34583-34584 Golfers, [Group Photo]
Box 2855: 34585 [Unidentified Golfer]
Box 2856: 34586 [Unidentified Golfers]
Box 2856: 34587-34588 [Golf Trophy]
Box 2856: 34589 [Policeman Golfing]
Box 2856: 34590-34591 [Unidentified Golfers]
Box 2856: 34592-34593 [Unidentified Golfer]
Box 2856: 34594 [Unidentified Policeman]
Box 2856: 34595 [Four Unidentified Men]
Box 2857: 34596 [Men With Stretcher and Ambulance]
Box 2857: 34597 [Unidentified Man]
Box 2857: 34598 [Crowd of People]
Box 2857: 34599 [Two Unidentified Men]
Box 2857: 34600 [Three Unidentified Men With Nurse]
Box 2857: 34601-34603 [Men Taking Person From Airplane], [By Stretcher]
Box 2858: 34604 [Men With Stretcher]
Box 2858: 34605 [Unidentified Men With Airplane]
Box 2858: 34606 [Unidentified Men With Stretcher]
Box 2858: 34607 [Unidentified Woman]
Box 2858: 34609 Irving Edwins
Box 2858: 34610 [Unidentified Man and Woman]
Box 2858: 34611 [Football Players], [East Team]
Box 2858: 34612 [Five Unidentified Men]
Box 2859: 34613 [Unidentified Male]
Box 2859: 34614 Football Player
Box 2859: 34615 Football Player
Box 2859: 34616 Football Player
Box 2859: 34617 Football Player
Box 2859: 34618 Football Player
Box 2859: 34619 Football Player
Box 2859: 34620 Cannon, Football Player
Box 2859: 34621 Football Players
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Box 2860: 34622 Football Player
Box 2860: 34623 Football Player
Box 2860: 34624 Football Player
Box 2860: 34625 Football Player
Box 2860-2861: 34628-34634 Boat Race, Rowing Teams
Box 2861: 34635-34636 Saint Mary's vs. UC Berkeley, Football
Box 2861: 34638 [Unidentified Man]
Box 2861: 34639-34642 [President Herbert?] [Hoover], [Making Speech]
Box 2862: 34644 [President Herbert?] [Hoover], [Making Speech]
Box 2862: 34645 [Unidentified Man], [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2862: 34646 McKinley Primary School
Box 2862: 34647 [Unidentified Man], [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2862: 34649 [Unidentified Man], [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2862: 34650 [President Herbert?] [Hoover], [With Baby]
Box 2862: 34651 House
Box 2862: 34652 [Unidentified Child], [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2862: 34653 [President Herbert?] [Hoover]
Box 2863: 34654 Judge [Montanych?], Court
Box 2863: 34655 Lucich
Box 2863: 34656 Robert Duke
Box 2863: 34656-34657 District Attorney Greer
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Box 2863: 34657 Robert Duke
Box 2863: 34658 Lucich
Box 2863: 34658-34659 Attorney Boyd
Box 2863: 34659-34660 Lucich
Box 2863: 34660 Attorney Boyd
Box 2863: 34661 District Attorney Greer, With Gun [Evidence?]
Box 2863: 34662-34663 [Unidentified Male]
Box 2864: 34665 [Unidentified House]
Box 2864: 34666-34667 [Two Unidentified Men]
Box 2864: 34669 [Howard] [Scorbett], [Tombstone for]
Box 2864: 34670 [Two Unidentified Men]
Box 2864: 34673 [Hanging Noose], [Dangling from Tree]
Box 2864: 34675 [Unidentified Man]
Box 2864: 34676 [House]
Box 2864: 34677 [Barn]
Box 2864: 34679 Sally Lomas
Box 2865: 34680 Sprintz, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 2865: 34681 Sidi Sprechels
Box 2865: 34682-34683 $400,000 Diamond Hold-Up, 150 Post Street [Scene of]
Box 2865: 34684 Crossley Radio-Set
Box 2865: 34685 $400,000 Diamond Hold-Up, 150 Post Street
Box 2865: 34686 Mrs. O'Leary, With Wreath
Box 2865: 34687 Elizabeth O'Shaughnessy
Box 2865: 34688 May Bruker, With Dogs
Box 2865: 34688 Emily Andrews
Box 2866: 34690 Mrs. Henderson
Box 2866: 34690 Mr. Henderson
Box 2866: 34691 Bugler, [Serviceman]
Box 2866: 34692-34693 Tanforan, Horse Race
Box 2866: 34694 Gus Suhr, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 2866: 34695 Lincoln Steffens, [Sculpture]
Box 2866: 34696 Mrs. Berri, On Stretcher
Box 2866: 34698 Val Valente, Singing Duet
Box 2866: 34699 Air Ferries (airplane)
Box 2867: 34700 Adventist Con, [Children With Globe of Earth]
Box 2867: 34701 Adventist Con, [Line at Post Office]
Box 2867: 34702 Adventist Con, [Nurse with Child]
Box 2867: 34703 Adventist Con, [Man With June Calendar]
Box 2867: 34704-34705 Adventist Con, [Man on Telephone]
Box 2867-2868: 34706-34709 Mrs. Wilson
Box 2868: 34710 Louise Hicks, With Trophy for Call Bulletin Golf Tournament, 1930
Box 2868: 34711 Father Richard
Box 2868: 34712-34713 Almira Stephens
Box 2868: 34714-34715 Natalie Dunn
Box 2868: 34716 Charles Lindbergh, With "Spirit of St. Louis" (airplane)
Box 2868: 34717 Lawrence McCarthy, With Call Bulletin Golf Trophy
Box 2868: 34717 Bill Jacobson, With Call Bulletin Golf Trophy
Box 2869: 34718 Robert Duke
Box 2869: 34719 Lucich Trial, At Superior Court
Box 2869: 34720 Vincent Lucich, Lucich Trial
Box 2869: 34720 George Jones, Lucich Trial
Box 2869: 34720 Thomas Boyd, Lucich Trial
Box 2869: 34720 Roy C. Lewis, Lucich Trial
Box 2869: 34720 Webster V. Clark, Lucich Trial
Box 2869: 34721-34722 Chutes, At the Beach
Box 2869: 34723 Jack Corcoran, With Trophy
Box 2869: 34723 George Gnai, With Trophy
Box 2869: 34724 Carl Zamlock
Box 2869: 34725 San Francisco Waterfront
Box 2869-2870: 34726-34727 UC Berkeley Graduates, 1930
Box 2870: 34728 Crosetti, Baseball Player
Box 2870: 34729 Elizabeth Campbell
Box 2870: 34730A Pillette, Baseball Player
Box 2870: 34730B General Du Val, Funeral
Box 2870: 34731 William Quinn, Chief of S.F. Police
Box 2870: 34731 J. Wison
Box 2870: 34733-34734 Manuel Menotti
Box 2870: 34734 Andrew Soares
Box 2870: 34735 Grace Berri
Box 2871: 34736 Lonstance Claypool
Box 2871: 34737 General Du Val, Funeral
Box 2871: 34738 Carl Zamlock
Box 2871: 34739 Walker
Box 2871: 34739 Prohis
Box 2871: 34740 Mary Wempe
Box 2871: 34741 B.F. Weadock
Box 2871: 34741 W.A. Jones
Box 2871: 34742 Lotta Faust
Box 2871: 34742 Louis Mann
Box 2871: 34743 Prest
Box 2871: 34744 Mrs. S. Mauberrey, With Wreath
Box 2871: 34745 Mrs. R.N. Heaton, With Wreath
Box 2871: 34745 Mrs. Leah Davis, With Wreath
Box 2871: 34745 Amelia Hauck, With Wreath
Box 2871: 34747 Carl Zamlock
Box 2871: 34748 Louis Mann
Box 2872: 34749 Stimson, U.S. Secretary of State
Box 2872: 34750 Geraldine Putnam
Box 2872: 34751 Walter Mails, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 2872: 34752 Hazel Medbury
Box 2872: 34753-34754 Stimson, U.S. Secretary of State
Box 2873: 34755 Helen Wainwright
Box 2873: 34756 Patsy (dog), Firehouse Dog With Puppies
Box 2873: 34757 Judge Graham, With Children
Box 2873: 34758 Dink Tempelton
Box 2873: 34759 Doris Rosenberger, With Tibetan Prayer Wheel
Box 2873: 34760 Dyer, Track Runner, Stanford
Box 2873: 34760 Laurenzen, Track Runner, Stanford
Box 2873: 34761-34762 Tanforan, Horse Race
Box 2873: 34763 Pearl Thompson, [Athlete?], UC Berkeley
Box 2874: 34764 Tanforan, Horse Race
Box 2874: 34765 Emma Redmond
Box 2874: 34766 Stimson, U.S. Secretary of State
Box 2874: 34766 Mrs. Stimson
Box 2874: 34768 Stimson, U.S. Secretary of State
Box 2874: 34769 McKinnon, Track Runner, Stanford
Box 2874: 34770 Marion Louise Scott
Box 2874: 34771 Spencer, Track Runner, Stanford
Box 2874: 34772 Sprintz
Box 2874-2875: 34773-34774 Mrs. Wilson, Oak[land?]
Box 2875: 34775 Alex McCurdy
Box 2875: 34776 Roos Clinic, UC Hospital, Dedication Plaque
Box 2875: 34777 Bob Marsky, With Two Trophies
Box 2875: 34778 Jim Dillon, With Two Trophies
Box 2875: 34779 Fred Swan, Football Player
Box 2875: 34780 Junior Chamber of Commerce, at Wreck
Box 2875: 34781 Roos Clinic, UC Hospital
Box 2875: 34782 Roos Clinic, UC Hospital, [X-rays]
Box 2876: 34783 Roos Clinic, UC Hospital
Box 2876: 34784 University of Santa Clara, [Machinery?]
Box 2876: 34785 University of Santa Clara
Box 2876: 34785 [Olisewearoy?]
Box 2876: 34786 University of Santa Clara
Box 2876: 34787 Mayor Rolph
Box 2876: 34788 University of Stanta Clara
Box 2876: 34789 Ingleside County Jail
Box 2876-2877: 34790-34795 Gold Star Mothers
Box 2877: 34796 Storefronts, Pacific Street
Box 2877: 34797 Wilson, in Court -- Oak[land?]  
Box 2877: 34800 Carl Zamlock
Box 2877: 34801 Roos Clinic, UC Hospital
Box 2877: 34802 Junior Chamber of Commerce, at Wreck
Box 2878: 34805 Hoover
Box 2878: 34806 Robinson Jeffers
Box 2878: 34807 Melba Ford
Box 2878: 34808 Mrs. Wilson
Box 2878: 34810 [Two Children], [Sitting on a Couch]
Box 2878: 34812 Florence Wilson
Box 2878: 34813 [Two Children], [Sitting on a Couch] (same as 34810)
Box 2878: 34814 Mrs. Wilson, Oakland
Box 2878: 34815 [Crowd of Men], [Peering Into Door of Court]
Box 2879: 34816-34817 Winford Wilson, Exiting Building
Box 2879: 34818-34819 Mrs. Marie Moscrop
Box 2879: 34820 Wilson, Site of Home
Box 2879: 34821 Martha Washington, Portrait at Sen[ator?] Phelan's Home
Box 2879: 34822 [Cemetary]
Box 2879: 34823 Eunice Redmond
Box 2879: 34825 Ingleside County Jail, Religious Altar
Box 2880: 34826 Leo Carillio
Box 2880: 34827 Police Motorcycle Review
Box 2880: 34828 Elizabeth Campbell, With Baby
Box 2880: 34829 Crystal Springs Acc.
Box 2880: 34830 Air Ferries (airplane)
Box 2880: 34832 [Anti-Aircraft Gun?]
Box 2880: 34833 Lillian Russell
Box 2880: 34834 Yehudi Memuhin
Box 2880: 34835 Mrs. Henderson
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Box 2881: 34836 Sheriff Fitzgerald
Box 2881: 34837 Grave of an Unidentified Soldier, December Day, 1930-12
Box 2881: 34838-34843 Cemetary, December Day, 1930-12
Box 2881: 34844 Ingleside County Jail, [Jail Cells]
Box 2882: 34845-34846 Ingleside County Jail
Box 2882: 34847 Ingleside County Jail, [Exterior View]
Box 2882: 34848 Margaret Kittel
Box 2882: 34849 Eleanor Ninon, With Dog
Box 2882: 34850 Sergeant Richmond Tatham
Box 2882: 34851 Trauna L and L Company
Box 2882: 34853-34854 Joseph B. Swim
Box 2883: 34855 Crystal Springs Acc.
Box 2883: 34857 Crystal Springs Acc.
Box 2883: 34859 Joseph B. Swim
Box 2883: 34860 Archbishop Edward J. Hanna
Box 2883: 34861-34862 Birdie R. Guthertz
Box 2883: 34863 Mrs. Richard Byrd, Wife
Box 2883: 34863 Richard Byrd, Son of
Box 2883: 34864 Marjorie Hannum
Box 2883: 34865 Evelyn Johnson
Box 2883: 34865 Myrtle Richardson
Box 2883: 34865 Della Curco
Box 2883-2884: 34865-34866 Eileen Hansen
Box 2884: 34866 Marjorie Hannum
Box 2884: 34867 Robert A. [Dawns?], 1928-09-27
Box 2884: 34868 Albert L. Brown
Box 2884: 34869 Jack Demseey
Box 2884: 34870 Telephone
Box 2884: 34871 Cornelius Gilbert, Grave
Box 2884: 34872 Ernst Lubitch, Movie Director
Box 2884: 34873 Chutes, at the Beach
Box 2885: 34875-34876 Leslie Tracy
Box 2885: 34875 Vincent Lucich
Box 2885: 34876 Vincent Lucich
Box 2885: 34877 Judge E.I. Butler
Box 2885: 34878 Jim Dillon
Box 2885: 34879 Robert Duke
Box 2885: 34880 Manuel Menotti
Box 2885: 34881 [Large Group of Women], [Holding Boxes]
Box 2885: 34882 [Two Women Seated], [With Boxes and Bags]
Box 2885: 34883 [Products of Standard Brands of California], [Stage Filled with Canned Food]
Box 2886: 34884 [Large Group of Women], [Holding Boxes] (same as 34881)
Box 2886: 34885 [Crowd of Seated Women]
Box 2886: 34886 Mrs. Kitchen
Box 2886: 34887 Arthur Putnam, Sculpture [of a Seated Man]
Box 2886: 34888 Arthur Putnam, Sculpture [of Cougar? Lying Down]
Box 2886: 34889 Arthur Putnam, Sculpture [of Cougar?] (same as 34429)
Box 2886: 34890 Arthur Putname, Sculpture [of Cougar? Attacking a Snake?]
Box 2886: 34891 [Young Girl], [Wearing a Hat]
Box 2886-2887: 34892-34893 [Group of Children], [Seated and Eating]
Box 2887: 34894 [Father?, Two Sons?, and Calif?]
Box 2887: 34895 [Two Boys], [With a Pail?]
Box 2887: 34896 [Group of Boys], [Carrying Suitcases and Waving]
Box 2887: 34897 [Group of Children], [Carrying Suitcases and Purseas]
Box 2887: 34898 [Four Girls], [Sitting in a Wheelbarrow]
Box 2887: 34899 [Children], [Sitting on a Slide]
Box 2887: 34900 [Three Boys], [Feeding an Animal]
Box 2887: 34901 [Four Children], [Carrying Suitcases and Purseas]
Box 2888: 34902 [Two Boys Holding a Lizard?]
Box 2888: 34903 [Unidentified Girl], [Standing by Staircase Railing]
Box 2888: 34904 [Two Boys], [With a Large Pail?] (same pail in 34895)
Box 2888: 34905 [Two Boys], [Holding Rope]
Box 2888: 34906 [Group of Boys], [Carrying Suitcases and Waving] (same as 34896)
Box 2888: 34907-34908 [Type of Machinery], [Equipment?]
Box 2888: 34909 [Woman Seated and Smiling], [by Box Labeled Mallinckrodi Chemical Works]
Box 2888: 34910 Football Game, [Photograph of a Print]
Box 2889: 34911 [Woman Seated and Smiling], [by Box Labeled Mallinckrodi Chemical Works] (same as 34909)
Box 2889: 34912 [Furniture?]
Box 2889: 34913 [Chart], [of Television Amplifier Frequency Characteristics]
Box 2889: 34914 [Farmland], [Crops]
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Box 2889: 34915 [Automobile on Railroad Tracks], [Road Crosses Tracks by Orchard]
Box 2889: 34916 [Train]
Box 2889: 34917 [Man Twisting Wheel of Automobile]
Box 2889: 34918 [Automobile on Railroad Tracks], [Road Crosses Tracks by Orchard] (far view of 34915)
Box 2889: 34921 [Car Wreck], [on the side of Railroad Tracks]
Box 2890: 34923 [Woman at Car Steering Wheel]
Box 2890: 34924-34928 Lucich Shooting, Scene of
Box 2890: 34930-34932 Lucich Shooting, Scene of
Box 2891: 34933 Mooney Case, [Copy of Photograph Showing Parade]
Box 2891: 34934-34935 Mooney Case, [Copy of Photograph Showing Policemen and others]
Box 2891: 34936 Levi Altschuler, (Age 102)
Box 2891: 34937 Margery Meneefee, [Stoway? (Stowaway?)]
Box 2891: 34938 Arthur Rousseau, With Trophy
Box 2891: 34940 Judge F. Dunn, and Call Bulletin Newsboys
Box 2891: 34941 Viola Dana
Box 2891: 34941-34942 Shirley Mason
Box 2891: 34942 Viola Dana
Box 2892: 34943 Ellen Nilsson, Swimmer
Box 2892: 34944 Levi Altschuler, (Age 102)
Box 2892: 34944 Edna Citrim
Box 2892: 34945 Harry Rosenberg, Baseball Player
Box 2892: 34946 Mr. George Muncaster
Box 2892: 34946 Mrs. George Muncaster
Box 2892: 34947 Dorothy B. Fridell, $100 Check Winner [Shown with Typewriter]
Box 2892: 34948 Hugh Stone, Cricket Game
Box 2892: 34948-34949 A. Willis, Cricket Game
Box 2892: 34950 E.R. Braga, Cricket Pitcher
Box 2892: 34951 Maurice Hudson, Cricket Catcher
Box 2892: 34952 Dorothy Ames
Box 2892: 34952 Lorraine Ames
Box 2892: 34952 Gloria Ames
Box 2893: 34953 Mrs. George Woodson
Box 2893: 34953 J. Fisher
Box 2893: 34954 Harry Rosenberg, Baseball Player
Box 2893: 34956-34958 Harry Rosenberg, Baseball Player
Box 2893: 34959 Judge Frank Kerrigan
Box 2893: 34960 P.C. Gardner
Box 2893: 34960 Gunmie Hatlo
Box 2893: 34960 W.D. Kellogg
Box 2893: 34961 Jack Corey
Box 2893: 34962 Rabbi Irving F. Reichert
Box 2894: 34963 John McDonald, Mooney Witness [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2894: 34966 Johnny Doeg, Tennis Player
Box 2894: 34967-34968 Harry Rosenberg, Baseball Player
Box 2894: 34969 Fire, Berry Street
Box 2894: 34970-34971 Levi Altschuler, (Age 102)
Box 2894: 34972 Conan Doyle, and Family [Copy of Photograph]

Additional Note
[Print available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 1 :34972--PIC].

Box 2894: 34973 Fern McGrath
Box 2894: 34973 Lily Holdin
Box 2895: 34974 Rabbi Irving F. Reichert
Box 2895: 34975 Margery Meneefee, [Stoway? (Stowaway?)]
Box 2895: 34976 Louis Borello, Assistant District Attorney -- Marin County
Box 2895: 34977 Automobile (car) Wreck, San Anselmo
Box 2895: 34978 Michael Ford, His Dog
Box 2895: 34979 Bill Meade
Box 2895: 34980 Philip Manasse, Golfer
Box 2895: 34980 Irving Manasse, Golfer
Box 2895: 34981 Major Walter R. Miller
Box 2895: 34982 Helen Desmond
Box 2896: 34984 Robert Duke
Box 2896: 34984 Henry Greer
Box 2896: 34985 William O'Brien
Box 2896: 34986 UC Berkeley Commencement, 1930
Box 2896: 34987 Native Sons Statue
Box 2896: 34988 Ruth Schjerup
Box 2896: 34989 E. Linterhalder, Artist
Box 2896: 34990 John Catlin, With Hammer and Anvil
Box 2896: 34991 W.A. Spicer
Box 2896: 34991 J.L. Shaw
Box 2897: 34992 Judge Shortall
Box 2897: 34992 Judge Van Nostrand
Box 2897: 34993 Chutes, at the Beach
Box 2897: 34994 W.D. Kellogg
Box 2897: 34994 Jimmie Hatlo
Box 2897: 34995 Dorothy B. Friddell, $100 Check Winner
Box 2897: 34996 Mrs. George Woodson
Box 2897: 34996 J. Fisher
Box 2897: 34997 General Hines
Box 2897: 34997 Admiral William Carey Cole
Box 2897: 34998 Admiral William Carey Cole, Firing Guns to Welcome General Hines at Presidio
Box 2897: 34999 Major General Hines
Box 2897: 34999 Admiral William Carey Cole
Box 2897: 35000 Lillian Russell
Box 2898: 35001-35002 Andrew Furuseth, Bust of Gulian Lewis, Case -- Stock Fiasco, Los Angeles
Box 2898: 35003 Judge Frank Kerrigan
Box 2898: 35005-35007 Police Motor Boat
Box 2898: 35008-35009 Fire, In Potrero -- [Firemen]
Box 2899: 35010 Crosetti, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 2899: 35011 Mrs. Eugenia B. Hoyt Britt
Box 2899: 35012 A.C. Deckelman, Radio
Box 2899: 35013 Lincoln Statue, Children Laying Wreaths
Box 2899: 35014 Jean Mossman
Box 2899: 35015 A.B. Brandt
Box 2899: 35016 Episcopal Convention, Parade of Clergy
Box 2899: 35017 Ruth Allan, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2899: 35018 Mrs. J.J. Speiker
Box 2899: 35018 Mrs. H.P. Howard
Box 2900: 35019 John Gatlin
Box 2900: 35020 Ellen Nilsson
Box 2900: 35020 Charley Fisher
Box 2900: 35021-35022 Betty Kelly
Box 2900: 35023 Rear Admiral William Carey Cole, (In Center)
Box 2900: 35024 Dorothy Lewis, Leapt from Ferry [Copy of Photographs]
Box 2900: 35025 Elbert Estes
Box 2900: 35025 Paul Colburn
Box 2900: 35026 Edmund B. Roe, Swimmer
Box 2900: 35027 Bill Polk, [Policeman?]
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Box 2901: 35028-35029 La Honda Murder
Box 2901: 35030-35034 Sausalito Drowning
Box 2901: 35035 Chief of Police, Sausalito
Box 2901: 35036 Dorothy Sebastian
Box 2902: 35037 William Taylor Hotel
Box 2902: 35038 La Honda Murder
Box 2902: 35039 Japanese Consul
Box 2902: 35040 Accident, Pier Forty-Five
Box 2902: 35041 Fire, In Potrero -- [Fireman Fighting Fire]
Box 2902: 35042 Albert Brown, Funeral -- Ku Klux Klan Carrying Casket
Box 2902: 35043 Arthur Rousseau
Box 2902: 35044 Albert Brown, Funeral -- Navy Cadets Carrying Casket
Box 2902: 35045 Albert Brown, Funeral -- Navy Cadets Lowering Casket
Box 2903: 35046 Albert Brown, Funeral
Box 2903: 35047 Levi Altschuler, (Age 102)
Box 2903: 35048 Mrs. William Newsom, Jr.
Box 2903: 35049 Fay Lee Barksdale
Box 2903: 35049 Doctor S. Nicholas Jacobs
Box 2903: 35050-35052 Jimmy McSarin
Box 2903: 35053 Jimmy McSarin, at Typewriter
Box 2903: 35054 Jimmy McSarin
Box 2904: 35055 Jimmy McLarin, Girlfriend [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2904: 35056 Rocco Salcano
Box 2904: 35057-35060 Jimmy Zinn, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 2904: 35061 Rabbi Irving F. Reichert
Box 2904: 35063 Winnie Hetsch, Golfer
Box 2904: 35064 Helen Figuerio
Box 2905: 35065-35066 Bishop Mazzinianda, (105 years old)
Box 2905: 35067-35069 San Francisco National Guard
Box 2905: 35070 Stephen Malatesta
Box 2905: 35071 Jack Dempsey, Boxer
Box 2905: 35073 Munich Street Children, [Gathered Around Street Sign]
Box 2905: 35074 Attilio Risso
Box 2906: 35075 Bennie Lom
Box 2906: 35076 Pebble Beach Golf Course
Box 2906: 35077 Von Elm, Golf
Box 2906: 35078 Mrs. Jack Neville
Box 2906: 35079 UC Berkeley Commencement, 1930
Box 2906: 35080 Ruth Schjerup
Box 2906: 35081 Cornelius Gilbert, Son of Gold Star Mother
Box 2906: 35082 Santa Claus, Parade
Box 2906: 35083 UC Berkeley Commencement, 1930
Box 2907: 35084-35085 John Henry Mears, With Airplane
Box 2907: 35086 John Henry Mears
Box 2907: 35087 John Henry Mears, With Airplane
Box 2907: 35089 John Henry Mears
Box 2907: 35090 John Henry Mears, In Airplane
Box 2907: 35091-35092 John Henry Mears, Pilot
Box 2907-2908: 35093-35094 Communist Meeting, [View of Picketers], 1930-08-01 (communism)
Box 2908: 35096 A.B. Brandt
Box 2908: 35097 Veronica Cordray
Box 2908: 35098 David Belasco, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2908: 35099 Humphrey Abraham Belasco, Father of David Belasco
Box 2908: 35099 Reina Martha Belasco, Mother of David Belasco
Box 2908: 35100 David Belasco, at Age 20 [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2908: 35101 Paul McGuillian, Death by Suicide
Box 2908: 35102 Mrs. McGuillan, Mother of Suicide Victim
Box 2908: 35102 Robert McGuillan
Box 2908: 35102 Mary McGuillan
Box 2908: 35103 Edna Mahoney, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2909: 35104 Bomb at Ferry Booth, [Sign States "Death to Philippinos"]
Box 2909: 35105-35106 Jean O'Brien
Box 2909: 35107 Richmond Tathum, With Bomb from Ferry Booth
Box 2909: 35108 Room Seen Through Doorway, [Unidentified]
Box 2909: 35109-35110 Doorway, [Unidentified]
Box 2909-2910: 35111-35118 Estelle Smith
Box 2910: 35119 Charles Goff
Box 2910: 35119 Fred Berry
Box 2910: 35120 Duncan Matthewson
Box 2910: 35120-35121 Charles Goff
Box 2910: 35121 Duncan Matthewson
Box 2911: 35122-35127 Charles Goff
Box 2911: 35128-35130 Police Letter, McDonald Case
Box 2912: 35131-35136 John McDonald
Box 2912: 35137 Court Scene, McDonald Case
Box 2912: 35137 John W. Preston
Box 2912: 35137 John W. Shenk
Box 2912: 35137 Emmet Seawell
Box 2912: 35137 John McDonald
Box 2912: 35137 Chief Justice William H. Waste
Box 2912: 35137 John E. Richards
Box 2912: 35137 Jesse W. Curtis
Box 2912: 35137 William H. Langdon
Box 2912-2913: 35138-35148 John McDonald
Box 2913-2914: 35148-35149 Hilary Gans
Box 2914: 35149-35150 Charles Ruzicka
Box 2914: 35149 John McDonald
Box 2914: 35150-35151 John McDonald
Box 2914: 35150 Hilary Gans
Box 2914: 35151-35153 Charles Ruzicka
Box 2914: 35151 Hilary Gans
Box 2914: 35153 John McDonald
Box 2914: 35153 Hilary Gans
Box 2914: 35154 Hilary Gans
Box 2914: 35154-35155 Charles Ruzicka
Box 2914: 35155 Hilary Gans
Box 2914: 35156 Charles Ruzicka
Box 2914: 35156 John McDonald
Box 2914-2915: 35157-35158 Charles Ruzicka
Box 2914: 35157 Hilary Gans
Box 2914: 35157 John McDonald
Box 2915: 35158-35159 Hilary Gans
Box 2915: 35158 John McDonald
Box 2915: 35159-35160 Charles Ruzicka
Box 2915: 35159 John McDonald
Box 2915: 35160 Hilary Gans
Box 2915: 35160-35161 John McDonald
Box 2915: 35161 Hilary Gans
Box 2915: 35161-35162 Charles Ruzicka
Box 2915: 35162 Hilary Gans
Box 2915: 35162-35163 John McDonald
Box 2915: 35163-35164 Charles Ruzicka
Box 2915: 35163 Hilary Gans
Box 2915: 35164 Hilary Gans
Box 2915: 35164 John McDonald
Box 2915-2916: 35166-35171 [Crowd Near Public Library], [McDonald Case]
Box 2916: 35172a [Newsboys Selling Papers], [News of McDonald Trial]
Box 2916: 35172b-35173 [Crowd Gathered For News], [of McDonald Trial]
Box 2916: 35174 [Policemen at Attention]
Box 2916: 35175 [Policemen and Crowd], [McDonald Case]
Box 2917: 35177-35178 Charles Ruzicka
Box 2917: 35177 John McDonald
Box 2917: 35178 Hilary Gans
Box 2917: 35178 Hilary Gans
Box 2917: 35178 John McDonald
Box 2917: 35179-35180 Rena Mooney
Box 2917: 35180 Anna Mooney
Box 2917: 35180 Mary Mooney
Box 2917: 35181 Mrs. J.R. Compton
Box 2917: 35181 Mrs. Hammerburg
Box 2917: 35181 Rena Mooney
Box 2917: 35182-35184 Rena Mooney
Box 2917-2918: 35185-35186 Edith Drumm
Box 2917: 35185 Mary Mooney
Box 2918: 35186 Mary Mooney
Box 2918: 35187-35188 John Mooney
Box 2918: 35189 Anna Mooney
Box 2918: 35190-35194 John W. Preston
Box 2919: 35195-35196 J.W. Shenk
Box 2919: 35195 J.W. Preston
Box 2919: 35195-35196 W.H. Langdon
Box 2919: 35195 E. Sewell
Box 2919: 35196 J.A. Preston
Box 2919: 35196 E. Sewell
Box 2919: 35198 John W. Shenk
Box 2919: 35199 Mrs. Compton
Box 2919: 35200 [Goodyear Blimp and Crowd]
Box 2919: 35200A Supreme Court Room
Box 2919: 35201-35202 McDonald Case, Court Scene
Box 2919: 35203 Mooney, Billings Case -- Exhibit 5
Box 2920: 35204 Mooney, Billings Case -- Exhibit 2
Box 2920: 35205-35206 Judge Sewell
Box 2920: 35207-35209 Judge Waste
Box 2920: 35210 Rena Mooney
Box 2920: 35210-35211 Mrs. Hammerburg
Box 2920: 35210 Mrs. J.R. Compton
Box 2920-2921: 35212-35215 Charles Fickert
Box 2920-2921: 35212-35214 Billy Otts
Box 2921: 35217-35218 Edward McKenzie
Box 2921: 35219-35220 E.N. Nockels
Box 2921: 35221 E.D. Nockels, Confederation of Labor
Box 2921: 35223 Edward McKenzie
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Box 2922: 35227 Edward McKenzie
Box 2922: 35227-35229 F.P. Walsh
Box 2922: 35229 Mary Gallagher
Box 2922: 35230 John Galagher
Box 2922: 35230 Guards at Supreme Court Chambers
Box 2922: 35230 James McCarthy
Box 2922: 35230 Ray Harris
Box 2922: 35231 Billings, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2922: 35232 Fred Berry
Box 2922: 35234 John E. Richards, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2922: 35235-35236 Maxwell McNutt
Box 2923: 35237 Lieutenant Boland
Box 2923: 35238-35239 Ed Cunah
Box 2923: 35240 Jesse W. Curtis, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2923: 35241-35242 George Bailey
Box 2923: 35243 Jim Brennan
Box 2923: 35244 Oakland Tree Sitter, Letter from
Box 2923-2924: 35245-35252 Oakland Tree Sitter
Box 2924-2925: 35253-35255 William Johnston, Tennis Player
Box 2925: 35256 Edition of San Francisco Call Bulletin, Start of World War I, 1914-08-01
Box 2925: 35257 Green Street Theatre
Box 2925: 35257A-35259 Goodyear Blimp, [Over City Hall]
Box 2925: 35261 Goodyear Blimp, [Over City Hall]
Box 2925: 35262-35264 Babies, St. Luke's Hospital
Box 2926: 35265-35266 Val Valente
Box 2926: 35267-35271 Emil Dolle, Golfer
Box 2926-2927: 35272-35275 Emporium [Miniature] Golf Course
Box 2927: 35276 Charles Fickert
Box 2927: 35277 Captain H.K. Forsman
Box 2927: 35278 Mildred Kitchen
Box 2927: 35279 Mildred Kitchen, at William Taylor Hotel
Box 2927-2928: 35280-35282 Mildred Kitchen
Box 2928: 35284 Zeppelin, R100
Box 2928: 35285 Two Armed Services Officers, R100
Box 2928: 35286 Gussie [child]
Box 2928: 35286 Nurse Hazel Gruver, Stanford Convalescent Home
Box 2928: 35287 [Disabled Children], Stanford Convalescent Home
Box 2928: 35288 Eleanor [child]
Box 2928: 35289 Superintendent Ruth [Spavde?], Stanford Convalescent Home
Box 2928: 35290 Nurse Carol Ramsey, Stanford Convalescent Home
Box 2928: 35290 Freda
Box 2928: 35291 Judge Engs, Hunt
Box 2929: 35292 Chief Drew
Box 2929: 35292 Deputy Sheriff J.E. Morteza
Box 2929: 35292 Captain Harry Orbel
Box 2929: 35292 Captain Brown
Box 2929: 35292 Captain Lynch
Box 2929: 35292 Doctor J.S. Engs
Box 2929: 35293 Corporal Arnold Buckley
Box 2929: 35293 Harry [Cillen?]?
Box 2929: 35293 Allen Gilkey
Box 2929: 35294 Chief Drew, Oakland Police Department
Box 2929: 35295 Edna Lapham
Box 2929: 35295 Betty McCann
Box 2929: 35296 Jane Neylan
Box 2929: 35297 Bill Tilden, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2929: 35298 Captain H.K. Forsman
Box 2929: 35299 Mr. William R. Hearst, Jr.
Box 2929: 35300 Beatrice Thomas
Box 2930: 35301 Katherine Fanto
Box 2930: 35302 Elizabeth Wiel
Box 2930: 35303 Jane Neylan
Box 2930: 35304 Judge Sewell
Box 2930: 35305 African Goose
Box 2930: 35306-35309 Mill Valley Fire
Box 2931: 35310-35311 Dorothy Heisner
Box 2931: 35312-35313 Ernest Voss, Pilot
Box 2931: 35315 Ernest Schroder
Box 2931: 35317 Minnie Roderick, Divorce -- Court Document
Box 2931: 35318 Minnie Roderick
Box 2931: 35319 Minnie Roderick, In Jail Cell
Box 2931-2932: 35320-35321 Minnie Roderick
Box 2932: 35323 Minnie Roderick
Box 2932: 35323-35325 Sheriff J.J. McGrath
Box 2932: 35324 Swart
Box 2932: 35325-35327 William Woodring
Box 2932: 35326-35327 Farrell
Box 2932: 35328-35329 Frank Roderick, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 2932: 35330 Mr. Roderick
Box 2932: 35330 Mrs. Roderick
Box 2933: 35331-35333 Roderick, Funeral
Box 2933: 35334 Undersheriff Ed Farrell
Box 2933: 35334 District Attorney Franklin Swart
Box 2933: 35335 James A. McCraney, Well Murder
Box 2933: 35337 Well Murder
Box 2933: 35338-35339 Roderick Murder, Court Document
Box 2933: 35340 Well Murder
Box 2934: 35351-35354 Well Murder
Box 2934: 35356 Father O'Mahony, Baptism
Box 2934: 35356 Margaret Schneider, Baptism
Box 2934: 35356 Claire [baby] Marie, Baptism
Box 2934: 35356 Margaret Schneider, Baptism
Box 2934: 35357 Marie Coffey
Box 2934: 35357 Helen Coffey
Box 2934: 35358 Novena, at St. Ann's Church
Box 2934: 35359 Father O'Mahony
Box 2934: 35360 Father O'Mahony, Baptism
Box 2934: 35360 Mrs. A. Gallagher, Baptism
Box 2934: 35360 Claire [baby] Marie, Baptism
Box 2935: 35363 San Francisco Call Bulletin Office
Box 2935: 35364-35365 San Francisco Call Bulletin Building
Box 2935: 35366-35368 Kingsford Smith, Pilot
Box 2935: 35369 Kingsford Smith, at NBC Microphone
Box 2935-2936: 35370-35375 Kingsford Smith, Pilot
Box 2936: 35376 Kingsford Smith, airplane of
Box 2936: 35377 Kingsford Smith, Pilot
Box 2936: 35378-35379 Helen Holland, With Horse
Box 2936-2937: 35380-35382 Janice Meredith, Riding Horse
Box 2937: 35383 Veda Burger
Box 2937: 35384 Carmen Wilson
Box 2937: 35385 Eloise Nichols
Box 2937: 35386 Medora Herzog
Box 2937: 35386 Marjorie Pierce
Box 2937-2938: 35387-35392 Helen Wills, Playing Tennis
Box 2938: 35394-35395 Helen Wills, Playing Tennis
Box 2938: 35396 Edward Cunha
Box 2938-2940: 35398-35413 Corbett vs. Thompson
Box 2940: 35414 Billings Hearing
Box 2940: 35415 Judge Waste
Box 2940: 35416 Judge Fritz
Box 2940-2941: 35417-35425 Estelle Smith
Box 2941: 35426-35427 Charles Fickert
Box 2941-2942: 35428-35431 Edward Cunha
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Box 2942: 35432-35435 Rena Mooney
Box 2942: 35436 Edith Drum, [Nurse of Mooney Household]
Box 2942: 35436-35437 Mary Mooney
Box 2942-2943: 35438-35440 John McDonald
Box 2942: 35438 Charles Ruzicka
Box 2942: 35438 Hilary Gams
Box 2943: 35441-35442 Ed Mckenzie
Box 2943: 35442 Frank J. Mahoney
Box 2943: 35443 Theodore Roche
Box 2943: 35443 William? Quinn, Chief of Police
Box 2943: 35444 Mary James
Box 2943: 35445 John Allesio
Box 2943: 35446 Judge George Steiger
Box 2943: 35446 Hermina Ladling
Box 2943: 35446 David Ladling
Box 2943: 35447 Kenneth W. Hodge
Box 2943: 35447 Dorothy Bouticelli
Box 2943: 35448 Charles Lewis
Box 2943: 35448 Joseph Lewis
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Box 2944: 35449 Kenneth W. Hodge, With His Automobile
Box 2944: 35450 [James J.?] Phelan, [Residence Washington Street SF ?]
Box 2944: 35451 Fred Akers, Police SF
Box 2944: 35452 James O'Neill, SF Detective
Box 2944: 35452-35453 Frannie Willis, Female
Box 2944: 35454-35458 George Putnam, Sculptor - His Reliefs
Box 2944: 35455-35458 Otis Oldfield [missing 35457]
Box 2945: 35459 Robert Townsend
Box 2945: 35460 Claire Hargety
Box 2945: 35461-35462 Kenneth W. Hodge, With His Auto
Box 2945: 35462 Jack Floyd, SF Police
Box 2945-2946: 35463-35474 J.W. Leavitt, Suicide
Box 2946: 35474 Albert Plugoff
Box 2946-2947: 35475-35487 Leta Joyce Smith
Box 2946-2947: 35475-35485 Bertha Higdom
Box 2947-2948: 35486-35492 ? Ruth Smith
Box 2948: 35493 Mills Airfield
Box 2948: 35495 Sacramento Air Show
Box 2948: 35497 Mills Airfield
Box 2948-2949: 35503-35510 Sacramento Air Show
Box 2949-2950: 35511-35517 McCarthy Residence, Saratoga
Box 2950: 35518 Shell Building, San Francisco
Box 2950: 35519 Bishop Parsons
Box 2950: 35520-35521 Lt. Hal Bundy, Lt. USAF
Box 2950: 35522 Porter Peck
Box 2950-2951: 35523-35527 John Black, California Country Club
Box 2951: 35528-35529 Lt. USAF Woodring
Box 2951: 35530-35531 San Francisco Aerial View
Box 2951: 35532 Florence Biddell
Box 2951: 35533-35534 C.C. Young, Governor
Box 2951: 35534 General Gilmore
Box 2952: 35535-35536 Stanford Convalescent Home
Box 2952: 35538 "Gibson Girl", Head shot
Box 2952: 35539 Saint Janarius, Bust
Box 2952: 35540 Edgar Lindner, Golfer
Box 2952: 35541-35542 E.S. Hurley, Senator
Box 2952: 35543 Polo
Box 2952: 35544 Lillian Riddell
Box 2953: 35545 Polo
Box 2953: 35546-35547 Lydia Stubbs
Box 2953: 35548 Dr. Kuzer
Box 2953: 35549 S.K. Herzog, Forman of Grand Jury
Box 2953: 35550 M.L. Gillogley, Secretary of Grand Jury
Box 2953: 35552 Theodore Roche
Box 2953: 35552 Lt. Boland, Police
Box 2953: 35552 Dan O'Brien
Box 2953: 35554 Tex Alexander
Box 2953-2954: 35555-35557 Helen McNamara
Box 2954: 35556-35557 Claudine McKinnon
Box 2954-2955: 35557-35557 ? Grace Berri
Box 2955: 35575 Distric Attorney Henry Greer
Box 2955-2956: 35576-35581 Gus Oliva
Box 2956: 35582 ? Grace Berri
Box 2956: 35582 Mrs Sturdevant
Box 2956: 35583 Antone Berri
Box 2956: 35584-35585 Sheriff McCurdy
Box 2956: 35586 Grace Lucich
Box 2957-2958: 35587-35596 Vincent Lucich
Box 2957: 35589 Police Captain Dullea
Box 2957: 35590 Sheriff McCurdy
Box 2957: 35591 District Attorney Henry Greer
Box 2957: 35592 Les Tracy, Sheriff
Box 2957-2958: 35593-35596 Thomas Boyd
Box 2958: 35597 Mrs. Vincent Lucich
Box 2958: 35597 Grace Lucich
Box 2958-2959: 35598-35610 Vincent Lucich
Box 2959: 35611-35613 M.S. Sturtevant
Box 2960: 35614 M.S. Sturtevant, Car
Box 2960: 35616 Judge Montanyna
Box 2960: 35617 Robert Duke
Box 2960: 35618 Charles Dullea, Police Captain
Box 2960: 35619 M.S. Sturtevant, Car
Box 2960: 35621 Lucich Shooting, Reenacted
Box 2960: 35622 Sturtevant Bullet from Body in Car
Box 2960: 35623 Sturtevant Bullet from Body in Car
Box 2960: 35624 Reenacted Lucich Shooting
Box 2961: 35625-35626 Sturtevant Bullet from Body in Car
Box 2961: 35627 Evidence Lucich Shooting
Box 2961: 35628 Lucich Jury and Car
Box 2961: 35629 Evidence Lucich shooting
Box 2961: 35630 Lucich Jury, and Lucich Car -- Evidence
Box 2961: 35631 Lucich jury in court
Box 2961: 35632 M.S. Sturtevant, Grave Of ?
Box 2961-2962: 35633-35636 Ed Mckenzie
Box 2962: 35635-35642 Mary Mooney
Box 2962: 35638 Lucich Jury and Car
Box 2963: 35643 Maxwell McNutt
Box 2963: 35644-35647 Edward Cunha
Box 2963: 35648-35651 Charles Fickert
Box 2964: 35652-35653 Jim Brennan
Box 2964: 35654-35655 Estelle Smith
Box 2964: 35655 Charles Goff, Police Chief
Box 2964: 35656-35670 Belle Hammerberg
Box 2965: 35671-35678 J.W. Preston, Judge
Box 2965: 35671 (Judge?) Langdon
Box 2965: 35680 Folsom Prison Gate
Box 2966: 35682-35692 Billings Hearing, at Folsom Prison [missing 35684-35685]
Box 2967: 35693-35694 E.N. Knockels
Box 2967: 35695 F.P. Walsh
Box 2967: 35696-35697 Charles Fickert
Box 2967: 35699 John W. Preston, Judge
Box 2967: 35700 Judge Waste
Box 2967: 35700-35701A Ed McKenzie
Box 2967: 35701B Billings Hearing, at Folsom Prison
Box 2967: 35701B Dunn, [at Billings Hearing]
Box 2968: 35702-35704 Duncan Matheson
Box 2968: 35705-35709 Rena Mooney
Box 2968: 35709-35712 Maxwell McNutt
Box 2969: 35713 Ralph R. Jones
Box 2969: 35714-35716 F.P. Walsh
Box 2969-2970: 35717-35720 Edward Cunha
Box 2970: 35720 F.L. Berry
Box 2970: 35720 Ed McKenzie
Box 2970: 35721 James Phelan
Box 2970: 35721 Helen Wills Moody
Box 2970: 35721 Mayor James Rolph
Box 2970: 35722 Opium Seized, Aboard President Jefferson (ship)
Box 2970: 35723 Edna Purviance
Box 2970: 35724-35725 Kenneth W. Hodge, School Teacher
Box 2970: 35726-35727 Barbara Bouharin
Box 2970: 35729 Sisters G. dancers
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Box 2971: 35730 Mrs. Thomas Luke
Box 2971: 35731 Anna Held
Box 2971: 35731 Mrs. Lawrence Clody
Box 2971: 35732 Angelo Rossi
Box 2971: 35732 Charles Grakelow
Box 2971: 35733 Ethel Grubb, Painting ("Red Bridge") by
Box 2971: 35734 G. Fletcher Clark, Sculpture of Madonna by
Box 2971: 35735 G. Fletcher Clark, Sculpture of a Head by
Box 2971: 35736-35737 Opium Seizure, Aboard President Jefferson (ship)
Box 2971: 35737 J.A. Thielen, Customs Inspector
Box 2971: 35739 Tania Fedor
Box 2971: 35739 Manon d’Arlaine
Box 2972: 35740 Attorney Charles L. McEnery
Box 2972: 35741 Mr. Waite
Box 2972: 35741 Mrs. Waite
Box 2972: 35742 Dr. T.B Moore
Box 2972: 35742 Gladys Kenny
Box 2972: 35743-35744 Paul Shoup
Box 2972: 35744 Marion Cervert
Box 2972: 35745 J.H Fremey
Box 2972: 35745 N.J. Stutts
Box 2972: 35746 Paul Shoup
Box 2972: 35748 Charles Smith, Pullman Conductor
Box 2972: 35749 A.L. McNabb
Box 2973: 35750 John C. Kendel
Box 2973: 35751 Annie McDermott
Box 2973: 35752 Milo Shahan
Box 2973: 35752 A.G. Soto
Box 2973: 35753 C.C. Teague
Box 2973: 35754 Loraine Kauffman
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Box 2973: 35754 Mrs. L. Kauffman
Box 2973: 35755 Julius Godeau
Box 2973: 35756 Edna Purviance
Box 2973: 35757 San Francisco City Hall
Box 2973-2974: 35758-35760 C.C. Young, Governor
Box 2974: 35759 Mrs. C.C. Young, Wife of Governor C.C. Young
Box 2974: 35763 J.J. Corbett, Manager of
Box 2974: 35763 J.J. Corbett
Box 2974: 35766 Congressman R. Welch
Box 2974: 35766 Leland Culter
Box 2974: 35767 Junior Call Bulletin Circulation Boys
Box 2974: 35768 Islais Creek Reclamation
Box 2974: 35769 Adrian Levy
Box 2974: 35770-35771 Lucas Morgan
Box 2974: 35771 Mrs. Morgan, Mother of Lucas Morgan
Box 2975: 35772 Jack Dailey
Box 2975: 35773 Hiram Johnson, Senator
Box 2975: 35774 Cameron Forbes
Box 2975: 35776-35777 Mrs. Camille Mills
Box 2975: 35778 Judge Waste
Box 2975-2976: 35778-35783 Captain W.R. Meyer, at City Hall
Box 2975: 35779 Admiral W.D Cole, at City Hall Rotunda
Box 2976: 35784 S.F. Call Bulletin’s Radio Station, New Remote Control Station
Box 2976: 35785 Thomas Doyle
Box 2976: 35786 R.H. Baker
Box 2976: 35787 Harry Milton
Box 2976: 35788 F. McDonald
Box 2976: 35789 J.B Gallagher
Box 2976-2977: 35790-35791 Theodore Christianson, Governor of Minnesota
Box 2977: 35792 W.P. Marks
Box 2977: 35793 Theodore Christianson, Governor of Minnesota
Box 2977: 35794 Mrs. L.C Strong
Box 2977: 35795-35796 Clinton Mason
Box 2977: 35796 Arnold Berry
Box 2977: 35797-35798 Judge Theresa Meikle
Box 2977: 35798 Chief Justice Waste
Box 2977: 35799 Red Kuehl
Box 2978: 35800 A Morgan
Box 2978: 35802 Charles Goff, Police Chief
Box 2978: 35802 Fred Berry
Box 2978: 35803 Judge Seawell
Box 2978: 35804 Antone Anderson
Box 2978: 35805-35806 Captain W.R. Meyer
Box 2978: 35807 Tania Fedor, Actress
Box 2978: 35808 Iron Lung, Drinker Respirators
Box 2978: 35809 Johnny Anderson, boxer
Box 2979: 35810 Margarita Weidenmann
Box 2979: 35810 Frieda Weidenmann
Box 2979: 35811 Erma Lawson
Box 2979: 35811 Mrs. Fred Lawson
Box 2979: 35812 Mildred Genthis
Box 2979: 35813 Mrs. Dorothy Wolf
Box 2979: 35814 Mrs. Edith Nicholas
Box 2979: 35815-35816 Arthur Kilbane, With Congressional Medal
Box 2979: 35815-31816 Congressional Medal
Box 2979: 35817 Marie Gudelji
Box 2979: 35818 Aimee [Semple?] McPherson
Box 2979: 35818 Ma Kennedy
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Box 2980: 35820 Eliza P. Donner Houghton
Box 2980: 35821 Lewis Keseberg
Box 2980: 35822 Mrs. Selma P. Foge
Box 2980: 35823-35824 Milton Carlson
Box 2980: 35825 Peter Farrington
Box 2980: 35825 Nate Coughlan
Box 2981: 35831-35837 Max Baer, Boxer, In Court [missing 35833]
Box 2981-2982: 35838-35845 Funeral Campbell
Box 2982: 35845 Max Baer, Boxer, At Campbell Funeral
Box 2982: 35846 Mildred Reisert Hope, Story about
Box 2982: 35846 J. Eichenhauer
Box 2982: 35847 Dorothy Jones, Marcelli Murder
Box 2983: 35848 Jim Brennan
Box 2983: 35850-35853 John Marcelli, San Bruno hermit murder
Box 2983: 35854 Audrey Bure
Box 2983: 35854 Audrey Beer
Box 2983: 35856 Gus Alfredson
Box 2983: 35856 J.W. Moran
Box 2983: 35856 John Woods
Box 2983: 35856 Harold Faulkner, Attorney
Box 2983: 35856 Roy Roberts
Box 2983: 35856 Eric McMillan
Box 2983: 35857-35838 Mrs. Mildred Reigert Hope
Box 2983: 35857-35858 John M Reisert
Box 2984: 35860 Colonel John T. Geary
Box 2984: 35866 Attorney Charles L. McEnery
Box 2984: 35867 Major Harvey Burwell
Box 2984: 35868 Captain F.S. Swett
Box 2984: 35868 Captain W. Bray
Box 2984: 35869 Commander C.A. McGowan
Box 2984: 35869 Major Harvey Burwell
Box 2984: 35870-35871 Harbor Day, San Francisco, 1930
Box 2984: 35872 Judge Johnson
Box 2984: 35872 Judge Goodell
Box 2984: 35872 Judge Cabinnis
Box 2984: 35873 Dollar, Capt. Robert
Box 2985: 35874-35875 Sailors-1930
Box 2985: 35876-35877 Coogan, Annette, and Rowdy (dog)
Box 2985: 35881 Irwin Foley
Box 2985: 35881 Ansel Hoffman
Box 2985: 35882-35883 French Hospital
Box 2985: 35884 Kuhl, Boxer
Box 2985: 35885 Estelle Taylor
Box 2985: 35885 Jack Dempsey
Box 2986: 35886 George Henry, Plaque
Box 2986: 35888-35892 HMS Despatch (ship)
Box 2986: 35893 Judge Fritz
Box 2986-2987: 35893-35897 Reverend Vernon Whittier, Court Case
Box 2987: 35898 Billy Hajek, Piano Endurance
Box 2987: 35899 South San Francisco Marathon
Box 2987: 35901 Wells Fargo Stagecoach
Box 2987: 35902-35906 Hillgold Rincon
Box 2987: 35907 James Phelan, Residence
Box 2988: 35908 Rincon Hill Gold
Box 2988: 35911-35913 Beer Drinking Dog
Box 2988: 35914 Mrs. Les Hables
Box 2988: 35915-35915 Death Ray
Box 2989: 35920 Mrs. Belle Hart and son
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Box 2989: 35921 Gladys Preston
Box 2989: 35922 John Robert
Box 2989: 35922 Ernest Whinney
Box 2989: 35923 Deputy Sherriff C. Schloeman
Box 2989: 35924-35924 May "Mickey" McCoy
Box 2989: 35925-35925 Clarence King
Box 2989: 35927 Gladys Preston
Box 2989: 35928 Oscar Swanson, Coroner
Box 2989: 35928 Dr. George B. Brown
Box 2990: 35929 Bayshore Highway, 1930
Box 2990: 35930 Judge Funeral Mukosky
Box 2990: 35931 His dogs Cardiff, W.
Box 2990: 35932 Fritz, Judge
Box 2990: 35938 Gladys Preston
Box 2990: 35938 Ora Preston
Box 2990: 35941-35941 Hodie Valencia
Box 2990: 35943 Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Box 2990: 35943 Joan Crawford
Box 2990: 35944-35944 Paul Shoup
Box 2990: 35944-35944 Coffey Dr.
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Box 2991: 35947 Mcenerey, George Atty.
Box 2991: 35948-35948 Crew of Richfield (ship), Shipwreck
Box 2991: 35951-35951 Wreck scene of the Richfield (ship)
Box 2991: 35955 Mrs. Grace Berri
Box 2992: 35956-35956 Chauncey McGovern
Box 2992: 35960 Henry Mears
Box 2992: 35961-35962 Photo Section Crissy Field
Box 2992: 35963 Crissy Feild, Photo Section
Box 2992: 35964-35964 Maria Jeritza
Box 2992: 35966 Piano Marathon
Box 2992: 35966 Jack Poole
Box 2992: 35966 Billy Hajeck
Box 2993: 35967 JLG Armstrong
Box 2993: 35967 James P. Taylor
Box 2993: 35968-35968 Jon Lieb
Box 2993: 35968 Mooney case
Box 2993: 35969 Percy洛cey
Box 2993: 35971 Admission of Cal. to union
Box 2993: 35972 San Francisco Bay in 1849 (from south ??????)
Box 2993: 35973 Yerba buena 7-9-1846 American Flag Raising
Box 2993: 35974 SF Streets Plaza 1849
Box 2993: 35975 Mrs. Claire Foster
Box 2994: 35976 Mr. and Mrs. Theo Hoover
Box 2994: 35977 Mrs. HJ Lueck
Box 2994: 35978 Dorothy Dow
Box 2994: 35978 Mrs. Edwin Dow
Box 2994: 35978 Mildred Long
Box 2994: 35979 Mrs. Dan Murphy
Box 2994: 35979 Mrs. Jerd Sullivan
Box 2994: 35980 Erma Christensen
Box 2994: 35980 Ida Christensen
Box 2994: 35981 Margaret Gilbert
Box 2994: 35981 Jacqueline Barton
Box 2994: 35981 Liana Galen
Box 2994: 35981 Terry Miss Green
Box 2994: 35982 Mrs. Alton Collins
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Box 3012: 36148 Bull Boar and Dam, Golden Gate Park Museum
Box 3012: 36149-36150 Larry Behler
Box 3012: 36151 Dink Templeton
Box 3012: 36151 Brick Morse
Box 3012: 36152 Ernie Smith
Box 3012: 36153 Angelina Balsi
Box 3012: 36153 Louise Balsi
Box 3012-3013: 36154-36155 Louise Balsi
Box 3013: 36156-36157 Emilie Clark
Box 3013: 36156 Joseph Clark
Box 3013: 36158 Mrs. Wellington Henderson
Box 3013: 36159 Evelyn Salisbury
Box 3013: 36159 Genevieve Six
Box 3013: 36160 Helene Lundborg
Box 3013: 36162 Mrs. Bruce Dohrman
Box 3013: 36163 Helene Lundborg
Box 3013-3014: 36164-36165 Genevieve Lauritzen
Box 3014: 36166 Hazel Eldredge
Box 3014: 36167-36168 Philip Mangerene, Murderer of Hermit
Box 3014: 36169 John Cusack, Murderer of Hermit
Box 3014: 36170 James Duane
Box 3014: 36170 Larry W. Mason
Box 3014: 36171 Colonel R. Mathewson
Box 3014: 36172 Lucille Ward
Box 3014: 36172 Virginia Henderson
Box 3014: 36173 Georgette Osborne
Box 3015: 36174 Ray Roberts
Box 3015: 36175-36176 Marjorie Osborn
Box 3015: 36177-36178 J.J. Tynan
Box 3015: 36178 William J. Burke, [Mug Shot]
Box 3015: 36180 William Clark
Box 3015: 36181 Ray Roberts
Box 3015: 36182 Evelyn Rafter
Box 3015: 36182 Margaret Cooch
Box 3016: 36183-36185 Teachers School Art
Box 3016: 36184 Frances Kuhn
Box 3016: 36185 Jean Hughes
Box 3016: 36186 Oreste Roggero
Box 3016: 36187 Domenico Giovan, Baron of Overalls
Box 3016: 36188 Badon, Curator of Golden Gate Park Museum
Box 3016: 36189 Clifford Dixon, Escaped Ex-convict
Box 3016-3017: 36190-36191 Lieutenant George Richards, Police
Box 3016-3017: 36191-36192 Harry McGehen
Box 3017: 36194 Alfredo Abaz, School of Commerce Blast
Box 3017: 36195 Henry J. Joost
Box 3017: 36196a-36196b Josephine Mitchell, [two negatives]
Box 3017: 36197-36199 Red Kuehl, Boxer
Box 3017: 36198-36199 Judge A.J. Fritz
Box 3017: 36199 William J. Burre
Box 3017-3018: 36200-36202 Herman Kringle
Box 3017: 36200 M.P. Meyer
Box 3018: 36203 Albert Greiner
Box 3018: 36203 Josephine Mitchell
Box 3018: 36203 Frank Egan
Box 3018: 36204-36205 Commerce High School, Chemistry Explosion
Box 3018: 36207 Julia Dodge
Box 3018-3019: 36208-36214 Crooked Dice
Box 3019: 36216-36218 Crooked Dice
Box 3019: 36219 Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3019: 36220 Catherine Parker
Box 3020: 36221 Sherrill Tyler
Box 3020: 36222 Jerome Frankelden
Box 3020: 36222 Alvin Andres
Box 3020: 36222 William Schott
Box 3020: 36223 Nancy Upham
Box 3020: 36223 Kentfield Grape Festival
Box 3020: 36224 Virginia Costigam
Box 3020: 36224 Mrs. Horace Lees
Box 3020: 36224 Marjorie Towne
Box 3020: 36225 Marjorie Towne, Kentfield Grape Festival
Box 3020: 36226 Mariam Moore, Kentfield Grape Festival
Box 3020: 36227 Eleanor Jenkins, Kentfield Grape Festival
Box 3020: 36227 Louisanna Abbott, Kentfield Grape Festival
Box 3020: 36227 Martha Kuechler, Kentfield Grape Festival
Box 3020: 36228 Sally Eells, Kentfield Grape Festival
Box 3020: 36229 Lilia Johnson, Kentfield Grape Festival
Box 3020: 36230-36231 Peggy Diblee, Kentfield Grape Festival
Box 3020: 36230-36231 Polly Diblee, Kentfield Grape Festival
Box 3020: 36232 Captain Stansbury Sorenson, Residence
Box 3020: 36233 Harold Vosberg Sorenson
Box 3020: 36233-36235 Edna Sorenson
Box 3020: 36235-36238 Harold Vosberg Sorenson
Box 3021: 36239-36240 Esquivel Fuentes
Box 3022: 36239-36240 John Ellis
Box 3022: 36241 Wallace L. Estes
Box 3022: 36242 Bob Howard, "Eating America" Mural
Box 3022: 36243 Ernest S. Throne
Box 3022: 36244 Margaret Throne
Box 3022: 36245 High School Banking Cup, Awarded by Commerce High School
Box 3022: 36245 L.H. Tharp, Winner of High School Banking Cup
Box 3022: 36245 Helen Willis, Winner of High School Banking Cup
Box 3022: 36247 Marjorie Scharf
Box 3022: 36248 Laura Bush, Grant School
Box 3022: 36249 Carter Lowe, Grant School
Box 3023: 36250 Mildred Whitford, Grant School
Box 3023: 36251-36252 Donald Highbee
Box 3023: 36254 Rafela Revegetot
Box 3023: 36255 Josephine Lucas
Box 3023: 36257-36259 Gulian P. Rixford
Box 3023: 36259 Ann Rathare
Box 3024: 36260 Adaline Parker
Box 3024: 36261 Evelyn Simmons
Box 3024: 36262 George Happersberger
Box 3024: 36263 Hold-up of Granada Jewelry Company
Box 3024: 36264 Carl Otto Sum
Box 3024: 36264 Leslie Lees
Box 3024: 36265 William Morrissey
Box 3024: 36265 Thomas Crawford
Box 3024: 36266 Al Wilson
Box 3024: 36267 Olympic Club Band
Box 3024-3025: 36268-36270 Arthur C. Pillsbury
Box 3025: 36271 Shizuko Yamamoto, Gratten School
Box 3025: 36271 Grace Weleer, Gratten School
Box 3025: 36271 Patricia Cronin, Gratten School
Box 3025: 36271 Georgette O'Brien, Gratten School
Box 3025: 36272 Robert Driscoll, Gratten School
Box 3025: 36272 Robert Barron, Gratten School
Box 3025: 36272 Elizabeth Fagan, Gratten School
Box 3025: 36272 Enid Kuchel, Gratten School
Box 3025: 36272 Caroline Orginos, Gratten School
Box 3025: 36272 Marjorie Hainey, Gratten School
Box 3025: 36273-36275 Elinor Westphal
Box 3025: 36276 Stephen Storey
Box 3025: 36277 Flora Gleichman
Box 3025: 36277 O.E. Carr
Box 3026: 36279 Miss V.I. Milner
Box 3026: 36280-36281 Seventh Street Drains, Construction
Box 3026: 36283 John J. Raskob, Jr.
Box 3026: 36284 Major General Hines
Box 3026: 36286 Mrs. Arthur Gibson
Box 3026: 36286 Miss. James Paramore
Box 3026: 36286A-36287 Frances C. Tupper
Box 3026: 36286A-36287 Harold Gray
Box 3027: 36288 Catherine Lucey
Box 3027: 36288 Margaret Smith
Box 3027: 36289 Louise Wagner
Box 3028: 36290-36294 Mary McCoy, Murder
Box 3029: 36290 Clarence King
Box 3029: 36291 Mary McCoy, Shoes
Box 3029: 36292 Mary McCoy, Left Thumb Fragment
Box 3029: 36293 Mary McCoy, Site of Corpse
Box 3029: 36294 Mary McCoy
Box 3030: 36295-36301 Helen Wills
Box 3030: 36300-36301 Ed Boyden
Box 3030: 36302-36305 Edith Cross
Box 3031: 36303-36305 Helen Wills
Box 3031: 36306-36309 William Woodfield, Jr.
Box 3031: 36310-36311 Bjorne Aspelund
Box 3031: 36312 Lillie O’Ryan, Oil Portrait
Box 3031: 36313-36316 Lillie O’Ryan
Box 3032: 36315 Lillie O’Ryan, Oil Portrait
Box 3032: 36317 Lillie O'Ryan, Bust
Box 3032: 36318-36322 Polar Bears
Box 3032: 36322 Barney Kilbane
Box 3032: 36323-36324 Rowena Hynes, Sailing Aboard the Makura (ship)
Box 3032: 36325-36327 Florence McCarthy, Lucky Miner
Box 3032: 36328-36330 Jeritza
Box 3032: 36328 Gaetano Merola
Box 3032: 36330 Marie Davidson
Box 3032: 36330A-36331 Millet Paintings, "Shephard"
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Box 3032: 36332 Dorothy Mackye
Box 3032: 36332A Clara Lefebre
Box 3032: 36333 Dorothy Mackye
Box 3032: 36333A-36334 Clara Lefebre
Box 3032: 36335-36336 City Hall Rotunda
Box 3032: 36337 Eldon L. Hearns
Box 3032: 36338 Elmer Jomes
Box 3033: 36339-36340 Helene Gonelli
Box 3033: 36339-36340 Alberta Hull
Box 3033: 36339-36340 Palace Hotel, Beauty Parlor Staff
Box 3033: 36340 Pearl Swanson
Box 3043: 36438 Dorothy Mackye
Box 3043: 36439 Beaux Arts Gallery
Box 3043: 36441 Clara Bow, Check
Box 3043: 36443 Jack McDonald
Box 3043-3044: 36444-36446 Louis B. Mayer
Box 3044: 36447 Lillian Jones, Missing Bride
Box 3044: 36448 Charlotte Cook
Box 3044: 36449 Wallace L. Estes
Box 3044: 36450 Mary Cusack
Box 3044: 36450 Phyllis Cusack
Box 3044: 36451 Gladys Arrington
Box 3044: 36451 Joseph Landgraft, Jr.
Box 3044: 36452 Polio Serum, Infantile Paralysis Serum
Box 3044: 36453 Oxygen Mask, Stanford Hospital
Box 3044: 36454 Iron Lung, Drinker Respirator, Stanford Hospital
Box 3045: 36455 Adam Walsh
Box 3045: 36457 Polio Serum
Box 3045: 36457 Dr. Faber, Polio Serum
Box 3045: 36458 Russell L. Cole
Box 3045: 36458A DeYoung Museum
Box 3045: 36459 Emma Kahler
Box 3045: 36459 H.H. Harvey
Box 3045: 36459A Patricia Laird
Box 3045: 36459A Helen Walthers
Box 3045: 36462 Queena Mario
Box 3045: 36463 Pauline Powell
Box 3046: 36464 Mabel Doran
Box 3046: 36465 Bishop Cantwell
Box 3046: 36466 Mrs. Edwin Lingele
Box 3046: 36467 Mrs. William Ernst
Box 3046: 36468 Richard Kahler
Box 3046: 36469 Charles Nelson
Box 3046: 36470 Eva Bruzzel, Murdered
Box 3046-3047: 36471-36472 Nicholas Rossich
Box 3047: 36472 Allen McGinn
Box 3047: 36473 George W. Duncan
Box 3047: 36474 Mrs. George W. Duncan
Box 3047: 36474 Laverne Ducan, child of Mrs. George W. Ducan
Box 3047: 36475 Miss. M. Landis
Box 3047: 36475 Nursing School, Stanford University
Box 3047: 36476 Gordon Stewart Northcott, Hanged for Murder of Small Boys
Box 3047: 36477 Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3047: 36477 Judge Fritz
Box 3047: 36477 Baer-Campbell Inquest
Box 3047: 36478-36479 Still
Box 3047: 36478-36479 R.W. Harris, Police
Box 3047: 36480 Joseph Laurence, Grocer with Dog "Felix"
Box 3048: 36482 Jean Addelstein
Box 3048: 36483 Harry Willis
Box 3048: 36483 Tim McGrath
Box 3048: 36484 James D. Phelan, Funeral
Box 3048: 36485-36486 Beniamino Gigli
Box 3048: 36485-36486 Mimi Emperor
Box 3048: 36487 Jackie Adams
Box 3048: 36488 Judge F. Deasy
Box 3048: 36488 Mrs. Wetmore
Box 3048: 36489 Karlene Vaughan, Sailing on the Mahura (ship)
Box 3048: 36490 Bernstein's Fish Grotto
Box 3049: 36491 Mrs. Alon Hynes, Sailing on the Mahura (ship)
Box 3049: 36492 Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3049: 36492 Ham Lorimer
Box 3049: 36494 Cunningham, Freeholder
Box 3049: 36495 S. Malalestia, Freeholder
Box 3049: 36496 J.S. Drew, Freeholder
Box 3049: 36497 C.H. Canfield, Freeholder
Box 3049: 36498 Eugene Stewart
Box 3049: 36499 Mrs. Bernardine Stewart
Box 3049: 36500 Beatrice Dane
Box 3049: 36500 Martha Sugar
Box 3050: 36501 Frances Howard
Box 3050: 36501 Mildred Oleson
Box 3050: 36502 US Post Office, Cats
Box 3050: 36502 Evelyn Valianos
Box 3050: 36503 Peter Long
Box 3050: 36504-36506 Christine Collins
Box 3050: 36505-36506 Reverend Harry Newgent
Box 3050: 36505-36506 Warden James Holohan
Box 3050: 36507 Juanita Lawlor, Wrecked Car
Box 3050: 36508 Juanita Lawlor
Box 3050: 36508 Dorothy Robert
Box 3050: 36509 Jack Bruce
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Box 3051: 36510 Mrs. Milton Jellins
Box 3051: 36511 R.L. Morris, Stockton Murder
Box 3051: 36511 Claudine Morris, Stockton Murder
Box 3051: 36512 Ralph Carter, Castle Murder Mystery Man
Box 3051: 36512 Mrs. Ralph Carter, Castle Murder Mystery Man
Box 3051: 36513-36514 Fire Walking, South Seas
Box 3051: 36517 Westphal
Box 3051: 36518 Bebe Corkery
Box 3051: 36519 Harold B. Crow, Naval Reserve Aviator
Box 3051: 36520 Edward Gorman
Box 3052: 36521 Presbyterian Orphanage, San Anselmo
Box 3052: 36522 Captain Robert Dollar
Box 3052: 36523 Peter Ferrington
Box 3052-3054: 36526-36542 Solar Eclipse [missing 36543]
Box 3053: 36539A [Three Unidentified Men]
Box 3054: 36540A [Two Unidentified Men]
Box 3054: 36541A [Unidentified Men]
Box 3054: 36542A [Unidentified Men]
Box 3054: 36543 Solar Eclipse
Box 3054: 36543A [Three Unidentified Men]
Box 3054: 36544 [Unidentified Men]
Box 3054: 36545 [Unidentified Men]
Box 3055: 36546 [Unidentified Men]
Box 3055: 36547 [Unidentified Men]
Box 3055: 36548 [Unidentified Men]
Box 3055: 36549 [Unidentified Men]
Box 3055: 36550 [Unidentified Men]
Box 3055: 36552-36553 David Starr Jordan
Box 3055: 36555-36556 David Starr Jordan
Box 3056: 36557 David Starr Jordan, Dog
Box 3056: 36558-36559 Mrs. Lindbergh (Anne Morrow Lindbergh)
Box 3056: 36560-36561 Lindbergh
Box 3056: 36562 Mrs. Lindbergh (Anne Morrow Lindbergh)
Box 3056: 36563 Charles Lindbergh
Box 3056: 36564-36565 Mrs. Lindbergh (Anne Morrow Lindbergh)
Box 3057: 36566 Lindbergh
Box 3057: 36567 Spirit of St. Louis
Box 3057: 36568-36571 Lindbergh
Box 3057: 36569-36570 Mrs. Lindbergh (Anne Morrow Lindbergh)
Box 3057: 36573-36574 Stanford Stadium
Box 3057-3059: 36575-36588 Boxing
Box 3059: 36589 Henry Dong
Box 3059: 36590 R.H. Dundas, [Dong Case? Detective? Narcotics Raid?]
Box 3059: 36591 Henry Dong
Box 3059: 36608 James Rolph, As Pitcher
Box 3059: 36609 Mrs. James Rolph
Box 3060: 36611 Edward Rainey
Box 3060: 36611 James Rolph
Box 3060: 36614 [Unidentified Man]
Box 3060: 36615 [Two Unidentified Men]
Box 3060: 36616 [Unidentified Man]
Box 3060: 36617 [Unidentified Persons]
Box 3060: 36618 [Unidentified Man]
Box 3060: 36619 [Unidentified Persons]
Box 3060: 36620 [Unidentified Woman and Child]
Box 3061: 36621 [Unidentified Children]
Box 3061: 36622 [Unidentified Woman]
Box 3061: 36623 [Unidentified Woman]
Box 3061: 36624 Murphy, Kidnap Letter
Box 3061: 36625-36626 [Crowd by Jefferson Park Apartments]
Box 3061: 36627 Envelope, 1929
Box 3061: 36628 Samuel Clemens
Box 3061-3062: 36629-36630 Frog
Box 3062: 36631 Frog Contest
Box 3062: 36632 J.E. Nelson, Maine
Box 3062: 36632 Carl B. Bachman, West Virginia
Box 3062: 36632-36634 Congressional Hearing on Soviet Activities
Box 3062: 36632 Judge E. Eslick, Tennessee
Box 3062: 36632 Congressman Hamilton Fish, Jr., New York
Box 3062: 36632 Carl R. Backman, West Virginia
Box 3062: 36632 Robert G. Hall, [Miss]
Box 3062: 36633 Congressman Albert Johnson
Box 3062: 36634 Congressman Hamilton Fish, Jr., New York
Box 3062: 36635 John T. Moir
Box 3062: 36635 Thomas J. Baker
Box 3062: 36636 John Wicher
Box 3062: 36636 J. Stuart Ross
Box 3062: 36637-36638 Charles M. Wollenburg
Box 3062-3063: 36638-36639 J. Stuart Ross
Box 3063: 36641 “Greaseball” Maloney
Box 3063: 36642 [Unidentified Landscape]
Box 3063: 36643-36644 [Unidentified Man with Furniture], [After House Fire?]
Box 3063: 36645 [Scene of House Fire?]
Box 3063: 36646-36647 [Home in Valley], [Unidentified]
Box 3063: 36648 [Men Working], [Agricultural Labor?]
Box 3064: 36649-36650 [Scene of House Fire?]
Box 3064: 36651-36657 Padre Dam Dedication
Box 3064: 36654 Governor C.C. Young
Box 3064: 36654 Lynn Atkinson
Box 3064: 36654 Governor Pardee
Box 3064: 36658 Joseph Bemish
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Box 3064: 36659 Bobby Roberts
Box 3065: 36660 Miss Cammelli
Box 3065: 36661-36663 Lester Leonard, Shooting
Box 3065: 36662 Peter Leonard, Shooting
Box 3065: 36664-36665 Peter Leonard, Shooting
Box 3065: 36666 Arthur Garratti
Box 3065: 36666 Walter Champagne
Box 3065: 36667 Dos Reis
Box 3065: 36667-36668 Lillian Garratti
Box 3066: 36669 Jacqueline Cassinelli
Box 3066: 36670 Joseph Garry
Box 3066: 36670 Alfred Branch
Box 3066: 36670 Jacqueline Cassinelli
Box 3066: 36671-36672 Josephine Russo
Box 3066: 36671 Joe Firpo
Box 3066: 36673 Helen Veselovzowbt
Box 3066: 36674 Professor Clark
Box 3066: 36675 Life Saving, 1930
Box 3066: 36675 Harriet Veazie
Box 3066: 36675 Marion Brown
Box 3066: 36676 Fritz Kreisler
Box 3066: 36677 Madame Rose Relda Cailleau
Box 3067: 36678 A.P. Kerwin, Police
Box 3067: 36678 Carl Williams
Box 3067: 36679-36680 Wykoff, Track Star
Box 3067: 36681 Jones, "San Francisco Call"
Box 3067: 36682 Life Saving, 1900
Box 3067: 36682 Harriet Veazie
Box 3067: 36682 Charles Sara
Box 3067: 36682 Marion Brown
Box 3067: 36683 Mrs. Wallace Estes
Box 3067: 36684 Hother Wismer
Box 3067: 36685 Mrs. Ernst Lubitsch, Ex [wife?]?
Box 3067: 36686 Isabel Keith
Box 3068: 36687 Glee Club, St. Ignacius College
Box 3068: 36688 Rooting Section, St. Ignacius College
Box 3068: 36689-36690 Morris Murphy, S.I.
Box 3068: 36692 Joseph Rodriguez, Roosevelt Theatre Safe Cracked
Box 3068: 36693 Josephine Russo
Box 3068: 36693 Rose Messina
Box 3068: 36693 Mariah Cravello
Box 3068: 36694 Dos Reis
Box 3068: 36695 Mrs. T. McGann
Box 3068: 36696 Ellen Goldstein
Box 3068: 36696 Ellen Racheli
Box 3069: 36697-36699 John Shufflin
Box 3069: 36700 Gladys Mills
Box 3069: 36701 Mrs. Arthur Stevenson
Box 3069: 36702 Ralph Esposito, Residence on Twenty-third Street
Box 3069: 36703 Gennaro Broccolo, Blackmail Shooting
Box 3069: 36704 Grace Dupree
Box 3069: 36705 Coroner of San Francisco, Seal
Box 3070: 36706-36707 Ralph Esposito
Box 3070: 36709 Snider, Javelin
Box 3070: 36710 Robert Kettenbach
Box 3070: 36711 Leslie Wigstad
Box 3070: 36712 Mrs. W.V. Hollingberry
Box 3070: 36713 S.L. Estes, M.D.
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Box 3070: 36714 Hubbard, Pole Vault
Box 3070-3071: 36715-36718 Eddie Cantor [missing 36717]
Box 3070: 36715 Marion Marsh
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Box 3071: 36719 Earl Fuller, Olympic Club
Box 3071: 36720 Mrs. Ernest Thompson Seaton, Author
Box 3071: 36721 John Rayburn, Third Street Pawn Shop Hold-up
Box 3071: 36722 Harry Blumenthal, Third Street Pawn Shop Hold-up
Box 3071: 36723 Jane Brown, Emporium Telephone Exchange
Box 3071: 36723 Emporium Telephone Exchange
Box 3071: 36724 Harry Blumenthal, Third Street Pawn Shop Hold-up
Box 3071: 36725 Krist Bertelsen
Box 3072: 36726 Mrs. Jesse A. Mueller
Box 3072: 36727 Mrs. Carl Ferguson
Box 3072: 36727 Zoila Ferguson
Box 3072: 36728 Corporal Peter Peschon
Box 3072: 36729 Corporal Peter Peschon
Box 3072: 36730 Carl Ferguson
Box 3072: 36731 Tom Flanagan, Police
Box 3072: 36731 Carl Bruhn, Police
Box 3072: 36732 Conlon Drug Store, Holdup
Box 3072: 36733 Frank Ferguson
Box 3072: 36734 Carl Bruhn, Police
Box 3072: 36734 Harold Ferguson
Box 3073: 36735 L. Nogue
Box 3073: 36735 E. Defenbaugh
Box 3073: 36736 Carl Bruhn, Police
Box 3073: 36736 Carl Ferguson
Box 3073: 36737-36739 Agnes Church
Box 3073: 36740-36741 Minnette Wikse and daughter
Box 3073: 36740-36741 Minnette Wikse
Box 3073: 36742 J.R. Adkins, Murder Case
Box 3073: 36742 Mrs. W. Dowden, Murder Case
Box 3073: 36745 Minnette Wikse
Box 3073: 36745 Minnette Wikse and daughter
Box 3073: 36745 Doctor William C. Hassler
Box 3073: 36745 William Kernan
Box 3073: 36745 Pauline Landers
Box 3074: 36746 William Kernan
Box 3074: 36747 Pete Walsh
Box 3074: 36748 Francesca Furlan, Horrace Mann School
Box 3074: 36748 Richard Musselman, Horrace Mann School
Box 3074: 36749 Henry F. Melville, Pinnacles Park Eviction
Box 3074: 36749 Mrs. O.A. Rivers, Pinnacles Park Eviction
Box 3074: 36750 Carl Bachman
Box 3074: 36750 Robert G. Hall
Box 3074: 36750 Judge E.E. Eslick
Box 3074: 36750 J.E. Nelson
Box 3074: 36750 Hamilton Fish, Jr.
Box 3074: 36750 Soviet Hearing at Federal Building
Box 3074: 36751-36754 Mills College, "Babyology"
Box 3074: 36751 Marcia Garbus
Box 3074: 36752 Helen Silva
Box 3074: 36752 Pauline Frazer
Box 3074: 36753 Louise Mary Thompson
Box 3074: 36754 Donald Briggs
Box 3074: 36754 Charles Barnes
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Box 3075: 36755 Gertrude Rasponte, Seattle Run-away
Box 3075: 36756 Monkey [Javanese], Doctor J.G. Thrasher
Box 3075: 36757 Doctor J.G. Thrasher
Box 3075: 36758 Monkey [Javanese], Doctor J.G. Thrasher
Box 3075: 36758A-36759 Joseph S. Illich, Penn State Forester
Box 3075: 36758A Miss Edloe Book
Box 3075-3076: 36760-36771 Mine Disaster, and Rescue
Box 3077: 36773-36775 Mine Disaster, and Rescue
Box 3077-3078: 36776-36783 Hiram W. Johnson
Box 3078: 36788 Football on Battleship
Box 3078: 36789 Saratoga (ship), Aerial View
Box 3078: 36798-36799 Glider Pilot and airplane, 1930
Box 3078: 36801 Glider Pilot and airplane, 1930
Box 3078: 36802 Glider airplane in Flight
Box 3078-3079: 36803-36805 Peewee Golf
Box 3079: 36807-36811 Peewee Golf
Box 3079: 36812 Max Baer, Boxer Weighing In
Box 3079: 36812 Campbell, Boxer Weighing In
Box 3079-3080: 36813-36815 Baer vs. Campbell, Boxing Match
Box 3080: 36816 Christner, Boxer Weighing In
Box 3080: 36816 Max Baer, Boxer Weighin In
Box 3080: 36817 Chief Quinn, Police
Box 3080: 36817 Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3080: 36817 Ham Larrimer
Box 3080: 36818 Ham Larrimer
Box 3080: 36819-36820 Ancil Hoffman
Box 3080: 36819-36820 Ham Larrimer
Box 3080: 36819-36821 Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3080: 36822 Max Baer Boxing Match, Oakland
Box 3081: 36823-36824 Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3081: 36825 Max Baer, In Boxing Ring
Box 3081: 36826 Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3081-3082: 36828-36839 Stanford vs. USC, Football, 1930
Box 3082: 36840 Tobin, Football
Box 3082: 36841 O’Gorman, Football
Box 3083: 36842 Johnson, Football
Box 3083: 36843 Colman, Football
Box 3083: 36844 Driscoll, Football
Box 3083: 36845 Richford, Football
Box 3083: 36846 McCaffery, Football
Box 3083: 36847 Ackerman, Football
Box 3083: 36847 Boyle, Football
Box 3083: 36848 McCaffery, Football
Box 3083: 36849 Seghetti, Football
Box 3083: 36850 Herrin, Football
Box 3084: 36851 Bodie Andrews
Box 3084: 36851-36852 Slip Madigan
Box 3084: 36851A Akerman, Football
Box 3084: 36852-36855 Seghetti, Football [missing 36853]
Box 3084: 36857-36858 Seghetti, Football
Box 3084: 36858 Richford, Football
Box 3084: 36860 Bettencourt, Football
Box 3085: 36862 F. Murphy, Football
Box 3085: 36863 Stenett, Football
Box 3085: 36866 F. Murphy, Football
Box 3085: 36867 Hennessy, Football
Box 3085-3086: 36868-36875 Stanford vs. Army Football, Football, 1930
Box 3086: 36873 Rothert, Football
Box 3086: 36875 Cadell, Football
Box 3086-3087: 36876-36886 Santa Clara vs. UC Berkeley, Football, 1930
Box 3087-3088: 36887-36893 St. Mary's vs. Army, Football
Box 3087: 36888 Stennett, Football
Box 3088: 36892 Sammy Blough
Box 3088: 36893 Toscani, Football
Box 3088-3089: 36894-36902 Army vs. Olympic Club, Football, 1930
Box 3089-3090: 36903-36911 St. Mary's vs. UC Berkeley, Football, 1930
Box 3089: 36904 Shellback, Football
Box 3089: 36906 Toscani, Football
Box 3089: 36907 Barrett, Football
Box 3090: 36912 Stennett, Football
Box 3090: 36912 St. Mary's vs. St. Ignatius, Football, 1930
Box 3090: 36913 Stennett, St. Mary's vs. St. Ignatius, Football Game
Box 3090: 36914-36915 Barrett, Football
Box 3090: 36914-36915 St. Mary's vs. St. Ignatius, Football Game
Box 3090: 36933 Cardinal Hayes
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Box 3091: 36938-36943 Stanford vs. Oregon State, Football
Box 3091: 36944 Helen Renner
Box 3091: 36944-36945 Mabel Jones
Box 3091: 36946 Mayor Davies, Oakland
Box 3092: 36947 W.H. Crocker, 36947
Box 3092: 36947 Phoebe Hearst
Box 3092: 36948-36950 Mayor Davies, Oakland
Box 3092-3095: 36948-36974 William Randolph Hearst
Box 3092: 36953 Mayor Davies, Oakland
Box 3092: 36954 Andy Gallagher
Box 3095: 36976 William Randolph Hearst
Box 3095: 36977-36981 Boyee, Football [missing 36978]
Box 3095: 36977 St. Mary's vs. Santa Clara, Football, 1930
Box 3095: 36979 Storm, Football
Box 3095: 36979-36981 St. Mary's vs. Santa Clara, Football Game, 1930
Box 3095-3097: 36983-37002 Max Schmeling, Boxer [missing 36986, 36998]
Box 3097: 37003 Joe Jacobs
Box 3097: 37004 Max Schmeling, Boxer
Box 3097-3099: 37005-37015 Willis, Boxer
Box 3098: 37011 Tom McGrath
Box 3099-3100: 37016-37032 Stanford vs. USC, Football, 1930
Box 3099: 37017 Mohler, Football
Box 3099: 37019 Rothert, Football
Box 3099: 37020 Gagliieri, Football
Box 3099: 37021 Mohler, Football
Box 3099: 37022 Caddell, Football
Box 3099: 37023 Duffield, Football
Box 3100: 37027 Moffatt, Football
Box 3100: 37027 Rothert, Football
Box 3100: 37031 Musick, Football
Box 3100: 37032 Mohler, Football
Box 3101: 37033-37042 Boxing [missing 37041]
Box 3102: 37043-37047 Communist Rally (communism)
Box 3102: 37045 Judge Steiger
Box 3102: 37048 Alhambra Theater
Box 3102: 37049 Detective Sergeant Richard Tatum, Police
Box 3102: 37049 Lieutenant George Dufft, Police
Box 3102: 37049-37050 Bomb
Box 3102: 37051 G.L. Wright
Box 3103: 37052-37053 Dorothy Grant
Box 3103: 37054 Louis B. Mayer
Box 3103: 37055 Captain Roscoe Turner
Box 3103: 37056 San Simeon, Hearst Castle
Box 3103: 37057-37060 Robert G. Sproul
Box 3103: 37058 Governor Young
Box 3104: 37061 Ruth Waldo, Commencement
Box 3104: 37062 Ruth Waldo
Box 3104: 37063 Mortimer Fleishhacker
Box 3104: 37063 R.G. Sproul
Box 3104: 37063 William Wallace Campbell
Box 3104: 37064 Doctor William Hoagland
Box 3104: 37065 Mr. and Mrs. Alexander McMillan, Golden Wedding Anniversary
Box 3104: 37066 Gretchen Krieger
Box 3104: 37067 Congresswoman Florence Kahn
Box 3104: 37068 Narcotics Raid Site, 1115 Stockton Street
Box 3104: 37070 Mr. and Mrs. William Mitchell
Box 3105: 37071 Mr. and Mrs. William Mitchell
Box 3105: 37073-37074 Robert LaBourd
Box 3105: 37075 Judge Steiger
Box 3105: 37078 Thomas Lynch
Box 3105: 37079 David Taylor
Box 3105: 37080 Robert LaBourd
Box 3105: 37080 Homer Doigde
Box 3105: 37081 Pearl Newman
Box 3105: 37082 Mark Requa
Box 3105: 37082 Charles Johnson
Box 3105: 37082 Louis B. Mayer
Box 3106: 37083 George Hatfield
Box 3106: 37083 Hugh McKeavitt
Box 3106: 37083 Senator Samuel Shortridge
Box 3106: 37086 Review of Army Troops
Box 3106: 37086-37088 General Douglas MacArthur, 1930-11-00
Box 3106: 37088 Review of Army Troops
Box 3106: 37089 Hermie Bryant
Box 3106: 37090 Sydney Ehrmann
Box 3106: 37091 Walter Call, Police
Box 3106: 37092 Mrs. Jack Fiat
Box 3106-3107: 37093-37095 Police Inspection, San Francisco
Box 3107: 37094 Theodore Roche
Box 3107: 37095 Captain James M. Ellicott, Police
Box 3107: 37096 Ruth Schmidt
Box 3107: 37097 Sally Clark
Box 3107: 37098 Mrs. Atholi McBean
Box 3107: 37098 Mrs. Palmer Fuller
Box 3107: 37099 Mrs. Lawrence Harris
Box 3107: 37100 Mrs. Dorothy Brown
Box 3107: 37101-37102 Lieutenant Sophie De Nowosieiski, Polish Female
Box 3107: 37102 Andy Gallagher
Box 3108: 37103 Baseball
Box 3108: 37103 Freitas, Baseball
Box 3108: 37105 Baseball
Box 3108: 37107 Sergeant William Mudd
Box 3108: 37108 Emma Daly, Check in Favor of
Box 3108: 37109 C. Carlson, Police and Narcotics
Box 3108: 37109 "Dope" Seizure in Chinatown [narcotics]
Box 3108: 37110 Regina Gilbert
Box 3108: 37110 Counterfeit Money Molds
Box 3108: 37111 Libbie Remmer
Box 3108: 37112 Josephine Camarri
Box 3108: 37113 Sergeant Austin Cagney
Box 3108: 37113 Thomas Lynch
Box 3109: 37114 Sybil Brown
Box 3109: 37115-37116 Judge I. Harris
Box 3109: 37115-37116 Josephine Mitchell
Box 3109: 37117 Police Inspection, San Francisco, 1930
Box 3109: 37118 Cook, 1930
Box 3109: 37118 Shumate, 1930
Box 3109: 37118 Tynan, 1930
Box 3109: 37118 Theodore Roche, 1930
Box 3109: 37119 Maurice Nichols
Box 3109: 37119 George R. Taylor
Box 3109: 37120 James Ruhas
Box 3109: 37121 Elizabeth Hole
Box 3109: 37122 Inez Norton
Box 3110: 37123 Elizabeth Hayes
Box 3110: 37124 Claire Simmons
Box 3110: 37127 Jeff Mundorfat, Baseball
Box 3110: 37130 Nadia Van Vandt
Box 3110: 37130-37131 Lillian Van Vandt
Box 3110: 37132 Pop Warner, Painting by
Box 3110: 37133-37135 Nicholas Williams, Baseball [San Francisco Seals]
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Box 3111: 37136-37137 Herbert Addison
Box 3111: 37141 Recreation Ballpark Sign, Home of Seals, Baseball
Box 3111: 37143 Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. Santa Clara, Football, 1930
Box 3111: 37145 Mrs. R.C. Willits
Box 3111: 37145 Mrs. John P. Symes
Box 3111: 37145 Mrs. James Rolph III
Box 3111: 37146 Chief Charles A. Brennan
Box 3111: 37146 James Rolph III
Box 3111: 37147 Pop Warner, Stanford Football Practice
Box 3111: 37147 [San Francisco Seals?], [Baseball Park?]
Box 3111: 37148 Cardinal Hayes
Box 3111: 37149 Rooney, Football
Box 3112: 37150 Saint Anne's Church
Box 3112: 37151 Louis B. Mayer
Box 3112: 37152-37153 Helen Willis
Box 3112: 37152-37153 Glenna Colette
Box 3112: 37154 Bob B. Harvey
Box 3112: 37155 Mrs. Louis B. Mayer
Box 3112: 37155 Louis B. Mayer
Box 3112: 37158 Reverend Nagle
Box 3112: 37159-37160 Mayor Davie, Oakland
Box 3112: 37159-37160 William R. Hearst
Box 3113: 37161 Marjorie White
Box 3113: 37161 El Brendel
Box 3113: 37162 A.L. Hines
Box 3113: 37163 Marshall Hale
Box 3113: 37164 Reverend O. Pellegrino
Box 3113: 37164 Reverend O. Trinchieri
Box 3113: 37165 Saints Peter and Paul Church Fire
Box 3113: 37169 Mary Lapara
Box 3113: 37170 Sergeant Austin Cagney, Police
Box 3113: 37171 Mary Lapara
Box 3113: 37171 Violet Camarri
Box 3113: 37172 Fire, Fillmore Street
Box 3114: 37173 General Douglas MacArthur
Box 3114: 37174 Walter Withers
Box 3114: 37175 I.C. Crofts, Principle
Box 3114: 37176 Romana Federlin, Expensive Golf Suit
Box 3114: 37177-37178 Elwood Cordray, Shooting
Box 3114: 37179 Mrs. Elwood Cordray
Box 3114: 37180 Mary Cummings
Box 3114: 37181 Jesse Stafford
Box 3114: 37181 Irma Lowe
Box 3114: 37181 Val Valente
Box 3115: 37182-37184 Madeline Headly
Box 3115: 37185-37190 Gas Leak, Lawrence Street
Box 3115: 37185 J.A. Wallacker
Box 3115: 37185 Senator H.C. Jones
Box 3115: 37185 California Mutual Officers
Box 3115: 37185 H.T. Dennis
Box 3115: 37185 George S. Walker
Box 3115: 37185 W.B. Rice
Box 3115: 37186 Lela Thomas
Box 3115: 37186 Mary Livingston
Box 3115: 37187 John Reed
Box 3115: 37188 Dale Cooper, Jr.
Box 3115: 37188 Lillian Faye
Box 3115: 37189 Jane Swadley
Box 3116: 37191 Theresa Meikle
Box 3116: 37192 Lim Shee
Box 3116: 37193 Theresa Meikle
Box 3116: 37194 Captain B.J. Judge, Police
Box 3116: 37195 Lee Collins
Box 3116: 37196 Mrs. Maurice Harrison
Box 3116: 37197 Mrs. Alan McDonald
Box 3116: 37198 Mrs. E.B. Sutton
Box 3116: 37198 Fred Jensen
Box 3116: 37199 Theresa Meikle
Box 3117: 37201 Emma Daly, Check For
Box 3117: 37202 Edmonds, Stanford Pole Vaulter
Box 3117: 37203 Monsignor Ramon Mestres
Box 3117: 37204 Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Mayer
Box 3117: 37206 Mayor J. Davies
Box 3117: 37208 Matt Peasley
Box 3117: 37209 Lila Kennedy
Box 3117: 37209 Etta Kenyon
Box 3117: 37210 McLoughlin, Baseball
Box 3117: 37211 Betty Ross Clarke
Box 3117: 37211 Arthur Greville Collins
Box 3118: 37212 Colonel A.W. Woodcock
Box 3118: 37212 William G. Walker
Box 3118: 37213 Helen Doherty
Box 3118: 37213 Anna Venegas
Box 3118: 37214-37215 Lieutenant Sophie De Nowosieliski
Box 3118: 37216-37218 Boxing Investigation
Box 3118: 37216 J.R. McFarland
Box 3118: 37216 Leon French
Box 3118: 37216 Harry Brand
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Box 3118: 37216 C.S. Hutson
Box 3118: 37216-37218 Prize Fight Invesigators
Box 3118: 37218 A. Sinclair
Box 3118: 37218 William Coffman
Box 3118: 37218 Allen Bixby
Box 3118: 37219 Brick Morse
Box 3118: 37219 James Needles
Box 3118: 37220 Dan O'Brien
Box 3118: 37220 William Quinn, Chief of Police
Box 3119: 37221 Dink Templeton
Box 3119: 37221 Pop Warner
Box 3119: 37222 Sheeles, Baseball
Box 3119: 37223 Jane White
Box 3119: 37224 Keating, Baseball
Box 3119: 37225 Bishop Francis X. McCabe, Of St. Louis
Box 3119: 37226 St. Mary's Church Int.
Box 3119: 37227-37228 Bishop Stephen Alencastre, Of Honolulu
Box 3119: 37229 Inez Norton
Box 3120: 37230 Amos and Andy, [Radio Personalities?]
Box 3120: 37231 George Maskoff
Box 3120: 37232 Sam Smeky
Box 3120: 37232 Albert Tornfof
Box 3120: 37232 John Carlson
Box 3120: 37233 Lieutenant Sophie De Nowosielski
Box 3120: 37234-37235 Evelyn Humes
Box 3120: 37236 Jack Gum
Box 3120: 37237 Jean Wingfield
Box 3120: 37238 Mrs. V.G. McQueen

Box 3121: 37239 Marjorie Alters
Box 3121: 37240 Grace Menken
Box 3121: 37242-37244 Robert G. Sproul
Box 3121: 37245-37246 Greek Theater, UC Berkeley
Box 3121: 37247 Mildred Hambridge
Box 3121: 37248 Mildred Murphy
Box 3122: 37249 Lucille Gutierrez and baby
Box 3122: 37250 Frances Nolan and Mother
Box 3122: 37251 Lewis De Martini
Box 3122: 37251 Carl Carlson
Box 3122: 37252 Abby Podd
Box 3122: 37252 Reverend Francis X. McCade
Box 3122: 37253 Walter Miles
Box 3122: 37254 Margaret Holmes
Box 3122: 37256 Frank Moulin
Box 3122: 37258 Louis P. Joeger
Box 3122: 37259 Mrs. William Royle
Box 3122: 37259 Captain William Royle
Box 3122: 37259 Mrs. G. Stoup
Box 3122: 37259 Grace Perego
Box 3123: 37260 Colonel Frank Lahm
Box 3123: 37260 Superintendent Jack Spaulding
Box 3123: 37261 Myrtle Gorman
Box 3123: 37261 Emory Bronte
Box 3123: 37262 Tony Siano, Football, Fordham
Box 3123: 37263-37265 Mildred Kitchen
Box 3123: 37266-37267 Jobless
Box 3123: 37268 Mrs. Thomas Baird
Box 3123: 37268 Jackson D. Baird
Box 3123: 37268 Mrs. Harrison
Box 3123-3124: 37268-37269 Thomas Baird
Box 3124: 37269 Miles T. Jackson Baird
Box 3124: 37270 Mrs. D. Harrison Baird
Box 3124: 37270 Mrs. Thomas Baird
Box 3124: 37271 [W.H.?] Crocker Residence
Box 3124: 37272-37273 Patsy Morris
Box 3124: 37272-37273 Major Cyril Ramsey-Hill
Box 3124: 37274-37275 Mary Lynch
Box 3124: 37274-37275 Catherine Miller
Box 3124: 37275 Doris Hackett
Box 3124: 37276 Elizabeth Burke
Box 3124: 37278 Helen Pierce
Box 3125: 37279 Major Cyril Ramsey-Hill
Box 3125: 37280 Helen Pierce
Box 3125: 37280 Jean Darling
Box 3125: 37281-37282 Helen Treece
Box 3125: 37284 Patsy Morris
Box 3125: 37286-37287 Louise Baker
Box 3125: 37288 Sven Hallager
Box 3125: 37288 Tanker Tamiahua (ship), Run Aground
Box 3125: 37288 Charles Biggerstaff
Box 3125: 37289 Peggy Robbins
Box 3125: 37289 Louise Baker
Box 3126: 37290 Emma Kilpatrick
Box 3126: 37291 Walter Kazoian
Box 3126: 37292 Leo Aivaz
Box 3126: 37293 Frank Arguello
Box 3126: 37294-37299 Tanker Tamiahua (ship), Run Aground [missing 37296]
Box 3126: 37295 Mrs. H. Campbell
Box 3126: 37297 Mike Muscatell
Box 3126: 37297 Al Dipman
Box 3126: 37297 Mrs. H. Campbell
Box 3126: 37297 J. Brice
Box 3126: 37297 T. McGuire
Box 3126: 37298 Forbes Copeland, Quartermaster
Box 3126: 37299 Mr. H. Campbell
Box 3126: 37299 Mrs. H. Campbell
Box 3127: 37300 William A. Mundell
Box 3127: 37301 Forbes Copeland, Quartermaster
Box 3127: 37301 Tanker Tamiahua (ship), Run Aground
Box 3127: 37303-37304 Tanker Tamiahua (ship), Run Aground
Box 3127: 37303A Betty Lou Good
Box 3127: 37303A Mrs. Louise Greene
Box 3127: 37305 Linnea Good
Box 3127: 37305 Mary Foster
Box 3127: 37305 Salvation Army
Box 3127: 37306 Golden Gate Bridge Vote, Re-check Team
Box 3127: 37307 Betty Lou Good
Box 3127: 37307 Mrs. Louise Greene
Box 3127: 37308 Thelma King
Box 3127: 37308 William P. Filmer, 1930
Box 3128: 37309 James Bruce Marvin
Box 3128: 37310 Fanny Adler
Box 3128: 37311-37315 R.H. Proctor, Shooting
Box 3128: 37311 Elmer Cake, Constable of Geyerville
Box 3128: 37312 J.W. Hillhouse, Police
Box 3128: 37312 Mrs. Charlotte Hindley
Box 3128: 37313 Mrs. Harriet A. Adams
Box 3128: 37314 James W. Adams
Box 3128: 37315 Mrs. W.H. Ives
Box 3128: 37315 Mrs. Charlotte Hindley
Box 3128: 37316 Irene Lucille Frase
Box 3128: 37317 Flavius A. Donaldson
Box 3128: 37318 Mrs. Jorgen M. Greve
Box 3128-3129: 37318-37321 Jorgen M. Greve, Billfold of
Box 3129: 37319 Jorgen M. Greve, Billfold of
Box 3129: 37321 Doctor L. Michael
Box 3129: 37322 Helen Wills Moody
Box 3129: 37322 Glenna Collett
Box 3129: 37323 Mrs. Jorgen M. Greve, Brooklyn Survivor
Box 3129: 37323 Betty Lou Good, Brooklyn Survivor
Box 3129: 37323 Jorgen M. Greve, Brooklyn Survivor
Box 3129: 37324-37326 Mrs. Charlotte Hindley
Box 3129-3130: 37327-37329 Lorraine Proctor
Box 3130: 37328-37329 Mrs. Charlotte Hindley
Box 3130: 37330-37332 Damon vs. Tamalpais, Football, 1930
Box 3130: 37333 Wheeler Hospital, Cloverdale
Box 3130: 37334 Lorraine Proctor
Box 3130: 37335 R.H. Proctor, Scene of Shooting
Box 3130-3131: 37337-37343 Tanker Tamiahua (ship), Run Aground [missing 37340]
Box 3130: 37337 Golden Gate [Police?] Station
Box 3130-3131: 37337-37338 Captain T. Roberge
Box 3131: 37338 Shooting [Extending] Life Line
Box 3131: 37342 Forbes Copeland, in Buoy
Box 3131: 37344 Carmencita Morales
Box 3131: 37345 Lieutenant Colonel Seth E. Howard
Box 3131: 37348 Count Cardelli
Box 3131: 37349 Lucille O'Brien
Box 3132: 37350 John McClintoch
Box 3132: 37352 Philip Chancellor
Box 3132: 37353 Bart Stephens
Box 3132: 37355 Dorothy Blum
Box 3132: 37355 Rhoda Horn
Box 3132: 37356 A.D. Starbuck
Box 3132: 37356 Charles R. Bowman
Box 3132: 37356 Al Gilhousen
Box 3132: 37356 Pilots, Pacific Air Transport
Box 3132: 37356 J.R. Cunningham
Box 3132: 37356 Grover Tyler
Box 3132: 37356 E.L. Remelin
Box 3132: 37356 F.A. Donaldson
Box 3132: 37356 Heber C. Miller
Box 3132: 37356 H.C. Donaldson
Box 3132: 37356 J.C. Johnston
Box 3132: 37356 H.C. Crandall
Box 3132: 37356 Ralph B. Virden
Box 3132: 37357 St. Mary's College
Box 3132: 37358 St. Mary's College
Box 3132: 37360 Mrs. Frank Sawyer, Residence at 2963 California Street, Fire
Box 3132: 37361 Mrs. Frank Sawyer
Box 3133: 37363-37365 Sir Hubert Wilkins
Box 3133: 37366 Mrs. William Duncan
Box 3133: 37367-37368 Helen Pierce [missing 37367]
Box 3133: 37368 Jean Darlling
Box 3133: 37369 Mrs. Francis Mitchell
Box 3133: 37371 John G.A.R. Chapman
Box 3133: 37372 Barbara Rhodes
Box 3134: 37373 Bertha Castro
Box 3134: 37374 Elizabeth White
Box 3134: 37375 John Axe
Box 3134: 37375-37378 Bomb, Spokane Trunk Bomb
Box 3134: 37376 Adele Romana
Box 3134: 37377-37378 Spokane Trunk Bomb, Site -- Frederick Street
Box 3134: 37379 Albert Smith
Box 3134: 37380 Frank Wandress
Box 3134: 37381 Albert Smith
Box 3135: 37382 Ida Bertolotti
Box 3135: 37383 Roy Stevens
Box 3135: 37384 Vergez, Baseball
Box 3135: 37385 Roy Stevens
Box 3135: 37386 Clipper Smith
Box 3135: 37387 Katheryne Shannon
Box 3135: 37387 Lenore Hukson
Box 3135: 37389 Basil Cameron
Box 3135: 37389 Sculpture by Leonardo Da Vinci, Copy by Basil Cameron
Box 3135: 37390-37391 Diego Rivera
Box 3135: 37390-37391 Mrs. Diego Rivera
Box 3136: 37402-37403 Tandy, Football
Box 3136: 37403 Dana, Football
Box 3136: 37403 Handy, Football
Box 3136: 37404 Mrs. Diego Rivera
Box 3136: 37405 Ralph Stackpole
Box 3136: 37405 Mr. and Mrs. Diego Rivera
Box 3136: 37406-37410 UC Berkeley vs. Stanford, Football, 1930
Box 3136: 37410 Calgeri, Football
Box 3137-3138: 37411-37427 UC Berkeley vs. Stanford, Football, 1930
Box 3137: 37414 "Moose" Garrity, Football
Box 3137: 37417 East, Football
Box 3138: 37423-37424 Moffatt, Football
Box 3138: 37424-37425 Ted Beckett, Football
Box 3138: 37426 Clovin, Football
Box 3138: 37426 Ted Beckett, Football
Box 3138: 37427 Hillman, Football
Box 3138-3140: 37428-37445 Matson Ship [Passengers] Sailing, San Francisco
Box 3140: 37459 Hiram W. Johnson
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Box 3141: 37460-37463 Hiram W. Johnson
Box 3141: 37464 Dawson, Football
Box 3141: 37464 Burke, Football
Box 3141: 37465 Gray, Football
Box 3141: 37465 Marks, Football
Box 3141: 37466 Simpkins, Football
Box 3141: 37472 Hunt, Football
Box 3141: 37472 Bogue, Football
Box 3141: 37473 Clark, Football
Box 3141: 37473 Hulen, Football
Box 3142: 37474 Heister, Football
Box 3142: 37474 Caddell, Football
Box 3142: 37475 Taylor, Football
Box 3142: 37475 Hand, Football
Box 3142: 37476 Rintel, Football
Box 3142: 37477 Peggy Martinez
Box 3142: 37478 Zelma Kucinski
Box 3142: 37478 Dollee Clark
Box 3142: 37479 Carmen Zalapas
Box 3142: 37479 Meda Hoffman
Box 3142: 37479 Marie Conners
Box 3142: 37479 Anthony, Hairdresser
Box 3142: 37480 Marie Conners
Box 3142: 37480 Carmen Zalapas
Box 3142-3143: 37481-37489 Santa Clara vs. Olympic Club, Football, 1930
Box 3143: 37484 Fredericks, Football
Box 3143-3144: 37490-37494 Airplane Trimotor
Box 3144-3145: 37497-37506 St. Mary's College vs. Olympic Club, Football, 1930
	[missing 37499]
Box 3145-3146: 37507-37512 Parade, US Military
Box 3146: 37512-37514 [Examiner?] Flag
Box 3146: 37513-37517 UC Berkeley vs. Washington State, Football, 1930
	[missing 37516]
Box 3146: 37520 Submarine V.G.
Box 3146: 37522 Barrett, Football
Box 3146-3147: 37522-37526 St. Mary's College vs. Gonzaga, Football, 1930
Box 3147: 37525 Toscani, Football
Box 3147: 37526 Barrett, Football
Box 3147: 37527-37532 St. Mary's College vs. Oregon, Football, 1930
Box 3147: 37527 Kitzmuller, Football
Box 3147: 37530 Boyle, Football
Box 3148: 37533-37537 Ship Wreck, Virginia (ship)
Box 3148: 37541-37543 Langley (ship), Aircraft Carrier
Box 3148-3149: 37543-37551 Saratoga (ship) [missing 37544-37545, 37547-37548]
Box 3148: 37546 Tennessee (ship)
Box 3149: 37552-37555 Spencer, Track (440 yards)
Box 3149: 37556 Carl Handy, Football Captain
Box 3149: 37557 Bodie Andres, Football Coach
Box 3150: 37558 William McCutcheon, Football
Box 3150: 37559 James Needles
Box 3150: 37559 Quinn, Police
Box 3150: 37560 Barrelis, Football, 1930
Box 3150: 37560-37564 Football
Box 3150: 37561 Parina, Football
Box 3150: 37562 Barrels, Football
Box 3150: 37574 A.B. Northrop
Box 3150-3151: 37575-37580 Auto Wrecks [missing 37579]
Box 3151: 37598 Cats
Box 3151: 37599 Telescopes
Box 3151-3152: 37601-37608 Billboards
Box 3152: 37608 [Unidentified Man]
Box 3152-3153: 37609-37618 Golf [Early]
Box 3152: 37612 Mrs. Hy Pattee, Golf
Box 3153: 37619 Eugene Elerding, Football, UC Berkeley
Box 3153: 37620 Robert Pascoe, Football, UC Berkeley
Box 3153: 37620 Ulrich Fritschie, Football, UC Berkeley
Box 3153: 37621 Malcolm Coombs, Football, UC Berkeley
Box 3153: 37621 George Walkins, Football, UC Berkeley
Box 3154: 37622 Edward Kirwan, Football, UC Berkeley
Box 3154: 37622 Eugene Elerding, Football, UC Berkeley
Box 3154: 37623 Don Handy, Football, UC Berkeley
Box 3154: 37623 Sam Gill, Football, UC Berkeley
Box 3154: 37624-37625 Don Handy, Football, UC Berkeley
Box 3160: 37686 Moffatt, Football, Stanford University
Box 3160: 37687 Pop Warner
Box 3160: 37688 Clarence [Nibs] Price
Box 3160: 37689 Moffatt, Football, Stanford University
Box 3160: 37690 Caglieri, Football, Stanford University
Box 3160: 37692 Tandy, Football, Stanford University
Box 3160: 37693 Clarence [Nibs] Price
Box 3160: 37694 Henry Schaldack, Football, UC Berkeley
Box 3160: 37695 Hillman, Football, Stanford University
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Box 3161: 37696 Simpkins, Football, Stanford University
Box 3161: 37697 Pop Warner
Box 3161: 37697 Pat Frayne
Box 3161: 37702 John McNab
Box 3161: 37702 Walter McGovern
Box 3161: 37703-37704 Mrs. D.K. Harrison
Box 3161: 37705 St. Mary's College vs. Chicago, Football
Box 3161: 37706 Thomas R. Blair
Box 3161: 37706 Jackson Blair
Box 3161: 37707 Ted Beckett, Football, UC Berkeley
Box 3161: 37708 Mrs. J. Rupert Mason
Box 3161: 37709 Mary McCormick
Box 3162: 37709 Ursula Williamson
Box 3162: 37710 Genevieve Hart
Box 3162: 37711 Arthur Parent
Box 3162: 37711 Eleanor Lermen
Box 3162: 37711 Anita Chadbourne
Box 3162: 37712 Rosetta Baker
Box 3162: 37713 Tartar, Horse
Box 3162: 37714-37715 J.C. Bigelow, Police
Box 3162: 37716 Marie [J.C.?] Bigelow, and child Mary
Box 3162-3163: 37717-37720 Python
Box 3163: 37718 George Bistany
Box 3163: 37721-37722 Jack Chew, Football
Box 3163: 37722-37723 Charlie Hing, Football, 1930
Box 3163: 37722 Chan, Football
Box 3163: 37724 Ling Tokunaga, Football
Box 3163: 37724 Yo Moriya, Football
Box 3163: 37725 Isabelle Vaughn
Box 3163: 37726 Eve Taylor
Box 3164: 37727 Dorothy Grant
Box 3164: 37728 Viola Powers
Box 3164: 37729 George Andrews, Holdup
Box 3164: 37730 Presido Residence, Safe Robbery
Box 3164: 37730 Sergeant John A. Ford
Box 3164: 37731 Al Espinoso
Box 3164: 37732 Chandler Egan
Box 3164: 37733 Al Espinoso
Box 3164: 37735 Gene Sarazen
Box 3164: 37736 Horton Smith
Box 3164: 37736 Peter Hay
Box 3164: 37736 John Dawson
Box 3164: 37736 Dewey Longworth
Box 3165: 37737 Chandler Egan
Box 3165: 37737 Tommy Armour
Box 3165: 37737 Willie Hunter
Box 3165: 37738 Gene Sarazen
Mrs. Clark Chester
Mrs. Willie Hunter
Mrs. Wymon Taylor
Mrs. Joseph R. Knowland, Jr.
Mrs. R.A. McDonald
John Black
Actresses, Girls High School Play
Frances Schenk
Anna Chan
Yvonne Adams
Juanita Adams
Ed Dudley
John Black
Henry Howe
Angel de la Torre
Harold Sampson
Fred Morrison
Train Wreck, Western Pacific [Train] and Truck, 1930
Lois Sams
Sherman Brothers
Fire, 16th Brannan
time Bomb, [Delivered?] to Spokane Newspaper Office
Henry Ilse, Letter Written by
Bomb Time Clock, [Spokane Case]
Charles Duilea, Police
Time Bomb Battery, [Spokane Case]
Matt Brady, District Attorney
Chief Quinn, Police
June Dunning
Peggy McRae
Esther Balina
Evelyn Wissel
Mrs. Goodfellow, 1930
Ernest Aitken, Fireman
Loretta Conley
Bomb, [Delivered?] to Spokane Newspaper Office
Thomas Boyle
Mrs. Henry Ilse
Doctor Francis Freenor
Andrew Briggs
Mechanics Statue, By Tilden (Battery and Market Street)
Andre Wilson
Leona Rhine
Helene Cantor
Actresses, Girls High School
Narcotics Raid, South San Francisco
George Place
Earl Harvey
Smith, Bandit Captured
J.C. Thompson, Police
P.W. Potts, Police
Smith, Bandit Captured
Post Office, Oakland
Illegal Stills
Betty Bronson
Joe Prado
H. Doi, [with Goldfish]
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Box 3169: 37783 Judge James Steiger
Box 3169: 37783 Gus. Oliva
Box 3169: 37785 Gus. Oliva, 1930
Box 3169: 37785 Judge James Steiger
Box 3169: 37786 Clipper House [razed]
Box 3169: 37787 Captain T.A. Whitelaw
Box 3169: 37788 T.A. Whitelaw, Captain
Box 3170: 37789 R.E. Rhodes
Box 3170: 37790-37791 Suicide Letter
Box 3170: 37792 B.L. Werder
Box 3170: 37792 F.H. Decker
Box 3170: 37792 Mrs. Bernard Ford
Box 3170: 37793 Junior Traffic Police
Box 3170: 37795-37796 Junior Traffic Police
Box 3170: 37797 John Farley
Box 3170: 37798 James Dullea, Police
Box 3170: 37798 Henry Ilse, Spokane Bomb Case
Box 3170: 37798 Bomb, [Delivered?] to Spokane Newspaper Office
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Box 3171: 37801 R.H. Proctor
Box 3171: 37802 John Farley
Box 3171: 37803 Violet Vichtomora
Box 3171: 37805 Smith [Bandit] Home
Box 3171: 37806 Mrs. Alfred J. Snow
Box 3171: 37806 Mrs. Frank K. Ford
Box 3171: 37808-37809 Shirley Graves, Textile Paintings
Box 3171: 37808-37809 Dorothy Graves, Textile Paintings
Box 3171: 37810 Mrs. Bert Paolinelli
Box 3171: 37810 Helen Doble
Box 3171: 37811 Mrs. George Sigenson
Box 3171: 37811 Mrs. George Ligenson[?]
Box 3171: 37811 Annette Bachman
Box 3172: 37812 Janet Gaynor
Box 3172: 37813 Peterson Children, Norma, Billie, and Marie
Box 3172: 37814-37816 Gary Cooper
Box 3172: 37818 Paul E. Johnson
Box 3172: 37819 Billy O’Leary
Box 3172: 37819 Pat Borden
Box 3172: 37819 Ralph Riley
Box 3172: 37819 Junior Riley
Box 3172: 37820 Eugene Johnson
Box 3172: 37821 Jane Maddern
Box 3173: 37822 Rudolph Peterson
Box 3173: 37823 Grace Zarick
Box 3173: 37824-37825 Lieutenant Colonel C.F. Thompson
Box 3173: 37824-37825 Master Sergeant George M. Cannon
Box 3173: 37826 Winifred Goddard
Box 3173: 37826 Hermit Murder
Box 3173: 37826-37828 Marcelli Family, Hermit Murder
Box 3173: 37827 Master Sergeant George M. Cannon
Box 3173: 37828 Hermit Murder
Box 3173: 37828 Detective Sergeant Allan McGinn, Police -- Homicide Bureau
Box 3173: 37829 Trainwreck [Southern Pacific], Sunol
Box 3173: 37830 US National Rifle Association, Medals
Box 3174: 37831-37835 Trainwreck [Southern Pacific], Sunol [missing 37834]
Box 3174: 37837 Lucille Ansley
Box 3174: 37839 Francesca Lozado
Box 3174: 37839 Salvador Cazado
Box 3174: 37840 Muriel Barker
Box 3174: 37841 Salvador Cazado
Box 3174: 37841 Francesca Lozado
Box 3174: 37842 Winifred Spooner
Box 3175: 37843 Mildred Kitchen
Box 3175: 37843 Call Bulletin Cooking School
Box 3175: 37844 Andrew Marcelli
Box 3175: 37844 Mrs. M. Marcelli
Box 3175: 37844 Sofia Marcelli
Box 3175: 37844 Hermit Murder
Box 3175: 37844 Marcelli Family, Hermit Murder
Box 3175: 37844 John Marcelli
Box 3175: 37845 Peter Mullin, District Attorney
Box 3175: 37845 John J. McMahon
Box 3175: 37846 Sofia Marcelli
Box 3175: 37847 Sophia Marcelli
Box 3177: 37873 Schreiber, Basketball, Mission
Box 3177: 37874 Carlyon, Basketball, Mission
Box 3177: 37875 Phelan, Building Light Well
Box 3177: 37876 R.S. Spier
Box 3178: 37877 Olga Murray
Box 3178: 37878 Rube Bennett
Box 3177: 37872 Michael Fellippi, Residence Fire, 70 Stego Street
Box 3177: 37873 Schreiber, Basketball, Mission
Box 3177: 37874 Carlyon, Basketball, Mission
Box 3178: 37886-37887 Theodore Roache
Box 3178: 37888-37889 Nicholas Rossich
Box 3178: 37890 Execution Suite, San Quentin Prison
Box 3178-3179: 37891-37892 San Quentin Prison
Box 3179: 37893-37894 Chinese vs. Japanese, Football
Box 3179: 37895 George Place
Box 3179: 37896 Art Winch, Boxing Manager
Box 3179: 37896-37897 Earl Mastro, Boxer
Box 3179: 37898 Louise Anderson
Box 3179: 37899 Prisoner Escape, Presidio
Box 3179: 37900 Doctor F. Shay
Box 3180: 37902 Esther Shay
Box 3180: 37903 Tonto Rock, Race Horse
Box 3180: 37904 Azmine Caffijian
Box 3180: 37904 Esther Peremian
Box 3180: 37906-37907 Fred Mead, His Wrecked Auto
Box 3180: 37906-37907 Auto (car) Crash, Larkin and Polk Streets
Box 3180: 37910 Marion McKinley Bovard
Box 3180: 37911 Warren Bovard
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Box 3180: 37912-37918 Shipwreck, Dillon's Beach
Box 3181: 37919-37927 Rosetta Baker, Strangle Murder
Box 3181: 37919-37927 Lew Fook, Murder
Box 3181: 37920 Engler, Police
Box 3181: 37920 Opium Layout
Box 3181: 37922 Lew Fook
Box 3182: 37926 Detective Sergeant Engler
Box 3182: 37927 Mrs. Ray Dix, Housekeeper
Box 3182: 37928-37929 Shipwreck, Dillon's Beach
Box 3182: 37930 Howard Jones, Football, University of Southern California
Box 3182: 37931-37945 Still, Illegal, Lovell Valley, Sonoma
Box 3183: 37933 Rita Prasso
Box 3183: 37933 Alice Prasso
Box 3183: 37933 Gloria Prasso
Box 3183: 37934 Diagram of Shooting, Illegal Still Raid, Lovell Valley, Sonoma
Box 3183: 37935 Johnny Jackson
Box 3183: 37936 Rocco Poloeto
Box 3183: 37938 Dominic Barranda
Box 3183: 37938 Dominic Giovenazzo
Box 3183-3184: 37940-37944 Antone Providently [missing 37943]
Box 3183: 37940 A.E. Bagshaw, Assistant US Attorney
Box 3184: 37941 Antone Providently
Box 3184: 37941 Sheriff Ives, Sonoma County
Box 3184: 37945 A.E. Bagshaw, Assistant US Attorney
Box 3184: 37946 Knute Rockne
Box 3184: 37947 Coliseum, Los Angeles
Box 3184: 37948-37949 Seagulls, Tarred
Box 3184: 37950 Rabbi J.J. Weinstein
Box 3185: 37951 Father D.J. [S.J.] Kavanagh
Box 3185: 37952-37953 Reverend Newton E. Moats
Box 3185: 37953 Reverend R. Ericson
Box 3185: 37953 Rabbi J.J. Weinstein
Box 3185: 37953 Father D.J. [S.J.] Kavanagh
Box 3185: 37954 Norman Miller
Box 3185: 37954-37957 Auto (car) Wreck, Geary Street
Box 3185: 37955 Ray Gurst
Box 3185: 37956-37957 Norman Miller
Box 3185: 37958 Arnold A. Jones
Box 3185: 37958 Harold E. Jones
Box 3185: 37959 Chauncey McGovern
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Box 3186: 37961 Major Cyril Ramsay-Hill
Box 3186: 37961 Mrs. Cyril Ramsay-Hill
Box 3186: 37962-37965 "Mill Valley Players" [missing 37964]
Box 3186: 37962-37964 Dorothy Bryant [missing 37964]
Box 3186: 37962-37964 Sally Bryant [missing 37964]
Box 3186: 37962-37964 Nancy Ramsey [missing 37964]
Box 3186: 37963 Margery Eldridge
Box 3186: 37963-37965 Giesel Scheffauer [missing 37964]
Box 3186: 37965 Elvira Cahling
Box 3186: 37966 Ling Oie
Box 3186: 37967 Bo Jung
Box 3186: 37968 Janie Lee Chu
Box 3186: 37968 May N. Wong
Box 3186: 37969 Gloria Jean Wu
Box 3186: 37969 N.G. May Hong
Box 3186: 37969 Evelyn Lowe, 1930
Box 3187: 37970 Donald Tong
Box 3187-3188: 37971-37979 William Randolph Hearst
Box 3188: 37980-37986 Olympic Club, Swim
Box 3188: 37987 Stanford vs. University of Southern California, Football, 1927
Box 3189: 37988-37991 Angelo Rossi
Box 3189: 37992 Mrs. Angelo Rossi
Box 3189: 37993-37996 Beesemyer
Box 3190: 37997 Joe Martinoni
Box 3190: 37998 James Martinoni
Box 3190: 37999 Jack Robinson
Box 3190: 38000 Yacht (Janidor (ship)), Scene of Disaster
Box 3190: 38002 William Lewis
Box 3190: 38002 Joe Soanes
Box 3190: 38003 Ed Sousa
Box 3190: 38003 Elmer Zaro
Box 3190: 38004 George Landon
Box 3190: 38004 Jack Patogan
Box 3190: 38004 Jackie Robinson
Box 3190-3191: 38010-38013 St. Mary's vs. St. Ignatius, Football, 1930
Box 3191: 38014 Jean Jones
Box 3191: 38015 Jean Erreca
Box 3191: 38016 Olive Evans
Box 3191: 38016 Alice Kennedy
Box 3191: 38017-38018 Amos 'N Andy Contest Winner
Box 3191: 38020 Patricia Ross, Thornewill Shooting [Santa Cruz]
Box 3191: 38021 James Bruce Marvin
Box 3191: 38022 Walter Kirchner
Box 3192: 38023 Isabelle Hubbard
Box 3192: 38024 Douglas
Box 3192: 38025 Mrs. Pat Campbell
Box 3192: 38026 Zee-Zee
Box 3192: 38026 Judge Lazarus
Box 3192: 38027 Pier One
Box 3192: 38028 Leona MacDonald
Box 3192: 38029-38030 Choir Boys
Box 3192: 38032 Church Music, Leaf of Mass Music Book
Box 3193: 38033 Marmion, Painting
Box 3193: 38034 Mrs. Jesse M. Whitehead
Box 3193: 38034-38036 Judge Theresa Meikle
Box 3193: 38035 Edith Wilson
Box 3193: 38037-38038 Beesemyer
Box 3193: 38037-38038 Dan Miller
Box 3193: 38037 James Holahan
Box 3193: 38039 Nadine Doree
Box 3193: 38040-38041 John Kukar
Box 3193: 38040 Bud Anderson
Box 3193: 38040-38041 J.J. Hurley
Box 3194: 38042 Mary C. Waite
Box 3194: 38043 Lorraine McCarthy
Box 3194: 38043 Sally Weisinger
Box 3194: 38044 Albert Einstein
Box 3194: 38046 Milton Dickey
Box 3194: 38047 Bob Feiling
Box 3194: 38048 "Red" Giberson
Box 3194: 38049 Robert Quisenberry, Mug Shot
Box 3194: 38050 Joe Moore
Box 3194: 38051 Robert Gugielmetti, Ten Years Old
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Box 3200: 38103 Joseph A. Garry
Box 3200: 38103 Edward Roffe
Box 3200: 38104 Nick Rossich, and Family
Box 3200: 38105 Japanese Painting
Box 3200: 38106 Judge Fritz
Box 3200: 38106 June Shannon
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Box 3201: 38107 Evelyn Jacina
Box 3201: 38108 J.S. O'Callaghan
Box 3201: 38109 Lillian Skylstead
Box 3201: 38109 George Skylstead
Box 3201: 38110 Frank H. Wright
Box 3201: 38111 Bert Herbert
Box 3201: 38111 William Peters
Box 3201: 38112 Kate Busaeneff
Box 3201: 38113 George C. Butte
Box 3201: 38114 Mr. and Mrs. Angelo Rossi
Box 3201: 38115 Marie Escala
Box 3202: 38116 Lui Fook
Box 3202: 38117-38118 Daisy DeVoe
Box 3202: 38118 Clara Bow
Box 3202: 38119 Inspector Richard Tatham
Box 3202: 38120 Detective Sergeant Mike Desmond
Box 3202: 38121 Jack Shankey
Box 3202: 38122-38124 Helen Farrell
Box 3203: 38125-38128 Public Meeting, No Label
Box 3203: 38127 Ida Rothstein
Box 3203: 38129-38130 Unemployed Parade, with Banner, "We Demand Unemployment and Social Insurance"
Box 3203-3204: 38131-38136 Lui Fook, In Prison
Box 3204: 38137 Milton M. Golden
Box 3204: 38137 Angelo Rossi
Box 3204: 38137 Benjamin Hill
Box 3204: 38138 Belle Britton
Box 3204: 38139 H.O. Funk
Box 3204: 38140 T.L. Herring
Box 3204: 38141 May Reynolds
Box 3204: 38141 Margaret Reynolds
Box 3204: 38142 Currier and Ives Print, "The Boss Team"
Box 3205: 38143-38144 Van Hooseer Home
Box 3205: 38145 Joe MacDonald
Box 3205: 38145 Don Farley
Box 3205: 38146-38147 Mable Smith
Box 3205: 38146 Byron Parker
Box 3205: 38147 Kathrine Nelson
Box 3205: 38148 Alfred Hamilton
Box 3205: 38148 Mrs. M. Machuca, Dog "Dodo"
Box 3205: 38149 Mrs. Carmelita Kendell
Box 3205: 38150 Leo Soldo
Box 3205: 38151 Clarence Boyle
Box 3206: 38152 Murdock Suicide
Box 3206: 38153 C.P. Murdock
Box 3206: 38154 L.C. Allen, Murdock Suicide
Box 3206: 38155 Gene Murphy, Murdock Suicide
Box 3206: 38155 G.G. Underhill, Murdock Suicide
Box 3206: 38155 Jimmy Goodnight
Box 3206: 38156 Susie Matzmura, In Jail
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Box 3206: 38157 Richard Shannon
Box 3206: 38157 Gerald Kenny
Box 3206: 38158 Jack Mangan
Box 3206: 38158 Joe McVeigh
Box 3206: 38159 Parade Float, Christmas Scene
Box 3206: 38160 Bay Bridge, Map of Proposal
Box 3207: 38161 Maurice Costello
Box 3207: 38162 Marina Real Estate
Box 3207: 38163 James Sanchez
Box 3207: 38164 Lawrence Arciniaga
Box 3207: 38165-38166 May Reynolds
Box 3207: 38165-38166 Margaret Reynolds
Box 3207: 38167 James Sanchez
Box 3207: 38168-38169 Milk Distribution
Box 3208: 38170-38171 Joe Baly, Milk Distribution
Box 3208: 38173 Joy Rucker, With Globe
Box 3208: 38173 Joe Rucker, With Globe
Box 3208: 38174-38175 Marie LeFebvre
Box 3208: 38176 Mrs. C.S. Postley
Box 3208: 38177 Mr. and Mrs. C.S. Postley, Wedding
Box 3208: 38178-38179 Martha Hill
Box 3209: 38180 Ernie Smith
Box 3209: 38181 Angel Brovelli
Box 3209: 38182 Marion Davies
Box 3209: 38183 Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hammond
Box 3209: 38184 Ernie Smith
Box 3209: 38185-38188 Mrs. Bruce [missing 38186]
Box 3209-3210: 38189-38190 Tommy Masterson
Box 3209: 38189 Pearl Masterson
Box 3210: 38191 Baker Murder House
Box 3210: 38192-38193 Father Ricard, Funeral
Box 3210: 38194 Jack Wheeler, Football Player
Box 3210: 38195 Dorothy Grant
Box 3210: 38196 Cardinal Hayes
Box 3210: 38197 McCall, Football Player
Box 3210: 38198 Marian Aye
Box 3210: 38198 Judge Lazarus
Box 3211: 38199 Alan Mobray
Box 3211: 38200-38203 Civic Center Market [missing 38201]
Box 3211: 38204 Goodfellow, [Charitable Organization?]
Box 3211: 38205 Marian Aye
Box 3211: 38205 Judge Lazarus
Box 3211: 38206 Santa Clara vs. UC Berkeley, Football, 1930
Box 3211: 38207 Stennett, Football Player
Box 3211: 38208 Dorothy Grant
Box 3211-3212: 38208-38212 Dorothy Grant
Box 3212: 38209 Dorothy Grant, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3212: 38210-38211 Dorothy Grant, Playing Piano
Box 3212: 38212 Dorothy Grant
Box 3212: 38215 Gregor Duncan, Picture in "Call Bulletin"
Box 3212: 38216 Dan O'Brien
Box 3212: 38217 Krenzburg
Box 3212: 38218 Valdimar Horowitz, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3212: 38219 Garret W. McEnerney
Box 3213: 38220 Mr. and Mrs. John Campbell
Box 3213: 38220 Judge George Schonfeld
Box 3213: 38221-38223 Mrs. H. Willette
Box 3213: 38224 John Taaffe
Box 3213: 38224 Maxwell McNutt
Box 3213: 38225-38226 Garret McEnery
Box 3213: 38227 Isabel McPherson
Box 3213: 38228 Mona Rica
Box 3214: 38229 Al Morrison, Dog "Micky"
Box 3214: 38230-38233 "Micky", Al Morrison's Dog
Box 3214: 38234 Mona Rica
Box 3214: 38234 Marie Wells
Box 3214: 38235 San Francisco Evening Post, 1896 Edition, 1896-12-01
Box 3214: 38236 Lon Albert
Box 3214: 38237 Annie Milano
Box 3215: 38239 Hastings, New Zealand
Box 3215: 38241 Gertrude Fannaga, With Painting
Box 3215: 38243 Mrs. Victor Bruce, With Airplane
Box 3215: 38244 Mr. J. Jackson
Box 3215: 38245 Reverend Leslie Kelly
Box 3215: 38246 "Two Profiles", Painting
Box 3215: 38248 Reverend Williston Ford
Box 3215: 38248 Reverend Milton Terry
Box 3215: 38248 Doctor H. Buttrum, St. George
Box 3215: 38249 George Engler
Box 3215: 38250 Dean W.H.G. Batterskill
Box 3215: 38250 Dean W.R.H. Hodgkin
Box 3215: 38250 Reverend B.W. Hirst
Box 3216: 38251 Mrs. Graves
Box 3216: 38251A Goodfellow, [Charitable Organization?] Child Playing
Box 3216: 38252 Dorothy Grant
Box 3216: 38253-38254 Otis Oldfield, Art School
Box 3216: 38255 Ruby Bernstein
Box 3216: 38256 Damacus Gallin
Box 3216: 38257 Albert Einstein, Korburg Sketch
Box 3216: 38258 Mrs. Samuel Morse
Box 3216: 38258 Helen Garritt
Box 3216: 38258 Anne Peters
Box 3217: 38259 Dean W. Gresham
Box 3217: 38259 Bishop E.L. Parsons
Box 3217: 38259 Archdeacon Noel Porter
Box 3217: 38260 Reverend David Gillmor
Box 3217: 38260 Reverend David C.C. Wu
Box 3217: 38260 Reverend Lloyd Thomas
Box 3217: 38261 Peter Mullins
Box 3217: 38261 [Grant?]
Box 3217: 38262 Race Horse Group
Box 3217: 38263 Hillman, Football Player, Stanford
Box 3217: 38264 Crehan, Football Player, Dartmouth
Box 3217: 38265 Dartmouth Team, Football, 1930
Box 3217: 38266 Crehan, Football Player, Dartmouth
Box 3217: 38267 Morton, Football Player, Dartmouth
Box 3218: 38268 Coach Cannell, Football, Dartmouth
Box 3218: 38268 Andres, Captain, Dartmouth Football Team
Box 3218: 38269 Fregol, Football Player, Dartmouth
Box 3218: 38270 Whiteka, Football Player, Dartmouth
Box 3218: 38271 Morchey, Football Player, Dartmouth
Box 3218: 38272 Walker, Football Player, Dartmouth
Box 3218: 38273 Andres, Captain, Dartmouth Football Team
Box 3218: 38274 Toothacker, Football Player, Dartmouth
Box 3218: 38275 Wolff, Football Player, Dartmouth
Box 3218: 38276 Leon Kernan
Box 3225: 38334 Alta Weitz
Box 3225: 38335-38336 Dean J.W. Gresham
Box 3225: 38335-38336 Bishop E.L. Parsons
Box 3225: 38335-38336 Archdeacon A.W. Noel Porter
Box 3225: 38337-38338 Angel Brovelli, With Goat
Box 3225: 38337A-38338A Carl Rubens, Seven Months [old?]
Box 3225: 38339 Lucille Bennett
Box 3226: 38340 Alfred Rose, In Jail
Box 3226: 38341 Mary Rose
Box 3226: 38341 Judge George Steiger
Box 3226: 38342 Warford, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3226: 38343 Norgart, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3226: 38344 Parina, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3226: 38345-38346 Alex Thomas, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3226: 38347 Barron, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3226: 38348 Horgan, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3227: 38349 Bray and Patterson, Football Players, St. Ignatius
Box 3227: 38350 Parina, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3227: 38351 Leskowitz and Huntley, Football Players, St. Ignatius
Box 3227: 38353 Kleckner, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3227: 38383 O’Marie, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3227-3228: 38384-38388 St. Ignatius Team, Football, 1929
Box 3228: 38389 Barrellis, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3228: 38390 Saddochi, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3228: 38391 Tolman, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3228: 38391 Nelson, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3228: 38392 Chisolm Quoss, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3228: 38392 Jim Needles, Football Player, St. Ignatius
Box 3228: 38393 Microphone
Box 3228: 38394 Admiral Chase (ship), Hole in Ship’s Side
Box 3228: 38397-38398 Andy Mahony, Golfer
Box 3228: 38397-38398 J. Downey Harvey, Golfer
Box 3228: 38397 S.L. Abbot, Golfer
Box 3228: 38397 Maurice Sullivan, Golfer
Box 3229: 38399 Maurice Sullivan, Golfing
Box 3229: 38401 S.L. Abbot, Golfing
Box 3229: 38402 Maurice Sullivan, Golfing
Box 3229: 38404 Andy Mahony, golfing
Box 3229: 38405 Kingsford-Smith, Aviator
Box 3229: 38406 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3229: 38407 Eudora Forde Willette
Box 3229: 38408 Maxwell McNutt
Box 3229: 38408 William Taffee
Box 3229: 38409 Betty Jean Kuhns
Box 3229: 38409 Officer A. Akenson
Box 3230: 38410 Betty Jean Kuhns
Box 3230: 38411 Cherry Sees, Bakery Hold-up
Box 3230: 38412 Mrs. Martin Bell, and Two Children
Box 3230: 38413 Fire, 246 Prague Street
Box 3230: 38414 Mrs. George Kothloff
Box 3230: 38416 Unidentified Group, McEnerney?
Box 3230: 38417 Bernice Sappan
Box 3230: 38419 Louis Barricks, Fireman, San Francisco
Box 3230: 38419 Hugh Powers, Fireman, San Francisco
Box 3230: 38420 C.E. Clark, Bank Teller, City National Bank Hold-up
Box 3231: 38421 Color Bearers and Guards, Two Hundred and Fiftieth C.A.C.
Box 3231: 38422 Armory, Inspection
Box 3231: 38423 Major General Malin Craig
Box 3238: 38493 Machado, Football Player, Santa Clara
Box 3238: 38494-38495 Kezar Stadium
Box 3238: 38496 Marion Davies
Box 3238: 38497 Mr. and Mrs. Emory Bronte
Box 3239: 38498 Tasker
Box 3239: 38499 Doctor Carlton
Box 3239: 38500 Tom Hughes
Box 3239: 38501-38502 Customs at Dock
Box 3239: 38503 Mrs. Sinclair Lewis
Box 3239: 38503 Sinclair Lewis
Box 3239: 38504-38505 Robinson Jeffers
Box 3239: 38506 Kitz Muller
Box 3240: 38507 Garret McEnerney
Box 3240: 38512 Mrs. A.M. Fereira
Box 3240: 38514 Chauncey McGovern
Box 3240: 38515 Charmion London
Box 3240: 38516 Goodfellow [charitable organization], Baby
Box 3240: 38517-38518 Fannie McCullough
Box 3240: 38518A Kamie Belfils
Box 3240: 38519 James Malloy
Box 3240: 38519 Arthur Lahey
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Box 3241: 38520 Judge Harris
Box 3241: 38521 Henry Ilse
Box 3241: 38521 Thomas E. Boyle
Box 3241: 38536 Nevers, K of C Game, Football
Box 3241: 38537-38538 K of C. Game, Football
Box 3241: 38539 Nevers Tackling Saunders, K of C. Game, Football
Box 3241: 38540 Saunders, K of C. Game, Football
Box 3241-3242: 38541-38543 Unidentified Group
Box 3242: 38543a-38543b Constance May Gavin
Box 3242: 38544-38546 Army vs. Navy, [Football?], 1930
Box 3242: 38544A Unidentified Group
Box 3242: 38547 Lillian Tremel, [Scene of Fire?]
Box 3242: 38548 John W. Tremel
Box 3242: 38549 Lillian Tremel, [Scene of Fire?]
Box 3242: 38550 John W. Tremel
Box 3243: 38551-38554 Lillian Tremel, [Scene of Fire?]
Box 3243: 38555 Lillian Tremel
Box 3243: 38555 M.P. Dutra
Box 3243: 38556 Lillian Tremel, [Scene of Fire?]
Box 3243: 38557-38558 James Swinnerton, [At Museum?]
Box 3243-3244: 38559-38561 Bohemian Art Exhibit
Box 3244: 38562 W.E. Park, At Abraham Lincoln’s Statue
Box 3244: 38562 Peter Mass, At Abraham Lincoln's Statue
Box 3244: 38563 Joan Elizabeth Stein, Lincoln's Birthday
Box 3244: 38564-38568 Unidentified
Box 3245: 38569 [Crowd with “Welcome Gaels” Banner]
Box 3245: 38570 Unidentified
Box 3245: 38571 Parade, Montgomery and Post Streets
Box 3245: 38572 Casket and Mourners, Unidentified
Box 3245: 38573-38574 Observatory
Box 3245: 38575 Flag, “S.C.”
Box 3245: 38576 Funeral of Father Ricard
Box 3245: 38577 [Santa Clara Students at Observatory?]
Box 3246: 38578 [Observatory]
Box 3246: 38579 [Funeral]
Box 3251: 38629 Thelma Griffith, [Display of Delaware River Suspension Bridge]
Box 3251: 38630 Miss Bobby McDonald
Box 3251: 38632 Peter Merkrosoff
Box 3251: 38633 Frank Bobu
Box 3251: 38633 Sam Bobu
Box 3251: 38634 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jolly
Box 3251: 38635 Where Bobu Boy Fell
Box 3251: 38637 Mrs. Robert Jolly
Box 3252: 38638 Albert Potoczny, [Saluting Painting of George Washington]
Box 3252: 38639 Rita Brenner, [With Painting of Abraham Lincoln]
Box 3252: 38642 Knute Rockne
Box 3252: 38642 Pop Warner
Box 3252: 38642 Slip Madigan
Box 3252: 38642 Buck Shaw
Box 3252: 38643 Lieutenant Colonel T.M. Robins, [With Map of Proposed Bay Bridge]
Box 3252: 38643 Major W.H. Lanagan, [With Map of Proposed Bay Bridge]
Box 3252: 38643 Major E.H. Ropes, [With Map of Proposed Bay Bridge]
Box 3252: 38644 Oakland Horse Show Fire
Box 3252: 38645 B. Edwards, Oakland Horse Show Fire
Box 3252: 38646 Terry Martin, [In Jail]
Box 3252: 38647 Mrs. Albert P. Heise, Divorce
Box 3252: 38648 Maude Olyilor
Box 3253: 38650 Officer Peter Andichav, Oakland Horse Show Fire
Box 3253: 38651 Ann Marlowe
Box 3253: 38652 Robert Montana
Box 3253: 38653 Lillian Bianchini, With Typewriter
Box 3253: 38654 Lillian Bianchini
Box 3253: 38655-38656 Joseph P. Lacey
Box 3253: 38655 Frank Swain
Box 3253: 38657 Mrs. Harvel Canter
Box 3253: 38663 J.L. Soley, [With Hands Bound]
Box 3253: 38663 K.F. Haynes, [With Hands Bound]
Box 3253: 38663 Officer Albert Birdsall
Box 3254: 38664 Mancella Rucker
Box 3254: 38665 Lucy Bevans
Box 3254: 38666 Joseph Essof
Box 3254: 38668 Crosetti and Carroll
Box 3254: 38669 Crosetti, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 3254: 38670 Gallen Kamp’s Hold-up
Box 3254: 38671 Huft, Baseball Player
Box 3254: 38672 Crosetti, Baseball Player
Box 3254: 38673 Mills Building
Box 3255: 38674 Peggy Johnson
Box 3255: 38674 Judge Lazarus
Box 3255: 38675 Gregor Duncan
Box 3255: 38676 Patricia Ross
Box 3255: 38677 Mrs. Robert Auger
Box 3255: 38677 Mrs. Creswell Cole
Box 3255: 38677 James B. Smith
Box 3255: 38678 Figoni Ranch Poison Plot, Poison Bottles
Box 3255: 38679 Unemployed Start Work
Box 3255: 38680 Ace Wright and son
Box 3255: 38681 Mrs. Wilson Meyer
Box 3255: 38682 Marie Davidson
Box 3256: 38683 Don Lee Building
Box 3256: 38684 Mrs. Henry Bohling
Box 3256: 38685 Dean Jennings
Box 3256: 38686 San Francisco News Statement, Advertising Bill
Box 3256: 38687 Patricia Ross
Box 3256: 38688 Mrs. William Sesnon, Jr.
Box 3256: 38689 Mrs. Henry Bohling
Box 3256: 38690 Mrs. Howard Monroe
Box 3256: 38691 Mrs. Wilson Meyer
Box 3257: 38692 Patricia Seymour
Box 3257: 38693-38694 Cards in Hand, [playing cards]
Box 3257: 38696 Marguerite Koch
Box 3257: 38697 Judge T. Meikle and dog
Box 3257: 38698 Cards in Hand, [playing cards]
Box 3257: 38700-38701 Judge George Schonfeld
Box 3257: 38700 George Nederland
Box 3257: 38701 Edwin J. Andrew
Box 3257: 38702 Bernice Shafran
Box 3257: 38702 Rose Aaron
Box 3257: 38702 Aline Galdstein
Box 3258: 38704 Mrs. Joseph Todd
Box 3258: 38704 Mrs. Harry Hastings, Jr.
Box 3258: 38704 Gwladys Mills
Box 3258: 38705-38706 Mrs. Wilson Meyer
Box 3258: 38706 Ruth Langdon
Box 3258: 38706 Mrs. Vincent Butler
Box 3258: 38707 Mrs. James Tunney
Box 3258: 38708 Gregor Duncan, Baseball Player
Box 3258: 38709 Father John Rogers
Box 3258: 38710 Charing Cross School, [After Fire?]
Box 3258-3259: 38711-38714 Unemployed at Pier Twenty-one, Soup Kitchen
Box 3259: 38715 R.W. Hale, [Fixing?] Toys for Goodfellow [organization]
Box 3259: 38715 J. Dalton, [Fixing?] Toys for Goodfellow [organization]
Box 3259: 38715 H. Althoff, [Fixing?] Toys for Goodfellow [organization]
Box 3259: 38716 Mont Harris, Radio Broadcast
Box 3259: 38716-38717 Ruby Adams, Radio Broadcast
Box 3259: 38718 Grace Lucas
Box 3259: 38718 Ethel Pyle
Box 3259: 38719 Bertha Crader
Box 3259: 38719 Irene Manke
Box 3259: 38719 Helen Fields
Box 3259: 38720 Joe Stecher
Box 3259: 38722 Unemployed Start Work
Box 3260: 38723 Community Chest Art
Box 3260: 38724 Stanley Riley, Community Chest
Box 3260: 38725 Carol Wu, Community Chest
Box 3260: 38726 Richie Family
Box 3260: 38727 Peter Ilyin, Painting by
Box 3260: 38728-38729 Peter Ilyin, With Paintings
Box 3260: 38730 Fire Scene, Eddy Street
Box 3260-3261: 38731-38732 Frank Needles
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Box 3261: 38733 Mrs. Henry Mayer
Box 3261: 38735 City Hall Rotunda
Box 3261: 38736 Father Ricard, Funeral
Box 3261: 38737 Walter Middleton
Box 3261: 38738 Santa Clara College Observatory
Box 3261: 38739 Father John Rogers
Box 3261: 38740 Dias Family
Box 3261: 38740 Judge Fritz
Box 3267: 38793-38795 Olga Evans
Box 3267: 38796 James Evans
Box 3268: 38797 Martha Evans
Box 3268: 38797 Olga Evans
Box 3268: 38797A Tito Schipa
Box 3268: 38798 Police Chief William Quinn
Box 3268: 38798-38799 Florence Kahn
Box 3268: 38798 Julius Kahn
Box 3268: 38798A Carmen Watson
Box 3268: 38800 James Donnelly
Box 3268: 38800 Officer Dan Sullivan
Box 3268: 38800 John Holmes
Box 3268: 38801 Mary S. Slavin
Box 3268: 38802 Ralph Georges, and "Pal" [seeing-eye dog]
Box 3268-3269: 38803-38806 Ulysses E. Grant
Box 3269: 38807 Alva Christensen
Box 3269: 38807 C.E. Browning
Box 3269: 38808 Forrest Hudelson
Box 3269: 38809 Wong Sing Chong, "Murderer"
Box 3269: 38810 Mr. and Mrs. William H. Wattis
Box 3269: 38811 E.O. Wattis, Advertisement for "The Utah Construction Co."
Box 3269: 38811 W.H. Wattis, Advertisement for "The Utah Construction Co."
Box 3269: 38812 William H. Wattis
Box 3270: 38813 Unemployed at Pier Twenty-one
Box 3270: 38814 Mr. and Mrs. Slip Madigan, [With Football Trophy]
Box 3270: 38814 Mayor Davie, Oakland
Box 3270: 38815 Weather Tower, San Francisco
Box 3270: 38816 Olga Evans
Box 3270: 38818 Detective James Cooper
Box 3270: 38818 Officer Arthur Minaker
Box 3270: 38819 May Powell
Box 3270: 38819 Judge T. Meikle
Box 3270: 38820 Corporal William J. Harrington, Maniac Story
Box 3270: 38820 Captain Peter McGee, Maniac Story
Box 3270: 38822 Assistant Inspector James Cooper, Maniac Art
Box 3270: 38822 Officer Arthur Minaker
Box 3270: 38823 Maniac Story, House
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Box 3271: 38824 Marian Romero
Box 3271: 38824 Edna Romero
Box 3271: 38825 Captain Peter McGee, Maniac Art
Box 3271: 38825 Corporal William J. Harrington, Maniac Story
Box 3271: 38826 Handy, Stanford
Box 3271: 38827 Charing Cross Fire
Box 3271: 38828 Andriano Threat Letter
Box 3271: 38829 Bonus Veterans [Bonus Army]
Box 3271: 38830 Bonus Veterans [Bonus Army], [Lined up on Street]
Box 3271: 38831 Bonus Veterans [Bonus Army], [Lined up on Street]
Box 3271: 38832 William H. Wattis
Box 3272: 38833 Andriano Threat Letter
Box 3272: 38834 Andriano Threat Letter, Ammunition
Box 3272: 38835 Andriano Threat Letter, Ammunition
Box 3272: 38836 Andriano Threat Letter
Box 3272: 38837 Inspector James Mitchell, Andriano Threat Letter
Box 3272: 38837 Henry Kalnback, Andriano Threat Letter
Box 3272: 38838 Dean Gresham
Box 3272: 38839 E.O. Heinrich
Box 3272: 38840 Oakland Bank of Savings, West Oakland Branch
Box 3272: 38841 Edmond Burke
Box 3272: 38841 Austin Atwood
Box 3273: 38842 Inspector M. Dowell
Box 3273: 38842 Mary Carrigan
Box 3273: 38843 Andriano Threat Letter
Box 3273: 38844 Kitzmulier, Football Player
Box 3273: 38845 Kenneth Bechtel
Box 3273: 38845 Mr. and Mrs. Felix Kahn
Box 3273: 38846 Ralph Byrnes
Box 3273: 38847 East-West Game, Football, 1930-01-01
Box 3273: 38848 Fred Bell, Sign Reading "Unemployed: Buy an Apple $.05"
Box 3273: 38849 Marina Hospital
Box 3273: 38849A J.W. Cardoza, Bank Manager [preceding]
Box 3274: 38850 Market Street at Night
Box 3274: 38851 Marina Hospital
Box 3274: 38852 Fred Sutton
Box 3274: 38853 Constable Landini, Frigoni Ranch Poison Mystery
Box 3274: 38854 William Baird
Box 3274: 38855 Claude E. Coffman
Box 3274: 38856 Officer Joe Perry
Box 3274: 38856 Fred Barbour
Box 3274: 38857 Mrs. Tito Schipa
Box 3274: 38858 Raymont McMillan, Age Eleven [Homeless Child?]  
Box 3274: 38858 Edwin Carrillo, Age Nine [Homeless Child?]  
Box 3274: 38858 Officer Joe Healy, With [Homeless?] Children
Box 3275: 38859 Gregor Duncan
Box 3275: 38860 William H. Wattis
Box 3275: 38861 Frank Swain
Box 3275: 38861 J.B. Palmer
Box 3275: 38862 J.B. Palmer, Home
Box 3275: 38863 George Henningsen, Oakland Bank Robbery
Box 3275: 38863 F.E. Macabee
Box 3275: 38864-38865 J.B. Palmer
Box 3275: 38864 Frank Swain
Box 3275: 38867 J.M. Watson
Box 3275: 38867 Lillian Stratton
Box 3275: 38868 Violet Clark
Box 3276: 38869-38873 Flora Gleichman, Modeling Hats
Box 3276: 38874a-38874c Flora Gleichman, Modeling Hats [three negatives]
Box 3276-3277: 38875-38876 Flora Gleichman, Modeling Hats
Box 3277: 38877 Rescue of Swimmers by Rowboat
Box 3277: 38878 Policeman on Fireman's Ladder
Box 3277: 38879 Rescue of Swimmers by Rowboat
Box 3277: 38880 Willard Long
Box 3277: 38880 Attorney I.M. Peckham
Box 3277: 38881 Gloria, Prohibition Shooting
Box 3277: 38881 Matthew Brady, Prohibition Shooting
Box 3277: 38881 Frank LaTulipe, Prohibition Shooting
Box 3277: 38881-38882 Judge I. Golden, Prohibition Shooting
Box 3277: 38882-38883 Mike Desmond, Prohibition Shooting
Box 3277: 38883 Frank LaTulipe, Prohibition Shooting
Box 3277: 38883 Matthew Brady, Prohibition Shooting
Box 3277: 38883 Bart Kellehe, Prohibition Shooting
Box 3277: 38884 Prohibition Shooting
Box 3277: 38885-38886 E.R. Bonsall
Box 3278: 38885-38886 Willard Long
Box 3278: 38887 Prohibition Shooting
Box 3278: 38888-38889 Bill Gloria
Box 3278: 38888-38889 Tony Lewis
Box 3278: 38889 W.C.G. McDonnell
Box 3278: 38889 Tony Avila
Box 3278: 38889 Joe Miranda
Box 3278: 38890 Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Perry
Box 3278: 38891 Willard Long
Box 3278: 38892 George Cabaness, Jr.
Box 3278: 38892 Manuel Perry
Box 3278-3279: 38893-38894 Helen Thompson, Marriage License
Box 3279: 38895 Mrs. Emory Winship and baby
Box 3279: 38896 Emory Winship
Box 3279: 38897 Winship House
Box 3279: 38898 Saint Ignatius Church
Box 3279: 38899 Saint Ignatius College
Box 3279: 38900 Helen Wills Moody
Box 3279: 38901 Yehudi Menuhin
Box 3279: 38902 Claire Brent
Box 3280: 38904 Mrs. Robert Farley
Box 3280: 38905 Jacqueline Herve
Box 3280: 38906 Muriel Smith
Box 3280: 38910 A.G. Conquest
Box 3280: 38911-38912 Playing Cards
Box 3280: 38913-38914 "Bulky" Harris, Detroit Baseball Player
Box 3280: 38917 Union Square, 1931
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Box 3281: 38918 Claire Brent
Box 3281: 38920 Eleanor Sweeney
Box 3281: 38921 Judge Meikle
Box 3281: 38921 Eleanor Sweeney
Box 3281: 38922 Katherine Smith
Box 3281: 38923 H.L. Baldwin
Box 3281: 38924 Joe Josephson, With Diving Equipment
Box 3281: 38924 Bill Reed, With Diving Equipment
Box 3281: 38925 Margarete Taylor
Box 3281: 38926 Ethel Foster
Box 3281: 38927 Daniel Siebert
Box 3282: 38928 Elizabeth Boardman
Box 3282: 38928 Estelle Christen
Box 3282: 38931 Bob Richardson
Box 3282: 38931-38932 Robert Farley
Box 3282: 38933 Mrs. Robert Farley
Box 3282: 38934 Bob Richardson
Box 3282: 38934 Mike Desmond
Box 3282: 38934 Robert Farley
Box 3282: 38935 John Galsworthy
Box 3282: 38936 Mrs. Reginald Hirschman
Box 3282: 38937-38938 Mrs. Charles Turner
Box 3282: 38937-38938 Dana Dunphy
Box 3282: 38937-38938 Rowena Dunphy
Box 3282: 38937-38938 Mrs. Charles Dunphy
Box 3283: 38940 Mrs. Frank Sullivan
Box 3283: 38940 Mrs. George Murphy
Box 3283: 38941 Olga Evans
Box 3283: 38943 John Diquattro
Box 3283: 38943 Paul Oneto
Box 3283: 38943 Armand Petromilli
| Box 3283: 38944 | Smith, Female Golfer |
| Box 3283: 38945 | Reverend Leslie Kelly |
| Box 3283: 38947-38948 | Matthew Brady |
| Box 3283: 38949 | Frank B. Blum |
| Box 3283: 38949 | Irene C. Poulos |
| Box 3283: 38951 | Eleanore Dutton |
| Box 3284: 38952 | Theodore Donaldson |
| Box 3284: 38952 | Russell Danton |
| Box 3284: 38953 | James Lacey |
| Box 3284: 38953 | CORPORAL T. HERRING |
| Box 3284: 38953A | Carol Smith |
| Box 3284: 38954 | Farrell Black |
| Box 3284: 38954 | Tony Black |
| Box 3284: 38955 | Chappie Packand |
| Box 3284: 38955A-38956 | Scotty, Death Valley |
| Box 3285: 38958 | Robert Simon |
| Box 3285: 38958 | Frank Thomas |
| Box 3285: 38959 | Bear at Zoo |
| Box 3285: 38960 | Advertising Department, [Man Holding Suitcase], 1931-03-00 |
| Box 3285: 38962 | Mrs. A. Macondray |
| Box 3285: 38962 | Mrs. Lawrence Lanser |
| Box 3285: 38963 | Advertising Department, [Book Inside Suitcase], 1931-03-00 |
| Box 3285: 38964 | Advertising Department |
| Box 3285: 38964A | Roy Cummings |
| Box 3285: 38964A | Abe Kemp |
| Box 3285: 38965 | Derby Ticket |
| Box 3285: 38967 | Nicholas Murray Butler |
| Box 3285: 38968 | Jules Mannberger |
| Box 3285: 38969 | South of Market Boys |
| Box 3286: 38970 | South of Market Feed |
| Box 3286: 38970 | Inspector James Gregson |
| Box 3286: 38970A | Jack Price |
| Box 3286: 38971 | Josephine Decola |
| Box 3286: 38972 | Albert Blake |
| Box 3286: 38972 | Fred Schmalling |
| Box 3286: 38973 | William Levin |
| Box 3286: 38974 | Concrete Boat |
| Box 3286: 38975 | Robert R. Campbell |
| Box 3286: 38976 | Doctor Walter Peterson |
| Box 3286: 38976 | John F. Moody |
| Box 3286-3287: 38977-38980 | Quincy Tunnel Cave-in |
| Box 3287: 38980A | Einstein's Signature |
| Box 3287: 38981-38982 | Angelo Rossi |
| Box 3287: 38981-38984 | Ty Cobb |
| Box 3287: 38981-38982 | A. Putnam |
| Box 3287: 38984 | A. Putnam |
| Box 3287: 38984 | Angelo Rossi |
| Box 3287: 38985-38985a | Edna May Cooper |
| Box 3288: 38986-38987 | Japanese Picture Brides |
| Box 3288: 38988 | Nicholas Murray Butler |
| Box 3288: 38988 | William Crocker |
| Box 3288: 38989 | Chief Quinn, San Francisco Police |
| Box 3288: 38989 | William Wiley |
| Box 3288: 38990 | Ace Young |
| Box 3288: 38991 | Bank of America, Geary and Divisadero Streets |
| Box 3288: 38992 | Ty Cobb |
| Box 3288: 38993 | Four Horsemen of Notre Dame |
| Box 3288: 38994 | F.A. Diekhoff |
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3289: 38995-38996 Yehudi Menunin
Box 3289: 38997 Mrs. Hollingberry
Box 3289: 38998 Mr. and Mrs. Harry Carey
Box 3289: 38998 Edwina Booth
Box 3289: 38999 Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Brown
Box 3289: 39000 Monsignor Ryan
Box 3289: 39000-39001 John McCormick
Box 3289: 39001 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3289: 39001 Monsignor Ryan
Box 3289: 39002 Washington vs. UC Berkeley, Freshman Crew Race, Finish, 1931
Box 3289: 39003 Joe Rooney
Box 3289: 39003 Joe E. Brown
Box 3290: 39004 Helen Wills Moody
Box 3290: 39005 St. Mary's Church, Old [church?]
Box 3290: 39007 Washington vs. UC Berkeley, Junior Varsity Crew, Rowing, 1931
Box 3290: 39008 Quincy Cave-in
Box 3290: 39008 Swan Hedin
Box 3290: 39009 Concrete Boat
Box 3290: 39010 Lunstrom, Hatman
Box 3290: 39011 James Donahue
Box 3290: 39012 Betty Cupa
Box 3290: 39012 Ann Cupa
Box 3290: 39013 Tanforan, Crowds, 1931
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Box 3291: 39014 Mrs. Emory Winship and baby
Box 3291: 39016-39017 Mayor Rossi
Box 3291: 39016 Chief Brennan
Box 3291: 39016 Chief Quinn
Box 3291: 39016-39017 Sid Grauman
Box 3291: 39018 Winnie Sheehan
Box 3291: 39018 Raoul Walsh
Box 3291: 39019 Winfield Sheehan
Box 3291: 39020 Willis J. Walker
Box 3291: 39021 Willis J. Walker, Carving
Box 3291: 39022-39023 Doris Harvey
Box 3292: 39027 Jane Whortan
Box 3292: 39028 Hilda Mason
Box 3292: 39028 Alice Alves
Box 3292: 39028 Mrs. J. Andrade
Box 3292: 39029 Frank Peters
Box 3292: 39030 Manager Buddy Ryan, Baseball, Sacramento Senators
Box 3292: 39031 Oscar Yitt
Box 3292: 39032 Mrs. Leon Jones
Box 3292: 39032 Mrs. Duane Tweedale
Box 3292: 39033-39034 Marvel Peck
Box 3292-3293: 39035-39036 Junior Traffic Reserve
Box 3292-3293: 39035-39036 Officer Byron Getchell
Box 3292-3293: 39035-39036 Chief Quinn
Box 3292-3293: 39035-39036 Colonel C.B. Stone
Box 3293: 39037 Berta, Held for Train Robbery
Box 3293: 39038 Lombardi, Oakland Catcher, Baseball
Box 3293: 39039 William Bridgewater
Box 3293: 39039 Ed Shay
Box 3293: 39041 Campanile
Box 3293: 39042-39044 Nicaragua Quake
Box 3293: 39046 Tanforan, 1931
Box 3294: 39050 Tanforan, Crowds, 1931
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Box 3294: 39051 McKee
Box 3294: 39052 Quinon
Box 3294-3295: 39054-39065 East-West Football Game, 1931
Box 3295: 39066 East-West Football Game, Macalusa, 1931
Box 3295-3296: 39067-39068 ROTC, Commerce High School
Box 3296: 39069-39070 Florence DeLasada
Box 3296: 39071 Laurie M. Beaudry, Missing Girl
Box 3296: 39072 Tony Indrunas
Box 3296: 39072 James Cavenaugh
Box 3296: 39073 Jean Martin, Missing
Box 3296: 39074 Hickmant, Inquest
Box 3296: 39075 Mrs. Hickmant, Inquest
Box 3296-3297: 39076-39077 Hickmant, Inquest
Box 3297: 39078 Woman's City Club Sewing Class
Box 3297: 39079 Mabel Hunter
Box 3297: 39080 Mabel Hunter
Box 3297: 39081 Helen Leon
Box 3297: 39082 Fire, Box Factory
Box 3297: 39083 Earl Buckman
Box 3297: 39084 Thomas R. Pengilly
Box 3297: 39085 Christine Miller
Box 3297: 39086-39087 Christine Miller, Case, Ransom Notes
Box 3297: 39088-39089 Bernice Grimshaw
Box 3298: 39090 Hit-run Car
Box 3298: 39091 Margaret Ruth Burkey
Box 3298: 39092 Eva Fay Burkey
Box 3298: 39093 Stranded Chorus Gals
Box 3298: 39093 Arthur L. Johnson
Box 3298: 39094 George Carroll
Box 3298: 39096 Mrs. Arthur Harris
Box 3298: 39098 President Hoover (Ship), Furniture
Box 3298: 39099 Etching, Ship in Dry Dock
Box 3298: 39100 Etching, Eucalyptus Road
Box 3298: 39102 Carl Walker
Box 3298: 39102 William Devine
Box 3298: 39103 Western Auto Supply Robbery
Box 3298: 39104 Fern Isserliss
Box 3298: 39105 Norma Kelly
Box 3298: 39105 Franklin Sheehan
Box 3298: 39105 Lawton School Children
Box 3298: 39106 Alberta Maloney
Box 3298: 39106 Robert Hannon
Box 3298: 39106 Lawton School
Box 3299: 39109 Judge Ward
Box 3299: 39110 Pan-American Celebration
Box 3299: 39111 Venezuelan Consul
Box 3299: 39111 Aida Aleman
Box 3299: 39111 Doctor Barrows
Box 3299: 39112 Lucille Bailey
Box 3299: 39112 Lorraine Raulings
Box 3299: 39114 Moss Hart
Box 3299: 39115 Shirley Code
Box 3299: 39116-39117 Martha Stanley
Box 3299: 39116 Lois McMillan
Box 3299: 39116-39117 Actors, Lowell High School
Box 3299: 39116 Jean Saxe
Box 3299: 39116-39117 Barbara Hampton
Box 3299: 39117 Cedric Porter
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3300: 39117 Theater, Lowell High School
Box 3300: 39118 Marion Ridge
Box 3300: 39118 Judge Lazarus
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Box 3301: 39119 Robert Frye
Box 3301: 39119 Eugene Borzone
Box 3301: 39120 Edward J. Doyle
Box 3301: 39121-39122 Bertha Frye
Box 3301: 39124 Mr. and Mrs. Alex Pantages
Box 3301: 39125 Archibald Air Field, Nicaragua
Box 3301: 39126-39127 Unemployed at Pier Twenty-one
Box 3301: 39128 Knights of Columbus Game, 1931
Box 3302: 39129 Reginald D. White
Box 3302: 39129 Mrs. E.N. Pickering
Box 3302: 39129 Blumenthal
Box 3302: 39129 Mrs. A.J. Cloud
Box 3302: 39130 Western Women's Club
Box 3302: 39130 Jane Cranmer
Box 3302: 39130 Enid Olivi
Box 3302: 39130 Claudia Osborne
Box 3302: 39130 Paul Myers, Jr.
Box 3302: 39130 Bunny Parker
Box 3302: 39131 Honolulu Police Bulletin
Box 3302: 39132 Golfer Jack MacDonald
Box 3302: 39133 Charlotte Foss
Box 3302: 39134 Delores Youngsworth
Box 3302: 39135 Richmond Tatum
Box 3302: 39135 Mrs. E.R. Scrivner
Box 3302: 39136 Joseph Lipp
Box 3302: 39136 E.H. Paul
Box 3302: 39137 Beetles
Box 3303: 39138 Opening Game, Baseball, 1929
Box 3303: 39138 Nick Williams, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3303: 39139 McDougall, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3303: 39140 Jerry Donovan, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3303: 39141 Walter Mails, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3303: 39142 Pie Traynor, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3303: 39143 Elmer Jacobs, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3303: 39144 Davis Curtis, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3303: 39145 Mickey Finn, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3303: 39146 Gus Suhr, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3304: 39147 Jimmy Reese, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3304: 39147-39150 Night Baseball
Box 3304: 39151 Baseball Shoes
Box 3304: 39152 Hoag, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3304: 39153 Thurston, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3304: 39154 Read [Catcher], Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3304: 39155 Walter Mails, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3304: 39155 Jimmy Zinn, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3305: 39156 Jamison [Pitcher], Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3305: 39157 Perry [Pitcher], Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3305: 39158 Jimmy Zinn, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3305: 39159 Harding, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3305: 39159 Sudan, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3305: 39160 Gaston [Catcher], Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3305: 39161 Walter Mails, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3305: 39162 Smead Jolley, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Jahn, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3305: 39163-39164

Knight, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3305: 39164

Elmer Jacobs, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3306: 39165

Jack Knight, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3306: 39166

Walter Mails, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3306: 39168

Knight, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3306: 39169

Oscar Vitt, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3306: 39170

Babe Pinelli, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3306-3307: 39171-39175

Opening Game, Baseball, 1929
Box 3307: 39177

Rolph, Baseball
Box 3307: 39177

Training, San Francisco Seals, 1930
Box 3307: 39178

Smead Jolley, San Francisco Seals [action picture], 1929
Box 3307: 39180

Joe E. Brown and wife
Box 3307: 39182

Campanile at UC Berkeley
Box 3307: 39183

Chief Quinn
Box 3307: 39183

William Wiley
Box 3307: 39184-39185

Japanese Picture Brides
Box 3308: 39186

Nicolas Murray Butler
Box 3308: 39186

William Crocker
Box 3308: 39186

Mr. and Mrs. Priestly
Box 3308: 39187

Ann Lervick
Box 3308: 39192

Thomas Rogers
Box 3308: 39193

J.J. Manning
Box 3308: 39194

Yvonne Fleming
Box 3309: 39195

Charlotte Walker
Box 3309: 39195

Harry Marquad
Box 3309: 39195

Josephine Decolia
Box 3309: 39196

Frank Corenza, “Looks Like a Booking”
Box 3309: 39197

Robert L. Rappe
Box 3309: 39198

Frank Latulippe
Box 3309: 39199

Henry S. Manheim
Box 3309: 39200

Maybelle Monroe
Box 3309: 39200

Elizabeth Grassie
Box 3309: 39200

Ruth Walde
Box 3309: 39200

Lois Swabel
Box 3309: 39200

Ann Meux
Box 3309: 39200

Adeline Foss
Box 3309: 39201

Esther Youngblood
Box 3309: 39202

Middleton, and Fook Trial
Box 3309: 39203

Good Friday, Old St. Mary’s Church, 1931
Box 3310: 39204

Nicaragua Quake
Box 3310: 39205

Montgomery, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3310: 39206

Farro, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3310: 39207

Martin, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3310: 39208

Rube Wolf
Box 3310-3311: 39213-39214

Rube Wolf
Box 3311: 39215

Z.T. Mallaby
Box 3311: 39215

Justus Wardell
Box 3311: 39215

Jowett Shouse
Box 3311: 39216

Ducks at Park
Box 3311-3312: 39219-39224

UC Building Collapse
Box 3312: 39225

Yvonne Fleming
Box 3312: 39228-39229

Fred A. Rettig
Box 3312: 39230

Mayor Angelo Rossi, Throwing Pitch at Ball Park
Box 3312: 39231

Chief Quinn, In Catcher’s Position
Box 3312: 39231

Carson, San Francisco Seals
Box 3312: 39232

Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3313: 39233
Box 3313: 39234 Pillette, Mission Baseball
Box 3313: 39235 Cole, Mission Baseball
Box 3313: 39236-39237 Nelson, Mission Baseball
Box 3313: 39238 Red Killifier
Box 3313: 39239 Smidth, Mission Baseball
Box 3313: 39239 Jane Adams
Box 3313: 39240 Scott “Shine”
Box 3313: 39242 Doctor Leo McMahon
Box 3314: 39243 Rosa Ghilardi
Box 3314: 39245 Rosa Ghilardi
Box 3314: 39247 Mrs. Charles S. Young
Box 3314: 39248 Laura Scanlon
Box 3314: 39249 William McCarthy
Box 3314: 39253 Peter Roche
Box 3314: 39253 Bill Hall
Box 3314: 39254 Horse and Buggy Tagged
Box 3314: 39255 Joseph Fallon
Box 3314: 39256 Peggy Kitcham
Box 3314: 39256 Virginia Meyers
Box 3315: 39257 Allen McGinn
Box 3315: 39257 Mary Kovaceovich
Box 3315: 39258 Mary Kovaceovich, Torso Find
Box 3315: 39259 Mary Kovaceovich
Box 3315: 39259 Allen McGinn
Box 3315: 39260 Judge Lazarus
Box 3315: 39260 Jerome Dixon
Box 3315: 39261 Mrs. Sweeney
Box 3315: 39262 George Engler
Box 3315: 39262 Bussetti
Box 3315: 39262 Frank Wynkoop
Box 3315: 39263 Eddie Cantor
Box 3315: 39264 Lieutenant Peery
Box 3315: 39265 Communists, Rally (communism)
Box 3316: 39266 Madeline Gobo
Box 3316: 39267-39268 Bobby Lutz
Box 3316: 39269 Harry Husted
Box 3316: 39269 Jack Ramsey
Box 3316: 39270 E.T. Nicolsaen, Home
Box 3316: 39271 Dorothy McGuiness
Box 3316: 39271 Fred Burke School
Box 3316: 39271 Lloyd Saxton
Box 3316: 39271 James Wilson
Box 3316: 39272 Harold Winslow
Box 3316: 39273 Marcelline Winslow
Box 3316: 39273 Mrs. Harold Winslow
Box 3316: 39274 Francis McWilliams
Box 3317: 39275 Johnny Hawkins
Box 3317: 39276 Helen Roberts
Box 3317: 39277 Ad Department, Shoes
Box 3317: 39278 Harold P. Woodard, Alias "Harold Winslow"
Box 3317: 39279 Dorothy Roth
Box 3317: 39280 Sponagal
Box 3317: 39281 Milton Friedman
Box 3317: 39282 Officer R.C. Simonetti
Box 3317: 39283 Lui Fook, 1930
Box 3318: 39284 Walter Middleton
Box 3318: 39285 Harry Husted, Inspecting Chinese Person’s Room
Box 3318: 39285 George Engler, Inspecting Chinese Person’s Room
Box 3318: 39286 Grant, Fook Case
Box 3318-3319: 39287-39293 Lui Fook
Box 3319: 39294 Tom Maloney
Box 3319: 39294 Lui Fook
Box 3319: 39295 Fook Case
Box 3319: 39295-39296 Judge Lazarus
Box 3319-3320: 39296-39305 Lui Fook [missing 39299]
Box 3320: 39306 Fook Hands
Box 3320: 39307 Fook Case
Box 3320: 39308 Skin from Chinese Man Fook
Box 3320: 39309-39310 Lui Fook
Box 3320: 39309-39310 Bill Gloria
Box 3320: 39310 B. Chase
Box 3320: 39311 Fook
Box 3320: 39311 George Engler, Fingerprinting
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Box 3321: 39312 Lui Fook, Listening to Judge, 1931
Box 3321: 39313 Fook Trial
Box 3321: 39314 Fook's Pants
Box 3321: 39315-39319 Fook Trial
Box 3321: 39320 Attorneys, Fook Trial
Box 3322: 39321 Fook Court
Box 3322: 39322 Mrs. Baker
Box 3322: 39323 Mrs. Baker, Bedroom
Box 3322: 39324 Mrs. Baker, Jewelry
Box 3322: 39325-39326 Trial Fook
Box 3322: 39327-39329 Lui Fook, Jury
Box 3322: 39329 Edith Benhan
Box 3322: 39329 Mary Daly
Box 3322: 39329 Alice Alven
Box 3323: 39330 Grant
Box 3323: 39331 Mrs. Graves
Box 3323: 39331 Mrs. Grant
Box 3323: 39332 Bob Reed, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3323: 39333-39336 L. Waner, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3323: 39337 Brazil, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3323: 39338 Holling, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3324: 39339 Lary, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3324: 39340 Knight, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3324: 39341-39342 Lyn Lary, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3324: 39343 Pie Traynor, Baseball
Box 3324: 39344 Jackie Keane, Baseball
Box 3324: 39345 Krause, Baseball, Mission
Box 3324: 39346 Slade, Baseball, Missions
Box 3324: 39347 W. Hubbell, Baseball
Box 3325: 39348 Donie Bush, Baseball
Box 3325: 39350-39351 Crosetti, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3325: 39352 Montgomery, Baseball
Box 3325: 39353 Moudy, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3325: 39354 Ike Boone, Baseball
Box 3325: 39355 Hoag, Baseball
Box 3325: 39356 Baker, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3325: 39357 Deacon Jones, Baseball
Box 3326: 39358 Koehler, Baseball
Box 3326: 39359 Sulik, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3326: 39360 Wingo, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3326: 39361 Davis, Baseball, San Francisco Seals
Box 3332: 39417 Truck Wreck, Near Mills Field
Box 3332: 39418 Unemployed Shack, On Waterfront
Box 3332: 39419 Dolph Camilli, Baseball
Box 3332: 39420 Buddy Ryan, Baseball
Box 3332: 39421 Helen Ensor
Box 3332: 39422 Jacob Kessler
Box 3332: 39423 Robbery of American Trust Company, Fifth Street and Mission Street

Box 3333: 39424 Morris Cohen
Box 3333: 39424 Del Valle
Box 3333: 39425 Jacob Kessler, In Handcuffs
Box 3333: 39425 Howard Chamberlain, Sergeant
Box 3333: 39426 Arthur Selna, Cab Driver
Box 3333: 39427-39428 Emma Costa
Box 3333: 39429 Emma Costa, Trial of
Box 3333: 39430 Opal Watson
Box 3333: 39431 Betty Guffey
Box 3333: 39432 J. Rufus Kiawans
Box 3334: 39433 Decoration Day
Box 3334: 39434 John Chapman, Speaking at Decoration Ceremonies
Box 3334: 39434-39438 Decoration Day
Box 3334: 39439 Lory Baker, Baseball
Box 3334: 39440 Mrs. A. Cole
Box 3334: 39440 Mrs. M. King
Box 3334: 39440 Mrs. D. Soules
Box 3334: 39440 Mrs. M. Erickson
Box 3334: 39441 Archibald Campbell
Box 3335: 39442 Patricia Smith
Box 3335: 39443 Isabel Withers
Box 3335: 39444 Una Barry
Box 3335: 39444-39446 F. De Palpier, Tattooing
Box 3335: 39444-39446 Una Barry, Tattooing
Box 3335: 39444 F. De Palpier
Box 3335: 39445 August Stockmeier
Box 3335: 39448 John McDonald
Box 3335: 39448 Estelle Smith
Box 3335: 39449 Japanese Picture Brides, 1931
Box 3335: 39451 Billings Hearing, At Folsom
Box 3335: 39452 Einstein's Signature
Box 3336: 39453 Officer Levy
Box 3336: 39454 Mayor Rossi
Box 3336: 39454 Monsignor Ryan
Box 3336: 39454 John McCormick
Box 3336: 39455 Bishop E.L. Parsons
Box 3336: 39455 Chaplain Bours
Box 3336: 39456 Mrs. Foley
Box 3336: 39457 Foley's Last Rites
Box 3336: 39458-39459 Mrs. Foley
Box 3336: 39460 Foley Kids, Slain
Box 3336: 39461 Mrs. Foley, 1931, May or June
Box 3337: 39462 Foley Children, Last Rites
Box 3337: 39463 Foley, Morgue
Box 3337: 39464 Mrs. Foley, Kids' Rites
Box 3337: 39465-39466 San Francisco Seals, Opening Baseball, 1931
Box 3337: 39467 Dignataries, Opening Baseball, 1931
Box 3337: 39468-39469 Stadium, Opening Baseball, 1931
Box 3337: 39470 Yehuidi Menhuin
Box 3338: 39471 Mr. and Mrs. Salvador Gutierrez
Box 3343: 39519 Dorothy Wilkins
Box 3343: 39519 Thomas Sorenson
Box 3343: 39519 J.B. Saunders
Box 3343: 39520 Yale (Ship), With Survivors
Box 3343: 39521 UC Commencement, 1931
Box 3343: 39522 Harvey Firestone, Jr.
Box 3343: 39522 Mayor Rossi
Box 3343: 39522 Harvey Firestone
Box 3343: 39524 UC Commencement, 1931
Box 3343: 39525 UC Commencement, 1931
Box 3343: 39526 Secretary Wibur and wife
Box 3343: 39526A House of God, Church on Army St.
Box 3344: 39527 Westminster Church Team
Box 3344: 39528 Yale (Ship)
Box 3344: 39529 Yale (Ship)
Box 3344: 39530 Humboldt Bank Holdup
Box 3344: 39532 Abbott, Baseball
Box 3344: 39532 Ty Cobb, Baseball
Box 3344: 39532 Nick Williams, Baseball
Box 3344: 39533 Opening Game, 1931
Box 3344: 39534 Del Hay, (Flier)
Box 3344: 39534 Ernst Voss, (Flier)
Box 3344: 39534 James Rolph III, Flier
Box 3344: 39535 James Rolph III, Warming up airplane
Box 3344: 39536 Del Hay
Box 3344: 39536 James Rolph III
Box 3345: 39537 James Rolph III, Taking off
Box 3345: 39538 Jason Rolph III, Boarding Airplane
Box 3345: 39539 Mrs. James Rolph III, Watching husband in the sky
Box 3345: 39540 James Rolph III, Taking off
Box 3345: 39541 Ernst Voss
Box 3345: 39542 Del Hay
Box 3345: 39542 James Rolph III
Box 3345: 39544 Chief Gavin, Playing Golf
Box 3345: 39545 [Three Unidentified Men and Bicycle]
Box 3345: 39546 Opening Baseball
Box 3346: 39547 Mayor Davies, Mayor presents Slip Madigan with trophy
Box 3346: 39547 Slip Madigan, Mayor presents Slip Madigan with trophy
Box 3346: 39548 Edmond Lowe
Box 3346: 39549 White Angel Waterfront Camp
Box 3346-3347: 39550-39557 Oakland Hill Fire, 1931-05-00
Box 3347: 39558 Mimi Imperato
Box 3347: 39559 Mimi Imperato, Behind Bars
Box 3347: 39560 Baby Buffalo
Box 3347: 39561 Baby Buffalo
Box 3347: 39563 Judge Theresa Meikle
Box 3347: 39564 “Red” Killifer
Box 3347: 39565 Young Corbett III
Box 3348: 39566 Mrs. Viola Whizen
Box 3348: 39567 J. Hampton Hoge, Marriage License
Box 3348: 39568 Frank Jose, Academy of Sciences
Box 3348: 39569 [Unidentified Woman], [Posing at the Base of a Staircase]
Box 3348: 39570 Dr. Ernst Victors
Box 3348: 39571 Saloon Raid, 524 Sacramento
Box 3348: 39572 Mrs. Dorothy Winship
Box 3348: 39572 Eugenia Blount
Box 3348: 39573 Mrs. Thompson
Box 3348: 39574 Supervisor Power Funeral
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 3349: 39575</th>
<th>Officer George Hess, of San Francisco Police Department</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 3349: 39576-39579</td>
<td>Hesse Hall Cave-In, Berkeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3349: 39580</td>
<td>Willette Wetzel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3349: 39580</td>
<td>Eunice Kofahl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3349: 39580</td>
<td>Alice Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3349: 39582</td>
<td>Mrs. Emma Costa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3349: 39583</td>
<td>James Brenner and wife, Stowaways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3350: 39584</td>
<td>Anatol Glas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3350: 39585</td>
<td>Anatol Glas' Formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3350: 39586</td>
<td>Robert Parry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3350: 39587</td>
<td>Laverne McCracken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3350: 39588-39590</td>
<td>Mrs. Blanche Zasky, Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3350: 39591</td>
<td>Edward Broz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3350: 39593</td>
<td>W.K. Sixsmith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3351: 39594</td>
<td>Cleo Stokes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3351: 39595</td>
<td>Mrs. Florence Dougherty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3351: 39598</td>
<td>Mabel Broz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3351: 39599</td>
<td>Frank Perry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3351: 39600</td>
<td>Mrs. Florence Marsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3351: 39601</td>
<td>Alfred Hennessey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3351: 39601</td>
<td>Garry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3351: 39602</td>
<td>Roy Hassleback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3351: 39603</td>
<td>Mrs. Eugenia Lassalette, and Marie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3351: 39604</td>
<td>Mrs. Frances Gump</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3352: 39605</td>
<td>Tony Paloni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3352: 39606</td>
<td>Rafferty and Halsted car</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3352: 39606</td>
<td>Narcotics Shooting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3352: 39607</td>
<td>Mrs. Bobbie Foley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3352: 39610-39613</td>
<td>Stadium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3352: 39614</td>
<td>Catherine Queen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3352: 39614</td>
<td>Raymond Troy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3352: 39616</td>
<td>Mrs. W.P. Roth, and horse chief of Longview</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3353: 39617</td>
<td>Young Corbett III Boxer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3353: 39618</td>
<td>Dempsey's House in Reno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3353: 39619</td>
<td>Max Baer, Boxer [Standing with Horses]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3353: 39620</td>
<td>Max Baer, Boxer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3353: 39621</td>
<td>Jack Dempsey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3353: 39622</td>
<td>Reno Gambling House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3353: 39623</td>
<td>Tanforan, Crowds, 1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3353: 39624</td>
<td>Hearst Theater, (Greek Theatre)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3353: 39625</td>
<td>Mike Harvey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3354: 39626</td>
<td>W.F. Allen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3354: 39627</td>
<td>William Ingram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3354: 39628</td>
<td>Charles F. Terry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3354: 39629</td>
<td>Dog Team recopies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3354: 39630</td>
<td>Frank Maxwell, Prisoner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3354: 39631</td>
<td>Dog Team Recopies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3354: 39632</td>
<td>Mrs. Foley and mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3354: 39633</td>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Abe Hollandevsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3354: 39634</td>
<td>Florence De Lasada, Little girl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3355: 39635</td>
<td>Florence De Lasada, Little girl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3355: 39636</td>
<td>Thomas Callaway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3355: 39636</td>
<td>Judge Fritz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3355: 39637</td>
<td>Judge Alfred Fritz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3355: 39637</td>
<td>Thomas Callaway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3355: 39637</td>
<td>Mrs. Callaway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3355: 39638</td>
<td>Thomas Callaway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3355: 39639</td>
<td>Eddie Hill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3355: 39640 Income Tax, A horse
Box 3355: 39641 Silver Charm, A horse
Box 3355: 39642 Mrs. Mimi Calhoun, On Sweet and Low, a Horse
Box 3355: 39643 Mrs. W.P. Roth, and Chief of Longview (a horse)
Box 3356: 39644 Judge Fritz
Box 3356: 39644 Alice Delucchi
Box 3356: 39645 On Yacht “Bluefin”
Box 3356: 39646 Roache
Box 3356: 39646 John McNab
Box 3356: 39646 Keystone
Box 3356: 39647-39648 Captain January
Box 3356: 39649 Bruce Bairnsfather, Cartoonist
Box 3356: 39652 McNab
Box 3356: 39652 Keystone
Box 3356: 39652 Roche
Box 3356: 39653 Baseball Stadium, Night Game
Box 3356: 39655 Emory Bronte
Box 3356: 39655 Edward Jenkins
Box 3357: 39656-39658 Blotto, Artist
Box 3357: 39660 Blotto, Artist
Box 3357: 39661 Arthur Fisk
Box 3357: 39662 Joe Scott
Box 3357: 39663 Charles Brennan, in court
Box 3357: 39663 Harold McGuire
Box 3357: 39664 Roache
Box 3357: 39664 McNab
Box 3357: 39664 Keystone
Box 3357: 39665 Sir Francis Drake Hotel
Box 3358: 39666 Dr. Hassler, Funeral
Box 3358: 39667 Dr. Hassler, Funeral
Box 3358: 39668-39669 Bud Spencer, Stanford Track
Box 3358: 39670-39672 Charles Paddock, Track
Box 3358: 39673-39675 Hassler Funeral
Box 3359: 39676-39678 Edna Farley
Box 3359: 39680 William Woodfield
Box 3359: 39681 Guy Culbertson
Box 3359: 39682 Officer Levy, San Francisco Police
Box 3359: 39683 Betty Gerke, Athlete
Box 3359: 39684 Joe Stocca, Athlete
Box 3360: 39685 Scales, Weighing type
Box 3360: 39686 Harlow, Stanford Javelin thrower
Box 3360: 39687 Mike Harvey Story
Box 3360: 39689 Mrs. W.P. Fussleman
Box 3360: 39689 Mrs. William Kent
Box 3360: 39690 E.R. Sherwood, Hiding Face
Box 3360: 39691 Mrs. Irene Glover
Box 3360: 39692 Reverend Novatus Benzing
Box 3360: 39694 A. Isarel
Box 3360: 39695 Idaho (Navy) Crew
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Box 3361: 39696 A. Israel
Box 3361: 39697 Painting of Carmel
Box 3361: 39698 Gus Wuth
Box 3361: 39698A Mrs. Irene Glover
Box 3361: 39698A Miss Shunji Yu
Box 3361: 39699 Mrs. Rita Adams
Box 3361: 39700 Harbor Day, 1931
Box 3361: 39701 Harbor Day, 1931
Box 3361: 39703 Florence White
Box 3361: 39703 Jean Morris
Box 3361: 39704 Post Office Robbery, 1100 Portrero Street
Box 3362: 39705 Harbor Day, 1931
Box 3362: 39706 Harbor Day, 1931
Box 3362: 39707 Harbor Day, 1931
Box 3362: 39708 Captain Robert Dollar
Box 3362: 39709 Mrs. Wiley Post
Box 3362: 39709 Mrs. Harold Gatty
Box 3362: 39710 Mayor Rossi, Van Ness Extension
Box 3362: 39711 Angelino Cereghino
Box 3362: 39712-39713 Auto Wreck, Twenty-third and Ohio Streets
Box 3363: 39714 Post Office Hold Up, 1100 Portrero Street
Box 3363: 39715 Fredel La Barbara
Box 3363: 39715 George Blake
Box 3363: 39716-39717 Mrs. Charles Bertha
Box 3363: 39718 Ramon Zamora, Auto Wreck Victim
Box 3363: 39719 George Bliss
Box 3363: 39719 Post Office Hold Up, 1100 Portrero Street
Box 3363: 39721 Eddie Twiggs
Box 3363: 39722 John McClintock
Box 3363: 39723 Gesse Garrett
Box 3363: 39723 R.E. Lemer
Box 3364: 39724 I.M. Peckham
Box 3364: 39724 Leo Dunnell
Box 3364: 39725 Mrs. Ellen Ellis Smith
Box 3364: 39726 E.R. Sherwood, In Police Custody
Box 3364: 39726 Eugene Cozzo, In Police Custody
Box 3364: 39727 Olga Chapman
Box 3364: 39728 State Capitol
Box 3364: 39729 Mrs. Robert Kasbar
Box 3364: 39730 Mrs. Burbank Somers
Box 3364: 39731 Mrs. Winston Black
Box 3364: 39732 Miss Mingon Willard
Box 3364: 39732 Mrs. John Watson
Box 3365: 39735 Arthur Fisk
Box 3365: 39736-39737 Jack Mulcahy
Box 3365: 39738 Stennett, St. Mary's Football
Box 3365: 39739 Jack K. Ness, Pilot's License
Box 3365: 39740 Mother Minerva
Box 3365: 39741 Bart Stephens
Box 3365: 39742 Mrs. Grace Hawthorn
Box 3365: 39742 Mrs. Lillian Lloyd
Box 3365: 39743 Lieutenant Commander G.D. Price
Box 3366: 39744 Lieutenant Commander G.D. Price
Box 3366: 39745 McCredie, Baseball -- [Indians?]
Box 3366: 39746 Wiley Post
Box 3366: 39746 Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gatty
Box 3366: 39746 Allan Gatty
Box 3366: 39746 Mayor Rossi
Box 3366: 39747 Harold Gatty
Box 3366: 39747 Mayor Rossi
Box 3366: 39747 Wiley Post
Box 3366: 39750 Mrs. Harold Gatty
Box 3366: 39750 Allan Gatty, son
Box 3366: 39751 Delores Lawrence
Box 3366: 39752 Jack Dempsey
Box 3366: 39753 Crosetti, Baseball Seals
Box 3366: 39754 Hearst Greek Theatre
Box 3367: 39755 Rufe Klawans
Box 3367: 39756 Boone, Baseball Player
Box 3367: 39757 Funston Playground
Box 3367: 39758 Funston Playground
Box 3367: 39759 Dutch Ruther, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 3367: 39760 Lefty Gomez, Baseball Player, Seals
Box 3367: 39762-39763 Eve Ve Verka
Box 3367: 39764 Ruth Nichols
Box 3368: 39765 Busetti Murder
Box 3368: 39766 Still -- South City
Box 3368: 39767 Still -- South City
Box 3368: 39768 Edna Farley
Box 3368: 39769 Still -- South City
Box 3368: 39770-39771 Edna Farley
Box 3368: 39771 Robert Oppenheim
Box 3368: 39772 Robert Burns
Box 3368: 39773 "Babe" McHugh
Box 3369: 39774 Mrs. Baer
Box 3369: 39774 Jacob Baer
Box 3369: 39775 Ike Cavenay, Baseball player
Box 3369: 39776 James A. Farley
Box 3369: 39777 Ernst Guhring, Boxer
Box 3369: 39778 Ernst Guhring, Boxer
Box 3369: 39779 St. Ann Shrine
Box 3369: 39781 Grace McIntyre, Coming out of jail
Box 3369: 39782 Jean La Farge
Box 3369: 39783 Chief Quinn
Box 3369: 39783 Judge McGehehan
Box 3370: 39784 Max Baer, Boxer, Family
Box 3370: 39785 Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Baer
Box 3370: 39786 James Farley
Box 3370: 39787 Mr. and Mrs. Harold Gatty
Box 3370: 39787 Allan Gatty
Box 3370: 39789 Wiley Post
Box 3370: 39789 Winnie May Hall
Box 3370: 39789 Harold Gatty
Box 3370: 39790 Mrs. Robert H. Noble
Box 3370: 39791 Miss Marion Leale
Box 3370: 39792 Mrs. Arthur Fennimore
Box 3370: 39793 Mrs. Edwin Sheldon
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Box 3371: 39794 Edith Slack
Box 3371: 39795 Captain Seager, Dope (Narcotics)
Box 3371: 39796 Margaret Munn
Box 3371: 39796 Judge Schoenfeld
Box 3371: 39797 James Farley
Box 3371: 39798 Jose Santa, Fighter, boxing
Box 3371: 39799-39800 Jose Santa, Fighter
Box 3371: 39801 Harold McGuire, In court
Box 3371: 39801 Charles Brennan, In court
Box 3371: 39802 Mabel Hunter, Getting into Paddy Wagon
Box 3372: 39803 Elizabeth Cassidy
Box 3372: 39803 Mrs. Bernice Foley
Box 3372: 39804 Judge Harris
Box 3372: 39804 Elizabeth Cassidy
Box 3372: 39804 Bernice Foley
Box 3372: 39805 "Sonoma" Fire
Box 3372: 39806 Consuelo Gonzalez
Box 3372: 39807 Red Chisolm, Football Player
Box 3372: 39808 Adam Walsh, Football Player
Box 3372: 39809 Beatrice Overton
Box 3372: 39809 Peggy Carr
Box 3372: 39810 Mrs. D.E.F. Easton
Box 3372: 39810 Walter Dold
Box 3372: 39811 Alma Myers
Box 3373: 39812 Buck Recall Meeting
Box 3373: 39813 Raymond Lancaster
Box 3373: 39814-39814a Raymond Lancaster, Injured; Auto
Box 3373: 39815 Packet of Dope (Narcotics)
Box 3373: 39816 R.B. McElwain
Box 3373: 39816 C.B. Weltner, Finding Dope [Narcotics]
Box 3373: 39818 Patricia Ziegfeld
Box 3373: 39818 Billie Burke
Box 3373: 39820 Frank Cambell
Box 3373: 39821 Inspector Lovis Linss
Box 3374: 39822 Inspector George Curtiss
Box 3374: 39823 C.P. Hale, and Moose
Box 3374: 39824 George Bistany
Box 3374: 39825 Reno Race Track
Box 3374: 39826 Dempsey vs. Baer, Boxing
Box 3374: 39827 Reno Race Track
Box 3374: 39828-39829 George Winfield
Box 3374: 39828-39829 William Crocker
Box 3374: 39830 Jack Dempsey
Box 3374: 39830 Judge Lindsey
Box 3375: 39831-39832 Still, South City
Box 3375: 39833 Malolo (Ship) Sailing
Box 3375: 39834 Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. Russell
Box 3375: 39835-39836 Dorothy Dall
Box 3375: 39837 Dobbsie, Captain of Ship
Box 3375: 39839 Jean Miller
Box 3375: 39840 Silvio Dimicelli
Box 3375: 39840 Sergeant O’Niel
Box 3375: 39840 Joe Coffano
Box 3376: 39841 Pierre Monteux
Box 3376: 39842 Mr. and Mrs. Pierre Monteux
Box 3376: 39843 Albert Reid
Box 3376: 39843 George Anderson
Box 3376: 39843-39845A William Woodfield
Box 3376: 39845 Jimmy Healy
Box 3376: 39846 St. Patrick, Statue
Box 3376: 39847 Lane, UC Berkeley Football
Box 3376: 39847 Phillips, UC Berkeley Football
Box 3376: 39849 Auto Wreck
Box 3377: 39850 Salvador Moreci
Box 3377: 39850 Rose Battaglia
Box 3377: 39852 Steam Shovel Crash
Box 3377: 39853 Frank Campbell, Golfing
Box 3377: 39854 Ben Lyon
Box 3377: 39854 Bebe Daniels
Box 3377: 39855 Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lyon
Box 3377: 39856-39857 Frank Perry
Box 3377: 39858 Mrs. Louise Johnson, And Lexie [child]
Box 3377: 39860 Roberta Collins, Apricot Queen
Box 3378: 39861 Ed O'Reilly
Box 3378: 39861 G.D. Beeson
Box 3378: 39862 Mr. and Mrs. Alex Pantages
Box 3378: 39863 William Woodfield
Box 3378: 39864 San Francisco Boy Scouts
Box 3378: 39865 George Woods
Box 3378: 39866 David Baker, Showing airplane Model
Box 3378: 39866 Albert Hoeflich, Examining airplane Model
Box 3378: 39867 Edwin Brown
Box 3378: 39867 Bill Cunningham
Box 3378: 39868 Model Aircraft
Box 3378: 39869 Elizabeth Muzzy
Box 3379: 39871 Tug Rammed, Ship
Box 3379: 39872 Baron Keyes
Box 3379: 39873 Alfred McKnew
Box 3379: 39873 Irving Kennedy
Box 3379: 39874 Alice Bradshar
Box 3379: 39875 Wishon Family, Gassed
Box 3379: 39876 Judge I. Harris
Box 3379: 39876-39877 Judge Roch
Box 3379: 39878 Marshall Hale
Box 3379-3380: 39879-39881 Saratoga Fire
Box 3380: 39882 Kathleen Norris, Home
Box 3380: 39883 Earle William, Funeral
Box 3380: 39884 Mrs. Earle William, Funeral
Box 3380: 39885 Jane Fitzpatrick
Box 3380: 39886 Del Monte Street
Box 3380: 39887 Funeral Parlor Interior
Box 3380: 39888 Frank Perry
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Box 3381: 39889 Tony Poloni
Box 3381: 39890 Ruby Norton
Box 3381: 39891 Dean Jennings
Box 3381: 39892 Inspector Ray Dougherty
Box 3381: 39893-39894 Harry Manger
Box 3381: 39893 Frank Perry
Box 3381: 39893 Henry Manger
Box 3381: 39894 Frank Perry (Moran)
Box 3381: 39895 Mrs. W.A. Christianson
Box 3381: 39895 Maria Christianson
Box 3381: 39895 Alice Christianson
Box 3381: 39896 Helen Hunt Ensor
Box 3381: 39897 Clarence Baker
Box 3382: 39898 Margaret Munn
Box 3382: 39899-39900 Harold McGuire
Box 3382: 39900 Judge Schonfeldt
Box 3382: 39901 Harry Heebner
Box 3382: 39901 Jack Youell
Box 3382: 39902 Schonfeld
Box 3382: 39902 Wilbe
Box 3382: 39903 Communist Rally (communism)
Box 3382: 39904 Dennis O'Neil
Box 3382-3383: 39905-39908 Sacred Heart, Football
Box 3383: 39909-39910 Polytechnic High School
Box 3383: 39911 Captain Barney Judge
Box 3383: 39912-39913 Mabel Walker Willebrandt
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Box 3383: 39914 George Wood, Jr.
Box 3383: 39914 Gladys Wood
Box 3383: 39914 Ella Ross
Box 3383: 39915 Irving Kennedy
Box 3383: 39915 Engler
Box 3383: 39916 John Sherman
Box 3383: 39917 Ella Ross
Box 3383: 39917 George Wood, Jr.
Box 3383: 39917 Judge Fritz
Box 3384: 39918 Ferris Hartman
Box 3384: 39919 Giles Gadbois
Box 3384: 39920 Madeline Bovine
Box 3384: 39921 Raymond Fortin
Box 3384: 39922 Micheline Gadbois
Box 3384: 39923 Robert Brins
Box 3384: 39924 George Engler
Box 3384: 39924 Frank Latulipe, Police
Box 3385: 39925 Liline Villierme
Box 3385: 39926 Lieutenant Colonel J.M. Scammell, US Army
Box 3385: 39927 Louise Pierce
Box 3385: 39929 Boy Scouts Leave, 1931
Box 3385: 39930 Boy Scouts, 1931
Box 3385: 39931 Johnny Turner
Box 3385: 39932 Vanderbilt Home, Reno
Box 3385: 39933 Livermore Rodeo
Box 3385-3386: 39934-39936 Mrs. MacArthur
Box 3386: 39937 Mr. and Mrs. MacArthur
Box 3386: 39938-39939 Mrs. MacArthur
Box 3386: 39942-39943 Box Factory Fire
Box 3386: 39944-39945 Margaret Munn
Box 3386: 39944 Coroner Leland
Box 3386: 39945 Judge Schonfeld
Box 3387: 39946 Officer Munn, Shot by Wife
Box 3387: 39947 Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3387: 39948 Sergeant Frank Latulipe
Box 3387: 39949 Harry Harper
Box 3387: 39950 Williams
Box 3387: 39952 Crucifixion Murder, Shows Medallion
Box 3387: 39953 Harry Harper
Box 3387: 39954 Williams Murder, Shows Corpse
Box 3388: 39955 Harry Harper
Box 3388: 39956 Harper
Box 3388: 39956 McGuinn
Box 3388: 39956 Engler
Box 3388: 39961 Charles Simpson
Box 3388: 39962 Walker Peddicord
Box 3388: 39963 Coroner Leland, Torch Murder
Box 3388: 39963 Torch Murder, Autopsy Doctor
Box 3388: 39964-39966 Unidentified Woman, [Wearing Hat]
Box 3388: 39968 Charles Simpson
Box 3388: 39968 Mrs. Simpson
Box 3389: 39972 Joseph Santley
Box 3389: 39977 Mabel Walker Willebrandt
Box 3389: 39978 Dora Davis Plotkin
Box 3389: 39988 John Powell, Mug Shot
Box 3389: 39988 William Byrne, Mug Shot
Box 3389: 39993 Voorheis, Brother-In-Law
Box 3389: 39993 Torch Murder, Inquest
Box 3389: 39995-39996 Billy Rogers, Little Boy Golfing
Box 3389: 39998 Torch Murder, Investigation
Box 3389: 40002 Ed Phelan, Football
Box 3390: 40003 Bandit Search
Box 3390: 40004 Young Corbett, Boxer
Box 3390: 40005 Mrs. C.R. Lemme
Box 3390: 40005 Mrs. Sidney H. Mosher
Box 3390: 40006 Carlos Freitas
Box 3390: 40007 Ellen Ellis Smith
Box 3390: 40009 J.F. Meager, Police
Box 3390: 40010-40011 George Harlan
Box 3390: 40012 Reverend Father Pope
Box 3391: 40013 Tom Guerin
Box 3391: 40014 Idaho (Ship), Visitors
Box 3391: 40015 Idaho (Ship), Rowing Crew
Box 3391: 40016 Captain N.W. Armstrong
Box 3391: 40017 General David P. Barrows
Box 3391: 40018 Reno Race Track
Box 3391: 40019 Violet E. Show
Box 3391: 40020 Keystone
Box 3391: 40020 McNab
Box 3391: 40020 Roach
Box 3391: 40021 Minnie Borden
Box 3391: 40021 Vandermeuler Borden
Box 3392: 40022 Baseball, Opening Day, 1931
Box 3392: 40023 Suicide Site, Cypress Lawn
Box 3392: 40024 US Navy Fleet, 1931
Box 3392: 40025 Livermore Rodeo, 1931-07-00
Box 3392: 40026-40027 Mitchell Stanko
Box 3392: 40027 Sheriff Simpkins
Box 3392: 40028 Missouri Show, You Tour
Box 3392: 40029 Rethperg, Female
Box 3393: 40030 Knight, Baseball, Mission
Box 3393: 40030A Chief of Longview, Horse
Box 3393: 40030A Mrs. William Roth
Box 3393: 40031 Mrs. William Sesnon
Box 3393: 40031A Jim Mosloff, Baseball, Mission
Box 3393: 40032-40033 Mulligan, Baseball, Mission
Box 3393: 40032A Bay Shore Highway, Aerial View
Box 3393: 40034-40036 Pillette, Baseball, Mission
Box 3393: 40037 Pete Ricci, Baseball, Mission
Box 3394: 40038-40039 Sharpe, Baseball, Mission
Box 3394: 40039 Mrs. M.M. Colboun
Box 3394: 40043 Horse Show, Menlo Park
Box 3394: 40044 Menlo Park Horse Show
Box 3394: 40044A Bandit Search
Box 3394: 40045 Archbishop Hanna
Box 3394: 40045 Cardinal Hayes
Box 3394: 40045A Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3394: 40046 Angelo Rossi
Box 3394: 40046 Committee Sunnyvale
Box 3394-3395: 40046A-40047 Palino Uzcudun, Boxer
Box 3395: 40047A St. Charles Church
Box 3395: 40048 Albert Einstein
Box 3395: 40048A Bank of America, Van Ness Avenue and Market Street
Box 3395: 40049 Leonora Betty
Box 3395: 40049 Martin Fallsis, Jr.
Margaret Levet
George Engler
Dawson, Football, Stanford
Tandy, Football, Stanford
Patience Miller
Ursula Williamson
Genevieve Six
William Kidder
Casa Madrona, Apartment
Higuera
Tony Donadio
J.S. McNaughton
Ed E. Arnblad
Sacramento Land Suit
L.B. Schei
C.F. Whitcomb, 1931
Oscar Braugher, 1931
M.A. Crinkey, 1931
Tony Donadio, 1931
Mrs. Henry Jensen, 1931
Mrs. Ida Perra, 1931
Mrs. John Polli, 1931
Mrs. Mollie Hart, 1931
Eileen McGuire, 1931
Mrs. Elsie
Mrs. Dodson, 1931
Constance May Flood Gavin, 1931
Constance May Flood Gavin, 1931
Constance May Flood Gavin, 1931
John Patrick Gavin, 1931
Ship Disaster, San Francisco waterfront, 1931
Ship Disaster, San Francisco waterfront, 1931
Ship Disaster, San Francisco waterfront, 1931
Ship Disaster, San Francisco waterfront, 1931
Ship Disaster, San Francisco waterfront, 1931
Ship Disaster, San Francisco waterfront, 1931
Ship Disaster, San Francisco waterfront, 1931
Ship Disaster, San Francisco waterfront, 1931
Ship Disaster, San Francisco waterfront, 1931

[Injured Person on Stretcher]
[Injured Person on Stretcher]
[Men Climbing Down from Ship by Rope]
[Police Helping Passengers]
[Police Carrying Young Boy]
[Crowded Pier]
[Women Crying]
Light House, Pacific Coast, Pigeon Point, 1931
Ship Disaster, San Francisco waterfront, 1931
Ship Disaster, San Francisco waterfront, 1931

[Mount Diablo Fire]
Mount Diablo Beacon, 1931
Mount Diablo Fire, 1931
Zebras, 1931
Bears, 1931
Tapir, 1931
Polar Bear, 1931
Mountain Goat, 1931
Camel, 1931
Honey Bear, 1931
Leopard, 1931
Kangaroo, 1931
Puma, 1931
Python, 1931
Charles Dullea, 1931
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3402: 40119-40120 E.F. Taafe, 1931
Box 3402: 40119 Gnu, 1931
Box 3402: 40120 Mountain Lion, 1931
Box 3402: 40121 Polar Bear, 1931
Box 3402: 40122 Polar Bears
Box 3402: 40123 Honey Bear, 1931
Box 3403: 40124-40125 Camel, 1931
Box 3403: 40126 Camel
Box 3403: 40142-40147 Harry Harper, 1931
Box 3403: 40143 Charles Dullea
Box 3403: 40143 Allen McGinn, 1931
Box 3403: 40143 Quinn, Chief Police, 1931
Box 3403: 40144 Judge Lazarus, 1931
Box 3403: 40146 Quinn, Chief Police, 1931
Box 3403: 40146 Charles Dullea
Box 3403: 40146 Allen McGinn, 1931
Box 3403: 40147 George Engler, 1931
Box 3404: 40148 Allen McGinn, 1931
Box 3404: 40149-40152 Lowell vs. San Mateo, Football, 1931
Box 3404: 40159-40161 Battleships, 1931
Box 3404: 40162-40164 Gianduja Restaurant, 1931
Box 3405: 40165-40166 Ex-Governor C.C. Young, 1931
Box 3405: 40179 Fire, San Francisco, 1931
Box 3405: 40181 [Man on Stretcher], [Scene of Fire?]
Box 3405: 40182 [Man in Hospital Bed]
Box 3405: 40183 Mrs. Elia Benson, 1931
Box 3405: 40183 Elia Benson, In Hospital Bed
Box 3406: 40185 Alfred Mabey, In Hospital Bed, 1931
Box 3406: 40186-40187 [Servicemen Marching], [Army vs. Navy Football Game?]
Box 3406: 40188 [Servicemen Firing Guns], [Army vs. Navy Football Game?]
Box 3406: 40189 [Army and Navy with Mascots], [Army vs. Navy Football Game?]
Box 3406: 40190 [Servicemen Firing Guns], [Army vs. Navy Football Game?]
Box 3406-3407: 40190A-40194 Lee Rammage, Boxer, 1931
Box 3406: 40191 [Servicemen Marching], [Army vs. Navy Football Game?]
Box 3407: 40195 Harold McGuire, 1931
Box 3407: 40196 Dr. Nathan Houseman, 1931
Box 3407: 40197 Ning Chasso, 1931
Box 3407: 40198 Jack Leter, In Surgery, 1931
Box 3407: 40199-40200 Captain Dullea, San Francisco Police
Box 3407: 40199 Quinn, Police Chief, 1931
Box 3407: 40199-40200 E.F. Taafe
Box 3407: 40199 Theodore Roche, 1931
Box 3407: 40200 Chief Quinn, San Francisco Police
Box 3407: 40200 Theodore Roche
Box 3408: 40201 Eddie Quinones, 1931
Box 3408: 40202 Harold McGuire's Gun, 1931
Box 3408: 40203 Ning Chiasso, 1931
Box 3408: 40204 Leter Death Bullet, 1931
Box 3408: 40205 Walter, 1931
Box 3408-3409: 40206-40211 Harold McGuire, 1931
Box 3408: 40206 Charles Brennan, 1931
Box 3408: 40208 Charles Dullea, 1931
Box 3408: 40209 Jack Leter, In Surgery, 1931
Box 3408: 40209 Lorraine Leter
Box 3409: 40212 Rochambeau Cafe, 1931
Box 3409: 40225 Dr. T.V. Hammond
Box 3409: 40226 Mrs. Edna Edwards, 1931
Box 3409: 40227 Irving Kennedy, 1931
Box 3409: 40228 Leland, Coroner, 1931
Box 3409: 40228 Mrs. Edna Edwards, 1931
Box 3409: 40229 Dr. T.V. Hammond, 1931
Box 3409: 40229 Coroner Leland
Box 3409: 40230 Mrs. Edna Edwards, 1931
Box 3410: 40231 Dr. A.J. Remmel, 1931
Box 3410: 40231 George Engler, 1931
Box 3410: 40232 Irving Kennedy, 1931
Box 3410: 40232 George Engler
Box 3410: 40232 W.C. McMahon, 1931
Box 3410: 40233 Mrs. Edna Edwards, 1931
Box 3410: 40234-40235 Mrs. Giles, 1931
Box 3410: 40236 Mrs. H. Clark, 1931
Box 3410: 40237 Lillian Poling, 1931
Box 3410: 40237 Norma Bentley, 1931
Box 3410: 40237 Mrs. H. Clark
Box 3410: 40238 Lorraine Cochrane, 1931
Box 3410: 40238 Virginia Demarareo, 1931
Box 3410: 40239 Dr. H. Holmes, 1931
Box 3411: 40240 [Unidentified Young Girl], [With Nurse and Doctor]
Box 3411: 40241 [Unidentified Woman Exchanging Item], [With Woman Behind Counter, Hospital]
Box 3411: 40242-40247 Harvard (Ship) Aground, 1931
Box 3411-3412: 40250-40256 Football, Stanford -- Army, 1931
Box 3412: 40257 Rowena Dumphy, 1931
Box 3412: 40257 Barbara Beach Thompson, 1931
Box 3412: 40258 Mary Walkup, 1931
Box 3412: 40259 Fritzi Kolster, 1931
Box 3413: 40260 Edna Lapham, 1931
Box 3413: 40261 Jane Galgiani, 1931
Box 3413: 40261 Dorothy Green, 1931
Box 3413: 40261 Betty Shortlidge, 1931
Box 3413: 40262 Frances Mein, 1931
Box 3413: 40262 Mary Hamilton, 1931
Box 3413: 40263 Sigma Oust, 1931
Box 3413: 40264 Beatrice Thomas, 1931
Box 3413: 40264 Betty McCann
Box 3413-3414: 40265-40276 Football, Spring Practice, Cal, 1931 [missing 40270-40271]
Box 3413: 40265 Bill Ingram
Box 3413-3414: 40267-40269 Bill Ingram
Box 3414: 40272-40276 Bill Ingram
Box 3414: 40278 Elisabeth Rethberg, 1931
Box 3414-3415: 40279-40282 Rube Wolf, 1931
Box 3415: 40282 Bertha Held, Train Robbery
Box 3415: 40283 Mrs. Hoge, 1931
Box 3415: 40284 Arthur Fisk, 1931
Box 3415: 40285 St. Ignatius Church
Box 3415: 40287 Baldwin, Baseball -- mission, 1931
Box 3415: 40288 Mulligan, Baseball -- mission, 1931
Box 3415: 40289 Pilette, Baseball -- mission, 1931
Box 3415: 40290 Boone, Baseball -- mission, 1931
Box 3416: 40291-40294 Marie Davidson, 1931
Box 3416: 40295 La Tulipe, Police, 1931
Box 3416: 40296 Mary Hay, 1931
Box 3416: 40298 Chimpanzee and doll and man, 1931
Box 3416: 40299 Cal (UC Berkeley) Spring Football Practice, 1931
Box 3416-3417: 40300-40301 Chimpanzee and doll and man, 1931
Lefty O'Doul, 1931 (Francis Joseph O'Doul)

Alan Hoover, 1931

Mrs. Hickmand, 1931

James S. Cannon, 1931

Toledo Scales, 1931

Munn, Football Minnesota, 1931

Maria Muller, 1931

Gaetano Merola, 1931

Delores Lawrence, 1931

Mrs. Hoge, 1931

Ferris Hartmann, Funeral, 1931

Matthew Brady, 1931

Mayor Rossi, 1931

Thomas Garrity, 1931

Motorcyle Police Convention, 1931

Mrs. Paul Fagan, 1931

Mrs. Ross Ambler Curran, 1931

Mrs. Robert Hays Smith, 1931

Mrs. Walter Martin, 1931

Mrs. Harry H. Scott, 1931

Mrs. Daniel C. Jackling, 1931

Helen S. Rutheford, 1931

Mrs. Parmer Fuller, 1931

Mrs. Louis Carpenter, 1931

Mrs. Brendan Brady, 1931

Mrs. Parmer Fuller, 1931

Mrs. Louis Carpenter, 1931

Helen S. Rutheford, 1931

Father Bernard, [San Jose?], 1931

Ebbing, Football, Saint Marys, 1931

Patterson, Football, Saint Marys, 1931

Stennett, Football, Saint Marys, 1931

Boyle, Football, Saint Marys, 1931

“Ping” Bodie, Baseball Seals, 1931

McDouggall, Baseball Seals, 1931

Donovan, Baseball Seals, 1931

Martin, Baseball Seals, 1931

Nick Williams, Baseball Seals, 1931

INF. Frankain, Football Saint Mary's, 1931

Ackerman, Football Saint Marys, 1931
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Fire, East Bay, 1931

Delenty, Baseball Seals, 1931

Lefty Gomez, Baseball Seals, 1931

Santa Clara vs. Cal, Football Game, 1931

Playing Cards, 1931

Mr. and Mrs. Joe E. Brown, 1931

Fuzzy Hufft, Baseball Seals, 1931

Doctor Jordan, Funeral, 1931

Izzy Doubrown and wife, 1931

Miss Pat Prunty, [With Large Drum?], 1931

Breadline, 1931

Ernest Larson, 1931

Margaret Hendricks, 1931

Mr. and Mrs. Herman "Babe" Ruth, Baseball Player, 1931

Lawrence Tibbet, 1931

Noble, [Man and Woman with Child], 1931
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3424: 40386-40387 Ruth Noble, 1931
Box 3424: 40389-40391 Warden Hollahan, 1931
Box 3424: 40389-40391 Asa Keyes, 1931
Box 3424: 40392 Andy Morck, 1931
Box 3424-3425: 40394-40398 "Hardhat" Allen, 1931
Box 3425: 40399 Temple Emmanuel Synagogue Interior, 1931
Box 3425: 40400 Temple Emmanuel Synagogue Interior, 1931
Box 3425: 40400A Opera House, San Francisco, 1931
Box 3425: 40401-40402 Bud Gorman, Boxer, 1931
Box 3426: 40403 Doris Cramer, 1931
Box 3426: 40403 Vera Beralliera, 1931
Box 3426: 40403 Elsie Lampi, 1931
Box 3426: 40404-40406 Helen Wills Moody, 1931
Box 3426: 40407 A.L. Isenberger, 1931
Box 3426: 40408 Mr. and Mrs. H.J. Curtis, 1931
Box 3426: 40409 Mr. and Mrs. John R. Layton, 1931
Box 3426: 40410-40411 Margaret Fenton, 1931
Box 3426: 40411 Elsie Lampi, 1931
Box 3426: 40411 Vera Beralliera, 1931
Box 3426: 40411 Doris Cramer, 1931
Box 3426: 40412-40415 Jim Londos, 1931
Box 3426: 40412-40415 Adam Walsh, 1931
Box 3426: 40415 Pat Frayne
Box 3427: 40416 Marie Hicks Davidson, 1931
Box 3427: 40417 Nat Harris, Mug Shots, 1931
Box 3427: 40418 San Francisco Skyline, 1931
Box 3427: 40419 Catholic Church, 1931
Box 3427: 40420 Football Autographs, 1931
Box 3428: 40421-40422 San Mateo Flower Festival, 1931
Box 3428: 40423-40424 American Trust Robbery, 1931
Box 3428: 40425 Warden Hollahan, 1931
Box 3428: 40425 Asa Keyes, 1931
Box 3428: 40426 Max Barnett, Mug Shots, 1931
Box 3428: 40427-40428 Maurice Black, 1931
Box 3428: 40429 Ivory Carving, [Made from Elephant Tusk], 1931
Box 3429: 40430 Football, Minnesota Players, 1931
Box 3429: 40431 Hennessy, 1931
Box 3429: 40431 MacDonnell, 1931
Box 3429: 40431 Harry Harper, 1931
Box 3429: 40432 East Bay Fire, Aerial View, 1931
Box 3429: 40434 Funston Playground, 1931
Box 3429: 40435 Claude Orwan, 1931
Box 3429: 40435-40436 Marie Kohnke, 1931
Box 3429: 40435-40436 Novelle Berling, 1931
Box 3429: 40437 Food Show, 1931
Box 3429: 40438 Ann Welcome Table
Box 3429: 40439 Ma Kennedy, 1931
Box 3429: 40439 "What-A-Man" Hudson, 1931
Box 3430: 40440 Ann Welcome Table
Box 3430: 40441-40442 Sheriff McFadden
Box 3430: 40441-40442 Governor James Rolph
Box 3430: 40446 Governor James Rolph
Box 3430: 40446 Sheriff McFadden
Box 3430: 40448 Edward Jenkins
Box 3430: 40448 Emory Bronte
Box 3430: 40449-40450 Rupert Hughes
Box 3430: 40451 Governor James Rolph
Box 3430: 40452 Ruth Judd, Extradition Papers
Box 3431: 40453-40456 **Bobby Jones, Golfer**
Box 3431: 40457-40458 **Gold Shipment from Japan**
Box 3431: 40459 **Opera House Cornerstone**
Box 3431: 40459 **W.M. Crocker**
Box 3431: 40462-40463 **Street Car Wreck, Third and Mission Street**
Box 3432: 40465 **Hazing, University of San Francisco**
Box 3432: 40466 **Rube Wolf**
Box 3432: 40467-40468 **Century Airline Dedication**
Box 3432: 40469 **David Belasco**
Box 3432: 40470-40472 **Motor Cycle Police Convention**
Box 3432: 40473 **Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Uhl**
Box 3432: 40474 **Adolph Uhl**
Box 3432: 40475 **Mrs. Fremont Older**
Box 3432: 40476 **Charles Fickert**
Box 3432: 40477 **Adolph Uhl, Voting**
Box 3432: 40478-40479 **Adolph Uhl**
Box 3432: 40478-40479 **Mrs. Adolph Uhl**
Box 3432: 40480 **Mrs. Adolph Uhl, Voting**
Box 3432: 40481 **Pete Scott, Baseball**
Box 3433: 40482-40483 **Ferris Hartman, Funeral**
Box 3433: 40483 **Matthew Brady**
Box 3433: 40483 **Mayor Rossi**
Box 3433: 40483 **Thomas Garrity**
Box 3433: 40484-40485 **Bobby Jones, Golfer**
Box 3433: 40486 **Bobby Jones, Golfer, View of Gallery**
Box 3433: 40487-40490 **Bobby Jones, Golfer**
Box 3433: 40491 **Bobby Jones, Golfer, View of Gallery**
Box 3433: 40492 **Bobby Jones, Golfer, At The Eighteenth Hole**
Box 3433: 40493 **Bobby Jones, Golfer**
Box 3433: 40494 **Mrs. Gene Tunney**
Box 3433: 40495 **Gene Tunney**
Box 3433: 40497 **Mrs. Dix**
Box 3433: 40498 **Doctor A.A. O’Niel**
Box 3433: 40499 **Dr. Henry C. Rixford**
Box 3433: 40500 **Harry Leighton, Police**
Box 3433: 40500 **Fook Trial**
Box 3433: 40501 **Mrs. Nichols**
Box 3433: 40502 **Miss Nichols**
Box 3433: 40503 **Grant, [Fook Trial?]**
Box 3433: 40503 **Judge Sylvan Lazarus**
Box 3433: 40504-40505 **Sergeant La Tulipe, Police [Fook Trial?]**
Box 3433: 40506 **Peter Mullins, [Fook Trial?]**
Box 3433: 40506 **Police Captain Dullea, [Fook Trial?]**
Box 3433: 40507 **George Engler, [Fook Trial?]**
Box 3433: 40508 **Peter Mullins, [Fook Trial?]**
Box 3433: 40508-40509 **George Engler, [Fook Trial?]**
Box 3433: 40510 **Jack McDonald**
Box 3433: 40511 **William Gloria**
Box 3433: 40511 **McDonnell**
Box 3433: 40512 **Walter Middleton**
Box 3433: 40512 **Hur Beale**
Box 3433: 40513 **Zimbalist**
Box 3433: 40515 **Ivan Frenova**
Box 3433: 40516 **Steffens, Police**
Box 3433: 40516 **C.T. Smith**
Box 3433: 40517 **Fred Bohr**
Box 3433: 40518 **Haigon**
Box 3433: 40519 **Jerome Fitzgerald, [Fook Trial?]**
Box 3437: 40520 E.M. Keammerling
Box 3437: 40520 Lui Fook
Box 3438: 40521 Walter Middleton
Box 3438: 40521 Arthur Beale
Box 3438: 40522 Dr. Moody, [Fook Trial?]
Box 3438: 40523 Mother of Charles Simpson
Box 3438: 40524 Charles Simpson
Box 3438: 40524 Allan McGinn
Box 3438: 40526 Charles Simpson, and Family
Box 3438: 40526 Charles Simpson
Box 3438: 40527 Charles Simpson Residence
Box 3438: 40528 Charles Simpson
Box 3438: 40529 Pete Kenealy
Box 3438: 40530 Charles Simpson, In Jail
Box 3439: 40531 J. O'Connell
Box 3439: 40531 Charles Simpson
Box 3439: 40532 County Jail Cell Block
Box 3439: 40533 Charles Simpson, [His cap?]
Box 3439: 40534-40535 Rusty Gill, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3439: 40537 Edwin Griffiths, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3439: 40539 Malcom Coombs, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3439: 40541 George Watkins, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3439: 40542 John Hemphill, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football, 1931
Box 3440: 40543 Louis DiResta, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3440: 40544-40546 Lee Valianos, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3440: 40547 Charles Stewart, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3440: 40548 Bill Ingram, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3440: 40549 Charles Stewart, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3440: 40550 Augustus Castro, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3440: 40554 Henry Schaldach, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
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Box 3441: 40555 Arthur Carlson, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3441: 40556 Robert Bartlett, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3441: 40557 George Watkins, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3441: 40558 Edwin Griffiths, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3441: 40559 John Ransome, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3441: 40560 Sam Gill, Cal Football
Box 3441: 40561 Frank Medanich, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3441: 40562 Louis DiResta, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3441: 40563 Ed Kirwan, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3441: 40563 Lee Valianos, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3442: 40564 Ray East, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3442: 40564 George Watkins, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3442: 40565 Augustus Castro, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3442: 40565 Raiston Gill, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3442: 40566 Milo Mallory, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3442: 40567 George Watkins, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3442: 40568-40570 Unemployed in Bread Line
Box 3442: 40571 Ernie Smith
Box 3442-3443: 40572-40574 Pop Warner
Box 3443: 40580 Louise Carter
Box 3443: 40581 General Leggett
Box 3443: 40582 Gold Shipment from Japan
Box 3443: 40583 Scales, Toledo
Box 3443: 40584 Murator
Box 3443: 40584 Judge Fritz
Box 3443: 40584A Horse-drawn Fire Engine
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Box 3454: 40691 Pop Warner
Box 3455: 40692 Fred Bohr
Box 3455: 40693 Phil Moffatt, Stanford Football
Box 3455: 40694 Major Robert Holliday
Box 3455: 40695 Lewis
Box 3455: 40696 Fire, Bush Street
Box 3455: 40697 Santa Claus, And Sextant, 1931
Box 3455: 40698 Major Robert Holliday
Box 3455: 40699 Daisy Bell Overton
Box 3455: 40700 Mauer, Football, Galileo High School
Box 3456: 40701 Fire, Filmore Street
Box 3456: 40702 Jack McDonald
Box 3456: 40703 Veterans Memorial Building, Dedication
Box 3456: 40704 Gold Shipment from Japan
Box 3456: 40705 Leatrice Joy
Box 3456: 40706 Harry Carlson, Football, Lowell
Box 3456: 40707 Phil Sapiro
Box 3456: 40707 Aaron Sapiro
Box 3456: 40708 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3456: 40709 Phil Moffatt, Stanford Football
Box 3457: 40711 Wright, Baseball, Mission
Box 3457: 40712 James Ficken, Football, Galileo High School
Box 3457: 40713-40717 St. Mary's vs. Santa Clara, Football
Box 3457: 40718 Stanford Team Arrives in Palo Alto, Football
Box 3457: 40719 Miss Virginia McMullin
Box 3458: 40720 City of Paris Donkey
Box 3458: 40721 Rintala, Football, Stanford
Box 3458: 40722 Buddy Lyon, Baseball
Box 3458: 40723 Mrs. George Cameron
Box 3458: 40724 Willie Tevis
Box 3458: 40725-40728 Nobel Robbery
Box 3459: 40729 Hatlo Cartoon, Wells Fargo Check
Box 3459: 40730 Elisabeth Rethberg
Box 3459: 40731 Sherwood
Box 3459: 40731 Berta
Box 3459: 40732-40733 Rossi, Golf Trophy
Box 3459: 40734-40735 Petaluma Accident
Box 3459: 40736 Mrs. Jeff Armsby, Jr.
Box 3459: 40737 Carpenters' Hall Robbery
Box 3460: 40739 Robert B. Gaylord
Box 3460: 40739 John S. Ross, Masons
Box 3460: 40740 Bruce Wale, Masons
Box 3460: 40743 Byron Bolfing
Box 3460: 40743 John Clay
Box 3460: 40743 American Trust Robbery
Box 3460: 40743 Mary O'Neil, 1931
Box 3460: 40744 American Trust Robbery (Hold-up)
Box 3460: 40745-40746 Mrs. Margaret Munn
Box 3460: 40747 Seth Parker Gang
Box 3460: 40748 Mr. and Mrs. Herman Ruth
Box 3460: 40749 Christine Walsh
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Box 3461: 40750-40751 Petaluma Accident
Box 3461: 40753 "Call" Building
Box 3461: 40754 Poll Tax Receipt, 1862
Box 3461: 40755 Petaluma Accident
Box 3461: 40756 Fire, Bush Street
Box 3461: 40757 Mrs. Jeff Armsby, Jr.
Box 3461: 40758 Mrs. Postley
Box 3461: 40759 Mr. and Mrs. George Von Elm
Box 3462: 40760 Rintala, Football, Stanford
Box 3462: 40762 US General Leggett
Box 3462: 40763 Cave In, Richmond District
Box 3462: 40764-40766 Chinese, San Francisco
Box 3462: 40768-40769 Ursula Williamson
Box 3462: 40770 Santa Claus and Airplane
Box 3463-3464: 40771-40781 Charlie Watson (Ship) Fire
Box 3463-3464: 40771-40781 Fire on Ship
Box 3464: 40781 Judge George Steiger
Box 3464: 40781 Judge Alden Ames
Box 3464: 40786 All Points Bulletins, 1931 November 11
Box 3464: 40788 Lucy Astor, With Missing Girl's Clothes
Box 3464: 40788 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3464: 40789 Bebe Daniels
Box 3464: 40789 Judge Dunn
Box 3464: 40789 Fred Bohr
Box 3464: 40790 [Judge?] Cronin
Box 3464: 40791 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3464: 40791 Mayor James Walker
Box 3464: 40792 Asuncion Guevarra
Box 3464-3465: 40799-40802 Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. St. Mary's, Football, 1931
Box 3465: 40800 Steponovich
Box 3465: 40801 Shefflin
Box 3465: 40803 Bill Ingram
Box 3465: 40803-40804 Cal (UC Berkeley) Football Team, Spring Training, 1931
Box 3465: 40805 Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. St. Mary's, Football, 1931
Box 3465: 40806 Cal (UC Berkeley) Football Team, Spring Training, 1931
Box 3465-3466: 40807-40813 Football, St. Mary's-Gonzaga, 1930
Box 3465-3466: 40807-40813 Gonzagg
Box 3466: 40814 Peter Illyan, 1931
Box 3466: 40816-40817 Peter Illyan
Box 3466: 40818 Threat Letter
Box 3467: 40819 Bebe Daniels
Box 3467: 40819 Dr. T.E. Tilman
Box 3467: 40820 Margaret Brown
Box 3467: 40821 Robert D. Evans
Box 3467: 40822 Lowell M. Bell
Box 3467: 40823 Elizabeth Reed
Box 3467: 40824 Murray M. Johnson
Box 3467: 40824 James Greger
Box 3467: 40825-40826 Madeline Vicchio
Box 3467: 40825 Police Chief Quinn
Box 3467: 40827 Bernice Foley
Box 3467: 40828 John Mitchell
Box 3467: 40829 Peggy Moore and husband
Box 3468: 40830 Elton
Box 3468: 40831 J. Mahoney, Police
Box 3468: 40831 Walter Savage, Police
Box 3468: 40831 Robert Waltz
Box 3468: 40832 Judge Fritz
Box 3468: 40832 Judge Dunn
Box 3468: 40833 Stanford Football Team, (Squad in 1894; Line-up in 1931), 1894
Box 3468: 40834 Antone Lapara, Artwork, Sculpture
Box 3468: 40835 Patsy McGregor
Box 3468: 40835 Edward Smith
Box 3468: 40836 **Theresa Salgues**
Box 3469: 40837-40838 **Max Baer, Boxer**
Box 3469: 40837-40838 **Risko, Boxer**
Box 3469: 40839 **Joe Hall**
Box 3469: 40840 **Judge Sylvan Lazarus**
Box 3469: 40840 **Judge Theresa Meikle**
Box 3469: 40841 **Judge Alden Ames**
Box 3469: 40841 **Judge George Steiger**
Box 3469: 40842-40845 **Mount Diablo Fire**
Box 3470: 40846 **Helen Jacobs**
Box 3470: 40847 **Football (?) USC Team, 1931**
Box 3470: 40848 **Duke Myers, His Sons**
Box 3470: 40849 **Russell, Bridge Expert**
Box 3470: 40850 **Westside Christian Church**
Box 3470: 40851 **Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Conaway**
Box 3470: 40852 **Suicide Attempt from Key Ferry**
Box 3470: 40854-40855 **Football, Stanford--UCLA, 1931**
Box 3471: 40856 **Stanford vs. UCLA, Football**
Box 3471: 40857 **Bridge Lessons at "Call Bulletin" Building**
Box 3471: 40858 **Winifred Baker**
Box 3471: 40858 **Harriet Baker**
Box 3471: 40858 **Vivian Walton**
Box 3471: 40860 **John Brae**
Box 3471: 40860 Morrison, [Police?]
Box 3471: 40861 James McDermott, [Police?]
Box 3471: 40861 **Thomas Rodney**
Box 3471: 40862 **Holdup, Kitchen at Movie Theatre**
Box 3471: 40863 **MA" Kennedy**
Box 3471: 40863 **Hatton**
Box 3471: 40864 **Mayor Angelo Rossi**
Box 3471: 40865 **Royal Aikins, and Carl**
Box 3472: 40866-40870 **Veterans Memorial Theater Dedication**
Box 3472: 40876 **Judge Fitzpatrick**
Box 3472: 40877 **Veterans Memorial Theater Dedication**
Box 3472: 40879 **Elizabeth Lent**
Box 3472-3473: 40880-40883 **Adolph Uhl**
Box 3473: 40884 **Madeline Vicchio**
Box 3473: 40885 **Bernice Foley**
Box 3473: 40886 **Bernice Foley, Her Mother**
Box 3473: 40887-40888 **Bernice Foley**
Box 3473: 40889 **Junior Traffic Patrol**
Box 3474: 40890 **H.B. Rogers, Golf**
Box 3474: 40891 **Maud Obst, Abandoned Baby Letter**
Box 3474: 40892 **H.Y. Baggerly**
Box 3474: 40893 **Judge Theresa Meikle**
Box 3474: 40894 **Seth Parker**
Box 3474: 40895 **Absalom S. Eshoo, Suspected Murderer**
Box 3474: 40899 **Patsy Gardner**
Box 3474: 40899 **May Vaughn**
Box 3474: 40900 **John McCormick**
Box 3474: 40900 **Monsignor Ryan**
Box 3474: 40901 **Mrs. Thomas Massie**
Box 3475: 40902 **Major Collins**
Box 3475: 40902 **Mayor Angelo Rossi**
Box 3475: 40903-40904 **Police Boat Launching**
Box 3475: 40905 **Zinn, Baseball, San Francisco**
Box 3475: 40906 **Babe Crosetti, Baseball, Seals**
Box 3475: 40907 **McDougall, Baseball, Seals**
Box 3475: 40908 Henderson, Baseball, Seals
Box 3475: 40909 Adolph Uhl
Box 3475: 40910 Helen Wills Moody
Box 3476: 40912 San Francisco Charter Meeting, 1931?
Box 3476: 40914-40917 George Martin, Olympic Club Track
Box 3476: 40917 La Falle, Chef
Box 3476: 40918 Santa Claus and Airplane, At Crissy Field
Box 3476: 40919 Maurice Chevalier, Chef [At LaFaille?]
Box 3476: 40920 Harold Lensch, Suicide
Box 3476: 40921 Vaught, Airplane Designer
Box 3477: 40922 East Football Team, [1931?]
Box 3477: 40923 West Football Team, [1931?]
Box 3477: 40924-40925 East Football Team, [1931?]
Box 3477: 40926 West Football Team, [1931?]
Box 3477: 40927 East Football Team, [1931?]
Box 3477: 40928 East Football Team, East Coaches
Box 3477: 40929 Granada Hotel
Box 3477: 40930 Matt Sullivan, Gianini Attorneys
Box 3477: 40930 Theodore Roche, Gianini Attorneys
Box 3477: 40930 Edward Barry, Gianini Attorneys
Box 3478: 40931 O.K. Eusling, TransAmerica Attorneys
Box 3478: 40931 H.S. Hensel
Box 3478: 40931 Eustace Culliman, TransAmerica Attorneys, 1931
Box 3479: 40934 Judge Julian C. Goodell
Box 3478: 40934 Judge Julian C. Goodell
Box 3478: 40935-40936 Mexican Sculpture
Box 3478: 40935 Madre De Pie, Sculpture
Box 3478: 40937 James McArdle
Box 3478: 40937 James Hanson
Box 3478: 40938 James McArdle
Box 3478: 40939 National Shirt Shop Holdup
Box 3478: 40939 Michael Prader
Box 3478: 40939 Peter Yuevitch
Box 3479: 40940 Miss Camilla Orday
Box 3479: 40941 Rudolph Gulbeck
Box 3479: 40942 Westminster Church Baseball Team
Box 3479: 40943 Rose McLaughlan
Box 3479: 40944 Stanford Football Team, 1919
Box 3479: 40944 Herbert Hoover, Stanford, 1919
Box 3479: 40945 John M. Broderick, With Model City
Box 3479: 40945 Dorsay Henderson, With Model City
Box 3479: 40946 Davis F. Schwartz
Box 3479: 40947 C.W. Gunther
Box 3479: 40948 Auto Wreck, Green Street Hill
Box 3480: 40949 Patricia Gomez
Box 3480: 40950 Agnes Saywell
Box 3480: 40951 Janet Miller, Suicide
Box 3480: 40952 Snow Storm, La Honda
Box 3480: 40953-40956 Snow Storm, La Honda
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Box 3481: 40958 Ruth M. Carr
Box 3481: 40959 Dairy Show, 1931
Box 3481: 40960 Judges of San Francisco
Box 3481: 40961 Mr. and Mrs. Morton Downey
Box 3481: 40962 Goldie Williams
Box 3481: 40962 Jack Williams
Box 3481: 40962 Joyce Williams
Box 3481: 40962 Mrs. Ruby Williams
Box 3481: 40963 Clarence Oliver
Box 3481: 40963 Henry Perry
Box 3481: 40963 Robert Saxe
Box 3481: 40964 Fairmont Hotel Choral
Box 3481: 40963 Hugh Williams
Box 3481: 40963 Robert Saxe
Box 3481: 40964 Saint Mary's Church Choir
Box 3481: 40964A-40965 Ike Caveney
Box 3482: 40966-40967 Santa Claus on Ferry
Box 3482: 40968 Westminster Church Baseball Team
Box 3482: 40968A Milt Hosie
Box 3482: 40969-40971 Knife Fight
Box 3482: 40969 Alton Taylor
Box 3482: 40969-40970 Nadine Clark
Box 3482: 40971 Dan McSweeney, Police
Box 3482: 40971 Nick Maragos
Box 3482: 40972 National Shirt Shop Holdup
Box 3482: 40973 Nick Maragos, Residence
Box 3483: 40974 Orby C. Amos
Box 3483: 40975 Mrs. Virginia Stow
Box 3483: 40976 National Shirt Shop Holdup
Box 3483: 40976 W.R. Cook
Box 3483: 40976 Bernard Grattan
Box 3483: 40977 Thomas Gibbons, Police
Box 3483: 40977 Peter Ponza
Box 3483: 40978 Albers Hotel Entrance
Box 3483: 40978 Chris Pross
Box 3483: 40979 Patty O'Brien
Box 3483: 40980 Harry Hillman, Football, Stanford
Box 3483: 40981 Lensch Suicide
Box 3483: 40982 Tom Guerin, At Piano [For Radio Broadcast?]
Box 3483: 40982 Anson Weeks, At Piano [For Radio Broadcast?]
Box 3484: 40983 Mrs. M.S. Levey
Box 3484: 40984 Monsignor Ryan
Box 3484: 40984 John McCormick
Box 3484: 40984A Jury, Auto Accident
Box 3484: 40985 Arthur Fisk
Box 3484: 40986 Angelo Rossi, and Family
Box 3484: 40987-40988 Liquor Raid, Waterfront
Box 3484: 40989-40990 Santa Claus and Airplane, At Crissy Field
Box 3485: 40992 George Von Elm
Box 3485: 40992 Billy Burke
Box 3485: 40993 St. Ignatius Church, Interior, 1932
Box 3485: 40994 Sailor Jack of Sonora, Sketch
Box 3485: 40994 Ralph Pelky, Sketch of sailor. Jack of Sonora
Box 3485: 40995 Robert Keefe, of Columbia. Sketch.
Box 3485: 40995 Ralph Pelky, Sketch of R. Keefe
Box 3485: 40996 Tom Guerin
Box 3485: 40996 Anson Weeks
Box 3485: 40997 Tanforan Race Track, Opening Race, 1930
Box 3485: 40998 Angelo Rossi
Box 3485: 40999 Liquor Raid, Waterfront
Box 3485: 41000 Joyce Peckham
Box 3485: 41000 James Peckham
Box 3485: 41000 Byron Peckham
Box 3486: 41001 Phyllis Cady
Box 3486: 41001 Robert Cady
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3492: 41057 Flood Attorneys
Box 3492: 41057 Theo Roche
Box 3492: 41057 Garrett McEnerney
Box 3492: 41057 N.C. Ross
Box 3492: 41057 A.F. Burke
Box 3492: 41057 Franklin Swart, District Attorney
Box 3492: 41058 Timothy Flood, Flood Witness
Box 3492: 41059 Mrs. Alfredita Forde
Box 3492: 41060 Theo Roche
Box 3492: 41060 Garrett McEnerney
Box 3492: 41061 Jim Flood
Box 3492: 41062 Mrs. Winifred Hyland
Box 3492: 41063 Mrs. Willette
Box 3492: 41063 Mrs. Alfredita Forde
Box 3492: 41064 F.E. Marlow, Witness
Box 3492: 41065 Mrs. Whyte
Box 3492: 41066 Mrs. W.B. Dickson
Box 3492: 41067 Mrs. Whyte
Box 3492: 41068 Clerk Anderson
Box 3492: 41068 Mrs. Alfredita Forde
Box 3492: 41069 Clerk Anderson
Box 3492: 41070 Aimee Forrest
Box 3492: 41071 James Sanderson
Box 3492: 41071A Judge Buck
Box 3494: 41072 Courtroom
Box 3494: 41073 Mrs. Alfredita Forde
Box 3494: 41074 Garrett McEnerney
Box 3494: 41075 Jessie Pescaro
Box 3494: 41075 Deputy Sheriff Cornelius Callaghan
Box 3494: 41077-41078 Ferdinand Forde, Witness
Box 3494: 41079 Jessie Pescaro
Box 3494: 41079 Deputy Sheriff Cornelius Callaghan
Box 3494-3495: 41080-41086 Maude Flood, Flood Trial
Box 3494: 41081 [Unidentified Man], Flood Trial
Box 3495: 41085 [Unidentified Man], Flood Trial
Box 3495: 41087 Mrs. Willette
Box 3495: 41087 Theo Roche
Box 3495: 41088 William Taylor
Box 3495: 41088 Mrs. Lucy Mitchell
Box 3495: 41089 Isaac Nathan, Witness
Box 3495: 41090 J.F. Farley, Witness
Box 3496: 41091 Ferdinand Forde, Witness
Box 3496: 41092 Mrs. Maude Flood
Box 3496: 41093 Mrs. Willette
Box 3496: 41094 Maude Flood, Flood Trial
Box 3496: 41095 Flood, Flood Trial [Man]
Box 3496: 41096 Flood, Flood Trial [Man and Elderly Woman]
Box 3496: 41097 Maude Flood, Flood Trial
Box 3496: 41098 Crowd of Women [Outside Courtroom?], Flood Trial
Box 3496: 41099 [Man, Woman, and Elderly Woman], Flood Trial
Box 3497: 41100 [Unidentified Man in Suit Looking Out Window], Flood Trial
Box 3497: 41101-41102 Theo Roche
Box 3497: 41101-41102 Ms. Alfredita Forde
Box 3497: 41103 Mrs. Alfredita Forde
Box 3497: 41104 Mrs. Maude Flood
Box 3497: 41105-41106 James S. Cannon
Box 3497: 41107 Jim Flood
Box 3497: 41107A Mrs. Maude Flood
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3509: 41214 Coroner's Jury, Mrs. Price Case
Box 3510: 41215 Mrs. Price, Death Scene
Box 3510: 41216 Daisy Price, Death Scene
Box 3510: 41217 Daisy Price, Inquest
Box 3510: 41219 Mrs. Arthur A. Barnett
Box 3510: 41220 Daisy Price, Murder
Box 3510: 41221-41222 Lieutenant Commander George Price
Box 3510: 41224 R.D. Weldon
Box 3510: 41224 Guy LeRoy Stevick
Box 3510: 41224 W.H. Watts
Box 3510: 41224 E.W. Copeland
Box 3510: 41224 A.C. Posey
Box 3510: 41224 Leland W. Cutter
Box 3510: 41224 R.W. Stewart
Box 3511: 41225 Spud Lewis
Box 3511: 41226 Lieutenant R.D. Downer
Box 3511: 41227 Coroner Leland
Box 3511: 41227 Mrs. L.B. McKee
Box 3511: 41228 Mrs. William Rosenthal
Box 3511: 41229 Eleanor Allen, [Mrs. Price Case]
Box 3511: 41230 Coroner Leland, And Jury [Mrs. Price Case]
Box 3511: 41231 Daisy Price, Death Scene
Box 3511: 41232 Mrs. E.W. Spencer
Box 3511: 41233 Ebing, Football Player, St. Mary's
Box 3512: 41234 Mr. and Mrs. L. Burbank
Box 3512: 41235-41236 Commander E.W. Spencer
Box 3512: 41237 Carideo Reception
Box 3512: 41238 Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carideo
Box 3512: 41239 Charles Fickert
Box 3512: 41240 Tanforan Racetrack, 1930
Box 3512-3513: 41241-41244 Burton Templeton
Box 3513: 41245 David Starr Jordan
Box 3513: 41246-41247 Hugh Steverin
Box 3513: 41248 Phyllis Cady
Box 3513: 41248 Robert Cady
Box 3513: 41249-41250 Hayakawa's Son
Box 3513-3514: 41251-41253 Coxey's Army, Cartoon and Drawings of
Box 3514: 41254 Spanish Consul
Box 3514: 41255 Chauncey McGovern
Box 3514: 41256 Mrs. Bernard R. Wolf
Box 3514: 41257-41258 "Spud" Lewis
Box 3514: 41259 Ruth Judd, Letter
Box 3514: 41260 Ruth Judd
Box 3515: 41261 Robert Holliday
Box 3515: 41262-41263 Dairy Show
Box 3515-3516: 41264-41270 Ruth Noble
Box 3516: 41271-41275 Peter Illyan, Paintings
Box 3516: 41276 Edward Mulligan, Baseball Player
Box 3516: 41277-41278 Jack Knight, Baseball, Portland
Box 3517: 41280 Governor Rolph
Box 3517: 41280 Mayor Rossi
Box 3517: 41281 Adolph Uhl
Box 3517: 41282 Inspector Looney
Box 3517: 41283 Century Air Lines Christening
Box 3517: 41284 Krause, Baseball Player
Box 3517: 41285 Owl, In Judge Fitzgerald's Court
Box 3517: 41286 Ralph Rose
Box 3517: 41287 Judge Fitzpatrick, With Owl (animal)
Box 3517: 41288 Judge Pentergast and children
Box 3518: 41289 Japanese Gold Shipment
Box 3518: 41290 Santa Claus
Box 3518: 41291 Poll Tax Receipt
Box 3518: 41292 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3518: 41292 Emmet Hayden
Box 3518: 41293 Seth Richardson
Box 3518: 41293 George Hatfield
Box 3518: 41294 Paul Verdier
Box 3518: 41295 George Hatfield
Box 3518: 41295 Seth Richardson
Box 3518: 41297 Mayor Angelo Rossi, And Family
Box 3518: 41298 Ma Kennedy, And Hatton
Box 3519: 41299 Saint Anne Novena, 1930
Box 3519: 41300 Ernie Smith
Box 3519: 41301 Edward Whyte
Box 3519: 41301 Asa Keyes
Box 3519: 41303 Doctor D.S. Jordan, Funeral
Box 3519: 41304 Market Street Crowds
Box 3519: 41306 San Mateo Train, Auto Accident
Box 3519: 41307 Frank Carideo
Box 3519: 41307 Marty Brill
Box 3519: 41307 Jack Elder
Box 3519: 41307 Jack O'Brien
Box 3519: 41307 Red Mackey
Box 3519: 41308 Santa Claus, At Veterans' Show
Box 3519: 41309 Judge Ike Frankain
Box 3520: 41310-41311 Fitzgerald, Football Player, University of San Francisco
Box 3520: 41312-41313 Tanforan Racetrack
Box 3520: 41315 Clare Murphy
Box 3520: 41316-41317 "San Francisco Call Bulletin", Sunday Page Copy
Box 3520: 41316-41317 Cape Nome District
Box 3520: 41318 Sunnyvale Air Base
Box 3520: 41320 San Francisco City Charter, Adoption at City Hall
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Box 3521: 41321 Track for Olympic Games, University of California (UC Berkeley)
Box 3521: 41322 Alma Spreckels
Box 3521: 41322 Fire Chief Brennan
Box 3521: 41323 Bob Kleckner, Football Player
Box 3521: 41324 Dorothy Trone
Box 3521: 41326 Dink Templeton
Box 3521: 41327 Fred Bohr
Box 3521: 41328-41329 Clifton Herald, Order for Imprisonment
Box 3521-3524: 41336-41361 Ann Welcome
Box 3524: 41362 Football Game, Card Stunts
Box 3524-3526: 41363-41376 Football Game
Box 3526: 41377 Warford, Football Player
Box 3526-3527: 41378-41391 Football Game
Box 3527-3528: 41392-41395 Lowell vs. San Mateo, Football Game
Box 3528: 41395A [Crowds on a Busy Street]
Box 3528: 41397-41398 [Crowds on a Busy Street]
Box 3528-3529: 41399-41406 Stanford vs. Oregon
Box 3529: 41407-41410 Ship Blast Victims
Box 3529: 41411 Captain's Clothes, Ship Blast
Box 3530: 41412-41413 Ship Blast Victims
Box 3530: 41414 [Crowd on Street], [With Movie Camera]
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3530: 41415-41416 [Three Unidentified Men], [In Courtroom?]
Box 3530: 41417 [Unidentified Men], [With Mayor Angelo Rossi?]
Box 3530: 41418-41419 [Six Unidentified Men]
Box 3530: 41420 [Three Unidentified Men]
Box 3531: 41421 [Unidentified Men], [With Mayor Angelo Rossi]
Box 3531: 41422 [Three Unidentified Men], [In Courtroom?]
Box 3531: 41423-41427 Military Review
Box 3531: 41428 [Military Review]
Box 3531: 41429 [Soldiers in Trenches], [Japanese Occupation of Manchuria?], [1931]
Box 3532: 41430 [Soldiers with Tank], [Japanese Occupation of Manchuria?], [1931]
Box 3532: 41431 [Soldiers with Horse Drawn Buggy], [Japanese Occupation of Manchuria?], [1931]
Box 3532: 41432 [Soldiers Marching], [Japanese Occupation of Manchuria?], [1931]
Box 3532: 41433 [Officers Surveying Land], [Japanese Occupation of Manchuria?], [1931?]
Box 3532: 41435 [Soldiers with Guns Sitting on Sandbags], [Japanese Occupation of Manchuria?], [1931?]
Box 3532: 41436 [Soldiers on Horseback with Flag of Japan], [Japanese Occupation of Manchuria?], [1931?]
Box 3532: 41437 [Soldiers on Catwalk], [Japanese Occupation of Manchuria?], [1931?]
Box 3532: 41438 [Flag of Japan Flying Over Mansion?], [Japanese Occupation of Manchuria?], [1931?]
Box 3532: 41439 [Soldiers Driving Tank], [Japanese Occupation of Manchuria?], [1931?]
Box 3533: 41440 [Soldiers Fighting in Field], [Japanese Occupation of Manchuria?], [1931?]
Box 3533: 41441 [Medic Treating Injured Soldier], [Japanese Occupation of Manchuria?], [1931?]
Box 3533: 41442 [Baby Drinking from Bottle]
Box 3533: 41442-41448 [Unidentified Baby]
Box 3533: 41443 [Baby in Bed]
Box 3533: 41444-41445 [Baby with Stuffed Animal]
Box 3533: 41446 [Baby Drinking from Bottle]
Box 3533: 41447-41448 [Baby with Stuffed Animal]
Box 3534: 41449-41454 ROTC Review
Box 3534: 41454A-41455 [Baby Opening Present], [By Christmas Tree]
Box 3534: 41456 Ann Welcome, [Serving Two Men Food]
Box 3535: 41457 [Young Women with Gifts], [By Christmas Tree]
Box 3535: 41458 Marvel Peck
Box 3535: 41459-41461 Saint Patrick, Statue
Box 3535: 41462 Red Shefflin, Football Player
Box 3535: 41463 Joe Rooney, AXT. Baseball Player, Seals
Box 3535: 41464 Sulick, Baseball Player, San Francisco Team
Box 3535: 41465 Martin, Baseball Player, San Francisco Team
Box 3536: 41466-41468 San Francisco Ball Park
Box 3536: 41469 Milton Hosie
Box 3536: 41470 Marvel Peck
Box 3536: 41471 Olympic Stadium, University of California (UC Berkeley), Aerial View
Box 3536: 41472-41474 George Martin, Track Athlete
Box 3536: 41475 Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Chevalier
Box 3537: 41476 Olympic Club at Beach, January 1, 1932
Box 3537: 41478 Auto Smash Scene, San Rafael
Box 3537: 41479 Mr. and Mrs. Frank Carideo
Box 3537: 41480-41481 Robert Holliday, Group
Box 3537: 41482 Amnesia Victim, Emergency
Box 3537: 41483 George Washington, Painting
Box 3537: 41484 Betty White, With Painting of George Washington
Box 3537-3538: 41485-41486 Sunnyvale Air Base
Box 3538: 41487 Ben Eastman
Box 3538: 41488-41491 Ann Welcome
Box 3538: 41492 Constance Horne
Box 3538-3540: 41492-41505 [Women in Costume]
Box 3538: 41493 Mrs. Warren Perry
Box 3538: 41494 Gloria Van Berger
Box 3539: 41495 Mrs. Bourne Hayne
Box 3539: 41496 Ursula Cole
Box 3539: 41497 Mrs. George Brady
Box 3539: 41498-41499 Mrs. R.W. Cross
Box 3539: 41498-41499 Margaret Gage
Box 3539: 41500 Jane Desenberg
Box 3539: 41501 Lillian Schreck
Box 3539: 41501 Mrs. William Pabst
Box 3539: 41502 Marian Storey
Box 3539: 41503 Barbara Allen
Box 3540: 41504 Dorothy Armsby
Box 3540: 41504-41505 Marian Jones
Box 3540: 41505 Rosamond Clarke
Box 3540: 41505 Margaret Gage
Box 3540: 41506 Mrs. Fortescue
Box 3540: 41507-41508 Joe E. Brown
Box 3540: 41509 “San Francisco Call”, New Building
Box 3540: 41510-41512 Olympic Club Swim, 1932-01-01
Box 3541: 41515 Bebe Daniels, At Presidio
Box 3541: 41516 Professor John Upwall
Box 3541: 41517 Western Women’s Club Swimmers
Box 3541: 41518 Colonel Charles B. Stone, And Family
Box 3541: 41519 Reverend Wood Anderson
Box 3541: 41520 Ida Mason
Box 3541: 41521 Charlie J. Swindell, Sports
Box 3541-3542: 41522-41524 Jim Marvin
Box 3542: 41525-41526 Marino Booze Raid
Box 3542: 41527 Bon Omi Fire
Box 3542: 41528 Salvation Army Band
Box 3542: 41529 Bon Omi Fire
Box 3542: 41530 Broker's Office, Crowd in Front
Box 3542: 41531 Bon Omi Fire
Box 3542: 41532 Lindy Baby Diet Art
Box 3543: 41533 John M. Grant
Box 3543: 41534 Mrs. John M. Grant
Box 3543: 41535 Lindy Baby Diet
Box 3543: 41537 Officer George Sullivan
Box 3543: 41538-41541 Army in Hawaii
Box 3543: 41542 Elizabeth Catore
Box 3543: 41542 Hazel Lindal
Box 3544: 41543 Army Arrival from Hawaii
Box 3544: 41544 Washington Day Celebration
Box 3544: 41545 Washington Day Celebration, Auditorium
Box 3544: 41546 Manuel Ocueda, Washington Day Celebration
Box 3544: 41546 June Nielson, Washington Day Celebration
Box 3544: 41547-41548 Auto Crash, Union Street
Box 3544: 41549 Douglas Fairbanks
Box 3544: 41549 Mary Pickford
Box 3544: 41550 Associated Charities Building
Box 3544: 41551  Mrs. Fiske
Box 3545: 41552  William Farnum
Box 3545: 41552-41553  Maria Alba
Box 3545: 41554  [Unidentified Young Men with Golf Clubs], [Golf Tournament?]
Box 3545: 41555  [Boys with Trophies], [Golf Tournament?]
Box 3545: 41557-41558  [Men with Gambling Contraband], [Prohibition Raid?]
Box 3545: 41558A  Berkeley Olympic Stadium
Box 3545: 41559  Kezar Stadium, Shrine Game
Box 3546: 41560  Dog at Radio
Box 3546: 41560A  Embarcadero
Box 3546: 41561  Yerba Buena Island
Box 3546: 41561A  Potrero Explosion
Box 3546: 41562  Joe Hargrave, Pilot with Airplane
Box 3546: 41562A  Mr. and Mrs. Heeney
Box 3546: 41562A  Mrs. Hamas
Box 3546: 41563  Tom Sharkey
Box 3546: 41563A  View of Santiago, Cuba, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3546: 41564  Dan Coffee
Box 3546: 41564A  Joe Hargrave, Pilot with Airplane
Box 3547: 41565  Ruby Adams
Box 3547: 41565  Charlie Brennan
Box 3547: 41565A  Palino Uzcudun, Boxer
Box 3547: 41566  Charles Brennan
Box 3547: 41566  Ruby Adams
Box 3547: 41568-41569  Skeena (ship), Canadian Destroyer
Box 3547: 41568A-41569A  Mrs. Fiske
Box 3547-3548: 41570-41571  Fire Truck Smash-Up (accident), Post and Kearny Streets
Box 3547: 41570A  Luxor Cab
Box 3548: 41571A  Sunnyvale Air Base
Box 3548: 41572  Mary Pickford
Box 3548: 41572  Douglas Fairbanks
Box 3548: 41572A  Templeton Crocker
Box 3548: 41573  Dink Templeton
Box 3548: 41573A  Templeton Crocker
Box 3548: 41574  Granada Hotel
Box 3548: 41574A  Tanforan Racetrack
Box 3549: 41575  Morro Castle
Box 3549: 41575A  Roosevelt Hotel
Box 3549: 41576  Governor Rolph
Box 3549: 41577  Dolores Del Rio
Box 3549: 41577A  Hotel Embassy
Box 3549: 41578-41579  Thomas J. Cleary
Box 3549: 41580  Bebe Daniels, At Presidio
Box 3549: 41581  Jacob Jax, Mug Shots
Box 3549-3550: 41582-41583  Barbara Hotel, Girl Murdered
Box 3550: 41585  Robert P. Holliday
Box 3550: 41586  Frank Burns
Box 3550: 41587  Clarence Darrow
Box 3550: 41588  Clarence Darrow, And Press
Box 3550: 41589-41590  Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Darrow
Box 3550: 41589  Mr. Leisure
Box 3550: 41591  Clarence Darrow
Box 3550: 41592  Mrs. Thomas Page Maillard [Mailliard?]
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Box 3551: 41593  Guladys Mills
Box 3551: 41593  Dorothy Mills
Box 351: 41595-41596 U.S. Army, Gun Practice
Box 351: 41597 Joe Sykara
Box 351: 41598 Mrs. Maurice Chevalier
Box 351: 41598 Maurice Chevalier
Box 351: 41599 Eleanor Boardman
Box 351: 41599 Dolores Del Rio
Box 351: 41600 Joe Cook
Box 351: 41601 Rosemary Lee
Box 351: 41602 Del Monte Letter
Box 352: 41603 Marjorie Hipsley
Box 352: 41605-41607 Shamrock, ship
Box 352: 41608-41609 Fire and Explosion, Berkeley
Box 352: 41610 Adjunct Council Carlos Roji
Box 352: 41612-41613 Ruth Noble
Box 353: 41614 Ruth Noble
Box 353: 41614 Hayakawa
Box 353: 41615 Alice Von Brenen, Track star
Box 353: 41616-41617 Amy Hunter
Box 353: 41618 St. Patrick’s Choir
Box 353: 41619 St. Patrick’s Church
Box 353: 41620 Angelo Rossi, St. Patrick’s Church
Box 353: 41620 James Rolph, St. Patrick’s Church
Box 353: 41621 Lawrence Lang
Box 353: 41622 Officer Keane, [Police Brutality Case?]
Box 353: 41622 Officer Caldwell, [Police Brutality Case?]
Box 354: 41623a-41623b Beaux Arts Studio
Box 354: 41623a-41623b Ben Cunningham, Paintings by Him
Box 354: 41624-41625 First Baptist Chruch
Box 354: 41625 Elizabeth Muzzy
Box 354: 41627 Miss Loretta B. Fickert
Box 354: 41628 Miss Alicia Mosgrove
Box 354: 41629 Robert Sheridan, Garner Campaign
Box 354: 41631 V. Detwilar, NBC Quartet
Box 354: 41631 Mort Gleason, NBC Quartet
Box 354: 41631 Ray Nealan, NBC Quartet
Box 354: 41631 Earl Towner, NBC Quartet
Box 355: 41632 San Francisco Yacht Harbor
Box 355: 41633-41634 Mrs. L. Fortescue
Box 355: 41635 France Twohy
Box 355: 41635 Jeanne Carpenter
Box 355: 41636 Frank Burns
Box 355: 41636 Rose McLaughlin
Box 355: 41637 Angelo Rossi
Box 355: 41637 Chief Quinn
Box 355: 41638 Matson Holdup
Box 355: 41639 William Walker, Prohibition Head
Box 355: 41640 [Prohibition?] Raid, 83 Broadway
Box 355: 41641 St. Dominic Priory
Box 356: 41643a-41643b Archbishop Francisco Orozca y Jimenez
Box 356: 41644-41646 Ben Eastman, World’s Record 440 yard watch
Box 356: 41645 V.V. Baker
Box 356: 41646A “Spud” Lewis, and USF Team
Box 356: 41648 Officer Peter Manning, Funeral
Box 356: 41650 Betty West
Box 357: 41651-41652 Erwin Winterhalden, Carving Statue of Egyptian Pharoah
Box 357: 41653 Frances Scroth
Box 357: 41654 Phil Morrisey
Box 357: 41655 Paul Ash
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Box 3557: 41656-41658 Frank "Dutch" Ruther, Baseball Player
Box 3557: 41659 Erwin Winterhalden
Box 3558: 41660 Barbara Bliss
Box 3558: 41661 Betty Clarke
Box 3558: 41662 Immaculate Conception Convent, San Francisco
Box 3558: 41663 Ruth Dennis
Box 3558: 41664 Mr. and Mrs. Postley
Box 3558: 41665 Tom Guerin
Box 3558: 41666 John Flammer
Box 3558: 41667 Clyde Weyman, Police Report
Box 3558: 41668 Dr. A.A. Berger, [Holding Bullet?]
Box 3559: 41669-41670 Alice Olson
Box 3559: 41669-41670 Coroner Leland
Box 3559: 41671 Lieutenant H.S. Hanson
Box 3559: 41671 Officer Harvey Bills
Box 3559: 41672-41676 Alice Olson
Box 3559: 41677 Paul Hanson, Shooting
Box 3559: 41678 Alice Olson, Murder Scene
Box 3560: 41679 Paul Hanson
Box 3560: 41679 Alice Olson
Box 3560: 41680 Alice Olson
Box 3560: 41681 San Francisco, Callifornia and Franklin Streets
Box 3560: 41682 Chinese Bulletin Board
Box 3560: 41683 Christmas Tree, Twin Peaks
Box 3560: 41684 John Golden
Box 3560: 41685 Jim Kirkwood
Box 3560-3561: 41686-41688 Merced Tournament, Golf
Box 3561: 41689 George Von Elm
Box 3561: 41690 St. Peter and Paul Chruch Explosion
Box 3561: 41691 David Starr Jordan
Box 3561: 41692 Mr.and Mrs. Joe Hargrave
Box 3561: 41693 Ben Eastman
Box 3561: 41694 Walter Denny
Box 3561: 41694 Bud Spencer
Box 3561: 41694 Ben Eastman
Box 3561: 41695 Ben Eastman
Box 3561: 41696 Robert Holliday
Box 3561: 41696 C. Roberts
Box 3561: 41697 Adele Hammargren, Flood Case Brief
Box 3562: 41698-41700 Flood Case Brief, California Supreme Court
Box 3562: 41699 Miss Maude Fritz
Box 3562: 41699-41700 James L. Flood
Box 3562: 41699-41700 Mrs. Rose Flood
Box 3562: 41699-41700 Constance May Flood
Box 3562: 41701 Weikka Rususka
Box 3562: 41701 Fred Barlow
Box 3562: 41702-41703 Fred Lenhart, Boxer (Fighter)
Box 3562: 41704 John W. Brown
Box 3562: 41705 Fred Lenhart, Boxer (Fighter)
Box 3562: 41706 Ocean Beach, San Francisco at Fleishhacker Pool
Box 3563: 41707 U.S. Grant [ship?] Troop Transport, Troops
Box 3563: 41711 David Belasco
Box 3563: 41712 Joe E. Brown
Box 3563: 41713 St. Ignatius Church
Box 3563: 41715 John Flammer
Box 3563: 41716 Amnesia Patient, Emergency Hospital
Box 3563: 41717 Patricia Geissler
Box 3563: 41718 Evelyn Chapman, House
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Box 3563-3564: 41719-41720 Evelyn Chapman
Box 3564: 41721 Evelyn Chapman, Letter
Box 3564: 41722-41723 Evelyn Chapman, Letter
Box 3564: 41724-41726 James A. Cary
Box 3564: 41727 L. Ferrari
Box 3564: 41728 Mrs. Grace Shields
Box 3565: 41729 Mrs. Gordon Tevis
Box 3565: 41730 Helen Selig
Box 3565: 41730 Florian Turner
Box 3565: 41730 Ruth Turner
Box 3565: 41731-41734 Tanforan Race Crowds, 1932
Box 3565: 41736 Betty Hottel, Dominican College
Box 3565: 41737-41738 Mary Grace Borel, Dominican College
Box 3565: 41737 Yvonne Thieriot, Dominican College
Box 3565: 41737 Henriette Akin, Dominican College
Box 3565: 41738 Phyllis Maltman, Dominican College
Box 3565: 41738 Sally Ward, Dominican College
Box 3565: 41739 Kathleen Kay
Box 3565: 41739 Maizelle Hart
Box 3566: 41740 Georgiana Powers, Dominican College
Box 3566: 41740 Eleanor Williams, Dominican College
Box 3566: 41742 Teresa Butler, Dominican College
Box 3566: 41742 Barbara Woodhead, Dominican College
Box 3566: 41743 “The Vision”, Dominican College
Box 3566: 41744-41748 Floyd Gibbons
Box 3566: 41744 George Hearst
Box 3566: 41749 Sir Victor Sasson
Box 3567: 41750 Emma Paniagua
Box 3567: 41751 Captain Michael Healy, [Copy of Print], 1900-07-14
Box 3567: 41752 Doctor J.H. Musser
Box 3567: 41753 Doctor Arthur Torrence
Box 3567: 41754 Dr. F.M. Pottenger
Box 3567: 41754 Dr. S. Marx White
Box 3567: 41755 Dr. S. Marx White
Box 3567: 41756 Dr. James H. Means
Box 3567: 41756 Dr. G. Morris Piersol
Box 3567: 41757 [Frank?] McNally, Football Player
Box 3567-3568: 41758-41759 James A. Cary
Box 3568: 41760 Evelyn Chapman, Inquest
Box 3568: 41761 Hazel Gray
Box 3568: 41762 Christine Henry
Box 3568: 41764 Colleen Moore
Box 3568: 41765 Helen Wills Moody
Box 3568: 41768 Elizabeth Muzzy
Box 3568: 41773 Archbishop Hanna
Box 3568-3569: 41774-41778 Sam Gibson, Baseball Player. Seals
Box 3569: 41779 Alan Hoover
Box 3569: 41780 Baseball Opening Day, 1931
Box 3569: 41781 Menlo Circus Club
Box 3569: 41783 St. Mary’s Team Arriving at Oakland
Box 3569: 41784 Red Shefflin
Box 3569: 41784 Toby Hunt
Box 3569: 41784 Skip Madigan, and Family
Box 3570: 41785 Mrs. Eber Chapman
Box 3570: 41786-41789 Cats of Mrs. S. Bennett
Box 3570: 41790 Grace Cathedral, Altar
Box 3570: 41791 UC Berkeley Campus, Edwards Track
Box 3570: 41792 Margaret Lee
Box 3570: 41794 William Rogino
Box 3570: 41794 Mrs. J. Rosellini
Box 3570: 41794 Mabel Butler
Box 3570: 41794 Eddie Davis
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Box 3571: 41795 Francis Burnell
Box 3571: 41795 Fritz Flukiver
Box 3571: 41795 George Kent
Box 3571: 41796 James Cannon
Box 3571: 41797 Army Anti-Aircraft Guns
Box 3571: 41798 Ruth Dennis
Box 3571: 41800 Liquor Seized at Islas Creek
Box 3571: 41801 Mayor Walker, at Mooney Hearing
Box 3571: 41802-41803 Yerba Buena
Box 3571: 41805 Williams, Football Player, Army
Box 3572: 41806-41812 David Belasco
Box 3572: 41811 De Wolfe Hopper
Box 3572: 41813 [Boxing Match]
Box 3572: 41814 [Boxing Match], [Large Crowd]
Box 3573: 41815 [Group of Nine Men], [Boxers, Managers, Referee?]
Box 3573: 41816 [Boxing Match]
Box 3573-3574: 41817-41825 Helene Madison, Swimmer
Box 3573: 41819b Charles Fisher
Box 3574: 41823 Elizabeth Reed
Box 3574: 41826-41827 Mrs. Helen Cook
Box 3574: 41828 Miss Donna Wolff
Box 3574: 41829 Ethel Catherwood
Box 3574: 41831 Peggy Steele
Box 3574: 41832 Yerba Buena Island
Box 3575: 41834 Joe Sykra
Box 3575: 41835-41837 Conova
Box 3575: 41838 Van Sloun, Drawing
Box 3575: 41839 John Skeggs
Box 3575: 41840 Golf Tournament at Merced
Box 3575: 41844 Floyd Haskell
Box 3575: 41844 Jonn Smith
Box 3575: 41850 Naoum Blinder
Box 3576: 41852 Captain Goff
Box 3576: 41856-41857 Sailors, U.S. Navy Fleet, 1931
Box 3576: 41860 Jimmy Hatlo
Box 3576: 41861 John Carroll, Painting of Barn and Cows by
Box 3576: 41862 Captain Goff
Box 3576: 41863 Mrs. Hamas
Box 3576: 41863 Mr. and Mrs. Tom Heeney
Box 3576: 41864 Mrs. Mary Mooney
Box 3576: 41864 Anna Mooney
Box 3576: 41865 Yehudi Menuhin, Signed Photograph to Mooney, Tom [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3577: 41866 Boy Traffic Reserve in Golden Gate Park
Box 3577: 41867-41869 Duck in Tree in Golden Gate Park
Box 3577: 41870 Boy Traffic Reserve at Presidio
Box 3577: 41871 Robert Holliday
Box 3577-3578: 41872-41880 Tom Heeney, Boxer
Box 3577-3578: 41872-41880 Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3578: 41881 Mr. and Mrs. Leo Noomis
Box 3578: 41882 Helen Packard
Box 3578: 41882 Rufus Blair
Box 3578: 41883 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3579: 41884 Chicago Specialty Co. Booze Raid
Box 3579: 41885 Mrs. A. Jacks
Box 3579: 41885 Mrs. Jessie Scott Hughes, Story
Box 3579: 41885 Ruthie Jacks
Box 3579: 41886 John Scott
Box 3579: 41887 Ambrose Scott
Box 3579: 41888 Edith Bostol
Box 3579: 41889 Jessie Scott Hughes, Her Sisters
Box 3579: 41890 Mrs. Jessie Scott, Hughes Home
Box 3579: 41891 Mrs. J.S. Hughes, Scene where she was found
Box 3579: 41892 Inspector Allen McGinn, J.S. Hughes Case
Box 3580: 41893 Inspector Harry Husted, J.S. Hughes Case
Box 3580: 41894 Mrs. Jessie Scott Hughes, Casket
Box 3580: 41895 Frank J. Egan, Home
Box 3580: 41896a Frank J. Egan, Children
Box 3580: 41896b Frank J. Egan, Mission Police Station (17th and Harrison Streets), 1909
Box 3580: 41896b Chief O'Brien
Box 3580: 41896c Frank J. Egan, Dressed in Police Uniform
Box 3580: 41897 Frank J. Egan, Children
Box 3580: 41898 Frank J. Egan, Car
Box 3580: 41900 Frank J. Egan, Children
Box 3581: 41901 Frank J. Egan
Box 3581: 41902 Mrs. Jessie Scott Hughes
Box 3581: 41903 Young Corbett, Fighter
Box 3581: 41905 William Beebe
Box 3581: 41906 Ky Ebright
Box 3581: 41908-41910 Bob Kiesel, Track Athlete Practicing Near Hearst Gym, UC Berkeley
Box 3581: 41911 Professor Snitzel, Radio Star
Box 3582: 41912 Chicago Specialty Co., Fake Booze Labels
Box 3582: 41918-41919 Archbishop Mitty
Box 3582: 41918-41919 Archbishop Hanna
Box 3582: 41920 Governor Rolph
Box 3582: 41920 Archbishop Mitty
Box 3582: 41920 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3582: 41920 Archbishop Hanna
Box 3582: 41921-41922 Archbishop Hanna
Box 3582: 41921-41922 Archbishop Mitty
Box 3582: 41923-41924 Grand Duchess Marie, of Russia
Box 3582: 41925 Parachute Racks
Box 3583: 41926 John Bruce
Box 3583: 41927 Inspector Harry Husted
Box 3583: 41928 Judge Schoenfeld, [has a] Black Eye
Box 3583: 41929 “Wine Bricks”, Manufacturer
Box 3583: 41930 Babe Ruth
Box 3583: 41930 Skip Madigan
Box 3583-3584: 41931-41936 Hy Baggerly
Box 3584: 41937-41938 Cooking School, [Large Crowd of Women Assembled]
Box 3584: 41940 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3584: 41940 Bill Woodfield
Box 3584: 41941 Morphine -- $50,000 Buried
Box 3584: 41942 Morphine -- $50,000 Buried
Box 3584: 41944-41945 Patrick Hurley, Secretary of War, U.S.
Box 3585: 41946 Edwards Field, UC Berkeley, [Large Crowd Sitting in Bleachers]
Box 3585: 41947 Captain Smedley Butler
Box 3585: 41948 General Smedley Butler
Box 3585: 41948 Captain Charles Dullea
Box 3585: 41949 Mayor Angelo Rossi, And Grandchildren
Box 3585: 41950 Caesar Attel
Box 3585: 41951-41952 John Bruce
Box 3585: 41953 Fire, [Brannan?] Street
Box 3585-3586: 41955-41956 "Circle, The", Palo Alto Fire
Box 3586: 41957 Fire, First and Market Streets
Box 3586: 41958 Edith Bristol
Box 3586: 41959 Fisherman’s Wharf, Lumber Company Fire
Box 3586: 41960-41963 Park West Sanitarium, Police Guard
Box 3586: 41964 Chief Quinn, Of Police
Box 3586: 41964 Captain Charles Dullea
Box 3587: 41965 Vincent Hallinan
Box 3587: 41966 Inspector Frank LaTulipe
Box 3587: 41967-41968 Vincent Hallinan
Box 3587: 41968 Inspector Allan McGinn
Box 3587: 41969 Lucien Labaut, With Painting
Box 3587: 41970 Mrs. Bronisane
Box 3587: 41971 Alberta Luchetti
Box 3587: 41972 Gabriel Lonergan
Box 3587: 41972 Stella Pisani
Box 3587-3588: 41973-41975 Norma Norwood
Box 3587-3588: 41973-41975 Cecila Norwood
Box 3588: 41976-41979 Officer Frank Egan
Box 3588: 41976 Mission Policemen, 17th and Harrison Streets, 1909
Box 3588: 41977 Frank Egan, In Hospital
Box 3588: 41978 Officer Frank Egan, [On Stretcher?] Hospital
Box 3588: 41979 Frank Egan, In Hospital
Box 3588: 41980 Mrs. Frank Egan, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3588: 41981 Lieutenant Massie
Box 3588: 41981 Thalia Massie
Box 3588: 41981 Mrs. Fortescue
Box 3588: 41983 Colleen Moore
Box 3589: 41984-41985 Ancil Hoffman
Box 3589: 41986 Mayor Walker
Box 3589: 41989 Tommy Aitkens
Box 3589: 41989 Walter Wraight, Jr.
Box 3589: 41990 Amelia Earhart
Box 3589: 41992-41993 Rudy Bain
Box 3589: 41993 Bob Maisky, Jr.
Box 3589: 41998-41999 Spencer Abbott
Box 3590: 42000 Jeritza
Box 3590: 42001 John Charles Thomas, With Dog
Box 3590: 42005 Fred Hoffman, Baseball, Mission
Box 3590: 42007 Gene Sarazen, Golfer
Box 3590: 42008 Irving Manasse, Golfer
Box 3590: 42009 Rosicrucian Temple
Box 3590: 42010 Rube Wolf
Box 3590: 42010 Rube Wolf, Jr.
Box 3590: 42014 Clipper Smith
Box 3590: 42015 Wilbur Wright
Box 3590: 42015 Peter Bramhal
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Box 3591: 42017 Walter Hagen
Box 3591: 42020 Anna Mooney
Box 3591: 42020 Mary Mooney
Box 3591: 42022 Dorothy Ellingson
Box 3591: 42023-42024 Tanforan, 1932
Box 3591: 42031 Parade, Navy Day [glass negative]
Box 3591: 42090-42091 Robert P. Holliday
Box 3591: 42101 H. Herrin, Football
Box 3591: 42101 Bob Ackerman, Football
Box 3592: 42106 Columbus Ave. Blast
Box 3592: 42107 W.J. Paganini
Box 3592: 42108 Columbus Ave. Fire and Blast
Box 3592: 42109 General Godfrey, as First Lieutenant [Copy of Photograph], 1876
Box 3592: 42109 Bud Anderson
Box 3592: 42109 Dr. R.D. Surdez
Box 3592: 42110 Mrs. Katherine King
Box 3592: 42111 Durand Frescoe
Box 3592: 42112 Sergeant Pat McGee
Box 3592: 42112 Frescoe
Box 3592: 42113 Fisherman's Wharf Fire
Box 3592: 42115 Dink Templeton
Box 3593: 42144 "Zoa III" (Boat)
Box 3593: 42145 "Tappawinga" (Boat)
Box 3593: 42146 Walter Fazio, Skipper
Box 3593: 42147 Billie Butler
Box 3593: 42148 "Lady Beth" [Boat?]
Box 3593: 42149 Egan, 1932 July
Box 3593: 42149 Coghlan
Box 3593: 42150 Jane Brown, Missing Little Girl [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3593: 42152-42153 Frank La Tulippe, Guns
Box 3594: 42154 Frank La Tulippe, San Francisco Police
Box 3594: 42155-42156 W.B. Williams
Box 3594: 42155-42156 Tom Barry
Box 3594: 42157 Verne Doran, 1932 July
Box 3594: 42157 George Engler
Box 3594: 42158-42159 Roosevelt
Box 3594: 42158-42159 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3594: 42160 Beer Ad for Ad Department
Box 3594: 42161 Bob Kleckner, Football
Box 3594: 42164 Angelo Rossi
Box 3594: 42164 James Walker
Box 3595: 42165-42166 Mrs. William Woodfield
Box 3595: 42165-42166 Percy Loley, Giving Football to Disabled Children
Box 3595: 42167 E. Winterhalder, Sculptor at Work
Box 3595: 42168 Mr. and Mrs. Alex Pantages
Box 3595: 42169 Harvey Firestone
Box 3595: 42170 Eddie Jackson, Convict
Box 3595: 42171 George Washington, Painting
Box 3595: 42188 Bosch, Javelin thrower
Box 3595: 42189 Bob Eastman, Track Runner
Box 3595: 42190 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3595: 42190 Roosevelt
Box 3596: 42191 Miss Jane Walsh
Box 3596: 42193 Harry Crandall
Box 3596: 42194 Fenton Gentry, Boxer
Box 3596: 42196 Jarvis Smothers, Navy Athlete
Box 3596: 42197 Duke Crinkley, Navy Athlete
Box 3596: 42198 George Moffett, Navy Athlete
Box 3596: 42199 Claude Ricketts, Navy Athlete
Box 3596: 42200 Ruben White, Navy Athlete
Box 3597: 42201 Mike Tardugno, Boxer
Box 3597: 42202 Bobby Goldstein, Boxer
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3597</td>
<td>42203-42204 Spike Webb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3597</td>
<td>42205 Ray Bohannan, Navy Athlete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3597</td>
<td>42208-42210 Aimee [Semple McPherson?] and Hatton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3597</td>
<td>42211 Immaculate Conception Convent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3598</td>
<td>42212 Judge Conlan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3598</td>
<td>42213 Mrs. Charles Dulea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3598</td>
<td>42214-42215 “Gypsy” Czana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3598</td>
<td>42216 Mrs. Anita Louise Kuzmanich Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3598</td>
<td>42217-42218 Rolph, His Son's Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3598</td>
<td>42219 Inspector La Tulippe, Egan Case. San Francisco Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3598</td>
<td>42220 Mrs. Joseph Dennis, Egan Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3599</td>
<td>42221 Dink Templeton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3599</td>
<td>42222 Lily Pons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3599</td>
<td>42223-42224 Albert Tinnin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3599</td>
<td>42224 Judge Schoenfeld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3599</td>
<td>42225 Albert Tinnin, In Courtroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3599</td>
<td>42226-42227 Albert Tinnin, On Witness Stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3599</td>
<td>42228 Mrs. Ora Carpenter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3599</td>
<td>42228 Verne Doran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3599</td>
<td>42229 Verne Doran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>42230 Verne Doran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>42231 Verne Doran, on Witness Stand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>42232 Anderson, Discus, Track, and Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>42233 Hallinan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>42234 Kathleen Norris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>42235 Jimmy Britt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>42236 Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>42237 Colonna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600-3601</td>
<td>42238-42239 Charles Colonna, Mug Shot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3601</td>
<td>42240 Anita Louise Kuzmanich Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3601</td>
<td>42241 Horace Donnells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3601</td>
<td>42242 Mrs. Little, Egan Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3601</td>
<td>42243 Lieutenant Postel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3601</td>
<td>42244 Judge Dunn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3601</td>
<td>42245-42246 Doctor Housman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3601</td>
<td>42247 M.H. Louw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3602</td>
<td>42248 J.J. Kane, Egan Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3602</td>
<td>42249 Leland, Coroner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3602</td>
<td>42250 McClusky, Track and Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3602</td>
<td>42251 Admissions Day, Parade, 1932 September 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3602</td>
<td>42252 Egan and boys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3602</td>
<td>42253 Egan, San Francisco Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3602</td>
<td>42254 Frank Egan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3602</td>
<td>42255 Bohemian Club Art Exhibit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3602</td>
<td>42311 Callicotte, Douglas Templeton, Murder Case [July 27, 1932]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3603</td>
<td>42318 Douglas Templeton, Case -- Crowd in Courtroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3603</td>
<td>42320-42325 Douglas Templeton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3603-3604</td>
<td>42341-42346 Douglas Templeton, Murder Case [Killer], July 27 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3603</td>
<td>42342 Douglas Templeton, Knife, Murder Weapon [Killer]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3604</td>
<td>42345 Douglas Templeton, House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3604</td>
<td>42346 Douglas Templeton, High School Yearbook Pictures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3604</td>
<td>42347 [Templeton Murder Case] Confession Note, How he stabbed Mr. and Mrs. W.R. Babcock</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3604</td>
<td>42349-42350 Douglas Templeton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3604</td>
<td>42351 San Jose Jail [Templeton Case]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3604-3605</td>
<td>42352-42354 Douglas Templeton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sheriff Emig [Templeton Case]
San Jose Detention Home [Templeton Case]
Trumbull, Douglas Templeton, Gash
Douglas Templeton, House
Douglas Templeton, Knife, Murder Weapon
Douglas Templeton, Case -- Man and Car Before House
Mr. and Mrs. W.R. Babcock, Murder Victims -- Passport Photo
Douglas Templeton, High School Yearbook Pictures
Douglas Templeton Case
Douglas Templeton
President Herbert Hoover, in San Francisco and Palo Alto [some film negatives of this range in Box 3683]
President Herbert Hoover, Receiving Ballot
President Herbert Hoover, Receiving Ballot
President Herbert Hoover, San Francisco. Addressing Crowd
President Herbert Hoover, San Francisco. Riding in Parade
President Herbert Hoover, Arriving in San Francisco at Civic Center
Opera House, San Francisco. Inside.
Opera House, San Francisco. Inside.
Opera House, Interior
Bob Barrett, Football Player
George Biscany
Ebding, Saint Mary's Football
Captain Robert Dollar, Painting
Flores, St. Mary's Football
Union Square
Spearbeck, St. Mary's Football
Stennett, Football Player
Gary Vivaldi, Football
Mission and New Monty Streets
Unidentified
[Men Carrying Casket], Funeral
Unidentified
Pipe Used by Santis, [Murder Weapon?]
Murder Scene
Auto (car) Used by Santis
Army Airplanes
Paul Bevins, his hands. Holding Miss Melette's Tickets
George R. Baker, Convict
Douglas Templeton
Douglas Templeton
Bob Shulu, In Courtroom
President Herbert Hoover, at Palo Alto
Ned Hamilton, Cartoon
Casho, Football
Ed Gilbert, Football
George Lynn
Geary and 1st Ave.
Paul Callicotte
[Irvin?] Goodman
Tom Mooney
Sharps Park Murder
Mrs. John Bruce
Fletcher, Saint Mary's Football
Box 3612: 42512-42513 Bill Beasley, Football
Box 3612: 42514-42515 L. Gould, Football
Box 3612: 42516-42517 Hugh Gerardin, Football
Box 3612: 42518 Lawrence Hubbs, Football
Box 3612-3613: 42519-42520 Sid Ahern, Football
Box 3613: 42521 Warford, Football Player, USF
Box 3613: 42522 Emory Rubie, Football
Box 3613: 42523 Carl Jorgensen, Football
Box 3613: 42524-42525 George Dodson, Football
Box 3613: 42526 Charles Baird, Football
Box 3613: 42527 Charles Blair, Football Player
Box 3613: 42528 Charles Baird, Football
Box 3614: 42529-42531 Garry Vivaldi, Football Player
Box 3614: 42532-42533 George Canrinus, Football
Box 3614: 42533 Fred Canrinus, Football Player
Box 3614: 42544 Bill Carpenter, Football
Box 3614: 42545 Angel Brovelli, Football
Box 3614: 42546 Jimmy Britt
Box 3614: 42560 Hatton
Box 3614: 42560 Aimee
Box 3615: 42566 Maentz, Stanford Football
Box 3615: 42573 Hillman, Stanford Football
Box 3615: 42576 Palamountain, Stanford Football
Box 3615: 42576 Lettunich, Stanford Football
Box 3615: 42583 Lambert, Stanford Football
Box 3615: 42584 Gribben, Stanford Football
Box 3615: 42584 Preisnick, Stanford Football
Box 3615: 42604 Lettunich, Stanford Football
Box 3615: 42605 Gribben, Stanford Football
Box 3615: 42605 Preisnick, Stanford Football
Box 3615: 42607 Lambert, Stanford Football
Box 3615: 42614 Armand Seghetti, Stanford Football
Box 3616: 42615 Dutch Rubel, Football
Box 3616: 42616 Toby Hun, Football
Box 3616: 42617 Wisegerber, St. Mary's Football
Box 3616: 42618 Albert Einstein, Bust of
Box 3616: 42619 Father Ricard's Funeral
Box 3616: 42623 Chilberg, USF Football
Box 3616: 42624 Patterson, St. Mary's Football
Box 3616: 42625 Barrett, St. Mary's Football
Box 3617: 42635-42636 Molinari, Santa Clara Football
Box 3617: 42650 Mallory, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3617: 42655 Klein, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3617: 42658 Reedy, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3617: 42659 Darraco, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3617: 42660 Klein, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3617: 42664 Tozer, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3617: 42667 Tozer, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3618: 42668 [Callollera?], Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3618: 42671 Battaglin, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3618: 42672 Valianos, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3618: 42672 Battaglin, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3618: 42674 S. Gill, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3618: 42675 Esterbrooks, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3618: 42676 Mallory, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3618: 42677-42678 Bill Ingram, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3618: 42678 Tozer, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)
Box 3618: 42689 Mettler, Santa Clara Football
Box 3619: 42690 Koeph, Santa Clara Football
Box 3619: 42690 Shizy, Santa Clara Football
Box 3619: 42691 Powers, Santa Clara Football
Box 3619: 42691 Slavich, Santa Clara Football
Box 3619: 42692 Clark, Santa Clara Football
Box 3619: 42692 Mogonari, Santa Clara Football
Box 3619: 42693 Smith, Santa Clara Football
Box 3619: 42693 Murray, Santa Clara Football
Box 3619: 42694 Scibert, Santa Clara Football
Box 3619: 42695 Bottaro, Santa Clara Football
Box 3619: 42696 Rogers, Santa Clara Football
Box 3619: 42702 Paul Callicotte
Box 3619-3620: 42703-42704 Paul Callicotte
Box 3620: 42705 Paul Callicotte Story, Street Scene
Box 3620: 42708 Goodman
Box 3620: 42708 Paul Callicote
Box 3620: 42708 Tom Mooney
Box 3620: 42709 Inspector Harry Husted, In Santis’ living quarters
Box 3620: 42710 Inspector La Tulipe, Dina Sideves' Shoe
Box 3620: 42711 Dina Sideres, Shoe of
Box 3620: 42712 Unidentified, American Lubricant's Co.
Box 3620: 42713 Unidentified Policeman and Auto (car)
Box 3620: 42714 Mrs. Lola Sideres
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Box 3621: 42716 Unidentified, [Santis Story?]
Box 3621: 42717 Unidentified, [Santis Story?]
Box 3621: 42719 Brown, USF Football
Box 3621: 42720 Chisholm, USF Football
Box 3621: 42721 Conway, USF Football
Box 3621: 42722 Donaldino, USF Football
Box 3621: 42723 Hazelhurst, USF Football
Box 3621: 42724 Huntley, USF Football
Box 3621: 42725 Higura, USF Football
Box 3622: 42726 Kleckner, USF Football
Box 3622: 42727-42728 Jim Needles, Football Coach
Box 3622: 42729 Olsen, USF Football
Box 3622: 42730 Thomas, USF Football
Box 3622: 42731-42732 Ward, USF Football
Box 3622-3623: 42733-42735 Boyce, St. Mary's Football
Box 3623: 42736 Barrett, St. Mary's Football
Box 3623: 42737 Frankain, St. Mary’s Football
Box 3623: 42738 Toby Hunt, St. Mary’s Football
Box 3623: 42739 Murphy, St. Mary's Football
Box 3623: 42740 McNally, St. Mary’s Football
Box 3623: 42741 Ackerman, St. Mary's Football
Box 3623: 42742 Peebles, St. Mary’s Football
Box 3623: 42743 Pichford, St. Mary's Football
Box 3624: 42744 Seghetti, St. Mary's Football
Box 3624: 42745-42746 Spearbeck, St. Mary's Football
Box 3624: 42747 Stennett, St. Mary's Football
Box 3624: 42769-42771 Afterbough, Stanford. Football.
Box 3624: 42772 Jim Barber, USF Football
Box 3624: 42773 Bradley, USF Football
Box 3625: 42774 Colvin, Stanford Football
Box 3625: 42775 Caddell, Stanford Football
Box 3625: 42776 Harris, USF Football
Box 3625: 42776 Donadio, USF Football
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Box 3625: 42776 McCann, USF Football
Box 3625: 42776 Warford, USF Football
Box 3625: 42777 Higuera, USF Football
Box 3625: 42778 Harris, USF Football
Box 3625: 42779 Happe, USF Football
Box 3625: 42781 McCann, USF Football
Box 3625: 42782 Rentala, Stanford Football
Box 3625: 42783 Larry Siemering, USF Football
Box 3625: 42784-42785 Warford, USF Football
Box 3625: 42786 Graveyard Scene, Unidentified
Box 3625: 42787 Tombstone of Truman Head
Box 3625: 42788 Graveyard Scene
Box 3625: 42789 Tombstone of Morgenstern
Box 3625: 42790 John F. Morse's Tombstone
Box 3625: 42791 Archibald McDowell's Tombstone
Box 3625: 42792 Memorial to Union Soldiers of California
Box 3625: 42793 Tombstone of Matthew W. Cook
Box 3625: 42794 Graveyard Scene
Box 3625: 42795-42797 Shrine Parade
Box 3626: 42798 Shrine Parade
Box 3626: 42827-42834 Shrine Parade [For film negatives, see also Box 3684]
Box 3628: 42835 US Navy Fleet, San Francisco Bay
Box 3628: 42838 Battleship
Box 3628-3629: 42842-42843 Ike Caveney, San Francisco Seals Baseball
Box 3629: 42844-42845 Chamberlain, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3629: 42846 Duke Oana, San Francisco Seals
Box 3629: 42847-42850 Garabildi [Garibaldi?], Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3629: 42849 Johnson, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3629: 42851 Jerry Lee, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3630: 42852 Joe Rooney, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3630: 42853-42854 Bill Henderson, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3630: 42855 Delenay, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3630: 42856 Blanas, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3630: 42858 Art Bloom, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3630: 42858 Joe Ward, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3630: 42858 Lee Stine, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3630: 42858 Howard Emerson, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3630: 42861 Simoni, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3630: 42862 Simoni, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3630: 42862 Walter Mails, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3631: 03684-42871 Skip Chadigan
Box 3631: 42863 Carson, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3631: 42864 Frazier, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3631: 42865 Mike Hunt, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3631: 42866-42868 Sulik, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3631: 42872 Pop Warner
Box 3631: 42873 Warford, USF Football
Box 3631: 42874 Kleckner
Box 3632: 42875 Wisegerber, St. Mary's Football
Box 3632: 42876 Spearbeck, St. Mary's Football
Box 3632: 42877 Murphy, St. Mary's Football
Box 3632: 42879 Higuera, USF Football
Box 3632: 42880 Hunt, St. Mary's Football
Box 3632: 42881 Peebles, St. Mary's Football
Box 3632: 42882 Fischer, St. Mary's Football
Box 3632: 42883 Barrett, St. Mary's Football
Box 3632-3633: 42884-42885 St. Mary's Football Team Scrimmage
Box 3633: 42927 Slavich, Santa Clara Football
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Box 3633: 42928 Frank Egan
Box 3633: 42928 Jane Walsh
Box 3633: 42930 Herbert Fleishhacker, in Football Togs
Box 3633: 42931 Ky Ebright
Box 3633-3634: 42932-42935 UC [Rowing] Crew, 1931
Box 3634: 42936-42937 Washington [Rowing] Crew, 1931
Box 3634: 42938 Baseball Bleachers, 1932
Box 3634: 42945 Louis Le Fevre
Box 3634: 42946 Albertson, Stanford Football
Box 3634: 42946 Blanchard, Stanford Football
Box 3634: 42947 Mayor Rossi
Box 3634: 42947 Slip Madigan
Box 3634: 42947a Slip Madigan
Box 3634: 42947d Slip Madigan
Box 3635: 42953 Davis, Baseball
Box 3635: 42959 Cagle, All American Football Award from Pop Warner
Box 3635: 42959 Ackerman, All American Football Award from Pop Warner
Box 3635: 42959 Cannon, All American Football Award from Pop Warner
Box 3635: 42960 John Francis Adams
Box 3635: 42961 Russ Avery, Football
Box 3635: 42962 Phil Moffatt, Stanford Football
Box 3635: 42963 Hughey Geaharty, Palace Hotel Doorman
Box 3635: 42972 Call Bulletin Gunner Trophy
Box 3635: 42977 Joe Devine, Mission Baseball
Box 3635: 42978 Joe Devine, Mission Baseball
Box 3636: 42980 Mrs. Henry Bohling
Box 3636: 42981-42982 Tiny Thornhill
Box 3636: 42984 Colma Fire
Box 3636: 42985 Mrs. Nion Tucker
Box 3636: 42986-42987 Paul Callicotte
Box 3636: 42986 Attorney Goodman
Box 3636: 42988 Slip Madigan
Box 3636: 42988 Vincent McNally
Box 3636: 42989 Andy Kerr
Box 3637: 42990 Decia, Poly High Football
Box 3637: 42991 Simone, Santa Clara Football
Box 3637: 42992 Gus Suhr, Baseball
Box 3637: 42993 Doc Crandall, Baseball, Pittsburg, 1932
Box 3637: 42994 Del Crandall, Baseball, Pittsburg
Box 3637: 42995 Bretzel, Baseball, Pittsburg
Box 3637: 42996 Pie Traynor, Baseball, Pittsburg
Box 3637: 42997 Vaughan, Baseball, Pittsburg
Box 3638: 42998-42999 Bucky Harris, Baseball, Detroit
Box 3638: 43000-43001 Holling, Baseball, Missions
Box 3638: 43002 Kelly, Baseball, Mission
Box 3638: 43003 Stock, Baseball, Mission
Box 3638: 43004 Stock, Baseball, Mission
Box 3638: 43005a-c Leiber, Baseball, Mission
Box 3639: 43007a-b Bodie, Baseball, Mission
Box 3639: 43008 Hafey, Baseball, Mission
Box 3639: 43009 Kelly, Baseball, Mission
Box 3639: 43010A-B Johnson, Baseball, Mission
Box 3639: 43011-43012 Swanstrom, Baseball, Mission
Box 3639: 43013 Jack Ackerman, Baseball, Mission
Box 3640: 43014-43015 Norman Briggs, Baseball, Mission
Box 3640: 43016 [Nick?] [Carter?], Catcher. Baseball, Mission
Box 3640: 43016 [Nick?] [Carter?], Catcher -- Baseball, Mission
Box 3640: 43017-43019 Burns, Baseball, Mission
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Box 3640: 43020 Chagnon, Baseball, Mission
Box 3640: 43020-43021 Cole, Baseball, Mission
Box 3640: 43022 Italo Chelini, Baseball, Mission
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Box 3641: 43023 Choynon, Baseball, Mission
Box 3641: 43024 Nick Carter, Baseball, Mission
Box 3641: 43025-43026 Joe Cascarat, Baseball, Mission
Box 3641: 43028 Hufft, Baseball, Mission
Box 3641: 43029 Gene Macisaac, Baseball, Mission
Box 3641: 43033 Milligan, Baseball, Mission
Box 3641: 43039 Sharpe, Baseball, Mission
Box 3641: 43040 Summa, Baseball, Mission
Box 3641: 43041 “Shine” Scott, [With “Lucky” Horseshoe (Sports Fan?)]
Box 3642: 43042 Shoap, Baseball, Mission
Box 3642: 43043-43044 Walsh, Baseball, Mission
Box 3642: 43045 Jim Welsh, Baseball, Mission
Box 3642: 43046 Al Wright, Baseball, Mission
Box 3642: 43047-43048 Ancil Hoffman
Box 3642: 43049 Allen, Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43050 Doub, Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43050 Hand, Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43050 Anderson, Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43051 Baker, Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43052 Baker, Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43053 Caddell, Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43054 Campbell, Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43055 Colvin, Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43056 Dawson, Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43057 [Ehrhow?], Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43058 La Borde, Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43058 Grey, Football, Stanford
Box 3643: 43058 Grey, Football, Stanford
Box 3644: 43060 Gribbin, Football, Stanford
Box 3644: 43061-43062 Glover, Football, Stanford
Box 3644: 43062 Maentz, Football, Stanford
Box 3644: 43063 Hulen, Football, Stanford
Box 3644: 43064 Heiser, Football, Stanford
Box 3644: 43065-43066 Hillman, Football, Stanford
Box 3644-3645: 43067-43068 Lambert, Football, Stanford
Box 3645: 43069 Marks, Football, Stanford
Box 3645: 43070-43072 Phil Moffatt, Football, Stanford
Box 3645: 43073 Milligan, Football, Stanford
Box 3645: 43073 Card, Football, Stanford
Box 3645: 43074-43076 Neill, Football, Stanford
Box 3645: 43076 Colvin, Football, Stanford
Box 3646: 43077 [Palmountem?], Football, Stanford
Box 3646: 43077 Norgard, Football, Stanford
Box 3646: 43078 McCloud, Football, Stanford
Box 3646: 43078 Reynolds, Football, Stanford
Box 3646: 43079 Rintala, Football, Stanford
Box 3646: 43080 Todd, Football, Stanford
Box 3646: 43081-43082 Pop Warner, Football, Stanford
Box 3646: 43081 Hillman, Football, Stanford
Box 3646: 43083 Wilson, Football, Stanford
Box 3646: 43084-43085 Whitteneau, Football, Stanford
Box 3647: 43087 Barrett, Football, Stanford
Box 3647: 43088-43090 Boyle, Football
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Box 3647: 43088-43090 Boyce, Football
Box 3647: 43091-43094 Ebding, Football
Box 3647: 43095 McNally, Football
Box 3648: 43098 Spearbeck, Football
Box 3648: 43098 Spearbeck, Football
Box 3648: 43099-43100 Stennett, Football
Box 3648: 43099-43100 Stennett, Football
Box 3648: 43101-43102 Cuyler, Baseball--Cubs
Box 3648: 43103 English, Baseball--Cubs
Box 3648: 43104-43105 Grimm, Baseball--Cubs
Box 3648-3649: 43106-43108 Hack, Baseball--Cubs
Box 3649: 43108 Stanley, Baseball
Box 3649: 43109 Hartnetti, Baseball--Cubs
Box 3649: 43110 Roger Hornsby, Baseball--Cubs
Box 3649: 43112 Jorges, Baseball
Box 3649: 43113-43115 Veterans Memorial Theater
Box 3649: 43141 Ahern, Football
Box 3650: 43142 Baird, Football
Box 3650: 43143-43144 Boyle, Football
Box 3650: 43144 Rubel, Football
Box 3650: 43145-43146 Angel Brevelli, Football
Box 3650: 43147 Brown, Football
Box 3650: 43148-43149 George Canrinos, Football
Box 3650: 43150 Vivaldi, Football
Box 3650-3651: 43150-43151 Carpenter, Football
Box 3651: 43152-43153 Danehlovich, Football
Box 3651: 43154-43155 Figeal, Football
Box 3651: 43156 Fischer, Saint Mary's Football
Box 3651: 43159-43160 Hunt, Football
Box 3651: 43161 Jorgensen, Football
Box 3652: 43162 Lamb, Football
Box 3652: 43163 McGrath, Football
Box 3652: 43164 J. McNally, Football
Box 3652: 43165 Murphy, Football
Box 3652: 43166 Schaefler, Football
Box 3652: 43166 McGrath, Football
Box 3652: 43167 Partel, Football
Box 3652: 43168-43169 Peebles, Football
Box 3652-3653: 43170-43171 Preston, Football
Box 3653: 43172 McGrath, Football
Box 3653: 43172 Schaefler, Football
Box 3653: 43173-43178 Schefflin, Football
Box 3653: 43179-43180 Toscani, Football
Box 3653: 43181 Vivaldi, Football
Box 3654: 43182 Weisgerber, Football
Box 3654: 43183 S.F. Police, Boat Christening
Box 3654: 43185 San Francisco Police, Review, 1932
Box 3654: 43186 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3654: 43189 Hickey
Box 3654: 43190 Mabel Willibrant
Box 3654: 43192 Mr. and Mrs. Tallant Tubbs
Box 3654-3655: 43202-43205 Walter Varney
Box 3655: 43204 Maurice Chevalier
Box 3655: 43205-43206 Maurice Chevalier
Box 3655: 43206 Mrs. Maurice Chevalier
Box 3655: 43210 Billy Burke, United States Golf Champion
Box 3655: 43211 Billy Burke, Golfer
Box 3655: 43212 Aubrey Boomer, Golfer
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Box 3655: 43213 John Black, Golfer
Box 3655: 43214-43215 Olin Dutra, Golfer
Box 3655-3656: 43214-43216 Wibby Cox, Golfer
Box 3655: 43214-43215 Al Espinosa, Golfer
Box 3656: 43217 Frank "Spud" Campbell, Golfer
Box 3656: 43218 Jack Cannon, Golfer
Box 3656: 43219 Sam Conlan, Golfer at 16th Hole
Box 3656: 43220 Leo Diegel, Golfer
Box 3656: 43221-43223 Leo Diegle, Golfer
Box 3656: 43224 Leo Diegel, Golfer
Box 3657: 43225 Dillon, Golfer
Box 3657: 43226 Olin Dutra, Golfer
Box 3657: 43226 Olin Dutra, Golfer
Box 3657: 43227 James MacKinnon, Golfer
Box 3657: 43227-43228 Edwin M. Eddy, Golfer
Box 3657: 43227 Robert Busey, Golfer
Box 3657: 43227 Barrett Dobbs, Golfer
Box 3657: 43227 Winnie Detsch, Golfer
Box 3657: 43230-43231 Ronnie Espinosa, Golfer
Box 3657: 43233 Willie Zoggen, Golfer
Box 3657: 43234 Ralph Guedahl, Golfer
Box 3657-3658: 43235-43236 Charles Helganz, Golfer
Box 3658: 43237 Frank J. Hoagland, Golfer
Box 3658: 43238 Mr. and Mrs. Willie Hunter, Golfer
Box 3658: 43239 Joe Kirkwood, Golfer
Box 3658: 43240 Paul Weitzke, Golfer
Box 3658: 43240 Rufus Klawans, Golfer
Box 3658: 43241 Frank Koskinen, Golfer
Box 3658: 43242 Wilfred Lagomarsind, Golf
Box 3658: 43243 Charles Lyday, Golf
Box 3658-3659: 43244-43245 Edgar Lindner, Golf
Box 3659: 43254 James ("Jimmy") MacKinnon
Box 3659: 43254 James MacKinnon, Golfer
Box 3659: 43254 James ("Jimmy") MacKinnon
Box 3659: 43255 Fred Morrison, Golf
Box 3659: 43256 Tom Myamoto, Golf
Box 3659: 43257-43258 Babe McHugh, With Trophy -- Golf
Box 3659: 43259 James O'Connor, Golf
Box 3659: 43260 Barney Rice, Golfer
Box 3659: 43261-43262 Craig Wood, Golfer [missing 43262]
Box 3659: 43261 Gene Sarazen, Golfer
Box 3660: 43263 Erwin Sproul, Golfer
Box 3660: 43264-43266 George Von Elm, Golfer
Box 3660: 43267 A. Bullock-Webster, Golfer
Box 3660: 43268-43269 Call Bulletin Junior Golf Tourney, Cup [Trophy] Presentation
Box 3660-3661: 43270-43274 Frank Crosetti, Baseball
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Box 3661: 43276 Mrs. Paul Callicotte
Box 3661: 43276 Mrs. Thomas Mooney
Box 3661: 43322 Carnera
Box 3661: 43323 Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3661: 43323 Jack Dempsey
Box 3661: 43324 Thompson, Boxer
Box 3661: 43324 Young Corbett, Boxer
Box 3661: 43390 Mrs. Edmond E. Hersher, [Copy of Photograph], 1933-03-02
Box 3661: 43394 Johnson, Football, St. Mary's
Box 3662: 43395 Lamb, Football, St. Mary's
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Box 3668: 44061 Auto Races--Oakland
Box 3668: 44061 [Vintage] Auto (car) Races, Oakland
Box 3668: 44068 Plane Crash in Bay
Box 3669: 44069 John Patrick Gavin
Box 3669: 44069 Constance May Gavin
Box 3669: 44069A Constable Landini
Box 3669: 44070 Fort Point
Box 3669: 44071 Estelle Taylor
Box 3669: 44102-44103 Schumann-Heink, Mme. Ernestine
Box 3669: 44103 Marie Davidson
Box 3669: 44104 Albert C. Smith
Box 3669: 44118 San Juan Hill Hoover Home
Box 3669: 44127 Albert C. Smith
Box 3670: 44145 Campbell, Golfer
Box 3670: 44146 Jack Finger, Golfing
Box 3670: 44147 Campbell, Playing Golf
Box 3670: 44148 Quinn, Playing Golf
Box 3670: 44150 Willis Iseminger, Golfing
Box 3670: 44151 Deutch, Golfing
Box 3670: 44151 Walter Blackiston
Box 3670: 44152 Nat Palacio, Golfing
Box 3670: 44153 Windsor Warden, Golfing
Box 3670: 44154 Buddy McKeever and George Meyer
Box 3671: 44163 Deutch, Golfing
Box 3671: 44164 Jack Finger
Box 3671: 44168 Bob Marsky, Golfing
Box 3671: 44281 Mr. and Mrs. Edward Budrin, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3671: 44305 Thompson, Boxer
Box 3671: 44323 Fabin
Box 3671: 44339 Small Boat [Tern] (ship), [Navy?] Fleet Art
Box 3672: 44340 Small Boat [Sar] (ship), [Navy?] Fleet Art
Box 3672: 44408 Helen Wills, Tennis Player [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3672: 44425 John McCormack, [Singing? at Microphone]
Box 3672: 44521 Mr. and Mrs. Wanderwell, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3672: 44577 Dixon Spook Trial, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3672: 44590 Al Gordon, in a "Gilmore Special" (car)
Box 3672: 44610 Skip Madigan
Box 3672: 44622-44623 John P. Medling
Box 3673: 44932 Rolph Inauguration
Box 3673: 45053 Map of Wines of California, [Copy of Photograph?]
Box 3673: 45054 Californina Vineyard
Box 3673: 45195 Annie Laurie, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3673: 45195 Annie Laurie
Box 3673: 45260-45261 Barbary Coast
Box 3674: 45428 Red Baldwin, S.F. Seals Baseball
Box 3674: 45430 Dave Barbee, Baseball
Box 3674: 45442 Ken Douglas, Baseball Player
Box 3674: 45446 Foy Frazier, Baseball Player
Box 3674: 45448 Sam Gibson, Baseball Player
Box 3674: 45455 Jim Keesey, Baseball Player
Box 3674: 45456 Marty Krug, LA Baseball
Box 3674: 45460 Jimmy Martin, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3675: 45465 Henry Oana, Baseball Player
Box 3675: 45468 Penelosky, S.F. Seals Baseball
Box 3675: 45476 Buddy Ryan, US Officer with Baseball Players
Box 3675: 45481 Suhr, Seals Baseball
Box 3675: 45484 Turpin, S.F. Seals Baseball
Box 3675: 45583 Hotel Gotham
Box 3675: 45975 Arthur Conan Doyle, Letter from
Box 3675: 45976 J. Dillon, Golfer
Box 3675: 46066 Chief of Police Cox, Sacramento -- Holding a Woman's Coat
Box 3679: 46224 Samuel Brannan
Box 3679: 46260 Egan, Courtroom Scene
Box 3679: 46284 W.D.M. Howard
Box 3679: 46331 Lola Montez
Box 3679: 46331 Lola [Montez], Countess of Landsfeld [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3679: 46375 Helen Wills
Box 3679: 46410 Doctor Geiger
Box 3679-3680: 47425-47427 UC Berkeley vs. Stanford, Football -- Big Game, 1932
Box 3680: 47478 Auctioneer Goodman
Box 3680: 47480 Sidney Goodwin
Box 3681: 47901 Johnny Babich, Baseball
Box 3681: 47902 Jerry Donovan, SF Seals Baseball
Box 3681-3682: 48047-48052 Card Stunt, California Rooting Section -- Football Game
Box 3682: 48053 Stanford SC Game Card Stunt
Box 3682: 48849 Babe Ruth
Box 3682: 49875 Johnson, Baseball Player
Box 3682: 50369 Mrs. H.G. Thorne will
Box 3682: 50369 Mrs. Jaeger
Box 3682: 50568 H.K. Welcome, San Mateo
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Box 3683: 41708 Associated Charities Demonstration
Box 3683: 41709 Laura Stirling
Box 3683: 41709 Hansen Stirling
Box 3683: 41709 Ellen Stirling
Box 3683: 41741 Sally Ward
Box 3683: 41741-41742 Betty Poety, Dominican College
Box 3683: 41741 Gretchen Hoff
Box 3683: 41741 Marjory Sears
Box 3683: 41763 Miss Winston Black
Box 3683: 41766-41767 Marie Buck
Box 3683: 41769 Mrs. Henry Bohling
Box 3683: 41770 Claudia Smith
Box 3683: 41771 George Presley
Box 3683: 41771 George Filmer
Box 3683: 41771 John Skeggs
Box 3683: 41772 Governor Rolph
Box 3683: 41772 William Woodfield
Box 3683: 41772 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3683: 41793 Mrs. Fontescue
Box 3683: 41830 Ethel Catherwood [film negative]
Box 3683: 41833 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3683: 41841 Sailors, Group Reading
Box 3683: 41842 Herbert Daves
Box 3683: 41842 Harold Daves
Box 3683: 41842 Dane Ware
Box 3683: 41842 John Wane
Box 3683: 41845 Blaine Sharp
Box 3683: 41846 Mary Ryan
Box 3683: 41846 Mary Collins
Box 3683: 41846 Leo Adel Blue
Box 3683: 41846 Marjorie Gibbons
Box 3683: 41848-41849 Commander Jonas H. Ingram, U.S.Navy
Box 3683: 41851 Inez Morton
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Box 3683: 41851 Chief Quinn
Box 3683: 41853 Captain Goff [case?): Exhibit of Flash Powder [negative discolored May 1999]
Box 3683: 41854 Castle Apartments
Box 3683: 41855 Hotel Senate
Box 3683: 41982 Bomb, Charles Goff's Flashlight
Box 3683: 41988 Darrell Williams
Box 3683: 41988 Allan Orr
Box 3683: 41991 Vivian Moone
Box 3683: 41994-41996 Eddie Cantor
Box 3683: 41997 Melvin Chaney
Box 3683: 42002 Mayor Rossi
Box 3683: 42003-42004 Irene Gaylord
Box 3683: 42006 Verne Whitehead
Box 3683: 42011-42013 Rube Wolf
Box 3683: 42013 Rube Wolf, Jr.
Box 3683: 42016 Christine Henry
Box 3683: 42021 Mary Pickford
Box 3683: 42025-42027 "Call Bulletin" Building
Box 3683: 42028-42029 Southern Pacific Building, Market Street
Box 3683: 42030 Parade, Navy Day
Box 3683: 42032-42037 Parade, Navy Day
Box 3683: 42041 Dog With Glasses
Box 3683: 42042 Unidentified
Box 3683: 42043 Matt Palacio, Golfing
Box 3683: 42044 Matt Palacio, Golfer
Box 3683: 42044 John Palacio
Box 3683: 42044 Doctor Leo J. McMahon
Box 3683: 42045-42049 Matt Palacio, Golfer
Box 3683: 42051 Charles Ferrera, Golfer
Box 3683: 42051 Matt Palacio, Golfer
Box 3683: 42051 Bob Marsky, Golfer
Box 3683: 42058 Bob Marsky, With "Call Bulletin" Junior Golf Trophy
Box 3683: 42068 Charles Ransome, Golfer
Box 3683: 42069 Charles Ransome
Box 3683: 42070 Doug McElhern, Golfer
Box 3683: 42070 Charles Ransome, Golfer
Box 3683: 42071 Eugene Dumesnil, Golfer
Box 3683: 42071 Eugene Dumesnil, Golfer
Box 3683: 42072 Jimmy Barnett, Golfer
Box 3683: 42074 Edgar Haber, Golfer
Box 3683: 42075 Herb Lyons, Golfer
Box 3683: 42076 Bill McGann
Box 3683: 42077 John Straba, Golfer
Box 3683: 42078 Miss Freddy Wiseman, Golfer
Box 3683: 42079 "Call Bulletin" Junior Golf, 1932
Box 3683: 42080-42081 Frank Campbell, Golfer
Box 3683: 42082 Alfred Farren, Boy Golfer
Box 3683: 42083 Charles Ginsberg, Boy Golfer
Box 3683: 42084 Jack Finger, Golfer
Box 3683: 42085 Harry Purt, Connected with Golf Tournament
Box 3683: 42086 Slim Dreier, Golfer
Box 3683: 42086 Pete Markovich, Golfer
Box 3683: 42087 Don Driscoll, Golfer
Box 3683: 42087 Bob Foley, Golfer
Box 3683: 42088 Julie White
Box 3683: 42088 Arthur Oliver
Box 3683: 42089 Jerd F. Sullivan
Box 3683: 42175 Eleanor Weir
Box 3683: 42176-42177 Mrs. Clarence Postley
Box 3683: 42178 Hilda McCormick, Horse jumping
Box 3683: 42179 George P. McNeil, Horse jumping
Box 3683: 42180 George P. McNeil, Horse jumping
Box 3683: 42181-42183 Barbara Worth
Box 3683: 42184 Jim McCleeve
Box 3683: 42185-42186 Macoreta Hellman
Box 3683: 42186 Alma Spreckels Rosekrans
Box 3683: 42187 Mrs. Harvey Dick
Box 3683: 42192 Police Armored Car
Box 3683: 42195 Call Bulletin Building
Box 3683: 42206-42207 Aimee [Semple McPherson?] and Hatton
Box 3683: 42251a-42251f Admissions Day, 1932 September 9
Box 3683: 42256 Goodfellow, [Charitable Organization?] small boy
Box 3683: 42257 3rd St. Bridge, Under construction
Box 3683: 42258 Goodfellow, [Charitable Organization?] small girl
Box 3683: 42259 3rd St. Bridge, Under construction
Box 3683: 42261 Nate Couglan
Box 3683: 42261 Tinnin
Box 3683: 42262 Reverand Charles D. Deems
Box 3683: 42262 Donna Goodheart
Box 3683: 42263 Max Dill
Box 3683: 42264 Tinnin
Box 3683: 42265 Mrs. Marie Neva
Box 3683: 42266 Natalie Green
Box 3683: 42267 Tinnin
Box 3683: 42268 Marjorie Menefee, Girl's Softball
Box 3683: 42269 Patricia Maginis, Girl's Softball
Box 3683: 42269 Elizabeth Peiser, Girl's Softball
Box 3683: 42270 Tinnin
Box 3683: 42271 Gene Venzke, Trackman
Box 3683: 42272 Claire Burnett
Box 3683: 42273 Bohemian Art Exhibit
Box 3683: 42274 Emily Adams, Girls' Softball
Box 3683: 42274 W.W. Adams
Box 3683: 42275 Algerton T. Gibson
Box 3683: 42275 Sally Gibson, Softball
Box 3683: 42276 Tinnin
Box 3683: 42276 Schoenfeld
Box 3683: 42276 Coughlan
Box 3683: 42277 Kness Fire
Box 3683: 42278 Vincent Hallinan
Box 3683: 42278 Mayor Rossi
Box 3683: 42279 George Bisany
Box 3683: 42279 Mr. and Mrs. Frank Buck
Box 3683: 42280 Doran
Box 3683: 42280 McGinn
Box 3683: 42280 Engler
Box 3683: 42281 Alan McGinn
Box 3683: 42281 Doran
Box 3683: 42282 Mr. and Mrs. Tallant Tubbs
Box 3683: 42283 Kness Fire
Box 3683: 42284 Engler
Box 3683: 42284 Doran
Box 3683: 42285 Chief Quinn
Box 3683: 42285 Charles Dullea
Box 3683: 42285 Verne Doran
Box 3683: 42285 Matt Brady
Box 3683: 42286 Alan McGinn
Box 3683: 42287 Egan
Box 3683: 42287 Hallinan
Box 3683: 42288 Goodfellow, [Charitable Organization?] Woman
Box 3683: 42290 George (?) Biscany
Box 3683: 42290 Mr. and Mrs. Frank Buck
Box 3683: 42291 Goodfellow, [Charitable Organization?] Girl
Box 3683: 42292 Tinnin
Box 3683: 42293-42294 Mario Chanlee
Box 3683: 42295 Mrs. Palmer-Fuller
Box 3683: 42297-42298 Auto Wreck with Call Bulletin Sign
Box 3683: 42299 3rd St. Bridge
Box 3683: 42300 Laura Crews
Box 3683: 42301 McAdoo
Box 3683: 42301 Justus Wardell
Box 3683: 42303 Kathleen Norris
Box 3683: 42303 George Creel
Box 3683: 42304 Goodfellow, [Charitable Organization?]
Box 3683: 42305 Mooney Clock
Box 3683: 42306 Colonel Wood
Box 3683: 42307 Isadore Golden
Box 3683: 42308 [Poster for Semper Virens, Bohemian Grove Play of 1933]
Box 3683: 42309-42309 Bohemian Art Exhibit
Box 3683: 42310 Egan Jury
Box 3683: 42312-42317 Douglas Templeton, Murder Case [Killer], July 27 1932
Box 3683: 42319 Douglas Templeton, Murder Case [Killer], July 27 1932
Box 3683: 42326-42340 Douglas Templeton, Murder Case [Killer], July 27 1932
Box 3683: 42348 Templeton Murder Case [film negative]
Box 3683: 42363 Templeton Murder Case
Box 3683: 42365-42366 Templeton Murder Case
Box 3683: 42368-42369 Templeton Murder Case
Box 3683: 42380 President Herbert Hoover, San Francisco. Riding in Parade [film negative]
Box 3683: 42381 President Herbert Hoover, San Francisco. Addressing Crowd
Box 3683: 42382-42383 President Herbert Hoover, San Francisco. Riding in Parade
Box 3683: 42384 President Herbert Hoover [with group at Civic Center?]n
Box 3683: 42385 President Herbert Crowed Waiting, San Francisco
Box 3683: 42386-42388 President Herbert Hoover, San Francisco. Addressing Crowd
Box 3683: 42389 President Herbert Hoover [with group at Civic Center?]
Box 3683: 42390-42396 President Herbert Hoover, Voting
Box 3683: 42401-42404 President Herbert Hoover, Arriving in San Francisco at Civic Center
Box 3683: 42405 Thrash, Football Player
Box 3683: 42405 Thornhill, Football Player
Box 3683: 42405 Hamilton, Football Player
Box 3683: 42406 Hamilton, Football Player
Box 3683: 42407 Shell Building
Box 3683: 42413 Issay Bowbrowen and wife
Box 3683: 42418 Max Dill
Box 3683: 42420-42421 Colma Fire
Box 3683: 42421 Wavford, of USF. Football
Box 3683: 42423 San Francisco Police Group Cited for Bravery
Box 3683: 42425 James Rolph III Office
Box 3683: 42426 Alice Sorri
Box 3683: 42430 Unidentified, Pop Warner
Box 3683: 42431 Unidentified, Pop Warner
Box 3683: 42432-42438 Pop Warner
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Box 3683: 42433 Judge Ward
Box 3683: 42440 Sideris, In Court. A lady.
Box 3683: 42441 Santis
Box 3683: 42442 Santis, Handcuffed
Box 3683: 42442 John Ginty
Box 3683: 42443 Santis
Box 3683: 42447 Unidentified
Box 3683: 42451-42452 [Santis with Counsel?]  
Box 3683: 42453 Harry Smith
Box 3683: 42454 Junior League Girls
Box 3683: 42455 Madera Baby Farm
Box 3683: 42456 Harry Lauder
Box 3683: 42456 Greta Lauder
Box 3683: 42457 Hansen
Box 3683: 42457 Doran
Box 3683: 42457 Dullea
Box 3683: 42460a Reginald E. Barrera, Seaman's Registration card
Box 3683: 42461 Floyd Gelbans
Box 3683: 42465 Baker, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42465 Templeton, mother and father
Box 3683: 42467 Laura Hope Crews
Box 3683: 42471a President Herbert Hoover, at San Francisco Civic Center
Box 3683: 42473 Father Bernard Hubbard
Box 3683: 42473 Rodney Chilsom
Box 3683: 42475 Eleanor Stoddard
Box 3683: 42475-42476 Margaret Jackson
Box 3683: 42477 H.M.S. Delhi Grog Tub (ship)
Box 3683: 42478 Tallant Tubbs
Box 3683: 42479 3rd St. Bridge
Box 3683: 42480 Paul Verdier
Box 3683: 42480 Mamie Morton
Box 3683: 42481 Mrs. Bertha Berger
Box 3683: 42481 Ed Kavanaugh, Policeman
Box 3683: 42481 James R. Kenny, Policeman
Box 3683: 42482 Mrs. Bertha Berger
Box 3683: 42483-42484 Chancellor Hotel
Box 3683: 42485 Santis, 1932
Box 3683: 42487 Oregon Team, 1932
Box 3683: 42488 Mayor Rossi
Box 3683: 42489-42490 Claudio Muzio
Box 3683: 42491-42492 Sean Fay
Box 3683: 42491-42492 Molly Fay
Box 3683: 42493 Mrs. Vincent Hallinan
Box 3683: 42499 Roy Kirk, Hoover Campaign, 1932 November
Box 3683: 42507 John McLaren
Box 3683: 42508 Site of Golden Gate Park
Box 3683: 42509 Golden Gate Park, 1885
Box 3683: 42510 Russ Westover, son and wife
Box 3683: 42511 Quito Maggovie, Mugshot
Box 3683: 42511A Quito Maggovie, Mugshot
Box 3683: 42547 John McHugh
Box 3683: 42547 Maurice Smith, Clipper
Box 3683: 42548 Max Dill
Box 3683: 42549 Lucille Larsen
Box 3683: 42550 Barbara Andress
Box 3683: 42551 Olin Dutra, Golfing
Box 3683: 42552-42559 Bertha Berger
Box 3683: 42561 Jack Dempsey
Box 3683: 42562-42563 Chancellor Hotel
Box 3683: 42564 Harry Smith, Hiding face
Box 3683: 42565 Baker, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42567 Maentz, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42568-42569 Colvin, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42570-42571 Anderson, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42572 Allen, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42574 Kite, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42575 Corbus, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42577 Hillman, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42578 Kite, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42579 Grey, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42580 Sim, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42582 Scribner, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42582 Targetta, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42585 Walker, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42585 Prelsnick, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42585 Lambert, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42586 T. Rodgers and Tarver, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42587 Targetta, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42587 Grey, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42587 Palmountain, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42588 Sim, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42588 Gaddell, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42588 Packard, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42589 La Borde, of Standford. Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42589 Rite and LaBorde of Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42589 Rite, of Stanford. Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42590 Holwerda, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42590 Colvin, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42590 Bates, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42591 Corbus, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42591 Hillman, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42591 Doub, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42592 Bates, Stanford Football, center
Box 3683: 42593 Pop Warner, and staff
Box 3683: 42594 Kite, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42594 La Borne, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42595 Colvin, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42595 Bates, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42595 Holwerda, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42596 O'Connor, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42597 Caddell, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42597 Corbus, Stanford Football
Box 3683: 42598-42599 Caddell, Stanford Football
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Box 3684: 42600 Moore, Stanford Football
Box 3684: 42601 Allen, Stanford Football
Box 3684: 42602 Baker, Stanford Football
Box 3684: 42603 Jim Mace, Selling Call Bulletins
Box 3684: 42606 Doub, Stanford Football
Box 3684: 42608-42609 Cambell, Stanford Football
Box 3684: 42610-42612 Affler Baugh, Stanford Football
Box 3684: 42613 O'Connor, Stanford Football
Box 3684: 42620 Peter Ilyian
Box 3684: 42621-42622 Charlie Pie
Box 3684: 42626 Fuller, Santa Clara Football
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 3684: 42627</th>
<th>Judnick, Santa Clara Football</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42628</td>
<td>Beckrich, Santa Clara Football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42630</td>
<td>McCoy, Santa Clara Football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42631</td>
<td>Morey, Santa Clara Football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42632</td>
<td>Jackie Coogan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42633</td>
<td>Clipper Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42634</td>
<td>O’Donnel, Santa Clara Football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42635</td>
<td>Denser, Santa Clara Football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42636</td>
<td>Maurice Smith, Clipper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42637</td>
<td>Maurice Smith, Clipper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42638</td>
<td>Buck Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42639</td>
<td>Waterbury, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42640</td>
<td>Keefer, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42641</td>
<td>Williams, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42642</td>
<td>Meek, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42643</td>
<td>Valianos, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42644</td>
<td>Carlson, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42645</td>
<td>Stewart, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42645</td>
<td>Calkins, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42646</td>
<td>Bertoli, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42647</td>
<td>Valianos, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42648</td>
<td>Bill Ingram, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42649</td>
<td>Tozer, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42650</td>
<td>Ingram, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42651</td>
<td>Ingram, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42652</td>
<td>Arlett, Football, UC Berkeley (Cal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42653</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42654</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42655</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42656</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42657</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42658</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42659</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42660</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42661</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42662</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42663</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42664</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42665</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42666</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42667</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42668</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42669</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42670</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42671</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42672</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42673</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42674</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42675</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42676</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42677</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42678</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42679</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42680</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42681</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42682</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42683</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42684</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42685</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42686</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42687</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42688</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42689</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42690</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42691</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42692</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42693</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42694</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42695</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42696</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42697</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42698</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42699</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42700</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42701</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42702</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42703</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42704</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42705</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42706</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42707</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42708</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42709</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42710</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42711</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42712</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42713</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42714</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42715</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42716</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42717</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42718</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42719</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42720</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42721</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42722</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42723</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42724</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42725</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42726</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42727</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42728</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42729</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42730</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42731</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42732</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42733</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42734</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42735</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42736</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42737</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42738</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42739</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42740</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42741</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42742</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42743</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42744</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42745</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42746</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42747</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42748</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42749</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42750</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42751</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42752</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42753</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42754</td>
<td>Unidentified, Fire Department in Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42755</td>
<td>Unidentified, Fire Department in Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42756</td>
<td>Unidentified, Burned out building</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42757</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42758</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42759</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42760</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42761</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42762</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42763</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42764</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42765</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42766</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42767</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3684: 42768</td>
<td>Unidentified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Box 3684: 42798-42808 Shrine Parade
Box 3684: 42810-42817 Shrine Parade
Box 3684: 42819-42825 Shrine Parade
Box 3684: 42840-42841 Ike Caveney, San Francisco Seals Baseball
Box 3684: 42840 John McGraw
Box 3684: 42857 Babbich, Baseball Player, San Francisco Seals
Box 3684: 42860 Babbich [in San Francisco Seals baseball uniform, clowning with fish and fishing pole]
Box 3684: 42870-42871 Football Game
Box 3684: 42886-42893 St. Mary's Game [football]
Box 3684: 42894-42895 Canary and Lizard
Box 3684: 42896 Helen Oslin
Box 3684: 42897-42898 Rube Wolfe and son
Box 3684: 42899 Vincent Hallinan
Box 3684: 42900 Jack Dempsey
Box 3684: 42901 Aginini
Box 3684: 42901 Helen Galagan
Box 3684: 42902 Emporium Cactus Garden
Box 3684: 42903 Judge Trabucco
Box 3684: 42903 Judge Dunne
Box 3684: 42904 Wolff, Suspect in Hansen Murder
Box 3684: 42905 Mrs. Mary Mooney
Box 3684: 42906 Anna Mooney
Box 3684: 42906 Mrs. Mary Mooney
Box 3684: 42907 Mooney Case Clock
Box 3684: 42908 Pat Frayne
Box 3684: 42908 Dink Templeton
Box 3684: 42909 William G. McAdoo
Box 3684: 42909 Justus Wardell
Box 3684: 42910 Edwards Track at Berkeley
Box 3684: 42911-42913 Bonus Army at San Francisco
Box 3684: 42914 Judge Conlan
Box 3684: 42915 Claudio Muzio
Box 3684: 42916 Lily Pons
Box 3684: 42917 Mr. and Mrs. Westover and son
Box 3684: 42918 James Roosevelt and wife
Box 3684: 42919 Reed Chisholm
Box 3684: 42919 Reverand B. Hubbard
Box 3684: 42920-42921 Colma Fire
Box 3684: 42922 Mrs. G. Henno
Box 3684: 42923 H.M.S. Delhi (Ship)
Box 3684: 42924 H.M.S. Delhi Rum Barrel
Box 3684: 42925 Judge C.J. Goodell
Box 3684: 42926 Billie Burke
Box 3684: 42929 May Day Golden Gate Park
Box 3684: 42939-42940 Bonus Army at San Francisco
Box 3684: 42942 Mazie Darrell
Box 3684: 42943 Mrs. G. Henno
Box 3684: 42948 Mayor Rossi, in polling booth
Box 3684: 42949 Dink Templeton
Box 3684: 42950 Mrs. Lindford
Box 3684: 42951 Unidentified
Box 3684: 42952 Mrs. Nicholas Vilianos
Box 3684: 42955 Unidentified
Box 3684: 42955 Ina Claire
Box 3684: 42956 William Woodfield, Shriner
Box 3684: 42956 John Skeggs, Shriner
Box 3684: 42958 Rube Klawans
Box 3684: 42965-42966 Lois Pugh
Box 3684: 42969 Tennis Court of Fine Arts
Box 3684: 42970 Jean Harlow
Box 3684: 42971 Slip Madigan
Box 3684: 42975-42976 Key Route Fire
Box 3684: 42979 Joe Devine, Mission Baseball
Box 3684: 43027 Fred Hoffman, Baseball, Missio
Box 3684: 43111 Roger Hornsby, Baseball--Cubs
Box 3684: 43115a Veterans Memorial Building [interior of auditorium with event in progress]
Box 3684: 43116 Football, Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. TECH
Box 3684: 43116 Henry Schaldach, Football UC Berkeley
Box 3684: 43117 Barry, Football
Box 3684: 43118-43127 Football Game
Box 3684: 43127 Caddell, Football
Box 3684: 43127-43140 Caddell, Football
Box 3684: 43184 Dollar Family, Ransom Demand
Box 3684: 43187-43188 Ina Claire
Box 3684: 43191 Alice Sorr
Box 3684: 43193 [Richmond?]
Box 3684: 43193 Latham
Box 3684: 43193 [Richmond?]
Box 3684: 43194 Nate Coughlan
Box 3684: 43195-43200 Tanforan Race Track
Box 3684: 43201 Mr. and Mrs. Issy Dubrowen
Box 3684: 43207-43209 Opera Rehearsal
Box 3684: 43277 Colonei William Raymond
Box 3684: 43278 Herbert Fleishhacker
Box 3684: 43278 Joe Bearwald
Box 3684: 43279-43280 "Hurry" Cain, Football
Box 3684: 43281 Yvonne Vontress
Box 3684: 43282 Mrs. Fred Reast
Box 3684: 43282 Ramona Sachs
Box 3684: 43283 Lois Bruns
Box 3684: 43285 Golden Gate Park Lake
Box 3684: 43286 John (of Golden Gate Park) McLaren
Box 3684: 43287-43290 Jimmy McLarnin
Box 3684: 43292 Christmas Tree on ferry
Box 3684: 43294 Golf - Olympic Club Links
Box 3684: 43295 Miss Mary C. McRurrin
Box 3684: 43295 Mrs. Edward McRurrin
Box 3684: 43296 Janet Deane
Box 3684: 43297-43298 Babe Hollingperry
Box 3684: 43299 J.W. Stewart
Box 3684: 43300 Mrs. Elian
Box 3684: 43303-43304 German Flag Flying
Box 3684: 43306 Monte Blue
Box 3684: 43306 Mickey Walker
Box 3684: 43307 Billie Burke
Box 3684: 43308-43308a Jack Staples
Box 3684: 43309-43310 Ruth Lee
Box 3684: 43311 Lou Fonseca
Box 3684: 43312-43313 Mrs. A. Harry Field
Box 3684: 43314 Sandria Livingston
Box 3684: 43315-43316 Jean Meade
Box 3684: 43317 Kay Johnson
Box 3684: 43318 Maizie Darrell
Box 3684: 43319 Marjorie Hipsley
Box 3684: 43320-43321 Amelia Earhart
Box 3684: 43325-43328 Jack Kearns
Box 3684: 43329 Baby Osborne
Box 3684: 43331 Auto wreck -- Black Point
Box 3684: 43334 Andy Gallagher
Box 3684: 43334 R.L. Helley
Box 3684: 43335-43339 Clearing House Checks
Box 3684: 43340-43340 Mrs. M. Koschland
Box 3684: 43340-43340a Mr. & Mrs. Dowbrowen
Box 3684: 43341 Ben Eastman
Box 3684: 43344 Laborde, Stanford Track
Box 3684: 43345 J. McGrath, Sheriff
Box 3684: 43345-43348 Ernest Ruiz
Box 3684: 43349 George Germanot, Suicide scene
Box 3684: 43350 Putnam
Box 3684: 43350 Power, San Francisco Supervisor
Box 3684: 43350 Ancil Hoffman
Box 3684: 43351 Andy Gallagher
Box 3684: 43351 Lemon, Captain of police
Box 3684: 43351 Michael Ruinn, Police
Box 3684: 43352 Nobell Sullivan
Box 3684: 43352 Flora Govah
Box 3684: 43352 Lev. Shorr
Box 3684: 43354 San Francisco Assessor's office
Box 3684: 43355 Damon School Basketball Team
Box 3684: 43356-43357 Bond Relief Unemployed
Box 3684: 43356-43357 Unemployed -- Bond Relief
Box 3684: 43358 Mrs. Lawrence Maccume
Box 3684: 43359-43363 Federal Reserve money, 1933
Box 3684: 43359-43363 James Rolph
Box 3684: 43360 Bagpipe Band
Box 3684: 43364 Herbert Hoover
Box 3684: 43365 S.F. Call Insurance check, 1933
Box 3684: 43366 Lillian Tashman
Box 3684: 43367 Ann Welcome
Box 3684: 43368 Lars Alfred De Wees
Box 3684: 43369 Miss Carol Haseltine
Box 3684: 43369 Miss Elizabeth Jones
Box 3684: 43370-43371 Mrs. D.W. Gulliver
Box 3684: 43373 "Slip" Madigan
Box 3684: 43373 Spud Lewis
Box 3684: 43373 Tom Maloney
Box 3684: 43374-43376 Mrs. Mortimer Fleischmann, Jr. [or Fleishhacker?]
Box 3684: 43376 Gastone Usigli
Box 3684: 43377 J. Costello
Box 3684: 43378 P. Packer
Box 3684: 43379 J. Jimenez
Box 3684: 43381 S. Serpa
Box 3684: 43382 H. Salkin
Box 3684: 43384 Bill Jurgess, Baseball Chicago Cubs
Box 3684: 43385-43386 Babe Hermann, Baseball Chicago Cubs
Box 3684: 43389 Charley Root
Box 3684: 43391 Mrs. Hazel Lewis
Box 3684: 43392 George Canrinus, Football, St. Mary's
Box 3684: 43392 Fred Canrinus, Football, St. Mary's
Box 3684: 43393 C. Rogers, Football, Stanford
Box 3684: 43393 Allen, Football, Stanford
Box 3684: 43393 Afterbaugh, Football, Stanford
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43399</td>
<td>Preisnik, Stanford Football</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43399</td>
<td>Walker, Football, Stanford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43399</td>
<td>Lambert, Football, Stanford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43402</td>
<td>Clipper Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43403</td>
<td>Caddell, Football, Stanford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43404-43405</td>
<td>Targetta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43406</td>
<td>Buddy Tucker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43407-43408</td>
<td>U.S. Sailors, 1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43409-43410</td>
<td>Marian McLaughlin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43411-43412</td>
<td>Elizabeth Arden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43411-43412</td>
<td>Grover Magnin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43413</td>
<td>L.L. Poms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43414</td>
<td>Tallant Tubbs and wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43417 (early house)</td>
<td>Egan Case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43419</td>
<td>Templeton Crocker, Yacht “Zaca”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43420</td>
<td>Pauline Frederick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43424</td>
<td>Threat Letter Employee’s Liberty League</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43424-43427</td>
<td>Employees’ Liberty League Threat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43425-43427</td>
<td>Threat Letter to Examiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43428</td>
<td>William H. Crocker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43429</td>
<td>Amelia Earhart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43430</td>
<td>Thomas Houston, Shrine Potentate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43432</td>
<td>Nate Coughlan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43432</td>
<td>Tinnin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43433-43434</td>
<td>Mrs. Pauline Labarch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43435-43436</td>
<td>Mrs. Gregg Lifur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43437</td>
<td>Marian Hollins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43437-43438</td>
<td>Mrs. L.D. Cheney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43439-43440</td>
<td>Miss Jane Douglas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43442</td>
<td>Mrs. C.J. Woerner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43443</td>
<td>Vivian Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43444</td>
<td>Cactus Lot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43445</td>
<td>St. Francis Yacht Harbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43445</td>
<td>Yacht Harbor St. Francis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43447</td>
<td>Cecil Lackey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43448</td>
<td>Douglas Fairbanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43448</td>
<td>Mary Pickford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43449</td>
<td>Tivoli Theater Interior</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3684: 43547</td>
<td>Young Corbett</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43451</td>
<td>Macbeth Apt. Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43451</td>
<td>Macbeth Fire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43452</td>
<td>Flag Pole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43453-43454</td>
<td>Mexican Sculpture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43455-43456</td>
<td>Lou Fonseca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43456</td>
<td>Joe Cronin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43456</td>
<td>Chas Hunter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43457</td>
<td>L.A. Yancey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43459-43460</td>
<td>L.A. Yancey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43462</td>
<td>Monte Blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43462</td>
<td>Mickey Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43463</td>
<td>Archbishop Hanna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43464</td>
<td>Stan Laurel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43465-43466</td>
<td>Mrs. W. Moran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43467-43468</td>
<td>Old St. Mary’s Easter Crowd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43469-43469D</td>
<td>St. Ignatius Easter Crowd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3685: 43469E-43469F</td>
<td>St. Ignatius Good Friday</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 3685: 43470 Hugh McLeod
Box 3685: 43472 Mrs. Harry E. Fossey
Box 3685: 43473 John L. Considine
Box 3685: 43474-43475 Mrs. Henry Wulff, Golden Gate Bridge Dinner
    Additional Note
    [Print available: BANC PIC 1959.010 pt.1 :43474--PIC]
Box 3685: 43476 Mrs. George Pope, Jr.
Box 3685: 43479 Dr. Feuchtwanger
Box 3685: 43481 Mrs. W. Von Der Leith
Box 3685: 43481 Mrs. A.T. George
Box 3685: 43482 Mr. and Mrs. Anson Weeks
Box 3685: 43483-43484 James Curran
Box 3685: 43486 Caveney, Baseball-- Seals
Box 3685: 43487 Kenna, Baseball-- Seals
Box 3685: 43488-43489 Somoni, Baseball-- Seals
Box 3685: 43491 Waigren, Baseball-- Seals
Box 3685: 43495 Stutz, Baseball-- Seals
Box 3685: 43496 Garibaldi, Baseball-- Seals
Box 3685: 43497 Prout, Baseball-- Seals
Box 3685: 43498 Douglas
Box 3685: 43499 Kenna, Baseball-- Seals
Box 3685: 43499 Austinberg, Baseball-- Seals
Box 3685: 43501 Donovan, Baseball-- Seals
Box 3685: 43502 Zinn, Baseball-- Seals
Box 3685: 43503A-43506 Alameda ferry boat, Christmas show
Box 3685: 43507-43511 Santa Claus Parade
Box 3685: 43512-43514 Akron Diriaible
Box 3685: 43512-43514 Diriaible Akron
Box 3685: 43518-43521 Akron Dirigible
Box 3685: 43518-43521 Diriaible Akron
Box 3685: 43525 Akron Diriaible
Box 3685: 43525 Diriaible Akron
Box 3685: 43529-43533 Buena Vista School, Interior and Exterior
Box 3685: 43534-43536 Lido Restaurant Fire
Box 3685: 43534-43536 Lido Restaurant Fire
Box 3685: 43537-43539 Pat Frayne
Box 3685: 43538 Young Corbett
Box 3685: 43540-43541 M. Antoine
Box 3685: 43542 Patricia Tobin
Box 3685: 43543 Mrs. Palmer Fuller
Box 3685: 43548 Rev. Henry Ohloff
Box 3685: 43550 Slip Madigan
Box 3685: 43551 Dutch Ruble, Football
Box 3685: 43552 Ruth May Friend
Box 3685: 43553 Duke Meyer
Box 3685: 43554 Russ Westover and Family
Box 3685: 43555-43556 Helen Gahagan
Box 3685: 43556 A.P. Gianinni
Box 3685: 43557 M. Nellie Burdick
Box 3685: 43558 Mrs. Cora Lindquist
Box 3685: 43559-43560 Decoration Day, 1933
Box 3685: 43561-43562 Bank of America Gold Shipment
Box 3685: 43563 Martha Fay
Box 3685: 43563 Clair Zweig
Box 3685: 43563 Lovey Fay
Box 3685: 43564 Mrs. Robert O'Dell
Box 3685: 43564 Mollie Fay
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Box 3685: 43564 Dorothea Holden
Box 3685: 43564 Marion Hewlett
Box 3685: 43565 Peggy Hooper
Box 3685: 43567-43568 Mrs. Helen Holtze
Box 3685: 43576 Mrs. Li Ho Shee
Box 3685: 43577 Rene Cazanave
Box 3685: 43578 Reforestation Army
Box 3685: 43580 Robert Brayton, Suicide Attempt [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3685: 43582 Stan Laurel
Box 3685: 43583 Joe E. Brown
Box 3685: 43584 Barbara Bliss
Box 3685: 43585 Call Radio Group
Box 3685: 43587 Herbert Schenk
Box 3685: 43588 Albert Moon
Box 3685: 43588 Joseph O'Shea (Police)
Box 3685: 43589 James Fuller
Box 3685: 43590-43591 Mr. and Mrs. Andy Mahoney
Box 3685: 43592 Paul Verdier, Paul and sister
Box 3685: 43593-43596 Dr. Dickson
Box 3685: 43597 Douglas School
Box 3685: 43599 James Hatlo
Box 3685: 43599 Slip Madigan
Box 3685: 43600 Dorothy MacDonald
Box 3685: 43601 Dr. Feuchtwanger
Box 3685: 43602 Dorothy Burgess
Box 3685: 43603 Dorothy Deveuve
Box 3685: 43604 Alonzo Stagg
Box 3685: 43605 Florence Maxwell
Box 3685: 43610-43612 Jerry Hyde
Box 3685: 43613-43617 Ewing Field Stadium
Box 3685: 43620 Heather Farm Feed Truck
Box 3685: 43621-43622 Poulson, Trainer
Box 3685: 43621-43622 Winooka, Racehorse
Box 3685: 43624-43633 Robert Pommer
Box 3685: 43638-43639 California Tennis Club
Box 3685: 43640 Martha Worst
Box 3685: 43641-43642 Jean Sundborg
Box 3685: 43641-43642 Jean Lundborg
Box 3685: 43643-43644 Jessie Learn
Box 3685: 43645 Dorothy Rafferty
Box 3685: 43646 Jessie Learn
Box 3685: 43647-43648 B. Von Bremen
Box 3685: 43647 Eleanor Dickson
Box 3685: 43649 Margaret Jenkins
Box 3685: 43650 Isabel Dickson
Box 3685: 43651 Mary Reilly
Box 3685: 43652 Lillian Parker
Box 3685: 43653-43654 Madison, swimmer
Box 3685: 43669-43670 Don Budge, Playing Tennis [glass 43670 in Box 3665]
Box 3685: 43671-43672 Walter Honsberger
Box 3685: 43673 Venus Haynes
Box 3685: 43675 Governor's Conference, S.F., 1933-07-00
Box 3685: 43677 Fire, Fair Oaks
Box 3685: 43678 Gloria Scigliano
Box 3685: 43679 Doris Zimmer
Box 3685: 43680 Mildred Schmidt
Box 3685: 43681-43684 Florence Desmond
Box 3685: 43685 Carmen Duran
Box 3685: 43686 Dr. F.E. Bryant
Box 3685: 43686 Alex McCausland
Box 3685: 43687 Dutch Rubel
Box 3685: 43688 Bob Ashley
Box 3685: 43689-43690 Wright Corporation Kidnap Note, 1933-07-00
Box 3685: 43690 Wright Corporation Kidnap Note
Box 3685: 43691 Jack Black
Box 3685: 43692-43693 Nell Spotts
Box 3685: 43694-43695 Ann Welcome
Box 3685: 43696 Mrs. Pearl Saxe
Box 3685: 43697-43698 Mr. and Mrs. Remisoff
Box 3685: 43697 Adolph Bolm
Box 3685: 43699-43706 Patricia Ellis
Box 3685: 43700-43702 Tarzan Club Poisoning
Box 3685: 43703 Olga Feschke
Box 3685: 43704 Alice Anderson
Box 3685: 43705-43706 Glenda Farrell
Box 3685: 43705 Joe E. Brown
Box 3685: 43706 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3685: 43707 John Charles Thomas
Box 3685: 43707-43708 Walter Woolf
Box 3685: 43709-43711 St. Anne's Novena
Box 3685: 43712-43714 Paul Lukas
Box 3685: 43715 Mrs. Judah Ezra
Box 3685: 43716-43717 Lucille Falconer
Box 3685: 43718 Ann Welcome
Box 3685: 43719-43720 St. Joseph's Church, fiftieth anniversary
Box 3685: 43721 Mrs. Howard Reinhart
Box 3685: 43722-43723 Corena Daugherty
Box 3685: 43724 Walter Woolf
Box 3685: 43724 Barbara Belasco
Box 3685: 43725-43737 Prize Fight
Box 3685: 43738 Florence Bigone
Box 3685: 43739-43741 Marie Dressler
Box 3685: 43740-43743 Will Hayes
Box 3685: 43742 Gerald Kenny
Box 3685: 43743 Mrs. Will Hayes
Box 3685: 43744 Davis Lumber Co. Fire
Box 3685: 43745-43747 Henry Lill
Box 3685: 43748 Wingora, Race Horse
Box 3685: 43748 Sullivan
Box 3685: 43748 Poulson
Box 3685: 43749-43751 Bob Marsky
Box 3685: 43750 William Detsch
Box 3685: 43754-43763 Beresford Dogshow
Box 3685: 43754-43759 Tom Sawyer
Box 3685: 43755-43756 Florence Bigone
Box 3685: 43758-43761 Victor Eisner
Box 3685: 43758-43761 Shana Golden, Dog
Box 3685: 43760 Mrs. Dodge
Box 3685: 43765 Mrs. Victoria Armstrong
Box 3685: 43766 Polly Hutchinson
Box 3685: 43767 Mrs. William Duncan
Box 3685: 43768 Victoria Borel
Box 3685: 43768 Jeanne Bocqueraz
Box 3685: 43769 Eunice Fretz
Box 3685: 43770-43772 Mildred Schmidt
Box 3685: 43773-43774 Narcotics destroyed by fire
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Box 3685: 43775-43776 Reforestation Corps
Box 3685: 43777-43780 Tom Mooney
Box 3685: 43778-43780 Mrs. Mary Mooney
Box 3685: 43781 George Raft
Box 3685: 43782 Connie Moffet
Box 3685: 43783 Dan O’Brien, and Family
Box 3685: 43784 Peggy Hopkins Joyce
Box 3685: 43785 Tom Mooney
Box 3685: 43786 Kangaroo
Box 3685: 43788 Walter Mails
Box 3685: 43789 Young Corbett III
Box 3685: 43791 Sutro Forest Fire
Box 3685: 43791 Sutro Forest Fire
Box 3685: 43793 Jackie Fields
Box 3685: 43794-43795 Tom Mooney
Box 3685: 43796 Tom Gallery
Box 3685: 43797 Rev. Dickson
Box 3685: 43798 Peggy Hopkins Joyce
Box 3685: 43799 William Herder
Box 3685: 43800 Tom Mooney
Box 3685: 43800 Mrs. Mary Mooney
Box 3685: 43801 W.H. Crocker
Box 3685: 43802 George Place
Box 3685: 43804 Tom Mooney
Box 3685: 43805-43807 Narcotics Seizure
Box 3685: 43805-43807 Narcotics Seizure Ezra Brothers
Box 3685: 43814-43815 Dividend Checks Hearst Corp.
Box 3685: 43817-43818 Corbett, McLarnin Fight
Box 3685: 43821 Jimmy McLarnin
Box 3685: 43822 Dividend Checks Hearst Corp.
Box 3685: 43824 Baseball Opening
Box 3685: 43825 U.S. Treasury, Federal Reserve Building
Box 3685: 43826 Dan J. O’Brien
Box 3685: 43827 Lt. McPike
Box 3685: 43828 Babe Hollingberry
Box 3685: 43834-43835 Naval Party
Box 3685: 43839 Polar Bear
Box 3685: 43840-43841 Fleishhacker Pool
Box 3685: 43842 Orangutang
Box 3685: 43843 John Charles Thomas
Box 3685: 43843 Olney
Box 3685: 43844 Kathryn Stent
Box 3685: 43845 Larry Johnson, Police
Box 3685: 43845 Robert Smith, Police
Box 3685: 43846 Neyneen Farrell
Box 3685: 43847 Evelyn Connolly
Box 3685: 43847 J.J. Mahoney
Box 3685: 43849 Miss Shotwell Goeller [artist painting]
Box 3685: 43850 Emil Janel
Box 3685: 43851 Mrs. Heber Tilden
Box 3685: 43851 Gulady Mills
Box 3685: 43851 Mrs. Harold Smith
Box 3685: 43852 Botixiera, Baseball
Box 3685: 43853 Ann Welcome, [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3685: 43854 Tom Mooney
Box 3685: 43855 Dorothoy McDonald
Box 3685: 43856 Tom Mooney
Box 3685: 43857 Judge Ward
Box 3685: 43860 Dorothy McDonald
Box 3685: 43865 Joseph Gaer
Box 3685: 43866 Carolyn Newell
Box 3685: 43867 Humphreys
Box 3685: 43867 Millie Salomon
Box 3685: 43867 Christy Walsh
Box 3685: 43868 Eleanor Martin
Box 3685: 43869 Betty Leland
Box 3685: 43869 Anita Markowitz
Box 3685: 43870 (Dr.) F.E. Bryant
Box 3685: 43871 Schoenfeld, Judge
Box 3685: 43872 Dan London
Box 3685: 43872 Carl Messmer
Box 3685: 43873 Alex McCausland
Box 3685: 43873 (Dr.) F.E. Bryant
Box 3685: 43876 Miss Booth
Box 3685: 43877 Rosenbloom, Slapsie Maxie--Fouled
Box 3685: 43877 Lola Montez, Grass Valley Residence
Box 3685: 43878 Manfulo
Box 3685: 43880 Lola Montez
Box 3685: 43881 Abe Lysman
Box 3685: 43881 Benny Ruebens
Box 3685: 43882-43883 Ben Lindsey (Judge)
Box 3685: 43883 Marion Faery
Box 3685: 43884 Union Iron Works Pier Fire
Box 3685: 43884 Fire, Union Iron Works Pier
Box 3685: 43885 Muriel Clarke
Box 3685: 43886 Baer, Young
Box 3685: 43888 Helen Farrell
Box 3685: 43889 Christy Walsh
Box 3685: 43889 Humphreys
Box 3685: 43890 Flamingos
Box 3685: 43891 Secretary Bird
Box 3685: 43892 Bud Kevie
Box 3685: 43893 M.R.A. Meeting (Creel)
Box 3685: 43893 Whiting
Box 3685: 43893 Reichert
Box 3685: 43893 Andrew Furuseth
Box 3685: 43893 Jos Creel
Box 3685: 43893 Koster
Box 3685: 43893 Al Harrell
Box 3685: 43893 Vandaleur
Box 3685: 43894 Mr. & Mrs. W.B. Zimmerman
Box 3685: 43895-43898 Cricket Game
Box 3685: 43899 Robert Sheehan
Box 3685: 43899 Lucille Stewart
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Box 3686: 43900-43900 North Beach Play Ground
Box 3686: 43902 Judge Fritz
Box 3686: 43902 Eleanor Basabe
Box 3686: 43902 Juanita Meabe
Box 3686: 43903 Gus Arnheim
Box 3686: 43904 Lt. Tito Falconi
Box 3686: 43904 Paul Lukas
Box 3686: 43905 Davidoff
Box 3686: 43906 Barbette Hammell
Box 3686: 43907 Golden Gate Bridge Pier
| Box 3686: 43908 Joe E. Brown | Box 3686: 43910 Lars Fabian |
| Box 3686: 43911 Dorothy MacDonald | Box 3686: 43912 Hiram W. Johnson |
| Box 3686: 43912 Frank Havenner | Box 3686: 43913 Baribette Hammell |
| Box 3686: 43913 Tammany Young | Box 3686: 43915 S.F. Clearing House Certificate (1907) |
| Box 3686: 43920 Hughney Gareghty | Box 3686: 43920 Dorothy MacDonald |
| Box 3686: 43922 Molly Rudel | Box 3686: 43922 Ann Welcome |
| Box 3686: 43922 Rose McLaughlin | Box 3686: 43923 William McCarthy |
| Box 3686: 43924 World Map (Rainfall) | Box 3686: 43925 Football, California vs. Santa Clara, 1932 |
| Box 3686: 43930 Joe E. Brown | Box 3686: 43937 Hiram W. Johnson |
| Box 3686: 43938 James Rolph | Box 3686: 43942 Engluer, Police |
| Box 3686: 43942 Descalso, Police | Box 3686: 43943 Mike McDonald, Police |
| Box 3686: 43944 Capt. McNulty (USMC) | Box 3686: 43944 H.L. Roosevelt |
| Box 3686: 43944 Admiral Hinkle | Box 3686: 43945 Constantine Gardickas |
| Box 3686: 43946 Delores McDonald | Box 3686: 43946 Florence McDonald |
| Box 3686: 43946 Kevin McDonald | Box 3686: 43946 Mike McDonald |
| Box 3686: 43946 Anne Marie McDonald | Box 3686: 43947 Howard St. 1082 Captive Site, Woods |
| Box 3686: 43947 Woods Captive Site 1082 Howard St. | Box 3686: 43948 Market at 6th St. |
| Box 3686: 43949 Dr. Leland | Box 3686: 43950 Oswald Home Bomb Plot |
| Box 3686: 43951 Gladys Kutsche | Box 3686: 43951 Frances Gutfeld |
| Box 3686: 43951 Charlotte Herz | Box 3686: 43952 W.J. Proder |
| Box 3686: 43952 Leah Elliot | Box 3686: 43954 Eastern Star Members |
| Box 3686: 43961-43962 Third St. Bridge | Box 3686: 43963 Frank Egan |
| Box 3686: 43965-43966 Mr. & Mrs. Vincent Hallinan | Box 3686: 43966-43968 Harmon Gym Destruction--U.C. |
| Box 3686: 43969 Britt, Jockey | Box 3686: 43971-43972 Jimmy Crane |
| Box 3686: 43973 Billy & Gloria Rich | Box 3686: 43974 Alicia Orchutt |
| Box 3686: 43974 Dorothy Tomlin | Box 3686: 43975-43976 Caro Roma |
| Box 3686: 43976 Yacht Harbor Beach | Box 3686: 43977 Irene Burke |
| Box 3686: 43978 Winnifred Constanti | Box 3686: 43978-43979 Mr. & Mrs. Herman Cherry |
| Box 3686: 43980 Edna Curry | Box 3686: 43980 R.L. Davie |
Box 3686: 43981 Judge, Captain Dumps Guns, Police
Box 3686: 43982 Case Eviction, Santa Rosa Court House
Box 3686: 43983 Hillard (Judge) Comstock
Box 3686: 43984-43985 Doris Zimmer
Box 3686: 43986 Billy Duncan
Box 3686: 43987 Margaret Yates
Box 3686: 43987 Thirza Jones
Box 3686: 43987 Eleanor Stadtegger
Box 3686: 43987 Arturo Casiglia
Box 3686: 43988 Victor Olsen
Box 3686: 43988 Murray
Box 3686: 43990 A.P. Rees
Box 3686: 43990 W.B. (Lt.) Bailey, (USN)
Box 3686: 43990 F.E. Ragland
Box 3686: 43991 H.L. Grant
Box 3686: 43991 E.H. McCauley
Box 3686: 43991 C.H. Cramer
Box 3686: 43992 C.W. Arnold
Box 3686: 43992 J.B. Droegmeier
Box 3686: 43992 C.H. Richardson
Box 3686: 43993 Phillip Tubitt
Box 3686: 43993 W.S. Mayfield
Box 3686: 43994 Kathleen Delancy
Box 3686: 43994 George Kenny
Box 3686: 43995 Britt (Jockey)
Box 3686: 43995-44000 Wimooha, Horse
Box 3686: 43997-44000 Jockey Britt
Box 3686: 44001 Duke Meyer
Box 3686: 44002 Presidion Explosion
Box 3686: 44003 Margaret Bell
Box 3686: 44003 Ednah Butler
Box 3686: 44004 Esther Miller
Box 3686: 44005-44007 Case Eviction, Santa Rosa Court House
Box 3686: 44009 Jackie Fields
Box 3686: 44009 Young Corbett III
Box 3686: 44010 Jack Dillon
Box 3686: 44010 G.N. Barnett
Box 3686: 44010 Adeline Brown
Box 3686: 44011 Jack Harris
Box 3686: 44012 S.F. Skyline
Box 3686: 44013 Palace Hotel Bar
Box 3686: 44014 Eddie Puinomes
Box 3686: 44015 S.F. Skyline
Box 3686: 44016 Hearst Corporation Dividends
Box 3686: 44017 Pat Page
Box 3686: 44017 Roy Cummings
Box 3686: 44019 Young Corbett
Box 3686: 44019 Jackie Fields
Box 3686: 44020 (Dr.) Leland
Box 3686: 44021 Bayonet Charge
Box 3686: 44022 Eddie Quinomes
Box 3686: 44023 Babe Hollingberry
Box 3686: 44025 Mrs. W.B. Hamilton
Box 3686: 44026 Tanforan Race
Box 3686: 44027 "Harry I", Horse
Box 3686: 44027 Clarence Hansen
Box 3686: 44028-44034 (Dr.) Geiger
Box 3686: 44035-44036 Joe Di Maggio
Box 3686: 44037 Charlie Hunter
Box 3686: 44039 S.F. Skyline
Box 3686: 44040-44044 Auto Races--Oakland [44041 in glass Box 3668]
Box 3686: 44045-44046 San Francisco Map Model
Box 3686: 44047 Mooney Hearing
Box 3686: 44048 Kathleen Morris
Box 3686: 44048 Angelo (Mayor) Rossi
Box 3686: 44049 Jackie Fields
Box 3686: 44050 Young Corbett
Box 3686: 44051 Herbert Hoover
Box 3686: 44051 Alan Hoover
Box 3686: 44051 Mrs. Herbert Hoover
Box 3686: 44052 Red Grange
Box 3686: 44053-44054 Beer Stills
Box 3686: 44055 (Chief S.F. Police) Quinn
Box 3686: 44059-44060 Herbert Hoover
Box 3686: 44062 Red Grange
Box 3686: 44063 Slip Madigan
Box 3686: 44064 Matt Brady
Box 3686: 44065 Herbert Hoover
Box 3686: 44066 Third St. Bridge Fire
Box 3686: 44066 Third St. Bridge Fire
Box 3686: 44067 Palace Hotel Bar
Box 3686: 44070 Fort Scott
Box 3686: 44072 Charles Mulcahy
Box 3686: 44073 Buck Jones
Box 3686: 44074 Tom Mooney
Box 3686: 44074a Young Corbett III and Manfredo (boxer)
Box 3686: 44076 Third Street Bridge
Box 3686: 44077 Tom Mooney
Box 3686: 44079 Red Grange
Box 3686: 44082 H.H. McPike
Box 3686: 44083 Lurline (ship)
Box 3686: 44084 Slip Madigan
Box 3686: 44086 Stevenson Monument, R.L.
Box 3686: 44087 Slip Madigan
Box 3686: 44088-44090 California (UC Berkeley)-Stanford Football Game, 1932
Box 3686: 44091 Father Hubbard
Box 3686: 44093-44094 Tom Mooney
Box 3686: 44095 Ruth Elder
Box 3686: 44096 Roy Cummings
Box 3686: 44098 H.H. McPike
Box 3686: 44099 Walter Linforth
Box 3686: 44100 Palace Hotel Bar
Box 3686: 44101 San Francisco, Model
Box 3686: 44108 Maxie Rosenbloom
Box 3686: 44112 Mrs. Herman Cherry
Box 3686: 44113-44114 Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cherry
Box 3686: 44115-44116 Herman Cherry Letters
Box 3686: 44117 Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cherry
Box 3686: 44119 Tanforan Races
Box 3686: 44119 Tanforan Races
Box 3686: 44121 Judge Ward
Box 3686: 44122 Mrs. Ellen and Anita Thompson
Box 3686: 44129-44131 Hunting, "Cooks"
Box 3686: 44130 Palace Hotel Bar
Box 3686: 44133 Dr. Geiger
Box 3686: 44135-44138 Joe Di Maggio
Box 3686: 44139 Mr. and Mrs. Herman Cherry
Box 3686: 44140 Cherry, Herman and Jennings, Dean
Box 3686: 44141 Herman Cherry Letters
Box 3686: 44142 Bob Mansky
Box 3686: 44143 Jack Finger
Box 3686: 44144 Detsch and Clowens
Box 3686: 44149 Campbell, Putts 11th Green (golf)
Box 3686: 44157-44159 Nat Palacio
Box 3686: 44158 Clowens and Detsch
Box 3686: 44161 Bob Marsky, Golfing
Box 3686: 44166 Alameda Yacht race, 1933-06-11
Box 3686: 44169 Detsch, Win
Box 3686: 44170 Spud Campbell
Box 3686: 44171-44179 Buddy Baer
Box 3686: 44180 Betty Marino
Box 3686: 44181 Betty & Rodeo Group Marino
Box 3686: 44182 Murphy, Mathew Murphy, Eileen
Box 3686: 44184 Rassic, Angelo Boden, R. Eric
Box 3686: 44186 [Five Unidentified Men]
Box 3686: 44187 Boy Scouts Cooking
Box 3686: 44187A [Unidentified Man], [Wearing Suit and Hat]
Box 3686: 44188 Boy Scouts
Box 3686: 44189 Boy Scout Tepee
Box 3686: 44190 Boy Scouts Cooking
Box 3686: 44190 Mrs. Mooney
Box 3686: 44191 Boy Scouts and Mounted Policeman
Box 3686: 44192 Boy Scouts Eating
Box 3686: 44193 Boy Scout Buglers and Flag Bearer
Box 3686: 44194-44195 Evelyn Wenger
Box 3686: 44194-44195 Nicco Charisse
Box 3686: 44196 Eccleston Moran
Box 3686: 44199 Fabian Inquest
Box 3686: 44201 Frank Muller
Box 3686: 44204 Oswald Home
Box 3686: 44205 Richard Enler
Box 3686: 44206 Miss Christine and Doyey Family Johnston
Box 3686: 44207 Mr. and Mrs. Doyey
Box 3686: 44208 431 Folsom Street, San Francisco
Box 3686: 44209 McDonald’s Killer
Box 3686: 44210 7th and Mission Sts., San Francisco
Box 3686: 44211 McDonald at Central Hospital
Box 3686: 44212 McDonald Family
Box 3686: 44213 McDonald Children
Box 3686: 44214 Woods Sausalito Kidnap
Box 3686: 44215-44216 Edw. H. Bonbeek
Box 3686: 44231-44232 Foxes in cage
Box 3686: 44233 Baboon in cage
Box 3686: 44234-44236 Monkey in cage
Box 3686: 44238-44251 Tigers in cage
Box 3686: 44252 Ocelet
Box 3686: 44253 Chita and Marian Arguello
Box 3686: 44254 Alaska Packers at Trial
Box 3686: 44255 Carol Ackerman
Box 3686: 44256 363rd Infantry, Daily Report
Box 3686: 44257-44258 Mr. and Mrs. Robert G. Anderson
Box 3686: 44260 Anna B. Mezquido
Box 3686: 44260 Norma Bates
Box 3686: 44261 Mrs. William and Vivian Dole Baldwin
Box 3686: 44262 Elizabeth Bachmann
Box 3686: 44326 Fisherman's Wharf
Box 3686: 44327-44329 Libero Filippo
Box 3686: 44331 Motay Eel
Box 3686: 44332-44333 Guenther Fischer
Box 3686: 44334 Alabama Street Fire
Box 3686: 44335 G.L. Galyean
Box 3686: 44338 Saratoga (ship), Crew
Box 3686: 44341-44360 Hill Farm
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Box 3687: 44361 Mrs. Boice Gross
Box 3687: 44361 Mrs. Eugene Lloyd
Box 3687: 44361 Mrs. Robert Lockhart
Box 3687: 44362 Marjorie Ann Guild
Box 3687: 44363-44364 Charlotte Greenwood
Box 3687: 44367 Doris Gerdes
Box 3687: 44368 Mrs. R. Flood
Box 3687: 44368 Mrs. H. Garland
Box 3687: 44369 Dr. J.C. Geiger
Box 3687: 44370 Barbara Ganteaume
Box 3687: 44370 Eleanor Leavens
Box 3687: 44372 Dorothy Ames
Box 3687: 44372 Margaret Garceau
Box 3687: 44373-44374 Mr. and Mrs. John C. Neubauer, 44376
Box 3687: 44373-44374 Eunice Gastaldi
Box 3687: 44376-44377 Helen Jacobs
Box 3687: 44379-44380 Peggy Hopkins Joyce
Box 3687: 44381 Virginia Clotfelter
Box 3687: 44381 Rebecca Johnson
Box 3687: 44383 Dr. J.J. King
Box 3687: 44384 Edward Kruvosky
Box 3687: 44385 Mrs. Nellie Ross
Box 3687: 44386 Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hoover
Box 3687: 44387 Herbert Hoover
Box 3687: 44388 Luba Jabin
Box 3687: 44388 Mary Holmes
Box 3687: 44388 Anna Sukovitzen
Box 3687: 44389 Jim Hatlow
Box 3687: 44390-44391 Father Bernard Hubbard
Box 3687: 44392-44393 Mrs. Earle Keener [glass negative 44392 in Box 3672
Box 3687: 44395-44396 Spider Kelly's, Bar
Box 3687: 44397 Mrs. Robert Kasper
Box 3687: 44397 Mrs. Elizabeth McCune
Box 3687: 44398 Kentfield Grape Festival
Box 3687: 44399 Martha Kent
Box 3687: 44400 Doris Lowell
Box 3687: 44400 Katmai (Dog)
Box 3687: 44402 Mrs. John Levinson
Box 3687: 44403-44405 Al Lindquist
Box 3687: 44406 Lucien Labaut
Box 3687: 44416 Anna Contmeyer
Box 3687: 44416 Helen Griffin
Box 3687: 44416 Eleanor McNab
Box 3687: 44417 Betty Claff
Box 3687: 44417 Phyllis McMullen
Box 3687: 44418 Betty McQuaid
Box 3687: 44418 Kewpie Field
Box 3687: 44418 Antonette Grau
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Box 3687: 44419 Mrs. Moore
Box 3687: 44420-44421 Dudley Molten
Box 3687: 44422 Kathryn Meisle
Box 3687: 44427 Mrs. Richard Mason, Jr.
Box 3687: 44428-44431 Kay McGrath
Box 3687: 44432 Mrs. E.C. McLaughlin
Box 3687: 44433 Ellen McKinnon
Box 3687: 44433 Frances Ashe
Box 3687: 44434-44435 Dr. J.C. McPheeters
Box 3687: 44434-44435 Mrs. Robert Strickland
Box 3687: 44441 Tom Mann
Box 3687: 44443-44444 Apartment House Owner's Meeting
Box 3687: 44446 Henry Dana
Box 3687: 44448-44449 Gertrude Ord
Box 3687: 44450 Susie Jane Quealy
Box 3687: 44452-44453 Mary Pickford, Oct. 1, 1933
Box 3687: 44454 Mrs. Robert Bottorff
Box 3687: 44454 Mrs. Harold Pierce
Box 3687: 44454 Helen Lynch
Box 3687: 44455 Manjarie Peters
Box 3687: 44455 Peggy Baumberger
Box 3687: 44455 Barbara Baumberger
Box 3687: 44456 Mrs. George Presley
Box 3687: 44461 Evelyn Richards
Box 3687: 44461 Helen Bradfott
Box 3687: 44462 Aimee Field
Box 3687: 44462 Wilma Richardson
Box 3687: 44463 Mrs. Gudrun Roll
Box 3687: 44464 Mrs. Nellie Ross
Box 3687: 44470-44471 Stevdore Strike
Box 3687: 44472-44473 Pickers' Strike
Box 3687: 44474-44475 Market Street Fine
Box 3687: 44476-44477 Mrs. Anne Sapir
Box 3687: 44478 San Francisco, Model of Oldest House
Box 3687: 44479-44480 Dorothy Standley
Box 3687: 44481 Mrs. Stanley Sinton
Box 3687: 44481 Mrs. Robert Steinberger
Box 3687: 44482 Rosslyn Sloss
Box 3687: 44482 Gary Hodgson
Box 3687: 44483 Lee S. Stopple
Box 3687: 44483 Bern De Rochie
Box 3687: 44484 Attorney Sooey
Box 3687: 44484 Schumaker, Teacher
Box 3687: 44485-44486 Mrs. Sturdy
Box 3687: 44487-43388 Gabby Hartnett, Baseball Chicago Cubs
Box 3687: 44487-44489 Sun Bathers
Box 3687: 44490 John V. Sullivan
Box 3687: 44491 Attorney John Taafe
Box 3687: 44492-44493 Mrs. Doris Taft
Box 3687: 44494-44499 Tampico
Box 3687: 44500 Tanforan Racetrack
Box 3687: 44501-44502 Estelle Taylor
Box 3687: 44503 Mrs. Alyce Thompson
Box 3687: 44504 California Oaks
Box 3687: 44506-44508 Gene Tunney
Box 3687: 44511-44512 Nan Upham
Box 3687: 44511 Ruth Woolsey
Box 3687: 44512 Janet Wright
| Box 3687: 44512 | Elou Gunn |
| Box 3687: 44513 | Ione Van Arsdell |
| Box 3687: 44513 | Vivian Meyer |
| Box 3687: 44514 | Mrs. Richard Van der Las, Jr. |
| Box 3687: 44515 | Helene Hellenkamp |
| Box 3687: 44515 | Betty Van Kirk |
| Box 3687: 44516 | Mary Van Pelt |
| Box 3687: 44516 | Barbara Mikel |
| Box 3687: 44516 | Jane Parker |
| Box 3687: 44518 | Judge Corrigan |
| Box 3687: 44518 | George Vice |
| Box 3687: 44519 | George Vice |
| Box 3687: 44520 | Carl Wallen |
| Box 3687: 44522 | Izzy Weinstein, and Family |
| Box 3687: 44523-44525 | Ernest Williams |
| Box 3687: 44524-44525 | Jack Nelson |
| Box 3687: 44526 | Ursula Williamson |
| Box 3687: 44527-44528 | Ruth Woolsey |
| Box 3687: 44527-44528 | Polo (dog) |
| Box 3687: 44541 | Francesca Young |
| Box 3687: 44542 | Mouse Deer |
| Box 3687: 44543-44547 | Armistice Day, 1933 |
| Box 3687: 44548 | Mrs. Gertrude Arnold |
| Box 3687: 44551-44552 | Golden Gate Bridge Float |
| Box 3687: 44556 | David Brower |
| Box 3687: 44557 | Al Boss |
| Box 3687: 44557 | John Cafferata |
| Box 3687: 44558 | Mrs. Harry Troupe |
| Box 3687: 44558 | Mrs. Ralph Caldwell |
| Box 3687: 44559 | Mrs. Drew Chidester |
| Box 3687: 44560-44561 | Chinese children |
| Box 3687: 44562 | Manuel Nascimento |
| Box 3687: 44562 | Pete Clavare |
| Box 3687: 44563 | Mrs. Leo Clayburgh |
| Box 3687: 44564 | Clementina Street Fire |
| Box 3687: 44565 | Archbishop Hanna |
| Box 3687: 44565 | George Creel |
| Box 3687: 44566 | Steve Daragan |
| Box 3687: 44569 | Lucretia Bori |
| Box 3687: 44569 | Marie Davidson |
| Box 3687: 44570 | Mrs. Dorothy Decatur |
| Box 3687: 44571-44576 | Mr. and Mrs. Jack Dempsey |
| Box 3687: 44578 | John Eppinger |
| Box 3687: 44578 | Tadini Bacigalupi |
| Box 3687: 44579 | C. Etchber |
| Box 3687: 44580 | Fabian |
| Box 3687: 44580 | Attorney MacKenzie |
| Box 3687: 44581 | Martha Fay |
| Box 3687: 44581 | Mrs. Ward Law |
| Box 3687: 44581 | Dorothea Holden |
| Box 3687: 44582 | Ruth Fox |
| Box 3687: 44583 | Peggy O'Connor |
| Box 3687: 44583 | Sidney Francis |
| Box 3687: 44584 | Carolyn Marymont |
| Box 3687: 44584 | Emily Frederick |
| Box 3687: 44584 | Marion Gorrill |
| Box 3687: 44585 | Elizabeth Freyber |
| Box 3687: 44586 | Fuller Paint Fire |
Box 3687: 44644 Cecilia Kozloski
Box 3687: 44645 Mrs. A.A. Semsen
Box 3687: 44645 Mrs. L.E. Bowman
Box 3687: 44645 Mrs. W.J. Jaenicke
Box 3687: 44646 Henry Albrecht
Box 3687: 44646 David Malone
Box 3687: 44646 Harvey Shawver
Box 3687: 44647 Frank Smith
Box 3687: 44648 Mrs. George Stempel
Box 3687: 44649-44652 Claude Swanson
Box 3687: 44653 Estelle Taylor
Box 3687: 44654 Vera Thomas
Box 3687: 44654 George Sanders
Box 3687: 44655 Mrs. Miller
Box 3687: 44655-44656 Mr. and Mrs. Law rence Tibbett
Box 3687: 44657-44658 Mrs. Stephen Torcher
Box 3687: 44659-44662 Army Archers
Box 3687: 44665 Weinstein Co. Department Store
Box 3687: 44666 Police Lt. Joseph Mignona
Box 3687: 44666 Thomas Waldron
Box 3687: 44667 Ann Welcome Shool
Box 3687: 44668-44671 Ann Welcome
Box 3687: 44672 Evelyn Weyher
Box 3687: 44672 Evelyn Mack
Box 3687: 44673 Max Dolin
Box 3687: 44673 John Wong
Box 3687: 44676 Mr. and Mrs. C.F. Coldington
Box 3687: 44681 Charley Reed
Box 3687: 44684 William C. Raiston
Box 3687: 44685 Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hoover
Box 3687: 44685 Ray Lyman Wilbur
Box 3687: 44686 Mr., Mrs. and Miss Babe Ruth
Box 3687: 44698-44704 Chicago (ship) Shipwreck
Box 3687: 44706 Ann Bailey
Box 3687: 44706 Clara Miller
Box 3687: 44706 Kinta Ackerman
Box 3687: 44707 Ansel Adams
Box 3687: 44708-44710 Pauline Allen
Box 3687: 44711 Bruce Cabot
Box 3687: 44711 Adrian Ames
Box 3687: 44712-44719 Eddie Anderson
Box 3687: 44716 Judge Fitz
Box 3687: 44717 Jerald Kenny
Box 3687: 44717-44719 Emil Anderson
Box 3687: 44719 Jerald Kenny
Box 3687: 44720-44721 Mickey, Orangutan
Box 3687: 44724 Tom Arata
Box 3687: 44724 Iris Flyman
Box 3687: 44726 Ann Bailey
Box 3687: 44728 Casper Baretta
Box 3687: 44729-44731 William H. Megson
Box 3687: 44729-44731 Phil B. Bekeart
Box 3687: 44732 Miss Patricia Bernard
Box 3687: 44732 Madeline de Martini
Box 3687: 44733-44734 Major Bouie
Box 3687: 44736-44737 Audrey Brumfield
Box 3687: 44736-44737 Loron Washburn
Box 3687: 44736-44737 Bob Camp
Box 3687: 44737A Pat Lyons
Box 3687: 44737A Barbara Buckley
Box 3687: 44738 Lorraine O'Brien
Box 3687: 44738 Constance Callan
Box 3687: 44739 Mrs. Maxie Sely
Box 3687: 44739 Mrs. H. Calvo
Box 3687: 44741 Barbara Carpenter
Box 3687: 44741 Edith Bentley
Box 3687: 44746-44748 Vincent Chinn
Box 3687: 44755-44756 Pat Connolly
Box 3687: 44758 John Corbett
Box 3687: 44760-44765 Young Corbett III
Box 3687: 44767 Helen Crocker
Box 3687: 44770 Miss Aurelia Cunning
Box 3687: 44771 Mary C. O'Connor
Box 3687: 44771 Abigail Foster
Box 3687: 44773-44774 Mary Dakin
Box 3687: 44775 R.A. Davis
Box 3687: 44786 Mrs. Robert Dorman
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Box 3688: 44790 C.D. Dunbar
Box 3688: 44791-44792 Doris Duke
Box 3688: 44793-44797 Frank Fabian, Jr.
Box 3688: 44798 Helen Farrell
Box 3688: 44799 Presidio Forest Fire
Box 3688: 44800-44805 Fires and Firemen at Work
Box 3688: 44807 Jane Cecilia Furman
Box 3688: 44808-44810 Fugita, Artist
Box 3688: 44811 Jane Cecilia Furman
Box 3688: 44812 Galliland
Box 3688: 44813 Hugh Gallagher
Box 3688: 44813 Carl Maritzen
Box 3688: 44814 Margaret Ganceau
Box 3688: 44815 Mr. Gardickas
Box 3688: 44816-44817 Doris Garner
Box 3688: 44818-44819 Patricia Geisler
Box 3688: 44820 Andrew Miller
Box 3688: 44820 A.V. Godsave
Box 3688: 44820 A.H. Evans
Box 3688: 44821 Sylvia Golzman
Box 3688: 44822 Virginia Dumont
Box 3688: 44822 Barney Gould
Box 3688: 44823 Mrs. Gordon Greene
Box 3688: 44823 Mrs. Peter Beaver
Box 3688: 44824 Attorney Elkins
Box 3688: 44824 Judge Fritz
Box 3688: 44824 Herman I. Gruhn
Box 3688: 44826-44827 Texas Guinan
Box 3688: 44828 Corp. Richard Hamlon
Box 3688: 44829 Jimmy Hatlo
Box 3688: 44830 Hatlo
Box 3688: 44831-44832 Havenner
Box 3688: 44833-44834 Emmett Hayden
Box 3688: 44833 Margaret Hayden
Box 3688: 44833 May Collins
Box 3688: 44834 Morris Waxman
Box 3688: 44835-44836 Grace Boles Hedge
Box 3688: 44835-44836 Francisca McGettigan
Box 3688: 44837 Mrs. Walter Heil
Box 3688: 44838 Grace Hayes
Box 3688: 44838 Lind Hayes
Box 3688: 44839-44840 Horace Heidt's Band
Box 3688: 44841 Horace Heidt
Box 3688: 44842 Mrs. Walter Heil
Box 3688: 44843 Mrs. L. Fox
Box 3688: 44843 Mrs. Ben Bossi
Box 3688: 44843 Mrs. E.H. Hinckley
Box 3688: 44843 Mrs. A. Hendrickson
Box 3688: 44844-44845 Mary Sears
Box 3688: 44846 Robert Holliday
Box 3688: 44847-44848 Mrs. Herbert Hoover
Box 3688: 44849 Inspector Peter Hughes
Box 3688: 44850 Mrs. John Hunton
Box 3688: 44851 Olga Ilyin
Box 3688: 44852-44853 Helen Jacobs
Box 3688: 44854 Ruth Jeniff
Box 3688: 44855-44856 Congresswoman Kahn
Box 3688: 44857-44859 Kamokila Club
Box 3688: 44860 Barney Gould
Box 3688: 44860 Jean Kelley
Box 3688: 44860 Virginia Dumont
Box 3688: 44861-44863 Rev. Leslie Kelly
Box 3688: 44864 Mrs. J.A. Kendrick
Box 3688: 44864 Mrs. G.H. Nelson
Box 3688: 44865 Regis Tooney
Box 3688: 44865 Muriel Kirkland
Box 3688: 44867 Elena Bacigalupi
Box 3688: 44867 Marie Becker
Box 3688: 44867 Melba Petri
Box 3688: 44867 Elsie Lafranconi
Box 3688: 44868 Lawson Letter
Box 3688: 44869 Sergeant Lance
Box 3688: 44871 Jewel Lewis
Box 3688: 44871 Dr. J.C. Geiger
Box 3688: 44872-44873 Anne Lindbergh
Box 3688: 44873 Col. Charles Lindbergh
Box 3688: 44874 Lum
Box 3688: 44875 Virginia Lyons
Box 3688: 44879 Leo Schwab
Box 3688: 44879-44882 Shirley Maritzen
Box 3688: 44881 Leo Schwab
Box 3688: 44883 Mrs. C. Levy
Box 3688: 44883 Mrs. M. Carroll
Box 3688: 44883 Miss B. McCrary
Box 3688: 44883 Miss Kate Foley
Box 3688: 44883 Mrs. E. Seares
Box 3688: 44884 Dorothy Mills
Box 3688: 44884 Eleanor McGill
Box 3688: 44887 Frank McLeod
Box 3688: 44888 Galvin McNab
Box 3688: 44889 Dr. Mejia
Box 3688: 44897 Mount Davidson Cross Model
Box 3688: 44898 Steward Bob Nelson
Box 3688: 44898 George K. Rhodes
Box 3688: 44898 Christine Thomas
Box 3688: 44899 Janette Nelson
Box 3688: 44900-44904 Frank Needles
Box 3688: 44907 Dan O'Brien casket
Box 3688: 44908 William O'Brien
Box 3688: 44908 Charles Welsh
Box 3688: 44909-44910 Art Oliver
Box 3688: 44911 Paul Perrissino
Box 3688: 44912 Mrs. George Pope
Box 3688: 44912 Helen Crocker
Box 3688: 44915 Kay Johnson
Box 3688: 44915-44916 Susie Jane Quealy
Box 3688: 44917 Dan Quigley
Box 3688: 44918-44921 Chief Quinn
Box 3688: 44918-44919 Capt. Horace McGowan
Box 3688: 44920 Earl Warren
Box 3688: 44921 John Corbett
Box 3688: 44922 Leila Raisch
Box 3688: 44922 Nico Charisse
Box 3688: 44923-44924 Mr. M. Rebizzo
Box 3688: 44925 Nicolai Remisoff
Box 3688: 44926 Mary Roberts
Box 3688: 44933 Cal. Robert Roos
Box 3688: 44934 Marie Rosenbloom
Box 3688: 44936-44937 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3688: 44936 J.J. Tynan
Box 3688: 44943 San Francisco Missouri Street
Box 3688: 44945 San Francisco Sherman-Clay Co.
Box 3688: 44946 San Francisco Pine and Leavenworth Streets
Box 3688: 44947 San Francisco Union Square
Box 3688: 44949 Josephine G. Seaman
Box 3688: 44950 Maj. J.P. Nourse
Box 3688: 44950 Beverly Seares
Box 3688: 44956 Malay Witnesses
Box 3688: 44957 Miss Dot Bostwick
Box 3688: 44957 Miss Maria Brooks
Box 3688: 44958 Ursula Williamson
Box 3688: 44958 Maire Merle
Box 3688: 44958 Mrs. Brent Simmons
Box 3688: 44959 H.E. Sargent
Box 3688: 44959 H.O. Edmonds
Box 3688: 44959 Cal. R. Sims
Box 3688: 44961 Cliffer Smith
Box 3688: 44962-44965 Helen Smith
Box 3688: 44965 Jack Shine
Box 3688: 44966-44967 Fred Solari
Box 3688: 44968-44971 Virginia C. Spear
Box 3688: 44972 Mrs. Lillian Hall
Box 3688: 44972 Catherine Stang
Box 3688: 44973-44975 Mrs. Louise T. Stark
Box 3688: 44977 Barney Sullivan
Box 3688: 44978 Mr. & Mrs. Billy Sunday
Box 3688: 44979 Mrs. George Sunday
Box 3688: 44979 Mrs. Billy Sunday
Box 3688: 44981 Charles Adams
Box 3688: 44981 Bruce Herrington
Box 3688: 44982 J.C. Roski
Box 3688: 44982 A. Carroll
Box 3688: 44982 L. Meredith
| Box 3688: 44985 H.E. Shoemaker          |
| Box 3688: 44985 E.L. Marshall           |
| Box 3688: 44985 M.J. Walker             |
| Box 3688: 44985 W.K. Phillips           |
| Box 3688: 44986 John Soward             |
| Box 3688: 44986 Sgt. G. Moone           |
| Box 3688: 44986 John L. McKill          |
| Box 3688: 44988-44990 Mrs. H.F. Gettings, Jr. |
| Box 3688: 44988-44990 Mrs. W.B. Suett |
| Box 3688: 44993 Mrs. Andrew Talbot      |
| Box 3688: 44994-44996 Mercedes Tam      |
| Box 3688: 44997 Teresina                |
| Box 3688: 44997 Wilfred Davis           |
| Box 3688: 44998 William Tevis, Sr.      |
| Box 3688: 44999 Mrs. Thierback          |
| Box 3688: 45000 Mrs. George Thierbach   |
| Box 3688: 45001 Vera Thomas              |
| Box 3688: 45002 Gladys Thomson          |
| Box 3688: 45003 Tobin's Car             |
| Box 3688: 45004 Scene of Tobin's Wreck  |
| Box 3688: 45005 Patricia Turner        |
| Box 3688: 45006-45007 Battleship California |
| Box 3688: 45011 Chester (ship)          |
| Box 3688: 45013 Maryland (ship)         |
| Box 3688: 45019 Raleigh (ship)          |
| Box 3688: 45020 Medical Operation unidentified |
| Box 3688: 45021 Navy Chow Table         |
| Box 3688: 45022 Navy X Ray Aparatus     |
| Box 3688: 45023 Lounging on board ship |
| Box 3688: 45024 Navy Hospital Beds      |
| Box 3688: 45025 Ship Signal and men manning it |
| Box 3688: 45026 Unidentified            |
| Box 3688: 45027 Washing down the ship   |
| Box 3688: 45028-45029 Unidentified      |
| Box 3688: 45030 J.M. Fulton, Sailor     |
| Box 3688: 45030 L.C. Curtis, Sailor     |
| Box 3688: 45031 A.P. Watkins, Sailor    |
| Box 3688: 45031 Fred Harnes             |
| Box 3688: 45032 Gobs at Bar             |
| Box 3688: 45033 5 of "Universal Melodists" |
| Box 3688: 45034 Berkeley USC Band, 1933 |
| Box 3688: 45035 Barbara Upson           |
| Box 3688: 45035 Carol Lee Bowlard, Gilrscout |
| Box 3688: 45036-45037 Ninfa Valvo       |
| Box 3688: 45038 SF Police Vandervoovt   |
| Box 3688: 45039 Cyen Van Gordon         |
| Box 3688: 45040 Victory Salvage Co.     |
| Box 3688: 45041-45042 Frede Vidav      |
| Box 3688: 45043 Virginia Webb           |
| Box 3688: 45044 Barbara Upson           |
| Box 3688: 45044 Mavd Weidenmuller       |
| Box 3688: 45046 Ann Welcome Exhibit     |
| Box 3688: 45047-45048 Frank Weston     |
| Box 3688: 45050 Ad Department Whiskey Bottles |
| Box 3688: 45051 Miss Jean White         |
| Box 3688: 45052 Francella Winchell      |
| Box 3688: 45054 Californian Vineyard, [Copy of Photograph] |
| Box 3688: 45055 Georgia Wood            |
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Box 3688: 45055 Mary Grace Borel
Box 3688: 45056 Mrs. William E. Wright
Box 3688: 45057 L.B. Cornish
Box 3688: 45058 Ralph Palmer
Box 3688: 45059 George Wieland
Box 3688: 45060 D.E. Padget
Box 3688: 45061 Gardner L. Williams
Box 3688: 45062 M.M. Vanderpoole
Box 3688: 45063 J.M. Dolan
Box 3688: 45064 J.F. Brown
Box 3688: 45065 H.K. Hyde
Box 3688: 45066 Ray Williams
Box 3688: 45067 Al Sparrow
Box 3688: 45068 R.J. Raeder
Box 3688: 45069 H.G. Smith
Box 3688: 45070 J.L. Behrendt
Box 3688: 45071 Gardner L. Williams
Box 3688: 45073 Auto of the Future
Box 3688: 45073a Borneo Joe (Monkey)
Box 3688: 45074 Chef Charlie
Box 3688: 45074a Borneo Joe (Monkey)
Box 3688: 45075 Chef Charlie
Box 3688: 45075 Madge Bailus
Box 3688: 45076 USF Basketball
Box 3688: 45076a Joe Borreo, Monkey
Box 3688: 45077 Louis Bernfield
Box 3688: 45077a Barbara Bliss
Box 3688: 45078-45079 Louis Bernfield
Box 3688: 45078 Judge Fritz
Box 3688: 45078a Golden Gate Bridge Construction
Box 3688: 45079a Golden Gate Bridge Construction
Box 3688: 45080 Barbara Bliss
Box 3688: 45080a Golden Gate Bridge Construction
Box 3688: 45081 Budrin, 1933
Box 3688: 45081a Bull and Bear Fight
Box 3688: 45082 Gerald Kenney
Box 3688: 45082 Budrin
Box 3688: 45082 Les Gillian
Box 3688: 45082A Narcotics (Dope), Hidden as Flour [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3688: 45083 Budrin
Box 3688: 45083A Stanford vs. UC Berkeley (Cal), Football, 1929
Box 3688: 45084 Joan Burke
Box 3688: 45084a Hammett Dashmig
Box 3688: 45085 Joan Burke
Box 3688: 45085a Eleanor Mehevin
Box 3688: 45086 Mrs. W. Kevin Casey
Box 3688: 45087 St. Ignatius Church
Box 3688: 45087a Mehevin
Box 3688: 45088 San Francisco Commerical Club Choir
Box 3688: 45089 St. Charles Church Good Friday
Box 3688: 45089a Eleanor Mehevin
Box 3688: 45090a Mickey Mouse
Box 3688: 45091 Katherine Cornell
Box 3688: 45092 C.W.A.
Box 3688: 45093 C.W.A.
Box 3688: 45094 Emilia Da Prato
Box 3688: 45095 Jimmy Donahue
Box 3688: 45095a Santa Claus
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3688: 45096 Unidentified Woman at liquor store
Box 3688: 45096a Santa Claus
Box 3688: 45097 Unidentified
Box 3688: 45097a Upton Sinclair
Box 3688: 45098 Unidentified
Box 3688: 45099 Unidentified
Box 3688: 45100 Chinese Football Players
Box 3688: 45101 Magaret Frost
Box 3688: 45102 Magaret Garceau
Box 3688: 45103-45104 Lorna Lachmond
Box 3688: 45103-45104 Eva Gruninger
Box 3688: 45105 Unidentified
Box 3688: 45106 Marse Sullivan
Box 3688: 45106 Lillian Hanlon
Box 3688: 45107 C.W.A., Nellie Hart
Box 3688: 45108-45109 Mr. and Mrs. Ray Haskins
Box 3688: 45110-45111 Nell Kelly
Box 3688: 45112-45114 Alice and Louise King
Box 3688: 45115-45116 (One of the King girls) Unidentified
Box 3688: 45117 Louise King
Box 3688: 45118 Trapeze
Box 3688: 45119 Alyse King
Box 3688: 45120 Ed King, SF Policeman
Box 3688: 45121 Warren Brown
Box 3688: 45121 Nick LuKats
Box 3688: 45121 Bill Kaufman
Box 3688: 45122 Ruth Wolsey
Box 3688: 45122 Jean Mac Nicol
Box 3688: 45123 Mavian Mills
Box 3688: 45124 Dickie Moove
Box 3688: 45125 Train of the Future
Box 3688: 45126-45129 M.H. Records Shine
Box 3688: 45130 Liner of the Future
Box 3688: 45131 Sara Snooke
Box 3688: 45132 Anna Louise Strong
Box 3688: 45133-45135 Sunnyvale
Box 3688: 45136 Alice Twitchell
Box 3688: 45137-45138 Dock Loading Scene
Box 3688: 45139 Yacht Harbor
Box 3688: 45140-45142 Helen Yorke
Box 3688: 45145-45146 Ed and father Anderson
Box 3688: 45147 Bugler on Pennsylvania (ship)
Box 3688: 45148-45153 Parade (unidentified)
Box 3688: 45154-45155 Ann Astill
Box 3688: 45156 Drinking Pisco in a SF Saloon
Box 3688: 45157-45158 Berkeley Snow
Box 3688: 45159 Melva Columb
Box 3688: 45159 Adaline Blass
Box 3688: 45160-45161 Golden Gate Bridge under Construction
Box 3688: 45162 Bull and Bear Fight
Box 3688: 45163 Joan Burke
Box 3688: 45164-45166 Earl Carroll, (Vanities)
Box 3688: 45167-45168 Communists at German Consulate (communism)
Box 3688: 45169 Katherine Cornell
Box 3688: 45170-45171 C.W.A.
Box 3688: 45172 Olga Dausse
Box 3688: 45172 Wanda Herrington
Box 3688: 45173 Betty Sherman
| Box 3688: 45173 | Tillie Davis |
| Box 3688: 45173 | Roselyn Cutz |
| Box 3688: 45174 | Mme. Marie DeMatreades |
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| Box 3689: 45175-45176 | Marian Farley |
| Box 3689: 45175 | Capt. Chas Dullea |
| Box 3689: 45177-45180 | Jean Erwin |
| Box 3689: 45181 | Myrtle Friedman |
| Box 3689: 45182 | Greta Garbo |
| Box 3689: 45183 | 1st page Call Bulletin, May 10, 1922 |
| Box 3689: 45184 | Juanita Hutton |
| Box 3689: 45185 | Henry Q. Hawes |
| Box 3689: 45186 | Jane Hewlett |
| Box 3689: 45187 | Princess Molvani |
| Box 3689: 45188-45191 | Barbara Hutton |
| Box 3689: 45192 | Alfred Jensen |
| Box 3689: 45193 | Mrs. W. Kevin Casey |
| Box 3689: 45194 | Mrs. Henry J. Kuechler |
| Box 3689: 45196 | Dorothy Lee |
| Box 3689: 45197 | Anna Lynch |
| Box 3689: 45197 | Winifred Gibson |
| Box 3689: 45197 | Janet Irwin |
| Box 3689: 45198 | Slip Madigan and Family |
| Box 3689: 45199-45200 | Slip Madison and Family |
| Box 3689: 45201 | Louis Mayer |
| Box 3689: 45201 | George Hatfield |
| Box 3689: 45202 | Judge Theresa Meikle |
| Box 3689: 45203 | Mickey Mouse |
| Box 3689: 45204-45206 | Christine and Virginia Miller |
| Box 3689: 45207 | Mrs. Eva Mordacai |
| Box 3689: 45208 | Jas O’Brien |
| Box 3689: 45209 | John O’Toole |
| Box 3689: 45210-45211 | Edward Quinones |
| Box 3689: 45212-45215 | Delores Roberts |
| Box 3689: 45219 | Santa Claus |
| Box 3689: 45220 | Mrs. Helen Shine |
| Box 3689: 45221-45227 | H.M. Shine, Federal Records of... |
| Box 3689: 45228-45229 | Upton Sinclair |
| Box 3689: 45230-45231 | Ruth Slengensky |
| Box 3689: 45231 | Officer Tom Flynn |
| Box 3689: 45232-45233 | Robert Patton |
| Box 3689: 45232-45233 | George Sullivan |
| Box 3689: 45234 | Sunnyvale Hangar |
| Box 3689: 45235 | Beryl Wallace, Earl Carroll girls |
| Box 3689: 45235 | Anya Taranda, Earl Carroll girls |
| Box 3689: 45235 | Lida Nacova, Earl Carroll girls |
| Box 3689: 45236-45237 | Mrs. John Levison |
| Box 3689: 45236 | George Thierbach |
| Box 3689: 45238 | Rossi Uhl |
| Box 3689: 45239 | Adolph Uhl |
| Box 3689: 45240 | Miss Ernestine Adams |
| Box 3689: 45240 | Mrs. Adolph Uhl |
| Box 3689: 45241-45242 | Navy Flyers |
| Box 3689: 45242 | Thelma White |
| Box 3689: 45243 | Ed. Wobber |
| Box 3689: 45243 | Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Hale |
| Box 3689: 45243 | Russell Carpenter |
Box 3689: 45244-45247 Eddie Anderson
Box 3689: 45248-45249 Dogs at City Pound
Box 3689: 45250 Arnerich, Santa Clara Football
Box 3689: 45251 Banking Code, Meeting
Box 3689: 45260a?-45263 Barbary Coast, Pacific Street
Box 3689: 45264 Ed. Johnson
Box 3689: 45265-45267 Collier Connell
Box 3689: 45268 Patricia Connolly
Box 3689: 45269-45270 Young Corbett III Fighter
Box 3689: 45271 Young Corbett III Jui Jitsu
Box 3689: 45272 Young Corbett, Weigh In
Box 3689: 45272 Larry White
Box 3689: 45273 George Corbett, and Young Corbett III
Box 3689: 45274-45275 Irene Flyzik, with Portrait of Margaret Zender
Box 3689: 45278 Mission High Football Team
Box 3689: 45279-45282 Grayson, Football, Stanford
Box 3689: 45283 Charlotte Henry
Box 3689: 45283 Mayor Rossi
Box 3689: 45285 Robert P. Holliday
Box 3689: 45286 Babe Hollecter, Coaching
Box 3689: 45288-45289 Helen Jacobs
Box 3689: 45290 Kaliski, Santa Clara Football
Box 3689: 45290 Carlso, Santa Clara Football
Box 3689: 45291 East-West Game, Mass Bands
Box 3689: 45292 Isabel McCreery
Box 3689: 45293 Marius Lafie
Box 3689: 45293 Charles Schwinberg
Box 3689: 45295 Frank Latulipe
Box 3689: 45296-45298 Walter Mails
Box 3689: 45299 Alice Marble
Box 3689: 45301 Unidentified
Box 3689: 45308 Babe Marino, Fighter
Box 3689: 45309 Babe Marino, Fighter
Box 3689: 45309 Johnnie Sylvester
Box 3689: 45310 Col. J.O. Mauborgue, Pastel Drawing
Box 3689: 45311 Col. J.O. Mauborgue
Box 3689: 45312 Col. J.O. Morborgue, Pastel Drawings
Box 3689: 45313 Jane Christianson
Box 3689: 45313 Dot Phinney
Box 3689: 45313 Frances Mein
Box 3689: 45314 Ruth Nickerson
Box 3689: 45314 Painting, Gypsy Girl
Box 3689: 45315 Ed Quinones
Box 3689: 45315 Nate Coughlan
Box 3689: 45316 Roy Riegals, Coach
Box 3689: 45318 Maliko, Ship
Box 3689: 45320 Ruth Slengensky
Box 3689: 45321 Sobrew, Santa Clara Football
Box 3689: 45321 Arnevich, Santa Clara Football
Box 3689: 45322-45323 Soccer
Box 3689: 45324 Spadefore, Santa Clara Football
Box 3689: 45325 St. Mary’s Football Trophy
Box 3689: 45326 Nancy Hanks
Box 3689: 45326 Kathryn Sullivan
Box 3689: 45327-45329 Tanforan Races
Box 3689: 45330 Tanforan Crowds
Box 3689: 45331 Tanforan Horses
Box 3689: 45332 Tanforan Crowds
Box 3689: 45333 Tanforan Mutuals
Box 3689: 45334 Bill Tilden
Box 3689: 45335-45336 Nini Tobin
Box 3689: 45335-45336 Peggy Salisbury
Box 3689: 45335-45336 Ursula Williamson
Box 3689: 45337 Marion Casey
Box 3689: 45337 Natalie Tatum
Box 3689: 45338-45339 Patricia Tobin
Box 3689: 45341 Mary Grace Borel
Box 3689: 45341 Leone Weeks
Box 3689: 45342 Ann Welcome
Box 3689: 45343-45344 Larry White
Box 3689: 45345 S.M. Wilson, St. Mary's Football
Box 3689: 45346 Gloria Wood
Box 3689: 45346 Marie Hill
Box 3689: 45347 Yachts in SF Bay
Box 3689: 45348 Barbary Coast
Box 3689: 45350-45351 Mary Grace Borel
Box 3689: 45352-45353 Boy Scouts, Feb. 10, 1934
Box 3689: 45354-45355 Sam Breyer
Box 3689: 45355 Barbary Coast
Box 3689: 45356 Betty Broehm
Box 3689: 45356 Daphne McGavack
Box 3689: 45356 Mrs. M.J. Littlefield
Box 3689: 45357 Cadnesso
Box 3689: 45358 Mrs. Cadnesso
Box 3689: 45359 Mrs. E.H. Cangalose
Box 3689: 45360 Cangalose Shooting, The Car
Box 3689: 45361 Mrs. E.H. Cangalose
Box 3689: 45362 Earl Carroll Vanities
Box 3689: 45363 Tuffy
Box 3689: 45363 Louis Ceradea
Box 3689: 45364 Mr. L.H. Colett
Box 3689: 45365 Labor Commission, Cafe Dancers
Box 3689: 45366 Marge Dougherty
Box 3689: 45366 Georgette Marty
Box 3689: 45367 Marge Dougherty
Box 3689: 45368 Ella Donlon
Box 3689: 45368 Effie Enochs
Box 3689: 45368 Mrs. Will Ranyre
Box 3689: 45368 Bernice DeLew
Box 3689: 45369-45370 Dr. H. Evans
Box 3689: 45371 Mrs. Christina Etlin
Box 3689: 45372 Effigy in yard of Mrs. Etlin
Box 3689: 45373-45375 G.G. Ferry Collision
Box 3689: 45376 Five Victims[?] unidentified
Box 3689: 45377 Fire in Tehama St.
Box 3689: 45378-45379 Firemen and Fire Damage
Box 3689: 45380 Herbert Fleishhacker
Box 3689: 45381 Margaret Garceau
Box 3689: 45382 Dr. Geiger
Box 3689: 45382 Amalie Becker
Box 3689: 45382 Mrs. H. DuBois
Box 3689: 45383 Harrie Hill
Box 3689: 45384 Kamokila Club
Box 3689: 45385 Dr. C.C. Long
Box 3689: 45385 William J. Connell
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Box 3689: 45386 Dr. Long's Office
Box 3689: 45387 Dr. C.C. Long
Box 3689: 45388 Suzanne MacDonald
Box 3689: 45388 Jean White
Box 3689: 45389 Mrs. Lorraine Maines
Box 3689: 45390 Dan Ryan
Box 3689: 45390 Alice Murphy
Box 3689: 45391 Genevieve and Patricia Malone
Box 3689: 45392 Georgette Marty
Box 3689: 45393 Margaret McBride
Box 3689: 45394-45396 Natl. Guard 250th
Box 3689: 45397-45398 Barbara Peart
Box 3689: 45399 Police Captain Arthur Layne, [Back Side]
Box 3689: 45399-45399a Police Captain Charles Dullea, [Back Side]
Box 3689: 45399-45399a Police Captain Charles Skelley, [Back Side]
Box 3689: 45399-45399a Police Chief Quinn, [Front Side]
Box 3689: 45399-45399a Police Captain Fred Lemon, [Front Side]
Box 3689: 45399-45399a Police Captain Horace McGowan, [Front Side]
Box 3689: 45399-45399a Police Captains
Box 3689: 45400-45401 Fort Scott
Box 3689: 45402 Ed Quinones
Box 3689: 45403 Ed Rainey
Box 3689: 45404 Dolores Roberts
Box 3689: 45404A Dolores and Kid Roberts
Box 3689: 45407 Mrs. Rena Russell
Box 3689: 45408 Reah Sadowski
Box 3689: 45409 Jefferson Hotel, S.F.
Box 3689: 45411-45413 S.F. Opera House, Showing only crack in wall
Box 3689: 45414 S.F. Opera House, Interior
Box 3689: 45415 Fritzi Sheff
Box 3689: 45416 Mary Jean Elliot
Box 3689: 45416 Anita Nichols
Box 3689: 45416 Mrs. Angelita Sherer
Box 3689: 45417-45418 Judge G. Shonfeld
Box 3689: 45417-45418 Miss Alice Saari
Box 3689: 45419 Mrs. Leslie Simon
Box 3689: 45419 Mrs. Stanley Simons
Box 3689: 45420 Judge J. Steiger, Birthday '34
Box 3689: 45420 Waldo F. Postel
Box 3689: 45421 Joseph Stranska [?]
Box 3689: 45422-45424 Gabby Street
Box 3689: 45425 Nini Tobin
Box 3689: 45425 Edmunds Lymans
Box 3689: 45426 Jane Fagan
Box 3689: 45426 Patricia Tobin
Box 3689: 45426 Jane Christensen
Box 3689: 45426a Ursulilla Williamson
Box 3689: 45426a Winkler
Box 3689: 45427-45427a San Francisco Parade (Includes: Reviewing Stand, Shriners, Fire Department, Army and Navy Units, Police Equestrians, Bands, Color Guards, CWA, Spade Brigade, etc.)
Box 3689: 45431 Boat Adrift
Box 3689: 45432-45433 Mary Grace Borell
Box 3689: 45433A Atty. Brenan
Box 3689: 45434 Miss Floburt
Box 3689: 45435-45436 Buxbaum
Box 3689: 45437-45438 Barbara Carpenter
Box 3689: 45439 W.J. Cox, 12th Naval District
| Box 3689: 45440 | Mary Dahnke |
| Box 3689: 45443-45445 | The French Revolution, an illustration |
| Box 3689: 45447 | Mrs. Overton French |
| Box 3689: 45449(27) | Umberto Trial Gusti, Candid Shots |
| Box 3689: 45450 | Haydew Signs for Race |
| Box 3689: 45451 | Mr. and Mrs. Valdimar Horowitz |
| Box 3689: 45452-45454 | Kay Hupini |
| Box 3689: 45457-45458 | Eva LeGallien |
| Box 3689: 45459 | Edmund Lowe |
| Box 3689: 45461 | Mrs. Lawrence McCune |
| Box 3689: 45462-45463 | Charlie Liu, [Boy] |
| Box 3689: 45462-45463 | Theresa Meikel |
| Box 3689: 45464 | Scene in U.S. Mint |
| Box 3689: 45466-45467 | Capt. O. Pederson, Ship Captain |
| Box 3689: 45470-45471 | Chief of S.F. Police Quinn |
| Box 3689: 45472 | Mrs. Malcolm Maulder |
| Box 3689: 45472 | Mrs. Helen MacLeod Stine |
| Box 3689: 45472 | Dorothea Roeding |
| Box 3689: 45473 | Col. and Mrs. Roos |
| Box 3689: 45477 | Rosemary Sakajea |
| Box 3689: 45478 | Mickey Shader, Baseball Player |
| Box 3689: 45479 | Henry Santrey |
| Box 3689: 45480 | Steiger Broadcasts |
| Box 3689: 45482 | Gladys Thomson |
| Box 3689: 45482 | Mrs. Frederick Sherman |
| Box 3689: 45483 | Claudia Smith |
| Box 3689: 45483 | Capt. F.E. Trask |
| Box 3689: 45483 | Marie Merle |
| Box 3689: 45485 | Ann Welcome |
| Box 3689: 45486 | Genevieve Hart |
| Box 3689: 45486 | Jean White |
| Box 3689: 45487 | Dorothy Lee |
| Box 3689: 45488-45489 | Eddie Anderson, to Quentin |
| Box 3689: 45490 | Eddie Anderson, to Quentin |
| Box 3689: 45490 | Denny Hanson |
| Box 3689: 45491-45497 | Eddie Anderson |
| Box 3689: 45498-45499 | Billy Arnold |
| Box 3689: 45500 | C.W.A. Art |
| Box 3689: 45500 | CWA Art |
| Box 3689: 45503-45504 | Auto vs. Street Car |
| Box 3689: 45506 | Elena Bacigalupi |
| Box 3689: 45506-45507 | Mrs. Mervyn O'Day |
| Box 3689: 45508 | Queen of Belgium |
| Box 3689: 45509 | Barbara Bliss |
| Box 3689: 45510 | Mrs. Henry Bowling |
| Box 3689: 45511 | Earl Caldwell |
| Box 3689: 45512 | Louis Bernfield |
| Box 3689: 45513 | Bernfield and Anderson |
| Box 3689: 45514 | Fire at the Call |
| Box 3689: 45515-45517 | Mrs. Campana |
| Box 3689: 45518 | Central Valley Dam |
| Box 3689: 45519 | Atty. Jake Ehrlich |
| Box 3689: 45519 | Mrs. Campana |
| Box 3689: 45520 | Angelica Chacel |
| Box 3689: 45524 | W.C. Cowling |
| Box 3689: 45524 | C.A. Bullwinkel |
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 3690: 45525-45526</th>
<th>Lucile E. Horn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45527</td>
<td>George Engler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45528-45529</td>
<td>Tom Fullon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45530</td>
<td>Chicago Bears</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45531</td>
<td>Chicago Bears vs. The West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45532</td>
<td>Mumita Crystal Formes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45533</td>
<td>Mrs. Charles Fraker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45535-45536</td>
<td>Good Fellow Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45537-45539</td>
<td>Miss Goya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45539</td>
<td>Alex Stone, Coast Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45539</td>
<td>Fritz Flukiger, Coast Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45540</td>
<td>Lila Galindo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45541</td>
<td>Red Grange, Chicago Bears vs. West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45542</td>
<td>Red Grange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45542</td>
<td>Chief Quinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45543</td>
<td>Atty. John Guthrie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45544</td>
<td>Mrs. Campana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45544</td>
<td>Arthur S. Hatch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45544</td>
<td>W.C. Cowling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45545</td>
<td>Princess Mdivani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45545</td>
<td>Jimmy Donahue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45546</td>
<td>Madcap Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45547</td>
<td>Evelyn Kirk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45548</td>
<td>Will King Gals Valentine Layout '34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45551</td>
<td>Georgia Laine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45552</td>
<td>Lawson and Kin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45553</td>
<td>Lawson Appeal Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45554</td>
<td>Dorothy Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45555</td>
<td>Maria LHoiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45556</td>
<td>Tommy Loughran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45557</td>
<td>Prince Mdrani and Sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45558</td>
<td>Prince Mdivani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45559</td>
<td>Edwin McKenzie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45560-45562</td>
<td>Mona Lisa Paintin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45563</td>
<td>Alice Mork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45564</td>
<td>Claudia Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45565-45566</td>
<td>Mount Davidson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45567</td>
<td>Mussolini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45569</td>
<td>Mrs. Fremont Older</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45570-45571</td>
<td>Samuel Untermeyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45570-45571</td>
<td>Fremont Older</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45572</td>
<td>Samuel Untermeyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45573</td>
<td>Billy Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45574</td>
<td>Billy Page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45575</td>
<td>Robert E. Peury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45576</td>
<td>George Reed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45577</td>
<td>Mercedes Rivera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45584</td>
<td>Pier 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45586</td>
<td>Garnet Slaughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45586</td>
<td>Dr. Adah R. Taylor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45587</td>
<td>Jennie Mae Soile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45588</td>
<td>Howard, Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45588</td>
<td>Holliday, Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45588</td>
<td>Tinley, Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45588</td>
<td>Hawkins, Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45588</td>
<td>Lincoln, Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Box 3690: 45588</td>
<td>Craig, Women</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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| Box 3690: 45641 | S.F. Parade, Scouts          |
| Box 3690: 45642 | S.F. Parade, Unidentified Women |
| Box 3690: 45643 | S.F. Parade, C.W.A.         |
| Box 3690: 45644 | S.F. Parade, Unidentified Men |
| Box 3690: 45645 | S.F. Parade, Unidentified Men |
| Box 3690: 45646 | Defense Parade, 1934        |
| Box 3690: 45647 | Dog Cart, With Dogs         |
| Box 3690: 45648 | Capt. J.W. Dreyer           |
| Box 3690: 45649 | Cliff at Dubole St.         |
| Box 3690: 45650 | Robert Emmett Celebration   |
| Box 3690: 45651-45652 | 6th and Harrison Fire |
| Box 3690: 45655 | United Trust Co.            |
| Box 3690: 45656 | Mrs. Manuel Gomez           |
| Box 3690: 45657 | George Creel                |
| Box 3690: 45657 | Dr. H. Grady                |
| Box 3690: 45658 | Julia A. Haley              |
| Box 3690: 45660 | W.H. Hallinan               |
| Box 3690: 45660 | Chief Bodie Wallman         |
| Box 3690: 45661 | Judge Fritz                 |
| Box 3690: 45662 | Mrs. Sophia Harris, Col. in Salv. Army |
| Box 3690: 45663 | William Randolph Hearst     |
| Box 3690: 45664 | Unidentified                |
| Box 3690: 45665 | Harrie Hill                 |
| Box 3690: 45666 | Dreda Aves                  |
| Box 3690: 45666 | Robert Holliday             |
| Box 3690: 45667-45668 | Mayor John F. Howard       |
| Box 3690: 45669 | Betty Jackson               |
| Box 3690: 45670 | Josephine Jackson, Deputy Warden, Tehachapi Prison |
| Box 3690: 45671 | Elmer Garrigan              |
| Box 3690: 45671 | Abie Kaufman                |
| Box 3690: 45672 | Keith Kenyon                |
| Box 3690: 45672 | Sheriff Monroe              |
| Box 3690: 45673 | P.A. Houy                   |
| Box 3690: 45673 | Uiola Kerr                  |
| Box 3690: 45674 | Guy Kibee                   |
| Box 3690: 45675 | Georgia Laing               |
| Box 3690: 45678 | Kostia Lebedeff, Small Girl |
| Box 3690: 45678 | Williard Rush, Small Boy    |
| Box 3690: 45679-45680 | Mrs. Howard Dixon         |
| Box 3690: 45679 | Francis Lederer             |
| Box 3690: 45679-45680 | Mrs. Chas Tighe         |
| Box 3690: 45682 | Mrs. Jos. Leonard           |
| Box 3690: 45682 | Mrs. Robert A. Jones        |
| Box 3690: 45683 | Slip Madigan                |
| Box 3690: 45685 | J.W. Mailliard, Jr.         |
| Box 3690: 45685 | William G. Welk             |
| Box 3690: 45686 | Dr. Zachariah Malaby        |
| Box 3690: 45687 | Arthur Malaby               |
| Box 3690: 45688 | Blayney Matthews            |
| Box 3690: 45688 | Harry Thomas                |
| Box 3690: 45689 | William G. Welk             |
| Box 3690: 45689 | J.W. Mailliard, Jr.         |
| Box 3690: 45691-45692 | Princess Midvani          |
| Box 3690: 45693-45694 | Mrs. Kenneth Montagle      |
| Box 3690: 45695 | Myra Morang                 |
| Box 3690: 45697 | Mohawk Shade Co.            |
| Box 3690: 45698 | Claudia Muzio               |
| Box 3690: 45699 | Louis Napley                |
Box 3690: 45750 1934 Washington Birthday Parade
Box 3690: 45751 Henry Wayne, Kidnap note
Box 3690: 45752 Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Box 3690: 45753 Wayne Family and Fiancée
Box 3690: 45754 Henry and Fiancée Wayne
Box 3690: 45755 Henry Family and Fiancée Wayne
Box 3690: 45756 Evelyn Wells
Box 3690: 45757 White Slave
Box 3690: 45758 Betty M. Wyatt
Box 3690: 45759 Ambergris Hunters
Box 3690: 45760-45761 Dog with Dog on Leash
Box 3690: 45762-45763 Sonny Boy, Dog
Box 3690: 45764-45779 Army Day
Box 3690: 45780-45786 Button Nose, Little Boy with
Box 3690: 45787-45788 Helen Doherty
Box 3690: 45787-45788 Marilyn Bascom
Box 3690: 45789 H.F. Brown, 12th Naval District
Box 3690: 45790-45791 Thelma Bowers
Box 3690: 45792-45795 Alice Brady
Box 3690: 45796 Jury Breyer
Box 3690: 45798-45799 Al Bruno and son
Box 3690: 45800-45803 Cooking School
Box 3690: 45804-45805 Radio Room
Box 3690: 45806 Kamokila Graft Note
Box 3690: 45807 Mrs. Campbell
Box 3690: 45808 Canadian Hockey Team
Box 3690: 45809 Queen Casserly
Box 3690: 45810-45811 Irene Castle
Box 3690: 45812 Walter Cheney, Sculptor
Box 3690: 45813 Chinese Man with 7 kids in court
Box 3690: 45814 Chinese Kid Shooting Firecrackers
Box 3690: 45815 Chinese Kids Looking in a Store Window
Box 3690: 45816 Chinese Kids Shooting Firecrackers
Box 3690: 45817 Chinese Kids Eating at Street Stand
Box 3690: 45818-45820 Chinese Kids Shooting Firecrackers
Box 3690: 45822-45823 Collier Cornell, Cheesecake Shot
Box 3690: 45825 Collier Cornell
Box 3690: 45825 Dick Buckley
Box 3690: 45827 Dorothy Coombs
Box 3690: 45827 Wilhelm von Von Hagen
Box 3690: 45828-45830 Dr. Cornish
Box 3690: 45831-45836 Crocker
Box 3690: 45837 Segall's Portrait of Davies
Box 3690: 45838 Judge Steiger
Box 3690: 45838 Chuck Devlin
Box 3690: 45839 Mrs. Abe Morris
Box 3690: 45839 Mrs. Dewey Ehrnberg
Box 3690: 45839 Mrs. I.N. Golden
Box 3690: 45840 Mrs. Paul Elder, Jr.
Box 3690: 45841 Nancy Errington, Children
Box 3690: 45841 Akiko Nishioka, Children
Box 3690: 45842 Jane Fagan
Box 3690: 45843 Ferry Life Boat caught on Pier
Box 3690: 45844 Five Scene
Box 3690: 45845-45846 Edna Fischer
Box 3690: 45847 Margaret Garcean
Box 3690: 45848 Mrs. Louis Giraldelli
Box 3690: 45849 Mr. and Mrs. and Gloria Guevo
Archbishop Hanna
Genli Harbord
Charles Hart, Music Composer
Potentate Hatfield and Shrine
Osumi and Hirota
Lee
Judge Graham
Douglas Hutton
E.D. James, Policeman
N.C. Rawel, Policeman
W.R. Fitzgerald, Policeman
Japan
Japan, Imperial Japanese Telegraph Form
Japan
Japan
Joan Jayne
Jeahne
Fred Johnson
Carl Laemle
Leonard Gangster
Myrna Little
Dr. Long
Gals in Dr. Long Shooting
Rossi, Rossi and father who went to call on Marconi
Patricia, Mardi Gras
King David, Mardi Gras
Queen, Mardi Gras
Jeahnne, Mardi Gras
Fagan and Mein, Mardi Gras
Judith Martinez
Frances Mein
Silver signed for in mint
Counting coins in mint
Lola Montez Story, Picture of Lola
1882 - Buildings atop Telegraph and Union and Montg
1867 - Eastern Slope
Lola Montez, Picture of Lola
Early Fire Company
1870 Steamer Day, (woodcut)
1882 Pioneer Park Observatory
Lola Montez
What Cheer House
Montgomery Block
detall
Montgomery Block
detail
Montgomery Block, Detail of head on wall
Memory Moore
Jane Barrett
Nick Mushkin
Nick Mushkin, Medals
Anna Netttleman, sings for Police Ball
Nancy Errington, child
Akiko Nishioka, child
Mrs. Silash Palmer
Mrs. Thomas Shumate
Rose Pesotta, Labor Organizer
H. Du Yi
Quinone's Relatives at trial
J.L. (on desk) Rogers, Police
Box 360: 45913 William J. Nettler
Box 360: 45915 F.D. Roosevelt and wife
Box 360: 45916 Mrs. Emma Rosenbaum
Box 360: 45916 Carolyn Marymount
Box 360: 45916 Mrs. David Bachman
Box 360: 45917-45918 J. Williams
Box 360: 45917-45918 Rossi
Box 360: 45919 Rossi meets religious heads
Box 360: 45920 Mrs. L.C. Rousseau
Box 360: 45921 Roselyn Sall
Box 360: 45921 Evelyn Sall
Box 360: 45922 Store explosion 18th Diamond
Box 360: 45923 James Manin
Box 360: 45923 Schonfeld
Box 360: 45924 Seeright
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Box 3691: 45925 Segall, Artist
Box 3691: 45926 Senior
Box 3691: 45927 Jap Tanker Ppoto's Bridge Work
Box 3691: 45929 Soc. Debs hike to Burlingame
Box 3691: 45930-45937 Soc. Girls hike
Box 3691: 45937-45938 Soc. Deb's Hike
Box 3691: 45938 Stransky, exhibits art
Box 3691: 45940-45946 Stransky Art
Box 3691: 45947 Atty. Mary Swab
Box 3691: 45948 Clara Teitelbaum
Box 3691: 45949 Robert Viale
Box 3691: 45950-45952 Vecheslova Chabukani
Box 3691: 45953-45955 Waterfront
Box 3691: 45956 Scotch Whiskey Arrival, S.F.
Box 3691: 45958 St. Mary's Church Good Friday
Box 3691: 45959 Lucretia Bori
Box 3691: 45959 Marie Davidson
Box 3691: 45960 Mr. and Mrs. Horowitz
Box 3691: 45961 Fritzi Kolster, Stanford Co-ed
Box 3691: 45962 Ann Brackett, Stanford Co-ed
Box 3691: 45963 Peggy Worden
Box 3691: 45964 Mrs. Ward Law
Box 3691: 45965 Marion Hewlett
Box 3691: 45965 Martha Fay
Box 3691: 45965 Betty Broenmel
Box 3691: 45966 Betty Partridge
Box 3691: 45967 Jane Hewlett
Box 3691: 45968 Archbishop Hanna
Box 3691: 45969 Mrs. Luther Burbank
Box 3691: 45970-45971 Mining College at UC, Inside Building
Box 3691: 45972 Davidoff
Box 3691: 45973 Estelle Taylor
Box 3691: 45974 William McCarthy
Box 3691: 45978-45980 Army Day 1934
Box 3691: 45982 Leslie Boadway
Box 3691: 45983-45984 Jake Ehrlich
Box 3691: 45985-45987 Rene Cozeman
Box 3691: 45988 Chicago Fire
Box 3691: 45989 Young Corbett
Box 3691: 45990 Cornelia Hotel
Box 3691: 45992 Defense Day Parade 1934
Box 3691: 45993 Annabelle Gray
Box 3691: 45993 Catherine Gray
Box 3691: 45993 Mills College Horse Show
Box 3691: 45993 Erwin Euston, On Starlight
Box 3691: 45994 Princess Nicholas Engalitcheff
Box 3691: 45996 Fire Ellis St.
Box 3691: 45997 Violet Fleming
Box 3691: 45998 W.F. Gettle
Box 3691: 45999 Charles Green, Prison Guard
Box 3691: 46000 William R. Hearst
Box 3691: 46001-46006 Thomas Dee
Box 3691: 46002-46003 Blanche McKay
Box 3691: 46004 Millard Hickman
Box 3691: 46005-46008 Blanche McKay
Box 3691: 46007 Louise Jeppesen
Box 3691: 46009 John Gentry
Box 3691: 46010 Harry McKenzie
Box 3691: 46010-46011 Millard Hickman
Box 3691: 46012-46013 Peter Ilyan
Box 3691: 46015-46017 Chief S. Kane
Box 3691: 46015-46017 Andrew Dewey
Box 3691: 46018 Earl of Lauderdale
Box 3691: 46019 Sherman Lehland
Box 3691: 46020 Margaret Lewis
Box 3691: 46021 Lincoln Statue
Box 3691: 46022 Martinelli at Bal Tabarien
Box 3691: 46023 Yehudi Menuhin
Box 3691: 46025 Mrs. with children Merrill & Tiffany Moushead
Box 3691: 46026 Charles Mullaby
Box 3691: 46027 Organ
Box 3691: 46028 Ed. Quinones
Box 3691: 46031 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3691: 46033-46035 San Quentin Escape Teletype Message
Box 3691: 46036-46037 Mrs. Harold Smith
Box 3691: 46036-46037 Madelin Smith
Box 3691: 46038 Gabby Street
Box 3691: 46039-46045 Tanforan Racetrack Opening, 1934
Box 3691: 46047 James Edward Thompson
Box 3691: 46048 Mrs. M.C. Threlheld and daughter Ann
Box 3691: 46049 Adolph Uhl
Box 3691: 46052 King Albert Mass
Box 3691: 46053 Bohemian Fine
Box 3691: 46054 Boy Scouts Parade
Box 3691: 46055 Sam Brannan, Residence
Box 3691: 46058-46059 Bay Bridge Construction
Box 3691: 46062-46064 Third Street Bridge- Opening Ceremony
Box 3691: 46065 David C. Broderick, Bust
Box 3691: 46067 Mrs. Hillyer Brown
Box 3691: 46068 Flo Burt
Box 3691: 46069 Don Caldwell and Sonny Bay (dog)
Box 3691: 46070 Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Cantor and Chief Cato and Chief (of police) Quinn
Box 3691: 46072 Marjorie, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Cantor
Box 3691: 46073 Mr. and Mrs. Cantor, Candid photos
Box 3691: 46074 Mrs. E.H. Clark, Jr., and Mrs. R. Bocqueraz
Box 3691: 46076 Young Corbett
Box 3691: 46077-46078 Corbett And Terry
Box 3691: 46079 Dr. Creely
Box 3691: 46081 Lillian and Bozzini Lee, Decoration Day, 1934
Box 3691: 46082 Decoration Day Parade, 1934
Box 3691: 46083 Gold Star Mothers, Decoration Day, 1934
Box 3691: 46084 Decoration Day Parade, 1934
Box 3691: 46085-46086 Spanish War Veterans, Decoration Day Parade, 1934
Box 3691: 46087 Decoration Day Parade, 1934
Box 3691: 46088 Lillian and Bozzini Lee, Decoration Day, 1934
Box 3691: 46089-46090 Gold Star Mothers, Decoration Day, 1934
Box 3691: 46091 Tommy Dee, Boat
Box 3691: 46092 Glen Emery
Box 3691: 46093 Joseph Evans, Melvin Jalier, Walter Avery
Box 3691: 46094 Genya Fiddler, and Fiddler, Raiya
Box 3691: 46095 Dan Foggarty
Box 3691: 46095 Dennis Fitzpatrick
Box 3691: 46095 DeMartini Robbery
Box 3691: 46096 Joseph Folson
Box 3691: 46097-46098 Galileo High School ROTC
Box 3691: 46099 M.G. and Roal Galkovitch
Box 3691: 46100 Gold Mining
Box 3691: 46101 Barbara Handies
Box 3691: 46102 James Hatlo
Box 3691: 46103 Mrs. Bliss Rucker, and Henderson, Mrs. Wellington
Box 3691: 46104 Barbara Allen, and Beatrice Henrotte
Box 3691: 46105 Thomas A. Hicky
Box 3691: 46105 Millard Hickman
Box 3691: 46106 Millard Hickman, and McKenzie, Harry
Box 3691: 46106 Millard Hickman, and Dunn, Judge
Box 3691: 46107 Millard Hickman and Officer John Murphy
Box 3691: 46108 Babe Hollingberry, and Ingram, Bill
Box 3691: 46109 Elitt Horsman and Barbara Brislow
Box 3691: 46110 Jenkins Hanging
Box 3691: 46111 Mr. A. Jeppeson
Box 3691: 46112 Barbara Handies
Box 3691: 46112 Florence Johnson
Box 3691: 46112 Barbara Sala
Box 3691: 46114-46115 Frank LaTulippe
Box 3691: 46116 Mrs. Ethel Lee
Box 3691: 46116 Cynthia Lee
Box 3691: 46116 Charlotte Lee
Box 3691: 46117 Pete Lindsay
Box 3691: 46118-46119 Linforth Home
Box 3691: 46120 Peter Maas, Chapman, John; Decoration Day, 1934
Box 3691: 46121 Ted Stanich and Carolyn Martin
Box 3691: 46122-46123 Martinelli at Bal Tabarien
Box 3691: 46124 May Day Celebration
Box 3691: 46125 Mrs. E.B. Pond, and McLaren, Mrs. Richard
Box 3691: 46126 Irene Castle McLaughlin, and Price, Mr. A.H.
Box 3691: 46127 Irene Castle McLaughlin
Box 3691: 46187 Helen Neuenburg, and Harper, Jeanne
Box 3691: 46189 Oakland
Box 3691: 46190 Claire Scott
Box 3691: 46190 Thelma Marshall
Box 3691: 46190 George E. Orr
Box 3691: 46192 Palace Hotel, Main Courtyard
Box 3691: 46193 Beverly Paul
Box 3691: 46193 Carol Davis
Box 3691: 46194 San Francisco Post Office
Box 3691: 46195 Eldred Boland, and Potter, Mrs. Ashton
Box 3691: 46197 Harold Reed, and Patterson, Harry
Box 3691: 46198-46200 Will Rogers
Box 3691: 46201 Les and Rubini Michal
Box 3691: 46202 Susan Stewart and Evelyn Lyman
Box 3691: 46203 San Francisco St. Mary's Cathedral
Box 3691: 46204 Sutter's Fort
Box 3691: 46205 Tanforan Racetrack
Box 3691: 46206 Mrs. David Terry
Box 3691: 46207 Berkeley Greek Theater
Box 3691: 46208 Ethel Verga
Box 3691: 46210 Vera Weeks
Box 3691: 46211 Vera Weeks
Box 3691: 46211 Vera Weeks and Charlie Mulcahy
Box 3691: 46212 Ann and baby welcome
Box 3691: 46213 Inga West
Box 3691: 46214 Patricia Wilson
Box 3691: 46215 U.S. Army, March from Monterey
Box 3691: 46216 Rae Birch
Box 3691: 46217-46218 Black Swans
Box 3691: 46219 Al Blackman, 440 yd. runner
Box 3691: 46220a-b Bloch, Baby
Box 3691: 46220a-b Bloch, [Baby]
Box 3691: 46220c Bloch, Mother with Child
Box 3691: 46220d Bloch, Parents with Three Children
Box 3691: 46220e Bloch, Two Boys [Brothers]
Box 3691: 46220f Bloch, Small Boy
Box 3691: 46220g-h Bloch, Baby
Box 3691: 46220i-j Bloch, Small Boy with Scooter
Box 3691: 46220k-l Bloch, Smiling Baby Girl
Box 3691: 46220m Bloch, Family: Two Parents and Three Children
Box 3691: 46220n Bloch, Smiling Baby Girl
Box 3691: 46220o Bloch, Three Children
Box 3691: 46220p Bloch, man and wife [Parents]
Box 3691: 46220q Bloch, Mother and Three Children
Box 3691: 46220r Bloch, Three Children
Box 3691: 46220s-t Bloch, Baby Girl
Box 3691: 46220u Bloch, Small Boy [Son] in Sailor Outfit
Box 3691: 46220v Bloch, Three Children
Box 3691: 46220w Bloch, Family: Two Parents and Three Children
Box 3691: 46220x Bloch, Mother and Three Children
Box 3691: 46220y Bloch, Three Children
Box 3691: 46220z Bloch, Baby Girl
Box 3691: 46221 Bloch Family, Two Parents and Three Children
Box 3691: 46222 Mrs. George Brady
Box 3691: 46223 Samuel Brannan, Residence
Box 3691: 46225 Mr. A.H. Brawner and Mrs. W. Parmer Fuller
Box 3691: 46226 Charles Brennan
Box 3691: 46227-46229 Golden Gate Bridge
Box 3691: 46230 San Francisco Bridge Broadcaster
Box 3691: 46235 French Wrestler
Box 3691: 46236-46237 Gloria Chandler
Box 3691: 46238-46239 Mrs. Jesse Colman
Box 3691: 46240-46247 Creel
Box 3691: 46248 Dr. Creely
Box 3691: 46249 Cudahy
Box 3691: 46250 Capt. R.S. Culp
Box 3691: 46251 Leland Cutler
Box 3691: 46252-46253 Deacon of S.D., Pole Vaulter
Box 3691: 46254 Decoration Day Parade, 1934
Box 3691: 46255 Dillinger Arizona Sheriff, Arizona Sheriff who once caught Dillinger
Box 3691: 46256 Cliff at DuBoce St.
Box 3691: 46261 El Dorado, Interior
Box 3691: 46262 Eltse
Box 3691: 46264-46265 Hoover, at Cal (UC Berkeley) Game
Box 3691: 46266 Tiny Thornhill
Box 3691: 46268-46271 California (UC Berkeley)-Stanford Football Game, 1933
Box 3691: 46272 Forbes, Painter
Box 3691: 46273 Elmer Garrigan
Box 3691: 46274 Josephine Randall, Dr. Geiger, Mignon Dahl and Rose St. Amant
Box 3691: 46275 Gray of Stanford, Shat-Putter
Box 3691: 46276 Mrs. Barbara Haas
Box 3691: 46277 Hables, 100 yd. dash
Box 3691: 46278 Hables of Stanford, 220 yd. dash
Box 3691: 46279 Herbert Hanley, Mayor Angelo Rossi, Cliff A. Smith
Box 3691: 46280 Police Officer Harrington
Box 3691: 46281 Officer Harrington, and Hahn, Officer
Box 3691: 46282 Hickman
Box 3691: 46283 Patsy Lee, and Hoctor, Harriet
Box 3691: 46285 Peter Llyian
Box 3691: 46286 Bill Ingram
Box 3691: 46287 Frances Jones
Box 3691: 46287 Dick Beardsley
Box 3691: 46287 Bill Fenster
Box 3691: 46288 Jean Keeney
Box 3691: 46290 Lawson
Box 3691: 46292 Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn LeRoy
Box 3691: 46294 Patrick James Mann
Box 3691: 46295 Mrs. James Mann
Box 3691: 46296 Gugliemo Marconi, Certificate of Honorary San Francisco Citizenship
Box 3691: 46297-46298 Mrs. Michael Casserly
Box 3691: 46299 Mrs. Michael Casserly and David Mannocin
Box 3691: 46300 Helen Wills Moody
Box 3691: 46301 Mrs. Robert Hays Smith
Box 3691: 46302-46304 Mary Bonel
Box 3691: 46305 William H. Crocker and Majorie Josselyn
Box 3691: 46306 Mrs. Walter Martin, and Henderson, Mrs. Robert
Box 3691: 46307 Page Pressley
Box 3691: 46307 Peggy Robbins
Box 3691: 46307 Lolita Ireland
Box 3691: 46308 Dr. and Mrs. Drew Clindester
Box 3691: 46309 David Mannocin, and Casserly, Mrs. Michael
Box 3691: 46310 Mrs. Richard Watt Miller, and Robert Miller, Jr.
Box 3691: 46311 Herbert Fleishhacker
Box 3691: 46311 Lillian Roth
Box 3691: 46311 Margaret Taylor
Box 3691: 46311 Bernice Roth
Box 3691: 46312-46315 Mardi Gras, 1934
Box 3691: 46316 Golden Gate Park May Day Parade, 1933
Box 3691: 46317 Bonnie Lu McDonald
Box 3691: 46318 Edward F. McGrady
Box 3691: 46319-46320 Blanche McKay
Box 3691: 46321 Jim McLarnin
Box 3691: 46324 Mrs. Edward E. Hills, and Miller, Mrs. Robert Watt
Box 3691: 46325-46329 Miller of Stanford, Pole Vaulter
Box 3691: 46332 Stanford runner Morentin, 2 miles
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Box 3691: 46333 M.A. Northrup
Box 3691: 46336 Palace Hotel Bar
Box 3691: 46337 Mrs. Frederick Palmer, Mrs. Lawrence Brown, Mrs. Empey Robertson, Mrs. Westley Howell
Box 3691: 46339 Dick Penney
Box 3691: 46339 Mr. J.C. Penney
Box 3691: 46340 Margaret Pine
Box 3691: 46341 Point Reyes Radio Operator
Box 3691: 46342 880 yard winner Reynolds
Box 3691: 46343 Louis Rose
Box 3691: 46345 L. Ruttman
Box 3691: 46346 Convicts at San Rafael
Box 3691: 46348 Convicts in San Rafael Trial
Box 3691: 46349 San Rafael Convict Trial Legal Counsel
Box 3691: 46350 Mrs. William H. Sawtelle
Box 3691: 46351 Dr. Sooy
Box 3691: 46352 Alonzo Stagg
Box 3691: 46353-46356 Fred Steele
Box 3691: 46359 Jae Beanwald
Box 3691: 46359 Gabby Street
Box 3691: 46360 Mrs. Rauel R., Mrs. John G. Sutton [Jr.?]
Box 3691: 46361-46363 Tanforan Racetracks
Box 3691: 46364-46365 Mrs. DeWitt Taylor
Box 3691: 46366 Mrs. David Terman
Box 3691: 46367 Mrs. Mildred Toft
Box 3691: 46368 Waiters' Union Conference
Box 3691: 46369-46370 Uda Waldrop
Box 3691: 46372 Evelyn Wells
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Box 3692: 46373 Jess Willard
Box 3692: 46376-46377 Cat nursing mice
Box 3692: 46386 Third Street Bridge
Box 3692: 46388 Golden Gate Bridge
Box 3692: 46392-46393 W.R. Cameron, Watercolor
Box 3692: 46394 Winnie Detsch, and Campbell, Spud
Box 3692: 46395 Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Cantor, and Miss Cantor
Box 3692: 46397 Don Cleary
Box 3692: 46398 Galli Curei
Box 3692: 46399 Margaret Davis
Box 3692: 46400 Mrs. Violet Tearney DuPont
Box 3692: 46401 Mrs. Robert Emmett
Box 3692: 46402 Inspector Harry Husted, and Emmett, Robert
Box 3692: 46408 Sally Fairfax
Box 3692: 46409 Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stanley Gardner, Ruth Bowers, Marguerite Downs
Box 3692: 46411 Griffin Family
Box 3692: 46412 Willard Hickman, and Jacks, Judge
Box 3692: 46413 Willard Hickman
Box 3692: 46414 Willard Hickman
Box 3692: 46415 Willard Hickman, and Jacks, Judge
Box 3692: 46416 Hobart Building, Suicide
Box 3692: 46417-46419 Marius LaFaie
Box 3692: 46420 Guy Lombardo
Box 3692: 46421-46424 Longshoremen Handling US Mail
Box 3692: 46426 James P. Ryan
Box 3692: 46428 Frank Sauliene
Box 3692: 46429-46430 Gabby Street
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3692: 46431 California, University, Berkeley, Commencement
Box 3692: 46433 James E. Waddell
Box 3692: 46434-46435 San Francisco, Docks and Ships
Box 3692: 46436 Stephen Early
Box 3692: 46436 Louis McHenry Howe
Box 3692: 46436 Col. E.W. Watson
Box 3692: 46437 Beatrice Steele Williams
Box 3692: 46438-46441 Helen Wills Moody, Drawings
Box 3692: 46442 Mayor Angelo Rossi, Walter Winchell, Chief Brennan
Box 3692: 46443 George Wright
Box 3692: 46448-46462 "Macon", US Navy Dirigible
Box 3692: 46463-46464 Sunnyvale, California Dirigible Hangar
Box 3692: 46466-46467 Bob Marsky
Box 3692: 46468-46469 Mayor Angelo Rossi and Florence McAuliffe
Box 3692: 46470-46473 Edward F. McGrady
Box 3692: 46475-46477 Blanche McKay
Box 3692: 46478 Ed McKenzie
Box 3692: 46479-46481 Yehudi Menuhin
Box 3692: 46483-46484 National Guard Learning Waterfront
Box 3692: 46486 C. O’Brien
Box 3692: 46487 Nate Palacio
Box 3692: 46488-46490 High School Parade
Box 3692: 46491 Presidents’ ILA Strike Board
Box 3692: 46492 ILA Strike, Pickets
Box 3692: 46493 Mayor Angelo Rossi, and Mayer, Louis B.
Box 3692: 46494 Harry Bridges
Box 3692: 46495 James Ralph, and Dressler, Marie
Box 3692: 46496-46497 Marie Dressler
Box 3692: 46498-46504 Girls High School Fire
Box 3692: 46505 Jean Harlow, and Stepfather
Box 3692: 46506-46508 Hickman Case, Courtroom Scenes
Box 3692: 46509-46510 Willard Hickman
Box 3692: 46511 Willard Hickman, and Attorneys
Box 3692: 46512 Mrs. Willard Hickman
Box 3692: 46513 Willard Hickman, and McKenzie, Harry
Box 3692: 46514 Willard Hickman, and Dunn, Judge
Box 3692: 46520-46521 Blanche McKay
Box 3692: 46524 David Scannell
Box 3692: 46525 Kate Smith
Box 3692: 46526 "The Outlaws", Sculpture by Wilma Splivalo
Box 3692: 46527 Wilna Spivalo
Box 3692: 46528 Strike Scene
Box 3692: 46546 Mrs. Boynton, and Agnew, Mrs.
Box 3692: 46547 Alaska Nome, Scene
Box 3692: 46548 Susanne Allen, and Moody, Mary
Box 3692: 46549 American Legion Parade
Box 3692: 46550 Mrs. Reva Ambinder
Box 3692: 46551 Mrs. Monte Ambinder
Box 3692: 46552 Mrs. Monte Ambinder, and Jerry
Box 3692: 46554 Anderson, Curran Theater Robber
Box 3692: 46555 Mrs. Ruby Anderson
Box 3692: 46556-46567 Dogs and Foxes
Box 3692: 46559 Leopard
Box 3692: 46656-46657 George Cabaniss, Funeral
Box 3692: 46658 Leo Carrillo
Box 3692: 46659 Nancy Carroll
Box 3692: 46660 Chinese Liquor Bottles
Box 3692: 46661-46666 Coit Memorial Paintings
Box 3692: 46661-46672 Coit Memorial Paintings
Box 3692: 46673 Rev. John Collins
Box 3692: 46674 Albert Colombo, and Carusso, Victor
Box 3692: 46675-46676 Commerce High School Track Team, 1934
Box 3692: 46677 Communists (communism)
Box 3692: 46678 Hunger Strikers
Box 3692: 46679 Howard Street Communist signs (communism)
Box 3692: 46680-46681 Larry White
Box 3692: 46680-46681 Jim Corbett
Box 3692: 46680-46681 Slip Madigan
Box 3692: 46682-46686 Jim Corbett
Box 3692: 46687 Frances Teressa Creel, and Creel, George
Box 3692: 46689-46692 George Creel
Box 3692: 46693 Mrs. George Culbeur and Marcia Cass
Box 3692: 46694-46695 John B. Daniels
Box 3692: 46696 Helen Daugherty, and Cole, Gladys
Box 3692: 46697 Joe Davidson
Box 3692: 46699 Ruth Deming
Box 3692: 46700-46701 Emeilie Dohrmann
Box 3692: 46702 Gus Dorn
Box 3692: 46703 Mrs. Alfred Ducato
Box 3692: 46704 Irene Dunne
Box 3692: 46705-46706 Dr. H.M. Evans
Box 3692: 46707 Lorraine Fancher, and Birch, Rae
Box 3692: 46708-46709 James Farley
Box 3692: 46710 Lovey Fay
Box 3692: 46711-46712 Ted Fiorita
Box 3692: 46713 Girls High School Fire
Box 3692: 46714-46717 Polk and Broadway Fires
Box 3692: 46718 Frayne
Box 3692: 46719-46725 French Hospital, Nurses
Box 3692: 46726-46726 Mrs. Clark Gable
Box 3692: 46726-46726 Mrs. Clark Gable
Box 3692: 46727-46729 Garibaldi, Baseball Player
Box 3692: 46730 Elmer Garrigan
Box 3692: 46731 Constance May Gavin, and Auregrey
Box 3692: 46732-46738 Constance May Gavin
Box 3692: 46739 Pryor
Box 3692: 46739 Curran
Box 3692: 46739 Geiger
Box 3692: 46741 Grand Jury
Box 3692: 46742 Eleanor Harris
Box 3692: 46742 Jim Hatlo, and Lukas, Paul
Box 3692: 46744-46745 Jane Henley
Box 3692: 46746 Mr. and Mrs. Gnevo, and Gloria
Box 3692: 46746 Pente cast
Box 3692: 46746 Dr. Callison
Box 3692: 46746-46748 Millard Hickman
Box 3692: 46749 Greta Holliger, and Wyckoff, David
Box 3692: 46750 Holohan
Box 3692: 46751 Model Home Display, White House
Box 3692: 46752 Mr. Fuller
Box 3692: 46752 Mr. Crocker
Box 3692: 46752 Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hoover
Box 3692: 46753 Herbert Hoover, and Brauner, Mr.
Box 3692: 46754 Herbert Hoover
Box 3692: 46755-46758 Houck Jury
Box 3692: 46759 Mrs. Lin Howard
Box 3692: 46760 Peter Illyin
Box 3692: 46761-46766 Paliomyelitis Treatments, U.C. Hospital
Box 3692: 46767-46769 Joe Jacobs
Box 3692: 46767 Mayor Rossi
Box 3692: 46771 San Francisco County Jail, Moving Prisoners
Box 3692-3693: 46772-46785 San Francisco County Jail
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Box 3693: 46786 Emil Janel
Box 3693: 46787-46788 Japanese Student Seamen
Box 3693: 46789 Hiram W. Johnson
Box 3693: 46790 Sultan of Jahore
Box 3693: 46791 Captain Bernard Judge
Box 3693: 46792-46797 Kahn and Dunn
Box 3693: 46798-46799 Stanley Kasper, and family
Box 3693: 46800-46802 Kezar Stadium Memorial Bench
Box 3693: 46803 Mrs. Edward Keil
Box 3693: 46804 Jean Kelley
Box 3693: 46805 James Kenney
Box 3693: 46809a-l [In Uniform, Marching, Views of Crowd] Knights Templar Parade
[Masonic Order], 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46810 [In Uniform, with Mayor Angelo Rossi?] Knights Templar Members
[Masonic Order], 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46811a-b [Members in Office] Knights Templar [Masonic Order], 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46812a-d [In Uniform, Members on Horseback] Knights Templar Parade
[Masonic Order], 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46813 [In Uniform, Members Lined on Side of Street] Knights Templar
Parade [Masonic Order], 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46814-46815 [In Uniform, with Mayor Angelo Rossi?] Knights Templar
Members [Masonic Order], 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46816 [Members in Uniform, on Horseback] Knights Templar Parade
[Masonic Order], 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46817 [In Uniform, Marching, Elevated Views of Route] Knights Templar
Parade [Masonic Order], 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46818a [Member in Uniform, in Automobile] Knights Templar [Masonic
Order], 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46818b With Audience [Masonic Order] Knights Templar Members in
Auditorium, 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46818c [Monument or Tower?] Knights Templar, 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46819a-h [In Uniform, in Office, with Others] Knights Templar Members
[Masonic Order], 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46820 [In Uniform, with Unidentified Woman] Knights Templar Member
[Masonic Order], 1934-07-10
Box 3693: 46821-46825 Labor Day Parade
Box 3693: 46826-46827 Elissa Landi, and Johnson, Fred
Box 3693: 46827 Elissa Landi
Box 3693: 46828 Mrs. Wardlaw
Box 3693: 46829-46830 Mrs. Ream T. Leachman and Marion Leachman
Box 3693: 46831-46832 Mrs. Ream T. Leachman
Box 3693: 46833 Marion Leachman
Box 3693: 46834 Francis Lederer and Evelyn Wells
Box 3693: 46835 Kerfoot Lee
Box 3693: 46836-46838 Mr. and Mrs. Lehame, and Lazarus
Box 3693: 46839 Dr. Leland, San Francisco Coroner
Box 3693: 46840 Spud Lewis
Box 3693: 46841-46843 Mrs. Spud Lewis and daughter
Box 3693: 46844 Linda, Call Staff
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Box 3693: 46845 Phil Lindecker
Box 3693: 46845 Pete Mullins
Box 3693: 46845 Edward Anderson
Box 3693: 46846-46847 Lawson Little
Box 3693: 46848 Mrs. George Lowrey and Mrs. Roos Stoney
Box 3693: 46849 Paul Lukas
Box 3693: 46850-46854 Harry Lyons
Box 3693: 46855-46856 Jim Mace
Box 3693: 46857-46858 Mrs. Bob Maenty
Box 3693: 46859-46866 Walter Marty
Box 3693: 46867 Jack McCoy
Box 3693: 46868 Elizabeth McCune
Box 3693: 46869 McDonald
Box 3693: 46871 Attorney Edward McKenzie
Box 3693: 46872 Mrs. Phyllis McKinley, and Barbara
Box 3693: 46873 Eleanor Meherin
Box 3693: 46874-46875 Monabel Metzger
Box 3693: 46876 Ann Milburn, and Desenberg, Jane
Box 3693: 46877-46878 Virginia Mills, and Griffin, Kay
Box 3693: 46879 Lord Morley
Box 3693: 46880-46881 Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Mudrick
Box 3693: 46882 Mrs. Dorothy Nelson
Box 3693: 46883-46884 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nelson
Box 3693: 46885-46886 Dr. Cecil Nixon
Box 3693: 46887 Emperor Norton, Grave
Box 3693: 46888 Dr. Painless Parker
Box 3693: 46889 Angie Parkhurst
Box 3693: 46890 Barbara Peart
Box 3693: 46891 Leighton Peatman
Box 3693: 46892 Clay Pedrayini
Box 3693: 46893-46896 J.C. Penney Store
Box 3693: 46897 Alexa May Petty
Box 3693: 46898-46908 Polo Players
Box 3693: 46898 Phelan Room, San Francisco Public Library
Box 3693: 46909 Laura Post
Box 3693: 46910-46914 Presidio, Army Day
Box 3693: 46915 Mr. Rae, San Francisco Librarian
Box 3693: 46917 Sally Reed, and Shudd, L.W.
Box 3693: 46918 Deep Sea Diver
Box 3693: 46919 Regatta Night, Palace Hotel, 9/20/34
Box 3693: 46920 "Puck" Dowsett, Suzanne MacDonald, Hod White, Patie Hedemann
Box 3693: 46921 Mr. and Mrs. Mortimer Fleishhacker Jr., Mrs. Paul Bissinger, Paul Smith, Lovey Fay
Box 3693: 46922 Eva Douglass
Box 3693: 46922 Mr. and Mrs. Ralph van der Nailen
Box 3693: 46922 William McNabb
Box 3693: 46923 Barbara Bliss
Box 3693: 46923 Mrs. Charles Stark
Box 3693: 46924 Eleanor Wobber, and Rolls, Muriel
Box 3693: 46925 Gretchen Johnson and "Hook" Bearslee
Box 3693: 46926 Relief Board, 1934
Box 3693: 46927-46929 Robles Family
Box 3693: 46930 Will Rogers
Box 3693: 46931 Musicians Union at Rolph Grave
Box 3693: 46932 Rolph Grave Rites
Box 3693: 46933-46934 Musicians Unions at Rolph Grave
Box 3693: 46935-46936 Gov. James Rolph, Funeral
Box 3693: 46940 Mrs. Roth
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Box 3694: 47108 Mrs. W.J. Gray, Jr.
Box 3694: 47108 Mrs. Carlton Tryner
Box 3694: 47109-47113 Green
Box 3694: 47114 Lt. L.W. Prentiss, USA
Box 3694: 47114 Commander Louis Gulliver, USN
Box 3694: 47114 Federal Building
Box 3694: 47114 Maj. W.F. Lee, 30th Inf.
Box 3694: 47114 Capt. R.R. Robinson, USMC
Box 3694: 47114 Mike Riordan, SF Police
Box 3694: 47114 Gen. S.A. Cheney, US Army
Box 3694: 47114 Capt. Ellis Bates, 30th Inf.
Box 3694: 47115 Hamburger, A Man
Box 3694: 47116 Arch bishop Hanna
Box 3694: 47117 Mary Hay
Box 3694: 47118 Marion Hewlet
Box 3694: 47119 Marion Hewlet, 3 Star Blanket from Stanford
Box 3694: 47120-47121 Marion Hewlet
Box 3694: 47122 June Fulton
Box 3694: 47122-47123 Majorie Hill
Box 3694: 47122 Carol Beals
Box 3694: 47124 Indianhead Penny
Box 3694: 47125 Dick Jose
Box 3694: 47126 Map of Europe showing Central Europe
Box 3694: 47129-47130 Elisa Landi
Box 3694: 47132 Van Biesem, Engraver (at Call)
Box 3694: 47132-47133 Elisa Landi
Box 3694: 47134 Mrs. George Levison
Box 3694: 47134 Mrs. Chas Levison
Box 3694: 47134 Mrs. Robert Levison
Box 3694: 47135 Littleman Grocery
Box 3694: 47136 Littleman Grocery
Box 3694: 47139 Majors. Irene
Box 3694: 47140 Walter Marty, High Jumper
Box 3694: 47145-47148 Walter Marty, High Jumper
Box 3694: 47149 Mayor Rossi
Box 3694: 47149 Louis B. Mayer
Box 3694: 47150 Postmaster McCarthy
Box 3694: 47151 Blanche McKay
Box 3694: 47152 Leif Erickson
Box 3694: 47152 Jacqueline DeWit
Box 3694: 47153-47154 Otis Harland
Box 3694: 47153-47154 Evelyn Venable
Box 3694: 47153-47154 Scott Mattraw
Box 3694: 47154 Max Reinhardt
Box 3694: 47154 Olivia DeHaviland
Box 3694: 47155 Eleanor Firth
Box 3694: 47155 Mickey Rooney
Box 3694: 47156 Evelyn Venable
Box 3694: 47157 Max Reinhardt
Box 3694: 47158 Evelyn Venable
Box 3694: 47159-47160 Mid-Summer Night’s Dream
Box 3694: 47161 Suzanne Montagle
Box 3694: 47162 Jehanne Havens-Monteagle
Box 3694: 47163-47165 Mrs. Mooney’s Funeral
Box 3694: 47166 Mrs. Mooney Parade
Box 3694: 47167-47169 Anna and John Mooney
Box 3694: 47170 Kathleen Norris
Box 3694: 47170 Kathleen Benet
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Box 3694: 47170 Rose-Mary Benet
Box 3694: 47171 Morrison
Box 3694: 47172 Adelaide Neilson
Box 3694: 47173 Elisa Landi
Box 3694: 47173 Nicholasen, Artist
Box 3694: 47175 Mrs. Grace Perez
Box 3694: 47175 Mrs. August Headman
Box 3694: 47175 Mable Arnold
Box 3694: 47176 Bevesford Polo
Box 3694: 47177 Hugh Potter
Box 3694: 47178 Will Rogers
Box 3694: 47180-47181 Mrs. Roosevelt
Box 3694: 47183-47184 Mrs. Ruth, and horse Chf. of Longview
Box 3694: 47185-47186 Miss Dorothy Rushins
Box 3694: 47187-47188 Mrs. Dan Scally
Box 3694: 47189-47194 Unidentified
Box 3694: 47209 Crew of 5 Bros
Box 3694: 47211 Clipper Smith's Girl
Box 3694: 47212 Mrs. Clipper Smith
Box 3694: 47214-47215 Arthur B. West, Prisoner
Box 3694: 47216-47221 Howard P. Smith, and West, A.B.
Box 3694: 47222 Louis Apple
Box 3694: 47222A Mrs. Trev Smith
Box 3694: 47223 Marlin Anderson
Box 3694: 47223A Mrs. Trev Smith
Box 3694: 47224 Milton Ashley
Box 3694: 47224A Mrs. Goldie Speyer
Box 3694: 47225-47226 Mrs. Arbold
Box 3694: 47225A Harriet Spring
Box 3694: 47225A Alice Worrell
Box 3694: 47226A George Sullivan, Police
Box 3694: 47227 Avocados
Box 3694: 47227A Shirley Temple
Box 3694: 47228 Man Trapped Assoc. Oil Bld.
Box 3694: 47228 Man trapped Assoc. Oil Bld.
Box 3694: 47228A-47229A Mrs. L.J. Tescher
Box 3694: 47229 Man Trapped, Assoc. Oil Company
Box 3694: 47230 Man Trapped, Assoc. Oil Company
Box 3694: 47230A Jane Thompson, and Peggy
Box 3694: 47231 William Anderson
Box 3694: 47231A "Tiny" Thornhill, Home
Box 3694: 47232-47235 Animals, Zebra
Box 3694: 47232A Coach Thornhill and wife
Box 3694: 47233A-47233B Tinti
Box 3694: 47234A Patsy Jean Tompkins, Girl
Box 3694: 47235A-47238A Margevy Totten
Box 3694: 47236-47238 Animals, Water Buck
Box 3694: 47239 Animals, Jaguar
Box 3694: 47239A Carol Beals
Box 3694: 47239A Barbara Towne
Box 3694: 47239A Erna Franchina
Box 3694: 47240 Animals, Water Buck
Box 3694: 47240A Charles and Louis Traung
Box 3694: 47241A Eddie Twiggs
Box 3694: 47242A Col. Shew Bo Wan
Box 3694: 47242A Lau Faul Iton
Box 3694: 47242A Genl. Tom Kai Shu
Box 3694: 47243A-47245A Wells Fargo Display Mining Congress
Box 3694: 47246A Charles Brock
Box 3694: 47246A Hugh Potter
Box 3694: 47246A W.A. Magee
Box 3694: 47246A D.D. Watson
Box 3694: 47247A Mathew Woll
Box 3694: 47248A Paul Daughters: Betty, Peggy, & Nancy Wood
Box 3694: 47249A Yachts
Box 3694: 47250A-47251A Yacht "Idalia"
Box 3694: 47252A Yachts
Box 3694: 47253A Yachts, at Golden Gate
Box 3694: 47254A Yacht "Idalia"
Box 3694: 47255A-47256A Mrs. Charles Young
Box 3694: 47257A-47258A Grant Young
Box 3694: 47259-47262 Sally Backman
Box 3694: 47263 Municipal Judge Badge
Box 3694: 47264 Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3694: 47265 Petric v. Baer, Jr.
Box 3694: 47266 Petric, Juck v. Baer, Buddy
Box 3694: 47267-47269 Bank Holdup, Fell-Haight
Box 3694: 47270 Lillian Barendt
Box 3694: 47271 Lillian Barendt
Box 3694: 47272 Mrs. Barendt
Box 3694: 47273-47274 Matt Barnes
Box 3694: 47275 Jack Barry
Box 3694: 47276 Ocean Beach, San Francisco
Box 3694: 47276B Joe Barty, Convict
Box 3694: 47277 U.S. Olsen
Box 3694: 47277 Charles E. Bell
Box 3694: 47278 Dr. Emmett Rixford
Box 3694: 47278 Lou Ann Bell
Box 3694: 47278 Mrs. Edith Bell
Box 3694: 47279 Belva Bellman
Box 3694: 47280 Att. R.C. Bennett
Box 3694: 47281-47284 Berk. Ski Jump
Box 3694: 47285 Maria Berriero
Box 3694: 47286 Jack Black
Box 3694: 47286 Effin Zoolbritsky
Box 3694: 47287-47289 Blind Home
Box 3694: 47290 Barbara Bliss
Box 3694: 47291 14th Ave. Fire
Box 3694: 47291 Miss L. Boatzin
Box 3694: 47291 Ada Clavk
Box 3694: 47291 Henry Levi, Fireman
Box 3694: 47291 Ada Paganetti
Box 3694: 47292 Stella Kep
Box 3694: 47292 Inspector Fred Bohr
Box 3694: 47293 Fred Boot and Family
Box 3694: 47294 Albert Shumate
Box 3694: 47294 Mary G. Borel
Box 3694: 47295 Lucretia Bori
Box 3694: 47295 Dorothy Bostwick
Box 3694: 47297-47299 Pauline Boyer
Box 3694: 47300-47301 Hatlo
Box 3694: 47300-47301 Dr. F.A. Bracher
Box 3694: 47300-47301 Judge Graham
Box 3694: 47300-47301 Frank Havenner
Box 3694: 47302 Mrs. George Brady
Box 3694: 47303-47304 Regina Brady
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Box 3694: 47305 Branch
Box 3694: 47306 Mrs. Annie Braver
Box 3694: 47307 Mrs. Annie Braver
Box 3694: 47308 Mrs. Carter A. Breusins
Box 3694: 47309 D.A. Broderick
Box 3694: 47310-47311 Miss Carol Brown
Box 3694: 47311 Miss Aileen O'Connor
Box 3694: 47311 Jean White
Box 3694: 47311 Antoinette Grav
Box 3694: 47312 Judge George H. Buck
Box 3694: 47313 F.R. Burrell
Box 3694: 47313-47314 J.T. Murray
Box 3694: 47313 G.R. Nelson
Box 3694: 47315 Flo. Campbell
Box 3694: 47316 Avacadoes
Box 3694: 47317 Caroline Harrison
Box 3694: 47317 Mrs. Henry C. Carlisle
Box 3694: 47318 Mary Carlisle
Box 3694: 47318 Dick Jurgens
Box 3694: 47319-47320 Donald Caron
Box 3694: 47321-47323 Minnie Carson
Box 3694: 47322 Helen Kline
Box 3694: 47322-47323 Lillian Lewis
Box 3694: 47324 Brady Matt
Box 3694: 47325 Mrs. Henry Chase
Box 3694: 47325 Mrs. Talbot Wildmann
Box 3694: 47326 Catherine Chasteen
Box 3694: 47327-47328 Kathryn Cheshive
Box 3694: 47329 French Church, Bush St.
Box 3694: 47330-47331 Grace Church Choir 134
Box 3694: 47332 Mrs. Antoinette Smith
Box 3694: 47332 Evelyn Brown
Box 3694: 47332 Vera Clark
Box 3694: 47333 Veronica Cleveland
Box 3694: 47334 Clock
Box 3694: 47335 Ira Coburn
Box 3694: 47335 Herbert Hanley
Box 3694: 47335 Richard Doyle
Box 3694: 47335 Mayor
Box 3694: 47335 Frank Hayman
Box 3694: 47335A Mrs. Edward Brady
Box 3694: 47335A Mrs. Thos. Coakley
Box 3694: 47338 Coit Tower
Box 3694: 47341-47342 Ursula Cole
Box 3694: 47341 Marie Merle
Box 3694: 47343-47346 Community Chest Kids
Box 3694: 47347 Nick Constantine
Box 3694: 47348 Prof. Matsyvama
Box 3694: 47348 Young Corbett
Box 3694: 47349 Walker
Box 3694: 47349 Corbett
Box 3694: 47350-47351 Betty Cox
Box 3694: 47352 Mrs. Clara Crespi
Box 3694: 47353 Marian Crocker
Box 3694: 47354 W.H. Crocker
Box 3694: 47354 W.W. Aldrich
Box 3694: 47355 Joe Cronin
Box 3694: 47356-47357 Joe Cronin and wife
Box 3694: 47358 Miss of E.E.R.A. Culey
Box 3694: 47359 Veronica Cushing
Box 3694: 47360-47363 Dance School Teachers' Convention
Box 3694: 47364 Paul Lukas
Box 3694: 47365 Ruth Jerry Kolchez
Box 3694: 47365 Marie Davidson
Box 3694: 47366 Solomon
Box 3694: 47366 Lillian Barendt
Box 3694: 47366-47371 Atty. George Davis
Box 3694: 47372 Theodore Scott
Box 3694: 47372 Frank Judge Deasy
Box 3694: 47373 Jeanne Deffenbaugh
Box 3694: 47374-47375 Mr. and Mrs. Cecil DeMille
Box 3694: 47376 Crew Dillingham
Box 3694: 47377 D. S.F. Consul. Genl of Roumania Dimencesco
Box 3694: 47378-47379 Richard Dix
Box 3694: 47380 Amnesia Victim John Doe
Box 3694: 47381 Helen Louise Doke
Box 3694: 47382 Mrs. W. Tiebold
Box 3694: 47382 Mrs. R.H. Donaldson
Box 3694: 47383-47384 3 Hop Heads
Box 3694: 47385 Couple of Hop Heads
Box 3694: 47386 John Weintz
Box 3694: 47386 Vern Doran
Box 3694: 47387-47389 Downey
Box 3694: 47390 Peggy Dressel
Box 3694: 47390 Suzanne Grau
Box 3694: 47391-47392 Peggy Miss Dressel
Box 3694: 47393 Mary Foster
Box 3694: 47393 Mrs. John S. Drew
Box 3694: 47394-47395 Truly Rae DuBarry
Box 3694: 47396-47400 Duels, Early California
Box 3694: 47401-47402 Mrs. Ruth Audrey Duggan, Bride of Day
Box 3694: 47403-47406 Theodore Durrant Murder
Box 3694: 47407-47408 Theodore Durrant
Box 3694: 47409 Hugh Baber, Wool Grower's Convention
Box 3694: 47409 Fred Ellenwood, Wool Grower's Convention
Box 3694: 47410-47411 Elaine Ellis
Box 3694: 47412 Elaine Ellis and mother
Box 3694: 47413 Elaine Ellis
Box 3694: 47414 David Elton
Box 3694: 47415 Joseph Engler, SF Police
Box 3694: 47416 Frank Enright
Box 3694: 47417-47421 Calistoga (ship), Ferry wrecked
Box 3694: 47422 14th Ave. Fire
Box 3694: 47424 Goldfish from Japan
Box 3694: 47428 USF Football Team, Return from Oregon
Box 3694: 47429-47432 USF Football
Box 3694: 47433 Nevada vs. Saint M., Tharp
Box 3694: 47434-47440 St. Mary's v. Wash. State
Box 3694: 47440A St. Mary's Off to Fordham
Box 3694: 47440C St. Mary's Off to Fordham
Box 3694: 47440D St. Mary's Off to Fordham
Box 3694: 47441-47442 Northwestern Squad
Box 3694: 47443 Tamalpais High Girl's Football
Box 3694: 47444 Calif. v. Poly
Box 3694: 47445 Mirabel Ford
Box 3694: 47446 Crysta Fovmes
Box 3694: 47447 Mary Foster
Box 3694: 47447 Mrs. John S. Drew
Box 3694: 47448 French Cadet in Uniform
Box 3694: 47449 Edwin Franklin
Box 3694: 47450 Colita Ireland
Box 3694: 47450-47451 Hal Bruntsh
Box 3694: 47451 Pat Frayne
Box 3694: 47451 Mrs. C. Jameson
Box 3694: 47452 Pat Frayne's Table, Emporium
Box 3694: 47453 Avacadoes
Box 3694: 47454 Joan Gray, Girl-singer
Box 3694: 47455 Frank Morrison, Sec. of AF of L
Box 3694: 47455 William Green, Pres. of AF of L
Box 3694: 47456 Mrs. M. Greggians
Box 3694: 47457-47458 Mary Garden
Box 3694: 47459 Bob Gooding
Box 3694: 47460 Father Bernard Hubbard
Box 3694: 47461 Joan Gray
Box 3694: 47462-47463 Mrs. George Grayson
Box 3694: 47464 Mrs. Oliver L. Goodfellow
Box 3694: 47465 Hugh Gagas
Box 3694: 47466 H.R. Gaither
Box 3694: 47467 James Gallagher, SF Police
Box 3694: 47467 Policeman Stariha
Box 3694: 47468 Mr. and Mrs. Jack Ganson
Box 3694: 47469 Margaret Garceau
Box 3694: 47470 Leo E. George
Box 3694: 47470 Mayor Rossi
Box 3694: 47471-47474 Max Goldberg
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Box 3695: 47475 Isadore Golden
Box 3695: 47476 Lillian Goldwater
Box 3695: 47477 Chicago Golfers, Women
Box 3695: 47481-47482 Mr. and Mrs. Myron Franks
Box 3695: 47483 Gilda Gray
Box 3695: 47484 Mrs. George Grayson
Box 3695: 47485 Mrs. George Grayson
Box 3695: 47486 Vivian Greene
Box 3695: 47487-47488 Ellede Synder Hagerson
Box 3695: 47489-47490 Halloween, Kids
Box 3695: 47491 Nancy Hanks
Box 3695: 47492 Dick Hanley
Box 3695: 47492 L. Kawal
Box 3695: 47492 Dr. C.T. Hansen
Box 3695: 47492 Dr. H. McKinley
Box 3695: 47493 Mrs. Lawrence McCune
Box 3695: 47493 Preston Ames
Box 3695: 47493 Mrs. Edward D. Keil
Box 3695: 47493 Genevieve Hart
Box 3695: 47494-47495 Taafe and Hassing, Sgt.
Box 3695: 47496 Sgt. Haasing
Box 3695: 47497 Mrs. Grace Perego
Box 3695: 47497 George Hatfield
Box 3695: 47498 George Hatfield
Box 3695: 47498 Louis Mayer
Box 3695: 47499-47501 Hatlo
Box 3695: 47501 Holoday
Box 3695: 47502 Dorthy Edna Nelson
Box 3695: 47502 Atty. Jos. C. Haughey
Box 3695: 47503 Mrs. Benton G. Wood
Box 3695: 47503 Mrs. Henry Q. Hawes
Box 3695: 47504 Mrs. W.J. Hayes
Box 3695: 47505 Chief Quinn
Box 3695: 47505 Capt. Healy, SF Police
Box 3695: 47506 Healey's Stooges, The 3 Stooges
Box 3695: 47507 Mrs. Jack Hedley
Box 3695: 47508 Jack Hedley
Box 3695: 47509 Capt. F.X. Gycax
Box 3695: 47509 Admiral Laws
Box 3695: 47509 Capt. N.W. Post
Box 3695: 47509 Com. R.H. Henkle
Box 3695: 47510 Miss Jane Henley
Box 3695: 47511 Mary Grace Borel
Box 3695: 47511 Harrie Hill, and Aloching (a Horse)
Box 3695: 47512 Horace Hoag
Box 3695: 47513 Better Home Stunt
Box 3695: 47514 Rebuild Homes Week
Box 3695: 47515 Better Home Stunt
Box 3695: 47517 Mrs. Thomas Watt
Box 3695: 47517 Mrs. Pardow Hooper
Box 3695: 47517 Dorothea Holden
Box 3695: 47518 Babe family Hollingbury
Box 3695: 47519 George Theodoratius
Box 3695: 47519 Coach Hollingbury
Box 3695: 47519 Ted Christofferson
Box 3695: 47519 Ed Goddard
Box 3695: 47520 Mrs. Pardow Hooper
Box 3695: 47521 Mrs. Hoover
Box 3695: 47521 Mrs. W.J. Hayes
Box 3695: 47522-47523 James Hopkins
Box 3695: 47524 Mrs. Chaos S. Howard, SF Soc.
Box 3695: 47525 Lindsay Howard
Box 3695: 47526 Mrs. Lindsay Howard
Box 3695: 47527 Rev. H. Ring
Box 3695: 47527 Father Bernard Hubbard
Box 3695: 47528-47531 B. Hubbard
Box 3695: 47532 Mrs. Ida Mae Hutchins
Box 3695: 47533-47535 Icemen, Refrigeration Experts/Meeting
Box 3695: 47536-47537 Ickes
Box 3695: 47538-47539 H.T. Iiao, Working with goldfish from Japan
Box 3695: 47542-47543 Aubrey Johnson
Box 3695: 47544-47545 Warden James A. Johnston
Box 3695: 47546 Mrs. Melvan Jones
Box 3695: 47547 Don Jose
Box 3695: 47548 Dick Jurgens
Box 3695: 47548 Mary Carlisle
Box 3695: 47549-47549A Mrs. F. Kohn
Box 3695: 47549A Mrs. A.E. Neuenberg
Box 3695: 47550-47554 General Tsai Tung Kai
Box 3695: 47555 Dennis Kearney
Box 3695: 47556 Jean Keeney
Box 3695: 47557 Lewis J. Kerlin and wife
Box 3695: 47558 Lorraine Slattery
Box 3695: 47558 Mrs. Loretta Kidd
Box 3695: 47558 Alma Kidd
Box 3695: 47559 Emaleen Kidwell
Box 3695: 47560-47561 Kincaid of O.C.
Box 3695: 47562 Harry Gough, Clerk
Box 3695: 47562 Marjorie Dugan, Bride
Box 3695: 47562 Francis Kirby, Groom
Box 3695: 47563-47564 Kit Kat Club
Box 3695: 47565 Scenes in Kluman yard
Box 3695: 47566 Jessie Kluman
Box 3695: 47567 Fritz Krisler
Box 3695: 47568 Mr. and Mrs. K.L. Kwong
Box 3695: 47568-47569 Mayor Rossi
Box 3695: 47571 Laemle, Seated
Box 3695: 47572 Mrs. Hazel Lake
Box 3695: 47573-47577 Mrs. Fay Langendorf
Box 3695: 47578 John LaRue
Box 3695: 47578 Jos. V. Nardini
Box 3695: 47579 Rose LaVerne
Box 3695: 47580 Stephan K. Hall
Box 3695: 47580 Shirley Thureson
Box 3695: 47580 Judge S. Lazarus
Box 3695: 47580 Eve Fidippio
Box 3695: 47580 Lazzavino Tinti
Box 3695: 47581 Harry McKenzie
Box 3695: 47581 Atty. George Lipman
Box 3695: 47582 Mrs. C. Barreto
Box 3695: 47582 Mrs. Edith Lent
Box 3695: 47583 Mary Luna
Box 3695: 47583 Thelma Lent
Box 3695: 47584-47586 Joseph Leonard
Box 3695: 47584-47586 George Leonard
Box 3695: 47585 Feist
Box 3695: 47585 Holt
Box 3695: 47585-47588 Theresa Judge
Box 3695: 47587-47588 Elaine Levey
Box 3695: 47587-47588 Mrs. Oliver L. Goodfellow
Box 3695: 47589-47590 Victor Lindaver's Dog
Box 3695: 47591 Stella Liscott
Box 3695: 47592-47594 Charmian London
Box 3695: 47595-47596 Longshoremen
Box 3695: 47597 Paul Lukas
Box 3695: 47598 Jockey Tom Luther
Box 3695: 47599 Mildred Long
Box 3695: 47599 Helen Lynch
Box 3695: 47600 Eleanor Coburn
Box 3695: 47600 Patricia Lyons
Box 3695: 47601-47602 Jeanette McDonald
Box 3695: 47602 Mayor Rossi
Box 3695: 47602 Mrs. Anna McDonald
Box 3695: 47603 Slip and Brother
Box 3695: 47603-47605 Julie Madison and dog
Box 3695: 47606 Thomas (IV) Magee
Box 3695: 47607-47608 Bob Magee
Box 3695: 47607-47608 Frank Keenholts
Box 3695: 47609 Mrs. George Manheim
Box 3695: 47609 Mrs. Mabel Sykes
Box 3695: 47610-47611 Lena Marinaro
Box 3695: 47612 Louis B Mayer, Award
Box 3695: 47613-47615 Louis B Mayer
Box 3695: 47616 James McFarland, Mugshot
Box 3695: 47617 Captain Charles Goff, SF Police
Box 3695: 47617 Mrs. Leopold Mollatch
Box 3695: 47617 John A.M. McGiluray
Box 3695: 47618 Scotty McInnis
Box 3695: 47618 Gov. Rolph
Box 3695: 47620 Carlos Medranos
Box 3695: 47621 Ruth Rechter
Box 3695: 47621 Judge Meikle
Box 3695: 47621 Marian Sutherland
Box 3695: 47621 Jean McGuffich
Box 3695: 47622 S.A. Meltncor
Box 3695: 47624 J. Merola
Box 3695: 47635-47636 Waren C. Merritt
Box 3695: 47637-47638 Vic Meyers
Box 3695: 47639 Charles Michelson
Box 3695: 47640 Mrs. Dana Mihailoff and Sonia
Box 3695: 47641 Mick Mihailoff
Box 3695: 47642 James Miley
Box 3695: 47643-47644 Manuel Minotti, Chief of Police of Sausalito
Box 3695: 47645 Patsy Ruth Mitsch
Box 3695: 47646-47648 Minnie Montague
Box 3695: 47649-47651 Mary Mooney
Box 3695: 47652-47653 Harry B. Moore (or Morey)
Box 3695: 47654 Mrs. Grant Morrison
Box 3695: 47655 A.B.C. Morse
Box 3695: 47656 Mrs. S.F.B. Morse
Box 3695: 47657 Mrs. S.F.B. Morse
Box 3695: 47658 Robert Holliday, at Mayor Luncheon
Box 3695: 47659-47660 Navy Hearing on the Chicago (ship)
Box 3695: 47661 Sailors with guns, No Names
Box 3695: 47662 Chicago (ship)
Box 3695: 47663 Sailors painting the Chicago (ship)
Box 3695: 47664 Chicago (ship)
Box 3695: 47665 Chicago (ship)
Box 3695: 47666 Chicago (ship)
Box 3695: 47676-47677 Edwin P. Nelson
Box 3695: 47676-47677 Patricia Bryant
Box 3695: 47676-47677 May Barry
Box 3695: 47678-47681 John Neylan
Box 3695: 47682 John Nieholm
Box 3695: 47683 Pat O'Brien, Scene
Box 3695: 47684 Pat O'Brien
Box 3695: 47685 Pat O'Brien and wife
Box 3695: 47685 Capt. Hood
Box 3695: 47685 Capt. Stark, Army
Box 3695: 47686 Pat O'Brien, and Warfield Girls
Box 3695: 47687 Charles M. Goodwin
Box 3695: 47688 Mrs. Frances O'Connell
Box 3695: 47688 Miss Carol Brown
Box 3695: 47688 Miss Aileen O'Connor
Box 3695: 47689-47690 Peggy O'Connor, Librarian
Box 3695: 47694-47695 Atty. Sherman Blood
Box 3695: 47694-47697 Mrs. Gus Oliva
Box 3695: 47698-47699 Boyd Oliver
Box 3695: 47700 Mrs. Anne Olsen
Box 3695: 47701-47702 Olympic Club New Year's Swim, '35
Box 3695: 47703-47704 Sigrid Onegin
Box 3695: 47703-47704 Fritz Penzoldt
Box 3695: 47705 Raymond O'Neil
Box 3695: 47706-47709 O'Shaugnessy Funeral
Box 3695: 47710 Francis and Mrs. O'Shaunnessy
Box 3695: 47711-47713 O'Shaugnessy Funeral
Box 3695: 47714 Parade
Box 3695: 47715 Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Pendleton
Box 3695: 47716 Mrs. Grace Perego
Box 3695: 47716 George Hatfield
Box 3695: 47717 Secty Perkins
Box 3695: 47718-47720 James H. Perking
Box 3695: 47721 Paul Perussino, Calif. Highway Patrol
Box 3695: 47722 Capt. Perussino
Box 3695: 47723 Esther Phillips
Box 3695: 47723 U.S. Commissioner Williams
Box 3695: 47724-47726 Miss Virginia Phillips
Box 3695: 47727 Dorothy Phinney
Box 3695: 47731 Babe Pinelli, Dec. '34
Box 3695: 47732-47733 Mrs. Jerome Politzer
Box 3695: 47732-47733 Mrs. W. Woods Adams
Box 3695: 47734 Robert Newell
Box 3695: 47734 Harold Porter
Box 3695: 47735-47736 S.F. Police Pistol Team and Sailors
Box 3695: 47737 S.F. Police Radio Car
Box 3695: 47738 S.F. Police Rifle and Machine Gun Squad
Box 3695: 47739-47742 Arthur S. Pratt
Box 3695: 47743 Martin Provenson
Box 3695: 47744 Natalie Puccinelli
Box 3695: 47744 Mary Gasalla
Box 3695: 47745-47747 Miss Kay Quigley
Box 3695: 47748-47750 Quinn and Maude Smith
Box 3695: 47751-47753 Chief Quinn
Box 3695: 47754 Chief Quinn and wife
Box 3695: 47755 Adrian Hoxie
Box 3695: 47755 Miss Fritz Reader
Box 3695: 47756 Tim Reardon
Box 3695: 47756 Tom Burke
Box 3695: 47757 Evelyn Venable
Box 3695: 47757 Olivia DeHavilland
Box 3695: 47757 Chas Ray
Box 3695: 47757 Max Reinhardt
Box 3695: 47757 Mickey Rooney
Box 3695: 47757 Frank Reicher
Box 3695: 47758 Charles Cadman
Box 3695: 47758 S.F. Reller
Box 3695: 47759 Alan McGuinn
Box 3695: 47759 Q. Respicio
Box 3695: 47760 Dr. Aurelia Rhinehart
Box 3695: 47761 Helen Moody
Box 3695: 47761 C.C. Young
Box 3695: 47762 Mike Riordan
Box 3695: 47762 C.C. Prior
Box 3695: 47762 2 Jackson Miners
Box 3695: 47763 Dolores Roberts
Box 3695: 47764 Prof. Edgar E. Robinson, Pres. Commonwealth Club
Box 3695: 47765 Rolph body at City Hall
Box 3695: 47769-47770 Babe Ruth, in Japan
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3695: 47771 Dorothy Ralston
Box 3695: 47771 Nancy Foster
Box 3695: 47772-47773 Carol Sanborn
Box 3695: 47774 San Jose Policeman
Box 3695: 47775 Baby Face Nelson's House in Sausalito
Box 3695: 47776 Herb Schveiber
Box 3695: 47777a Tom Sharkey, [Boxing?]
Box 3695: 47777b Tom Sharkey, [Boxing?] [Copy of Photograph]
Box 3695: 47777c-d Tom Sharkey, [Boxing?]
Box 3695: 47777e Jim Jeffries, [Boxing?]
Box 3695: 47777e William [Tom?] Sharkey, [Boxing?]
Box 3695: 47777f William [Tom?] Sharkey, [In Auto Among Crowds] [Boxing?]
Box 3695: 47777f Jim Jeffries, [In Auto Among Crowds] [Boxing?]
Box 3695: 47777f William [Tom?] Sharkey, [In Auto Among Crowds] [Boxing?]
Box 3695: 47777f Jim Jeffries, [In Auto Among Crowds] [Boxing?]
Box 3695: 47777f William [Tom?] Sharkey, [In Auto Among Crowds] [Boxing?]
Box 3695: 47777f Jim Jeffries, [In Auto Among Crowds] [Boxing?]

Box 3695: 47778-47779 Charles Sharp
Box 3695: 47781 Mr. and Mrs. Siever
Box 3695: 47781 Mr. and Mrs. O'Siever
Box 3695: 47782-47785 Sinclair
Box 3695: 47786-47787 Downey and Sinclair
Box 3695: 47788 Genevieve Six
Box 3695: 47789 Zoo Pythons
Box 3695: 47790 Zoo Pythons, Milk Bath
Box 3695: 47791 Zoo Pythons
Box 3695: 47791A Henry F. Small
Box 3695: 47792 Ruth Somers
Box 3695: 47792 Mrs. James Bradley
Box 3695: 47793 Miss Margaret Souza
Box 3695: 47794 Mrs. C. Tessyia Stafford and children
Box 3695: 47795-47797 Stage Coaches
Box 3695: 47798-47799 Robert Stalling
Box 3695: 47800 Jane Starkweather
Box 3695: 47801-47804 Anna Sten
Box 3695: 47805-47811 St. Joseph's Orphanage, Christmas, '34
Box 3695: 47812 Beatrice Crockett
Box 3695: 47812 A.E. Stok, Radiogram operator
Box 3695: 47812 Marie Lindsay
Box 3695: 47813 Dorothy Sudden
Box 3695: 47814 Col. Walter Sweeney
Box 3695: 47815 Bay Meadows Handicap Card
Box 3695: 47816-47817 Pat Kelley
Box 3695: 47816-47817 Julius Tannen
Box 3695: 47818-47819 Mrs. J.W. Taylor
Box 3695: 47820 Burlingame Tennis Trophy
Box 3695: 47821-47822 Mrs. Testa, and Dolores and Joy
Box 3695: 47823 Mrs. Dumas Testa
Box 3695: 47824 Mrs. George Thierbach
Box 3695: 47825 Norman Thomas and wife
Box 3695: 47826 Miss Dorothy Thompson
Box 3695: 47827-47828 Miss Dorothy Thompson and friends at Bay Meadows
Box 3695: 47829 Miss Dorothy Thompson
Box 3695: 47830 Tommy Thompson
Box 3695: 47830-47831 Capt. Harry Lyons
Box 3695: 47832-47834 Tiny and Mrs. Thornhill
Box 3695: 47835 Tiny Thornhill Home
Box 3695: 47836 Mrs. Lazzarino Tinti, Crying
Box 3695: 47837 Charles Gillespie
Box 3695: 47837 Nini Tobin
Box 3695: 47838 Percy E. Towne
Box 3695: 47839-47841 Joyce La Valle
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3695: 47839-47841 Jeanette Towner
Box 3695: 47842 Richard Trent
Box 3695: 47843 Mrs. Tresmoutan, and Maurice
Box 3695: 47844 Charolette Tray
Box 3695: 47845 Patricia Turner
Box 3695: 47846 Pauline Boyer
Box 3695: 47846 R.C. Counts
Box 3695: 47848 Lenore Underwood
Box 3695: 47849 Mrs. Alan Van Fleet
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Box 3696: 47850 Paul Verdier
Box 3696: 47850 Mel Venter
Box 3696: 47851 Mme. Masse, on Fr. Ship Jeanne D'Arc
Box 3696: 47852 Rosalie Wagner
Box 3696: 47853 Robert Waldrop
Box 3696: 47854 Bill Walker, Mrs. and Bill Jr.
Box 3696: 47854 Chief Quinn, and Walker, Bill
Box 3696: 47855-47857 Ora Wallace
Box 3696: 47855 Mrs. Blanche Wallace
Box 3696: 47855 Ora Wallace
Box 3696: 47858 Chief Justice William Waste
Box 3696: 47860 Judge W.H. Waste
Box 3696: 47860 Prof. Edgar E. Robinson, Pres. - Commonwealth Club
Box 3696: 47861-47863 Arthur Watson
Box 3696: 47864-47865 Aime Welch
Box 3696: 47864-47865 Helen Wise
Box 3696: 47866-47867 Ann Welcome
Box 3696: 47868-47869 Fred Wider
Box 3696: 47870 Mrs. William H. Wilde
Box 3696: 47871 Corp. Williams
Box 3696: 47872-47873 Ursula Williamson
Box 3696: 47872-47873 Earl Leach
Box 3696: 47874 Ursula Williamson
Box 3696: 47874 Susie Quealey
Box 3696: 47875 Earl Leach
Box 3696: 47875 Ursula Williamson
Box 3696: 47876 Sullivan and Winoka, 4 Horse
Box 3696: 47876-47877 Polson
Box 3696: 47877 Winoka, Horse
Box 3696: 47878 K. Thompson
Box 3696: 47878 Betty Winstead
Box 3696: 47879-47880 Mrs. Twila Bonnie Winterberg
Box 3696: 47881 Sascha Wolas
Box 3696: 47882 Alice Murphy, Nurse
Box 3696: 47882 Beatrice Wood
Box 3696: 47883 Jane Fagan
Box 3696: 47883 William Browell
Box 3696: 47883 Gloria Wood
Box 3696: 47885 Basement, Having connection with Albert Ruske case
Box 3696: 47886-47889 Albert Ruske
Box 3696: 47890 Basement, Having connection with Albert Ruske case
Box 3696: 47891-47892 Albert Ruske
Box 3696: 47894 William Browell [Albert Ruske case]
Box 3696: 47895 Albert Ruske, Murder Case
Box 3696: 47897-47900 Albert Ruske, Murder Case
Box 3696: 47903 California and Polk, American Trust Bank
Box 3696: 47904 Sidney Bavend
Box 3696: 47904 Victor Rampa
Box 3696: 47905 Mrs. Tito Bianchi
Box 3696: 47906 Miss Leslie Ann Broadway
Box 3696: 47907 Chas Bodin
Box 3696: 47907 Fred Shea
Box 3696: 47908 Mrs. Arthur Burnett
Box 3696: 47908 Mrs. Benj. Liederman
Box 3696: 47909-47910 Virginia Christopherson
Box 3696: 47912 Grace Cathedral Carol Singers at Palace Hotel
Box 3696: 47913 Comm. Collier of US Indian Affairs
Box 3696: 47914 Young Corbett
Box 3696: 47914 Prof. Matsuyama
Box 3696: 47915-47916 Gen. Malin Craig
Box 3696: 47917 Mrs. Foesling
Box 3696: 47918 Griffith (P.C. Stars) K.C. Game, Makes a short gain, 1935
Box 3696: 47919 Patricia Geissler
Box 3696: 47919 Ruth Somers
Box 3696: 47920-47921 Mrs. Gier
Box 3696: 47920-47921 Judge Mogan
Box 3696: 47922 Fisherman, A painting by Gren, Nils
Box 3696: 47923 Estelle Heurave
Box 3696: 47923 Hector Guinitini
Box 3696: 47924 R. Frank
Box 3696: 47924 Oliver Hassing
Box 3696: 47925 Hassing sentenced to Folsom, Jan. 23, 1935
Box 3696: 47926 Aladine Coruy
Box 3696: 47926 Edith Hedlund
Box 3696: 47927 Mrs. Gardner Hellman
Box 3696: 47927 Miss Lea Calegaris
Box 3696: 47928 Herbert Hoover
Box 3696: 47971 Mrs. Zolah Bader, And Elmer Jr.
Box 3696: 47972-47973 Dick Bartel, Baseball
Box 3696: 47972-47973 Joe Cronin, Baseball
Box 3696: 47974 Oscar Cloux, Police
Box 3696: 47974 Ernest Carli, Police
Box 3696: 47974 C. Birdsall, Police
Box 3696: 47975 Mr. and Mrs. Blum, At scene where son fell over cliff
Box 3696: 47976 William E. Conlan
Box 3696: 47976 Charles Bodin
Box 3696: 47978 Mark Bowden
Box 3696: 47978 Ralph O. Fitzgerald
Box 3696: 47979 Fannie Brice
Box 3696: 47980 Helen Bushnell, Also "Tiny Annie"
Box 3696: 47981 Marie Manes, Club Cairo Case
Box 3696: 47982 Mrs. Frankie Campbell and son
Box 3696: 47983 Mrs. Eleanor May Carroll
Box 3696: 47984 Antoinette Cartier
Box 3696: 47984 Mrs. Ruth Norman
Box 3696: 47985 Mrs. Chow
Box 3696: 47985 Dr. C.W. Chow
Box 3696: 47987-47988 Mrs. Genevieve Cohn
Box 3696: 47989 Roger Coit
Box 3696: 47989 U.S. Deputy Marshal
Box 3696: 47990 Nick the Greek Constantine
Box 3696: 47991 Young Corbett
Box 3696: 47991 Bob Van Klaverein, Fighter
Box 3696: 47992 Aladine Coruy
Box 3696: 47993-47999 Cowgirls
Box 3696: 48000-48001 Babe Dahlgren, SF Seals Baseball
Box 3696: 48000-48002 F. Hawkins, SF Seals Baseball
Box 3696: 48000-48002 Joe Cronin, SF Seals Baseball
Box 3696: 48003 Charles Dailey, Brother of lost radio operator of Macon
Box 3696: 48005-48006 "Farmer" Dean
Box 3696: 48007-48012 "Man Mountain" Dean
Box 3696: 48013 Rex McDonald
Box 3696: 48013 Marion Farley
Box 3696: 48014 Chief Eaglewing and wife (Indian)
Box 3696: 48015 Kay Ellis, Cairo Club Hat Checker
Box 3696: 48016-48023 Ethiopia
Box 3696: 48024 Howard Ferguson
Box 3696: 48025 Chas M. Fickert
Box 3696: 48026-48027 Mrs. Charles M. Fickert
Box 3696: 48028-48029 Fire, Fell and Divisidero
Box 3696: 48032 Fire, Fell and Divisidero
Box 3696: 48034-48046 Football, Unidentified [Number 48036 (glass) in Box 3681]
Box 3696: 48034 Mrs. Gladys Fay
Box 3696: 48054 George Hildebrandt
Box 3696: 48055 Judge Graham
Box 3696: 48056 Mrs. Gordon Greene
Box 3696: 48057 Edith Hedlund
Box 3696: 48058-48059 Highway near San Jose
Box 3696: 48060 Bob Hill, Int. Pres. Rotary Club
Box 3696: 48061 "Bulldog" Jackson
Box 3696: 48062 Kessel being charged with burglary
Box 3696: 48063 Al Kessel
Box 3696: 48064 Fritz Krisler, His hands
Box 3696: 48065 Fritz Krisler
Box 3696: 48066 Mrs. R. Symons
Box 3696: 48066 Frank Sloss
Box 3696: 48066 Efrem Kurtz
Box 3696: 48066 Mrs. R. Sloss
Box 3696: 48067 Myra Loker
Box 3696: 48067A-48068 "Bulldog" Jackson
Box 3696: 48067A-48068 Lord Landsdown
Box 3696: 48067A-48068 "Tiger" Tsakoff
Box 3696: 48069 Barney Landsbury
Box 3696: 48070-48071 Frank Latulipe, SF Police
Box 3696: 48070-48073 Mrs. Rose Lazarus
Box 3696: 48074 Macon Survivors aboard Cincinnati, Early Feb. 1935
Box 3696: 48075 Mrs. Harold Mack
Box 3696: 48076 Margaret Malone
Box 3696: 48077 Don Marshall
Box 3696: 48077 John Corbett
Box 3696: 48078 Mrs. A.C. Mattei
Box 3696: 48078 Miss Linda Vincent
Box 3696: 48079 Baldwin McGaw and wife
Box 3696: 48080 Capt. McGowen, SF Police
Box 3696: 48081 Zellma Melbourne
Box 3696: 48082 Loyal Menney, and Police
Box 3696: 48086 Tom Miller
Box 3696: 48087 Grace Moore
Box 3696: 48088 Tommy O'Brien, and "Fritz" (A dog)
Box 3696: 48089 2000 Orchids Orchids, Largest order in the West
Box 3696: 48090 Mrs. Charles Page
Box 3696: 48091 Mrs. Elmira Pape
Box 3696: 48092 Nurse Walsh, St. Mary's Hospital
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Box 3696: 48092 Nurse Pisani, St. Mary's Hospital
Box 3696: 48093 Marguerite Olinger
Box 3696: 48093 Ruth N. Quinan
Box 3696: 48093 Mrs. Grace Murray
Box 3696: 48096 Adm. Yancey Williams, US Navy
Box 3696: 48096 Capt. C.B. Porterfield, US Navy
Box 3696: 48096 Adm. Senn, US Navy
Box 3696: 48096 Lt. Com. R.H. Henkle, US Navy
Box 3696: 48097 Adm. Yancey Williams, US Navy
Box 3696: 48097 Adm. Senn, US Navy
Box 3696: 48098 Helen Mangin
Box 3696: 48098 Arminista Smith
Box 3696: 48099 Jack Ganson
Box 3696: 48099 Gus Sonnerberg
Box 3696: 48100 Sorengen Family
Box 3696: 48101 Dolores Roberts Sorensen
Box 3696: 48102-48105 Stanford Bonfire
Box 3696: 48106 Mrs. William Stout
Box 3696: 48107 Yvonne Thieriot
Box 3696: 48108 Louise Tholman
Box 3696: 48108 Eddie Mulligan
Box 3696: 48109 Tiger Tsakoff
Box 3696: 48110 Mrs. Myril Lunderville
Box 3696: 48111-48112 Ann Welcome, and Miss Johnston
Box 3696: 48113 Ann Welcome, and Electric Display
Box 3696: 48115 Commander Wiley
Box 3696: 48116 Harry Walter
Box 3696: 48116 Archie Zamloch
Box 3696: 48117 Burlingame High School, Archery
Box 3696: 48118 Burlingame High School, Gymnastics
Box 3696: 48119-48120 Burlingame High School, Field Hockey
Box 3696: 48121-48122 Burlingame High School, Gymnastics
Box 3696: 48123 Adolph Bolin, Ballet
Box 3696: 48124 Mary Grace Borel
Box 3696: 48124 Dr. Schumate
Box 3696: 48125-48126 Marie Davidson
Box 3696: 48127 Judge Dunn
Box 3696: 48128-48129 Steeple Jack
Box 3696: 48130-48131 Josef Sigallof Savatoga
Box 3696: 48132 Atty. Bullock
Box 3696: 48132 F. Alcalde
Box 3696: 48132 McAulliffe
Box 3696: 48133 F. Alcade and father
Box 3696: 48134 Decorations for 1935 "Davilla"
Box 3696: 48135 Washington Parade, Navy Blimp, 2/22/1935
Box 3696: 48136 Penfield Baker
Box 3696: 48136 Shirley Thompson
Box 3696: 48136 Janice Jones
Box 3696: 48137 Reds Barry
Box 3696: 48137 Joe Louis
Box 3696: 48138-48139 Mr. and Mrs. Mark Bowden
Box 3696: 48140-48141 Alma Brodie
Box 3696: 48142-48143 Elmer Bsek
Box 3696: 48144-48146 Gaviatti
Box 3696: 48144 Lipman
Box 3696: 48144 McKenzie
Box 3696: 48144 Ellis
Box 3696: 48144 Manes
Box 3696: 48144-48145 Vanessi
Box 3696: 48144 Club Cairo Trial
Box 3696: 48145-48146 Gerlach
Box 3696: 48147 Army Officers Cairo Case
Box 3696: 48148 Carl Clark
Box 3696: 48148 Leo Dwyer
Box 3696: 48148 Margaret Ann Dwyer
Box 3696: 48148 John Calkins
Box 3696: 48148 Leo Dwyer
Box 3696: 48149 William Cane
Box 3696: 48150 Herbert Clark, and "Damon Runyon"
Box 3696: 48151-48152 Nick Constantine
Box 3696: 48153 Kay Ellis, Hat Check Girl, Club Cairo Story
Box 3696: 48154 Martin Fink
Box 3696: 48154 Fire Marshall F. Kelly
Box 3696: 48155-48156 Fire: Battery and Clay, Rossi Printers, March 1935
Box 3696: 48157 Johnny Morris, Jr.
Box 3696: 48157 Kay St. Germain
Box 3696: 48157 Ben Gage
Box 3696: 48159-48160 Dr. Hasseltine, US Public Health
Box 3696: 48161 Dr. Robt. G. Sproul
Box 3696: 48161 Perkins
Box 3696: 48161 Herbert Hoover
Box 3696: 48162 Rev. Owen Hornberg
Box 3696: 48163-48164 Kadota
Box 3696: 48165 Kyme
Box 3696: 48166 Lord Landsdowne, Wrestler
Box 3696: 48167 Mr. and Mrs. Gary Leon
Box 3696: 48168 James Love
Box 3696: 48169 Miss Manes, Club Cairo "Cig" girl
Box 3696: 48170-48171 Sue Manning
Box 3696: 48170 Jack Richardson
Box 3696: 48171 Marg Dwyer
Box 3696: 48171 Shirley Thompson
Box 3696: 48171 Janice Jones
Box 3696: 48173 1st "One Man" in S.F. (transportation / labor) [Interior of streetcar with conductor and boarding passengers. Apparently the first streetcar running with a single operator.]
Box 3696: 48174 Loyal Menney, and Police
Box 3696: 48175 Frances Meyers
Box 3696: 48175 James Love
Box 3696: 48175 Mrs. Ella Meyers
Box 3696: 48176 Catherine Murphy
Box 3696: 48177 Judge O'Brien
Box 3696: 48178 Parade American Legion Flags, 2/22/1935
Box 3696: 48179 Jean Parker and friends
Box 3696: 48180 Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pierre
Box 3696: 48181 Father Rogers, on Ash Wednesday
Box 3696: 48182 Kay Elliott
Box 3696: 48182 Alice Scott
Box 3696: 48184 Alice Scott
Box 3696: 48185 Kay Elliott
Box 3696: 48185 Alice Scott
Box 3696: 48186-48187 Alice Scott
Box 3696: 48188-48189 Ruth Selenski and father
Box 3696: 48191 Mrs. James Sout
Box 3696: 48192 James Stout
Box 3696: 48193 University of California, Painting Campanile (Sather Tower, UC Berkeley)
Box 3696: 48194 Guydo Viocchi, Club Cairo Case, Feb. 1935
Box 3696: 48195 Weather Flags on Telegraph Building.
Box 3696: 48196 Warren Williams
Box 3696: 48197 Helen Wills, and Window Aztec
Box 3696: 48198 Irving Ackerman
Box 3696: 48199 Bonnie Boucher
Box 3696: 48199 Kay Agnew
Box 3696: 48199 Mortola Mortola
Box 3696: 48200-48201 Elaine Black
Box 3696: 48202 Leo Bonner
Box 3696: 48202 Insp. Dan O'Neill
Box 3696: 48204-48205 Marie Byer
Box 3696: 48204-48205 Judge O'Brien
Box 3696: 48206 Mother Chapin
Box 3696: 48207-48208 Chaliapin
Box 3696: 48209 Mother Chapin
Box 3696: 48209 Walter Caflisch, Palace Hotel
Box 3696: 48210 John L. Coloracco
Box 3696: 48211 Ernestine Crestello
Box 3696: 48212 Mrs. Rosalind Dashiell
Box 3696: 48213 Julia Delton
Box 3696: 48214-48215 Fred Fox
Box 3696: 48214-48215 Dave Dean
Box 3696: 48216 Jim Toner
Box 3696: 48216 Irene Dunne
Box 3696: 48217 Senator Fishface
Box 3696: 48218 Sue Henshaw
Box 3696: 48219 Mrs. Frank Herbert
Box 3696: 48220 Mira Jeffries
Box 3696: 48221-48222 Muriel Knopt
Box 3696: 48223 Lorna Lachmund
Box 3696: 48224 Mrs. Louderback
Box 3696: 48225 Matt I. Brady
Box 3696: 48225 Post-Master McCarthy
Box 3696: 48232 Charles Murphy
Box 3696: 48233-48236 A.R. O'Brien
Box 3696: 48237-48244 Frances Perkins
Box 3696: 48245-48247 Christine Phelps
Box 3696: 48245 E.O. Heinrichs
Box 3696: 48250 H. Lopachet
Box 3696: 48250 Judge G. Schonfeld
Box 3696: 48251 Miss Geogette Schiller
Box 3696: 48252-48253 Northhaven (ship)
Box 3696: 48254 Northhaven (ship), Radion Compass
Box 3696: 48255 Paula Trammlitz
Box 3696: 48256 John Vargas
Box 3696: 48257 Mrs. Sally Vargas
Box 3696: 48258 Mrs. Von Slabern
Box 3696: 48259-48260 Mrs. Zimmerman
Box 3696: 48261 Mrs. JH Ankele, Jr., Dog, "Jean Louise"
Box 3696: 48263 Ernest Bagshaw
Box 3696: 48264 A.W. Beideman, Pan Am Operator
Box 3696: 48265 Vera Bibbins
Box 3696: 48265 Gladys Bistein
Box 3696: 48266 Bike Racers
Box 3696: 48267 Phyllis Bohr
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Box 3696: 48267 Wallace Gabriel
Box 3696: 48268 Margaret Brennan
Box 3696: 48268 Lorraine Harrington
Box 3696: 48269-48271 Genl. Claude Brigham
Box 3696: 48269 Col. Ben Lear
Box 3696: 48272 Ann Welcome Broadcast
Box 3696: 48272A M.L. Britt
Box 3696: 48272A George O'Leary
Box 3696: 48272A Chas McGeevy
Box 3696: 48273 Children's Hospital
Box 3696: 48274 Chinatown
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Box 3697: 48275 Barbara Grace Cleese
Box 3697: 48277 Rena Collins
Box 3697: 48278 Samuel Combes
Box 3697: 48278 William McCarthy, Postmaster
Box 3697: 48279-48280 One Eyed Connolly
Box 3697: 48281 Veronica Shannon
Box 3697: 48281 Pat Desmond
Box 3697: 48281 Claire Greeley
Box 3697: 48281 Peggy Donavan
Box 3697: 48282 John P. Lynch
Box 3697: 48282 Edwin Doran
Box 3697: 48283 Celine Duque
Box 3697: 48283 Dorothy Fondecabe
Box 3697: 48284 Earthquake Test Mint Site
Box 3697: 48285 Irene Eastman
Box 3697: 48286 Virginia Fields
Box 3697: 48286A Fire, 19th and Harrison
Box 3697: 48287-48289 Fire, 19th and Harrison
Box 3697: 48291 Mary Garden, Army Day - 35
Box 3697: 48292 Joe Garry, Narcotics
Box 3697: 48293 Karlsruhe Band, Golden Gate
Box 3697: 48294 German Navy Parade
Box 3697: 48295 German Navy Parade
Box 3697: 48297 Ralph Giorges, with his dog Pal
Box 3697: 48298 Harry Applebaum
Box 3697: 48298 Lillian Mendelson
Box 3697: 48298 Bobbie Goldman
Box 3697: 48299 Gonzales
Box 3697: 48300 Mrs. Herbert Hanley
Box 3697: 48301 Jane Larson
Box 3697: 48301 Edna Hansen
Box 3697: 48302 Lorraine Harrington
Box 3697: 48302 Margaret Brennan
Box 3697: 48304 Helen Hayes
Box 3697: 48305 Elizabeth Hughes
Box 3697: 48306 Income Tax Office
Box 3697: 48307 Mrs. Edward Jacobs
Box 3697: 48308 Mrs. H. Jacobs
Box 3697: 48308 Miss Patricia Edwards
Box 3697: 48309 William L. Julian
Box 3697: 48310 Mrs. Robert Kasper
Box 3697: 48311 Tom Kelly
Box 3697: 48312 Viola kerr
Box 3697: 48313 Jennie Lee
Box 3697: 48314-48315 Jenny Lee
Box 3697: 48317-48318 Guy Lombardo
Box 3697: 48317-48318 Mrs. Guy Lombardo
Box 3697: 48319 Paula Lucas
Box 3697: 48320 Mrs. Josephine Marenco
Box 3697: 48321 Cave In, Market Street
Box 3697: 48322 Ivan Mavoevich, Attorney
Box 3697: 48322 Waldon Bond
Box 3697: 48322 Dr. Harry Bond
Box 3697: 48323 Mrs. Herbert Hanley
Box 3697: 48323 Mrs. Frances Mawwedel
Box 3697: 48325 Carol McBoyle
Box 3697: 48325 Elvyn Cowgill
Box 3697: 48325 Helen Hayes
Box 3697: 48325 Mrs. M. Draper
Box 3697: 48326-48327 Sheila McDonald
Box 3697: 48328 Mrs. Morris Miller
Box 3697: 48328-48329 J.N. Flowerman
Box 3697: 48330 Mavis Moore
Box 3697: 48331-48332 Spud Murphy
Box 3697: 48331 Mother Murphy
Box 3697: 48333-48334 Phyllis Nahl
Box 3697: 48335 Helen Neilan
Box 3697: 48335 Alice Reilly
Box 3697: 48336-48337 Frank Norris, with his yacht
Box 3697: 48338 Mrs. E.L. Oliver
Box 3697: 48340 Mrs. Pat Connolly
Box 3697: 48340 Mrs. Don Primley
Box 3697: 48340 A.B. Berlin, Attorney
Box 3697: 48341 Susie Jane Quealy
Box 3697: 48342 K. Allen
Box 3697: 48342 M. Hale
Box 3697: 48342 Quinn, Chief of Police
Box 3697: 48343 Elva Reed
Box 3697: 48343 Kinky Woods
Box 3697: 48344 Val Ritchie
Box 3697: 48345-48347 Roth Stables
Box 3697: 48348 Lonnie Haydon, with horse Chief Longview
Box 3697: 48350 Mrs. William Cohn
Box 3697: 48350 Mrs. Joseph Rosener
Box 3697: 48350 Mrs. Edward Jacobs
Box 3697: 48351 Lew Rush
Box 3697: 48352 Renee Russell
Box 3697: 48353 Walter T. Kellogg
Box 3697: 48353 C.H. Jensen
Box 3697: 48354-48356 F.W. Crum
Box 3697: 48354-48356 William C. McCarthy
Box 3697: 48355-48356 C.H. Jensen
Box 3697: 48355-48356 Walter T. Kellogg
Box 3697: 48357 Genevieve Sullivan
Box 3697: 48357 Edna Cabiale
Box 3697: 48357 Nancy Schieck
Box 3697: 48360 Mrs. Avery Smith
Box 3697: 48360 Helena Smith
Box 3697: 48361 Mrs. John C. Piver, Jr.
Box 3697: 48361 Marie Horton
Box 3697: 48361 Clifford Smith, Commander
Box 3697: 48362 Julie Lane
Box 3697: 48362 Joan Stafford
Box 3697: 48362 Ruth Hunter
Box 3697: 48363 Mrs. Martin Stelling, Jr.
Box 3697: 48364 Mrs. William or James Stout
Box 3697: 48365 Mrs. Yvonne Theriot
Box 3697: 48366 Jane Thompson
Box 3697: 48367 Kay Thompson
Box 3697: 48367 Emylu Adans
Box 3697: 48368 Margaret Thornton
Box 3697: 48368 Mrs. Louis Weinman
Box 3697: 48369 Patricia Tobin
Box 3697: 48369 Elizabeth McCune
Box 3697: 48370 Hazel Utz, Attorney
Box 3697: 48370 Mildred Wolaski
Box 3697: 48371-48374 Mr. and Mrs. Waldrop
Box 3697: 48375 Ruth Marie Laumeister
Box 3697: 48375 Mrs. George Yyson Weihe
Box 3697: 48376 Ann Welcome Broadcast
Box 3697: 48377 Anita Whitney
Box 3697: 48378-48379 Mildred Wolaski
Box 3697: 48380 Mary Yates
Box 3697: 48380 Annette Bourret
Box 3697: 48381-48383 Maxine (Marian[?]) Albro
Box 3697: 48384 Albro Paintings
Box 3697: 48385-48387 Albro Mural, Ebell Club, Los Angeles
Box 3697: 48388 Balfour Bldg., Rear
Box 3697: 48389 Mrs. W.W. Bedford
Box 3697: 48390 Veronica Boucher
Box 3697: 48390 Helen McDonald
Box 3697: 48391 G. Ferriagars
Box 3697: 48391 Aileen O'Toole
Box 3697: 48391 Marcella Bouchard
Box 3697: 48391 Cecile Foley
Box 3697: 48391 Murie Whalen
Box 3697: 48392 Ernest Caili, SF Police
Box 3697: 48392 Oscar Cloux, SF Police
Box 3697: 48392 C. Birdsall, SF Police
Box 3697: 48393 Lucille Heath
Box 3697: 48393 Glen Clasley
Box 3697: 48393 Alice Morooney
Box 3697: 48393 Jamor Kingwell
Box 3697: 48394 Barbara Cleese, and Sandy (a dog)
Box 3697: 48394A Barbara Cleese, and Sandy (a dog)
Box 3697: 48395-48396 Lillian Cohn
Box 3697: 48397 Mrs. of Orange Crista
Box 3697: 48399 William E. Emmal
Box 3697: 48400 William E. Emmal, and Att. Stern
Box 3697: 48401 Mrs. Betty Enright
Box 3697: 48401A Bob Olin
Box 3697: 48401A Ref. Toby Irwin
Box 3697: 48402 Lawrence Goldner
Box 3697: 48402 H.E. Rose
Box 3697: 48402A Bob Olin
Box 3697: 48402A John Henry Lewis
Box 3697: 48403 Mrs. Lawrence Goldner
Box 3697: 48404 Fire Chief Brennan
Box 3697: 48404 Mr. Holiday
Box 3697: 48404 Seth Howard
Box 3697: 48404 Gen. Woodruff
Box 3697: 48404 Mayor Rossi
Box 3697: 48404A Beatrice O'Neil
Box 3697: 48404A Mary Everson, Matron
Box 3697: 48405 Thelma Houser
Box 3697: 48405 Norma Jacobs
Box 3697: 48406 Beatrice O'Neil
Box 3697: 48407 "Fat" William Lewis, being fingerprinted
Box 3697: 48407A Mr. and Mrs. Gov. Pinchot
Box 3697: 48408 John Linus
Box 3697: 48409 Mrs. John McPherson
Box 3697: 48409A Helen Pursley
Box 3697: 48410 Mrs. Robt. Roos, and Tanforan Winner
Box 3697: 48411 Harold E. Rose
Box 3697: 48412 Mrs. Emily Saville
Box 3697: 48412 Mrs. Goldie Phillips
Box 3697: 48412 Mrs. Ethel Johnson, and Janice
Box 3697: 48413-48419 Presidio Jr. High
Box 3697: 48420-48421 Easter at Old St. Mary's
Box 3697: 48422 Old St. Mary's, Women Praying
Box 3697: 48423-48425 Gert Stein
Box 3697: 48426 Elton Stone
Box 3697: 48427 Virginia Sullivan
Box 3697: 48427 Christine Markiewith
Box 3697: 48428 Thomas Supple
Box 3697: 48429-48433 Tanforan
Box 3697: 48434 Billy Taub
Box 3697: 48435 John Wiese
Box 3697: 48435 Max Weber
Box 3697: 48436 Apt. House Week, Ann Welcome's Room
Box 3697: 48437-48438 William Adkin
Box 3697: 48439 Anita Aguero
Box 3697: 48439 Mrs. Shoichi Nakase
Box 3697: 48440 ALCO
Box 3697: 48441 ALCO
Box 3697: 48442 Paul A. Bissenger
Box 3697: 48442 Mrs. J.E. Butterfield
Box 3697: 48442 R.F. Allen
Box 3697: 48443 Bob Grayson
Box 3697: 48443 Frank Alustiza, Stanford Football
Box 3697: 48443 "Bones" Hamilton, Stanford Football
Box 3697: 48444 Joe Armori
Box 3697: 48444 Murioh McFadden
Box 3697: 48445 Clara Barnett
Box 3697: 48445 Alba Scarpa
Box 3697: 48445 Pearl Bridges
Box 3697: 48446-48447 Joel Basso, and Joan
Box 3697: 48448 Celeste Bercut
Box 3697: 48448 Susan Touhy
Box 3697: 48449 Beverly Bercouitch
Box 3697: 48450 George Gallagher
Box 3697: 48450 Elaine Black
Box 3697: 48451 LaVida Blum
Box 3697: 48452 Betty Brock
Box 3697: 48452 Joan Brandel
Box 3697: 48453 Bill Brokaw
Box 3697: 48454 John McPherson, Jr.
Box 3697: 48454 Pat Brown
Box 3697: 48455 Leo Bunner
Box 3697: 48456 Evelyn Burris
Box 3697: 48457 Mrs. A.M. O'Brien
Box 3697: 48457 Mrs. James Dawson
Box 3697: 48457 Mrs. Charles F. Cahill
Box 3697: 48457 Mrs. L.D.O. O'Brien
Box 3697: 48459 Clem Gaviatti, Defendant, Cairo Club Case
Box 3697: 48459 Sam Erlich, Defendant, Cairo Club Case
Box 3697: 48459 Tony Vanessi, Defendant, Cairo Club Case
Box 3697: 48460 Club Cairo Case, Steiger's Court
Box 3697: 48461 Clem Gaviatti, Defendant, Cairo Club Case
Box 3697: 48461 Tony Vanessi, Defendant, Cairo Club Case
Box 3697: 48461 Sam Erlich, Defendant, Cairo Club Case
Box 3697: 48462 Judge Steiger
Box 3697: 48462 John McMahon
Box 3697: 48462 Dr. Jesse Carr
Box 3697: 48463 Amy Warren
Box 3697: 48463-48465 Mrs. Edna Chamberlain
Box 3697: 48466 Mrs. Edna Chamberlain and son Gordon
Box 3697: 48467 Mrs. Edna Chamberlain
Box 3697: 48468 Mrs. Chinnaw, and Family (widow and family of Tong victim)
Box 3697: 48469-48470 Glen Clasby, a woman
Box 3697: 48469-48470 Helen McDonnell
Box 3697: 48471 Margaret Connely
Box 3697: 48472 Julia Cornae
Box 3697: 48472 Mildred O'Brien
Box 3697: 48473 Silvia Cortesi
Box 3697: 48474-48476 Leland Cutler
Box 3697: 48474 Mayor Rossi
Box 3697: 48474 Thomas Meagher
Box 3697: 48477 Mrs. Franklin McLaren
Box 3697: 48477 Dorothy Daly
Box 3697: 48477-48479 Burlingame Denny, Football
Box 3697: 48480 William Cross, Jr.
Box 3697: 48480 Walter Dillingham, Jr.
Box 3697: 48481-48482 Doke Jury
Box 3697: 48483-48484 Doke
Box 3697: 48485 Doke Jury
Box 3697: 48486-48489 Football Dowd, Lowell High
Box 3697: 48490 Katherine Ellis
Box 3697: 48491 Nan Macy
Box 3697: 48491 Alice Faye
Box 3697: 48492 Mrs. Chas M. Fickert
Box 3697: 48493 Florence Fowler
Box 3697: 48493 Helen Stanley
Box 3697: 48494 Amelia Franceschini
Box 3697: 48494 Millie Faugoli
Box 3697: 48494 Mabel Casselli
Box 3697: 48495-48496 Leo Gallagher, and reds in court
Box 3697: 48497-48498 Clem Gaviatti
Box 3697: 48499 Jeanette F. Guild
Box 3697: 48500 Marie Davidson
Box 3697: 48500 Joan Halamicek
Box 3697: 48501 T. Murphy
Box 3697: 48501 Tom Hanley
Box 3697: 48501 Schonfeld
Box 3697: 48502 Evelyn Jurs
Box 3697: 48502 Emily Hardy
Box 3697: 48502 Dorothy Thompson
Box 3697: 48502 Lorraine Domb
Box 3697: 48503 Sgt. Oliver Hassing
Box 3697: 48504 Mrs. Florence Hatch
Box 3697: 48505 Mrs. C.M. Hobinson
Box 3697: 48506 Elizabeth Soo Hoo
Box 3697: 48507 Mrs. Parlow Hooper
Box 3697: 48508 Brigadier General and Mrs. Seth Howard
Box 3697: 48509 Mrs. Agnes Kennedy
Box 3697: 48510 Mrs. Evelyn Johnson
Box 3697: 48511-48512 Mr. Johnson, and Mrs. Martin
Box 3697: 48513 Dr. Paul Koertz
Box 3697: 48513 Louie B. Mayer
Box 3697: 48513 Louie Lurie
Box 3697: 48514 Wal. Kondratine, San Mateo Football
Box 3697: 48515 Major-Genl. Leach
Box 3697: 48515 Brig. Genl. Seth Howard
Box 3697: 48516 Lorraine Fahs
Box 3697: 48516 Jone Loughery
Box 3697: 48516 Caye Quisley
Box 3697: 48517 Al Burlingame Luddy, Football
Box 3697: 48518 Elizabeth McCollum
Box 3697: 48519 Slip Madigan
Box 3697: 48520 Mrs. Maggorie
Box 3697: 48521 Dr. Seth E. Maker
Box 3697: 48522 Robert Manlove
Box 3697: 48523 Marie Mannis
Box 3697: 48523 Katherine Ellis
Box 3697: 48524 Marie Mannis
Box 3697: 48525 Georgina Mayers
Box 3697: 48526 Joe Lopez
Box 3697: 48526 George McCarthy
Box 3697: 48527 Captain Miner, USA, Cairo Case
Box 3697: 48528 Victor Moughler, feeds Kenneth
Box 3697: 48530 Bernice Moughler
Box 3697: 48530 Aldta Moughler
Box 3697: 48530 Dorothy Moughler
Box 3697: 48531 Mrs. Roy Moughler
Box 3697: 48531 Roy Moughler
Box 3697: 48532 Marion Daly
Box 3697: 48532 Madeline Bennett
Box 3697: 48532 Judge Alden Ames
Box 3697: 48532 Alice Pistolesi
Box 3697: 48532 Winifred Forge
Box 3697: 48533 Donald Rubke
Box 3697: 48533 Kenneth Church
Box 3697: 48533 Chief William Quinn, San Francisco Police
Box 3697: 48533 Merrit Wieder
Box 3697: 48534 Dorothy Levison
Box 3697: 48534 Dorothy Randall
Box 3697: 48535 Mrs. Joseph A. Rock
Box 3697: 48535 Alice Smiddy
Box 3697: 48536 Marion Roller
Box 3697: 48537 San Quentin Prison
Box 3697: 48538-48544 San Jose High School Fire
Box 3697: 48545 Bob Olin
Box 3697: 48546 Admiral Senn, candid
Box 3697: 48547 Commander George H. Bauer
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Box 3697: 48547 Captain Porterfield
Box 3697: 48547 Rear Admiral Senn, USNR
Box 3697: 48548 Joseph Sieff
Box 3697: 48549 Amy Warren
Box 3697: 48549 Harmon Skillin
Box 3697: 48550 George Smith
Box 3697: 48551-48552 Dorothy Stone
Box 3697: 48553 Louise Taber
Box 3697: 48554-48555 Mrs. Edna Chamberlain
Box 3697: 48554-48555 Dal Thomsen
Box 3697: 48556 Mrs. Edna Meller
Box 3697: 48556 Charles McLaughlin
Box 3697: 48556 Mr. John Tischler
Box 3697: 48557 Celeste Bercut
Box 3697: 48557 Susan Touhy
Box 3697: 48558-48559 Richard Townsend
Box 3697: 48560-48561 Moira Wallace
Box 3697: 48562 Mort Werner
Box 3697: 48563 E.E. Williams, United States Comm.
Box 3697: 48563 San Paolo, Salvator
Box 3697: 48564 Celeste Bercut
Box 3697: 48564 Helen Will
Box 3697: 48565-48566 Helen Wills
Box 3697: 48567 Joel Wright
Box 3697: 48568 Mrs. Claire Zweig
Box 3697: 48569 Fiorencio Alcade
Box 3697: 48570 Annesia Case
Box 3697: 48570A Elephant Circus
Box 3697: 48571-48572 John Doe, Annesia Case
Box 3697: 48572A Zebra, San Francisco Zoo
Box 3697: 48572B Annesia Victim
Box 3697: 48573 Annesia Victim, Central Emergency Hospital
Box 3697: 48573A Zebra, San Francisco Zoo
Box 3697: 48574 Esther Anderson
Box 3697: 48574 Mario Sorisio
Box 3697: 48574A Zebra, San Francisco Zoo
Box 3697: 48575 Anderson, UC -- 100 and 220 yard sprinter
Box 3697: 48575A Zebra, San Francisco Zoo
Box 3697: 48576 Roy Chapman Andrews
Box 3697: 48576 Mrs. Roy Chapman Andrews, second wife
Box 3697: 48576A Zebra, San Francisco Zoo
Box 3697: 48577 Minna St. Dogs Fire
Box 3697: 48577A Zebra, San Francisco Zoo
Box 3697: 48578 Dog, at Pound
Box 3697: 48579 Zebra, San Francisco Zoo
Box 3697: 48579A Elephant
Box 3697: 48580 Zebra, San Francisco Zoo
Box 3697: 48581 Zebra, San Francisco Zoo
Box 3697: 48581A Elephant Circus
Box 3697: 48582 Elephant
Box 3697: 48584 Elephant
Box 3697: 48589-48591 Richard Arlen
Box 3697: 48592-48600 United States Army, marching
Box 3697: 48605 Flying Boats, in the air
Box 3697: 48606 Flying Boats, on the water
Box 3697: 48607 Flying Boats, in the air
Box 3697: 48608 Puggy Buckley
Box 3697: 48608 Max Baer, Boxer
Max Baer, Boxer
Puggy Buckley
General Paul Malone
General Barrows
Bay Meadow, $25,000 Handicap
Frank Belgrano, Arrival -- American Legion
Frank Belgrano, Arrival -- American Legion
Cleary Rossi & Belgrano
Last Man Club
Frank Belgrano, Jr.
David Bell
Berkeley Ski Jump
William Coffman
Henry Boyen
Velma Berry
Mary Grace Borel
Pete Sales
Dink Templeton
Hal Bruntsch
Butcher Town
Judge Butler, Marin County
Lucille A. Caeser
Mrs. Neil A. Palmer
Alice Cambell
Under Sheriff H. Bernhard
Maxine Canty
Evelyn Wells
Maxine Canty
Maxine Canty
Capitol Theater Fire
Mary Carlisle
Ella Caven
Chain Letter ($1.50) Store, San Francisco
Janice Chanez
Judith Blood
Shirley Cliff
Winnie Davidson
Children's Opera Group
St. Patrick's Church
Cleaning and Dryer's Strike, Rioters in San Francisco
Clouds
Bill Coffman
Jean Parker
Homer Show
Colonists Leave for Alaska
Oakland Communist Parade (communism)
Richard Nickell
Alice Connolly
June Spence
Nick Constantine, mug shot
Corbett
Circus Crowd
Crew Race, University of Calif. and Washington -- 1935
Crew Race, University of Calif. and Washington -- 1935
Arleigh Williams
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Box 3698: 48706 Howard Cristy
Box 3698: 48707 Marion Crocker
Box 3698: 48708 Man Mountain Dean Wrestler
Box 3698: 48709 Dope, Narcotics
Box 3698: 48710 Drake Cleaners' Strike
Box 3698: 48711 Bernice Dreifuss
Box 3698: 48712-48716 Ann Dvorak, Actress
Box 3698: 48717 Patricia Edwards
Box 3698: 48718-48719 British Sailors
Box 3698: 48720 British Navy, "Skeena" in background
Box 3698: 48721-48722 British Navy
Box 3698: 48723 Baby Escheveria, bicycle racer
Box 3698: 48723 Mother Escheveria
Box 3698: 48724 Henry T. Ewald
Box 3698: 48725 Lillian Page
Box 3698: 48725 Mrs. Lorenza Fabbrini
Box 3698: 48725 Beatrice Wells
Box 3698: 48726 Cocktail Bar, Fairmont Hotel
Box 3698: 48727 Rosalinde Heppel
Box 3698: 48727 Barbara Price
Box 3698: 48727 LaVerne Findley
Box 3698: 48728 Fink, UC Javelin Thrower
Box 3698: 48729 SF Zoo Fire
Box 3698: 48730 Fishing Fleet, Fisherman's Wharf
Box 3698: 48731-48733 Sheriff Fitzgerald, Dope Seizure in shoe
Box 3698: 48734 Jumping Frogs of Calaveras
Box 3698: 48735 Mayor Rossi, and Calaveras Jumping Frog
Box 3698: 48736-48738 Jumping of Calaveras Frog
Box 3698: 48739 Clark Gable and wife
Box 3698: 48740 Norma Gabriel, SF dancer in jail
Box 3698: 48741-48742 Joe Galli
Box 3698: 48743 Dr. Geiger
Box 3698: 48744 John Gentile
Box 3698: 48744 Insp. Allen McGinn
Box 3698: 48745 Presidio Golf
Box 3698: 48746 C of C Golf Tourney, Presidio
Box 3698: 48747 Grayson and Nevers, Stanford Football
Box 3698: 48748 Richard Arlen
Box 3698: 48748-48750 Walter Hagen
Box 3698: 48751 Mrs. J.L. Bennett
Box 3698: 48751 Mrs. J.V. Harrigan
Box 3698: 48752 Connie Hayden
Box 3698: 48752 Roth Stables
Box 3698: 48753 Mrs. Robt. Adams
Box 3698: 48753 Helen Hayes
Box 3698: 48754 Capt. J.B. Dooley, Fire Dept.
Box 3698: 48754 Mrs. Agnes Hennessy
Box 3698: 48755-48759 Horse Racing
Box 3698: 48760 Lindsay Howard, Polo Player
Box 3698: 48761 Ray of Scripps Howard, Howard Papers
Box 3698: 48762 Elizabeth Hughes
Box 3698: 48763 Barbara Hutton, 2nd Marriage
Box 3698: 48763 Count Havgivitz, and countess
Box 3698: 48764-48766 Frieda INEZCORT
Box 3698: 48767 Mr. A. Jensen, Minna St. Fire
Box 3698: 48768 "Bull" Kelly, Pal of Baby Face Nelson
Box 3698: 48768 US Commisioner Williams
Box 3698: 48770-48771 Suneta Kesarcod, Hindu Coed
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Box 3698: 48772-48773 Stanford Hurdler Klopstock, Track Meet-- Stanford - Cal (UC Berkeley) - USC
Box 3698: 48774 Nida Kramarenko
Box 3698: 48775 Elmer Layden
Box 3698: 48776 Capt. Lemon
Box 3698: 48777 Levy, Stanford Discus Thrower
Box 3698: 48778-48779 Lindsay Margaret, Movie Actress
Box 3698: 48778 Warren Williams
Box 3698: 48779 Barton MacLane
Box 3698: 48780 John Linus, Painter
Box 3698: 48781 Sheila MacDonald
Box 3698: 48782 Margaret Sullivan
Box 3698: 48782 Barton MacLane
Box 3698: 48783 Macon, Scene of Macon Disaster Pt. Sur.
Box 3698: 48785 Genl. Paul B. Malone
Box 3698: 48786 Velma Berry
Box 3698: 48786 Louis B. Mayer
Box 3698: 48786 William Coffmann
Box 3698: 48786 Henry F. Boyen
Box 3698: 48788 Mrs. Adele McCabe, 5-22-35
Box 3698: 48789 Postmaster J.P. McCarthy
Box 3698: 48790-48791 Jack McCoy, Bicycle racer
Box 3698: 48792 Cooper
Box 3698: 48792-48793 McSpaden
Box 3698: 48793A McSpaden
Box 3698: 48793A Cooper
Box 3698: 48794 Suzanne Menniss
Box 3698: 48794 Jack Podesta
Box 3698: 48795 Kenneth Meyers
Box 3698: 48797 Gwladys Mills
Box 3698: 48798 Frank Colombo
Box 3698: 48798-48799 Insp. James Mitchell
Box 3698: 48798 William Keno
Box 3698: 48801 Grace Moore
Box 3698: 48804 Grace Morley
Box 3698: 48805-48806 Mottram, Stanford Javelin
Box 3698: 48808 Phyllis Nahl
Box 3698: 48812 Ranger Aircraft Carrier (ship)
Box 3698: 48814 Harmon Nelson
Box 3698: 48815 Mrs. Wells H. Newlands
Box 3698: 48815 Mrs. Reuben W. Hills, Jr.
Box 3698: 48815 Ann Milan
Box 3698: 48820 Alice Hydman
Box 3698: 48821 Leonora Norris
Box 3698: 48822 Mrs. Ramona O’Hanlon
Box 3698: 48823-48824 Olson, USC Broad Jump
Box 3698: 48825-48826 Myra O’Rourke, 5-23-35
Box 3698: 48827 Bernad Pease
Box 3698: 48834-48835 Mrs. H. Racik
Box 3698: 48836-48837 Rainbow Tavern, Closed
Box 3698: 48838 Stanford Reynolds, Shot Put
Box 3698: 48839 Charlotte Riebeling
Box 3698: 48839 Mrs. Dorothy Paetzold
Box 3698: 48840 Monsignor Rogers
Box 3698: 48840 St. Patrick's Church
Box 3698: 48841 Erwin Anderson
Box 3698: 48841 Richard Dettering
Box 3698: 48841 Robt. Gross
Box 3698: 48841 Will Rogers, Jr.
Box 3698: 48843 Roth Stables
Box 3698: 48844-48847 Baron Rothschild, Baroness and daughter-in-law
Box 3698: 48847 Baron Rothschild, son and Daughter-in-law
Box 3698: 48848 Russ Bldg.
Box 3698: 48850 Rhea Sadowski, Pianist
Box 3698: 48851 Pete Sales, Stanford Javelin
Box 3698: 48852 Salvatore San Paolo, "Possessions of"
Box 3698: 48853 Salvatore San Paolo
Box 3698: 48854 Tommy Thompson
Box 3698: 48854 Gene Sarazen
Box 3698: 48855 Norma Radio Singer Schiller
Box 3698: 48856 Ann Schley
Box 3698: 48856 Barthelemy Arotca
Box 3698: 48856 Patricia Kenney
Box 3698: 48857 Judge Schoenfeld
Box 3698: 48858 Seal
Box 3698: 48859-48860 Mrs. Walter Sellman, 5-23-35
Box 3698: 48861 Andy Gallagher
Box 3698: 48861 Uhl
Box 3698: 48861 Warren Shannon
Box 3698: 48862-48866 Dollar line Life Boat Drill
Box 3698: 48869-48870 "Skeena" Canadian Cruiser, Toast to King's Birthday
Box 3698: 48872-48876 Ruth Slenzynski, Pianist
Box 3698: 48877 Stanford Bonfire
Box 3698: 48878 Symphony Concert in Emporium Store
Box 3698: 48879 Tommy Thompson
Box 3698: 48880-48881 Gene Tunney and wife
Box 3698: 48882 Gene Tunney and wife
Box 3698: 48883 Attorney Jake Ehrlich
Box 3698: 48883 Walter Dreifuss
Box 3698: 48884 Bep Van Klaveren
Box 3698: 48885 Piet Von Kampen and wife (bicycle racer)
Box 3698: 48888-48889 Ann Welcome
Box 3698: 48890 Evelyn Wells
Box 3698: 48891 Mrs. Josephine Welsh
Box 3698: 48892-48893 William Taylor Hotel
Box 3698: 48894 US Commissioner Williams
Box 3698: 48895 Ursula Williamson
Box 3698: 48896 Arleigh Williams, Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 3698: 48897-48899 Basil Woom and wife (author)
Box 3698: 48900 Chester Yardley, Fire at 19th and Harrison
Box 3698: 48900 Emma Jarkeih, Fire at 19th and Harrison
Box 3698: 48901 Elena Bogdanoff
Box 3698: 48901 Carmelita Angulo
Box 3698: 48902-48903 30th Infantry Inspection Army
Box 3698: 48904 SF Members of 1935 Assembly
Box 3698: 48905 Marin Crash Accident, 14 Students Hurt
Box 3698: 48906 Mary Pane
Box 3698: 48906 Elizabeth Avansino
Box 3698: 48907 McKay
Box 3698: 48907 Landers
Box 3698: 48907-48908 District Atty. Bagshaw
Box 3698: 48907 Kristy
Box 3698: 48909 Miss H. Belsit
Box 3698: 48910-48913 Bike Races
Box 3698: 48914 Judge Butler
Box 3698: 48915-48916 **Harlee Brauch, Assistant Postmaster General**
Box 3698: 48915-48916 **William McCarthy, Postmaster General**
Box 3698: 48917 **Fannie Brice**
Box 3698: 48918-48919 **E.G. Cahill**
Box 3698: 48920 **Reed Funston**
Box 3698: 48921 **Cairo Club Jury, May 1935**
Box 3698: 48922 **Evelyn Cherry**
Box 3698: 48923 **Grace Cathedral**
Box 3698: 48924 **Hubert Clemmer**
Box 3698: 48925 **Cynthia Coonley**
Box 3698: 48925 **Jean McDougall**
Box 3698: 48926 **Walter Malberg**
Box 3698: 48926 **Perry Cumberson**
Box 3698: 48927 **Beverly Pracy**
Box 3698: 48927 **Mrs. Mabel Davies**
Box 3698: 48928 **Catherine DeClairmont**
Box 3698: 48929 **Eva Douglas**
Box 3698: 48932 **Captain Charles Dullea**
Box 3698: 48933 **Charles O. Dunbar**
Box 3698: 48934 **Jane Faunty**
Box 3698: 48936 **Fire at Pier 44**
Box 3698: 48942 **Mary Forbes**
Box 3698: 48943 **Mary Forbes, Wedding Ring**
Box 3698: 48944 **Frederick Freed**
Box 3698: 48945 **Juanita Gale**
Box 3698: 48946 **Officer A. Girola, and Pony**
Box 3698: 48947 **Frank Glassman**
Box 3698: 48948 **Helen Goin**
Box 3698: 48949-48950 **Hair styles**
Box 3698: 48951 **Ann Haneger**
Box 3698: 48952 **Georgie Kennedy**
Box 3698: 48952 **Flora Harshaw**
Box 3698: 48953 **Al Holt**
Box 3698: 48953 **Jimmy Kerr**
Box 3698: 48953 **Mrs. Barbara Henry**
Box 3698: 48954 **Billy Shaw Howell**
Box 3698: 48955 **Countess Barbara Reventlow**
Box 3698: 48956 **Count Reventlow, and Countess**
Box 3698: 48957 **Sanderson Ilderton**
Box 3698: 48958 **Thomas Reagen**
Box 3698: 48958 **Winifred Jameson**
Box 3698: 48958 **Anna Lavavoni**
Box 3698: 48958 **Chas Iredale**
Box 3698: 48958 **Leander Kirby**
Box 3698: 48959-48960 **Junior Traffic Cops at the Presidio**
Box 3698: 48961 **Eileen Kane**
Box 3698: 48961 **Virginia Maloney**
Box 3698: 48962-48963 **Marilyn Kay**
Box 3698: 48964 **Mrs. Charles S. Rosener**
Box 3698: 48964 **Nettie Keil, Mrs.**
Box 3698: 48964 **Mrs. C.A. Farnsworth**
Box 3698: 48965-48966 **Joseph Kennedy**
Box 3698: 48967 **Eddie King**
Box 3698: 48967 **Sally Wood**
Box 3698: 48968-48969 **Leander Kirby**
Box 3698: 48970 **Nancy Hanks**
Box 3698: 48970 **Barbara Knickerbocker**
Box 3698: 48971-48972 San Quentin Cons Landers
Box 3698: 48971-48972 San Quentin Cons Kristy
Box 3698: 48971-48972 San Quentin Cons McKay
Box 3698: 48973 Thomas C. Lynch
Box 3698: 48973 Frank Lafazio
Box 3698: 48974-48975 Land's End Rescue, 5-35
Box 3698: 48976-48981 Col. W.L. Little
Box 3698: 48982 Frank Noon
Box 3698: 48982 Col. W.L. Little
Box 3698: 48983 Longshoremen Hiring Hall
Box 3698: 48984-48985 Lotta's Fountain
Box 3698: 48986 Grover Magnin
Box 3698: 48986 Mrs. Mary Magnin
Box 3698: 48987 Genl. Paul B. Malone, US Army
Box 3698: 48988 Katherine Mariani
Box 3698: 48989 Ely Marston
Box 3698: 48989 Honore White
Box 3698: 48989 Jean Wilhelm
Box 3698: 48991 Charles Smith
Box 3698: 48991 F.M. McAuliffe
Box 3698: 48992 Thomas McCarthy
Box 3698: 48993 Mrs. W.J. McClure
Box 3698: 48993 Frances Baehl
Box 3698: 48994 S.E.R.A. Sutro Forest Probe McMamus
Box 3698: 48995 Helen McNutt
Box 3698: 48996 Mercedes McNutt
Box 3698: 48997 Miss Mary McQuaide
Box 3698: 48998 Willie Lewis
Box 3698: 48998 Mrs. Gertrude Breeden
Box 3698: 48998 Mrs. James McQuaide
Box 3698: 48999 Mrs. James McQuaide
Box 3698: 49002 Mary Lee Morriss
Box 3698: 49004-49005 Mrs. Anna Munro
Box 3698: 49008 Frank Norris, Yacht
Box 3698: 49010 Notre Dame Graduation
Box 3698: 49011 Frank Deto
Box 3698: 49011 Judge O'Brien
Box 3698: 49011A Barbara Knickerbocker
Box 3698: 49011A-49012 Aileen O'Connor
Box 3698: 49012 Mrs. Pardon Hooper
Box 3698: 49013 Howard Kinsey
Box 3698: 49013-49017 Margaret Osborne
Box 3698: 49016 Howard Kinsey
Box 3698: 49018 William Coffman
Box 3698: 49018 Jean Parker
Box 3698: 49019 Bishop Edward Parsons
Box 3698: 49019 Rev. William Bourne
Box 3698: 49020 Mary Pickford, Golfing
Box 3698: 49021 Wanda Quilici
Box 3698: 49022 Ed Quinones
Box 3698: 49024 Mary Forbes
Box 3698: 49024 Sam Reed
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Box 3699: 49025-49026 Hugh Ritchie
Box 3699: 49027 Buddy Rogers
Box 3699: 49028 Helen Louise Green
Box 3699: 49028 Mrs. Pegge Ross
Box 3699: 49029 Dome of Capitol
Box 3699: 49030 Doris Sanborn
Box 3699: 49030 Florence Grimes
Box 3699: 49030 Louise Hicks
Box 3699: 49031 Marion Dozier
Box 3699: 49031 Mildred Scholz
Box 3699: 49032 Morna Scott
Box 3699: 49033 Safety Week Sea Scouts
Box 3699: 49034 State Emergency Relief Admin. Pay Line
Box 3699: 49035 Wini Shaw
Box 3699: 49036 "Cocky" O'Brien, Bike Racer
Box 3699: 49036 Jack Sheehan, Bike Racer
Box 3699: 49037-49038 H.F. Alexander, Leaves
Box 3699: 49039 Eddie Siefert, wife and son
Box 3699: 49040 George D. Smith
Box 3699: 49041 Dolores Sorenson
Box 3699: 49042 Stanford Court Apartments
Box 3699: 49043 Stanford Bonfire
Box 3699: 49044-49045 Gertrude Steele, and "Fluff"
Box 3699: 49046 Dave Stevens
Box 3699: 49046 Sanderson Ilderton
Box 3699: 49047 Jeff Stone
Box 3699: 49048 Grace Taylor
Box 3699: 49049 Carl Tillman
Box 3699: 49050 Lee Tracy
Box 3699: 49054 Reggie MacNamara
Box 3699: 49055-49056 Howard Vernon, Court Reporter
Box 3699: 49057 Marguerite Waldrop
Box 3699: 49058 George Weyerhauser
Box 3699: 49059-49060 Mrs. Dorothy R. Zellerbach, and Betty
Box 3699: 49061 Mr. and Mrs. Jean A. Anixter
Box 3699: 49061 Brother Cornelius
Box 3699: 49062-49063 Esther Phelps
Box 3699: 49062A Max Baer, Boxer
Box 3699: 49063A Swarm of Bees
Box 3699: 49064 Nimmo, Stanford Track
Box 3699: 49064 Henkerson, California Track
Box 3699: 49064 Brace, California Track
Box 3699: 49064A-49065 Esther Phelps
Box 3699: 49066 Herman West
Box 3699: 49067-49068 Mrs. West
Box 3699: 49067A-49068A Marion Burns
Box 3699: 49069 Mrs. Caraventes and children, 1163 Wisconsin
Box 3699: 49069A Herman West
Box 3699: 49070 Mildred Connell
Box 3699: 49070A Herman E. West
Box 3699: 49071 Mildred Connell
Box 3699: 49071A Herman E. West
Box 3699: 49072 Mildred Connell
Box 3699: 49073 Herman E. West and wife
Box 3699: 49073A Corbett-Walker fight weigh in, 8/34
Box 3699: 49074 Herman West
Box 3699: 49074A Ernie Delucchi, USF
Box 3699: 49075 Ferry Bldg. Crowds
Box 3699: 49076 Ferry Building, Crowds
Box 3699: 49077 Mrs. John Speyer
Box 3699: 49077 Betty Quigley
Box 3699: 49077 Eleanor Speyer
Box 3699: 49077 Nancy Stewart Kurtz
Box 3699: 49077 Mrs. A. Hastings Fiske
Box 3699: 49078-49079 World's Largest Flag
Box 3699: 49080 Goodwill Industry
Box 3699: 49081 Red Grange, Football, #77, 1934
Box 3699: 49082 Mrs. John Howell, Jr.
Box 3699: 49082 Jack Howell
Box 3699: 49083 Willie Hunter
Box 3699: 49083 Mrs. William Hunter
Box 3699: 49084 Winifred Jameson
Box 3699: 49084 Anna Lavaroni
Box 3699: 49084 Mary Pane
Box 3699: 49085-49089 Henrietta Jung
Box 3699: 49090 Lieutenant Karpe, Of US Navy, With Wife
Box 3699: 49092 Kilgalen, Of INS, 1934-07-21
Box 3699: 49094 Judge Mogan, Marrying Couple
Box 3699: 49094 William Baker, Marrying Connie Sanchez
Box 3699: 49094 Connie Sanchez
Box 3699: 49095 Lynn Morley
Box 3699: 49096 Nell O'Day
Box 3699: 49097 Gus Oliva, In Court
Box 3699: 49098 Labor Day Parade, 1934
Box 3699: 49099 Patricia Law
Box 3699: 49099 Aileen Payne
Box 3699: 49099 Virginia Strub
Box 3699: 49099 Elizabeth Gerrard
Box 3699: 49099 Barbara Payne
Box 3699: 49100 Mrs. Erwin E. Richter
Box 3699: 49101 Paul Sanchez
Box 3699: 49101 William Baker
Box 3699: 49101 Ethel Sanchez
Box 3699: 49101 Judge Mogan
Box 3699: 49101 Connie Sanchez
Box 3699: 49102 Work by Students, San Francisco Public Schools
Box 3699: 49104 Senator Wagner, Of New York, 1934-01-21
Box 3699: 49105-49106 Hester Webb
Box 3699: 49107 Charles B. Weikel
Box 3699: 49108 Nancy Wolfendon
Box 3699: 49109 Helen Zadriskie
Box 3699: 49111 Judge Alden Ames
Box 3699: 49111 Aaron, Esq. Cohen
Box 3699: 49112 Carlo Andreotti
Box 3699: 49113 Bear, Zoo
Box 3699: 49114 Cat and Fish
Box 3699: 49115 Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ash
Box 3699: 49116 Adaline Biggs
Box 3699: 49116 Elizabeth Spencer
Box 3699: 49116 Jules Audy
Box 3699: 49117-49118 Eleanor Williams
Box 3699: 49117 James A. Bacegalupi, Jr.
Box 3699: 49119 Virginia Vieman
Box 3699: 49119 Jeanette Baldwin
Box 3699: 49120 Boat on Beach
Box 3699: 49121 Christian DeGuigne
Box 3699: 49121 Moya Beresford
Box 3699: 49121 Nicol Smith
Box 3699: 49121 Germain Nagliate
Box 3699: 49122 Russell Dickson
Box 3699: 49122 Frank Sands
Box 3699: 49123 Moya Beresford
Box 3699: 49125 Jack Reynolds
Box 3699: 49125 Ben Bernie
Box 3699: 49126-49127 A. Bingman, Zoo Trainer, Fleishacker Zoo
Box 3699: 49128 Mrs. Winston Black
Box 3699: 49128 Mrs. Frank Sherman
Box 3699: 49129-49130 Elaine Black
Box 3699: 49130 F. Marshall
Box 3699: 49130 Oscar Molleskog
Box 3699: 49131-49132 Edith Boasso
Box 3699: 49133 Claire Lauche
Box 3699: 49133 Adolph Bolm
Box 3699: 49133 Corrine Hooper
Box 3699: 49134 M.H. Seid
Box 3699: 49134 M.A. Bostiani
Box 3699: 49134 Arthur Fennimore
Box 3699: 49137-49139 Bette Davis
Box 3699: 49137-49139 George Brent
Box 3699: 49149 Mike Brown
Box 3699: 49149 Violet Rudolph
Box 3699: 49149 Harry McGovern
Box 3699: 49150 Helen Crilenkovich
Box 3699: 49150 Exa Buerkley
Box 3699: 49151-49153 Gracie Burns
Box 3699: 49151-49153 George Burns
Box 3699: 49154 R.F. Allen
Box 3699: 49154 Carlotta King
Box 3699: 49155-49156 Second Cairo Jury
Box 3699: 49157 Plinio Campagna
Box 3699: 49158 Donald Cario
Box 3699: 49160 Loyal, Mountain Lion
Box 3699: 49160 L. Canepa
Box 3699: 49160 Father L.M. Malone
Box 3699: 49161 Ann Cantone
Box 3699: 49162 Joseph Mulcahy
Box 3699: 49162 Mayor Rossi
Box 3699: 49162-49163 Eddie Cantor
Box 3699: 49165 George Parks
Box 3699: 49165-49166 Eddie Cantor
Box 3699: 49165 Marjorie Cantor
Box 3699: 49166 Fred Johnson
Box 3699: 49167-49168 Doctor Fred Carfagni
Box 3699: 49169 Jack McFadden, Scout
Box 3699: 49169-49170 Alma Carlise
Box 3699: 49171-49172 Doctor Howard Carpenter
Box 3699: 49173 Mrs. Howard Carpenter
Box 3699: 49174 Dorris Carter
Box 3699: 49175 June Miller
Box 3699: 49176 Ernest Smith
Box 3699: 49176 Mrs. Ernest Smith
Box 3699: 49176 Elizabeth Cassidy
Box 3699: 49177 Myrtle Leonard
Box 3699: 49177 Mrs. Warren B. Catterlin
Box 3699: 49178 Kenneth Chappell
Box 3699: 49179 Eddie Chew
Box 3699: 49180 Verna Yee
Box 3699: 49180 Frances Chin
Box 3699: 49180 Rose Ng
Box 3699: 49181-49182 Greek Church, Valencia Street
Box 3699: 49183-49187 Commuters
Box 3699: 49188 Corrine Conklin
Box 3699: 49189 Mildred Coombs
Box 3699: 49190 Young Corbett, Training
Box 3699: 49191 Corbett vs. Moreno, Boxing
Box 3699: 49192 Young Corbett III
Box 3699: 49193 Nora Burke
Box 3699: 49193 John A. Dunleavey
Box 3699: 49194 Helen Crlenkovich
Box 3699: 49195 Frances Cronin
Box 3699: 49195 Ida Tapia
Box 3699: 49196-49197 Helen Davison
Box 3699: 49198 Lord Decies
Box 3699: 49199 Lucy De Stefani
Box 3699: 49199 Annie De Stefani
Box 3699: 49200 Countess Detessah
Box 3699: 49200 Paul Verdier
Box 3699: 49201 Paul Cusick
Box 3699: 49202 "Dutch" Dietrich
Box 3699: 49203 Patricia Dietrich
Box 3699: 49203 Margaret Walker
Box 3699: 49205 Nancy Green
Box 3699: 49205 Wini Green
Box 3699: 49205 Sue Epstein
Box 3699: 49206 Mrs. Walter Olds
Box 3699: 49206 Reid Fairchild
Box 3699: 49207 Ferry Eureka (ship)
Box 3699: 49209-49210 James Farley
Box 3699: 49209 Slip Madigan
Box 3699: 49211-49212 Mrs. James Farley
Box 3699: 49211 Pat Frayne
Box 3699: 49212-49219 James Farley
Box 3699: 49213-49214 Mrs. James Farley
Box 3699: 49215 Mayor Rossi
Box 3699: 49215 T.M. Reardon
Box 3699: 49218 George Creel
Box 3699: 49218 Postmaster McCarthy
Box 3699: 49220 Barbara Ann Fate
Box 3699: 49221-49226 Mrs. Charles Fay, Jr.
Box 3699: 49222-49223 Jane Neylan
Box 3699: 49227-49228 Ernest Fickenday
Box 3699: 49227 Attorney Tom Suden
Box 3699: 49229 Fire, 1080 Natoma
Box 3699: 49230 Pier, At Van Ness
Box 3699: 49231 Sheriff Justin Fitzgerald
Box 3699: 49231 Ann Welcome
Box 3699: 49232-49233 Moray Fore
Box 3699: 49234 Connie French, Daughter (fifteen years old)
Box 3699: 49234 Mrs. Constance French
Box 3699: 49235-49236 Reed Funston, Presents Trophy
Box 3699: 49237-49238 Anita Geiger
Box 3699: 49239 Marion Gerrard
Box 3699: 49240 H.R. Shawk
Box 3699: 49240 Robert C. Gloss
Box 3699: 49240 Mrs. W. Welsh
Box 3699: 49240 Mrs. W. Black
Box 3699: 49241 Richard Thrift
Box 3699: 49241 Frances Crown
Box 3699: 49241 Jean Gomez
Box 3699: 49242 Mrs. C. La Montaigne
Box 3699: 49242 Major E.L. Gresell
Box 3699: 49242 Margaret Gresell
Box 3699: 49244 Roy Hague
Box 3699: 49244 Reverend Muriel McGovern
Box 3699: 49245 Charles Hamp
Box 3699: 49246 Jean Harlow
Box 3699: 49247-49249 Luise Havflaw
Box 3699: 49250 Leila Hedges
Box 3699: 49251 Rod Hendrickson
Box 3699: 49252 Geraldine Hitchcock
Box 3699: 49252 Donald C. Hitchcock
Box 3699: 49253 Bonnie Hunter
Box 3699: 49254 Muriel Higgins
Box 3699: 49254 Hurter, Mural Painter
Box 3699: 49255 Sanderson Hilderton
Box 3699: 49256-49257 Dorothy Jackson
Box 3699: 49258 Minnie Jepson
Box 3699: 49259 Doctor Franklin Johnson
Box 3699: 49259 Doctor Robert U. Day
Box 3699: 49260 Gladys Mills
Box 3699: 49260 Robert A. McGill
Box 3699: 49260 Kathleen Johnson
Box 3699: 49261 Dick Keating
Box 3699: 49262-49263 Luise Anderson
Box 3699: 49262 Beverly Kelly
Box 3699: 49264 Jack McDonald, Cigar
Box 3699: 49264 Percy Kilbride
Box 3699: 49265 Ivy Kirby
Box 3699: 49266 Patricia Kliebold
Box 3699: 49267 Tony Canzoneri, Boxer
Box 3699: 49267 Don Shields
Box 3699: 49267 Frankie Klick, Boxer
Box 3699: 49268 Mrs. James Klistaff
Box 3699: 49269 Pinky Kosshland
Box 3699: 49269 Helen Hotze
Box 3699: 49270-49271 Louise Koster
Box 3699: 49272 Beatrice Mill
Box 3699: 49272 Doctor Adolph Kutzmann
Box 3699: 49272 F.A. Goeltz, M.D.
Box 3699: 49274 Mrs. W.W. Bedford
Box 3699: 49274 Mrs. Joseph Lawless
Box 3699: 49275 Polly Lawrence
Box 3699: 49275 Patsy Walker
Box 3699: 49276-49277 Myrtle Leonard
Box 3699: 49276 Mrs. Warren B. Catterlin
Box 3699: 49278 Lili Tom
Box 3699: 49278 June Lowe
Box 3699: 49279 Lorraine Lunt
Box 3699: 49279 Annette Coogan
Box 3699: 49280 Gordon MacDonald
Box 3699: 49281 John McSwarn
Box 3699: 49282 Margaret Madden
Box 3699: 49282 R.W. Manning
Box 3699: 49283 Lorraine Mallinson
Box 3699: 49284 R.W. Cottage Manning
Box 3699: 49285 Margaret Madden
Box 3699: 49285 R.W. Manning
Box 3699: 49286 Ralph Marron
Box 3699: 49287-49288 Mary Martinez
Box 3699: 49287-49288 Isabel Martinez
Box 3699: 49287-49288 Dorothy Martinez
Box 3699: 49289-49290 Nurse Irene McCarthy
Box 3699: 49291 Bobbie McCullough
Box 3699: 49292 Helen Myron
Box 3699: 49292 Do McDonald
Box 3699: 49292 Rose McLoughlin
Box 3699: 49293 Frank Timberlake
Box 3699: 49293 Robert A. McGill
Box 3699: 49293 H.R. Shawk
Box 3699: 49294 Senator Henry McGuiness
Box 3699: 49294 Senator E.H. Tickle
Box 3699: 49295-49296 Aimee McPearson
Box 3699: 49298 Marian Weiss
Box 3699: 49298 Alice Leonard
Box 3699: 49298 Kay Miles
Box 3699: 49299-49306 Helen Wills Moody
Box 3699: 49307 Sam Moore
Box 3699: 49307 Norma Schiller
Box 3699: 49308-49312 Joe Mora, Murals
Box 3699: 49313 Clarence Morretti
Box 3699: 49313 Helen Corwell
Box 3699: 49315 J.W. Costello
Box 3699: 49315 John Duleavey
Box 3699: 49315 Miss Burke
Box 3699: 49315 John Moriarity
Box 3699: 49316 Lynn Morley
Box 3699: 49317 Helen Morris
Box 3699: 49318 NDGW, Presidio Parlor
Box 3699: 49319 Navy Ball, 1935-08-03
Box 3699: 49320 Kids Waving Goodbye to the [US Navy?] Fleet
Box 3699: 49321 Jimmy Nielson, And Sister
Box 3699: 49322 Jimmy Nielson
Box 3699: 49322 Jimmy Stuart
Box 3699: 49322 Paul Pendarvis
Box 3699: 49323 Jimmy Nielson, with mother and father
Box 3699: 49324-49325 Jane Neylan
Box 3699: 49326-49331 Governor Harry Nice
Box 3699: 49327 Governor Merriam
Box 3699: 49332 Patricia Norman
Box 3699: 49333-49334 "Cocky" O'Brien and wife
Box 3699: 49335 John M. O'Brien
Box 3699: 49335 Jimmy Nielson
Box 3699: 49335 Mrs. J. Wilson
Box 3699: 49336 Mary O'Brien
Box 3699: 49337 Judge Theresa A. Meikle
Box 3699: 49337 Patricia O'Donaghe
Box 3699: 49339 Ed Oliva
Box 3699: 49339 Officer William Grant
Box 3699: 49339 Inspector B. Blonder
Box 3699: 49340 Mr. and Mrs. Payne and child
Box 3699: 49341 Albert Payne
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3699: 49342-49343 Norman Peacock
Box 3699: 49343 Vincent Lynch
Box 3699: 49344 J. DePelledon
Box 3699: 49344 Merton Johnson, Iron Hat
Box 3699: 49345 Julia Polson, Divorce
Box 3699: 49345 Marie O. Polson, Divorce
Box 3699: 49346 Beverly Pracy
Box 3699: 49347 Tilman B. Parks
Box 3699: 49347 John C. Pugh
Box 3699: 49348 Gussie Raegnet
Box 3699: 49349 June Raily
Box 3699: 49350 Doctor J.C. Geiger
Box 3699: 49350 R.W. Costello
Box 3699: 49350 Doctor B.M. Rastall
Box 3699: 49350A Evelyn Ricetti
Box 3699: 49351 Joe Rivets
Box 3699: 49351 Al Elkins, With Glasses
Box 3699: 49352 Russell Robertson
Box 3699: 49353 Herminia Romeo
Box 3699: 49353 Georgia Romeo
Box 3699: 49353 Virginia Romeo
Box 3699: 49354 Violet Rudolph
Box 3699: 49355 Rocco Russo, "San Francisco Murderer"
Box 3699: 49356-49357 Francisco Sanchez
Box 3699: 49358 Two Mile Swim, Santa Cruz
Box 3699: 49359 Norma Schiller
Box 3699: 49359 Sam Moore
Box 3699: 49360 Alice Scott
Box 3699: 49360 Peggy Knowles
Box 3699: 49360 Frances Farrell
Box 3699: 49361-49363 Geraldine Scott, 1935
Box 3699: 49364 Helen Scysters, Panther Kittens
Box 3699: 49365 Captain Edwin S. Segard
Box 3699: 49366 "Father Serra", By Douglas Tilden
Box 3699: 49367 Jeannett DeWitt
Box 3699: 49367 Julia Shade
Box 3699: 49368 Kathleen Johnson
Box 3699: 49368 Kathleen Johnson
Box 3699: 49368 Mrs. Fred Sherman
Box 3699: 49371 Clemora Smith
Box 3699: 49371 D.G. Mead
Box 3699: 49372-49374 Clift Spence
Box 3699: 49372 Ralph Olstad
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Box 3700: 49375 State Teacher's Ground Breaking
Box 3700: 49376 Olinda Narach
Box 3700: 49376 Judge Steiger
Box 3700: 49377 Mrs. Whiting Welch
Box 3700: 49377 Mrs. Martin Stelling, Jr.
Box 3700: 49377 Mrs. Winston Black
Box 3700: 49378-49380 Saint Francis Mural Room
Box 3700: 49381-49382 Fred Stone, and Daughter Paula
Box 3700: 49385-49387 Call-Bulletin Swim, Fairmont
Box 3700: 49388 Symon Brothers, At Scene Where Workman Was Killed
Box 3700: 49389 Albert Thompson
Box 3700: 49390 Esther Sykes
Box 3700: 49390 Norris Thompson
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| Box 3700: 49391-49392 | Dorothy Tiedeman |
| Box 3700: 49393 | Douglas Tilden, Statue of Tired Boxer |
| Box 3700: 49394 | Douglas Tilden, McKinley Monument |
| Box 3700: 49395 | Douglas Tilden, Statue of Father Serra |
| Box 3700: 49396 | Douglas Tilden, Statue of Baseball Player |
| Box 3700: 49397 | Lillian Tobin, Dolores Roberts |
| Box 3700: 49398 | Charlie Traung |
| Box 3700: 49398 | Angelo Rossi |
| Box 3700: 49398 | Louie Traung |
| Box 3700: 49398 | Captain Skelly |
| Box 3700: 49399-49402 | Men's Gym, UC Berkeley |
| Box 3700: 49403-49404 | Miss Lee Wessel |
| Box 3700: 49405-49406 | Herman West, Of Bonneville, California |
| Box 3700: 49407 | Rabbi Saul E. White |
| Box 3700: 49408 | Bernice Wood |
| Box 3700: 49408 | Phillip Joseph |
| Box 3700: 49408 | Marion Child |
| Box 3700: 49408 | John Bomberger |
| Box 3700: 49408 | John Ray Chappel |
| Box 3700: 49409 | L.G. Etherington |
| Box 3700: 49409 | Alex Yakenevko |
| Box 3700: 49410 | Mrs. J. Valin |
| Box 3700: 49411 | June Shaw |
| Box 3700: 49411 | Marvin Young |
| Box 3700: 49412 | Sanborn Young |
| Box 3700: 49412 | Senator Chris Jesperson |
| Box 3700: 49413 | Steve Aronson |
| Box 3700: 49413 | Dick Simon |
| Box 3700: 49414-49415 | Winner of Sailboat Race |
| Box 3700: 49416 | "Aloha", Sailboat |
| Box 3700: 49417-49418 | Bayshore Wreck |
| Box 3700: 49419 | Bayshore Wreck of Can Good's Truck |
| Box 3700: 49420 | Truck Crash, Alameda Boulevard |
| Box 3700: 49421 | Molly Addiego |
| Box 3700: 49421 | Alice Holder |
| Box 3700: 49422-49425 | Raymond Aker |
| Box 3700: 49426 | Helen Anderson |
| Box 3700: 49426 | Harriet Mulvihill |
| Box 3700: 49427-49428 | Leonara Armsby |
| Box 3700: 49428 | Joseph F. Thompson |
| Box 3700: 49430-49431 | Bank of Canton Closes, 1935-09-00 |
| Box 3700: 49432 | Catherine Banks |
| Box 3700: 49432 | Mrs. Ture Bjorkman |
| Box 3700: 49433 | Carolyn Owens |
| Box 3700: 49433 | Fanny Basso |
| Box 3700: 49434 | Freddie Bartholomew |
| Box 3700: 49435-49437 | Earl D. Barondes |
| Box 3700: 49436 | Arthur Barondes |
| Box 3700: 49436 | Mrs. R. Barondes |
| Box 3700: 49436 | Earl Barondes |
| Box 3700: 49438 | Dorothy Barron |
| Box 3700: 49438 | Mary Gregson |
| Box 3700: 49438 | John Fisher, California School of Fine Arts |
| Box 3700: 49439 | Lieutenant J.H. Simpson |
| Box 3700: 49439-49440 | Jacob Bermer |
| Box 3700: 49444 | Marion Bonini |
| Box 3700: 49445 | Inspector Fred Bore |
| Box 3700: 49446 | Chan Gee |
Box 3700: 49446 Terry Boyle
Box 3700: 49446 Ho Yut Jim
Box 3700: 49447 Lucius Boomer
Box 3700: 49447 James H. McCabe
Box 3700: 49448 Breen's, Bar
Box 3700: 49457 E.L. Brown
Box 3700: 49458 Edmund G. Brown
Box 3700: 49459 Hal Bruntsch
Box 3700: 49460 Don Budge
Box 3700: 49461-49462 Exa Buerkle
Box 3700: 49463 Mary F. Bur rage
Box 3700: 49463 Bernadette Jordan
Box 3700: 49464 Geraldine Heagney
Box 3700: 49464 Margaret Heagney
Box 3700: 49464 Rita Byrne
Box 3700: 49464 Catherine Horan
Box 3700: 49465 Rear Admiral H.E. Campbell
Box 3700: 49465 Vice Admiral William Standley
Box 3700: 49466 Victor Camra
Box 3700: 49467 Blache Cook Camagna
Box 3700: 49468 Eddie Cantor
Box 3700: 49469 Mayor Rossi
Box 3700: 49469 Lorraine Castor
Box 3700: 49469 Charles Castor
Box 3700: 49469 Raymond Castor
Box 3700: 49470 Maureen Russell
Box 3700: 49470 Marian Pondero
Box 3700: 49470 Rose Chapman
Box 3700: 49471 Ina Claire
Box 3700: 49472 Chinatown Killing
Box 3700: 49473 Annie Colla
Box 3700: 49473 Delores Vellez
Box 3700: 49473 Joseph Colla
Box 3700: 49473 Alfonso Caballero
Box 3700: 49474 Olga Coleman
Box 3700: 49474 Attorney E.K. Gubin
Box 3700: 49475 Chief Engineer E.B. Myers
Box 3700: 49475 First Officer J. Green
Box 3700: 49475 Captain W. Cooley
Box 3700: 49476 Communists (communism)
Box 3700: 49477 Paul Corse
Box 3700: 49478 Harold C. Crane
Box 3700: 49478 Marshall Hale
Box 3700: 49478 J. Ward Mailliard
Box 3700: 49479 Helen Crlenkovich
Box 3700: 49480 Paul Crose
Box 3700: 49481 Mrs. Jean Dalton
Box 3700: 49482-49483 “Danae”, British Cruiser
Box 3700: 49484 Sarah Davie
Box 3700: 49485-49486 George Deitrich
Box 3700: 49487-49488 Jack Dempsey
Box 3700: 49489 Amelia Earhart, Pacific Flight
Box 3700: 49490-49492 Earhart airplane Arrival
Box 3700: 49493-49494 Nelson Eddy
Box 3700: 49494 Louis B. Mayer
Box 3700: 49494 Freddie Bartholomue
Box 3700: 49494 May Robson
Box 3700: 49495 Ila Quillen Ehlers
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49496</td>
<td>Mary Elliot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49497-49498</td>
<td>Norman H. Elkington, George Reade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49498</td>
<td>Joseph C. Sharp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49498</td>
<td>Dewey Mead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49499-49500</td>
<td>James Farley, Mayor Angelo Rossi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49500</td>
<td>Representative Hamilton Fish, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49510-49511</td>
<td>Lloyd Fisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49512</td>
<td>Jack Dempsey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49513</td>
<td>Marion Dondero, Virginia Donham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49517</td>
<td>Mary Fleming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49517</td>
<td>Eda Colin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49517</td>
<td>Bessie Duff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49517</td>
<td>Margaret Lindenau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49518</td>
<td>Gertrude Durkin, Patricia Ellis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49519</td>
<td>Lloyd Fisher, Ruth Flesher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49520</td>
<td>Emilie Fong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49522</td>
<td>Ruth Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49522</td>
<td>Helen Chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49523-49524</td>
<td>Dolly Fung, James Hickey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49525</td>
<td>Mural Room, Hotel St. Francis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49526</td>
<td>Barbara Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49527</td>
<td>Judge Thomas Graham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49527</td>
<td>Roy Gallagher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49528</td>
<td>Ralph Gilman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49529</td>
<td>Doctor Geiger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49529</td>
<td>E.L. Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49530</td>
<td>California School of Fine Arts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49530</td>
<td>Mary Gregson, Artist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49531</td>
<td>James Edison Gribben</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49532</td>
<td>Mrs. A. Gerber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49532</td>
<td>Josephine Gerber</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49533</td>
<td>Judge Thomas Graham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49534-49535</td>
<td>Gilda Gray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49536</td>
<td>Dogs of Muriel Hanson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49537</td>
<td>Sheriff Fitzgerald</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49537</td>
<td>Ross Howard and wife</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49539</td>
<td>Ruth Hallett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49540-49545</td>
<td>George Hatfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49546</td>
<td>Jean Harlow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49547</td>
<td>Helen Gleason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49547</td>
<td>Vivian Harlan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49548</td>
<td>Doctor Heindrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49549-49550</td>
<td>Virginia Heyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49551</td>
<td>Bill Liebschev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49551</td>
<td>Inspector George Hippely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49552</td>
<td>Robert Holliday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49553</td>
<td>Old People's Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49554</td>
<td>Jack Holt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49554</td>
<td>Walter Connoly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49555</td>
<td>K.E. Hoppe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49555</td>
<td>H.R. Henson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3700: 49556-49557</td>
<td>Anita Houghton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 370: 49558 Olaf Hervig
Box 370: 49558 Frank Hughes and wife
Box 370: 49559 Ruth Nussbaum
Box 370: 49559 Edward H. Hutshing
Box 370: 49560-49561 Barbara Hutton
Box 370: 49562 Idalia (ship)
Box 370: 49563-49567 Helen Jacobs
Box 370: 49568 Mrs. Gerrard January
Box 370: 49569-49570 Fred Kern, A.E. Jessup, O’Hern, Williams, and Harper at Jessup Gym (men’s gymnastics)
Box 370: 49569-49570 Jessup’s Gym
Box 370: 49569 Professor A.E. Jessup
Box 370: 49571 J.J. Kamichetis
Box 370: 49572 Beatrice Kinkead
Box 370: 49573 Tom Keung
Box 370: 49573 Mary Yin
Box 370: 49574 William C. McDonald
Box 370: 49574-49575 Gerald D. Kenny
Box 370: 49575 Clyde Stevens
Box 370: 49576-49578 Richard Keating
Box 370: 49579 Captain C.H. Knox-Little
Box 370: 49580-49584 Colonel Knox
Box 370: 49585 Lake Merced Fishing
Box 370: 49586-49587 Helen M. LaMalle
Box 370: 49586-49589 Carl Laemelle
Box 370: 49590 Joe La Forme
Box 370: 49591 Elton Landi
Box 370: 49592 Viola Lee
Box 370: 49593 Norma Woinowsky
Box 370: 49593 Doris Leeege
Box 370: 49594 Mrs. Warren B. Catterlin
Box 370: 49594 Myrtle Leonard
Box 370: 49654 W.C. Burmett, Polltax receipt
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Box 3701: 50000 Warren K. Billings
Box 3701: 50001 Mariana Avenali
Box 3701: 50002 Aliva Arroyo
Box 3701: 50003 Doctor Irvin Abell
Box 3701: 50004 Mike Brown
Box 3701: 50005 Judge Alden Ames
Box 3701: 50005A Archie Brown
Box 3701: 50007 Florengio Alcalde
Box 3701: 50008 Astrid Alwynn
Box 3701: 50009-50010 Ambergris
Box 3701: 50011 Muriel Campbell
Box 3701: 50012 Constance Chandler (ship), Shipwreck
Box 3701: 50013 Claudette Colbert
Box 3701: 50014-50015 Dogs
Box 3701: 50016 Roland Drayer
Box 3701: 50017 Mrs. Ralph R. Dresel
Box 3701: 50018 J.E. Doyle
Box 3701: 50019 Mrs. Douglas Dorn
Box 3701: 50019 Mrs. Ernest MacCormack, Jr.
Box 3701: 50020 Doctor J.H. Dorman
Box 3701: 50020 Dorothy Dorman
Box 3701: 50021-50022 Dolphin Club
Box 3701: 50022 Don Baggiano
Dick Rittger
Paul Sylvester
Dennis Mahoney
William Mahood
Clyde Doerr
Mr. and Mrs. Christian DeGuigne
Judge Deasy
Jack Dean
George Davis
Donald Davis
Tom Maloney
Candida Darmarol
Vincent Cooney
Madeline Toso
Gracie Kraft
Annabelle Adier
Joseph A. Caldwell
Urtencia Alva
Rudolfo Alva
Sunny Arlano
Helen Anderson
Ernest Anderson
Esther Anderson
Mrs. Ernest Anderson
June Alderson
Billy Unterman
S.P. Arbois
Dorothy Bennett
Marion Brooks
Rosario Bruno
Muriel Barker
Miss Suzanne Breitstein
Clarita Berghoff
Rita Birglia
Mrs. C.W. Broughton
Mrs. J.C. Tighe
Carol Brown
Joan Brandel
Matthew Brady
Robert Carroll
Charles Kimmel
Charles Carroll
Muriel Campbell
Elsie Campbell, [Mrs. Frankie]
Helen Clifford
Rachel Crothers
Irene Codarne
Murray Garson
Martin Kennedy
Francis Culkins
C. Fuller
Ella Cabral
Carlton Dethlefsen
Irma Cutler
Everett E. Saxe
Collier Connell
Victor Compagna
Part 1 (1915-1939)

Box 3701: 50111 Victor Camra
Box 3702: 50112 Lea Calagaris
Box 3702: 50113-50114 Josephine Chandler
Box 3702: 50115-50116 Shieler Chandler
Box 3702: 50115 Dean Maddox
Box 3702: 50117 Lucille Condiotti and son
Box 3702: 50118 David Chesterfield
Box 3702: 50119-50120 Mrs. Compton
Box 3702: 50121-50122 Irma Cullen
Box 3702: 50123 Carnel Craig
Box 3702: 50124 Jimmy Courrier
Box 3702: 50125 Larry Cotton
Box 3702: 50126-50128 Gene Close
Box 3702: 50129 Bill Coffman
Box 3702: 50129 Donnie Coffman
Box 3702: 50130 Marian Coffee
Box 3702: 50131 Rabbi I. Coffee
Box 3702: 50131 Mayor Angelo Rossi
Box 3702: 50131 Doctor E. Lowther
Box 3702: 50131 Reverend H.P. Shaw
Box 3702: 50132 Sir Malcolm Campbell
Box 3702: 50139 California (ship)
Box 3702: 50143a Fred Apostoli
Box 3702: 50143a-h Young Corbett III
Box 3702: 50144 Mrs. Willard Chamberlain
Box 3702: 50145-50147 Bainbridge Colby
Box 3702: 50148-50149 Janet Clifton
Box 3702: 50150 Lloyd Cohen
Box 3702: 50151-50154 Chinese Police Routing Students
Box 3702: 50155 Nannette Carmen
Box 3702: 50156 Adeline Caristi
Box 3702: 50157 Doctor Carl G. Capps
Box 3702: 50158 Fong Chee
Box 3702: 50159 Laurine Calsy
Box 3702: 50159 Vernon Calsy

Part 1a (1915-1939)

Physical Description: ca. 4,450 negatives (glass and film), bulk ca. 1930-ca. 1939.

Arrangement

Formerly unnumbered negatives arranged by Bancroft Library staff as an addendum to Part 1a. Each item has been assigned a number within Part 1a. The listing below includes the full call number, box number, and item number, plus a brief entry for each item or range of items. Numbers lacking from list indicate numbers missing from the collection. Forms of names have not been standardized, and spelling errors may be present as data was transcribed from catalog cards or from handwritten annotations on the negatives themselves.

Negatives should be requested by call number, "Part 1a", box number, and item number.

For more detailed background information, see:
Arrangement, Part 1 and Part 1a
Guide to Descriptive Text and Searching, Part 1 and Part 1a
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Box 1: 00001 Public Gathering, [On the waterfront?]
Box 1: 00002 View of San Francisco and Bay, From Hillside
Box 1: 00003 Future Site of the Palace Hotel [Orphan?] Asylum and St. Patrick's Church, Market Street (Print from 1856)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: 00004</td>
<td>Captain George Coffin, Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 00005</td>
<td>Cunningham Wharf, Painting (1850)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 00006</td>
<td>David Broderick, Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 00007</td>
<td>Monumental Engine House, Drawing (1856)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 00008</td>
<td>James of William King, Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 00009</td>
<td>Lotta, Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 00010</td>
<td>&quot;The Great Fire of 1851&quot;, Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 00011</td>
<td>Peter Burnett, Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 00012</td>
<td>&quot;San Francisco Beauties - the Celestial, the Senora, and Madame&quot;, Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 00013</td>
<td>&quot;Franked express envelopes&quot;, [from various express mail companies]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 00014</td>
<td>Sophie Edwin, Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1: 00015</td>
<td>&quot;Hanging of Jenkins on the Plaza&quot;, Drawing [early San Francisco]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00016</td>
<td>Mission Dolores, Drawing [early San Francisco]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00017</td>
<td>[Firemen?], Drawing [early San Francisco]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00018</td>
<td>[Crowd Outside Hutchings and Rosenfield's Book and Stationary Store], Drawing at Montgomery and Clay Streets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00019</td>
<td>&quot;Representation of the crowds daily applying... for letters and newspapers.&quot;, Post Office [early San Francisco Drawing]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00020</td>
<td>Alexandre Dumas, Sr., Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00021</td>
<td>Southwest Corner of Commercial and Montgomery Streets, Copy of Photograph (1854)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00022</td>
<td>John C. Fremont, Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00023</td>
<td>Bill of Fare at the Ward House, Menu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00024</td>
<td>Stephen Massett, Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00025</td>
<td>Sansome Building, East Side of Montgomery Street at Pacific and Jackson Streets [photograph] (1854)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00026</td>
<td>&quot;Watching for the Steamer&quot;, [Drawing of crowd on hillside]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00027</td>
<td>[Firemen with Wagon], Copy of Photograph [early San Francisco]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: 00028</td>
<td>&quot;Surrender of Prisoners at the County Jail&quot; &quot;Lynch Law in California&quot;, Drawing [early San Francisco]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: 00029</td>
<td>Alexina Fisher Baker, Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: 00030</td>
<td>&quot;Rincon Hill in the Distance&quot; &quot;Happy Valley&quot;, Copy of Photograph (1856)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: 00031</td>
<td>Edwin Booth, Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: 00032</td>
<td>Junius Brutus Booth, Jr., Drawing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: 00033</td>
<td>[Ivy Covered Church]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: 00034</td>
<td>Wesley Church, M.E. Church South [caption from sign]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: 00035</td>
<td>Swedish Tabernacle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: 00036-00038</td>
<td>[Unidentified Churches]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: 00039</td>
<td>Young Women's Christian Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: 00040</td>
<td>[Unidentified Church]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: 00041</td>
<td>Howard Presbyterian Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: 00042</td>
<td>Fifth Church of Christ, Scientist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: 00043</td>
<td>First Congregational Church, Mason and Post Streets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: 00044</td>
<td>[Unidentified Church], [On Howard Street?]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: 00045-00049</td>
<td>[Unidentified Churches]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: 00050</td>
<td>[Church at Entrance to Chinatown: old Saint Mary's?], [With Clock on Tower]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: 00051-00052</td>
<td>[Unidentified Churches]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: 00053</td>
<td>[Unidentified Church], negative broken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: 00054</td>
<td>[Unidentified Church], [Sign Reading &quot;Headquarters]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: 00055</td>
<td>Church at Geary Street and [Twenty-fifth?] Avenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: 00056</td>
<td>First Christian Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: 00057</td>
<td>Church of the Advent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: 00058</td>
<td>[Unidentified Church], [With Rounded Dome]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: 00059</td>
<td>Presidio Community Church</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-7: 00060-00062</td>
<td>[Unidentified Churches]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Box 7: 00063 Congregation Keneseth-Israel, Jewish Temple
Box 7: 00064 [Unidentified Church]
Box 7: 00065 7th Avenue Presbyterian Church
Box 7: 00066 Christ Church Lutheran
Box 7: 00067 Hamilton Methodist Episcopal Church
Box 7: 00068 [Unidentified Church]
Box 7: 00069 Grace Methodist Episcopal Church
Box 7-8: 00070-00071 [Unidentified Churches]
Box 8: 00072 NO NEGATIVE, [NUMBER SKIPPED IN PROCESSING]
Box 8: 00073 Nazarene Church
Box 8: 00074-00076 [Unidentified Churches]
Box 8: 00077 Calvary Presbyterian Church
Box 8: 00078 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [with unidentified man]
Box 8: 00079-00080 Egan Trial, Man Speaking with Reporter
Box 9: 00081 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [with unidentified man]
Box 9: 00082 Egan Trial, Unidentified Man
Box 9: 00083-00085 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, Crowds, Bailiffs
Box 9: 00086 Egan Trial, City Prison
Box 9-10: 00087-00090 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, Witnesses, Crowds
Box 10: 00091 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes
Box 10: 00092-00096 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, Crowds in Hallway
Box 10: 00097-00098 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, Group and Single Shots
Box 11: 00099-00106 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [in crowd and on witness stand]
Box 11: 00107 Egan Trial, Crowd on Street
Box 12: 00108-00110 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, Attorneys
Box 12: 00111-00114 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial [In Groups and Alone, Inside and Outside of Courtroom]
Box 12-13: 00115-00118 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [Views of Crowds, Attorneys]
Box 13: 00119 Egan Trial, [Attorney with Evidence?]  
Box 13: 00120-00123 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Attorneys and Witnesses]
Box 13-14: 00124-00129 Egan Trial, [Street Scenes, Hughes House]
Box 14: 00130 Egan Trial, [Men at Hughes House?]
Box 14-15: 00131-00141 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Attorneys and Crowd in Courtroom and Hallway]
Box 15-16: 00142-00154 Verne Doran, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [Defendant with Attorney]
Box 16-18: 00155-00166 Verne Doran, Egan Trial [Defendant on Witness Stand, with Judge Jacks; at County Jail]
Box 17: 00158 Judge Jacks, [With Defendant Doran]
Box 18: 00167 Coroner Leland, Egan Trial; Prosecution [with Plaintiff?]
Box 18: 00167-00168 Captain Charles Dullea, Egan Trial; Prosecution [with Plaintiff?]
Box 18: 00167 Inspector Allan McGinn, Egan Trial; Prosecution [with Plaintiff?]
Box 18: 00169-00170 Isadore Golden, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [Prosecuting Attorney]
Box 18: 00170-00171 Captain Charles Dullea, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [With Golden and Alone]
Box 18-19: 00172-00174 Isadore Golden, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [Prosecuting Attorney Speaking]
Box 19: 00175 Captain Charles Dullea, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [Prosecution]
Box 19: 00175-00179 Isadore Golden, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [Prosecution]
Box 19: 00178 Captain Charles Dullea, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [Prosecution]
Box 19: 00180 Inspector Allan McGinn, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [Prosecution]
Box 19: 00180 Captain Charles Dullea, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [Prosecution]
Box 19-20: 00181-00193 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Attorneys, Judge, Witnesses, and Jury]
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Box 21: 00194-00202 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Attorneys, Judge, Witnesses, and Jury]
Box 22: 00203-00205 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Female Witness, Jury, and Judge]
Box 22: 00206 Egan Trial, [Men on Sidewalk, at Car]
Box 22: 00207-00211 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Jury]
Box 23-24: 00212-00224 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Judge, Female Witnesses, and Jury]
Box 24: 00225-00227 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [In Crowd]
Box 24: 00228 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [In Crowd]
Box 24-25: 00229-00231 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [In Crowd]
Box 25: 00232 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [In Crowd]
Box 25: 00233 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [In Crowd]
Box 25-26: 00235-00239 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [In Crowd]
Box 26: 00240-00242 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [In Crowd]
Box 26: 00243-00244 Attorney Coughlin, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [With Defendant Tinnin]
Box 26: 00243-00244 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [Defendant with Attorney Coughlin]
Box 26: 00245-00246 Attorney Coughlin, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [With Defendant Tinnin]
Box 26: 00245-00246 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [Defendant with Attorney Coughlin]
Box 26: 00247-00248 Attorney Coughlin, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [With Defendant Tinnin]
Box 26-27: 00247-00251 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [Defendant with Attorney Coughlin; on Witness Stand]
Box 27: 00252 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [At Jail?]?
Box 27: 00253 Attorney Coughlin, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [With Defendant Tinnin]
Box 27: 00253 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [With Attorney Coughlin]
Box 27: 00254 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [Defendant in Jail, Reading of His Guilty Verdict]
Box 27-28: 00255-00259 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [With Attorney Coughlin; on Witness Stand]
Box 27: 00255-00256 Attorney Coughlin, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [With Defendant Tinnin]
Box 28: 00260 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, Jury?
Box 28: 00261-00267 Verne Doran, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [Defendant on Witness Stand, Judge, and Jury]
Box 29: 00268 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witness and Judge]
Box 29: 00269-00270 Verne Doran, Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes [Defendant on Witness Stand, Judge]
Box 29: 00271-00275 Verne Doran, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [Alone and with Attorney McGovern]
Box 29: 00273-00274 Attorney Walter McGovern, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [With Defendant Doran]
Box 29: 00276-00277 Egan Trial, Jury? [Crowd Outside William Taylor Hotel]
Box 29: 00278 Verne Doran, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [with unidentified woman]
Box 30: 00279-00283 Egan Trial, Jury in Courtroom, Outside William Taylor Hotel]
Box 30: 00284-00285 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, Judge at Desk
Box 30: 00286-00287 Egan Trial, [Jury Outside William Taylor Hotel, in Courtroom]
Box 31: 00288-00289 Egan Trial, [Jury Outside William Taylor Hotel, in Courtroom]
Box 31: 00290 Egan Trial, [Jury in Courtroom]
Box 31: 00291 Egan Trial, [Court Clerk?]
Box 31: 00292 Egan Trial, [Jury in Courtroom]
Box 31-33: 00293-00307 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witnesses and Judge]
Box 33: 00308 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Attorneys and Judge]
Box 33-34: 00309-00317 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witness, Judge, and Jury]
Box 34: 00318 W.H. [Loum?], Egan Trial [Witness?]
Box 34: 00319 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Male Witness and Judge]
Box 34: 00320 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [View of Crowd]
Box 34: 00321-00322 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witnesses and Judge]
Box 34: 00323 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [View of Crowd]
Box 35-36: 00324-00340 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witnesses and Judge]
Box 36: 00341 Mrs. Sarah McKenny, [Female Witness?]
Box 37: 00342-00348 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Female Witnesses and Judge]
Box 37: 00349 Mrs. Sarah McKenny, [Female Witness?]
Box 37-38: 00350-00355 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Female Witnesses and Judge]
Box 38: 00356-00359 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, Female Witnesses [With Defense Attorneys?]
Box 39: 00360 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Defense Attorneys Speaking]
Box 39: 00361 Defense Attorney Vincent Hallinan, Egan Trial [Addressing Court]
Box 39: 00362 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Defense Attorneys]
Box 39: 00363 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Defense Attorney]
Box 39: 00364 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Jury and Witness]
Box 39: 00365 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Crowd Outside Courtroom]
Box 39: 00366 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Defense Attorney and Jury?]?
Box 39-40: 00367-00371 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Jury, Witnesses, Judge, and Defense Attorney]
Box 40: 00372 Defense Attorney Hallinan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene
Box 40: 00373 Defense Attorney Coughlan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [Addressing Court]
Box 40: 00374 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, Jury
Box 40: 00375-00376 Egan Trial, [Crowd Outside of Courthouse]
Box 40: 00377-00378 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Defense Attorney Questioning Witness, Jury]
Box 41-42: 00379-00395 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Female Witnesses, Judge, Defense Attorney]
Box 42: 00396 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Defense Attorney Addressing Court]
Box 43: 00397-00404 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witnesses, Judge, and Jury]
Box 43: 00405 Defense Attorney Vincent Hallinan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene
Box 43: 00405 Defense Attorney Brown, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [Addressing Court]
Box 43-44: 00405-00406 Defense Attorney Coughlan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene
Box 44: 00407 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Defense Attorney with Witness]
Box 44: 00408 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Defense Attorney Addressing Court]
Box 44: 00409 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Defense Attorneys]
Box 44: 00410 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Defense Attorney Questioning Witness]
Box 44: 00411-00412 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Defense Attorneys]
Box 44: 00413-00416 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Defense Attorney; Addressing Court]
Box 45-46: 00417-00429 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witnesses, Judge, and Defense Attorneys]
Box 46: 00430 Frank Egan, Egan Trial
Box 46: 00430 Attorney Vincent Hallinan, Egan Trial
Box 46: 00430 John O'Toole, Egan Trial
Box 46: 00430 Mayor Angelo Rossi, Egan Trial
Part 1a (1915-1939)
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Box 46: 00431 Egan Trial, Jail
Box 46: 00432 Mary O'Neil, Egan Trial
Box 46: 00432 Agnes O'Neil, Egan Trial
Box 46: 00433-00434 Frank Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [Defendant Addressing Court, with Attorneys]
Box 47: 00435 Egan Trial, [Crowd Outside Courthouse]
Box 47: 00436 Frank Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [Defendant Addressing Court]
Box 47: 00437 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, Jury
Box 47: 00438 Egan Trial, Men with Stretcher
Box 47: 00439 Egan Trial, Frank Egan’s Home
Box 47: 00440 Egan Trial, Men on Street
Box 47: 00441 Frank Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [Defendant with Attorney]
Box 47: 00442 Frank Egan, Frank Egan’s Home
Box 47: 00443 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [In Courtroom]
Box 48: 00444 Frank Egan, Egan Trial
Box 48: 00445 Egan Trial, Egan Home
Box 48: 00446 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [With Attorneys]
Box 48: 00447 Lynch, Egan Trial
Box 48: 00448 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [With Wardens?]
Box 48: 00449 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [With Attorneys in Courtroom]
Box 48-49: 00450-00454 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witness, Judge, and Jury]
Box 49-50: 00455-00465 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Jury, Male Witness, and Judge]
Box 50: 00466-00467 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Jury and Crowd]
Box 50: 00468-00470 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Jury]
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Box 51: 00471-00472 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Defendant with Attorneys, on Witness Stand]
Box 51: 00473 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Defendant with Attorneys]
Box 51-52: 00474-00479 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Defendant with Attorneys, on Witness Stand, with Bailiffs]
Box 52: 00480 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Members of Jury?]  
Box 52: 00481 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Defendant on Witness Stand]
Box 52: 00482 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [With Mrs. Egan]
Box 52: 00482-00483 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial [With Frank Egan]
Box 52: 00484-00486 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [on Witness Stand, with Attorneys]
Box 52: 00487 Frank Egan, Egan Trial
Box 52: 00487 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial
Box 52: 00488 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [In Courtroom]
Box 53: 00489-00490 Egan Trial, Courtroom Scenes [Unidentified Men]
Box 53: 00491-00493 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witnesses, Judge]
Box 53: 00494-00497 Frank Egan, [With Attorneys, on Witness Stand]
Box 54: 00498 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Male Witness]
Box 54: 00499-00503 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Male Witnesses, Judge, Attorney Examining Witness]
Box 54: 00504 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Male Witness, Judge]
Box 54: 00505 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Unidentified Men]
Box 54-55: 00506-00511 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Attorney Examining Witnesses]
Box 55-56: 00512-00516 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Witnesses on Stand, Judge, Jury]
Box 56: 00517-00518 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial [Alone and in Crowd]
Box 56: 00519 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial [In Courtroom]
Box 56: 00520 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial [In Courtroom]
Box 56-58: 00521-00537 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial [In Courtroom Crowd, Alone, on Witness Stand]
Box 56: 00522 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Speaking with Mrs. Egan]
Box 58: 00535 Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Hallinan, Egan Trial
Box 58-60: 00538-00554 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witnesses, Judge, and Attorney]
Box 60: 00555 Frank Egan?, Egan Trial [Man in Handcuffs]
Box 60: 00556-00558 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witnesses, Judge, Jury, Attorney Questioning Witness]
Box 60: 00559-00560 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Male Witness and Judge]
Box 61: 00561-00563 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witness, Judge]
Box 61: 00564 Egan Trial, [Copies of Photographs showing Small Children]
Box 61: 00565 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Male Witness, Judge]
Box 61: 00566 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Defendants with Attorneys]
Box 61: 00567-00569 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witnesses, Judge]
Box 62: 00570 Egan Trial, Policeman
Box 62: 00571 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [Defendant with Attorney]
Box 62: 00572 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [In Audience]
Box 62: 00573 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Male Witness, Judge]
Box 62: 00574-00575 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [In Audience]
Box 62-63: 00576-00579 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Defendant at Attorney Table, on Witness Stand]
Box 63: 00579 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial [With Frank Egan]
Box 63: 00580-00581 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [Defendant in Jail Cell and Courtroom?]
Box 63: 00582-00583 Frank Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene [With Mrs. Egan, at Jail?]
Box 63: 00582 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial Courtroom Scene
Box 63: 00583-00585 Mrs. Egan, Egan Trial [In Courtroom Crowd]
Box 63: 00586 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Male Witness, Judge]
Box 63-64: 00587-00589 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witnesses, Judge]
Box 64: 00590-00591 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Male Witness, Judge]
Box 64-66: 00592-00598 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witnesses, Judge]
Box 66: 00609 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Members of Jury?]
Box 66: 00610-00612 Egan Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Male Witness, Judge]
Box 66: 00613-00615 Mrs. Ira Carpenter, Egan Trial
Box 66: 00613-00614 Verne Doran, Egan Trial
Box 67: 00616-00620 Verne Doran, Egan Trial [With Jailer, with Mother, in Jail Cell]
Box 67: 00616 Dennis Hansen, Egan Trial [Jailer]
Box 67: 00617 Mrs. Ira Carpenter, Egan Trial
Box 67: 00621 Egan Trial Courtroom Scene, [Male Witness, Judge]
Box 67-68: 00622-00630 Verne Doran, Egan Trial [With Mother, Attorney, and Judge; on Witness Stand]
Box 67: 00622 Mrs. Ira Carpenter, Egan Trial
Box 67: 00623 Attorney McGovern, Egan Trial
Box 68: 00627 Judge Jacks, Egan Trial
Box 68: 00627-00629 Attorney McGovern, Egan Trial
Box 68: 00631-00632 Verne Doran, Egan Trial [In Jail Cell, in Court]
Box 68: 00633 Egan Trial, [Unidentified Men]
Box 69: 00634 Verne Doran, Egan Trial [Defendant in Court]
Box 69: 00635 Egan Trial, [Attorney Speaking, View of Court Crowd]
Box 69: 00636 Attorney Vincent Hallinan, Egan Trial [Addressing Judge]
Box 69: 00636 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Addressing Judge]
Box 69: 00637-00639 Frank Egan, Egan Trial
Box 69: 00639 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial
Box 69: 00640-00641 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [With Attorney; Leaving Prison with Jailer]
Box 69: 00641 Dennis Hansen, Egan Trial [Jailer]
Box 69: 00642 J.P. Dolan, Egan Trial
Box 70: 00643 Lieutenant Postel, Egan Trial [On Witness Stand]
Box 70: 00644 Frank Egan, Egan Trial
Box 70: 00645 Egan Trial, [Unidentifiable, Man at Jail?]
Box 70: 00646 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Defendant at Jail]
Box 70: 00647 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Leaving Jail?]
Box 70-71: 00652-00657 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Defendant at Jail]
Box 71: 00657 Egan Trial, Golden Gate Park Police Station
Box 71: 00658-00659 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [In Courtroom, with Attorney]
Box 71-72: 00660-00662 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [In Courtroom]
Box 72: 00662 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [In Courtroom]
Box 72: 00663-00667 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [On Witness Stand, with Attorneys]
Box 72: 00668 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [Defendant with Attorney]
Box 72: 00669 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [Defendant with Attorney]
Box 73: 00670-00673 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [Defendant with Attorney]
Box 73: 00672 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [Defendant with Attorneys]
Box 73: 00674-00675 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [With Attorneys, on Witness Stand]
Box 73: 00674 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [With Attorneys]
Box 73: 00676-00679 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [On Witness Stand]
Box 73-74: 00680-00682 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [With Attorneys]
Box 74: 00683-00684 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [With Attorneys, with Frank Egan]
Box 74: 00684 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [With Albert Tinnin]
Box 74: 00685-00686 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [On Witness Stand]
Box 74: 00687 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [With Attorney]
Box 74: 00688 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [At San Quentin]
Box 74: 00689-00690 Frank Egan, Egan Trial
Box 74: 00690 Dennis Hansen, Egan Trial [Jailer with Frank Egan]
Box 74: 00691 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [In Jail]
Box 74: 00692-00693 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Alone, in Court with Albert Tinnin]
Box 74: 00693 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [In Court with Frank Egan]
Box 75: 00694-00700 Egan Trial Evidence and Paperwork, Gun, Receipt, Letters
Box 75: 00701 Frank Egan, Egan Trial
Box 75: 00701 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial
Box 75-76: 00702-00703 Egan Trial Evidence, Letter, Unidentifiable
Box 76: 00704 Egan Trial Evidence, Automobile
Box 76-77: 00705-00714 Egan Trial Evidence and Paperwork, Egan's Arrest Warrant, Letters, Photos
Box 77: 00715 Frank Egan, Egan Trial
Box 77-78: 00716-00721 Egan Trial Evidence, Letters
Box 78: 00722 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [With Attorneys]
Box 78: 00722-00726 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [With Attorneys, Alone]
Box 78-79: 00727-00730 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [With Attorneys]
Box 78: 00729 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [With Attorneys and Egan]
Box 79: 00731 Egan Trial, [Crowd Outside Courthouse]
Box 79: 00732-00735 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [In Courtroom with Attorneys]
Box 79: 00736-00737 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [In Court with Attorneys]
Box 79: 00738 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [In Court with Attorneys]
Box 80: 00739 Egan Trial, Jury?
Box 80-82: 00740-00757 Egan Trial, [Female Witnesses on Stand, Judge, Jury]
Box 82: 00758 Mrs. E.G. Little, Egan Trial [Witness?]
Box 82: 00759-00760 Egan Trial, [Female Witnesses on Stand, Judge]
Box 82: 00761 Mrs. E.G. Little, [Witness?]
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Box 82: 00767-00768 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [In Court]
Box 82: 00767 Attorney Vincent Hallinan, Egan Trial [Defense In Court]
Box 82: 00767 Attorney James Roach, Egan Trial [Defense In Court]

Box 83: 00769-00770 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Defendant with Attorney in Court]
Box 83: 00771-00778 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [On Witness Stand; with Attorneys]
Box 83: 00774 Attorney Vincent Hallinan, Egan Trial [With Defendant Egan]
Box 83: 00776 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [Defendant with Egan and Attorneys]
Box 83: 00779 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [On Witness Stand?] (No further details)
Box 83: 00780 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [On Witness Stand, by Judge]
Box 84: 00781 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Standing Before Judge]
Box 84: 00782 Albert Tinnin, Egan Trial [Defendant with Egan]
Box 84: 00782 Dennis Hansen, Egan Trial [Jailer with Defendants]
Box 84: 00783 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [With Jailer and Tinnin]
Box 84: 00783-00784 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [In Court with Attorneys]
Box 84: 00785 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [In Court with Attorneys]
Box 84: 00786 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [In Court with Attorneys]
Box 84-85: 00787-00791 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Defendant at Attorney Table, on Witness Stand]
Box 85: 00792 Frank Egan, Egan Trial [Defendant with Attorneys]
Box 85: 00793-00794 Chief Deputy J. Fitzgerald, Lamson Trial
Box 85: 00793 District Attorney Fred Thomas, Lamson Trial
Box 85: 00794-00795 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial [In Court]
Box 85: 00794-00795 Defense Attorney Ed McKenzie, Lamson Trial [In Court]
Box 85: 00796-00797 Frank Thorpe, Lamson Trial
Box 85: 00797 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial
Box 85: 00798-00799 District Attorney Fred Thomas, Lamson Trial
Box 85: 00800-00802 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial [In Court]
Box 85: 00800 Herb Bridges, Lamson Trial [In Court]
Box 85: 00803 Defense Attorney Ed McKenzie, Lamson Trial
Box 85: 00803 Chief Deputy District Attorney J. Fitzgerald, Lamson Trial
Box 85: 00803 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial
Box 85: 00804-00808 Lamson Trial, [Jury Outside Lamson Home]
Box 85: 00809 Lamson Trial, [Men and Cars Outside Courthouse]
Box 85: 00810 Lamson Trial, [Jury Outside Courthouse?] (No further details)
Box 85: 00811-00814 Lamson Trial, [Jury at Lamson House]
Box 85: 00815 Lamson Trial, [Men in Car]
Box 85: 00816-00822 Lamson Trial, Jury [Eating Meal, Walking, in Court]
Box 86: 00823-00824 Mrs. Lamson, Lamson Trial [Copy of Photo]
Box 86: 00825 Lamson Trial, Jury [at Lamson House]
Box 86: 00826-00827 Lamson Trial, Jury [Individual Portraits]
Box 86: 00828 Lamson Trial, Jury [Outside]
Box 86: 00829-00830 Lamson Trial Evidence, Detail of Murder Wounds, Poem
Box 86: 00831 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Man]
Box 86: 00832 Lamson Trial, [Copy of Jury Verdict]
Box 86: 00833 Lamson Trial, [Man Examining Evidence]
Box 86: 00834 Lamson Trial, [Male Witness on Stand]
Box 86: 00835 Lamson Trial, [Lamson House]
Box 86: 00836 Mrs. Lamson, Lamson Trial [Copy of Photo]
Box 86: 00837 Lamson Trial, [Courtroom Crowd]
Box 86: 00838 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Woman]
Box 86: 00839 Lamson Trial, [Attorneys in Court]
Box 86: 00840-00842 Mrs. Lamson, With Baby [Lamson Trial]
Box 86: 00841-00842 David Lamson, Lamson Trial [Copy of Photo]
Box 86: 00843-00846 Allene Lamson, Lamson Trial [Child]
Box 86: 00844 Dr. Margaret Lamson, Lamson Trial [Posed Picture]
Box 86: 00844 Jennie Lamson, Lamson Trial [Posed Picture]
Box 86: 00847 Lamson Trial, Unidentified Men
Box 86: 00848-00853 David Lamson, Trial [With Police, in Jail]
Box 86: 00854-00855 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial
Box 86: 00854 Chief Deputy District Attorney J. Fitzgerald, Lamson Trial
Box 86: 00856 Chief Deputy District Attorney J. Fitzgerald, Lamson Trial
Box 86: 00856 Clyde Gard, Lamson Trial [In Court]
Box 86: 00857 Frank Thorpe, Lamson Trial
Box 86: 00858 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial
Box 86: 00858 Herb Bridges, Lamson Trial [Prosecutor]
Box 86: 00859 District Attorney Thomas, Lamson Trial [Prosecution]
Box 86: 00859 William Drieshmeyer, Lamson Trial [Prosecution?]
Box 86: 00860 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial
Box 87: 00861-00879 Lamson Trial, Jury
Box 87: 00880 Lamson Trial, Crowd in Courtroom
Box 88: 00881-00917 Lamson Trial Jury, "Bathroom Experiments" [Murder Reenactment]: Man with Human Skull, Female "Victim"
Box 88: 00918 Lamson Trial, [Attorney with Evidence?]
Box 88: 00919-00920 Lamson Trial, [Man in Laboratory]
Box 88: 00921 Lamson Trial, [Attorney with Evidence?]
Box 88: 00922-00925 Lamson Trial, [Jury and Courtroom Crowd]
Box 88: 00926-00929 David Lamson, [At Jail, In Court; with Attorneys, Sisters, and Friends]
Box 88: 00930 Dr. Lamson, In Court [David Lamson’s Sister?]
Box 88: 00930 Defense Attorney Ed McKenzie, In Court
Box 88: 00931-00936 Allene Lamson, David Lamson’s Daughter
Box 88: 00937-00938 Lamson Trial, [Attorneys in Court]
Box 88: 00939 David Lamson, [With Jailer]
Box 88: 00940 Lamson Trial, [David Lamson’s Sisters]
Box 88: 00941-00942 Lamson Trial, [Court Spectators]
Box 88: 00943 Lamson Trial, [Jury?]
Box 88: 00944 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial
Box 88: 00945 Peabody, Lamson Trial
Box 88-89: 00946-00947 Lamson Trial, Attorneys
Box 89: 00948-00956 David Lamson, [With Friends, Family, and Alone; Lamson’s Attorneys]
Box 89: 00957 Attorney Ed McKenzie, [With David Lamson]
Box 89: 00957-00958 Mrs. Paul Reagor, [With David Lamson, Alone]
Box 89: 00959-00960 Attorney Ed McKenzie, Lamson Trial
Box 89: 00961 Lamson Trial, Courtroom Crowd
Box 89: 00962 Defense Attorney Ed McKenzie, Lamson Trial
Box 89: 00963 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial
Box 89: 00964 Lamson Trial Evidence, Metal Pipe
Box 89: 00965 David Lamson, Lamson Trial
Box 89: 00966 Lamson Trial Evidence, Metal Pipe
Box 89: 00967 Lamson Trial, [Attorney in Court, Crowd]
Box 89: 00968-00971 David Lamson, [In Court with Attorneys]
Box 89: 00972 Mrs. Lamson, With Baby [Copy of Photo]
Box 89: 00973 Lamson Trial, Unidentified Men [Prosecuting Attorneys?]
Box 89: 00974 David Lamson, [Defendant In Court with Attorneys]
Box 89: 00975-00976 Lamson Trial, Lamson House [Jury?]
Box 89: 00977-00983 David Lamson, [In Court with Attorneys, Sisters]
Box 89: 00984-00985 Lamson Trial, [Prosecuting Attorneys?]
Box 89: 00986 David Lamson, [In Court with Attorneys]
Box 89: 00987 Dr.? Lamson, Lamson Trial
Box 89: 00988 Lamson Trial, [Prosecuting Attorneys?]
Box 89: 00989-00992 David Lamson, [Defendant with Attorneys]
Box 89: 00993-00994 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Men]
Box 91: 01074 Lamson Trial, [Forensics Expert?] with Model of Human Skull
Box 91: 01075-01077 Lamson Trial, Court Crowd? [Or Lamson's Sister or Jury?]
Box 91: 01078-01079 Lamson Trial, [Attorneys?]
Box 91: 01080 Lamson Trial, [Witness on Stand]
Box 91: 01081 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Men]
Box 91: 01082 Lamson Trial Jury
Box 91: 01083 Lamson Trial Jury
Box 91: 01084 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Man]
Box 91: 01085-01086 Lamson Trial, [David Lamson's Sisters, Courtroom Audience]
Box 91: 01087 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial
Box 91: 01088 Lamson Trial, [David Lamson's Sisters]
Box 91: 01089-01090 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Persons]
Box 91: 01091 Lamson Trial, [Witness?]
Box 91: 01092 Lamson Trial, Jury
Box 91: 01093 Lamson Trial, [Forensics Expert?] With Model of Human Skull
Box 91: 01094-01097 Lamson Trial, [Witness?] with Evidence
Box 91: 01098 David Lamson, [With Attorney McKenzie]
Box 91: 01099-01100 Lamson Trial, Witness
Box 91: 01101 Mrs. Lamson, [Copy of Photo]
Box 91: 01102 Lamson Trial, [Courtroom Crowd]
Box 91: 01103 Attorney J. Fitzgerald, [Lamson Defense Lawyer]
Box 91: 01103 Attorney Ed McKenzie, [Lamson Defense Lawyer]
Box 91: 01103 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial
Box 91: 01104-01106 Lamson Trial, [Courtroom Crowd]
Box 91: 01107-01108 Lamson Trial, [David Lamson's Sisters?]
Box 91: 01109 David Lamson, [In Court with Attorney]
Box 91: 01109 Attorney Ed McKenzie, [In Court with David Lamson]
Box 91: 01110-01111 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Men]
Box 91: 011112-01113 Lamson Trial, [Witness with Model of Human Skull]
Box 91: 01114-01115 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Persons; Jury? Crowd?]
Box 91: 01116 Attorney Ed McKenzie, Lamson Trial [Defense Attorney]
Box 91: 01117-01119 Lamson Trial, [Witness?]
Box 91: 01120 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Women]
Box 91: 01121 Sheriff Lyle
Box 91: 01122 Lamson Trial, [Jurors?]
Box 91: 01123 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Woman]
Box 91: 01124 Lamson Trial, [Witness?]
Box 91: 01125 Lamson Trial, [Witness?]
Box 91: 01126 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Persons]
Box 91: 01127 Lamson Trial, [Witness]
Box 91: 01128 Attorney Ed McKenzie, [Defense Lawyer; with Fitzgerald?]
Box 91: 01129 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Man]
Box 91: 01130 Lamson Trial, [Jurors?]
Box 91: 01131 Lamson Trial, [View of Crowd]
Box 91: 01132-01136 Lamson Trial, [Policemen, Jury]
Box 91: 01137 Lamson Trial, [David Lamson's Sisters?]
Box 91: 01138 Lamson Trial, [Defense Attorneys?]
Box 91: 01139 Lamson Trial, [Policeman with Juror?]
Box 91: 01140 Lamson Trial, [Man with Evidence]
Box 91: 01141 Lamson Trial, [Jurors?]
Box 91: 01142-01143 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Men, Courtroom Crowd]
Box 91: 01144 Lamson Trial, [Jurors?]
Box 91: 01145 Lamson Trial, [Deputy Sheriff Badges]
Box 91: 01146 Lamson Trial, [Jurors?]
Box 91: 01147 Lamson Trial, [Man with Monkey]
Box 91: 01148 Lamson Trial, [Lab Technician]
Box 92: 01149 Lamson Trial, [Jurors?]
Box 92: 01150-01154 Lamson Trial, [Lab Technician; in Lab and as Witness, other Witnesses]
Box 92: 01155 Lamson Trial, [Jurors?]
Box 92: 01156-01158 Attorney Ed McKenzie, [With Witness?]
Box 92: 01159 Lamson Trial, [Jurors?]
Box 92: 01160 Lamson Trial, [Witness?]
Box 93: 01161 Lamson Trial, [Witness?]
Box 93: 01162-01164 Lamson Trial, [David Lamson's Sisters, Family]
Box 93: 01164 David Lamson
Box 93: 01165-01166 Lamson Trial, [Jury?]
Box 93: 01167 Chief Deputy District Attorney J. Fitzgerald, In Court
Box 93: 01167 Attorney Ed McKenzie, In Court
Box 93: 01168 Lamson Trial Jury
Box 93: 01169 David Lamson, [With Friend]
Box 93: 01170 Lamson Trial, [David Lamson's Sister?, Jurors?]  
Box 93: 01171 Attorney Ed McKenzie, [At Jail]
Box 93: 01172-01173 Lamson Trial, Jury
Box 93: 01174 Lamson Trial, [Attorney]
Box 93: 01175 Attorney Ed McKenzie, [In Courtroom with David Lamson's Sister]
Box 93: 01176-01180 Lamson Trial, [Courtroom Crowd, Unidentified Persons]
Box 93: 01181 Lamson Trial, [David Lamson's Sisters]
Box 93: 01182 David Lamson, [With Policeman]
Box 93: 01183 Lamson Trial, [Courtroom Crowd]
Box 93: 01184 Attorney Ed McKenzie, Lamson Trial [With Door; Evidence]
Box 93: 01185-01186 David Lamson, [With Attorneys, Friend, Sister]
Box 93: 01187 Lamson Trial, [Evidence; Autopsy Photo of Murder Victim]
Box 93: 01188 David Lamson, [With Box of Evidence]
Box 93: 01189 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial [In Court]
Box 93: 01190 David Lamson, [With Attorney]
Box 93: 01191 Lamson Trial, [Photographic Evidence?]
Box 93: 01192 Lamson Trial, [Courtroom Crowd]
Box 93: 01193-01196 Lamson Trial, [David Lamson's Sister, Courtroom Crowd]
Box 93: 01197 Lamson Trial, [Policemen]
Box 93: 01198 Lamson Trial, [Attorney and Crowd?]
Box 93: 01199 Lamson Trial, [Jury?]
Box 93: 01200 Lamson Trial, [Witness]
Box 93: 01201 Lamson Trial, [Courtroom Crowd]
Box 93: 01202 Lamson Trial, [Witness]
Box 93: 01203-01204 Lamson Trial, [Jury]
Box 93: 01205 Lamson Trial, [Defense Attorneys]
Box 93: 01206-01207 Lamson Trial, [Jury?]
Box 93: 01208 David Lamson, [In Court with Attorneys]
Box 93: 01209 Lamson Trial, [Man at Trap Door?]
Box 93: 01210 David Lamson, [With Attorneys, Friends, Family]
Box 93: 01211 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Persons]
Box 93: 01212 Lamson Trial, [Attorneys, Crowd]
Box 93: 01213 David Lamson, [With Attorneys, Friends, Family]
Box 93: 01214 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Persons with Projector]
Box 93: 01215-01216 David Lamson, [With Sister]
Box 93: 01217 Lamson Trial, [Witness with Evidence?]
Box 93: 01218 Lamson Trial, [NBC Reporter at Microphone, Crowd]
Box 93: 01219 Lamson Trial, [Court Officer with Jurors]
Box 93: 01220 David Lamson, [With Sister, Crowd]
Box 93: 01221 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial
Box 93: 01222-01223 Lamson Trial, [Witnesses? Jurors?]
Box 93: 01224-01225 Lamson Trial, [Spectators, Court Officers]
Box 94: 01226 Lamson Trial, [Reporters]
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Box 94: 01227 Lamson Trial, [Courtroom Audience]  
Box 94: 01228 Lamson Trial, [Juror?]  
Box 94: 01229 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Man]  
Box 94: 01230 Lamson Trial, [David Lamson's Family]  
Box 94: 01231-01234 David Lamson, [Alone, With Attorney, Playing Chess]  
Box 94: 01235 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Man]  
Box 94: 01236 Lamson Trial, [Witness]  
Box 94: 01237 Lamson Trial, [View of Crowd]  
Box 94-95: 01238-01307 David Lamson, [Alone, in Court, in Jail, with Attorneys, on Witness Stand]  
Box 94: 01252 Dr. Lamson  
Box 94: 01274 Deputy Harry Shumann, With David Lamson  
Box 94: 01277 Mrs. Thoights  
Box 94: 01277 Dr. Lamson  
Box 95: 01299 Dr. Lamson  
Box 95: 01302-01304 Dr. Lamson, With David Lamson  
Box 95: 01303-01304 Mrs. Thoights, With David Lamson  
Box 95: 01307 Dr. Lamson, In Court  
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Box 96: 01308 "Lamson Crowd" [Waiting for Entrance to Trial], Lamson Trial  
Box 96: 01309 Dr. Lamson, In Lamson Trial Courtroom Crowd  
Box 96: 01309 Rath. Norro, In Lamson Trial Courtroom Crowd  
Box 96: 01310 Judge Syer  
Box 96: 01311 Dr. Lamson, In Lamson Trial Courtroom Crowd  
Box 96: 01312 Lamson Trial Crowd, Waiting Outside Courthouse  
Box 96: 01313-01315 David Lamson, Outside Courthouse, in Court  
Box 96: 01316 Chief Deputy District Attorney J. Fitzgerald, Lamson Trial [Speaking with D.A.]  
Box 96: 01316 District Attorney Thomas, In Court  
Box 96: 01317-01323 David Lamson, With Wife and Child [Copies of Photos]  
Box 96: 01317-01323 Mrs. Lamson, With Husband and Child [Copies of Photos]  
Box 96: 01324 Dr. Lamson, In Lamson Trial Courtroom  
Box 96: 01325-01331 David Lamson, [In Court with Attorney, with Sister]  
Box 96: 01326-01329 Attorney Ed McKenzie, Lamson Defense Lawyer  
Box 96: 01329 [Attorney?] Rankin, Lamson Trial  
Box 96: 01330 Dr. Lamson, Lamson Trial  
Box 96: 01332-01333 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial [In Court, With David Lamson's Sister]  
Box 96: 01333-01334 Dr. Lamson, Lamson Trial  
Box 96: 01334 Harry McKenzie, Lamson Trial  
Box 96: 01335 Dr. Lamson, Lamson Trial  
Box 96: 01335-01336 David Lamson, In Court  
Box 96: 01337 Dr. Lamson, Lamson Trial [Courtroom Crowd]  
Box 96: 01337 Harry McKenzie, Lamson Trial [In Court]  
Box 96: 01338 Dr. Lamson, Lamson Trial [In Court]  
Box 96: 01339-01340 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial [In Court]  
Box 96: 01339 Ed Rae, Lamson Trial [In Court]  
Box 96: 01341-01345 David Lamson, Lamson Trial [With Sister and Mother, Alone]  
Box 96: 01346 Attorney Ed McKenzie, Lamson Trial Attorneys  
Box 96: 01346 Ed Rae, Lamson Trial Attorneys  
Box 96: 01347 Dr. Lamson, Lamson Trial [In Court Crowd]  
Box 96: 01347 Kathleen Norris, Lamson Trial [In Court Crowd]  
Box 96: 01348-01356 David Lamson, Lamson Trial [With Sister and Family, in Court, Attorneys]  
Box 96: 01357-01359 Lamson Trial Crowd  
Box 96: 01360-01362 David Lamson, At Jail  
Box 96: 01363-01364 Lamson Trial Defense Lawyers, In Court
Box 96: 01364 David Lamson, In Court
Box 96: 01365 Lamson Trial Crowd, [Outside Courthouse]
Box 96: 01366 Lamson Trial [Jury?]
Box 96: 01367-01374 Lamson Trial Courtroom, [Crowd, Attorneys]
Box 96: 01374-01375 David Lamson, [In Court, in Jail]
Box 96: 01376 Lamson Trial Courtroom Scene
Box 97: 01377 Lamson Trial, [David Lamson's Family?]
Box 97: 01378 David Lamson, In Court with Attorneys
Box 97: 01379 Lamson Trial, [Judge and Jury?]
Box 97: 01380 Lamson Trial, Courtroom Scene
Box 97: 01381-01387 Lamson Trial, Jury
Box 97: 01388 Lamson Trial, Attorneys
Box 97: 01389-01409 Lamson Trial, Jury, Judge
Box 97: 01410 Lamson Trial, Courtroom Crowd
Box 97: 01411-01444 Lamson Trial, Jury, Judge
Box 97: 01442 David Lamson, In Jail
Box 97: 01443-01444 Lamson Trial, Jury
Box 97: 01445 David Lamson, With Attorneys
Box 97: 01446 Lamson Trial, Courtroom Crowd
Box 97: 01447 Lamson Trial, Jury
Box 97: 01448 David Lamson, In Jail
Box 97: 01449-01458 Lamson Trial, Jury, Judge
Box 97: 01459 Lamson Trial, Attorneys in Court
Box 97: 01460-01471 Lamson Trial, Jury, Judge
Box 97: 01472-01485 Lamson Trial, Witnesses [on Stand; Other]
Box 97: 01486 Lamson Trial, Courtroom Crowd
Box 97: 01487 Lamson Trial, Witness on Stand
Box 97: 01488 Deputy Howard Buffington, Lamson Trial Witness on Stand
Box 97: 01489 Lamson Trial, [David Lamson's Child?]
Box 97: 01490 [Mrs.?] [Lamson?]
Box 97: 01491 [Lamson Trial?], [Jury?]
Box 97: 01492-01495 [Lamson Trial?], [Courtroom Crowd?]
Box 97: 01496-01497 Dolores Roberts, [Witness on Stand?]
Box 97: 01498 Small Child, Copy of Photo
Box 97: 01499 [Unidentified Persons]
Box 97: 01500 Dolores Roberts, Copy of Photo
Box 97: 01501 Dolores Roberts, [On Witness Stand?]
Box 97: 01502-01506 Lamson Trial Witnesses, [On Stand, Other Views]
Box 97: 01507 Lamson Trial, [Courtroom Crowd]
Box 97: 01508-01519 Lamson Trial Witnesses, [On Stand, with Evidence, Other]
Box 97: 01510-01511 Mrs. Wilson, Lamson Trial Witness
Box 97: 01520 Lamson Trial, Courtroom Crowd
Box 97: 01521 Lamson Trial Witness, [On Stand]
Box 97: 01522-01543 Judge Sayer, Lamson Trial [In Court, with Bailiff, in Chambers]
Box 97: 01544 Judge Sayer, Lamson Trial [With Court Clerk in Foreground]
Box 97: 01545 Lamson Trial Courtroom Scenes, Attorney in Empty Courtroom
Box 97: 01546 Lamson Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Judge, Witness on Stand in Empty Courtroom]
Box 97: 01547-01552 Lamson Trial Courtroom Scenes, [Audience in Courtroom, Crowds]
Box 97: 01553-01554 David Lamson, [In Court with Attorneys]
Box 97: 01555 Lamson Trial Courtroom Scenes, Jury
Box 97: 01556-01557 Lamson Trial, [Crowd Outside Courthouse]
Box 97: 01558 David Lamson, [In Court with Crowd in Background]
Box 97: 01559-01561 Lamson Trial Courtroom Scene, [Judge with Witness on Stand]
Box 97: 01562 Lamson Trial, [Unidentified Building]
Box 97: 01563 Lamson Trial Crowd
Box 97: 01564-01591 Lamson Trial Evidence, Photographs [of Lamson Family, Murder Scene], Clothes, Court Paperwork, Letters, etc.
Box 97: 01592-01636 David Lamson, [In Court, with Attorneys and Family, Leaving Court, in jail]
Box 97: 01604 Joe Walsh, Lamson Trial
Box 97: 01637 David Lamson, With Attorney [Copy of Photo]
Box 97: 01638-01652 Lamson Trial, Attorneys and Assistants
Box 97: 01645 Deputy J. Moore, Lamson Trial
Box 97: 01645-01646 Deputy District Attorney Pete Lindsay, Lamson Trial
Box 97: 01646 Chief Deputy District Attorney J. Fitzgerald, Lamson Trial
Box 97: 01646 District Attorney Fred Thomas, Lamson Trial
Box 97: 01647 Judge Grondin Miller, Lamson Trial
Box 97: 01647 Sheriff William Emig, Lamson Trial
Box 97: 01653-01666 Lamson Trial Witnesses, [Some on Stand]
Box 97: 01667-01684 David Lamson’s Family [In Courtroom; Copies of Photos], Lamson Trial
Box 97: 01685-01704 Lamson Trial Evidence, [Murder Scene Photos, Allene Lampson, Diagrams]
Box 97: 01694 Undersheriff Earl Hamilton, With Lamson Trial Evidence
Box 97: 01694 Deputy J. Moore
Box 97-98: 01705-01749 Lamson House [Internal and External], Investigation of Grounds
Box 98: 01750 Lamson Trial Witnesses
Box 98: 01751-01753 Buffington, Lamson Trial Witness [on Stand]
Box 98: 01754 Lieutenant Lawrence, [Lamson Trial Witness]
Box 98: 01754 Chief Zink, Of Palo Alto [Lamson Trial Witness]
Box 98: 01755-01768 Lamson Trial Witnesses, [On Stand; with Photographs and Evidence]
Box 98: 01769-01770 Undersheriff Hamilton, Lamson Trial Witness [on Stand]
Box 98: 01771-01773 Lamson Trial Witnesses, [Please Note Two Negative #1771]
Box 98: 01774-01775 Dolores Roberts, [And Family of David Lamson]
Box 98: 01776-01778 [Frank?] [Thorpe?], Lampson Trial
Box 98: 01779 Dolores Roberts, Lampson Trial
Box 98: 01780 [Frank?] [Thorpe?], Lampson Trial
Box 98: 01781-01806 Lampson Trial Attorneys and Assistants [Primarily Prosecution], [In and Out of Courtroom, with Evidence, Speaking]
Box 98: 01807-01822 Lamson Trial Witnesses, [On Stand, with Evidence, with Attorneys]
Box 98: 01823-01842 David Lamson, [Defendant with Attorneys, Family, Friends, Bailiffs]
Box 98: 01841 Joe Walsh, [With David Lamson]
Box 98: 01843-01857 Lampson Trial Attorneys and Assistants [Primarily Prosecution], [In Courtroom, Speaking with Jury, at Attorneys’ Table]
Box 98: 01858-01876 David Lampson, Trip to and Arrival at San Quentin [Two Negatives for #1858]
Box 98: 01877 Lampson Trial Courtroom and Crowds
Box 98: 01878-01880 David Lampson, Courtroom and Crowds
Box 98: 01881-01882 Lampson Trial Courtroom and Crowds
Box 98: 01883 David Lampson, [And Family in Courtroom]
Box 98: 01884-01898 Lampson Trial Courtroom and Crowds
Box 98: 01899 David Lampson, [In Courtroom]
Box 98: 01900-01908 Lampson Trial Jury, [Inside and Outside of Courtroom]

Box 99: 01909 Jane [Swiverton?], [At Luncheon or Dinner]
Box 99: 01909 Mose Feller, [At Luncheon or Dinner]
Box 99: 01910-01911 Janis Street
| Box 99: 01912 | **Dr. Irwin Wallace** |
| Box 99: 01913 | **Mrs. Joseph S. Thompson** |
| Box 99: 01913 | **Mrs. Palmer Fuller** |
| Box 99: 01913 | **Charles Norris** |
| Box 99: 01914 | **Lillian Wilson** |
| Box 99: 01914 | **Dr. Watts** |
| Box 99: 01915 | **Alice Waltz** |
| Box 99: 01916 | **Dr. Fred Zumwalt** |
| Box 99: 01916 | **Tom Kyne, [On Yacht?]** |
| Box 99: 01917 | **Hilda Zita** |
| Box 99: 01918 | **Archie Williams, [Track Runner in Race]** |
| Box 99: 01919-01920 | **Dorothy Macdonald** |
| Box 99: 01921 | **Lee Keane, [Modeling Coat?] [NOTE TWO NEGS #1921]** |
| Box 99: 01922 | **Florence Kahn** |
| Box 99: 01923-01924 | **Irene Janney** |
| Box 99: 01925 | **Charles Boden, [Being Sworn into Office]** |
| Box 99: 01925 | **Gerald Kenny, [Being Sworn into Office]** |
| Box 99: 01925 | **Judge I. Harris, [Swearing Men into Office]** |
| Box 99: 01925 | **James Toner, [Being Sworn into Office]** |
| Box 99: 01926-01927 | **Robert O. Griffin** |
| Box 99: 01928 | **Geraldine Glockin** |
| Box 99: 01929 | **Jack Aeauwald, [At Luncheon or Dinner]** |
| Box 99: 01929 | **Catherine Cline** |
| Box 99: 01930-01931 | **A.C. Moroney, [With Microscope]** |
| Box 99: 01930-01931 | **Agnes Pudenz** |
| Box 99: 01932-01933 | **[Fire on board Cargo Ship?], [Firemen on Deck]** |
| Box 99: 01934 | **General Howard, [At Luncheon or Dinner]** |
| Box 99: 01934 | **General Middlestadt, [At Luncheon or Dinner]** |
| Box 99: 01934 | **General Craig, [At Luncheon or Dinner]** |
| Box 99: 01935 | **Louis B. Mayer, [In Shriner's Hat?] With Unidentified Woman** |
| Box 99: 01936 | **Nola McMinn, [With Baby]** |
| Box 99: 01936 | **T. Kyne, Jr., [Baby]** |
| Box 99: 01936 | **A.C. Morney** |
| Box 99: 01937-01938 | **Margaret Roberts, [Modeling Coat?]** |
| Box 99: 01939 | **Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Pulliam, [Newlyweds]** |
| Box 99: 01940 | **Judge MacGill, Of Vancouver** |
| Box 99: 01940 | **Judge Dan S. O'Brien** |
| Box 99: 01941-01943 | **Betty Blossom** |
| Box 99: 01944 | **Betty Blossom, And Husband** |
| Box 99: 01945 | **Betty Blossom, [In Courtroom?]** |
| Box 99: 01946 | **Henry Albright, In Jail** |
| Box 99: 01947 | **[Mong?] Smith, In Court** |
| Box 99: 01947 | **Mrs. Thomas Smith, In Court** |
| Box 99: 01948 | **Larry Kohler, [Patient in Hospital]** |
| Box 99: 01948 | **Dr. J.F. Shea, [Doctor in Hospital]** |
| Box 99: 01949-01950 | **Kay Scoville, [Modeling Clothes]** |
| Box 99: 01951 | **Henry Bowles, [At Luncheon or Dinner]** |
| Box 99: 01951 | **[Brady?] Rogers, [Woman at Luncheon or Dinner]** |
| Box 99: 01952-01953 | **Virginia Donham, [Modeling Coat]** |
| Box 99: 01954 | **Lou Willits, [Athletes]** |
| Box 99: 01954 | **Anita Del Carlo, [Athletes]** |
| Box 99: 01955 | **Ray Cobas, [In Court with Attorneys?]** |
| Box 99: 01956 | **Janice Brown, [At Formal Dance?]** |
| Box 99: 01956 | **John Ganong, [At Formal Dance?]** |
| Box 99: 01956 | **Patricia Bosqui, [At Formal Dance?]** |
| Box 99: 01956 | **Robert Byrne, [At Formal Dance?]** |
| Box 99: 01957 | **Ann Bruden, [At Formal Dance?]** |
| Box 99: 01957 | **Paul Lerch, [At Formal Dance?]** |
Box 99: 01958-01959 Nell Bolton, [Holding and Modeling Gown]
Box 99: 01960-01961 Edward Fiese
Box 99: 01962 Louise Ede, [In Jail]
Box 99: 01963-01964 Thelma Doyle, [Modeling Clothes]
Box 99: 01965 Dolores Donney, [Modeling Swimsuit]
Box 99: 01965 Yvonne Donney, [Modeling Swimsuit]
Box 99: 01965 Irene Donney, [Modeling Swimsuit]
Box 99: 01966 Actress Shirley Temple
Box 99: 01966 Jimmy Scheck
Box 100: 01967 Third-eight Avenue Flood
Box 100: 01968 Bob King, [Track and Field Athlete]
Box 100: 01969 Old San Francisco Scene, Storefront and Street Corner [Copy of Photo]
Box 100: 01970 "Oriental Hotel, Caleb Hyatt, Proprietor" [Copy of Print], Battery and Bush Streets [Old San Francisco Scene]
Box 100: 01971 Presidio, Old San Francisco Scene [Copy of Photo]
Box 100: 01972 John Marcelli, San Bruno Hermit Murder [Houses and Farm]
Box 100: 01973 Nicaragua Steamship Co. and Duncan's Chinese Sales Room [Copy of Print], Sacramento Street between Leidsdorff and Sansome Streets [Old San Francisco Scenes]
Box 100: 01974 Yacht in Harbor
Box 100: 01975 Mrs. Mercede Truman, [Copy of Photo]
Box 101: 01976 Elinor Goss, Tennis Player
Box 101: 01977 Stewart Pritchard
Box 101: 01977 Estaline Long
Box 101: 01978 Conchita Molina, [In "Halloween" Costume?]
Box 101: 01978 Anne Kunst
Box 101: 01979 Jean Schwarzenbeck
Box 101: 01980 R.L. Bentley
Box 101: 01981 Donadio Little
Box 101: 01981 Tony Higuera
Box 101: 01982 Communist and Socialist Gathering, Picketers and Protesters
Box 101: 01983 McKinnon, Runner, Stanford Track
Box 101: 01984 Mrs. S.N. Sheridan
Box 102: 01985 Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Hoover
Box 102: 01986 Postel House
Box 102: 01987-01988 [Unidentified Man]
Box 102: 01989 Art McDougal, Seals Baseball Player
Box 102: 01990 [Cuveney?], Seals Baseball Player
Box 102: 01990 Gusetti, Seals Baseball Player
Box 102: 01990 Pinelli, Seals Baseball Player
Box 102: 01991 [Oano?], Seals Baseball Player
Box 102: 01992 Jerry Donovan, Seals Baseball Team
Box 102: 01993 Keating, Portland Baseball Player
Box 102: 01994 Buck May, [Portland?] Baseball Player
Box 102: 01995 Fenton, Portland Baseball Player
Box 102-103: 01996-01997 Andy House, Portland Baseball Player
Box 103: 01998 Fenton, Portland Baseball Player
Box 103: 01999 Bob Johnson, Portland Baseball Player
Box 103: 02000 Ruether, Seals Baseball Player
Box 103: 02001 Woodall, Portland Baseball Player
Box 103: 02002 Fred Berger, Portland Baseball Player
Box 103: 02003 Spencer Abbott, Portland Baseball Team
Box 103: 02004 Fenton, Portland Baseball Player
Box 103: 02005 Keating, Portland Baseball Player
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Box 104: 02006 Ray French, Baseball Player
Box 104: 02007 Koehler, Seals Baseball Player
Box 104: 02008 Clarence Hoffman, Seals Baseball Player
Box 104: 02009 Pinelli, Seals Baseball Player
Box 104: 02010 Kallio, Indians Baseball Player
Box 104: 02011 Red Wingo, [Seals?] Baseball Player
Box 104: 02012 [Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. C of P? (College of the Pacific?)], Football Game
Box 104: 02013 [Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. C of P? (College of the Pacific?)], Football Game
Box 104: 02014 [Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. C of P? (College of the Pacific?)], Football Game
Box 105: 02015 [USF vs. Santa Clara?], Football Game
Box 105: 02016 [USF vs. Santa Clara?], Football Game
Box 105: 02017-02023 University of San Francisco Football, Practice
Box 105: 02024 [Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. C of P? (College of the Pacific?)], Football Game
Box 105: 02025-02026 [USF vs. Santa Clara?], Football Game
Box 105: 02027 [Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. C of P? (College of the Pacific?)], Football Game
Box 105: 02028-02032 [Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. C of P? (College of the Pacific?)], Football Game
Box 105: 02033-02034 UCLA vs. Cal (UC Berkeley), Football Game (1934)
Box 105: 02035-02036 University of San Francisco Football, Practice
Box 106: 02037 [Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. Saint Mary's?], Football Game
Box 106: 02038 [Santa Clara?], Football Game
Box 106: 02039-02042 [Cal (UC Berkeley) Football]
Box 106: 02043 [Unidentified Football Game]
Box 106: 02044 Cal (UC Berkeley) Football
Box 106: 02045 UCLA vs. Cal (UC Berkeley), Football Game (1934)
Box 106: 02046 UCLA vs. Cal (UC Berkeley), Football Game (1934)
Box 106: 02047-02059 Santa Clara Football Team
Box 106: 02060-02066 UCLA vs. Cal (UC Berkeley), Football Game (1934)
Box 107: 02067-02068 [Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. St. Mary's?], Football Game
Box 107: 02069 [Unidentified Football Game]
Box 107: 02070-02072 [Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. St. Mary's?]
Box 107: 02073-02075 Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 108: 02076 Keegan, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 108: 02077 Goldberg, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 108: 02078 Mahan, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 108: 02079 Fraser, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 108: 02080-02083 Gannuzi, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 108: 02084 Mahan, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 109: 02085 Gannuzi, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 109: 02085 [Gilbert?], Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 109: 02085 Goldberg, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 109: 02085 Gallagher, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 109: 02086 Malloy, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 109: 02087-02088 Gannuzi, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 109: 02089 Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 109: 02090 Malloy, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 109: 02091 Felix, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 109: 02092 Weinmeister, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 109: 02093 Coaching Staff, Army Football (1930-1931)
Box 110: 02094-02119 Stanford vs. USC, Football
Box 111: 02120-02142 St. Mary's vs. Santa Clara, Football
Box 112: 02143-02152 Japanese Baseball Team, [Scenes from Games]
Box 112: 02153-02162 Japanese Baseball Team, [Group Photos and Poses]
Box 112: 02163-02179 Japanese Baseball Team, [Scenes from Games]
Box 112: 02180-02189 Joe DiMaggio, Baseball Player [Scenes from Wedding]
Box 112: 02190 Walter Mails, Baseball Player (1936-05-19)
Box 112: 02190 Lefty O'Doul, Baseball Player (1936-05-19)
Box 112: 02191 Walter Mails, Baseball Player, with Unidentified Woman
Box 112: 02192 Walter Mails, Baseball Player (1938-04-06)
Box 112: 02193 Walter Mails, Baseball Player (1938-06-24)
Box 112: 02194 Harry Marble, Baseball Player (1937-05-21)
Box 112: 02195 Phil Zonne, Basketball Player (1938-01-12)
Box 112: 02196 Paul Zonne, Stanford Basketball Player (1939-01-09)
Box 112: 02197-02198 Armstrong-Day Fight, Boxing
Box 112: 02199 Weighing in at McLaren-Ross Fight, Boxing (1935-05-28)
Box 112: 02200-02205 Max Baer, Boxer [With Wife?] (1935-06-30)
Box 112: 02206-02209 Max Baer, Boxer [With Wife and Baby] (1937-01-08)
Box 112: 02210-02212 Baer-Smith Fight, Boxing
Box 112: 02213-02214 Baer-Louis Fight ["Magic Eye" Multiple Image Photo], Boxing
Box 112: 02215-02218 Baer-Smith Fight, Boxing
Box 112: 02219-02229 NUMBERS NOT USED
Box 112: 02230 Corbett-Apostoli Fight, Boxing
Box 112: 02231 Manuel Gomez, Football Player
Box 112: 02232 Football Players [unidentified]
Box 112: 02233 Al Wolff, Football Player
Box 112: 02234 Niel Falaschi, Football Player
Box 112: 02235 Al Wolff, Football Player
Box 112: 02236 Football Players, Team Photo
Box 112: 02237 Frank Smith, Football Player
Box 112: 02238 Football Players, Team Photo
Box 112: 02239 [Vance?] Finney, Football Player
Box 112: 02240 Football Players, Group Photo
Box 112: 02241 Phil Dougherty, Football Player
Box 112: 02242 Dick Bassi, Football Player
Box 112: 02243 Niel Falaschi, Football Player
Box 112: 02244 Lionel Rodgers, Football Player
Box 112: 02245 Football Player
Box 112: 02246 Football Player
Box 112: 02247 Manuel Gomez, Football Player
Box 112: 02248 Chuck Pavelko, Football Player
Box 112: 02249 Bus McGee, Football Player
Box 112: 02250-02254 California vs. Michigan, Football Game (Sept. 29, [19--])
Box 112: 02255-02274 Stanford vs. Dartmouth, Football Game (Nov. 26, [19--])
Box 112: 02275-02276 Slip Madigan, Football Coach
Box 112: 02277 "Fat" George Latham, Football Player [Print] (1927-12-26)
Box 112: 02278 John Williams, Texas Rattlers Football Player (1937-09-20)
Box 112: 02279-02288 Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. [UCLA?], Football Game (1937-10-16)
Box 112: 02289 Mr. and Mrs. Chuck Bond, Football Player and Wife (1938-01-19)
Box 112: 02289 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Malone, Football Player and Wife (1938-01-19)
Box 112: 02290-02292 Mrs. Charles Malone, Football Player's Wife (1938-01-19)
Box 112: 02290 Mrs. Dixie Howell, Football Player's Wife (1938-01-19)
Box 112: 02290 Mrs. Chuck Bond, Football Player's Wife (1938-01-19)
Box 112: 02290 Mrs. Cliff Battles, Football Player's Wife (1938-01-19)
Box 112: 02291-02300 Oregon vs. USC in Portland, Football Game (1938-107)-00
Box 112: 02301-02316 Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. UCLA, Football Game (1938-10-15)
Box 112: 02317-02337 Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. Georgia Tech, Football Game (1938-12-27)
Box 112: 02338-02339 William Huters, Cal Football (1939-2-04, 1939-11-28)
Box 112: 02340-02342 Fred Ledeboer, Stanford Football (1939-02-04, 1938-02-10)
Box 112: 02342 Irv Cummings, Stanford Football (1938-02-10)
Lloyd Whitman, Cal Cheerleader at “pre-Big Game Rally” [Greek Theatre] (1939-11-22)
William Huters, Cal Football (1939-11-22)
Jack McQuary, Cal Football (1939-11-28)
William Elmore, Cal Football (1939-11-28)
Jean Witter, Cal Football (1939-11-28)
Herman Zetterquist, San Jose State Football (1939-11-28)
Joe Rishwain, San Jose State Football (1939-11-28)
Aubrey Minter, San Jose State Football (1939-11-28)
Jean Witter, Cal Football (1939-11-28)
Glen “Pop” Warner, San Jose State Football (1939-11-28)
Jack Guthrie, St. Mary’s Football [Negative and Print] (1939-11-30)
Dante Angelo Magnani, St. Mary’s Football [Negative and Print] (1939-11-30)
The Fry Brothers, Golfers at Alameda Course
Julius A. Page, Jr., Golfer at Sedgefield Country Club in Greensboro, North Carolina
Women’s Golf, Minneapolis (1935-08-31)
Bruce McCormick, Golfer [at Tournament] (1937-08-14)
R. Arthur Wood, [At Golf Tournament] (1937-08-14)
Don Erickson, [At Golf Tournament] (1937-08-14)
Bruce McCormick, Golfer [at Tournament] (1937)
Louis Cyr, Finalist in National Public Links Tourney (1938-08-26)
Vice President R. Arthur Woods, Of United States Golf Association (1938-08-26)
Al Leach, Finalist in National Public Links Tourney (1938-08-26)
Jim Wilbert, Golfer (1939-03-20)
Jimmy Wilbert, Golfer, Call Bulletin Junior Golf Meet (1939-06-20)
Helen Wills, Tennis Player in Reno [with Dog] (1937-07-13)
Virginia Wolfenden, Tennis Players (1937-07-20)
Nancy Wolfenden, Tennis Players (1937-07-20)
Virginia Wolfenden, Tennis Players [Doubles Partners] (1938-04-28)
Gussie Raegener, Tennis Players [Doubles Partners] (1938-04-28)
Nancy Wolfenden, Tennis Player With Family (1938-08-12)
Virginia Wolfenden, Tennis Player With Family (1938-08-12)
Virginia Wolfenden, Tennis Player on Court [#2394 is Print] (1938-08-12)
Elizabeth Pillsbury, Tennis Tournament Society, Lagunitus Club at Ross (1939-07-21)
Henry Bohling, Tennis Tournament Society, Lagunitus Club at Ross (1939-07-21)
Mrs. Talbot Wildman, Tennis Tournament Society, Lagunitus Club at Ross (1939-07-21)
120 High Hurdle, Fresno Relays, Track and Field
Fink, Javelin, Fresno Relays, Track and Field
George Voll, Discus, Fresno Relays, Track and Field
Lepman, Shot Put, Fresno Relays, Track and Field
Carpenter, Discus, Fresno Relays, Track and Field
Austin, High Jump, Fresno Relays, Track and Field
Levy, Discus, Fresno Relays, Track and Field
Third Heat of 100 Yard Dash, Fresno Relays, Track and Field
Jack Weiershauser, Low Hurdles, Cal and Stanford Track Meet (April 27, 19--)
Part 1a (1915-1939)
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Box 112: 02409 Lieutenant Jack Weiershauser, In Military Uniform [Print] (1943-09-18)
Box 112: 02410-02411 Paul Jacques, Cal High Jump Star, at Track Meet (1937-05-09)
Box 112: 02412-02413 Frank Hart, Louisiana College Shot Put, Track Meet (1937-06-17)
Box 112: 02414-02416 Guy [Gey?] Manuel, Long Jump, Track Meet (1939-05-04)
Box 112: 02417-02418 Al Katchinski, Track Pacific Association (1939-03-01)
Box 112: 02419 H. McMicking, Stanford Runner, Track Meet (1939-03-10)
Box 112: 02420-02421 Bill Hawkins, Stanford High Hurdler, Track and Field (1937-05-12)
Box 112: 02422-02423 Joe Gardenfield, Wrestling Match (1937-05-21)
Box 112: 02422-02423 Frank Malkewicz, Wrestling Match (1937-05-21)
Box 112: 02424 Stephen Guerin, [Olympic Athlete?] Copy of Photo (1938-05-30)
Box 112: 02425-02429 Frank McGuigan, Diver (1939-03-20)
Box 112: 02430-02431 Genevieve Kealy, To Marry Sports Figure Hank Schaldach (1939-04-27)
Box 112: 02432 Patricia McMullin, Winner of Sportmanship Trophy, Marine Junior High School (1939-05-26)
Box 112: 02432 George Fay, Winner of Sportmanship Trophy, Marine Junior High School (1939-05-26)
Box 112: 02433-02434 Nancy Wiswall, Bicyclist (1939-08-08)
Box 112: 02435-02440 Sir Malcolm Campbell, Setting Land Speed Record at Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah
Box 112: 02441-02443 George Eyston, With Car; to Race For Land Speed Record at Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah (1937-10-06)
Box 112: 02444-02445 George Eyston, Racing for Land Speed Record at Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah (1937-11-06)
Box 112: 02446-02447 John R. Cobb, Setting Land Speed Record at Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah (1938-09-15)
Box 112: 02448-02449 George Eyston, Setting Land Speed Record at Bonneville Salt Flats, Utah (1938-09-16)
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Box 113: 02450 Charles D. Hoy, Copy of Photo (Circa 1928)
Box 113: 02451 Mrs. Price McKinney, Part-owner of Carrigan-McKinney Steel Corporation of Cleveland, Ohio [Print] (1928-02-10)
Box 113: 02452-02458 Uschel Case, In Medford [Photos of Trial and Crime Scene] (1934-11-10)
Box 113: 02459-02467 Ulm, Aviator at Mills Field (1934-12-00)
Box 113: 02468-02469 Race Riots in Nashville Tennessee, National Guard with Guns on Crowd Outside Courthouse During Trial of Afro-American Man Accused of Attacking White School Girl (1934-12-00)
Box 113: 02470 Vice Admiral Sankichi Takahashi, Commander of Combined Fleet of Nippon, on Board Yamashiro (ship) (1934-12-26)
Box 113: 02471 General Jiro Minami, Japanese Naval Commander in Manchuria (1934-12-26)
Box 113: 02472-02479 Japanese Naval Maneuvers, Parade in Tokyo, Ships in the North Pacific; Scenes from Parade ["Greatest Peacetime Demonstration by Naval Forces"] (1935-10-17)
Box 113: 02480 Anti-Japanese Student Riots in Shanghai, [After Invasion of China by Japan]
Box 113: 02481 General Lee Chung-Jen, Commander of Kwangsi Army [Invasion of China by Japan]
Box 113: 02482 Anti-Japanese Student Demonstration in Nanning, [Invasion of China by Japan]
Box 113: 02483 Anti-Japanese Student Riots in Shanghai, [Invasion of China by Japan]
Part 1a (1915-1939)
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- Box 113: 02484 Troops of Commander Chen Chi-Tang, Commander of Kwangtung Army, Taken in Canton before Northern Advance
- Box 113: 02485 Southwestern Troops, Each Equipped with Straw Hat [Japanese Invasion of China]
- Box 113: 02486 Newly Recruited Chinese Soldiers, Getting Send-off in Hsuanhwa, Kwangsi
- Box 113: 02487 Troops and Tanks of Commander Chen Chi-Tang, Commander of Kwangtung Army, [Japanese Invasion of China]
- Box 113: 02488 General Pei Chung-Psi, [Vice-Commander of Kwangsi Army]
- Box 113: 02489 General Chen Chi-Tang, Commander of Kwangtung Army; "Strongman" of Southwestern China
- Box 113: 02490 General Li Chung-Jen, Commander of Kwangsi Army
- Box 113: 02491 Troops of General Chen Chi-Tang, Commander of Kwangtung Army, Taken in Canton Prior to Northern Advance
- Box 113: 02492 Doctor Lo Wen-Kan, Member of Chinese Southwest Political Council
- Box 113: 02493 General Li Chung-Jen, Commander of Kwangsi Army
- Box 113: 02493 "Women's Army" in Anti-Japanese Demonstration" in Kwangsi, Shown Pledging to Defend Country from Further Foreign Aggression
- Box 113: 02494-02495 Bombing Damage and Carnage in Shanghai, China, Taken After Bombing by Japanese Planes (August 1937)
- Box 113: 02496-02497 Japanese Celebration After the Fall of Hankow, China to Japanese Troops, Tokyo, Japan (1937)
- Box 113: 02498 Flagship of American Yangtse Patrol American Gunboat "Luzon" (ship), In Shanghai After Japanese-Chinese Hostilities in Hankow (1937-12-09)
- Box 113: 02499-02523 "Hoover and Panay [ships] bombing ashores", Photos of Sinking Ship, Bombing Damage, Men Going ashore, Living Quarters on Land (1937-12-28)
- Box 113: 02500 Secretary J. Hall Paxton, Of American Embassy at Nanking (1937-12-28)
- Box 113: 02524-02525 Tokyo Imperial Conference [which Passed Declaration of War Against China], Grounds of Palace, Emperor With Generals Inside Palace (1938-01-27)
- Box 113: 02526-02528 Easter Service at Yosemite, Catholic Service: Priest, Choir, and Parishioners with Mountain in Background (1935-04-13)
- Box 113: 02529-02531 Amelia Earhart, Flying over Golden Gate Bridge During Around the World Flight
- Box 113: 02532-02535 Amelia Earhart, Arrives in New York City on Around the World Flight; Views of Crowds (May 1935)
- Box 113: 02536-02537 Barbara Hutton, Millionaire Arrives in San Francisco (May 1935)
- Box 113: 02538-02543 Barbara Hutton, Millionaire in Reno (1935-05-08)
- Box 113: 02544-02547 TWA Plane Wreck in Kansas City, Wreckage of Airplane (1935-05-06)
- Box 113: 02548-02554 Formosa Earthquake, Structural Damage to Government Building, Chinese Village, City of Sinchu, Village of Sushoen (1935-05-08)
- Box 113: 02555-02564 Male and Female Students Reading "Date Chain Letters", Device for Students to Make Dates (1935-05-15)
- Box 113: 02565 Jackson Mine Riots [Labor Strife], Flat-bed Truck with Miners in Conflict [with Soldiers?] (1935-05-15)
- Box 113: 02566 Mrs. Spreckels, With New Husband in Reno (1935-05-19)
- Box 113: 02567 Spreckels Plane Wreck, Reno (1938-02-25)
- Box 113: 02568-02569 President Franklin D. Roosevelt, "Bonus" Speech Before Both Houses of Congress (1935-05-23)
- Box 113: 02570-02572 President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Speaking and Eating at Warm Springs, [Georgia?]; Campaign Stop; View of Crowd (August [1935 or 1936])
- Box 113: 02578-02580 President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Speaking to Crowd in Omaha, Nebraska [Campaign Stop?] ([1935 or 1936])
Box 113: 02581-02583 President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Speaking to Large Crowd in Denver [Park near Capitol Hill] (Oct. 12, [1935 or 1936])
Box 113: 02584-02587 President Franklin D. Roosevelt, In Miami for Fishing Trip (1937-11-30)
Box 113: 02586-02587 Secretary Harold Ickes, Interior Department [In Miami] (1937-11-30)
Box 113: 02586-02587 Harry Hopkins, Administrator of Works Progress Administration [in Miami] (1937-11-30)
Box 113: 02588-02595 President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Eating, Speaking During San Francisco Visit; Presidential Motorcade (1939)
Box 113: 02596-02600 President Franklin D. Roosevelt, Presidential Motorcade (1939)
Box 113: 02601-02602 Normandie (ship) in New York City Harbor (1935-06-04)
Box 113: 02603 Weyerhauser Kidnapping; Salt Lake City, [Two Girls Kidnapped?] (1935-06-10)
Box 113: 02604 Herman M. Waley, Weyerhauser Kidnapping; Salt Lake City (1935-06-10)
Box 113: 02605-02613 Weyerhauser Kidnapping; Salt Lake City, Persons Involved (1935-06-10)
Box 113: 02614 Airplane Wreck in Medellin, Columbia, Death of Actor Carles Gardel (1935-06-24)
Box 113: 02615-02616 Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Smith, In Del Monte, California (1935-06-29)
Box 113: 02617 Canton Creek in Canton, China, Boats on Creek [Includes Negative and Print]
Box 113: 02618 Kowloon from Peak at Hong Kong, View of Hong Kong and Kowloon [Negative and Print]
Box 113: 02619 President Hoover (ship) on Shanghai, China Waterfront, The "Bund" and Cathay Hotel in Background
Box 113: 02620 Waterfront in Shanghai, China
Box 113: 02621 [Cathay Hotel?], Shanghai, China
Box 113: 02622 Aerial View of Shanghai, China, Foochow Creek, "Broadway Mansion"
Box 113: 02623 Dollar Line Tender (ship) in Shanghai, China, Bringing Passengers From Large Ships
Box 113: 02624 Shanghai, China, The "Bund," Cathay Hotel, and Buildings along Waterfront
Box 113: 02625 City of Chia Hsiang Hsien, China, "Yellow River Lapping at the City Walls" [print] (August 1935)
Box 113: 02626 Yangtze River in Hankow, China, City During Flood Threat [print] (August 1935)
Box 113: 02627 Chuyeh, Shantung, China, House Destroyed by Yellow River Flood [print] (August 1935)
Box 113: 02628 Yellow River Flood; Houan Province, China, "Inside East Gate of Yen Shih" [print] (August 1935)
Box 113: 02629 Refugees from Yellow River Floods Waiting for Train, Shantung, China [print] (August 1935)
Box 113: 02630-02634 Yangtze River in Hankow, China, City During Flood Threat [prints] (August 1935)
Box 113: 02635 Refugees from Chiahsiang, Shantung, China, On Yellow River [print] (August 1935)
Box 113: 02636 Vice President John N. Garner, Leaving Meiji Shrine in Japan [en route to Philippines] (1935-11-14)
Box 113: 02636 Speaker Joseph W. Byrns Byrns, Leaving Meiji Shrine (1935-11-14)
Box 113: 02637 Speaker Joseph Byrns, In Japan; Congressional Delegation en route to Philippine Inauguration (1935-11-14)
Box 113: 02637-02638 Vice President John N. Garner, In Japan; Congressional Delegation to Philippine Inauguration (1935-11-14)
Box 113: 02638 Senator J.T. Robinson, In Japan; Congressional Delegation en route to Philippine Inauguration (1935-11-14)
Box 113: 02638 Matsutaro Shokiki, Publisher (1935-11-14)
Box 113: 02639-02640 Vice President John N. Garner, In China (1935-11-21)
Box 113: 02641-02644 Chinese Student Demonstration in Peking, Police Attacking Students [Probably Anti-Japanese Protest] (December 1935)
Box 113: 02645-02647 TWA Airplane Wreck in Los Angeles, Captain of Airplane, Wreckage (1935-09-01)
Box 113: 02648-02649 Standard Oil Airplane, Lost en route to Salt Lake City (1935-10-06)
Box 113: 02650-02651 Robert S. Allen, Pilot of Standard Oil Airplane Lost en route to Salt Lake City (1935-10-06)
Box 113: 02650-02651 G.A. Levy, Co-Pilot of Standard Oil Airplane Lost en route to Salt Lake City (1935-10-06)
Box 113: 02652-02655 Three Men Shot In Salt Lake City, [Copies of Photos] (1935-10-14)
Box 113: 02656-02659 Helena, Montana Earthquake Damage (1935-11-02)
Box 113: 02660-02661 Hurricane Winds and Damage, Miami, Florida (1935-11-06)
Box 113: 02662-02664 Hurricane Damage to Buildings and Charter Boats, Miami, Florida (1935-11-07)
Box 113: 02665 Damage to "palatial" yacht "Arcadia" (ship), Hurricane in Miami, Florida (1935-11-07)
Box 113: 02666-02668 Stratosphere Balloon from Chicago, After Landing in Stickney, South Dakota (1935-11-13)
Box 113: 02669-02671 Stratosphere Balloon, [Landing in South Dakota?] (1935-11-00)
Box 113: 02672 Prince Kakamatsu, [In Japan] (1935-11-14)
Box 113: 02673-02676 Southern Pacific Train Wreck, In Gilroy (1937-11-16)
Box 113: 02677-02682 United Air Lines Plane Wreck, Cheyenne, Wyoming (1935-11-31)
Box 113: 02683 Van Black, Implicated in Hook Murder; Twin Falls, Idaho (1935-12-02)
Box 113: 02684-02690 Opening of San Francisco [Bay] Bridge, Mayors of Oakland and San Francisco cut Chain [Ribbon], Views of Bridge (1936)
Box 113: 02691-02692 " Hoboes Entering State", Los Angeles Police Stopping "undesirable itinerants" from Entering California [In Truckee] (1936-02-05)
Box 113: 02693-02694 Margaret Matzek, "Slacks Story" [Woman Wearing Pants in Court] (1936-02-07)
Box 113: 02695-02696 Ruth Yett, San Diego Woman Looking for Lost Daughter (1936-04-13)
Box 113: 02697 Catherine Yett, Photograph and Description of Missing Girl (1936-06-08)
Box 113: 02698-02699 Ralph L. Hathorn, Landon Promotion (1936-05-19)
Box 113: 02698-02699 Elizabeth Anderson, Landon Promotion (1936-05-19)
Box 113: 02700-02702 General Paul B. Malone, [At Ceremony for His Retirement] (1936-05-19)
Box 113: 02703 General Paul B. Malone, Guest Speaker at St. Patrick's Day Luncheon (1936-03-00)
Box 113: 02704 Pierre Monteux, [At Dinner or Luncheon] (1936-05-23)
Box 113: 02704 General Paul B. Malone, [At Dinner or Luncheon] (1936-05-23)
Box 113: 02704 Gertrude Atherton, [At Dinner or Luncheon] (1936-05-23)
Box 113: 02705-02706 Olga Martella, Theatre Actress (1936-05-19)
Box 113: 02707-02709 Arrival of Van Gogh Art Collection, Guards Accompanying Trucks (1936-05-19)
Box 113: 02710 Matthew Woll (1936-05-19)
Box 113: 02711-02713 Norma Whyland, [Gymnast?] (1936-05-19)
Box 113: 02714-02715 Barbara Leeds, In Play "The Children's Hour" (1936-05-23)
Box 113: 02714-02715 Alma Krueger, In Play "The Children's Hour" (1936-05-23)
Box 113: 02716-02717 Attorney Ed MacKenzie (1936-06-08)
Box 113: 02718-02727 Mary Knoll, Church, Church Bell [With Japanese Characters], Service, Japanese Arch (1936-06-13)
Box 113: 02728 Senator William Gibbs McAdoo, And Wife (1936-06-13)
Box 113: 02729-02732 Senator William Gibbs McAdoo, At Sir Francis Drake Hotel Event (1937-10-12)
Box 113: 02733-02738 Senator William Gibbs McAdoo, Crowd at Palace Hotel Reception for Him; Senator at Reception (1937-10-12)
Box 113: 02734-02737 Peter Haggerty, Senator McAdoo's Palace Hotel Reception (1937-10-12)
Box 113: 02734-02738 Frank Hennesey, Senator McAdoo's Palace Hotel Reception (1937-10-12)
Box 113: 02738 Thomas F. Muccahey, Senator McAdoo's Palace Hotel Reception (1937-10-12)
Box 113: 02738 William Malone, Senator McAdoo's Palace Hotel Reception (1937-10-12)
Box 113: 02739 Senator William Gibbs McAdoo, Visiting Fireman at the Palace Hotel (1938-06-22)
Box 113: 02740-02741 Senator William Gibbs McAdoo, At Palace Hotel (1938-10-11)
Box 113: 02742 Mrs. Felix F. McGinnis (1936-06-19)
Box 113: 02743-02744 Mrs. Maude Fay Symington, With "Patronesses of St. Mary's Guild;" at Wishing Well (1939-11-01)
Box 113: 02743-02744 Mrs. Leo Merle, With "Patronesses of St. Mary's Guild;" at Wishing Well (1939-11-01)
Box 113: 02743-02744 Mrs. Felix F. McGinnis, With "Patronesses of St. Mary's Guild;" at Wishing Well (1939-11-01)
Box 113: 02743-02744 Mrs. Harold McKinnon, With "Patronesses of St. Mary's Guild;" at Wishing Well (1939-11-01)
Box 113: 02745 John H. Wilson, [Negative Badly Damaged] (1936-06-19)
Box 113: 02746-02750 Chief Justice William Waste, [California?] Supreme Court (1936-06-25)
Box 113: 02751-02753 Associate Justice William Carter, Being Sworn into [California?] Supreme Court (1939-09-12)
Box 113: 02751-02753 Chief Justice William Waste, [California?] Supreme Court (1939-09-12)
Box 114: 02754-02756 Balloon Race [Balloons and Contestants], Denver, Colorado (1936-07-04)
Box 114: 02757-02762 Funeral Services for Secretary of War Dern in Salt Lake City, Men Carrying and Observing Body in Casket at State Capitol; at Cemetery (1936-09-01)
Box 114: 02763-02765 Beck, In Seattle (1936-09-26)
Box 114: 02766-02769 Mr. and Mrs. Knox, Republican Vice Presidential Nominee in Topeka, Kansas (1936-10-18)
Box 114: 02766-02769 Mr. and Mrs. Alf Landon, Republican Presidential Nominee in Topeka, Kansas (1936-10-18)
Box 114: 02770-02794 Arrival of Kilgallen "Clipper" [Airplane], Early Passenger Flight (1936-10-24)
Box 114: 02795-02806 Aviators [for Early Passenger Flight?], Views of Airplane (1936-10-24)
Box 114: 02807-02828 Clipper Airplanes and Crews, [Early Passenger Flights?] (1936-10-24)
Box 114: 02829-02833 Pan American Flight Crew Members, [Early Passenger Flight] (1936-10-24)
Box 114: 02834-02837 Paul Brunk, Pilot of "Somoan Clipper" [Airplane] (1936-10-24)
Box 114: 02838-02864 Clipper [Airplane], Views of Airplane and Crew [Early Passenger Flight?] (1936-10-24)
Box 114: 02871 Clara Adams, Travel Writer, Passenger Aboard First Paid Flight (1936-11-04)
Box 114: 02871 R.F. Bradley, "Ambassador" for the Golden Gate Exposition (1936-11-04)
Box 114: 02872-02875 First Commercial Flight, Passengers (April 1937)
Box 114: 02876-02877 First Clipper in Hawaii, First Mail Delivered by Air to Hawaii (1937-04-17)
Box 114: 02878-02898 Round Trip Clipper Flight to China, Crew and Pan American Airplane (1939-02-22)
Box 114: 02899-02903 Detroit Ford Dealer Convention, Participants (1936-11-03)
Box 114: 02908-02911 Snowslide, Juneau, Alaska (1936-11-25)
Box 114: 02911 Golden Gate Bridge Opening and Ceremony [Note: Two Negatives #2931], [Mayor?] Cutting Chain; First People Crossing; Fireworks Display; First Cars Crossing (1937)

Additional Note
[Note: Two Negatives #2931] [Prints available: BANC PIC 1959.010 pt.1a :02912-02953--PIC]

Box 114: 02954-02974 Golden Gate Bridge Opening and Ceremony, People on Horseback in Parade; First People and Cars Crossing; Mayor Cutting Chain (1937)

Additional Note

Box 114: 02975 Claire McGinnis, Child in Costume (1937-06-31)
Box 114: 02976 Gloria Powell (1937-06-31)
Box 114: 02976 Claire McGinnis (1937-06-31)
Box 114: 02976 Amy Ann McGinnis (1937-06-31)
Box 114: 02977-02981 Dudley Field Malone, Speaking at Microphone [Lawyer] ([1937?])
Box 114: 02981 Irving Martin ([1937?])
Box 114: 02982 Barbara Sproul Hutton Gerstle, At Luncheon or Dinner (1939-07-23)
Box 114: 02982 Helen Walker, At Luncheon or Dinner (1939-07-23)
Box 114: 02982 Dudley Field Malone, [Lawyer] At Luncheon or Dinner (1939-07-23)
Box 114: 02983 Josephine Walkington (1937-01-22)
Box 114: 02984 Maurice Harrison, [At Luncheon or Dinner] (1937-01-23)
Box 114: 02984 Dr. Lee Russell (1937-01-23)
Box 114: 02985-02986 Jean McKown, Fashion Model (1937-02-01)
Box 114: 02987-02988 Isabel Murphy (1937-03-02)
Box 114: 02987-02988 Helen Dent (1937-03-02)
Box 114: 02987-02988 Ernest Gomez, Income Tax Expert (1937-03-02)
Box 114: 02989-02992 Manila Fireworks Fire (1937-03-23)
Box 114: 02993-02996 Eleanor Roosevelt, [During San Francisco Visit]
Box 114: 02997-03003 Danny Boggs, Boggs Shooting [Santa Cruz] (April 1937)
Box 114: 03004-03005 Ray Malott, Stanford Distance Runner (April 1937)
Box 114: 03006-03009 Lord Marley, At Luncheon or Dinner; Eating and Speaking to Audience (1937-04-15)
Box 114: 03006 Ralph Housler, At Luncheon or Dinner (1937-04-15)
Box 114: 03007-03009 Lady Marley, At Luncheon or Dinner (1937-04-15)
Box 114: 03010-03011 Miss Heaven, Posing with Globe (1937-04-20)
Box 114: 03012 Robert Jennery, Toasting Picture of King George of England (1937-05-11)
Box 114: 03012 R.D. Coyle, Toasting Picture of King George of England (1937-05-11)
Box 114: 03013 Chee Chin S. Cheung, Artist Painting Seascape (1937-05-12)
Box 114: 03014 Phil Levy, Discus, Stanford Track and Field (1937-05-12)
Box 114: 03015 Leo Madiem, Long Jump, Stanford Track and Field (1937-05-12)
Box 114: 03016-03018 Anna Minihan, Little Girl with Rabbit (1937-05-12)
Box 114: 03019-03022 Dr. William M. Wildman, In Hospital (1937-05-12)
Box 114: 03020 Joseph Holt, Getting Blood Pressure Checked (1937-05-12)
Box 114: 03023-03038 Manteca Floods, Views of Flood Damage and Flood Victims (1937-05-18)
Box 114: 03039 Jane Hopper, Viewing Painting (1937-05-21)
Box 114: 03040 Wallis Simpson, [Copy Negative] (1937-05-21)
Box 114: 03040 Duke of Windsor (1937-05-21)
Box 114: 03041 Coat of Arms of the Duke of Windsor
Box 114: 03042-03047 Wallis Simpson, Portraits and Group Shot
Box 114: 03048-03065 Wallis Simpson, In San Mateo [In Costume, in Group Photos

Box 115: 03066-03069 Mary McCormick, Opera Singer (1937-05-29)
Box 115: 03070 Jack McCoy, "Six Day Bike Rider" [Shown Repairing Bicycles] (June 1937)
Box 115: 03071-03073 Mrs. Harry Bercovich, Jr., Novelist Visiting San Francisco (1937-06-07)
Box 115: 03071-03073 Mollie Merrick, Sister of Novelist Mrs. Harry Bercovich Jr. (1937-06-07)
Box 115: 03074-03075 Elsa Hottinger (1937-06-07)
Box 115: 03076-03078 John Woodruff, Runner, Pittsburgh Track and Field (1937-06-15)
Box 115: 03079-03080 Abel Warshausky, Painter [Painting Portrait] (1937-06-21)
Box 115: 03079-03080 Jannette Cross, Subject of Painter Abel Warshausky (1937-06-21)
Box 115: 03081-03083 Dr. Martin Gibbons Alson, At Luncheon or Dinner (1937-06-25)
Box 115: 03081-03083 Mayor Edgar E. Robinson, At Luncheon or Dinner (1937-06-25)
Box 115: 03081-03083 Editor William Allen White, Speaking and Eating at Luncheon or Dinner (1937-06-25)
Box 115: 03084-03085 Alice Lebedeff, "Conception - Arguello Love" [Play?] (1937-06-26)
Box 115: 03084-03085 Andrew Stadnek, "Conception - Arguello Love" [Play?] (1937-06-26)
Box 115: 03086 Mrs. Richard McCreery, At Social Event (1937-06-30)
Box 115: 03087 Leo Farrell (1937-07-05)
Box 115: 03087 Downing Mosgrove (1937-07-05)
Box 115: 03087 Mayor Angelo Rossi (1937-07-05)
Box 115: 03087 Charles S. Reid (1937-07-05)
Box 115: 03087 Roy J. Harris, Musician (1937-07-05)
Box 115: 03088-03090 Mr. Raymond, In Honolulu [Copy Negatives] (1937-07-07)
Box 115: 03088-03090 Actress Mary Pickford, In Honolulu [Copy Negatives] (1937-07-07)
Box 115: 03091-03098 Mr. Putnam, With Son at Oakland Airport (1937-07-08)
Box 115: 03099-03105 Russian Flyers in Oakland, At Ceremony
Box 115: 03106 Tamari Yumashev, Russian Polar Flier (1937-07-13)
Box 115: 03107 Anastasia Yumashev, Stepmother of Russian Polar Flier; at 1881 O'Farrell Street (1937-07-20)
Box 115: 03108-03113 Funeral Services for Senator Robinson, Little Rock, Arkansas
Box 115: 03114 Papa [Fred?] Snite, On Boat Sailing for China
Box 115: 03115-03119 Fred Snite, Arriving from China in Iron Lung [Victim of Manila Fireworks Fire?] (1937-06-19)
Box 115: 03120 Ahmed Abdil Latif, Turkish Dinner at Stock Exchange (1937-07-29)
Box 115: 03120 Dr. Morton Howell, Turkish Dinner at Stock Exchange (1937-07-29)
Box 115: 03121-03122 Betty Mellon, Looking at Picture, Listening to Radio (1937-08-30)
Box 115: 03121-03122 Benita Mellon, Looking at Picture, Listening to Radio (1937-08-30)
Box 115: 03121-03122 Bonnie Mellon, Looking at Picture, Listening to Radio (1937-08-30)
Box 115: 03123-03126 Elizabeth Mason (1937-09-03)
Box 115: 03123-03126 Sarah Johnson (1937-09-03)
Box 115: 03123-03126 Eddie Johnson (1937-09-03)
Box 115: 03127-03128 Vera Wissing, Fashion Model (1937-09-03)
Box 115: 03127-03128 Louise Blossom, Fashion Model (1937-09-03)
Box 115: 03129 Fernand Nozare, French Editor; at Hotel St. Francis (1937-09-10)
Box 115: 03129 J.S. Stein, At Hotel St. Francis (1937-09-10)
Box 115: 03129 Auguste Lucinch, Performer; at Hotel St. Francis (1937-09-10)
Box 115: 03130-03131 Mrs. William Whitney, At Meadow Club [For "Society" Piece] (1937-09-14)
Box 115: 03132 Mrs. Michel McKinley, With Judge Visiting from Chicago at Hotel St. Francis (1937-09-21)
Box 115: 03133 Lieutenant Governor George Hatfield, Whittell Hearing at Federal Building (1937-09-24)
Box 115: 03133 Attorney [Foslin?], Whittell Hearing at Federal Building (1937-09-24)
Box 115: 03134-03135 Alfred Whittell, Whittell Hearing at Federal Building (1937-09-24)
Box 115: 03136-03139 NO NEGATIVES, [NUMBER SKIPPED IN PROCESSING]
Box 115: 03140-03141 Irene Castle McLaughlin, Dancer with Dog (1938-10-15)
Box 115: 03142 Irene Castle McLaughlin, Dancer Walking Dogs
Box 115: 03143-03144 Barbara Worth, Polo Player Leaving Golden Gate Polo Grounds After Accident (1937-10-03)
Box 115: 03145-03146 President Green, Speaker at Labor Convention in Denver, Colorado (1937-10-04)
Box 115: 03147-03148 Mabel Whitman, At 2111 Hyde Street (1937-10-08)
Box 115: 03147-03148 Mrs. Maurice Karshet, At 2111 Hyde Street (1937-10-08)
Box 115: 03149-03150 Ann Cooper Hewitt, [And Gay Hewitt?] in Grants Pass, Oregon (1937-10-09)
Box 115: 03151 Tom McDonough, At Federal Building (1937-10-12)
Box 115: 03152-03154 United Airlines Plane Wreck, Salt Lake City (1937-10-18)
Box 115: 03155 Kaye Whittell, Society Rummage Sale; Hotel St. Francis (1937-10-25)
Box 115: 03155 Kenneth Monteagle, Society Rummage Sale; Hotel St. Francis (1937-10-25)
Box 115: 03156 Al Worthington, Battery Story [Sports], at Bay Meadows (1937-10-28)
Box 115: 03157 Western Pacific Train Wreck (1937-11-00)
Box 115: 03158-03159 Maku [Waku?] Yamada, Hall of Justice (1937-11-01)
Box 115: 03158-03159 Judge Teresa Meikle, Hall of Justice (1937-11-01)
Box 115: 03160 Mrs. David A. Barry, Tea at Westwood Club (1937-11-03)
Box 115: 03160 Mrs. Walter McGuire, Tea at Westwood Club (1937-11-03)
Box 115: 03163 Billy Rose, With Woman He is to Wed After Obtaining Divorce (1937-11-13)
Box 115: 03163 Eleanor Holm Jarrett, With Man She is to Wed After Obtaining Divorce (1937-11-13)
Box 115: 03164 Mildred Burns, Alumni Boarding Special Train for Cal Football Game (1937-11-24)
Box 115: 03164 Gladys Mackie, Alumni Boarding Special Train for Cal Football Game (1937-11-24)
Box 115: 03164 Kay Oliver, Alumni Boarding Special Train for Cal Football Game (1937-11-24)
Box 115: 03168 Andrew Wilson, [Print] [Marshall Murder Trial] (1937-11-30)
Box 115: 03171 Vivian Costigan, Marshall Murder Trial, San Rafael Courthouse (1938-01-17)
Box 115: 03171 Maria Marshall, Marshall Murder Trial, San Rafael Courthouse (1938-01-17)
Box 115: 03172 District Attorney Albert Bagshaw, Working on Marshall Murder Case, San Rafael Courthouse (1938-01-17)
Box 115: 03173-03174 Attorney Lawrence Cowen, Defense in Marshall Murder Trial, San Rafael Courthouse (1938-01-17)
Box 115: 03175 District Attorney Albert Bagshaw, With Murder Weapon, Marshall Murder Trial, San Rafael Courthouse (1938-01-17)
Box 115: 03176-03177 Maria Marshall, With Daughter at Marshall Murder Trial, San Rafael Courthouse (1938-01-17)
Box 115: 03176-03177 Lillian Mazzuchi, Marshall Murder Trial, San Rafael Courthouse (1938-01-17)
Box 115: 03176-03177 Vivian Castigan, Marshall Murder Trial, San Rafael Courthouse (1938-01-17)
Box 115: 03176-03177 Walter B. Selmer, Marshall Murder Trial, San Rafael Courthouse (1938-01-17)
Box 115: 03178 Ariana Heston, Rose Valley Players Rehearsing for “The Big Apple” (1937-12-08)
Box 115: 03179 Cecilia D. Weaver, Post Office (1937-11-15)
Box 115: 03180 Mrs. Duncan McDuffie, International Exposition Committee, Hotel St. Francis (1937-08-16)
Box 115: 03180 Mrs. E.S. Heller, International Exposition Committee, Hotel St. Francis (1937-08-16)
Box 115: 03181 Mr. and Mrs. William R. Marshall, [Vice President of Westinghouse Co.] International Exposition Committee, Hotel St. Francis (1937-12-16)
Box 115: 03182 William R. Marshall, [Copy Negative] (1939-08-10)
Box 115: 03183-03185 Helen Kurtz, Trying on Shoes At Leed’s Shoe Store (1937-12-16)
Box 115: 03186-03187 John Hudson, Cable Car and Automobile Traffic at California and Grant Streets (1937-12-18)
Box 115: 03188-03190 Richmond Wine haven Pier (1937-12-18)
Box 115: 03191 Chief J.E. Jones, Richmond Police (1937-12-18)
Box 115: 03192 Richmond Wine haven Pier (1937-12-18)
Box 115: 03193 Robert Ansteth, Alameda Air Prof. [Professionals?]; Philippine Clipper (1937-12-27)
Box 115: 03194 Donovan V. Mackey, Alameda Air Prof. [Professionals?]; Philippine Clipper (1937-12-27)
Box 115: 03195 Leod Becker, Alameda Air Prof. [Professionals?]; Philippine Clipper (1937-12-27)
Box 115: 03196 Donovan V. Mackey, Alameda Air Prof. [Professionals?]; Philippine Clipper (1937-12-27)
Box 115: 03197 Mr. and Mrs. Leod Becker, And Family; Alameda Air Professionals; Philippine Clipper (1937-12-27)
Box 115: 03198 Robert Ansteth, Alameda Air Professionals; Philippine Clipper (1937-12-27)
Box 115: 03199 Lanory T. Laumeister, Alameda Air Prof. [Professionals?]; Philippine Clipper (1937-12-27)
Box 115: 03200 Viola Hauch, Alameda Air Prof. [Professionals?]; Philippine Clipper (1937-12-27)
Box 115: 03201 Norma L. Spicer, Alameda Air Prof. [Professionals?]; Philippine Clipper (1937-12-27)
Box 115: 03202-03204 Alex Wojciechowicz, [Football Player?] (1937-12-29)
Box 115: 03204 Barbarsky, [Football Player?] (1937-12-29)
Box 115: 03204 Franco, [Football Player?] (1937-12-29)
Box 115: 03205 Ruth Pease, Lost and Rescued from Yosemite Ski Slopes (1938-01-00)
Box 115: 03205 Connie Bohoskey, Lost and Rescued from Yosemite Ski Slopes (1938-01-00)
Box 115: 03206 Reno Flood (1938-01-00)
Box 115: 03207-03208 Reno Flood (1938-01-00)
Box 115: 03209-03211 J. Paxton Hall, Nanking Legation Member; at Hotel St. Francis (1938-01-03)
Box 115: 03212 Dave Whiteside, At Hall of Justice for Narcotics Case (1938-01-04)
Box 115: 03213-03216 Military Funeral of Grace Leonard [War Nurse], National Cemetery (1938-01-27)
Box 115: 03217-03218 Amelia McFie, Visiting Cook at Cooking School
Box 115: 03219-03222 Amelia McFie, Visiting Cook at Cooking School (1938-01-27)
Box 115: 03223-03226 Helen Kurtz, Model at Union Label Exhibition; Labor Temple (1938-01-29)
Box 115: 03227-03228 Mrs. Frank Howlett, Metal Work (1938-02-08)
Box 115: 03227-03228 Mrs. Earl Riley, Metal Work (1938-02-08)
Box 115: 03229-03241 Dorothy Woodside, Fashion Model at Livingstons Department Store (1938-02-10)
Box 115: 03242-03243 Frances Tum Suden, [For Society Piece] at Clift Hotel (1938-02-11)
Box 115: 03244 Joanne Voeninga, Baby in Bathtub (1938-02-15)
Box 115: 03245 McNutt, With Clipper [Airplane] (1938-02-16)
Box 115: 03246-03247 Virginia Huff, [Walking Uphill on Powell Street Due to Broken Cable Car] (1938-02-17)
Box 115: 03246-03247 Muriel Leighton, [Walking Uphill on Powell Street Due to Broken Cable Car] (1938-02-17)
Box 115: 03246-03247 Ann Linville, [Walking Uphill on Powell Street Due to Broken Cable Car] (1938-02-17)
Box 115: 03248-03249 Mrs. C.V. McNamara, "California Ambassador of the Ice Industry" at Palace Hotel (1938-02-17)
Box 115: 03250-03251 Edyth Minaden, Mills College Fashion Show at Livingstons Department Store (1938-02-17)
Box 115: 03250-03251 Joan Poole, Mills College Fashion Show at Livingstons Department Store (1938-02-17)
Box 115: 03252-03253 Mrs. Robert W. Miller, Children’s Symphony Meeting (1938-02-18)
Box 115: 03252-03253 Mrs. Harold McKinnon, Children’s Symphony Meeting (1938-02-18)
Box 115: 03252-03253 Howard Maillard, Children’s Symphony Meeting at Opera House (1938-02-18)
Box 115: 03252-03253 Robert Patterson, Children’s Symphony Meeting at Opera House (1938-02-18)
Box 115: 03252-03253 Marlo Merritt, Children’s Symphony Meeting at Opera House (1938-02-18)
Box 115: 03252-03253 Mrs. Robert W. Miller, Children's Symphony Meeting at Opera House (1938-02-18)
Box 115: 03254-03255 Shan Kar, Hindu Dancer at Lunch; Hotel St. Francis (1938-02-18)
Box 115: 03256 Charles McKnight, Prisoner who Killed Guard in Prison Break (1938-02-24)
Box 115: 03257-03258 Violet Hilton, Siamese Twin; Hall of Justice (1938-02-25)
Box 115: 03257-03258 Inspector Dan O’Niel, Fingerprinting Siamese Twins; Hall of Justice (1938-02-25)
Box 115: 03257-03258 Daisey Hilton, Siamese Twin; Hall of Justice (1938-02-25)
Box 115: 03259-03270 Landry’s Plane Search, Aerial Views of Landscape Near Fresno (1938-03-00)
Box 115: 03271-03272 Mrs. Clarence W.. Young, [For Society Page] at 2833 Vallejo Street (1938-03-01)
Box 115: 03273-03274 Mrs. Clarence W.. Young, [For Society Page] at Mills Field (1938-05-17)
Box 115: 03275 Mrs. Clarence W.. Young, P.T.A. Meeting (1938-05-24)
Box 115: 03275 Mrs. M.N. Wallin, P.T.A. Meeting (1938-05-24)
Box 115: 03276 Mrs. Clarence W. Young (1938-10-19)
Box 115: 03277 Mrs. Clarence W. Young, Formerly Lois Moran [Copy Negative] (1938-10-19)
Box 115: 03278 Clara Mary Hires, Daughter of “Root Beer King” at Palace Hotel (1938-03-07)
Box 115: 03279 Mrs. John J. McMahon, [For Society Page] (1938-03-10)
Box 115: 03279 Mrs. Edward F. Garcia, [For Society Page] (1938-03-10)
Box 115: 03280 Judge John McMahon (1938-04-06)
Box 115: 03281 Joseph R. Kretcher, Mug Shot (1938-03-14)
Box 115: 03282 ”Newsreel” Wong, Copy Negative [Man with Movie Camera (1938-03-14)
Box 115: 03283-03285 St. Louis Tornado, Views of Damage (1938-03-16)
Box 115: 03286-03287 Ann Housman, Fashion Model; at O’Connor and Moffat Store? (1938-03-22)
Box 115: 03286-03287 Coralie Mehl, Fashion Model; at O’Connor and Moffat [Store?] (1938-03-22)
Box 115: 03288-03289 Buck Biamont, Held for Disappearance of Couple (1938-04-05)
Box 115: 03288-03289 Carl Ramser, Held for Disappearance of Couple (1938-04-05)
Box 115: 03290 Mrs. S.C. Williams, Judge Golden’s Court, City Hall (1938-04-12)
Box 115: 03290 Mrs. W.F. Bertram, Judge Golden’s Court, City Hall (1938-04-12)
Box 115: 03291-03292 William Golden Huff, With Sculpture “Science” [Sculptors for Golden Gate Exposition at 1450 Fifteenth Street] (1938-04-13)
Box 115: 03293 Mrs. William McGovern, [For Society Page] (1938-04-19)
Box 115: 03294-03296 Benjamin Weikel, UC Bellman Retires; Inside the Campanile (1938-04-29)
Box 115: 03294-03296 Betty Graham, UC Bellman Retires; Inside the Campanile (1938-04-29)
Box 115: 03294-03296 Laura Titus, UC Bellman Retires; Inside the Campanile (1938-04-29)
Box 115: 03297-03300 Dr. John J. Hopkins, Doctor by Day and Musical Composer by Night; Taken at Harbor Emergency (1938-05-09)
Box 115: 03301 J. Kingsley Macomber (1938-05-09)
Box 115: 03302 J. Kingsley Macomber (1938-11-04)
Box 115: 03303-03304 Barbara Winslow, Tennis Player (1938-05-09)
Box 115: 03305-03306 Thomas C. “Tobe” Williams, Gangster [Copy Negatives] (1938-05-11)
Box 115: 03305-03306 “Fatso” Negri, [Copy Negative] (1938-05-11)
Box 115: 03307 J. Wesley Howell (1938-05-25)
Box 115: 03308-03311 Portia Hume, [Valedictorian?] at UC Graduation (1938-05-25)
Box 115: 03308-03311 R.G. Sproul, At UC Graduation (1938-05-25)
Box 115: 03312-03313 Lucile S. McCracken, Works Progress Administration at Fourth and Stevenson Streets (1938-06-02)
Box 115: 03314 S.J. Whittman, Airplane Mechanic (1938-06-04)
Box 115: 03315 Dr. Champ Holmes, Medical Convention (1938-06-09)
Box 115: 03316-03317 Professor Carl J. Wiggers, Medical Convention at Sir Francis Drake Hotel (1938-06-09)
Box 115: 03318-03319 Alecea McDonald, Secured Divorce from Oil Fortune Heir; Reno, Nevada (1938-06-17)
Box 115: 03320 Rex Heap, Long Jump, Cal Track and Field (1938-06-20)
Box 115: 03321-03322 Bob Law, Javelin Throw, Cal Track and Field (1938-06-20)
Box 115: 03323-03324 Congressman Frank Havener, Returning Congressman at Ferry Building (1938-06-22)
Box 115: 03325 Congressman Edward Taylor, 461 Market Street, Sheldon Building (1938-07-01)
Box 115: 03326-03329 Thomas Wishard, Bank Cashier at US Commissioner's Office (1938-07-06)
Box 115: 03330-03331 Nurse Knarig Krikorian, With Twins of Stephen Brodie (1938-07-07)
Box 115: 03330-03331 Margaret Drysdale, With Twins of Brodie Stephens (1938-07-07)
Box 115: 03332 Dr. Brodie Stephen (1938-10-06)
Box 115: 03333 George Latka, Boxing Match (1938-07-01)
Box 115: 03333 [Umio?] Glen, Boxing Match (1938-07-01)
Box 115: 03334-03339 George Latka, Boxing Match (1938-07-29)
Box 115: 03334-03339 Frank Martin, Boxing Match (1938-07-29)
Box 115: 03340-03341 Colonel Louis Johnson, Assistant Secretary of War, at Empire Hotel (1938-07-16)
Box 115: 03342-03343 Officer Lawrence N. Weaver, "Patrol Officer who Wrecked [Bike?]," Bay Bridge (1938-07-18)
Box 115: 03344-03346 Senator Pat Harrison, Hotel St. Francis (1938-07-22)
Box 115: 03347-03359 Officer Lawrence N. Weaver, Policeman Doing Motorcycle Stunts; at Motordrome (1938-07-30)
Box 115: 03347-03359 Dorothy Smith, Motorcycle Stunts; at Motordrome (1938-07-30)
Box 115: 03347-03359 Bertha "Mom" Smith, Motorcycle Stunts; at Motordrome (1938-07-30)

Box 116: 03360-03366 Raymond L. Haight, At Palace Hotel (1938-07-19)
Box 116: 03367 Alma Clark, On Parade Float for Sutters Square (1938-07-21)
Box 116: 03367 Marion Hinds, On Parade Float for Sutters Square (1938-07-21)
Box 116: 03367 Juliette Balix, On Parade Float for Sutters Square (1938-07-21)
Box 116: 03368 William Humphrey (1938-07-26)
Box 116: 03368 Coroner Leland (1938-07-26)
Box 116: 03369 Author Owen Wister (1938-07-26)
Box 116: 03370-03373 Duke Kahanamoku, Swimmer (1938-07-27)
Box 116: 03374 Billy Latka, "Dreamland Fights," Boxing Match (1938-06-10)
Box 116: 03374 Jimmy Rouse, "Dreamland Fights," Boxing Match (1938-06-10)
Box 116: 03375-03376 Billy Latka, "Dreamland Fights," Boxing Match (1938-07-29)
Box 116: 03375-03376 Lester Morris, "Dreamland Fights," Boxing Match (1938-07-29)
Box 116: 03377-03378 Madeline Yoe, "Hawaii Clipper Down," Telephone Operator at Hotel St. Francis (1938-07-29)
Box 116: 03379-03380 Zelma Sommerach, W.C.T.V. Convention at Whitcomb Hotel (1938-08-03)
Box 116: 03379-03380 Luse J. Foff, W.C.T.V. Convention at Whitcomb Hotel (1938-08-03)
Box 116: 03379-03380 Ida B. Wise, W.C.T.V. Convention at Whitcomb Hotel (1938-08-03)
Box 116: 03381-03382 Lynne Jaffee, Show at Geary Theater (1938-08-10)
Box 116: 03381-03382 Millie Weiz, Show at Geary Theater (1938-08-10)
Box 116: 03381-03382 Nettie Harary, Show at Geary Theater (1938-08-10)
Box 116: 03381-03382 Lydia Annucci, Show at Geary Theater (1938-08-10)
Box 116: 03383-03384 Carl J. Hambro, President of Norwegian Parliament at City Hall (1938-08-11)
Box 116: 03383-03384 Mayor Angelo Rossi, At City Hall (1938-08-11)
Box 116: 03383-03384 Nora Blickfeld, At City Hall (1938-08-11)
Box 116: 03383-03384 Leland Cutler, At City Hall (1938-08-11)
Box 116: 03385-03386 Rosalia Zanco Wolfenberger, Plaintiff in Annulment (1938-08-17)
Box 116: 03386 Attorney Lenore D. Underwood (1938-08-17)
Box 116: 03387-03388 Dr. Joseph Catton (1938-08-24)
Box 116: 03387-03388 Dr. Julian M. Wolfsohn (1938-08-24)
Box 116: 03387-03388 Judge I.M. Golden (1938-08-24)
Box 116: 03389-03390 Vasco Sardi, Long jumping at Playgrounds in Redwood City (1938-08-26)
Box 116: 03391-03392 Margaret Wood, Throwing Shotput at Redwood City Playgrounds (1938-08-26)
Box 116: 03393-03394 Angele Shaw, Hit and Run; at City Prison (1938-09-01)
Box 116: 03395-03396 Sam Kagle, Labor Attorney at Retail Store Conference, City Hall (1938-09-02)
Box 116: 03397 Sam Kagle, Labor Attorney (1938-09-02)
Box 116: 03397 Eugene Patton (1938-09-02)
Box 116: 03398-03399 James C. Sewaldson, "Sleepwalker Loses Ear," at Central Emergency Hospital (1938-09-06)
Box 116: 03400-03401 Actress Marjorie Weaver, Movie Star in "Hold That Coed" (1938-09-16)
Box 116: 03400-03401 Actress Joan Davis, Movie Star in "Hold That Coed" (1938-09-16)
Box 116: 03400-03401 Actor Jack Haley, Movie Star in "Hold That Coed" (1938-09-16)
Box 116: 03402 Mrs. Victor N. Williams, Passenger on Philippine Clipper, Alameda Airport (1938-09-21)
Box 116: 03403 Cromwell Home, Honolulu, Hawaii [Copy Negative] (1938-09-29)
Box 116: 03404-03405 Lawrence M. Judd, Former Governor of Hawaii (1938-10-05)
Box 116: 03406 Margot Holt, On Wagon (1938-10-06)
Box 116: 03407-03408 Albert Klingbeil, Had Violin Stolen; at 236 4th Street (1938-10-06)
Box 116: 03409-03413 Albert Klingbeil, With Recovered Rare Violin, at Hall of Justice (1938-10-15)
Box 116: 03409-03413 Otto Meyer, At Hall of Justice (1938-10-15)
Box 116: 03409-03413 Charles English, At Hall of Justice (1938-10-15)
Box 116: 03414-03415 Author Elsa Maxwell (1938-10-06)
Box 116: 03416-03417 Author Elsa Maxwell, "Society Hostess" (1939-01-10)
Box 116: 03418 Author Elsa Maxwell, Yerba Buena Club (1939-02-23)
Box 116: 03418 Mrs. Lovell Langstroth, Yerba Buena Club (1939-02-23)
Box 116: 03419 Author Elsa Maxwell (1939-04-05)
Box 116: 03419 Darryl Zannuck (1939-04-05)
Box 116: 03419 Sonja Henie (1939-04-05)
Box 116: 03420 Author Elsa Maxwell, Returning from Lecture Tour; at Third and Townsend Streets (1939-05-31)
Box 116: 03421 Author Elsa Maxwell, Returning from Lecture Tour; at Third and Townsend Streets (1939-05-31)
Box 116: 03422 John Winter (1938-10-06)
Box 116: 03423-03424 Ruth Weeks, Seeking Overdue Alimony from Orchestra Leader Anson Weeks; at Press Room (1938-10-11)
Box 116: 03425 Samuel Wickersham, [Mug Shot] Held for Fraud Case (1938-10-17)
Box 116: 03426 Betty Harrington, Water-skiing at Lake Tahoe (1938-10-19)
Box 116: 03427-03429 Julius Hoehmann, Water-skiing at Lake Tahoe (1938-10-19)
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Box 116: 03427-03429 Teller Weinmann, Water-skiing at Lake Tahoe (1938-10-19)
Box 116: 03430 Colonel Warren T. Hannum, Clipper Ship in Alameda (1938-10-26)
Box 116: 03431 Harry Wolf, Clipper Ship at Alameda Airport (1938-10-26)
Box 116: 03432-03433 Rose McGreevy, Recreation Department at City Hall (1938-10-27)
Box 116: 03434 Peggy Naylor, [At Luncheon or Dinner] [#3434 Has Two Negatives] (1938-11-04)
Box 116: 03434 Bob Howard, [At Luncheon or Dinner] [#3434 Has Two Negatives] (1938-11-04)
Box 116: 03435-03436 Harry Lavagetto, Golfer (1938-11-02)
Box 116: 03437 Floyd McKenny, At Bay Meadows (1938-10-27)
Box 116: 03438-03439 Sir George Paish, English Economist at Palace Hotel (1938-11-04)
Box 116: 03440-03441 Dr. Shailer Mathews, Church Peace Meeting; Palace Hotel (1938-11-05)
Box 116: 03442 Haldane "Buzz" Holmstrom (1938-11-16)
Box 116: 03442 Justine Van Bargen (1938-11-16)
Box 116: 03443-03444 D.C. McGinness, New [Federal Housing Administration?] Head (1938-11-17)
Box 116: 03445-03447 Dr. John McInness, With Dog "Tommy" (1938-11-21)
Box 116: 03448-03449 Dr. Ralph E. Knudsen, "Gene Block" (1938-11-28)
Box 116: 03450-03459 Dorothy Woodside, Livingstons Department Store Fashion Model (1938-12-08)
Box 116: 03460-03473 Dorothy Woodside, Modeling Hats from Livingstons Department Store (1939-02-06)
Box 116: 03474-03475 William P. Taylor, New Manager of Palace Hotel (1938-12-01)
Box 116: 03476-03477 William P. Taylor, New Manager of Palace Hotel (1938-12-15)
Box 116: 03478-03479 Fred Johnson, Also Known as Chief Parni Caino; American Indian "Hunting for Convention" [Travelers Aid at Ferry Building] (1938-12-05)
Box 116: 03480 Sakae Kusubayashi, Japanese Wrestlers (1938-12-31)
Box 116: 03480 Eichi Kazama, Japanese Wrestlers (1938-12-31)
Box 116: 03481 Fred Leuenberger, Honor Student at Opera House for Graduation (1938-12-12)
Box 116: 03482-03485 Evelyn Walker, [With Mrs. Chip Roberts] Copy Negatives (1938-12-31)
Box 116: 03486-03491 Golden Gate International Exposition, Fair Opening (1939-02-19)
Box 116: 03520 Eleanor Roosevelt, Visiting Golden Gate International Exposition (1939)
Box 116: 03531-03553 Philippine Building Fair, [At Golden Gate International Exposition?] (1939?)
Box 116: 03554-03591 Thomas J. Mooney, Labor Leader Pardoned by Governor Culbert L. Olson; Parade and Rally (1939)
Box 116: 03592-03594 Jimmy Walker, At San Quentin Prison (1939)
Box 116: 03592 Thomas J. Mooney, Labor Leader at San Quentin Prison
Box 116: 03593-03594 Jimmy Walker, With Thomas J. Mooney at San Quentin Prison
Box 116: 03593-03594 Thomas J. Mooney, Labor Leader at San Quentin Prison
Box 116: 03595 Lieutenant Governor Ellis E. Patterson (1939?)
Box 116: 03596 Clarence H. Langstaff, "Counting Bills" (1939-01-02)
Box 116: 03596 Fred B. Wood, Legislative Consul "Counting Bills" (1939-01-02)
Box 116: 03597 Assemblyman Sam W. Yorty, Los Angeles Legislator at State Capital (1939-01-02)
Box 116: 03598-03601 Betty McLaren, Woman Accused of Murder, in Courtroom at Hall of Justice (1939-01-03)
Box 116: 03602-03603 Judge Herb C. Kaufman, At Hall of Justice (1939-01-10)
Box 116: 03602-03603 Betty McLaren, Woman that "Killed her Husband," Showing Judge Bruises on Body at Hall of Justice (1939-01-10)
Box 116: 03604 Attorney George Lipman, At Hall of Justice (1939-01-20)
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Box 116: 03604 Betty McLaren, Woman that "Stabbed Husband;" at Hall of Justice (1939-01-20)
Box 116: 03605 Betty McLaren, Murder Defendant at Hall of Justice (1939-02-27)
Box 116: 03606-03608 Attorney George Lipman, Murder Case Appeal for Probation at Hall of Justice (1939-03-10)
Box 116: 03606-03608 Betty McLaren, Murder Case Appeal for Probation at Hall of Justice (1939-03-10)
Box 116: 03609-03610 Betty McLaren, Giving Statement After Being Sentenced to Manslaughter (1939-03-31)
Box 116: 03611 Virginia Lee Williamson, Copy Negative (1939-03-29)
Box 116: 03612-03613 Inspector Charles Gallivan, Giving Pick-pocket Demonstration at Hall of Justice (1939-01-05)
Box 116: 03612-03613 Lieutenant Frank McConnell, Giving Pick-pocket Demonstration at Hall of Justice (1939-01-05)
Box 116: 03614 Mayor Angelo Rossi (1939-01-05)
Box 116: 03614 Mr. and Mrs. J.F. McGowan, With Baby (1939-01-05)
Box 116: 03615 Marshall Goldberg, Pittsburgh Football; At Shriner's Lunch for "All East" Football Team (1938-12-22)
Box 116: 03615 Cliff Wilson, Harvard Football; At Shriner's Lunch for "All East" Football Team (1938-12-22)
Box 116: 03615 Bob McLeod, Dartmouth Football; At Shriner's Lunch for "All East" Football Team (1938-12-22)
Box 116: 03615 Francis Twedell, Minnesota Football; At Shriner's Lunch for "All East" Football Team (1938-12-22)
Box 116: 03615 George Faust, Minnesota Football; At Shriner's Lunch for "All East" Football Team (1938-12-22)
Box 116: 03616 Ernest Kubitschek, Playing Bassoon in Orchestral Setting (1939-01-15)
Box 116: 03617 C.W. Wright, First Witness in [Megladey?] Case; Alameda Courthouse (1939-01-19)
Box 116: 03618 Colonel O.C. Wyman, [Megladey?] Trial Witness; Alameda County Courthouse (1939-01-19)
Box 116: 03619 Author James Hopper (1939-02-04)
Box 116: 03620-03621 Pug Manders, K.C. Football (1939-02-04)
Box 116: 03622-03623 Patricia Kaarbo, Tennis Club, Hamlin School (1939-02-06)
Box 116: 03624-03625 Major Art McCrystal, "Men vs. Women Lunch" at Palace Hotel (1939-02-09)
Box 116: 03624-03625 Garrett Simonds, "Men vs. Women Lunch" at Palace Hotel (1939-02-09)
Box 116: 03624-03625 Irene G. Sands Jones, "Men vs. Women Lunch" at Palace Hotel (1939-02-09)
Box 116: 03626 Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hamilton (1939-02-10)
Box 116: 03627-03628 Charles Dolker, Men's Choir [Negative and Print] (1939-02-10)
Box 116: 03627-03628 Russell Mackey, Men's Choir [Negative and Print] (1939-02-10)
Box 116: 03627-03628 Harold Hansen, Men's Choir [Negative and Print] (1939-02-10)
Box 116: 03627-03628 Fran Vaughan, Men's Choir [Negative and Print] (1939-02-10)
Box 116: 03629 Mary Jane Winters, Flood at Kentfield (1938-02-14)
Box 116: 03630-03635 Henry J. Topping, Jr., "Tin Plate Fortune" Heir with Wife in Modernistic Home; Honolulu, Hawaii (1939-02-17)
Box 116: 03630-03635 Gloria Baker, In New Modernistic Home (1939-02-17)
Box 116: 03636 Mrs. William McNabb, Rehearsal for Junior League Ball at California State Building (1939-02-23)
Box 116: 03636 Mrs. Henry Kenchler, Jr., Rehearsal for Junior League Ball (1939-02-23)
Box 116: 03637 Louise Wynne, In Model Truck, American Road Builders, Civic Auditorium (1939-03-04)
Box 116: 03638-03639 W.C. Markham (1939-03-10)
Box 116: 03640-03641 Dr. Charles Seymour (1939-03-10)
Box 116: 03642 Alfred Langevin, [Performance Artist? Public Speaker?] (1939-02-23)
Box 116: 03643-03645 Bill Wohle, Shot Put, Stanford Track and Field (1939-03-04)
Box 116: 03646-03648 Russ Wolf, High Jump, Stanford Track and Field (1939-03-04)
Box 116: 03649 Actress Jane Wyatt, Movie Star (1939-03-09)
Box 116: 03650 George C. Neel, Airline Crash Hearing at 660 Mission Street (1939-03-21)
Box 116: 03650 Captain Warren Williams, Pilot, Airline Crash Hearing at 660 Mission Street (1939-03-21)
Box 116: 03651-03655 Walter McGovern, Committee for Strike, Federal Reserve Bank Building (1939-03-24)
Box 116: 03651-03655 Thomas G. Plant, Committee for Strike, Federal Reserve Bank Building (1939-03-24)
Box 116: 03651-03655 W.P. Bannister, Committee for Strike, Federal Reserve Bank Building (1939-03-24)
Box 116: 03651-03655 Hugh Galagher, Committee for Strike, Federal Reserve Bank Building (1939-03-24)
Box 116: 03656 Mrs. George F. Kiel, Examining Painting, California Building at Exposition Clubs (1939-03-30)

Box 117: 03657-03658 E.W. Ross, [Engineers?] Conference (1939-04-01)
Box 117: 03657-03658 J.D. Quinn, [Engineers?] Conference (1939-04-01)
Box 117: 03657-03658 Byron P. Walker, [Engineers?] Convention (1939-04-01)
Box 117: 03659 Darryl Zanuck, With Wife (1939-04-05)
Box 117: 03660-03661 Lillie Spanos, Nations on Easter, Russian Family (1939-04-07)
Box 117: 03660-03661 Walter Kuguenko, Nations on Easter, Russian Family (1939-04-07)
Box 117: 03660-03661 Sandra Lebedeff, Nations on Easter, Russian Family (1939-04-07)
Box 117: 03662-03663 W.D. Camp, In Witness Chair, Hearing in State Building Basement (1939-04-29)
Box 117: 03662-03663 Phil Bancroft, Legislative Advisor, in Witness Chair, Hearing in State Building Basement (1939-04-29)
Box 117: 03662-03663 Senator Ed Law, In Witness Chair, Hearing in State Building Basement (1939-04-29)
Box 117: 03662-03663 President Holms Bishop, Of Associated [Lawyers?], in Witness Chair, Hearing in State Building Basement (1939-04-29)
Box 117: 03664 Claude Meyer-Levy (1939-03-01)
Box 117: 03664 Liliane Grunwald (1939-03-01)
Box 117: 03665-03666 Frank Zita, Showing Size of Safe Stolen from Grants Market (1939-05-05)
Box 117: 03667 Captain James Willson, Retiring as Captain of the Yard at Pearl Harbor [Print] (1939-05-10)
Box 117: 03668-03670 Jacqueline Williams, Outside Detective Bureau (1939-05-22)
Box 117: 03671 Commander Campbell Wynne, With Wife, Yerba Buena Club (1939-05-27)
Box 117: 03672 Joseph Winters, With Bride [Copy Negative] (1939-06-01)
Box 117: 03673 Mr. and Mrs. Gloucester Willis, Yerba Buena Club (1939-06-05)
Box 117: 03674-03675 Ada Kennedy, San Francisco Policewoman, Hall of Justice (1939-06-09)
Box 117: 03674-03675 Ann Marie Wigert-Ryberg, Swedish Police Woman, Hall of Justice (1939-06-09)
Box 117: 03676 Nurse Rhea Wycoff, Holding baby Richard Otto (1939-06-09)
Box 117: 03677 William B. Warner (1939-06-14)
Box 117: 03677 Fred J. Koster (1939-06-14)
Box 117: 03678 Leland Stanford Lathrop (1939-06-16)
Box 117: 03678 Mrs. Paul Foster, Jr. (1939-06-16)
Box 117: 03679 A.P. Fleming (1939-06-24)
Box 117: 03679 Colonel T.H. Irvine (1939-06-24)
Box 117: 03680 Gaston Lauryszen (1939-06-21)
Box 117: 03680 Fred A. Ulricksen (1939-06-21)
Box 117: 03681 Eleanor McClatchy (1939-06-21)
Box 117: 03681 Mr. and Mrs. George Pollack (1939-06-21)
Box 117: 03682 Donald Ayres, Crew of "Jorie" (ship), Exposition Cove, Honolulu Race (1939-07-01)
Box 117: 03682 Robert Carmichael, Crew of "Jorie" (ship), Exposition Cove, Honolulu Race (1939-07-01)
Box 117: 03682 Grant Stone, Crew of "Jorie" (ship), Exposition Cove, Honolulu Race (1939-07-01)
Box 117: 03682 Merle Davis, Crew of "Jorie" (ship), Exposition Cove, Honolulu Race (1939-07-01)
Box 117: 03682 Harold Judson, Crew of "Jorie" (ship), Exposition Cove, Honolulu Race (1939-07-01)
Box 117: 03683-03684 Mrs. Dan P. Magregor, By City Hall (1939-07-01)
Box 117: 03683-03685 Louise Machado, By City Hall (1939-07-01)
Box 117: 03683-03685 Hattie Kendrick, By City Hall (1939-07-01)
Box 117: 03686 Mrs. William Mau, Clipper Departure (1939-07-07)
Box 117: 03687-03692 Uda Waldrop, Organist (1939-07-07)
Box 117: 03693-03700 Mr. and Mrs. Walter Willman, Champion Fisherman and Wife, Golden Gate Auto Court, Colma (1939-07-11)
Box 117: 03701 Bessie Young, Clipper Departure (1939-07-12)
Box 117: 03701 Mrs. Marion Cahlan, Clipper Departure (1939-07-12)
Box 117: 03702 Agnes Winn, National Endowment for the Arts Convention Official, Palace Hotel (1939-06-29)
Box 117: 03703-03706 Mr. and Mrs. G. Marston Haddock, Family in Auto Trailer at Filbert Street and Van Ness Avenue [For Music Page] (1939-07-15)
Box 117: 03707 Colonel Charles H. Marsh, Member of Federal Trade Commission, Palace Hotel (1939-07-20)
Box 117: 03708-03709 Edna Rowe Weatherholt, Convention of League of Western Writers, Clift Hotel (1939-07-21)
Box 117: 03708-03709 F.F. Latta, Convention of League of Western Writers, Clift Hotel (1939-07-21)
Box 117: 03710-03711 Stewart McDonald, Federal Housing Administration, Hotel St. Francis (1939-07-26)
Box 117: 03712 Mr. and Mrs. Jose McMicking, Manila Businessman, Golden Gate International Exposition, Passengers on Clipper Sailing (1939-07-26)
Box 117: 03713 J. Stitt Wilson (1939-07-28)
Box 117: 03713 Maud Spear King (1939-07-28)
Box 117: 03714-03718 Captain Leland Hawkins, Rescuer of Japanese Ship, Tanker "Associated" (ship) (1939-07-29)
Box 117: 03719-03720 Elisha Waterman, President of Waterman Fountain Pen Company, at 609 Market Street (1939-08-01)
Box 117: 03721 Vice President Gertrude Minahen, Nurses Organization, 1155 Pine Street (1939-08-08)
Box 117: 03721 President Marie Fealy, Nurses Organization (1939-08-08)
Box 117: 03722-03724 Governor of New Zealand Visits Fiji, [Review of Troops?] [All Prints] (1939-08-08)
Box 117: 03725-03726 Roy Beckett, Waterfront Employers Association (1939-08-08)
Box 117: 03725-03726 Joseph J. Sheehan, Waterfront Employers Association, Federal Reserve Building (1939-08-08)
Box 117: 03725-03726 F.S. McGowen, Waterfront Employers Association, Federal Reserve Building (1939-08-08)
Box 117: 03727 Captain John J. Keegan, Portland Policeman, Witness in Harry Bridges Case (labor), at Pier Five (1939-08-09)
Box 117: 03728-03729 President Howard Willoughby, Ad Club Luncheon, Palace Hotel (1939-08-16)
Box 117: 03728-03729 Harford Powel, Speaker at Ad Club Luncheon, Palace Hotel (1939-08-16)
Box 117: 03730-03731 Mr. and Mrs. Gray Wornum, And Children [at Train Station?] (1939-08-21)
Box 117: 03732 Joseph W. Williams, Special Agent for California State Board of Medical Examiners, Black Inquest, Coroner’s Jury Room (1939-08-24)
Box 117: 03733-03734 Tom McDonough, Defendant in Trial, Superior Court (1939-08-29)
Box 117: 03735-03736 Carlyle Wilson, Girl Scouts (1939-09-13)
Box 117: 03735-03736 Maryan Eina Williams, Girl Scouts (1939-09-13)
Box 117: 03735-03736 Barbara Senner, Girl Scouts (1939-09-13)
Box 117: 03737-03738 Major H.A. Wise, Republican National Committeeman from Virginia, at Palace Hotel (1939-09-13)
Box 117: 03739-03740 Mrs. William Whittemore, Wearing Bridal Gown from 1800, at Goodwill Industry, 986 Howard Street (1939-09-14)
Box 117: 03741-03742 Ruth Ervay, Dentist Convention at Fairmont Hotel (1939-09-25)
Box 117: 03741-03742 Dr. Stanley Rice, Dentist Convention at Fairmont Hotel (1939-09-25)
Box 117: 03741-03742 Dr. David McLean, Dentist Convention at Fairmont Hotel (1939-09-25)
Box 117: 03741-03742 Dr. Howard Kirtland, Dentist Convention at Fairmont Hotel (1939-09-25)
Box 117: 03743 Mrs. Stanley Powell, Symphony Meeting at Sloss Home (1939-09-28)
Box 117: 03743 Mrs. John B. Knox, Symphony Meeting at Sloss Home (1939-09-28)
Box 117: 03743 Mrs. Selby Oppenheimer, Symphony Meeting at Sloss Home (1939-09-28)
Box 117: 03744-03747 Judge Everett C. McKeage, New Superior Court Judge, at California Building of Golden Gate International Exposition (1939-09-28)
Box 117: 03748-03749 Judge Everett C. McKeage, New Superior Court Judge (1939-10-02)
Box 117: 03750-03751 Anthony Caminetti, City Hall (1939-10-06)
Box 117: 03750-03751 Judge Everett C. McKeage, Being Sworn into Superior Court at City Hall (1939-10-06)
Box 117: 03750-03751 Justice Phil Gibson, Swearing in New Judge at City Hall (1939-10-06)
Box 117: 03752 Deputy Sheriff Wolff, Man "beat up by Dittmars;" on Witness Stand at Hall of Justice (1939-10-07)
Box 117: 03753 Kasturbai Hirachand, Clipper Passengers from Bombay, India (1939-10-11)
Box 117: 03753 Pritamdas B. Advani, Clipper Passengers from Bombay, India (1939-10-11)
Box 117: 03753 Walchand Hirachand, Clipper Passengers from Bombay, India (1939-10-11)
Box 117: 03754 Clarence Williams, Opera Society, Hotel St. Francis (1939-10-13)
Box 117: 03754 Mrs. Erroll MacBoyle, Opera Society, Hotel St. Francis (1939-10-13)
Box 117: 03755 Scott Martin, Opera Society, Hotel St. Francis (1939-10-13)
Box 117: 03755 Tania Whitman, Opera Society, Hotel St. Francis (1939-10-13)
Box 117: 03756-03757 Dr. Dorothy Kaucher, American Mothers (1939-10-21)
Box 117: 03758 Mytra Wohlwend, Injured in Auto Accident [Copy Negative] (1939-10-24)
Box 117: 03759-03760 Governor C.D. Martin, Of Washington, Rival Governors Pay Bet, Hotel St. Francis (1939-10-26)
Box 117: 03759-03760 Governor Charles Sprague, Of Oregon, Rival Governors Pay Bet, Hotel St. Francis (1939-10-26)
Box 117: 03759-03760 Governor E. Carville, Of Nevada, Rival Governors Pay Bet (1939-10-26)
Box 117: 03761-03762 John D. McGilvray, San Quentin Governor's Hearing, Prison Board Members (1939-11-03)
Box 117: 03763 C. Fenno Jacobs, "Fortune" Magazine Photographer (1939-11-07)
Box 117: 03763 Sigurd Hansen, Mechanic for Pan American Airlines (1939-11-07)
Box 117: 03764-03765 Ed Klockars, Blacksmith Working at Forge (1939-11-07)
Box 117: 03766 Armin Wiskemian, Men's Garden Club Flower Show, Palace Hotel (1939-11-08)
Box 117: 03767 Edyth Minaden, Yerba Buena Club (1939-06-03)
Box 117: 03767 Martha Silverberg, Yerba Buena Club (1939-06-03)
Box 117: 03768-03769 Mary Moran, "Big Game [Cal vs. Stanford] Arguments;" Alvarada School (1938-11-17)
Box 117: 03768-03769 Etta Worthington, "Big Game [Cal vs. Stanford], Alvarada School (1938-11-17)
Box 117: 03770 Dr. John H. Lawrence, Athenia (ship) Passenger (1939-11-22)
Box 117: 03771 Congressman Charles Hawks, Jr., Of Wisconsin, at Palace Hotel (1939-11-24)
Box 117: 03772 Dr. John Larson, Former Berkeley Policeman, Inventor of the Lie Detector (1939-11-30)
Box 117: 03773 Ben H. Hayes, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03773 Helen Love, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03773 Claude Baker, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03773 Fred L. Hogue, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03773 F.J. Balomares, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03773 V.V. Kerns, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03773 Joseph Barcroft, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03773 W.H. Lowe, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03773 V.C. Hobbs, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03773 Shern Hoen, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03774 Samuel J. Hume, "Crusader" Official, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1940-01-29)
Box 117: 03775-03776 Robert S. McNight, Witness, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-07)
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Box 117: 03775-03776 Vincent Barton, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-07)
Box 117: 03777 Byron Hanna, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing (1940-01-29)
Box 117: 03778 Mrs. Walter Mardorf, At Piano Singing, Women's City Club, Tamalau Club (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03778 Nina Hankerson, At Piano Singing, Women's City Club, Tamalau Club (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03778 Mrs. E.W. Stephens, At Piano Singing, Women's City Club, Tamalau Club (1939-12-04)
Box 117: 03779-03780 Helen Marie Koster, New Officials for "The Daily Californian," UC Berkeley Campus (1939-12-07)
Box 117: 03779-03780 Eleanor Ivey, New Officials for "The Daily Californian," UC Berkeley (1939-12-07)
Box 117: 03781-03782 District Attorney A.E. Bagshaw, Coroner's Inquest [Frank Turner Case], San Quentin (1939-12-13)
Box 117: 03781-03782 Coroner V. Ray Keaton, Coroner's Inquest [Frank Turner Case], San Quentin (1939-12-13)
Box 117: 03783-03784 President A.C. Mattei, Of Honolulu Oil Company (1939-12-13)
Box 117: 03785 Walter Willman, Flycaster [fisherman] (1939-08-26)
Box 117: 03786 Charles B. Weeks, La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing, Post Office Building (1939-12-14)
Box 117: 03787-03788 Edward McBain, Onboard "Dorade" (ship) (1939-12-14)
Box 117: 03789-03792 Chief Paul E. Madden, State Narcotics Bureau Burning Dope [Narcotics], Dump at Potrero and Army Streets (1939-12-20)
Box 117: 03793-03794 Frances Waters, Turning Calendar for New Year; Thomas S. Mulvey's Office in Superior Court (1939-12-26)
Box 117: 03795 NO NEGATIVE, [NUMBER SKIPPED IN PROCESSING]
Box 117: 03796-03797 Louise Dahl Wolfe, Harper's Photographer (1939-12-30)
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Box 118: 03798-03802 Harry Hopkins, Head of Works Progress Administration [New Deal]
Box 118: 03800 Mayor Angelo Rossi, [At Luncheon or Dinner]
Box 118: 03800 Mrs. William Chipman, [At Luncheon or Dinner]
Box 118: 03800 Mrs. Earl Treadwell, [At Luncheon or Dinner]
Box 118: 03802 Mrs. Earl Treadwell, [At Luncheon or Dinner]
Box 118: 03803-03805 Senator Joseph C. O'Mahoney, Democrat from Wyoming ([1934 or 1940?])
Box 118: 03806-03810 Governor Alfred M. Landon, Republican Presidential Candidate from Kansas [Copy Negatives] ([1936?])
Box 118: 03811 Governor Culbert Olson, [Getting Shave in Front of Capitol] Golden Empire Centennial's Contest to Grow Longest Whiskers ([1939?])
Box 118: 03812 City Manager G.F. Hassler, Of Oakland, Bay Area Mayors' Meeting
Box 118: 03812 Mayor Angelo Rossi, Bay Area Mayors’ Meeting
Box 118: 03812 Councilman F.B. Shattuck, Of Berkeley, Bay Area Mayors’ Meeting
Box 118: 03812 City Manager H. [Thurman?], Bay Area Mayors’ Meeting
Box 118: 03813 Councilman J.W. Baumgartner, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03814 Councilman James V. Bennett, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03815 Councilman Byron B. Brainard, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03816 Councilman Robert L. Burns, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03817 Councilman Franklin P. Buyer, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03818 Councilman Stephan W. Cunningham, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03819 Councilman Howard Davis, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03820 Councilman Earl Gay, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03821 NO NEGATIVE, [NUMBER SKIPPED IN PROCESSING]
Box 118: 03822 Councilman Hyde, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03823 Councilman Evan Lewis, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03824 NO NEGATIVE, [NUMBER SKIPPED IN PROCESSING]
Box 118: 03825 Councilman Darwin W. Tate, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03826 Councilman Edward L. Thrasher, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03827 Councilman Robert S. MacAlister, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03828 Councilman Jim Wilson, Of Los Angeles [Copy Negative]
Box 118: 03829-03831 Amine Youseff, Egyptian Minister
Box 118: 03832-03837 King and Queen [of England?] Arrive in Canada (May 18, 19--) 
Box 118: 03838-03843 Arvelia Kinslea Story; Honolulu, Hawaii, Murdered by Prince David Kalakaua
Box 118: 03844 Lieutenant Connolly, Honolulu Footage
Box 118: 03845-03847 Prince Zaurob Tchtore, Of Romania
Box 118: 03848-03862 "Crocket Sugar Trouble", Labor Picketers Marching [Strike?]
Box 118: 03863-03870 Warehouse Strike, Laborers Sitting by "The Hot Car," Car Loaded by Scab Workers
Box 118: 03871-03879 Hearst Family Photographs
Box 118: 03880 Arlene Judge, With New Husband in Reno (April 10, 19--) 
Box 118: 03880 Dan Topping, With New Wife in Reno (April 10, 19--)
Box 118: 03881-03886 Arlene Judge, In Reno
Box 118: 03887 Actor Otto Kruger, And Wife
Box 118: 03888 Actor Otto Kruger
Box 118: 03888 Edith Barrett
Box 118: 03889 Singer Charles Kuliman, And Wife
Box 118: 03890-03892 George Bernard Shaw, Writer Visiting San Francisco
Box 118: 03893-03893 Actress Shirley Temple, In Honolulu, Hawaii
Box 118: 03894-03896 Marjorie Wilson, Getting Hair Cut [Local Celebrity?]
Box 118: 03897 Actress Claire Windsor, With Son William
Box 118: 03898-03899 Rescue of the Silver Hazel (ship) at Lucon
Box 118: 03900-03901 Captain Harold T. McCaw, Onboard "City of Los Angeles" (ship) of the Pan Pacific Lines
Box 118: 03902-03909 Dr. Stanley, Onboard "Commerce" (ship)
Box 118: 03910-03930 Morro Castle (ship) Disaster, Fire on Ship, Lifeboats with Survivors
Box 118: 03931-03936 Tennessee (battleship) Run Aground in Bay
Box 118: 03937-03940 United Airlines Plane Wreck
Box 118: 03941 Trans World Airlines Plane Flying Over Grand Canyon
Box 118: 03942-03960 Japanese Goodwill Flight Made For Ota, Crowd Around Airplane in Oakland
Box 118: 03961-03986 Photographs of Abyssinia [Ethiopia] from Dr. Marvel Bean's Collection, [Photographs of Addis Ababa]
Box 118: 03987-03998 Philippine Celebration in Honolulu, Hawaii, Parade and Crowd
Box 118: 03999-04012 American Bankers Convention, [Note Two Negatives #3999]
Box 118: 04013-04015 Mr. Howey, Sale of "Examiner" Papers with Front Page "Bruno Gets Stay," "Bruno Electrocuted," Examiner Building
Box 118: 04016-04023 New Municipal Street Car
Box 118: 04024-04026 "Call" Party, Musician and Audience
Box 118: 04027-04028 New "Call" Building
Box 118: 04029 Calneva Fire
Box 118: 04030 Steamboat Race on Sacramento River
Box 118: 04031-04032 Man Who Lived in a Culvert Near San Jose
Box 118: 04033-04036 Santa Rosa Tar and Feather Story, Two Men Tarred and Feathered [Copy Negatives]
Box 118: 04037-04044 Colorado River Expedition, Neill's Party
Box 118: 04043-04044 Oregon State Building Fire, April 27, 19--
Box 118: 04045 Rogers Funeral, Los Angeles
Box 118: 04051-04052 Reno City Hall
Elizabeth Eaton Guggenheim, Divorced from Colonel M. Robert
Guggenheim in Reno, Nevada
Mrs. Noel McGettigan Douglas, Daughter of Prominent San
Francisco Physician, Married in Reno, Nevada
President Richard Schwerin, Of Wool Scouring Corporation,
Married in Reno, Nevada
Hedvig Markley, After Divorcing Husband Robert Markley in Reno,
Nevada
Helen Fortescue Reynolds, In Reno, Nevada to Establish Residence
for Divorce
Mary Elizabeth Whitney, After Divorce in Reno, Nevada
Joseph Ady, Colorado Springs, Colorado
Don Budge
President Richard Schwerin, Of Wool Scouring Corporation,
Married in Reno, Nevada
President Richard Schwerin, Of Wool Scouring Corporation,
Married in Reno, Nevada
Edward Collins, Man Found Nailed to a Cross in Reno,
Nevada; Photo of Cross
Doris Marie Cunningham McDonald, Wife of Heir to Multi-Million
Dollar Oil Fortune; Reno, Nevada
Dixie Davis, Reno, Nevada
Elsie Elkins, Arriving in Alameda on Clipper
Theodore Cole, Prisoner Escaped from Alcatraz [Mug Shot] [Print]
Ralph Roe, Prisoner Escaped from Alcatraz [Mug Shot] [Print]
Mr. and Mrs. Flavin, Carmel, California
John Golaey
Professor Herman Frankel, Stanford University
Paxton Hall, Arrived on Clipper
Dr. Leroy R. Hartman
George Kitchin, Russian Series
Mrs. Alfred Hendrickson
Mrs. Jackson Martin
Gene Kloss, Artist Painting Bridge [Bay Bridge?]
Luis Lan Kidnapping, [Copy Negatives]
Edith Wagner, With Man She Killed [print], Santa Rosa
William Kessler, With Woman that Killed Him [print], Santa Rosa
John McLarin
Phillip Landis
Mrs. L. Larsen, With Children Florence and Bud
Leonard Larsen, Onboard Whaling Boat, Firing Harpoon at
Whale
Roberta Campbell Lawson, Women's Athletic Club
Elizabeth Lorimer
Mr. and Mrs. John O'Brien, [Getting Married?]
Frank MacDonald
Brigadier General Douglas McDougal
Edward F. McGrady, With Alaska [Committee?]
Red Mays, Radio Personality
Dick Merrill, Arriving in Oakland (January 27, 19--)
Ted Needham, Fairmont
Patricia Robinson, Fairmont
Petree, "Man who is to bicycle his way across the USA"

Box 119: 04157-04159

Jockey Pollard, Wedding in Willits (April 11, 19--) 

Box 119: 04160-04164

Phyllis Readhead, Santa Cruz Parade Float

Box 119: 04162-04164

George Ponza, Santa Cruz Parade Float

Box 119: 04162-04164

Antonio Dagliotti, Santa Cruz Parade Float

Box 119: 04165-04167

LeRoy Quinn, Baby

Box 119: 04168

Bishop Joseph Rummell, New Orleans, Louisiana [Copy Negative]

Box 119: 04169

Marjorie Sipila, Eureka

Box 119: 04170-04183

Kingford Smith, Pilot in Oakland [Flying and on Ground]

Box 119: 04184-04185

Barbara Stern (193-)

Box 119: 04186-04187

Mrs. George Whitney

Box 119: 04186-04187

Bernice Whitney (193-)

Box 119: 04188

Parker Whitney, [Copy Negative]

Box 119: 04189

Dr. W.L. Williamson

Box 119: 04190

Norman Wolff

Box 119: 04191

Mrs. William Beatty Wright, With Baby Eugenia

Box 119: 04192

Helen Yost

Box 119: 04193

Donna Lee

Sterling Young

Max Baer, Boxer

Box 120: 04194

Jack Dempsey, Boxer

Box 120: 04194

Paulino Uzcuden, [Boxer?]

Box 120: 04194

Max Baer, Boxing Match

Box 120: 04195

Max Baer, Boxer [with Trainer]

Box 120: 04202

Max Baer, Boxer [SKIPPED IN PROCESSING]

Box 120: 04203-04218

Max Baer, Boxer [in Training, with Trainer, with Son?]

Box 120: 04219-04230

Max Baer, Boxer [with Mother, with Son, Alone, with Trainer]

Box 120: 04231-04232

Max Baer, Boxer [Golfing]

Box 120: 04233-04236

Max Baer, Boxer [with Friends, Playing Piano, Alone]

Box 120: 04236-04238

Max Baer, Boxer [Golfing]

Box 120: 04239

Max Baer, Boxer [in Training]

Box 120: 04240-04241

Max Baer, Boxer [in Training]

Box 120: 04242

Doke Trial, [Men in Courtroom] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04243

Doke Trial, [Court Document?] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04244

Doke Trial, [in Judge's Chambers?] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04245

Doke Trial, [Jury?] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04246

Doke Trial, [Witness?] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04247

Doke Trial, [Attorneys in Judge's Chambers?] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04248

Doke Trial, [Unidentified Man and Woman] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04249

Doke Trial, [Attorney?] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04250

Doke Trial, [Witness on Stand?] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04251

Doke Trial, [Attorneys in Judge's Chambers?] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04252

Doke Trial, [Garden Before Courthouse] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04253

Doke Trial, [Attorney?] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04254

Doke Trial, [Jury] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04255-04265

Doke Trial, [In Court, Attorneys with Defendant Doke, Warden with Doke] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04266

Doke Trial, [In Court, Audience] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04267-04269

Doke Trial, [Unidentified Woman in Court] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04270

Doke, [With Wardens] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04271

Doke Trial, [Unidentified Man, Witness?] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04272

Doke Trial, [Witness?] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04273-04274

Doke Trial, [Witness] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04275

Doke Trial, [Unidentified Men] (1934-07-25)

Box 120: 04276

Doke Trial, [Judge in Chambers?] (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04277 Doke, [Defendant With Warden] (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04278 Doke Trial, [Attorneys in Judge's Chambers?]
Box 120: 04279 Doke Trial, [Witness] (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04280 Doke Trial, [Jury Members?] (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04281-04283 Doke Trial, [Witness?] (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04284 Doke Trial, [Jury Members?] (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04285 Doke Trial, [Audience in Courtroom] (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04286 Doke Trial, [Lawyers with Defendant] (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04287 Doke Trial, [Courtyard of Courthouse] (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04288-04289 Doke Trial, [Attorneys in Judge's Chambers?] (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04290-04291 Doke Trial, Jury (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04292 Doke Trial, Attorney (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04293-04304 Doke Trial, Jury (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04305 Doke Trial, Biblical Proverb "Pride Goeth Before Destruction..." (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04306 Doke Trial, Jury (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04307 Doke Trial, Attorney (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04308 Doke, Defendant (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04309 Doke Trial, Attorney (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04310 Doke, Defendant (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04311-04312 Doke, Defendant with Attorneys (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04313 Doke Trial, [Attorney or Judge?] (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04314-04315 Doke Trial, Attorneys (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04316 Doke, Defendant (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04317 Doke Trial Audience (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04318 Doke, Defendant (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04319 Doke Trial Audience (1934-07-25)
Box 120: 04320-04333 Amy Dumbrell, In Court for Trial [Trial Postponed], on Witness Stand, at County Jail, with Attorneys and Unidentified Persons
Box 120: 04325 Amy Dumbrell Trial, [Unidentified Witness]
Box 120: 04329 Amy Dumbrell Trial, Jury
Box 120: 04334-04338 Amy Dumbrell, With Attorneys, with Family
Box 120: 04335 Attorney Sweigert, William
Box 120: 04336 Gladys Jones, Amy Dumbrell Trial
Box 120: 04339-04350 Amy Dumbrell, Arraignment for Murder [Before Judge, at Jail, with Son]
Box 120: 04347 Attorney William Sweigert, Dumbrell Arraignment [Before Judge]
Box 120: 04350-04353 Amy Dumbrell, At Police Court, Alone
Box 120: 04350 K. Sullivan, At Police Court
Box 120: 04354 Dumbrell Trial, Arraignment [Attorney with Murder Weapon, Judge]
Box 120: 04355 John Dumbrell, At Father's Funeral
Box 120: 04356-04361 Amy Dumbrell, Arraignment [Alone, with Son, being Fingerprinted]
Box 120: 04359 Vincent Lynch, Fingerprinting Amy Dumbrell
Box 120: 04362 Captain Boland, With Murder Weapon [Dumbrell Arraignment]
Box 120: 04363-04364 John Dumbrell, Dumbrell Arraignment
Box 120: 04365-04366 Amy Dumbrell, Arraignment
Box 120: 04367 John Dumbrell, Dumbrell Trial Arraignment
Box 120: 04368-04369 Amy Dumbrell, Dumbrell Trial Arraignment
Box 120: 04370-04373 Pan American Clipper, Airplane, Passengers
Box 120: 04374 Pan American Clipper in Flight
Box 120: 04375 Pan American Clipper, [Crew and Airplane]
Box 120: 04376-04378 Pan American Clipper, [Airplane in Flight]
Box 120: 04379 Pan American Clipper, [Boat with Passengers]
Box 120: 04380-04381 Pan American Clipper, [Airplane on Water]
Box 120: 04382-04394 Pan American Clipper, [Airplane Being Loaded, Crew, Airplane in Flight]
Box 120: 04395 "The Bulletin" Front Page; July 23, 1908, "Paul Claudinos' Confession Corroborated by Witness"
Box 120: 04396 "The Bulletin" Front Page; April 12, 1917, "Mooney Plot Exposed: Chief Witness Under Fire..."
Box 120: 04397 "The Bulletin" Front Page; February 4, 1917, "U.S. Rushes War Plans"
Box 120: 04398 "The Call" Front Page; November 22, 1918, "Fickert is Trapped by U.S. Dictaphone" [Mooney Case
Box 120: 04399 "The Bulletin" Front Page; April 12, 1917, "Mooney Plot Exposed: Chief Witness Under Fire"
Box 120: 04400 "The Bulletin" Front Page; January 25, 1917, "200 Underworld Women Plead with Rev. Smith at Church"
Box 120: 04401 "The Call" Front Page; August 17, 1918, "Huns Plan New Flight"
Box 120: 04402 Cora M. Older, Literary Editor and Special Writer for "The Bulletin"
[Copy Negative]
Box 120: 04403 Newspaper Photograph [Copy Negative]
Box 120: 04404 Fremont Older, Managing Editor for "The Bulletin" and "The Call"
[Copy Negative]
Box 120: 04405 "The Call" Front Page; March 10, 1925, Coolidge Charge Jails N.Y. Rabbi"
Box 120: 04406 "The Bulletin" Front Page; January 25, 1917, "200 Underworld Women Plead With Rev. Smith at Church"
Box 120: 04407 "The Bulletin" Front Page; November 11, 1910, "Oil Fraud Charged to Southern Pacific Railroad"
Box 120: 04408 "The Bulletin" Front Page; April 21, 1898, "War Declared: Spain So Wills It and the President Responds by Sending the Fleet to Havana"
Box 120: 04409 "The Bulletin" Front Page; January 8, 1898, "Desperate Lynching at Colfax"
Box 120: 04410 "The Bulletin" Front Page; July 8, 1907, "[5?] Years in Prison Schmitz' Sentence"
Box 120: 04411 "The Call" Front Page; July 22, 1908, "Bomb Outrage in Market St. Kills 3"
Box 120: 04412 "The Bulletin" Front Page; April 12, 1917, "Mooney Plot Exposed: Chief Witness Under Fire"
Box 120: 04413 "The Call" Front Page; August 28, 1929, "S.F. Call Buys Bulletin"
Box 120: 04414 [Photographs and Text from Newspaper or Book]
Box 120: 04415 "The Call" Front Page; October 25, 1887
Box 120: 04416 [Photographs and Text from Newspaper or Book], Caption "Views of the Editorial Room"
Box 120: 04417 "The Call" Front Page; October 25, 1887
Box 120: 04418 "The Call" Front Page; September 28, 1907, "Mint Officials Give Damaging Evidence Against Ford"
Box 120: 04419 "The Evening Bulletin" Front Page; January 12, 1895, "The Income Tax: The Senate Wrestling With the Appropriation"
Box 120: 04420 "The Call" Front Page; August 17, 1918, "Yanks Shell Aisne Bridges"
Box 120: 04421 "The Bulletin" Front Page; April 17, 1915, "Russian Duke Shot," "Slaughter in the Passes: 500,000 Russians Fall in Battle"
Box 120: 04422 "The Bulletin" Front Page; October 13, 1908, "Policemen Caught Robbing Dying Man's Pockets"
Box 120: 04423 "The Bulletin" Front Page; September 17, 1908, "Young Weber Hangs"
Box 120: 04424 "The Call" Front Page; September 28, 1917, "S.P. Indicted on Many Counts"
Box 120: 04425 "The Bulletin" Front Page; October 26, 1906, "200 Ejected From Court"
Box 120: 04426 "The Bulletin" Front Page, "Bryan Replies to Arthur M'Ewen: Arraignment Alarms the Nebraskan"
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Box 120: 04427 "The Call" Front Page; November 22, 1918, "New German Revolt Rages"
Box 120: 04428 "The Bulletin" Front Page; June 1, 1908, "Assassins Plan to Slay Men Engaged in Battle Against Big Grafters"
Box 120: 04429 "The Call Bulletin" Front Page; March 4, 1935, "Lamson Murder Pipe Shown Jury"
Box 120: 04430 "The Call Bulletin" Front Page; July 5, 1934, "Call Out Nat. Guard: Order Comes After Dock Riots"

Box 120: 04431 Arthur McEwen, Special Writer [Copy Negative]
Box 120: 04432 H.L. Baggerly, Sporting Editor [Copy Negative]
Box 120: 04433-04439 David Lamson, Trial [shown in jail cell and courtroom; alone and with attorneys; on witness stand]
Box 120: 04440-04441 David Lamson, Trial [in courtroom]
Box 120: 04440-04441 Sheriff William Emig, Lamson Trial [in courtroom]
Box 120: 04442-04448 David Lamson, Trial [shown in jail cell and courtroom; alone and with attorneys; on witness stand]
Box 120: 04449 David Lamson, Trial [speaking with Ed Rae in courtroom]
Box 120: 04449 Ed Rae, Lamson Trial [speaking with David Lamson]
Box 120: 04450-04451 David Lamson, Trial [on witness stand]
Box 120: 04452-04469 Lamson Trial?, [Various people and courtroom scenes which may (all or in part) be the Lamson trial.]

Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)

Physical Description: ca. 91,000 negatives (film), ca. 1938-December 1951.
Arrangement

Negatives are arranged by code numbers in Subject Files. Large numbers of images are briefly summarized below at the subject category level only. Detailed descriptions below are of selected subject categories only.

Negatives should be requested for use in the reading room of The Bancroft Library by call number, "Part 2", box number, and code number plus sleeve and item number. (For example: BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 2, Box 151, 078442.2:4)

For more detailed background information, see:
Arrangement, Part 2
Guide to Descriptive Text and Searching, Part 2

Accidents - Automobile

By Date (1940/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 6-11, [005001-005234]

Physical Description: 4175 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note

Scenes of automobile accidents throughout the San Francisco Bay Area involving buses, trucks, taxis, motorcycles, etc. taken primarily in hospital emergency rooms and accident sites (many in San Francisco neighborhoods). Most captions include location and type of accident, names of victims, and brief description of situation.

Accidents - Miscellaneous
By Date (1940/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 1-6, [000001-000210]

Physical Description: 4100 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Mainly local accidents including burnings, falls, poisonings, injuries, explosions, suicides, streetcar, elevator, and baby accidents. Many scenes taken in local hospital emergency rooms. In addition, included are shipping, aviation, railroad, landslides, and industrial accidents: crash of pilot boat "Gracie" with Japanese ship, Walter Luckenback (ship) with damaged bow, lumber schooner Stanwood at Hunters Point [00016, 14 negatives], 4 block landslide in Oakland [00019, 10 negatives], wreckage of Army training plane near Irvington, Western Pacific railroad accident in Niles Canyon 00029, ca. 30 negatives], landslide in Fairfax, San Francisco Forester Street landslide [00033, ca. 20 negatives], Navy plane crash in Livermore, Half Moon Bay Navy plane crash, Navy boat aground off Seal Rocks, Navy blimp crash in Daly City [00037, ca. 15 negatives], explosion at Bethlehem Steel, shipwreck Henry Bergh (ship) [00057-00061 ca. 50 negatives], 2 ships explosion at Port Chicago [00065, ca. 30 negatives], railroad accident at Colfax [00070, ca. 15 negatives], explosion at Tele-News Theater [00072, 6 negatives], survivors of railroad accident in Ogden (Utah) in Oakland [74, 10 negatives], US Navy plane crash in the San Francisco Bay off Alameda, [00075, ca. 20 negatives], Miraloma explosion cases [00094, 13 negatives], plane wreck of B-29 at Livermore Hills, B-17 airplane crash at Fairfax [00105, 13 negatives], yacht Seventh Heaven [00115, 8 negatives], Antietam (ship) explosion at Hunters Point [00117, ca. 20 negatives], explosion of Hercules Powder Plant at Pinole, ship collision off Golden Gate [00164, ca. 15 negatives], Air Force F-80 Shooting Star plane crash near Hamilton Field, B-29 plane crash at McDonald Island in San Joaquin River, DC3 plane crash near Benicia, California Bear (ship) collision with Chinese vessel, and hospital ship Benevolence and freighter Mary Luckenbach shipwrecks [00189, ca. 100 negatives].

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 2, [00065.01-06] Port Chicago Explosion -- Munitions Ships July 17, 1944 - July 22, 1944 ark:/13030/hb6n39p118

Animals - Birds, Fish, etc.

Miscellaneous Animals (1940/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 13-15, [013000-013065]

Physical Description: 1300 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Buffalo hunt in Golden Gate Park, newspaper delivery dogteam, whales, pigs, penguins, etc. Detailed captions include name of species, description of scene and people involved.

S.P.C.A. (1941/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 13, [012700-012708]

Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
includes search for animals lost or in danger (in tree, in pond, sick, trapped, etc.).

San Francisco Aquarium (1942/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 11, [010000-010002]

Physical Description: 75 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Images of aquarium animals including sea lions, octopi, turtles, fish, etc.
San Francisco Livestock Pavilion (1941/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 12, [010200-010208]
Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Features and events in Livestock Pavilion and Cow Palace including livestock shows, previews, rehearsals, livestockmen, quintuplet calves, etc.

San Francisco Zoo (1940/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 12-13, [010800-010827]
Physical Description: 850 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
San Francisco Zoo animals including chimpanzees, hippopotami, tigers, giraffes, etc. Captions include name of species, scene description, names of animals and people included in the picture.

Art, Artists, etc.

By Date (1939/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 15-16, [015000-015031]
Physical Description: 575 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Bust of Albert Einstein, memorial to William Chapman Ralston, British portrait artist Dorothy Vicaji, Mrs. John Spreckles III, Japanese art found in effects of Edgar Walters, annual exhibition works of the artists of the Bohemian Club (1941), Chilean art preview, paintings and sculptures by Beniamino Bufano (artist included in many photos), US Marine exhibit at DeYoung Memorial Museum, Sanity in Art Exhibit at the California Palace of the Legion of Honor, art work by veterans, Lucien Labaudts paintings and gallery, Veterans Building (rental of paintings, luncheon, etc.), art preview at Gumps Galleries (Consul General Raoul Bertrand of France and others), shows at California School of Fine Arts, travelling art saleswoman Jehanne Bi乳业-Salinger, painting of opera singer Licia Albanese with artist Florin Crane, National Art Week at Maxwell Galleries, new Art Commissioner Harold L. Zellerbach taking oath, new Commissioners Ralph Stackpole and Douglas Baylis, outdoor art shows, artist Max Antlers with his painting of General Douglas MacArthur, Pescadero Summer School of Art [15018, ca. 15 negatives], sculptor Peter Lipman-Wulf with bust of Augustin Lusinchi, Dr. Josef Hilpert, Marcel Duchamp with his painting "Nude Descende" [15021, 2 negatives], architect Lloyd Wright [15021, 2 negatives], Modern Art Round Table, shows "Realism in Art" and "Illusionism & Trompe L'Oeil" at California Palace of the Legion of Honor, Alma de Bretteville Spreckels, preview and reception at DeYoung Memorial Museum [15027, ca. 15 negatives], Alfred Owles, Charles Surendorf and his paintings, religious murals by negro artist Aaron Hugh Miller (Afro-Americans) [15029, 7 negatives], Japanese art show at DeYoung Memorial Museum [15030, ca. 20 negatives], Fifth Annual San Francisco Art Festival at Palace of Fine Arts [15030, ca. 15 negatives], Sears & Roebuck murals, Cover art show preview (Jean de Botton, Richard Ayer and others), Emil Janel and his sculptures, 90 year old woman painter Adeline Salinger, and many photographs of paintings and other art.

Aviation
By Date (1939/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 16-17, [017000-017059]

Physical Description: 1250 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Broad military and commercial aviation subjects. Views depict flight training, airports (Moffett and Hamilton fields, among others), war fighter planes with crew members identified, war-related training (from 1943 on), civil air patrols, helicopters and blimps, Pan Am beauty contests for stewardesses, woman pilots (1948), test flights, testing commissions, associations, model planes and views related to "Top Secret" atom bomb preparation in Clovis [and Roswell?], New Mexico, including radio control cars, airplanes (many interior views), pilots, etc. [17042, ca. 20 negatives]. Many negatives of commercial airline passengers, including known political figures and other personalities (detailed lists included with negatives).

Call Bulletin

Ann Welcome - Food (1940/1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 17, [024000-024001]

Physical Description: 6 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Ann Welcome Department cooking subjects.

Buildings (1940/1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 18, [024500-024502]

Physical Description: 13 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Call Bulletin new building site, construction and interior shots.

Contests (1940/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 18-19, [024600-024636]

Physical Description: 1075 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Contests such as: "Lucky Chip Contest," "Slogan," "Jefferson Oratorical Contest," "Eye Wish Contest," "Purple Heart Contest," and many others. Includes portraits of winning contestants and their names (many schoolchildren).

Junior Army (1942/1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 19, [025600-025610]

Physical Description: 100 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Many sleeves captioned: "Jr. Victory Army." Negatives show people involved in various activities including Red Cross, Boys' Club, wartime propaganda, collecting scraps, etc.

Miscellaneous (1939/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 22-23, [027000-027087]

Physical Description: 700 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Various individuals and activities relating to the Call Bulletin. Includes newspaper carriers, promotion and election parties, babies, and events (actress Betty Hutton), etc.
**Personnel (1940/1954)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 19-21, [026000-026049]

Physical Description: 900 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note

Portraits of Call Bulletin employees (1940's), personnel, parties, awards and portraits of Fremont Older [26005, ca. 25 negatives]. Also included are views of William Randolf Hearst (1950) as a new publisher, his funeral at Grace Cathedral, and Hearst family [26046, ca 30 negatives].

**Quiz Camera (1940/1940)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 21-22, [026500-026533]

Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note

Pictures of people interviewed on street by "Inquiring Reporter." Individuals named, situations not described.

**Special Edition (1868/1940)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 22, [026900-026903]

Physical Description: 125 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note

Views of Call Bulletin move to new building, large part consists of copy negatives of Call Bulletin special editions from 1868-1949 showing headlines. Some vintage views of San Francisco buildings are also included.

---

**Crime**

**By Date (1947/1951)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 23-29, [030000-030211]

Physical Description: 4550 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note

Primarily local crime including views of police stations, Hall of Justice, courts, victims, perpetrators, suspects, witnesses at the police station, and crime scenes. Captions include type of crime (arson, robbery, murder, kidnapping, etc.), names of individuals, and often detailed descriptions of the crime.

---

**Education**

**By Date (1940/1951)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29-37, [034000-034123]

Physical Description: 3050 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note

Focuses on public schools, mainly in San Francisco (Roosevelt, Balboa, Galileo, and others). Also included are views of UC Berkeley, Mills College, California School for the Blind (disabled persons), Stanford University, parochial and other private schools, etc. Pictured are special events, educational conventions, teachers, principals, students, etc. Substantial number of pictures relate to UC Berkeley including views of bacteriology labs, clubs, student strike, contests, graduation, etc.

**Army Special Training Program -- Stanford University (October 19, 1943)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34000.01-07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Soldiers involved in studies of psychology, parasitology, pre-medical, boilers, in obstacle course, flight training, and electrical lab. Includes Soet Jipto, Harlin Wong, Wing Chan, Alfred Swan, Fredrich Bauer, Arthur Arrenson, Erik Yde, Roy Wilson, Ben Goodman, Carl Bennett, Harold Howell, Rolph Shcwartz and Elmer Nelson.
### San Francisco Junior College [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34000.11]

**Physical Description:** 5 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
New building site. [No Date. 1943 or earlier].

### Back to School -- Everett Junior High School -- San Francisco (September 27, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34000.12]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Girls returning to school: Donna Lou Labree, Lorraine Mitchell, and Esperanza Garcia.

### Trade School, Grammar School, and High Schools -- San Francisco (January 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34001.01-04]

**Physical Description:** 9 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  

### Charter Day 1942 -- UC Berkeley (March 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34001.05]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Charter Day Speaker James Bryant Conant and various other people (Charles Stewart, Dr. H.M. Pond, Robert Sibley, James S. Hook, Dr. Robert G. Sproul,...).

### Schools and Junior College -- San Francisco (January 1940 - February 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34002.01-04]

**Physical Description:** 18 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Bank Day at Douglass School (B. Verducci, Raymond Schiele, Helen Pinagoulias, Carol Sellman, and Warren Breitenseuchle), Publicity for Children's Theatre at Pacific Heights School (Doris Lipsey, Margaret Pierson, Marion Pierson, Marilyn Pierson, and Clarence Yiang), odd jobs at San Francisco Junior College (Cynthia Richardson, Virginia Faulk, Davis Carter, Al Floydl, Bob Raine,...) and Valentine's Day at Frederic Burk School, State Teachers' College (Don Selhorn, Karen Jacobsen, Leona Hickey, and Leon Lindberg).

### Charter Days 1940-1941 -- UC Berkeley (March 1940 - March 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34002.05-06]

**Physical Description:** 11 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Charter Day Speaker James Bryant Conant and various other people (Charles Stewart, Dr. H.M. Pond, Robert Sibley, James S. Hook, Dr. Robert G. Sproul,...).

### School Play -- Lafayette School (January 09, 1939)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34003.01]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Included are Patsy Walters, John Crossfield, Joan Steinberg, Silvia Meyers, Sheldon Rosenthal, ...
State Council of Education Meeting -- Fairmont Hotel -- San Francisco (April 13, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34003.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Included are Mrs. Janie M. Stocking, Miss Lina Melendy, Roy Simpson, and Mary Harrow.

Model Home Class -- Girls' High School -- San Francisco (April 11, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34003.03-07]
   Physical Description: 11 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of the Model Home with students of the high school scrubbing tubs, making beds, carpet sweeping, setting dining room table, and in the food laboratory. Included are Nola Pardi, Marjorie Laarea, Margaret Ryan, Elsie Osbourne, Lorraine O'Connor, Maxine Stevens, Stamatia Petsakos, Rosie Shahbagalian, Grace Popich, Lora Peel.

California State Council of Education Meeting -- Fairmont Hotel, San Francisco (April 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34004.01]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   California student teachers. Included are Louise Crothers, Alma Walker, and Valerie Ann Lanigan

High Schools -- San Francisco (April 28, 1940 - June 13, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34004.02-03]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Public Schools Week at George Washington High School: included are Marilyn Coleman, Lou Jean Keller, Marion Plonteki, Joyce Tolle, Annette Van Heekeren, .... Aviation class applications at Galileo High School with San Francisco Junior College Dean Edwin C. Browne.

Civil Aeronautics Class -- University of San Francisco (June 17, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34004.04]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Civil Aeronautics Class sign-up. Includes Mary O'Rourke, Bill Muller, and John Swanson.

New Building Construction -- San Francisco Junior College (August 20, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34005.01]
   Physical Description: 7 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Interior and exterior of new building with construction worker George Gomes. Includes a laboratory and home economics class room.
Back to School -- San Francisco (August 1940 - August 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34005.02-05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New students get instructions on how to fill out transfers at Commerce High School. New students register at Girls High School, including Teka Hesselberg, Charlene Reynolds, Mary Raligh, and Eva Demartin. Students return to Redding Grammar School.

Mission Grammar School -- San Francisco (September 11, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34006.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of class of 1885.

Auto School -- George Washington High School -- San Francisco (November 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34006.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Working on automobiles in auto shop are Jack Voegtly, Charles Roberts, Alfred Laemmert, Morris Goverick, Bob Greenlee, and Edward Abercrombie (instructor).

Queen Contest -- UC Berkeley (October 07, 1940 - November 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34006.03-04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Joanne Zinsmeister, Libby Mallory, Betty Heald, Virginia Casswell, Beverly Brunning, Ynid Rankin, Jackie Luhr, Kay Rapp, and Jean Marie Parle.

Old Graduate Parade -- Phi Mu Sorority -- UC Berkeley (November 29, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34006.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sorority sisters construct float for alumni parade. Included are Caladora Thomas, Shirley Bolind, Dorothy Guerin, Gloria Rose, Beverly Cote, and Alice Enger.

Cyclotron -- UC Berkeley (November 1940 - June 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34006.06-20]
Physical Description: 73 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Cyclotron and Radiation Laboratory. Includes construction, inspection, and numerous views of specific parts: cloud chambers, housing, vacuum system valves, controls, etc. Numerous scientists are pictured, including E.O. Lawrence, J.R. Oppenheimer, D. Cooksey, R.L. Thornton, W. Brobeck, Claire Johnson, P.M. Morse, E. Gardner, C.M.G. Lattes, and J.B. Fisk. Also views of radiation lab of A.A. Benson and M. Calvin.

Atom Bomb Conference -- UC Berkeley (April 26, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34006.21]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People included are Robert Gordon Sproul, E.O. Lawrence, and David Lilienthal.
Atomic Energy Speakers -- UC Berkeley (June 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34006.22]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Speakers on effects of atomic energy are C.C. Gammertsfelder, Hardin B. Jones, and Curt Stern.

Graduation -- San Francisco College for Women -- San Francisco (May 26, 1939)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34007.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Includes Eugenia Purdy, Peg Tuohy, Marguerik Lurry, Peg O'Hallaran, Marion Pollaid, ...

Teachers Institute Convention -- Civic Auditorium (November 20, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34007.02]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Included are Barbara Green, Mary Shearin, and a crowd shot.

Old Grads Day and Rally -- Alumni of UC Berkeley -- UC Berkeley (November 29, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34007.03-04]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  People included are Robert Sibley, Alfred J. Smith, Edwin Mays, Judge E. Coke Hill, Cloyd Dawson, and Johnny Alegria.

School Play -- Girls' High School -- San Francisco (December 04, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34007.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  A one act play titled The Sponge. Included are Gloria Cozzo, Rose Samuelson.

School Play -- Galileo High School -- San Francisco (December 04, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34007.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Included are Neva Unti as Una and Bobby Perkins as Bobby in play The Prize Family.

Tooth Decay and Diet -- UC Dental School (December 18, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34007.07-08]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Included are Dr. Guy S. Millberry (retired Dean), Dr. Charles S. Knoles, Dr. H. Becks, Nurse Winifred Goddard, Harriet Wahlander, and Dr. E.M. Finger.

Sophomore Sweetheart -- San Francisco Junior College (January 04, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 29, [34007.09]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Sophomore Sweetheart is Lydia Laine.
Kids back to school -- Redding School -- San Francisco (January 06, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34008.01]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
First grade teacher Clara LaVerne with students with apples.

Girls praying for soldiers -- Academy of the Presentation -- San Francisco (January 08, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34008.02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Included are Geraldine Suttles, Mary Mannion, Lisette Carr, and Lydia Bassi.

School play -- Saint Paul High School -- San Francisco (January 14, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34008.03]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Included are Laverne Geraldo, Georgette Cayssials, Bernice Christal studying parts in the play.

Country School -- Miraloma School -- San Francisco (January 27, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34008.04-05]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Flag raising and teachers register. Included are Claire White (principal of West Portal), Patrick O'Butler (janitor), Lavina McMurdo, Mrs. B.K. Brown, Mrs. R.B. Cameron, Russell Cameron, and Stewart Brown.

Celebration -- San Francisco Women's College (February 05, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34008.06]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Girls in procession and in chapel. The school is celebrating the beatification of the founder of the order.

Construction -- New Cyclotron -- UC Berkeley (November 25, 1940 - February 09, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34009.01-02]  
Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Foundation showing huge steel plate and other construction scenes. Included are Harold Littelfield, Whitey Anderson, and Steve Singleton.

Entertainment -- Girls' High School -- San Francisco (February 10, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34009.03]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Shows girls in costume. Included are Alice Laborde, Winifred Ghiselli, Norma Calmo, Erleta Cranshaw, Gladys Fertita, ...

New Superintendent of Catholic Schools -- Saint Vincent High School -- San Francisco (February 21, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34010.01]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Father James O'Dowd.
Costume Day -- Balboa High School -- San Francisco (March 14, 1941 - March 19, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34010.02-03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Norma Spillanis, Gloria Fontana doing the Can-Can. Also included are Carmelita Holsher, Darleen Eagleton, Toni Taylor, John O'Leary, Bob Roberts, and Eugene Page.

Students working -- Frank McCoppin School -- San Francisco (March 18, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34010.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Making license plate bookends. Included are George Woodward and Dolores Leach.

Public Speaking Contest Winners -- Girls' High School -- San Francisco (April 01, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34010.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Toby Magner Jr., second prize winner from Poly High School and Jerry Kilter, first prize winner from Lowell High School.

Talent and Parade Style Show -- Evening High School of Commerce (April 01, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34011.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Caroline Coard (Director of Style Show) and Betty Brown.

Visit to Call Bulletin -- Frederic Burk School Students (April 01, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34011.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Marilyn, Margaret, and Marion Pierson, triplets.

Convention -- California Elementary School Principals and Teachers -- Civic Auditorium (April 07, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34011.04-05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Carrie Daly, Helen Heffernan, Dr. Paul Hanna, Muriel Dado, Elaine Taylor, Dr. Edwin A. Lee, Mrs. C.J. Welz, Mrs. Viola Creighton, ... Also included is the Edison School Glee Club.

Students testing Glamour Reaction Machine -- San Francisco State College (April 21, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34011.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Carleen Miller and Aubrey Wendlin, shown testing machine, and Robert Moore, getting his reaction to pictures of movie stars.
President of American Association of School Administrators -- Opera House
(April 14, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34012.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. W.H. Pillsbury and Philip Lee Bush.

Philosophy of Christian Education -- University of San Francisco (April 18, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34012.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Rev. P.K. Meagher, Monsignor John M. Byrne, and Professor James L. Hagerty.

Public Schools Week -- John Muir School -- San Francisco (April 25, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34012.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Second grade class's "Know your community" lesson. Children pictured on fire truck they made.

Strike and Peace Meeting -- UC Berkeley (April 1941 - April 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34012.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
California Youth Legislation. Strike for Peace rally at Sather Gate.

Public Schools Week -- John Muir School -- San Francisco (April 25, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34013.01-02]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are the John Muir Little Symphony and class at work. Included are Ross Lonergan, Mrs. E. Kennedy, Aileen McCarthy, Aileen O'Reilly, Mrs. Vivian Wills, Wayne Bragg, Shirley Mackey, Mary Bromaghim, ...

Public Schools Week -- High School Sports (April 25, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34013.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Charles Davis (Lowell High School), Jim Turner (Washington High School), Rinaldo Carmassi (Galelio High School), and Pat Read (Mission High School).

Public Schools Week -- George Washington High School (April 28, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34014.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of sewing class, art class, girls' softball, and wood shop. Included are Marjorie Peterson, Constance Trigonis, Bordan Rosenbaum, Warren Weinstock, Jean Grassens, ...
Safety Play -- Starr King School (April 29, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34014.02-03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Second and third grade school play. Included are Steven Frleta, Robert Lagarrigue, June Knight, Donald Guild, Carol Redmond, George Reiterman, Clarence Herlbert, and Gordon Eklund.

Public Schools Week -- School Government -- Mission High School (April 29, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34015.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frances Parison and Allen Rogers.

Students -- Saint Peter's School -- San Francisco (April 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34015.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Peggy Roddy, Audrey Barrett, and Mrs. Warren O'Callaghan.

Public Schools Week -- Junior College Sports Editor (April 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34015.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Willard Akers.

Samuel Gompers Trade School (May 06, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34016.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fran Wells lecturing to class. Included are John Young, Marvin Greener, Frank Chituros, Walter Nowohaowski, ...

Senior Play -- Presentation Convent -- San Francisco (May 09, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34016.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Frances Mitchell, Carolin Dunn, Virginia Pretor, Winifred Kalis, Rose Hassell, ...

Parade -- School Traffic Patrol -- San Francisco Civic Center (May 22, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34016.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General views of patrols and band marching near City Hall.

Student officers -- UC Berkeley (May 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34017.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Officers included are Jean Zeller, Dan Aronson, and Bob Williams.
Stanford Jubilee -- Commercial Club (May 14, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34017.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur and Frank F. Walker.

Graduation -- Sacred Heart Convent -- San Francisco (May 29, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34017.03-04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dagmar DePins, Elena Rossi, Betty Caulfield, Marianne Supple, Elena Alfaro, Yvonne Flatland, Helen Leopold, Shirley O'Connor, Mary Dickinson, ...

Last Day of School -- Sanchez School -- San Francisco (June 13, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34019.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Ruth Branagel (Teacher), Carol Morgan and Charles Ewing (pupils).

New Head of Saint Mary’s College -- St. Mary’s High School -- Berkeley (June 13, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34019.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brother Austin, new college administrator.

Flag Raising -- Commerce High School -- San Francisco (July 04, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34019.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Track team watching Fran Targoyhen and Leonard Lundgren raising the flag.

Adams School -- San Francisco (July 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34019.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Front of Adams School (750 Eddy St.), built in 1875, which will be abandoned.

Deputy Supervisor of Junior High Schools -- Board of Education -- San Francisco (August 22, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34019.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Albert D. Graves.

School Registration -- Abraham Lincoln School -- San Francisco (August 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34020.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Helen Kretz, Betty Glover, Ann Comstock, Dennie Petty, W.G. Frederickson (Vice President), and Barbara Trkola.
Queen Contestants -- Sigma Chi -- UC Berkeley (September 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34020.02-06]

Scope and Content Note
Dorothy Newfield, Nancy Miller, Lowry Wyatt, Dorothy Marr (new queen), Martha Pogue, Mari Frances Stells, Emilie Bouhaben (President of Sigma Chi), Alice Connolly, and Annabelle Peterson.

Teachers' Institute -- San Francisco (September 02, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34021.01-02]

Scope and Content Note
Taken at Opera House. Included are Captain W. Kent and Colonel David P. Harvey.

School Reopens after Vacation -- Redding School -- San Francisco (September 03, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34021.03-04]

Scope and Content Note
Taken at Larkin and Pine. Included are Edith Van Orden, Roy A. Blaine, Marshall Eugene Blaine, Joal Shim, Susan Burch, and Henry Ziegels.

San Francisco Continuation School -- Adult Branch -- Adams School (September 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34022.01-04]

Scope and Content Note
At 750 Eddy Street. Comptometer class with Pauline Roberts, teacher Sybil Dowd; registration for classes with Helen Hannan and Caroline Whitaker; bookeeping class with Hattie Fishel; and Americanization class with teacher Nell Skeoch and group of foreigners (mostly German refugees, immigrants).

Soap Box Derby -- UC Berkeley (September 11, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34022.05]

Scope and Content Note
Betty McClure, Marion Jean Warner, and Elizabeth Newton.

Pigtail Day -- Girls High School -- San Francisco (September 24, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34023.01]

Scope and Content Note
Mary Smedley.

50th Anniversary -- Stanford University -- Palo Alto, Calif. (October 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34023.02-04]

Scope and Content Note
Herbert Hoover (speaker), Ray Lyman Wilbur, Almon E. Roth, Leland W. Cutler (speaker), and professor Fernando Sanford.
Speeches -- UC Berkeley (October 04, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34023.05]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
John Francis Neyland speaking to the students, and Dr. Robert Gordon Sproul.

Financial Contributions -- San Francisco Schools (October 16, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34023.06]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Copy of letter from Superintendent John P. Nourse regarding teachers' voluntary contributions.

Blind Date Bureau -- UC Berkeley (October 16, 1941 - October 25, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34023.07-08]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Frank Fenley, Ellen Wasley, Pat Bernstein, Nelcine Chapman, Audrea Barthol, ... Also Lonely Hearts Club.

Traffic Patrol -- Presidio of San Francisco (October 23, 1941 - October 30, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34024.01-02]  
Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Traffic Kid Day. Demonstrations by soldiers Frank Flaherty, Charles Bazinet, Bob Ferreira, and kids from James Denman School trying out machine gun. Also included are kids from Andrew Jackson School: Jack Bannatyne, Kirk Conragan, Albert Weil, Alton Perkins, and Alfred Pozzo, ...

Election -- Lowell High School -- San Francisco (October 30, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34024.03]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
LeRoy H. Stephens, principal, as he addresses kids.

Queen Contest -- Presentation Convent -- San Francisco (October 31, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34024.04]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Anna Lucia, Lucy Aguirre, Cibiana Giannini, Nicholas Jones, Elizabeth Miragli, ...

American Education Week -- Commerce School -- San Francisco (November 05, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34024.05]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
At City Hall, Mayor's Office. A girl giving a proclamation to the mayor. Also included are Mary Budiselich, Mayor Angelo Rossi, and Betty Ricaud.
American Education Week -- Students -- San Francisco (November 10, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34025.01-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Saluting the flag at Poly High School. Also Lawrence Jacobsen, Joan Forsyth, Roxie James, Gay Durham, Brian Andrews, Beverly Ferguson, Kenneth LeForge, Vernon Kersten, Helen Majalahti, and Morgan McSweeney at Sunnyside High School.

Homecoming Queen Competition -- Students -- UC Berkeley (November 10, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34025.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Martha Pogue, Algae Smith, Lorraine Jennings, Mona Latta, Betty Ann Venter, and John Alegria.

Lecture -- Gymnasium -- UC Berkeley (November 11, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34025.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nicholas Roosevelt and Robert Gordon Sproul.

Class Reunion -- UC Berkeley Class of 1926 -- Palace Hotel (November 14, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34025.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Stanley Ball, Mildred Bell, Mrs. William C. Callaghan, Mrs. Foster Taft, and Edward G. Chandler (at the piano).

Thanksgiving Baskets -- Commerce High School -- San Francisco (November 19, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34025.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Bill Rhodes, Gladys Armstrong and Marie Lunny arranging turkeys and donated food baskets.

School for Cops -- FBI / Department of Justice -- University of San Francisco (December 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34025.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Training class for police by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. Included are H.A. Smith (instructor), Charles Dulce, Nat Pieper, and Dan Murphy (Sheriff).

Student Play -- Girls' High School -- San Francisco (December 02, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34025.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Rita Bacigalupi, Norma Craven, and Margaret McMurray.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Code: BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34025.10]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>School Activities -- Alemany Nursery School (August 27, 1942)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 6 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope and Content Note</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taken at 35 San Juan Avenue. Preschool children at play [in domestic roles and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marching with American flags.] Included are B. Page, Mrs. George T. Yeager, Carol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann Yeager, James Victorine, Robert Boerner, Malcolm Russell, ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Student Registration -- Gymnasium -- UC Berkeley (January 15, 1942)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope and Content Note</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included are Betty Greathouse, Margaret Rainbult, and Janice Morgan.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**New Principal -- Girls' High School -- Civic Auditorium (January 15, 1942 -</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January 20, 1942)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 6 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope and Content Note</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Edith E. Pence.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Students with Violin -- Galileo High School -- San Francisco (January 16, 1942)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 3 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope and Content Note</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included are Elsie Chiarpotti, Tosca Gneri, and Martina Zubiri.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High School Graduations -- San Francisco (January 17, 1942 - January 23, 1942)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 6 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope and Content Note</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary Smedley (graduation speaker) at Girls' High School. James McLachlan (Senior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class President), Vera Esposto (Honor Student), Edward Heyman, and Thomas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fletcher (Student Body Judge) from Commerce High School. Frank Addiego (Senior</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class President), Lorraine Weyl (Valedictorian), and Frank Presto (Student Body</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President) from Galileo High School.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>**Traffic School -- Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) -- University of San</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francisco (February 09, 1942)**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope and Content Note</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included are J.L. Lingo (instructor), J.L. Wehmeyer, and Nat Pieper.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>New Dean -- UC Medical School -- San Francisco (January 12, 1942)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Scope and Content Note</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included are Dr. Francis Smyth (new dean, UC Medical School) and Dr. Langley</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Porter (old dean).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)

Education

**National Education Association -- Continuation School -- San Francisco (February 16, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34027.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Included are Hazel Ameral and Heloise Weich pouring tea, modeling fashion designs, and fixing plumbing.

**National Vocational Guidance Association Convention -- San Francisco (February 16, 1942 - February 18, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34027.04-05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Fairmont Hotel. Included are Dr. A.D. Graves, Dr. Edwin A. Lee, Captain C.E. Hays, Royce E. Brewster, George E. Hutcherson, Margaret E. Bennett, Helen Hall Moreland (USC), Dr. Walter V. Bingham, Harriet Allyn (Dean of Mount Holyoke College), and Dr. Russell Story (Claremont Colleges).

**Fashion Show -- Girls' High School -- San Francisco (February 18, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34027.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Benefit for Navy relief. Included are alumnae models Sydney Elliott and Norma Craven.

**Seniors' Pigtail Day -- Girls' High School -- San Francisco (February 19, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34027.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Included are Albina Rossi, Eileen Fink (Student Body President), and Lillian Copra.

**Educators' Convention - National Vocational Guidance Association -- San Francisco (February 21, 1942 - February 27, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34027.08-26]

Physical Description: 43 negatives

Scope and Content Note

**California Board of Education Meeting -- Clift Hotel, San Francisco (February 28, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34027.27]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Included are Robert Dulin, Dr. Walter F. Dexter, and James M. Tadlock.
Philippino (Filipino) Girls Dance -- Girls' High School -- San Francisco (March 18, 1942)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Helen Arago, Gloria Viray, Florence De Lozada, Marjorie Mullen, Ester Valencia, ...

Debate -- Girls' High School -- San Francisco (January 17, 1946)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sororities and fraternities. Included are Gloria Feldman, Bonnie Bronton, Angelo Rebizzo, Bob Milani, Lou Fucile, and Elaine Taylor.

Vacation Labor Plans -- Board of Education -- San Francisco (March 18, 1942)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Civic Auditorium. Included are the Board of Education members and state and federal labor officials.

UC Charter Day -- Greek Theatre -- UC Berkeley (March 26, 1942)

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. Frank Aydelotte, Eugene Meyer, Robert Gordon Sproul, Dr. R. Langley Porter (ex-Dean Medical School), Dr. Francis Smyth (Dean Medical School), and Dr. Eduardo Braun Menendez. Also included are views of the procession to Greek Theatre and of assembly at Campanile.

Lowell High Bicycle Club -- Civic Center -- San Francisco (April 29, 1942)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Roberta Osborne and large group.

Graduation -- Greek Theatre -- UC Berkeley (May 13, 1942)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Colonel Charles W. Thomas Jr. and Robert Gordon Sproul.

Pre-Diabetic Convention -- Commerce High School -- San Francisco (May 16, 1942)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. Dwight L. Williams and Dr. Huldah Theland.
School Traffic Officers Parade -- Civic Center -- San Francisco (May 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34028.07]
  Physical Description: 7 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Included are Clark Wood and Shirley Gingg.

Sewing Stars on Service Flag -- University of San Francisco (May 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34028.08]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Included are Mrs. Eugene O'Mera (mother of cadet), Colonel Alva Englehart (President of Military Science ROTC), and Lorraine Harrington.

Labor Unions and Education -- Sailors Union of the Pacific -- San Francisco (July 02, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34029.01]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  At 59 Clay Street. Included are Bill Snow, John Morris, Bob Goetsch, Bernard Goodin, and Vernon Jensen.

North Point Trade School -- San Francisco (July 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34029.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Thomas H. Conniff (instructor) and Thea Van Loghem operating coil tester and listening to engine in auto shop class.

Teachers Institute -- War Memorial Building -- San Francisco (August 31, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34029.03]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Cecilia Murphy, Bernice Blennerhassett, Lillian Freed, Amelia Marks, Lorraine Arata, ...

Back to School -- John Muir and Miraloma Park Schools -- San Francisco (September 01, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34029.04-05]
  Physical Description: 12 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Clara Moore, Charles Maynard, Mrs. Homer Maynard, Wanda Ruth Maynard, and John Buvid (John Muir School). Also included are Judith Linda, Francis Blackburn, and Juanita Fay (Miraloma Park School).

Freshman Registration -- Mills College -- Oakland (September 14, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34029.06]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Pat Phillips, Betsy Taves, Betty Carl, Kent Noble, Carroll Berry, ...

Dog Training School -- Commerce Evening High School -- San Francisco (September 22, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34029.07]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Franklin and Hayes Streets. Ruth Mack and dogs Chiquita, Dinky, and Diablo.
Cheer Leaders -- Lowell High School -- San Francisco (October 23, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34030.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Jean and Jane Stewart.

Pig Tail Day -- Girls' High School -- San Francisco (October 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34030.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Claire Lucciarini, Mary Geannacopulos, Irma De Pinedo, Martha Francesconi, and Nola Pardi.

Fitness Exercises -- Castlemont High School -- Oakland (November 03, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34030.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys and girls in physical education classes doing push ups, sit ups, and running.

Anniversary -- University of San Francisco (December 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34030.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Father Richard A. Gleeson (on occasion of his birthday? or USF anniversary?)

Teachers' Meeting -- Civic Auditorium -- San Francisco (September 22, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34031.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hilda Cohn, Noreene Hoffef, Lillian Cohen, Rebecca Menner, Lois Gardner,... and Superintendent Curtis E. Warren.

Colonel meets Superintendent of Schools -- San Francisco (July 26, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34031.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Hans Christian Adamson and Dr. Curtis E. Warren.

UC Charter Day -- Greek Theatre -- UC Berkeley (March 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34031.03-04]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Robert Gordon Sproul, Archibald MacLeish, Monroe Deutsch, Carl Simon, Frank Denman, and Robert Sibley.

New Superintendent of Schools -- Palace Hotel -- San Francisco (May 04, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34031.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Curtis E. Warren.
Firing Superintendent Nourse -- San Francisco Board of Education (May 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34031.06]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Irene Sheldon, Bart Supple, Harry I. Christie, Richard Doyle, John McGilvray, and Joseph P. Nourse.

Junior High School Principals -- San Francisco (May 13, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34031.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Fawcett, Larry Childers, Leroy Stephens, C.W. White, George Brown, ...

Principal Resigning -- Mission High School -- San Francisco (May 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34031.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William J. Drew.

New Superintendent -- Palace Hotel -- San Francisco (July 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34031.09]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Curtis E. Warren.

New Nurses -- Balboa High School -- San Francisco (June 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34032.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alice Grener, Doris Hamberg, and Barbara Dunn.

Dedicating Service Flag -- State Teachers' College -- San Francisco (June 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34032.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frances Young, Rita Balbi, and Ruth Witt-Diament.

Child Care Center -- McKinley School -- San Francisco (June 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34032.03-05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Margaret Sullivan (nurse), Claudia Buck, Dr. Margaret Carlsmith, Juanita Butterfield, Patricia Lifer, Thomas Lifer, Dorothy Lifer, Charles Lifer, Evelyn Maloney, and Ellen Brown.

Canning Classes -- San Francisco Junior College (June 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34032.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Home economics class in canning preserves. Hilda Vantuyl, Elise Carrington, Alice Violante, Nell Violet Johns, and Frances Moont.
Summer School for Returning Teachers -- State Teachers' College -- San Francisco (July 13, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34032.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frela Firchow, Marian Putnam, Henrietta Sigler, Drucilla Kramer, Helen Trotman, ...
[Reunion of retired teachers? Retired teachers returning to teaching?]

Student Strike -- Balboa High School -- San Francisco (February 01, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34032.08-09]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd of striking students in front of school, surrounding police cars. Signs and speakers at rally. Included are Robert R. Chase (principal) and Paul De Angelo (strike ring leader).

School Reopens after Summer Vacation -- Bayview School -- San Francisco (September 06, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34033.01-02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Navy bus bringing kids from nearby housing project. Included are Orean Trapani (teacher), Madeline Bresson, Polly Hardin, Rose Radetich, Mrs. William Hoppe, ...

School Reopens after Summer Vacation -- John Muir School -- San Francisco (September 07, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34033.03-04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rayona McCoury, David McCoury, Joan Smith (teacher), Patricia Gail Hutton, and Barbara Jean Lillie.

California Education Investigation -- Legislators and Witnesses -- California State Building (September 20, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34034.01-04]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Senator John Harold Swan, Senator George M. Biggar, Herbert W. Slater, Florence Gilliam, Alfred E. Lentz, Dr. Curtis E. Warren, Ivan Waterman, Alice Dougherty, and Dr. Hermana Leader.

Religious Education Meeting -- Civic Auditorium -- San Francisco (September 27, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34034.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Ernest Berig and Reverends James O'Dowd, John Tierney, Russell Staines, and Dr. John Leffler, ...

Date Rationing -- Teachers' College -- San Francisco (October 08, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34034.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
There are seven girls for every boy student [student gender ratio]. Included are Beverly Forney, Jean Cantwell, Jackie Bloch, Joan Herrick, and Marily Adams.
Graduation -- Greek Theatre -- UC Berkeley (October 23, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34034.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Robert Gordon Sproul, Monroe E. Deutsch, Captain H.E. Keys, and Colonel A.F. Engle.

Senior Pilgrimage -- Wheeler Hall -- UC Berkeley (May 24, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34035.01-02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Graduating seniors make final pilgrimage to significant campus spots. Included are Dr. Edwin C. Voohils, Beth Dodds, Annabelle and George Gordon, Elena Crossfield, and Marguerie Aprendeller.

Americanism Awards -- American Legion of Honor -- Presidio Junior High School (January 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34035.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Jane Hamilton, Roberta Parsons, Philip Hoehn, Billy Stadtfeld, and Reverend Clarence E. Reynolds.

Clothing Row -- Lincoln High School -- San Francisco (March 20, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34035.04-12]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
PTA and students in conflict over student fashions and dress code. Conflict involves socks, and students pose with and without proper attire. Included are L.W. Perley, Morley Thompson, Alvah Burnett, Denise Rayiney, Jerry Cobb, Bobby Lee Brown, Kathy Ferguson, Pat Hall, and Don DeMello.

Teachers Institute -- School Administrators -- Commerce High School (March 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34036.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. Curtis E. Warren, Nat Pieper, and Alberd D. Grave.

Charter Day -- Greek Theatre -- UC Berkeley (March 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34036.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Robert Sibley, Charles Stewart, and Juan Terry Trippe.

Fashion Show -- Wheeler Hall -- UC Berkeley (May 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 30, [34036.03-04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Libby Crawford, Robin Orr, Dorrill Perkins, Rose Molo, Lois Knight, Shirley Plummer, Elain Rutley, ...
Part-Time Vocational Jobs -- High School Students - San Francisco (May 17, 1944 - May 22, 1944)

- Physical Description: 21 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Students pictured in classrooms, laboratories, and in their various workplaces (labor). Included are Marie Ortiz, John O'Shea, Valerie Arishen, Don Giannoni, Loretta Hempfing, Ernie Grivalva, and Gile Mayfield.

Child Care -- Sutro School -- San Francisco (May 22, 1944)

- Physical Description: 1 negative
- Scope and Content Note
  Included are Bobby Kontrovich, Ann Kontrovich (registering), and Patricia Brindos (head teacher).

Field Day Parade -- San Francisco (June 03, 1944)

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Students in parade from City Hall to Commerce Field.

School Exercises -- San Francisco (June 20, 1944)

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Twelfth Avenue and Kirkham Street. Exercises "Playtime through the Year". Children in costumes parade on playground.

Balboa High School -- San Francisco (February 1944)

- Physical Description: 1 negative
- Scope and Content Note
  Included are Piazza, Kriletich, Nilan, Bergin, Varoff, and Toldtemeier. [Athletic team: track and field? No date].

New Member Sworn In -- Board of Education -- San Francisco (January 11, 1944)

- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  New board member Garret McEnerney II.

Income Tax Instruction for Teachers -- Board of Education (February 04, 1944)

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Richard Nickell (assistant to the collector of Internal Revenue).

Survey of School System -- San Francisco (February 04, 1944)

- Physical Description: 1 negative
- Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Ferry Building. Included is Dr. Clyde Hill of Yale.
Driving School for High School Teachers -- UC Berkeley (July 17, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34038.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Captain O.E. Severtson, E. Raymond Cato, and Edwin S. Moore.

Religion in Schools -- Board of Education -- San Francisco (August 01, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34038.02-04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. John C. Leffler, Curtis Warren, Phil Bush, Mrs. Edwin Sheldon, Bart Supple, Rabbi Morris Goldstein, Emma L. Dacre, ...

Fashion Show -- Pelican Magazine -- UC Berkeley (August 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34038.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Alice Martinelli, Rita Blohm, Shirley Morse, Peggy Onster, and Barbara McGaffey.

Bouquet to School Board Member -- Board of Education -- San Francisco
(August 22, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34038.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Mrs. Edwin Sheldon and Joan Doyle (a student from Aptos).

Summer Recreational School -- Roosevelt Junior High School -- San Francisco
(August 29, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34039.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Edward Fearing, Gordon Tell, Greta Gorlin, Constance Musso, Helen Browne, ...

Students Enrolling -- Lowell High School -- San Francisco (August 29, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34039.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Edward Fearing, Gordon Tell, Greta Gorlin, Constance Musso, Helen Browne, ...

Returning to School -- Redding School -- San Francisco (September 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34039.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Mrs. Samuel Lawson, Sharon Elaine Lawson, Ronald Malespin, Mary Frances Kincanon, Barbara Buglietto, ...
Queen Contest -- Junior and Freshman Contestants -- UC Berkeley (September 22, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34039.04-05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Leila Harbers, Jeri McCaffrey, Carleen Burchett, Yvonne Pierrou, and Maxine Hillyard (juniors). Also included are Jean O'Brien, Jean Stewart, Peggy Onstead, and Gail Bradford (freshman).

Institute on Health Education -- Chairman and Members -- San Francisco (October 08, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34040.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Arthur Painter (member of Department of Public Health), Ligia Parranza (of Costa Rica), Dr. Claire E. Turner (Chief Health Education Officer), Miss M. Olwen Davies, and Dr. Francisco Sequeira.

Girls Allowed in Industrial Arts School -- Lick Wilmerding School -- San Francisco (October 17, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34040.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Marie Pappas, Leona Trant, Norma Rossi, Bruno Heymann (teacher), Mary Jean Childs, ... [Admission of girls to formerly male school].

Postwar Education -- Education Officials -- Berkeley City Hall (October 18, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34040.03-04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Robert G. Sproul (President of UC Berkeley), Gardiner Johnson, Dr. John H. Lawrence, Mayor Fitch Robertson, and James H. Corley.

Graduation -- UC Berkeley (October 21, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34040.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are views of the commencement ceremony.

Posing for in Costume -- Dudley Stone School (November 15, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34041.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Gary Draper, Thalia Bons, William Davis, and Sue Christensen.

Ship Program Adopted -- Marina Junior High School -- San Francisco (November 16, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34041.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Commander Maurice Vaughan, Mrs. E.N. Babb, Mrs. E.H. Carder, Mrs. Harry Parsons, Mrs. Robert A. Eastman, and Betty Long, pictured with group of students displaying banner and American flag.
California Education Survey -- State Education Official -- San Francisco (December 19, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34041.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at 350 Bush. Included is Dr. George D. Strayer.

New President, New Members and Promotions -- San Francisco Board of Education (January 08, 1945 - January 24, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34042.01-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Included are Bart Supple, Garret McEnerney II, George Johns, Adrien J. Falk, Cameron King, Albert Graves, and John F. Brady.

Stanford Alumni Conference -- Palace Hotel, San Francisco (February 17, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34042.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Registration. Included are Virginia Hobbs, Neal Van Sooey, Noelle Seitz, and Barbara Kemp.

Red Cross School Poster Contest -- War Memorial Building, San Francisco (March 22, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34043.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Posters displayed in contest.

Catholic Schools Field Day and Parade -- University of San Francisco (June 02, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34043.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
On Athletic field, Saint Phillip's School pass in review.

Beauty and Queen Contests -- UC Berkeley (May 03, 1945 - November 19, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34043.03-07]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Beauty contest and Homecoming Queen candidates. Included are Murial Aschen, Barbara Bailey, Mary Jane Watson, Robin Orr, Shirley Ryman, Virginia Stokdyk, Marion Zamm, Shirley Larson, Jeanne Roberts, Bettylou Yates, Alyne LeGrande, Arlene Alsopp, Helen Emery, Marilyn Smith, Brownie Waddell, Lois Ruegg ("Queen"), George O'Hara, Jinny Horton ("Lady"), Jean Carmichael ("Lady"), Captain Charles Mehlert, ...

San Francisco Teachers Institute -- Civic Auditorium (September 04, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34044.01-03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Public school teachers. Summer school exhibits. Included are Bart Supple (President of the Board of Education), Congressman George E. Outland (Representative from the Eleventh Congressional District of Calif.), Curtis E. Warren (San Francisco Schools Superintendent), Mayor Roger D. Lapham, Betty Larson, Doris Thompson, Elsie Hodgins, and Alice Stone.
School Opening -- Redding School -- San Francisco (September 05, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34044.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kindergarten kids at table. Registering. Included are Jim Haller, Diane Russell, Clark Swartwout, Eric Kaiser, Thomas Bradley, ...

State College -- President -- San Francisco (September 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34044.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
J. Paul Leonard

Teachers' Conference (December 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34044.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Wilda Scharringhausen and Donna Meyer.

Funds for New College -- San Francisco State College (February 13, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34044.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President of college J. Paul Leonard with plans for new buildings.

New Germicidal Lamps -- Coolidge School -- Burlingame (October 30, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34045.01-04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken in kindergarten room, first grade room, library, resting room, and third grade room. Included are Paul Brouner, Dirk Brouner, Martha Brouner, Linda Goldman, Alene Meyer, Jerry Hankal, Sue Cox, Buddy Jones, Lorin Blewett, Sharon Price, Elsicann Irvin (principal), Clifford Vickery, Janet Hage, and Francis Evans (teacher).

Opening and New Officers -- Phoebe Hearst and Golden Gate Nursery School -- San Francisco (February 13, 1946 - October 07, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34046.01-06]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Patricia Taggart, Mrs. Garret McEnerney III, Florian McGuire, Anita Marcus, Virginia Cordes, Amy Ann McGinnis, Mrs. Kenneth Reed Funsten, Mrs. Charles Bulotti, Jr., Gloria Nalif, Mrs. Rex Stevenson, Moira Kennedy, J. Greenwald (painter), Rhoda Kellogg (Supervisor of schools), Mrs. Edward Topham, Jr. (President of Golden Gate Nursery School), Adolph Meyer, Mrs. Barrett Randick, Mrs. Waldron Wilson, Mrs. Horace Gray, Jr., Mrs. Stanley Dollar, Mrs. Ronald Born, Juddy, Clifford McGuire, Mrs. Walter Frick Jr., Mrs. Robert N. Pomeroy, Mrs. Christopher Castle, and Eva Jean Marcus.

Phoebe A. Hearst and Golden Gate Kindergarten -- San Francisco (October 11, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34046.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at War Chest agencies. Rolleiflex story. Traveler's aid. Included are Yvonne Seebohm, Phyliss John, Margaret John and Patricia John.
Father-Son Party -- San Carlos (October 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34046.02-04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at school auditorium. Included are Don Stockton, Harold Provo, Bud Purcell, David Blackmer, H.S. Corder, Stanley Corder, Dick Rossi, ...

New Member -- Board of Education -- San Francisco (January 04, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34047.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. George W. Johns being sworn in by Herman van der Zee with Mayor Roger D. Lapham.

Classroom -- John Muir School -- San Francisco (November 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34047.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 300 Webster Street. Included are Lucille Health (teacher), Russell Thompson, Shirley Penfield, and Wayne Woody.

Youth Council -- Mission High School (November 17, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34047.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General meeting. Included are Dave Clary (chairman), Don Nolan (president of student body), Bob Land, Leo Buckhammeer.

Reunion -- San Diego State College -- Hotel Saint Francis Lobby (December 01, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34047.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Ensign John Tibbett, Bill Miller, Bobby Miller, Cadet Gorden Hunzicker, and Julie Taylor.

Rodeo -- Montezuma High School -- Los Gatos (January 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34048.01-02]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Larry Nelson, Perry Duncan, Robert Farina, Lou Scaglioni, Merv Shucks, Leo Frank, Ernest Marrs, Merv Takacs, Fumer, ...

City Health Program (February 06, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34048.03-05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Francis Scott Key Nursery School, Heart Clinic, and Guadalupe School. Included are Barbara Davis, Janet Topping, Dr. Louise Everett Tabor, Josephine Anzalone, Myrtle Youngquist, Carl Schwarzenberg, Dr. Barrett, Adele Bellero, Louise Bellero, Eddie Bellero, Ruth Layman (Nurse), Josephine Leone, Alice Anderson, Donald Terpstra, Mae Winters, ...
Junior Museum (March 19, 1946 - March 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34049.01-03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 600 Ocean Avenue. Included are Donald Miller, Donald Kun, Sanford Richterman, Gordon Naumann, Wallace Naumann, Paul Porrazzo, Nancy Earle, Bert Walker, Albert Serafino, David Rivera, and Robert Booker.

Roosevelt Junior High School (March 1946 - March 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34049.04-06]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are John Bowman, Vermon Greenwood (teacher), Jerry Israel, Harry Khachadourian, John Murphy, Glenn Haywood, Larry Woodyard, Ivan Roberts, Mario Serrano, Remo Imbimbo, Naomi Druckman, Corky Fitzgerald, and Greta Torlin.

Flower Ball of Sacred Heart Convent -- Palace Hotel (March 21, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34049.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Mrs. James A. Longley, Mrs. Malcolm Douglas, Madelyn Gilmore, Mrs. Richard McCarthy, Barbara McSorley, ...

Junior Statesmen Convention -- Bay Area (April 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34050.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Third and Townsend (railroad station platform). Group of school children leaving on "Daylight" (train) for convention.

Public School Week (April 10, 1946 - April 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34050.02-03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel and City Hall. Included are Dr. Curtis Warren, Bernice Bowman, Garrett McEnerny II. Singing group from Madison (Marshall?) School with teacher Ruth Claussen.

Pelican Fashion Show -- Wheeler Auditorium -- UC Berkeley (April 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34050.04]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Marion Peterson, Marge Morrow, Elizabeth Patterson, Lennie England, Christine Hamlin, ...

Philippine Students -- Mills College -- Oakland (August 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34051.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Celso G. Santos, Dr. Romeo Atienza, Dr. Dominic P. Rotunda, Agusto Resurreccior, Francisco R. Lopez, ... (Filipinos.)
Hey-Day Play-Day -- Mills College -- Oakland (April 10, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34051.02-15]

Physical Description: 24 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Group hoeing, raking, weeding, and planting. Students decorating furniture, cleaning windows at Mills Hall Dormitory, painting, picnicking, preparing for bonfire, working electric saw, cleaning bell campanile, and "Shoe-Kicking" contest. Included are "Shorty" Schweers, Dr. David French, Dr. Luther B. Marchant, Esther Waite, Nanette Wright, Monette Donzis, Patricia Peyton, Louise Thompson, Carmel Burastero, Margie Wood, Jackie Colterjohn, Dr. Albert Neumeyer, Anne Wilbor, Beth Newcomb, Nancy McNary, William Carruth, Anna L. Hawkes, Phyllis Robinson, Nan Lilley, Dr. William Marcus Ingram, Elaine Walker, Pam Nickerson, Joan Hersey, Emmy Lou Levy, Florita Botts, and Francora Liljencrantz.

Conference of California School Principals -- Commerce High School (April 15, 1946)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34052.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Included are Garrett McEnerny II, Harry G. Hansell, and Curtis E. Warren.

Junior Journalism Contest -- Press Club (April 23, 1946)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34052.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Contestants include Arline Wilkerson, Frank C. Kaiser, Mary Katherine Hays, George Mullaney, Mary J. Van Hoesen, ...

Future Stenographers -- Polytechnic High School (April 25, 1946)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34052.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. Students interview court reporter Ralph Sollars from Judge McWilliam's court.

Quonset Huts -- San Francisco Junior College (April 29, 1946)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34052.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at San Francisco Junior College. Quonset huts from Camp Parks, Livermore.

Principal and Vice Principal -- James Lick Junior High (May 14, 1946)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34052.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Teachers send students to buy butter during school hours. Included are May Barry (Vice Principal) and George A. Brown (Principal).

President's Day -- University of San Francisco (May 14, 1946)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34052.06-07]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the athletic field. Included are Reverend William J. Dunne, Craig Keller, Ralph Flagghet, Frank Lewis, Frank Lawler, Vinc Paceivic, Tom Moran, Bill Richards, Dick Raffitto, Louis Dito, ...
**Dedication of War Memorial Plaque -- High School of Commerce (May 29, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34052.08]

- **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** Dedication of plaque for school alumni killed in war. Views of ceremonies which were held in the inner courtyard of the school. Included is Mrs. Del Ford who is the mother of one of 42 alumni to whom the plaque is dedicated.

**Medieval Pageant and May Revels -- The Dominican College -- San Rafael (May 18, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34053.01]

- **Physical Description:** 8 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** Included are Eleanor Clausen, Natalie Lewis, Mary Jo Morken, Gloria McInerney, Loretta Leonard, ... [Printed program from pageant enclosed].

**Senior Class Tea -- Convent of the Sacred Heart (May 29, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34053.02]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** Class officers.

**Maritime Cooks and Bakers School and Brides School -- San Francisco Junior College (May 31, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34053.03]

- **Physical Description:** 17 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** Chiefly men in kitchen learning professional maritime cooking skills. One view of brides learning hostess skills [?]. Included are N.B. Harman, Elmer Shogren, Howard Hall, Kenneth Claussen, Fred Hasselbacher, ...

**Nursery School -- San Francisco State College (June 11, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34054.01]

- **Physical Description:** 10 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** Children and teachers in various classroom activities. Included are Jill Brower (teacher), Charlotte Goddstein, Joanne Schmidt, Evelyn Wood, Brett Wallach, ...

**Traffic Patrols -- San Francisco Public Schools -- Kezar Stadium (May 28, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34054.02]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** Crossing guards [and band members?] Included are Don Kabler and Richard Jori.

**Parade and Drill Competition -- Catholic Grammar Schools (June 01, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34054.03]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** Taken at the Civic Center. Included is the "Star of the Sea" group.
Graduates -- Grade School -- Burlingame (June 14, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34054.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1400 Sanchez Street. Graduates with dog. Included are Stuart Grannis, Nancy Colb, and "Bowser."

Students -- Galileo High School -- San Francisco (June 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34054.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Females at telescope.

Commencement -- Stanford University -- Palo Alto (June 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34054.06-07]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Frost Amphitheater. Fifty-fifth commencement exercise. View of people and the procession of graduates. Included is Ordway Tead (speaker).

Boy -- Diploma (June 20, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34055.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2212 Nineteenth Street. Boy gets diploma even though he did not go to school. Included are Staley Jelenich and father, Martin.

Commencement -- Catholic High Schools (June 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34055.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken in auditorium. Students from Immaculate Conception Academy and Saint Vincent's High School. Included are Monsignor James J. O'Dowd, Reverend John Scanlan, Monsignor Patrick L. Ryan, Bishop Thomas Connolly, Archbishop John J. Mitty, ...

Safety Poster -- Galileo High School (June 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34055.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are J.C. Spencer, Edward Sue (winner), G.B. Edwards (art teacher).

Youth Conference -- San Francisco State College (July 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34055.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. Charlotte Elmott, Dr. J. Paul Leonard, Karl Holton, Bertha Monroe, and Dr. P.F. Valentine.
Quarterly Meeting -- California State Board of Education (July 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34055.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Sir Francis Drake Hotel. Included are Ralph T. Fisher, Roy T. Simpson (Superintendent of Public Instruction), William L. Blair (President of the Board of Education), Byron H. Atkinson, Eugene T. Broderick, ...

Scientist Convention -- Le Conte Hall -- UC Berkeley (July 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 31, [34055.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Professor Lewis Kowarski, Dr. D.V. Skobeltzyn, and Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer (negative missing?).

Vacation -- Aptos Junior High School -- San Francisco (July 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34056.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kids run from school at start of summer vacation.

Summer School -- Aptos and Everett Junior High Schools (July 30, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34056.02-07]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls in tumbling class in gymnasium forming pyramid. Boys rope climbing in boy's gym. Tots taking daily nap on Red Cross cots set up in school hall. Arithmetic class for 8 year old group learning practical application of arithmetic. Peter Merner, art instructor Betty Larsen, and Fritz Newman finger painting. Susan Harvey as Snow White in summer school production, surrounded by birds and bunnies on school stage. Folk dancers on auditorium stage. School cafeteria lineup at lunch time as older children help tots with heavy trays. Children at tables eating in cafeteria. Earl Overson and Marilyn Martin pointing out San Francisco spots they have visited with summer school group. Making paper mache masks and working at clay forms. Edward Peeters working at lathe under instruction of machine shop teacher John Cosgriff. Summer school students from Everett Vacation School at Mission Swimming Pool learning to dive under supervision. Included are Eleanor Barrett, Michael Plummer, Carel Carrothers, Teddy Paoli, Patty Jo Bennett, Marne Palmateer, Patricia South, Wayne Boyd, Paula Cornyn, Robert Brown, Jean Fisher, Lois Birnbaum, Michael Moffet, and Walter Birnbaum.

Scientists in Laboratory -- University of California (August 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34056.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. I.L. Chaikoff and Dr. Cecil Entenman.

School Starts -- First Grade -- Ulysses S. Grant School (September 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34057.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are John Cummings Jr. crying on mother's shoulder, Mrs. John Cummings (mother), and Toni (sister).
Fall Meeting -- Phoebe A. Hearst Kindergarten (September 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34057.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 570 Union. Patricia Taggart and Mrs. Burnham Enersen help Dinah down slide. Mrs. Edward Topham Jr. and Mrs. Barrett Randick play with Sheely in sandbox.

Registration -- UC Berkeley (September 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34057.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Line of students waiting to sign up. Interior of Circus tent used for registration. Included are Joan Anderson, Barbara King, Jane Deme, Cheyney Bailey, Sergeant Walter Kaestner, ...

Gold Headed Cane Presentation -- University of California Hospital (September 27, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34057.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Ernest Irons of Chicago receives gold cane. Included are John William Gofman and Dr. William Kerr (Professor of Medicine).

Vocational Training Meeting (August 07, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34057.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Whitcomb Hotel. Included is Assistant Commissioner for Vocational Training R.W. Gregory.

San Francisco Teachers’ Institute (September 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34057.06-07]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Fox Theatre. Included are Ella Allan, Mrs. Ben (Alice) Brimhall, Phyllis Hansen, and Elizabeth Freeman.

Student Housing -- Stanford Village (September 20, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34057.08]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Carpenter working on converting wards to apartments for married students with children (not finished yet). Married couples without children have single rooms with double bunks. Included are Morton Fine, George Besore, John Stern, Lloyd Lundsten, Elaine Lundsten, and C.W. Bradley.

Registration -- UC Berkeley (September 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34057.09]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of the forestry and temporary buildings (K buildings), registration tables, bear cub mascot (real bear on lead), students, and campus.
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)

**Labor Strike -- Commerce High School (October 27, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.01]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken at 1364 Hayes Street. Pickets in front of Commerce High School auditorium. Included are Gerald L.K. Smith speaking and Franz Peterson on ground being arrested. Signs read "Warehouse Union (C.I.O.)...", "Fight Fascism Fight G.K. Smith", and others...

**Quonset Huts Housing -- San Francisco Junior College (September 21, 1946 - September 23, 1946)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.02-03]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Included are Ray and Perry Williamson, and Charles and Emma Jarrett moving in to student housing, and a general view of campus and quonset huts.

**Stanford Village -- Stanford University (October 24, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.04-06]

**Physical Description:** 11 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Cafeteria lines and housing for veteran students and families. Included are Elizabeth Riherd, Stanley Grams, James Lee Lum, Mrs. Richard Stark, Richie Calahan, Sylvia Claggett, Margaret Davies, Kathleen Christien, Mrs. Fern Adams, Harold Adams, ...

**University Crowding -- UC Berkeley (October 10, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.07]

**Physical Description:** 10 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
University bulge and shortages. Veterans line up for lunch in Stephens Union cafeteria. Students looking toward Wheeler Hall, South Hall, Campanile, and Faculty Glade. Included is Charles Mitchell.

**California School for the Blind -- Berkeley (October 15, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.08]

**Physical Description:** 12 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Blind children in various school activities, including using an abacus, dining, wrestling and tumbling, and recreation.

**Dedication of New School -- Saint Brendans (October 19, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.09]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Included are Archbishop John J. Mitty, Mother Mary Gerald, Reverend John Ryan, and Sister Alice Joseph at outdoor assembly [with neighborhood shown].

**James Denman Junior High (October 08, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.10]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Students pledge meatless Tuesdays.
Adult Class in Folk Dancing -- Marina Junior High School (October 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Ethel Turner, Emil Hrubik, Irene Weed, Peter T. Sulkowski, and Winifred Levy

Dedication of New Recreation Room -- Galileo High School (October 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New recreation room called the "Lion's Den." Included are Dr. Herbert C. Clish, E. Johnson, and Pete Marino.

Youthful Scientists -- Academy of Science (October 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.13]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students examining specimens, working in laboratory, etc. Includes Welton Lee, Caroline Vaus, Lillian Schafer, Bob Harlick, Bob Shapro, ...

Campus -- University of Santa Clara (October 21, 1947 - October 28, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.14-15]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
One aerial view of college and vicinity, views around campus, and of the reconstructed Santa Clara Mission (part of campus.)

Course in Municipal Government -- San Francisco Junior College (September 30, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.16]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Mrs. John Gagliani, Mrs. Harold Hacke (President of Center), Mrs. Richard Cahn (Chairman of City Government Course), and John M. Selig (Instructor).

Saint Mary's College of California -- Moraga (October 15, 1947 - October 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.17-18]
Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of campus and surrounding hills, and general campus views of buildings, students, etc.

Aerial Views -- Stanford University -- Palo Alto (October 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.19]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Campus and surrounding area.
Stanford Village -- Stanford University -- Palo Alto (October 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.20]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Food Tasters. Included are Phyllis Ullman, Harriette Huff, and Mrs. R.C. Barry.

Campus Views -- UC Berkeley (October 15, 1947 - October 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.21-23]
  Physical Description: 23 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Aerial views, general campus views, and a planning model of campus.

Campus Views -- University of San Francisco (October 15, 1947 - October 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34058.24-26]
  Physical Description: 22 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Aerial views and shots of historic University of San Francisco bell. Included are Father John Giambastiani, Gordon Costa, Hank Falsetti, Dick Raffetto, Bennett Levinson, and Father Jerome J. Sullivan.

School Serenade -- Berkeley (October 30, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34059.01-03]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at 2203 McGee Avenue. School children in street singing to sick classmate Scott Lewis. Included are Margaret Ayers, Ethel Tudbury, Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Lewis, and Dennis Sheehan.

Open House -- Commodore Sloat School (November 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34059.04]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Included are Dr. Herbert C. Clish, Jean Melmon, Edith Cochran, Mrs. Arthur Allyn, and Jean Kirkendall.

Educational Experts Survey -- San Francisco (November 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34059.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at the office of the Superintendent of Schools. Included are Dr. Herbert C. Clish, N.L. Englehardt Sr., N.L. Englehardt Jr., and Dr. Stanton Leggett.

School Bond Parade -- South San Francisco (November 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34059.06-60]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Asking people to vote yes on school bonds. Included are William Fedele, Clare Houde, and Norman Rash.
Campus -- Mills College -- Oakland (October 29, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34059.07]
   Physical Description: 19 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Included are Joyce Leventhal, Lucille Selpher, Jo Anne Soracco, Polly Royal, Amy Clever, ...

Campus -- San Francisco College for Women (November 14, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34059.08]
   Physical Description: 10 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Pictured are campus buildings and students, and long shots of school and neighborhood (San Francisco cityscape). Individuals included are Rose Ann Petersen, Cecilia Tower, Patricia Dempsey, Rose Marie Amaval, Alicia Sams, ...

"New Look" Satire -- San Francisco State College (October 30, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34059.09-10]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Included are Forrest Tarleton, Harry Karpilow, Al Winchester, Earle Moore, Tom Murphy, Alvin Shayt [men cross-dressing in women's clothing to satire "new look"; Norma Runo, Blanche Pierson, Kathy Pietschman, Evelyn Ramstad, and Bettie Girard (women protesting satire].

Campus -- Stanford University -- Palo Alto (November 02, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34059.11]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Classroom scenes and aerial views.

Candidates for Homecoming Queen Contest -- UC of Berkeley (November 13, 1947 - November 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34059.12-13]
   Physical Description: 8 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Group of candidates in front of Wheeler Hall on Berkeley campus. Included are Lou Stoakes, Jim Campbell, Dick Heggie, Hal Walt, Associated Students of the University of California President Don Lang, ...

Bacteriology Laboratory -- University of California (November 21, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34060.01-06]
   Physical Description: 9 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Cloud machine chamber. Navy quarter germs. The airborne disease "cloud chamber" with end towards camera removed to show interior. Operators stand at control panel manipulating interior. A Geiger counter being operated, testing radioactivity in lab animals (not pictured). Howard Corley blowing glass instrument for lab. J.P. Polese, civilian tool and die maker, in machine shop working on mechanism to close door to lethal "cloud chamber." Included are Dr. Albert P. Krueger (Director of Project), Dr. S.S. Elbert, M.N. Klumpp, and Herbert Friedlander.
Football Queen -- University of California (November 17, 1947 - November 20, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34060.07-08]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowning of queen. Included are Jo Anne Erickson (Queen), Gloria Stadelman, Betty Anne Stewart, Peggy Tague, Patty Spry, and Bill Marshall.

Barn Dance -- Parents’ and Teachers’ Association -- Winfield Scott Elementary School (November 18, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34060.09]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Mrs. Golden Calkins, Edith Beckman, Mrs. Milton Greene, W.F. Calkins, Danny McDonald, ...

Preparing for Bazaar -- College of Notre Dame, Belmont (November 18, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34060.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Pilar Tuason (Manila), Violeta Syala (Mexico), Jackie Seely (Modesto, Calif.), Ruth Kreutz (El Salvador), Cecila Fron (China), ...

Class Reunion of 1900 -- University of California (November 20, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34060.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Charles Tripler, Harry Peters, Alex Kidd, Lawrence Arnstein, Allison Ware,...

Clubs -- Roosevelt Junior High (November 26, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34060.12]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students engaged in various club activities, including camera club, charm club?, talent club, etc. Included are Gerald Bendinelli, Gilbert Gates, Eugene Cvar, Fred Peterson (instructor), Virginia Duffey (instructor),...

Alumni Luncheon -- University of San Francisco (November 26, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34060.13]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel. Included are Howard J. Finn, Vincent I. Compagno, and Florence M. McAuliffe.

Sarah Dix Hamlin Fire (November 25, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34061.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2120 Broadway, Judy Blood herding girls out of burning building. Lucy Hume is included and is quoted as saying "I saved the babies first because they were the most important."
Executive Committee Meeting -- Associated Students of the University of California -- UC Campus (December 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34061.02]

- Physical Description: 5 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Shot of committee at meeting table. Crowd shot of students at meeting. Included are Clint Evans, Ed Welch, Barbara Henshaw, Ellen Mendenhall, Dorothy Bennett, ...

Marina Junior High (December 09, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34061.03]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Bay and Filmore Street. Included are Donald Feinstein, Robert Weeks, Claire Foster, Ruth Nusbaum, Elinore Kahn, ...

Gough School -- San Francisco (December 10, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34061.04]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  "Hard of Hearing" school. Included is Virginia Fallin (hearing test.)

Student Strike -- Petaluma High School (December 13, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34061.05]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Group of about one hundred Petaluma High School students on school grounds in front of senior bench discussing future meeting with school board. Included is Ralph Gordon, President of the Board of Education of Petaluma.

Christmas Pageant -- Hamlin School (December 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34061.06]

- Physical Description: 1 negative
- Scope and Content Note
  Taken at 2010 Broadway Street. Included are Elizabeth Campion, Judy Knowles, Wendelyn Witter, Allen Crafts, Pamela Jordan, ... [Little girls in front of unintentionally menacing giant snowman].

Gough School -- San Francisco (January 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34061.07]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  "Hard of hearing" school. Dr. T. Harmon examining Judy Poppas, nine years old. [Deaf or hearing-impaired students].

Adult Weaving Class -- Marina Junior High -- Yerba Buena (December 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34061.08]

- Physical Description: 5 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Included are Maxine Winblad, instructor Kay Geary, Jane Council, Marilyn Kelly, Katherine Hardgrave, and Ione McMillan.
Contest for Miss Nugget of 1948 -- UC Berkeley (December 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34061.09]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Wheeler Hall. Included are Mary Reynolds, Betty Lambert, and Cay Flaherty.

Christmas -- Commodore Sloat School (December 04, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34061.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kids making decorations from tin cans. Included are David Spears, Richard Steen, Carol Conrad, Myna Miilu, Barbara Jo Andrews, ...

Students' Welfare -- Polytechnic High School (January 02, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34062.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Books with large type bought for kids with "weak" eyes. Students typing from book with large type. Included is teacher Helen Villapanda.

Deaf and Hearing Impaired Kids -- San Francisco Schools (January 02, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34062.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teacher Lorrene Grasso with microphone and kids with hearing aids. Lip reading class at Commodore Sloat School. Included are Barry Miller, Ann Cord, Katherine Gleeson, and Jerry Denhorn.

New Members -- Board of Education (January 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34062.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two new members sworn in. Included are County Clerk Herman van der Zee, Mayor Roger Lapham, Richard Nason Jr., and Mrs. Clarence Coonan.

Planning for Alumni Banquet -- University of San Francisco (January 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34062.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel. Luncheon at which plans were made for the banquet. Included are President of the University of San Francisco Alumni Association Howard Finn, Judge Preston Devine, and Chairman of the Banquet Committee Joseph J. Allen.

Spectroscope -- University of California (January 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34062.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Siri, who developed machine, is shown pouring liquid air into chamber where gas is frozen to dehydrate it before test. Included are Dr. Nello Pace and Dr. James S. Robertson.
**Drum and Bugle Corps -- Parents' and Teachers' Association -- Jefferson Elementary School (December 12, 1947)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34062.06]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  Director Russ Patrick showing one of the members how it is done, as rest of corps look on. Drum and Bugle Corps playing during flag raising.

**Teachers' Institute (December 18, 1947)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 32, [34062.07]

- **Physical Description:** 6 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  Taken at the Opera House. Included are Eldora Hannum, Betty Dougherty, Ruth Rankin, Dorothy Utterback, Bart A. Supple, ...

**Children's Concert -- St. Vincent de Paul and Edison Schools (January 11, 1947)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34063.01-05]

- **Physical Description:** 7 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  Taken at the Opera House. Included are Shirley Sheridan, Charlotte Dunn, Patty Raso, Iris Campondonic, Babs Hilz, condutor Rudolph Ganz, music teacher Lorraine Walsh, Judy Church, Tony Griffin, Sarah Griffin, Nancy Hellman, Joan Bernstein, Mrs. David Schneider, Sandra Schneider, George Korte, Marla Korte, Cecile Korte, Dianne Maas, Millicent Maas, Carlos Maas, John Upton, Mrs. Grant Ellis, ...

**Naval Reserve Officers' Training Corps -- University of California (January 16, 1947)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34064.01]

- **Physical Description:** 5 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  Included are Admiral D.B. Berry, Twelfth Naval District Captain William White, Commanding Officer of the University of California Reserves on Training Corps Major General Leroy P. Hunt, Marine Corps Commanding General, Vice-President of the University of California Dr. Monroe E. Deutsch, and troops.

**New Radar Tube -- University of California (January 21, 1947)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34064.02]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  New tube which jams enemy radar. Included are Dr. Lauriston Marshall, Winfield W. Salisbury, and Dr. David Sloan.

**Picketting -- San Francisco State University (January 23, 1947)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34064.03]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  Pickets for double beds. Included are John McGuire, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Blum, Lawrence Keller, William Trekini, Jay Coulter, and George Drolette.

**Chemistry Laboratory -- Stanford University (February 04, 1947)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34065.01]

- **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  Measuring resistance of solutions in magnetic field. Included are Dr. Richard A. Ogg Jr. and Dr. Michell J. Sienko.
John Hancock School -- Nutrition School -- San Francisco (February 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34065.02]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Rat on scale. Mary Wong, Shew Fong, Gamma Louie, and Stephen Lui holding rats.
  Included are Lillian Ng, Elaine Ghio, Minnie Gianino, Toni Tachis, Edmond Scola, ...

Teachers Institute -- Catholic Schools (February 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34065.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at the Academy of the Presentation. Included are Head of San Francisco
  Catholic Schools Monsignor James T. O'Dowd, Superintendent of Sacramento
  Schools Reverend Raymond Renwald, Assistant Superintendent of Los Angeles
  Catholic Schools Reverend Patrick Roche, speaker Sister Carmela of the Sisters of
  Joseph of Corondelet, and Mother Cartha of the Sisters of the Presentation.

Foster Mothers -- Little Children's Aid Lunch -- Immaculate Conception School --
San Francisco (February 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34066.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Included are Mrs. Vincent Pelosi, Monsignor William J. Flanagan, Cecelia Read
  (foster mother for twenty-two years of twenty-five children), and Mrs. James
  Sawaya (one foster child and three of her own).

Renewal of Dr. Warren's Contract -- Board of Education (February 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34066.02]
  Physical Description: 14 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Included are Veotta Adams, Dr. Warren, Superintendent Curtis E Warren, Garret
  McEnerney, A.E. Wilkins, ...

50th Birthday -- Parents' and Teachers' Association -- Frank McCoppin School --
San Francisco (February 13, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34066.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Boy lights candle. Included are President Second District Parents' and Teachers'
  Association Mrs. George H. Bowman, teacher Helen Trotman, Noel Peter Lyon III,
  and President of the McCoppin Unit Parents' and Teachers' Association Mrs.
  Franklin D. Corbett.

Greek Fund Drive -- San Francisco Schools (February 13, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34066.04]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Union Square. Amanda George raising flag. Included are Chairman
  Edward D. Keil and Reverend Polyefktos Finfinis.
Veterans Foundation Organization -- San Francisco (February 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34066.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Edmund G. Brown ("Pat Brown"), Deputy District Attorney Doris A. Schnacke, Mobley Milam, David E. Nelson, Emelia Peterson, ...

Students -- Registration Day -- Spring Term -- UC Berkeley (February 19, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34067.01-02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long shots of students filling out registration forms while standing at long tables under tent on campus. Students standing under blossoming cherry tree on campus just after registering for spring term. Included are Jeanne Gilchrist, Peggy Curtis, Lucille Hollamon, William R. Jordan, John Aweeka, Alice Thompson Keast, and Robert Keast.

Flower Ball -- San Francisco Sacred Heart Convent (February 19, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34067.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel. Included are Bernadette Brown, Gertrude Patch, Alfreda Cullinan, Mrs. James Longley Jr., and Mrs. Edward Mahan.

Lawsuit Against Principal -- Everett Junior High School -- San Francisco (February 20, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34067.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ralph Thompson sues principal for beating him.

Mass Meeting -- San Francisco State University (February 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34067.05]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Civic Center. Included are Mayor Roger D. Lapham, Student Body President Izzie Pivnick, and President of San Francisco State University Dr. Paul Leonard.

Founder's Day -- Kappa Alpha Theta (March 01, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34068.01-02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 140 Seacliff Avenue. Sorority celebrating Seventy-seventh Founder's Day. Included are Mrs. Dwight Wilbur, Joan Law, Patricia Funsten, Mrs. Ralph Lehman, Mrs. George O. Wilson, and Mrs. Dudley Clarke.

Baby Clinic -- Stanford Village (March 06, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34068.03-05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Jane Purnell, Mrs. Henry Hansen, Jane Hansen, Dr. Mason Abramson, Bill Howitt, Garth Murphy, Suzan Murphy, Mrs. Garth Murphy, Eric Murphy, Mrs. Kenneth Cuthbertson, Mrs. Richard C. Hamister, Marcia Hamister, Mrs. Edward Bergin, Andrea Bergin, Mrs. Ralph Howitt, ...
Heirlooms of Stanford Family -- Founder's Day Exhibit -- Stanford University
(March 06, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34068.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Stanford University's Art Gallery. Betty Bertelsen (class of 1942) previews fans used by Mrs. Stanford and antique flower stand. Picture of Stanford family painting.

Anniversary of Nursery Schools -- Golden Gate Kindergarten Association (March 04, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34069.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 350 Union Street. Tea commemorating first anniversary. Included are Mrs. Hans Waine, Mrs. Richard Oliver, Mrs. Douglas Campbell, Mary Gelling, Rhoda Kellogg, ...

"Joan of Arc" -- Womans College (March 06, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34069.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Sylvia Uribe and Beatrice Black. [Theater performance?]

Milk -- Hunters Point and Ridge Point Schools (March 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34069.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Marie DeLucchi and Milton Pedeaux.

Electrical Code Course -- Mission High School (March 18, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34069.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shot. Front Row of electrical workers learning electrical code.

Charter Anniversary -- University of California Medical School (March 21, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34069.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Stafford L. Warren M.A., M.D. (Dean of the Medical School at the Los Angeles campus) addressing group in Toland Hall.

Charter Day -- UC Berkeley (March 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34069.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Faculty marching to Greek Theatre. Crowd and procession of faculty in theater. View of stage with Dr. Robert Gordon Sproul and Governor Earl Warren. Included are Robert Frost, Frederick Mills, and Douglas Freeman.
Center for the Blind (March 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34069.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1013 Van Ness. Mrs. Dorothy Bowers shown weaving. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Nelson (Georgia) both blind with Mrs. Lilian Grove, a center instructor. Mrs. Nelson learning to cook. "Billie" (dog) guides both Nelsons. Felipe Gamboa with Daisy Denis checking his typing. Julie Bindt, a state teacher, is instructing Albert Steinert in Braille and Braille writing with slate and stylus.

Elderly Student -- San Francisco Junior College (March 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34070.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Seventy-nine year old student. Included are Brigitt Koerting (instructor), James George Nicklen Jr., Patricia Wenster, Rebecca Akana, Ann Domecus, and Della Cornish.

Sacred Heart Alumnae (March 28, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34070.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Mrs. Richard Von Warton (President), Mrs. Eustace Cullinan Jr. (Rec. Secretary), and Mrs. Randolph Flood (Secretary Correspondent).

New Officers -- Parents' and Teachers' Association -- Polytechnic High School (April 11, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34070.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Mrs. William L. Houweling and Mrs. George Hindley.

Federal Bureau of Investigation and Chief of Police -- University of San Francisco (April 14, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34070.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken in the auditorium. Crowd shot in auditorium. Included are Chief Charles Dullea, Inspector Myron Gurnea (Federal Bureau of Investigation, Washington, D.C.), and Harry M. Kimball (Special Agent).

"Hey-Day Play-Day" -- Mills College (April 23, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34071.01-06]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Impromptu duel with hedge shears. Wheel barrow race. Crowd watching races. Professor [H.E.?] McMinn clipping shrubbery. Jane Starbuck, Linda Hamilton, Pat Lovell, and Elizabeth Schoir "felling" trees. Included are Nancy Gehle, Gladys Aronson, Dr. F.D. Walker, Helen McElwain, Arlene Van der Hoef, Dr. Lynn T. White Jr., Dr. Jane Piermine (or Pearmine), Cornelia Cress, F. Carlton Ball, Professor Geo. Hedley, Jane Geddes, Joanne Labhart, Barbara Mossman, Virginia Gravely, ...
Public Schools Week (April 24, 1947 - April 30, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34072.01-07]
Physical Description: 32 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Jefferson Grammar School, High School of Commerce, Mission High School, City Hall, James Denman Junior High School, Girls High, and Miraloma School. Kids mounting steps. Shots of girls' glee club, electric shop with instructor C.E. Lundy, machine shop with lathe, auto repair shop with instructor J.C. Branstetter, a capella choir, and rehearsal for Folk Dance Festival. Included are Bill Armanino (at drums), Dave Smith, Gene Grant, Emil Hope, Bob Paredi, Robert Loveridge, Marian Klotz, Larry Laurenzi, Jean Kelly, Novella Mathews, Gloria Fernandez, Norse Livingston, Isabel Chan, Doris Zablinsky, Luella Newell, Enno Schatck, Sandra Orlandi, and Jerry Rutheford.

Teacher's Party -- Stern Grove (April 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34072.08-10]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officers giving a present to founder of Calif. Student Teacher's Association. Long shots of dancing. Included are Bernice Lindsey, Kay Lockhart, Dorothy Garibaldi, Shirley Bercovitch, Esther Fertig, Margaret Cavallero, Mary Milovich, Dorothy Cook, Joan Uhler, Bob Hansen, Ruth Lynd, Dr. Sherman Brown, Edna Fracchia, ...

High School Scholarship Award -- Press Club (April 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34072.11]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Thor Smith, Jack Hanley, James Martin, Anne Fisher, and Gordon Seeley.

Reserve Officers' Training Corps Review -- Abraham Lincoln High School (April 30, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34072.12]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Sergeant Hubert Hemphill and Reserve Officers' Training Corps Major Arthur Zeigler Jr.

A.A.U.W. Event -- Hamlin School (April 30, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34072.13]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2120 Broadway. Included are Mrs. W.C. Fell, Kathryn Cassidy, Florence Morrison, Joan Hubbard, Mrs. Charles Cahill, ...

Public School Week (May 01, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34073.01-02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at James Denman Junior High and Marshall Schools.
Playday -- San Francisco Junior College (May 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34073.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Peggy Anne Taylor (Salinas Junior College) swinging at ball. Ruth Shepard with bow. Jeanne Manning (Modesto Junior College) pitching horseshoes.

Abraham Lincoln High School (May 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34073.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jackie Badger taking color blind test given by J.C. Spencer. Included are Mary King, Abby Johnson, Lois Swanson, Rush Manbert, Marjorie Gavin, ...

Reserves Officers' Training Corps Parent's Day Review (May 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34074.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Battalion passes in review in front of reviewing stand. Father William J. Dunne (President of San Francisco College) in reviewing stand. Colonel Ralph T. Waton (Professor of Military Sciences and Tactics) inspects cadets before presenting them with awards.

President's Day -- University of San Francisco (May 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34074.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fifty-fifth annual celebration. Reverend William J. Dunne, University of San Francisco President, addressing students on field. Tug of war...losing freshman team being pulled through water line by winning juniors. Contestants dive for greased pig. Pie eating contest. Broad jump contest. Included are George Snyder, Dick Raffetto, Jim Durkin, Mel Chicazola, Joe Zuffi, ...

Dress Rehearsal -- "Trebble Cleff and Glee Club" -- University of California (May 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34074.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken in Wheeler Hall, UC Berkeley. Included are Jeanne Prizer, Walter Nollner (Director of "Trebbe Cleff and Glee Club"), Elsa Antonio, Eleanor Righetti, Millicent Hanson, ...

Dr. J.R. Oppenheimer -- University of California (May 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34074.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Oppenheimer leaves. Included is Dr. Robert Gordon Sproul.
Rehearsal -- Horse Show -- Mills College -- Oakland (May 14, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34075.01]
   Physical Description: 11 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Lois Donham having trouble with "Coed Amber." Lois with "My Murray." Evelyn
   Locke with "Elko" and Dorothy Davidson with "Kyack" dismounting on the run.
   Sandra Logue on "Toy Storm" and Cecil Moor on "Rum Punch." J. Windrim Smith Jr.
   fixing his horse, "Timberlin." Included are Peggy Day and Jesse Caperton, stable
   man.

Start of Expedition to South Africa -- University of California (May 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34075.02]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Paleontologist Dr. Charles L. Camp (head of expedition) and Jessie Camp (wife) with
   cast of ape-man's lower jaw, looking at map of South Africa, and showing how they
   break rocks.

Commencement -- San Francisco College for Women (May 23, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34075.03]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Line of "girls" who are graduating. Archbishop John J. Mitty awarding degree to
   Cecilia C. Kenny. Included are J.C. Stuart, C.I. Rowell, G. Glowner, Carmen Cunha,
   Mary Smith, ...

Girls Fashion Show -- James Denman Junior High (May 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34075.04]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Included are Lorraine Eubanks wearing plaid skirt and matching bag, Joan Williams
   wearing sack dress, Shirley Brown wearing sport dress, Joan La Forgia wearing
   seersucker play suit, Kenneth Bean, ...

Military and Naval Reservists Review for President Robert G. Sproul -- UC
Berkeley (May 27, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34075.05]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Taken at Edward's Field. Cadet Colonel Dale E. Neilsen receives from President
   Robert Gordon Sproul award from Army Signal Association in lieu of medal. Dale
   Neilsen, Robert G. Sproul, and trophy of Henry Henley Chapman award for
   leadership. Included are Colonel William L. Ritter, Dr. Monroe E. Deutsch (Professor
   of Military Sciences and Tatics), Captain White, Dean Hutchinson (Naval Professor
   of Military Sciences), Captain Wattles, ...

Sacred Heart Convent Conference (May 28, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34075.06]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Taken at 2622 Broadway. Included are Anne Quarre, Ann Williams, and May
   Eleonore O'Donnell.
Parade -- Catholic Grammar Schools (June 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34076.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Kezar Stadium parking lot. Schools during parade, exercises, etc.

Stanford University Commencement (June 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34076.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken in front of Frost Memorial Amphitheater. Long shots of ceremonies. Included are Warren S. Bodger, Joanne Abell, President Donald B. Tresidder.

Dance -- Aptos Junior High School (June 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34077.01-02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at St. Francis Hotel. Included are Chuck Iverson, Dale Runke, Carol Knase, Charles Bate, Roger Williams, Shirley Rolph, Ted Worrall, Sally McKissick, Jim White, Irene Davidson, ...

End of Semester -- UC Berkeley (June 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34077.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls waving goodbye. Included are Ruth Belhel, Catherine Polizzey, Anne Livesey, and Helen Nesbit.

President's Reception for Seniors -- Graduation -- UC Berkeley (June 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34077.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included in receiving line are Provost Dr. and Mrs. Monroe Deutsch and Dr. and Mrs. Robert Gordon Sproul. Dorothy Sloan shaking hands with Dr. Sproul and Class President Don Paterson with Mary Towne. Dean of Women, Mary B. Davidson pouring for Bebe Moorehead, Betty Paterson, Janice Rivers, Elizabeth Sams, Mrs. Sproul, Marilyn Hall, and Virginia Field.

Commencement -- UC Berkeley -- Memorial Stadium (June 21, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34077.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Robert Gordon Sproul, Erle V. Darler, and Dr. Garff B. Wilson.

Graduation Day -- UC Berkeley (June 21, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34077.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Betty Mitchell, Sally Blakeley, Harriet Walsh, Audry Schaef, Jean Pendleton, ...
Alumni Association -- Medical School -- University of California (June 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34077.07]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Tolan Amphitheater. Included are Dr. William L. Bender, Dr. G.R. Biskind, Dr. Leroy Briggs, Dr. William F. Knorp, Dr. C. Verner Thompson, ...

Fire traps and Hazards -- San Francisco Schools (June 30, 1947 - July 01, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34078.01-02]
  Physical Description: 9 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at a Board of Education meeting and high schools. Included are Frank Kelly, Carroll Newburgh, Jackson D. Parker, and James Sullivan.

Magic Show -- Grant School (July 19, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34078.03]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Magic Show to be given for kids by kids. Amazing each other with feats of magic. Included are Pat O’Day and Jim Timberlake.

University of California Medical Center (June 30, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34078.04]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Cole Amphitheatre. Included are Dr. William J. Kerr (Chairman of the Department of Medicine) and Dr. Stacy Mettier.

New Superintendent of Schools -- San Francisco (July 14, 1947 - September 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34079.01-04]
  Physical Description: 18 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at the Clift and Palace Hotels, Office of Superintendent of Schools, and City Hall. Candid Shots of Dr. Clish, Mrs. Clish, and Rosanne Clish (daughter). Dr. Clish is the new Superintendent of Schools. New Superintendent of Schools is sworn in. Included are Adrien Falk, Dr. N.L. Engelhardt, and Chief Justice Phil Gibson.

Audit -- Assembled Principals and Vice Principals -- Sanchez School -- San Francisco (August 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34080.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Crowd shot showing Assistant Superintendent John Brady.

Notre Dame School -- Mission Dolores (September 02, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34080.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Sister greets students. Included are Cynthia Geering and Zoanne Chens.
Boy Brings Dog to School -- First Day of School -- Frank McCoppin School (September 02, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34080.03-04]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Included are Bruce Stanley, "Tippy", and teacher Helen Walsh.

Teachers' Institute (September 02, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34080.04]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at the Fox Theatre. Included are Herbert C. Clish, Mayor Roger Lapham, Mrs. Dorothy Dickson, Millie Liebes, and Frances Grodsky.

Boys Study Cooking and Food -- Balboa High School (September 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34080.05]
  Physical Description: 7 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Boys in cooking classrooms. Some long shots of boys at mixing tables. Dot Johnson watching mixing technique of Kamal Aswad. Instructor Phyllis Morrison shows Jerry Sheiring dishwashing technique and instructs boys from basic textbooks in classroom. Included are Norma Moebes, Lee Rotchy, and Lyal Smith.

Children's Fair -- Cooperative Nursery School -- Berkeley (September 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 33, [34080.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at 1140 Walnut Street. Included are Allen Fawkes, Mary Catherine Bruce, Stephen Givant, and Norman Givant.

Saluting Flag (September 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34081.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Small children saluting flag in schoolroom.

Constitution Day -- Sutro School (September 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34081.02]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Funston Avenue between California and Clement. Group of kids in pledge. [Saying Pledge of Allegiance]

William Cobb -- First Afro-American Principal -- San Francisco (September 22, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34081.03] ark:/13030/hb1199n7dx
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at 3118 Grove Street, Berkeley. William Cobb is working on his masters thesis.
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)

Education

Linear Accelerator -- Stanford University (September 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34081.04]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Also referred to as an atom splitter. Included are Dr. William W. Hansen (glasses),
William R. Kennedy (sports shirt), Richard Post (sleeves rolled), and James G.
Chesnutt (reporter).

School Layout -- San Francisco State College (October 21, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34081.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds of students in passageway between annexes at change of classes. Overall
views of the six acre campus, with Frederick Burk Elementary.

Ground and Aerial Views of Campus -- San Jose State College (December 04,
1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34082.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes photographs of students.

Ground and Aerial Views -- San Francisco State College (December 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34082.02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of students, classes, and campus. Included are John Gutman, Lee Chrisman,
J. Paul Leonard, and George D. Gibson.

Fathers' Night and Lighting of Christmas Tree -- Miraloma School (December
15, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34082.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dennis Anderson as Santa Claus. Included are John McKee (10 years old), Janet
Johnson (9 years old), and John Schmidt (11 years old).

Christmas Party -- City College of San Francisco (December 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34082.04]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of students, kids, and Santa Claus.

Clothes to The Friends Center -- Miss Burke's School (January 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34082.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 465 Post Street. Students turning in clothes to be sent to The Friends
Center. Included are Helen Morrison (12 years old) and Nancy Mailliard (11 years
old).
Fashion -- Lincoln High School (January 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34083.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Jackie Anthony (in glen plaid suit), Pat Broderick (long skirt with cuffs on it), Jane MacPhee (cashmere sweater and baby shoes), Joanne Keyes (skirt and flare back jacket), Shirley Rolph (ballarina skirt and gibson girl blouse),...

Campus, Students, and Classes -- San Francisco City College (January 16, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34083.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Junior college changes name to City College of San Francisco. Nancy Wallace pets ram's head. Photographs of the hotel management class (in bake shop), the meeting place "the silver pole," and the Main Building. Instructor W.B. Forbes lecturing to [chemistry] class. Photograph of Doris Baumann and instructor of floriculture Roy Peterson.

Chinese School Children (January 20, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34083.03]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 902 Stockton Street. Included are Rowley Wong (14 years old), Eugene Hing (7.5 years old), Sandra Louie (7 years old), Harriet Hall (8 years old), and Joyce Gong (7 years old).

New President and Member -- Board of Education -- San Francisco (January 20, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34083.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are George W. Johns Jr. (president) and Bert W. Levit (member).

Commissions -- Reserve Officers' Training Corps -- University of San Francisco (January 20, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34083.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are John W. Chism, Colonel La Rhett Stuart, Major V. Blikaitis, J.F. Maris, F.P. Remington,....

Course on Civic Affairs -- City College of San Francisco (January 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34083.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. A.J. Cloud, John M. Selig, Mrs. Richard Cahn, Mrs. John Galgiani, Mrs. Ilot Johnson, and Mrs. Kenneth Evers.

Dedication -- Saint Cecilia's School (February 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34084.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Archbishop John J. Mitty blesses new school. Included are Father Thomas Welsh, Father Eugene Gallagher, and Father Charles W. Dulfa, Junior.
Flag Raising -- City College of San Francisco (February 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34084.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. A.J. Cloud, Max Call, and Murney Cunningham.

Registration -- San Francisco State College (February 13, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34084.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students signing up for new term. Photographs of crowds of students.

Drill and Awards -- Reserve Officers' Training Corps -- Balboa High School (February 18, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34084.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Graduation -- Saint Joseph's College of Nursing (February 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34084.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Saint Mary's Cathedral. Photographs of nurses walking down cathedral steps. Included are Archbishop John J. Mitty, Barbara Bernard, Lois Lang, Doris Parma, and Jeanne Santich.

Press Conference -- Afro-American College Fund Drive (July 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34089.06] ark:/13030/hb8j49p206
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Grant Building on Seventh and Market Streets. Included are Dr. Fred D. Patterson and Daniel Koshland.

Freedom Garden -- City College of San Francisco (March 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34085.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Audrey Bach, Joe Hassing, Lea Dunbar, Bob Brockman, Barbara Aasum, and Bill Slocum.

Dean of Yale University Medical School -- San Francisco (March 02, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34085.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Fairmont Hotel. Dr. C.N.H. Long in San Francisco for seminar on the "Influence of the Adrenal Cortex."
Termites Destroying Schools -- San Francisco (March 11, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34085.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Fairmont, Grattan, and Twin Peaks Schools. Included are Dr. Nicholas Engelhardt and Gertrude Halloran.

Conference -- Secondary School Administrators (March 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34085.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Mission High School. Photographs of the crowd. Included are Superintendent of Public Instruction and Director of Education for the State Dr. Roy E. Simpson, Director of the San Francisco Council of Churches Reverend Dr. Hughbert H. Landram, Dr. Herbert C. Clish, and representing San Francisco, Max Funk.

Registration of Voters -- Students -- City College of San Francisco (March 29, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34085.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Guardsman Office. Included are Deputy Registrar of Voters Al Stankowiak, vice-president of the student body Nancy Wallace, Patti McGuire, Jean Vivaldi (with books), and Norma Belli.

First Aid -- Everett Junior High School (March 30, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34086.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Patsy Hough (12 years old), Mary Tsatsos, (12 years old), Fred Goddard, (13 years old), Hallie Harrington (nurse), Richard Hansen (12 years old),...

Missing Boys Found -- Salisian House of Study -- Richmond (March 30, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34086.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken in San Jose. Forty-three youths, part of a group of fifty-five, from a Catholic school in Richmond were found after being lost for ten hours. Photographs of the youths getting into the bus and the bus itself.

Child Care Center -- San Francisco State College (March 31, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34086.03]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of children playing. Included are Bill S. Ashton Jr., Bill S. Ashton III (3 years old), David Worden, Terri Veau, Gloria Bressler (2 years old), Carol Mullins, Judith Rey (3 years old).
Sports -- City College of San Francisco (April 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34086.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Bob Brickell (javeline thrower), Jim Wyatt (440-yard star), Jim Nemeth (golf), Carl Hoyos (punching bag), John Fisher (holding punching bag), Roy Diederichsen (boxing coach), and Ray Damas (boxing).

Young Adult Center -- Saint Mary's College (April 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34086.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are instructor Stephanie Alioto, June Rahm, Frank Nardi, Kay Voltattorni, Alberta Mangelsdorf, ...

Public Health Nursing Week -- Grant School (April 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34086.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. J.C. Geiger, nurse Lula Manuell, and children: Buzzie Selfridge, Kinzie Selfridge, and Kit Cole.

Public Health Nursing Week -- Grant School (April 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34086.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. J.C. Geiger, Lula Manuell (nurse), Buzzie Selfridge, Kinzie Selfridge, and Kit Cole.

Clean Up Hey Day Play Day -- Mills College (April 13, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34086.07]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shot planting and raking. Painting through window are Florian Clausen, Sallie Silknitter, Janet Louvau, and Sally Shriver. At the barbecue pit are Lucy Gilson, Shirley Moretti, Fleur Resleure, and others in background. Rena Houston and Joan Lusher clean pond. Maris Stevens and Sally Mills clean windows.

Fraternity Investigation -- Lincoln High School (April 26, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34086.08-09]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Charles Iverson beaten in a fraternity initiation. Included are Dr. Herbert C. Clish, Irving G. Breyer, and C.W. White.

Public School Week -- San Francisco (April 26, 1948 - April 30, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34087.01-02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children sing in City Hall. Poly and Lincoln High Schools play in Civic Center. Photographs of City Hall and the library. Included are Lorraine Walsh (leading kids) and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson (speaking).
Students’ Pet and Hobby Show -- Denman Junior High School (April 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34087.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Howard Weston with pet rats. Bob Cresta with pet quarter horse yearlings ("Miss Tish" and "Scooter"). Photographs of doll exhibit, kittens, malemute dog "Lasca", Roy Larson with "Sandy", and Diana Simon with "Taffy". Photograph of Joyce Iverson, Jean Walraven, Doris Hatten, and Joanne Rose seated. Photograph of Joan Johnson, Joan's doll, and Nancy Sullivan in a Scottish costume.

Teacher Hypnotized Students -- John Swett Junior High (April 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34087.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the office of the Superintendent of Public Schools. Included is teacher Harrison Bullock.

New Science Building -- San Francisco School for Women (April 29, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34087.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Associate professor of biology Mary Jo Cobb, Diana Giomi, and Carol Little at microscopes. Mary Jane McGeein displays earthworm for class with general biology background. Included are Charlotte Bogy and Margaret Frings.

Fraternities and Sororities Meeting -- Board of Education -- Lowell High School (May 04, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34088.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Post-president of Lincoln High School Pay King leads girls and boys into board meeting. Remaining people in photographs are unidentified.

Faculty-Seniors Baseball Game -- University of San Francisco (May 11, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34088.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Reverend William J. Dunne (batting, pitching, and running), Father Paul Harney (playing third base), Don Gordon, and Gene McClain.

Vagabond King -- Operetta -- San Francisco City College (May 18, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34088.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at San Francisco City College. Roberta King and Carolyn Herfield help Bob Scherratt put wiskers on for role as "Francis Villon". Included are Rose Anne Carroll, Delores Rainer, and Barbara Wittrich.

Meeting -- School Building Program Planner -- San Francisco (May 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34088.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Civic Auditorium. Included are Dr. Nicholas L. Engelhardt (talking to architects) and Dr. Herbert C. Clish.
Debate on School Bond Issue -- League of Women Voters -- San Francisco (May 26, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34088.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Commerce High School auditorium. Photograph of crowd. Included are James Turner and Dr. Herbert Clish.

Tour of Schools -- John Swett Junior High School and Douglas School (May 27, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34088.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Golden Gate Avenue and Nineteenth and Collingwood Streets. Tour of schools by superintendent for real estate people. Fire escape at John Swett School leads to a point fifteen feet above ground. Looking on the roof are Dr. Herbert Glish, James Hurst, Ray Smith, J. Arthur Younger, and Dr. Nickolaus Englehart. Group in yard at Douglas School.

Graduation -- San Francisco College for Women -- Lone Mountian (May 24, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34088.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Superior Judge Preston Devine speaking to Archbishop Mitty (center) and Reverend Harold E. Collins (right). Photographs of Archbishop with graduate Gloria Adair, Archbishop with graduate Betty Plansky, and Archbishop leading recessional and graduating class.

Graduation -- University of San Francisco (June 06, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34089.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Opera House. Photograph of Mrs. and Mr. Edward Walsh with president of the University of San Francisco Father William J. Dunne and Father Jerome J. Sullivan. Both Mr. and Mrs. Walsh graduated together getting L.L.B. degrees. Edward Walsh is the son of Captain Walsh of the Mission Station and the nephew of Father Sullivan.

Kindergarten Graduation -- San Miguel Elementary School (June 11, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34089.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kids coming down steps into the auditorium and on stage during graduation.

Graduation -- Stanford University (June 13, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34089.03]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of graduates in grand march. General overall shot of crowd and graduates. Included are Dr. O.C. Carmichael (speaker) and acting president Alvin C. Eurich (presenting diplomas).
Summer Session Registration -- City College (July 07, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34089.04]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photographs of a line of students ready to register and a part of the registration crowd in library.

Teachers Take Summer Course in Sight Conservation -- San Francisco State College (July 08, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34089.05]
  Physical Description: 11 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photographs of girl reading Braille and large print book and of the San Francisco State College Summer Music workshop. The included teachers are Florence Henderson, Ethel Higgins, Mary Lau, Ruth Waller, Katie Roberts, Dora Aja, Mercedes Klug, and Theresa Kramer. [For education of blind and sight-impaired students].

Josephine Cole -- First Afro-American High School Teacher -- Balboa High School (February 28, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34085.01]
  ark:/13030/hb6w1007t1
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at 2142 Bush Street.

Geography Field Course -- Illinois State Normal University -- City College of San Francisco (July 30, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34089.07]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at the City College of San Francisco. Group shots of students eating dinner. Students are on a tour of the United States of America.

Administrators and Supervisors' Workshop -- San Francisco (August 02, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34090.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Mission High School. Photograph of crowd. Included is Dr. Herbert C. Clish.

Graduation -- Candlestick Cove Nursery School (September 03, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34090.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photographs of crowd. Included are Garry McFall and Luella Cameron.

First Day of School -- Marshall School (September 07, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34090.03]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Group shots of mothers looking into school yard. Included are Edward Sherwood (5 years old), Donna Kay Sutton (6 years old), Barbara McCaslin (7 years old), Elaine Nordenstrom (4.5 years old), Mrs. Ray Nordenstrom, and Margaret Suber (teacher).
Teachers' Institute -- San Francisco (September 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34090.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Fox Theatre. Long shots of crowd. Included are Dr. Herbert C. Clish (speaking) and Gloria Sullivan (teacher at Lake Merced School).

Students -- First Grade -- Visitacion Valley School (September 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34090.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Visitacion and Schwerin Streets. Children have class outdoors. Low first grade pupils doing number work. Children have class outdoors. Girls of low first grade class have number quiz. Included are Russell Young (6 years old) and teacher Zella Hengel.

Parents' and Teachers' Association -- Miraloma and Ulloa Schools (September 16, 1948 - September 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34090.06-08]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are teacher Vera Reimann, teacher Vivian Dale Green (Miraloma School), and Charlotte Koeppe (Principal of Ulloa School).

Crowded School -- San Francisco (September 22, 1948 - September 23, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34090.09-10]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Excelsior School (London Street and Excelsior Avenue) and Thirty-first and Lowton Streets. Children going to other schools by bus. Photographs of school and children.

Closing -- Golden Gate Kindergarten -- San Francisco (September 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34090.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Mayor's office. Twenty working mothers ask for a delay in nursery closing. Included are Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and Mrs. Francis Carroll. [Daycare]

Shrine -- San Francisco College for Women (October 04, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34091.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Procession with image of Our Lady of Fatima. Photograph of image and students. Included are Dorothy Barry, Agnes Lennon, Patiricia Kroessen, and Charlene Haggard.

Principal -- Lawton School -- Parents' and Teachers' Association (October 04, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34091.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included is Elizabeth E. Mennie.
New Members -- Golden Gate Kindergarten (October 04, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34091.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 16 Fifth Avenue. Included are Mrs. J. Barton Phelps, Mrs. John D. Thomas, Mrs. Gerald J. O’Gara, Mrs. Robert Cookson, Mrs. Warren W. Finke,...

Marina Play School Incorporated (October 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34091.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2590 Greenwich. Katharyn Hubbard reading to youngsters. Mrs. Byron Randall and kids on jungle jim. Jan Lyon (4 years old) coming through barrel. Mrs. Jerome Sokolski fixes bike for Elena Hyman (4 years old), while Chip Gray (3.5 years old) watches.

Meeting -- Superintendent of Schools and Student Body Presidents -- San Francisco (October 15, 1948)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34091.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Board of Education office. Dr. Herbert Clish at table surrounded by kids.

Principal -- Sutro School (October 20, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34091.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Funston Avenue. Included is Olympia M. O’Hara.

Square Dance -- Marina Junior High School (October 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34091.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ten kids doing the virginia reel. Photograph of kids at dance.

Inspection -- Parents' and Teachers' Association -- Sunshine School (October 27, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34091.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Twenty-fifth and Florida Streets. Included are Mrs. George Hindley (president of the PTA), Mrs. Dean Parker (educational director of PTA.), and John Roberts (coordinator of child welfare of the San Francisco Board of Education). All are shown with some of the school pool equipment.

First Grade Teacher -- Cleveland School (November 04, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34092.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Athens Street. Included is Ruby Blackman.
British Educational Attache -- San Francisco (November 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34092.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 93 Grove Street. President of the Federation of Teachers George P. Jones talking with British Educational Attache Melvyn Pritchard.

Principal -- Parents' and Teachers' Association -- Farragut School (November 23, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34092.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Miss Helen M. Ward.

Rehearsal -- "Pride and Prejudice" -- Convent of the Sacred Heart (December 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34092.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included seniors are Sybil Schoning, Betty Gallatin, Pat Casey, Claire Brullard, Audree Garrigues,....

Christmas Party -- City College of San Francisco [1948?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34092.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Party for students' children. Included are Barbara Jeanne Covey, Linda Nash, Norman Kirby, Susan Persons, Dennis Bennett,....

Vice-Principal -- Parents' and Teachers' Association -- West Portal School (December 10, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34092.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Julia G. Merrell.

Christmas Party -- Sunshine School (December 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34092.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shots of kids. Included are Dr. Herbert C. Clish and Fred Klein (Santa Claus).

Plans for New Addition -- Lawton School (December 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34092.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Board of Education office.

Christmas Bazarr and Entertainment -- Lafayette School (December 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34093.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Judith Spooner, Ilene Berk, Frieda Vandenberg, Robin McConaughy, Irene Lanterman, and Stella Perry.
New Member -- Board of Education -- San Francisco (January 10, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34093.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. Supreme Judge Melvyn Cronin swearing in Joseph Alioto. Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and Mrs. Joseph Alioto looking on.

Cracks in the Campanile -- UC Berkeley (January 12, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34093.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Janet Johnson, seventeen years old and from San Anselmo, points to cracks in the campanile, which are in the southwest corner of building.

Clubs -- Vice-Principal -- James Denman Junior High School (January 17, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34093.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Laura Dollard.

Teacher -- Parents' and Teachers' Association -- Ridgepoint School (January 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34093.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Maude Alice Rasmussen.

Television and Radio Classes -- San Francisco State College (January 31, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34093.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Pat Donovan, instructor Raymond N. Doyle, John Sears, and Germaine Desbarats.

School Dental Health Week (February 03, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34093.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Mayor's office. Kids show Mayor Elmer E. Robinson how they brush their teeth. Included are Sharie Waldridge (5.5 years old), and Bill Schmohl (4.5 years old).

Sunnydale Nursery (February 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34093.08]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colleen Wright, Larry Brown, Allen Fink, Judy Kiser, and Diane Fink at table fingerpainting. Kenny Roberts, Timmy Gerrodette, Randy Lacy, Connie Trent, Lissa Allen, Danny Appelman being taught songs by Mrs. Frances Sink. Pauline Wright and Karen Gehring painting. David Pebsworth, Patty Lesko, Randy Lacy, and Peggy Pebsworth being read to by Mrs. Albert Lesko. Allen Fink having hands washed after fingerpainting by Mary Lewis (the full time teacher at the nursery school). Caroline Carpenter (3 years old), Judy Kiser, and Allen Fink building with large blocks.
Plaque Unveiled -- Lincoln Grammar School (February 12, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 34, [34093.09]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Fifth Street between Market and Mission Streets. Included are Andrew L. Johnston, General H.G. Mathewson, James M. Patrick, George Christopher, and Dr. Herbert C. Clish.

Students' Meeting -- Catholic High Schools (February 13, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34093.10]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Civic Auditorium. Photographs of the crowd. Archbishop John J. Mitty speaking to boys and girls.

Educational Equipment Exhibit (February 19, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34093.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Herbert Clish and Dr. Karl Birns looking at a model of the new style of school architecture.

Educators Conference on Federal Aid -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (February 22, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34093.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Mabel Studebaker, Willard E. Goslin, Dr. Worth McClure, and Dr. Edgar Fuller.

"Les Sylphides" -- Ballet Rehearsal -- Sacred Heart Convent (February 23, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34093.13]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2222 Broadway. Included are Ann Fallon, Nancy Byrne, Laura Ann Lista, Andree Garrigues, Vivien Espindola,....

Meeting to Protest the Transfer of Three Junior High School Principals -- San Francisco Board of Education (March 01, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34094.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included is John P. Burnside, one of those transferred from James Denman Junior High School to Montru(?) Junior High School.

Dr. Harold W. Dodds -- Interview -- President of Princeton University (March 10, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34094.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Mark Hopkins Hotel.
Eighty-first Charter Day and Banquet -- UC Berkeley (March 23, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34094.03-04]

Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd and long shots. Some photographs taken at Garden Court, Palace Hotel. Included are Governor Earl Warren, Robert Gordon Sproul, Viscount Harold Alexander, Dr. Glen T. Seaborg, and William M. Hale.

Dr. John Ewart Wallace Sterling -- New President of Stanford University -- Press Conference (April 04, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34094.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Dr. Edmund Ezra Day -- Interview -- President of Cornell University (April 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34094.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Saint Francis Hotel.

Women -- Physical Education -- Hearst Gymnasium -- UC Berkeley (April 07, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34094.07]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women engaging in archery, folk dancing, swimming, and tumbling. Included are Pat Voth, Rose Kaufman, Ethel Neese, Sue Miles, Joan Pawson, and Shirley Meissin.

Teachers' Institute -- Spring Valley and Mission High Schools (April 07, 1949 - April 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34094.08-09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Everett Junior High School and Mission High School auditorium. Crowd shots of teachers. Kids from Spring Valley School demonstrating folk dancing.

Robert Maynard Hutchins -- Interview -- President of Chicago University (April 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34094.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Huntington Hotel.

Heyday-Playday -- Mills College (April 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34095.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Sharon Smilie, Beverly Nielsen, Ticky Peters, Jeanne Thomas, Jeanne Randall,...

Mexican Folk Dancing -- Commodore Stockton School -- Public School Week (April 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34095.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chinese children do a Mexican folk dance and Glee Club supplies music.

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bands and color guards play at Union Square.

Winners -- Press Club Junior Scholarship Awards (April 23, 1949)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34095.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are George Kwong, John Delury, Sam Vestal, Leo Lee (president of Press Club), Major General Roger Ramey, and Bobbie Tarlow.

Miniature Missions on Display -- Mission Dolores School (April 26, 1949)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34095.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General shots of missions. Bishop James O'Dowd showing the children the Gardens of Mission San Juan Capistrano. Angela Margaroni and Maureen Radmilovich viewing San Antonio de Padua. Included are Suzanne Dorzay, Shirley Anne Grampaoli, Sister Mary Berugna C.S.J., Barbara Jean Banchero, Grace Gina, Robert Verzello, and Robert de Hertel.

Gorgeous George -- Stanford University -- Palo Alto (May 03, 1949)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34095.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Lydia Sinclair (Palo Alto, junior), Doresh Foo (Marysville, senior), George Velliotes, Norma Chaplain (Miami Beach, Florida, junior), Rosemaria Armstrong, (Winters, graduate student), and Betty Hamlin (Palo Alto, graduate student).

President's Day -- University of San Francisco (May 04, 1949)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34095.07]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Father William J. Dunne pitching and hitting. University of San Francisco seniors at bat. Included is John O'Donnell.

Hamlin Senior Dance (May 07, 1949)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34095.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Century Club, Franklin and Sutter Streets. Included are Robin Sutton, Lloyd Campbell, Joandra Shenk, Kenneth Anderson, Joan Simms,...

Awards to Labor Business Class Members (May 09, 1949)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34095.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at University of San Francisco auditorium. Included are Father Andrew Boss, Russell Devans (secretary manager Draymans assistant of San Francisco), Nicholas Maroevich (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union Local 34), and Father George Lucy.
Meeting -- Board of Education (May 13, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34095.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the school offices and auditorium. Photographs of the crowd at the Board of Education hearing, including students, teachers, etc. Included is Kenneth Hobson, head of sciences department at City College of San Francisco.

Beachcombers' Ball -- Hamlin School (May 14, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34095.11]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Ariel Rowing Club, Hyde Street. Hostesses place leis on guests as they arrive. Photographs show crowd around snack bar and dancing. Included are John Lawton, Eleanor Kent, Charlotte Kempner, Sam Marty, Andrea Hayes,....

Breakfast Dates -- Kappa Delta -- University of California (May 16, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34096.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Dons' Day Celebration -- University of San Francisco (May 18, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34096.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the University of San Francisco football field. Celebrating Don's Day with a barbecue for University of San Francisco Don Club members. Included are Joe Bosile, Jim Hall, George Micheletti (head of University of San Francisco dining hall), Bob Higgins (Dons' Club president), Frank Delgado (chef),....

Mardi Gras -- San Francisco City College (May 19, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34096.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Pat Kelly (queen) and John Kristovich (king).

Spring Festival Dance -- Francis Scott Key Elementary School (May 20, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34096.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
King George Kelly and queen Jeri Lynn Peer and their court at the Spring Festival Dance. Elementary school children going through their different dances.

Progress Day -- Parochial School Bands (May 20, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34096.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Saint Agnes School, 775 Ashbury Street. Long shot of three parochial school bands. Band-audience and eighth graders folk dancing.
Board of Education Meeting (May 24, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34096.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overflow crowd of teachers at the Board of Education meeting seeking wage adjustment. Photograph showing crowd of teachers and speaker Ronald C. Davis, attorney for Teachers' Central Council.

Commencement -- San Francisco College for Women (May 30, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34096.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Sixteenth Annual Field Day of Catholic Grammar Schools (June 04, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34097.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the University of San Francisco field. Celebration theme is "I am an American." Crowd shot of all the Catholic grammar schools doing marching band exercises. [Coca Cola truck in foreground.] Saint Philip's Grammar School band leading the parade.

Commencement -- University of San Francisco (June 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34097.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Opera House. Crowd shots.

Dr. Archibald Cloud Scholarship (June 09, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34097.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the City College (San Francisco). Dr. Thomas Potter (standing) and Lucille McGovern show Dr. Archibald Cloud a scroll which proclaims a five thousand dollar scholarship to be perpetuated in his name.

Graduation -- Parochial Schools (June 12, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34097.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Civic Auditorium. Long shots of graduates. Girls receiving diplomas and kissing ring of Archbishop John J. Mitty.

Commencement -- City College of San Francisco (June 17, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34097.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Opera House. Long shot back stage. Robert Parker, Gloria Galli, and James F. Curley signing yearbooks. Included are Thomas D. Wilson (teacher), Jo Anne Cox, Louis A. Selogie, Mary Evans, Dr. Archibald J. Cloud (president),...
Commencement -- UC Berkeley (June 17, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34097.06]
    Physical Description: 10 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Taken at Edwards Field. General view of graduation. Thousand of job hunters graduate. Procession comes in running. Dr. Robert G. Sproul gives University Medal to Donald Wayne Jones. Phyllis Dorothy Stickland sounding off.

Fifty-eighth Commencement -- Stanford University (June 19, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34097.07]
    Physical Description: 5 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Taken at Stanford-Frost Memorial Amphitheatre. Long shot of crowd and graduates in procession (front, front side, and rear). President of Stanford University Dr. J.E. Wallace Sterling handing out diplomas.

Father Robert I. Gannon -- Interview -- Ex-President of Fordham (June 30, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34097.08]
    Physical Description: 2 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Taken at University of San Francisco. Father Gannon back from Asia. Head shots...hands to face.

Outstanding Graduating Senior of 1949 -- Gold Headed Cane Ceremony -- University of California Medical School (June 15, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34097.09]
    Physical Description: 4 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Taken at Toland Hall, University of California Hospital. Eugene S. Kilgore Jr., the 1949 winner, receiving the cane of and from Dr. Warren Bostick, the 1939 winner. Dr. George Gill Richards (speaker) of Salt Lake City, Utah is also receiving a Gold Headed Cane by Dr. William J. Kerr, University of California.

General Jonathan Wainewright -- University of San Francisco (July 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34098.01]
    Physical Description: 2 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Taken at the University of San Francisco auditorium. General Wainewright speaking to summer students at the University of San Francisco.

Apprentice Graduation (July 19, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34098.02]
    Physical Description: 6 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Taken at the Civic Auditorium. Shots of graduates in center. Photograph of William J. Varley and line of graduates. Included are Richard J. Gray (speaking), Charles F. Hanna, Lois Cook (in white dress), queen of the ball, and Betty Pfeiffer, and Archie J. Mooney.
Excavating Indian Mounds -- University of California (August 02, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34098.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Student Judge -- Lincoln High School (August 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34098.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Hall of Justice. Seventeen year old student judge, Elouise Phelps, sits with Judge Alvin E. Weinberger in municipal court to absorb some of the court decorum.

Presentation of Flag -- Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States (August 31, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34098.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Saint Charles School, Sixteenth and Shotwell Streets. Father John Garcia blessing flag. Included are Jose Fernandez, John Curley, and Christine Reynolds (Chairman of Americanism, Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States).

State Teachers' Institute (September 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34098.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Fox Theatre. General shots of teachers and stage. Included are Betty Drury (Commodore Sloat School), Jeanette Tobias (Le Conte School), and Dr. Herbert C. Clish (speaking).

Back to School -- Our Lady Victory School (September 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34098.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First day back. Sister M. Regina (Sisters of Saint Joseph of Carondelet), looking on as boys and girls come back to school after summer vacation. Denise Samper, five years old, cring after her mother dropped her off for school. Katy Spinser, five years old, holds Denise's hand in comfort.

Drawings of New Schools' Buildings (September 07, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34098.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the School Department. New schools include Ulloa Elementary School, San Francisco Trade and Technical Institute, and Miraloma Elementary School.
Back to School -- Laguna Honda School (September 07, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34098.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Seventh Avenue. Teacher Helen Newell comforts Richard LaForti (4.5 years old) on his first day of school. Kindergarten kids doing the march of the wooden soldier. The boy leading the march is carrying the American flag.

Arrival of Dr. James B. Conant -- President of Harvard University (September 08, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34099.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken in front of the Ferry Building.

Town Hall Meeting (September 09, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34099.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Fairmont Hotel. Long shot with crowd in foreground. Included are James B. Conant (Harvard University president), Robert Gordon Sproul (University of California president), J.E. Wallace Sterling (Stanford University president), Donald Kirk David (Harvard Business School dean), and William M. Akin (Harvard Club president) introducing the panel.

Building Fund -- University of San Francisco (September 16, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34099.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. University of San Francisco alumni to raise money for a new building. Included are Judge John Molinari, Judge T.I. Fitzpatrick, James Smythe, Judge Molkenbuhr, William T. Sweigert,...

Freshmen Versus Upperclassmen in Tug-Of-War -- University of San Francisco (September 23, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34099.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
If the freshmen lose, they have to wear their dinks until after football season ends. If they win, they can take them off for good. The freshmen lost.

Inaugural Dinner -- Stanford University (October 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34099.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel. Overall shots. Included are Dr. J.E. Wallace Sterling (speaking) and Frank Walker (speaking).

Inauguration of New President -- Stanford University (October 07, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34099.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Frost Amphitheatre. Procession of delegates coming in. Dr. John Sterling walking in with Paul Edwards, president of the Board of Trustees. Paul Edwards and Dr. Sterling both at microphone when Edwards pronounced Sterling president of Stanford University. Dr. Sterling making a speech.
New Bevatron Model -- Radiation Laboratory -- University of California (October 21, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34099.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
General view of Bevatron. Dr. E.O. Lawrence and Dr. William Brebeck in front of the baby cyclotron, which starts the injector. Paul Schalsansky filling a liquid nitrogen trap (liquid nitrogen used as an aid to vacuum). D.C. Sewell inspects a vacuum pump inside the bevatron. D.C. Sewell at control board of bevatron.

Tour the Bay -- Sunshine School (October 28, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34099.08]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the San Francisco bay. Howard Whitman, Bertha Holtclaw, Donald Patterson (with camera), and Cookie Graham taking pictures. Gilbert Meichucia, Howard Whitman, Jolly Bill, and Charles Bridge looking through glass window at scene of city.

Dr. William Francis Giauque -- Nobel Prize Winner -- UC Berkeley (November 03, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34099.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Play -- Sacred Heart Convent (November 04, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34100.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Included are Clare Mihan, Ann Fallon, Elenita Dardi, and Tammy Clarke.

Class of 1900 -- UC Berkeley (November 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34100.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Family Club. Included are Brutus Hamilton, Zip Simonds, Oscar Wolf, Dr. Hans Peter, Dr. Archie Cloud, and Billy Drum.

School Bazaar -- Hamlin School (November 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34100.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2120 Broadway. Carol Donati holding "George," a pup to be raffled off.

"Mary of Scotland" -- Play -- Sacred Heart Convent (November 11, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34100.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Included are Joan Buscher, Nancy Meyer, Mary Shea, Yvonne Giuntoli, Nancy Burn, Diane Johnson, Eleanor Pruitt, Elenita Dardi,...
Protest on Overcrowding -- Ulloa School (December 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34100.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. Administrative Officer Thomas A. Brooks (center) with people filing protest. Thomas Brooks and city architect John Devitt (with back to camera) showing parents plan for new school.

Modern Private School -- Presidio Hill School -- San Francisco (December 07, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34100.06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 3839 Washington Street. Edgar Hertzka (front), four and a half years old, and Michael Semler (back), four and a half years old, with saw. Caroline Dutton, Judy Gold, Stephen Lawry, and Edmond (Pinky) Russell weaving. Tanya Smith, Drew Lachman (standing), Clarke Arquette, Judith Cress, and Jon Hill playing with wood blocks on floor. Kevin Kelly holding "Willie," the pet hamster. Children learn to care for pets and be responsible for them. Meredith Curtis washing after morning juice hour. Included is Kathy Vogel.

Institute Program -- Everett Junior High School (December 19, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34100.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shot. Included are Marie Schmidt, Bernice Blennerhassett, and Dr. Glenn Kendall.

Dr. Ernest Colwell -- President of University of Chicago -- Press Conference (January 03, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34101.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Sir Francis Drake Hotel.

Concert -- San Francisco State College Symphony (January 08, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34101.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Marina Junior High School.

John G. Levison -- New Member -- Board of Education (January 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34101.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. John G. Levison being sworn in by Superior Judge William F. Traverso, as Mrs. Levinson watches.

Concert Band -- San Francisco State College (January 12, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34101.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at San Francisco State College. Band includes bass fiddles, a line of french horns, a trumpet section, and a drum section. Included are Elouise Jones, Frances Ashman, Winston Silva, Bob Greenwood, Lee Chrisman (conducting band, Chairman of Music Department), and Janie Swan.
**Centennial Celebration -- Dominican Convent -- San Rafael (January 17, 1950 - January 19, 1950)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34101.05-06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Girls are under painting of Mother Mary who founded convent a hundred years ago. Copy of first convent in Monterey one hundred years ago and aerial photo of convent at San Rafael as it is today. Included are Kathy Atkins (six years old), Rosario Von Warton (twenty-one years old, senior class president), Carole Botel (Hong Kong), Isabelle Surcouf (Paris), Jane Lowry (Piedmont, president of San Bruno High School ?), Margit Battha (Budapest), Rosy Strachwitz (Germany), Katherine Henderson (Manila, Philippine Islands), Anita Mallarino (Cali, Columbia, South America).

**Luncheon -- Harvard Law School Association (January 26, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34101.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Taken at the Palace Hotel. Dean William L. Prosser speaking.

**New Advisory Board -- San Francisco State College (January 30, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34101.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Taken at San Francisco State College. New advisory board sworn in for San Francisco State College. Judge William Sweigert congratulates the board. Included are Lyle Brown, Thomas Brooks, Dr. Monroe Deutsch, Mrs. E.W. Heller, Charles Wheeler, Paul Eiel, John Elwood, Judge Albert Wollenberg, and Cecil Poole.

**Scholarship for the California School of Fine Arts (January 30, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34101.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Taken at the office of attorney John Costello. David Russo (fourteen years old), a member of Columbia Park Boys' Club, receives scholarship.

**New School for Girls -- Sacred Heart Convent (February 10, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34102.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

First grade girls going into their new school. Gibby Folger, Susan Scarpulla, Pamela Page, Kathleen Butler, and Susan Cockson sitting and standing around a new desk in their new classroom.

**Saint Ignatius Actors -- City Laboratory (February 15, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34102.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Taken at the Health Building. Saint Ignatius actors visit Dr. Geiger in city laboratory. Dr. J.C. Geiger showing boys slides. Seated looking in microscope are Armando Flocchini, Bill Kennedy, Giles Miller, and Ralph Anderson. All boys play parts of doctors in school play called "Yellow Jacket."
Dr. Alexander G. Ruthven -- President of the University of Michigan (February 16, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34102.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel.

New Schools -- Name Contest -- Call Bulletin (February 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34102.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Board of Education office. Photographs of the drawing of Sunset Elementary School, the scale model of Ocean View Heights Elementary, and the unit of Sunset Reservoir Home School.

Stage Pageant -- Commodore Sloat School (February 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34102.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long shot of kids on stage. Mary Terwilliger, campfire girl, helps "bluebirds". Marlene Shopes and Dorothy Wilson (both seven years old) with their "get ups" before going on stage.

Renaming School -- Alamo School (February 23, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34102.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Alamo School, Twenty-third and Clement Streets. Students are thinking up names to name the school. Included are Dennis Pitts (eleven years old), Beverly Feinberg (eleven years old), Sandra Smolen (eleven years old), and Lorella Cohn (eleven years old).

Austrian Students Visit Mayor (February 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34102.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall Mayor's office. Austrian students came to give concert. Included are Mayor Elmer Robinson, handing key to the city to Dr. Susanne Polsterer and Austrian Counsel Karl Christian Weber. The group around them are the students.

Press Conference -- Loyalty Oath -- Faculty -- UC Berkeley (March 01, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34103.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Professor Wendell M. Stanley, Professor R.A. Gordon, Professor Malcolm Davission, dean Joel Hildebrand, and Dr. Frank L. Kidner (professor of economics).
Loyalty Oath -- Faculty (March 06, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34103.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Hearst Bowl, UC Berkeley. Students gather to listen to faculty and president speak on loyalty oath. General crowd shots of students. Included are Wendell Stanley, Dr. Peter Odegard, Dan Coelho (student), University of California President Dr. Robert Gordon Sproul, and Dick Van Houten.

Vienese Students Visit Market (March 17, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34103.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Crystal Palace Market. Austrian University students making goodwill tour of the United States. They try avocados for the first time. Included are Dr. Oskar Bock (in gray uniform), Dr. Susanne Polsterer (in low neck costume), Elfie Judmayer, and Henry Lopez (market inspector).

Clean Up China Beach -- San Francisco City College Students (March 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34103.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. Shots of students around Superintendent Marvin Lewis.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 35, [34103.05-07]

Physical Description: 31 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General photographs of celebration, parade, and banquet. Photographs of parade to Greek Theatre. The banquet for University of California Charter Day, which was held at the Palace Hotel, included University of California Regent Fleet Admiral Chester Nimitz, University of California President Dr. Robert G. Sproul, Governor Earl Warren, Mrs. William Hale, and Mrs. Earl Warren.

Reenactment of Old Schoolhouse Days (April 03, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34104.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Portsmouth Square [San Francisco]. Included are Judith Ann Natress, Malene Bohn, Margaret Verbarg, and Dr. Archie J. Cloud.

First Schoolhouse Centennial -- Board of Supervisors' Meeting (April 10, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34104.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Portsmouth Plaza. Included are Chairman of Board of Supervisors [?] Christopher, Marvin Lewis, Joseph J. Sullivan, Dan Gallagher, [?] Halley, Dewey Mead, [?] McPhee, and Joseph R. Knowland.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Protest Meeting -- Loyalty Oath -- UC Berkeley (April 10, 1950)</td>
<td>4 negatives</td>
<td>Taken at the Greek Theatre. Crowd photographs of students in theatre. Speakers included are Leslie Fishman, Dean Murrough, P. O'Brien, Professor Arthur Brodeur, and Dean Joel Hildebrand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heyday-Playday -- Mills College -- Oakland (April 13, 1950)</td>
<td>8 negatives</td>
<td>Spring cleaning of Greek Theatre. Nancy Hillman, Marilyn Hart, Nan Ewing, Candie Benjamin, and Nancy Harris are sweeping. Pauline Gaillard, Janice Abler, Vi Genovah, and Joan Kowleski are washing windows. Elizabeth Koralek, Barbara Gilinsky, Missy Yoell, Barbara Mossman, Ginny Chaplin, and Nancy Eaton are carrying a can. Included are Joaquina Ballard, Ellen Kay, Joan Fredericks, Nancy Wilkenson, Helen Henry, Peg Krogness, Helen Snell, and Shirley White.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Song Fest -- Winfield Scott and Fairmount Schools (April 25, 1950)</td>
<td>4 negatives</td>
<td>Taken at Rotunda, City Hall. Winfield Scott Glee Club led by Vera Woropaieff. Fairmount School Glee Club led by teacher Lorraine Walsh.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Care Center -- Public School Week -- Longfellow School (April 26, 1950)</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Included are Joey Mesquite, Terry McDonald, Bill Hensley, Mrs. M.E. Rotchy, Marie Ann Bettancourt, and Nancy Castile.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mary's Hour -- Saint Mary's Church (April 30, 1950)</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>All Bay Area Catholic colleges attend. Long photographs inside Saint Mary's Church during services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring Festival and Little Miss America -- Jefferson School (May 05, 1950)</td>
<td>6 negatives</td>
<td>Taken at Eighteenth and Irving Street. Different grade kids dancing in circles to folk music. Kindergarten boys watching sixth grade school dance. Little Miss America Pat Pilara and her train in parade.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Faculty Versus Students -- Softball Game -- Presidents' Day -- University of San Francisco (May 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34105.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Team captains Tom Barron and Father Joseph Keane toss bats to see who is up first. Father Jim Grambastiani waits to catch ball but Don Lofgran, All-American basketballer, hits it for a single.

Spring Festival -- Lafayette School (May 11, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34105.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kids doing spring dance. Included are king Jeffrey Griffith (five years old), queen Nancy Moon (five years old), ladies in waiting Sharon Michel (five years old) and Judy Butts (five years old), Sharon and Roberta Haughee (five years old), Sharon and Hermine Becker (seven years old), Karen and Karolyn Furness (five years old), Joan and Carol Altschuler, Joanne and Jeannie Gilleland (seven years old),...

Ugly Man Contest -- UC Berkeley (May 12, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34105.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of the crowd. Included are Roberta Blough, "Ugly Man" John Wayland, and Nancy Larson.

May Festival -- West Portal School (May 12, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34105.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long shot of May pole dance. Crown bearer Dennis Charles (six years old) crowns Leslie Ann Johnson queen as princesses Susan Harrison and Barbara Bodertscher (both five years old) watch.

Achievement Day Program (May 26, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34105.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Saint Francis Hotel. High school kids receive cash awards. Behind the speakers are the twenty-four kids that won achievement awards. Included are President of the College of the Pacific Dr. Robert E. Burns (speaker), Chairman S.C. Beise, and Fred A. Ferroggiaro.

Competitive Drill -- Catholic Schools (May 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34105.07]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Saint Ignatius Stadium. Catholic schools on parade.
Kids of Circus Performers -- Franklin Grade School (May 31, 1950)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34105.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
The three boys and the teacher at the blackboard with kids in the background. Teacher holding singing lesson. The three boys doing a trick for the rest of the students in class as the teacher looks on from the background. Included are Raymond Easca (seven years old), Ginatino Loyal Junior (nine years old), teacher Regina Stenson, and Remo Loyal (seven years old).

Commencement Exercises -- San Francisco College for Women (May 31, 1950 - May 31, 1950)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34105.09-10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Overall shot with Archbishop John J. Mitty on stage. Photograph of Archbishop John J. Mitty as he passes the graduates in cap and gown. Included are Maria Benita Rementeria (Magna Cum Laude), Frances Marie (Lum, Cum Laude), Marilyn Patricia Lawder (Cum Laude).

Senior Week Sweetheart -- UC Berkeley (June 01, 1950)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34106.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2430 Piedmont Street. Norma Ballaria, twenty years old, with two changes, her personal cup, and the house cup she won as University of California Sweetheart.

Round-Up of Alumnae and Their Children -- San Francisco College for Women (June 04, 1950)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34106.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Photographs of a bunch of babies and one father (no names). Included are Mrs. and Mr. Richard Ryan, Donald Ryan (11 months), Mike Ryan (23 months), Dickie Ryan (3.5 years), Barbara Ryan (5 years),...

University of San Francisco Commencement (June 04, 1950)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34106.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Opera House. Overall photographs of crowd. Honorary degrees given to the following three people: Dr. of Law Chu Chew Shong, Dr. of Law J.E. Wallace Sterling (of Stanford University), and John Villiers Farrow (given the Saint Thomas More Award). Each honorary graduate received "degree" from President William J. Lunne. Included are James Penney, President William J. Dunne, Frank L. Yost Junior, Roderick J. Bambach.

San Francisco State College Graduation (June 09, 1950)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34106.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Opera House. Overall photograph. Included is Walter E. Travis, class of 1950.
Catholic High Schools' Graduation (June 11, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34106.05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

University of California Medical School Graduation (June 12, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34106.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the University of California Hospital. Group shots of graduating class. Dean Francis Smyth presents an award to Eugene Eisenberg. Included are Dr. William J. Kerr, Robert H. DeRiemer, Arthur Barthold Junior, Sidney J. Levin, and Dr. LeRoy Briggs, with gold headed cane.

Gold Headed Cane Award -- University of California Medical School (June 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34106.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Leland Hall, University of California Hospital. Arthur Barthold, Junior (24 years old) of San Francisco, receives cane from Dr. Leslie Bennett. Dr. William Kerr presents cane to Dr. LeRoy H. Briggs.

University of California Graduation (June 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34106.08]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shots of Alumni Luncheon. Shots of Senior Parade. Inside shots of Reserve Officers' Training Corps receiving their commissions in Army, Navy and Air Force Reserves. Included are President of the University of California Robert G. Sproul, Lillian Moller Gilbrith (Alumni Luncheon speaker), Governor Earl Warren, Chester W. Nimitz, and Dr. Ralph Bunche (Commencement Day speaker).

War Veteran Graduates -- UC Berkeley (June 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34106.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Veterans' Village, Richmond, California. A family photograph of Martha Carstensen holding David (15 months) while Air Force Veteran Harold K. Carstensen (31 years old) holds daughter Jeanne (5 weeks old).

UC Berkeley Commencement (June 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34106.10]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
City College of San Francisco Graduation (June 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34106.11]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Opera House. Marion Steinke receives an award for the highest scholastic achievement from Dr. Herbert C. Clish.

Graduation -- Stanford University (June 18, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34106.12]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of the crowd. Rajendra Vikram Singh of Dehra-Doon, India graduates. Blind war veteran William Linderfelt, with "Nip" (guide dog), receives degree from President Dr. John Ewart Wallace Sterling.

Dr. Hyman Appleman -- President of San Francisco Baptist College (July 13, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34107.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Coliseum Bowl, 48 Eleventh Street. Overall photograph of crowd. Dr. Hyman Appleman installed as President of San Francisco Baptist College. Included are Dr. Lewis J. Julianel and Fred Drexler.

Apprentice Job Training -- Veterans (July 20, 1950 - July 21, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34107.02-03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the American Can Company and Samuel Gompers Trade School. "All these men are veterans but there are also non-veterans in this program." Apprentice Harry Cibbs (24 years old) "being shown by" foreman Carl Schaeberle (cabinet maker). Edward Mongillo, apprentice machinist, working on machine at American Can Company. Foreman Walter Lister instructing apprentice Kenneth Ebel machinist at the American Can Company. Myron Coker (25 years old) of 3230 Twenty-fifth Street, a veteran of 4 years in the Navy (storekeeper, third class), has served 3.5 years as an apprentice and works for City Electric. Coker is a motor repairman. Electrical instructor Clarence Skorheim and Myron Coker are going over some motors at the trade school. Included is Anton Geier, apprentice machinist, at the American Can Company.

Cinderella -- Play Production (July 28, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34107.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Sacred Heart Convent, 2222 Broadway. Included are Robin Crowley (7 years old) as a step-sister, Sandra Culberston (7 years old) as Cinderella, Linda Light (8.5 years old) as the prince, and Kathy Halligan (6 years old) as a stepsister.
Non-signers of the Loyalty Oath -- University of California Regents' Meeting
(August 25, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34107.05]
    Physical Description: 4 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Taken at the administration building of the University of California campus.
    Photograph showing regents at table with John Francis Neylon at far end of table
    and crowd in the background. Another photograph showing regents at table with
    President Robert G. Sproul in foreground reading a report while standing.

Labor Council Presents a Plaque -- Samuel Gompers Trade School (September
04, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34107.06]
    Physical Description: 2 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Taken at the Samuel Gompers Trade School. Mayor Elmer E. Robinson receives
    plaque from Jack Goldberg, president of the Labor Council. Included are Edgar S.
    Anderson (president of trade school) and Herbert C. Clish.

Teachers' Institute (September 05, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34107.07]
    Physical Description: 4 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Taken at the Fox Theatre. Photographs of the crowd. Included are Marilyn Oberti
    and Carrie Lee Ferguson, both teachers from Candelstick Cove School.

Back to School -- Grant School (September 06, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34107.08]
    Physical Description: 6 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Taken at Pacific Avenue and Broderick. James Bergstrom holds his girlfriend's hand
    in class as they listen to teacher (both are 4.5 years old). Susie Aasen, Vicki
    Gauntlett, Judy Haas, Craig Campbell, and Larry Caruthers on their way to school
    (all are in the first grade). First graders Stevie Lawry and Pamela Simpson walking
    to school together. First graders swear allegiance to the flag. Sandy Abrahams
    holds flag. Photograph taken in Mrs. Posey's classroom.

Registration -- UC Berkeley (September 12, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34107.09]
    Physical Description: 2 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Overall photograph. Included are Marge Stutzman, Marilyn Matson, Carolyn Stay,
    Martha Sproul, and Margot Thomson.

Parent Registration -- Dr. Herbert C. Clish -- Board of Education (September 12,
1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34108.01]
    Physical Description: 2 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Taken at the Board of Education office. Dr. Herbert C. Clish gives letters to children
    for parents to register. Included are Barbara Mitchell, Robert Brooks, Joan Pun, and
    Timothy Scofield.
Registration -- Mills College -- Oakland (September 25, 1950 - September 25, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34108.02-05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Included are Inga Hapberg (Fairbanks, Alaska), Margery Schultz (Mexico City), Nancy Baldwin (London, England), Una Kennedy (Dublin, Ireland), Helen Boucher (Paris, France), Missy Yoell (San Francisco, California), Betty Pease (Denver, Colorado), Shelley Wessel (Chicago, Illinois), Jeanne Aurel (Millbrae, California), Vi Genovah (Oakland, California), Jane Bell (San Marino, California), Bernice Fredrickson (Livermore, California), Marie Grimes (Denver, Colorado), Dee Ann Andrick (San Antonio, Texas), Diane Ferris (Sonora), Sonnie Murray (Tulsa, Oklahoma), Joan Bully (Chicago, Illinois), and Eleanor Baker (Seattle, Washington) (seated).

German High School Exchange Students -- George Washington High School (September 28, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34108.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the San Francisco Board of Education offices. German students attending high school. Included are Janice Saylor, Eva Grossheide, Helge Semolde, Dr. Herbert Clish, and Martin Kauser.

Alumni Meeting -- University of Pennsylvania (October 04, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34108.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel. Included are Fred F. Doyle (San Francisco Conference Chairman), Everett L. Hoskins (President of the Associated University of Pennsylvania Club, New York City), and H.L. Zellerbach (San Francisco Western Regional Vice President for Northern Area).

Testimonial Banquet -- Brother W. Thomas -- New President -- Saint Mary's College (October 24, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34108.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Gold Room, Fairmont Hotel. Elevation shot of dinner. Included are Father William F. Dunne (President of University of San Francisco), John F. Henning (General Chairman), Brother W. Thomas, F.S.C. (New President of Saint Mary's College), Reverend Father James Brown (Superintendent of Catholic Schools in Archdiocese), and Father William C. Gianera (President of University of Santa Clara, standing).

Mills College -- Founders' Day (October 25, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34109.01-02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Procession along Kapiolani Road to place wreaths on tomb. President Lynn White Jr. laying wreath on tomb. Included are Jeanne Aurel (Millbrae, California) and Joan Turnblad (San Mateo, California).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mothers Run Cafeteria in School (October 31, 1950)</td>
<td>October 31, 1950</td>
<td>2550 41st Avenue</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Taken at 2550 41st Avenue. Feeding children as they come through. Included are Mrs. Robert Duckworth, Mrs. Frank Lynch, and Mrs. Gus Gaynor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banquet -- University of Pennsylvania (November 02, 1950)</td>
<td>November 02, 1950</td>
<td>Palace Hotel</td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>Taken at the Palace Hotel. Included are Dr. Robert G. Sproul, Harold E. Stassen, and Everett L. Hoskins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marin Catholic High School (November 02, 1950)</td>
<td>November 02, 1950</td>
<td>Marin Catholic High School</td>
<td>10 negatives</td>
<td>Coed geometry class with Father Allen and principal (with back to camera). Students getting books for next class during recess. Science class with Father Kennedy and vice principal at desk. Photographs taken of the chapel and the cafeteria while girls eat.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Goofus Hats -- City College of San Francisco (November 06, 1950)</td>
<td>November 06, 1950</td>
<td>City College of San Francisco</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Included are Pat Rundle (green coat), Ann Holland (no coat), and &quot;Amber&quot; (dog).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls Learning Poise -- Commerce High School (November 09, 1950)</td>
<td>November 09, 1950</td>
<td>Commerce High School</td>
<td>9 negatives</td>
<td>Included are Ethel Klein, Helen George, Brenna Cooper, Flora Hopkins, Eugenia Gray....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers Visit &quot;Call Bulletin&quot; (November 10, 1950)</td>
<td>November 10, 1950</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Adult Millinery Class -- Mission High School (November 21, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34110.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doris Fisher steaming over mold to shape a new hat. Regina Orteg using sandpaper to clean old felt before remolding it. Mrs. B. Grant trying frame of hat for style on Hilde Byron. Mrs. Joseph Williams pinning feathers on Elise Jacobs' new hat, just finished.

Reunion -- UC Berkeley and Stanford University Alumni (November 24, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34110.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Fairmont Family Club. Babe Horrell (All American Center), class of 1925, points to two UC Berkeley touchdowns. Included are Brutus Hamilton, Dr. A.J. Cloud, Dr. H.C. Peters, Dr. Paul Castelhun, Ray Simonds, Oscar Wolf, Dr. E.L. Oliver,...

Christmas Party -- Hearst Kindergarten (November 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34110.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 570 Union Street. Girls get ready for party. Francis Sooy, Jane Anne (2 years old), and Danny (4 years old) with Christmas decorations. Mrs. Robert Pomeroy with son, Stephen (2 years old) and gumdrop tree.

Richard A. Gleeson Library -- University of San Francisco (November 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34110.05-06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of fourth floor lounge, first floor reading room (subject room for study in literature), main lobby where books are checked in and out, guard desk, stack room on first floor with carrels to the left, main entrance of building, and the parking lot. Included is Carl Swendsen, a graduate student in education.

Identification Tags -- Lincoln Junior High School (November 29, 1950 - November 30, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34110.07-08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First shipment of identification tags on November 29, 1950. Included are Diane Lister, Beverly Lyons, principal Dr. Joseph Hill, Tom Neal, George Trabert, Shirley Gill, Nick Malekos, Mary Ann Samuelsen (receiving tag from Dr. Joseph B. Hill), Jean Rogers, Ed McMurray, and Virginia Melvin.

Groundbreaking -- Hastings College Law Building (November 30, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34110.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at McAllister and Hyde Streets. $1,700,000 has been allocated for this building. Included are Henry Cleary (President of Hastings' student body), Justice A.F. Bray (President of the Alumni Association), Chief Justice Phil S. Gibson of the State Supreme Court, and David E. Snodgrass (Dean of the law college).
Library Dedication -- University of San Francisco (December 03, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34110.10]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bishop Gorman of Reno, Nevada speaking at dedication. President of the University of San Francisco Father Dunne, Archbishop Mitty, and Bishop Gorman walk out of library after dedication. Two pictures of Archbishop Mitty speaking at dedication and one of him blessing a crucifix. Included are Father William Monahan and Father Carroll O'Sullivan.

Dedication of Gymnasium -- San Francisco State College (December 12, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34111.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First building on the new campus to be dedicated. President Dr. J. Paul Leonard, State Architect Anson Boyd, Mayor Elmer Robinson, and Assemblyman Thomas Maloney cutting ribbon in dedication of gymnasium.

Calaveras County Graveyard -- Anthropology Museum -- University of California (December 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34111.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Assistant Archaelogist Donald Lathrap and Dr. William Wallace examine bones, which are between 1500 and 3000 years old.

Band -- Park City High School (December 28, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34111.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Drake Wiltshire Hotel. Included are Byron Jones (Park City High School band instructor), Lynn Price, Jay Naglich, Frank Taylor, Jim Santy,...

Michigan Band -- Market Street (January 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34111.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Michigan band marching down Market Street.

New Member -- Board of Education (January 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34111.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. Charles J. Foehn being sworn in by Judge Daniel Shoemaker.

Signs of Deterioration -- Campanile -- UC Berkeley (January 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34111.06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pat Ranson and George "Rub" Wallace looking for signs of deterioration on the campanile. Pat Ranson and George "Rub" Wallace on face of one of the clocks. Photographs from ground up, of Wallace alone, and of Ranson alone.
Ground Breaking for New School -- Miraloma School (January 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34111.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Omar and Sequoia. Kids watch bulldozer take first shovelfull of ground. Bulldozer driven by Ilario Jessup.

Interview -- Lawrenceville School (January 22, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34111.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included is headmaster Dr. Allan Healy.

Female Student -- Working in Shoe Shop -- UC Berkeley (January 23, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34112.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1861 Solano Avenue, Albany. Eighteen year old Joan Morrison shown at stitching machine in shoe shop, in order to pay her way through the University of California.

New Class in Body Conditioning -- Marina Junior High School (January 25, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34112.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The teacher is Francesca Ludova. Students walking for grace and glamour. Anne Urist, Eugenia Grow, Peggy Preuittot, and Norma Hughes doing ballet steps. Eugenia Grow and Anne Urist with books on their heads. Anne Urist, Eugenia Grow, and Alene Roth doing the "body slant."

Registration -- UC Berkeley (February 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34112.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the men's gymnasium. Included are Nancy Larson (19 years old, sophomore), June Larson (19 years old, junior), and Barbara Larson (19 years old, junior). "Note: Photographer was assigned to take pictures of registration. He picked three girls from different parts of the gymnasium and they all turned out [to have the same last name], after that he gave up. And it was no gag."

Presentation of Tree -- Ulloa Parents' and Teachers' Association -- Hearst School (February 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34112.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Forty-second Avenue and Santiago Street. Presentation of flowering gum tree to principal of Hearst School by the Ulloa Parents' and Teachers' Association. Included are Tucker Page, Ricky Paul Hale, Charlotte Koepp, Mrs. Marcel E. Rotch, Mrs. William C. Brumfield, and Mrs. R. Austin Wiswell.

Registration -- San Francisco State College (February 09, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34112.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large group of students registering for next year.
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)

Education

Life-Drawing Class -- Marina Adult School (February 14, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34112.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at San Francisco State College. Class with model. The instructor is Seymour Locke (in rear with apron instructing student).

Passion Play -- Riorden High School (February 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34112.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 175 Phelan Street. The scene of Palm Sunday's Sermon on the Mount, Christ (played by George Markel) surrounded by his disciples. Bertrande Benoist helps Kathleen Miller (playing the Virgin Mary). Mrs. Paul Miller helps Catherine Grantham (Mary Magdaline). The arch is part of the new Riorden High School.

Back to School After Sickness -- Francisco Junior High School (February 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34113.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Powell and Francisco Streets. Albert Sines' first day back to school after a long sickness. Fourteen year old Sines walking up steps of Francisco Junior High School. Included is Lois Sutherlin and Mrs. Sines.

New Public School Opens -- Ulloa School (February 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34113.02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of new school layout. Outside photographs showing school. Sonia Louise Davies, six years old, looking at her posture. Kindergarten class marches down hall. Kindergarten class has milk in their new classroom. First graders make wet paintings and "things" in their new classroom while the teacher watches.

Rose Bowl Meeting -- Presidents of Pacific Coast Conference Colleges (February 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34113.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Clift Hotel. Included are Fred D. Fagg, Jr. (University of Southern California), Robert Gordon Sproul (Univeristy of California), J.E. Buchanan (University of Idaho), H.K. Newburn (Oregon University), A.L. Strand (Oregon State University),...

Blood Donor Rally -- San Francisco State College (March 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34113.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actor Dick Powell speaking to students. Included are Rhonda Fleming and June Allyson.
**Stripteaser -- Working Way Through College -- UC Berkeley (March 06, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34113.05-06]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken at El Rey Theatre, Oakland. Jacque Grace Ezra, twenty years old.

---

**Freshman Queen -- City College of San Francisco (March 12, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34113.07]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**
Ann Chevrier.

---

**Centennial Anniversary -- University of Santa Clara (March 12, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34114.01-03]

**Physical Description:** 15 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Photograph of Mission Cross and Church with Mike Fitzgerald, Jim Stuart, and Reverend Robert E. McMahon. Photograph of statue of the Sacred Heart in the campus gardens. Reverend Wilfred H. Crowley kneeling in prayer with two students. Photograph of Reverend John L. Thomas (Visiting Priest from St Louis University) and the Reverend William C. Gianera (President of University of Santa Clara) against the old Adobe Wall. Photgraph of inside room of John L. Walsh Hall. Jack Nalty on bed with book. Photgraph of Paul Leitao and Alfonso Cacho at desk. John Walsh, Dick Fahey, and Dewey LeMoss leaning against pillar in Adobe Archway. Photograph of tower bells of the Mission Church (bells came from Spain). Photograph of Delia Walsh Hall, the new administration building on the University of Santa Clara campus. Photograph of David Dioli, Leroy Isaacson, George Greenwood, and Elio Martin walking in front of the Ricard Observatory. Photograph of large telescope inside Ricard Observatory with Reverend John A. Webber and students getting instruction. Al Martin is looking through telescope. General photgraph of Varsi Library, University of Santa Clara. General photograph of students in campus gardens, which are directly in front of Nobili Hall.

---

**Charter Day -- University of California (March 19, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34114.04]

**Physical Description:** 6 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken at UC Berkeley. Overall photograph of Hearst Greek Theatre, as Lewis Williams Douglas comes out to speak. Lewis Williams Douglas will receive an honorary degree from Robert Gordon Sproul. Leading the procession from campanile are Charles Stewart (Class of 1883) and Stanley McCaffey (Manager of the California Alumni Association).

---

**Banquet -- Charter Day -- University of California (March 19, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34114.05]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken at the Garden Court, Palace Hotel. Photograph of Maynard Toll, president of University of California Alumni Association and Dr. Kenneth Sanborn Pitzer receiving "Alumnus of the Year" award. Overall photographs. Included are Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, Lewis W. Douglas, and Dr. Robert Gordon Sproul.
Public School Week (March 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34114.06]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Taken at City Hall. Included are John H. Brooke (Chairman of Public School Week), Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and Marilyn Anne Moody of Commodore Sloat School.

Teacher -- Geary Elementary School (March 22, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34114.07]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Taken at 114 Eighteenth Avenue. Included is Martha Goldberg.

Talented Teachers -- Marina Junior High School (March 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34114.08]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Teacher Clara Sanderson.

Children -- Tour -- San Francisco and Golden Gate Park (March 30, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 36, [34114.09]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Taken at the aquarium. School children from Whitmore, Shasta County. Children looking at Roosevelt Elk while teacher Wanda D. Rector is pointing. Children looking at Roosevelt Elk with the Wanda D. Rector in background and Claudia Anne Brady (six years old) in foreground. Ronald Asher, Lois Williams, and Claudia Anne Brady looking at seals. Shirley Dunlap, Gene Asher, and Claudia Anne Brady looking at Kodiak Bear.

School Teacher Feature -- Colma (April 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34115.01]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Alice D’Arcy at San Miguel School, Colma.

Dedication -- Noriega Home School (April 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34115.02]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Taken at 4Fourth and Noriega Street. Included are Mrs. Daniel Link, Dr. Herbert C. Clish (Program Chairman), Thelma Thatcher (Vice-president of PTA), Mrs. Clarence Coonan (President of the Board of Education). Overall photographs of Mrs. Daniel Link, Dr. Clish (speaking), Thelma Thatcher, and Mrs. Clarence Coonan.

New Co-operative Nursery School (April 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34115.03]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Taken at 863 Thornhill, Broadmoor Village. Included are Thelma Bickerman (speaking), Mrs. Emil Senkir, Vaida Hoffman, Mrs. Edward S. Liska, Mrs. George Oxford, Esther M. Phillips, Bette Ghistti,...
Bioradiologist -- University of Chicago (April 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34115.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at UC Berkeley. Biologist Raymond E. Zirkle of the University of Chicago lectures on radiology.

Sunset Nursery School (April 04, 1951 - April 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34115.05-06]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Lawton and Great Highway. Parents working on facilities. Anna Garland and Hansi Torczyner painting. Photographs of building exterior. Included are Boris Stashuk, Bernard Sabaroff, Myron Stashuk, Cheska Payne, and Joe Beck.

Talented Teachers -- Jefferson School (April 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34115.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Nineteenth Avenue and Irving Street. Included is Dorothy Durban Decatur.

Talented Teachers -- Lafayette School (April 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34115.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Amanda Vlahakis.

Annual Pilgrimage to the Grotto of Saint Joseph -- Santa Clara University (April 10, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34116.01]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pat Malley and Gene Lynch at statue. Included is Reverend William C. Gianera (President of Santa Clara).

Solemnity of the Feast of Saint Joseph -- Santa Clara University (April 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34116.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Procession of the priests. Included is Archbishop John J. Mitty.

Pan American Day Ceremonies -- San Francisco (April 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34116.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. Dr. Earl Brandt, professor of agriculture and economics of Stanford University, speaking.

Irish Imports -- Teacher -- San Miguel School (April 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34116.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elizabeth M. Rohan with some of her Irish imports that she sells.
Public School Week -- Fremont Grammar School (April 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34116.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney General Edmund G. Brown visits his first grade teacher, Flora Rosenfeld.

Public School Week (April 23, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34116.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Union Square. General photographs of the band concert and Reserve Officers' Training Corps drill.

American Heritage -- Public School Week (April 24, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34116.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2660 California Street. Included are Dr. H.G. Marquez, Rose Chew, Mrs. Howard Thurman, Annie Watson, Julian Reinherty, and Yori Wada.

Public School Week -- James Denman School (April 25, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34116.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vicki Smart and Bob Mori at campfire. Diana Pastorino and Jim Fassio looking at camp lamp. Joan Soteriou and Phillip Marsala (both from eighth grade science class) with vacuum apparatus. Bernice McGhee with planetarium model while parents look on.

Education-Business Day -- Commodore Stockton School (April 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34117.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Washington Street. Cheryl Wong and Paul D. Anderson of the W.P. Fuller Company at play. Margaret Hall, Adrien Falk (seated), Clarabel Lau, and Alfred Wong at desk. In the classroom, Adrien Falk sits in the front row; the teacher is Mignon Behm. School kids with A.J. Falk, Paul D. Anderson, and teachers address the flag at the beginning of the day.

Rummage Sale -- Mills College (April 23, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34117.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2800 Broadway Street, Oakland. Francis Carroll, Mrs. B.W. Kirschenbaum, Mrs. B.C. O'Reilly, Mrs. Robert L. Schultz, Jr., and Mrs. Frank Kaye getting ready for the sale.

Song Fest -- Glen Park Elementary School (April 24, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34117.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. Included are Jacqueline Palmer and students.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interview -- President of Saint John's College (April 25, 1951)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34117.04]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taken at the Palace Hotel. Head shot of Dr. Richard D. Weigle.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queen Contestants -- Spring Festival -- Mills College (April 25, 1951)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34117.05]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included are Eleanor Baker, Sue Conwell, Joy Wilson, Ann McDougal, Sheila Sewall, Jeanne Aurel, Nancy Ford, Mary Lou Case, and Gail Inman.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prank -- Alpha Epsilon Phi Sorority -- UC Berkeley (April 30, 1951)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34117.06]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taken at 2320 Waring Street, Berkeley. The fiendish prank involved a bath tub filled with cement in the sorority bathroom. Photograph of two Alpha Epsilon Phi girls. Note: The two girls told the city desk not to use their names because of embarrassment...&quot;will take some good engine to figure how they will get [the tub] out. Yep it was a dastardly plot.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commission on Financing Higher Education (April 30, 1951)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34117.07]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taken at Mark Hopkins Hotel. Included are Paul H. Buck (Harvard University), Dr. John Ewart Wallace Sterling (Stanford University), Lee A. DuBridge (California Institute of Technology), H.W. Prentis, Jr., Laird Bell, Carter Davidson (Union College), A. Crawford Greene, Frank D. Fackenthal (Columbia University), and John D. Millett (on leave from Columbia).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stripper and College Student -- California State University at Chico (May 02, 1951)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34118.01]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 6 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taken at 3550 Twentieth Street (San Francisco?). Stripper working her way through college. Patti Brownell studies backstage and poses in costume.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Law School -- Boalt Hall -- UC Berkeley (May 10, 1951)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34118.02]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 3 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Views of construction and newly completed exterior.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talented Teacher -- Laguna Honda School (May 10, 1951)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34118.03]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taken at Judah and Seventh Avenue. Features Ester Riecks Koch.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ugliest Man Contest -- University of California (May 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34118.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Crowned at noon. Jane Wadlow and Beth Jelm kiss the lucky boy, John Johnson (junior).

Aquabelles -- Mills College (May 15, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34118.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Synchronized swimming performances. Claire Silberman, Sue Yinger, Sally Churchill, Kathy Karbach, Jean Maydes, Lou Ann Smith, Sue Hatch, and Jean Stanton doing the Valentines Day number. Carol Schaefer and Majorry Bellman doing the School Days number. Included are Claire Silberman as a bridegroom and Joan Bulley as a bride.

Circus Queen and Dream Girl -- UC Berkeley (May 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34118.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Beth Jelm (Circus Queen, major in dental hygiene) and Bobbie Santin (Dream Girl, major in education).

Teeter-Totter Contest -- UC Berkeley (May 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34118.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken in circus tent. Included are students Gary Kaveney (sophomore, studying) and Scotty Taylor (freshman, sleeping). Both boys belong at Delta Upsilon. At the time of the photograph they had reached fifteen hours of ups and downs. Girls on teeter-totter are sophomores Jane Coburn and Ginny Boyle of Alpha Delta Pi.

Circus -- University of California (May 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34118.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of the official opening of the circus. Photograph of Berkeley Mayor Laurence L. Cross and queen Beth Jelm cutting ribbon and Lynn "Pappy" Waldorf. Photograph of the Kappa Kappa Gamma booth where they dunk the girls. Photograph of Winnie Williams on board and Alice Coughlin, who just got dunked in muddy water. Long shop of dunking booth.

Circus -- UC Berkeley (May 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34118.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long photograph of Phi Gamma Delta boy's dunking booth. Gamma Phi and Phi Delta booth where they shoot water at lighted candles in girls mouth with water gun. In barrel is sophomore Eloise Phelps and shooting is senior Kate Slater. "She did it."
Circus -- UC Berkeley (May 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34118.10]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photographs of the Alpha Gamma Delta booth where they ring girls' legs. Behind
  the screen are junior Barbara Hartiman, sophomore Barbara Rosberg, junior Pat
  Duke, and sophomore Wanda Spence.

New Campus -- San Francisco State College (May 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34119.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  San Francisco State College Day at the fair. College Kids have a pie eating contest.
  Sam DeVito throws powder puff at a girl in the booth.

Commodore Sloat School (May 22, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34119.02]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Ann Gelghorn's sixth graders make a base relief globe of world for kids from the
  California School for the Blind, Berkeley. Photographs of kids from Commodore
  Sloat School showing blind youngsters from Mrs. Joseph Buells' class where various
  countries are. Included are Linda Garvin (11 years old, Commodore Sloat School),
  Robert Wilson (10 years old, California School for the Blind), Reed Devlin (10 years
  old, California School for the Blind), and Richard Scott (11 years old, Commodore
  Sloat School).

Aptitude Test -- University of San Francisco (May 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34119.03]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Students will either go to school or be drafted. Photograph shows boys ready to
  start the three hour examination.

First Elementary School Orchestra Concert (May 29, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34119.04]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at the mayor's office. Included are Marilyn Myers, Wayne Easton, Jimmy
  Woodland, Paul Potter, Leon Collett, Stephen Cohen, and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson
  (sitting in chair listening to music).

Winners of Annual Scholarships for College -- San Francisco District PTA (May
29, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34119.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Girls' High School on O'Farrell Street between Scott and Pierce Streets.
  Included are Fumiya Ando, Masako Iwawaki, Dorothy Roth, Jo Ann Stoddard, and
  Mariae McCabe.
Graduation -- San Francisco College for Women (May 31, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34119.06]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Graduation -- Convent of the Sacred Heart (June 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34120.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2222 Broadway Street. Photograph of class lined up.

Commencement -- University of San Francisco (June 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34120.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Opera House. Father William Dunne, the president of the University of San Francisco, awards Lieutenant General Albert Wedemeyer an honorary LL.D. Photographs of graduates and faculty procession and color guard with faculty.

What to Read and Look at for Kids -- Lafayette Grade School (June 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34120.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Thirty-sixth Avenue and Anza Street. Helen Feldman and jimmy Nunan pass out comic books to classroom. Deanna Collin shows Gus Hontalas one of the type of comic books not to read. Billy Stipinvich, Robert Haynes, and Carole Kearney hold the three types of comic books that are sold; two are good to read and one is bad.

Graduation -- Riordan High School (June 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34120.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thomas Frayne and Joseph Murphy received scholarship awards. Overall shot. Included are Father Raymond Feely, Brother John McCluskey, Daniel Scannell (student body president), and Judge Herman van der Zee.

School is Out -- Saint Boniface Parochial School (June 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34120.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children saying goodbye to Father Albert, pastor of Saint Boniface.

Graduation -- San Francisco State College (June 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34120.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Opera House. Long shot of graduates. Included are Dr. J. Paul Leonard, Captain Bertha R. Kaeppel, Major Robert J. Moffatt, Major Helen H. Bauffler, Lieutenant Colonel Philo M. Baumgartner, and Jack Kalman.
Graduation -- Saint Mary's College of California (June 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34120.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group photograph of graduating class. Included are George Joseph Bertain, Junior, Albert Sidney Johnston III, Joseph James Welsh, and Brother David Terence.

Graduation -- San Francisco High Schools (June 10, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34120.08]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Civic Auditorium. Overall shot of graduation ceremonies of all Catholic high schools. Jean Fern ("Star of the Sea" School) kissing Archbishop Mitty's ring. Photographs of boys from Saint Ignatius School. Included is Marie O'Hearn from Notre Dame School.

Medical Students Take Hippocratic Oath -- University of California Hospital (June 11, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34121.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. William J. Kerr administers the Hippocratic Oath to seventy-one medical students at Toland Hall, University of California Hospital. On Friday, they will receive their degrees at the UC Berkeley graduation ceremony.

Graduation -- Polytechnic High School (June 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34121.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Opera House. Overall shot of graduation. Included are Evangeline Tounger (piano) and Mrs. Clarence Coonan (speaking).

School is Out -- Franklin School (June 15, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34121.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Eighth Street between Harrison and Bryant Streets. Kids being let out of the gate, while teacher Margaret Perelomoff waves goodbye.

Graduation -- City College of San Francisco (June 15, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34121.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Opera House. Long shots of students and stage. Included are Bart Dempster (speaking), Mrs. Clarence Coonan (President of the Board of Education), Louis G. Conlan, and student body president Ralph Vetterlein.

Graduation -- UC Berkeley (June 15, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34121.05]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views around campus, at an alumni luncheon, and of the procession and ceremony at California Memorial Stadium. [No captions].
New Students -- Scholarship Awards -- San Francisco College for Women (June 17, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34121.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frank Marini awards scholarships to students: Julia Picetti (Saint Brigid’s High School), Eva Quilici (Mission High School), Sylvia Giuntini (Presentation High School), and Lida Rosellini (Notre Dame School). Photographs of the largest class of freshmen. Note: awards are to Italian students.

California Alumni Association Scholarship Awards (June 19, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34121.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Call Bulletin. Included are Arthur Anderson, president of University of California Club of San Francisco, Harry Eliopolos (scholarship winner), Gail Ardeth Raffaelli (scholarship winner), Mrs. James A. Sullivan, and Louis Hansen.

Convention -- National Education Association (June 30, 1951 - July 07, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34121.08-24]

Physical Description: 73 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel, California Teachers Association (693 Sutter Street), Civic Auditorium, Whitcomb Hotel, Mark Hopkins Hotel, and Commerce High School auditorium. Executive committee in session. Dr. Rex H. Turner talking to the group from Hawaii: Ellen P. Chinn, Francis K. Kaya, Lena K. Among, and Violet Pomroy. Lyle Ashby talking to group in Commerce High School auditorium. Photographs of registration, crowd, dinner, and reception. Dr. Willard E. Givens talking to Board of Directors. Included are three sisters who are teachers from Wisconsin. Presentation of awards to the past president, Andrew D. Holt. Included are F.L. Schlagle, Mabel Studebaker, Gertrude E. McComhtreas, Terry Haute, Erwin A. Dann (Assistant Superintendent of Fresno, California), Vera Hawkins (National Education Association Director), James W. Brown, Francis W. Noel, Willard E. Givens, Harry Fosdick, Dr. Roy E. Simpson, Bob McKay, Helen Johnson, Vincent Dodge, Lucille Armstrong, Ruth H. Morgan, L.V. Phillips, H.B. Allman, C.O. Williams, Ruth A. Stout, Marva Banks Lindsay, John Bracken, John Milne, J. Cloyd Miller, Louise Johnson, David J. Conley, Amanda B. Bonwell, Catherine Hopper, Preston Turner, Roy Reid, Warren Taylor, Mary F. Robinson, John M. Lumley, Corma Mowrey, Andrew Cordier (speaking), Virgil Rogers, Dr. Glen Snow, John W. Davis, Richard B. Kennan, Sarah Caldwell, Patricia Lehman, Frederick L. Hipp, Frank L. Weil, Earl Cocke Jr., Dr. M.D. Collins, Jim D. Cherry, Margaret B. Jones, Mrs. and Mr. Paul Grigsby, Mary Sweeney, Geneview Jordan, Maria Howard, Harold Saxon, and Jim Cullen.

Teacher Commissioned Kentucky Colonel (July 05, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34121.25]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the room 2037, Palace Hotel. Included are David K. Bishop (representative of the Governor of Kentucky), teacher Elizabeth Blackie, and John W. Brooker (Ex Secretary of the Kentucky Education Association).
**Ground Breaking -- Lincoln High School (July 18, 1951)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34122.01]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Photograph of the Superintendent of Schools Dr. Herbert Clish with shovel. Included are Mrs. George Campbell (first Vice-president of Lincoln High School PTA) and Elwood Gill (President of the Parkside Improvement Club).

---

**Norwegian Students (August 06, 1951)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34122.02]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Taken at City Hall. Photograph of Lieutenant Colonel Leon Lebari pointing out sights to visiting Norwegians.

---

**Parent and Teacher Group -- Annual Archdiocesan Catholic Convention (September 11, 1951)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34122.03]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  The convention was held on Monday, September 17, 1951. Included are Mrs. Michael J. Quinlan, Mrs. Richard McCarthy, and Mrs. Paul B. McGuire.

---

**Registration -- San Francisco College for Women (September 11, 1951)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34122.04]

- **Physical Description:** 4 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Overall shot of registration. Included are Kathleen Wilson, Marjorie Connarn, Sue Sassus, Helen Devine, Catherine Gieseke, Patty Smith, and Carol Bacigalupi.

---

**Opening -- Sunnydale Co-op Nursery School (September 19, 1951)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34122.05]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Ann Gladstone and Winona Dickey read to “kiddies...it's part of [the] rest program.” Helen van der Vere and Helen Morris play [with] kiddies on jungle jim and rubber tube.

---

**Portrait of Dr. Donald Tresidder (September 19, 1951)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34122.06]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Taken at the office. Photograph of Arthur Cahill with portrait of Dr. Donald Tresidder.

---

**New PTA -- Crespi Home School (September 26, 1951)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34122.07]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Taken at Twenty-fourth and Quintara Streets. Included are Mrs. E.M. Hood, Mrs. Tony Patch, principal Amy Wisecarver, and Mrs. R.D. Gromm.
**Alumnae Planning Dinner -- Stephens College (September 26, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34122.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Included are Ruth Susan Hustad (dinner chairman), Mrs. John L. Messick (in charge of decorations), Mrs. Vincent F. McGrath (San Francisco Club president), and Mrs. Richard E. Bare (toastmistress).

**School Children Watching Television (October 04, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34123.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at Grant School. Included are fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth graders with video meter commercial school television set.

**Miss City College Alumni (October 18, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34123.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Call Bulletin office. Included are the "Ram" and Shirlee Wentzle.

**Homecoming Queen -- City College of San Francisco (October 18, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34123.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Queen Cathy Sheehan surrounded by students. Ira Blue with Cathy Sheehan and unidentified students.

**Business Administration Day (November 01, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34123.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Call Bulletin office. Randolph Hearst shows one of the first copies of Call Bulletin to group of educators gathered around his desk.

**Marina Playschool (November 05, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34123.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2590 Greenwich Street. Preschool children at play. Included are Renton Rolph, Bobbie Young, Sparkle van Orden (Kathie), Mrs. Howard van Orden, Junior, Joanne Parente,...

**McEnerney Law Library -- Boalt Hall -- UC Berkeley (November 09, 1951 - November 09, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34123.06-07]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Photograph showing one of many rows of law books with Gwen Evans and Helen Kelly, who are both in their first year. Photograph of interior of main room. Photograph of exterior of McEnerney Library at Bancroft Way and College Avenue. Photograph of Dean of Boalt Law School William L. Prosser in the Moot Court. Photograph of the "quiet" room off the main room. Photograph of interior of library showing portrait of Garret McEnerney.
Reunion -- Stanford University (November 23, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34123.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel. Photograph of crowd with all the alumni of the class of 1911 that could fit into the picture. Photograph of all the ladies of class of 1911 that were present: Harriet Tate Lewis, Gladys Percy, Dr. Sadie Dernham Patek, Jette Johnson, Estelle Porter Christin, and Marjorie Seeley Robertson. Mr. Spot Peck, George Ditz, Mrs. Almon E. Roth, and M.E. Mitchell, who are all reunion committee members, say hello.

Reunion Dinners -- UC Berkeley (?) (November 23, 1951 - November 23, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34123.09-10]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace, Sir Francis Drake, and Fairmont Hotels. Photograph of the University of California class of 1897: Tracy Crawford, G.K. Swingley, Edward Allen, H.M. Roeding, E.P. Kennedy, Frank Forsburg, Dr. Brick Muller, Brutus Hamilton, Duke Morrison, Gus Bowen... Includes other class dinners.

Proposed Sunset Community Center (November 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34123.11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Sanchez School. Georgiana Jensen, Bonnie Burnett, and Joan Brodmerkel shown with model of proposed center, which is 10 by 8 feet.

How to Wrap a Package -- Class (November 28, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 37, [34123.12]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Marina Junior High School. Shots of adult education class in gift wrapping. Included are teacher Mrs. William J. Roth, assistant principal of Marina Junior High School Evelyne Lombardi, and Juanita Craig.

Fairs (Golden Gate International Expo and others)

By Date (1939/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38-40, [039000-039025]

Physical Description: 819 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Primarily focused on GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) events including fiestas, sport events, follies, entertainers, crowds, celebrations, buildings, exhibits, contest for Miss San Francisco, and wrecking of the buildings in 1941 (burning of the Japanese building, etc). [See also Fires series, 39103 for GGIE fires of Aug. 24, 1940.] Non-GGIE events include the Portola Festival (1947), Miss Centennial beauty contest, Grape Festival, Monterey County Fair, Sacramento Fair, Cloverdale Fair, Sonoma County Fair, Eureka Centennial Fair, and others.

Planning Fall Activities -- St. Francis Drake Hotel 1940-00-00?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39000.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mary Lu Burnell and Mrs. Harry R. Starr [No dates: 1940 or previous].
GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Safeway Customers Day 1941-00-00? BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39000.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two Follies girls (Eleanor and Flower) put up a Safeway sign on Treasure Island. [No dates. 1941 or previous].

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Fiesta (May 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39000.04-06]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sunset District (Carolyn Rovere, Shirley Martizen, Ralph Calkin, Mike Giusti, Cora Smith, ...), Mission Street Merchants -- original fair ticket enclosed -- (Helen Willoh, John Willoh, August Willoh, Louis Pollard, Wesley Larhman, ...), and Powell Street (Linda Birdig, Barney Crombie, and Joseph Bernstein). [Merchants pose in Western cowboy costumes].

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Opening 1940-00-00? BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39001.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General scenes of crowds and parade. [No dates. 1940 or previous].

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Fiesta (May 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39001.02-05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
North Beach (Americo Mericone, F.J. Sorenson, Josephine Tatara, Emily Volanzano, Camille Flynn, Joseph Brizzolara, Louie Comollo, Hank Calamaro, Frank Adiego, Dave Tita, and Al Lombardi), Polk Gulch (Ellen Herring, Irene Wilson, Franklin Parker, Sam Herring, Marvin Williams, ...), and Courtland Avenue (Bill Johnson, Frank Pereira, Ida Barraco, Ignacious De Genmaro, Elizabeth Balentino, and Joseph Salimine). [Merchants in cowboy costumes].

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Fair Girl (January 26, 1939) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39002.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jean Bon

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Hamburger Stand (January 26, 1939) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39002.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rene Cazenave, Murray Fay, and Billie Hamm.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Gayway (March 01, 1939) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39002.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General crowd scenes and aerial performers. Includes Robert and Marjorie Harrison, Margie Feinberg, and Annette Pollack.
GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Sports -- Fencing (February 25, 1939) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39003.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes Rosenberg, Mario Perotti, Hal Perotti, Hal Lipset, Jack Valerga,...

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Kite Flying Contest (February 25, 1939) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39003.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of children with their kites. Includes Bernard Salsedo, Milton Molbus, and Alice Montgomery.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Paintings -- Palace of Fine Arts (March 08, 1939) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39003.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various unidentified paintings and statues.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Exposition Horse Show Society -- Yerba Buena Gardens (May 05, 1939) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39003.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Nancy Short, Mrs. Erwin C. Easton, and Alice Ruth Woolsey.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- New Exposition Executive Committee (December 26, 1939) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39003.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Groundhog Day (January 01, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39004.01]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Expedition to find groundhog. Bob Hall, Harry Le Bas, and Nina Bissell.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Fiesta (April 11, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39004.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Lucy Mae Randlee, Barbara Dean, Bernice Roth, and James Love.

"Month to Fair" Luncheon -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (April 25, 1940 - April 29, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39004.03-05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Fiesta (May 14, 1940 - May 20, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39005.01-04]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
San Francisco Bank (Parker Maddux, Merrill Joy, Pearl Ortega, Frank Stolte, Charles Monahan, ...), Castro Street (Lorraine De Baca, Fern De Baca, W.J. Ball, and L.W. Jones), and Call-Bulletin office (Frank Pizzo, Dominic Albano, and Johnny Williams).

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Follies Girls (May 23, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39005.05-06]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls putting on makeup and picking wardrobe; guards get their uniforms. Includes Olga, Yvonne, Fabian, Pamela, Joan Dare, Margot, and Irene.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Cashiers 1940-05-23?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39006.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girl cashier in booth labeled “Fare Ten Cents." Includes Muriel Casady, Ralph Asay, Lucille Bagley, and Suzette Chapin.

Shriners Lunch for Fair Entertainers -- Palace Hotel (May 23, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39006.02-04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Entertainers in various poses. Includes Paris Peggy, Jeanne Streaton, Bruce Holden, and Peggy Dupre.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Opening -- Gayway (May 25, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39006.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd on gayway. Includes Doris Hillers, Harry Lipman, Jo Jo the clown, Pat Coburn, and Boo Boo the clown. "Sally Rand Nude Ranch" sign in background.

Shiners Lunch for Fair Entertainers -- Palace Hotel (May 23, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39007.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Norma Thelan

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Opening Day (May 24, 1940 - May 25, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39007.02-05]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Getting booth ready for opening (Florence Engler and Miriam Mittelman), yachts at Treasure Island, aerial performers on Gayway (man shot from cannon and other performers; crowd gazes upward), and crowds on ferry.
GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Opening (May 24, 1940 - May 25, 1940)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39008.01-05]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First motorbikes (Miggs McKell, Ivy Hasalone, Lorraine Carter, and Phyllis Domich), New York Exposition President (Mr. and Mrs. Russell Smith and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Gibson), crowds at compound tower, numerous automobiles lined up, and breaking of gold seal in court of seven seas (Susanna Foster).

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Opening (May 25, 1940)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39009.01-05]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First car (Ray Dondero, Ray Lower, Clayton Archer), crowds from Pacifica, cutting ribbon (Marshall Dill, Lila Deane, and Barbara Dean), first customer (Mary Cerata and ticket taker John Wheaton), sun dial at garden show (Marion Sommers).

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Opening -- Crowds (May 25, 1940)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39010.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd going through turnstiles and crowd exiting ferry boat.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Exhibits -- IBM (International Business Machines Corporation) (May 27, 1940)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39010.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes William B. McWhirter and Patricia Alexander.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Traffic Patrol Day for School Children (May 29, 1940)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39010.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children exiting from ferry and marching in line towards fairgrounds.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Exposition Art Building (June 04, 1940)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39010.04]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Artists demonstrating their crafts: mural painting, wood carving, sculpture, and pottery. Includes Dudley Carter, Fred Olmstead, Mrs. and Mrs. Carlton Ball, and Pauline Ivancovich.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Gayway (June 04, 1940)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39010.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Singers, midgets, sketch artists, clowns, candid camera studio, "Captain Terrell Jacob Show," and "Fountain of Youth."
GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- War Mothers at Fair -- California Building (June 05, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39011.01-02]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Rose Haslett, Frances Sherrill, Kathleen Norris, and Mrs. Thomas Doyle.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Finnish Day (June 27, 1940)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39011.03]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Ingrid Jakobsson, Helen Luoto, and Virginia Helgas [of Finland?]

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Lagoon (July 05, 1940)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39011.04]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Hot weather. Ronny Greig and Jackie Campbell in a paddle boat.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Diego Rivera 1940-06-??  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box, [39011.05]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Artist Diego Rivera examining a wall (mural?) surface. [Original annotated sleeve missing; no description or date available. Call Bulletin card file reads "Rivera, Diego. At Fair June 1940"].

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Fourth of July -- Parade (July 04, 1940)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39012.01]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Marching units: American Legion Auxiliary and Dragoonettes. General crowd scenes.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Miss San Francisco Contest (July 11, 1940)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39012.02]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Connie O'Connor and Laverne Hunter in various poses.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Aquacade -- Diver (July 12, 1940)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39012.03]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Marshall Wayne

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Salinas Rodeo Day (July 1940)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39012.04]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Various rodeo groups and a woman sitting on a bull's head attached to the front of a car.
GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Edsel Ford Visits Exposition -- California Building (July 24, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39012.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Edsel Ford, Marshall Dill, and Leo Cunningham.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Admission -- Free With Toys (August 07, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39012.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admission is five cents or free with toys. Children deposit toys in baskets.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Sports -- Swimming from Cliff House to Fairgrounds (August 21, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39013.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Famous distance swimmer makes swim from Cliff House to Treasure Island for Red Cross Day at fair. Includes swimmer Hazel Cunningham, Lieutant Herb Derham, and Gus Peterson.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Exposition Victory Luncheon -- Palace Hotel (October 10, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39013.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Marshall Dill and William Monohan.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Nicaragua Map (October 18, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39013.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
A copy map of Nicaragua.

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Closing (September 30, 1940 - November 12, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39013.04-05]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Packing, moving, cleaning up, and wrecking buildings. Includes E. Patrini and Jack Aiggid. [Missing sleeve and negative of Diego Rivera or Rivera mural - "out" note dated Jan. 1988 - needs to be numbered and added in when found. Also, card file indicates Diego Rivera at 39011, June 1940 -- also missing, but no note].

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Rivera Mural for Junior College (November 28, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box, [39013.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Diego Rivera fresco mural for the library of San Francisco Junior College [City College of San Francisco?]. Three views from the floor, with tower of scaffolding present. One view from tower.
GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Animals -- Monkey Loose (January 27, 1941 - January 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39014.01-02]
Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Closing -- Demolishing Buildings -- Treasure Island (January 30, 1941 - March 04, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39014.03-05]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Demolished buildings (Chinese Pagoda, Cavalcade Stage, ...) and wrecking others (Court of Seven Seas, East Tower, ...)

GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) -- Japanese Pavilion Burning (March 07, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 38, [39015.01-02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Building was not salvaged so duties would not have to be paid. Shots of burning building and view of smoke from Telegraph Hill.

Portola Festival -- Planning (February 11, 1947 - February 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39016.01-02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Planning group at Palace Hotel (Marvin E. Lewis, Cyril Magnin, Robert Letts, Marcos Gracia, Lloyd Taylor, ...) and committee meeting at City Hall (Clyde Edmondson, Mrs. John N. James, John Cuddy, Garey Kreidt, Harvey M. Toy, ...)

La Playa Horse Stables -- Perform "Western Cavalcade" (March 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39016.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Mayor Invited to Greek Independence Celebration -- City Hall (March 27, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39016.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls present invitation to mayor. Includes Anna Marie Scafturis, Mary Maneatis, Janice Farras, and Mayor Roger D. Lapham.

Portola Festival -- Filing Incorporation Papers -- County Clerk's Office (May 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39016.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Munson, Lynn Lundeen, Cyril Magnin, and Marvin Lewis.
Dress Rehearsal for Posy Parade -- San Bruno (May 12, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39016.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children rehearsing. Includes Fred Dipman, Sally Jo Sloan, Don Evarts, and Jack Evarts.

Larkspur Forty-niner Fiesta (June 01, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39016.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Rose Denton, Joe J. Wagner, Catherine Berthold, Art Wedemeyer, and Etta McGrew dressed in period costumes.

Portola Festival Dinner -- St. Francis Hotel (July 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39016.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mrs. Jack Gregson, Glenn Langan, June Haver, George Jessel, Martha Steward, and Mrs. Charles B. Porter.

Fisherman's Fiesta -- Fisherman's Wharf (July 18, 1947 - September 28, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39016.09-11]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Beauty contest for Fisherman's Fiesta Queen (Margarita Tyrvel, Marie Dale, Jerry Kinney, Pat Brownrigg, Silvia Sutton, ...) and winner (Estolene Miller, Johnny Verducci, and John Uppman). Crowd scenes of fiesta.

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Descendants of Ortega Party at Sweeney Ridge, San Mateo County (Dr. Herbert E. Bolton, Mrs. Proctor Smith, Marjorie Ruiz Handlon, Lucretia Richards, and George T. Brady) and ground breaking ceremonies for Portola House (Carl Brisson, Cloria Nord, and John Uppman).

Miss Centennial Contest (August 14, 1947 - August 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39017.01-06]
Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Contestants (Eileen George, Mary Toni Doyle, Virginia Phillips, Shirlee Elliott, Johnnie Beveridge, Mauricette Du Frony, Eva Lou Cox, Dolores Barack, and Jean Dacquisto) and winner (Beverly Winkle, Mary Beth Seaborn, Barbara Ann Franks, and Ruth Bride).

California State Fair -- State Fairgrounds -- Sacramento, California (August 28, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39018.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes of pageant, exhibits, and crowds. Includes Kenny and Diana Wallin, Caroline Marie Haus, Patricia Flowers, Diane Evans, ...
Invitation from Lodi Wine and Grape Festival -- Ad Club Luncheon -- Palace Hotel (September 03, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39018.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Emmett Fitzpatrick, Beverly Woock, Archie Clawson, Pat Dunkley, and Walter Mann.

San Mateo County Fair -- Bay Meadows (September 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39018.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Clare Carey, Mary Therese Carey, Enid Williams, Fran Grant, Rita Penlon, ...

Queen of Wine Festival -- Baccari Galleries (October 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39018.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ida Rosasco

Portola Festival -- Don Gaspar de Portola (Mike Desiano) (August 10, 1948 - September 07, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39019.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
De Portola posing with girls (Mike Desiano, Marilyn Shehan, and Toni Doyle) and meeting with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

Portola Festival -- Miscellaneous Activities (September 20, 1948 - October 23, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39019.03-07]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Festival group at San Francisco Airport (Ann Bucher, Mike Desiano, Diane Shinn, Marvin Lewis, Ann Curtis, and Cyril Magnin), St. Mary's Chinese Girls Drum Corps (Barbara Yee, Nellie Lew, Lillian Lew, M. Fung, and Jane Wong), Macy's employees in costume (Ross Lezie, Nelda Sullivan, Jacque Cretgas, Louise Stoner, Pauline Hernandez, ...), movie stars arrive in San Francisco for festival -- printed picture enclosed -- (Joy Frankie, Mary Hatcher, Vivian Blaine, Doris Goetz, Mr. and Mrs. William Demarest, ...), Hispano-American Committe de Portola luncheon (Eugene Giraldo, Mrs. A.S. Musante, Felipe Marquez, and unidentified girls).

Portola Festival -- Beauty Pageants (September 23, 1948 - October 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39019.08-15]

Physical Description: 51 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Junior League Queen contest, show, and crowning (Yvonne Perry, Nancy Traverso, Fauna Cordes, Patricia Metzgar, Marilyn Dineen, Mike Desiano), queen (Ann Bucher, Roy E. Olund, Robert Estes, Arnold King, and Marshall Larsen), district queens (Doris Goetz, Joy Frankie, Conchita Reyes, Alice Lombardi, Frances Monterosso, ...), Polk Gulch queen (Leannie Lehmann, Dewey Mead, and Marvin Lewis), Eureka district queen with mayor (Lillian Travaglio and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson), Portola Junior High School's queen is crowned (Dorothy Keeton and Steve Kosmor), baby show (Lee Garvin, baby Celeste, George W. Martin, baby John Thomas, Charles Rosenthal, and other unidentified others).
Portola Festival -- Fiestas (September 29, 1948 - November 16, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39019.16-21]

Physical Description: 24 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Demonstration for handicapped (Ann Boucher, Edward Carlson, and Norbert Trainor); "The Shining Hour" pageant at Cow Palace; at Polk Gulch Fiesta, free pony rides and ice cream for children and Kangaroo Court (Gerald Pike, Linda Pierce, Harry Spatz, Ray Racouillat, Mike Desiano, Betty Davis, and Steve Bellante); West Portal Avenue show (Camilla Roma); Chinese children win cup (John O'Toole, Louise Chu, and unidentified others).

Portola Festival -- Presentations to Mayor (September 30, 1948 - October 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39019.22-23]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
West Portal merchants present mayor with a costume (Dorothy Walker, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Marge Morris, Mike Desiano, and unidentified others) and Geneva Mission merchants present Portola hat to mayor (Walter Renner Jr.).

Portola Festival -- Portola Trek (October 05, 1948 - October 16, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39019.24-26]

Physical Description: 21 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Portola trek from San Diego arrives at San Jose and Burlingame en route to San Francisco. Blessing at old Mission Dolores. Includes Caryol Stockdale, Robert Mann, James Hinson, E.E. "Dick" Kleck, Paul Kinney, Father John Scanlan, ...).

Portola Festival -- Parades (October 10, 1948 - October 23, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39019.27-40]

Physical Description: 95 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Crowd scenes; Portola parade; mayor turns on Portola lights on Market Street (Mayor and Mrs. Elmer E. Robinson, Charles Rosenthal, Alice Rulison, Virginia Jalenick, Alice Tieman, ...); show at Emporium; parade preceding the USF and Oklahoma A&M football game at Kezar Stadium (Mike Desiano); Eureka District festival (Philip M. Tillson, Walter Gordon, Bud Watson, Dick Marshall); Mission District carnival; Chinatown Portola parade (Mike Mitchell); at Pier sixteen, preview of floats to be used in parade (Nicki Geer, Jane Ducan, Clarice Davidson, Lois Cook, and Marilyn DiNello); Polk Gulch parade (Buddy Maloney); Eureka Valley parade (with bagpipe band).

Mission Fiesta -- San Rafael (May 20, 1949 - May 22, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39020.01-02]

Physical Description: 18 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Celebrating reconstruction of Mission San Rafael Arcangel. Queen crowning and parade scenes. Includes Father George Omerra, Sue Anster, Nancy Rake, Joyzelle Trusty, Jean McLaughlin, San Rafael Mayor Robert Austin.
Grape Festival -- Belvedere, Marin County (June 03, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39020.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mrs. Ralph B. Dewey, Mrs. C.F. Graham Jr., Mrs. James Michael, Mrs. John Shortridge, Mrs. Jack S. Heidelberg, ...

Sonoma County Fair -- Santa Rosa (July 29, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39020.04-05]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Livestock, exhibits, and horse racing. Includes Troy Johnson, O.B. Gould, Joan and Victor Taylor, Douglas and Larry Timmer, Mr. and Mrs. Bud Oxford, Carol Hansen, Jackie Croy, Mrs. William H. DeVries, Diane DeVries, ...

San Rafael Fiesta -- Queen Crowning -- Courthouse -- San Rafael (August 19, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39020.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Al Bagshaw, Pat Rawel, Josephine Ravazzi, Paula Ravazzi, San Rafael Mayor Robert Austin, ...

Monterey County Fair (August 29, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39020.07]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General scenes. Includes Tommy Sprowls, Newt Wakeman, Martha Crouhard, Martha O'Shea, Maureen Howard, ...

State Fair -- Sacramento, California (September 01, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39021.01-02]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Livestock, exhibits, gold-panning contest, horse racing. Includes Mrs. and Mrs. Samuel Turk, Leah Turk, Carol Marks, Carol Marks, E.T. Buck, Clayton Southard, Virginia Peyton, ...

Lodi Grape Festival Queen Visits Mayor -- City Hall (September 07, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39021.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Jane McBride, queen Joyce Miller, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and Ruth Wakeham.

Santa Clara Fair Queen Visits Mayor -- City Hall (September 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 39, [39021.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Amos Orton, nine-year old queen Patricia Walker, and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.
Cloverdale Citrus Fair -- Emporium Display (February 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39022.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marie Callahan posing in display window.

Marina Floral Fiesta -- Marina District (March 27, 1950 - April 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39022.02-04]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Queen contest (Gloria Basanez, Frances San Fillippo, Wanda Smith, Beverly Louise Caravanta, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and Francesca Roberta Alioto), decorations and parade on Chestnut Street (Marlene Anne Garaldi, and Dion Holme).

Lake County Red Bud Festival Committee Visits Mayor -- City Hall (April 05, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39022.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bill Graves, Connie Faber, acting Mayor Dewey Mead, Betty Teppa, and Arthur Treppa.

Preparations for Annual Grape Festival -- Belvedere, Marin County (June 02, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39022.06]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Mrs. Harry Allen's home. Includes Mrs. James Michael, Mrs. Joe W. Chamberlin, Jill Chamberlin, Mrs. Palmer Field, Mrs. J.E. French Jr., ...

Alameda County Fair -- Pleasanton, California (June 28, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39022.07]
Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Opening ceremonies, livestock, and horse racing. Includes Ruth Henderson, Paul E. Dolan, Chester E. Stanley, Harry Bartell, Bill Kyne, ...

Sonoma County Fair -- Santa Rosa (July 28, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39022.08]
Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Livestock, exhibits, and horse racing. Includes Frank Dorn, June McMannis, Hubert Martin, Elbert Bressie, Marilyn and Dick Swift, ...

California State Fair -- Centennial Fair (August 02, 1950 - August 31, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39023.01-02]
Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fair preview at Fairmont Hotel and opening day in Sacramento. Governor in front of a hundredth birthday cake. Includes Jeanne Turman, Rae Hymson, Linn Biron, W.C. Wright, Robert Fesher, (Governor Earl Warren, John Motheral, Hallie Hensley, Fred Heitfeld, ...
San Mateo County Fair and Floral Fiesta -- Fiesta Girl Passes Out Brochures
(September 01, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39023.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Powell Street. Heather Kirkpatrick and Ernylla Simon.

Eureka Valley Centennial Fiesta (September 05, 1950 - September 07, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39023.04-05]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Lodi Grape Festival -- National Wine Show -- Mayor's Office (September 06, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39023.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Modianea Strickland, Archi Closson, Rosie Thalas, Marlene Brown, and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

Baccari Wine Festival -- Queen of Grapes (October 12, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39023.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Festival to be held in City Hall rotunda. Elvera Fusco, Maxine De Giorgis, and Irene Olivieri.

Lake County Festival -- City Hall (April 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39023.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Joan Hyder pins redbuds on Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

Solano County Fair -- Before Opening (June 15, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39023.09]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exhibits and race horses. Includes Jan Gaston, Ester Bade, Louzetta Wolfe, and Janiece Clarke.

Placerville "Forty-Niner" Festival -- Wagon Train Caravan -- Mayor's Office (July 06, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39024.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor A.H. Murray, Mrs. Wynn Brewster, and acting Mayor John J. Sullivan.

Silver Dollars Discontinued -- Bank of America -- Ninth and Market Street (July 18, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39024.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Barbara Scobey, Anne Jones, and Marge Hansen.
Sonoma County Fair -- Santa Rosa (July 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39024.03]
Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General scenes of parade, amusement rides, and livestock.

Sonoma County Fair -- Santa Rosa (July 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39024.03]
Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General scenes of parade, amusement rides, and livestock.

Third Annual Harvest Festival -- Children's Parade and Games -- Mountain View
(July 20, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39024.04]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General views of children and their pets in the parade. Includes Mary Elizabeth
LeConte, Chuck Schwilsow, Dolores Nava, and Carmen Morales.

Monterey County Fair -- Baby Contest (August 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39024.05]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of contestants and their mothers.

San Rafael Fiesta -- Queen Crowned -- American Legion Hall -- San Rafael
(August 23, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39024.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Queen is given key to city. Barbara Boland, Charles Aby, queen Beverly Phillips,
and Grace Walters.

California State Fair -- Sacramento, California (August 29, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39024.07-08]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exhibits, Hall of Flowers, and animals. Includes Joan Offerman, Aloha Saunders,
Sally Thomas, "Doc" Sheridan, Tom Burgess, Patty Kent, Charles Henry Wright,
W.C. Wright, Bill H. Wilson, Donna Harris, Vera Sevenair, ...

Lodi Grape Festival -- Palace Hotel (September 12, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39025.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Johanna Sharp, queen Peggy Trowbridge, Joan Virt, Joan Houston, and Marilyn Lind.

San Mateo County Fair and Floral Fiesta (September 13, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39025.02-04]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Floral queen (Emily Lohmae and Don Marteen), pre-opening, and mayor invited to
fiesta (Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and unidentified girls).
**Baccari Vintage Festival -- Queen Contestants (October 17, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39025.05]

*Scope and Content Note*
Taken at 525 Sutter Street. Includes Ophelia Miranda, Lea Milani, Beverly Bertucelli, and Norma Estrada.

**Festival of Flowers Kickoff -- Old St. Mary's Church (October 25, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40, [39025.06]

*Scope and Content Note*
Taken at California and Grant Avenue. Includes Mrs. Elmer E. Robinson, Mrs. Richard Wong, Christine Jo Fong, Father Donal Forrester, Homer Mar, ...

---

**Fires**

**By Date (1940/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 40-43, [039100-039212]**

*Scope and Content Note*
Focuses on local fires. Included are views of buildings, churches, residences, burn victims, ships, firemen, a funeral at the City Hall following a large fire (1946), Fox Theater Fireman Show (actors Frank Sinatra and Bob Hope), Berkeley Hills brush fire, etc. Captions include locations, individuals and/or companies involved, and descriptions of scene. Also includes GGIE (Golden Gate International Exposition) fires at the California and San Francisco Buildings [39103, ca. 30 negatives].

---

**Holidays, Celebrations, etc.**

**By Date (1939/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 43-48, [042000-042128]**

*Scope and Content Note*
Christmas celebrations, Call Bulletin Christmas parties, labor day series, and other holidays. Focus on local public celebrations, parades, celebrations during war period (welcoming of returning soldiers, fund drives, Easter egg hunts for veterans, VE -- Victory in Europe and VJ -- Victory in Japan day celebrations of 1946, etc.). Several views relating to the Monterey Centennial [42065, ca. 50 negatives].

---

**Juvenile Delinquents and Child Welfare**
**By Date (1941/1951)**

**BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48-54, [047000-047075]**

**Physical Description:** 1861 negatives (estimate)

**Scope and Content Note**

Include views of the YMCA Night Club, detention institutions, youth centers, and delinquents shown in the process of being questioned and fingerprinted at police stations. Also features youth programs ("Youth for Christ Movement" [47012, ca. 50 negatives]), teenage centers/programs and homes, youth activities, Call Bulletin Welfare Fund for Children, events sponsored by Call Bulletin (Mount St. Joseph School, Laguna Honda Home, St. Vincent’s, etc.), refugees, orphans, Jewish non-delinquent groups (1948), lost or abandoned children, juvenile campaigns by social groups, Campfire Girls, Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, underprivileged children, blind children (disabled persons), and unusual births. Some views of the Juvenile Crime Commission meetings.

**Juvenile Delinquents -- "Dead end kids" Filmore Street Bandits (February 08, 1941 - February 18, 1941)**

**BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47000.01-04]**

**Physical Description:** 8 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

At Hall of Justice (Joseph Lindgren, William Stewart, Melvin Franz, James DeMato, Milton Underwood, Walter Stewart, Robert Koury, Eugene Devers, Paul Maguire, Edward Kroll, James Noonan, Willard Thompson, Daniel De Jarnett, Gerald Kenney, James Beeson, ...). At Board of Education meeting, social worker points to origin of "Dead end Kids" (Ruth Molander).

**Juvenile Delinquents -- "More dead end kids" -- Hall of Justice (February 28, 1941)**

**BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47000.05]**

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Includes Judge Peter Mullins and "dead end" youth (Benjamin Gomez, Rupert McArdle, Allen White, and Bejamin Navas).

**Juvenile Delinquency Meeting -- Palace Hotel (April 21, 1941)**

**BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47001.01-03]**

**Physical Description:** 6 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Correctional treatment and recreation. Includes Dr. Phillips Lee Bush, Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, Helen Rowe (US Children's Bureau), W.P. Fuller Jr., Phoebe Mathews, Charles Dullea, Dr. Milton Chernin, R.R. Miller, Olga Bridgman, Reverend Eugene J. Shea, Albert G. Evans, Alicia Mosgrove, Lloyd Dinkelspiel, Mary Cady, ....

**Teacher with class -- Juvenile Boys Home -- San Francisco (November 03, 1941)**

**BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47001.04]**

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Teacher Signe M. Walker reading to class of boys.

**New Court Room -- Juvenile Court (May 15, 1942)**

**BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47002.01]**

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Includes Perly V. Long, Father Eugene Shea, Judge Thomas Foley, and Mrs. Lynn Powers.
Juvenile Delinquency Meeting -- Board of Education (September 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47002.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Deans of Junior High Schools. Includes Ann M. Furst, Olga Schwe linger, Kathryn Fay, and Irene Pauly.

Juvenile Delinquency Meeting -- Mayor's Office (October 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47002.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Edith Wilson, Judge Hugh Smith, Angelo Rossi, Robert Born, Lucielle Henry, .....

Juvenile Delinquency Hearing -- State Building (June 29, 1943 - August 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47002.04-06]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Edward M. Gaffney, Mr. and Mrs. Lorne G. Middough, Ralph Brown, Vernon Kilpatrick, Reverend Richard T. Howley, Reverend Charles Hackel, Edith Wilson, and Edward J. Carey.

Juvenile Delinquency Hearing -- State Building (August 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47003.01-04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Committee on Juvenile Delinquency -- Mayor's Office (October 07, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47003.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George Jarrett, Angelo Rossi, Mrs. Clarence Cuneo, Judge Thomas Foley, Mrs. George Beanston, .....

Juvenile Problem Case -- Hall of Justice (October 13, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47004.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Phyllis Poiron and June Bain.

Judge in Juvenile Delinquent Story Concerning Boys Brotherhood Republic (October 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47004.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Judge Twain Michelson.
Juvenile Delinquency Meeting -- Mayor's Office (October 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47004.03-04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Thomas Foley, Matt Brady, Josephine Randall, Angelo Rossi, George Jarret, Walter McGovern, W.G. Walkup, Thomas A. Brooks, Albert D. Graves, Christine Henry, ...

Mother Charged with Contributing to Delinquency of Four Week Old Child (October 15, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47004.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Brilla Garthwright in hospital bed.

Youth Activities -- San Francisco Boys' Club (October 23, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47005.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
At Stern Grove bean feed contest and piggybacking (Richard Lucy, Gerald Lucy, Jack O'Shea, Danny Kutulan, Charles Wells, Bill Block, Charles Barter, Mrs. Margaret A. Neubauer, Tommy Duff, Frank Mann, ...)

Hotel Clerk Contributing to Juvenile Delinquency (October 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47005.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Louis Bogin in court for renting a room to juvenile.

Juvenile Delinquency Meeting -- Civic Auditorium (October 28, 1943 - October 29, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47005.04-06]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Monsignor William Flannagan, Dr. Harry Cassidy, Judge Thomas Foley, Charles Dullea, John D. McKown, Mrs. John Galgiani [posed next to poster: More Women Can Do War Work], Carl Holton, Dr. Ernest Lion, Mrs. William Chipman, Howard Wells, ...

Juvenile Delinquency Center (November 15, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47006.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Woman sewing, men moving piano. Includes Leonora Chanelli, Barbara Kavanaugh, Joe De Sante, and Rocco Cardinale.

Oakland Gang Invades Alameda -- Alameda City Jail (November 23, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47006.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Herbert Borges, Vic Cabrel (or Cabral), and Ray Rivera.
Officer Meeting -- Junior Coordinating Council (November 29, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47006.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1736 Stockton. Council officers seated at conference table.

Northern California Guidance Association Meeting -- Medical Center Building
(December 04, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47006.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Catherina Van Ribbink and Andrew P. Hill.

Juvenile Home -- San Francisco (December 15, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 48, [47006.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 150 Otis Street. Shows exterior of the building.

Woman Judge Takes Over Juvenile Court (January 03, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47007.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Judge Theresa Meikle and Assistant District Attorney Andrew Bodisco.

New Chief Probation Officer (January 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47007.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George O soske.

New Committee Inducted -- Juvenile Court (January 26, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47007.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Youth Activities -- YMCA Night Club for Teenagers -- San Francisco (March 05, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47007.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
220 Golden Gate Avenue. Teenagers dancing and at coke bar.

White Gang Girls -- City Prison (May 20, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47007.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
June Sams, Joe Norton, Ann Zahnd, Herman Schrdoder, and Janet McAngus.
Mayor Inspects Grounds -- Log Cabin Ranch for Boys -- La Honda (June 14, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47007.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of officials inspecting grounds: Mayor Roger D. Lapham, George Ososke, and Chester McPhee.

Youth Activities -- Mission Teenage Center -- San Francisco (August 02, 1944 - August 03, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47008.01-06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 680 Guerrero Street. Includes dancing to juke box music (Audrey Jensen, Morris Green, Pearl O’Brien, and Frank Balfe); pingpong game (Clare Silvera and Thomas McGuire); singing (Dee Dee Miller, Dick Lee, Ray Menaster, Clayton Fassett, Mel Palecek, ...); fixing decorations and draperies (Leslie Rabb, Don McDade, Kay O’Connell, Maxine Schultz, and center director Rosemary O'Sullivan); poker game.

Youth Activities -- Mission Teenage Center -- San Francisco (July 27, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47009.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pingpong, chess, and singing (Morris Green, Eugene Alexiff, Frank Balfe, Carmelita Brenner, Pearl O’Brien, ...)

Youth Activities -- Hayes Valley Cottage (August 02, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47009.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sewing on a loom (Carol Phillips, Clyde MacGowan, and Nancy MacGowan).

Youth Activities -- San Francisco Boys’ Club -- San Francisco (August 02, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47009.03-05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys at gym, in radio room (Donald Boone and Enzo Musolino), and playing pool (Stanley Damas, Edward Salcedo, and Stanley Bruni).

South of Market Street Boys’ Gang -- Central Police Station -- San Francisco (August 23, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47009.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Police confiscate knives and club. Includes officer Mervyn Chioins.

Conference to Prevent Juvenile Delinquency -- Juvenile Court (October 14, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47009.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Theresa Meikle, Ellen Heieck, Helen Emery, George W. Ososke, Elmo Mugnani, ...
Juvenile Delinquency Committee -- City Hall -- Oakland (October 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47009.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
John C. Lyons, Mayor John Slavich, Gardiner Johnson, and Randal Dickey.

Youth Activities -- Clown's Lounge Teenager Center (January 08, 1946 - January 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47009.09-11]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dancing, pin pong, card games, piano playing (Joann Jackson, Orin Knowlton, Tudy Burhart, Gloria Hazlett, Edna Dean, Betty Kron, Gloria Grever, Pat Goold, Marilyn Kendrick, Billie Rich, Connie Casino, Gloria Molinari, Carol Lee Brandes...).

Youth Activities -- Teenager Centers (January 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47009.12-14]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Signing up applicants, playing cards and chess, broadcasting (Natalie Gustafson, Ellie Arensburg, Vera Walsh, Alice V. Slater, George Ruggi, Mickey Petrini, Almo Ligi, Sally Gommesi, Carol Delantoni, Marie Silva, Andrea Streithorst, Etra Ravaglioli, Wanda Hickey, ...)

Youth Activities -- Columbia Park Boys' Club -- San Francisco (January 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47010.01-04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Board game (Fred Lanker, Mike Grady, Jack Marsh, and Tom Riley); woodshop and lamp making (Henry Chipley, Robert Ainslee, and Jack Joyce); studying butterflies (Robert Miller and Henry Wiedmann).

Education and Vocational Training -- San Francisco Boys' Club -- San Francisco (January 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47010.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys sending telegraph code (Terry Sturdevant) and working on airplane engine (Tom Quinn, James Loauda, and Max Intersimone).

Youth Meeting-- Youth Speaks for Itself -- Fairmont Hotel (January 31, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47010.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attendees at table (Evelyn Dull, Bob Lew, Patricia Hagerty, Charles Miller, Dick McDonell, ...)

Overcrowded Conditions -- Juvenile Delinquency Home (February 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47010.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowded courtyard and nursery. Includes Chief Probation officer George Ososke, three year old Billie, and Nurse Mary A. Vierra.
Youth Activities -- Salesian Boys' Club (March 04, 1945 - March 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47011.01-02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Basketball (John Zuffo, Eugene Di Basilio, Salvatone Di Geronimo, Eddie Gigliotti,
and Richard Devincenzi). Mailing letters to members overseas (Victor Pinotti,
Edmund Bacigalupi, Frank Mafnami, and Louis Baccetti).

Children taken from home after mother arrested -- Juvenile Detention Home
(March 14, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47011.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 150 Otis Street. Mother arrested by police raid. Children with officers
(Stephen Wayne, Corina Salanga, Irving Thomas, and Rudolfo Salanga).

White gang members caught after police chase (May 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47011.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Mission Hospital and Ingleside Police Station. Includes Jimmy May, Louis
May, Pat Robertson, Mary Coon, Officer John Goss, ....

Winner of Eddie Cantor Essay Contest -- San Francisco (May 02, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47011.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Winner Paul Leo Raymond at his home.

Juvenile Delinquency Meeting -- UC Campus (June 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47011.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Dr. Lester A. Kirkendall, Mrs. Rollin Brown, John D. Holstrom, Judge Erza De
Coto, F.J. Becuean, ...

Youth Revival Service -- Glide Memorial Church (June 02, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47012.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congregation singing (Reverend Paul Peterson and wife, Gilbert Bellshaw, Joanne
Taylor, Marianne Taylor, Glen Lanum, ...).

Bobby Sox Meeting -- Glide Memorial Church (June 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47012.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Sumner Cherborg, Mrs. Paul Peterson, Corabell Pinning, Reverend Paul
Peterson, and Richard Williams.
Youth for Christ Movement (June 15, 1945 - January 10, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47012.03-15]

Physical Description: 61 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chiefly taken at Glide Memorial Church. Youth singing: Anna Mae Kent, Marita Bacon, Virginia McPeeters, Norris Barnes, Helen Hill, Corabell Pinning, Dolores Weniger, Patricia Allen, Reverend Paul Peterson, Reverend Paul Horn, Robert Hawkins, Joseph Heckman, Norris Barns, Ellis McCane, Dottie Jean Jenness, Virginia Rosenquist, Mrs. Loris Coletta, Reverend Wilbur J. Antisdale, Vincent Coletta, Doris Rogers, Marjean Russell, Wilbur F. Martin, Clifford Holms, Harold D. Hoover, Jack Stuart, Paul Helsinger, Laurie Taylor, Charles Taylor, Leah Grant, William Lancy, Vernon Ragsdale, Jim Kessler, Loren Triplett, Reverend Gaylord Atwell, and Dr. Torrey Johnson; and the Youth for Christ conference: Cal Metz, Pennmerle Hancock, David Morken, Arnold Grunigen, George Wilson, and others. [Many views of singing and musical performances].

Mayor Lampham made Indian Chief -- Boy Scouts Summer Camp (June 09, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47013.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Gardiser and Ronald Calonico in costume make Mayor Roger D. Lapham and Indian chief to promote scout summer camp. Taken at City Hall.

Cub Scout Pack with Mayor -- City Hall (February 02, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47013.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cub Pack #415 inviting the Mayor to handicraft show at Fourteenth and Mission Street Armory. Includes Peter Grassi, Bill Conklin, Sam Ragelfinger, Ernest Myer, ...

Youth Activities -- Cabrillo Teenage Center (March 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47014.01-03]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teens eating hot dogs, dancing, and riding in a car. Includes Ed Powell, Mary Conner, Jean Parker, Peter Zelalich, Betsy Ross, George Suzdaleff, Lenny Begun, Walt Chenoweth, Bob Hack, John Dilg, Earl Rolling, Aleda Mialocq, Edith Matzen, Eleanor Thoma, Tony Willette...

Chinese Boys Flying Kites -- Angelo Rossi Playground (March 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47014.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes T. King Quon, Rainey Chew, James Wong, Jim Chew, Helen Wong, ...

Future Farmers of America Meeting -- Washington High School (March 27, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47014.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys wishing each other good luck before contest. Includes Joe Matthews and Frank Darling.
Teenagers -- China Beach (March 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47015.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Around beach fire and on rocks at night: Jeri Owens, Louise Coerke, Joetta Banfield, Robert Simon, Joll Cooper, ...

Youth Activities -- Visitation Valley Community Center (April 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47015.02]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Community chest project. Three to seven year olds playing volleyball, making puppets and kites, sleeping; parent and child study group (Jeff Howlett, Florence Widrin, Byron Pargeter, Diana Klien, Elsie Pargeter, ...).

Freckle Contest -- Columbia Park Boys' Club (April 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47015.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Community chest project. Includes Harlon Smith, George McLaughlin, and Jack McGovern.

Recreation Department Doll Show -- City Hall Rotunda (April 06, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47015.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A three year old girl Eloise Jonas looking at entries.

Sunny Hills Home -- San Anselmo (April 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47015.05]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Very young children to teenagers feeding animals and singing. Includes Mrs. Powell, Melvin Bosch, and children.

Graduation from Detention School -- Ocean View School for Girls (June 19, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47015.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
School director Susan Thompson with students.

Boys Leave for Vacation -- Columbia Park Boys' Club (June 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47015.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General good-bye scenes. Includes Mrs. Arthur Francis and son Stephen, and dog Bing.
San Francisco Youth Association Meeting -- Palace Hotel (October 09, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47016.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Adult advisory council answering questions. Includes Louis Blumenthal and Charles de y Elkus.

Child Welfare -- Juvenile Homes (November 14, 1946 - December 26, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47016.02-08]

Physical Description: 28 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views at San Francisco Juvenile Detention Home and Laguna Honda Children's Home. Children at play, bedtime prayers, at barber, etc. Included are Mrs. Frank Eickhoff, George W. Ooski, Mrs. Helen Block, and others. Probation officer Thomas Strycula and boy in promotional views (drinking milk and undressing).

Child Welfare -- Nurse and Boy with Glass Eye -- LeConte School (November 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47016.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
School nurse examines eye; boy and nurse reading a book.

Youth Activities -- Boys' Clubs -- San Francisco (November 27, 1946 - December 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47016.10-12]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Youth Activities -- Log Cabin Ranch School for Boys (December 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47016.13]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Welfare fund. Boys engaged in various activities such as baseball, cutting trees, etc. Includes Ernest Brown, John W. Watson, and unidentified boys.

Bicycle Court -- Alameda City Hall (December 14, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47016.14]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
City judge swearing in 21 judges: Judge Daniel H. Knox, Donald Bajuk, Frank Campbell, Dale Koby, Fred Artis, ...

Juvenile Detention Home (January 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47017.01-02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children engaged in various activities such as getting Christmas presents from under tree, etc.
Delinquent Children with Parents before Probation Officer -- Juvenile Hall
(January 24, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47017.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Thomas Strycula, George W. Ososke, and unnamed parents and children.

Juveniles Escapes -- Several Police Station -- San Francisco (February 01, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47017.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two juvenile auto thieves escaped from detention; one rearrested today (Officer William J. Cassey and Edward DeCampos).

New Child Welfare Center (February 06, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47017.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctors examining babies. Includes Dr. Louise Toby, Mrs. Bernitta McTernan, Bonnie, Dr. Paul Berrett, and Marilyn Durmonich. [District location noted, but illegible. Taken at 1676 Newcomb Street.

Boy Scouts with the Shrine -- Palace Hotel (February 06, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47017.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sitting in a group with a tepee and drum. Includes Paul Ward, Phil Sheridan, Jack Helmes, Donald Scott, J.M. Reininghaus, and Francis Mills.

Master Plan for Youth (February 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47018.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Anne Marsman, Don Watt, Chester McPhee, and Mary E. Taylor.

Visitation Valley Community Center (February 12, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47018.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children fixing toys, sewing lessons, playing with clay, etc. Includes Clarence Clausen, Mr. Troy B. Pope, Mrs. Frances Clausen, Mrs. Helen Williams, Mrs. George Baffico, ...

California Junior Statesmen of America Regional Meeting (February 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47018.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mayor Roger Lapham and Steve Sosnick.
American Brotherhood Week -- Chinatown (February 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47018.04] ark:/13030/hb1g5003wz
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brotherhood Week sponsored by the National Conference of Christians and Jews.
Chinese, white, and colored children read poster (race)

Youth Center -- Redwood City (February 21, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47018.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Youth dancing, playing ping-pong, etc. Includes Phyllis de Wree, Armand le Tendre,
Norma Thompson, Shirley Ingalls, Dick Williams, ...

Juvenile Delinquency Conference -- Whitcomb Hotel (March 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47019.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Charles L. Chute, O.F. Snedigar, and George O soske.

Catholic Girl Scouts Troop -- Saint Mary's Cathedral (March 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 49, [47019.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group picture in front of cathedral. Includes Father Thomas E. Kane, Archbishop
Mitty, Father John N. Allen, ...

Runaway Girls Found -- Hotel Whitcomb (March 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47019.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Three girls ran away from New York home to go to Hawaii (Dorothy Pucci and Mary
Ann McAvoy).

Father of Runaway Girl -- Juvenile Detention Home (March 21, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47019.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Eugene Newton, father of Norma Jean Newton.

Youth Activities -- Fort Winfield Scott (March 24, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47019.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Army sponsored teen activities including dancing, playing checkers, and table
 tennis. Includes Barbara Shank, Junior de Prima, Robert Hartman, Shirley
Woodland, Mary Cramer...
Youth Activities -- Boys' Clubs -- San Francisco (April 05, 1947 - April 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47020.01-02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Columbia Park Boys' Club and San Francisco Boys' Club. Includes Jimmy Hoffman, Don Baikie, Lincoln Fry, Tony Lazaro, Jackie Berco, Tommy McLaughlin, Gerald McMahon, and Bill Connolly.

Disabled Children's Party -- Children's Hospital (April 08, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47020.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Flower arrangement contest. Includes Virginia Cordes, Nurse Norma Vannucci, Phoebe Barkan, Lorola Tryon, Doris Newfield, ...

Annual Childrens Theater Party -- Metro Theatre (April 23, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47020.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds in front of theater and along 2055 Union Street.

Youth Activities -- Boys' Clubs (May 07, 1947 - June 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47021.01-02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Salesian Boys' Club: music show at Marines Memorial Theatre. Includes Joseph Sigliotti, Don Garibaldi, Eddie Trudice, Guido Saveri, ... San Francisco Boys' Club: boys leaving for vacation (Gerald Yager, Ed R. Bacon, Ronnie Paul, Arthur Mindle, ...)

Youth Activities -- Community Centers -- Bay Area (May 08, 1947 - July 24, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47021.03-05]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
May festival and bazaar at Mission Community Center including Arnold Ilog, Mary Haug, Mrs. Ida Schwartz, Alice Rohlapp, Mrs. Robert E. Burroughs, ... Indian dance at Jewish Community Center. Canon Kip Community Center (Helen Paulin).

Runaway Girl (May 19, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47021.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girl from Boston, Susan Bladet, sitting on steps talking to reporters.

Campfire Girls Pencil Drive for Poor Kids in Europe -- City Hall (June 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47021.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Collecting pencils, includes Marie Seager, Derryl DeGuire, and Tom Brooks.
Girls State Participants Leaving for Sacramento, California (June 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47021.08]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Group picture includes Marilyn Thompson, Jean Shirley Hoelmke, Carol Fudge, Jane Maich, Louise Presotto...

YMCA and YWCA National Conference -- Ferry Building (June 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47021.09]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   San Francisco boys and girls will participate with 1300 other kids in first YMCA and YWCA national conference in Grinnell, Iowa. Children waving goodbye.

Youth Activities -- Telegraph Hill Community House (June 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47021.10]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Teaching kids watercolors (Patricia Metzgar, Rita Peixotto, John Suacci, and Allan Low).

San Francisco Recreation Department Given Sports Books (July 01, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47021.11]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Jack Horton, George Maganaris, Gilbert Romeros, Marvin Christ, Mickey Hayes...

Author of Editorial on Juvenile Delinquency (July 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47021.12]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Loyce Hepp.

Children off to Summer Camp -- San Francisco (June 24, 1947 - June 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47022.01-02]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   YWCA girls boarding bus headed for camp. Columbia Park Boys' Club off to Camp Pexiotto in Mendocino woodlands.

Campfire Girls -- Pencil Drive -- City Hall Rotunda (July 02, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47022.03]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   European school children have shortage of pencils. Jane Greer and Guy Madison sign autographs for campfire girls.
**Boy Scouts -- Summer Camp -- Camp Lilienthal (July 05, 1947 - July 05, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47022.04-06]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Swimming, wearing Indian costumes, paddling a canoe, making a bridge, first aid lessons, etc. Includes John Matarangas, Gordon Cummings, Danny Matarangas, G.M. Brown, scout master William H. Doggatt, Frank Mills, Lionel Hess, George Martinez, Dick Haske, Ronald Davey, Scott Mathews, "Uncle Joe" Naples, Bob Brockman, Robin Larzelere...


Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Swimming, working in craft shop, etc. Includes Dick Trauner, Ronald Egigian, Sol Kavich, Jimmy Conrad, Paul Hendricks, Bryon Getchell, Kevin Williams, Frank Lynch, Harwood Jackson, ...

**"Blue baby" (health) -- Mount Zion Hospital (August 23, 1947 - September 30, 1947)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47023.01-02]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Includes Stuart Allen, his wife, son Stuart, daughter Judy Ann (blue baby: Tetralogy of Fallot), and Dr. Sanford E. Leeds.

**Babies for Adoption -- Children's Home Society -- Oakland (August 26, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47023.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Includes Katherine Yetter, Ruth Gray, and unnamed infants.

**Boy Scouts Return from Paris, France (September 05, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47023.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at Ferry Building. Welcomed by families and scout executives: Lee Bart, Donald Stone, mother Mrs. J.W. Stone, Gordon Miller, Leonard Nielsen, ...

**Baby Abandonment Case -- Police Department and City Hall -- Oakland (September 11, 1947)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47023.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Includes Paul Jones, baby Alice Holden, mother Mrs. Jane Holden, and police officer Kay Conway.

**Children Hanging Agency Sign -- Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Center (September 12, 1947)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47023.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Includes Angelo Guttadauro, Ed Navarro, Nancy Frisicia, Karen Schoolcraft, Richard Colon, ...
Infant Shelter (September 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47024.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Twenty-four hour care for kids. Includes Clarice Brian, Mrs. Edward L. Turkington, Mrs. Wilbur Cox, Mrs. Admond Anderson, and children. Taken at 1201 Ortega Street.

Child carrying baby -- Community Chest (September 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47024.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes child and baby (no names).

Boy Trying to Escape Juvenile Home Injures Attendant -- Central Emergency Hospital (September 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47024.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man with hand and face bandaged due to boy slamming glass door (Louis Bari and Nurse Oliveloh).

Show for Kids -- Children's Hospital (October 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47024.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Clarence Nash with Donald Duck puppet, and children Rose Mary and Donald.

Boys Escape -- Juvenile Detention Home (October 04, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47024.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 150 Otis Street. Home under construction.

Boy Scouts Receive Charter -- Saint Phillip's Church (October 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47024.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Church ceremony includes Dominic Ciampi, Joseph Casoly, Father J. Cantillion, Father E. Boyle, Father E. Shea, and Dr. B. Naughton.

Child Care -- Stanford Bay Nursery for Veterans (October 08, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47025.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Executive board trying to raise money (Mrs. William Mahaney, Mrs. Gordon Dennis, Mrs. Henry Kuechler, Mrs. William Trippe II, Mrs. Leland Rosener Jr. ...).

Children's Choir Going to Opera -- San Francisco Bank (October 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47025.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mrs. Parker S. Maddux, Kathleen Butler, Shirley Brown, and Steven Brown.
Show for Children -- Marine Memorial Club (October 18, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47025.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children watching puppets: Allyn Carol Zahn, Billy Weitzel, Joanne Veale, and Mrs. Earl Douglas.

Lost Children -- Central Emergency (October 23, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 50, [47025.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Two unidentified small boys.


Physical Description: 87 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Christmas parties and other events at Laguna Honda Home, Saint Joseph's Orphanage, Saint Vincent's School for Boys (San Rafael), Infant Shelter, Lytton Home (Healdsburg), Sunnyhill Orphanage (San Anselmo), Log Cabin Ranch, Jewish Orphanage (at 11 Homewood Terrace), and Edgewood Orphanage children at Sutro Ice Rink. Includes Monsignor Burke, Will Aubrey, Bill Sweeney, Loretta la Pearle and toy dogs, Pat Patterson and puppets, Mrs. George Ososke, Mary Thomas, Jane Thomas, Helen Uhl, and Ruby Maxon.


Physical Description: 85 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various events including Christmas parties at Orpheum Theatre, Arthur Murray Dance Studio, Detention Home, Saint Joseph's Orphanage, Saint Vincent's School, Lytton Home (Healdsburg, Calif.), Winterland, Sunny Hills Orphanage (San Anselmo), Juvenile Detention Building (Otis Street), and Infant's Shelter. Includes movie stars Abner Buberman, Richard Long, Chill Wills, Boris Karloff, Susan Hayward, Shelley Winters, and Julie London. Also included are Shirley Sire, Muriel Mainard, Jeane Baker, Al Ryan, Jolly Bill Steinke (as Santqa Clause), Will Aubrey, Lovell James, Mary Thur, Marge Heinzdeter, Dora Blair, Hughie Goodlin, Leon Simms, Steve Kraftcheck, Jimmy Fairbairn, Bob "Bush" Jackson, Duff McDermid, and Les Heath. [See also code 47029:1-4].


Physical Description: 41 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Christmas parties, Big Brother Day (Playland at the Beach and zoo trip), and events at: Saint Vincent School for Boys (San Rafael), Saint Joseph's Orphanage and School, Sunny Hills Orphanage (San Anselmo), Hollywood Terrace, Chung Mei Home (El Cerrito), Juvenile Hall, Arthur Murray Dance Studio, and Laguna Honda Home. Includes Patricia and Virginia Von Merta, Donna and Carol Von Merta, Patricia Allander, Mary Thur, Bernice Warman, Bill Steinke (as Santa Claus), and Sarah Dawson.
Call-Bulletin Welfare Fund for Children (January 07, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47026.40]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Saint Joseph's Hospital. Baby Michael Fisher and Nurse Gloria Moscone.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47026.41-49]

Physical Description: 52 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Christmas parties and other events at: Mount St. Joseph's Orphanage (on Newhall Street), Fred Finch Children's Home (Oakland), Arthur Murrays and KNBC, St. Mary's of the Palms, Sunny Hills Orphanage (San Anselmo), Edgewood Home, Infant Shelter (San Francisco), and St. Vincent's School for Boys. Includes Louise Taylor, Colleen O'Toole, Tosca Mori, June Stigen, Jimmy Lyon, and Hazel Mittnachl.

Youth Activities -- Boys' Clubs -- San Francisco (December 05, 1947 - December 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47027.01-02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Free day at beach (San Francisco Boys' Club), and boys leaving for snow in Yosemite (Columbia Park Boys' Club).

Christmas Party -- Child Care Center -- Berkeley (December 13, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47027.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mrs. W.L. Chinn, Ginny Minster, Nancy Montgomery, Mike Schifsky, Linda Schifsky, ...

Girl Scouts Decorate Tree with Gifts for the Birds (December 13, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47027.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes Suzanne Markley, Laura Juding, Susan Kley, Dale Reinhart, and Diana Hoffman.

Girl Scouts with Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- City Hall (January 07, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47028.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mayor Roger D. Lapham, and girl scouts Mary Marsh and Margery Saunders.

Abandoned Baby Boy and Mother -- Juvenile Detention Home and Court (January 07, 1948 - January 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47028.02-03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bobby Swinhart and Mother Joyce Swinhart (left baby in San Francisco church).
Refugees -- Jewish Orphanage -- Homewood Terrace (January 17, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47028.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes John, Elsa, and Frank (no family name), and Assistant Executive Director Herbert Leebhoff.

Show "Night Song" -- Call-Bulletin Welfare Fund -- Golden Gate Theater (January 19, 1948 - January 20, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47029.01-04]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Stars arrive; crowd gathers for premiere. Includes Frances Langford, Jon Hall, Tony Romano, Robert Ryan, Gloria Grahame, Joey Rardin, Joe E. Howard, and Robert Ryan.

Boy Making Clay Animals (February 05, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47030.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Six year old Marty Collins.

Boy Scouts Honored by Shriners at Luncheon -- Palace Hotel (February 05, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47030.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes J. Tremain Loud, Ernest C. Hueter, and life scouts Lee Bart, Jr. and Larry Elizarde.

Campfire Girls with Tom Brooks (February 05, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47030.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Tom Brooks, LaVerne Jones, Virginia Hase, Lenore Nicholson, Sandra Sachs, ...

Child Welfare Conference -- American Legion -- War Memorial Veterans Building (February 05, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47030.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Ada Pannington, Reverend Ben E. Parish, Stanley Dunmire, Hope Kennedy, and Fred Olson.

Girl Scouts with Mayor -- Mayor's Office -- City Hall (February 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47030.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor signing Proclamation proclaiming February 23 as Founder's Day of San Francisco Campfire Girls. Includes Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Lois Attinger, P. Culbertson, Nancy Nichelsen, Mary Cartyon, and Claire Adler.
New Nursery -- Stanford University Hospital (February 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47030.06]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Demonstrating incubator for premature babies (health). Includes Patricia Murphy, Virginia McEachern, Patricia Pearson, Jean Hale, and Alvin Shayt.

Thirty-eighth Anniversary Scout Week -- Mayor's Office (January 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47030.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and boy scouts Jim Thompson, Donald Morrison, and Peter Barone.

Twenty-fifth Anniversary of Founding of Campfire Girls -- Commerce High School (February 23, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47031.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls dressed in costumes and holding flags of nations for theme show "Hello World."

Child Care Centers -- Open House (March 04, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47031.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Joan Alberts, Evelyn Stables, Joan McSweeney, Mrs. Fred Carpenter, Karen Carpenter, ...

Thirty-sixth Anniversary of Founding of Girl Scouts -- Grace Cathedral (March 07, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47031.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reverends Edward Pennell Jr., Bernard N. Lovgren, Canon Eric Montizambert, and girl scouts Marjorie Thompson and Peggy McNamee.

Children’s Welfare Fund -- Saint Joseph's Hospital (March 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47031.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Twelve year old boy Ramos working on a belt.

Missing Children -- North Fair Oaks and Redwood City (March 18, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47031.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shows closet door they tried to force with toy pistols and pen knife. Includes Roberta Dorsett, Alan Dorsett, Jack Howell, and Mrs. Arthur Dorsett.
Youth Activities -- Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Association Club for Kids (March 30, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47032.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Youth working at woodshop, playing pool, and singing. Includes Richard Abruzzo, Ramon Garcia, Hidalgo Nunez, Melvin Acenido, Joe Castellanos, ...

Girl Scouts Cookie Sale (March 31, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47032.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Dolores Waldorf (C-B Society), Mrs. Arthur Powell, and girl scouts Patty Powell and Sue Rydberg.

Lost Girls from Utah -- Detention Home (April 05, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47032.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls Alma and Joan Libby arrive in San Francisco with four cents.

Youth Activities -- National Boys' Club Week (April 05, 1948 - April 08, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47032.04-06]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
San Francisco Boys' Club and Columbia Park Boys' Club. Includes Vern Rieger, James McCloud, Ed Perry, Leonard Essley, Les Craig, Patrick McGovern, Harlon Smith, Perry Ivens, David Chiti, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Thomas J. Sheridan, ...

Little Children's Aid (April 08, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47033.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1750 Clay Street. Includes Father James Murray and children Carol Anne, Sharon, Jeannie, and Patty.

"Little Sister Queen" Chosen -- Columbia Park Boys' Club (April 10, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47033.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes queen Janice Conty, Walter Conty, and Russ Byrd.

Youths "Take Over" City Government -- Youth Week (April 15, 1948 - April 19, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47033.03-04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Youth in positions of Assessor, Mayor, School Superintendent, County Treasurer, City Attorney, and Police Chief. Includes Norene Aquilina, Willis Wood, Shirley Casella, Toshio Suto, Robert MacDonald, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Al Howard, and Michael Mitchell.
Boy Missing All Night was Found (April 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47033.05-06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boy was found in a garage. Includes son Robert DeWolfe, Jr. and mother Cecilia Dewolfe. Taken at 4111 Nineteenth Street.

Seventh Annual Doll Show -- City Hall (April 16, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47033.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sponsored by the Recreation Department. Includes winners Elizabeth Wright and Helen Kruger.

Youth Parade (April 17, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47034.01-03]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General crowd and parade scenes. Includes Richard Tomei, Marjorie Wiggin, Betty Dexter, Billy Davis, Bernie Headman, and Ben Teshara.

Children Abandoned by Mother -- Juvenile Detention Home (April 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47034.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two boys David and Daniel Darling.

Baby Born with Two Front Teeth in Lower Jaw -- Letterman Hospital (April 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47034.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Baby Randy Roy Reese.

Youth Activities -- Fingerpainting for Open House -- Page Broderick Nursery School (April 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47034.06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Nancy Trojan, Dick Hancock, Sandra Wheat, Cynthia Carpio, and Steve Hakin.

Youth Fund Drive -- San Francisco (April 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47034.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1 Sansome Street. Includes Donna Lee Parker, Robert DiGiorgio, and Joseph A. Moore Jr.
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47035.01-05]
Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Lost Child Found by Taxi Driver -- Northern Police Station (May 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47036.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes David Chaidez and officer John Finn.

Incubator Baby (May 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47036.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First birthday of Geraldine Gaye Foss (health).

Making Cookbooks -- Golden Gate Kindergarten (May 05, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47036.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mrs. Roland Casassa, Mrs. Christian Buck, Mrs. Peter Monteith, Mrs. John O'Neill, Gwendolyn Dunn, and children.

Resolution in Support of New Juvenile Home Campaign (May 06, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47036.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Western Women's Club. Judges receiving resolution from representatives of San Francisco's Women's Legislative Council. Includes Superior Judge I.L. Harris, Anne M. Godfrey, Superior Judge Theresa Meikle, and Mrs. David Breslauer.

Campfire Girls Hold Fair (May 06, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47036.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Georgia Houston, Sally Wyeth, Claudia Sherman, and Dorothy Ann Allyn.

Crusade for Children -- YMCA -- San Francisco (May 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47036.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chinese Baby Show -- Saint Mary's Square (May 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47036.07]
  Physical Description: 11 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Crowd scenes and babies in traditional Chinese attire. Includes King Leslie Howard Fong Jr., Queen Carolyn Tung, Fay Lee, Lorraine Jue, Francine Kee, ... [Many negatives badly discolored].

Building for Youth Fund -- City Hall (May 11, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47037.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Youth meet to plan block by block campaign. Includes Helen Chan, Chester R. MacPhee, Willis Wood, Roland Bianchi, Norene Aquitina, ...

Five Year Old Runaway Boy Found (May 11, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47037.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Includes Wanda Queen and Duane Queen.

Boy Scouts Scout-O-Rama -- Civic Auditorium (May 13, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47037.03]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Group scenes. Includes Robert Dahl, John Doty, Tom McDonough, Harry Scott, Ken Donohue, ...

Two Missing Boys Found (May 17, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47037.04]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Includes Robert Johansen, Harold Johansen, and Mrs. Frank M. Johansen.

Lost Two and a Half Year Old Boy -- Mission Emergency Hospital (May 18, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47037.05]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Includes unidentified boy ("Alfred") and Dr. Alan Hedden.

Two Pound Baby -- Mt. Zion Hospital (May 18, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47037.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Includes baby Susan Buchan, Nurse Carola Adler, and Lorraine Slater (health).

Premature Baby Now Normal Weight (May 29, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 51, [47037.07]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Six month premature baby Scott Kahn weighed one pound at birth, now twenty-five pounds (health).
Drive to Provide a Summer Camp for Blind Children (June 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47038.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Blind children singing and tumblers perform at luncheon. Includes Rose Resnick, Dick Schmidt, and Bill Schmidt. Taken at the Hotel St. Francis.

Baby Born with Two Front Teeth -- Saint Mary's Hospital (June 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47038.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes baby Larry Melvin Clifford and Nurse Elaine Hughes.

Junior Native Daughters of the Golden West Present Mayor with Flags (June 14, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47038.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Sixth Month Old Baby Girl Adopted by Commercial Artist (June 17, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47038.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes artist Roger Neiss, and children Becky, Jacqueline, Yvonne, and Margaret.

Boy Scouts Leaving for Russian River Vacation -- Galileo High School (June 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47038.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group scenes boarding busses. Includes Lee Shain, John H. Risbrough, and others.

San Francisco Boys Leaving for Sacramento -- American Legion Boys' Day (June 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47038.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys to take over State government for a day. Includes Robert R. Rice, Ralph White, Dr. C.A. Ertola, and boys.

Call-Bulletin Welfare Fund for Children -- Promotional Shot (June 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47039.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mrs. Richard M. Oddie and eighteen months old Bobby Calfos.

Youth Activities -- Boys Leave for Camp -- Various Boys' Clubs (June 21, 1948 - June 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47039.02-04]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group scenes. Underprivileged boys, Columbia Park Boys' Club, Mission District Boys. Includes Mrs. John Barbieri, John Barbieri Jr., and unidentified others.
"Fun Carnival" -- Hunters Point Housing Project -- Hunters Point Gym (June 30, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47039.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children throwing darts at balloons. Includes Rose Mae Corley and other children.

Cooking Class -- Girl Scouts (June 30, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47039.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Blind cooking expert Elena Zelayeta with scouts.

Youth Activities -- Children Camping -- Mendocino County (July 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47039.07]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Columbia Park Boys' Camp, YMCA Camp Timbertall, and Glenn Park Day Camp. Includes Edward Bierrrer, Robert Madsen, Lee Waller, Darrell Hulgan, Dan McMenomy, ...

Baby Adoption -- Children's Home Society (July 08, 1948 - July 23, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47040.01-02]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes social worker Helena Barnes, director Winifred Coblledick, Cecil G. Clark, and Mrs. Lois Minter.

Packing Food and Equipment for Camp -- Girl Scouts (July 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47040.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes scouts Donna Carillon, Peggy Lou Corson, Janice Hoffer, Dorothy Hillebrandt, and Anna O'Connor.

Butterfly Collection (July 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47040.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Collection of Gerald O'Hara and George Leonoff.

Playground Founder Honored -- North Beach Playground -- Mason and Lombard Streets (July 29, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47040.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Game program honoring Joseph Lee, originator of playground idea in America. Group scenes.
Summer Program for Children -- Mission Community Center (July 29, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47040.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls in show doing harem dance, king and queen of Mardi Gras. Includes Nancy Harrison, Billy Skinner, Joyce Harrison, and unidentified others. Taken at 360 Capp Street.

Lost Unidentified Little Boy (August 07, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47040.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lost boy and hospital attendant Peter J. Mohan.

Baby Abandoned by Drunk Baby Sitter (August 11, 1948 - August 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47041.01-05]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Baby sitter became drunk and left three year old boy alone, while his mother was looking for her husband. Baby sitter accused of child neglect. Includes baby Bobby Berry, Nurse Ellen Freese, mother Burnette Berry, and baby sitter Regina Cooper, and Tebias Bricca.

San Francisco Youth Committee -- Office of Coordinating Council for Youth Welfare (August 12, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47041.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Receiving check for Summer Camp Fund from Guardsmen organization. Includes Spencer Grant Jr., Tom J. O'Toole, James D. Ransohoff Jr., Art Smith, Stephen S. Townsend, ...

Red Cross Taking Blind Children to Camp -- YWCA (August 14, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47041.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Leaving for two week vacation at Camp Corralitos, Santa Cruz.

Girl Scouts with Puppets -- City Hall (August 17, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47041.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Judge Thomas Foley, Gwen Smith, Helena May Cannon, Constance Phelps, and Jean Warnock.

Triplets Babies -- Mount Zion Hospital (August 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47042.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two boys and one girl. Parents are Herman and Rose Campana (not shown). Includes Rachel Spears, Lorraine Slater, and babies Herman, William, and Cheryl.
Juvenile Delinquency Meeting -- Fox Theatre (August 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47042.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group scene includes Dr. H.A. Tagliaferri, George Nasser, Julian Hargrove, George Ooske, Dr. Herbert C. Clish, Edmund G. Brown, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and Irving Levin.

Girl Scouts Pack Boxes for Children Overseas (August 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47042.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes scout Pat Hoberg and Mrs. C.W. Corson.

Youth Week (August 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47042.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Call-Bulletin. Youth week begins September First. Includes Bob Lawlor.

Lost Girl -- Mission Police Station (August 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47042.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Beverly Ann Bauer (or Bower) and officer Ed Healey.

Rotary Club -- Service for Youth Meeting -- Palace Hotel (September 07, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47042.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Harold Bostock, Bob Rowe, and Angus Mitchell.

Lost Three Year Old Boy Found by Police (September 17, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47042.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Police found boy with 72 year old woman who had taken him for a stroll for serveral hours. Includes Danny Reynoso and Rose Reynoso.

Runaway Boy Found -- Central Police Station (October 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47043.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ten year old boy took a bus ride from San Mateo where he ran away from a boy's home. Includes John R. Rogers, Sergant John Lynch, and Officer Edward Clifford.

Lost Child Returned Safely -- Potrero Police Station (October 11, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47043.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Three year old boy wandered away from a friend's home. Includes Danny Pine and officer Charles Denike.
Girl Scouts -- Stamps Honoring Founder Juliette Gordon Low -- Post Office (October 22, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47043.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes postmaster John F. Fixa and scouts Shirley Davis and Katherine McGuire.

Runaway Girls Found in Sutro Forest -- Central Emergency Hospital (November 13, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47043.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officer forced one of their friends to reveal location of hideout. He found girls with a nineteen year old boy. Includes Laverne Abbott, Patricia Abbott, and officer Ray Przyborotski.

Children's Book Week -- Public Library (November 18, 1948)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children at small desk reading books. Includes Mrs. Gerald DeGraf, Mrs. Bill Got, Jerry Got, and Dennise Horrer.

Baby from Finland for Adoption -- San Francisco Airport (November 22, 1948)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes nineteen month old baby Karl Anderson, Ida Lagas, Jo Crawford, Thurston Anderson, and Mrs. Thurston Anderson.

Save the Children Federation Inc. -- Books for Underprivileged Navajo Indian Children (November 23, 1948)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boxes of books being checked over by Andrew Jackson School PTA members. Includes Andrea Seirstad, Ruth J. Meyers, Mrs. C.W. Widener, Mrs. W.R. Urga, and Kaye Hong.

New Detention Home -- Hillcrest Juvenile Home -- San Mateo (November 25, 1948)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exterior of old home and interior of new home. Includes Superior Judge Aylett R. Cotton and matron Flora Blomquist.

First Baby Born on Christmas -- Children's Hospital (December 25, 1948)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Parents are Mr. And Mrs. William Prowse (not shown). Includes seven hours old Carol Prowse.
**Youngest Person to Take Citizenship Oath in San Francisco (January 10, 1949)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47044.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Includes Canadian six year old Barbara Lenora Weber and Judge Herbert C. Kaufman.

---

**Youth Leadership Week -- Mayor's Proclamation (January 11, 1949)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47044.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Includes Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and children Max McFadden and Annette Thompson.

---

**Runaway Boy Found by Police -- Central Emergency Hospital (January 11, 1949)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47044.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

He lived in an apartment house and slept on the roof for five days. Includes eight year old Robert Kuenzli, officer Richard Kirby, and steward Glen Johnson.

---

**Missing Boy Found (January 13, 1949)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47044.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Copy negatives of six year old Thomas Cane. He was found shortly after copy was made.

---

**Baby from Marysville (California) Died Enroute to Childrens Hospital (January 31, 1949)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47044.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

He had whooping cough. Scenes of attempt to save baby's life. Includes baby Danny Taylor, Dr. H. Unsinger, Nora Shields, Arlis Sherman, and Mike Hernon.

---

**Missing Boy (February 03, 1949)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47044.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note

Copy negatives of twelve year old Jerry Trent.

---

**Triplets Christened in Greek Orthodox Rites -- Greek Orthodox Church (February 06, 1949)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47044.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Includes Reverend Father P. Finfinis; Joan, Janis, Judy Cardinale; Kay Barbas; Magdalene Barbas, ...

---

**Thirteen Month Old Baby Has Ten Teeth (February 22, 1949)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47044.10]

Physical Description: 0 negative

Scope and Content Note

Includes baby Phyllis Nickless eating a cookie. [Discarded: negatives deteriorated beyone usefulness. Shrunken emulsion. 8/98]
Movie Projector Presented to Juvenile Court Department -- San Francisco Juvenile Court (February 28, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47044.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Ralph Klein, Judge I.L. Harris, and George W. Ososke.

Eleven Month Old Baby with Sixteen Teeth (March 03, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47045.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Baby Richard James Ford.

Girl Scouts -- Celebrate Thirty-seventh Birthday -- Emporium Department Store (March 12, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47045.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cooking, folk dancing, and fashion show.

Missing Boys Found by Police -- Hall of Justice (March 18, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47045.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
David and Richard Vidal and dog "Rocky."

Juvenile Crime Commission Meeting (March 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47045.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Lost Boy -- Mission Police Station (March 30, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47045.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Andy. He does not know his last name.

"Building for Youth" First Project -- YMCA (March 31, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47045.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Replacing obsolete steam generator. Transformer being lowered. Includes E. Jean Cardinal and P. Tremain Loud. Taken at 220 Golden Gate Avenue.

Two and a Half Month Old Baby Who Can Stand (April 02, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47045.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girl Missing for One Week (April 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47046.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Copy negatives of sixteen year old Joyce E. Gentry.

Democracy Day for Campfire Girls -- City Hall (April 11, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47046.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Includes George Christopher, Sherilyn Roberts, and Gloria Jimenez.

Girl Scouts -- Cookie Drive -- Mayor's Office (April 13, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47046.03]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Includes Caroline Mitchell, Alice Villanueva, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Frances Edmonston, and Margaret McBerney.

4-H Club and Future Farmers of America -- Banquet -- Palace Hotel (April 13, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47046.04]
  Physical Description: 8 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Banquet scenes. Includes Delia Brazil, George N. Keystone, Partner Sesnon, J.E. Francouer, Robert Morelli, and Jerry Kelly.

Boy Scouts -- Scout-O-Rama -- Cow Palace (April 22, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47046.05]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  National anthem, pledge of allegiance, acrobats, Treasure Island float, rope climbing, and brass hats box. Includes Mrs. W.M. Robertson, Mrs. C.C. Smith, General and Mrs. Mark Clark, and Mrs. Fred Bloch.

Campfire Girls -- Selling Candy -- Dr. Geiger's Office (April 25, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47046.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Sally Petzinger, Patricia Zieger, and Dr. J.C. Geiger.

Premature Babies -- San Francisco County Hospital (April 27, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47046.07]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Feeding with eye dropper, weighing, bathing with oil, and giving oxygen with mask through mouth. Includes Nurse Emily Holmes.

Girl Scout Mint Sale -- City Hall (May 02, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47047.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Includes Elaine Jung, Carol Elvin, Joan Levy, Chester McPhee, Patti Reaves, and Jane Matzger.
Newborn Baby Five Minutes Old -- Central Emergency Hospital (May 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47047.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes baby Scott Jerome Schwartz, mother Shirley Schwartz, grandmother Mrs. C.E. Davis, and Nurse Ruth Bulwinkle.

V-E (Victory in Europe) Day Baby (May 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47047.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes four year old Jilda Martinelli who was born on V-E Day.

Youth Take Over City Hall -- Youth in Government Day -- City Hall (May 05, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47047.04-05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Youth campaign speeches and youth caucus convention. Includes Mayor Patrick J. McMurray, youth Mayor Ralph Vetterlein, Marvin Steinberg, Bill Bauer, William Racey, Charles Amundsen, Ronald Byrnes, ...

Guardsmen and "Building for Youth" Committee -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (May 09, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47047.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Banquet scenes. Includes youth Mayor Ralph Vetterlein, President of Guardsmen Oliver V. Merle, and police chief Bill Lynch.

Building for Youth Campaign -- Mayor's Office (May 09, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47047.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Fire Department Chief Ed P. Walsh, youth Chief Bob Tornberg, Calla Tanner, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and youth Mayor Ralph Vetterlein.

Baby Adoption Case (May 10, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47047.08-09]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Juvenile Detention Home (Judge Milton O. Sapiro and Mr. and Mrs. Leland Patterson). Dennis returns to foster parents in Sebastapool (dog Micky and daughter Carol Lea Patterson).

Boy Has Birthday on Friday the Thirteenth (May 12, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47047.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2235 Laguna Street. Includes eleven year old Michael Lommatzsch walking under a ladder to prove that superstitions do not harm him.
Thirteen Sets of Twins -- Students at Lafayette School -- San Francisco (May 17, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47048.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lafayette School Spring Festival. Includes Peter and Paul Jones, Olive and George Schubert, June and Jean Allread, Barbara and Harold Riedel, Jack and Fernand Vitenson, ...

Boy with Scooter Bike -- City Hall (May 24, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47048.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes fourteen year old Martin Stuehr and Judge Clarence Morris.

Triplets Born (May 27, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47048.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1055 Pine Street. Mother is Mrs. Johnson (not shown). Includes Bertha Anseth and triplets.

Police Help Lost Child Find Mother -- Central Emergency Hospital (May 30, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47048.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Officer Michael Powers and three year old Sharron Larson in police car.

Baby Performs Feats of Strength (May 31, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47048.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 501 Candlestick Road. Includes five week old Billy Osuna and mother Ruth Osuna.

Sailor Nurses Care for Infants -- Oak Knoll Hospital (June 02, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47048.06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bathing, feeding, and reading to children. Includes Larry Wright, Lagrande Phelps, Dick Weaver, Valjean Summers, and R.B. Kerbow.

Herbert Hoover Award Checks -- San Francisco Boys’ Club and Columbia Park Boys’ Club (June 02, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47048.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men from each boys’ club receiving checks. Includes Abe Blumenfeld, David M. Botsford, and John D. Costello.

Abandoned Baby -- St. Francis Hospital (June 03, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47048.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Baby was found in x-ray technician’s car. Includes unidentified baby, Nurse Ellen Hultgren, and technician Wilson Young.
Books for Crippled Children -- Mobile Library for Bedridden Children Drive -- Shriners Hospital (June 10, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47048.09]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Includes Mrs. William Tobias, Mrs. Samuel Jacobs, and child Teddy.

Child Welfare Lunch -- Joint Agency Committee for Children: An Interdenominational Effort (June 17, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47048.10]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Boy Scouts Train Aboard Navy Cruise Ship -- General J.C. Breckinridge (ship) -- Pier Seven (June 23, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47049.01]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Includes "Explorer" Troop No. 567 from Odgen, Utah, Harry B. Lewicki, Donald Chinn, and Chinnis L.A. Fleming.

Boys' Club Dedicates New Building -- San Francisco Boys' Club -- 2574 San Bruno Avenue (June 23, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47049.02]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Includes David Young, Al Armstrong, and director Dick Maclure. A boy cuts tape held by two officials. Boys look over new pool room and work shop.

Boy Scouts Leaving for Camp -- Galileo High School (June 25, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47049.03]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Group scenes of scouts boarding buses.

Girl Scouts -- Thirteenth Birthday Party -- Camp Merced (June 25, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47049.04]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Boys Get Physical Examinations Before Leaving for Camp -- Columbia Park Boys' Club (June 25, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47049.05]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Includes Willard S. Maltby, Christina Stevenson, Dr. Thomas Fitzpatrick, and six year old Robert Woolrich.
YMCA Day Camp Opens (June 27, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47049.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 220 Golden Gate Avenue. Boys sing songs and work in craft shop.
Includes Thomas Bratt, Mrs. Civert Olson, Marjory Morton, Mrs. Donald Morton,
Doug Morton, and Fred Olsen.

Boys Leaving for Camp -- Various Boys' Clubs (June 27, 1949 - June 29, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47049.07-08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General scenes of boys boarding busses. San Francisco Boys' Club (Mrs. J. Huber,
her son Ralph, and other boys) and Boys' Club on Twenty-first and Alabama (Hobbs
Merle, Spencer Grant Jr., and boys).

Three Year Old Girl Flies Alone -- San Francisco International Airport (June 30,
1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47049.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pamela de Stafane arrived from Philadelphia and is transferring to Honolulu to see
her father John de Stafane for first time. Also includes stewardess Patti Jordon.

Abandoned Baby -- Alemany Hospital (July 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47050.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Baby found in a cardboard box on Skyline Boulevard. Scenes of baby beside hot
water bottle and being given oxygen. Includes Nurse Ruth Bullwinkel.

Twins First Birthday (July 26, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47050.02]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 165 Duboce Street. Johny and Bobby Sturdivant.

Blind Youth Leave for Summer Vacation -- YMCA (August 03, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47050.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Youth already on bus tell latecomers to hurry along. Includes Joyce Pedulla, Reed
Devlin, and others.

Dudley Stone School -- Blind Children (August 04, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47050.04-05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children playing with toys and instruments. Includes Carl Strohmaier, Betty
Kroesing, Mrs. T.E. Shucking, Carol Connell, Mrs. E. Martinoni, Kelvin Carboni,
Mildred Schorpp, Helen Brown, Mary June Paulson, Judy Wilkinson, ...
Morning Glory Kindergarten for Blind Babies -- Palo Alto (August 26, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47050.06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children learning braille, playing on playground and in pool. Includes Laverne Arnold, Vivanne Deal, Elsie Cooper, Virginia Slavich, Billy, Buddy, ...

Children's Story Hour -- San Francisco Main Public Library (September 10, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47051.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
In connection with Goethe Festival program. International children's actor Hans Pusch tells stories to children.

Twins Born to Assemblyman and His Wife -- St. Mary's Hospital (September 13, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47051.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two daughters born to Assemblyman Robert I. McCarthy's wife Elizabeth (not shown). Includes nurses Bonnie Blair, Janet Radey, and twins.

Twins Born -- Central Emergency Hospital (September 13, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47051.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Twins were born at Central Hospital when ambulance could not arrive at Navy Hospital in time. Includes Sargeant John C. Wentenberg, Catherine Wentenberg, and twins Lawerence and Kathleen.

Triplets Born -- St. Luke's Hospital (September 15, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47051.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Lawrence K. Dayton (not shown) is mother of triplet boys. Includes Barbara McClellan, Mary J. Evans, Sally Young, and triplets: Terry Gene, Carey Frederick, and Jerry William.

Mayor Proclaims "Jackie" Week -- City Hall (September 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47051.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and "Jackie" twins: Vickie and Victor (no last name given).

Lachman Puppet Show -- Shriners Hospital for Crippled Children (September 27, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47051.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Richard, Arlene (no last names given), and puppet Pee-Wee.
Premature Baby -- St. Francis Hospital (September 30, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 52, [47051.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Baby has been in incubator several weeks. Two month old Kathy Cipolla.

Boy Scouts -- Community Chest Drive (October 15, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47052.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boy Scouts pass out candy and hot dogs with "red feathers." Includes Betty Reiss, scout Emile Fortenbeary, scout Frank Colino, and Harold H. Rehfeld.

Campfire Girls Collecting Items for the American Friends Service Committee (Quakers) (October 29, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47052.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Items are sent overseas through committee. Includes Jane Patterson, Mrs. Stephen Kramer, Susan Lipsitch, and Laurice Jacobs.

New Member of Juvenile Probation Committee -- Juvenile Home (November 02, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47052.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New member being sworn in by judge. Includes Father James M. Murray and Judge Milton D. Sapiro, and George Ooske.

Irish Orphans To be Adopted -- Moffett Field (November 14, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47052.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New father is Chief Aviation Machinist's Mate. Includes Mr. and Mrs. Eugene F. Perry, and orphans Mary Dillon and James Kearny.

Trip for Boys' Clubs Sponsored by Rotary Club -- Playland at the Beach (November 29, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47052.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children on various rides at Whitney Brothers Playland.

Child with Rare Lung Ailment Going Home to Die -- South Pacific Depot (December 04, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47052.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes of family waiting and boarding train. Child has oxygen mask. Includes Mr. and Mrs. Robert Owens, daughter Patricia, and Robert Weaver.

Guardsmen's Summer Camp Fund -- Christmas Tree Sale (December 10, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47052.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes Dr. Herbert C. Clish, Jo Anne Brown, Carol Marie Sand, Max Moore (as Santa Claus), George Reilly, ...
Boys Leaving for Yosemite Snow Trip -- Columbia Park Boys’ Club (December 17, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47053.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group scene of boys near bus.

Boy Scout Calendar Presented to Mayor -- Mayor’s Office (December 20, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47053.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Calendar by Norman Rockwell ready. Includes Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and scout Bill Floyd.

Lumbermen Hold Luncheon for Orphans -- Palace Hotel (December 20, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47053.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes chairman F.L. Heron talking to some children from Edgewood Orphanage.

Triplets Born -- St. Mary’s Hospital (December 22, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47053.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Triplets born to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Kiefer (not shown). Includes Nurse Catherine O’Donnell and triplets.

Neighborhood Built Own Playground -- McGee Playground (December 23, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47053.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fifth Street and Virginia. Children on playing equipment. Includes Mrs. Oho Heck, Mrs. S. Nagel, Mrs. Cedric Rowntree, Patty Ann Rowntree, Nancy Heck, ...

New Juvenile Probation Officer -- Juvenile Court House (December 29, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47053.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Superior Court Judge Milton Sapiro swearing in Mrs. E.S. Heller.

First Baby Born in 1950 in San Francisco -- St. Francis Hospital (January 01, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47053.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mother is Linda Arata (not shown). Includes new father David Arata, Nurse Carolyn Quattronini, and baby David Anthony Arata.

Girl Scout Troop Visits Beauty Shop -- Elizabeth Ardens (January 02, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47054.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls watch “facial booth” operator at work. Includes Charlene Seibert, Marilyn Jerichs, Margaret Rogers, Diane Jacobs, Janet MacPherson, ...
Juvenile Officials Meet to Discuss Outbreak of Youth Gangs -- Hall of Justice (January 20, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47054.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officials seated around table. Includes Ray Kimbell, John Meehan, Father James N. Brown, Herbert Clish, Mike Mitchell, ...

Youth Activities -- Youth Center -- St. Dominic’s Church (January 28, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47054.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Puppet show, dancing, and boxing. Includes Madelien Hansen, Diane Leon, Anne Loustau, Helen Check, Betsy Hackney, ...

Four Men Awarded the Silver Beaver by Boy Scouts -- Treasure Island (January 31, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47054.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes scout Robert Green, Edward McFadden, Robert Simmons, Dr. Bernard R. Naughton, William E. Turpen, and scout Gordon Call.

Boy Scout Week -- City Hall (January 31, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47054.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
40th anniversary of Boy Scouts of America. Scouts give mayor a peace pipe. Includes Ray Hoyt, Rusty Brown, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Joseph Granville, and Darryl Wallis.

Baby Born in Ambulance Outside Stanford Hospital (February 08, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47054.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes steward Glen Johnson, unnamed baby, mother Iolonda Ryan, and ambulance driver Andy Gutierrez.

Boy Scouts Giving Courteous Citations -- Montgomery Street (February 08, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47054.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mrs. R.T. Lindemann, scouts Bobby Balck and Dean Haferman, and Sargeant Edward J. Moody.

Boy Scout Board Meeting Regarding Juvenile Delinquent Situation -- California Hotel (February 13, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47054.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Men seated around table. Includes P. Tremain Loud, Dr. Herbert Clish, Judge Milton D. Sapiro, William McAfee, and Oscar C. Alverson.
Five Year Old Triplets -- Presidio Army Post (February 18, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47054.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Triplets of Army Sargeant Fred Demar (not shown). Includes Gloria, Jean, and Dorothy Demar.

Two or Three Year Old Boy Lost -- Southern Station (February 21, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47054.10]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Officer Bill Davis and lost boy.

Baby Born -- Central Emergency Hospital (February 21, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47054.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Sargeant William Tipton, his wife Grace, baby Norman Craig, and Nurse Clara Menohen.

Twins (February 24, 1950 - April 13, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47055.01-14]
Physical Description: 32 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Stephen and Barbara Fitch (born January 7, 1950), June Marie and Dorothy Jo Krebs (5 weeks old), Barry Allan and Bruce Wood Simmons (3 weeks old), Alan and Mark Bertoli (7 weeks old), David and Kevin King, Paul and Stephen Balboni (born January 22, 1950), Robert and William Fuller (born January 12, 1950), Glenn Harold and Robert Charles Lane (3 weeks old), Stevie and Jimmie Wooster (born 1949), Gail and Gregory Landtbom, Patricia Rose and Diane Marie Petersen (born 1949), Sandra Lee and Linda Gale Ricci (born 1949, 15 months old), David O. and Edith N. King (born 1949, 12 months old), and Donald and Tommie Eberly (born January 13, 1949).

Girl Scouts Annual Cookie Sale (March 01, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47056.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes scouts Janice Kirk, Suzanne Sears, and Vinan Winness at their cookie stand.

Girl Takes Amateur Pictures (March 02, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47056.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Rae Ann Tanguay and negatives of her photographs of an emergency first aid incident.

Watermelons for Sick Baby Boy -- Pan. Am. Airport and San Mateo (March 03, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47056.03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Father helps unload watermelons from plane; mother cuts a melon for her son. Includes G.A. Christensen, L.P. McCurdy, W.F. Johnson, Ben Miller, David Miller, ...
Girl Scouts Visit Temple Emanuel (March 04, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47056.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group scenes of girl scout troop on steps.

Girls Scouts With Flags -- St. Mary's Church (March 05, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47056.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Van Ness Street and O'Farrell Street. Group scenes of scouts with flags in the church.

Day Nursery -- Canon Kip Community Center (March 06, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47056.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children cooking, playing table tennis, and reading stories. Includes Betty Burhart, Martha Malamo, Marguerite Velma, and unidentified children.

Girl Scouts Celebrate Twenty-eighth Anniversary -- Kezar Pavilion (March 11, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47056.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group scenes of scouts marching with flags.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47057.01-03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls selling candy at City Hall and Bluebird mint sale poster contest winners. Includes Edward T. Mancuso, Barbara Cooper, Lillian Holhn, Joelle Lewis, Marvin Lewis, Susan Haines, Dr. J.C. Geiger, Margaret Wade, Ida Louise Blanck, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and Anne Gorman.

Boys' Cleaning Club -- National Boys' Club Week -- Columbia Park Boys' Club (March 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47057.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys mopping and cleaning window. Includes Bobby Pipinich, Jerry Sullivan, Jerry Ernst, and Gary Thompson.

America's Boy of the Year Award for 1950 -- Columbia Park Boys' Club -- San Francisco (March 18, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47057.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fifteen year old Commerce High School student David Russo.
Baby Born -- Central Emergency Hospital (March 18, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47057.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurse Elizabeth Kruger, Noella Lorraine Black, baby Constance Jeanne, and father Robert Black.

Boys' Club Week -- San Francisco Boys' Club (March 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47058.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Red Cross Teaches Children About Safety -- Jean Parker School (March 21, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47058.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children descending stairs, lifting chairs, and crossing street with simulated corners correctly. Includes Judy Wong, Kathleen Tew, Gifford Wong, Brenda Yong, and other children.

Lost Child -- Park Police Station (March 24, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47058.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes lost boy Peter Mullins and Officer Edward Castiglioni.

Little Sister Contest -- San Francisco Boys' Club and Mission District Boys' Club (March 24, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47058.04-05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Finals for all District. Includes Richard Fahrner (from Portola Boys' Club), winner Rita Fahrner, and second place contestant Mary Ditsch.

Lost Boy Found With Another Youngster -- Police Juvenile Department -- Oakland City Hall (March 28, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47058.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two boys talking to reporters and police inspectors. Includes four year old Robert Bonds and ten year old James C. Robert.

Girl Scouts' Cookie and Candy Sale (March 30, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47058.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls from West Portal School. Includes Girl Scout Sharon Tiret and Campfire Girl Joan Halldorson.
"Building for Youth" Campaign -- Youth in Government Program -- City Hall (April 13, 1950 - April 24, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47059.01-03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girl showing poster to mayor. Youth in government positions: mayor, administrator, and police chief. Includes Robin Moore, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Gus Kanelopoulos, Joyce Lamb, Manuel Caceres, Margaret Bischoff, Thomas Brooks, Joan Levy, and Joe Martino.

Babies Pictures for Baby Week (April 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47059.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of various babies.

Children in Downtown Department Stores (April 24, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47059.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children looking in doll department, captivated by television set, and riding on escalator. Includes Annette Whitlow, Jim O'Leary, Bruce Gautier, Robert Gautier, Gary Searby, ...

National Baby Week -- Market Street Stores (April 25, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47059.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Marjie Marchion (2 years old), Gary Phillips (17 months old), Linda Joan Garcia (8 months old), Melody Jahan Bani (8 months old), Daniel Inocencio (19 months old), and Frances Mattos (1 year old).

Different Babies -- Aquatic Park and Golden Gate Park (April 26, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47059.07]

Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of various babies in strollers and on playground.

"Building for Youth" Campaign -- Palace Hotel (May 01, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47060.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man speaking at podium and others seated at table. Includes Robert De Grorgio and Adrien Falk.

Children (May 04, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47060.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
From "all over town." Includes Hom Geong, Christine Huth, and Bobbie Lelind.
Scout Show -- Cow Palace (May 05, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47060.03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boy Scouts, Cub Scouts and Sea Scouts. Scouts perform a show, build bird houses, and work with rope. Includes Skippy Kleinen, Norman Cohn, Richard Bruhns, John Belmont, Floyd Alexander, ...

Columbia Park Boys' Club Freckle Championship -- "Building for Youth" Drive -- Union Square (May 12, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47060.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Supervisor crowns winner. Includes Arthur Buckley, Patrick McGovern, supervisor Don Fazackerley, Mike Costello, Bob Hall, ...

Youth in Business Day -- Students Take Over Chamber of Commerce for One Day -- Chamber of Commerce (May 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47060.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Acting president briefs youth. Includes Dwight L. Merriman and youth.

Lost Boy -- Mission Police Station (May 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47060.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes officer Joseph Connell, lost boy David, and sargeant D. Lynch.

Girl Scout Summer Camp -- Camp Merced (May 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47060.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

New Youth Guidance Center -- Near Market Street -- San Francisco (May 22, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47061.01-02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Department of Public Works, City and County of San Francisco. Views of new buildings.

Little Sister Contest for Columbia Park Boys' Club -- Orpheum Theatre (May 27, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47061.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes of brothers with their sisters. Includes winner Jeanne Allan and brother Bruce.
Poster for Sick Boy in Vallejo -- Columbia Park Boys' Club (May 29, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47061.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys signing card and donating to collection box for a sick boy in Vallejo. Includes Bobby Pipinich and other boys.

Meeting to Help Youth Get Jobs -- San Francisco Youth Association -- Palace Hotel (June 02, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47061.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teenage boy speaks to crowd of adults at meeting. Includes Adrien Falk and John Riordan.

Dedication of Wishing Well for "Building for Youth" Program -- Orpheum Theater (June 10, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47061.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group scenes of children around wishing well and in line at box office. Includes Bruce Allen, Jeanne Allen, June Melendy.

"Building for Youth" Program -- Union Square (June 10, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47061.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor speaking to crowd. Includes Governor Earl Warren, Susan Kliewe, and Johnny Kane.

Meeting of Boys' State Delegates -- War Memorial Building (June 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47061.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Deputy Chief of Police James Quigley talking to delegates.

Lost Child (June 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47062.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two year old Susan Gregg playing with kittens.

Children Leave for Summer Camp -- City Hall (June 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47062.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children wave good-bye from busses.

"Jackie" Campaign Kick-Off -- Mission Street (June 19, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47062.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Twins start campaign by telephone. Includes Vic, Vickie, and Father James Murray, chariman of "Jackie".
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)
Juvenile Delinquents and Child Welfare

Boy Scouts Leave for Scout Jamboree in New York (June 20, 1950 - June 23, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47062.04-05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Ferry Building and Santa Fe bus depot. Boy scouts from Sonoma and Mendocino counties leave for Valley Forge, New York. Includes Armand Greco and scouts.

Lions Club Has Party for "Jackie's" Birthday -- Parkwood Restaurant (June 29, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47062.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Twins blow out candles on cake. Includes "Jackie" twins Vic and Vickie and Frank Lovette.

Baby and Baby Sitter Missing (June 29, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47062.07-08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Alice Garcia, a copy negative of eighteen month old baby Ricardo Garcia, and a copy negative of baby sitter Juanita Martinez.

Paternity Case -- Woman Pickets with Baby (July 07, 1950 - August 01, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47063.01-02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Alta Harpole pickets George Makelos for not supporting his baby Marina Makelos.

Girl Scouts from Day Camp Visit Beauty Parlor -- Elizabeth Arden's (July 07, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47063.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes twenty-six Girl Scouts watching make-up expert Beatrice Hamilton apply make-up to twelve year old Sharon Dunn, as part of a charm course.

Girl Scout Day Camp -- Camp Merced (July 18, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47063.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brownies show their "sit-upons" or cloth pieces that they sit upon. Includes Eileen Drechaler, Michiko Hamai, Patricia Comerford, Pamela Sorgatz, and Diane Christoffersen.

Founder of Boys' Town in Italy (July 26, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47063.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel. Two visitors: town founder Monsignore John Patrick Carroll-Abbing and town president Carlo Bianni (age 16).
Campfire Girls Leave for Camping Trip in Marin County -- Greyhound Depot (July 27, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47063.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Seventh and Mission Street. Campfire girls in group near bus. Includes Dorene Moorhead and campfire girls.

Recreation -- Blind Children Taken on Trip -- YWCA (July 31, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47063.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children on bus headed to Enchanted Hills, near Napa Summer Camp. Includes Mrs. E.L. Johnson and children.

New Baby Born -- Central Emergency Hospital (August 14, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47064.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes steward Charles Cloud, father George Shuey, and new baby Gaylee.

Twins Born in Ambulance -- Central Emergency Hospital (August 14, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47064.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mother (not shown) is Claude Kirby. Includes steward Sam Updyke, unidentified attendants, and twins.

Blind Children Have Breakfast Before Leaving for Camp Enchantment -- Moar's Cafeteria (August 15, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47064.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Three adults wait on children. Includes Mrs. Louis Fortin, resident manager Herbert Brandt, and founder Rose Resnick.

Campfire Girls Take Pledges from Shoppers To Stop Hoarding -- Food Mart (August 18, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47064.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes C.F. Gale, Virginia Hase, LaVerne Jones, and Agnes Phillipasian.

Lost Boy -- Juvenile Home (August 22, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47064.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thirteen year old Curtis Evans could not remember where he lives.

Children -- Grove Recreation Center -- Berkeley (September 04, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47064.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children eating, reading, and washing hands. Includes Joanna Panganiban, Charles Martin, Judy Benson, Jaehn Clemetts, Arthur Burkhardt, ...
Lost Child -- Park Police Station (September 08, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47064.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes officer Brian McDonnell, Don Smith, and lost girl.

Baby Born on California's One-Hundredth Birthday -- St. Joseph's Hospital
(September 09, 1950)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47064.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Nurse Betty Harrington, mother Eugenia Lorraine Hart Bear (Mrs. Oland Eugene Bear), and baby.

New Youth Guidance Center -- 375 Woodside Avenue -- San Francisco
(November 01, 1950 - November 03, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 53, [47065.01-03]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Campfire Girls Serve Breakfast for Dr. Clish (November 06, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47065.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Dr. Herbert Clish's Office. Includes Carol Rump, Dr. Herbert Clish, Isabel Shaskan, and Betty Carolyn.

Youth Council Meeting -- San Francisco City College (November 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47065.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Men are seated while mayor speaks. Includes Benjamin Bonaparte, Milton Rector, Roy Sorenson, John Swain, and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

"Jackie" Twins and Family (November 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47065.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Coneely family home. Children are seated and praying around Thanksgiving table with turkey. Includes Mrs. John Conneely and her children: Tommie, Barbara, John Jr., and "Jackie" twins Charley and Dudley.

Dart Contest for Turkey -- Colombia Park Boys' Club (November 22, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47065.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes winner Lloyd Cunningham with a live turkey.
Investigation of Conditions -- Youth Guidance Center (November 28, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47065.08]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men inspect security fences youths climbed to escape, unused but furnished girls cottages, and sleeping areas. Includes George Ososke, Dewey Mead, and Judge Milton Sapiro.

Guardsmen Christmas Tree Lot -- Football Players Help Sell Trees (December 02, 1950 - December 19, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47066.01-02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Spencer Grant Jr., Judge Oliver Carter, Barbara Latz, Mike Matthews, Dr. Phillip Westdahl, Herman Wedemeyer, Nanette Figel, and Pat Friend.

First Christmas Baby Born in San Francisco -- St. Luke's Hospital (December 26, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47066.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes baby Shirley Joy Fedeles and Nurse Coletha Webster.

First New Year Baby Born in San Francisco -- St. Joseph's Hospital (January 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47066.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes father James Evans, Nurse Marjorie Houdashelt, and baby Mary Ellen Evans.

Mayor Receives Boy Scout Calendar -- City Hall (January 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47066.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and Pack 33 Cub Scout Scott Charleston.

Blind Girl -- Auto Court -- San Pablo (January 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47066.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Irene Fink and her blind three year old daughter Judy Fink.

Child Gets Permanent Wave -- White House (January 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47066.07]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Madelon Ann Walsh and stylist Walter Fillhauer.

Eighteen Month Old Baby Chins Himself (January 23, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47067.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Baby Francis Rosales shown hanging by hands from a pipe with no help.
Mayor Proclaims Boy Scout Week -- City Hall (January 25, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47067.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor signs proclamation. Includes boy scout David Green, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Mrs. W.E. Anderson, and Cub Scout Dennis Anderson.

Child Custody Suit -- City Hall (January 31, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47067.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes four year old Bonnie Carlson and father Ben Carlson.

Missing Chinese Baby -- Chinatown (February 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47067.04-05]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Hugh was missing; he was later returned to parents. Includes mother Mrs. David Hugh, Howard Anderson, Lois Lew, Harvy Wing, and baby Kenneth Hugh.

Presentation of Citations to Explorers Senior Boy Scouts for Civil Defense -- City Hall (February 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47067.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group scene of scouts. Includes Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, scout Joe Rando, and other scouts.

Check Presentation -- Youth Guidance Center (February 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47068.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Eagle Scouts Court of Honor -- Everett Junior High School (February 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47068.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
One scout gets special award for blood donors. Includes Roy N. Buell, Jimmy Gray, Oscar C. Alverson, Frank S. Bowen III, James T. Tarian, ...

"Jackie" -- Babies Need Foster Homes -- St. Elizabeth's Hospital (February 13, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47068.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Anita (ten and a half months), Ken (five months), Bobie (seven months), John (eight months), and Frank (one year old).
Colombia Park Boys' Club Presents "Boy of the Year for 1950" Award -- Fairmont Hotel (February 14, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47068.04]
Scope and Content Note
Boy is presented with cup and medal. Includes Robert Lovejoy, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and David Russo.

Boy Scouts Sign Judges for Blood Donations -- City Hall (February 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47068.05]
Scope and Content Note
Includes Leo A. Cunningham, Alvin E. Weinberger, Edward F. O'Day, scout Mark Fletcher, Judge Carl H. Allen, and scout Robert Bergen.

Sick Baby Rushed from Sacramento by Police Escort -- U.C. Hospital (February 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47068.06]
Scope and Content Note
Includes three and half week old John Richard Ficarella.

Lost Boy -- Potrero Police Station (February 20, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47068.07]
Scope and Content Note
Includes sargeant Anthony J. Bell and lost boy Johnny ??.

San Francisco Girl Scouts Friendship Festival -- Call-Bulletin Office (March 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47069.01]
Scope and Content Note
Girls are dressed in traditional costumes of different countries. Includes Arlene Keane, Judith Jones, Paula Reynolds, Louann Heinecke, Carol Bernardo, ...

Newborn Baby -- Central Emergency Hospital (March 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47069.02]
Scope and Content Note
Includes Nurse N. Shields, baby girl, and mother Mary Layton.

Missing Boys Return Home -- Pacific Manor (March 09, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47069.03]
Scope and Content Note
Includes Ronnie Kane and Jackie Swan.

4-H Club Members -- Coit Tower (March 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47069.04]
Scope and Content Note
General group scenes of club at Coit Tower; girl sketches tower. Includes Mae Waltner, Dr. George P. Hammond, Joyce Williams, Ralph Rosedale, and other club members.
Parents Do Not Want Baby (March 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47069.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1588 Hayes Street. Two week old baby Jack Knudson Jr., father Jack
Knudson, and Maria Knudson.

Boy Scout Sits on Bench With Judge -- City Hall (March 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47069.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes scout Alan May and Judge Theresa Meikle.

Columbia Park Boys' Club, Campfire Girls, and Red Shield Club Present a Show
-- Civic Center (March 22, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47069.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Guardsmen. Boys do an Indian dance, Campfire girls paint, and the Red Shield
Club performs tumbling acts.

Girls Scouts Offering Blood Donors Cookies -- Blood Bank (March 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47070.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mrs. Charles Hemphill, Irwin Mem?, Eleanor Berdoulay, and Darrell Zwang.

Child Custody Case -- Hopkins Court -- Alameda County (March 28, 1951 - April
10, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47070.02-03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Betty Louise Best and her baby David Wayne Stevens.

Mayor Proclaims Boys' Week -- City Hall (March 29, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47070.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes George Jevickey (Columbia Park Boys' Club), Frank Nolan (San Francisco
Boys' Club), Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and Harold Meyer.

Two Sets of Twins Born on April First -- Oakland Permanete Hospital (April 02,
1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47070.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Charles Adams (not shown) is at Marshall Island working for the Navy. Includes Mrs.
Charles Adams, her twins Tommy and Stevie Adams, and the twins of Mrs. and Mrs.
Thomas Brigham.

California Juvenile Officers Conference -- Whitcomb Hotel (April 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47070.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Captain John P. Mechan, Pat Brown, and Albert E. Riedel.
Children's Community Centers -- Mayor's Office -- City Hall (April 10, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47070.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor is seated and surrounded by a group of children. Includes Irene Falabella, Cheryl Silberma, Mayor Robinson, Martin Johnson, Robert William, ...

Children Lost During General Douglas MacArthur Celebration -- Central Emergency Hospital (April 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47070.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Children are from different families. Includes Walter Brown, Gary Barmore, Bonnie Anderson, and Gloria Howren.

Newborn Baby -- St. Joseph's Hospital (April 23, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47070.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes baby Gary Wayne Barrett and Nurse Mary Hagwood.

Girl Scouts Sell Candy to Mayor -- City Hall (April 25, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47070.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes scout Margaret Maisler, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and scout Miriam Maisler.

Girl Scouts Give Lollipops Away at Children's Theatre Play "Robin Hood" (May 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47071.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes scouts Paula Ham, Gail Shalar, and Carolyn Mailliard.

Scout-O-Rama -- Cow Palace (May 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47071.02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Youth in Government -- City Hall (May 04, 1951 - May 12, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47071.03-05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)
Juvenile Delinquents and Child Welfare

Presentation of "Youth in Government" Awards -- Convention and Tourist Bureau -- Larkin Hall (May 09, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47071.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Awards presented by Walter G. Swanson to Dorothy Wood, Alan Beyar, and Heath McLendon on eve of Golden West YMCA Annual Membership Drive.

Joint Agency Committee for Children -- Youth Guidance Center (May 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47071.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A volunteer worker reads to children while adults look on. Includes Mr. and Mrs. Robert Weckerle, Mr. and Mrs. Dan Bernardini, Mrs. Carl Riesen, and children.

Paternity Case -- 802 Hearst Building (May 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47071.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Englishwoman accused Sergeant Nicholas Henry Obritsch of being her son's father. Includes copy negatives of Heather Strange and her son Victor.

Dedication Ceremonies -- Presidio Heights Community House Clubhouse -- Clay and Walnut (June 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47072.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and scouts: Larry Day, Peter Sabin, Paul C. Trimble, David Sullivan, ... 

Adopted Triplets -- Kensington Park (June 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47072.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Parents are Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Lee (not shown). Includes triplets Tamara, Terrissa, and Timothy Lee.

Four Month Old Infant Arrives for Eye Operation -- San Francisco Airport (June 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47072.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Arrived from Seattle on United Airlines plane for operation by well-known surgeon. Includes Lucille Kirschner, daughter Marcella, and stewardess Mary Kashuba.

Physical Exams Before Boys Leave for Camp -- San Francisco Boys Club (June 13, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47072.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Twenty-first and Alabama Street. Includes Dr. Paul S. Wyne, Peter Warren, and unidentified boys.
Guardsmen Send Underprivileged Children to Summer Camp -- City Hall (June 16, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47072.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor giving his autograph; men waving to children on bus. Includes Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Connie Nuyens, L.R. Fontaine, and Albert Schwabacher.

Boy Accidentally Locked in Trunk -- Twenty-ninth Avenue -- Oakland (June 16, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47072.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes two year old Robert Munis sitting in the trunk.

Four Week Old Baby With Two Front Teeth (June 18, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47072.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2702 Hyde Street. Includes baby John Frederick Jr. and his mother Mrs. John Frederick Sr.

Missing Girl Found -- San Rafael (June 22, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47073.01-04]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Neighbor finds girl's dog. Includes C.J. Chiesa, father Fred DeDora, Bill Bradford, mother Frances DeDora, Bob White, C.I. Daniels Jr., and lost girl Sharon Irene DeDora.

Boy Scouts Go to World Scouting Jamboree (June 27, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47073.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 11 O'Farrell. Scout executive allows boys to look at travel tickets. Includes Jake Mathis, Bill Pope, and Oscar C. Alverson.

Boys Have Mohican Haircuts -- Bay Area (June 30, 1951 - July 02, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47073.06-07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two different boys have mohawks: one is a Cub Scout and the other is the son of a Berkeley policeman. Includes Barry Leeder, Cheryl Leeder, James Kent, Albert Wilkenson, Alan Kent, and Roger Kent. [One posed in play tipi, with Indian toys in kitchen].

Missing Boy -- Hall of Justice (July 26, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47073.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes copy negatives of eight year old Keith Voss.
Triplets Born -- St. Francis Hospital (July 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47073.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hyde Street and Bush Street. Parents are Mr. and Mrs. Robert Koehler (not shown). Includes triplets and nurses: Lydia Angelini, Dolores Magee, and Nancy Malik.

Missing Boy (August 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47074.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes a copy negative of Gerald Lester Marsh.

Baby Holding Call-Bulletin (September 12, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47074.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picture taken as an idea for circulation promotion. Includes six month old Ruth Sprague.

Workers Donate Time to Build Leonard J. Metzer Boys' Club -- Oakland (August 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47074.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Free labor and materials donated every Saturday by electricians, cement crew, and others. Includes Arthur Talley Jr., Clint Howe, and unidentified men.

Accident Victims -- Child Safety Campaign -- San Francisco Hospital (September 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47074.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Dr. Ellen Simpson, Russell Breaux, Bobby Gomes, Frank Ramirez, and Dr. Henry B. Bruyn.

Child with Kidney Operation -- East Bay Children's Hospital (October 10, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47074.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Donna Turner and nurse Mary Banker.

Missing Children Found -- Outside Youth Guidance Center (October 20, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47074.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children left school late and were afraid to go home. Includes Albert and Ida Rivia and Inspector James Fales.

Boy with Iron Lung Arrives in San Francisco in a Beer Truck -- Children's Hospital (October 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47074.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
California Street. Boy is from Alburn [Auburn?], California. Includes Mary Geidt, Betty Odeth, Richard Rados, and Mr. and Mrs. Louis Rados.
"Jackie" Twins -- Dr. Giger's House (November 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47075.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes twins James and John Tougher, Dr. Geiger, Josephine D. Randall, father James Murray, ...

Campfire Girls and Bluebirds Work on Christmas Projects -- Campfire Girls Headquarters (November 10, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47075.02]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls are making table pieces and Christmas cards in Braille, and packing cookies for elderly. Includes Diane Peterson, Beverly Mathis, Judy Shau, Claire Nicol, Dianne David, ...

"Jackie" Week Proclamation -- City Hall (November 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47075.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes John and James Tougher and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

Annual Dart Contest Winner Gets Turkey -- Columbia Park Boys Club (November 22, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47075.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 458 Guerrero Street. Includes winner sixteen year old Frank Matzkus holding live turkey.

Trip to San Francisco Beach Playland -- San Francisco Boys' Clubs (November 23, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47075.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children get free rides [at amusement park]. Children shown on rocking horses, Big Dipper, and in Ghost Town.

Abandoned Baby -- St. Joseph Hospital -- San Francisco (November 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 54, [47075.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes two month old baby Robert Leroy Ingles and student nurse Bobbie Greenlee.

Labor

By Date (1939/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55-61, [050000-050082]
Physical Description: 1875 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Views of strikes, pickets, meetings, labor conventions, union meetings, labor committees and war-related labor matters. Includes labor strikes on waterfront, Longshoremen strikes, AFL (American Federation of Labor) convention, and the Oakland General Strike of 1946.
Union Label Exhibit (May 10, 1939)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50000.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Movie stars arrive for Union Label Exhibit (at Third and Townsend). Constance Moore, Edward Arnold, Claire Windsor, Gene Hersholt, and Martha Raye. [More negatives listed on sleeve but missing Jan. 1998]

Shipping Clerks Strike -- San Francisco Waterfront (January 03, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50000.02-06]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Clerks back to work at Pier Twenty-six, Twenty-eight (on Californian (ship)) and later signing agreement with owners at Federal Reserve Bank Building. Includes Al Maniscalzo, Eddy Lanely, G. Scaeaani, Leo Warshawski, Chester Nelson, Joseph Henry, J.V. McManus, Val Drayson, Charles Huston, F.C. Gregory, James Foley, D.F. Floyd, Art Sanvik, M. Gramma, ...

La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing -- San Francisco (January 26, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50001.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Labor leaders in court. Harry Bridges, Alexander Watchman, and John F. Shelley.

Sheet Metal Workers Strike -- Mars Furnace Co. (February 26, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50001.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers in front of building talking to police officer. Right after picture taken, picketers left without trouble.

Poultry Workers Strike -- Meeting in Mayor's Office (February 26, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50001.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
D.B. Wall (President of Sonoma Co., Farm Bureau representing poultry men) and Angelo Rossi.

Suspended Union Executive Trial -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (March 06, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50001.04-05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
I.B. [or J.B.?] Padway, Robert Everett, W. McFetridge, George Hardy, Charles Hardy, Charles Hardy Jr., James Feely, and Francis McCarty.
Candy Workers Strike -- Euclid Candy Company (May 07, 1940 - May 08, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50002.01-07]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Warehousemen, bakery and confectionary workers, longshoremen. Pickets; police around plant; strike breakers arrive in busses and unload trucks; fight between workers and pickets (injured: Bill Price, Juanita Belmont, Michael Belmont, John A. Gomez); chief and strikers confer (Donald Maguire, Eugene Paton, Charles W. Dullea).

Candy Workers Strike -- Euclid Candy Company (May 09, 1940 - May 16, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50003.01-07]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President of ILWU (International Local Warehousemen's Union) arrested (Eugene Paton, Sergeant Al Nicolini, Bill Merrick); AFL men unloading trucks used by strikers to block building; court scene (Richard Gladstein, Doninie Gallo, Michael Gomez); attorney haranguing picketers who have copies of injunction; teamsters and warehousemen loading and unloading candy.

Bus Drivers Strike -- Pacific Greyhound and Street Electric Railroad and Motorcoach (May 16, 1940 - May 20, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50004.01-04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Busses and truck driving past picketers; wheel of bus on fire.

Demonstration -- Maritime Federation -- Pier Thirty-two (May 27, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50004.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men quit work for one hour in protest of Ramsey and King in prison.

Hospital Workers Strike -- Children's Hospital (June 08, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50004.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers: John Jordan and Rose Antrim.

Radio Operators Strike (June 26, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50005.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
American Communication Association. Mason Liner Monterey (ship) tied up in stream.

Marine Cooks and Stewards Strike -- Meeting -- Federal Reserve Bank Building (July 03, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50005.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Union Committee: John Hoy, Jean Tiagre, John O'Donnell, Richard Gladstein, Gene Burke, Charles Schriever, ... and Conciliators: Stanley White, Harry E. Roulfs.
Sailors Union of the Pacific Strike -- Pier Twenty-nine (September 10, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50005.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sailors walk off the Katrina Luckenback (ship).

Garbage Collectors (Contractors and General Laborers) Strike (September 11, 1940 - September 13, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50006.01-07]

Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hearing (Attorney Andrew J. Eyman); collection trucks load garbage train; picketers at dumps (Pat O’Niell and Harry Childs); garbage trucks lined up.

Steam Schooner Strike -- Pier Forty (October 06, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50007.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Point San Pablo (ship). Solitary picketer on duty refused to give name.

Scalers Union Strike -- Pier Forty-two (October 13, 1940 - October 17, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50007.02-11]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note

News Vendors Union (October 29, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50008.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Andrew McNamee.

Dispute -- Models Union (December 09, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50008.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man without license took fee and later had to return money. Blanche Fields (model).

Women’s Complaint in Court (December 31, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50008.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Virginia Lewis.
Shipbuilding Stabilization Meeting -- Whitcomb Hotel (February 03, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50009.01-03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Labor management: union and employers. George A. Armes (Consolidated Steel Co.), Alden G. Roach (General Engineering and Drydock Co.), John P. Frey (AFL Metal Trades), H. Gerrish Smith (National Council of American Shipbuilders), Frank Brown (Int. Moulders Union), George C. Castelman (Int. Association Machinists), and Anthony Ballerini (Coast Metal Trades Council).

Labor Code Violation -- Hall of Justice (March 04, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50009.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Louis Tortoni standing before the bar.

Auto Workers Strike -- Fischer Body Works (March 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50009.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers in front of plant. [Fischer or Fisher Body Works - automotive industry?]

Hotel Workers Strike -- Man Picketing the Pickets (March 13, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50009.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man with sign: "We are picketing the pickets for unfair labor methods...." J. Nelson, Leslie Judson, and hotel manager Carl Vaughn.

Steel Workers Strike -- E.H. Edwards Co. -- South San Francisco (March 19, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50009.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Steel workers picket (Local 1684).

Machinist Strike -- Pelton Water Wheel Co. (April 07, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50010.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd of men in front of plant (Nineteenth Street and Alabama).

Central Longshore Pay Office (April 09, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50010.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senators and labor commissioner with checks; longshoremen waiting for checks. Jack Shelley, Arthur Breed, and Herbert Carrasco.

Picketers -- Heinz Company Plant -- Emeryville (May 10, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50010.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Small group of picketers (pickle workers?) at gates of plant.
Cleaners Strike (May 11, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50010.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Octavia Street and Lombard Street. Dell Brown entering store and picketer Betty Raymond.

Machinists Strike -- Bethlehem Steel (May 13, 1941 - June 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50011.01-09]

Physical Description: 43 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Twentieth Street and Illinois Street. Picketers and idle plant; workers crossing picket lines; civil service signup; machinists go back to work. Nurse Margaret Davis, Mildred Jelna, Dr. Waller M. Weber, Mrs. Ruth Seidler, Lieutenant Commander Robert B. England, W.D. Wightman, and Gayle Johanson.

Machinists Strike -- Moore Drydock -- Oakland (May 12, 1941 - May 23, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50012.01-09]

Physical Description: 42 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Machinists Strike -- Moore Drydock -- Oakland (May 22, 1941 - June 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50013.01-06]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at shipyard and Oakland Labor Temple. Navy transporation (busses, trucks, station wagons); machinist head; first group and teamsters walk through pickets; picket line moved one block back by order of police; machinists back after 31 days. Harry Hook and Rossi.

Machinists Strike -- Matson Machine Shop (May 22, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50014.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Two men entering shop.

Warehousemen Strike -- Schenley Liquors and Schilling Coffee (June 02, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50014.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women picketers.

Women Warehouse Workers Strike -- Southern Pacific Terminal Building (June 02, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50014.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women standing around and not at work.
Woman Cited With Disturbing the Peace at Labor Meeting (July 02, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50014.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Defendants: Mrs. Sharlie Englund and William Kennedy.

Hotel Workers Strike -- Alexander Hamilton Hotel (July 14, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50014.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man and woman picket hotel.

Discharged Workers Hearing (July 16, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50014.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hearing with Admiral Greenslade, John Wagner (Pile Drivers AFL Union), Louise Bransten (Civil Rights Council of Northern California), and Attorney George G. Olshausen.

Hotel Workers Strike -- Employer and Union Meeting -- Phelan Building (August 14, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50015.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Employers of Saint Francis, Empire, and Sir Francis Drake Hotels. Representatives of bakery wagon drivers, bottlers, waiters and waitresses, San Francisco Building and Construction, bartenders. Includes Dan London, Edgar D. Rosenberg, Dan Burger, George Smith, Joseph D. Sullivan, ...

Hotel Workers Strike -- Pickwick Hotel (September 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50015.02-03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hotel strike spreads to Pickwick Hotel (Fourth Street and Mission). Pickets. Laura Puccetti.

Hotel Strike -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (September 15, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50015.04]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets; workers leaving hotel are greeted by picketers.

Hotel Workers Strike -- Saint Francis Hotel (October 04, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50015.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets in front of hotel; hotel with sign: "Open for Business as Usual"

Man Chased by Mark Hopkins Hotel Picketers -- Washington Hotel (November 10, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50016.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shelton Ofutt.
Hotel Workers Strike -- Strikers in Court -- Hall of Justice (November 11, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50016.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd in front of bar. Elmer Snyder, Harvey McDowell, and Helen Whalen.

Man Slugged in Hotel Strike (November 13, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50016.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Hotel Workers Strike -- City Officials Meet -- Hall of Justice (November 13, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50016.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Twain Michelson, District Attorney Matthew Brady, Judge Joseph M. Golden, Judge Clarence Morris, Chief of Police Charles Dullea, and Deputy Chief of Police Michael Riordon.

Hotel Workers Strike -- Picketers in Court on Conspiracy Charge -- Hall of Justice (November 19, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50016.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joseph Palazzo, Albert Maniscolco, and Joseph Miramontes.

Strike -- Pacific Rolling Mills (July 16, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50017.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picket because steel plant janitor was fired. Albert Brawley and Albert Adam.

Restaurant Workers Strike -- Union Meets With Mayor (July 21, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50017.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Andrew Gallagher, C.T. McDonough, John A. St. Peter, Mayor Angelo J. Rossi, and William A. McCabe.

Hotel Workers Strike -- Picketing the San Francisco Hotel Owners Association (August 15, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50017.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fourth and Market Street. Pickets in front of Pacific Building where meeting is held.

Memorial Dedication for Andrew Furuseth (September 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50017.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at memorial in front of Ferry Building. Speakers: Harry Lundberg (President of Sailors’ Union) and Mayor Angelo J. Rossi.
Auto Mechanics Strike -- Key System Shops -- Oakland (September 17, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 55, [50017.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets outside the transit system shop's gate (Peralta and Yerba Buena Avenues); bus drivers not crossing picket lines.

AFL (American Federation of Labor) Conventions -- Delegates (September 21, 1941 - September 24, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50018.01-06]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Delegates meet at the Clift Hotel and the Civic Auditorium. Includes A.M. Gruber, James Blackburn, Marie Cunningham, Victor J. Brunell, Lloyd A. Meshburn, Cornelius J. Haggerty, Governor Culbert Olson, ...

Department Store Strike -- Emporium (September 25, 1941 - November 01, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50019.01-03]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Strike at Emporium department store. Ghost picketers. Includes Romayne Cook, Marcella Swanson, C.G. Norris, John Blaiotta, Mary Barrott, ...

Convention -- American Metal Mining (September 29, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50019.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
American Metal Mining organization warns labor to halt closed shop at conference held at Fairmont Hotel. R.M. Hardy, D.D. Moffat, J.B. Hoffner, T.H. O'Brien, Howard Young.

Trial -- Hod Carriers (October 24, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50019.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hod Carriers trial held at Palace Hotel. Includes Herbert Rivers, Charles Clark, Edward I. Hannah, Achilles Persion, and M.B. Cox.

Strike -- AFL Hotel Workers -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (September 22, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50020.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers, Junior Labor (Junior League?) Fashion show, socialites crossing picket line.

Catholic Labor Conference on Industrial Problems -- Civic Auditorium (September 30, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50020.02-04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warehousemen Strike -- Charles Brown and Sons (October 08, 1941)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50020.05]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Taken on Market Street. Pickets of CIO (Congress of Industrial Organizations) ILWU (International Local Warehousemen's Union) #6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIO Unions Labor Convention -- Hotel Oakland (October 03, 1941)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50021.01-04]</td>
<td>9 negatives</td>
<td>Delegates and officials representing die casters, textile workers, cannery workers, ACW (Amalgamated Clothing Workers), and UAW (United Auto Workers): Frances Decker, Arline Locke, Erma Torres, Bonnie Brower, Marilyn Snellen, Phil Connelly (CIO State President), Edgar Seal, Kay Snow, Jack Montgomery, Louis Goldblatt, Morris Zusman, Len Michner and Paul Schlipe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroad Arbitrator Talks to Press (November 10, 1941)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50021.05]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Arbitrator Dean Wayne Morse at Ferry Building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Workers Strike -- Columbia Steel Company -- Pittsburg (November 17, 1941)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50022.01]</td>
<td>3 negatives</td>
<td>Pickets at gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welders Strike -- Western Pipe and Steel -- Todd, California (December 20, 1941 - December 22, 1941</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50022.02-06]</td>
<td>21 negatives</td>
<td>Small groups of locked out workers in discussions. Business agent Herber James Brown. Army troops arrive with armored cars. Anti-strike picket lines with signs reminding strikers of Pearl Harbor and urging them to &quot;work or fight&quot; during wartime.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molders Sitdown Strike -- Enterprise Foundry -- South San Francisco (February 03, 1942)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50023.01]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Men at gate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bus Strike -- Sante Fe Depot (March 13, 1942)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50023.02]</td>
<td>4 negatives</td>
<td>Taken at Fourth Street. Crowds waiting for bus.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Labor Leaders take Wasserman Test (June 25, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50023.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Building Trades Council. Alexander Watchman, Richard Koch, Nurse Marie Smith, Dr. J.C. Geiger, and Lawrence Arnstein.

Muni Carmens Meeting -- Vote on Strike (May 08, 1942 - July 14, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50023.04-05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Milk Strike -- Golden State Milk Company and Borden Dairy -- Oakland (August 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50024.01-02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Customers lined up to get milk. Empty milk trucks. Bob Gill.

Bakery Strike (August 03, 1942 - August 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50024.03-04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Cemetery Employee Union Meeting -- Labor Temple (September 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50024.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Sixteenth Street. Jim Symes and James H. Reilly Jr.

CIO Labor Meeting with OPA (Office of Price Administration) (January 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50025.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Longshoremen Strike -- Pier Twenty-two (February 26, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50025.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Quit work over non-smoking rule.

Lathe Workers Strike -- General Engineering and Drydock -- Alameda (March 03, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50025.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Strikers in front of office. Mrs. Alberta Gray.
CIO President -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (March 05, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50025.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
CIO President, Phillip Murray.

Cable Carmen Strike -- San Francisco (March 08, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50025.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Leavenworth and California Streets. Crowds waiting for car on street.

Brewers Union and Brewers Institute Meeting and Brewery Workers Strike--San Francisco (March 15, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50025.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 155 Montgomery Street. Unions demand closed shop (Clay Biszant, Martin Christen, William H. Ahern, and Henry Jenichen); Acme Brewerries strike (Lee Ketchum, Billy Core, and Bob Piscius).

Metal Trades Council Committee (May 17, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50025.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Labor Row -- Redwood City (June 04, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50025.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
E. F. Dillon.

Carmen Union Controversy with Market Street Railroad (July 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50025.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Car Strike -- Market and Guerrero Streets (July 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50025.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View from roof at intersection; view up Market Street looking east (cityscape).

Laundry Workers Sitdown Strike-- Galland Mercantile Laundry (September 27, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50026.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mathew J. Dooley, Lawrence Palacios, and E.J. Carter.
Labor Union Row (September 30, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50026.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Decision on manpower. Herbert H. Zoda. Taken at Alvarado Street.

Negro Boilermakers Strike -- Marin Shipyards -- Sausalito (November 20, 1943 - November 29, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50026.03-06] ark:/13030/hb5z09p0p8

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Negros (Afro-Americans) walk out. Negro Committee Meeting at CIO Hall. Preston Stallinger and Joe James.

Machinists Strike -- Moore Drydock (December 22, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50027.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sailors who had to work all night.

Butcher Union Meeting (December 27, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50027.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Third Street. Includes Jimmy Throne, Mike Guerra, Milton S. Maxwell, and Joseph Henderson.

Machinists Strike (March 06, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50028.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men in front of Union Hall. Taken at 1111 Clay Street.

Machinists Strike -- Federal Mogul Bearing Company (May 05, 1944 - July 29, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50028.02-06]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Machinists Union at Marshall's Office; strike; men working at machines.

Shelters for Longshoremen -- San Francisco Waterfront (February 21, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50029.01-02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Pier Fifteen (William Connelly, Hugo Bloomquist, Thomas Cullen) and Pier Thirty-two (Steve Dore).

Longshoremen Meeting -- CIO Hall (July 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50029.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Board members: Burt Nelson, Delores Darnelle, William Spooner, Germain Bulcke, Harry Bridges (President), ...
Negro Boilermakers Protest -- Tenth Street (March 04, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50029.04]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Negro (Afro-American) shipyard workers in front of Union Hotel.

Boilermakers Union President (March 23, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50029.05]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
At Clift Hotel for Saturday Night Civic Auditorium Address. Tom Crowe (Vice-President), Charles J. McGowan (President), and William E. Walter (Secretary Treasurer).

Carmens (San Francisco Municipal Railway) Union Members -- Market Street Headquarters (April 04, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50029.06]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Group shot of rival members.

Machinist Strike -- United Engineering Company (April 25, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50029.07]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Union troubles holdup repair on US Navy ship, the Sea Fiddler (ship), in drydock.

Machinists Strike -- Business Agent and Attorney -- Mills Field (May 12, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50029.08]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
J.F. Sapiro (Attorney for Local 68) (from Washington D.C.) and Ed Dillion (Agent of Local 68).

Machinists Strike -- Federal Mogul Plant & US Pipe and Manufacture Company (August 14, 1944 - August 21, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50029.09-14]  
Physical Description: 10 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Navy seizure of US Pipe and Manufacture Company (Captain A.B. Court; S.C. Peeleg, Jr.; Lieutenant Commander B.B. Sumner, and Rear Admiral H.E. Bowen) and Federal Mogul Plant (250 Fourteenth Street) (Margaret Lane). Notices posted on entrances of both plants. Men back at work (R.G. West, Wilbur Snell, Ernesto Vargas, John Blair). Strike ends at Mogul Plant; meeting with Rear Admiral Bowen.

Pipefitter Dispute and AFL President -- Labor Temple (May 09, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50029.15]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
John P. Frey (President) here from Washington D.C. to settle Pipefitter strike.
Tenth Regional War Labor Board Conference (August 03, 1944)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

US Labor Relations Board Hearing -- Standard Oil Maritime Employees Decide on Union (August 30, 1944)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Meeting to decide which maritime union to join. Represented are Sailors Union of the Pacific and Seafarers Union. H.C. Banks, Harry Lundberg, Bernard L. Algrert, John Jennings, and Norbert Korte.

G.I. Job Office -- Bay Bridge Terminal Building (October 04, 1944)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

US War Labor Board Hearing -- War Labor Board and Machinists Union -- Furniture Mart (November 04, 1944 - November 16, 1944)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Employers of machinists (left) and pipefitters (right) seated at table. Includes Arthur C. Miller, Thomas Fair Neblett, Gene L. Green, Frank J. Carvalho, Thomas H. Tongue, ...

Carmens Union Meeting -- Market Street Railroad Employees -- Labor Temple (November 30, 1944 - December 04, 1944)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Local 1004 meeting. Includes Frank Jackson, Thomas Gowan Lock, John M. Rosser, Charles Gallo, Thomas Rountree, James L. Wilson (President), Roger Lapham (Mayor), ...

Labor and Management Hearing -- US War Labor Board -- Mills Building (December 05, 1944)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes Louis Goldblatt, Eleanor Kahn, Lloyd Fisher, Lee G. Paul, Arthur Meyer, Arthur Phillips, ...
Store Clerks Strike and Army Seizure -- Montgomery Ward -- San Rafael (December 28, 1944 - January 02, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50032.01-04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Retail, wholesale, and department clerks strike. Army gives notice to each employee. Includes Major James A. Sullivan, Frances Tary, Sergeant Walter Ostrograsky, George W. Whiteley, Earle Alexander, Major David Ring, Lieutenant Joseph Walsh, Lieutenant A.W. Mahoney, ...

Meeting -- Butchers Union and Retailers -- Union Headquarters (January 17, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50032.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 3012 Sixteenth Street. Milton Maxwell.

War Labor Board Hearing -- Machinists Union Local 68 (April 04, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50032.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1355 Market Street. Attorney J.H. Sapiro, E.F. Dillon, and Harry Hook.

Women Strike -- China Aircraft Corporation (May 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50032.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 122 Fifteenth Street. Women picketers in front of building.

Seamen Picket War Shipping Administration -- US Maritime Union (July 10, 1945 - July 18, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50033.01-02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 220 Bush Street. Pickets and a good shot of traffic signal.

Shipscalers Dispute -- General Engineering Company -- Alameda (July 17, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50033.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Shipscalers -- General Engineering Company (July 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50033.04-05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1535 Market Street. War Labor Board meeting with Ansley K. Salg, Thomas Fair Neblett, Arthur P. Allen, and James C. Hill (board members) and others.
Municipal Carmen's Strike [car men's: municipal railway] (August 03, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50033.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 150 Golden Gate Avenue. Mayor Roger D. Lapham. [Neg. formerly out of place and labelled 56015 (with Military - Japanese evacuation.)]

Railroad Urgency Committee Meeting -- Fort Mason (July 31, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50034.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Meeting (or press conference) to launch project for skilled railroad workers. Includes General H.M. Groninger, A.T. Morcier, J. Ward Mailliard, Harold Anderson, R.G. Rydin, ...

Workpile (August 20, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50034.02-05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Polk Street and Van Ness Avenue. Includes Faye Wier, Roger D. Lapham (Mayor), Ernest Ingold, Henry F. Grady, Earl Lee Kelly, Paul Schnurr, Adrien J. Falk, and others painting buildings, etc.

Workers -- Schlage Lock Company (September 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50034.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Joan Klotovich, Audrey Bugher, Juliet Delgado, Aurelia Ferraro, Alex Chiapparo, ...

AFL Strike -- Machinists -- Pier Twenty-seven (September 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50034.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Michael Young getting American Federation of Labor picket line into shape.

Oil Workers Strike -- Union Oil Company Plant -- Rodeo, California (September 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50034.08]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets and group shots.

Telephone Operators Strike -- Scottish Rite Auditorium (October 03, 1945 - October 05, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50035.01-03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds of women inside and registering names to get in. Marie A. De Martini, V.P. Velasco, and unnamed others.
Bus Drivers Strike -- Greyhound Bus Lines (October 05, 1945 - October 23, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 56, [50035.04-10]

Physical Description: 17 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Seventh Street and Mission Street: people waiting for busses [Negatives noted missing in 1945]. 221 Pine Street: Meeting with Labor Board (W.A. Northway, R.E. Hesselman, Theodore Beguin, Frank Scott, William J. Boyd, F.W. Ackerman, Omar Hoskins, ...) and strike ends, with people boarding busses (J.J. Daly, Betty Cattori, Josephine Caserza, Roy Stewart, E.J. Troutt, ...(drivers).

Machinists Strike -- San Francisco Bay Area (October 20, 1945 - October 30, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50036.01-12]

Physical Description: 49 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Meeting at Oakland Auditorium to vote for strike (James P. Smith). Meeting of Union and employers at Pacific Building (E.A. Woodside, Al Wynn, Tom Rotell, A.F. Bartholomew, Muriel Kerchen, ...) Strike at Caterpillar Tractor Company, San Leandro (pickets outside plant) (Jean Westerberg, Grace Todd); crowd shots at Bethlehem Steel Company Buildings (Twentieth and Illinois Streets); at United Engineering Company with Union Local 68 picketing in front of building, at Pier Thirty-six (280 Stuart Street) (); at Moore Drydock, Oakland (Warren Benson, Captain and Mrs. C.A. Irwin, Mrs. H.G. Waag, and Ernie Barber); pickets and men entering past pickets at Graham Ship Repair Company (Washington Street, Oakland.) King Gunsight Company serves coffee and doughnuts to pickets (Mildred Butler, Helen Bouey, Hugh Richardson, Rafael Velez, Jerry Foye, ...) At Western Pipe and Steel Company, South San Francisco, allied crafts refused to go through picket lines (workers; not picketers); pickets (Carl Wessel, Everett Leon, Emanuel Medeiros, and Lloyd Fry). Meeting held by Mayor Roger Lapham at City Hall (T.A. Jenkel, Thomas A. Brooks, and Inneas Kane)

Labor Meeting -- Machinists and Employers -- Phelan Building (October 31, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50037.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Includes Roger Deeney, Harry Scher, James Smith, Ed Dillon, Serge P. Kovaleff, W.C. Stickler, Russell Gowans, Charles V. Cole, John B. Lauritzen, ...

Machinists Strike -- Graham Ship Repair Company -- Oakland Waterfront (November 02, 1945 - November 05, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50037.03-04]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at Strable Hardwood Company Dock Building. CIO and AFL picket lines.

Machinist Strike Meeting -- Commercial Club, California Street (November 07, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50037.05-06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Men shaking hands (William B. Tyler, L.W. Delhi, and William G. Storie); group and speaker William B. Delhi, President of California Metal Trades Association.
Conciliation Meeting -- Machinists and Business Representatives -- Phelan Building (November 13, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50037.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mel Thompson, Peter Taylor, George S. Drysdale, P.A. Hoyt, Dan O. Druge, ...

Bakery Drivers Strike -- Kilpatricks, Safeway, etc. -- City Hall and Phelan Building (November 09, 1945 - December 26, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50037.08-15]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private cars arriving to pick up bread outside Kilpatrick's bakery (Martin Gaehwiler and Rene Bailey). Housewives and showgirl protesting at City Hall, (Wayne Kumaston, William M. Foley, Roger Lapham, Eneas Kane, Dan Gallagher (acting Mayor), Mrs. E.W. Graham, Mr. Joseph Houghton, Mrs. Walter Thomas, and Dorothy Knight (with a turkey on a leash)). Conciliation meeting at Phelan Building (Joseph P. De Lu, Will Merryman, Milton Marks, William M. Foley, Roland Davis, ...). Safeway Stores (130 Sixth Street) picketed by drivers. Strike over; bread making resumes (Dorothy Murray and W.Q. Beaubouf).

UAW (United Auto Workers) Strike -- Chevrolet, General Motors -- San Leandro, Calif. (November 21, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50037.16]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets in front of plant.

AFL Strike -- Link Belt Company Store (November 21, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50037.17]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

CIO Convention -- Labor Temple (November 05, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50038.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
James G. Thimmes, Mervyn Rathborne, and Morris Zusman (Congress of Industrial Organizations).

Longshoremen's Union Picket -- Pier Thirty-four (December 03, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50038.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Maritime Union demand ships be used to transport G.I.'s home.
Telephone Company Employees Strike -- San Francisco (January 11, 1946 - January 14, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50039.01-08]

Physical Description: 29 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Company officials shown pinch-hitting for regular operators; a man trying to handle whole board (at Telephone Building, Pine and Larkin Streets); Pickets (with operators not passing lines) at Mission office (1345 Capp Street); at Randolph office (Russia and Mission Streets, and Nineteenth Ave. and Kirkham Street); at Garfield Office (444 Bush Street) (Steve Riley and John Booge) and Grant Avenue (Bill Stuergerl and Fred Hill); at Chinatown Phone Exchange (Florence Chow, chief operator stays on job). Women back to work at Garfield Office.


Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets at 445 Sutter.

Woman's Lawsuit Against Harry Hook -- Machinists -- San Jose (January 15, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50040.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
150 W. San Fernando. Anna Burt, Miss Marion Murray, and Carrie Murdock (two women in picture have nothing to do with story).

Machinists Strike -- Columbia Steel Company -- Pittsburg, California (January 19, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50040.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Strikers wearing "picket" ribbons outside factory. Includes William D. Hudson and Rozz Cardinalli.

Machinist Strike -- Bethlehem Steel Works Company -- Alameda, South San Francisco (January 21, 1946 - January 29, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50040.03-05]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets; riots at shipyards (William Endig, injured), police flying wedge; overturned automobile; picketers dancing (Ida Adler, George Borrelli, Bonnie Schneider, and Joe Cordero).

Butchers Union Meeting -- South San Francisco (January 26, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50040.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Milton Maxwell, Edwin F. Michelsen, Roy Cleveland and Fred Bruch.

Strike -- Shreve's -- Post and Grant Avenue (January 31, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50040.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Electrical Workers Strike -- GE (General Electric Company) -- San Francisco (January 15, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50041.01]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Pickets at Harrison Street.

Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers Strike -- American Smelting and Refining Company -- San Francisco (February 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50041.02]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Workers together in one strike at 1901 Army Street. Frank Murillo.

Shipbuilding Stabilization Meeting -- Pacific Coast Zone -- Palace Hotel (February 18, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50041.03]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   John R. Redstrom (of government stabilization committee).

Machinists Strike Over -- Bethlehem Steel Company -- Alameda and South San Francisco (February 21, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50041.04]
   Physical Description: 7 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Company operating again. First steel poured since strike (from open hearth furnace to ladle to ingots).

Furniture Workers Strike -- Simmons Bed Company -- Bay and Stockton Streets (February 25, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50041.05]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Group of employees outside building.

Meeting to Determine End of Strike -- Machinists and Employers -- Civic Auditorium (February 26, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50041.06-07]
   Physical Description: 9 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Machinists hold meeting initially; later, machinists walkout (Harvey Brown, Harry Hook, and Harry Scher).

Machinists Strike -- Fuller Paint Company -- South San Francisco (February 28, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50041.08]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Pickets in front of plant.

Machinists Strike -- Fuller Paint Company -- South San Francisco (March 01, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50042.01-02]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Men being served papers (Edmund Raggio, Police Chief Louis Bellioni, and Deputy Sheriff George M. Knell); employees eating hot dogs.
Voting Meeting -- Machinist Union -- Civic Auditorium, San Francisco (March 02, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50042.03-05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group shot inside (Ed Dillon, Vernon Willis, Sam Hendy, William Peterson, and Harry Hook); men entering hall; crowd receiving ballots and voting (Charles Klemmel and E.C. Payne).

Machinist Meeting -- Whitcomb Hotel (March 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50042.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes H.V. Nickerson, S.L. Newman, Earl Melton, J.L. McBreen, Eric Peterson, ...

Machinist Meeting -- Whitcomb Hotel (March 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50042.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes H.V. Nickerson, S.L. Newman, Earl Melton, J.L. McBreen, Eric Peterson, ...

Construction Engineers Strike -- AFL No. 3 -- Market Street (March 10, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50043.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Picket line. Frend Belcher, Reed Hass, Thomas Bargess, and Wayne Essley.

Longshoremen's Wives Asking for Retroactive Wages (March 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50043.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Demanding payment of $8,000,000. Mrs. Grace Mathias and Baby Mary Lou Mathias. Taken at 405 Montgomery Street.

Machinists Strike -- Oakland Auditorium and Labor Temple (March 12, 1946 - March 13, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50043.03-04]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Food, Tobacco, and Agricultural Union Strike -- Gerber Plant -- Oakland (March 14, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50043.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Demonstrations. Frank Roderigues and Mrs. Claudia Williams.

Machinists Strike Over -- Western Pipe Steel Company (March 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50043.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds in line and signing in at desk.
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)
Labor

Machinist Strike Over -- Bay Area (March 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50044.01-04]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men back to work. Crowds in line (punching timecards) at Bethlehem Steel Company (Third Street and Twentieth), San Francisco; Men returning to work at Moore Shipyards, Oakland; Men at lathes at Victor Equipment Company (844 Folsom Street); Line up clearing through Lodge 68 at Labor Temple.

CIO and IAM (AFL) Machinists Strike -- Columbia Machine Works - Berkeley (April 15, 1946 - April 19, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50045.01-06]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Seventh and Carlton. Police take IAM (AFL) Machinists through CIO picket lines. (In Berkeley, police known as Civic Disturbance Control; anywhere else, known as riot squad.) Includes H.E. Thompson, Mike Manfreda, Edward H. Fitch, Sergeant John Lindquist, and Wesley Compton (cop). One unidentified man going through line has tool box on shoulder.

Longshoremen Dispute -- Fact Finding Board -- Fairmont Hotel (April 19, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50046.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
James L. Fly and Judge Lloyd L. Black.

Building Service Employees Picket -- Seals Stadium (April 23, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50046.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men picket with signs, "Sacramento Baseball Club unfair to ... employees, AFL (American Federation of Labor)."

Joe Curran -- Freeding Hotel (April 27, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50046.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Joe Curran.

Maritime Federation Convention -- Maritime Unions (May 06, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50046.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shot as men sing national anthem. Harry Bridges, Joseph Curran, Eugene Burke, and Joseph Selly.

Maritime Meeting -- Seafaring Unions -- Whitcomb Hotel (May 14, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50046.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Einar Mohn, Harry Lundberg, Captain M.D. MacRae, Captian William Boyd, Captain A.M. Peterson, and Captain C.F. May.
Maritime Union Meeting -- Commercial Street (May 31, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50046.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Held in street, near Embarcadero. Mob shots.

Southern Pacific Railroad Strike (May 23, 1946 - May 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50047.01-05]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
At Southern Pacific depot, ticket office stamping void on tickets (Mrs. Hazel Harris).
At S.P. Roundhouse, four hostlers (not on strike) read about strike (S.W. Bell, R. Lindegren, W.P. May, and A.S. Sautier). At freight yard (Visitation Valley) engineers and cars. At Third and Townsend S.P. Station, lobby and schedule board; at S.P. yard, engineer McCongh in locomotive and rear end of train "Del Monte." S.P. Daylight Limited stalled.

Southern Pacific Railroad Strike -- Traffic diverted to buses -- Santa Fe Bus Station (May 24, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50047.06-07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Train passengers come in by bus from Nevada; crowd getting baggage. Shirley Shandrick (of Colorado Springs) and Mrs. May Marovitz and son (of Salt Lake City).

Southern Pacific Railroad Strike -- Third and Townsend Streets (May 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50047.08-10]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Interior of depot and yards (from Sixth Street). Military train pulls in (engineer Lewis Karmen); sailors from San Diego disembark, arriving for transfer to Guam and points west. Military personnel sitting on baggage with leave papers in hand, wondering how to get to destinations (Jack Rezer, Eileen Miguel, and Franklin Detroit).

Railroad Teamsters Union Meeting -- Teamsters Hall -- San Francisco (May 24, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50047.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken on Bryant Street. Men leaving meeting.

Southern Pacific Railroad Strike Over (May 26, 1946 - May 27, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50047.12-13]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Arrival of first train into Bay Area (Mrs. James Durkin); view of tracks showing commuters disembarking trains after end of strike.

Meeting -- Meat Union (Butchers) and Safeway Management -- City Hall (June 01, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 57, [50048.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Safeway Butchers Union Meeting (June 03, 1946) | Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Crowd shots (Milton Maxwell and other men) taken at 3012 Sixteenth Street. |
| Scalers Union Fight (June 06, 1946) | Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Rene Amaya, John Holmes, and John Vincent. Taken at 53 Clay Street. |
| Sailors' Union of the Pacific -- Sailors Leave Ship for Meeting -- Pier Ninety, San Francisco (June 06, 1946) | Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
SUP (Sailors' Union of the Pacific) men walk off Grove City Victory (ship). |
| Maritime Seamen Meeting -- Sailors' Union of the Pacific and other Unions (June 06, 1946) | Physical Description: 6 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mass meeting in union hall at 59 Clay Street, and crowd gathered in front of Ferry Building. Includes Harry Lundberg (Sailors Union of the Pacific), and Germaine Bulcke. |
| Seamen Strike -- Matsonia (ship) -- Pier Thirty-two, San Francisco (June 07, 1946) | Physical Description: 6 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Individual (Harry Lundberg and Bill Brooks) and crowd shots of workers on dock. |
| Maritime Meeting (June 08, 1946) | Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Harry Lundberg and George Thompson (reporter). Taken at 405 Montgomery Street. |
| Dutch Sailors Strike -- Madoera (ship) -- Pier Nineteen, San Francisco (June 12, 1946) | Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Ship tie-up when sailors strike in protest of attempt to cut wages; pickets. |
| Bay Area Committee for Maritime Unity Meeting -- Civic Auditorium (June 13, 1946) | Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
In connection with Stevedore (Longshoremen's) Strike. Crowd shots. |
Maritime Strike -- Passengers Stranded -- Pier Thirty-two (June 14, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50048.12]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Monterey passengers waiting for announcements (Mr. and Mrs Douglas Baldwin and sons Robert and David, war bride Olivia Odell and her mother en route to Melbourne).

Longshoremen Remembering "Bloody Thursday" -- Stewart and Mission Street (July 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50048.13]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Edgar Reite, John Evans (secretary of the Inlandboatmen's Union of the Pacific) and G. Bulcke (President of the Longshoremans Union).

Department of Labor Official to Investigate Maritime Dispute -- Fairmont Hotel (July 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50048.14]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nathan P. Feinsinger.

Marine Cooks and Stewards -- CIO versus AFL Union Dispute (July 15, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50048.15]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picket line. Taken at 465 California Street.

AFL Carmens Vote -- Labor Temple (July 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50049.01-02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shots. Sergeants-at-Arms shown dropping ballots into box before counting peace votes. Taken at Fourteenth and Guerrero Streets.

State AFL Convention -- Civic Auditorium (June 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50049.03-06]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

San Francisco Union Label Committee checking delegates -- Civic Auditorium (MISSING) (June 20, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50049.07]

Physical Description: 0 negative
Scope and Content Note
[Note: negatives from this sleeve noted as missing in 1946]. Former contents: Edward Arnold, Mario Grossetti, Harry S. Clark, Mrs. Marjorie Kerr.
Hotel Services Not to Strike -- Office of Mayor (June 13, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50050.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Joseph Sullivan, John A. St. Peter, Mayor Roger Lapham, and Dan London.

Street Carmen Strike (June 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50050.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds of pedestrians walking near Southern Pacific depot. Automobiles on California Street.

Street Carmen Strike -- Trades Temple Building (June 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50050.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sherman Douglas and James Wilson. Taken at Fourteenth and Guerrero Streets.

Street Carmen Strike -- Committee Call on Mayor's Help -- City Hall (June 27, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50050.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes James J. O'Brien, James Wilson, O.A. Rowan, S.W. Douglas, Roger Lapham, ...

Street Carmen Strike -- San Francisco (June 29, 1946 - July 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50050.05-14]
Physical Description: 31 negatives
Scope and Content Note
At Hampshire and Mariposa, employees of San Francisco Railyard looking at posted sign. At Sixth and Seventh Street, near Market Street, overhead view of cars parked on tracks in middle of street. At Terminal, along Howard, heavy traffic scenes. Postmen hitchhike (Joseph Harrington and John P. Murtagh). Tracks repaired. Cars parked on trolley tracks on Market Street, on Bush Street. Pickets at Market Street Twin Peaks Turn (Joyce Grady, Jake LeHoy, and unidentified others). Strike ends; first streetcar (William Ray and McKinley Reynolds).

Affidavit -- Striking Against the Federal Government (July 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50051.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy of US Department of Justice Circular no. 3959 of July 2, 1946 and accompanying affidavit form required of government employees to certify that they will not engage in strikes.

Meeting -- Marine Coos Bay Dispute (July 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50051.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men at table (names illegible): fact finders and SUP (Sailors' Union of the Pacific?) representatives. Taken at Sixth and Sansome Streets.
Union Row -- International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (August 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50051.03-04]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   H.H. Broach, Harry Van Arsdale, Jr., Dan Tracy, and Ed Brown.

AFL Electrical Convention -- International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers -- Civic Auditorium (September 02, 1946 - September 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50051.05-07]
   Physical Description: 9 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Crowd shots (Robert W. Patterson, Ed Brown, and Dan Tracy).

Press Conference -- Department of Labor Conciliation Service Director -- Phelan Building (August 13, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50052.01]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Edgar L. Warren at desk.

CIO Leader -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (August 19, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50052.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   James B. Carey.

Sailors' Strike -- Union Hall (August 26, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50052.03]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Taken at 59 Clay Street. Crowd shots (Harry Lundeberg).

Ship Clerks' Strike -- Pier Twenty-nine (September 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50052.04]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Ships' clerks picket against Luckenbach lines.

Sailors' Strike -- Pier Thirty-six (September 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50052.05]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Picket lines.

Retroactive Checks to Longshoremen -- Stevedores Strike (September 06, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50052.06]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Check signing and making out check machines (Alice Gordon). Taken at 408 Montgomery Street.
Conciliation Attempt -- SUP (Sailor's Union of the Pacific) (September 07, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50052.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Phillip Hannah, Omar Hoskins, and Harry Lundeberg. Taken at 105 Market Street.

Mass Meeting -- Sailors' Union (SUP?) Strike -- Clay Street (September 10, 1946 - September 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50052.08-09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Massive group at foot of street (Germaine Bulcke, speaker).

Sailors’ Strike -- Sailor’s Union of the Pacific -- Bethlehem Steel Shipyard (September 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50052.10]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
SUP picket line outside shipyard with other workers. Army civilian workers from Fort Mason.

Sailors’ Strike -- CIO and AFL Unions -- Pier Twenty-seven (September 02, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50053.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets.

NMU (National Maritime Union of America) Strike -- Matsch Repair Dock -- Pier Thirty-six (September 13, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50053.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of AFL crafts outside pier. Pickets were there by mistake and were removed just after picture was taken and AFL went back to work.

Retroactive Pay to Longshoremen -- Ferry Building (September 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50053.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men in long lines.

Test of anti-noise ordinance -- Rainier Brewery Strike (October 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50053.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Man arrested for speaking over loud speaker (Paul Schnur, CIO). Includes John W. Breen and Frank Gibau.

Masters, Mates, and Pilots Convention -- Whitcomb Hotel (October 21, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50053.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes Captain William Van Buren and Harry Martin.
Clerks picket home of pilot striker -- San Mateo (October 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50053.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes J.O. Smith, Tom Connors, Captain Jack Lewis (pilot), Fred Clubine, Robert Wayne, ...

CIO Parade and Mass Meeting against Ship Owners -- San Francisco (November 08, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50054.01-03]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Meeting -- Supervisors and CMU (California Maritime Union?) -- City Hall (November 12, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50054.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes George Christopher, Chester McPhee, Pat McMurray, J. Joseph Sullivan, and crowd.

Longshoremen Meeting -- Civic Auditorium (November 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50054.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long shot of men standing giving pledge to flag.

Masters, Mates, and Pilots Strike -- Pier Thirty-two and Pier Forty-two (November 20, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50054.06-07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets (Second Mate L. Smith, P.J. Flaherty, and Captain O. Larson).

Longshoremen Strike -- Pier Thirty-nine (November 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50054.08]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets (Captain Charles May); Longshoremen at Pier Forty-eight refuse to go through picket.

Department Store and General Strike -- Oakland (December 02, 1946 - December 05, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50055.01-16]

Physical Description: 86 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General strike scenes (Albert E. Harriman, Leland Stevens (victim), W. Cantua, Douglas Mertensen, Robert Harlein, Howard Carroll, Dorothy Lang, Carmen Sutten, Eddie Kafafian, Collen Finch, Janet MacHare, and Bonnie Baker); bridge traffic tieup. Department stores: Kahn's and H.C. Capwell. Employers meeting at auditorium.
Culinary Workers' Strike -- Owl Drug Store -- San Francisco (December 19, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50056.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Powell and Market. Walk-out.

Mass Pickets -- United Drugs Warehouse -- San Francisco (December 26, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50056.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Picket line at Seventh and Brannan.

Dispute -- Waterfront Union -- Pier Thirty-seven (October 10, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50056.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Crowd of workers and police cars.

Metal Trades Convention -- Labor Temple -- San Francisco (February 10, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50056.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Thomas Rotell, Jack Frey, Mayor Roger Lapham, C.J. Haggerty, Dan Murphy, and Mike Riordan.

Trial of Local 29 officials accused of Communist activity -- Leamington Hotel (January 28, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50056.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Tom Bolster, Muriel Kercher, Howard Hicks, and Herbert Kalman (communism).

Picketers take cameraman's film -- Remington Rand Strike (February 24, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50056.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man with camera and film after picketers took film and exposed it (John Wells). Taken at 41 First Street.

ILWU (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) Strike -- Port of Chicago -- California (February 25, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50056.07]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Local 10 pickets. Includes Andrew Carson and Max Smithson.

Officials -- Bay Area Emergency Committee Against Anti-Labor Legislation -- Bethlehem Steel (March 25, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50057.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes James Carrig and Jack Pockman.
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)  
Labor

**Telephone Operators' Strike (April 07, 1947)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50057.02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Includes Dee Hope and Bargaining Committee.

**Food, Tobacco, and Cigar Workers Strike -- CIO -- Twelfth Street (April 12, 1947)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50057.03]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Includes Angeline Goularte and Roberta Montgomery.

**Telephone Operators Strike -- San Francisco (April 07, 1947 - April 22, 1946)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50058.01-04]  
Physical Description: 8 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Men at switch boards answering emergency calls; empty boards with one female operator (Graystone Phone Exchange, Larkin Street). Crowds shots of operators (Scottish Rite Building). Picket lines (Grant and Bush). Douglas Hayden and Ivas D. Briglia (de Young Building).

**Wire cut off in telephone booth -- Alexander Hamilton Hotel (April 24, 1947)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50058.05]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mildred Allbritton shows cut telephone cord.

**Telephone Operators' Strike -- San Francisco (April 07, 1947)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 58, [50059.01-13]  
Physical Description: 37 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

**Butcher shops reopen on Mondays -- Crystal Palace Market (May 12, 1947)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50060.01]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Includes Jack Raymond, Anna Aliaga, and Elsa Frankie.

**National Maritime Union Meeting -- CIO Hall (May 15, 1947)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50060.02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Includes Joseph E. Jerome, Joseph Curran, and Jack Winacour.
CIO Parade in protest of Ball-Hartley Labor Bill -- Market Street (May 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50060.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marchers.

Bus Drivers Strike -- Santa Fe Terminal -- Fourth Street (May 28, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50060.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets (Frank James and K.R. Bell).

Warehouse Strike -- Butler Brothers -- Fremont and Howard (June 02, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50060.05-02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picket line in front of building.

Conciliation Meeting -- Key System Executives and US Conciliators -- Oakland (June 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50060.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officials at table.

Picket Radio Station KQW -- Radio Guild, UO and PWA of CIO -- Palace Hotel (June 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50060.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
First San Francisco picket line after Taft-Hartley Act over discharge of Nanne Burke.

Southern Pacific Railroad Strike (July 21, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50061.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Southern Pacific Railroad Strike Over -- Train Terminal (July 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50061.02-03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Engineers back to work (George Fitschen); second commuter train in after strike.

Teamsters’ Registration -- Hotel St. Francis (August 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50061.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teamsters' Convention -- Civic Auditorium (August 11, 1947 - August 14, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50061.05-10]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Delegates (New York, New Jersey, and others) and officials (Governor Earl Warren, Dave Beck, Dan Tobin, Charles Real, Harold Collins, William Green, Joseph Padway, John F. Shelley, John O'Connell, and C.J. Haggerty).

Protests of Taft-Hartley Act -- Labor Meeting -- Civic Auditorium (September 01, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50062.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protests by Senator Wayne L. Morse. Includes F.R. Havenner, Reverend Hugh A. Donohue, and John Shelley.

Breaking ground for new Sailor's Union of the Pacific Building -- Fremont and Harrison Streets (September 29, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50062.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Father Edward Lenane, Nick Hjortdal, Dave Lewis, William Merchant, and Harry Lundeberg.

Press Conference -- Hotel St. Francis (September 30, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50062.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes William Green (President of AFL).

AFL Convention -- Hotel St. Francis (October 02, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50062.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Harry C. Bates, Charles McGowan, Max Zartsky, John P. Frey, Dan Tracy, ...

AFL Convention -- Ferry Building (October 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50062.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes John L. Lewis, John O' Leary, and Dave Jones (reporter).

Walking Bosses on Strike -- Matsonia (ship) (October 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50062.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd on ship (Betty Faye Smith and Mrs. Barbara Brown).
AFL Convention -- Civic Auditorium (October 06, 1947 - October 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50062.07-14]

Physical Description: 34 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes John L. Lewis, Governor Earl Warren, Mayor Roger Lapham, William Green, Dave Jones, Lewis Schwellenbach, Pat Somerset, Edward Arnold, Walter Pidgeon, Harry Lundeberg, Dan Tobin, General Mark Clark, Matthew Woll, Joseph W. Padway, and John L. Lewis.

Longshoremen's Strike -- ILWU -- Sears Roebuck Store (October 11, 1947 - October 13, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50062.15-16]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets at front and rear of store.

Press Conference -- Building Service Employees -- Clift Hotel (October 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50062.17]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Picketing Dave Beck -- Hotel St. Francis (October 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50063.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers with signs in front of hotel.

Franck Havenner for Mayor Sign -- CIO Building (October 27, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50063.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of front of building. Taken at 150 Golden Gate Avenue.

Longshoremen's Hall Condemned -- Clay Street (November 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50063.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exterior and interior of building.

Grocery Clerks' Strike -- Elite Grocery Market -- San Rafel (November 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50063.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets in front of market.

Carmen -- San Francisco Municipal Railway -- Labor Dispute (December 15, 1947 - December 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50064.01-03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Stage slow down to get to work on time. Drivers checking out for their runs. Row with Muni (Ralph Coverdale and Frank Robinson). Meet to vote on strike (Henry Mann, James J. O'Brien, Charles Wood, George Johns, John Shelley, ...).
Strike Over -- San Francisco Municipal Railway Carmen -- California Street and Hyde (February 02, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50064.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes G.W. Hunter, E.L. Howell, and Martin Hall.

Grave Diggers' Strike -- Holy Cross Cemetery (March 06, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50065.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets walking in front of cemetery.

Building Service Employees -- AFL -- Huntington Hotel (March 10, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50065.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A few picketers in front of hotel.

New CIO Head of West Coast -- Whitcomb Hotel (March 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50065.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tim Flynn (new CIO head).

AFL Machinists' Strike -- Pacific Electric Company (April 04, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50065.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets.

Meeting in protest of Lewis fine -- Labor Temple (April 20, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50065.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group at temple protesting Judge Goldsborough's decision and fine in Mine walkout. Includes Thomas Rollet.

Labor Leader from Mexico Meets with San Francisco Mayor -- City Hall (May 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50065.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Dr. Manuel Ramirez Vasquez and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

Longshoremen Conciliators -- Federal Building (June 04, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50066.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Arthur P. Allen and William P. Halloran.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maritime Fact Finding Committee -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel</strong> (June 07, 1948)</td>
<td>Board and panel discussions (George Cheney and Arthur P. Allen).</td>
<td>3 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>World Wage Conference -- International Labor Organization -- San Francisco</strong> (June 07, 1948 - June 17, 1948)</td>
<td>International Labor Organization (J.D. Zellerbach, David A. Morse, William Gemmill, S. Lall, Dr. Woo Soo Fong, ...); Sweden's Chief Delegate (Wilhelm Bjorck); Austrian delegation (Johann Boehm, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Karl Maisel); Executive meeting (Frank Fenton, Thacher Winslow, and US Senator Elbert D. Thomas)</td>
<td>14 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Warehousemen Strike -- A. Schilling and Company</strong> (June 14, 1948)</td>
<td>Pickets at Second and Folsom Streets.</td>
<td>3 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maritime Union Meeting to decide on Strike -- Embarcadero and Commercial Street</strong> (June 15, 1948)</td>
<td>Small crowd to hear Union Representative talk on strike action.</td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Breaking Ground for New Building -- Sailors' Union of the Pacific -- First and Harrison Streets</strong> (June 16, 1948)</td>
<td>Dedication ceremony for new building (Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Nicholas Jortall, E.F. Modglin, Harry Lundeberg, Henry C. Magnin, ...)</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Longshoremen's Hearing -- Post Office Building</strong> (June 21, 1948)</td>
<td>Crowd in front of courtroom.</td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Warehousemen Strike -- Safeway Employees -- Army and Third Streets</strong> (June 21, 1948 - June 22, 1948)</td>
<td>Workers punch clock, but do not go to work; some workers locked out.</td>
<td>5 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Longshoremen Meeting -- Coliseum Bowl</strong> (June 24, 1948)</td>
<td>General crowds shots (Eleventh Street between Mission and Market Street).</td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Remembering "Bloody Thursday" -- Placing Wreaths in Honor of Dead Sailors
(July 05, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50067.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Observe the fourteenth anniversary of "Bloody Thursday," riotous climax of the
1934 waterfront strike, in which Maritime workers Howard Sperry and Nick
Bordoise were killed.

Wage Hearing -- San Francisco Municipal Railway Carmen -- City Hall (July 19,
1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50067.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shots (Chester MacPhee, Dan Gallagher, and Don Fazackerley).

Longshoremen Picket -- Watchmen Union versus AFL -- Pier Forty-four (August
06, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50067.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Pickets in front of building.

New Hiring Hall -- ILWU (International Longshoremen and Warehousemen's
Union) -- Pier Sixteen (August 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50067.08]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds, lines at windows.

Longshoremen Meeting -- Coliseum Bowl (September 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50068.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overflow crowd to hear Harry Bridges speak.

Longshoremen Picket Ship "Navajo Victory" -- Pier Forty-five (September 03,
1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50068.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Group of men in front of ship.

Meeting -- San Francisco Employers' Council -- Commerce Club (September 07,
1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50068.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shots (Attorney Gregory Harrison and Frank P. Foise).

Machinists' Strike -- Richmond (September 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50068.04-05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Police guarding Union Hall, crowd in front of City Hall (W.A. Ritchel, Mayor Robert
Miller) and strikers.
Longshoremen Picket -- Army Employment Office (September 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50068.06]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Shot of men putting up employment office sign (Bay and Laguna), picketers with signs.

Maritime (Longshoremen) Strike -- City Hall (September 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50068.07-08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Strikers with picket signs march in front of City Hall; demand city relief; committee of demonstrators meet with mayor (Harry Butler, Alfred Canevari, Paul L. Gomez, John Lindberg, Mayor Elmer Robinson, and Ray Irving).

Oil Workers’ Strike (September 10, 1948 - September 23, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50069.01-07]

Physical Description: 18 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Pickets at Richfield Refinery, Redwood City and Richmond. Meeting with strikers and Captain of Inspectors (James English) at Hall of Justice. Goon Squad fight at Mission Emergency Hospital (Post and Filmore) (Lloyd Michel Cox, Andrew Fagan, Arliss Sherman, Andy Gutierrez, Gerald Gallagher, and John K. Zielinsky); man beaten by picketers (Dewey G. Otts); Goon Squad (John Hawkins and Lucius V. Green). Garage (1776 Green Street) has first "No Gas" sign.

Bricklayers’ Convention -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (September 13, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50070.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Groups shots (Richard Gray, Harry Bates, Frank J. Crotty, and Alex Cleland).

Longshoremen’s Strike -- San Francisco (October 05, 1948 - December 06, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50070.02-15]

Physical Description: 35 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Passengers carry own luggage (Winona Edwards, Gabrielle Edwards, Mrs. Carl Nugent, Sister Mary Rachel, ...); sheriff deputized longshoremen to unload Portola festival equipment at Pier Eighteen (Thomas Green and Howard Dunn); official returns from east coast (Frank Foise); congressmen here to hold hearing on strike (Charles J. Kersten, Fred A. Hartley, Jr., and O.C. Fisher); pickets at St. Clair Building (16 California Street); seaman beaten by pickets (James Banion); CIO officials arrive (William N. Margolis, R.J. Thomas, Allan S. Haywood, Tim Flynn, Eddie Tangen, Hugh Bryson, Harry Bridges, Lou Goldblatt, Frank P. Foise); strikers vote; back to work on ship "Hawaiian Percher" (Henry Dycz, Joe Bell, and Stan Shaw) and ship "Britain Victory"; men waiting for assignment at ILWU Hiring Hall.

Oil Workers’ Strike -- CIO Union -- Shell and Standard Oil (October 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 59, [50071.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Pickets in front of Shell Oil Company building (labor).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Police Arrest Hoodlums Involved in Attacks on Oil Workers' Homes      | October 25, 1948             | Richmond City                                | Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note:  
Shots of men in jail. Includes E.F. Phipps, Mrs. Jean Benton and her daughter Patricia. |
| President of CIO United Auto Workers                                 | November 30, 1948            |                                               | Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note:  
President Walter Reuther talking to press.                                                     |
| AFL Honors Judge Kaufman -- Luncheon at Whitcomb Hotel                | December 02, 1948            |                                               | Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note:  
| Mediator -- Southern Pacific Railroad Dispute                        | December 10, 1948            |                                               | Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note:  
| AFL Ship Painters' Strike -- Pier Forty-two and Forty-three, and Fort | March 03, 1949 - March 14,   |                                               | Physical Description: 6 negatives  
Scope and Content Note:  
Pickets, passengers carry own baggage (Mrs. Elsie Thomas Calverut, Mrs. R.E. Peterson, and Douglas Peterson). |
| Taxi Unemployment Hearing -- Commerce High School                    | March 11, 1949               |                                               | Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note:  
Views of crowds.                                                                                |
| CIO Demonstration -- City Hall                                       | March 15, 1949               |                                               | Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note:  
Pickets in front of City Hall.                                                                        |
| Checking Union Cards of Truck Drivers                                | April 02, 1949               |                                               | Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note:  
Includes F.A. Irving (driver), William Nealon, Harold Lopez, and Peter Cornyn.                  |
ILWU Convention -- CIO Hall (April 03, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50072.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shots at convention of the International Longshoremen and Warehousemen's Union. Includes James Kearney.

Northern California Management Conference -- Palace Hotel (April 07, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50072.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Richard Lamb, Fritz Goodwin, Dr. Philip Neff, Stuart Parry Walsh, Elliot Swan, and Jesse W. Tapp.

Carmen Dismissal Hearing -- City Hall (April 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50072.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

NLRB picket by National Union of Marine Cooks and Stewards -- Pacific Building (April 19, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50072.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Union demonstration against the National Labor Relations Board. Picket lines at Market Street.

Taxi Drivers Meeting -- Coliseum Bowl (April 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50072.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd waiting to go into meeting.

Yellow Cab Strike Ends -- 245 Turk Street (May 09, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50072.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Roy Woodall and William F. Jespersen with taxi cabs.

Musicians Convention -- Civic Auditorium (June 01, 1949 - June 13, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50072.07-11]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
CIO Warehousemen Strike -- Safeway and Lipton Warehouse (June 16, 1949 - June 22, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50072.12-13]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Strikers stand outside Safeway warehouse. At Lipton strikers sitting in front of building playing cards, knitting, etc.

Hawaii Longshoremen Strike -- Pier Fifty A (August 18, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50073.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hawaiian picket with local longshoremen across street.

Cable Carmen Strike (September 01, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50073.02-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
At California and Mason: women seeking ride to work (Jean O'Neil, Mary Ann Murphy, and Joan Bosser). At California and Hyde: cars at rest because of Municipal Railway strike (John R. Steel and J.J. DeMoor).

Warehousemen Strike -- Folsom Street (September 15, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50073.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd tries to stop office help from going to work (Howard Dedrick).

Fair Employment Practice Commission Meeting -- City Hall (January 23, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50074.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers in front of City Hall. Board of Supervisors meeting.

AFL Street Carmen Vote on Strike Action -- Geary Street Car Barn (February 09, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50074.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Meeting between Union and Muni Officials -- Street Carmen Strike -- San Francisco Labor Temple (February 17, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50074.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marmion D. Mills, J.H. Turner, William H. Scott, Edward B. Baron, Donald A. Cameron, and others at Sixteenth and Capp Street. (Municipal Railway strike).

Dispute between AFL and CIO -- Schenly Liquor Company (April 12, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50074.05-06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
AFL pickets surround car of CIO Representative. Pickets stop train.
AFL Meeting -- Warehousemen -- Union Hall (April 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50074.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd at Sixteenth and Capp Streets (Jack Goldberger).

AFL Labor League for Political Action -- California Hall (April 17, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50074.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Political body (Joseph D. Keenan). Crowd shots (C.J. Haggerty and John F. Shelly).

Warehousemen -- Purity Grocery Warehouse (April 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50074.09]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
President of Local Six (Paton) talking to workers.

CIO and AFL Strike -- United Grocers’ Warehouse (April 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50074.10]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shots taken at Sixth and Townsend Streets.

CIO and AFL Strike Dispute -- Kearney and Pacific Streets (April 26, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50074.11]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
San Francisco police massed and ready for strike trouble.

Janitors’ Strike -- UC Berkeley (August 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50075.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets in front of Sather Gate.

Waterfront Workers Get Security Check -- Ferry Building (September 05, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50075.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd coming through to be processed (Walter E. Bell, Joan A. Danford, and T.B. Weitzel).

AFL Union Officials Press Conference -- Hotel St. Francis (September 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50075.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
International leaders Dick Deverall, L.C. Hair, and Reginald Jones.
Automotive Apprenticeship Graduation -- Civic Auditorium (November 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50075.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Presentation of certificates including John F. Shelley, Archie J. Mooney, and LeRoy A. Prinz.

Telephone Operators’ Strike (November 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50075.05-06]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
“Girls” going through picket line. Meeting and large crowd overflowing into hall.

Union Fight Hearing -- Hall of Justice (November 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50075.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Vincent J. Anibale (defendent), William Acton, and George Anderson in court.

Labor Dispute -- District Attorney’s Office (December 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50075.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man asking D.A. for a complaint against union members (William Doulgas Handelsmen and Tom Lynch).

AFL Shipwrights’ Strike -- Todd Shipyards Corporation (December 26, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50075.09]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets including H.O. Rislov (Local 1149) and Bill Lovejoy.

Longshoremen Get Security Badge -- Pier One (January 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50076.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dirk Schouten and sailor Don Barton.

Union Leader Press Conference -- De Young Building (January 12, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50076.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picket line against Joesph Curran, includes John Chung.

Riot -- Cooks and Stewards Dispute -- Lurline (ship) (January 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50076.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
“Colored” man pushed in riot, includes H.B. Warner and Frank Haley.
Arrival of Japanese Archbishop -- Pier Forty-four (February 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50076.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Police inspector and waterfront walkers including Archbishop Nissho Miyoshi of Japan.

Southern Pacific Railroad Strike (February 05, 1951 - February 09, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50076.05-11]

Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commuters crowding Greyhound bus stations. Commuters stalled (Phyllis Barnhill), car traffic, train engines idle, and commuters at station when strike is over.

Nurses' Aides and Attendants' Strike -- Herrick Memorial Hospital -- Berkeley (February 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50076.12]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Strikers out early picketing.

Building Service Union Invites Mayor to Dance -- City Hall (March 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50077.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Francis McCarty, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and Philip Deredi.

Greyhound Bus Strike -- San Francisco (March 02, 1951 - March 09, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50077.02-03]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Passengers stalled at Seventh and Mission Street station (sailor R.C. Crawford, Jr., J.A. Pritchard, Mrs. Francis Gill, and daughter Wanda). Buses, passengers, and ticket-taking when strike is over (driver Julius Schlechter).

President of AFL Says No to CIO and AFL Merger (March 06, 1951 - March 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50077.04-05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dinner for AFL President David Dubinsky (International Ladies Garment Workers Union), view includes Adolph Schuman.

National CIO Secretary and Treasurer -- Commonwealth Club Luncheon -- Palace Hotel (March 09, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50077.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
CIO Secretary and Treasurer Jim Carey (includes Vining Fisher).

Building Service Employees' Strike -- Paramount Theatre (March 17, 1951 - March 25, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50077.07-09]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Janitors picket in front of theater (William McFetridge, George Hardy, and unidentified others). Moviegoers lined up to get refund after stink bomb exploded.
Seamen's Convention -- Whitcomb Hotel (March 29, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50077.10]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Includes Earl Warren, Harry Lundeberg, and Lawrence Palacios.

Press Conference with Secretary of Labor -- Palace Hotel (May 14, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50078.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Maurice Tobin.

National AFL Convention of Brotherhood of Railway and Steamship Clerks --
Civic Auditorium (May 17, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50078.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Federal Security Administrator Oscar R. Ewing.

Strike Puts Ticker Tape Out -- San Francisco Stock Exchange (May 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50078.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Stockbrokers have to call and hand out the changes (Gil Atkinson and Jerry Brady).

Western Union Strike -- Geary Street (May 17, 1951 - May 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50078.04-06]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Walkout and crowd shots. Strike over. Workers back to work.

Maritime Cooks and Stewards' Strike -- Pier Thirty-two and Thirty-five (June 16, 1951 - June 23, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50078.07-10]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Pickets in front of Matson Pier (Frank A. Stubbe and Bruce Mae Kerricher),
  passengers include Mr. and Mrs. Wallace McWilliam and daughter Myrna McWilliam.
  Strike settled. Pickets putting signs and gear away.

United Airlines Pilots Picket -- Post and Powell (June 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50078.11]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Pilots picket airline office (James E. Hicks and Jack H. Gillespie).

Bullet Mark in Car of Harry Lundeberg -- Sailors' Union of the Pacific -- First and
Harrison Streets (July 05, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50079.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Bullet mark in windshield of car (Harry Lundeberg).
Waterfront Strike -- NMU (National Maritime Union) of CIO -- Pier Thirty-five and San Anselmo (July 13, 1951 - July 14, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50079.02-04]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd carrying anti-Communist signs (Richard Ernst and Leonard Kralka (communism). Judge signing restraining order (Judge Harry J. Neubarth and unidentified others).

Telephone Operators' Strike -- Oakland and San Francisco (July 20, 1951 - July 25, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50079.05-11]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mass meetings. Pickets include Lida Oppici and Margie Botelho. Bargaining committee include Mae McAtee, Wilbur Bowen, Mannee Silva, Katheryn Akin, William Martin, and others. Chief operator supervising operators (Anna McKeever).

President of AFL Electrical Workers -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (July 25, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50080.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
AFL Electrical Workers president Dan Tracy (also member of AFL National Executive Board).

Governor's Address -- California CIO Convention -- Palace Hotel (July 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50080.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Governor Earl Warren, John Despol, and Manuel Diaz.

Longshoremen (ILWU) Crossing Picket Line -- Pier Forty-two and Pier Thirty-two (August 27, 1951 - August 28, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50080.03-04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brotherhood of Marine Engineers picket line in front of American Presidents Line ship (two women supposed to sail). ILWU members cross picket line.

Marine Engineers Picket -- Southern Police Station (August 30, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 60, [50080.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Signs of legal picket displayed in police station. Unidentified men (strikers in police station?).
**AFL (American Federation of Labor) Convention -- Civic Auditorium and Paradise Cove (September 13, 1951 - September 25, 1951)**

Physical Description: 80 negatives

Scope and Content Note


**Hatters International Union Present Mayor with Hat -- Mayor's Office (September 21, 1951)**

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Includes Jack Goldberger, Jack Hogg, Marx Lewis, and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

**Longshoremen sworn in as deputies sheriffs -- Pier Forty-eight and Eighteen (October 20, 1951 - October 30, 1951)**

Physical Description: 16 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Sworn in by Deputy Sheriff Howard E. Dunn to unload Montgomery Ward toys. Boarding Steel Traveler (ship). Harry Bridges speaking. Longshoremen waiting for court decision.

---

**Military, War, Wartime, etc.**

**Aliens in United States (1940/1946)**

Physical Description: 273 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note

Primarily focuses on Japanese people during World War II including registration as aliens, evacuation and relocation (on many captions "Japanese round up"), and the Tule Lake hearing. Also includes views of Nazi sailors interned in US, a Nazi agent, and the Bund trial of 1943.

**Germans -- Interned Nazi Seamen (January 26, 1940)**

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Columbus (ship). Sailors drinking beer at Fishermans Wharf. Friends waving good-bye to sailors at Fourth and Channel Street.
Germans -- Interned Nazi Seamen -- Angel Island (January 30, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56000.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Columbus (ship). Crew includes John Bomba, Gus Steckept, Frederick Hermann, and William Ellerman.

Alien Registration -- Post Office (August 27, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56000.04-05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Charles Matthew Welch (Irish) and Peter Reiter (aliens); John Begly and Walter G. Hancock (officials); and John B. Dougherty, Margaret Charles, and Elmo DeLuca (clerks).

Germans -- Interned Nazis Sail on Asma Maru (ship) (December 21, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56001.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Carl Westpher, William Thau, Alfred Dischoff, Walter Buhr, Frederick Puschmann, Ahren Kiel, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Karger.

Germans -- Interned Nazi Sailors Leave on Tatsuta Maru (ship) -- Pier Twenty-five (January 08, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56001.02]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Columbus (ship). Nickolas Kraus and Heinz Ernst taken off ship. Also includes student Karl Scheuring.

Germans -- Interned Nazi Sailors Leave on Nitta Maru (ship) -- Pier Twenty-five (January 20, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56001.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Columbus (ship). Otto Ergenzinger, Johann Orth, Carl Meyer, and Kurt Hofer.

Germans -- Interned Nazi Sailors Entrain for New Mexico -- Islais Creek, Third and King Street (January 27, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56001.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elevation views of debarkation from immigration department boat "Angel Island" to train at South Pacific Terminal Building. Guards and unidentified Nazi sailors. Columbus (ship).

Germans -- Interned Nazi Sailors Questioned Aboard Japanese Boat -- Pier Twenty-five (February 13, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56001.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified German sailors being questioned by immigration officer. Columbus (ship).
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)
Military, War, Wartime, etc.

Germans -- Nazi Spouts Off -- Hall of Justice (April 29, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56002.01]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Daniel Bomke and Judge Frank Dunn.

Germans -- Interned Nazi Sailors Sail on Yawata Maru (ship) (May 02, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56002.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Baggage search by customs. Christian Zinsser, Theodor Dellith, Joseph X. Strand, and Helenus Luebber (from ship Columbus).

Germans -- Interned Nazi Sailors -- Oakland Mole (June 16, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56002.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Sailors being transferred from trains to buses.

Sailors Tear Down Nazi Flag -- Yerba Buena Island (May 08, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56002.04]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Germans -- Interned Nazi Sailors Sail on Nitta Maru (ship) -- Pier Twenty-five (June 21, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56002.05]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Erika Segnitz and Karl Bayer removed from ship before sailing. Sailors going home via Japan.

Director of WRA (War Relocation Authority) (October 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56002.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Dillon Myer talking to press at Whitcomb Hotel.

Bomb Found in Japantown (December 06, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56003.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Frank X. LaTulipe examining bomb at Hall of Justice.

Japanese Taken Into Custody by FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) -- Chinatown and Japantown (December 07, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56003.02]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Chinese read war news in front of Kuo Min Yat Po, Chinese daily newspaper at Post and Webster Street. Hangiro taken from Fuji Transfer Co. and Ichiro Kataoka from Aki Hotel.
Japanese Roundup -- Drum Street (December 09, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56003.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officer Al Arnaud, John Ouinlen, George K. Kawaoka, K. Tsokada, and I. Hamano.

Germans, Austrians, Italians -- Registering for Permit (January 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56003.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Louis Mercodo, Paul G. Loeb, Joseph Fosal, Edmund Valit, Herbert A. Goldstein, and others.

Aliens Turn in Guns and Knives -- Northern Station (January 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56003.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officer Edward L. Quast.

Japanese With Three Star Flag in the Window 1942-01-26?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56004.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bobby Murase and Mrs. Yoneko Murase putting flag in window. Bobby's uncles are in the United States Army.

Federal Indictment for Failure to Register as Agent of Japanese Government
(January 28, 1942 - January 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56004.02-03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fred V. Williams, David Warren Ryder, Attorney Leo Cunningham, George Hauerken, and United States Attorney Al J. Zirpoli.

Exclusion Order -- Di Maggio's Grotto -- Fisherman's Wharf (October 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56004.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Relating to order forbidding aliens of enemy countries from vicinity of Fisherman's Wharf and waterfront. Al Sancimino, Dominic Di Maggio, Joseph Paul Di Maggio Sr., and Lester Selna.

Japanese Land Meeting (February 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56004.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney General Earl Warren, George J. Overholt, and District Attorney Elmer W. Heald.
Alien Coordinator for Department of Justice (February 03, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56005.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Western Defense Command. Thomas C. Clark.

Exclusion -- Sign Telling of Restricted Area (February 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56005.02-03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sign written in German, Italian, Japanese, and English. Helia Hutchings.

Evacuation and Return of Japanese Family (February 11, 1942 - July 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56005.04-05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Father puts evacuation sign in store window, family packs. Years later family returns to reopen store. Couple has another son and daughter born in internment camp. Tatsuno family including Dave, Alice, Sheldon, Shojiro, Rodney, and Arlene.

Japanese Roundup (February 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56005.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sojiro Hori, Officer Bert Nelson, and T. Arima. View taken at Buchanan and Post Street.

FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) Raid (February 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56006.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ikeda Uma, Harud Aoki, and Yasuyuki Doi caught in FBI raid.

Japanese Jinx Day -- El Cerito (February 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56006.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women beside poster on Friday the thirteenth including Barba George, Iris Tillman, Eunice Rahwyler, Phyl Maxwell, Hazel Conn, and Ann Miner.

Tolan Committee Hearing (February 23, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56006.03-07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

County Maps Showing Where Japanese Live (March 04, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56006.08]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Monterey County, half of San Mateo County, and Santa Clara County.
Japanese Stores Selling Out -- Grant Avenue (March 06, 1942)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56006.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Stores with closing out sale signs including The Fuyo Company, Kimona House, and Linen House.

Japanese-American Citizens League Meeting -- Bush Street (March 09, 1942)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56006.10]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officers Ken Matsumoto, Mike Masaoka, Saburo Kido, and James Sugioka. Crowd scenes.

Evacuation -- Old NYK Offices to Be Used For Federal Evacuees (January 11, 1942)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56007.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Montgomery Street and California Street. Interior view of office.

Japanese Turn Property Over to Government (March 12, 1942)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56007.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Montgomery Street and California Street.

Alien Property Custodian (March 20, 1942)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56007.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Clift Hotel. James F. Twohy, Francis J. McNamara, and Francis C. Brown.

Evacuation -- Japanese Man Reads Evacuation Sign (April 02, 1942)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56007.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at California Street and Webster. Yukio Wada.

Evacuation -- Japanese Registration (April 02, 1942)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56007.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Evacuation -- San Francisco Japanese Getting Ready to Leave for Owens Valley (April 07, 1942)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56008.01]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evacuation -- Japanese Evacuation (April 1942)</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56008.02]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 5 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taken at 2051 Bush Street. Crowd scenes. Japanese standing in line with belongings.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evacuation -- Japanese Evacuation (April 28, 1942)</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56008.03]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 6 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taken at 2031 Bush Street. Evacuees loading into vans and entering control station.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evacuation -- Japanese Camp at Tanforan (April 28, 1942)</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56009.01-05]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 4 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakahiro Toshihisa is examined by Dr. William J. Brown. Mrs. Ichiro Iizuika and her husband are the first Japanese to set foot in Tanforan and be given quarters.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evacuation -- Japanese Camp at Tanforan (April 28, 1942)</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56009.01]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Children Kimi Utsunomiya, Tomoru [Toworu?] Utsunomiya, and Kaoru Utsunomiya.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Japanese Suicide Attempt (May 1942)</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56009.02]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taken at Central Emergency Hospital. Clarence Sodamune escapes Tanforan camp and attempts suicide.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evacuation -- Japanese Strip Japanese Tea Garden in Golden Gate Park (May 15, 1942)</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56009.03]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concessionaires strip Japanese Tea Garden.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evacuation -- Last Japanese to Leave Weill School (May 20, 1942)</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56009.04]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 6 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crowd scenes and Japanese lined up at Buchanan Street.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Japanese Fails to Report for Evacuation to Tanforan (June 01, 1942)</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56009.05]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taken at San Francisco Hospital. Koji Kurakowa is suffering from malnutrition.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [56010.x]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Japanese Story (September 08, 1942)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Japanese -- Still (January 05, 1943)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Japanese in Court -- City Hall (May 26, 1943)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Property -- Patents By Aliens (June 28, 1943)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>German -- Nazi Agent? (July 02, 1943)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tule Lake Witness (November 03, 1943)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assistant Director of WRA (War Relocation Authority) (November 04, 1943)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Japanese -- Tule Lake Hearing (November 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56012.01-04]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  WRA (War Relocation Authority) Farm Superintendent Clifford Kallam, WRA (War Relocation Authority) Secretary Seemah Battat, Tule Lake farmer Clark W. Fensler, and school teacher Evea Adams.

Japanese from Tule Lake in Jail -- Kalamath Falls -- Oregon (November 10, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56012.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Japanese from Tule Lake Camp in jail for knife duel. Utakichi Kawasaki and Sheriff Lloyd L. Low.

Japanese -- Application for Leave Clearance (November 17, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56013.01]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Various questionnaires that Japanese have to fill out.

Tule Lake Investigating Committee (December 10, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56013.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Irwin T. Quinn, George J. Hatfield, Hugh Donnelly, Herbert W. Slater, and Jess R. Dorsey.

Ranch Home of James K. Yamamoto -- Near San Jose (November 17, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56013.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of house blocked by trees.

Property Warehouse for Japanese (November 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56013.04]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at 1701 Van Ness Avenue. Bill Bray and Harold Fistere.

Hearing Regarding Return of Japanese (December 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56013.05]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Senators: George Hatfield, Herbert W. Slater, and Hugh P. Donnelly, and witness H.J. McClatchey.
Japanese -- Racial Affairs Meeting -- Palace Hotel (January 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56014.01-02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Muni Bus Men Walkout Because of Japanese Worker (August 27, 1945 - August 28, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56015.01-05]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Muni Bus Repair Shop on Twenty-fourth and Utah. Japanese mechanic Takeyo Miyama signs a statement. Includes Mayor Roger D. Lapham, Ed Cahill, William Bendell, Arnold Valson, Fred Ross (WRA (War Relocation Authority) official), W.C. Crowder, George Lewis, Jack Shelly, and Harold Strong. [Photo of Mayor Lapham possibly related to this strike moved to Labor, 50033.6]

Japanese Molested -- Vandals Heave Beer Bottle Through Window -- Japanese Buddhist Temple (September 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56015.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Pine Street. Temple is being used as sleeping quarters for relocated Japanese. Matsuzoka Kuroka and WRA (War Relocation Authority) director Kiher Ikeda view damage.

Alien Prisoners Transferred By Plane -- Mills Field (December 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56016.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
General view of planes.

Bund Trial (June 29, 1943 - July 22, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56060.01-05]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Bund Trial (June 22, 1943 - July 28, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56061.01-05]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bund Trial (July 24, 1943 - July 30, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56062.01-05]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Bund Trial (September 02, 1943 - September 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56063.01-05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Andreas P. Jessen, Frank Price, Conrad Ochs, Frederick Kuehn, and Leopold Peter Knecht.

Ambulances (1941/1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [056100-056101]
Physical Description: 13 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Views of US ambulances, American Field Service, Women Ambulance and Transport Corporation, etc.

Bonds - War (1941/1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62-64, [056200-056226]
Physical Description: 489 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
War bond sales, drives, promotional pictures of notables, victory bond sales, movie actors buying bonds (Bob Hope, Lana Turner, etc.), parades, ralies, and shots of posters.

Sale -- Man Buys Bond (October 27, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56200.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John M. Prudden buying war bond from Ted V. McMahon.

Life Insurance Underwriters Have Meeting on Purchase of Defense Saving Bonds (November 03, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56200.02-03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Women Deliver Defense Bond Posters (December 10, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56200.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd of women getting instructions on where to go. Claire Telfer.

Woman Buys Defense Stamps at Gas Station (December 27, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56200.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Barbara De Matei and Walter Koster.
Emporium Employees Buy War Bonds -- Emporium -- San Francisco (January 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56201.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Regon from the Treasury Department speaks to employees.

Defense Savings Bonds (February 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56201.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel. Paige Monteagle.

Sales -- Thermometer of Sales -- City of Paris Store -- San Francisco (February 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56201.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Pierre Monteux and Kay Hart stand beside thermometer charting sales.

Sale -- Victory Window -- I. Magnin -- San Francisco (March 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56201.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Ward Walkup, Mrs. Lawrence Anderson, and Samuel Bohne. [Department store window displays].

Sale -- United Artists Theater -- San Francisco (March 10, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56201.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Stamps sold in lobby. Lorraine Heiman, Mrs. George Lasker, Mrs. Joseph Rosener, and Mrs. Edgar Lindner.

Army Shows What Equipment Fifty Thousand Dollars Worth of Bonds Will Buy -- Presidio (March 19, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56201.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Firm (McKales) buys fifty thousand dollars worth of bonds. Army shows equipment that can be purchased. James G. Smyth and George Herrman.

Rally -- Lowell High School -- San Francisco (April 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56202.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Pledge of Allegiance by ROTC (Reserve Officers' Training Corps). Charles Walsh speaks to crowd.

Sale -- USF (April 07, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56202.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General view of student crowd at University of San Francisco; line of jeeps; christening jeep with champagne. Includes A.F. Englehart, Nina Bissell, Mayor Angelo Rossi, and Edward Clay.
Children Get Permission to Buy War Bonds -- City Hall (May 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56202.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
As mother and guardian of youngsters, Mrs. Robert Randall obtained court approval for investment of money willed to the children in war bonds. Includes Robert Randall and Barbara Attabit.

Mayor Signs Proclamation to Buy War Bonds -- City Hall (May 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56202.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Angelo Rossi, Nadeau Bourgeault, William P. Botkin, Dwight G. Merriman, and R.D. Carpenter.

AWVS (American Women's Voluntary Service) War Bond Booth -- O'Connor and Moffat -- San Francisco (May 07, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56202.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. William Gilmore, Robert Lindhal, Mrs. Alexander Girvin, Mrs. Una Mae Decker, Mrs. Frederick M. Shipper, and Mrs. William Costello.

Victory War Bond Sales -- Movie Star Arrives For Sales (May 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56202.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Third and Townsend. G.M. Campbell, Patricia Morison, and E.V. Blot.

Call-Bulletin Pledge Sign (May 20, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56203.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys of the Junior Victory Army paint the word "pledge" on a sign as a reminder for the bond drive. William V. Regan Jr., Ed Felix, and George Corona. (Printed newspaper caption attached to old sleeve.)

Jane Wyman Selling Bonds -- Warfield Theater (May 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56203.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd around actress Jane Wyman.

Sale -- Victory Window -- I. Magnin -- San Francisco (June 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56203.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actress Lana Turner selling war bonds. Includes Grover Magnin.
Movie Stars Arrive for War Bond Drive (June 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56203.04]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Third and Townsend. Includes Mrs. Jack De Mello, Walter Wanger, Mrs. Phill Skill, Arthur Lubin, William Reagan Jr., ...

Children Buy War Stamps -- City Hall (June 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56203.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Mrs. Forrest Lee Jordan and children: Duke Alvarez and Dolores Ferrari.

Mayor Pastes War Bond Sign on a Truck-- City Hall (June 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56203.06]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Mayor Angelo Rossi, A.W. Hayes, and James G. Smyth.

Sales -- O'Connor and Moffat -- San Francisco (July 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56204.01-03]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  People purchase bonds (Jane Reedy, Adele Kane, Mrs. A. Proctor, Mary Jane Dodd, Joseph V. Costello, and Del Courtney); child buys stamp cluster (Mrs. W.B. Cotteral, Billy Kartolian, Mrs. Harry White, and Doris Jean White).

Rally -- Roos Bros. -- San Francisco (July 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56204.04]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Fourth and Market Street. Crowd buying stamps inside Roos Bros. store; drum corps outside; P-38 airplanes fly over Market Street.

Bond Drive -- White House Store -- San Francisco (July 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56204.05]
  Physical Description: 7 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  General scenes of crowds.

Sales -- City of Paris -- San Francisco (July 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56204.06]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)
Military, War, Wartime, etc.

Billion Dollar Bond Drive Lunch -- Palace Hotel (July 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56205.01-04]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd views; war horse in hotel lobby. Major Benjamin Namm, Mayor Angelo Rossi, G. Ray Schaeffer, Nadeau Bourgeault, Benjamin Namm, Russell Carpenter, Robert Roos, and James G. Smyth.

Rally -- Stores and Organization -- San Francisco (July 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56205.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bond sales at Roos Bros.store, Native Daughters organization, and I. Magnin (Victory Window). General crowd scenes.

Sale -- J.C. Penny Store -- San Francisco (July 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56205.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jack Haley and Kitty Carlisle.

Sales -- I. Magnin -- San Francisco (July 31, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56205.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
I. Magnin employee buys bond. Mrs. Earl Van Pool and Ellen Lajoie.

Southern Pacific Rally (August 28, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56206.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Market Street. C.B. Kleupfer, A.F. Gaynor, and D.J. Russell.

Sales -- AWVS (American Women's Voluntary Service) Juniors To Sell Bonds -- Union Square Garage (August 31, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56206.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes William V. Regan Jr., Madeline Balzarini, Marilyn Wagner, Kathryn Well, Ardis Brown, ...

Parade -- Organization --- Native Sons of the Golden West (September 10, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56206.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lorraine Strei and Utopia Guadalupe.
Sales -- Paramount Theater -- San Francisco (September 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56206.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Paramount buys twenty-five thousand dollars for Wake Island seat. Includes Roy Young, Lura Walters, Lillie Pulos (AWVS (American Women's Voluntary Service)), Mrs. Clover Murphy, Mina Auracou, ...

Auction -- Seabiscuit Horseshoe Ashtray (September 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56206.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Seabiscuit horseshoe ashtray on bond sale. Ursula Barrett.

Bond Sales Window -- Emporium -- San Francisco (September 22, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56206.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Movie Stars Here For Bond Show (September 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56206.07-08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Third and Townsend. Stars help sell bonds. Sabu, Maria Montez, and Herman Kersken.

Radio Star Here For Show (October 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56206.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Bond Drive -- Bond's Clothiers -- San Francisco (October 23, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56207.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
War bond sales drive and fourth anniversary celebration.

Geneva and Excelsior Million Dollar Victory Bond Drive (October 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56207.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Michael D. Filippi and queen of bond drive: Rose Deter.

Stamps Bought By Children -- Hawthorne School (December 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56207.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tags on Christmas tree represent stamps and bonds bought by the children. Rudie Tretten, Beatrice Zuniga, and Lorraine Cluff.
Bowler Bond Drive -- Mission Bowl (December 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56207.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Raffling eggs and butter. Includes Sally Landis, Claire Knabenshuh, Marian Crocker, Johnny Swanson, Flavia Alimenti, ...

Emporium Bond Beauty Contest -- San Francisco (December 31, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56207.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Insurance Men Sell Bonds (January 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56208.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Sir Francis Drake Hotel. Grant Taggert and William H. Brock Jr.

Bond Drive for San Francisco (ship) (February 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56208.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Fifth and Market Street. Navy ship. Scotty Butterworth and Mayris Chaney.

Girl Scouts Sell War Stamps (March 22, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56208.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Barbara Ferrari and Ann Williams.

Mother and Son Buy a Thousand Dollar Bond (April 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56208.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. W.T. Williams and son Leroy Williams.

Stars Selling War Stamps -- J.C. Penney Drive -- San Francisco (April 06, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [56208.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Marjorie Hayward and Robert Pitkin.

Tank at Market Street Bond Drive (April 05, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56208.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Market Street between Sixth and Seventh. Dud Williamson and Juli Lynne.
Second Loan Drive -- Union Square -- San Francisco (April 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56208.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bill Robinson sells bonds and stands on a box with the sign "Hitler's Coffin: Your Bonds Will Put the Right Man In It"

Elephants at I. Magnin Bond Drive -- Victory Window -- San Francisco (April 26, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56208.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Len Curley, J.J. Polack, Vincent Compagno, and Anne Steffans.

Bond Drive -- Hayride -- Ransohoff's (May 08, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56208.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Post Street and Stockton Street.

Bond Drive -- Carnival -- San Francisco State Teachers' College (May 10, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56209.01-02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bond sales. Fannie Mariani, Rosalie Goldstein, Elizabeth Jensen, Anita Pakele, Eleanor Nary, Barbara Krase, Dorothy Foppiano, and Norma Ransgara.

Bond Drive -- City Hall (June 12, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56209.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressmen buying bonds and stamps. Includes Margaret Smith, James W. Mott, E.V. Izac, John Foggarty [John Fogarty?], Mayor Angelo Rossi, Melvin Maas and George Bates.

Bond Drive -- Union Square (July 22, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56209.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General views of crowd. Eddie Cantor and WACS (Women's Army Corps).

Bond Drive Parade -- San Francisco (September 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56210.01-06]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Montgomery Street and Market Street. Mayor Angelo Rossi and party in leading car, Army band, Army soldiers, tanks, WACS (Women's Army Corps), WAVES (Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service), Coast Guard with dogs and horses, Native Daughters of Golden West Organization (Captain Helen McCarthy), Roy Rogers and his horse Trigger.
Auction -- Weinstein -- San Francisco (September 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56211.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken on Market Street. Scotty Butterworth auctioning nylon stockings to crowd.

Firemens Fund Insurance Buys a Million Dollars In Bonds -- Bank of America (September 15, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56211.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Bond Drive -- Post Street Army Show (September 16, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56211.03-05]
Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Camouflage over bond booth; plane and tanks exhibited; soldiers show public how to handle machine guns; WACS (Women's Army Corps) doing exercises. Includes General William E. Lynd, Bill Lynd, Jack Lynd, Thelma Nicholas, Toni Roberts, Louis Lurie, Mrs. C.M. Haas, Maxine Sobel, William Woods, Delight Morrison, ...

Girl Saves Pennies to Buy War Bonds (September 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56212.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Carol Crudo.

Hitler Effigy Burned -- Bond Drive -- Union Square (September 24, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56212.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jack Williams lights effigy in front of crowd.

Bond Drive (September 24, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56212.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Post Street and Stockton Street. Ted Weems orchestra playing for crowd.

Movie Stars Arrive for Bond Drive (September 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56212.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Third and Townsend Streets. Includes Y. Frank Freeman, Johnny Maschio, Charles K. Feldman, Lucille Ball, Edwin Mannix, Betty Hutton, Kay Kyser, Fred Astaire, Judy Garland, Mayor Angelo Rossi, ...
Bond Drive -- Jean Parker School -- San Francisco (September 28, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56213.01-02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students saved pennies. Includes Cynthia Gee, May Jean Choy, Gloria Kwan, Ralph Fong, David Kwan, Robert Linn, Rodger Linn, Jenny Wong, Clovis Shem, ...

Children Buy Bonds and Stamps -- John Muir School -- San Francisco (September 28, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56213.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Elizabeth Kennedy, Dona Glasser, Alice Peters, Elois Rokes, Richard Nega, and Deborah Pinkus.

Bond Drive -- Hales Bros. -- San Francisco (September 28, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56213.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Woman bought first bond and gets first orchid. Emma L. Grimm, Mrs. Thomas Lyon, and Marie Flibottle.

Chinese Children Look at P-40 Plane -- Bond Drive -- Portsmouth Square (October 02, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56213.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
In connection with Chinese participation in the war bond drive.

Sales -- Palace Hotel (October 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56213.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Francis B. Shearer, Mrs. John W. Baker, and Ethel Dauphiny.

First Bond Purchase of the Day 1944-00
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56214.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eddie Cantor, John W. Elwood, Mayor Roger D. Lapham, and Mrs. Sarah Monasch? Goodman (or Mrs. Abe Goodman).

War Bond Show -- Civic Auditorium (January 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56214.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of airplane and parachutes suspended from the ceiling.

Fourth War Loan Drive (January 1944 - January 10, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56214.03-05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Poster with caption: "Let 'Em Have It: Buy Extra Bonds"; women looking at posters and flyers (Vincent I. Compagnio, Virginia Pope, and Betty Keenan); rally at Golden Gate Theatre (June Preisser).
Stars Arrive -- South Pacific Railroad Station (January 19, 1944 - January 20, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56215.01-02]

- Physical Description: 5 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
- George Burns, Gracie Allen, Eddie Cantor, Ida Cantor, and Nora Martin.

Bond Poster (June 30, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56215.03]

- Physical Description: 1 negative
- Scope and Content Note
- For Editorial page. Caption of poster: "Back 'Em Up: Buy Extra Bonds"

ROTC (Reserve Officers' Training Corps) Bond Parade -- City Hall (June 24, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56215.04]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
- ROTC (Reserve Officers' Training Corps) men marching.

Bond Sold to Dental Patient (July 25, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56215.05]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
- Patient is thirteen years old. Dr. Franklin W. McCormack, Bette Case, Kay Hatch, and Donald McCormack.

Rally -- Lowell High School -- San Francisco (January 31, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56216.01]

- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
- Crowd of students in gym. Monica (KSFO) singing.

Rally -- UC Berkeley and Stanford University Axe Feud -- Stanford University (February 04, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56216.02]

- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
- Student rally at Stanford University.

Parade (June 12, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56216.03]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
- Taken at Twenty-second and Mission Streets. Marching bands.

Rally -- Southern Pacific Railroad -- War Service Day (June 14, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56216.04]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
- Taken at Market Street. Views of crowd and platform during singing of Star Spangled Banner.
War Show -- Mobile Red Cross Canteen -- Kezar Stadium -- San Francisco (June 15, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56216.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Soldiers and sailors line up for lunch.

Fire Department Gives Check to City for Bonds -- City Hall (June 09, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56217.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Rally -- Union Square (June 12, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56217.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General crowd shots. Delos Emmons, Mayor Roger Lapham, W. Crocker, and Nadeau Bergault.

Parade (June 12, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56217.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Market Street and Embarcadero. Marines, Navy WAVES (Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service), and sailors get ready to march; assembling an Aircobra P-39 airplane.

Bond Drive Parade (June 12, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56217.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of parade coming down Montgomery Street. Horses and tanks in parade.

Bond Drive -- War Heros (June 15, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56217.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Fifth War Loan Drive -- St. Francis Hotel (May 25, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56218.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes W.W. Crocker, Charles M. Thall, Delos Ennons, B.V. Sturdivant, Richard H. Kennedy, ...

Army-Navy Show -- Kezar Stadium -- San Francisco (June 11, 1944 - June 17, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56218.02-04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Armored cars, tanks, guns, marching men, Armed Guard crew from Treasure Island Training Station, Navy Seabees Judo exhibition, and Coast Guard dog.
War Bond Show -- Aquatic Park (July 26, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56218.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
United States Army duck boats in bay. [Landing craft? or amphibious vehicles?]

War Bond Show -- Civic Auditorium (January 20, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56219.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Army sea sled rescue vessel, plane Link Trainer, airplane P-38 Lightening, and Howitzer guns. Robert Anderson.

Army-Navy Show -- Kezar Stadium -- San Francisco (June 11, 1944 - June 15, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56219.02-04]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Bond Rally (July 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56219.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Twenty-second and Mission Street. Captured German Howitzer gun. Opal Hanson, Jack Reed, Margie Wolcott, and Keith Schwinley.

Southern Pacific Railroad Bond Rally (October 04, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56219.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General crowd views.

Poster and German Rocket Diagram -- Sixth War Loan Drive (November 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56220.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Poster with caption: "Next!" and diagram of Germany's secret weapon (rocket) in flight.

Bond Drive Luncheon -- Palace Hotel (November 12, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56220.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)
Military, War, Wartime, etc.

---

**Parade -- Sixth War Loan Drive (November 20, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56220.03-04]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Grant and Market Street. Navy WAVES (Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service) color guard and firing of army anti-aircraft guns.

**Rally -- Sixth War Loan Drive (November 29, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56220.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"China dolls." Cora Lee.

**Man Buys Ten Thousand Dollar Bond (December 07, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56220.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Helen Dragus, Edgar H. Brownstone, and Olav Baxter.

**Rally -- Sixth War Loan Drive (December 07, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56220.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Polk Street and California Street. Louise Andre's "Dancing China dolls."
Carol Ann Chow, Sylvia Jean Ung, Cora Sue Lee, and Marsha Elaine Lowe.

**Poster -- Seventh War Loan Drive (April 23, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56221.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Poster has picture of Iwo Jima memorial (flag raising) and caption: "Now all Together."

**Bond Forgery -- Post Office Building (May 03, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56221.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Bobbie L. Brown sitting on steps outside Marshall's office.

**First "Eisenhower" Bond Bought -- Seventh War Loan Drive (May 10, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56221.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Patricia Mulpeters sells first bond to Edward Reilly Stettinius Jr.

**Parade -- Seventh War Loan Drive (May 15, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56221.04-05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Sutter and Montgomery Street, Sixth and Market Street, Hyde and Fulton. General overhead views of parade. Navy and Army before reviewing stand.
Group Will Speak for Firms -- Seventh War Loan Drive (May 18, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56221.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Four Year Old Boy Buys War Bonds With Silver Dollars -- Roos Bros. -- San Francisco (May 19, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56221.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boy buys war bonds with two hundred seventy-five silver dollars. William "Billie" Kenny and Beatrice Silverstein.

Bond Rally -- San Francisco (May 28, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56221.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Eighteenth Avenue and Geary Street. Benicia Arsenal equipment on street.

Flag from Iwo Jima -- Seventh War Loan Drive -- Union Square -- San Francisco (July 11, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56222.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rene A. Gagnon and John H. Bradley hold the American flag from Iwo Jima.

Japanese Submarine in War Bond Drive -- Seventh War Loan Drive -- Pier Nine (June 15, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56222.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
R.M. McGrath in submarine's control room.

Southern Pacific Bond Rally -- Seventh War Loan Drive (June 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56222.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Market Street. View of large crowd.

Bomb -- Seventh War Loan Drive -- Hamilton Field (June 23, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56222.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Call-Bulletin's "Bonds for Bomb." Helen Sinclair and Lillian La Plante hold a fire bomb.

Emporium Bond Booth -- Seventh War Loan Drive (June 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56222.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bomb -- Seventh War Loan Drive (June 27, 1945)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56222.06]</td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>Call-Bulletin's &quot;Bonds for Bomb.&quot; T.F. Pierce and Charles F. Nunn putting together a bomb.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Call-Bulletin &quot;Bonds for Bomb&quot; Raffle (June 29, 1945 - July 12, 1945)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56223.01-07]</td>
<td>20 negatives</td>
<td>Call-Bulletin's &quot;Bonds for Bomb.&quot; Bond bombing ticket [for a raffle whose winner gets to send a personally autographed fire bomb to be dropped on Japan]; woman paints message on bomb: &quot;To Japan&quot; (Thomas Kuennning, Ynez McShane, Jack Nevin, and Call-Bulletin reporter Stuart Welch); bomb at Hamilton Field heads for Japan (Bert Knighton, Walter L. Lichlyter, John E. Melcher, Sammy Brown, and Jack Nevin); winner reading telegram and looking at map of Japan; winner hit by automobile and injured.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victory Bond Parade (October 29, 1945)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56224.01-03]</td>
<td>11 negatives</td>
<td>Taken at Fifth Street and Market Street (overhead views), and Civic Center. WAVES (Women Accepted for Volunteer Emergency Service) parading; ROTC (Reserve Officers' Training Corps) flags. Charles Caile, Mayor Roger D. Lapham, Frank King, Vince Compagne, and Merrill Cooley.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victory Bond Meeting -- Union Square -- San Francisco (October 29, 1945)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56224.04]</td>
<td>3 negatives</td>
<td>Crowd at rally. C.C. Hillman.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster -- Victory Loan Posters (November 01, 1945)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56225.01]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Poster with caption: &quot;Victory -- now you can invest in it!&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)
Military, War, Wartime, etc.

**Beauty Contest -- Victory Queen Contest -- Victory Loan (November 01, 1945 - November 13, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56225.02-25]

Physical Description: 48 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Contestants: Yvonne Smith, Gladys Diamond Jane Shreck, Dorothy Herndon, Margaret Mountjoy, Yvonne Smith posing with Hans W. Witney, Ann Hana, Nancy Gilbert, Helen Corsello, Doris Williams, Vivian Welch, Jackie Peck [Peek?], La Verne Kimball, Dorothy Elise Lawson, Jean Harris, Winifred Palmer, Mary Lee Barker, June St. Joseph, Alice Maple, Patricia Joe, Carole Zimet, Magana Baptiste, Nina du Val [Negative missing], and Virginia Smith; movie stars: Dick Powell and June Allyson; autograph seeker Rita Wilkes.

**Bond Rally -- Victory Loan -- Union Square (November 03, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56225.26-27]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

**Victory Loan Drive (November 12, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 63, [56225.28]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Marin Moser, wife Ruth J. Moser, and baby Carol Louise Moser.

**War Bonds Queen Contest -- Victory Loan Queen Contest -- Northern California County Bond Queens (November 08, 1945 - December 10, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56226.01-18]

Physical Description: 43 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Contestants (Corrine Bartholomew, Kay Jung, Nancy Gilbert, Jackie Peck [Peek?], Yvonne Smith, June St. Joseph, Jane Shreck, Gladys Diamond, Winifred Palmer, Nina Du Val, Dorothy Herndon, Rose Trujillo, Gloria Campbell, Patti Tennant, Dorothy Weisbaum, Eugenia Schamp, Janet Meroshneffok, Frances Roddy, Jo Reed, and Mary Grant, Patricia Joe, and Mary Lee Barker); queens presented to audience at Geary Theatre (Rotus Harvey); men receive queens (Jerome Politzer); preparations for contest at Fox Theatre (Helene Hughes, Herman Kersken, and Everett Mason); man applies make-up to woman (Nancy Gilbert); rehearsal (Ernie Smith); winner (Nancy Gilbert and Joan Lintz).

**California State Guard (1941/1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [056300-056305]

Physical Description: 113 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Maneuvers, reviews, receiving awards, guarding of the Golden Gate Bridge and San Francisco Waterfront, California State Guard Women, etc.

**Civil Defense - Air Raid Shelters (1942/1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [056350-056350]

Physical Description: 10 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Air raid shelters in San Francisco (The Russ Building), close ups of air raid shelter signs, and air shelter meeting.
Posting Air Raid Shelter Poster -- Russ Building -- San Francisco (January 05, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56350.01]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Captain Charles Skelly and Mrs. Ethel Giannetti place poster on building.

San Francisco Air Raid Shelter Signs (January 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56350.02]

- Physical Description: 5 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Signs are made with luminous paint to be seen in blackout; shown in daylight and in dark.

State Defense Air Raid Shelter Subcommittee Meeting On Building Codes -- San Francisco (March 16, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56350.03]

- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note

Civil Defense - Air Raid Sirens (1941/1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [056360-056360]

- Physical Description: 14 negatives (estimate)
- Scope and Content Note
  Uncrating sirens, installation of sirens on Twin Peaks, portable sirens on trucks, victory siren, and Chrysler Bell victory sirens.

Uncrating Air Raid Sirens -- Pier Fourteen -- San Francisco (December 16, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56360.01]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Thomas Smith.

Installation of Air Raid Siren -- Twin Peaks (December 17, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56360.02]

- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  General views of installation. Scenes of workers and crane.

Portable Air Raid Siren on Truck -- Bay Bridge -- San Francisco (August 31, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56360.03]

- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Gasoline powered.

Victory Air Raid Siren (August 31, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56360.04]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Close-up of siren. John Cioch.
Chrysler Bell Victory Sirens -- Municipal Storage Yard (May 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56360.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Martin Scanlan and J.D. Krause.

Civil Defense - Air Raid Training (1941/1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [056370-056371]

Physical Description: 38 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Children practice for air raid, incendiary bomb demonstration, training classes at local buildings and schools, "do's and dont's" during raids, and poison gas attack training.

Children Practice Air Raid Drill -- John Muir School -- San Francisco (December 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56370.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children sitting on floor in hallway. The idea is that they are less apt to get hit with flying glass in case they should get a warning too late to evacuate the building. Approximately nine hundred pupils in school.

Incendiary Bomb Demonstration -- Greek Theatre -- UC Berkeley (December 18, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56370.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Demonstration given by Army experts on how to combat incendiary bombs.

Civil Defense Training Class (December 22, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56370.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Instructor Margaret Kuhns.

Air Raid Drill -- Russ Building -- San Francisco (December 23, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56370.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People in hall during drill.

Air Raid Precautions -- Do's and Don'ts (December 26, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56370.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Woman enacting instructions: have sand available; mattress under table; be calm by working on a crossword puzzle; waiting for bomb; if boyfriend around, cuddle up closer; drape windows in a blackout; do not run to window.

Civil Defense Training Class -- Canterbury Hotel (January 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56371.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Instructor Anne Vitale.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Air Raid Drill -- Redding School -- San Francisco (January 14, 1942 - January 15, 1942)</strong></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56371.02-04]</td>
<td>All children living within a fifteen minute radius of school are directed to auditorium during air raid. Principal blows whistle as she receives phone call for drill; children descend fire escape. Children leave school building to assemble in yard and meet teachers who will then convey children home along certain predetermined routes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Air Raid Practice -- Street Scene -- Stockton Street and Geary Street -- San Francisco (May 21, 1942)</strong></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56371.05]</td>
<td>Taken at northwestern corner of interestion. Clock reads noon; street crowd shows no interest.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bomb Demonstration -- Civilian Defense School -- Union League Club (September 11, 1942)</strong></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56371.07]</td>
<td>Grant V. Jenkins of Chemical Warfare Service demonstrating incendiary bombs.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Civil Defense - Air Raid Wardens (1941/1943)</strong></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [056400-056401]</td>
<td>Air raid wardens wearing arm bands and arm band emblem, signing up for duty, at Hall of Justice Communications Center, woman chief air raid warden Jerd Sullivan, wardens group, warden shelter, and helmets.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Air Raid Warden Signup -- Firehouse -- San Francisco (December 08, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56400.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Bush Street and Grant Avenue. Civilians being registered for volunteer defense work.

Air Raid Warden Signup -- Civil Defense Headquarters -- San Francisco (December 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56400.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Sansome Streets and Market Streets. Group registering. Emily Harvey taking fingerprints of Mrs. Alvil Kirkland.

Communication Center -- Bureau of Communication -- Hall of Justice (December 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56400.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Air raid wardens with police chief. T.J. Roche, Joseph Murphy, Eugene T. Broderick, Jackson D. Baker, Charles Dullea, and Eric Cullenward looking over machines.

Air Raid Warden Signup -- Firehouse -- San Francisco (November 13, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56400.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Waller Street. Volunteer registration. San Francisco State Teachers College students signing up. Firemen: Clarence McGrath and Fred Gibeau.

Air Raid Warden Signup -- City Hall -- San Francisco (December 17, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56400.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

First Air Raid Warden Arm Bands -- City Hall [1943-00-00]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56400.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly earlier date.] Helen Gleich of AWVS (American Women Voluntary Service) pins air raid warden band on the arm of Jackson D. Baker.

San Francisco Air Raid Wardens' Emblem (January 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56401.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Fleta Gardner wears armband with insignia. There is some dispute that this armband not official.

New Woman Chief of San Francisco Women Air Raid Wardens (January 15, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56401.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Jerd Sullivan.
San Francisco Air Raid Wardens Group (September 15, 1942)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56401.03]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

San Francisco Air Raid Wardens' Shelter -- Taraval Street (December 03, 1942)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56401.04]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

New Helmets -- City Hall (April 06, 1943)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56401.05]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Jack Helms, Minnie Jepsen, and Marian Riley.

Civil Defense - Alerts and Blackouts (1941/1942)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [056420-056421]  
Physical Description: 25 negatives (estimate)  
Scope and Content Note  
Blackout curtains, robbery during blackout, alerts and meetings, first blackout baby, blackout twins, violators, street scenes in San Francisco (cityscapes), and San Francisco Bay Bridge approach during blackouts.

Blackout Meeting -- Mayor's Office -- City Hall (December 09, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56420.01]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Includes Emory Wishon, Charles Dullea, Michael Reardon, William Wobber, Mayor Angelo Rossi, ...

First Baby Born During Blackout -- St. Luke’s Hospital (December 09, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56420.02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mrs. Phillip Aviles and her new baby boy (unnamed).

Diagrams of Curtains For Blackout 1941-12-00?  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56420.03]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
[Possibly early 1942.] Detailed diagrams of window coverings.

Air Raid Warden Commits Robbery During Blackout (January 07, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56420.04]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
William Williams.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Description</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Twins Born During Blackout -- Franklin Hospital (February 26, 1942)</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Nurse Lucille Aitchison holding William Klatt and Wilma Klatt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackout Violators -- Hall of Justice (May 06, 1942)</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Edith Smith, Catherine Cunningham, and James Callerico.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackout Alert -- Street Scene -- San Francisco (August 11, 1942 - August 13, 1942)</td>
<td>5 negatives</td>
<td>Taken at Fifth Street and Market Street; from Phelan Building; looking east and west. Street crowd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackout Alert -- Street Scene -- San Francisco (October 30, 1942)</td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>Taken at Fifth Street and Market Street. Crowd on street.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackout Alert -- Bay Bridge Approach -- San Francisco (October 30, 1942)</td>
<td>3 negatives</td>
<td>Approach in San Francisco from Fifth Street.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Civil Defense - Dimout (1942/1943)</td>
<td>21 negatives (estimate)</td>
<td>Dimout map of San Francisco, signs, and violators in court.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Map of San Francisco Dimout Area (August 12, 1942)</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimout Sign (September 08, 1942)</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Taken at Fell Street and Lyon Street. E.J. Mortorella of California Automobile Association putting up sign: &quot;Military Restricted Light Zone: Dim Out Headlights&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Map of San Francisco Dimout Zone (October 15, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56440.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy of San Francisco map and copies of the artwork "Lowering the Russian Colors, and Raising the Stars and Stripes at Sitka, October 18, 1867," drawn by Jay Hambidge.

Dimout Violators -- Hall of Justice (October 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56440.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge George B. Harris and dimout violators.

Dimout Violators in Court -- Hall of Justice (November 10, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56440.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Crowd in courtroom.

Various Dimout Violators Fined -- Hall of Justice (January 09, 1943 - November 04, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56441.01-05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Belle Peterson, Jeanne Barajas, Judge John McMahan, Evelyn Warner, Connie Young, and Margaret Spooks.

Civil Defense - Fire Department and Auxiliary (1942/1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [056460-056460]

Physical Description: 21 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Fire squad practice and instruction with sprayer and first aid kit, new pumper units, demonstrating carriers, drills, equipment, and trophy.

Auxiliary Firemen Practicing [1943-00-00]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56460.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly earlier date.] Taken at Fourteenth and Castro.

Building Fire Squad Receives Instructions (March 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56460.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes George Mauerhan, Fred D. Parr, and Una Mae Dekker.

Fire Wardens' Equipment (March 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56460.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Milton Meyns, Ted Giles, and Harry H. Moller.
Auxiliary Firemen Practice With Pumper -- Civic Center (March 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56460.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Donating Trophies for Auxiliary Firemen (March 13, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56460.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Jack Helms, George Schaeffer, and Laurent Camane.

Sector Fire Warden With Equipment (April 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56460.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joseph T. Monteleone with a first aid kit and fire sprayer.

Equipment -- New Pumper Units (April 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56460.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mechanic Nate Durney.

Firemen Demostrate Different Lifts (April 19, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56460.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Demonstrating to crowd different ways to carry an injured person.

Fire Wardens’ Drill -- Civic Center (June 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56460.09]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Groups controlling different water hoses.

First Pumper Arrives (October 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56460.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Civilian Defense Chief Jack Helms inspects first pumper.

Civil Defense - Gas and Gas Masks (1941/1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [056480-056480]

Physical Description: 20 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Gas mask demonstration, chemical warfare class, training and demonstration for wardens at Presidio of San Francisco, gas Decontamination Center under construction in San Francisco Hospital, new masks arriving, training class, and new and old masks demonstrated.
Chemical Warfare Class -- Gas Mask Demonstration (December 29, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56480.01]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   John M. McDonald, Peggy Marshall, Marge Sellander, and Connie Courtney.

New Gas Masks Will Be on Sale Friday (March 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56480.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Ursula Barrett demonstrates mask.

Training and Demonstration for Wardens -- Presidio -- San Francisco (March 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56480.03]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Grant Jenkins and Jackson Baker. Wardens in masks prepare to enter gas chamber and exit from chamber after removing masks, getting whiff of tear gas.

Gas Decontamination Center Under Construction -- San Francisco Hospital (April 10, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56480.04]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Dr. J.C. Geiger shows H.M. Woodward and Grant Jenkins where victims will enter.

Red Cross Gas Decontaminaton Station -- San Francisco Hospital (April 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56480.05]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Dr. Harry Peters, Nurse Elsie Colloty, Mrs. E. Brashear, Nurse Marjorie Phillips, Vera Brashear, and Nurse Elizabeth Mallick.

Gas Masks Arrive in San Francisco (May 28, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56480.06]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Men [names unreadable] inspect and try on gas masks.

Gas and Gas Mask Training Class (August 31, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56480.07]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Marian Parks, Patricia Bentley, Mrs. Christopher Daly, Mrs. Robert Zahler, Mrs. Julian Burke, and Robert Schmitz.

Demonstration of New and Old Gas Masks (August 23, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56480.08]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Mary Keeley, James L. English, and Louise Cassily.
Civil Defense - Identification Tags (1942/1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [056490-056490]

Physical Description: 10 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Child identification tag demonstrations at local schools.

Child Identification Tags -- City Hall (June 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56490.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Close-up of tag.

Child Identification Tags -- Laguna Honda School -- San Francisco (September 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56490.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at Seventh Avenue and Irving Street. Helen Barraza of PTA (Parent-Teacher Association), Mrs. Harry Begg, and her son Robert Begg.

Child Identification Tags -- Commodore Sloat School -- San Francisco (September 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56490.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Kenneth Evers, Mrs. Edward Muegge, Robert Muegge, Mrs. C.F. Pittman, Mrs. John I. Carr, E.G. Oden, and Mrs. E.W. Paddack.

Children Receiving Identification Tags -- Hawthorne School -- San Francisco (October 06, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56490.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Paul Bennett III, Barbara Allen, and Mrs. Edward McKittrick of the PTA (Parent-Teacher Association).

Civil Defense - Meetings (1940/1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64-65, [056500-056506]

Physical Description: 74 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Governor Culbert Olson's committee on defense meeting with Senator John Phillips and Walter A. Haas, California Defense Committee meeting (Governor Culbert Olson, Earl Warren, and others), Council for Civilian Defense, Volunteer Participation Committee (Aurelia Reinhardt, Helen Gahagan, and others), Defense Conference, Defense Chief Fiorello H. La Guardia and Angelo Rossi, Eleanor Roosevelt to speak to civil defense workers, AFL/CIO meeting, new Defense Chief Charles Dullea, Coordinator's Advisory Council meeting, Youth Activities Commission, new civilian defense head James C. Sheppard, bonds meeting, fire chiefs meeting, and OCD (Office of Civilian Defense) meeting.

Governor Olson's Committee on Civil Defense -- Palace Hotel (June 28, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56500.01-02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
California Defense Committee Meeting With Governor -- State Building (August 20, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56500.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Professor Samuel C. May of University of California, Mrs. Thomas Richards, Culbert Olson, Attorney General Earl Warren, Edward Macauley, Harry See, ...

Civilian Defense Conference -- Mayor's Office -- City Hall (July 17, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56500.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Charles Page Sr., Joseph Carson, Mayor Angelo Rossi, and Charles Farris.

Council for Civilian Defense -- California Defense Committee -- State Building (August 08, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56501.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Volunteer Participation Committee -- Ninth Civilian Defense Area (August 15, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56501.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Helen Gahagan, Dr. Aurelia Reinhardt [Rheinhardt?], C.J. Haggerty, Raymond W. Gill, Mrs. John Boettiger, and Charles R. Page.

Civilian Defense Conference -- Palace Hotel (October 19, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56501.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
R.M. Hare and Governor Charles A. Sprague of Oregon.

Mayor Addresses Defense Committee -- City Hall (December 08, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56501.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Angelo Rossi speaking to committee.

United States Defense Chief Arrives in San Francisco (December 10, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56502.01-02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia, Mayor Angelo Rossi, Governor Culbert Olson, Berkeley Mayor Frank S. Gaines, and John L. DeWitt.

First Lady Mrs. F.D. Roosevelt Speaks to Civilian Defense Workers -- City Hall (December 11, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56502.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eleanor Roosevelt and Mayor Angelo Rossi. Crowd views.
CIO and AFL (American Federation of Labor) Meeting with Civilian Defense Officials (December 12, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56502.04]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Margaret Post, D.F. Maguire, Francis Carroll, George W. Johns, and Phelps S. Hunter.

California State Defense Council Meeting -- State Building (December 29, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56502.05]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

First Lady Mrs. F.D. Roosevelt Visits San Francisco -- St. Francis Hotel (October 02, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56502.06]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Louise Morley, Eleanor Roosevelt, and Mayris Chaney.

New San Francisco Defense Chief and Current Aids -- Civilian Defense Office (January 02, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56503.01]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Charles Dullea, Joseph A. Murphy, Charles Skelly, and Nathan Danziger.

Coordinator's Advisory Council -- City Hall (January 08, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56503.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Charles Dullea and his advisory council.

Civilian Defense Group -- American Trust Company (January 09, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56503.03]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Charles Dullea talks to group (unidentified men).

Youth Activities Committee -- Civil Service Commissioner's Office -- City Hall (January 13, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56503.04]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

San Francisco Council Meeting -- City Hall (January 15, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 64, [56503.05]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Charles Dullea, Theodore Roche, and Mayor Angelo Rossi. General view of council members.
New Head Official of San Francisco Civilian Defense (March 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56504.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
James C. Sheppard.

San Francisco Civilian Defense Bonds Meeting -- City Hall (March 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56504.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Charles Duliea, Theodore Roche, Mayor Angelo Rossi, and Charles Skelly.

New San Francisco Civilian Defense Officials -- Civilian Defense Headquarters
(April 04, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56504.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Visiting Fire Chiefs For OCD Meeting (April 27, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56504.04-05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Meeting -- Furniture Mart (May 27, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56504.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kenneth Hammaker, George Levison, and Austin Matheny.

California State Defense Council Meeting -- State Building (December 29, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56505.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Angelo Rossi, and in audience: Arthur Breed Jr., Harrison Call, High Burns, and Harry L. Parkman.

California State Council of Defense Meeting -- University of California (August 29, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56505.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First time that Culbert Olson and Earl Warren meet Governor Shields. Includes Junius Pierce, Frank Clark, and Kenneth Hammaker.

OCD Meeting -- Claremont Hotel -- Berkeley (September 14, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56505.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
James Lash, Mayor Frank Gaines of Berkeley, and Kenneth Hammaker.
Civilian Defense Meeting [1943-00-00]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56505.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[Date unknown] James M. Landis talks to press.

Meeting -- Fairmont Hotel (September 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56505.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
James M. Landis and James C. Sheppard.

Meeting -- Furniture Mart (April 13, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56506.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Civil Defense - Miscellaneous (1940/1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [056700-056705]
Physical Description: 130 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Sandbagging buildings and homes, people buying flashlights, first aid class, San Francisco Market Street on New Years Eve (empty), the San Francisco air raid nerve center at City Hall, Red Cross and AWVS (American Women's Voluntary Services) meeting, San Quentin defense work, women working at defense jobs, disaster relief station at Grace Cathedral, victory bus, Aircraft Warning Service, mobil defense unit, San Francisco High School Victory Corps, first aid station, evacuation of Yacht Harbor drill, manpower hearing, and civilian defense awards.

Head Officials of Defense Committee -- Press Conference (August 24, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56700.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Aircraft Warning Interview -- Civic Auditorium (September 21, 1941 - September 29, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56700.03-04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teresa Tambini, Mrs. William B. Wood, Eugene Sharee, and Mrs. Elbert Ames.

Aircraft Warning Corps -- City Hall (October 06, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56700.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. M.C. Threlkeld Jr., Barbara Bliss, Mayor Angelo Rossi, and Mrs. Talbot Helms.
D for Defense Organization -- J. L. Stuart Manufacturing Co. (October 08, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56700.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jane Carney, Eleanor O'Leary, and Sergeant Ervin Kuish.

Telephone Company Places Sandbags in Front of Building -- San Francisco
(December 11, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56700.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Front exterior view of building.

People Getting Sand to Protect Homes -- ARP (Air Raid Precautions) -- Ocean
Beach (December 11, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56700.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People scooping sand into buckets and bags. David Perkins, Hy Coplon, and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Meiler [Meiller? or Miller?].

People Buy Flashlights -- Woolworths (December 11, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56700.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd at counter.

Hauling Sand for ARP (Air Raid Precautions) (December 14, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56700.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Thirty-fourth and Santiago. Scavengers haul sand for fire protection. Crane lifts sand into truck.

Traffic Office With Sandbags Against Windows -- Traffic Bureau (December 26,
1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56700.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Albert Munn talking to staff about air raid alarm.

First Aid Class -- First Congregational Church (December 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56700.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Muhl of national staff gives a lecture to teachers.

Effect of War on Nightlife on New Year's Day -- Market Street Area -- San
Francisco (January 01, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56701.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Grant and Market Street at midnight. No crowd; streets empty.
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)
Military, War, Wartime, etc.

Air Raid Nerve Center -- Basement of City Hall -- San Francisco (January 07, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56701.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Police Chief Charles Dullea and his advisory committee look over installation of nerve center for Air Raid Precautions.

Air Raid Nerve Center -- Basement of City Hall -- San Francisco (January 09, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56701.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls at telephones with maps in nerve center.

Nerve Center Map of San Francisco -- San Francisco Nerve Center -- Basement of City Hall (January 14, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56701.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Gilmore and Walter Ragan next to map showing all nerve centers in San Francisco.

Rehearsal -- San Francisco Nerve Center -- Basement of City Hall (January 23, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56701.05]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain checks in officers; officers at phones receive messages from air raid wardens; men of Fire Department Board marks it on map; chief reads out messages. Ed Donahue, Charles Skelly, Dr. J.C. Geiger, Theodore Smith, Betty Eastwood, Charles Dullea, and Nate Danziger.

Red Cross and AWVS Meeting With Civil Defense Chiefs (January 27, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56701.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Henry M. Baker, Mrs. Nion Tucker, Jack Helms, George Levison, Captain Edward U. Reed, and Robert S. Elliott.

Display -- Defense Work -- San Quentin Prison (February 12, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56702.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Model airplane and incendiary bomb extinguisher, air raid sirens, emergency kit, and fire extinguisher on display. Paul C. McClelland, Ben Myerfeld, Clinton Duffy, Veotta Matters, and Andrew Budrin.

Service Flag Dedication -- Anglo-California National Bank (March 25, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56702.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd sings "God Bless America" and W.H. Thompson unfurls flag.
Woman Works at Civilian Defense Job (April 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56702.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Agnes Lewis works at Interceptor Command.

Disaster Relief Station -- Grace Cathedral -- San Francisco (April 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56702.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Station barricaded by sandbags. Alice Leong, Richard Wagner, Gino Luchesi, and Clifford Browne.

Transportation -- Gillig Victory Bus -- Hayward (August 07, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56702.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bus is a trailer pulled by truck. Chester Gillig, Leo Gillig, Joseph Cutler, and E.R. Berkeley.

Train Keepers to Shoot Rifles In Case of Bomb Escape -- Rifle Range (August 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56702.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes J.J. Mallick, R. Hudson, W. Wills, L. Richards, A. Van Dierman, ...

Convicts Do War Work -- San Quentin Prison -- California (December 29, 1942 - January 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56702.07-08]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men working with wire cutter on submarine net, rubber stripping machine, German engine plane frame, hydraulic press for making mess kits, and making cargo net slings.

US Army -- Fourth Fighter (Interceptor) Command -- Aircraft Warning Service (March 20, 1942 - October 22, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56703.01-03]
Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women "plotters" staff the telephone connections on filter boards at Aircraft Warning Service Information Center, and take messages from ground observers. Includes Katherine Lilienthal, Mrs. Wendell McCool, Marions Holms, Mary Milford, Helen Heitsman, Mrs. A.H. Deckman, Harold Dodge, Ernest Sultan, Gertrude Resler, Mrs. Gerrard T. January, Mrs. J.G. Levison, V.T. Clevinger, Iris Ingstrum, Williard D. Phillips, Clarence T. Wakeman, ... (Censored prints of negatives enclosed in sleeve 2.)

Mobile Defense Unit (August 15, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56703.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Balboa Street. James Willde and George Summerfield.
OCD Traffic Head Official (September 10, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56703.05]
  
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  
  Scope and Content Note
  

Mobile Unit -- Parkside Community Church (September 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56703.06]
  
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  
  Scope and Content Note
  
  Both women are registered nurses. Mrs. O. Burgmeier, Reverend Frank Toothe, victim J.W. Gammon, and Mrs. Frances Toothe.

Acting Assistant Director In Charge of Civilian Protection -- OCD Office -- Furniture Mart (September 25, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56703.07]
  
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  
  Scope and Content Note
  
  James C. Sheppard and Major Austin Matheny, Office of Civilian Defense.

Military Officers (April 04, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56704.01]
  
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  
  Scope and Content Note
  
  Captain Elizabeth Larimer, Major Dorothy Muni, and Lieutenant Norma Gates.

San Francisco High School Victory Corps -- George Washington High School Gym (October 05, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56704.02]
  
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  
  Scope and Content Note
  
  Men instructing boys in gymnastics and tumbling; boys do forward rolls and work on parallel bars. Lloyd Leith and Arthur Fagin.

Defense Center -- San Francisco (October 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56704.03]
  
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  
  Scope and Content Note
  
  Taken at Vallejo Street. Mrs. Edward C. Fleischman, Mrs. Gilbert R. Vint, and Mrs. Charles P. Huff holding first aid supplies.

First Aid Station (October 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56704.04]
  
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  
  Scope and Content Note
  
  Mrs. Frank C. Clodi holding bandages.

San Francisco Civil Defense Committee -- State Building (February 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56704.05]
  
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  
  Scope and Content Note
  
  Jack Helms.
Interview of Major General US Grant (February 27, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56704.06]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Major General US Grant.

Military Manpower Hearing -- Post Office (April 19, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56705.01]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Chairman of Local Draft Board Joseph Hauck.

Evacuation Practice -- Yacht Harbor -- San Francisco (May 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56705.02]
   Physical Description: 10 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   People exiting building and lining up by harbor.

Lead of Civilian Defense -- City Hall (June 29, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56705.03]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   John McKown.

State Civil Defense Meeting (July 06, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56705.04]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Jack Helms, General Walter K. Wilson, James Dean, Major Harold Laub, and Homer Buckley.

Regional Civil Defense Board Meeting -- Furniture Mart (September 08, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56705.05]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Governor Earl Warren and James C. Sheppard.

Awards -- City Hall (February 21, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56706.06]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Mrs. Effingham Sutton, Jessie Steinhart, and Mayor Roger Lapham.

Civil Defense - Police and Auxiliary (1941/1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [056600-056601]
   Physical Description: 23 negatives (estimate)
   Scope and Content Note
   Switchboard and radio control center, sandbagging radio tower, classes at Lincoln High, trophies, only woman member Virginia Morris, and policemen wearing gas masks and new helmets.
Police Switchboard Receiving and Dispatching Air Raid Warnings -- Radio Communications (December 10, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56600.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Police radio control center. Joseph E. Perry, Ralph H. McKenna, and William Dowd. Man on telephones as "color signals" come through from filter station; another at dispatch board, broadcasting alarms.

Sandbags and a Guard In Front of Police Central Radio Station and Tower (December 28, 1941 - December 29, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56600.02-03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Police Officer D. Bradley guarding radio station; Police Officer Andrew Sculley guarding tower.

Auxiliary Police Classes -- Lincoln High School (January 20, 1942 - January 30, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56600.04-06]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Call-Bulletin Trophies for Auxiliary Police Officers -- Hall of Justice (February 02, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56601.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Only Woman Member of Auxiliary Police Force -- Hall of Justice (May 12, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56601.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Virginia Morris.

Police Officer With A Gas Mask (May 30, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56601.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Fourth Street and Howard Street. Officer John Erasmy.

New Helmet (June 09, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [56601.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Arthur Morrison.
### Draft (1940/1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65-66, [057000-057021]

**Physical Description:** 299 negatives (estimate)

**Scope and Content Note**
Registration, including disabled persons, Japanese Americans, Chinese Americans, African Americans (Afro-Americans); lottery drawing; draft evasion; induction day at the Armory; draftee boys leaving for camp; arriving at Presidio of Monterey; volunteers; draftees; registration; objectors; family members of draftees; and blood testing of draftees.

### Anti-conscription rally - UC Berkeley (September 03, 1940 - September 03, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57000.01]

**Physical Description:** 6 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken at Sather Gate, UC Berkeley. Large crowd at anti-draft rally.

### Cripple Inducted Into Service [1943-00-00]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57000.02]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

### Registration Card (October 11, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57000.03]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Front and back of draft registration card.

### Midget Registers (October 16, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57000.04]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
John M. Lepetich and twenty-four year old Johnny Dee.

### Group of Japanese and Negroes (Afro Americans) Register (October 16, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57000.05] ark:/13030/hb3m3nb1tj

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken at Sutter Street and Laguna Street. Men standing in line.

### Chinese Registers (October 16, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57000.06]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Gok Foo Won being sworn in by Chief Registrar Jacob Luchs.

### Registration (October 16, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57001.01]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken at Bush Street. S.F. Damkroger, E.J. McDermott, and Chief Registrar P.J. Crowley.
Mothers Registering Sons (October 16, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57001.02-03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Anita Mahoney and son Edward Fleming; Mrs. Felix Wall and sons: William Raymond and Walter Watts.

Registration (October 16, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57001.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Eugene M. Reynolds, Mrs. Mamie Meagher, Aimee L. Driskell, Charles W. Miller, and Paul Broderick.

Assessor Registering -- City Hall (October 16, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57001.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Assessor Russell Wolden and Registrar of Voters Major Charles Collins. Wolden is only city official to register.

Stanford Students Register for Conscription -- Stanford University -- Palo Alto (October 16, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57001.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hugh Gallarneau, Clyde Jeffery, Norm Standlee, and Don Lieberdorfer.

Lottery -- Drawing (October 17, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57002.01-04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Mills Tower. Registration cards shuffled and sorted; first and second card drawn. Blanche Richard, William F. Donnelly, James Rickets, Alfred D. Martin, and Ardeen Chiocchia.

Draft Board at Work (October 19, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57002.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd of mothers and boys looking at list of draft numbers being posted. Herbert F. Pyle, Gertrude Gallagher, Patrick J. Gallagher, Ida Prasso, and John L. Silvey.

Various Draft Drawings -- Number 13 Drawn (October 25, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57003.01-04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pasqual Vozzo, Lawrence Stevens, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Roberts, and Bruno Francis Basse.

Draft Evasion -- Failure to Register -- County Jail (October 26, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57003.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Joseph Zyziak.
**Drawing -- Ready to Go (October 28, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57003.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brenta is number 158. Mr. and Mrs. Victor Anthony Brenta.

**Draft Drawing -- USF Students Had Numbers Drawn (October 29, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57004.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bill Partman, Warren Porter, and Thomas Coughlan.

**Weather Man Gets First Draft Number -- US Weather Bureau (October 29, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57004.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Junior Meteorologist Eugene E. Kolb registers surprise.

**First Draft Number (October 29, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57004.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Guy Focaratti.

**Draft Drawing (October 29, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57004.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John C. Brannon gets one of first numbers. He never won anything in his life.

**Draft Drawing -- Hostess Cake Company (October 29, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57004.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Darling.

**First Draftee at California Auto Association (October 29, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57004.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men carrying draftee on their shoulders. Arthur Rippey, Clem Vail, Draftee M. David Clavner, and Bob Bolibitt.

**Draft Drawing (October 29, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57004.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Draftee Edward Kimmel holding draft card.
Draft Drawing -- Conscription Day -- Draftees (October 29, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57005.01-05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Draft Evasion -- No Draft Card -- Southern Police Station (October 29, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57005.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Harold Lawton held for US Marshall. Police quote him as saying he was afraid to register for fear of losing his girlfriend. He changed his story and told photographers he had registered but lost his card.

Draftees Enlist in Army (November 01, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57006.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jack Bloss, Emmet Barton, Elliot Curtis, Kenneth Tapp, and Secretary of Draft Board John Diestel.

Draftees Preferred -- Chamber of Commerce Meeting (November 07, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57006.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Monahan and Walter Haas.

Draftee Fills Out Questionnaire (November 11, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57006.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Delmar Rudolph Smith fills out questionnaire with the help of his mother Mrs. Rae Marguerite Smith.

Draftee Fills Out Questionnaire -- Weinstein's Store -- San Francisco (November 11, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57006.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Market Street. Albert Frank Lotti, Irving Cohn, and Stanley Papielian.

Induction Day -- First Meal at Comptons (November 18, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57007.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Market Street and Van Ness. First meal of second and third group. Includes Joe Karat, James Blackburn, James F. Blanchina, William Rekow, Rulon West, Elliot Curtis, Edward Lynch, Carl Batten, Walter Lewis, Oscar Eisner, ...
**Induction Day -- Routine at Armory (November 18, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57007.03-07]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Fourteenth Street and Mission Street. Richard Thomas goes through routine: waited, fingerprinted and sworn in, given papers, filled out questionnaire, given eye exam and physical exam. Edson Duffin, J. Blackburn, Walter Lewis, Charles Bleino, Fred Spradling, George T. Perkins, Raymond Brockett, Louis F. Nedopad, Robert Wolf, R. Urquhart, Dr. Charles M. Decker, Dr. John A. Enslen, Joseph A. Bayless, Dr. Thomas G. Inman, Dr. Walter H. Winterberg, and Dr. E.M. Leonard.

**Induction Day -- Draftees Leaving for Camp By Train (November 18, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57008.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Armory and depot. Includes George Goff, his niece Betty Bermudez, Edson Duffin, Richard Thomas, Max Decker, ...

**Induction Day -- Draftees Leave for Camp By Train (November 18, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57008.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

**Draftees Leaving for Camp Ord By Train (November 18, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57008.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Nick Chepa (Rumanian), Elliot Curtis (Russian), William Rekow (Filipino), Paul Voehringer (German), Richard Creighton (Irish), and Richard Thomas (Welsh).

**Draftees Arrive at Monterey Presidio (November 18, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57008.04-05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Draftees washing mess kits, receiving innoculations, getting bedding, and eating at mess. Woodrow Grogan, Vincent Hugli, Joseph Schloss, Wesley Moore, and Jack Gallagher.

**Arrival of First San Francisco Draftees at Monterey Presidio (November 19, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57008.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Draftees dressed in uniforms and doing calisthenics.

**Induction Day at Armory (November 19, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57009.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Fourteenth Street and Mission Street. Frank Scaler Jr. and his fight promoter father Frank Scaler Sr.
Induction Day at Armory -- Draftee Gets Two Weeks Leave Because of Sick Mother (November 19, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57009.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Fourteenth Street and Mission Street. Dominic Piarazzi.

Induction Day at Armory -- Volunteers to Draft -- Decadeers Club (November 19, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57009.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Fourteenth and Mission Street. Jack Adams, Stanley Simpson, and Frank Tringali.

Induction Day -- Draftees Arrive (November 20, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 65, [57009.04-05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Third and Townsend Street. Draftees from the Penninsula and San Jose, Monterey, and Salinas. [Some negatives missing.] [Includes some train station platform views].

Volunteer for Number 1 in Draft (November 21, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57009.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Christopherson volunteered to take over the number 1 spot in his draft district. He is placed on the list ahead of the men holding number 158. Kjartan Loren Christopherson and Dr. Arthur White.

Induction Day at Armory -- Arrivals from Los Gatos -- Southern Pacific Depot (November 21, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57009.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Induction Day Arrivals -- Ferry Building (November 23, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57009.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Draftees from Crescent City, Santa Rosa, Petaluma, Healdsburg, and Richmond. Draftees met by Sergeant Roger Cass.

Induction Day Arrivals -- Ferry Building (January 20, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57010.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Medford Muse, Sergeant Roger Cass, Ralph Patterson, Sherman MacNeil, Jesse James, Paul Winton, and Archie Paul.
**Induction Day at Armory -- Draftees Were Late (January 20, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57010.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Edward Roy Gump and Cecil Ross Yates.

**Induction Day at Armory (January 20, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57010.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

**Induction Day at Armory -- Draftees Get Physical Exam (January 21, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57010.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Dr. L.A. Hewitt, James Sullivan, Dr. M.C. Johnson, Bernardo Avila, Benito Avila, Vernon Vosburgh, ...

**Arrival of Draftees from East -- Presidio -- San Francisco (January 24, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57010.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Draftees find their barracks bags after their arrival. Captain N.R. Nodder and group of draftees.

**Volunteers for Selective Service from Draft Board 97 -- Armory (January 28, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57010.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Volunteers are inducted. Sargeant Roger Cass at desk directing operations.

**Induction Day -- Draftees at Terminal -- Interurban Terminal (February 17, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57011.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Roger L. Cass instructs draftees from Draft Board 62, Alameda.

**Induction Day -- Trainees at Terminal -- Interurban Terminal (February 17, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57011.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

**Induction Day -- Draftees from Mill Valley -- Armory (February 25, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57011.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Roger Cass and Milton Katberg.
Draftees of Local Draft Board 90 (February 28, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57011.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Board member Louis E. Goodman reading orders to large group of new draftees.

Drawing Number 1 in Draft (March 16, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57011.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Draft Board 83. Frank A. Bray, son Bob, daughters Joan and Lorraine.

Local Draft Board Window Decoration (March 18, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57011.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Ocean Avenue. Cleo Cominoli in window; George Sandy, Henry Buckley, and Gerald Haggerty behind draft board.

Twenty-one Year Old Draftees of Draft Board 94 (July 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57012.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Gemma Ireton, Francis J. Burton, and Timothy Donavan.

First Boy to Register in San Francisco (July 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57012.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Draft Board 94. Twenty-one year old Robert Griffin and chief clerk Adele Campbell.

Registration -- Draft Board 76 (July 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57012.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
First to sign: Dip Wong, Hoy Chee Wong, Leong Do Dong, and Captain Joseph Sturm.

Conscientious Objector (July 02, 1941 - July 03, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57012.04-05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Hall of Justice and United States Commissioners Office. Boy refused to register for draft. Greydon Dunn Wellman, Mrs. Edna B. Floyd, and Mrs. J. Gillman.

Evasion -- County Jail (August 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57012.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First Man to Register in San Francisco -- Draft Board 101 (February 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57013.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joseph J. Pape, Dr. Charles Ertola, and Herman C. Landres.

Registration -- Judge Registers -- City Hall (February 14, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57013.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken in judge's chambers. Judge Everett C. McKeage giving information to Dorothy M. Palmer of WATCC (Women's Ambulance and Transport Corps of California).

Registration -- Judges Sign Up -- City Hall (February 14, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57013.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
All registrars are volunteers from the Women's Motor Corps. Registrar Mildred Hamor, Registrar Nan Shipnuck, Judge Peter Mullins, and Judge Herbert Kaufman.

Registration -- Judge Signs Up -- City Hall (February 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57013.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Edward P. Murphy and Patricia Renfrow.

Registration -- Man Registers As Single to Get Away From Wife -- Hall of Justice (February 24, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57013.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man is charged with failure to provide. Mr. and Mrs. George Scott in court.

Evasion -- United States Commissioner's Office (March 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57014.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tala Smith's husband dodged the draft.

Draft Board 88 -- Ousted Chief Clerk -- Federal Office Building (March 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57014.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ruth Bragonier.

Chairman of Draft Board 88 Fired (March 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57014.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Morris Wihtahand [Whitehand?].
Drawing Number 1 Draft (March 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57014.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hubert E. LeLande, Mrs. Doris LeLande, Lancelot Emersen of Draft Board 82, Gilbert Johnson, and Austin Fell.

First Draw of Lottery (March 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57014.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Maghikian was proud that he was the only Armenian whose number came up first. George Johnson, Ralph Freese, Lewis T. Phillips, Marderes Maghikian, and Edgar Grattarola.

Drawing First Number (March 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57014.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. William J. Barnes is the wife of the man who drew first number.

Drawing First Number (March 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57014.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Thirty-eight year old, married, Caywood M. Weston is a wholesale magazine distributor.

Registration -- Mayor Registers -- City Hall (April 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57015.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairman of Local Board 98 Lee [Leo?] F. Demeder signs up Mayor Angelo J. Rossi for draft.

Registration -- Daughter Signs Up for Father (April 25, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57015.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marion Steffen signs up her father Arizona Nickel. He is sixty-two years old and paralyzed.

Registration -- Hall of Justice (April 25, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57015.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. John J. Kingstong, Claudius Marckley, and Sergeant Lurline Strom of WATCC (Women's Ambulance and Transport Corps of California).

Registration (April 25, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57015.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Adolph Schmidt at present and in portrait of him during the last war.
Registration -- Hall of Justice (April 27, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57015.05]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Sergeant Edward D. Hippely and San Francisco Bank President Parker Maddux.

Registration -- Forty-five to Sixty-five (April 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57015.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Vivian Gilmore of WATCC (Women's Ambulance and Transport Corps of California)
  and County Clerk Herman Van Der Zee.

Member of Draft Board (May 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57015.07]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Leo F. Demeder.

Registration (April 25, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57015.08]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Both men served in last war. Phil Katz and Myrtle Saylor.

Woman Has Two Husbands Drafted (June 20, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57016.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Alice Busalacchi, Jack Small, and Jean Small.

Registration -- First to Register (June 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57016.02]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Sylvester Salkaukas and Marion Steffen.

Registration -- Eighteen to Twenty Year Olds (June 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57016.03]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Includes E.W. Murrane, Emerine Kerry, Hope Onenik, William Whitworth, Carl
  Tapella, John Logan, ...

Celebration -- City Hall (July 22, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57016.04]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  General George Perkins, Major Ernie Smith, and Mayor Angelo Rossi.
Selective Service (September 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57016.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major Howard P. Wilton.

Draft Board 98 (October 15, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57016.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Draft Board Row -- Hall of Justice (October 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57017.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Andrew Trent, Judge Thomas Prendergast, William Proll, and Daniel Reeves.

Blood Tests (November 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57017.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief clerk gives bottles; blood test will be sent to University of California Department of Public Health. Includes Wesley H. Malakowski, Dr. Alfred Spencer, Harold W. Breithaupt, Dr. W.A.A. Naylor, Ralph A. Hubbard, ...

Induction Unit (November 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57017.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eighteen and nineteen year old boys line up for army.

Examinations of Eighteen and Nineteen Year Olds (December 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57017.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. A.H. White, William Passel, George Cook, Robert Porter, Robert Klippel, Albert Faraone, and R. Hubbard.

First Eighteen Year Old to Register -- Draft Board 77 (December 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57018.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard S. Hoffman, Mrs. C. Butler, and John H. Obernesser.

Registration of Eighteen Year Olds (December 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57018.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Huntington Triest, Ray Davenport, Nicholas A. Lomando, and Lee Tong Lung.
Evasion -- US Marshal's Office -- Post Office Building (May 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57018.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Evader is seventeen years old. Salvadore Gonzale, Emile Canepa, and Joseph Powers.

Board Chairman (June 17, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57018.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
J. Bruce Jones.

Draft Evasion (June 26, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57018.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Draft evaders at Post Office Building.

Draft Evasion (August 04, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57018.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Federal Building. Fred Sukovitzen, Efin Sukovitzen, and Stella Sukovitzen.

United States Draft Head -- Press Club (August 07, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57018.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Louis B. Hershey.

Draft Evasion (August 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57018.08]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
[Date unreadable. Friday, Aug. 20?] Leon Wilson Jr.

Pre-Pearl Harbor Father Says Goodbye to Wife and Children -- Southern Pacific Depot (January 27, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57019.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Manuel Martinez, wife Mollie Martinez, daughter Peggy Martinez, and son Bobby Martinez.

Preinduction Physicals (April 17, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57019.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Father Waved Off -- Draft Board 76 (April 12, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57019.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Glenn Husted, son Donald Glenn Husted, and Susan Bernon.
Yankee Baseball Player Inducted (May 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57019.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Joe Gordon gets transportation papers from Elise Botzbach.

Pre-Pearl Harbor Father Released From Service -- Draft Board 100 (October 04, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57019.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Alec Douglas and Sam Cevelli.

Men Drafted After Peace With Japan (August 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57020.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Peacetime Draftee (October 31, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57020.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joe Emond.

Local Draft Board 76 (March 31, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57020.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jane Ping, Lonnie Wong, and Hazel Moore.

Why I Am In Favor of Military Training -- Poly High School and Lowell High School (June 18, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57020.04]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Richard Clarke, Glen Hopper, Lawrence Kruse, Marc Weiss, William Hooy, Don Cahen, ...

Returnee from Universal Military Training at Fort Knight (July 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57020.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reporter Al Shayte and Private Ral Miller.

Universal Military Training -- Presidio -- San Francisco (July 08, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57020.06]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George W. Irvine, W.D. Dooley, M.C. Herman, Roger Hilsman, Judge Bradford Brosley, Chellis Carpenter, and L.J. Stewart.
Draft Boards 37, 39, and 41 Move In -- Branch Draft Office (July 17, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57021.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Furniture, telephones, and files are set up; women clean up. Hattie Smith and Rose H.L. Brock.

Farm, Food, Garden (1942/1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [057500-057508]
Physical Description: 139 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Emergency farm help, civilians registering to help in harvest, convicts, women helping, several views of "Farmers Free Market" events, victory gardens (women in), etc.

Hops Pickers on Truck (August 20, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57500.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wine bums leave to pick hops; men in back of truck. [Signs advertising farm jobs visible].

Farm Placement Meeting -- Whitcomb Hotel (January 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57500.03-04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

San Francisco War Time Harvest Program -- Registering for Farm Work (June 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57500.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hilda Gundaker, Victor C. Hall, Mrs. Victor C. Hall, and Birnelyn Seymour.

Registering for Farm Work -- Continuation High School (June 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57500.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joan Blondell, Patricia Bundy, Birdell Bundy, Wanda Bundy, and Mary Connolly.

Enlisting Farm Aid at George Washington High School (June 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57500.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Fruit Picking -- Sebastopol (June 15, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57501.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Mrs. Godfrey Fisher, Imelda Dulfer, Mrs. J. Orr, Edna Billeter, Dorr Bothwell, ...
Boys Leave I. Magnin for Harvesting (June 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57501.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys on truck leaving for harvesting.

Men Released from San Francisco County Jail to Help -- San Bruno (June 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57501.03-04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George Muldoon, George Hillenbrand, Judge Hugh Smith, Judge George Harris, Judge Frank Dunn, Sheriff Dan Murphy, R.J. Rowan, John J. Lane, J.O. Goodwin, and Judge Twain Michelsen.

Boys Leaving For Harvest (July 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57501.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at YMCA (Young Men's Christian Association). Boys waving goodbye from trucks. Mrs. J.W. Richardson and Wallace Richardson.

Red Cross Women To Pick Apricots (July 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57502.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Richard Sloss, Mrs. John A. Lesovine, Joan Martin, Jane Burkett, Mrs. Albert Schlesinger, Mrs. A.W. Simpson III, Martha Marston, and Jean White.

Farm Labor Meeting (September 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57502.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes James G. Bryant, Robert M. Wilson, W.S. Everts, Frank Buckner, J.J. Devel, ...

Women Going Fruit Picking (September 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57502.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

High School Boys Leaving for Harvest -- Commerce High School (September 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57502.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fifty high school boys posing in front of bus.
High School Girls Leave To Pick Lodi Grapes -- Commerce High School (September 17, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57502.05] 
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of girls board truck.

Harvesting Exercises -- YWCA (Young Women's Christian Association) (October 17, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57502.06] 
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Grace Dinsdale, Janice Janes [James?], and Dorothy Dale.

Kids Sign Up for Harvesting -- YWCA (Young Women's Christian Association) (April 17, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57502.07] 
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Harvest Camp.

Students Signing Up for Work in Harvest -- Mission High School (May 07, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57502.08] 
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large group of students. Herman Scheppelman.

High School Girls Leave For Harvesting -- Lowell High School -- San Francisco (July 30, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57502.09] 
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Jane Oldfield, Margaret Dehe, Anita Gallagher, Tony Juravcoff, Janet Perkins, ...

Farmers Free Market -- San Francisco (August 12, 1943 - August 13, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57503.01-06] 
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Duboce and Market Street. Producers market; crowds buying apples and pears. Mr. and Mrs. A.T. Wright, Isabel Garland, Michael Garland, Judy Garland, Barney Stanz, Thomas H. Christians [Christian?], Jack De Bell, Mrs. John M. Ray Jr., and Lillian Ray.

Farmers Free Market -- San Francisco (August 14, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57504.01-06] 
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Duboce and Market Street. General views; twenty-four trucks on lot; men suspected of being peddlers. J. Clenfuegos, W.F. Carroll, Mr. McIntire, Barney Stans, Vincent Marchi, and Steve Brosnon.

Conference -- Free Farmers Market -- City Hall -- San Francisco (September 28, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57504.07] 
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Crowd.
**United States Army -- Patients -- Letterman Hospital (August 07, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57504.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women feeding fruit to a patient. Jean Knisi, Pat Knisi, and George S. Harms.

**San Francisco Farmers Market -- Queen Crowned (August 10, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57504.09]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Edward Molkenbuhr, queen Velma Beasley, Ruth Monez, Lois Monez, and Jerome Dorris.

**Farmers Market -- Queen Contestants Visit Mayor -- City Hall (May 01, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57504.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Contestants brought a basket of vegetables and fruit to the mayor. Marjorie Bock, Lois Hyatt, Velma [Delma?] Beasley, Maxine Heraras [Hereras? or Herrerias?], and Mayor Roger Lapham.

**Queen of Farmers Market (August 05, 1947 - August 16, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57504.11-12]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

**Victory Gardens (January 14, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57505.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

**Children Grow Victory Gardens for Junior Army (January 20, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57505.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Diana Gregory, Bernice Gentle, Pauline Church, Beverly Jean Gregorie, Harold Novi, ...

**Victory Garden -- Fireman Gives Up Flower Garden (May 01, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57505.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fireman gives up most of flower garden, and fish pond for vegetable and chickens. Lettuce and broccoli growing where fish pond was. Carl Richter.
Victory Gardens (May 01, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57505.04]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Alicia Arroyo working in her garden.

Soldiers Have Victory Garden -- Presidio -- San Francisco (March 04, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57505.05]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Victory Garden (March 26, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57505.06]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Lombard Street. Two women working in garden. Rose Barsotti and Jennie Hoertkorn.

AWVS (American Women's Voluntary Service) Victory Garden (July 22, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57505.07-08]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  AWVS (American Women's Voluntary Service) members working in garden. Anita Geiger, Vicki Aguilar, and Ethel Dauphiny.

Victory Gardens (April 09, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57506.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  "Save Old Rubber" poster; women tend victory garden. Patricia Egan, Sue Basham, John Cristich, and Irene Scrivner.

Food Canning Center (May 24, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57506.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Food dehydrator. Dorothy Ford.

Conference -- Victory Gardens -- Fairmont Hotel (February 23, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57507.01]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Farmers Free Market -- Potato Sale -- San Francisco (March 18, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57507.02]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Crowd buying potatoes.
Children Give Vegetables to Mayor -- Victory Gardens -- City Hall (April 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57507.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Margaret Ann McGavin, George Karpontinas, Mayor Roger Lapham, Marcia Masden, Coy Madson, ...

Farmers Free Market -- Apricot Sale -- San Francisco (June 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57507.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd.

Food Hearing -- PG&E Building (June 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57508.01-02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Food Investigator Chairman Clinton P. Anderson, August Andresen, Earle Clements, and Martin Gorski.

Poultry Automobiles Inspected -- Golden Gate Bridge (July 26, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 66, [57508.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Trucks and vans carrying poultry are inspected by the San Francisco Health Department for sanitary conditions. Inspectors: Sam Agosti and Ernest J. Sansot.

Home Front Heroes (1941/1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 67, [057800-057819]
Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Captions include names of individuals (primarily women).

Maps (1941/1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 67, [057900-057906]
Physical Description: 350 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Negatives of maps of war-related regions in Europe, Asia, and Africa. Many maps of Russia (Soviet Union), and the world. Some called "war maps." There is no apparent connection to news stories noted on sleeves.

Medical Blood Bank (1941/1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 62, [056130-056143]
Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Blood donors (identified by name), blood bank locations, and organizations drawing blood.
Miscellaneous Wartime and War Effort File (1940/1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95-106, [077777-077940]

Physical Description: 3204 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Subjects related to World War II, including war propaganda, war efforts, sunken ships, Japanese submarines, German torpedo boats, women involved in the war effort, women at work during the war, war brides (primarily Australian), US Army doctors and surgeons, war heroes, family members of deceased soliders, prisoners of war (POWs) returning from Japan and Bataan [77861-77874, ca. 175 negatives], VE (Victory in Europe) day, the UN Peace conference [United Nations Conference on International Organization (1945 : San Francisco, Calif.)] [77874-77895, ca. 700 negatives], Harry S. Truman's visit to San Francisco as part of the UN (United Nations) Peace conference, United Nations appeal for children, mine and explosive disposal, the Tokyo Rose treason trial, etc. Also includes a section on the San Francisco Federal Mint, its establishment and introduction, and a "picture story" of how money is made. Subsection on VJ (Victory in Japan) day, August 1945 [77914-77915, ca. 275 negatives] of scenes around San Francisco: the Opera, crowds in the streets, people listening to the radio, victory celebrations. VJ (Victory in Japan) section includes photos of E.O. Lawrence accepting award related to work on the atomic bomb, and ships going to and from atomic bomb testing at Bikini Island.

US Army (December 1939) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77777.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Claire Hall, Laura Post, Captain C.H. Coates, Mrs. I.B. Hauge, Helen Culp... pose with artillery. [No date given].

Crew of Sunken Ship -- Canada (ship) (January 17, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77777.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Stewardess Hilda Petersen and Henie Gerdawishke, Peter Rasmussen, V. Rasmussen, Holger Petersen, and others are survivors of torpedoed ship aboard the Amerika (ship).

Flag Sticker (April 29, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77777.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Virginia Bigler holds flag stickers [that she apparently designed]. View taken on Sacramento Street.

Anti-War Action -- City Hall (June 20, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77777.04-05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Betty Morriss shows inspector the "Bugle Call Against War," a [pacifist?] magazine she is offering at table in front of City Hall. Inspector William Stanton and D. Bose inspect her materials, then dismantle the stand and cart it away (censorship). Sergeant Louis Becker books Betty Morriss for selling propaganda, view taken at the Northern Police Station.
War Production Board -- Furniture Exchange (October 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77777.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Lou Holland.

German Prisoners of War -- Angel Island (June 05, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77777.07]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of German prisoners of war in their cells on Angel Island.

City of Flint (ship) -- Pier Thirty-nine (July 20, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77778.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
City of Flint (ship), at one time captured by Germans, with Southern Cross (ship) in the background.

Scrap Iron -- Tasukawa Maru (ship) -- Pier Forty-five (July 28, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77778.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Japanese ship loads scrap iron.

War Films -- Palace Hotel (July 31, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77778.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of speaker Robert Montgomery.

Committee To Defend America -- Palace Hotel (October 15, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77778.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Clark M. Eichelburger.

Scrap Iron for Japanese -- Pier Forty-five B (October 15, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77778.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers load scrap iron and motor oil aboard the Japanese freighter Bordeaux Maru (ship).

US and Canadian Defense -- Presidio (November 13, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77778.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel O.M. Bigger of Canada meets with Major La Guardia and General John L. DeWitt.
Rubber -- Office of Price Administration (January 02, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77779.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tire rationing administrator Paul Barksdale D'Orr, Regional Director Harry Camp of the OPA, and Executive Director Richard Graves of the California State Council of Defense meet to discuss rubber prices. William O'Keeffe, Jr. and Mero Canevari pose with horse [adorned with sign stating "Conserve Rubber to Help National Defense"] to demonstrate need to conserve rubber for war effort.

Office of Production Management -- Furniture Mart (January 15, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77779.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Nazi Flag -- German Consulate (January 18, 1941 - January 23, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77780.01-05]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-up of Nazi flag flying over San Francisco's German Consulate. Building owner [name not given]. Photographs of flag just before being torn down, with crowd standing below, taken at 26 O'Farrell Street. Men hold swastika flag after it has been torn down. Sailors Reinhold Dietz, Irvin Lackey, Harold Sturtevant, and Private Frank Stanovich [men that tore down flag], stand in Judge Mullins' Court. Attorney John P. Beale stands in Hall of Justice.

Navigation -- National Defense -- Saint Francis Yacht Club (February 08, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77781.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
June Altman, Peggy Byrne, and Edith Zammitt learn navigation. Cy Paulus also shown.

Free French Forces -- Benicia (ship) -- San Francisco Bay (March 07, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77781.02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of the Benicia (ship) of Papeete, afloat in San Francisco Bay [ship chartered in Free French naval forces]. Zelda Reed, Hester Parsons, Hester Parsons [daughter] and Frances Parsons shown aboard ship. Fydra Teuinatus and Zelda Reed pose with the Free French flag and tricolor flag.

Defense -- National Youth Administration (March 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77781.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of young people performing tasks "valuable to the national defense" [no names given; set includes print of woman sewing, print of boys with machinery, and print of boys with electronic equipment].
Nazi Propaganda -- Post Office (March 14, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77781.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Rancagua (ship) -- Chilean Navy -- Pier Twenty (April 16, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77781.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ship Rancagua at Pier Twenty. Lieutenant Quintilio Rivera, Doctor J.C. Geiger, Captain Miguel Lagos, Lieutenant Marshall L. Smith of the US Navy, Mario Ilanes... greet one another.

Cartoons -- US Army (May 03, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77782.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private Vernon D. Stuff looks over the comic strip "Private Stuff."

Suspected German Spy -- Hall of Justice (May 09, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77782.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of suspected spy Federick Reiss behind bars and in courtroom.

Anti-War Demonstration -- Waterfront (May 13, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77782.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Walter Slack speaks to sizeable crowd during an anti-war protest. Members of the crowd carry pro-labor/anti-war signs including "Labor Gains Nothing, Loses Everything In Wartime" (social protests).

Royal Navy of Great Britain (May 24, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77782.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of illustrations showing the British battleship Hood (ship).

Navy of Germany (May 24, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77782.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of illustrations showing German battleships and other members of naval fleet.
**Filipino-Americans -- West Point and Annapolis (June 11, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77782.06]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**
Filipino-Americans Sergio Molano and Vicente Lim, going to Annapolis and West Point respectively, stand aboard ship President Taft.

---

**German Incendiary Bomb -- City Hall (July 29, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77783.01]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Mayor Angelo Rossi inspects dud German incendiary bomb sent to him by the Lord Mayor of London.

---

**Gifts from England -- Colonel Art McCrystal (September 18, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77783.02]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Colonel Art McCrystal and Mrs. McCrystal unpack gifts he brought from England.

---

**Repairs -- Royal Navy of Great Britain -- Mare Island (September 20, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77783.03-04]

**Physical Description:** 11 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Captain Wynne poses with the "crest of Orion" onboard the Orion (ship).
Photographs of seamen and officers on ship during repairs. Captain Hoskin-Smith and Commander R.C. Dawson pose aboard the Liverpool (ship). General photos of ship.

---

**Luncheon -- Colonel Art Mcchrystal -- Hotel St. Francis (September 25, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77783.05]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
President A.R. Fennimore of the Downtown Association and Judge Alden Ames attend luncheon in honor of Colonel Art McChrystal.

---

**Munitions Workers -- England (November 08, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77784.01]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Radio personalities Jack Buchanan of England and Gerry Wilmot of Canada broadcast radio program for British munitions workers during a midnight rest period at the factory [broadcast is the "Starlight" feature of the British Broadcasting Corporation’s North American transmission].

---

**Visiting US Senator -- Hotel St. Francis (September 30, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77784.02]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**
Portrait of Senator Mon C. Wallgren, in San Francisco to inspect west coast defense industries.
Reunion -- Ninety-first Division -- Veterans Memorial Building (October 03, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77784.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reed Robinson, Pete Clavere, John J. Sullivan, Hernam Lunsmann, Ted V. McMahon... gather for reunion.

Women's Defense Lunch -- Palace Hotel (November 10, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77784.04-05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alixe Walker, Jane Sedgwick, Mrs. Stanhope Nixon, Professor Samuel May of UC Berkeley, Mrs. George T. Cameron, and others sit at table during Women's Defense Lunch. Photograph of National Director Mary Steel [of Women's Defense?].

Defense Clinic -- Small Manufacturers -- Los Angeles (November 18, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77785.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor C. Olson tries out fifty caliber machine gun with Colonel A.R. Baird of Army. Major J.B. Medaris of the Office of the Under Secretary of War inspects "V for Victory" exhibit.

US Priorities Defense Clinic -- Subcontractors -- Palace Hotel (November 22, 1941 - November 24, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77785.02-05]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

US Priorities Defense Clinics -- Subcontractors (January 12, 1941 - February 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77785.06-09]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Production Clinic (March 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77785.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Australian Air Force -- Monterey (ship) (December 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77786.01-03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Burmese Official -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (December 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77786.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of official U. Saw of Burma eating breakfast.

Japanese Decoration and Citation -- City Hall (December 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77786.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Steve Tulley burns honorary citizenship scroll and decoration given to him by the mayor of Yokohama.

Registration -- Chinese -- Chinese Consulate General (December 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77786.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chinese register with the Chinese Consulate General so they can receive identification cards and avoid being mistaken for Japanese.

US Casualty -- Pearl Harbor (December 22, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77786.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing sailor Richard Kruger, a casualty from Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.

US Casualty -- Pearl Harbor (December 13, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77787.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Dave LaVerne, the brother of Pearl Harbor attack casualty.

Cablegram from Midway Island (December 13, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77787.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Lee McDaniel, Keith McDaniel, and Carrol McDaniel read cablegram concerning Lee McDaniel, a worker at Midway Island. Taken at 453 Second Avenue.
Organization of American Women's Voluntary Services -- Palace Hotel  
(December 16, 1941)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77787.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
National Director Mrs. Arthur Turner speaks with unidentified woman.

Raymond Barbizal (December 17, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77787.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sailor Raymond Barbizal [war casualty?].

Submarine Attack (December 20, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77787.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Captain Fredrick Concalves, captain of ship attacked by submarine off of the California Coast. Taken at the Plaza Hotel.

Starring Winfield (December 22, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77788.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of photograph of sailor Starring Winfield (war casualty?).

Fifty-third Infantry -- Munitions Plant -- Pacific Bridge Company of Alameda  
(December 22, 1941)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77788.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant William H. Langford, Private Richard De Mott, Captain James F. Faber, Private George L. Suprunowski, Sergeant Albert Costner... guard munitions plant.

Japanese Raid on Hawaii (December 26, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77788.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs taken after Japanese raid, showing man holding his shattered helmet and a Red Cross tent.

Torpedoed Ship (December 29, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77788.04-05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy photograph showing Third Mate Richard Treanor, Jr., member of crew on torpedoed ship [casualty?]. Alice Sidon reads telegram from her husband Captain George Sidon, man saved from ship.
Anger With Japanese -- Filipino-Americans (December 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77788.06]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Filipino-Americans Henry Agbuye and Ricardo Brotarlo hold brass knuckles and bolo knife in expressing their anger with the Japanese in the chambers of Judge Clarence Morris.

Royal New Zealand Air Force -- Ferry Building (December 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77788.07]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note

US Casualty 1942-00
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77789.01]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Mrs. Jacob Otterstetter holds photograph of her son, a sailor killed in Hawaii. [No date given].

Latin American Celebration 1942-00
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77789.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Jeanie Castillo, June Massoni, Edelemrie Arias, Francine Liebert, Rosita Pellas... surround Doctor J.C. Geiger. [No date given].

Rent Control -- Price Administration 1942-00
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77789.03]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   San Francisco landlords register for rent control before deadline. [No date given].

US Food Administration -- Hotel St. Francis 1942-00
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77789.04]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Scenes from meeting concerning food production for war. [No date given].

Air Force of Germany 1942-00
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77789.05]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of German war plane on exhibit [had been shot down by English]. [No date given].

Lieutenant Charles Kendrick 1942-00
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77789.06]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Copy photograph showing Lieutenant Charles Kendrick [war casualty?]. [No date given].
Honor Flag -- Reserve Officers Training Corps -- George Washington High School (January 08, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77790.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major Rudolph Scholz presents honor flag to color bearers Al Semenenko, Bob Kincaid, Stu Anger and Ed Whaley. Cadet Lieutenant Colonel Robert Kreuzberger also shown.

Clipper Captain (January 10, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77790.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elizabeth Ford and Michael Ford de-board plane with Captain Robert Ford [captain of clipper ship who flew around world to avoid capture]. Taken at Mills Field.

British Air Chief -- Hotel St. Francis (January 15, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77790.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Sir Christopher Courtney, air chief marshall of Great Britain.

Pacific Invasion -- Japanese Army (January 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77790.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Japanese Army invading unspecified area.

Lieutenant Charles J. McCarthy (January 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77790.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View showing Lieutenant Charles J. McCarthy and son.

Colonel James W. Duckworth (February 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77791.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View showing James W. Duckworth [doctor with General Douglas McArthur].

US Servicemen Captured by Japanese (February 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77791.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Charles Meletis, Engel Thorsen and Mrs. Engel Thorsen; parents of servicemen captured by the Japanese.

Lieutenant Colonel Edward H. Bowes (February 20, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77791.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View showing Lieutenant Colonel Edward H. Bowes [war casualty?].
Service Flag -- Chamber of Commerce (February 20, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77791.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Arthur J. Dolan, Captain Truman R. Young, Captain W.P.F. Brawner, and
Lieutenant Paul Bissinger of the Chamber of Commerce pose with service flag.
Taken at 333 Pine Street.

Parachuting Pilot -- Oakland Airport (February 20, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77791.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Lieutenant Douglas Lawhead, pilot that parachuted from plane.

Rescued Seaman (February 20, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77791.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. John Forsdal looks at picture of husband John Forsdal, rescued seaman.

US Pilot -- Chinese Air Force (February 28, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77791.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Anne Murray, Edith Francis, Irene Rossi, Angelina Rossi, Evelyn Dillon, and Judy
Murray gather around photograph of John Richard Rossi, pilot stationed in Burma
with the American Volunteer Group of the Chinese Air Force. Taken at 920
Holloway Avenue.

Nazi Propaganda -- Federal Bureau of Investigation Office (March 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77792.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Nazi publications and materials seized in San Francisco
(censorship). Taken at 111 Sutter Street. [No date given].

Female Pilot (March 02, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77792.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pilot Cornelia Fort sits before hearth at 3660 Clay Street.

"Serve in Silence" Poster -- Chamber of Commerce -- Twelfth Naval District
Headquarters (March 04, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77792.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John A. Renick of the Junior Chamber of Commerce presents pro-war poster [stating
"Serve in Silence"] to Admiral John W. Greenslade.
Widow of US Pilot (March 25, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77792.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Virginia Newkirk, widow of Squadron Leader John Newkirk, pilot with the American Volunteer Group of the Chinese Air Force.

Aurora Quiros (April 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77793.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Aurora Quiros.

Service Kit -- US Army (April 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77793.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Service kit used by US Army servicemen.

Torpedo Victim (April 07, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77793.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Torpedo victim" Captain Leonard Duke gives victory sign. Taken at 4339 Twenty-sixth Street.

Training -- Female Bus Drivers (April 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77793.04-05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Virginia Sortland receives instruction from John Sterling at the bus yards, view taken at Forty-fifth Street and San Pablo Avenue in Oakland. Bus driver Pearl Sweeney operates bus at the Key Terminal on Fourth Street in San Francisco.

Wife of Pilot (April 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77793.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mary Hortense Hall, woman whose husband, Sergeant John V. Hall, was shot down over New Guinea.

US Servicemen -- Bataan (April 10, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77793.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two servicemen in Bataan [no names given].

Free French Forces -- Lieutenant Geoffrey Maginot (April 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77794.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Geoffrey Maginot of the Free French Forces speaks on telephone [photographer notes that he thinks the Lieutenant is a fake].
**Captain of Sunken Ship (April 13, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77794.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Captain Frank Link, survivor of ship sunk by Japanese, sits with his daughter Aida Link and wife Aida Link; shows where bullet went through his neck.

**Office of Price Administration -- Furniture Mart (April 13, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77794.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Senior Officer John E. Hamm of OPA speaks with press.

**US Casualty -- Donald Mackay Jr. (April 16, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77794.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Donald Mackay Jr., serviceman killed in action. Taken at 26 Tunnel Road in Berkeley.

**Community Chest -- Civic Auditorium (April 20, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [77794.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
R.J. Wadsworth, Robert Stormen, J.G. Bryant, Fred W. Morrison of Community Chest, Ruth Abers... attend meeting [purpose of meeting and participants unspecified].

**Douglas MacArthur Buttons (April 22, 1942 - May 22, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77795.01-07]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note

**US Casualty (April 24, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77796.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Adolph Ayc holds picture of her son John Rudolph Koller, serviceman killed in Java. Taken at 778 Sixteenth Avenue.

**Commonwealth Lunch -- Office of Price Administration -- Palace Hotel (May 11, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77796.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Price Chief J. Kenneth Galbraith of OPA talks with unidentified party.
Free French Forces -- City of Paris Building (May 22, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77796.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Colonel Roger Bronschwig of the Free French Forces poses for photographs.

Captain William Edward Dooling (May 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77796.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photograph showing Captain William Edward Dooling.

Royal Navy of Great Britain (June 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77797.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of British sailors Sidney Robertson and Terrance Morgan.

Price Fixing -- Hotel St. Francis (June 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77797.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Director Francis Carrol of the Northern California State Office [OPA?] and Betty Stoffers examine items in the Office of Price Administration's model store.

Merchant Sailor -- Sailors' Union of the Pacific (June 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77797.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Herrick Morgan stands with unidentified men after return from Dutch harbor. Taken at 1275 Eddy Street.

Chiang Kai Shek Buttons (July 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77797.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mabel J. Lee shows Chiang Kai Sheck buttons that she sells. Close-up photograph of button [words on button read "Fight With China"].

Rent Control (July 15, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77797.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Landlords register for rent control at 1263 Market Street.

San Francisco Jewish-Americans (July 22, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77798.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Caption reads: "San Francisco Jews give one thousand dollars for plane." Mayor Angelo Rossi hands key [to city?] to Ben Kaufman and Mrs. Kaufman. Taken at the Veterans Building.
Survivors -- Torpedoed Ship -- Federal Building (July 31, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77798.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs show Lieutenant John Bruce Anderson, Mrs. John Bruce Anderson, and Machinist Clifford Boyles, survivors of sunken ship.

Office of Price Administration -- Furniture Mart (August 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77798.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senior Deputy Administrator John Hamm of OPA meets with Enforcement Attorney Brunson McChesney.

US Casualty (August 20, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77798.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Susan Meier, Patricia Meier, Marie Meier, and Laura Jane Meier listen to radio [family of military man injured in combat].

California Packing Company (August 20, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77799.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Priscilla Lehmann, Lorene McKenny, Teresa McKenny, Margaret Brandson, Catherine Combs... shown working in cannery [pictures taken for story concerning school teacher that worked in cannery].

Curfew Law (August 22, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77799.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Female Engineering Inspector -- US Navy (August 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77799.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Inspector Jean H. Hales tests welder's bar and measures diameter of test bar.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77799.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rose Hughes and Marjory Cotton wear "war work apparel" while working at drill press and turret lathe. Ernest Mathy also shown.

Farming -- Mission High School (September 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77799.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
V.M. Moir speaks to students at Mission High School about farming (education).
Colonel E.O. Saunders -- Furniture Mart (September 04, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77799.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Retired Colonel E.O. Saunders speaks at luncheon.

Man Power -- Furniture Mart (September 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77800.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major Howard P. Witten, Major Daniel Omer, J.H. White, Mervin Rathbone, Major Ben Howell... attend meeting concerning wartime man power.

Survivors -- Sunken Ship (September 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77800.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing members of Royal Navy of Great Britain struggling in water after escaping the sinking Dorsetshire (ship).

Submarine -- Japanese Navy (September 15, 1942 - October 28, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77800.03-06]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Map -- Dieppe, France (September 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77801.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs showing map of Dieppe, France. Taken at the Auto Club.

Jawbone -- Prehistoric Mammoth (September 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77801.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Charles D. Brower holds mammoth's jawbone found forty miles from Point Barrow, Alaska. Taken at 218 Post Street.

Missing Seaman (September 28, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77801.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Louise and Tod Kaiser hold photograph of their missing father.
Navy Officer and Civilian (September 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77801.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Eugene Connell, Jr. shakes hands with Lieutenant Commander H.R. Mack.
Taken at Federal Building.

Pearl Harbor Casualty -- Hamilton Field (October 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77801.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Sidney C. Howe uses typewriter with one arm [other arm shot off at Pearl Harbor]. [No date given].

Female Workers -- US Weather Bureau (October 03, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77801.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Helen Factor and Ruth Worsley inflate ceiling balloon. Forcaster R.C. Counts shows Eleanor Bates and Helen Jorgensen how to read barograph.

Rubber Situation -- Furniture Mart (October 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77801.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Harry J. Moore of the Furniture Exchange talks to Director Francis Carroll of the Office of Price Administration at luncheon concerning "rubber situation."

US Casualties (October 10, 1942 - October 28, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77802.02-06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Cadet Ogden Wheeler. Dora Dodenko sits with photographs of her son Alexander Eugene Dodenko [missing in action]; taken at 664 Fourth Avenue. Portrait of H.A. Silva, the father of a missing seaman; taken at 1354 Twelfth Avenue. Morris Kushman and Mrs. Kushman hold picture of their son, "Wasp survivor" Abe Kushman; taken at Washington Street near Eighth [Street?]. Captain Lloyd Osborne, shown with Mrs. Osborne, holds paddle he used while escaping Corregidor; Faimont Hotel.

Post War Planning -- Whitcomb Hotel (November 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77803.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Alexander Richard Heron, new appointee to Post War Planning [commission?], poses with globe.
US Casulaties (November 03, 1942 - November 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77803.02-04]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

War Production Board -- Commerce High School (December 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77803.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  L. Edward Scriven speaks to crowd at material meeting of the War Production Board.

Air Ferry Command Navigator (December 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77803.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Portraits of Ferry Command Navigator Allan Voorsanger, taken at 224 Twenty-fourth Avenue.

Propeller Club Luncheon -- Palace Hotel (December 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77803.07]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Pictures of Captain Edward Macauley at Propeller Club Luncheon.

US Servicemen (December 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77804.01]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Copies of photographs showing Captain George Elwood Orr and Captain Francis H. Stonecifer.

Fur Coats -- Clothes Recycling -- Emporium (December 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77804.02]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Suzanne Balboni gives old fur coats to Ursula Barrett for use in making vests for seaman.

US Serviceman (December 25, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77804.03]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Rachel Olson holds correspondence sent from her son stationed in Alaska. Photographs of letter from son. [Also, apparently unrelated view of three young women and a guard at the city prison or jail].
Miss Victory Contest -- Marinship Shipyards (December 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77804.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Contestants (women wartime industrial workers) stand on stage [dressed in work clothes with welders' masks, etc.]. Photograph of contest winner Gladys Griffen.

Knives -- US Servicemen (December 31, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77804.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frank Martinelli holds knives he collected for servicemen fighting in the Solomon Islands.

Red Army -- Russian General [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77805.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Russian General Marshal Semyon Timoshenko [Semen Konstantinovich Timoshenko?]

Surrender -- Italian Army in Africa [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77805.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Captain Robert F. Elliott. Photographs of ultimatums addressed to Italian troops and Allied soldiers, warning that Italian soldiers must surrender or face death in battle, and providing instructions for treatment of prisoners to Allied troops [on African front]. [No date given].

US Serviceman [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77805.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Lieutenant John J. Sexton. [No date given].

Attu Island [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77805.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing village on Attu Island. [No date given].

US Casualties -- University of San Francisco [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77805.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes from service for men lost in war. [No date given].

Combat Fliers [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77805.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Lieutenant James W. Welsh Jr. and Lieutenant John E. McAtee standing with airplane. [No date given].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Repository Code</th>
<th>Date Range</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Missing Person -- Hall of Justice (January 05, 1943)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</td>
<td>Part 2, Box 96</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Copies of photographs showing missing person Arthur J. Field Jr. [war related?].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisoners of War (January 05, 1943 - January 06, 1943)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</td>
<td>Part 2, Box 96</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Clara Seaton Bias holds picture of son First Lieutenant Seaton Foley, soldier held captive by Japanese; taken at the Will Roger's Hotel. Copy of photograph showing Lieutenant Seaton Foley, prisoner of Japanese.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violator -- Rent Control Law -- Post Office Building (January 08, 1943)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</td>
<td>Part 2, Box 96</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Sydney Taylor, violator of rent control law, stands inside Post Office Building.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieutenant Don Rodeen (January 15, 1943)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</td>
<td>Part 2, Box 96</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Lieutenant Don Rodeen [pilot] poses for portraits.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogs for Defense (January 22, 1943)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</td>
<td>Part 2, Box 96</td>
<td>3 negatives</td>
<td>Charles Thunert holds dog that he is giving &quot;for defense.&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prisoner of War (January 26, 1943)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</td>
<td>Part 2, Box 96</td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>Copy of photograph showing Captain Robert John Duncan, US soldier captured by Japanese [dressed in World War I era uniform].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
War Labor Board -- Furniture Mart (January 26, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77807.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Roger D. Lapham, Wayne L. Morse, Delmond Garst and T.F. Neblett meet on War Labor Board.

Dogs for Army (February 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77807.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant L.C. Taylor and George Wolff stand with dog being given to the US Army.

Torpedoed Ship -- Japanese Navy (February 10, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77807.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing sinking Japanese ship.

US Servicemen (February 10, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77807.08-09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing servicemen Captian Lloyd W. Taylor and Lieutenant Vernon H. Lindner.

Radioman -- Submarine (February 23, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77808.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Radioman R.E. Doritty sits with mother Alice Beverage.

Female Mail Carriers -- Post Office Building (February 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77808.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mail carrier Buela Green holds mail bag and letters.

Japanese Currency and Military Equipment -- Newsreel Theater (February 26, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77808.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Display of Japanese monetary currency and equipment used by army of Japan.

Veterans of Foreign Wars -- Veterans Building (March 04, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77808.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Charley Muller, member of Veterans of Foreign Wars.
US Casualty (March 05, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77808.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Mrs. Vernon Osegueda, wife of Vernon Osegueda, pilot shot down by Japanese bomber.

Vegetable Hearing -- Office of Price Administration -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (March 08, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77808.06-07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Distributor specialist George Sterling, price executive Geoffrey Baker, and Chief W.S. Breton of Food Section [with the regional Office of Price Administration], attend hearing. Section Manager C.A. Adwen of the North Western Produce Association, William N.L. Hutchinson of the American Fruit Growers Incorporated, Director S.V. Christierson, Director Dean Stanley... sit with crowd at vegetable hearing.

US Serviceman (March 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77808.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Doctor George Franklin Shiels, in uniform.

Survivors -- Torpedoed Ship (March 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77809.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Second Officer George Cronk speaks with Commander A.O. Brady, survivor of a torpedoed ship. Taken at 200 Bush Street.

Survivors -- Sunken Ship -- Federal Building (March 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77809.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Three survivors of sunken ship [no names given].

Sailors and Hostesses -- Netherlands -- Sir Francis Drake Association (March 24, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77809.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Susy Van Buuren, R. Devilee, Jetze A. Wilkens, Hendrik Oldenborg, Johnnie Wyngaard... pose for group photo.

US Serviceman (April 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77809.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Captain Brian Brady.
Victory Book Campaign -- Saint Agnes School (April 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77809.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jane Kelly, Mary Hile, Jacquelin Murie, Reverend Vincent I. Breen [assistant superintendent of the Catholic Schools of San Francisco], Kay Kelly... gather around banner for "Victory Book Campaign."

Sullivan Family -- City Hall (April 02, 1943 - April 08, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77809.06-07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Angelo Rossi meets with Patrick Henry Sullivan, Thomas Sullivan, Mrs. Thomas F. Sullivan, and Genevieve Sullivan. Michael Reardon also shown. Sullivans receive cup from mayor [family lost all five sons in the US Navy].

US Serviceman -- Call Bulletin (April 05, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77810.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Louis Figoni points out picture of husband, which she recognized in Call Bulletin. Elsie Hayes also shown.

US Serviceman (April 06, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77810.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Captain Robert E. Smith.

Around the World Bomber (April 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77810.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of Sergeant Jack D. Smith, the "around the world bomber."

Enlistment -- Federal Building (April 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77810.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Louie Canepa, enlisting for armed services, is saluted by sisters Beverly Canepa, Marie Canepa, Elsie Spencer, Venice Porta, Kay Bagnasco...

Prime Minister -- Canada (April 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77810.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

US Serviceman (April 15, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77810.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Ensign Don Heslett in copy of photograph.
Wives of Servicemen (April 24, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77811.01-02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wife of Major Joseph Glenn reads letter she received from him at 1431 Jackson Street. Portrait of Kay Schuster and copy of photograph showing her husband Private John F. Garcia; taken at 2522 Mission Street.

US Serviceman -- Hall of Justice (April 29, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77811.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of Lieutenant William J. Garry.

Chaplain -- Yerba Buena (May 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77811.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chaplain Howell M. Forgy sits at desk. [Forgy was credited as the originator of the phrase "Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition"].

Block V. Campaign -- Marina District (May 05, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77811.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Patricia Walsh reads book; talks with children James Alcott, Bob Alcott, and Bob Hall; shown with Jean Felton and Mrs. E.L. Kemmerer [story has something to do with communism].

US Veterans (May 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77811.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chaplain Howell M. Forgy and Lieutenant E.F. Woodhead discuss battles they have been in.

Family of US Serviceman (March 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77812.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bessie Shumate, wife of man in armed services, holds baby Gary Calvin Shumate.

Office of Price Administration (May 03, 1943 - May 17, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77812.02-04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
District Directors David Cohn of Spokane, Washington, Henry B. Owen of Seattle, Washington, Regional Director Frank E. Marsh of San Francisco, District Director Samuel Leask Jr. of Los Angeles, California, Edward Ostendorf of Klamath Falls, Oregon... attend meeting of District Directors. "Typical housewife" Mrs. Philip L. Crowle sits in headquarters of the OPA. Judge Everett McKcage talks with Stephen Dorcich about failure to report canned goods in his store to the Office of Price Administration; taken in Hearing Room.
US Casualties (May 17, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77812.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Harry Palmer sits with pictures of her sons, who were killed in action. Taken at 1590 Forty-first Avenue.

Wayward Bomb -- Bomb Disposal Headquarters (May 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77812.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of practice bomb that fell through the roof of a Berkeley home.

Office of Price Administration -- Furniture Mart (August 03, 1943 - August 23, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77812.07-08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

US Casualties (May 22, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77813.01-04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. L.J. Gray holds picture of her son, killed in action; taken at 402 Schantz Street. Portrait of Lillian Pappas, whose son was killed in action; taken at 423 Forty-fifth Avenue. Portrait of Gertrude White, whose son was killed in action; taken at 1454 Sacramento Street. Mrs. E.L. Campbell holds picture of son killed in action; taken at 845 Scott Street.

Meeting -- US Man Power Committee -- Furniture Mart (May 31, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77813.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Area Director James P. Blaisdell meets with Regional Director William K. Hopkins and National Executive Director Lawrence Appley.

US Navy -- Federal Building (June 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77814.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain W.J.C. Agnew of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery meets with Rear Admiral Ross T. McIntire [President Roosevelt's physician] and Captain E.V. Reed [medical officer].

Reception -- Major Joseph P. Nourse -- Palace Hotel (June 03, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77814.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Colonel Thomas G. Bond, Lieutenant Colonel H. DiGrazia, acting Mayor Jessie Coleman, and Mrs. Nourse attend reception for Joseph P. Nourse.
Soldier Naturalized -- Post Office Building (June 08, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77814.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Staff Sergeants Henry Alitchko and Howard I. Taylor witness naturalization of George Masalski.

Applications -- Office of Price Administration -- Rincon Post Office Annex (June 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77814.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Blanche Willingham, Dorothy Piazza, Hazel Bohn, Josephine Drake, and Bessie Wright sort letters containing price applications addressed to the OPA.

Hearing -- US Man Power -- Post Office Building (June 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77814.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Maury Maverick of the Division of War Production Board meets with Senator Sheridan Downey.

Medical Convention -- US Navy (July 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77814.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Hearing -- US Manpower -- Post Office Building (July 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77814.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Peter J. Ferrante represents Monterey Sardine Industries at hearing.

Servicemen (June 10, 1943 - June 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77815.01]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Survivors -- Sunken Ship (June 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77815.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Verrell Wilkie, James C. Mooney, Harry Hoover, Walter D. Truax, Thomas E. Ricks... of rescued tanker crew gather at the S.O. Building.
Servicemen (July 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77815.04-05]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Copy of photograph showing Lieutenant Richard Kahn. Copies of photographs showing brothers Fred, James, John and Ward Bmic.

Luncheon -- Frank Knox -- Palace Hotel (July 02, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77816.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Preston Hotchkis and Frank Knox sit at speakers' table. View of crowd.

Torpedo Club (July 06, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77816.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Torpedo Club members Henri Joseph Gaillard, Ben Rush, James Wells, and Gerrit Paalvast pose for group picture.

Ford Motor Company -- Richmond Plant (July 06, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77816.03]
  Physical Description: 9 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  View of tanks on assembly line with women workers [censorship markings on some]. Tanks get final inspection before loading. Workers box a jeep in preparation for shipment. View of tanks in plant yard. Anita Pike, Mae Shimel, Ann MacDonald, Rances Ramey, Georgette Bittick, and Jewell Creamer shown.

Hearing -- Downey Military Sub-committee -- Post Office Building (July 21, 1943 - July 22, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77816.04-08]
  Physical Description: 9 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Pilots Return from Alaska (August 02, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77816.09]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Lieutenant Frederick Moore, Jr. and Major E.A. Romberg sit with wives after returning from Alaska. Taken at 1950 Broadway in Oakland.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 2, Box 96, [77816.10-12]</th>
<th>Physical Description:</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>August 20, 1943</td>
<td>US Serviceman (August 1943)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>Copy of photograph showing Lieutenant Frank J. McIntosh. [No date given].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 16, 1943</td>
<td>Piano Player -- Servicemen (July 16, 1943)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Sergeant James Blunt watches Hardie E. Robbins play piano [soldier invited by Eleanor Roosevelt to play piano in the White House]. Taken at 835 Lake Street.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 06, 1943</td>
<td>Pilot Returns from China (August 06, 1943)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 negatives</td>
<td>Portraits of Lieutenant Colonel John Richardson Alison. Taken at 1950 Broadway in Oakland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 16, 1943</td>
<td>Survivor -- Helena (ship) (August 16, 1943)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>Fred A. Aldridge, survivor of Helena (ship), sits with Mrs. Fred A. Aldridge and baby he is seeing for first time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 17, 1943</td>
<td>Army Dental Corps -- Hotel St. Francis (August 17, 1943)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>Picture of Brigadier General Robert H. Mills, head of Army Dental Corps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 18, 1943</td>
<td>US Serviceman (August 18, 1943)</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>Copy of photograph of Ensign Harry S. Dowe.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Heroes of Burma -- British Information Headquarters (August 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77817.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major John B. Jefferies of the Royal Irish Fusiliers and Squadron Leader Robert G.K. Thompson of the Royal Air Force of Great Britain point to spot on globe of Earth.

Seeing Eye Dogs -- Brewers' Union (August 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77817.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
E.J. Medley presents Lady [dog] to Corporal Murray Salkin [first soldier to receive seeing eye dog in Brewers' Union program (labor)]. Taken at 155 Tenth Street.

US Casualty (August 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77817.09]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Lieutenant George Goodday, officer missing in action. Taken at 1900 Gough Street.

US Serviceman (August 31, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77817.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Helen Young reads letter she received from her brother in Sicily.

Views of Italy (September 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77818.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of views of Italian coast and the leaning tower of Pisa. [No date given].

US Serviceman (September 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77818.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Lieutenant T.F. Tavernetti. [No date given].

North Beach Reaction -- Surrender of Italy (August 08, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77818.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of men and women (Italian Americans) read front page of the Italian language newspaper, "Giornale L'Italia," announcing surrender of Italy [photographer notes that the people do not seem happy]. Taken at Green and Stockton (neighborhood).
General Millard F. Harmon (September 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77818.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Helen Nazzaro, daughter of General Millard F. Harmon, sits with Mrs. Millard F. Harmon.

US Man Power Committee -- Furniture Mart (September 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77818.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Director Henry K. Arneson of Arizona War Man Power Committee, Director William Royle of Nevada, Director H.B. Harnish of Southern California, Director Lee Stoll of Oregon, Director James P. Blaisdell of Northern California... attend meeting.

Violator -- Rent Control Law -- Post Office Building (September 13, 1943 - January 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77819.01-02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Sally Stanford, woman who violated rental price set by Office of Price Administration. Sally Stanford [real name Marcia Rapp] leaves courtroom.

Conference -- War Labor Board (September 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77819.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
War Labor Board representatives Almon E. Roth, Wayne L. Morse, Delmond Garst, and Martin P. Dorkin attend conference. Taken at 1355 Market Street.

Naval Officer -- India -- British Information Service (September 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77819.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Commander Hajee Mohammed Siddiq Choudi poses for photographs.

Lend Lease Administrator -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (September 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77819.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of administrator Edward R. Stettinius.

Survivor -- Torpedoed Ship (September 23, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77819.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of William De Martini, survivor of ship torpedoed in South Seas.
Royal Army of Great Britain (September 28, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77820.01-02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
British gunners march before review stand during parade near City Hall (neighborhood). Sergeant Major R. Green reads orders to newly arrived British soldiers. Major George Croker and Lieutenant J. Barkley also shown. Taken at Harrison Street and Twenty Seventh Street.

Female Sniper -- Russia -- City Hall (October 07, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77820.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Angelo Rossi receives Senior Lieutenant Liudmila Pavlichenko, a Russian sniper; with Wing Commander Scott malden alongside. John MacCauley and Chief Charles Dulea also shown. Shot of crowd at reception.

War Food Administration -- Hotel St. Francis (October 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77820.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Consultant J. Sidney Johnson holds poster for War Food Administration [poster instructs people to conserve food for war effort].

Service Flag -- Lowell High School (October 13, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77820.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Barbara Lichtenstein, Mrs. Archie Schwartz, and Jim Beaver hold "service flag."

Prisoner of War -- Germany (October 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77821.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Harry L. Todd holds picture of her son, Captain Edward R. Bush, a German prisoner of war. Copy of photograph showing Captain Bush in German prison camp.

Prisoner of War -- Japan (October 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77821.02-03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Mrs. Ellis T. Britt, wife of Japanese prisoner of war. Photograph of post card from Japanese prisoner of war Ellis Britt addressed to his wife Opal Britt. Copy of photograph showing Wendy Barry, Ellis Britt, and Irene Storey.

British War Correspondents -- Palace Hotel (October 22, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77821.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
British War Correspondent William Courtenay eats with L.A. Ireland.
Transit Meeting -- Office of Defense Transportation (October 22, 1943 - October 25, 1943)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Samuel Kahn sits with Leonard V. Newton. Cloyd Kimball, Morris Buck and Edward A. Roberts attend meeting. Head of Transportation Committee Adolph Petrie, Transportation Engineer Morris Buck, Edward A. Roberts, and Chairman of the Transportation Committee Ray Schiller sit at head of table. President Annie A. Scanlon of the Women's Civic Center, President P.J. McGrath of the Castro Street Association, President Carroll Newburgh of the Council of Civic Clubs, and Senior Associate Director Edward A. Roberts of the Division of Local Transit examine map of San Francisco; taken at 1335 Market Street.

Office of Defense Transportation -- Palace Hotel (April 09, 1946)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Director J. Monroe Johnson [photograph taken at time of the dissolution of the Office of Defense Transportation].

US Casualty -- Federal Building (October 25, 1943)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Seaman Basil D. Izzi spent eighty-five days adrift on life boat.

Women in Work -- Civic Auditorium (October 28, 1943)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Curtis Warren, R.J. Yust, Virginia Woods, Mary Isham, Noel Keys, and Vera M. Fowler attend "Woman Power" meeting.

US Casualty (November 04, 1943)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Robert S. Walker, wife of missing Captain Robert S. Walker, watches while her children Carol and Rosemary pray.

Women After War Committee -- Curran Theatre (November 04, 1943)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairman Mrs. Robert McWilliams sits in meeting. Portrait of Jennie Matyas, member of Women's Advisory Committee to the WPC. Paul Schnur, Robert H. Willson, Mrs. William S. Bayless, R.S. Murray, John McDowell... sit at table on stage at Curran Theatre.
Recruitment -- Women in Work (November 17, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77822.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Auto mechanic Theodora Van Loghem speaks to crowd at opening of new Woman Power recruiting center at 166 O'Farrell Street. Roxanne Oliver, Mildred Argall, and William Ladd also shown.

Meeting -- US Labor Conciliation Service -- Palace Hotel (November 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77822.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group photo of National Representative John T. Daly, Regional Director E.P. Marsh, and Regional Supervisor W.P. Halloran. Overall view of meeting.

Adolf Hitler Haus -- Germany (November 24, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77823.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing the door of "Adolf Hitler Haus."

Office of Defense Transportation -- Oakland Mole (December 07, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77823.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Official Edward A. Roberts arrives in Oakland to settle transportation difficulties.

Compensation for Veterans -- Veterans Building (December 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77823.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Major Louis T. Grant sits with Amelia de Arrillage Cogley, who lost son in war.

Organization of Associated General Contractors -- Post War Planning Conference-- Palace Hotel (December 10, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77823.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Air Defense Inspection -- US Congress (December 10, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77823.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Congressman Thomas E. Martin of Iowa, Charles R. Clason of Massachusetts, Paul J. Kilday of Texas, and Major General William E. Lynd of the Fourth Air Force pose for group photo.
Dishonorable Discharge -- US Navy (December 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77823.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of "yellow" discharge papers given to person "undesirable" in Navy.

Honorable Discharge (December 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77823.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of button given to US Army and Navy servicemen for honorable discharge.

Conference -- General Leslie McNair (December 15, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77824.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Leslie McNair, General Fulton C. Gardner, and Major General William E. Lynd examine document at 180 Montgomery Street.

US Servicemen (December 24, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77824.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Richard B. Foster hold pictures of their twin sons, Robert and William Foster, both of whom are in armed forces. Taken at 928 Azalea Avenue in Burlingame.

Uniform -- US Cadet Nurse Corps -- UC Hospital (December 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77824.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Barbara Henderson models cadet nurse uniform.

War Bride -- Australia 1944-00 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77825.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Joseph Laurence sits with wife June Eames Laurence of Brisbane, Australia [no date given].

Dog Mascot -- Lost Bomber Crew -- Fort Mason (January 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77825.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of Rebel, the dog mascot of lost bomber crew [no date given].

Pilot -- Royal Army Air Force of the Netherlands (January 07, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77825.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Captain Ivan Smirnoff, a Dutch pilot who "lost diamond" when shot down. Taken at 220 Montgomery Street.
Australian Pennant (January 10, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77825.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Pennant with the words, "greetings from Australia."

Interview -- War Correspondent -- Hotel St. Francis (January 15, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77825.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Captain George Lait, returned war correspondent, gives interview with press.

Head of War Relocation Authority -- Whitcomb Hotel (January 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77825.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Myer Dillon, head of the War Relocation Authority (WRA).

US Army Commandos -- Troop Maneuvers -- Half Moon Bay (January 21, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77825.07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Army commando stops taxi driver G.M. Davis at gun point during troop maneuvers.
Lieutenant Thomas J. Watkins, Lieutenant J.B. Everett, Lieutenant W.C. Border,
Lieutenant H.T. Searle, and Lieutenant Joe Parsich also shown going through
practice maneuvers with commandos.

US Soldier on Japanese Territory (February 02, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77825.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Graham hold picture of their son Sergeant John Graham, the
first US soldier on Japanese Territory. Taken at 2338 Pine Street. Copy of
photograph showing John Graham [negative in poor condition].

US Servicemen (February 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77825.09]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing Major Bradford Evans, Harold and Gloria Lacer, and
Lieutenant Colonel Carl E. Engelhart [no date given].

Italian Prisoners of War -- Benicia Arsenal (March 07, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77825.10]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Italians relax in barracks. Scene from bocci ball game, with Gaetano Macino and
Antonio Sturmiello shown. Shot of cooks preparing lunch in mess hall. Company
Chef Burno Landona makes spaghetti. Long view of prisoners in dining hall.
Giuseppe Fanara cuts Enzo Fervari's hair in barber shop. Italian soldiers work in
carpentry shop.
Old Gunpowder Disposal -- Benicia Arsenal (June 07, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77825.11]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Jeep Sale -- Benicia Arsenal (June 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77825.12-13]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes from jeep sale at arsenal (neighborhood). Bobby G. Walton and Roland P. Finkenbeiner shown. Peter Bosko makes first delivery of jeep.

US Casualty (February 05, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77826.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Ed Lawrence Larner [widow], Mrs. W.M. Larner, Edwina Larner, and Sue Larner sit with picture of Captain Ed Lawrence Larner [deceased].

Letters from Bataan -- US Serviceman (February 07, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77826.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of letters written by Robert S. Walker. Copy of photograph showing Robert S. Walker.

Veterans Disability Pay -- Oakland (February 07, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77826.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John J. Lucey makes leather wallets [photos taken for story on disability pay].

US Serviceman (March 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77826.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Lieutenant Robert Grisler. [No date given].

US Serviceman (March 15, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77826.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing First Lieutenant Harmon Bonte, Jr.

Aptitude Test -- US Army -- Commerce High School (March 15, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77826.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes from preparatory class for the US Army aptitude test.
**Ship Probe -- Senate Panel -- Federal Building (March 30, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77826.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note


**Arrival of Australian Brides (April 19, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77826.08]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Zoi Rose sits with baby Ja Nielle Rose and Warrant Officer J.R. Rose. Mrs. Joseph Le Bash, Barbara Ann Le Bash, Mrs. Marvin McCray... also shown. Taken at 50 Post Street.

**Overseas Hero (May 10, 1944)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77826.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Scenes from "overseas hero" Frank Q. O'Connor's home [awaiting his arrival]. Copy of photograph showing Frank Q. O'Connor. Copy of photograph showing Joseph B. Quinn.

**US Pilot (June 12, 1944)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77826.10]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note

First Lieutenant William J. Pederson sits in Call Bulletin office.

**Marriage Ceremony -- US Marines -- Hall of Justice (January 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77827.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Private First Class Clifford W. Walker kisses Sergeant Eileen L. Gunter [both of US Marines] during marriage ceremony performed by Judge Leo Cunningham. Private First Class Guy Sherwood and maid of honor Corporal Mary E. Steel walk with newly married couple. [No date given].

**Smaller War Plants Corporation (January 27, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77827.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Lieutenant Colonel Bert H. White, Hugh Jenkins, Colonel J.M. Smith, and Wallace MacLean meet [all of the Smaller War Plants Corporation].

**Views of Cassino, Italy (February 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77827.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of the Italian city of Cassino (cityscapes), a city bombed by the Allies. Internal and external views of Benedictine Monastery. [No date given].
Underground Movement -- Norway (March 06, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77827.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Elsie Magarte Roed of the "Norwegian underground movement."
Taken at 323 Geary Street.

Flying Ace -- Royal Air Force of Great Britain -- British Information Service
(March 08, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77827.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wing Commander Raymond H. Harries talks about flying missions.

War Hero -- Marriage License -- City Hall (March 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77827.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressional "war hero" Lieutenant David Waybur and Dorothy Ann Culber apply for marriage license.

US Commandos (March 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77827.07]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes from US Commando "raid" on Presidio and Civic Center.

Speaker -- War Show -- Stewart Hotel (March 17, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77827.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Warren J. Clear gives interview [speaker at "war show"].

WAVES -- Army-Navy Show -- Civic Auditorium (March 18, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77827.09]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
US Navy WAVES parade through auditorium.

Army Show -- Civic Auditorium (March 18, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77827.10]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Soldiers clean forty millimeter anti-aircraft gun.

US Commandos -- City Hall (March 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77828.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commandos "capture" Mayor Roger D. Lapham. Mayor gives speech outside City Hall after capture (neighborhood).
German Plane -- Civic Auditorium (March 20, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77828.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Ed Brown looks at German plane on display. MP Joe McGoldrick guards plane.

Surplus Horses -- US Army -- Union Stock Yards (March 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77828.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of surplus US Army horses to be auctioned off. Scenes from Union Stock Yards in South San Francisco.

Office of Price Administration -- Furniture Mart Building (March 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77828.04-05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Francis Carroll and Leo Gentner of the OPA meet with hotel and restaurant owners, including Sidney Hoedemaker and P.G. Land, to discuss price drop. Price Administrator Francis Carroll signs document to implement price reduction at 1335 Market Street.

Truman Committee -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (March 30, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77828.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Senators Samuel Jackson, Mon C. Wallgren, Carl Hatch, Harley Kilgore, Harry S. Truman, and Homer Ferguson pose for group picture.

American President Lines -- Doctor Henry F. Grady (March 31, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77828.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Doctor Henry F. Grady [no other information given]. Taken at 311 California Street.

War Hero Returns (March 31, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77828.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
War hero Lieutenant Stanley Behrend sits with Mrs. Stanley Behrend and son David [whom he is seeing for first time]. Taken at 1686 Twenty-eighth Avenue.

Legion of Merit -- US General -- Lakeside Park (March 31, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77828.09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General William E. Lynd presents Legion of Merit to General Russell E. Randall in Lakeside Park (neighborhood).
Stowaway Brides -- County Jail (May 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77828.10]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Paul H. Hahn, man who aided stowaway brides [of servicemen], walks through county jail [where he apparently has been incarcerated].

Black Market Nylons -- Office of Price Administration -- Furniture Mart (April 21, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77829.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ann Lang and Barbara Hanson hold black market nylons.

Transportation of Agriculture -- Downey Hearing -- Federal Building (April 04, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77829.02-03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
W.S. Breton and John B. Harman of the Office of Price Administration attend hearing on agricultural transportation problems. J.J. Deuel of the Farm Bureau Federation's Utilities Division sits in hearing.

US Serviceman (April 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77829.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing Sergeant James L. Johnson and Ruth Sylva.

US Casualty (April 25, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77829.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. James E. Peck reads the last letters she received from dead war hero James E. Peck.

Surgeons War Sessions -- Program For Hospital Conference -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (April 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77829.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

US Army Exhibit (April 28, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77829.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Fred Page, Mrs. Maxine Schneberts, and Mrs. Lillian Nawk examine German plane engine. Children sit atop German howitzer. Taken at Third and Twentieth Streets.

Deputy Administrator -- Office of Price Administration (May 01, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77829.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Deputy Administrator James G. Rogers Jr. Taken at 1335 Market Street.
Southern Pacific Railroad (May 12, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77829.09]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Charles Farrington measures the size of holes made by artillery in side of train coach [a soldier apparently fired on car].

Lieutenant General Willard Harmon -- Hotel St. Francis (July 26, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77829.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant General Willard Harmon visits San Francisco.

Medical Meeting -- US Army Doctors -- Letterman Hospital (November 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77829.11-12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Prison Camp Escapee -- US Serviceman (May 01, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77830.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Sias sit with Lieutenant Roane Sias, man who escaped from prison camp. Taken at 681 Market Street.

War Hero -- Pilot (May 05, 1944 - May 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77830.02-03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Frank L. O'Connor reads letters she has received from her "air hero" son [no name given]; taken at 2355 Polk Street. Portraits of Frank O'Connor, father of same pilot; taken at 99 San Bruno.

Chairman -- War Labor Board -- Furniture Mart (May 29, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77830.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairman William H. Davis signs papers during visit from Washington D.C.

Lewis M. Gill -- Press Conference -- Furniture Mart (May 29, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77830.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
"Public member" Lewis M. Gill gives press conference [arrived from Washington D.C. for meeting].
Views of Ernest Hinds (Hospital Ship) -- US Army (May 31, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77830.06-09]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Western Defense Commander -- Presidio (June 28, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77830.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Charles H. Bonesteel, the new Western Defense Commander, poses for photographs.

Japanese Submarine -- US Floating Dock (June 04, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77831.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Japanese submarine sits aboard floating drydock [photographer indicates that these photos were to be censored by the Navy].

D-Day Invasion Broadcast (June 06, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77831.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd listens to broadcast of invasion. Taken at 944 Market Street.

Eagle Pin -- Boy Scouts (June 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77831.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of boy scout eagle pin.

Perugia -- Italy (June 22, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 97, [77831.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy photograph of printed illustration showing Perugia, Italy.

Japanese Aircraft Carrier (June 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77831.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Japanese aircraft carrier.

Guam (June 23, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77831.06]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing scenes from Guam.
Army Medal Award -- Galileo H. Field (June 29, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77831.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General John L. Homer pins medal on Staff Sergeant Robert G. Walther.

US Servicemen (July 13, 1944 - July 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77831.08-10]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Lieutenant Colonel David H. Bachus; taken at 465 Monadnock Building [681 Market St.] Mrs. Carl Herndon, the wife of an Air Force captain, holds her baby; taken at 6225 Mountain Boulevard in Oakland. Copy of photograph showing Lieutenant S.C. Farnham.

Downey Hearing -- Federal Building (April 07, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77832.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Reverend Charles E. Phillips, Sheridan Downey, and James Fauber attend hearing.

Australian War Brides -- US Servicemen (April 19, 1944 - January 14, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77832.02-09]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. John Hayes, Clara MacCarra of the Red Cross, and Bessy Marble shown with suitcases at 50 Post Street. Zoi Rose holds her baby Zanielle. Espin Ellsworth speaks with Marion Jonne. Australians Mary Margaret Blair and Ola Margaret Calderala head to court in Federal Building for crime of being stowaways during passage to United States. Sidney Adelie McGinty holds camera [wife of Lieutenant Edward McGinty]; taken at Pier Seven. Joyce Boweker holds her son Bobby and Tess Cinnamon holds her child Toni-Kaye; taken at Pier Seven. Phyllis Swart holds baby Judith Swart, Ray Browning holds baby David Browning, Nora Bitty holds Michael Bitty, and Dawn Channel holds Cleon Channel. View of the Permanente (ship). Kathleen Clott, Helen Farwell, Rose Williams, Betty Leach, Joyce Ingles... sit in group picture of Australian wives [of US servicemen]. Loloma Witherow, Olga and Peter Tyler, Doris Stabler, and Joan Satterwhite shown aboard Permanente (ship).

D-Day -- Saint Monica's Church (June 06, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77832.10]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Harry A. Finigan, Gail Lynch, Mrs. Hubet I. Murray, and James Hubert Murray attend church on D-Day.

War Brides -- US Servicemen -- Pier Thirty-eight (January 23, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77832.11]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. George Hoyle and baby Larrie Rae Hoyle, Mrs. Donald Conway and baby Donna Marie Conway, Mrs. Franklin Allen and baby Virginia Allen... wave to camera at Pier Thirty-eight.
### Canadian War Brides -- US Servicemen -- Ferry Building (January 24, 1946)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77832.12]

**Physical Description:** 5 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Mrs. Charles McGregor Shaw holds sons Grant and John. Pearl Spencer sits with son Tommy. Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Corich hold daughter Elizabeth. Group photo of "war brides."

### War Brides -- US Servicemen (February 11, 1946 - February 12, 1946)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77832.13-14]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

John and Verta Trawick shown with baby Mellonie Gay Trawick. John Romero carries Lucienne Romero of Belgium over threshold at 1205 Rhode Island Street.

### British War Brides -- US Servicemen (February 15, 1946)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77832.15-23]

**Physical Description:** 13 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Dorothy Sallinan, wife of Edwin Sallinan, Audrey Knapp, wife of Charles Knapp, and Ellen Smith, wife of L.J. Smith, arrive in San Francisco Bay on ferry boat. University of Santa Clara student Fidelis T. Leal greets wife Irene Leal as she steps off train at Oakland Mole. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Sickel stand with son Lawrence Hobein and his wife Madge Hobein on board ferry boat. Mr. and Mrs. William Waddingham shown with daughter Jane and son Patrick. Mrs. James Taylor and son James Taylor, Mrs. William Waddingham and son James Jr., Mrs. Rodolfo Salazar and son John, and Mrs. Charles Swerner and son Patrick pose for group picture at Oakland Pier. Lawrence Hobein welcomes wife Madge with a kiss at train; taken at Oakland Mole. Doris Fletcher shown with daughter Dorothy Ann and Military Police escort Private First Class James McMillim on board ferry boat. Mary Ortiz holds daughter Susan as she meets Cisco Ortiz at Oakland Mole. Jack Cohn walks from train with Dora Cohn and daughter Patricia. Phillip J. Castle greets wife Winifred Castle and step-son Donald as they disembark from ferry boat; taken at Ferry Building.

### Downey Hearing -- Federal Building (April 07, 1944)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77833.01]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

Photograph of Marion Clawson of the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.

### Downey Hearing -- Post Office Building (June 04, 1944)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77833.02]

**Physical Description:** 0 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

Professor B.H. Cocheron gives evidence before investigative committee [negative missing June 1944].

### Wife of Hero -- US Serviceman (May 08, 1944)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77833.03]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

Mrs. Michael Savino reads news of First Sergeant Michael Savino's medal. Taken at 3334 Twenty-first Street.
Polish WACS -- Ad Club Lunch -- Palace Hotel (July 12, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77833.04]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Call Bulletin Reporter Jack McDowell interviews Private Jadwiga Opolska, Captain Irene Godska, and Corporal Sanislaw Kos of the Women's Army Corps.

Inspection Tour -- War Production Board -- Palace Hotel (July 13, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77833.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Portraits of Maury Maverick.

How Money is Made -- US Mint (February 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77834.01]
  Physical Description: 22 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Ezekial Elias, Max Robke, John Holland, Robert Hagan, Dan Duffy... shown in series of photographs that capture processes by which coins are made. [No date given].

Manpower Shortage -- US Mint (April 13, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77834.02]
  Physical Description: 7 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

San Francisco Sight Seeing -- Australian War Bride (April 21, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77834.03]
  Physical Description: 9 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Mary Brenden feeds pigeons at Civic Center (neighborhood); talks to welder Myrtle Brenden; learns how to cook spaghetti from Tom Di Maggio at Joe Di Maggio's Restaurant; looks out on San Francisco from Twin Peaks with Charles Pearce (cityscapes); views surroundings from Mark Cliff House; meets Mayor Roger Lapham.

Invasion Prayers -- Grace Cathedral (May 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77834.04]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Crowd prays for success of invasion. Bishop Carl Morgan Block and Bishop Edward Lambe Parsons address congregation.

Press Conference -- War Labor Board -- Furniture Mart (May 29, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77834.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Vice Chairman Arthur C. Miller of the Tenth Regional War Labor Board, Judge M.C. Sloss, Vice Chairman J.A.C. Grant of the War Labor Board, William Davis, Thomas Fair Neblett... attend press conference.
Sunday Prayer Committee -- Elks Club (June 07, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77834.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Small War Plant [Smaller War Plants Corporation?] (July 13, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77834.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Maury Maverick talks with Elizabeth Rice, Mary Page, and John B. Rooks during tour of small war plant at 425 Second Street.

Soldiers -- Australian Army -- Fairmont Hotel (August 01, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77835.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Australian War Brides -- US Servicemen (August 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77835.02-05]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Olga Person, Betty Votaw, Mary Louise Palmer, Gloria Soykin, Pat Willis... pose with children. Mrs. Merle Smith holds baby Lance Smith. Views of crowd on board transport ship in San Francisco Bay. Seaman Third Class Charles Louis Tidd stands with Helen Tidd and child Pauline Mary Tidd. Joan Emmons, Carolyn Emmons... also shown. Photograph of Doreen Monroe, Betty Buckner, and Pamela Mele, three brides among three hundred on transport.

Australian War Brides (September 27, 1944 - September 28, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77835.06-07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard Bergstrom rides rocking horse. Linda King sits with Toni Kirby at 50 Post Street. Gloria Jensen feeds baby Carol Ann. Marion Buck changes diaper on son Jimmy. Gladys Smith, Madge Elliot... also shown.

Colonel -- US Marines (August 18, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77836.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Colonel William J. Scheyer [having returned from Guam].

Italian Prisoners of War -- Oakland Army Base (September 07, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77836.02]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Italian prisoners of war working and eating [Sleeve annotated: "no names to be mentioned"].
Post War Plans -- Berkeley (October 19, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77836.03]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Photographs of speakers Juliana McPhee, R. Mooney, Thomas J. Riordan, Doctor Harry W. Shepherd, and C. Tracy Stout.

Post War Small Business Commission -- Hotel St. Francis (October 20, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77836.04]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Deputy Manager Walter B. French, President P.R. Williams of California Bankers, and Chairman Robert M. Hanes of the American Bankers' Association sit at speakers' table.

Post War Rehabilitation -- Assembly Interim Committee (October 20, 1944 - October 23, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77836.05-06]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Departure -- Italian Prisoners of War -- Pier Two E (January 14, 1946)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77836.07]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Italian prisoners of war gather gear and board the Alcoa Patriot (ship) for departure from San Francisco (neighborhood).

Lieutenant Colonel Henry Godman (October 19, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77837.01-06]  
Physical Description: 8 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Japanese Flag (October 23, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77838.01]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Sergeant Don T. Nichols holds flag he brought back from overseas; with Mrs. J.G. Perry, H.E. Nichols, and Mrs. H.E. Nichols also shown.
**War Show -- US Army (October 30, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77838.02-03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Ashford Samson, First Lieutenant J. Andrus, and Captain George W. Scott meet at the Southern Pacific Depot [men in charge of war show]. Staff Sergeant Robert Currier and Recruiting Specialist Kathryn Houston of the WAVES hold up poster announcing "Free War Show." Mayor Roger Lapham speaks into microphone while Colonel W.H. Dunhan [actor in play "Winged Victory"] and Brigadier General Emil C. Kiel stand behind. Views of parade before City Hall (neighborhood).

**US Pilots (October 31, 1944)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77838.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First Lieutenant J. Victor Babkiewicz briefs flight crews after return from island [does not say what island]. Taken at 150 Montgomery Street.

**Bomber Crew from Aleutian Islands (November 02, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77839.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bomber crew members Lieutenant Wesley V. Harrison, Lieutenant Seymour B. Weiner, and Lieutenant Orin Bell pose with their dog mascot Duchess.

**Prison War Industry Conference -- Whitcomb Hotel (January 10, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77839.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Warden Clinton T. Duffy, Major W.H. Burke [chief of Prison Industries Branch of the War Production Board], and James A. Johnston of Alcatraz Federal Prison meet for conference.

**"March of Death" -- Prisoners -- Philippine Islands (April 01, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77839.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing prisoners marching through landscape under heading "The March Of Death."

**US Casualties -- Rescued Flyers Return -- Pier Fifty-four (April 13, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77839.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

**Liberation of France (August 23, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77839.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes from Germany (October 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77840.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of maps and photographs of Germany showing Cologne cathedral, La Gare De Cologne, Allemagne, a Strassburg cathedral, a Frankfurt cathedral, Hamburg and Rathaus, and Coblenz [no date given].

US Casualties -- Baatan Mothers Club -- Salinas (October 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77840.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mothers of Philippine Island prisoners and deceased, Ellen Burk, Mrs. G.E. Lee, Mrs. S.A. Dolk, Mrs. C.F. Lang, Mrs. A.P. Garrison... pray for release of sons in prison.

Newlyweds -- "Winged Victory" Company (October 28, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77840.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal Don Taylor and Private Ray McDonald, actors in the play "Winged Victory," shown with wives Phyllis Avery and Elisabeth Fraser.

Invasion of Leyte -- Philippine Islands (October 28, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77840.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing aerial view of the invasion of Leyte. Photograph of map of Leyte.

Nurses Aides -- Children's Hospital (November 14, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77840.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Thomas Thacher "caps" nurses aides Phyllis Thiebaut, Beatrice Richards, Margaret Gridley, Jaki Kemp, and Pat O'Connor (health).

Troop Ship Arrival -- Pier Seven (December 01, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77841.01-02]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dorothy Smedley kisses Lieutenant James Chase. Men wave from rail of ship. WAVES wave to servicemen. Wounded come down gang plank [this negative severely damaged]. Lieutenant Robert Guggenheim is greeted by his wife. Lieutenant Charles Alden Black is greeted by mother Mrs. James B. Black and his sister Mrs. Dion O'Sullivan.

War Souvenirs -- Seamen -- Hall of Justice (December 04, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77841.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Inspectors Sidney Waugh and George Page show war souvenirs confiscated from seamen.
Press Conference -- War Production Board -- Hotel St. Francis (December 15, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77841.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note

US Naval Affairs Committee -- Standard Oil Refinery at Richmond (November 07, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77842.01-02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Representative L.H. Rivers, W.S. Cole, F.E. Herbert, L.G. Sussey, Hugh De Lacey... pose for group photo with refinery in background. Jane C. Harrington shows part of refinery to Representative L. Hendel Rivers, and Harry L. Towe. Representative Edouard V. Izac, Captain G. Greerman... tour refinery.

Prisoner of War -- Japan (January 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77842.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing released prisoner of war Lieutenant Charles F. Lewis, Jr., who was held in Japan. [No date given].

Family of Prisoner of War (January 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77842.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Ian Kleinman, Carmen Kleinman, and Elsa Kleinman look at picture of Mrs. John T. MacLeod, freed prisoner of war [held by Japanese]. Taken at 1575 Fortieth Avenue.

War Surplus Board (January 05, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77842.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Anna Buzzuro and H.R. [Puttand?] sit with various items [acquired by War Surplus Board?].

Bomb Damage -- J.M. Daily (ship) -- US Navy (January 09, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77843.01-08]

Physical Description: 15 negatives

Scope and Content Note
US Manpower Drive -- Richmond Tank Depot (January 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77844.01-02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women workers Irma Windsor and Carrie Buffon seal openings on landing vehicles. Lenora B. Meyers and Dorothy Franke work on motor assembly line.

Manpower Drive -- US Navy -- Hunters Point (January 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77844.03-04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Electrician Clinton E. Lawrence and electrician's helper Mrs. Iva Terrell work in machine shop. View of sheet metal shop, with only a few men at work [would be filled with workers but for manpower shortage].

Manpower Drive -- US Army -- Signal Corps Repair Depot (February 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77844.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picture for "Man the Battlestations Drive" shows empty benches in repair depot at 1000 Brannan Street [indicating need for more workers].

US Manpower Drive -- Parade (February 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77844.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View of "Man the Battle Stations" parade down Market Street (neighborhood).

Manpower Drive -- US Navy (February 12, 1945 - February 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77844.07-08]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Navy blimp carries banner, "Man The Battle Stations:" taken from Civic Center. View of blimp's interior, with R.M. McBride at controls. Men prepare blimp for take off at Moffitt Field. View of blimp in flight over Moffitt field [sleeve includes five photoprints].

US Manpower Drive (February 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77844.09]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs taken for "Man the Battle Stations" drive show office requiring more assistance and warehouse yard operating without enough people to ship goods at 33 Berry Street [sleeve includes one print].

US Manpower Drive (February 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77844.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ducks [amphibious vehicles] drive down Market Street for manpower drive.
Manpower Drive -- US Navy -- Union Square (February 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77844.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of crowd during Seabee show put on for "Man the Battle Statiions" drive (neighborhood).

US Manpower Drive (February 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77844.12-13]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ann Wilkins, Pauline Gale, and Major Richard De Bower gather around float advertising war manpower drive. Picture of "Man the Battle Stations" poster.

Food Price Director -- Furniture Mart (January 18, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77845.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Director Geoffrey Baker at desk (visiting from Washington D.C.).

Prisoners of War -- Japan (February 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77846.01-03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Walter M. Moore, captive of Japanese held in Manila, Philippines. Copy of photograph showing Elaine Solomon, captive of Japanese held in Manila. Margaret Burke and Betty Findlay listen to news of family member's release by Japanese; taken at 42 Jordan Street [no date given].

Bataan Conference -- City Hall (February 06, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77846.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Henry F. Grady and Supervisor Daniel Gallagher sit by desk.

Bataan Welcome Committee -- Chamber of Commerce (February 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77846.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of entire hero welcoming committee. Photograph of Prentis Cobb Hale, Henry F. Grady, and Nion Tucker.

Prisoners of War -- Japan (February 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 98, [77846.06-08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prisoners of War -- Manila (February 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77847.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of John, Marion, and Joy Lapham, prisoners released from Santo Tomas Prison Camp in the Philippines. Jackie Lapham also shown.

War Prisoners Conference -- Whitcomb Hotel (February 17, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77847.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Staff Sergeant Donald I. McPherson, Corporal Willard E. Hall, Staff Sergeant Martin W. Nissen, Captain Ragnar Barhaug, and Lieutenant William F. Higgins, Jr. attend conference.

Prisoners of War Return -- Bataan (February 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77847.03-05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger Lapham meets with Lieutenant Earl Baumgardner, Lieutenant Emmet Manson, and Doctor Henry F. Grady of the US Navy, prisoners released from Bataan by Japanese; taken at City Hall. Lieutenant Baumgardner, Lieutenant George W. Green, and Lieutenant Manson sit together at table; taken at 83 McAllister Street. Photographs of Lieutenant Baumgardner and Lieutenant Green taken at Bellvue Hotel.

Prisoner of War Returns -- Letterman Hospital (February 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77847.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel James W. Duckworth, former Japanese prisoner in Manila, rests at Letterman Hospital with Mrs. Duckworth.

Prisoners of War -- Philippine Islands (February 24, 1945 - February 26, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77848.01-04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing Allen Dwyer, Margaret Greenfield Ewing, Roy E. Ewing Jr., and Illiff Richardson, people released from Japanese prison in the Philippines.
Prisoners of War Return -- US Army Nurses (February 26, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77849.01-07]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Bataan Prisoners of War -- Shopping Tour (February 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77849.08-09]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Brunetta Kuehlthau, Lieutenant Doris Kehoe, and Lieutenant Helen Hennessy shown at Mark Hopkins Hotel and Cliff House during shopping tour. Saleswoman Louise Gates assists Lieutenant Kuehlthau, Lieutenant Kiehoe, and Lieutenant Hennessey at Livingstons; saleswoman Rosana Claridge shown at White House [store] during shopping tour.

Bataan Prisoners of War -- US Army Nurses (February 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77849.10]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brigadier General Rankin, Anne Wurtz, Evelyn B. Whitlow, Helen Gardner, Helen Cassiani... shown at Mills Field [preparing to board plane].

US Pilot -- Blood Bank (February 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77860.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. David C. McMillin look at picture of their son David McMillin Jr. Copies of photographs showing Davide McMillin, Jr. and other servicemen.

Japanese Bomb (February 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77860.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Evaden Dove holds live Japanese bomb at 363 Valencia Street.
Philippine Guerrilla (February 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77860.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Portraits of John Wooster taken at 254 Ellis Street.

Peace Planning Meeting -- Mayor's Office (February 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77860.04]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  William D. Wright, Lyle Schmitter, and Mayor Roger Lapham attend meeting.

Letter from Guerrilla (February 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77860.05]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Amato read letter sent by guerrilla. Taken at 347 Raymond Avenue.

South Pacific Hero (February 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77860.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Rosemary Welsh holds pictures of "South Pacific hero." Taken at 1635 Eleventh Avenue.

Cadet Nurse -- City Hall (February 23, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77860.07]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Mayor Roger Lapham, Colonel Walter T. Harrison, and Rachel Dole [one hundred and forty thousandth cadet nurse] hold recruiting poster for cadet nurses.

Prisoner of War (February 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77861.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Mary Girard hears news of her father's release from prison. Taken at 640 Mason Street.

Bataan Hero (March 01, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77861.02]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Copy of photograph showing Bataan hero Raymond Flood.

Prisoner of War (March 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77861.03]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Lieutenant Isaac Newton La Victoire returns from Japanese prison in Philippines. Taken at 83 McAllister Street.
Bataan Prisoners of War (March 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77861.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Colonel James W. Duckworth and Lou Gaston wait for returning prisoners of war.

Bataan Prisoners of War (March 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77861.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Chief Gunner's Mate Harry P. Willis, Chief Boatswain's Mate Thomas J. Kreiger, Chief Machinist's Mate Ernest E. Rickett, Chief Machinist's Mate Robert W. Pitchford, Chief Machinist's Mate Carl Silverman, and Chief Yeoman James B. McCarthy pose for group photo at 83 McAllister Street.

Prisoner of War (March 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77861.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prisoner of war released from Philippines sits with wife Alma Ernest Salm and daughter at 2673 Las Aromas Street.

Prisoners of War Return -- Pier Fifteen (March 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77861.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Colonel A.C. Oliver and other former prisoners of war coming off of ship [prisoners were held in Philippines].

Bataan Heroes -- Pier Fifteen (March 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77862.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Helen Jennings and Helen Monks pictured.

Prisoners of War -- US Navy Transport (ship) (March 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77862.02-05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Prisoners of War (March 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77862.06]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prisoners of war returning from Bataan wave from the General A.E. Cox (ship). Views of parade on Broadway Street [in North Beach neighborhood] and Market Street (neighborhood).
**Prisoners of War -- General A.E. Cox (ship) (March 08, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77863.01-05]

Physical Description: 27 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of the General A.E. Cox (ship) on bay. Prisoners returning from Philippines wave from deck. WACS hand out mail to former prisoners. View of crowd waving as ship comes into dock at Pier Fifteen. Staff Sergeant Alvin A. Staus reads letter. Technical Sergeant Harold Glass reads letter. Colonel A.C. Oliver waves to wife.

**Bataan Prisoners of War -- Pier Fifteen (March 08, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77864.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note

Major Kenneth Lenzen and Mrs. Kenneth Lenzen greet Sergeant George G. Gavin [prisoner released from Bataan].

**Bataan Prisoners of War -- Parade -- Fort Mason (March 08, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77864.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Parade of released prisoners of war passes color guard.

**Bataan Prisoner of War -- Pier Fourteen (March 08, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77864.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note

Maida Ryan greets her son Alfred Jolley [prisoner released from Philippines].

**Bataan Prisoners of War -- Parade -- Pier Fifteen (March 09, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77864.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note

Parade of released prisoners of war passes crowd lined up near Pier Fifteen (neighborhood).

**Bataan Prisoner of War -- Pier Fifteen (March 09, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77864.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note

Captain Caryl Picotte [prisoner released from Philippines] kisses Mrs. Picotte.

**Bataan Prisoners of War -- Pier Fifteen (March 09, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77864.06-07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Maida Ryan greets her son Private Alfred Jolley [prisoner released from Philippines]. Major Kenneth Lenzen and Mrs. Kenneth Lenzen pictured.
**Bataan Prisoners of War -- Pier Fifteen (March 09, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77865.01-05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Nathalie Yates hugs Captain Ben King. Medics remove wounded prisoner of war by stretcher [prisoner released from Philippines]. Lee Bennett and Sadie Garnhir greet Al Davis. Maida Ryan throws kiss to her son Private Alfred Jolley [still aboard boat]. Views of crowds and greeting groups.

**Prisoners of War -- Letterman Hospital (March 10, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77866.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Anna Pardew pictured with Olivia Jane Pardew. Harry J. Tabolow gives Corporal J.V. Miller haircut. Corporal Roy Jones speaks with Captain Alberta Easterwood...

**Sightseeing -- Bataan Prisoners of War (March 10, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77866.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Muriel MacGurn, Major Robert Sly, Captain Herbert Ott, Miss Beverley Peters, Lieutenant William Hanes... shown seated and dancing at the BalTab [nightclub?].

**Medal Presentation -- Bataan Prisoners of War -- Letterman Hospital (March 11, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77866.03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Lawrence C. Hall, Major Robert E. Sly, Lieutenant Colonel Emil P. Reed, First Lieutenant Mary Bernice, Lieutenant John K. Berneman... shown at presentation.

**Parade -- Bataan Prisoners of War -- Presidio of San Francisco (March 12, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77866.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

**Bataan Heroes Luncheon -- Prisoners of War -- Palace Hotel (March 12, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77866.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Henry F. Grady, Corporal Allen W. Gutridge, E.B. Koelling, Captain Williard Smith, Colonel Thomas R. Willson... attend luncheon.
Parade -- Bataan Prisoners of War (March 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77867.01-02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former prisoners of war parade up Market Street; taken at Fourth and Market Streets (neighborhood). Views of parade coming up Market Street from the Palace Hotel.

Reception -- Bataan Prisoners of War -- Civic Center (March 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77867.03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Bataan Heroes Luncheon -- Prisoners of War -- Palace Hotel (March 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77867.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Corporal David Coull and Corporal S.M. Horracks speak with Archbishop John J. Mitty.

Parade -- Bataan Prisoners of War (March 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77867.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of parade [of prisoners released from the Philippines] from the Palace Hotel.

Bataan Prisoners of War (March 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77868.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of servicemen on sightseeing tour of San Francisco [no names given]. View of Golden Gate Bridge (cityscapes).

Bataan Heroes' Luncheon -- Bataan Prisoners of War -- Palace Hotel (March 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77868.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham signs Corporal Marvell Ross's short snorter [ration of Philippine currency]. Denton Rees Jr. talks to Kathryn Rees and Major Denton Rees.

Bataan Prisoners of War -- Pier Fifteen (March 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77868.03-05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bertha Skinner and Patricia Skinner greet Lieutenant Colonel Peter Coyley. Laura B. Mackinnon greets James B. Mackinnon. Singer Eddie Cantor, Captain Chester Saunders, Singer Nora Martin, and Lieutenant Colonel Ross Smith shown.
Show -- Bataan Prisoners of War -- Pier Fifteen (March 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77868.06]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Eddie Cantor and Nora Martin perform show for prisoners released from Philippines.

Bataan Prisoners of War (March 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77869.01]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views from the Golden Gate Bridge of ship carrying prisoners of war returning from the Philippines.

Bataan Prisoners of War -- Pier Fifteen (March 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77869.02-03]
   Physical Description: 7 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

Bataan Prisoners of War -- San Francisco Bay (March 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77869.04]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of ship with returning prisoners of war.

Bataan Prisoner of War (March 17, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77869.05-06]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   John Machi, John Papagni, Anna Tarantino, Tom Machi, Anna Marie Papagna... gather around Mario Machi [home from Philippines]. Taken at 540 Second Avenue. John Machi talks to Mario Machi.

Bataan Prisoners of War -- Pier Fifteen (March 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77870.01]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Corporal Mario J. Machi and Sergeant Byron Wagoner receive mail aboard ship.

Bataan Prisoners of War -- Pier Fifteen (March 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77870.02-03]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of crowd waving and ship carrying prisoners pulling into harbor. Staff Sergeant Walter L. Blake, Private Marion J. Machi and family, and Billy, Margaret, Edward, and Josephine Bower shown.
### Bataan Prisoners of War -- Letterman Hospital (March 17, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77870.04-05]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Private First Class Valentine Shipley, Private First Class Everett G. Turney, Staff Sergeant Victor A. Danenza, light cigar for Corporal Mario J. Machi. Frank Bonura and Al Giovanetta assist Mario Machi in re-learning the Italian he forgot during three years as a Japanese prisoner in the Philippines.

### Bataan Prisoners of War (March 17, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77870.06]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

Mario Machi and Lawrence Hall [fellow prisoners in Bataan] are surrounded by family members at 540 Second Avenue.

### Purple Heart -- Bataan Prisoners of War -- Presidio (March 19, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77871.01]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

Brigadier General Charles C. Hillman pins medal on Corporal Russel L. Villers (amputee); with view of crowd in background.

### Silver Star Award -- Bataan Prisoners of War -- Presidio (March 19, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77871.02]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

Brigadier General Charles Hillman pins medal on Corporal Russell L. Villiers; view of crowd in background.

### Legion of Merit -- Bataan Prisoners of War -- Presidio (March 19, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77871.03]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

Brigadier General Charles Hillman puts Legion of Merit ribbon on Lieutenant Colonel Frank S. Adamo.

### Diary -- Bataan Prisoner of War (March 19, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77871.04]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

Ensign Robert B. Jones shows diary that he kept while Japanese prisoner of war. Taken at 83 McAllister Street.

### Distinguished Service Cross -- Bataan Prisoner of War -- Presidio (March 19, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77871.05]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

Brigadier General Charles Hillman pins cross on Major John J. Brennan.
**Bataan Heroes' Luncheon -- Prisoners of War -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (March 20, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77872.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Sergeant Arthur Allison, with thirty-one years of service, and Sergeant Isadore Oppenheim, with twenty-nine years of service, attend luncheon. View of crowd.

**Welcome -- Bataan Prisoners of War -- City Hall (March 20, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77872.02-04]

Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Henry F. Grady speaks to crowd gathered for ceremony. Mario Machi shown. Views of servicemen and crowd near City Hall (neighborhood). Sergeant Arthur Allison and Mayor Roger Lapham speak. Long view of Roger Lapham speaking to crowd.

**Bataan Prisoners of War -- City Hall (March 20, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77873.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
View of servicemen saluting during ceremony at City Hall (neighborhood).

**Chinese Naval Commanders (March 24, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77873.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Commander Sian-Kwan Lin and Lieutenant Chow Chia-Tsung sit at desk. Taken at 83 McAllister Street.

**US Casualty -- Torpedoed Ship (March 28, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77873.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Edna Cummings looks at picture of her brother William T. Cummings, priest lost when ship torpedoed. Copy of photograph showing William T. Cummings.

**Prisoner of War (March 29, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77873.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Copy of photograph showing Lieutenant Charles Manning Jr., serviceman in German prison camp.

**Bataan Prisoners of War -- Pier Seven (March 31, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77873.05]

Physical Description: 11 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Relatives of servicemen wave to incoming ship. Fred Perry greets friends. Mrs. Charles Jarman, Marie Larkin, Mrs. Virgil Crowe, Erma Ames, Mrs. F.H. Noble... also shown.
Civilian Survivors from Bataan -- Pier Seven (March 31, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77873.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Red Cross Worker -- Civic Auditorium (March 31, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77873.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of Marie Adams, Red Cross worker back from Bataan.

Historic Peace Conferences (March 16, 1945 - April 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77874.01-03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of illustrations showing scenes from famous peace conferences, including: Meeting of Otto Von Bismarck and Napoleon III; Prince von Metternich at the Congress of Vienna; Congress of Paris; signing of Berlin Treaty between Russia and Turkey. Copy of illustration from opening of peace conference called by the czar of Russia in 1899 [took place in Grange Hall in the Hague]. Copy of photograph showing parties in the Russo-Japanese peace treaty conference of 1905.

Australian Minister -- United Nations Conference on International Organization (March 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77874.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Minister of External Affairs Herbert Vere Evatt of Australia speaks with Doctor Robert Gordon Sproul of UC Berkeley after arriving for conference. Taken at Third [Street?] and Townsend Street.

US Assistant Secretary of State -- United Nations Conference on International Organization (March 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77874.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
San Francisco Treasury Department official Francis Russell stands with Assistant Secretary of State Dean Acheson and Alice Acheson at Third [Street?] and Townsend Street.

United Nations Conference on International Organization -- City Hall (March 26, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77874.06-07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing delegates Doctor C.J. Hambro, Professor Jacob Worm-Muller, Doctor Arne Ording, Wilhelm Morgenstierne, and Trygve Lie of Norway.


Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General sales manager Al Hooper and regional sales manager W.T. Wright of Chrysler and Mayor Roger Lapham examine armored car to be used in transportation of delegates.


Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Consul General Carlos G. Zelaya of Nicaragua. Taken at 461 Market Street.


Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Charge de Affaires Monsieur Georges Bidault of France.


Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Catholic University of America -- United Nations Conference on International Organization (April 17, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77875.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Right Reverend Monsignor Fulton J. Sheen addresses delegates to the Conference on International Organization on "the moral basis of peace." Taken at 1100 Fulton Street.


Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of Florence Rogers and other women operating busy telephone switchboard during Conference on International Organization. Taken at Veterans' Memorial Building.
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77875.07-08]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77876.01]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Portraits of Minister of Foreign Affairs Guillermo Toriello of Guatemala. Taken at 461 Market Street.

United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Committee -- Commerce High School (April 19, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77876.02]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Patricia Dosee gives registering plate to Mrs. Henry Potter Russell; with Clarence Baen also shown.

Observers of India -- United Nations Conference on International Organization (March 20, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77876.03]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Photograph of Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, observer to Indian delegation [standing with delegation?]. Taken at Third Street and Townsend Street.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77876.04]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Reporter Stuart Walch interviews General Jan Christiaan Smuts of South Africa at the Fairmont Hotel.

Chart -- United Nations Peace Conference -- Veterans' Building (April 20, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77876.05]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Photograph of chart outlining the proposed structure for the United Nations Conference on International Organization.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77876.06]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Photographs of Vice Admiral Conrad Emil Lambert Helfrich [of the Netherlands].

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Interview with cab driver J.L. Barb, who speaks Russian. Taken at 245 Turk Street.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77876.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Anne Rates opens letters holding requests for tickets to the UN Conference on International Organization.


Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note


Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing General Jan Christiaan Smuts of South Africa.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 99, [77877.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note


Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US delegates Senator Arthur Vandenberg, John Foster Dulles, and Virginia Gildersleeve.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77877.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
French delegates Raymond Offroy, Sylvie Buffet, and Elizabeth De Mirible arrive.
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77877.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officer John Nyland tells Donald Ray Unger that he cannot enter restricted area without a pass.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77877.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Virginia Young, a reporter for the Sydney Daily Mirror, stands with Sir Charles Campbell, economic advisor for the British Embassy.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77877.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Francis M. Forde of Australia arrive. British delegate Clement Atlee also shown.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77877.07-08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sol Bloom looks over veranda of the Fairmont Hotel (cityscapes). Portraits of Commander Harold Stassen.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77877.09-10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gerald Drew of the US State Department, Minister of Foreign Affairs George Bidault of France, Consul Henry Bonnet, and General Baeyens pose for group photo at Mills Field. Joseph Paul-Boncour speaks with George Bidault at the Hotel St. Francis.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77877.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Baron Cobert Silvercrius of Belgium, Foreign Minister Paul Henry Spaak of Belgium, and Minister of Foreign Affairs George Bidault and Chairman Henry Bonnet of France pose for group picture.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77877.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Journalists line up to receive press credentials.
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77877.13-15]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.02-03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Press interviews Dutch representative Eelco N. Van Kleffens.

Foreign Minister of Mexico -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Hotel St. Francis (April 23, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Foreign Minister Ezequiel Padilla of Mexico speaks at press conference given by Mexico.

Bishop -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Mills Field (April 24, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Bishop Paul Yu Pin arrives with Pan Chao Ying for Conference on International Organization.
Czechoslovakia -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Mills Field (April 24, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Czech delegate Jan Masaryk shakes hands with Consul General Bohus Benes upon arriving in San Francisco.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.08]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Delegates of Britain and China arrive on Santa Fe train. Doctor Wellington Koo of China and Lord and Lady Halifax of Britain shown.

Canadian Indian Representative -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Fairmont Hotel (April 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.09]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Jimmy Square, representative of Six Nation Iroquois Confederacy, speaks with press about attempt to secure representation in Conference on International Organization and about disputed treaty.

Ambassador to Russia -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Fairmont Hotel (April 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.10]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ambassador W. Averill Harriman speaks to reporter; stands on balcony with San Francisco in background (cityscapes).

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.11-12]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius Jr. of the United States speaks with Mayor Roger Lapham and James Dunn. Edward R. Stettinius and Roger Lapham walk with crowd of people within the ranks of military police.

US Secretary of State -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Fairmont Hotel (April 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.13]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius Jr. gives press conference.

Prime Minister of Canada -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Ferry Building (April 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.14]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King arrives; view of crowd in background.
Clement Attlee -- United Nations Conference on International Organization --
Mark Hopkins Hotel (April 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.15]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
British statesman Clement Attlee gives interview to press.

Organization (April 24, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.16]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sir Walter Citrine, general secretary of the British Trade Union Congress, General
Secretary Ebby Edwards of the Mineworkers Union, Earnest A. Bell, and Herbert
Tracy stand for group picture. Taken at Hillcastle apartments in Oakland.

-- San Francisco Airport (April 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.17]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor T.V. Soong and his wife [no name given] stand with Gerald Drew of the US
State Department after arriving for Conference on International Organization.

Bishop -- United Nations Conference on International Organization --
Mills Field (April 24, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77878.18]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bishop Paul Yu-Pin of China arrives.

Plenary Session -- United Nations Conference on International Organization --
Opera House (April 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77879.01-10]

Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Delegates arrive at Opera House (neighborhood). Overhead view of plenary
speak [negative deteriorated -- unusable]. Views of conference from the foyer.
Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius Jr. of the United States speaks to delegates.
View of Saudi Arabian delegation walking through crowd and foyer as they arrive
for conference. Industrialist Henry J. Kaiser and Mrs. Kaiser show their credentials
at the door. View of crowd looking through Opera House doors; guards Corporal
Frank Bell and Corporal Edward E. Walton also shown. Premier Jan Smuts of South
Africa enters conference [negative deteriorated -- unusable].

Labor Conference -- Oakland Civic Club (April 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sidney Hillman and Philip Murray stand in lobby. Delegates Franchon Benoit and
Louis Gaillant of France, and delegate Michael Tarasov of the Soviet Union meet to
discuss international labor party (communism, socialism?).
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)
Military, War, Wartime, etc.

Veterans’ Committee -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (April 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of Chairman Charles G. Bolte of the Veterans Committee [apparently attending Conference on International Organization].

Delegation of Brazil -- United Nations Conference on International Organization (April 25, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Pedro Leao Velloso and Brazilian delegates arrive at Opera House.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Zina Malafeeva, interpreter with the Russian Embassy in Washington D.C, speaks with reporter.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.05-06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commissar Vyacheslav Molotov of the Soviet Union leaves foyer of the Fairmont Hotel [after?] meeting with US State Department. Vyacheslav Molotov arrives at Opera House.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Postmaster William McCarthy presents Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius, Jr. of the United States with commemorative stamps, to be given to Eleanor Roosevelt.

Foreign Secretary of Great Britain -- United Nations Conference on International Organization (April 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden rides in car with Neville Butler of British Delegation after arriving in San Francisco. Anthony Eden walks with Representative Gerald Drew of the US State Department.
Big Four Conference -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Fairmont Hotel (April 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius, Jr. of the United States speaks with Foreign Minister Ezequiel Padilla of Mexico after "Big Four" conference.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.10]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View of crowd outside Opera House as delegates arrive for opening session.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius Jr. shakes hands with President Calvin W. Battle; George L. Gary, Harry E. Marshall, and John Elmo Perry stand alongside.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.12]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden of Great Britain speaks to delegates of Conference on International Organization, while Edward R. Stettinius sits behind.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.13]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.14]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of journalists on floor during opening session of Conference on International Organization.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77880.15-16]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Mysterious" blonde woman stops Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden in lobby of the Fairmont Hotel [photographer reports that Eden blushed when stopped by the woman]. Anthony Eden departs session of the Conference on International Organization.
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77881.01-02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commissar Vyacheslav Molotov of the Soviet Union leaves conference with guards; taken at the Opera House. Vyacheslav Molotov speaks to large crowd at press conference; taken at the Hotel St. Francis.

Delegates -- United Nations Conference on International Organization (April 26, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77881.03-04]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77881.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Violet Wong meets with delegates from Saudi Arabia [no names given].

BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77881.06-07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Managing Editor Amrithal D. Sheth of "Janmabhoomi" [newspaper?] presents necklace to Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit at press conference. Photographs of K.A. Khan, who was asked to leave press conference.

BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77881.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of delegate Doctor Wu Yi-Fang, member of the Presidium of China's People's Political Council and president of the Ginling College for Women.

Delegates -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Veterans' Memorial Building (April 26, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77881.09]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Ambassador Henri Bonnet [of France?] stands with Minister for Foreign Affairs Eelco N. Van Kleffens of the Netherlands.
United Nations Conference on International Organization -- War Memorial
Building (April 26, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77881.10]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Robert Modie and Private First Class Donald W. Lawrence guard elevators leading to secret meeting of the delegation chairmen.

Plenary Session -- United Nations Conference on International Organization --
Opera House (April 26, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77882.01-02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor T.V. Soong and Mrs. Soong listen to speaker during session of Conference on International Organization. Joaquin Fernandez of Chile, Doctor T.V. Soong of China, and Commissar Vyacheslav Molotov of the Soviet Union shown speaking. View from gallery of crowd standing [negative deteriorated -- unusable].

American Legion -- United Nations Conference on International Organization --
Sir Francis Drake Hotel (April 26, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77882.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
National Commander Edward N. Scheiberling of the American Legion eats with his wife.

Delegates -- United Nations Conference on International Organization --
Fairmont Hotel (April 26, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77882.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Mark Hopkins Hotel
(April 26, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77882.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two marines from Great Britain speak with US Army driver. Boy receives autograph from delegate from China.

United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Mark Hopkins Hotel
(April 26, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77882.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lord Halifax lunches with Mrs. Godfrey Fisher, wife of Consul General Godfrey Fisher of Great Britain.

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note


Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note


Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Female military police, the Honorable Ellen Wilkinson and the Honorable Florence E. Horsburgh of Great Britain, hold press conference.


Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius Jr. speaks at press conference; view of crowd filled with journalists.

Foreign Minister of Brazil -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Hotel St. Francis (April 27, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77882.13]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of Foreign Minister Pedro Leao Velloso of Brazil.


Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Senator Arthur Vandenberg speaks with unidentified men.

Delegates of Saudi Arabia -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Fairmont Hotel (April 28, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77883.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph showing hotel quarters of delegates.
United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (April 28, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77883.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
 Scope and Content Note
Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden of Great Britain signs autographs outside hotel.

United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Fairmont Hotel (April 28, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77883.03-05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
 Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Frank M. Swirles, Jr. of Chicago talks with unidentified man [photograph taken for story concerning "local color" of conference]. Virginia Loeber takes the picture of Attorney G. Tom Hawkins of Kentucky. Actress Sylvia Sydney sits unnoticed in the lobby of the Fairmont Hotel.


Physical Description: 4 negatives
 Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Private First Class Herman Pheffer, disabled veteran attending Conference of International Organization as an advisor; taken at Sir Francis Drake Hotel. National Commander Edward N. Scheiberling of the American Legion greets Herman Pheffer at Oakland Mole.

Concert for Delegates -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Civic Auditorium (April 28, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77883.08-09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
 Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas K. Finletter and Hamilton Fish Armstrong of the US delegation attend concert. Martha Lawrence, Elizabeth Reynard, and Virginia C. Gildersleeve attend concert. Minister of Public Health Albert Marteaux, Foreign Minister Paul Henri Spaak, and former Minister of Justice Victor De Laveleye of Belgium also shown.


Physical Description: 3 negatives
 Scope and Content Note
Delgates Virginia Gildersleeve, Senator Sol Bloom, Senator Tom Connolly, Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius, Senator Arthur Vandenberg... attend meeting.
Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77884.01-02]  
Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Hotel St. Francis (April 30, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77884.03-05]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Elevator operator Millie McDonald whispers information to Corporal Homer Locke, guard watching elevator [photograph taken for story concerning "local color" of Conference on International Organization]. Two men speak at bar. Local people wait in lobby to catch glimpse of delegates.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77884.06-07]  
Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Plenary Session -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Opera House (April 30, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77884.08]  
Physical Description: 6 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Photographs of Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden of Great Britain, Commissar Vyacheslav Molotov of the Soviet Union, and Ezequiel Padilla of Mexico speaking.

Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Man waits with dachshund in front of elevator in the lobby [photograph taken for story concerning "local color" of Conference on International Organization].
Commemorative Stamp -- United Nations Conference on International Organization (May 01, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77885.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of stamp commemorating founding of the United Nations.

United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Fairmont Hotel (May 01, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77885.02-08]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note


BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77885.09]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chinese delegates Dr. Sze Alfred Sao-Ke, Chun-Mai Carson Chang, Hu Lin, Wu Yi-Fang, Wei Tao-Ming... hold press conference.


Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Opera House (May 02, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77886.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairman Jan Christiaan Smuts of South Africa shown with Senator Henry Rolin of Belgium, Carraciolo Parra Perez of Venezuela, and Trygve Lie of Norway.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Iroquois Indian Confederacy of Canada -- United Nations Conference on International Organization (May 04, 1945)</strong></td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 100, [77887.05]</td>
<td>Chief Angus Horn of Six Nation Iroquois Confederacy speaks to Peter McLean during visit to school; taken at Saint Phillip's School, Elizabeth and Diamond Streets [Angus Horn acting as observer of Conference on International Organization].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77887.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commissar Vyacheslav Molotov and Averill Harriman, US ambassador to Russia, visit Kaiser Shipyards (Richmond, Calif.?) and speak with Bob Livesey.

Honorary Degrees -- United Nations Delegates on International Organization -- UC Berkeley (May 04, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77887.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77887.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77887.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77887.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius speaks at press conference.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77888.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commissar Vyacheslav Molotov shakes hands and toasts with labor leader Harry Bridges at reception for Molotov. Interpreter Pavlov and Professor Holland Roberts also shown.
Surrender of Germany -- United Nations Peace Conference on International Organization -- Hotel St. Francis (May 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77888.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Charges de Affaires Georges Bidault, Admiral Fenard, General Alphone Juin, Francois Billoux, and Joseph Paul-Boncour of France celebrate the end of World War Two in Europe.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77888.03-05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77888.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of former Ambassador Constantin A. Fotich of Yugoslavia, recalled from United States when Yugoslavia formed new government.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77888.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John H. O'Connell, Bob Watt, and President William Green of the American Federation of Labor give interview to press.

National Broadcast -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Opera House (May 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77888.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Speech of George VI -- United Nations Conference on International Organization (May 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77888.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden and Clement Atlee of Great Britain listen with Ellen Wilkinson, Florence Horsburgh, and George Tomlinson to radio broadcast the speech of George VI, King of Great Britain. Taken at the Mark Hopkins Hotel.
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77888.10-11]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77888.12]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Chairman Alberto Lleras Camargo of the Regional Affairs Committee of the Conference on International Organization, gives report [Albert Lleras Camargo is also head of Columbian delegation].

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77889.01]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Mrs. L. Schwabacher, Carlos Salamanca, Mrs. Mark Elworthy, Joaquin Aqueverre, Julio Geurora... attend luncheon given in honor of delegation from Brazil.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77889.02]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden of Great Britain gives press conference.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77889.03]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Group picture of George Tomlinson and labor delegation of Great Britain. Taken at the Mark Hopkins Hotel.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77889.04-06]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

Diplomat of Cuba -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Hotel St. Francis (May 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77889.07]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Doctor Guillermo Belt reads telegram.
Chaldean Syrian Church of the East -- United Nations Conference on International Organization (May 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77889.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
His Holiness Mar Eshai Shimun, twenty-third patriarch of the Chaldean Syrian Church of the East, holds press conference at the Richelieu Hotel.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77890.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Chairman Peter Fraser [Prime Minister of New Zealand], gives press conference for Commission Two of Committee Four.

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
ROTC (Reserve Officers' Training Corps) members raise flags [of different nations] before City Hall (neighborhood). Mayor Roger Lapham, Dewey Mead, Thomas Brooks, and Colonel Thomas G. Bond of ROTC watch ceremony [negative missing].

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77890.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Press representatives tour fourth floor of Veterans' Building; meet Virginia Spalding in mimeograph room and Katherine Fairley.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77890.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
John Sofianopoulos and Thanassis Aghnides of Greece give progress report for Committee Three of Conference on International Organization [structure and procedure committee].

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77890.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Ambassador to US Oscar Ibarra Garcia, Rear Admiral Alberto D. Brunet, Ambassador to Great Britain Angel Carcano, Brigadier General Juan Carlos Bassi, and Secretary General Adolfo Scilingo give press conference.
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77890.06]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Henry Bonnet, San Francisco Consul Jacques Baeyens of France, and French Minister of Public Health Francois Billoux say goodbye to Charges de Affaires George Bidault as he prepares to leave San Francisco.

Delegation from Philadelphia -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- City Hall (May 18, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77890.07]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77890.08]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
US State Department interpreter Guillermo Suro and Foreign Minister Camilo Ponce Enriquez of Ecuador give press conference.

Philippines -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Civic Auditorium (May 18, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77890.09]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Brigadier General Carlos P. Romulo of the Philippines speaks to students. Views of crowd in auditorium.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77890.10-12]  
Physical Description: 9 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Photographs of Latin American "beauties," including: Senora Guillermo Belt, Graciela Guerra, Maria Rosa Pareja, Lola Gantotena de Ponce, Celua Ramirez Esparza, Berta De Lleras, Lola De Gori, Regina Grau, Maria Mercedes C. De Toriello, Rosine Carcano Jr., and Stella Carcano; taken at the Saint Francis and Sir Francis Drake Hotels.

United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Opera House (May 19, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77890.13-18]  
Physical Description: 6 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Technical expert M.M. Korezky of the Soviet Union arrives with group of fifty such experts for United Nations Conference.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77890.20]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Peter Frazer of New Zealand reports to press.


Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Supervisor Dewey Mead and Mayor Roger Lapham observe new flags of nations belonging to the United Nations.


Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Boy scouts David Howell and Donald Lowart receive neckerchiefs from Mayor Roger D. Lapham, in honor of their duties during Conference on International Organization.

Democratic Leader -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (May 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77891.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reporter interviews Democratic leader James Farley.


Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Bernard Laport, Mrs. Seymour Owens, Lieutenant Colonel Ghaleb of Egypt, Mrs. William T. Hess, Lieutenant General Tu... socialize together.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77891.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Saudi Arabian delegates being received by Legion of Honor during reception in their honor.
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77891.04-05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sir A. Ramaswami Mudaliar, chairman of the Social and Economic Committee, gives report. Attorney General and Minister of External Affairs Herbert Vere Evatt of Australia speaks informally with journalists after giving committee report.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77891.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Amir Nawaf Ibn Abdul Aziz of Saudi Arabia gives autograph to Lin Abers of Fort Winfred Scott school. Interpreter Doctor Rashad Faroun also shown.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77891.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius broadcasts radio speech concerning Conference on International Organization.

British Reception -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (May 29, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77891.08-10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lord and Lady Halifax, Ann Farley, and James Farley greet one another at reception [given for or by?] Great Britain. Secretary of Foreign Affairs Ezequiel Padilla of Mexico and Mrs. Ezequiel Padilla greet Lord and Lady Halifax. Mrs. C.R. St. Albyn also shown.

General of Philippines -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Letterman Hospital (May 29, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77891.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Carlos P. Romulo of the Philippines visits wounded Filipino, Corporal Fred Arquillo. Nurse Lieutenant Rebecca Hoover also shown.


Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77891.13]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   French delegates visit blood bank. Mrs. Duncan Curry and Andrea Cadel shown.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77891.14]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Minister Shaikh Hafiz Wahba of Saudi Arabia speaks with President Ronald E. Kaehler of the San Francisco Stock Exchange.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77891.15]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

Press Conference -- United Nations -- British Information Service (June 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77892.01]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Major O.B. Rooney gives press conference at 391 Sutter Street.

Delegation of Denmark -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Whitcomb Hotel (June 06, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77892.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Henrik Kauffman, Dr. Erik Huseeldt, and Professor Harvig Frisch of Denmark pose for group photo [one negative badly damaged].

Unknown Soldier -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- National Cemetery (June 06, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77892.03]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Joseph Paul-Boncour and Admiral Raymond Fenard of France place wreath at tomb of the unknown soldier in the Presidio of San Francisco.

Delegate of Greece -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (June 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77892.04]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Inspector Frank Murphy and Francis X. LaTulippe hold "mysterious" boxes of glazed fruit left for Greek delegate by unknown soldier.
United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Opera House (June 20, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77892.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note


Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note


Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
During final plenary session, delegates stand for vote to approve charter of the United Nations. Francisco Delgado of the Philippines speaks. Edward R. Stettinius receives charter resolution; with Guillermo Belt Ramirez of Cuba and Lord Halifax of Great Britain also shown.

President Harry S. Truman -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Hamilton Field (June 25, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77893.05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of President Harry S. Truman arriving in San Francisco. Arthur H. Vandenberg, Senator Tom Connally, Dean Virginia Gildersleeve, Representative Sol Bloom, and Governor Earl Warren also shown.


Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
President Truman's car arrives at Golden Gate Bridge. Crowds stand on top of street cars and along Market Street in anticipation of Truman's arrival. Harry Truman waves to crowd. View of crowds waving at Market and Montgomery Streets.


Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Aerial photographs of President Truman's parade up Market Street, taken from the eighth floor of the Palace Hotel.
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Reception for US President -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Fairmont Hotel (June 26, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77893.12-14]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of crowds and motorcade as President Harry S. Truman arrives at the Fairmont Hotel (neighborhood). Brigadier General Harry Vaughan, presidential aid Paul Verdier, Captain James K. Vardaman of the US Navy, Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius Jr... shown at reception for Harry S. Truman. President Truman greets Mrs. Henry Potter Russell at reception.

US President -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Civic Center (June 26, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77893.15]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Esther Woodruff, Louise Barbara, Angela and Marcia, Mrs. William Janos... wait with crowd of people awaiting arrival of President Harry S. Truman at the United Nations Conference on International Organization.

US President -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Opera House (June 26, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77893.16-17]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Harry S. Truman and Secretary of State Edward R. Stettinius address delegates.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77893.18-19]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of State Edward Stettinius Jr. signs United Nations Charter with President Harry S. Truman at his side. Senator Thomas Connally also shown. View of ceremony as US signs charter.

President Harry S. Truman -- Travel in California (June 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77893.20]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of President Harry S. Truman travelling aboard train; speaking at graduation ceremony at UC Berkeley, and speaking from train in Sacramento. Mayor Belle Coolidge of Sacramento, Charles Ross, reporter Fred Storm of the Call Bulletin, Emily Elizabeth Garlick, and James R. Garlick also shown.
President Harry S. Truman -- Travel in California (June 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77893.21]
Physical Description: 28 negatives
Scope and Content Note

President Harry S. Truman -- Travel in California (June 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77893.22]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note

President Harry S. Truman -- Travel in California (June 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77893.23]
Physical Description: 37 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of President Harry S. Truman speaking to and interacting with crowd on and around train [on which he travelled] in Oakland. Views of Truman speaking at Golden Gate Park. Photographs of airplane aerial show above park. Photographs of crowd at Golden Gate Park (neighborhood). Pictures of Harry S. Truman speaking during graduation ceremonies at UC Berkeley. Mrs. Harry S. Truman and Margaret Truman also shown.

President Harry S. Truman -- Travel in California (June 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 101, [77893.24]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of President Harry S. Truman participating in graduation ceremonies at UC Berkeley; views of crowd at ceremony. Photograph of Harry S. Truman speaking at Golden Gate Park. Views of crowd at park (neighborhood).

President Harry S. Truman -- Golden Gate Park (June 13, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77893.25]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of President Harry S. Truman speaking at Golden Gate Park (cityscapes). Photograph of crowd at park.

President Harry S. Truman -- Leaving San Francisco (June 13, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77893.26]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
President Harry S. Truman waves from departing train as he leaves San Francisco.
President Harry S. Truman -- City Hall (September 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77893.27]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Harry S. Truman speaks in front of City Hall. Dewey Mead and George T. Davis also shown.

President Harry S. Truman -- Oakland (September 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77893.28]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Harry S. Truman speaks to crowd near train station in Oakland (neighborhood). Mrs. Harry S. Truman and Margaret Truman also shown.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77894.01-02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Dr. V.K. Wellington Koo of China signing United Nations Charter; with other members of the Chinese delegation standing behind him. View of crowd at signing ceremony.

Final Meeting -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- Veterans' Building (June 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77894.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Hsu Mo, Doctor Leo Pasvolsky, Alger Hiss, and Foreign Minister Herbert V. Evatt of Australia shown at final meeting of the Conference on International Organization.

United Nations Charter -- Veterans Building (June 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77894.04]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- United Nations Conference on International Organization -- City Hall (June 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77894.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alger Hiss presents Mayor Roger Lapham with a resolution praising him for his work in hosting the Conference on International Organization.

Foreign Minister of Australia -- Commercial Club Luncheon (December 06, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77894.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Foreign Minister Herbert V. Evatt speaks at Commercial Club Luncheon.
United Nations -- Palace Hotel (November 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77895.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Doctor Henry F. Grady, Mayor Roger Lapham, and Walter A. Haas examine map of San Francisco. View of crowd at meeting concerning "United Nations Fight" [possibly a reference to the process of site selection for a permanent home for the United Nations?].

United Nations Conference Committee (December 07, 1945 - December 17, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77895.02-03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Supervisor Jesse Colman and Walter Haas of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce disembark airplane after return from United Nations confabulation in London; taken at San Francisco Airport. Portraits of Henry F. Grady taken after his return from United Nations meeting; taken at 331 California Street.

Returned Prisoners of War -- Philippines -- US Navy Receiving Hospital (April 03, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77905.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Chief Machinists Mate Velt Hunter, serviceman liberated from prison in the Philippines.

False Report -- Surrender of Germany (April 28, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77905.02-06]

Physical Description: 17 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of crowds buying newspaper extra with headline, "Nazis Quit" [a false report], and celebrating on Market Street after hearing the news (neighborhood). Seaman Second Class Wilson Ervin and Mrs. Wilson Ervin shown. View of crowd in front of the Telenews Theatre as workers put up large sign on marquee stating "Nazis Quit." Views of area around newstand before and after extra edition appears; taken at Market and Fifth Streets. View of crowds near Pepsi-Cola Center.

World Charter Day -- United Nations -- War Memorial Opera House (June 26, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77905.07-08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Secretary General Trygve Lie of the United Nations speaks to crowd on World Charter Day.

United Nations -- Hotel St. Francis (November 20, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77905.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
John Peurifoy, special assistant to the Under Secretary of State and member of a United Nations subcommittee, eats breakfast.
### Site Selection -- United Nations Sub Committee (November 21, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77905.10-14]

**Physical Description:** 9 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

### Returned Prisoners of War -- Philippines (April 03, 1945 - April 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77906.01-04]

**Physical Description:** 6 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

### Newspaper Extra -- Surrender of Germany -- Bridge Terminal (May 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77907.01]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**
Newsboy Augie Meyer sells Call Bulletin newspapers announcing the "Unconditional Surrender" of Germany.

### Surrender of Germany (May 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77907.02-09]

**Physical Description:** 18 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
US War Manpower Commission -- Furniture Mart (May 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77908.01]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Brigadier General William C. Rose, Paul V. McNutt, Fay W. Hunter, and Sam Kagel
  attend meeting of commission.

Refugees from Philippines -- Pier Fifteen (May 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77908.02]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Roy C. Bennett, Sister Mary Una, Gerard, Maria Louisa Martinez, and Florence
  Martinez return from Philippines.

High Commissioner of Philippines -- Hotel St. Francis (November 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77908.03]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Paul V. McNutt shakes hands with High Commissioner Frank N. Belegrano.

Returned Prisoner of War (May 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77908.04-05]
  Physical Description: 21 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photographs of Gertrude Hornbostel, Major Hans Hornbostel [serviceman returned
  from Philippines prison camp], Doctor J.C. Geiger, and Jim Chestnut [no other
  information given]; taken at the Stewart Hotel in Mill Valley. Photographs of
  Gertrude Hornbostel, Major Hans Hornbostel, J.C. Geiger, and Jim Chestnut at San
  Francisco Hospital [photographer indicates that photographs are for the “leper
  story”].

Civilians from Philippines -- Pier Fifteen (May 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77908.06]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  View of boat with civilians returning from the Philippines. Corporal Cletus W.
  Johnson, Colonel Carroll Harris, Gerry-Ann Sherk, and David Sherk shown.

Prisoners of War -- Philippines (May 10, 1945 - May 11, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77908.07-09]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Returned prisoner of war Humphrey O'Leary departs from army transport aboard
  stretcher. Roberta, Jean, Tommy, Harry, Mrs. George Robinson... and rest of family
  formerly imprisoned in Philippines look over railing of transport ship. Corporal
  Cletus Johnson eats dinner with Ladonna Marie Johnson, Katherine Ann Johnson,
  Harry Johnson, Ladonna Johnson... at 135 Albion Street.
Returned Prisoners of War -- Philippines (May 15, 1945 - May 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77908.10-14]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
John Todd, prisoner of war returned from Santo Tomas, stands with Esther Todd, Virginia Todd, Josephine Todd, and John Todd, Jr. in lobby of the David Hotel. Portrait of William Donald, prisoner released from Santo Tomas; taken at Pier Fifteen. John Todd poses for photo with family at 205 Third Street. Photograph of Mr. and Mrs. George H. Bissinger, relatives of former prisoner Ken Ehrman; taken at Pier Seven. Photographs of Mrs. Harry Koons, William Koons, and Mrs. Philip Coxon of the American Red Cross.

Returned Prisoners of War -- Philippines (May 16, 1946 - July 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77908.15-22]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Fritz N. Carpentier, friend of returned prisoner of war Major Hans G. Hornbostel. Hans G. Hornbostel talks to reporter. Robert Murphy, a friend of Hans G. Hornbostel's son, shown in the uniform of a Philippine's guerrilla. Copies of photographs showing Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hornbostel and their daughter Elizabeth Horbostel [taken for "leper story"]. Major Hans Hornbostel shakes hands with Doctor J.C. Geiger before he departs on train from the Southern Pacific Depot with his wife. William "Sandy" Stewart eats his first ice cream cone; with Gertrude Stewart also shown. Major Hans Hornbostel greets grandson William Stewart at gangplank as he arrives for visit from Philippines; taken at Pier Thirty-one. Gertrude Stewart also shown.

Missionaries in Philippines (June 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77909.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Erle Rounds with his wife and son [missionaries killed by Japanese].

Discharged Veterans -- Pier Seven (June 05, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77909.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Master Sergeant Murl Wayt and Private First Class Walter Socha, servicemen who returned from the South Pacific after discharge from US Army.

Chaplain -- Letterman Hospital (June 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77909.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Captain Charles L. Forsyth, Catholic chaplain that lost leg, lays in hospital bed.

Japanese Weaponry -- World War Two (June 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77909.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing the explosion from a Japanese pill box on Iwo Jima.
**Pin-Up Girl Contest -- US Navy (June 05, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77910.01-05]  

**Physical Description:** 14 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Pictures of Mary Walker and Nancy L. Yeager, contestants in the pin-up girl contest; taken at the Appraisers Building. Corporal Martha Lane talks to Sergeant Mary Alford. Portraits of Lieutenant Margaret Hitchcock taken on Treasure Island. View of contestants lined up. Ezio Pinza pins corsage on winner Margaret Hitchcock at the Civic Auditorium. Copies of photographs showing Margaret Hitchcock.

**War Time Poster (July 02, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77911.01]  

**Physical Description:** 1 negative  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Photograph of war time poster advising people not to travel during their vacations.

**Frozen Milk (July 13, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77911.02]  

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Madeline Rattaro holds cartons of milk that have been frozen for shipment to the South Pacific. Taken at 1325 Potrero Avenue.

**Press Conference -- Royal Navy of Great Britain -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (July 25, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77911.03]  

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Sir James F. Somerville speaks at press conference.

**Correspondents -- Call Bulletin (July 26, 1945 - July 28, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77911.04-05]  

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Portraits of correspondents Lee Van Atta and Lee Carson.

**School of the Theatre -- G.I. Training Schools (June 29, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77912.01]  

**Physical Description:** 1 negative  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Inspector Ruth Skipper watches as William A. Hewitt puts on makeup.

**Japanese Fire Bomb (July 04, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77912.02]  

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Fireman Al Ebneter shows the remains of a suspected Japanese fire bomb to Inspector Ed Maher. Taken at the Ingleside Firehouse.
Registration -- US Veterans -- University of San Francisco (February 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77912.03-04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Raymond I. McGrorey [chaplain and student counselor], confers with veterans Gerald Goulet, John Lepurn, Jack M. Bushnell, Paul Revel, Aidan Finn, and Charles de Lorimer. View of veterans registering for spring classes. Veteran Paul B. Fisher, Professor M.J. Quinlan, Reverend Raymond T. Feely, Lorraine Harrington of the registrars office, Professor Frederick Breier... attend registration.

Education -- US Veterans -- San Francisco Junior College (January 28, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77912.05]
Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of veterans attending classes and going through day at college. Remigio E. Archuletta Jr. of the US Navy, Victor Hancock of the US Air Force, Jo Ann Hancock, Robert J. Duncan of the US Marine Corps, Lee G. Kearney of the US Army... shown.

Education -- US Veterans -- UC Berkeley (February 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77912.06-09]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of female veterans attending college. Photographs of Sather Tower (the Campanile), View of campus and Berkeley from Sather Tower (cityscapes). Private First Class Agnes Dykzenl, Helen Saunders, Georgiana Carlton, Jean Weatherbee, Jane Deeble... walk in group before the Sather Tower [women are veterans attending classes at UC Berkeley]. Photographs of veterans riding bicycles on campus and studying in the UC library. Doctor William G. Dauben assists veterans in chemistry class. Miriam Cross shown with bicycle. Teacher Edwin Webber instructs class in Spanish language.

Education -- US Veterans -- Mills College (February 19, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 102, [77912.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of female veterans attending college. Julie Free, Joan McCagg, Gordon Smith, Patricia Cox, Marian Sanborg, and Joan Bromley gather around piano instructor Henry Holt. Elizabeth McAlpine, Nancy Butts... also shown.

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Pharmacist's Mate First Class Donald T. Briggs attends to Chrystal Emmett at Central Emergency Hospital [no date given].

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.02-06]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Images of worshipers at Old St. Mary's Church on V-J Day. Mrs. F. Citraro, Harriet Haley, Katherine Smith, Genevieve LeLenak, Mary Ellen Smith, Mrs. B.H. Smith, and Corporal Frances Cofer of the US Marines shown [no date given].
V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.07]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  D.W. Sutton, Mrs. John Wheeler, Kay English, Mrs. Walter M. Cochrane, W.O. Faylen... listen to radio on V-J Day. Taken in front of the Russ Building [no date given].

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.08-09]
  Physical Description: 12 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Crowds on street celebrate US victory over Japan [no date given]. Taken on Montgomery Street and Market Street.

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.10]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Marie Walsh, Mrs. E.L. Collins, and Mrs. S. Morales pray at St. Patrick's Church.

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.11]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Sailor and small boy, James DeLauva, sleep in front of Grays Clothing Store at 902 Market Street after celebrations.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.12-13]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of damage to property during enacted during victory celebration. Toppled flower stand on Powell Street shown (neighborhood). Manager G.H. Maisels surveys vandalized liquor store at 900 Market Street. Sailors examine broken liquor store window at 301 Kearney Street. Military police stand by Grays store window at Market and Mason street. Seaman Second Class Evry Earl Hensley, Seaman Walter Dodge, and Seaman Second Class Jimmy J. Kees sit in window of Margaret Burnham's candy store.

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.14]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Bobbie Killen and student Nurse Lois Bickle shown with baby, Victor James Killen, born on V-J Day. Taken at Franklin Hospital.

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.15]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Doctor J.C. Geiger talks to J.C. Deramus and Robert L. Chaves at hospital.
V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.16-21]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Soldiers on their way to Fort Ord shown at the Maritime Building at Geary and Polk Streets. Seaman First Class Jim Doyle, Seaman First Class Bob White, Seaman Third Class Bill Walsh, J.B. Mattson, Mrs. H.B. Jones... make toasts at the Alvarado Bar [inside the El Cortez Hotel]. Yee Woh, Violet Wong, and others in Chinatown get news of Japan's surrender (neighborhood). Commuting workers wave to camera at Moore Shipyard. Private First Class Marion Escobar, J.S. Summer, Seaman Second Class Shirley Smith, Leonard Allen, Mrs. Paul Miller... read news of Japanese surrender at the bus depot at Fifth [street?] and Mission Street.

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.22]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Angelina Mantia, Alfonzia Tomasello, Rose Canella, and Rose Lomonaco pray before shrine at the Immaculate Conception Church at 3255 Folsom Street.

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.23]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Servicemen celebrate in the "first of a series of wild celebrations." Taken at Market Street and Mason and Powell Streets.

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.24]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Mass at St. Patrick's Church and Old St. Mary's Church.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.25-26]

Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.27]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Police, Shore Patrol, and US Army Military Police units make "concentrated drive on celebrating servicemen." View of barricade at Eddie and Mason Streets (neighborhood).
V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.28]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.29]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View showing crowd celebrating victory over Japan in New York City's Times Square.

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.30]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Charles Dullea, Lieutenant Colonel Arthur P. McGee, Rear Admiral Wright, Mayor Roger Lapham, and Major General Willis Hale discuss San Francisco riots at City Hall.

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.31]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Doctor John Caruthers, chaplain from the Oklahoma (ship), prays at Old St. Mary's Church [no date given].

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.32-34]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (August 20, 1945 - August 28, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.35]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of truck being loaded at Fifth Street? and Mission Street [with caption on sleeve station "Army Military Police threaten photographers; taken from A.P. Newsroom 'Big Bertha'"].
**V-J Day -- Japanese Surrender (September 04, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77914.36]

*Physical Description:* 3 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*
Charles W. Meighan, a civilian ship fitter, addresses large group of assembled sailors, waves, and marines at Treasure Island. Commodore R.W. Cary also shown.

---

**Cyclotron -- UC Berkeley (August 06, 1945 - August 08, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.01-05]

*Physical Description:* 16 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*

---

**Prisoners of War (September 04, 1945 - September 05, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.06-07]

*Physical Description:* 5 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*
Doctor Nicholas Mescheriakoff looks at pictures of his wife and children Militsa and Tomislav, released from prison in Japan. Copies of photographs showing Tomislav Mescheriakoff, Militsa Mescheriakoff, and Mrs. Nicholas Mescheriakoff.

---

**Observer -- Atomic Bombing of Japan (September 13, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.08]

*Physical Description:* 4 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*
Interview with Doctor Luis W. Alvarez, observer of the atomic bombing of Japan. Taken at UC Berkeley.

---

**News Conference -- Atomic Bomb (December 31, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.09]

*Physical Description:* 3 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*
Doctor J. Robert Oppenheimer, director of the Los Alamos Laboratory, and Doctor Raymond T. Birge of the UC Berkely Physics Department hold press conference concerning the atomic bomb in the UC News Service Office.

---

**Merit Award -- Atomic Bomb (March 22, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.10]

*Physical Description:* 2 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*
Major General Leslie R. Groves pins medal on Doctor Ernest O'Lawrence, commending him for the atomic bomb. Doctor Gordon Sproul looks on. Taken at UC Berkeley.
Atomic Age Forum -- San Francisco Airport (April 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Harold C. Urey and C.A. Wells of the Atomic Age Forum shown.

Interview -- Atomic Bomb Commission -- Crocker Building (April 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Interview with John Parks Davies.

Atomic Bomb Test (May 23, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.13]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Alexander Thorrington, Colonel Stafford Warren, Captain Robert Parsons, Lieutenant Commander Malcolm Blue, Lieutenant John J. Flaherty... [officers connected with atomic tests on the Bikini Islands], shown aboard the Haven (ship).

Animals -- Atomic Bomb Test (June 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.14]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Servicemen load animals onto the Burleson (ship), to be taken to the Bikini Islands for atomic bomb test.

Communications Ship -- Atomic Bomb Test (June 10, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.15]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jim Chestnut, William Ridel, J.C. Anderson, Harry Payne, and William E. Eadelis shown aboard the Appalachian [ship to be taken to the Bikini Islands for atomic bomb testing]. Taken at Oakland Naval Supply Base.

Atomic Bomb Test (June 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.16]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of the Panamint (ship) setting sail for atomic bomb testing in the Bikini Islands. Major General Fisher Hou, Chinese Attache, and Chung Yao Chao shown aboard ship.
Atomic Bomb Test (June 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.17-20]

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Atomic Bomb Test (June 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.21]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Seamen return from atomic bomb testing in the Bikini Islands. Commander Captain R.D. Williams and Commander L.C. Mabley of the Sevier (ship) shown. Taken at Pier Seven.

Trygve Lie (June 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.22]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Trygve Lie of the United Nations stands with Mayor Roger Lapham.

Scientists -- Atomic Bomb Test (August 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.23]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Scientists Simon Alexandrov and M.C. Mescheryakov of Russia, Parliament members Frank Beswick and A.H. Noble of Great Britain, Major A.H. Noble of the Netherlands... gather at the Hotel Whitcomb.

Atomic Bomb Test (August 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.24-25]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Doctor R.R. Newell, a Professor of Radiology at Stanford Medical School and his son, Seaman First Class Allen Newell, shown at Pier Seven after returning aboard the Henrico (ship) from atomic bomb testing in the Bikini Islands. Views of the Henrico (ship).

Test for Radioactivity -- Atomic Bomb (September 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.26]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of the Laffey (ship) taken during tests for radioactivity. Doctor F.H. Rodenbaugh and Lieutenant W.A. Chadbourn test hull of ship for radioactivity.
Ship Wreck -- Half Moon Bay (September 13, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.27]
Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Images of stranded ship and men. Motor Machinist's Mate John Rueber, Lieutenant Clyde Bailey, R.H. Peterson, and Lieutenant Clyde Bailey shown [apparently had some relation to testing in the Bikini Islands].

Survivors from Hiroshima -- Atomic Bomb (November 14, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.28]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Cyclotron Inspectors -- Berkeley Station (November 18, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.29]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
J.A. Derry, Henry Hoagland, Representative Carl T. Durham, Senator Richard B. Russell, and Doctor Donald Cooksey arrive to inspect the cyclotron ["atom smasher"] at UC Berkeley.

Atomic Bomb Test (June 10, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77915.30]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group photo of journalists gathered for tour of the Appalachian (ship), a press and communications ship bound for atomic bomb testing in the Bikini Islands. Radio operators shown aboard ship.

Relatives -- Prisoners of War (September 04, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77916.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. E.P. King, Mrs. J.R. Weaver, Mrs. William T. Sharp, Mrs. George Kelly, Mrs. W.E. Brougher... relatives of prisoners of war held by Japan, gather at the Hotel St. Francis.

Aviation -- Japan (September 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77916.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing balloons in Japan [photographer notes that these negatives had been previously unrevealed because of military censorship].

General Jonathan Wainwright (September 05, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77917.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy photograph showing General Jonathan Wainwright.
**Major Albert Braun (August 31, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77917.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Copy photograph showing Major Albert Braun.

**Prisoners of War Return (September 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77917.03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Images of returning prisoners of war [no names or date given].

**Prisoners of War Return -- Hotel St. Francis (September 06, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77917.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Photographs of A.C. Tisdelle, former prisoner of war.

**Prisoners of War Return -- Oakland Airport (September 07, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77917.05-09]

Physical Description: 28 negatives

Scope and Content Note

**Prisoners of War Return -- Hamilton Field (September 07, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77917.10]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Former prisoners of war General E.B. King Jr., General Lough, General Weaver, and General Brougher stand for group photo. Lieutenant J.G. Betty Campbell, Mrs. Weaver... also shown.

**Prisoners of War Return -- Hamilton Field (September 08, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77917.11]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
General Jonathan Wainright returns from Tokyo. Shown with his sister Mrs. Frederick Mears and Captain Jonathan Wainright. View of crowd in background.

**Immigration Inspector -- Hamilton Field (September 08, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77917.12]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Immigration inspector A.J. Borstadt checks in Clayton Knight.
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)  
Military, War, Wartime, etc.

Prisoners of War Return -- Hamilton Field (September 08, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [77917.13]  
   Physical Description: 3 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  
   General Jonathan Wainwright and his chief of staff Brigadier General L.C. Beebe disembark plane. Mrs. Frederick Mears also shown.

Victory Parade -- Returning Prisoners of War (September 09, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77917.14-16]  
   Physical Description: 27 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  

Prisoners of War Return -- Hamilton Field (September 11, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77917.17]  
   Physical Description: 2 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  
   Lieutenant Colonel A. Peterson greeted by wife and daughter Ann Peterson. Colonel C.A. Selleck greeted by wife and daughter Gertrude Selleck.

Press Conference -- General Jonathan Wainwright (December 02, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77917.18]  
   Physical Description: 3 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  
   General Wainwright holds press conference upon visit to San Francisco.

Prisoners of War Return -- Oakland Airport (September 10, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77918.01-02]  
   Physical Description: 4 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  

Prisoners of War Return -- Hamilton Field (September 11, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77918.03-04]  
   Physical Description: 5 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  
Prisoners of War Return -- Oakland Airport (September 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77918.05]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group photo of returned prisoner of war Lieutenant Colonel Boyington's former flight squadron, the Black Sheep 214th Marine Fighter unit. First Lieutenant F.S. [Loech?], Captain S.S. Sims, Captain B.J. Matheson, Captain W.N. Case, Major S.R. Bailey, and others.

Prisoners of War Return -- Alameda Naval Air Station (September 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77918.06-07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former prisoner of war Lloyd Scruggs greeted by his brother E.C. Scruggs and sister-in-law Patricia Scruggs. Group photo of merchant seamen liberees just arrived from German and Japanese internment camps [no names given].

Prisoners of War Return -- Hamilton Field (September 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77918.08]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General George Parker with Mrs. Parker. Colonel Charles Steel, Mrs. Steel, and Sergeant Nick Cristiano.

Prisoners of War Return (September 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77919.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Captain Jacob A.T. Olsen with Captain Martin Randeberg.

Prisoners of War Return -- Oakland Airport (September 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77919.02]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former prisoners of war from Wake Island return. Lieutenant Colonel James P. Devereux, Captain Herbert C. Freuler, Lucille Freuler, John Freuler, Suzanne Freuler, and Commander Jack McDowell.

Prisoners of War Return -- Hamilton Field (September 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77919.03-09]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prisoners of War Return -- San Francisco Airport (September 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77919.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pan American Airlines employees return from Japanese prison camp. Shirley Zettek, Mrs. H.N. Penning, Everett H. Penning, Mrs. Max Brodofsky, Max Brodofsky, and others.

Parade -- Returning Prisoners of War (September 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77919.11-13]
Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Parade for former prisoners of war at Market Street and Civic Center (neighborhood). Views of parade from the corner of Montgomery and Market Streets. Crocker First National Bank Building, Wells Fargo, and Union Trust Bank Building shown. Staff Sergeant John B. Dick speaks to crowd at Civic Center.

Louis John Bachleder [sic] Scott -- Pier Seven (September 02, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77920.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Images of Louis John Bachleder [sic] Scott, four year old child.

Veterans Return -- Pier Seven (September 03, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77920.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Romulo Paul and Betty Samsel, a woman that almost fell in bay catching Japanese flag from sailor.

Veteran Returns -- Pier Thirty (September 06, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77920.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Cartoonist Clyde Lewis aboard ship Matsonia returning from service in Honolulu.

Servicemen from Great Britain -- Hamilton Field (September 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77920.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group portraits of Major Henry Lawton and other British soldiers on their way to join General MacArthur's forces.

Veterans Return -- Pier Fifteen (September 14, 1945 - September 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77920.05-07]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Veterans Return -- Pier Seven (September 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77920.08-09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
SP First Class Johnny Mize, former member of the New York Giants baseball team, talks with Technical Sergeant Henry Walker. Returning servicemen shown aboard the Johnson (ship).

Returning Veterans and War Brides -- Pier Fifteen (September 23, 1945 - September 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77920.10-12]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Veterans Return -- Pier Fifteen (September 26, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77920.13-15]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Images of the Brazil (ship) coming into pier with servicemen aboard. Captain Beverly P. Farren reunites with Mr. and Mrs. Eli T. Wallen. Women wait to greet returning soldiers.

War Brides -- Southern Pacific Oakland Pier (October 03, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77920.16-17]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of "angry war brides." Flight Lieutenant Charles Tandy, Mrs. Tandy, Marian Brown, Mrs. Robert Kerr, Reggie Sprague Jr., and others. Susan Best, Judith Robertson, Genevieve and Susan Best, Renee Serveau, Lieutenant J. Campbell, and others at the Oakland Pier and on ferry.

Return to Standard Time (September 28, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77921.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tommie Lassiter and Ruby Casey pose with clocks to illustrate San Francisco's return to Standard Time.

Crew -- President Harrison (ship) (October 23, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77921.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Engine Department men from the President Harrison (ship) talk to acting secretary Gus Oldenberg of the Marine Firemen Union at 58 Commercial Street.
Monterey (ship) -- Pier Thirty (November 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77921.03]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of Monterey (ship) coming into dock.

Joseph A. Meissinger -- Hamilton Field (November 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77921.04]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Photographs of Joseph A. Meissinger, the "Butcher of Warsaw."

Protesters -- Consulate of the Netherlands -- Mills Building (November 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77921.05]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Civilians picket the consulate to protest Dutch treatment of people of Indonesia and the East Indies (social protests, labor?).

Veterans Return -- Otto Mears (ship) -- Pier Forty-five (November 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77921.06]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

War Crimes (December 03, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77921.07-08]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   John Darsey, Valentine Hammack, and Joseph Keenan of the War Crimes Committee pose for photos at the Mark Hopkins Hotel. Court Reporter Ann Burns [reporter to the War Crimes Tribunal?] poses for photographs at City Hall.

Protesters -- Consulate of the Netherlands (January 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77921.09]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Protesters from the Congress of Industrial Organizations demanding freedom for Indonesia, picket the Dutch consulate and march down Market Street (labor, social protests).

Veterans Return -- Pier Fifteen (December 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77922.01]
   Physical Description: 8 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Veterans return home aboard the ferry boat Ernie Pyle (ship).
Veterans Return -- General William Mitchell (ship) (December 11, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77922.02]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Interview -- British Information Service (December 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77922.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Interview with General Francis H.N. Davidson at 391 Sutter Street.

Veterans Return -- Pier Forty-five (December 17, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77922.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Veterans Return -- Pier Forty-five (December 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77922.05-10]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Staff Sergeant Robert Rigby, Staff Sergeant Robert Deaton, Corporal Harrison Lee Hill, Private First Class Joe Roberts, Corporal Emerson Baylor, and other veterans, forced to remain in San Francisco because of lack of transportation during Christmas time, stand on deck of the Santa Monica (ship). Mrs. M. Wolf of the Red Cross motor corps offers bags of nuts to returning enlisted men and officers. Photo of poker game on board the Santa Monica (ship). Staff Sergeant Leo Hewett and Sergeant Richard Beletske. Staff Sergeant Glenn W. Nelson, Corporal Arthur B. Moon, Staff Sergeant William D. Harris, and Private First Class Kenneth B. Cole [showing leave passes?] to Military Policeman James Morgan. Afro-American Sergeant Walter Spencer, Staff Sergeant N.N. Peckman, Staff Sergeant Robert Niditch, Private First Class Everett P. Berkeley, Robert Behrens, and others write and read at Western Union office.

Entertainment -- Returning Veterans -- Pier One (December 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77922.11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Veterans Depart -- Oakland Airport (December 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77922.12]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Veterans leave on last leg of journey home.
Veterans Return -- Pier Fifteen (December 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77922.13]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Monterey (ship) arrives with 4500 troops. Weir B. McManus dresses as Santa Claus to welcome servicemen.

Damaged Ship -- Fort Mason (December 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77922.14]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Corporal Carl E. Olson stands by broken piston aboard the Imperial (ship).

Veteran Returns -- Pier Fifteen (December 31, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77922.15]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal William J. Winkleman becomes last serviceman to arrive in the United States from the Pacific in 1945.

Japanese Submarine Commander -- Pier Thirty-eight (January 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77923.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Japanese submarine commander Iko Hashimoto arrives to testify in the trial of an American captain. [Possibly Mochitsura Hashimoto, commander of the submarine that sank the Indianapolis (ship) in July 1945. Hashimoto testified in Washington at the court-martial of Captain Charles B. McVay, skipper of the Indianapolis.]

Correspondent -- Yamashita Trials (January 30, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77923.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bess Olds, correspondent to the Yamashita Trials in Tokyo, poses for photos on deck of the Kota Baros (ship).

Servicemen Return -- Monterey (ship) (January 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77924.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Servicemen return aboard the Monterey (ship).

Families -- Transportation to Hawaii -- Matsonia (ship) (January 23, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77924.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Families prepare to leave aboard the Matsonia (ship) for Hawaii. Mrs. Kenneth Klosson, Kurt, Karl, Kenneth Jr., and Klark Klosson, Mrs. Betty Greenwood, and others.
Mines Set Off (January 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77924.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mines in the San Francisco Bay being exploded. Views taken from Fort Barry.

Transportation to Hawaii -- Lurline (ship) -- Pier Thirty-eight (January 30, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77925.01-02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jean D. Knight, Mrs. R.O. Shoemaker, Mrs. Warren Wells, Mrs. Thomas Martin, and Mrs. Don Ackerman leave for Hawaii aboard the Lurline (ship). Nurses aid Beth Cutson and baby Larsen, Linda Scott, Mrs. Robert Scott, Susan Scott, and others shown on board the Lurline (ship).

Kota Baros (ship) (January 30, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77925.03-05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Carmen Barr, wife of the late Lieutenant Colonel Elvin Barr, stands with son "Junior." Mexican Consul Alfred Carmelo gathers for group photo with family members Angelita Carmelo, Susie Dizon, Leonora Carmelo, Senora Alfred Carmelo, and Conchita Carmelo aboard the Kota Baros (ship).

International Romance -- Kota Baros (ship) -- Pier Fifteen (January 30, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77925.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rice kiss aboard the Kota Baros (ship).

General Harry D.G. Crerar -- Army of Canada (February 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77926.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of General Harry D.G. Crerar of the First Canadian Army.

Veterans Return -- Matsonia (ship) -- Pier Twelve (February 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77926.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

War Brides from England (February 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77926.03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of English war brides with husbands and children. Mr. and Mrs. John P. Hauselt, Emmie Shapiro, Ella Beers, Mrs. Joan Shipstead, David Shipstead, and others.
Veterans Return -- Santa Maria (ship) (February 13, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77926.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Veterans stand on deck of the Santa Maria (ship) as they return from the Pacific Ocean.

Aviators from China -- Pier Seven (February 15, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77926.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chinese aviator Cadet Wu-Tze-Caik, Counsel General T.K. Chang and wife, Lieutenant Colonel P.C. Chang, Major T.H. Wu, Jennie Hong, and Aluira Leong.

Yugoslavian Doctor -- Hotel St. Francis (February 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77927.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Australian War Brides -- Monterey (ship) (March 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77927.01-02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Australian War Brides -- Mariposa (ship) (March 06, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 104, [77927.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of war brides and children. June Selir, Shirley Whitley, Mavis Rose, Patty Loorya, Jane Northcote, and others.

War Brides from Canada (March 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77928.01-05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Canadian war brides stand with Vancouver Red Cross officers at the Ferry Building. Mrs. Stanley Fawcus, Mrs. B.L. Hogg, Mrs. E. Martin, and "Buddy" Martin. Nurses aide Ruth Winter assists Jackie Walter. Doris Walter at Pier Twenty. Mrs. R.A. Wilson, Mrs. A.C. Brown, Patricia Jean Wilson, Dorothy Grace, and Mabel De Milo, mothers-in-law of Canadian war brides, at Ferry Building. Mrs. R. Gibson with baby Judy Gibson and Mrs. Horace Van Sicklen with baby at Pier Twenty. Flight Lieutenant Don Sinclair, Sue and Noreen Sinclair, Flight Officer Edward Barlow, and Jay Barlow [of New Zealand] pose for group photo.
Veterans Mail Souvenirs -- Pier Eighteen (March 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77928.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bruno F. Frugoli, A.J. Altonen, and Vincent Alcatraz load souvenir guns to be mailed

Australian War Brides (April 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77928.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of war brides with children and husbands. Marie Wells, Rose Marie Wells, Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Melina, Mr. and Mrs. Emil Isler, and Muriel Smith.

Welcome Home Program -- UC Berkeley Students (April 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77929.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Female students from UC Berkeley greet returning servicemen from the Cavanaugh (ship). Lieutenant Melvin B. Bentley, Barbara Lee, Captain C.L. Buork, Betty Rore, Barbara Arnold, and others. Views taken at foot of Hyde Street.

Australian War Brides (April 22, 1946 - April 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77929.02-05]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Jilted War Bride -- Pier Forty-five (April 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77929.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sybil Ingersol holds baby Patricia Ingersoll.

Monterey (ship) -- Pier Thirty-two (June 13, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77929.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Images of Monterey (ship) sailing from San Francisco. Mormon missionaries Mr. and Mrs. Raymond W. Miles walk up gang plank.
Australian War Brides -- Pier Forty-five (May 15, 1946 - June 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77930.01-06]

Scope and Content Note
Chief Machinist Mate Aubrey Hamlett stands with wife and daughter Mary Earle Hamlett. Jim V. Easterday with Beryl and Robert Easterday. War bride Grace Jarboe sits with children Michael and Diana. Australian war brides with children at 490 Gough Street [no names given]. Henry, Doris, and Thomas Fase stand by the Mariposa (ship).

Complaints About Conditions -- Australian War Brides -- David C. Sharks (ship) (June 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77930.07]

Scope and Content Note

Australian War Bride -- Pier Forty-five (July 19, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77931.02]

Scope and Content Note
Chandler Iverson Jr. greets wife from Adelaide, Australia. Janette Howard, Peggy Jewett, Joanne Howard, and others [two negatives missing].

Fiancée from New Zealand -- Pier Forty-five (July 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77931.03]

Scope and Content Note
Roy Gray, Joan Harvey, and Lieutenant Owen Walsh.

Fiancées from New Zealand (July 26, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77931.04]

Scope and Content Note

War Bride from New Zealand (July 31, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77931.05-06]

Scope and Content Note
Bride Lois Fortzer arrives with Elden C. Coombs for wedding at San Carlos Community Church. Minister Doctor H.J. Logan performs ceremony for Lois Fortzer and Robert Barnes. Scenes from reception at 461 Lincoln Street in Redwood City.

Prospective Brides -- Monterey (ship) (November 14, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77931.07-08]

Scope and Content Note
Noreen Dale with Lieutenant John Blalog. "Prospective brides" go through customs. Eileen Madden, Lillian Cooke, Ruth Dowling, Mary Williams, Mirelle Beitson, and others.
Luncheon -- Wounded Veterans -- Press Club (August 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77932.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Meeting -- Veterans Affairs -- Health Center (August 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77932.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Thomas J. Cross, Manager James W. Cowan of the Division of Service and Coordination of the State Department, Director Lawrence C. Stevens of State Veterans Affairs, and Major General Graves B. Erskine attend meeting.

Australian War Brides -- Marine Falcon (ship) (September 12, 1946 - September 13, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77932.03-06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joan Sewell sits with twin sons Shane and Ross. Group photo with Joan Hunter, Ailsa Patchett, Joyce Sigley, Margaret Ross, and Margaret Drake. Ann Labasso with son Michael and dog "Brutus." Patricia Cooper, Marie Stringer, Susan Ried, Dot. and Gaye Tolliver, Joan and Philomena Soper, and Eunice and Terry Hurley.

Amputees -- Avon Tidewater Associated Oil Company -- Refinery (September 16, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77932.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Images of amputees working at refinery. Alex Haluchak, Donald Cable, Ralph W. Smith Jr., and Vernon K. Stubblefield.

Amputees -- City Auditorium (September 28, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77932.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jessie B. Snider, Wilfred Gollnick, Stanley Del Adel, Hugh L. Richens, and Chester H. Rudel prepare to take ride in AWVS station wagon.

Blind Machinist -- Metal Masters (October 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77932.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Blind machinist Mario Gamarra, wounded during the Battle of the Bulge, operates lathe.

Custody Battle -- Australian War Bride (September 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77933.01-03]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Irene Saunders and Charles Saunders, both seeking custody of their daughter Christine, stand outside courtroom at 150 Otis Street. View of plaintiffs inside Juvenile Detention Home for custody hearing. Irene and Charles with baby.
English War Bride -- Gaylord Hotel (October 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77933.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tom Fogarty, veteran of two world wars, shown with wife Iris Fogarty of Great Britain.

Enlistment -- US Army (October 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77933.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel M.L. McCreary swears Ray A. Stull into the US Army, with crowd of young men waiting in background.

Philippine War Brides -- Republic (ship) -- Pier Forty-five (October 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77933.06-08]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of war brides from the Philippines taken aboard the ship Republic. Mrs. Leonor Nicholas, Victoria Estrada, Caridad Eala, Bill Bancroft, Dionisia Soriano, and others. Pictures of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Estrada, Pete Notario and Xenophona Notario, Aveline Reback, Mary B. Lagadon, and Modesta T. Mones. Views of the Republic (ship). Rose Holland and baby Bobby Jr.

Australian War Bride in Jail (September 21, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77933.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Irene Saunders held by police for removing her child from the jurisdiction of Illinois courts.

Chinese War Bride -- Marriage Bureau (January 24, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77934.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Clerk David E. Dunn signs up Hom Yiu Yat of China and Charles Joseph Yee.

POW Luncheon -- Marine Memorial Club (March 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77934.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of crowd at luncheon. Frank E. Wilson, Dorothy Thiele, Dan Rocklin, Mrs. Frank E. Wilson, Charles Stocking, and others.

War Bride -- San Francisco Municipal Airport (March 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77934.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
War bride Ireana de Maderios arrives from Czechoslovakia with twins. Stewardess Virginia Frock, Mrs. Ernest Olveira, and Helen Arnold also shown.
**War Brides (May 02, 1947)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77934.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. G. Heather Yeldham, who lost her fiance to an explosion in Texas, is comforted by war bride Margaret Moss. "Blue babies" [having congenital cyanosis] Marie Stewart and Roy Wayne James also shown en route to John Hopkins [Hospital?] in Baltimore.

**Courtmartial -- Presidio (July 21, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77934.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Defendant Lemas Woods, Jr. shown at courtmartial hearing with Lemas Woods, Sr. and Attorney Ernest Goodman. First Lieutenant Seth D. Finley [Afro-Americans], Lieutenant Colonel William Mantz, Colonel Charles H. Barnwell, and others.

**Recruiting Office -- US Army (July 28, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77934.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alison Dawson sits with husband Everett Dawson [two were married by proxy].

**Commanding General -- Sixth Army (June 19, 1947 - June 23, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77935.01-05]

Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Mark Clark, new commanding general for the Sixth Army, stands at entrance to the Presidio with Major General George Hayes (neighborhood). General Clark reviews troops with Lieutenant Colonel George Rigby. General Mark Clark, Mrs. Clark, Ann Clark, Representative John Keyes, and dog "Pal" shown at Oakland Mole and aboard the City San Francisco (train?). Acting Mayor Jesse Colman and Brigadier General John U. Calkins Jr. proclaim a "General Mark Clark Day" at City Hall. Jesse Colman and Supervisor Dan Gallagher greet General Clark at City Hall. General Clark speaks to large audience at the National Guard Armory. General Curtis Sullivan and Colonel Harold A. Meyer also shown.

**Gold Star Mother (August 08, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77935.06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pearl A. Caligari, Gold Star mother, with Elizabeth Schoites of the Netherlands, woman that tended a serviceman's grave. Taken at 1644 Lo Lomma Street.

**Australian Mother -- Marine Phoenix (ship) (August 23, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77935.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rose Manson, an Australian Mother who placed flowers on the graves of US servicemen, arrives from Ipswich, Australia.
German Bride -- Airport (September 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77935.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William J. Dubacher greets Christina Jurgensmann.

Generals -- US Army -- Presidio (October 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77935.09]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
General John C.H. Lee and General Mark Clark sit together with dog "Pal."

War Brides from China -- Marine Lynx (ship) -- Pier Forty-four (November 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77936.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Images of war brides from China with children and husbands. Father Albert Murphy, Quock Wong, Ronald Hoikan Wong, Fan Bong Chu, Howard Huson Chu, Mr. and Mrs. Yew Gong Tong.

Universal Military Training (December 03, 1947 - December 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77936.02-03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

United Service Organizations (December 19, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77936.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Representatives of the United Service Organizations [USO] are presented with certificates and diamond pins for services rendered. Dorothy Hastings, Jane Dalovich, and Father Eugene J. Shea.

Purple Heart Award -- Mayors Office (February 03, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77937.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vern S. White shows Mayor Elmer E. Robinson Purple Heart citation [citation belonging to Vern S. White or being awarded to Mayor Robinson?].

Awards -- Dutch War Aids -- Mills Building (February 10, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77937.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
War aids from the Netherlands receive medals in honor of services rendered. Doctor F.A. Van Woerden, Mrs. Henry Page, and Mrs. J. de Beus.
Homes of War Brides (March 04, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77937.03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Milou McNamara of Belgium shown with daughter Joan in home at 239 Garces Drive. Patricia Peterson of New Zealand with son Patrick at 3070 Jackson Street. Sheila Anderton of Australia with daughter Sheila at 339 Walnut Street.

Japanese Mines (March 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77937.04-06]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

American Relief for Germany -- City Hall (April 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77937.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Elfrieda Appelt, Jeannette Parker, and Anna Marie Petersen give tickets for German relief ball to Mayor Elmer Robinson.

United Nations Appeal for Children (April 14, 1948 - April 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77938.01-03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Japanese Mine (April 22, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77938.04]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Images of mine that washed up on the beach near Point Reyes. Reporter George Rhodes and photographer Lou Newfield of the Call Bulletin, Harry Flanigan, M.F. Walsh, W.A. Mayer, and J. Lake of the Coast Guard shown.

United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization -- Opera House (May 13, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77938.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reparations from Germany -- Pier Twenty-six (May 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77938.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Delftodyke (ship) from the Netherlands arrives with first shipment of German war reparations, an aluminum foil mill to be set up near San Jose. Views of crane unloading shipment.

Awards Ceremony (May 26, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77938.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Treason -- "Tokyo Rose" Case (September 17, 1948 - October 06, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77939.01-03]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witnesses arrive from Japan for the "Tokyo Rose" treason case. Yokio Irecia, Mary Ishii, Kenneth Ishii, Emi Matusaa, George Nakamoto, and others at San Francisco International Airport. "Tokyo Rose" Iva D'Aquino arrives. Trial witnesses Clark Lee and editor Harry T. Brundidge of "Cosmopolitan" pose for photographs at Post Office Building.

Education -- Displaced Persons (October 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77939.04-05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Instructor Esther Rosenbaum assists Hedwig Asher with operation of the pressing machine at 95 Minia Street. Instructor Oscar Zinman assists women with operation of machinery. George Wahrburg, Sally Kingburg, Fanny Loebenstein, Esther Rosenbaum, Carlotta Herbst, and others.

American Dependents -- Refugees from China -- General E.T. Collins (ship) (November 30, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77939.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Evacuees from China -- US Service Personnel -- Pier Seven (December 02, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77939.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. L.A. Crompe, Susan Crompe, Mrs. J.W. Saunders, Sharon Saunders, Major John Blue, Mrs. John Blue and children shown on board the General Mitchell (ship).
Refugees from China -- Municipal Airport (December 29, 1948)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77939.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Lem Chung Wong, Lem May Ping, Mrs. Ging May Yow, and Mak Yet Wing disembark airplane from China. Relatives of refugees speak with passengers who have been detained by the Immigration Department.

Pearl Harbor Anniversary Service -- Marina (December 08, 1948)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77939.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of ceremony at Marina (neighborhood). Catherine Ricci, Georgia McDonnell, Madeline Block, Rose L. Wilson, Cilena Poissant, and others.

US Refugees from China -- General Simon B. Buckner (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 08, 1948)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77939.10]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. R.J. Hanchin, Gail Hanchin, Mrs. Raymond W. Ward, Mary Ann Ward, Mrs. Norman H. Adams, Cheryl, and Mrs. Edward Fortress.

"Tokyo Rose" Treason Trial (June 08, 1949 - July 05, 1949)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77939.11-12]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

"Tokyo Rose" Treason Trial (July 06, 1949 - August 08, 1949)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77939.13-17]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

"Tokyo Rose" Treason Trial (September 06, 1949 - September 26, 1949)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 105, [77939.18-20]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Tokyo Rose" Treason Trial -- Post Office Building (October 06, 1949 - December 07, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 106, [77939.21-22]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

"Tokyo Rose" Treason Trial -- Hall of Justice (November 15, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 106, [77939.23]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Iva Toguri D'Aquino leaves for prison in the company of Ruth Berliner and Mildred R. Cole.

Pearl Harbor Day -- Marina (December 07, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 106, [77939.24]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Clara M. Jones, Harry Anderson, Colonel Frank A. Flynn, and Private First Class Donald Sorensen take part in commemoration at foot of Fillmore Street (neighborhood).

Former Prisoners of War -- Letterman General Hospital (October 25, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 106, [77940.01]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

National Guard (1940/1947)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 67, [057950-057953]  
Physical Description: 100 negatives (estimate)  
Scope and Content Note  
Equipment, camps, individuals (trainees during physical examination, having drills, in service, etc.).

Organizations - American Women Volunteer Service (AWVS) (1941/1947)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [058100-058108]  
Physical Description: 80 negatives (estimate)  
Scope and Content Note  
AWVS (American Women Volunteer Service) events including signing up for defense work, learning skills, fundraising, information center, luncheons, food drives, etc.

Women (December 04, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58100.01]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Women at fingerprinting machine. Miriam Drum, Mrs. George Bahm, and Mrs. Norman Strous [Strouse? or Strouss?].
People Sign Up for Defense Work (December 10, 1941)
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overhead view of crowd. Most are going into work relating to air raid and first aid.

Meeting -- Palace Hotel (December 16, 1941)
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Juillard McDonald, Mrs. Charles. R. Jeffs, Kathleen Kamm, Florence Kahn, and Cynthia Vansittart.

Juniors (January 23, 1942)
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Member drawing air raid protection map; another member pinning 15 hour service buttons on junior members. Includes Mrs. Adrien Folk, Roselle Harmon, Bernice Pinto, Alicia Saucedo, Doris Brown, ...

Air Raid Warden Sign Up (February 16, 1942)
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Instructors get orders. Mrs. Jerd Sullivan, Mrs. Abben Simon, Margaret Kuhns, and Mrs. Roger Lapham Jr.

Women Air Raid Wardens (February 24, 1942)
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Jerd Sullivan, Marie Hamlin, Mrs. Alfred Meyer, Jean Clarke, Mrs. J. Schwabacher, Mrs. Harry Aken, Mrs. David Heunegardt, and Mrs. A.H. Parsons.

War Bond Drive 1942-00
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mobile bond sales (?) from car bearing bond signs. [Sent into library unidentified].

Learning to Care For a Car (February 24, 1942)
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Drills -- Hamlin School (March 18, 1942)
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the tennis court of Hamlin School on Broadway. AWVS members do their first drill. Sergeant C.A. Labbo. [Newsprint caption attached to old sleeve].
Woman (March 26, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58101.04]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Mrs. E.L. Loring.

Station Wagon -- Citizens’ Station Wagon Corps -- Auxiliary Ambulance Unit (March 30, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58101.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Mrs. Arthur Loesch, Gladys Lewis, and Jeanne Klinger pose with station wagon outfitted as ambulance.

Members and Women Help Decorate Army and Navy Club (April 30, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58101.06]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note

Government Relations Consul for National AWVS -- AWVS Headquarters (August 25, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58102.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Elizabeth Harr Perrin.

Junior Officers’ Club (September 15, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58102.02]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Includes Mrs. Joseph Kelly, Mrs. Rea Ashley, Mrs. J.D. Zellerback, Mrs. Henry Potter Russell, Nagene Ellis, ...

Women at Desk Positions (September 16, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58102.03]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Uniformed women working at desk, holding gas mask and first aid equipment. Mrs. Gordon Johnston, Mrs. Ross Clark, Mrs. R.L. Dinley, Grace Perego, and Mrs. Wesley Dumm.

Crosby-Hope Golf Match -- AWVS Headquarters -- Palace Hotel (October 28, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58102.04]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Jack Finger, Mrs. Robert Walker, and Mrs. Edna Dinley in office.

Recreation -- Servicemen’s Tea -- Grace Cathedral (April 09, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58103.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Includes Mrs. Rudolph De Houvermehr Jr., John H. Stutesman, Mrs. F. Diether Booth, Bishop Karl Morgan Block, Mrs. Robert H. Noble, ...
Civilian Protection (January 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58103.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Phil Shill and Mrs. William Winter.

Odd Jobs (January 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58103.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Millard Bury [Drury?] and Mrs. Grace Perego.

AWVS Sends Chocolate To Soldiers (March 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58103.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. John L. Lovering, Mrs. Clark Coffee, and Kenneth Hillman with crates for shipment overseas.

One Year Anniversary Celebration -- City of Paris (May 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58103.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Joseph E. Costello, Mrs. Harry W. Friedman, Mrs. Joseph Rosener, Mrs. Low Hymans [Hymansm?], and Mrs. Jack Cohn.

Heroes (May 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58103.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Canteen. Mrs. Whitehearth and Marie Hamlin.

Rodeo to Buy AWVS Cars (June 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58104.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women dressed in cowboy outfits sitting on the hood of a car. Cecelia Shainsky, Mrs. Phil Shill, Jean Babbel, Mrs. L.P. Bergman, Lois Andrieux, Juanita Garcia, and Margaret Catino [Cantino?].

Information Bureau (July 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58104.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Bernard Gordon, Mrs. Millard Bury, and Mrs. Jesse W. King at desk and on telephone.

Canning Center -- Jewish Community Center (July 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58104.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Women at table with carrots and empty jars. Mrs. R.E. Guggenheim, Mrs. Harold W. Wheeler, and Mrs. Emil Brisacher.
Opening -- Information Center -- Emporium Window (July 13, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58104.04-05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A crowd in front of the information bureau. E.C. Lipman, Mrs. Mark Altman, Mrs. Jerd Sullivan, Daniel W. Bender, Lloyd F. Harris, and Howard M. McKinley.

Luncheon -- Palace Hotel (November 16, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58105.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Louise Ford and William E. Lynd.

Thanksgiving -- Pier Forty-two (November 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58105.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sailors bring turkey. Sam Hokokian, Mrs. John W. Raker, Art Fitzgerald, Ed Pate, H.F. Willess, and Barbara Pell.

Christmas Gifts (December 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58105.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group holding presents; one woman holds a ledger. Mrs. Charles Lindgren, Norma Warren, Mrs. James Schwabacher, and D.S. Wigg.

Evacuee from Hawaii -- Child's room (February 17, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58106.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Member decorated children's room where photo is taken. Child is an evacuee from Honolulu. Mrs. E.R. Martindale, her grandchild Shirley Anne Martindale, and Louis Rondelle.

Two Women (April 06, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58106.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Albert L. Steinberg and Mrs. George D. Cohn at the Fairmont Hotel.

Two Uniformed Women Sitting at A Table -- Fairmont Hotel (June 13, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58106.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Stanhope Nixon and Mrs. Nion Tucker.

McArthur Club (August 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58107.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women behind counter and others holding milkshakes. Evelyn Padgett, Shirley Butts, Betty Byrne, Josephine Sardaro, June Stone, June Cavender, and Mildred Oberhous.
**National AWVS President -- Stanford Court Apartments (January 29, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58108.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alice McLean.

**AWVS Canteen -- Southern Pacific Depot (March 29, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58108.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man ringing bell; uniformed women serving sailors. Includes Frances Frelan, Rosalie Brendan, Rosalie Reynolds, Donna Dunbar, Violet Niccolletti, ...

**Members Packing Food Boxes (June 25, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58108.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Sutter Street. Mrs. C.R. St. Aubyn and Mrs. George D. Cohn with crowd of women wrapping packages.

**Wrapping and Packing Bandages (June 25, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58108.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. H. Creger, Agnes Fink, Mrs. Minnie Levy, Mrs. Herbert Metzer, Mrs. James B. Murphy, and Mrs. Rollin Wheeler.

**Organizations - Miscellaneous (1940/1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [058700-058705]

Physical Description: 41 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Meetings, awards, various clubs, and associations related to war including Mothers of America, Women's ambulance corps, China war relief, etc.

**Mothers of America -- Western Women's Club (December 12, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58700.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Henry Morris and Kathleen Morris.

**United States Organizations -- Palace Hotel (April 29, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58700.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Meeting showing speakers table with mayor addressing group composed of YMCA (Young Men's Christian Association), Salvation Army, and others. Mayor Angelo Rossi.
Gold Star Mothers Hang Flag in Window (December 17, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58700.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1308 Nineth Street. Annie Werson hanging gold star flag.

San Francisco League for Servicemen (January 10, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58700.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Three girls pose by a chair. Carol Molkenbuhr, Shirley Maritzen, and Barbara Hart.

Serviceman’s Mother (January 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58700.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doris Smith hangs a flag in window and sits beside a picture of her son.

San Francisco League for Servicemen (January 08, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58700.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Since the war’s start Virginia Gottung has packed and sent over 1000 packages to Aleutians, Solomons, and Alaska.

Enlisted Men’s Wives Club -- Manx Hotel (January 28, 1942 - March 04, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58701.01-02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A group of women sitting and a man standing; a girl saluting. Clifford M. Drury, Mrs. David E. Beer, Charlotte Scott, Grace Templeton, Gilrene Wilson, and Mrs. George Bill Scott.

Women’s Ambulance Corps (July 25, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58701.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Neva Kingcaid [Kincaid?], Joseph O’Sullivan, John L. Hogg, and Ernest Avonson pose with tools: saw, ruler, etc.

San Francisco League for Servicemen (August 10, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58701.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Three women standing amid huge piles of magazines; two women behind a desk. Martha Carp, Virginia Gottung, Barbara Gillilan, and Anne Godieo.

Enlisted Men’s Wives Club Remodel Cafe (November 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58701.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Two women painting a wall. Dr. Rose Vanderburgh and Aurelia Patterson.
Enlisted Men's Wives Club (December 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58702.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wives: Mrs. Keith Allard, Mrs. Al Tognoli, Mrs. William R. Ellis, Mrs. E.J. Tomlanovie, Mrs. Stephen M. Young, ...

Gold Star Mothers Wrap Packages for Christmas (September 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58703.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gold Star Mothers [Sisters?]. Selma Harris, Ida Tooke, Esther White, and Bettie McIsaac.

Youngest Legioners (January 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58704.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

China War Relief (July 04, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58704.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women dressed in traditional Chinese costumes pinning a button on a man; costumed dragon. Patricia Joe, Dorothy Lew, Hattie Chew, Consulate General C.T. Feng, Betty Chew, and Dorothy Yuen.

National Defenders' Club (February 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58705.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Carleton E. Wright receiving citation from Marion Leale.

Pepsi-Cola Center Canteen Closing (February 28, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58705.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 948 Market Street. Servicemen and girl workers sing around piano; man locking doors for last time. Arthur Fink, James Zitano, and Alfred T. Foules.

Organizations - Red Cross (1940/1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [058200-058227]
Physical Description: 275 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Events, fundraising, training, women volunteers (many in uniform), first aid classes, food service at canteens, ambulances, etc. Includes some post-war departures for occupied Japan. Captions include activity, location, names of individuals.
Organizations - Stage Door Canteen (1943/1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [058500-058504]

Physical Description: 43 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Finger-printing of individuals, Children's Hospital sweepstakes, (Mrs. F.D.) Eleanor Roosevelt, Henry Kaiser, celebrities, etc.

Performers -- Actress From the Curran Theatre (March 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58500.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Actress Barbara Slater from the "Big Time Company" at the Curran, speaks with Mrs. William W. Stone Jr. and Torpedoman C.W. Rauschenbach of the Navy at the Stage Door Canteen.

Performers -- Actor Ed Wynn With Singers (March 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58500.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hollywood Actor Ed Wynn holds up apron for Singer Rebel Randall as she performs duet with Singer Eleanor Schramm.

Performers -- Singer Brock Pemberton (March 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58500.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Singer Brock Pemberton looks over book with Actor Ed Wynn and Paige Monteagle.

Performers -- Actress Ina Claire (March 26, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58500.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actress Ina Claire fingerprints President Elmer M. Hubbard of the Musicians' Union [Both negatives badly discolored].

First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt (April 07, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58500.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Jayne Lorraine Montie (April 22, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58500.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jayne Lorraine Montie poses for photograph with two unidentified women [taken at Native Southall?].
Performers -- Canned Food Drive (April 28, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58500.07]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lois Moran introduces Hollywood personality Marjorie Riordan and Lon McAllister, with orchestra in background. Patricia Lowrey, Carolyn Johnson, Suzanne Thorpe, Willa McNear, Barry Martin, and Lucille Downey receive baskets to be used in collection of canned goods. Women count goods received at performance.

Jitterbug Contest [1943-00-00] BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58500.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Governor Fred Houser, businessman Fulton Lewis, and businessman Henry Kaiser judge jitterbug contest at the Stage Door Canteen.

Kitchen Workers (May 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58501.01-04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Howard Ranschoff, Mrs. Benjamin Altfield, Mabel Brewer, Mrs. Elwood Haynes, Virginia Hannon, Celide Lencioni, and M. Tonnesen prepare food in the Stage Door Canteen's kitchen.

Stage Door Canteen (May 26, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58501.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Gloucester Willis sits at desk.

Stage Door Canteen (August 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58502.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
June Sabel shown descending stairs, holding sign on Mason Street.

Stage Door Canteen (September 29, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58502.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Children's Hospital Sweepstakes (November 23, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58502.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Junior Hostess Juanita Findeisen stands by as Mrs. J. Moffit, president of the Children's Hospital Auxiliary, gives check to Leonard Stout Junior. [Negative badly faded].

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG
Committee For Last Performance (December 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58503.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Perry Olliver, Mrs. Richard Herman, Paige Monteagle, Mrs. Louis C. Greene Junior, Mrs. McClelland Gilmore, and Mrs. Lawrence Harrel Junior meet in women's committee to organize last Stage Door Canteen performance. Elmer Langmaid, Tommy Harris, Harry Ettling, Richard Eckels, David Lundy, and Larry Ghiradelli meet in men's committee.

Christmas Party (December 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58503.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Vagabonds, a music group with Domenic Germant on guitar, Al Torry on guitar, Pete Peterson on base, and Bill Risso on accordion, play to a crowd of military personnel. Singer Tommy Harris plays Santa Claus in act with Phyllis Meinberger, Kay Eterovich, Virginia Ahern, Betty Cohen, Ann Fallon, Peggy West, Yvonne Boete, Antoinette Boete, and Gladys Diamond.

Stage Door Canteen Closes (February 28, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 68, [58504.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Walter Heller, chairman of the Women's Division and Raymond Armsby donate check to "Pal" the dog, a representative of a program helping blind people procure guide dogs.

Organizations - USO (United Services Organization) (1941/1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [058550-058555]

Physical Description: 72 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Contests, shows, dancing, selling tickets, movie actors (Andrews Sisters and others), Thanksgiving events, etc.

Movie Stars Arrive (June 17, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58550.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Judge Donates to USO -- USO at Court -- City Hall (June 24, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58550.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. William O'Donnell and Judge Alden Ames.

Lunch Speaker -- Palace Hotel and Club (June 25, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58550.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men talking; man behind podium. Irvin S. Cobb and Colonel David M. Randall.
**USO Collection Cans (July 02, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58550.04-06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women standing in front of collection cans. Barbara Healy, Virginia Drake, Mary McIntosh, and Mary Ann Croson.

**USO Selling Tickets -- Mayor's Office -- City Hall (August 15, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58551.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Angelo Rossi and Dale Winter.

**Luncheon -- Whitcomb Hotel (October 13, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58551.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
W.J. Parkins and Mrs. Florence Baester [Florence Baester?]

**Canteen (November 03, 1941)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58551.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Apprentice seaman, coach, and boxer. Richie Bothwell, Pete Wierenga, and Darron Stoddard.

**USO President (November 06, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58551.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President pointing to a map; president Harper Sibley and Mrs. Harper Sibley.

**Soldiers' and Sailors' Thanksgiving -- Call Bulletin Car Delivers Turkeys (November 26, 1941)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58551.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

**New Mobile Units -- USO Headquarters (March 26, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58552.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

**USO Lounge for Service Nurses -- Saint Francis Hotel (June 03, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58552.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group Holding Life Preserver (June 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58552.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Harold Tarras, Jane Knox, and Rose Tieso next to pool.

Servicemen and USO Women (September 03, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58552.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sailor, soldier, and two women. Arloe Jersbek and Hope Henes, Ruth Heatherly, and Melvin Silberberg.

Dance Instruction (September 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58553.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Service men Kenneth Gilbertson and James Sims with Derith Greig, Florence Mitchell, and Dorothy Dale.

Hostess and Servicemen (September 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58553.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Woman behind desk; sailor and an uniformed officer talking to a woman. Dan Davis, David Edson, Catherine Dawn, Ann Drury, and Andrew Slove.

Card Game Instruction (September 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58553.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Sailors Socialize (October 07, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58553.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sailors George Ficki and D.A. Hall eating popcorn with Virginia Hammond.

Soldiers at Montara (November 04, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58553.05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Soldiers dancing, socializing, a pie-eating contest, and other USO activities. [Photoprints enclosed in original sleeve].

Sweetheart of the Marines Contest (November 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58553.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two women posing. Carmel Sholden, Jean French, and Sanford Berensen.
USO Meeting -- Saint Francis Hotel (November 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58553.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Harper Sibley and Mrs. Harold McKinnon.

Opening Lounge for Servicemen -- Traveler's Aid and USO (December 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58554.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two uniformed officers and a woman standing by a poster. Mrs. Edward Sultan, Lloyd F. Harris, and Walter H. Orion.

Luncheon -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (February 16, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58554.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
USO Vice President Frank L. Weil, San Francisco USO Chairman Charles S. Hobbs, and West Coast Regional Director George F. Hamilton.

Baby Learns to Walk -- USO Headquarters (April 12, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58554.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men surround baby as she tries to walk to her father. Bill Waggoner, Arthur Stager, Alphonse Marczak, Don Shumaker, baby Lindall Sellen, and father Morris E. Sellen.

Group of Sailors (July 21, 1943)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Women Paint Mural (July 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58554.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mural of United States with a close-up of California. Margaret Corwin, Grace Crane, Helen Smith.

Thanksgiving -- Call Bulletin Delivers Turkeys to USO (November 24, 1943 - November 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58554.06-07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Seamen's Welfare Conference (July 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58555.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men are seated at a table. Douglas Falconer and William S. Newell.
Tour by USO with Service Groups -- Chinatown (May 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58555.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
YWCA Canteen, Chinese Women's Canteen. People eating, dancing; woman striking temple bell. Includes John Paul Jones, Richard Hoo, Catherine Gee, May Chan, Lloyd Smith, ...

USO Circuit in China and Burma Area (June 09, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58555.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Two women from San Francisco tour China-Burma Theatre of warfare. Marilynne Rose and Madeline Zoulal singing on stage. [Copy negative? "Ran May 30, 1945"].

Woman With Artificial Legs (August 03, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58555.04]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The woman dancing and playing pool with sailors. Includes Leila West, Raymond E. Gans, Martin Daly, Ray Tegler, Ronald Leyburn, ... [Most negatives badly discolored].

Organizations - War Chest (1942/1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [058600-058602]
Physical Description: 25 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Luncheons, crowds, campaigns, rallies, individuals.

Rationing (1942/1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [058900-058911]
Physical Description: 177 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Rationing of food, tires, gasoline, books (San Quentin mailing), OPA (Office of Price Administration) parade, demonstrations, pickets, blackmarket, ration lines, etc.

Meat Line -- Crowds -- Junes Market 1942-00
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58900.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Twenty-fourth Street and Castro Street (Noe Valley neighborhood). Crowd standing in long line in front of meat market on last day.

Sugar Stamps Arrive -- Pier Fourteen (March 06, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58900.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Man moving crates of stamps. Walter Wenzel.
Stamps -- War Ration Books Arrive -- Record Room of County Clerk -- City Hall (March 06, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58900.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County clerk shown with package of war ration books and the crates they arrived in; sample page of ration book. Herman Van der Zee.

Sugar -- Crowds Sign Up -- Lincoln School (May 04, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58900.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd standing in line at table waiting for sugar cards. Alice Connolly and Mrs. Mignon Lindberg.

Sugar -- People Registering -- Glen Park School (May 04, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58900.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women at desks registering people. Mrs. Morris Laderman, Jeanette A. Dismeyer, Mrs. Martin McKenna, and Mrs. Harold Cahill.

Gasoline -- New Gas Rationing Chiefs (October 21, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58901.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men crowd around one of the officials. A.H. Hellwig and John R. Richards.

Meat -- Woman Cooking (November 12, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58901.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. P.C. Fisher in kitchen.

Meat -- Dog Food Rationing (November 13, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58901.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Irving C. Stevenson and Mrs. Eustace Cleary, with dog and calculating rations.

Tires -- Crowds Sign Up -- Adams School (November 18, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58901.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Rubber rationing. Women at tables registering people.

Gasoline -- Signup -- Jefferson High School (November 18, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58901.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd signing up.
Gasoline -- Shortage -- Goodrich Station (November 20, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58902.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Cars lined up, waiting for filling station.

Stamps -- War Ration Books (January 07, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58902.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eunice McCawley posing with a war ration book; boxes of books behind her.

Meat Ration Meeting OPA (Office of Price Administration) (February 22, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58902.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group sitting and standing around a table. Includes Stanley Weigel, Stanley Bailey, Francis Carroll, Mrs. Tillie Olsen, Milton Maxwell, ...

Registration -- Redding School (February 23, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58902.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ration board. People sitting behind desks registering crowd.

Food -- Canned Goods (February 23, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58902.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ration cans: asparagus soup, tomatoes, carrots, Gerber baby food, Heinz products, tomato sauce, etc.

Meat -- Hearing -- State Building (February 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58903.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of men talking. Mrs. L.B. Tims.

Meat -- Hatfield Meat Hearing -- State Building (February 27, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58903.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Francis Carroll, San Francisco director of OPA (Office of Price Administraion)

Black Market -- Hall of Justice (April 16, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58903.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joseph Graglia, Attorney Lloyd Macomber, and Adolpho Steffe.
**Stamps -- War Ration Book Number 3 (April 21, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58903.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Close-up of new number 3 ration stamps. Laura Boles.

**Stamps -- San Quentin Prison Convicts to Mail War Ration Books (May 03, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58903.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Administrative Officer of San Francisco Regional OPA (Office of Price Administration), San Quentin warden, and Chief Rationing Officer. Robert Parks, Clinton Duffy, and Paul Nederman.

**Stamps -- War Ration Books Enroute to San Quentin Prison (May 14, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58904.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Armed guard standing next to boxes containing books. Frederick H. Bennett.

**Luncheon for Board Chairman -- Whitcomb Hotel (May 14, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58904.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Sidney R. Mackin and Chairman of Ration Board 8 Al Brandhofer.

**Stamps -- War Ration Books -- San Quentin Prison (June 01, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58904.03-05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Man at window of vault receiving stack of books; prison officials; convicts mailing OPA (Office of Price Administration) books (29 correction tables where convicts work). Perry Rhone, Fred Bailey, Mr. Hendricks, Warden Clinton Duffey, Francis Carroll, and Julian H. Alco.

**Shoes -- Crowds Trying to Buy Shoes -- C.H. Baker Shoe Store (June 14, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58905.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Crowds trying on shoes and lining up to pay.

**Stamps -- Line for War Ration Book 4 -- Adams School (October 20, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58905.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
People line up outside the school; line extends down the block; crowds inside registering at tables.

**Stamps -- War Ration Books (November 03, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58905.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Kenneth Tomblin sitting behind a desk and looking through papers.
Ration Tokens (February 15, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58906.01]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Two women holding stamps and tokens; close-up of a token. Claire Ridgway and Mardel Trometter.

Gasoline -- Black Market -- Violation (February 17, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58906.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Tipster in gas racket. Angelo Giusti hoisting flag.

Gasoline -- Black Market -- Stamp Violation -- United States Marshall's Office (February 17, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58906.03]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   United States Deputy Marshall and accused with hands on his face. L.E. Norwett.

Gasoline -- Black Market -- Stamp Violation (February 17, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58906.04-07]
   Physical Description: 9 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Taken at city prison and Post Office building. Mrs. Russell Youmans, Russell Youmans, Percy Newford, Attorney Nate Coghlan, and Attorney Fred McDonald.

Gasoline -- Black Market -- Stamp Racket (February 18, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58906.08]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Dominic Rossi, Deputy Chief Investigator Al Worthington, and Thad R. Loud.

Meat -- Not Rationed -- Swift and Co. (May 04, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58906.09]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Meat hanging on rack; meat in crates on trucks.

Talk on Black Market Gasoline -- Standard Oil Building (May 23, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58906.10]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   OPA (Office of Price Administration) Chief Enforcement Officer from Washington D.C. at meeting of Regional Distribution and Marketing Committee of PAW (Petroleum Administrator for War). Official speaking to group seated around a table. Shad Polier.

Shoes -- Store Scenes (February 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58907.01]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   People standing in line; women trying on shoes.
**Meat -- Shortage -- Bay State Market -- San Francisco (January 16, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58907.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People trying to buy meat. Mildred Riche, Mrs. P. Melikian and son Armen Melikian, and Richard Frankel.

**Meat -- Black Market -- Violation -- Hall of Justice (January 24, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58907.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lucan De Angury.

**Meat -- Black Market -- Federal Building (January 24, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58907.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of men covering their faces while exiting the building.

**Black Market -- Borelli Case (May 09, 1945 - May 23, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58908.01-03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Northern Police Station, Central Emergency Hospital, and Hall of Justice. Accused being lead from station for transfer to United States Marshall; OPA (Office of Price Administration) man beat up and robbed; court case. Joe Borelli, Officer Arthur Litt, Robert Thompson, Dr. Blank, Gene Borelli, and Judge Leo Cunningham.


Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Stores include Julius Castle and Gay 90's Monaco's. Managers of stores show OPA (Office of Price Administration) officers meat during inspection. Emil Brosio, Julis Castle, Elmer Gauello, William Buckhalter, Aller Papers, Ray Goman, and James P. Cuttler.

**Burlingame OPA (Office of Price Administration) Board Row (July 02, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58909.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

**Assistance Director of OPA (Office of Price Administration) Ration Division (August 09, 1945)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58909.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Washington official. Leon Bosch.
Gasoline -- Not Rationing -- First Service Station To Give Gasoline (August 15, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58909.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attendant tells customer she can have all the gasoline she wants. Mrs. Margaret Stanford and Fred Sohl.

OPA (Office of Price Administration) Case -- Scandal (May 14, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58909.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gladys L. Sanderson.

OPA (Office of Price Administration) Protest Parade (May 15, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58909.06]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Market Street and outside City Hall. Parade and rally protesting against lifting OPA (Office of Price Administration). People marching; crowds.

Actor To Be Witness in OPA (Office of Price Administration) Case (June 18, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58909.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witness sitting on stand, drinking water, and coming out of elevator. Joe E. Brown.

Eugene Frety Trial -- OPA (Office of Price Administration) Witness [194?-06-19] BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58909.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Louise Beamish.

OPA (Office of Price Administration) Demonstration (June 25, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58909.09]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Geary and Filmore Streets. People with signs warning of price inflation; woman speaker representing Women's Auxiliary of the National Union of Marine Cooks and Stewarts. Elaine Sexton.

UN (United Nations) Secretary General Arrives -- San Francisco Municipal Airport (June 26, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58909.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
UN Secretary General Trygve Lie arrives for speech and is greeted by Mayor Roger Lapham.

Pickets to Revive OPA (Office of Price Administration) -- Federal Building (July 08, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58909.11]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Crowd with signs outside building.
Shoes -- Shoe Store -- San Francisco (September 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58910.01]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Woman trying on gloves and shoes. Dave Edelson, Marion Ryall, Mrs. Jones, and Ruth Garibaldi.

Meat -- Not Rationing (November 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58910.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Butter -- Not Rationing -- People Line Up (December 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58910.03]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  People line up for butter; line extends down block; people purchasing butter. [Taken near Ferry Building, South of Market?] 

Butter -- OPA (Office of Price Administration) Closes Plant Down (January 15, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58910.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Front Street. No more butter for sale at OPA (Office of Price Administration) plant. Crowd reading sign on door.

Butter -- People Line Up -- Gilt Edge Creamery (February 09, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58910.06]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  People waiting in line for butter; line extends around the block; interior of store.

Butter -- People Line Up -- Tomales Bay Creamery -- San Francisco (March 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58910.07]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Lombard Street and Pierce Street. People line up; line extends down the street.
**Butter -- Shipment of Butter -- Wilsey Bennett Company (March 16, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58910.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Taken at 700 Front Street. Man in the cold room checking 24000 pounds of butter heading for Honolulu next week; stacks of boxes; each box holding 40 pounds of butter. Jack Wilsey.

**Bread -- Chemist Looking at New and Old Bread (March 25, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58911.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Mr. C. Penny.

**OPA (Office of Price Administration) Shutdown -- Federal Building (October 04, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58911.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

W.H. Bruner and Robert Thompson. [No year given. Probably 1946].

**OPA (Office of Price Administration) Closing (November 04, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [58911.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Woman writing "closed" on poster "Price Control Board." Eve Duryea.

**Recreation - Hospitality House (1941/1943)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 69, [059000-059003]

Physical Description: 25 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note

Servicemen and war heroes ironing, cooking and relaxing. Individuals named.

**Recreation - Miscellaneous (1941/1944)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [059100-059105]

Physical Description: 75 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note

Parties, shows, dinners, dances, USO (United Service Organization) and other military organizations and shows, some movie actors (Cary Grant, Jimmy Cagney, Charles Boyer, etc.).

**Refugees (1940/1943)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [059300-059310]

Physical Description: 121 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note

Refugees from Egypt, Phillipines, Germany, Asia (Orient), Honolulu, etc., on board ships (name of the ship, country of origin, some individuals identified). Also includes military officials.
**From Germany (February 09, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59300.01]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken at Pier Thirty-three. Included are Mr. and Mrs. Hans Leudesdorff, and children Marlies Leudesdorff (Seventeen years old), Inge Leudesdorff (Sixteen years old), and Margaret Leudesdorff (Nine years old).

---

**Arrival of Refugees (July 13, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59300.02]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken aboard Tatuta Maru (ship). Included are Mr. and Mrs. R.D. Gasparini, Professor Lancelot Hogben, and Sylvia Hogben.

---

**From Hong Kong, China (July 31, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59300.03]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken aboard President Coolidge (ship). Included are Fern and Rose Ellis.

---

**City Health Officer -- Arrival from Trip to Asia (July 31, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59300.04]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken aboard President Coolidge (ship). Included are Dr. and Mrs. J.C. Geiger and Anita Geiger.

---

**Arrival Aboard Tatuta Maru (ship) (September 13, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59300.05]

**Physical Description:** 7 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Included are Louise Mercer, Oscar Birkenfeld, Helen Dressauer, Edith Solomon, Gert Solomon, and Edith Wunderlich.

---

**Missionaries (July 31, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59301.01]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken aboard the President Coolidge (ship). Included are Mrs. Charles A. Roberts, Jean Roberts, Joyce Roberts, and Janet Roberts.

---

**Stowaways (July 31, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59301.02]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Taken aboard President Coolidge (ship). Included are Wynn Williams and Paula Grace Richards.

---

**Director of Finance -- From French Indochina (July 31, 1940)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59301.03]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**
Paul Marinetti aboard the President Coolidge (ship).
Refugee (August 30, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59301.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Paula Schleich, whose husband died fleeing, aboard Asama Maru (ship).

New Italian Consul General (August 30, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59301.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Bossi aboard Asama Maru (ship).

General and Staff Back from Japan (August 30, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59302.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

President of Brigham Young University (August 30, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59302.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin S. Harris looking at letters aboard the Asama Maru (ship).

Japanese Military Atache (August 30, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59302.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
M. Haraguchi of Japan aboard the Asama Maru (ship).

From Egypt (August 30, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59302.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Terry Jacobs, a "glamour girl", taken aboard the Asama Maru (ship).

From Germany (October 21, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59302.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Father Paul Czaplicki aboard the Heiyo Maru (ship).

From Palestine (October 21, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59303.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken aboard the Heiyo Maru (ship). Included is L.J. Mauer, an "oil man [who was] bombed in Palestine".
Lecturer Returning from the Philippines (October 21, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59303.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Captain Patrick Smith aboard the Heiyo Maru (ship).

From Germany (October 21, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59303.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken aboard the Heiyo Maru (ship). Included are Elvira Buschar, Rita Seligmann, Gusta Rosenheimer, and Hilda Muller.

From Asia (November 19, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59303.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken aboard the President Pierce (ship). Group lined up for passport inspection. Passengers looking for mail. Women and children at rail of boat deck. Included are Mrs. H.G. Geschwind, Jakob Picard (German novelist), and Herbert and Sarah Golding (their mother missed the boat at Honolulu).

Wife of US Ambassador to China (November 22, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59303.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken aboard the President Coolidge (ship). Included are Mrs. Nelson Johnson, Betty Jane Johnson, and Nelson Belk Johnson.

Daughter of Diplomat (November 22, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59304.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rose Marie Mackinson aboard the President Coolidge (ship).

From Asia (November 22, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59304.02-04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken aboard the President Coolidge (ship). Children look at bridge from sun deck. Included are Mildred Terry (Hong Kong, China), Joan Owens (Shanghai, China), Joan Hearther, John Campbell (Hankow, China), Chuck Bibby (Shanghai, China), Bobby Herther (Hong Kong, China), Bob Steen, Lowe Bibby, Rodney Mead (Nanking, China), Mrs. E.W. Macon, and Jane Macon ("one year [old] today").

Writer Returns After Two Months in Japan (November 27, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59304.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Frances Johnson, from Oakland, aboard the Yawata Maru (ship).
From Asia (November 27, 1940)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59305.01-02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Taken aboard the Yawata Maru (ship). Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Buffum (Boston, Massachusetts) were advised to leave Asia by the State Department. Included is Elizabeth Rogers (teacher from Youngstown, Ohio).

From Asia (December 09, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59305.03]  
Physical Description: 8 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Taken aboard the President Taft (ship). Photograph of a government boat and the President Taft. Kids looking at the city from ship. Photograph of the mail table and women's temporary dormitory. Included are Marie Gillett, Juanita Lambert, Eleanor Hirschmann, Carol Gillett, Martha Diamond, Mrs. Walter H. Johnson, and Walter Johnson, Junior.

From Asia (January 16, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59305.04-05]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Taken aboard President Coolidge (ship). Children's parents killed. Included are Mrs. William Gibbs McAdoo, Mark Bernheim (fifteen years old), Johnny Bernheim (seven years old), Ester Bernheim (thirteen years old), and Ruth Bernheim (nine years old).

From Asia (February 27, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59306.01]  
Physical Description: 6 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Taken aboard the President Cleveland (ship). Included are Anne Cramer, Barbara Anne Mannly, Benny Want, Barbara Landis, Pat Landis, Olga Kochanske (from a Russian concentration camp),...

From Asia (March 29, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59306.02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Taken aboard the President Pierce (ship). Included are Mrs. Otis D. Terrell (Shanghai, China) and Post Wheeler (author, home from India; former United States Minister to the Balkans).

From China (June 30, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59306.03]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Children of Mr. and Mrs. Norton Bare home from China. Included are Edgar, Lyrel, Maribel, and Garland Bare.

Evacuees from Honolulu, Hawaii (December 25, 1941)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59306.04-05]  
Physical Description: 6 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Taken at the Women's City Club. Included are Amelia Di Lucido, Rosalie Conroy (six years old), Katherine Conroy, Mrs. George Weaver, Mary Ann and Paul Sieverson, Helen Janet Cornell (five years old), Barbara MacGavin, Mrs. Maurice Korshet, Robert Wilkinson, Eugene Kilgore, and Mary Cornell (2.5 years old).
Arrivals on the Mariposa (ship) (December 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59307.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Stewart Hotel. The Winkworths were married aboard the ship with Selly as the best man. Included are Mr. and Mrs. Edward Waugh (from Johannesburg, South Africa), Lieutenant John Winkerworth (Royal Navy), Mrs. John Winkerworth, and Lieutenant Eric Selly (Royal Navy).

Evacuees from Honolulu, Hawaii (December 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59307.02-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Women's City Club (Post Street) and YWCA. Twins Priscilla Brenda and James Lennard Hall with their mother Therese Hall at the YWCA. Mrs. W.A. Sandy at right registering with Betty Gaffney at YWCA. Included are Constance Long, June Fleck, Ronald Long (three years old), Arlene and Gene Fleck (five years and nineteen months old, respectively), Denis Cogan (five years old), William and Jacquelyn Sandy, Gordon Davis (eight years old), Maud Frances David (six years old), Rosalie Summers (nine years old), Gene Summers (nine years old), Sylva Prugel,...

Evacuees from Honolulu, Hawaii (December 31, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59307.04-05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Civic Auditorium and YWCA. Crowd of kids playing with toys. Included are Hilda Franklin, Raymond Franklin (three months old), Mrs. C.A. Fainsworth, Mrs. W.M. Donovan, Mrs. James Dingman, Mrs. J.G. Switzer, Suzie O'Brien (fifteen months old),...

Evacuees from Honolulu, Hawaii (December 31, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59308.01-02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Defenders' Club and the Civic Auditorium. Photograph of Margaret Zane holding Margaret Dougan. Included are Carol Lee McCalister, Margaret Stewart, Nancy Lee McCollium, Dorothy Lloyd, Mrs. H.W. Distin, Mrs. A.E. Constant, Catherine Constant, Mrs. Russ Hines,...

Evacuees from the Philippines (January 28, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59308.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2914 Steiner Street. Photograph of Julia Rowland with Stephen (seven years old) and Michael Rowland (seventeen months) on her lap and Flora (three years old), Ralph (eleven years old), and Gloria Rowland (seventeen years old). Stephen is holding pup, "Blackout." Photograph of Julia and Stephen Rowland with "Blackout" in Stephen's arms.
Evacuees from Honolulu, Hawaii (January 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59308.04-05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Women's City Club. Some evacuees eating lunch. Included are Mrs. Roger O. Williams, Sandra Day Williams, Grace Dorey, Bobby Haney (five years old), Estelle Haney (ten years old), and Richard McKee.

Evacuees from Honolulu, Hawaii (January 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59309.01-03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at Pier Forty-four and Columbia Hotel. Included are Vivian Dudley, Mrs. R.W. Williams, Sandra Day Williams (four and a half months), Doris Reinhihlan, Beverly Reinhihlan (eleven years old), Sharon Reinhihlan (four years old), Iver John (seven years old), Mrs. Ernest V. Breehey, Margaret Nowak, Richard Walker (five years old), Lillian Walker, and Larry Walker (six years old).

Evacuees from Panama (February 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59309.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at Francesca Street. Included are Milton (two years old), Michael (one year old), James (four years old), and Mrs. Lieutenant Colonel Fred J. Woods.

Wife and Son of United States High Commissioner to the Philippines (April 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59309.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Empire Hotel. Included are James Graves (fifteen years old) and Mrs. Francis B. Sayre.

Four Nuns from Solomon Islands (February 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59310.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1000 Fulton Street. Included are Sister M. Isabelle, Sister M. Irene, Sister M. Hedda, Sister M. Celestine, who escaped in a submarine, pictured with Archbishop John J. Mitty.

From Japanese Prison Camp (December 10, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59310.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Ferry Building. Included are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W. Hickey, Jr., and son, Tommy.

Relief (1940/1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [059600-059605]

Physical Description: 94 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Aid to Russia (Soviet Union), Navy relief, allied war relief, French Milk Fund, refugees, relief shows, and students donating to CARE (Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere).
Billboard -- War Aid for Russia, Britain and China (November 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59600.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Poster with text: "Defend America! Smash Hitler! Mass Meeting, Eagle's Hall, Wed. Nov 12... Hear Robert Minor, acting Secretary Communist Party USA, and Warren K. Billings. Twenty-fourth Anniversary of Russia's Independence Day. Speed Aid to Russia, Britain, and China.... ["1943 or previous" on sleeve. Day of week indicates date of Nov. 1941] (communism).

United States Navy -- Regal Amber Beer Corporation 1943-00-00?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59600.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
[1943 or previous.] Included are Lieutenant Dick McMahon and Dutch Baker.

Allied War Relief Organization (June 03, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59600.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Italian Room, Saint Francis Hotel. Included are W.W. Crocker, Florence Kahn, Maurice Evans, and Dr. Pual De Kruif.

Salvage Shop -- Allied War Relief (July 11, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59600.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 427 Post Street. Nancy Heywood, Nancy Short, and Marie Louise Bocqueraz are nailing a sign on the wall. The same women are behind the counter.

Allied War Relief (October 07, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59600.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Claire Donohoe and Mrs. Frank Short.

Relief Ball -- Tri Delta (October 20, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59600.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2775 Vallejo Street. Included are Patty Robinson, Virginia Smith, Kay Scott, Violet Schoning, Mrs. George Perry, Jean Nicol, and Margaret Sale.

Greek War Relief (November 30, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59600.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Saint Francis Hotel. Included is Spyros Skouras.
**Refugees from Germany (January 20, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59601.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken aboard the Rakuyo Maru (ship). Family Gerda, Michael, and Juda Frenkel from Germany via Poland. The Frenkel family was in Helsinki during Russian War.

**Doll House -- Milk Fund -- French War Relief (February 01, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59601.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the White House [store?], San Francisco. Fund for children of un-occupied France. Included is Mrs. Gerald Herrmann.

**British War Relief Association of Northern California (February 27, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59601.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Mrs. I. Boyd (Superintendent of the Hospital Department of the British War Relief Association of Northern California), Monty Fair (Ambassador of Good Will, Fairmont), and William Leighton (ventrilomime).

**Greek War Relief (March 12, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59601.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the San Francisco Bank. Ines Masini and Ruth Krom with a poster for Greek Relief. Included are Parker Maddux and Pearl Ortega.

**Collectors -- Yugoslavia War Relief (April 19, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59601.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Call Bulletin office. Included are Catherine Gudelj and Stella Radmilovich with Yugoslavic costumes.

**Rice Bowl (April 25, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59602.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. Mayor buys first Rice Bowl button. Included are Angelo J. Rossi, Noel Toy, Betty Jane Chan, and Kim Wong.

**Rice Bowl -- Chinese Relief -- Chinatown, San Francisco (May 02, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59602.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Chiang Kai-Shek Road and Victory Road (Clay Street and Grant Avenue). Photographs of street decorations. Fancy arch built over Grant Avenue at Clay Street. Grant Avenue is now Chiang Kai-Shek road; Clay Street is Victory Road.
Mobile Canteen Unit for British War Relief -- Red Cross (February 27, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59602.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Mrs. Tadini Bacigalupi (chairman of Canteen, Red Cross), Mrs. Elliott McAllister, Mrs. F. Hawes Williams, Mrs. Dwight K. Tripp, Mrs. Robert B. Rogers, Mrs. Charles Noble Junior,...

United States Navy (March 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59602.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. Included are Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Tobin, Walter J. Walsh, Frank N. Belgrano, Gaetano Merola, and Mrs. A.S. Musante.

Red Cross British War Relief Unit (March 27, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59602.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Gertrude E. Sanction and Mrs. Charles M. Johnson.

United States Army and Navy Relief Ball (April 20, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59602.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Army and Navy Club. Included are Ensign Robert W. Ela, Mrs. C.S. Postley, and Charles Hughes.

US Army and Navy Relief Ball (April 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59602.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Army and Navy Club. This relief fund will run the Canteen project. Included are Mrs. Albert Lacombe, Mrs. Harold Getz, Mrs. R.A. Tibbits, and Mrs. Chauncey Tramutolo.

Show -- United States Navy Relief (May 07, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59603.01]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Arrivals at the Railroad Depot -- US Navy Relief Show (May 07, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59603.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at Third and Townsend. Helen Wills Roark greeted by Yeoman Charles Conklin.

Arrival of Walter Winchell -- US Navy Relief Show (May 14, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59603.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mona Moser at Mills Field, San Francisco Municipal Airport.

Speaker -- Russian War Relief (May 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59603.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at Third and Townsend. Committee meets Charles Chaplin [Charlie Chaplin] who will be Russian War Relief speaker. Included are James S. Thompson (chairman), Tim Durant, Dudley Field Malone, and secretary of Russian War Relief Elizabeth Gordon.

United States Army and Navy Relief Show (May 19, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59603.05]

Physical Description: 19 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Civic Auditorium. Photographs of the crowd and celebrities in activities.

New Office -- United States Army Emergency Relief (January 03, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59604.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Taken at 180 Montgomery Street. Included are Mrs. F.C. Kiel, General and Mrs. Barney Giles.

Russian War Relief Center (April 30, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59604.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Taken at 98 Golden Gate Avenue. Included is Mrs. Allen E. Scott, Marugia Kulakoff, and Bertha Geier.

War Chest Show (October 03, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59604.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at the steps of the San Francisco Stock Exchange. Photographs of the crowd watching the show.
**Food -- China Wartime Relief (January 30, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59605.01]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Taken at 920 Washington Street. Included is Mrs. Daniel Chan, Curtis Chan, and Carol Jane Mar.

**Student Give Money to Care Incorporated -- University of San Francisco (February 03, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59605.02]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Included is Beatrice Vepson (director of Care Incorporated), Paul Eisler (president of International Relations Club, University of San Francisco), and Raymond Feety (dean of faculties).

**Board of Superintendents Meeting -- Greek Relief (February 23, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59605.03]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Included are George Christopher, Peter Bovdoures, Dolores Rogers, Evelyn Delles, Mayor Roger D. Lapham, and president Don Gallager.

**Salvage (Rubber, Metal, Misc.) (1941/1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70-71, [059700-059768]

- Physical Description: 263 negatives (estimate)
- Scope and Content Note
  - Meetings, people giving up various materials, drivers, collectors, school groups, and scrap drives for tires, tin cans, fats, paper, clothing, stockings, rubber, etc.

**Rubber 1942-00-00?** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59700.01]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Included are Clyde Halifield in Shell hat [presumably collecting rubber for recycling] with Mrs. Lou Trudeau at door. [No date...1942 or previous].

**Meeting -- Rubber (June 06, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59700.03]

- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Taken at the Empire Hotel. Touring group included Interstate Commerce Commission Director John L. Rogers, President of the American Trucking Association Ted V. Rodgers, Robert A. Hicks, Highway Traffic Advisory Committee member David C. Fenner, Highway Traffic Advisory Committee member William C. Welden, and acting chief of the tire rationing division of the Office of Price Administration Dr. C.F. Phillips.

**Standard Service Station -- Rubber Drive (June 12, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59700.04]

- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Taken at Arguello Boulevard and Balboa Street. Included are Nancy Saunders, Ed Pflegin, and John McKelvey.
Rubber (June 15, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59700.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Second and Howard Streets. Twenty-five year old tire turned in for rubber. Clark McCready holding modern tire and twenty-five year old tire.

Synthetic Rubber Meeting (June 15, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59700.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel. Included are Irving Rhine, David Elliott, and Joseph A. Brown.

Rubber Drive (June 15, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59700.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Associated Gas Station on Nineteenth and Lincoln Streets. Charles Logsdon and Jerry Waters with rubber tires.

Rubber Stockpile (June 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59701.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are L.E. Gobar, Joe Largo, and H.L. Swanson.

Parade -- Rubber (June 22, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59701.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken on Market Street. Photographs of trucks, tires, and "gals."

Scavengers -- Rubber (June 25, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59701.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 660 Chestnut. Included are Frank Rotto and John Moscone.

Rubber (June 25, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59701.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Dolores and Market Streets. Tim Readon and Edward Rainbow donating their auto floor mats.

Labor Union -- Donation -- Rubber Drive (June 25, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59701.05-06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Building Trades Council makes a donation of one ton of rubber. Included are Raymond Slavienson, Paul Mann, John Baird, and Reed Stoney.
Donation -- Rubber Drive (July 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59702.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Corbett donates auto floor mats.

Rubber (July 06, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59702.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students turn in scrap rubber. Onna White dumping rubber on pile. Harold Christensen taking rubber from students.

Stock Piles of Rubber -- Service Stations -- San Francisco (July 07, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59702.03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included is Eli Mendes.

Service Station -- Rubber (July 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59702.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 2487 Washington Street. Elmer Young collecting rubber from Mrs. Rodney Beard and Anne Beard.

Government Tire Pick Up -- Rubber (October 15, 1942 - November 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59702.05-06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1483 Thirty-fifth Avenue. Mrs. K. Grey giving tire and tube to Railway Express Company worker, John Risso. Tires being turned in by motorists.

Scrap Metal Drive 1942-00-00? BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59730.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[1942 or previous.] Stella Doyle with Civil War pistol and sword and box of old keys with other scrap metal in background.

Scrap Metal 1943-00-00? BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59730.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
[1943 or previous.] Taken at Kearny and California Streets. Angelo Tognolte and Owen Donohue picking up traffic buttons from street.

Wrecking Old Cars -- Scrap Metal 1943-00-00?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59730.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[1943 or previous.] Included are Phil Cohn, William C. Gilmore, Lester Hingsbergen, and Judge George Harris.
Scrap Metal Drive (June 10, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59730.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken on Dolores Street at San Francisco Junior College. Included are Jimmy Laurent, John Joseph McCallian Junior, Edna Haggerty, and Nona Stanley.

Scrap Metal (July 21, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59730.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Civic Center. Jane Daviston and Evelyn Murphy giving away old pots for defense.

Aluminum -- Scrap Metal Drive (July 22, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59730.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Civic Center. Aluminum tubing contributed by Paul Verdier. Grace Violet Jones and Jane Thompson tossing aluminum over the fence.

Contribution -- Scrap Metal -- National Defense (July 22, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59730.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Civic Center. Standard Auto Wreckers contribute car for aluminum. While stripping the car, it caught on fire from torch. Firemen came and put out the fire. Harold Reich (man in suspenders) contributed the car.

Scrap Metal (April 08, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59731.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Ronald Bamford, Horace Aylworth, Anna Molinari, Clayton Del Secco, Phil Clerkin Junior, Jerome Miller, and Walter Fleming.

Railroad Metal Salvage Meeting (July 13, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59731.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel. Photograph of crowd. Included are William M. Jeffers, Bert C. Bertram, and G.F. Graham.

San Francisco Community College Campaign -- Scrap Metal (August 11, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59731.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Chamber of Commerce, 333 Pine Street. Included are Helen Ivancoviev, Fred D. Parr, Ralph R. Bellingall, Harold Brayton, M.C. Cowen, and J.D. McGilvray.
Slot Machine -- Scrap Metal (September 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59731.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Taraval Police Station. Officer William Curran looking at pile of scrap metal.

Scrap Metal Drive (September 23, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 70, [59731.05]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Cullinan home. Various metal items and decorator objects around the home and garden are shown.

Stock Piles -- Scrap Metal (September 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59732.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Eleventh and Harrison Streets.

Japanese Tea Garden -- Golden Gate Park -- Scrap Metal Drive (September 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59732.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included is Audrey Fong.

House -- Scrap Metal Drive (September 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59732.03-05]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at a house on Dolores Street. Miscellaneous items collected, included is Dennis Deering.

Boy -- Contribution -- Scrap Metal Drive (September 28, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59733.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Army and Church Streets. Dennis Leahy giving his toy auto to Joe Theman (junkman).

Pile -- Scrap Metal Drive (September 28, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59733.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken in front of 104 Chattanooga Street. Men and boys try to steal junk from Margaret Bennington. Included are George Bourdieu and Ronald Mangeanor.

Junkman -- Scrap Metal Drive (September 28, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59733.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the 200 block of Valley Street. D. Klang picking up junk.
Scrap Metal Drive (September 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59733.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1046 Valencia Street. Chester MacPhee and Louis J. Lazar getting scrap metal out of lot.

Scrap Metal (September 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59733.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1146 Folsom Street. Big scrap metal pile.

Scrap Metal Drive (September 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59733.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 4052 Seventeenth Street. Pile with signs. Ada Gallagher putting cans on pile (she and her husband gathered all the metal in the pile from their basement).

Alcatraz State Prison -- Scrap Metal and Rubber (October 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59734.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the foot of Army Street.

Spanish American War Veteran -- Scrap Metal Drive (October 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59734.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Herbert H. Webster gives German helmet to junk heap.

Former Artillery Officer Hero -- War Trophies -- Scrap Metal Drive (October 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59734.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 950 Rockdale Drive. Albert Kaye, a real estate broker, sorts trophies for scrap drive. In his hands are a German fuse cap that came through a gun emplacement which tore one man's leg off and a top of shell fired on Paris.

Scrap Metal Drive (October 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59734.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. Judge Peter J. Mullins gives paper weight made in Japan.

Scrap Metal Drive (October 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59734.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Veteran's Building. James K. Fisk gives a Civil War Springfield rifle.
Boy Gives Up Tricycle -- Scrap Metal Drive (October 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59734.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the corner of Gaviota and Bella Vista Ways. Four years old David Dolder, whose father is a United States Navy officer, reluctantly piles his tricycle on scrap pile.

Scrap Metal Brought to School by Children -- Scrap Metal Drive (October 03, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59735.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Bayview and Flora Streets. Louis Dalcolletto, William Larkin, and Diana Guldbech putting scrap metal on pile.

Lowell High School -- Scrap Metal Drive (October 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59735.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are John Wieland and Crawford Cooley.

Zone 2 -- Scrap Metal Drive (October 05, 1942 - October 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59735.03-04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 712 Twelfth Avenue and 2040 Fell Street. Shirley Merchant putting toy engine and typewriter on pile. Mrs. John Hanson putting sewing machine (lots of brass) on pile.

Junk Trucks -- Scrap Metal -- Civic Center (October 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59735.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Juck trucks lined up. Men planning pick up.

Zone 2 -- Scrap Metal Drive -- 676 Sixteenth Avenue and 1360 Fell Street (October 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59735.06-07]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sector warden, John Daly, gets neighborhood pile in front of his home. Big pile in front of apartment. Included are Jean Gamache and Jean Connors.

Scrap Metal (October 07, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59736.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Fred Parr and [?] Heymann.

John Swett School -- Scrap Metal Drive (October 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59736.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph with kids and scrap.
Aetna Insurance Company Plaque to Scrap Metal Drive (October 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59736.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Wilbur Sund putting scrap on pile.

Night Club Gives Broiler and Old Oven -- Scrap Metal Drive -- 365 Market Street (October 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59736.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bimbo putting old bike on pile. Johnny of "Billy Lyons Act" with Virginia Schultz of "Chorus." Johnny is giving a toy airplane to the drive.

Scrap Metal Drive -- lobby of Crocker Bank (October 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59737.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Elsie Bodell with German shell from last war.

Parade -- Scrap Metal Drive -- City Hall (October 12, 1942 - October 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59737.02-03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Car with Pearl Harbor Navy wives including Mrs. C.C. Mann, Mrs. A.L. Schubert, and Mrs. C.W. Coker; and Fred D. Parr, Colonel Malcolm Douglas, and Dan Rogers.

Scrap Metal -- Marina District (October 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59737.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Ronald and Donald Williams with miscellaneous scrap items.

Guns -- Scrap Metal Drive (October 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59737.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Dorothy Dinsdale with guns.

Scrap Metal -- James Denman School (October 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59737.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children bring scrap to school.

Old United States Navy Destroyers -- Scrap Metal -- Bay Farm Island (October 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59737.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Old destroyers to be used as scrap.

Sound Truck -- Newspapers -- Scrap Metal Drive (October 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59738.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scrap Metal Drive -- Miraloma School (October 20, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59738.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Children bring in scrap from homes. This pile is considered one of the best for schools in the city, considering there are all new homes in this district.

Scrap Metal Drive -- 4108 Twenty-fourth Street (November 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59738.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Josephine Hinkel dressing window.

Columbia Park Boy's Club -- Scrap Metal Drive (September 29, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59738.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Gerry Birrer, Ronald Hill, Donald Arrighi, Donald Birrer, John Andreae, and others.

Tin Can Drive -- 2555 Larkin Street (March 31, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59760.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included is Dorothy Manners of Hamlin School.

Tin Hats -- Tin Can Drive -- Palace Hotel (April 29, 1942 - April 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59760.02-04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Ruth Selby, Bettina Norberg, Judge Ed P. Murphy, Eve McClure, Pat Rogers, Jenny Sowick, Mari DeMarco, and Virginia Lofquist.

No More Tin Cans -- Canning -- 639 Bush Street (August 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59760.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included is Nita Louise scratching head and puzzling over how to cook Irish stew.

Collection of Silk Stockings -- Red Cross Junior Service -- 2622 Jackson Street (August 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59760.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Fanda Rose Chudy, Mrs. Howard Solz, and Ilayne Barbara Katz.

Collection of Fats and Grease (October 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59761.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 142 Westwood Drive. Carleton Rowland (eight years old) collects grease and fats from neighbors. Photograph of Rowland with cans on a cart.
Fats and Grease Conservation -- San Francisco Junior College (March 30, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59761.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are instructor in chef training Sauveur Carbonell and student Martha Harmon.

Fats and Grease Campaign -- 596 Twenty-eight Street (June 09, 1943 - June 30, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59761.03-04]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included is Mrs. Thomas Lumb.

Phonograph Record Collection -- Lettermen's Hospital (July 13, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59761.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Helen B. Young, Charles McGonegal, Ann Ghormley, Clarence Henricks, and James Tucker.

Phonograph Records Salvage Drive -- American Legion -- War Memorial Building (July 28, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59761.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Joseph D. Welch, G.S. Wabergerg, M.J. Hossfeld, Walter Dickson, Ray Ostander, Patsy Colgate, and Bucey Lweis.

Paper -- Reserve Officers' Training Corps -- Lincoln High School (November 16, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59761.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Boys wrapping bundles of paper for the campaign.

Paper Drive -- Reserve Officers' Training Corps -- Abraham Lincoln High School (November 16, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59762.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Pat Cutler, Harry Thomas, Barbara Burnett, Maggie Rogers, Dwight Straud, Sergeant John Hackley, Barby Mitchell, and Thomas Keedy.

Champ Paper Salvager (February 01, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59763.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken on Belvedere Street. Included is Raymond Nann.

National Director of War Production Board Salvage Division (May 09, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59763.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included is Herbert M. Faust.
Paper Collection -- John Swett Junior High School (May 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59763.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kids loading truck. Trucks loaded with paper.

Presentation of Salvage for Victory Flag -- Presidio Junior High (June 19, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59763.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Harry G. Hansell and Dr. A.J. Cloud.

Salvage for Victory Drive (July 30, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59763.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Hall of Justice. Included are Maurice Zugman (lifting boxes), Judge Melvyn Cronin (checking), and Charles De La Roche (checking).

Meeting -- Scrap Paper (April 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59764.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Chamber of Commerce building, 333 Pine Street. Included are Edward McGlade, Fred D. Parr, Dr. A.J. Cloud, and Harold Brayton.

Scrap Paper Drive -- Abraham Lincoln High School (April 17, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59764.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Morley Thompson presenting one thousand dollar check to Mrs. Clifford Jones of Red Cross.

Scrap Paper Drive -- Mission High School (May 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59764.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teacher Rosa Adelle Touchea tying paper. Pat Norton, Betty Clifton, and Stand Evans helping with paper.

Scrap Paper Drive -- Commerce High School (May 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59764.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Dr. A.J. Cloud, Maxine Waxman, and R.H. Lehman.

Call Bulletin Carrier -- Paper Salvage (August 09, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59765.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Von Elwood putting notice on door.
Mayor Gives Old Records -- Paper Drive (August 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59765.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham throwing records on the pile.

Paper for Drive Stolen by Junk Dealers -- Northern Police Station (August 14, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59765.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Leorge Morrison, William Montgomery, and Leslie Mallinson caught with a truck full of stolen salvage drive paper. Officers Matthew Duffy and Howard Ross, who caught them, looking at the loaded truck.

Clothing Campaign -- Palace Hotel (September 12, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59765.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Reverend William J. Flanagan, Reverend Edward Swanstrom, and Archbishop John J. Mitty.

Award -- Paper -- Aptos Junior High School (March 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59766.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harold Brayton presenting flag award to the principal of Aptos Junior High School, Charles Simonds, and Marcel Fiore.

War Relief Clothing Drive (March 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59766.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Mr. Jerd Sullivan and Lloyd E. Wilson.

Paper Salvage -- Commerce High School (March 23, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59766.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Harold Brayton gives flag to Ralph H. Lehman. Included are Warren H. Atherton.

War Relief Clothing Drive -- City Hall (March 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59766.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Mayor Roger D. Lapham and Jerd Sullivan.

War Time Clothing Salvage Drive -- 2314 Eighteenth Avenue (April 05, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59766.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Peter Vieria (four years old) and Joan Vieria (six years old). Children of Commander Frank G. Vieria are now in the Pacific.
Scouts -- Paper Drive (April 06, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59767.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 31 Morse Street. "Cubs" Richard Hodge, Bill Cooit, and Dan McBrady are in truck. Charles Cresci Junior, Frank Dunphy, Martin Bell, Scout Master Charles Cresci Senior, and Father John Wagner are loading truck.

Dudley Malone School -- Paper Drive (May 28, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59767.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Walter Johanssen, Clayton Whittaker, Fred Wolf, Ronald Pelsinger Donald French, Billi Pruitt, Earl Hale, Jack Smith, Ray Engels, and Pamela and Patricia Krieg.

Clothing Drive Ends -- 1237 Van Ness Avenue (September 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59767.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
American relief for Holland. Included are Ernie Howran (five years old), Virginia Ann Riggs (four years old), Dehlia Howran (two years old), and Ruth Duval.

Clothing Relief Drive (December 06, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59768.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Bill C. Foldon, Gennaro Sonnino, and Frank A. Juarez.

Victory Clothing Drive (January 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59768.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the firehouse on Bush Street. Included are Altha Andrews, fireman Pat Ahern, and E.L. Turkington.

War Relief Clothing Drive (January 07, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59768.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. Included are Mayor Roger D. Lapham and Boy Scout Steve Perata.

Victory Clothing Drive -- 1359 Folsom Street (January 10, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59768.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women marines helping. Included are Corporals Elizabeth Ross and Shirley Glover.
Junior Leauge Office -- War Relief Clothing Drive (January 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59768.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Harold Mills Tucker and Mrs. Joseph Burk stuffing box. Mrs. Edward Thompson Haas with bundles. Large group around table including Mrs. Edward Keil, Mrs. Horace Guilard, Mrs. Claire Hall, Mrs. John Hunton, Mrs. George Fuller, Mrs. Ransome Carver, and Mrs. Harold Tucker.

War Relief Clothing Drive -- Firehouse at 2430 San Bruno (January 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59768.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are fireman Ray French, Jo Della Hunter, fireman John Bauer, Ray French, Blue Birds Junior Camp Firegirls and the troop from Hillcrest School.

San Francisco Opera (1945/1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 103, [077914-077914]

Physical Description: 450 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note

Shipbuilding and Shipyards (1940/1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71-72, [059800-059812]

Physical Description: 290 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Launchings, work in progress, christenings, inspections, scenes from shipyards, hearings, conferences, ship building school, welding school, recruiting, etc. Captions include ship names, construction stage, and names of individuals and companies.

Sea Panther -- New Hull Laid -- Ship Launched -- Moore Shipyards (June 18, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59800.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Double bottom being welded upside down.

New Ships -- Moore Shipyards (June 18, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59800.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Drafting Room -- New Ships -- Moore Shipyards (June 18, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59800.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Included are Richard Hischler.
New Ships -- Moore Shipyards (June 18, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59800.04]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photograph of hydraulic press. Included are Jack Fitzgerald and Gerald McClellan.

New Ships -- Moore Shipyards (June 18, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59800.05]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photograph of hot metal coming out of furnace and bent. Matteo Andriotti, Gilbert Schuldt, and Nick Viganego bending steel for ship.

American Manufacturer (ship?) -- Launching of New Ship -- Western Pipe and Steel Company (August 08, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59800.06]
  Physical Description: 7 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Included are Mrs. K.D. Dawson and Howard Tallerday.

New Ships -- Western Pipe and Steel Company (September 22, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59801.01]
  Physical Description: 7 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken in South City. Maritime Commission ships being built at plant.

Liberty Day Launching -- Western Pipe and Steel Company (September 27, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59801.02]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Steel Artisan.

Alco Pioneer -- Ship Launching -- Union Iron Works and Bethlehem Steel (October 04, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59801.03]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Nancy Lewis christening ship.

American Leader -- Launch Preparations -- Western Pipe and Steel Company (October 07, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59801.04]
  Physical Description: 10 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photographs of the port side, stern view and guillotines, propeller, bow guillotines, and of last minute preparations.

American Builder -- Launching -- Western Pipe and Steel Company (December 17, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59801.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photograph of ship before launching and hitting water. Photograph of tide from ship hitting water. Photograph of Aileen Tallerday with bottle.
Alcoa Pilgrim -- Launching -- Bethlehem Steel Company (January 10, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59802.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of ship sliding into water. Photograph of Betsy Flye and Alfred S. Gunn with bottle.

American Press (ship) -- Ship Launching -- Western Pipe and Steel Company (March 1941 - March 11, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59802.02-03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

American Press (ship) -- Ship Launching -- Western Pipe and Steel Company (March 11, 1941 - March 11, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59802.04-06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Camilla Chandler christering the ship. Included are Norman Chandler and Howard Talleday.

Ship Launching -- Bethlehem Steel Company (March 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59802.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Alfred S. Gunn with bottle. Photographs of ship on runway.

Laying of New Hull -- Moore Shipyard (May 24, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59803.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Maritime Commission hull inspector Chester L. Nelson and Captain P. Odeen.

Inspection -- Shipyard -- Bethlehem Steel Company (July 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59803.02-03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the shipyard and Mark Hopkins Hotel. Production manager William Knudsen visits shipyard. Man with Knudsen is A.S. Gunn, the general manager of the yard. Knudsen talking to George Cole at power brake. Knudsen and Tony Gelini at the power drill. Photograph of Knudsen in an automobile with United States Navy Commander Keller. Included are Rudy Bussee and Lloyd Kenkel.

Ebony (ship) -- New Net Tender -- General Engineering and Drydock Company (September 16, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59803.04]

Physical Description: 0 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of crew and officers at attention. This is the second of four net tenders being built. Included are Lieutenant Commander Alvin Weymouth, Ensign Wilson F. Erskine, and H.C. Hanson.
Richmond Shipbuilding Yards (September 17, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59803.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Laying keels for three ships. Included are R.J. Carroll (resident plant engineer, United States Maritime Commission), Eward W. Hannay (yard superintendent), and Clay Bedford (general manager).

British Management and Labor Commission -- Richmond Shipbuilding Corporation (October 16, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59803.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
C. Percy Lister and R.V. Carroll at huge cutter.

British Commission to Inspect American Shipbuilding Methods -- Richmond Shipbuilding Corporation (October 16, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59803.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Arrival -- Inspection Tour -- San Francisco (April 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59803.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Knudsen getting off plane. Included is General K.B. Wolfe.

Alcoa Courier (ship) -- Launching -- Moore Drydock Company (October 21, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59804.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken in Oakland. Mrs. Roy A. Hunter christening the ship.

Laffey (ship) -- United States Navy -- Ship Launching -- Bethlehem Shipbuilding Company (October 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59804.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs showing various stages of ship going down runway and in water.

Maritime Commission -- Richmond Shipbuilding Company (November 25, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59804.03]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of plate room and ways.

Alcoa Corsair -- Ship Launching -- Moore Drydock Company (December 04, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59804.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of ship in water. Included are Joe Moore and Ruth Grove.
New Shipyard -- Sausalito (March 19, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59805.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Oakland Shipbuilding Corporation to build barges for United States Navy.

New Shipyard Workers (May 14, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59805.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the State Employment Service located at Thirteenth and Mission Streets.
Groups getting ready to leave for Mare Island.

New Shipyard Location -- Marinship Corporation (May 19, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59805.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of pile driver. General long shots.

Construction of Shipyards -- Marinship Corporation (June 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59805.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included W.E. Waste, K.K. Bechtel, and Phil Eichler.

Maritime Nursery School -- Richmond Shipyards (May 29, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59805.06]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teacher dressing Skipper Shinn in sleeping room. Bert Zaro playing with toys. Judy Aune, Lillian Brown, Shirley Ingram, Bert Zaro, and Lenore Miller having snacks. Junior Bien washing and Larry Peterson wiping in the washroom. Minnell Garrett putting her pajamas in locker which is located in the playroom. Lenore Miller gets dressed by the doorway in order to join the others for outdoor play. Lenore Miller is on her tummy on the slide, while Donald Gilechrist, Minnell Garrett and other wait their turn. General shot of kids asleep at Maritime Nursery School.

Hearing -- Shipbuilding (June 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59805.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Raymond A. Talmeg and Sidney Lundwall.

Hearing -- Shipbuilding (June 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59805.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Federal Building. Included are James J. O'Brien, J.L. O'Leary, Louis J. Capozzoli, and James van Zandt.
Hearing -- Shipbuilding (June 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59805.09]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the federal building. Committee investigating ship construction. Clay Bedford reporting for Richmond Shipyard.

Hearing -- Shipbuilding (June 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59805.10]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the federal building. Included are Joseph Moore, Fred McClain, and Robert Burton.

Hearing -- House Marine and Fisheries Subcommittee (June 22, 1943 - June 23, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59805.11-12]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the federal building. Included are J.F. Barrett, Timothy A. Readon of Teamsters Union, and vice-president of Western Pipe and Steel Company L.W. Delhi.

Hearing -- House Marine and Fisheries Subcommittee (June 29, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59805.13]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the federal building. Included is Henry E. Johns.

Hearing -- House Marine and Fisheries Subcommittee (June 29, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 71, [59805.14]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Edwin W. Hannay Junior, Edward Robert Dathe Senior, and Edward John Husted.

Hearing -- House Marine and Fisheries Subcommittee (June 30, 1943 - June 30, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59805.15-16]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the federal building and St. Francis Hotel. Included are Alonzo B. Bryan and Admiral Howard L. Vickery.

Union Men -- Shipbuilding Stabilization Conference -- Clift Hotel (July 12, 1943 - July 13, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59805.17-18]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Included are Al Wynn, John Frey, Admiral C.W. Fisher, Paul Porter, and Harry Morton.
Downing Hearing (August 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010—NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59805.19]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Paul Elieel and Spencer D. Pollard.

Ship Launching -- Pacific Bridge Company (August 25, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010—NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59806.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Christening party hoisted in air.

Workers -- Shipyards -- Ballet School, 236 Nan Ness Avenue (August 27, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010—NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59806.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ballet men work in shipyards. Mildred Ferguson, Barbara Wood, and Zoya Le Porsky
fix lunch. Dean Crockett, Barbara Wood, Marvin Krauter, and Zoya Le Porsky
dancing.

Richmond Shipyard (September 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010—NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59806.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men working on ships in background.

Launching Young America -- Moore Drydock Corporation (September 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010—NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59806.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Claire Gene Levy smashing bottle with Joseph Moore behind her. Ship sliding down
the way. Included is Dorothy Warren.

Twilight -- Launching of Freighter -- Moore Drydock Corporation (October 21,
1942) BANC PIC 1959.010—NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59806.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney General Earl Warren, Joseph Moore, and Blanche Lloyd.

Launching of Ship (November 15, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010—NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59806.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives

Launching -- Marinship Corporation (December 07, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010—NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59806.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Warren welding plates for keel of new ship.
Workers -- Shipyard (February 05, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59806.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shipyard workers in car.

Launching Sun Yat Sen (ship) -- Marinship Corporation (March 26, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59806.09]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Madame Wei Tao Ming breaking bottle. Photograph of four Chinese cadets from the Merchant Marines and Mrs. C.T. Feng. Views of ship in water and the crowd.

Training Camp for Welders -- United States National Youth Administration -- Richmond (May 04, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59807.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View depicts size of buildings compared to a man.

Cooks -- Training Camp for Welders -- United States National Youth Administration -- Richmond (May 04, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59807.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Training Camp for Welders -- United States National Youth Administration -- Richmond (May 04, 1943 - May 04, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59807.03-04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Dormitory -- Training Camp for Welders -- United States National Youth Administration -- Richmond (May 04, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59807.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Training Camp for Welders -- United States National Youth Administration -- Richmond (May 04, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59807.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Training Camp for Welders -- United States National Youth Administration -- Richmond (May 04, 1943 - May 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59807.07-10]

Physical Description: 0 negative
Scope and Content Note
Housing Officials -- Marin City (December 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59808.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  W.P. Seaver, Guy A. Ciocca, and Langdon W. Post.

Construction -- Barrett and Hilp Concrete Barges -- Belair Shipyard (May 08, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59808.02]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Raymond C. Anderson and William Lawson.

Street Signs -- Marinship Corporation -- Marin City (May 24, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59808.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Admiral Emory Land and Ann Snead.

Labor Recruiting -- Federal Office Building (May 28, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59808.04]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Cafeteria -- Hunters Point (June 24, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59808.05]
  Physical Description: 7 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Lieutenant H.K. Mikkelsen, Roy Dresser, and Maxine Jones.

Concrete Submarine -- Richmond and the Berkeley Yatch Harbor (July 24, 1943 - August 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59808.06-07]
  Physical Description: 12 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Meeting -- Shipworkers Food Problem -- City Hall (September 30, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59808.08]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Chester MacPhee and Thomas A. Brooks.

Launching Defiance (ship) -- Moore Drydock Corporation (January 12, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59809.01]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Mrs. Morley MacKenzie breaking bottle on the Defiance (ship).
Beth Ship Trial -- Pacific Ocean (August 09, 1944 - August 09, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59810.01-02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Shipbuilding Meeting -- Palace Hotel (August 14, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59810.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
M.A. Stafford, Al Wynn, John P. Frey, Paul Porter, and A.G. Gaffney.

Shipyards (August 16, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59811.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of the following shipyards: Marinship Corporation, Hunters Point, Alameda Navy Airbase, South San Francisco, Mills field, Richmond, and Mare Island.

Mare Island (August 16, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59811.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial view.

Aerial Views -- Shipyards (August 16, 1945 - August 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59811.03-05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alameda Naval Air Base, South San Francisco, and Richmond.

Largest Commerical Ship Drydocked Locally -- Bethlehem Shipyard (June 26, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59812.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
United States Army Transport Hermitage (ship) shown in floating drydock.

Aircraft Carriers -- Hunters Point Navy Yard (July 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59812.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships Boxer, Shangri La, Intrepid, Independence, and Hornet.

John Paul Jones Day -- Hunters Point Navy Base (July 06, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59812.03]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
War Assets Administration Auction Sale -- Marinship Shipyard -- Marin County (July 10, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [59812.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shot of veterans at registration tables and "sample" warehouse with four thousand different items on tables. Included are Helen Clouette, Frankie Brown, and Joe Adams.

US Army - Camps - Barry (1941/1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [060000-060000]

Physical Description: 13 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Flag raising, gun firing, harbor defenses, and general scenes of the camp.

US Army - Camps - Clayton (1941/1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [060052-060052]

Physical Description: 13 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
General views, soldiers, etc.

US Army - Camps - Cronkhite (1941/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [060100-060100]

Physical Description: 38 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Soldiers, recreation, and big guns firing.

US Army - Camps - Fort Ord (no d/1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 73, [060500-060524]

Physical Description: 475 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Hospital scenes, training, maneuvers, activities, etc.

US Army - Camps - Funston (1941/1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [060150-060150]

Physical Description: 13 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Camp site, guns, returning of the camp to Mayor, etc.

US Army - Camps - Golden Gate Park (1941/1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [060200-060200]

Physical Description: 25 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
147th Field Artillery, soldiers, national defense pageant rehearsal, etc.

US Army - Camps - Hunter Liggett (1941/1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [060250-060254]

Physical Description: 125 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Activities, maneuvers, etc.
US Army - Camps - John T. Knight (1944/1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [060350-060351]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives (estimate)
  Scope and Content Note
  Review of troops and Italian prisoners of war.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [060360-060360]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives (estimate)
  Scope and Content Note
  New road dedication and ceremony, officer listed, etc.

US Army - Camps - McQuaide (1940/1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [060400-060412]
  Physical Description: 150 negatives (estimate)
  Scope and Content Note
  Instruction, recreation, training, inspections, haircutting, etc.

US Army - Camps - Miley (1941/1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 72, [060475-060475]
  Physical Description: 13 negatives (estimate)
  Scope and Content Note
  Hospital demonstration for veterans on how to dress, cancer victim rehabilitation, etc.

US Army - Camps - Presidio of San Francisco (1941/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 73, [060800-060807]
  Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)
  Scope and Content Note
  Memorial Day at Presidio Cemetery, camp views, marching, 91st Division, Letterman Hospital, YMCA, 30th Infantry, 32nd Infantry, etc.

US Army - Camps - Roberts (1941/1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [061001-061013]
  Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of Camp Roberts including parades, maneuvers, recreation, wrestling, weapons, dental lab, and art shows. Includes images of soldiers from the 53rd Battery.

US Army - Camps - San Luis Obispo (1941/1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [061100-061102]
  Physical Description: 38 negatives (estimate)
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of Camp San Luis Obispo including camp scenes, enlisted men, maneuvers, drills, etc. Includes portraits of men from the 159th Infantry.

US Army - Camps - Stoneman (1941/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [061150-061150]
  Physical Description: 24 negatives (estimate)
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of Camp Stoneman, a staging area for troops preparing to go overseas, and troops and ships preparing for departure.
US Army - Camps - Winfield Scott (1941/1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [061200-061204]

Physical Description: 100 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Views of Camp Winfield Scott including anti-aircraft guns, training, coast defenses, church services, etc. Images of recruits in daily activities. Includes portraits of the 65th Coast Artillery.

US Army - Miscellaneous (1942/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76-80, [061700-061765]

Physical Description: 1474 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Army maneuvers, training, weapons, demolition testing, mascots (primarily dogs), cemeteries (including Golden Gate National Cemetery), chemical warfare, arsenals (Yuba County), Black Hawk Division, various forts and camps, soldiers holding declaration of war headlines, veterans returning home (mostly Korean veterans), convoys from the San Francisco Mint moving gold, etc.

Aviation -- Airport -- Hamilton Field [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61700.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly previous date.] Payroll taken by amateur.

Bakers Mixing Dough [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61700.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly previous date.] Private Frederick Wagner and Private Louis Grossman.

Soldiers Adjusting Printing Press [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61700.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly previous date.] Offset press. Private A. Melchicazola and Sergeant Raymond B. Decker.

Medical Corp [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61700.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Simulated Battle Conditions -- Malone and Tenino, Washington [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61700.05-07]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Training Soliders [1943?] BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61701.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly previous date.] Men carrying light packs charge field.

Recreation -- Dance [1943?] BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61701.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly previous date.] Fort Service Club #1 Dance for the Division men. Barbara Burgess, Private Harold L. Clark, Patricia Ferrell, Private Joseph Salach, and Mavis Claunch.

Miscellaneous Activities [1943?] BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61701.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Range Finder for Mortar Invented by Seventeenth Infantry Man [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61701.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly previous date.] Private James T. Kondo is inventor of finder. [Printed article enclosed in old sleeve].

Testing New Commerical Explosive [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61701.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly previous date.] Tests carried out against steep, stumps, and barbed wire. Includes Sergeant S.C. Reese, Private Wilfred Phillips, Private Stanley Sands, Private Ray Armstrong, Corporal Gerald Scott, and others.

Mechanized -- Machine Gun Mounted on a Truck [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61701.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly previous date].

Soldiers With Newspapers Telling of Declaration of War (December 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61702.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[No date; possibly December 1941.] Includes Private Isadore Minsky, Corporal Joe Vicens, Private Joe Colacecchi, Private Don Anderson, Private Weldon Rice, ...
Recreation -- Men with Girls [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61702.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

[Possibly previous date.] Jeeps full of girls. Officers in lounge. Includes Violet Grassow, Jean Brison, Private John L. Dunn, Jeanne De Fosset, Gail Havorson, and others.

Training Men To Hold a Rifle [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61702.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

[Possibly previous date.] Colonel Hardy and Lieutenant Hancock showing a large group of men how to hold a rifle.

Truck Convoy Entering San Francisco [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61702.04]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

[Possibly previous date].

Men Set An Unsuspecting Man's Shoe On Fire [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61702.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

[Possibly previous date.] Men playing a joke on another man who is sleeping. Private Dan Steward, Private Fee, Corporal Steffen, and Sergeant Everding.

Trained Dogs -- Quartermaster Depot -- Emeryville [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61702.06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

[Possibly previous date.] Dogs trained to guard Motor Supply Depot. Carl Spitz and Fred Bache.

Army Maneuvers [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61703.01]

Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note


Thirtieth Infantry -- New Commander At Berkeley Station (October 09, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61703.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

General and Mrs. John P. Lucas and General Charles H. Corlett.

American Assistant Military Attache To London (October 19, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61703.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Major Arthur McChrystal.
Ships -- Republic -- Transport Ready to Sail (December 17, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61703.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Republic (ship) sails for Honolulu. Ship leaving pier with people waving goodbye.

San Francisco General Returns for Visit (November 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61703.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brigadier General Arthur McChrystal returns for first time in three and a half years.

Mascot -- Dog Dying Because Owner Is in Army (February 10, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61704.01-02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. G.V. Henno [G.B. Henno?], Ellen Barney, and Major Ernest Smith.

Ships -- Transport Ready To Sail (February 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61704.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
No name of ship; everyone is secretive about voyage. Troops sailing.

Golden Gate National Cemetery -- San Bruno (March 06, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61704.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New cemetery for Army, the “Arlington of the West.” Building in progress. Views of main gate, gate chapel, superintendent lodge, and hill reservoir.

Donald Duck Originator (April 21, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61704.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Donald Duck used as insignia. Alexander F. Ruth, Williams L. Tydings, and Murray Fairbairn.

Truck Convoy Entering San Francisco (May 23, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61704.06]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Convoy entering San Francisco over Golden Gate Bridge.

Burial -- Golden Gate National Cemetery -- San Bruno (June 02, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61704.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crosley LeRoy, Thomas L. McKenna, Chaplain Warren Pierson, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. Smith.
Enlisted Men Leaving for Officer’s Candidate School (June 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61705.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Men made the highest grade in a competitive test for officer’s school. James P. Carter, Melvin B. Gilbert, C.H. White, Sylvester Bartolec, James P. Streetman, and Aaron D. Light.

Two Generals Seated Behind a Desk (August 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61705.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Generals are holding papers. Joseph Stilwell and C.H. White.

Mechanized -- Truck Convoy Enroute to Washington Maneuvers (August 16, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61705.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Geary and Presido. Trucks alongside road waiting for stragglers.

US Army Parade (October 02, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61705.04]
Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Market Street during night. John J. McCloy, John L DeWitt, and Murray Draper.

Army Convoys for Mint Exchange (November 04, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61705.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Soldiers watching gold being transferred from US Mint.

Chemical Warfare Class -- UC Berkeley (December 16, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61705.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

General Joseph W. Stilwell and Family (March 19, 1942 - November 15, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61705.07-08]
Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of General. At Carmel home. First photographs of General and his family since his return from China. Joseph Stilwell, Winifred Stilwell Cox, Nancy S. Easterbrook, Alison Stilwell, and Carl G. Arnold McClatchy.

Women Sewing Vestments for Army Chaplains (February 04, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61706.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nancy Barrett and Jane Spieker.
Mascot Dog -- Ninety-sixth Coast Artillery (February 25, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61706.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Dog "Sergeant Duke" and men.

Lieutenant and Wife (March 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61706.03]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Copy negatives of Lieutenant and Mrs. Edward M. O'Donnell.

General Paul B. Malone (March 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61706.04]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Copy negative of General Paul B. Malone.

US Army Chaplain Speaks at First Congregational Church (April 03, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61706.05]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Earl C. Weed and congregation.

Captain Francis Stonecifer (April 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61706.06]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Copy negative of Captain Francis Stonecifer.

Lieutenant Colonel Davies and Family (April 15, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61706.07]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Copy negatives of Lieutenant Colonel and Mrs. John H. Davies, Martha Davies, and Anne Davies.

Mascots Dogs from Los Angeles (April 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61707.01]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Includes Jack Higgins and John Cabot, and dogs Caesar and Sandy.

Copy Negatives of Various Privates and Sergeants (April 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61707.02-08]
   Physical Description: 7 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
Solider Holding Newspaper -- Letterman Hospital (September 17, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61707.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harold J. Vick.

Captain John M. Loupe (May 06, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61709.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Captain John M. Loupe.

Woman Recognized Soldier in Newspaper Photograph (May 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61708.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ruth Silva recognized her boyfriend soldier in Call-Bulletin photograph.

Mascot -- Dog -- Negro Troops (June 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61709.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dog "Deadline" listening to radio.

Last Man Off Bataan -- Alexander Hamilton Hotel (June 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61709.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes George Shephard Clarke, and Jean Clarke.

Children Gather Candy Bars for Service Men -- Everett Junior High School (June 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61709.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Woman Looking at Messages from Soldiers (June 27, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61709.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Messages were thrown over the side of a ship to be sent home. Includes Vivian Gilmore.

Recreation -- Service Play Reading Group (August 04, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61709.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women Making Kits for Soldiers (August 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61709.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Women employees of Southern Pacific Railroad make kits. Sheila O'Connor, Dorothy Plate, Charlotte Bebb, Frances Bauer, Jean Goldman, Barbara Pell, and Genevieve Beane.

Captain Elliott Pardee (September 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61709.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Elliott Pardee.

Knudson on Inspection Tour of Army -- Mills Field (October 31, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61709.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Farewell Luncheon for Colonel Harmon -- Palace Hotel (February 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61709.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Waldemar Broberg, K.B. Harmon, and Charles E. Moore.

Fritzie Zivic Talks To Soldiers -- Aquatic Park (November 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61710.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Army Men Sorting Mail -- US Army Post Office, Ninth and Folsom Street (November 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61710.02]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Dogs Inducted Into Army (December 23, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61710.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dogs Hildegard and Bouncer. Mrs. Edgar Stern, Helenjoy Pfaffenberger, and Barbara Mae Bellows.

Orientation Room -- US Army Post Office 1944-??-04
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61710.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dog Platoon Returns -- Pier Fifteen (February 02, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61710.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dogs Prince and Buster. Ralph Trisher and Sergeant Robert Rianda.

Army Show -- Kezar Stadium [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61711.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Athletic stunts by service men: trampoline, throws, and boxing.

Training Soldiers -- Tanforan (January 27, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61711.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major Thomas Barton, Max Baer, and Bitsy Grant.

Fishing Equipment Collected for Army (February 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61711.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Paul R. Bishop, Jack Seaman, Mrs. Fred E. Hihn, and Joe Leon.

Boy Scouts Sorting Fishing Equipment Collected for Army (February 13, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61711.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Press Conference With General (February 17, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61711.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Harold L. George.

Army Chiefs Here From Washington, D.C. (February 26, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61711.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonels Colonel R.C. Jones, Colonel T.P. Bank, and Colonel E.L. Munson are looking at map of Australia.

US Army Ordinance Chief and Local Chiefs (April 23, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61712.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Levin H. Campbell Jr., and Colonel K.B. Harmon.
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)
Military, War, Wartime, etc.

---

**Guns -- Anti Aircraft Practice -- Montara Point (May 05, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61712.02]

- Physical Description: 9 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Soldiers firing massive guns.

---

**Army Takes Over San Francisco Ferry Building From State (June 02, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61712.03]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Includes Sergeant George Brock, Corporal Edward Dietz, Colonel Paul A. Lamb, Major Theodore Drake, Captain L.T. Claps, and others.

---

**Training -- Arrival of Army Specialized Unit -- University of San Francisco (USF) (July 02, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61712.04]

- Physical Description: 5 negatives
- Scope and Content Note

---

**Brigadier William E. Lynd (July 12, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61712.05]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Brigadier General William E. Lynd.

---

**Soldiers Reviewed -- Stanford University (August 28, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61713.01]

- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Troops lined up in attention. Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, Colonel Harry B. Allen, and Dr. Donald Tresdder.

---

**Interview With Major General (September 10, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61713.02]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Major General John Marston.

---

**Secretary of War Press Interview -- Fort Mason (September 10, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61713.03-04]

- Physical Description: 5 negatives
- Scope and Content Note

---

**General DeWitt Leaves for Washington (September 17, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61713.05]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Lieutenant General John L. DeWitt and John Francis Neylan.
Western Defense Command -- Aide to the General (September 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61714.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Robert M. Bathurst.

Western Defense Command -- Presidio (September 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61714.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant General Delos Emmons.

Chief of Army Postal Service (October 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61714.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Major General Clayton S. Adams.

General Hannum Turning Over Command of Pacific Division Army (October 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61714.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Arsenal -- Howitzer Guns -- Yuba Manufacturing Co. (October 22, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61715.01-10]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Parts manufactured, grinded, polished, inspected, numbered, and packed. C.E. Baughn, Captain Clyde H. Breen, Russell Beach, Lorraine Sanders, L.E. Blair, G.W. McKnight, Will Lemke, Captain C.H. Breen, C.M. Romanovitz, Colonel H.B. Harmon, Pauline Morgan, E.W. Hawkins, Frank Duarte, J.E. Hampton, and Sam Straub.

Army Engineer Convalescing (November 24, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61716.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Lieutenant Don Woodcock wearing the Purple Heart. Woodstock lost his left hand when bobby trap dropped by a German plane exploded. [Printed caption attached to old sleeve].

Group of Soldiers (December 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61716.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Fifth and Folsom Streets.

Chief of Army Engineers (December 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61716.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Eugene Reybold.
Recreation -- Army Show -- Opera House (December 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61716.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of stage and massive crowd.

Dogs -- Pups (December 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61716.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dogs Mary, Sally, Victor, and Polly, and Mrs. Walter Heller.

Press Conference -- Army Officers Return From England (December 10, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61717.01-04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Major General L.H. Campbell (October 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61718.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General L.H. Campbell standing in front of a microphone.

Shows -- Seals Stadium -- San Francisco (November 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61718.02]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judo, raising flag at finish of battle, parade, taps, and living cross. Major Melville H. Ruick, Bill Cohan, and Harry Freeman.

Tank (November 11, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61718.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Three people standing beside tank. Colonel McCullough, Dorothy Wilson, and Lieutenant Vera Haffly.

Aachen Visit (December 18, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61718.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Major Charles Kendricks (copy negative).

Army Tour Mayor's Office -- City Hall (January 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61719.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Private Louis M. Cocozza, Harry T. Gaby, Leo A. Crivello, Corporal Myles D. Gates, Mayor Roger D. Lapham, and others.
US Army Insignia -- General of the Army (February 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61719.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
General Marshall's new insignia (five stars in a circle).

Brigadier General Dorn and Copies of His Photo Collection (February 12, 1945 - February 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61719.03-15]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brigadier General Frank Dorn and copies negatives of views he took in China (Lungling, Burma Road, Salween River area, Tengchung, and Sungshan) during the war. General Joseph Stilwell, Brigadier General William Bergin, Major General Frank Merrill [Merrell?], Major General Hsiao I Hsu, Lieutenant General Wel Li Huang, Colonel John W. Darrah, Colonel John Stodter, and Private Charles H. Hatfield.

Brigadier Generals -- Western Defense Command -- Presidio (January 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61719.16]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brigadier General Frank D. Merrill and Brigadier General William H. Wilbur.

Courtesy Call On Mayor By General Stillwell -- City Hall (January 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61719.17]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified men standing beside mayor's calendar of days ahead and days gone. Mayor Roger D. Lapham and General Joseph Stilwell.

Luncheon -- Chief of Staff -- Palace Hotel (February 15, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61719.18]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Chief of Staff Major Frank D. Merrill.

General Dwight Eisenhower Talking to Men in Europe (February 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61720.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Supreme Commander General Dwight D. Eisenhower talking with men of the Twenty-nineth Divison in France.

Lieutenant General S.B. Buckner Jr. (February 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61720.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Lieutenant General Simon Bolivar Buckner Jr.
Purchase of Musical Instruments by US Army and US Navy (February 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61720.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Sergeants Seated (February 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61720.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

W.G. Grindell (March 01, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61720.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Private First Class William G. Grindell.

Major General R. Brush (March 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61720.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Major General Rapp Brush.

Soldiers To Visit War Planes -- City Hall (March 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61720.08]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Includes Private First Class Andrew Hnids, Corporal Frederick M. Rasmussen, Corporal Newman Tuttle, Sergeant Paul Inman, Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Kenan, Mayor Roger Lapham, and others.

Colonel W.A. Reilly (March 31, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61720.09]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel William A. Reilly seated in a chair.

General Dwight D. Eisenhower's Arrival (February 21, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61720.10-11]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds around plane at Hamilton Field. General Eisenhower enroute to San Francisco. Mark Hopkins Hotel flies five star flag honoring the General's visit. General Eisenhower, Major General Kenyon Joyce, and Major General Frank Merrill.

General Dwight D. Eisenhower's Arrival -- Hamilton Field (May 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61720.12]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Eisenhower exiting plane, talking to reporters, and entering car.
Released Veterans -- Camp Deale -- Marysville (May 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61721.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men packing duffel bags. Brigadier General Oscar A. Abbott, Staff Sergeant Robert Morgan, Sergeant Don Hurst, Robert Dunavon, and Joe Lank.

Mother Greets Son -- Letterman Hospital (May 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61721.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mother embracing son. Private First Class Kenneth Brooks and Mrs. Lenora Brooks.

Soldier's Family Evicted (May 30, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61721.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private Peter Viola, wife Agnes Viola, and children Agnes, Buddy, Barbara, Sonny, Patricia, and Josephine.

Veterans Return From South Pacific For Point Discharge -- Pier Seven (June 05, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61721.04-10]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ex-Service Men's Discharge Button (May 11, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61721.11]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Close-up of World War II ex-service men's pin.

Veteran Returns from War (May 18, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61721.12]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Soldier among first to be discharged. Mr. and Mrs. George Francis and children Everett, George, Leon, Leta, Jacqueline, and dog King.

Discharged Blackhawk Division Veteran and Family (June 19, 1945 - June 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61721.13-14]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of soldier. Wife holding golf clubs sits next to picture of her husband and son. Arthur Omli, Emmie Marie Omli, and Arthur Omli Jr.
Blackhawk Division Veteran Discharged (June 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61721.15]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Copy negative of Dean Cohen.

Wife of San Francisco Soldier Who Found Gold Cache in Germany (June 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61722.01]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Lieutenant John J. Stack found five billion dollar gold cache. His wife Isabell Stack is seated holding pictures of her husband.

Mother of Discharged Veteran (June 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61722.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Caroline M. Price cooks spaghetti for her son.

Wife of Returning Soldier (June 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61722.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Mrs. Peter Hegre dressed in her bathing suit at her husband's request.

Wife and Son of Discharged Blackhawk Veteran Going to Camp Beale (June 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61722.04]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Wife of Captain Charles C. Lantis wants gasoline. Dorothy Lantis and baby Chuck Jr.

Discharged Veteran (June 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61722.05]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Copy negative of Private First Class Daniel C. Hewitt.

Blackhawk Division Veteran Discharged (June 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61722.06]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Copy negative of Dean Cohen.

Discharged Veterans (June 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61722.07-09]
  Physical Description: 8 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Sons come home to their parents. Captain Robert Vali, Florence Vail, Lieutenant Richard Vail, Jean Sallaberry, Marie Sallaberry, Pierre Sallaberry, Mrs. Harold J. Cohen, and Dean Cohen.
Discharged Veterans -- Eighty-sixth Blackhawk Division Returns From Europe --
Camp Beale (June 19, 1945 - June 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61723.01-06]
  Physical Description: 25 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Discharged Veterans Send Telegrams -- Fort McDowell 1946-06-05?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61723.07]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Veterans fill out telegrams to send home.

New Commanding General -- Fort Mason (June 30, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61724.01]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Major General Homer S. Groninger.

Soldier and Family Evicted (June 30, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61724.02]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Discharged Veterans -- Fort Scott (July 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61724.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Large group of soldiers getting discharges.

Soldiers Working for Southern Pacific Railroad (July 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61724.04]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Ed Kjorlie, Sergeant Herman T. Newman, and Private First Class Jose C. Martinez.

Colonel F.V. Keesling Jr's Interview with Press (July 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61724.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Colonel Francis V. Keesling Jr.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sergeant D.P. Doran (July 24, 1945)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010−NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61724.06]</td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>Sergeant Daniel P. Doran.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mountain of Ration Supplies -- Oakland City Auditorium (July 31, 1945)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010−NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61724.08]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Women sitting on a massive mountain of supplies near the sign &quot;San Francisco Port of Embarkation: Transportation Corps.&quot; Includes Catherine Dunn, Lillian Bellomy, Shirley Laws, and Private First Class John Carnrike.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Public Welfare Commissioner -- Mayor's Office (February 28, 1946)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010−NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61724.09]</td>
<td>3 negatives</td>
<td>Francis V. Keesling Jr., Mayor Roger D. Lapham, and Herman Van der Zee.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private First Class S. Licata and Family (August 07, 1945)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010−NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61725.03]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Copy negatives of Private First Class Sam Licata, Vicky Licata, and son David Licata.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Soldiers (August 13, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61725.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of Sergeant Joseph W. Emond, First Lieutenant William B. Partman, and Lesile Elliott with his mother.

Admiral Hughes (ship) Returns Veterans Back to San Francisco (August 16, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61725.06-07]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

First Service Couple Gets Wedding License After V.J. Day -- City Hall (August 16, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61725.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Radio Technician Gene Adkisson and Charlotte Brunner.

Trucks -- Army Shipment of Unknown Materials -- San Francisco Mint, Fifth and Mission Street (August 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61725.09-10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Soldiers (August 27, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61725.11-12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of Corporal Walter Scott and Private First Class Edgar F. Handley.

General Arrives From China -- Hamilton Field (September 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61726.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant General Albert C. Wedemeyer and Major John Muladey.

Army Releases News On Communication Systems -- Presidio (October 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61726.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major Donald G. Weiss, Lieutenant George M. Hickman, Sergeant Ferdinand Neidt, and Captain W.F. Roberts.

Troopship Azalea in San Francisco -- Pier Fifteen (October 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61726.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Troops on forward and rear deck.
Troopship General Polk Back From Japan (October 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61726.04]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ship coming into San Francisco Bay, men looking over rail. Corporal Harold Finkle, Private First Class George Isaac, Lieutenant Colonel Wilbur E. Bradt, and Captain Wood Reddy.

Major General L. Wing Arrives Home -- General Hersey (ship), Pier Fifteen (October 08, 1945 - October 09, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61726.05-06]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General coming down gang plank of General Hersey (ship), son greeting his father on arrival. Major General Leonard F. Wing and First Lieutenant Leonard Wing Jr.

General O. Bradley (October 18, 1945 - October 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61726.07-09]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Discharged Soldier -- One Man Army -- Fairmont Hotel (October 18, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61726.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mother and sister seated on bed near picture of soldier. Clara Wermuth and Talia Wermuth.

Monterey (ship) Brings Troops and WAVES (Women's Naval Reserve Corps) -- Pier Thirty (October 19, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61726.11]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Navy welcome band on dock. Ship coming alongside dock. Ship Monterey bringing in 4500 troops and WAVES.

Arrival of John Archinal on Transport Sea Ray (October 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61726.12]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mess Sergeant Archinal, who gave pint of blood to Tojo, and Private First Class John F. Howell.

Chaplain -- Cape Meares (ship) -- San Francisco Bay (October 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61726.13]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Returning Soldiers (November 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61726.14]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major Arthur Wermuth, Major Everett Mead, Major C. Teasdel, Squadron Leader Eric Wright, and Surgeon Commander Holden Tincher.

Marine Adder (ship) -- Pier Fifteen (November 06, 1945 - November 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61727.01-02]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Failure of ship Marine Adder to sail. Soldiers being taken from Marine Adder to Ferry Building, to be returned to Camp Stoneman and Fort McDowell. Air Force Replacement Troops boarding and checked by Major G.L. Evans.

French Boy Adopted by Captain (November 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61727.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Howard C. Broughton adopts Jean Blin. Includes Captain's nephew Richard Neill and dog Patty.

R.E. Ricci 1945-00
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61728.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Renato E. Ricci.

Two Generals -- Presidio (December 02, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61728.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
General Juan Felipe Rico and Major General Cortlandt Parker sitting at a table.

General McArthur’s Chief of Staff -- St. Francis Hotel (December 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61728.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant General Richard K. Sutherland.

Two Millionth Service Man Returns -- Pier Forty-five 1946?-01-03
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61729.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Staff Sergeant Irving Feldman.

Former Guard of General Yamashita 1946?-01-14
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61729.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Corporal George W. Bohling holding a picture of himself and General Yamashita.
**Former Guard of General Yamashita 19467-01-14**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61729.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Corporal George W. Bohling holding a picture of himself and General Yamashita.

**Major P. Roest (January 16, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61729.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Major Pieter Roest.

**Press Interview with Major General J.L. Bradley (January 18, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61729.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General James L. Bradley.

**Speaker -- Commonwealth Club -- Palace Hotel (January 18, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61729.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Leslie R. Groves standing in front of a microphone and podium.

**Decorations -- Presidio (January 24, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 77, [61729.06-07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

**Surplus Vehicles -- Presidio (January 25, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61730.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Numerous rows of surplus vehicles including jeeps and vans.

**Corporal R. Fry and His Polish Bride (January 29, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61730.02-03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of the wedding ceremony in Poland. Couple in Oakland home. Corporal Robert Fry and bride Stefania Gasenska.

**Interview of Colonel E.H. Cooper -- Union League Club (January 30, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61730.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Edwin H. Cooper being interviewed by Luther "Duke" Meyer.
**Major A.E. Smith Jr. Returns -- Pier Forty-five (February 07, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61731.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Major Al E. Smith Jr.

**Speaker -- Veteran’s Administration Press Conference (February 09, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61731.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Colonel Edwin K. Wright is acting Deputy Administrator, Area 12 (San Francisco Branch).

**General W.C. Kreuger Gives Distinguished Service Medal 1943-00**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61731.03-04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Lieutenant General Walter C. Kreuger (close-up of face). General gives distinguished service medal at St. Francis Hotel. Includes Colonel and Mrs. John Calkin Jr., and John Calkin Sr.

**US Army Deserter and Family (February 14, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61731.05-06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Father arrested in Palo Alto. Herbert Pinckey and sons Keith and Louis Osbourne.

**General R.J. Marshall Arrives From Tokyo -- Hamilton Field (February 15, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61731.07]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

**Major General Greets Another Brigadier General -- Pier Fifteen (February 16, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61731.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Major [or Brigadier?] General Homer Groninger greets Brigadier General James R. Townsend.

**Vandals Destroy Army Supplies at Presidio (February 16, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61732.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Frank Hirt Spy Trial (February 18, 1946 - March 21, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61732.02-20]

Physical Description: 97 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Courtroom scenes. Includes Captain Jean Morony, Major Richard P. Whitaker (defense council), Jean Hirt, Sharon Hirt, Lou Ashe, Captain James E. Thompson, Captain Rollan C. Bennett, Major James M. Bull, Lieutenant Colonel William C. Armstrong, Franklin N. Law, Chilton Thomson, Lieutenant George Davis (Attorney), John P. McQuillen, Herbert Karl Friedrick Bahr, Arthur E. Swanson, Everett M. Chase, Captain Fred N. Voss, Captain B.J. Schutten, and others.

General Joseph W. Stilwell (March 11, 1946 - October 15, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61733.01-06]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note

G.I. and Wife -- Transport General Morton (ship) -- Pier Fifteen (March 06, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61734.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Delmar R. Dustman, wife Veronica Dustman, and children Delmar Pete and Donna Lee.

Arrival of General Bundy (ship) -- Pier Fifteen (March 07, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61734.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Woodrow Wilson York and baseball players Sergeant Vernon Bickford (hopes to join Boston Braves) and Private First Class Walter Kirby Higbe (formerly of Chicago Cubs).

Generals of Philippines -- Fort Mason (March 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61734.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Brigadier General Macario Peralta, Major General Basilio Valdes, and Lieutenant General Robert C. Richardson.

Interview of Major General E.M. Almond (March 28, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61734.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Major General Edward M. Almond (Commander of the Second Infantry Division).

Corregidor Hero (April 01, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61734.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Captain Ray G. Lawrence.
Chief Corps of Engineers (April 02, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61734.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant General Raymond Wheeler.

Army Corporal And Wife On Gratis Vacation -- Fairmont Hotel (April 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61734.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal Lloyd Griffiths, wife Mary Griffiths, and Emile Sauer.

Daughter Receives Father's Posthumus Decoration (April 15, 1946 - April 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61735.01-02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Receiving platform and band in park. Daughter sitting next to a picture of her father and the citation signed by President Truman. Joan Dewey MacKay, General Homer Grninger, Robert MacKay, and Mary Ryder.

Lieutenant Turns Down Twenty-one Wives in Philippines -- Transport (April 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61735.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Charles W. Patterson holding a certificate of title.

Woman Sergeant With Future Husband (April 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61735.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Dorothy Rogers and ex-Sergeant Frank Inman.

Medals Presented -- Retreat Ceremony at San Francisco Presidio (April 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61735.05-06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Joseph W. Stilwell, Colonel Jefferson J. Graves, Major General Kenyon A. Joyce, Anna M. Eggert, Mrs. Herbert J. Welch Sr., Mr. and Mrs. Charles F. Stewart Sr., Charles Stewart, Janet Carol Stewart, Diane McLean, Dixie McLean, and Julia Stewart.

Soldier Brings American Born Japanese Boy Home -- Fort Mason (April 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61735.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eleven year old boy is reunited with his mother. Frank Donato, Masuo Koike, Iko Koike, and Colonel Melvin Craig.
**Dribble Hospital Soldiers on Yosemite Ski Trip with USO (United Service Organizations) Junior Hostesses (May 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61736.01-02]

Physical Description: 24 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Snow fights, skiing, and falling snow. John Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Harrington, Angelo Mattei, Clarince Erickson, Jack Dunham, Eileen Albrecht, Frank Thiel, Pat Murphy, Peggy Albrecht [Albeecht?], Bob Thorne, Dick McLarenand, Phyllis Mahood, and Dot Ichters.

**WAC (Women's Army Corps) Anniversary -- Dibble Hospital (May 13, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61736.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

**Army Dentist and Wife -- PW's (Prisoners of War) From the Philippines (May 22, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61736.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
He was an army dentist and she was an Army nurse on Bataan where they were married at the time of Japanese invasion. Major Garnet Francis and Earleen Francis.

**Largest Man in the Army (May 24, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61736.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Man is six feet and two inches and weighs three hundred twenty pounds. Lieutenant Colonel Charles V. Marbutt [Mabbutt?] and Lieutenant Mary C. Donnelly.

**Decoration of Colonel (May 27, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61736.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Colonel William Hart decorating Colonel Francis B. Keesling Jr.

**MacArthur's Aides on Way to Washington (May 28, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61737.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

**General H.H. Arnold On His Ranch -- Sonoma County (March 08, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61738.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aviation -- Air Corps Anniversary -- Hamilton Field (June 01, 1946)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>David Thompson, Don Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Brott, and Sergeant Jess Nostrand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General H.H. Arnold at Lunch -- Palace Hotel (July 05, 1946)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 negatives</td>
<td>Dr. Russel D. Lee, Major General Willis Hale, and General H.H. Arnold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Ship From Tokyo -- Pier Forty-five (July 05, 1946)</td>
<td></td>
<td>6 negatives</td>
<td>Men with instruments playing to soldiers on crutches. Soldiers on deck. Includes Nurse Lieutenant Tony Dean, baby Barbara, Corporal Herbert Sheppard, Sergeant Archie Searle, Private First Class Earl Reid, Private First Class Floyd Holmes, Private First Class Edgar Schlieman, Private First Class Bernard Shapiro, Sergeant Martin Kraft, and others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman Held For Having Too Many Allotment Checks (July 15, 1946)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Taken at Post Office. Minnie Alice Johnson.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army Nurses Leave for Adek (July 30, 1946)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Nurses waving from window of departing bus. Includes Gladys Compton, Marion Martini, Hazel Wiggins, Leila Plaster, Mary West, and others.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother and Baby -- Letterman Hospital (July 31, 1946)</td>
<td></td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Captain Eleanor Hamilton, Jean Karge, and baby Richard James Karge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAF Day (August 01, 1946 - August 02, 1946)</td>
<td></td>
<td>13 negatives</td>
<td>Birthday celebration at Whitcomb Hotel and Fairmont Hotel. Air show over San Francisco for Air Corps anniversary. Swamp glider (mud boat) for air-sea rescue and AAF (Army/Air Force) Safety Driving Campaign at Hamilton Field. Includes General and Mrs. Willis Hale, Alice Ruth Parks, Captain Robert Williams, Rita Hovis, Captain Tom Keeley, Admiral Stanley Parker, General Henry Larson, Hal Mills, Colonel and Mrs. John Davies, Colonel and Mrs. Hudson, Mrs. Lynn, Robert D. Lowry [Lowrey?], Colonel H.E. Engler, Captain Walter J. Monroe, and others.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**General H. Arnold (February 17, 1947 - August 01, 1947)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61738.15-17]  
- Physical Description: 7 negatives  
- Scope and Content Note  

**Major G.L. Miner (August 12, 1946)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61739.01]  
- Physical Description: 8 negatives  
- Scope and Content Note  
  Taken at Pier Three in Oakland. Major Grant L. Miner was in Manila during V-Day (Victory Day).

**Press Conference -- Invention of Jet Propulsion Engine (August 15, 1946)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61739.02]  
- Physical Description: 1 negative  
- Scope and Content Note  
  Taken at the Office of British Information. British Air Commodore Frank Whittle.

**Ships -- Comfort Hospital Ship -- Pier Forty-five (August 24, 1946)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61740.01-02]  
- Physical Description: 4 negatives  
- Scope and Content Note  

**Army Transport, David Shanks -- Transport Docks -- Fort Mason (August 26, 1946)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61740.03]  
- Physical Description: 3 negatives  
- Scope and Content Note  
  C.A. Bailey and Marie Bailey. Marie was adopted in China by Mrs. Bailey's son Lieutenant Phillip A. Bailey. Group of Chinese nurses en route to Brook General Hospital, Fort Sam Houston, San Antonio, Texas to study American methods.

**Task Force Frigid -- Port of Embarkation -- Oakland Army Base (September 05, 1946)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61740.04]  
- Physical Description: 4 negatives  
- Scope and Content Note  

**General C.T. Spaatz -- Hamilton Field (August 30, 1946)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61740.05]  
- Physical Description: 2 negatives  
- Scope and Content Note  
  Major General Willis H. Hale and General Carl T. Spaatz.
Homecoming of Sergeant K. Schussel From American Embassy (September 21, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61740.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Kenneth Schussel, his mother Ella Mae Schussel, his father Ernest Schussel, and dog Cookie. Kenneth was kept in the American Embassy for about seven months, he and two friends were charged with killing a Russian soldier.

Major E.J. Carroll -- San Bruno (September 25, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61740.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major Earl J. Carroll going through accumulated mail in his home in San Bruno.

Major General T. Allen (September 28, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61740.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Major General Terry Allen.

General J. Wainwright (September 30, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61740.09]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
General Terry Allen in civilian clothes and General Jonathon Wainwright.

Equipment -- Dynamometer Truck (October 21, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61741.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of side and rear of truck.

Lold Rescue Pilot -- Mills Field (November 11, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61741.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Selby Calkins seated at a desk.

Ordinance Press Conference (January 13, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61741.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Everett, S. Hughes, and Colonel James L. Walsh.

Visiting General J.L. Devers -- Presidio (February 10, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61741.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Jacob L. Devers.
Contraband Jewels -- Loot in Japanese and Colonel Diamond Story (February 06, 1947 - February 15, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61742.01-03]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note

General J.R. Hodge (March 31, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61742.04-05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General John R. Hodge exiting from plane at Mills Field and haking hands with General George P. Hays.

New Bridge Press Conference (April 14, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61743.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brigadier General Garrison H. Davidson.

First of Task Force Frigid To Arrive Home -- Crissey Field (April 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61743.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Press Conference -- Presidio (April 21, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61743.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Benjamin N. Woodson and Brigadier General Burdette M. Fitch.

General A.C. Gillem Jr. Returns From China -- Fort Mason (May 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 78, [61743.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant General and Mrs. Alvan C. Gillem Jr. and son Richard Gillem.

Formation of Army Units -- Contractors Sign Up (December 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61744.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Decorations -- General Clark Receives Medal From French General -- Presidio (December 11, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61744.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Mark Clark and French General Charles Emanuel Mast.
Graduation -- Fort Scott (January 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61744.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
C. Lyn Fox, Brigadier General William S. Lawton, Captain Robert Freeman, and Major Robert E. Butts.

Mine Laying -- Pacific Ocean (January 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61744.04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Chaplains -- Chief of Army Chaplains Arrives in San Francisco (February 11, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61744.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Luther D. Miller (Chief of Army Chaplains), Lieutenant Colonel James C. Bean, Major Thomas Corcoran, and Colonel G.J. McMurry.

Candidates -- West Point Entrance Exams -- Crissy Field, Presidio (March 02, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61745.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of written exam room. Includes George Manning, Corporal Fredrick Denzen, Harvey Sinesie, Rupert Hamilton, Sergeant Keith Skalla, and others.

Interview of General J. Wainwright (March 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61745.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Decoration -- Italian Consul Presenting Award to General Clark -- Presidio (April 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61745.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Award of “Grand Officer of the Military Order of Italy.” Italian Consul Giovanni Bosio and General Mark Clark.

Interview With Brigadier -- Presidio (May 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61745.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brigadier General Wendell Westover.
Recruiting -- Army Team from Japan -- Mayor's Office (June 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61745.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Awards -- Medals For Merit To Civilians -- Presidio (July 21, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61746.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Frederick E. Terman, Dr. Raymond E. Ewell, General Mark Clark, and Rear Admiral Donald E. Beary.

Selective Service -- Draft Boards Meet For Conference (August 23, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61746.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Coordinator Gene Mulane addressing members of local boards.

New Headquarters Commandant -- Fort Mason (August 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61746.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

General Eichelberger Home From Japan (August 25, 1948 - August 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61746.04-05]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

General F.B. Parks and Family En Route to Hawaii (August 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61746.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Arrival of General Hodge in San Francisco From Korea -- Presidio (August 30, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61746.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General John R. Hodge.
Awards -- Sixth Army Headquarters -- Presidio (August 31, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61746.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Presentations of Army Commendation Medal, Purple Heart, and stars. General Mark W. Clark, Charlotte Tackett, Sergeant First Class Lloyd A. Gillespie, and Colonel Joseph Sullivan.

Decorations -- Secretary to Mayor Robinson Decorated by Army -- City Hall (October 18, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61747.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Secretary Max G. Funke being presented medals by Major Frank J. West as Mayor Elmer E. Robinson looks on.

Fiftieth Anniversary of Letterman General Hospital -- Presidio (December 01, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61747.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Speakers platform and part of crowd. Lieutenant Colonel W.S. Beswick, Brigadier General Frank L. Cole, Colonel Alvin Gorby, Brigadier General Garrison Davidson, and Brigadier General Fenton Jacobs.

Colonel F. Oxx (December 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61747.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Colonel Francis Oxx is in charge of Headquarters of Unification.

New Solarium Donated by the Call-Bulletin Welfare Fund -- Fort Miley Veterans' Hospital (December 21, 1948 - February 22, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61747.04-08]

Physical Description: 24 negatives

Scope and Content Note


Desertion (December 24, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61747.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Man accused of desertion freed. Includes George A. Fisher and Attorney Chris Pappas.

American Legion Auxilary Presents Check To Refurnish Womens Ward -- Fort Miley Veterans' Hospital (January 17, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61747.10]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note

Presentation of check to refurnish ward for women war veterans. Dr. James G. Donnelly, Mrs. William E. Snelson, Mrs. F.A. Murasky, and Nurse Hazel Hanna.
Firing Anti-Aircraft Guns -- Fort Cronkite (February 09, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61747.11]
   Physical Description: 7 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Radar and electronic computer which control guns, one of 90MM ack-ack guns
during firing.

Secretary of Army K.C. Royall Arrives in San Francisco (February 14, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61747.12-13]
   Physical Description: 7 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Arrival at San Francisco Airport. Press conference. Secretary of Army Kenneth C.
   Royall, Rear Admiral Carl H. Trexel, Lieutenant General Albert C. Wedemeyer, Rear
   Admiral John R. Redman, and Major General Walter M. Robinson.

West Point Exams -- Presidio (March 01, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61748.01]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   View of written examination room. Joseph M. O'Neill, Colonel Leonard N. Swanson,
   Lieutenant Colonel Howard Snyder, Sergeant Thomas H. Humphreys, and Brigadier
   General Frank L. Cole.

Court Martial Detail -- Presidio (March 23, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61748.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Panel seated at long table. Includes Sergeant Harry T. Hudson, Sergeant Lynne
   Jackson, Major David E. George, Major Stanley I. Chabot, Lieutenant Colonel
   Darbney R. Corum, and others.

Celebrations -- Army Day -- Presidio (April 07, 1949 - April 09, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61748.03-06]
   Physical Description: 15 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   P-80 jet plane, helicopter, tank howitzer, model tank city, army light tank, and
   Sergeant Robert R. Hawkins, G.H. Lawrence, Corporal Kathleen T. McAtamney,
   Sergeant Ruth L. Miller, Corporal Kathleen T. McAlamney, Sergeant Kathryn H.
   Brown, Joan Whalley, and General Mark Clark.

General and Mrs. Clark's Twenty-fifth Wedding Anniversary and Reception --
Presidio Officers Club (May 17, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61748.07]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Colonel and Mrs. J.B. Edmunds, General and Mrs. Mark Clark, Ann Clark, Colonel,
   and Mrs. L.L. Martin.
General Stilwell Receives Posthumous Award -- Presidio (June 29, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61748.08]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Divisions -- New Colors Given to Ninety-first Division by American Legion (July 26, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61749.01]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Al Sehabiague, Superintendent John J. Sullivan, Mrs. Prentiss Cobb Hale, Herman Wobcke, and Peter Leffert.

Sergeant C. Eller and Fiancée Arrive From Germany (August 11, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61749.02]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Sergeant Charles Eller and his German fiancée Ly Else Beckmann arrive from Germany on American Airlines.

General Mark Clark (August 24, 1949 - September 05, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61749.03-06]  
Physical Description: 12 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
General Mark Clark receives new orders, takes his favorite picture of Armistice in Italy along with his personal effects, receives portrait from Austrian artist (Marlinde Ortner Atkinson), reviews troops, with his wife, and at Oakland Southern Pacific Depot (Colonel James B. Edwards and Mrs. Hill).

Press Conference -- Military Sea Transport Service (September 29, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61749.07]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Colonel Cyrus J. Wilder and Deputy Commander of MSTS (Military Sea Transport Service) for Pacific Captain W.R. Thayer.

Guest of Honor -- Luncheon -- Palace Hotel (February 13, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61749.08]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
General Albert Wedemeyer at speaker's podium.

Funeral of General H.H. Arnold (January 17, 1950)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61750.01-02]  
Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Flag at half mast and soldiers at attention at Hamilton Field. Funeral at Bates Evans Funeral, Sonoma. General Henry "Hap" Arnold.
Retreat Parade to Honor Colonel F. Ross -- Presidio (January 31, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61750.03]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Colonel Fay Ross, Chief of the Sixth Army Special Services section, is retiring after thirty-two years of service. Includes Colonel Ivan Yeaton, Colonel Fay Ross, Colonel Wallace A. Meade, General Wedemeyer, Mrs. Fred P. Lee, and others.

Armed Forces Industrial College Meeting (February 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61750.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Press Conference -- Alameda Naval Airport (March 13, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61750.06]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Major General Lewis B. Hershey.

Eight States Reorganization Conference -- Presidio (March 13, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61750.07]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Ninety-first Division Annual Merit Award to Police and Firemen -- Veterans Building (March 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61750.08]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Previous winners over the past twenty years will attend. James P. Johnson, John McCarty, Supervisor John J. Sullivan, and Walter Harrington.

Joint Armed Forces Retirement Ceremonies for Rear Admiral C.A. Trexel -- Presidio (March 17, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61750.09]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Army Band Gets Key to City -- City Hall (May 01, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61750.10]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Captain Chester E. Whiting and acting Mayor James Leo Halley.
Movie Star Made Honorable Member of Ninety-first Division -- City Hall (May 11, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61750.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Peggy Castle, Audie Murphy, General C. Lyn Fox, and acting Mayor James Leo Halley.

General of the United States Army -- General Omar Bradley (May 19, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61750.12-13]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General at luncheon at Commercial Club (Reginald Biggs and Mayor Elmer Robinson). Press conference at St. Francis Hotel.

Retiring Major General D.P. Hardy -- National Guard Armory (May 29, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61750.14]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General and wife receive silver set from members of National Guard. Major General and Mrs. David P. Hardy, and Colonel J. William Cook.

Troops Boarding Transport Bound For Okinawa -- Fort Mason and Pier Two (July 05, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61751.01]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Troops boarding transport.

Troops Leave For Orient -- Pier Forty-six (July 11, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61751.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Soldiers exiting ferry boat from Camp Stoneman and boarding the President Gordon (ship).

General Dwight E. Eisenhower (July 19, 1950 - July 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61751.03-04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Arrival of General Eisenhower and wife at Santa Fe Depot in Oakland (includes C.J. Whipple, Major General Walter Sweeney, and Thor Smith). Press conference at Fairmont Hotel.

New Commanding General -- Lettermann General Hospital (July 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61751.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
War Dogs Destined for Okinawa -- Port Animal Depot -- Oakland Army Base
(August 03, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61751.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Soldiers and dogs at attention. Vicious dog. Includes Sergeant Ed Brisky, Sergeant Ralph Wilson, Corporal Eugene Foley, Private First Class Duane Easterling, Private First Class Manuel Rose, and others.

Sixtieth Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion -- Presidio (August 03, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61752.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Getting ready for unreal war attacks at Mare Island.

Korean War Veterans Arrive -- Ship General R.L. Howze (May 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61752.02-03]

Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Soldiers on deck. Welcomed by families. Gloria Rosenberg and Private First Class Norman L. Fornachon.

Ninety-first Division Meeting -- Fort Scott (August 04, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61752.02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Draftees -- Presidio (August 07, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61752.03-04]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61752.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General John W. Leonard shakes hands with other officers and reviews guard. General Albert Wedemeyer and Captain Sam J. Wolkow.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61752.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant General Ira Eaker.
**Recruiting -- Display of Armored Car -- Fifth and Market Street (September 07, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61752.07]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** 
  Armored car on display for recruiting (the scout car is like the type used in Korea). Includes Elliot Curtis.

**Recruiting -- First Bay Area Inductee Sworn In (September 08, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61753.01]

- **Physical Description:** 1 negative
- **Scope and Content Note:** 
  Lieutenant Frank G. Grubba and Recruit Herbert Phillips.

**Wreath Placed on Cannon To Mark Anniversary of Pershing's Birth -- Presidio (September 13, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61753.02]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** 
  Color guard in background as men place wreath on cannon. Carroll Peeke and Brigadier General John L. Stokes.

**First Northern California Draftees -- Presidio (September 25, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61753.03]

- **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** 
  Draftees since the outbrake of the Korean War. Men sworn in. Captain Carl E. Wordley.

**Press Conference -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (September 30, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61753.04]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** 
  General Carl Spaatz.

**Soldiers Give Blood -- Irwin Memorial Blood Bank (October 12, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61753.05]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** 
  Sixtieth Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battalion standing on steps of blood bank. Includes Mrs. Edward Coney, Rita Lamphear, and Lieutenant Colonel Richard Cassidy.

**Press Interview -- Fairmont Hotel (November 20, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61753.06]

- **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:** 
  General Mark Clark.

**Captain B.T. Wright (November 29, 1950)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61753.07]

- **Physical Description:** 1 negative
- **Scope and Content Note:** 
  Copy negative of Captain Borden T. Wright.
Doctors Inducted Into Army -- Presidio (December 04, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61754.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctors filling out forms and taking physicals.

Draftees -- Inductees Being Processed (December 08, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61754.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Court Doherty is giving instructions to group of inductees.

Doctors and Dentists Register For Draft (January 15, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61754.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Dr. Charles E. O'Brien [O'Brein?], Dr. Herbert Kulka, Dr. F. Maurer, Mrs. Robert Grosso, Mrs. Clarence Butler, and others.

Young Oakland Boy -- "Draft Loses Allure" -- Castlemont High School (January 24, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61754.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boy from Oakland involved in draft deal. Daniel James Stewart.

New Recruiting Office for Army and Air Force (February 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61754.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Two Ex-Soldiers Deported From Japan (February 13, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61754.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Both ex-GIs have Japanese wives still overseas. Edward D. Jones and William M. Houdyahell.

National Guard Solicit Food For Their Camp Free (February 23, 1951 - February 24, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 79, [61754.07-08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Inductees (March 12, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61755.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fortieth Division of National Guard Leaves for Japan and Korea (March 29, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61755.02-04]
   Physical Description: 44 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views taken at Fort Mason, Pier Two, and Oakland Army Base.

Transport From Korea -- Pier Seven (April 13, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61755.05]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Welcome by crowd and friends. Wounded Korea veteran welcomes family returning from Japan on transport. Corporal John Bolick, Private First Class Vera Hatch, Captain and Mrs. James A. Crough and their children.

Military Police Basic Training in Bay Area -- Fort Barry -- Marin County (April 24, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61755.06]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Privates in field training on communications equipment. Includes Private Angelo Usibelli, Private Clifford B. Streeter, Private Glen Yearsley, Gust G. Panos, Private Edward L. Quimby, and others.

Army Bakers Tour Civilian Bakeries (April 26, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61755.07]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Seventy-eighth Food Service squadron tour Ruth [...ashbrook] Bakery.

Congressional Medal Sergeant Returns From Korea -- International Airport (May 07, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61756.01]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Sergeant John Kouma shaking hands with Lieutenant Colonel Milton B. Herr.

Filipino Scouts Join United States Army (May 12, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61756.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Crowd around table. Man signing paper.

Arrival of Army Personnel from Korea -- Ship Lieutenant Raymond Beaudoin -- Fort Mason (May 15, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61756.03-04]
   Physical Description: 34 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Soldiers exiting ship welcomed by families. Yerba Buena Ferry. Mrs. Stephen Motejov, Stephen Motejov Jr., Corporal Eugene Fisher, and Mr. and Mrs. George Stubbs.

Interview of General M. Clark (May 16, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61756.05]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   General Mark Clark.
Interview of Lieutenant Colonel P. Ryan (May 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61756.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Former staff officer of General MacArthur and expert on the Japanese. Lieutenant Colonel Paul Rusch.

Memorial Services -- Union Square -- San Francisco (May 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61756.07]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Military Chaplains Association and Convention hold services. Dr. Daniel A. Poling delivers eulogy and places wreath for dead Chaplain.

Draft Evasion Case (May 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61756.08-13]
  Physical Description: 17 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Arrival of Soldiers From Korea -- Ship General William E. Michell -- Fort Mason (May 22, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61756.13]
  Physical Description: 8 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

National Guard Anti-Aircraft Battalion Leave for Fort Bliss (May 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61757.01]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  718th and 728th Battalions board train. Men saying goodbye to families and girlfriends. Includes Dorothy Jaivas, Sergeant Harrison Alexander, Dagne Hannula, Dick Moore, Carol Hurabrell, and others.

Korean War Veterans Arrive -- Ship William Mitchell (May 22, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61757.04]
  Physical Description: 11 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Sergeant Peter Reyes and his wife Irene Reyes.

Korean War Veterans Arrive -- USNS General E.D. Patrick (ship) (May 24, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61757.05-06]
  Physical Description: 13 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
Pilot Returns to United States (May 29, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61757.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jet pilot has breakfast with his wife. Captain James Jabara and Nin Jabara.

Major General G. Willoughby (June 01, 1951 - June 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61758.01-02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Charles Willoughby of General MacArthur's staff dressed in uniform and civilian clothes.

Korean War Veterans Arrive -- Ship General A.W. Brewster (June 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61758.03]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Korean War Veterans Arrive -- Ship Thomas Jefferson -- Fort Mason (June 13, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61758.04]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Arrival of ship in bay. Men on deck welcomed by families. John Yates, wife Louise Yates, Major and Mrs. Russell Self, son Mike Self, and daughter Pat Self.

National Guard Leaves for Summer Camp (June 15, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61758.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

New Club -- YMCA (Young Men's Christian Association) (June 15, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61758.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
USO (United Service Organizations) hostesses talking to soldiers. Includes Jacqueline Edwards, Toni Buggisser, Del Yorton, John Faulkenberry, Perry Benally, and others.

Army Cadets and Navy Midshipmen Commissioned -- University of California (June 15, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61758.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Milton B. Halsey giving oath, orchestra present.
Presentation of Awards Posthumously -- Presidio (June 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61759.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bronze star and Oak Leaf Cluster to Silver Star on father of deceased Private First Class Lawton J. Nunneley Jr. General Milton B. Halsey, Miss Laverne Brady, Vivian A. Nunneley, and Leroy Milestone.

General Wedermeyer -- Presidio (June 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61759.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Korean War Veterans Arrive -- Fort Mason (June 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61759.03]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ship in bay. Troops on deck. Woman singing to returning veterans. Sergeant Howard Woodford, Lois Church, Willard B. Church, Elizabeth [Elixbeth?] Trade, Lieutenant Colonel John R. Hector, Elelya Trade, and Elsi Norwood.

Troop Transport Arrives -- Ship General John Pope -- Fort Mason (June 25, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61759.04-05]

Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Mother of Wounded Soldier (July 10, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61759.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Toni Marotta holding picture of her son Private First Class Horace L. McGuire who is hospitalized in Tokyo.

Korean Veterans Arrive -- Ship President Jackson -- Fort Mason (July 10, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61759.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Two Marriages During Japanese Occupation (July 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 80, [61759.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First and one thousandth occupation marriage between United States Armed Forces personnel and Japanese brides. Mrs. Masakao Kipka, Sergeant Donald E. Kipka, Kazue Katz, Frederick Katz, Linda Katz, and Alice Katz.
US Army - Nurses (1942/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [061300-061303]
  Physical Description: 56 negatives (estimate)
  Scope and Content Note
  Nurses in uniform, nurse cadets and nurses returning from overseas, both from World
  War II and the Korean War.

New Helmets and Gas Masks (March 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61300.01]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Nurses Irma Kauffman and Joan Moore at drill with new helmets and gas masks.

Return From Bataan -- San Francisco (June 12, 1942 - August 03, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61300.02-03]
  Physical Description: 14 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Taken at Presidio and at 14 Delgado Place. Nurses Juanita Redmond, Dorothy
  Daley, Mary Lohr, Ressa Jenkins and Alta Veley in San Francisco after return from
  Bataan.

Recreation -- Letterman Hospital (September 03, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61300.04]
  Physical Description: 10 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Nurses Lucille Chase, Clara Duley, Edna Gardner, Crystal Lind, ... drinking tea and
  socializing. Nurses Marjorie Rouse with patients Private William Raymond and
  Private Constantino Coletti, and others.

Portrait (April 27, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61301.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Nurse Harriet Marcotte.

Cadet Nurse Induction -- San Francisco Opera House (April 27, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61301.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Induction ceremony of cadet nurses with military personnel in attendance,
  including: Colonel W.T. Harrison, Donald B. Tressider and Lieutenant Colonel
  Thomas L. McKenna.

Nurse Uniforms (January 23, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61301.03]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Nurse Mildred Osborn posing in uniform.
Swearing in of Nurses -- Commerce High School of San Francisco (January 23, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61301.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurses being sworn in with Chaplin Lieutenant Edward Reighard speaking.
Wounded veterans Sergeant George Nichols and Sergeant Paul Kiely talking with cadet nurse Betty Van Daqriff.

Senior Cadet Nurses -- Presidio (May 22, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61301.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Cadet Nurses Lorraine Byece, Phyllis Burby and Mary O'Connor of Children's Hospital in group photo.

Nurses Return From Various Points Overseas (September 06, 1945 - October 22, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61302.01-03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Matsonia (ship) docking at San Francisco's Pier Thirty, with Captain Anna Zahradink and First Lieutenant Cleophas Fox returning from Honolulu for first time since March 1942. Lieutenants Wilmer Dyer, Arlene Cumberland, Sabina Tarazerwich, Thalia Chaffee return from war zones. Evangeline (ship) arrives with Nurse First Lieutenants Jean Kelly, Muriel Melhus, and Edith Anderson.

Nurses -- US Army Transport Arcadia (ship) (February 27, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61303.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurse Second Lieutenant Mary Lou Campbell, stationed in Manila, receiving telegram and roses from boyfriend.

Nurses Leave for Manila -- Fort Mason (August 04, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61303.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurses aboard US hospital ship depart for Manila.

Colored Army Nurse Returns Home From Korea (August 04, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61303.03-04] ark:/13030/hb758008b0

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Afro-American nurse Captain Eleanor Yorke shown at USNS William Weigel (ship?) MSTS Transport and Booker T. Washington Hotel after returning from Korea.

US Army - Recruiting (1940/1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [061350-061352]

Physical Description: 56 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Recruiting efforts and draft sign-up in various San Francisco locations. Includes images related to the Telenews Theater.
Army Recruiting -- Various Points Around San Francisco (June 11, 1940 - August 14, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61350.01-07]

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Two Cousins Join Army Together (February 11, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61351.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Colonel Joe M. Whitfield with Jimmy Doolittle and Kenneth Doolittle, cousins joining the Army together.

Colonel re-enlists in Army (January 02, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61351.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Robert Miller re-enlists as Master Sergeant. Shown with Colonel M.L. McCreary.

Army Recruiting Drive -- San Francisco City Hall (January 07, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61351.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham fraternizing with Technical Sergeants Fred S. Colin, Raymond R. Combs, and Jess Waldo.

Eighteen Year Olds Enlist in Army (July 21, 1948 - July 26, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61351.04-06]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant B.R. Anderson with Frank A. Blake, John Shannon, and other eighteen year olds lined up to enlist; taken at Army Recruiting Office. Master Sergeant E.M. Dawson and First Sergeant LeRoy E. Mull receive recruits Floyd Kramer, Richard Stefani, Paul Werner. Sergeant Carroll E. Underwood, Private First Class Allen Rimbault, Charles Kirchner, and Private George W. Schrimpt give physical examinations to enlistee Donald Keyes; taken at Presidio.
Army Draft Sign Up -- Various San Francisco Locations (August 30, 1948 - September 08, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61351.07-12]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Donald Paul Schneider and Eugene W. Mullane and crowd show up for new draft sign up; taken at 1254 Market Street. Groups register for draft; taken at Galileo High School and Commerce High School. Fire Captain Carl Kruger raises ladder so that Judge Thomas Foley can register flag pole sitter Milton Van Nolan for draft; taken at Van Ness and Ellis Street.

First Army Draft Inductees (October 25, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61352.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Francis Fitzgerald instructs fourteen men, the first group of new inductees.

US Army - ROTC (Reserve Officers Training Corps) (1940/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74-75, [061400-061406]

Physical Description: 156 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Primarily related to UC Berkeley and San Francisco school's ROTC (Reserve Offices Training Corpus) programs. Includes competitions, parades, trophy ceremonies, an event at Kezar Stadium and William Randolph Hearst giving awards.

Awards Ceremonies and Reviews -- Reserve Officers Training Corps (May 02, 1940 - May 14, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61400.01-05]

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
British Army Captain Andrew Geer speaking and Robert Gordon Sproul pinning medal on Captain Rex Davenport, with Naval ROTC marching before review stand; taken at UC Berkeley [Date unknown. 1943 or before.] Hearst Trophy awarded to John Perry Jones and Sam Johnson, shown with Loren McIntyre, Richard Read, Charles Haney; Instructor F.I. Meese also present. Lieutenant Colonel Jesse C. Colman gives trophy for rifle championship to Lieutenant William Sarcander; Professor of Military Science Major William M. Lewis pins gold medal on Corporal Calvin Miller; taken at Commerce High School awards. ROTC review with Mayor Angelo Rossi, Judge Tom Foley, and Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Bond present; taken at San Francisco Civic Center.

Awards Ceremonies and Reviews -- Reserve Officers Training Corps (March 01, 1941 - December 17, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 74, [61401.01-05]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Awards Ceremonies and Reviews -- Reserve Officers Training Corps (April 22, 1942 - September 16, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61402.01-06]

Physical Description: 31 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Frank B. Walker at ROTC Review 1942-00-00?/1944-00-00? BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61402.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Call Bulletin City Editor Fred Walker's son Frank B. Walker present at ROTC review [negative identified 02-10-46, but date unknown, 1942-1944?].

Awards Ceremonies and Reviews -- Reserve Officers Training Corps (May 09, 1944 - June 12, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61403.01-05]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Reserve Officer Training -- Presidio (July 17, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61403.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Meeting at UC Berkeley (August 12, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61403.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sixth Army officers Major General Willis Hale, Major General Edward Bres, and Colonel Oliver Haines come from Washington D.C. for ROTC meeting at UC Berkeley Agriculture Building.

Sergeant Retires -- ROTC Review (March 03, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61404.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
ROTC participants present Sergeant Oresto Storti with a lighter in honor of his retirement; Lieutenant Ralph Watson, Father Ralph Tischenor, and Cadet Colonel Ivan Raicevich also present.

Awards Ceremonies and Reviews -- Reserve Officers Training Corps (May 12, 1948 - October 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61404.02-05]

Physical Description: 11 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Captain William Giusti of Balboa High School marching band presented with parade winning trophy by Principal Robert R. Chase and Real Estate Board President Max F. Robinson at Balboa High School. Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Marshall present Cadet Colonel Anthony Sherman of Washington High School with City Championship trophy; includes Sergeant C.E. Henry and Sergeant D.E. Coxe at Washington High School. Colonel LaRhett Stuart and James C. Triggas receiving trophy from Sons of the American Revolution representative, with James Concannon present at University of San Francisco athletic field. Student body president Bob Froeschle presents school colors to ROTC color bearer Cadet Sergeant Elton Landi, student body officers in background at Abraham Lincoln High School.

Awards Ceremonies and Reviews -- Reserve Officers Training Corps (May 11, 1949 - June 10, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61404.06-10]

Physical Description: 20 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Awards Ceremonies and Reviews -- Reserve Officers Training Corps (April 25, 1950 - May 19, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61405.01-06]

Physical Description: 23 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sixth Army rates ROTC units on parade at University of San Francisco baseball field. Acting Mayor James Leo Halley with Cadet Lieutenant Larry Ross, Cadet Lieutenant Richard Presenti, Cadet Captain Lionel Brown, Cadet Colonel Henry Klung, Colonel Phil Lindeman, and others. ROTC drill competition taken at mayor's office. Colonel John H. Stokes Jr. awards medal to Lieutenant Colonel Gardner Jacobs for Ninety-first Division Drill Championship, with Father Ralph T. Tichenor in attendance at ROTC Parents Day Parade at Saint Ignatius High School football field. General Omar Bradley reviews ROTC troops and presents trophy at Civic Center.

Awards Ceremonies and Reviews -- Reserve Officers Training Corps (February 14, 1951 - April 24, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61406.01-02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
General Army Chief of Staff John Stokes pins medal for outstanding leadership and scholarship on his son John Stokes, with other medal winners and Father Finnegan of school in attendance at Saint Ignatius High School. Colonel Isaac Ritchie presents award to Cadet Lieutenant Anthony Sherman at ROTC parade and inspection; also in attendance are Colonel LaRheett L. Stuart, Captain John L. Stripling, Cadet Major Louis Levinson, Cadet Captain Charles Cooper, Cadet Lieutenant Allen Calvert... University of San Francisco Parade Grounds.

US Army - WACS (Women's Army Corps) (1942/1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75-76, [061600-061615]

Physical Description: 220 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
WAC (Women's Army Corps) and WAAC (Women's Army Auxiliary Corps) activities including recruitment and "days in the life" of WACS. Includes image of painting by Beniamino Bufano: Symbolic Picture of American WACS.

WAC Recruitment (May 27, 1942 - July 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61600.01-05]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Eva Fuller and Lieutenant James M. Lyle with Frances Putnam, Lucille T. Vick, Marie Minors, Mary Stillman, and Nelly Hurd, new recruits for the WAC on Market Street. Lieutenant W.M. Oates interviews Henriette Horak, Lillian Larson, and Genevieve Macliver for the WAAC, with others waiting in line to be interviewed at City Hall. Mary Snyder, the wife of Japanese prisoner of war Major Campbell Snyder, waits with Lucille H. Wimberly and Anne Sweeney to sign up for WAAC. WAACS Olga Lowry and Evelyn Scott leave for camp, taken at 444 Market Street.

WAC Recruitment -- 444 Market Street (July 16, 1942 - August 14, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61601.01-04]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant James Lyle swears women into WAAC. Alice Kupper and Captain Warren Powell enlist Florence Speck. Jean Boulware, Faith Conklin, Helen Crabtree, Alice Moroney, Iva Hood, and Eleanor Elizabeth Funston, daughter of Major General Frederick Funston, getting transportation and orders to leave for officers' training. Hellen Harris, Harriett Blickman, Bessie K. Taylor, Gertrude Archer, and Beverley Smith join the WAAC.
**WAC Officers (September 17, 1942 - September 28, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61601.05-06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Mary Madelyn Miller and Lieutenant Mary E. McGlinn shown at ease and at attention at the Clift Hotel. Lieutenant Mary E. McGlenn at WAC office.

**Day With a WAC (September 29, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61601.07]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Mary E. McGlenn and Lieutenant Madelyn Miller shown at various stages of a [typical] WAC member's day. Lieutenant Miller interviews Alice Kupper for recruitment, Lieutenant McGlenn gets a report from Sergeant William Blackburn and later types radio speech. Both Lieutenants encounter soldiers Sergeant Marion C. Copeland, Private Archibald T. Davis Jr., and Sergeant Albert V. Stangel while on the street. Views taken at 444 Market Street, Athletic Club, and Stock Exchange.

**WAC Recruitment (November 29, 1942 - December 31, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61602.01-04]

Physical Description: negative
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant James M. Lyle swears in new WAAC recruits at 444 Market Street. Lieutenant Madelyn Miller swears in Eloween Brister, who turns twenty-one at midnite and will be used as WAAC immediately; taken at the Golden Gate Theatre. Pierre Monteux shown with WAAC officers Lieutenant Mary McGlenn and Lieutenant Mary M. Miller at the Fairmont Hotel. Dancers Sabre Dillon and Betty Leigh of Hellen Hughes Girls at the Golden Gate Theatre before show honoring WAACS.

**WAC Recruitment (January 04, 1943 - January 29, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61603.01-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Olga Lowry and Leonie C. Flynn pose for photo of the first local WAAC [unclear which one was first]; large group of new recruits waits to join at 444 Market Street. Divorcee Judith Bacigalupi salutes judge as she joins the WAAC; taken at City Hall.

**WAC Officers (March 02, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61603.04-05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Head of Women's Army Corp, Colonel Oveta Culp Hobby, shown alone and with WAACS at the Palace Hotel. Master Sergeant Frances Pellicier at WAC office.
**WAC Recruitment and Training (March 24, 1943 - June 02, 1943)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61604.01-05]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Sergeant Eve Forster sits at desk in WAC office; Auxiliary Helen B. Young and Auxiliary Dorothy J. Ropar pose with recruiting poster at 444 Market Street. WAAC members in training: Corporal Elizabeth Quinn acts as butcher in kitchen, Irene Rice and Sophie Smith receive mail, and Betty DiGuilio and Dora Akchin shown getting food at Funston Park. New WAAC officer, Lieutenant Mary G. Miller, talks with Lieutenant Harold C. McKnight. WAACS Sergeant Kathryn Nolan, Lieutenant Mary G. Miller, and Sergeant Frances Pellicier get new stripes sewn on at 444 Market Street.

**Artist Poses with WAC Poster Art -- 444 Market Street (June 18, 1943)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61604.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Artist Beniamino Bufano shows Third Officers Virginia Smith and Margaret Hatch his painting which portrays a WAAC and was painted for the Women's Army Corps.

**WAC Recruitment (July 08, 1943 - September 25, 1943)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61605.01-06]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note


**WAC Recruitment (September 30, 1943 - October 26, 1943)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61606.01-05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Captain of Recruiting Margaret N. Horn at work in WAC office. Lieutenant Virginia Smith instructs new recruits Gloria Young, Augustine Marey, Jacqueline Baker, Fay Logan, Eda Malamet... as they await departure at WAC Headquarters. B.V. Sturdevant at recruiting drive at the Warfield Theater. Eighty-nine new WACS arrive in San Francisco at the Ferry Building. Crowd shots at WAC parade and rally at Golden Gate Avenue and Market Street.
WAC Recruitment (November 08, 1943 - April 28, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61607.01-04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Virginia Smith at WAC rally at 19 Grant Avenue. Brigadier General Emil Kiel inducts Chinese-American woman Hazel Toy into the WAC Air Force shown with Lieutenant Emily Lee Shek at 180 Montgomery Street. Lieutenant Ruth I. Jorgenson speaks with Elizabeth and Barbara McPheeters, twin sisters joining the Army Medical Corps together, at the Floor Building. Lieutenant Katherine Whelan swears in Louise Day and Ethel Franklin (two American Indian women joining the WAC) at 444 Market Street.

WACS Get Married (December 14, 1943 - December 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61607.05-06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal Kay Richards takes marriage license from Staff Sergeant Earle Libby. Pacific war hero Corporal V.S. McKinnon and Corporal Doris Davis get marriage license, shown with Sergeant Harriet Green and Sergeant Dorothy Ropar.

WACS at Barracks -- Fort Winfield Scott (March 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61607.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Jean Holzhauer and Lieutenant Helen Henezel working at office desk inside WAC barracks. Shot of barracks from outside.

WAC Writes Love Letters to Nazi Prisoner (March 12, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61607.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
WAC Margereite Franklin, woman imprisoned for writing love letters to a Nazi prisoner of war, is shown alone and with Ruth Freese in copy negatives of snapshots. [Suspected traitor or collaborationist?]

Family of WACS (April 18, 1944 - April 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61607.09-10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Earl G. Ryan shown with a picture of her daughter Corporal Charlton Ryan (a WAC stationed overseas) at 1382 Eighth Avenue. Grace Townsend reads the letters of her daughter Betty Lee Schaeble, a WAC bugler stationed overseas, and tacks up a slipper that her daughter sent from Africa, taken at 951 O’Farrel Street. [Plus 2 empty sleeves, noted empty in 1940’s: Fort Scott barracks and parents of Dorothy Palmer].

WAC Recruitment (May 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61608.01-02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
WAC units on parade at Fourth Street and Market Street. Lieutenant Rosa Lee Beeland enlists show girl Reynah Ross at WAC Recruiting Building.
WAC Camp and Conference (May 27, 1944 - June 13, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61608.03-07]

Physical Description: 15 negatives

Scope and Content Note

WAC Recruitment (August 23, 1944 - December 02, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61609.01-02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Idel J. Anderson appears at WAC recruiting effort after returning from Africa, shown with Lieutenant Dorothy White at the Ferry Building. Lieutenant Virginia S. Hill welcomes Mrs. George A. Scott to the Women's Army Corps at 444 Market Street.

WACS at Play -- Presidio of San Francisco (September 04, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61609.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Pauline Howell, Frances Gordy, Frances Wray, Jean Kramer, Betty Grimes, Wanda Goodman, and Ann Carney play tennis and clown around.

WAC Office Work -- 444 Market Street (December 02, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61609.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Charlton Ryan and Alla C. Wright at work in WAC Recruiting Office.

WAC Organizer -- Fairmont Hotel (March 03, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61609.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Portrait of WAAC organizer Mrs. Oswald Bates.

WAC Casualty (June 06, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61610.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Rose Brohinsky, WAC killed on an Army transport plane, shown in copy photograph.

WAC Rescued From Shangri-La -- Hamilton Field (July 09, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61610.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Corporal Margaret Hastings reads the paper with Sergeant Kenneth Decker and Lieutenant John McCollom after being rescued from Shangri-La.
WAC Parrot Goes AWOL -- Letterman General Hospital (July 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61610.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal Mary Chamberlain and Corporal Jackie Bistodeau pose with now AWOL parrot.

WACS Discharged (August 08, 1945 - September 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61611.01-04]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eleanor Boyd, Gladys Thornton, Mrs. William B. Smith, Sergeant Jessie Harris, Sergeant Anne L. Gerber... home from New Guinea waiting to be discharged at Pier Fifteen. Sergeant Eva W. Brown, Sergeant Anna J. Horn, Virginia R. Marazzi, and Marjorie P. Dean arrive home aboard the Army Queen [ship]; other WACS to be discharged depart the Shawnee [ship] at Pier Seven. Major Sally Bagby [presumably home from being discharged] plays with her dog Dandy at the Mark Hopkins Hotel.

WACS Discharged -- Pier Fifteen (October 22, 1945 - October 23, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61612.01-03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
WACS wave as the Evangeline [ship] comes into San Francisco. Sergeant Sally Watts, Hazel Reisewitz, Sergeant Martha Unger, and Corporal Wilma Bradford stand together while awaiting departure from ship. View of WAAC bunks and facilities aboard ship.

WAC Portrait (January 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61613.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of Lieutenant Jean M. Louthit [possibly a war casualty?].

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61613.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group shots of Asian American, primarily Japanese American WACS in uniform. Private Atsuko Mori, Sergeant Miwako Yanomoto, Sergeant Chito Isonaga, Edith Kodama, Sergeant Fumiko Segawa... shown either returning from Japan or readying for departure at 318 Stockton Street.

WAC Kidnapped -- Camp Stoneman (September 06, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61613.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives showing Private Marie Potter McIntosh, a WAC who has been kidnapped. Her husband Vernon McIntosh also pictured at work looking worried.
Captain Kay Summersby (March 10, 1947 - September 12, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61613.04-06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Kay Summersby with dog given to her by General Eisenhower at Mills
Field, then pictured alone and with Sylvanus C. Farnham III under the caption "Kay
Summersby to be married" at WAC office.

Acting Director Mary Hallaren -- Presidio of San Francisco (April 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61613.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Colonel Mary Hallaren speaks with reporters.

WACS Saluting (October 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61613.08]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Two WACS shown in uniform and saluting, with no names given.

WACS Join Regular Army -- Presidio of San Francisco (July 21, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 75, [61613.09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Mark W. Clark swears in Sergeant Helen J. Buzzetto, Major Sergeant
Martha R. Young, Elsie E. Novodvorsky, Sergeant Leslie W. Wyeth, Technical
Sergeant Paula R. Gilhausen... as members of the regular US Army.

WAC Recruitment -- Presidio (September 07, 1948 - August 10, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61614.01-03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Mary Hallaren sits at press conference for WAC recruiting at the Presidio.
Captain Barbara A. Nelson takes application from Marilyn Nesmon while others wait
to apply for WAC at 444 Market Street. Joyce Mathews, Geraldine Symons, Rose
Moreno, Donna Crosby, and Claude A. Mason wait to enlist as WAVES at the Ferry
Building. Major Ruby Herman swears in Henriette Horak as Lieutenant Colonel in
the Women's Army Corps.

Missing WAC (April 04, 1949 - April 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61614.04-05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative showing Anna Q. Jennings, a WAC missing in action.
WAC Recruitment (March 29, 1950 - November 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61615.01-04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and Sergeant Eleanor Simon of recruiting office pose with new WAC Kay Gerdel, the 1000th WAC recruited, at City Hall. Colonel Mary Hallaren of WAC presides over recruiting drive at Letterman General Hospital in the Presidio. Major A.P. Valtakis swears in Hawaiian recruits [no names given]. Eleanor Simon speaks with recruits at 30 Van Ness Avenue. Corporal Bobbie Lawler, Sergeant Audrey Abshire, Jean Scott, Major Sergeant Petrina Nigro, and Mrs. Ambrose Diehl gather for portrait at the new recruiting office for women at 455 Post Street, the Women's City Club.

Women Get New Uniforms (August 21, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61615.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Jacqueline Weaver, Lieutenant Margaret Reeves, Private First Class Sallye Hufstedler, and Sergeant Kathryn L. Brown model the new female army uniforms.

WACS and Korea -- Letterman General Hospital (September 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61615.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jack Lyman draws blood from Marlene Dinie, who donates blood along with fellow WACS Shirley Curtis, Theresa Silva, Mary Phillips, Duane Matheny.

WACS and Korea -- Presidio of San Francisco (July 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 76, [61615.07]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Army Nurse Captain Hildegard Pirner cares for Korean War veteran Juan Singh, a bilateral amputee who has also lost use of hands due to frostbite. Private First Class Dolores Knatcher, Private Mary Coleman, Private First Class Dorothy Olsen, Private First Class Mary Smith... relax by the pool and in the recreation room during off hours. Corporal Martha Tryon and Private Mary Coleman chat in their quarters [these photos were apparently part of a layout illustrating the growing role of women in the Army as they took jobs vacated by men during the Korean War].

US Casualties (1941/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81-83, [066700-066732]

Physical Description: 790 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Pearl Harbor (copy negatives), wounded veterans in various naval hospitals, hospital trains, airplanes, transportation of wounded, morale boosting events for wounded, survivors of sunken ships, survivors of Gambir Bay, post-war training, war dead returning, funerals, flag draped coffins, medal ceremonies, family members of the deceased, etc. Includes both World War II and Korean War wounded.
Missing and Deceased -- Portraits (December 04, 1941 - October 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66700.01-03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lost army flyer Stephen Grundy in copy negative of portrait. George Dunn, a member of the US Navy killed in Hawaii, shown in copy negative of portrait. Pearl Harbor casualty Robert Burton Ross, a Mission High School graduate, appears in copy negative of portrait.

Wounded Veterans -- San Francisco (July 24, 1942 - October 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66700.04-07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wounded veterans Mike Buscemi, C.J. Holler, and Jim McCluskey leave for the San Francisco Zoo with Mrs. Herbert H. Mac of the Red Cross. Cecil Miller, Mabel Ayres, Private Pasquale Pizzano, Charles Martin, Simon Larson... look at the monkeys while at the zoo. Lieutenant Gordon Firebaugh, a Navy pilot shot down in the Solomons, relaxes at Naval Hospital.

Wounded Veterans -- Oak Knoll Naval Hospital -- Oakland (November 12, 1942 - November 15, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66701.01-05]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Wounded Veterans -- Oak Knoll Naval Hospital -- Oakland [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66702.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
AOM Third Class Nelson, who lost arm in the South Pacific, shakes hand with new arm [prothesis]; shown with Seaman First Class John R. Grim and Chief Signalman George Koschker, who lost leg in the Philippines.

Wounded Veterans -- Letterman Hospital (April 19, 1943 - June 10, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66702.02-04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Raymond F. Kirschner [writing letter] and Bernard Scott at hospital beds. Sergeant Wendell Waite, Corporal Hugh Markell, and Sergeant Arne Lunden dress the legs of Sergeant Edward Matinzo, a veteran injured on Attu Island. Private Wallace Frazel of Attu Island also gets leg dressings. Attu casualty Victor Cressler shown.
Shriners -- Luncheon for Wounded Soldiers -- Palace Hotel (August 19, 1943)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66702.05]  
**Physical Description:** 1 negative  
**Scope and Content Note**  

Christmas War Wounded -- Oak Knoll Naval Hospital -- Oakland (December 07, 1943)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66703.01-09]  
**Physical Description:** 9 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Motor Machinist's Mate Second Class Toney Preston, wounded during assault on the Gilbert Islands. Private Neal Leeman of the Marines, shot at Bougainville. Sergeant Leonard Walczak of the Marines, hit by shrapnel at Bougainville. Private First Class John Reed of the Marines, hit by shrapnel on Guadalcanal and recipient of "practically new jaw" [through reconstructive surgery]. Private First Class Brendan Hayes of the Marines served in Guadalcanal, but was injured while serving in New Guinea. Aviation Ordnance Mate Matthew Leo Conroy, injured in New Hebrides, Sergeant Walter Dybrick of the Marines, injured during Gevutu campaign in the Solomons, and Aviation Machinist Mate Arnold Jerala, shot in South Pacific, talk together. Corporal William Frazier of the Marines, served in Guadalcanal, pictured with Seaman Second Class Marshall Wolfe, who served in Australia.

Wounded Veterans -- Treasure Island Navy Hospital (December 07, 1943)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66704.01-05]  
**Physical Description:** 5 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  

Wounded Veterans -- Mare Island Naval Hospital (December 07, 1943)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66705.01-08]  
**Physical Description:** 14 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
**Wounded Veterans -- Letterman Hospital (December 07, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66706.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note

Private Noel Taylor, injured in New Guinea, surrounded by privates Elmer West and Stanley Osiol, injured in New Guinea, Private First Class Frank Fortin, injured on Guadalcanal, and Private Julius Koleszar, injured in the Solomon Islands.

**New Georgia Casualties -- Letterman Hospital (December 07, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66706.02-06]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note


**Wounded Veterans -- Letterman Hospital (December 07, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66706.07-11]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note


**Wounded Veteran (December 10, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66707.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Taken at 322 South Van Ness Ave. Disabled Private Joseph Swank looks through clothing items.

**San Francisco Ad Club -- Luncheon for Wounded Veterans -- Palace Hotel (December 15, 1943)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66707.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Shots of crowd at a luncheon put on to entertain wounded men.

**Wounded Veterans -- Letterman Hospital (December 17, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66707.03-05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Sergeant George LaRose, Bougainville casualty. Private First Class David R. Brabrook, injured by bomb on Guadalcanal. Crowd shot of patients gathered for group photo.

**Wounded Veterans -- Oak Knoll Naval Hospital of Oakland (January 02, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66708.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Marine Corps veteran L.D. Moise straightens pillow for John J. Farina.
Artificial Limb Rehabilitation -- Mare Island Naval Hospital (January 12, 1944 - January 17, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66708.02-03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Wounded Veterans -- Letterman Hospital (May 03, 1944 - May 10, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66708.04-06]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Soldier Killed at Tarawa (January 11, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66708.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Second Lieutenant Fred J. Martin, soldier killed at Tarawa, shown in copy negative of portrait.

Celebrity Entertainment -- Letterman Hospital (May 20, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66709.01-02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Singers Bing Crosby and Dinah Shore entertain wounded veterans.

Wounded Soldiers Fly Home -- Mills Field (May 24, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66709.02-11]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Evelyn Goodman attends to Private Glen Vosburg, a soldier on his way home. Sergeant Adolph Wolfe boards flight for home; also shown is Lieutenant Marie Hohman, flight nurse. Lieutenant Colonel Guy Wade, Captain Edward Keith, Major Paul H. Briggs, and Captain Victor Fenner sit aboard plane bound for home. Private First Class Martin Osterman, sick with tropical fever, is evacuated by plane. Lieutenant Daisye Franzman, Private Lester Maroney, and Private Leon Jones are evacuated by plane. Brigadier General John M. Willis, chief of medical service for the Ninth Command, stands with Brigadier General Frank W. Weed as Private Charles C. Malpus boards plane. Private Morris E. Davis and Sergeant Earl Godwin, both injured by machine gun fire, are lifted by stretcher onto plane bound for home. Corporal Meyer Hyatt and flight nurse Lieutenant Mary Ann Cook load supplies onto hospital plane. (Includes interiors and exteriors of hospital airplanes.)
Wounded Veterans (April 20, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66710.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal L.J. Wrobleski, Henry Breeding, Ashby Ballard, Lieutenant Clifford W. Bundy, M.E. Slinger... aboard hospital train and ambulance.

Deceased Veterans and Families (June 20, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66710.02-04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wife of submarine crewman Lorraine Capshaw shown with daughter Christine Doris Capshaw. Pharmacist's Mate First Class Ross Lillard Capshaw, one of the crew aboard the Grayback (submarine) and presumed lost, shown in copy negative of portrait. Brigadier General Don F. Pratt died in action during the invasion of France.

Entertainment for Wounded Veterans -- Oak Knoll Naval Hospital (June 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66710.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kay Kayser of Kay Kayser Show jumps into swimming pool during dedication ceremonies for the new pool.

Entertainment for Wounded Veterans -- Letterman Hospital (May 30, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66710.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actress Shirley Temple signs cast for Private Joseph Banicwicz and lights cigarette for Private Paul Belfiore.

Injured Army Nurse (August 02, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66711.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 10 Annie Street. Lieutenant Kathleen R. Dial, army nurse injured at Port Morsby.

Evacuees from Saipan -- Hamilton Field (August 04, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66711.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First Lieutenant Robert Smith, Second Lieutenant Earl Montgomery, First Lieutenant Howard Blumer, Sergeant Max Yesselman, Private First Class Gregorio Gonzales... all wounded soldiers evacuated from Saipan.

Veterans Phone Home -- Treasure Island (September 02, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66711.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Anthony B. Deiters calls wife Thelma Deiters in Saint Louis, Private First Class Robert Eugene Olson talks to mother Mrs. Roy Olson in Milwaukee, and Private First Class Alva Hale of US Marine Corps calls Mr. and Mrs. Luther Wagner of Colfax, Illinois using a newly installed telephone line.
Entertainment for Wounded Veterans -- Presidio of San Francisco (September 13, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66711.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Comedians Bud Abbott and Lou Costello visit with individual soldiers and perform for crowd.

Hospital Train -- Presidio of San Francisco (October 10, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66711.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Staff Sergeant Cliff E. Steel and Private Glen Johnson being loaded onto train by stretcher. Picture of kitchen on board train. Nurse Wilma Hultgren attends to Sergeant Cliff Wittington.

Wounded Heroes Christmas Fund -- Letterman Hospital (October 27, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66711.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Louis R. Estrade, Private First Class William T. McCune [run over by tank], Private First Class William B. Long, and Private First Class Benoit Kohlwey pose for Wounded Heroes Fund pictures.

Wounded Heroes Christmas Fund -- Dibble General Hospital (October 31, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66711.07-09]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Wounded Veterans -- Mare Island Hospital (November 01, 1944 - November 07, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66712.01-09]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Casualties From Angar Island -- Interviews -- Letterman Hospital (November 07, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66712.10-11]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private First Class William J. Quick, Staff Sergeant George Friend, and Private First Class Stanley Adomites, all injured on Suicide Hill during battle with Japanese. 
Captain Donald R. Pratt, San Francisco doctor, puts bandage on Private Floyd Sisk's arm. Private Ed Angeroth, injured on Angar Island. Nurse Connie Simonson helps Private E.L. Hanson with occupational therapy. Private First Class Joseph Brofman, Private First Class Junior C. Howe and Private First Class W. Myers, all wounded on Suicide Hill during battle with Japanese. [Typescripts of interview text enclosed. Each man relates briefly how he received his wounds in combat].

Men Rescued From Sinking Ship -- Treasure Island (November 03, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66713.01-02]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jack Wilson smiles as sailors carry him into ambulance by stretcher. Shots of men being unloaded from hospital ship. Lawrence Smith and Angelo Paglia sit in ambulance.

Navy and Marine Wounded -- Hospital Ship (November 04, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66713.03-05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Survivors of Torpedoed Ship -- Marine Hospital (November 06, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66714.01-05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ordinary Seaman George Bushman was hit in face and shoulder by machine gun. Able bodied seaman Angelo Paglia was shot through thumb. Jack Wilson's arms and legs were shot. Fireman and Watertender Lawrence Smith was hit on shoulder. Charles Rhodes was wounded in left shoulder while in water [entries did not provide the name of the torpedoed ship].

Wounded Veterans -- Letterman Hospital (November 27, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66715.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gray Lady H.L. Gardner of the Red Cross and private Joseph C. Schwanberg in pictures taken for "color picture page."
Survivor of Johnston (ship) (December 01, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66715.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Bob Hagen, gunnery officer aboard the John A. Johnston (ship), was the most senior officer to be saved from the destroyer.

Wounded Veterans (November 28, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66715.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Picture of wounded hero named Beaton or Beadon [photographer unsure of name].

Survivors of Gambier Bay (ship) -- On Board Navy Transport (December 01, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66715.04-11]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Captains of Sunken Destroyers (December 01, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66716.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Commander Arthur Purdy, Captain of the Abner Read (ship), poses with Commander Leon S. Kintberger, Captain of the Hoel (ship) on board a Navy transport ship.

Wounded Veterans -- Letterman Hospital (December 12, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66716.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alvin Austin of Ava, Illinois pictured [no other information given].

Wounded From Philippines -- Hamilton Field Hospital (December 14, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66716.03-06]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private William C. Steele, of the Seventh Division talks to Colonel Andrew Smith and looks [quite happily] at hospital food table. Private Knuth meets Private Herbert A. Schneider, both from the same town but meeting for first time. Nurse Lieutenant Genevieve Mullican dresses Schneider's wounds. Private First Class Demetrio Ramirez reads Christmas card. Colonel Andrew Smith, commanding officer of Hamilton Field Hospital, sits at desk.
Wounded Veterans -- Hospital Train -- Presidio (December 19, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66717.01-04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major Algot Nelson helps load Sergeant Jay A. Layman into hospital train. Nurse Lieutenant Charlotte Ward attends to Private First Class Henry A. Hofsommer. Nurse hands Christmas presents to Staff Sergeant John E. Jennings and other soldiers gathered around Christmas Tree. Captain Truman Patterson lies in bed with broken neck and complete body cast.

Wounded Veterans -- Arriving By Boat -- Pier Seven (December 21, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66717.05-06]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Carl Browning and Private First Class Leslie Anderson lie in rear of ambulance; Private David E. Ward also shown. Shots of wounded men being carried off of ship. Technical Sergeant Jim Sebaly, Corporal Robert Young, and Private First Class Donald Whetherby look at Christmas Tree. Daniel Robbins carried by stretcher. Marines watch stage show. Actress Marie McDonald kisses Private First Class Wayne Taller.

Wounded Veterans -- Christmas Gifts -- Camp Shoemaker (December 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66718.01-02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Wounded Heroes Christmas Fund -- Oak Knoll Naval Hospital (December 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66718.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurse Maguire hands present to Seaman Second Class C.H. Chaffin. Seaman First Class Frank Kierstead and Private Paul Arnold open gifts.

Wounded Heroes Christmas Fund -- San Leandro Naval Hospital (December 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66718.04-06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wounded From Philippines -- Hamilton Field (December 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66718.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Nurse Lieutenant Pauline Nunes assists Private James Williams.

Wounded Veterans -- Christmas Gifts -- Mare Island Naval Hospital (December 25, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66718.08-10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Wounded Veterans -- Letterman Hospital (December 25, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66719.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Harold L Castleman exits ambulance. Private First Class Harry C. Karinsky sits with Christmas wreath around arm.

Wounded Veterans -- Navy Field Hospital 113 (January 04, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 81, [66719.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of hospital from outside. Shot of men waiting to phone home. Shots of the surgery ward and kitchen.

Wounded Veterans Aboard Train -- Mare Island (April 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66719.03-18]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Celebrity Walter Winchell -- Naval Receiving Hospital on Geneva Avenue (April 27, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66719.19-22]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Walter Winchell shakes hands with fellow New Yorker Sol Rosenfeld; signs Private First Class Thomas Carman's seventeen foot short-snorter [ration of foreign currency?]; talks with Private First Class Wesley Tilton of the Marine Corps; stands with Mr. and Mrs. O.O. Wingett as they speak with their son Galvin Wingett.

American Dead -- Buna Beach, New Guinea (May 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66720.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy of AP photo showing three dead American serviceman lying on beach.

Men Rescued From Sinking Ship (May 28, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66720.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Merchant Seaman Walter Piispanen, James Alsip, Dave Carlson, Don Winkler, Ivan T. Commons... gather for group picture of men saved from sinking ship in the South Pacific.

Excursion For Convalescent Veterans -- Mariner's Club of California -- Catalina (ship) (June 17, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66720.03]

Physical Description: 0 negative
Scope and Content Note
Wounded veterans and WAVES travel around the San Francisco Bay in a voyage sponsored by the Mariner's Club of California. Crowd sings with the orchestra. WAVES Martha Cann and La Verne Larsen feed Private First Class Robert Kenny. Soldiers and WAVES dance together on lower deck. Ship arrives at Pier.

Ambulatory Patients -- Letterman General Hospital (July 05, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66720.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ambulatory patients line up [for some sort of sign in]. Private First Class Burton R. Thomas is removed from ambulance by stretcher.

Frances Langford -- Entertainment For Wounded Veterans -- Hamilton Field (July 14, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66720.05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Singer Frances Langford gives show for convalescent veterans, with shot of her at microphone and shot of audience. Shown with Private First Class Wallace Quimby, Corporal Angelo A. Ippolito, Private First Class Clarence Dempsey, Alex Matula, and Corporal Murray Goldfarb. Each man tells where they saw Frances Langford's show while overseas.
Families Meet Returning Wounded Veterans -- Hamilton Field (August 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66721.01-02]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Wounded Veterans -- Dibble Hospital (August 08, 1945 - August 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66721.03-04]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major George Kilgore and Colonel Paul H. Street shake hands with Lieutenant Eli L. Whitley. Paul H. Street also shown with First Sergeant Joe P. Oberta, United States Representative Jack Z. Anderson, and Corporal Bryan Culpepper.

Wounded Veterans -- Letterman General Hospital (August 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66721.05-06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Loris A. Danielson, Private Hezzie Todd, Private Eloy Rodriguez, Sergeant Frank P. Farson, Corporal Neal M. McCrodden... gather around Private Harry J. Thomas's bed. Staff Sergeant Jacque Morris, Private First Class Jesse L.D. Flowers, Private Ruby Guimont of the WAC, Private First Class Frank M. Stevenson... talk with bedridden Corporal Edward F. Klein.

Fishing Trip From Hospital -- Wounded Veterans -- San Francisco Bay (August 23, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66721.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Salvatore Tarantino feeds spaghetti to Jesse Kissling. Shirley Hall, Claburn Ishmael, Frances March, Carroll Dawson... shown fishing.

Rehabilitation of Amputees -- Mare Island Naval Hospital (October 12, 1945 - October 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66722.01-06]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marine Private Calvin Davidson stands on prosthetic leg. Donald Kerr of the Red Cross [himself an amputee] gives demonstration to amputee patients; jumps over patient and rides on roller skates; talks with Marine Private Robert Davis and Marine Private James Hazdeen; does backflip for Private First Class Ferris Carter, Private First Class B.H. Seefeldt, Private First Class J.F. Henthorn, and C.E. Carrick.

Wounded Veterans -- San Francisco Navy Receiving Hospital (July 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66723.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John B. Mayes talks with his mother and brother, Jessie Mayes and Alex Mayes. Marine Private Louis S. George plays cards. U.V. Walsh listens to radio. Marine Private First Class Harry Baumer also shown.
Christmas Drive -- Wounded Veterans -- Mare Island Naval Hospital (October 12, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66723.02-03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Wounded Veterans -- Sanctuary (hospital ship) (October 22, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66723.04-07]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Navy Nurse Lieutenant Virginia D'Agestino takes the pulse of Seaman First Class Ray Marchant, who became ill with encephalitis on Okinawa, resulting in blindness and hearing loss. Sister Josella Simmons of the Order of the Sisters of Loretta, Sister Concepta Kraus Brady of the Order of the Sisters of Charity, and Sister Pauline Slavick of the Order of Franciscan Sisters, nuns captured and interned in Shanghai for two and one-half years, pose for group photo. Frank Bell sits with wife Agnes Bell, his sister Lucille Bell, and daughters Sheila and Denny Bell; a family captured in Shanghai and interned. Marine Private First Class Leroy Moritz, civilian fireman Claude D. Howis, Seaman Second Class Carl Moore, and Marine Corporal Robert E. Lee, Veterans of Wake Island who contracted tuberculosis during their imprisonment, stand for group photo.

Wounded Heroes Christmas Fund -- Mare Island Naval Hospital (December 13, December 21, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66724.01-03]

Physical Description: 16 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sergeant First Class B.L Boman, Sergeant Jim Day, Private First Class Richard Mowery, Private Ben Bayol, and Private First Class Clarence Griep... gather for group photo. Private First Class Raymond E. Walters, injured at Pelelu, and Robert W. Thornburg, injured on Okinawa, sit with puppy. Private First Class Henry Molina [injured on Iwo Jima], Private First Class Wally Moore [injured on Okinawa], Sergeant Herald E. Owen [injured on Mindanao], Corporal Ricard Alexis and Private Leo Moroney [injured on Okinawa]... and several others shown. Nurse Ensign Mary F. Coerver gives Christmas money to Fireman First Class Leslie J. Hanson and rest of patients in the surgical ward.

Roller Varieties -- Entertainment for Wounded Veterans -- Letterman Hospital (January 18, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66725.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mickey Meehan and Gloria Nord perform dance routine. Whirling dancers lift soldier and give him a ride on the dance floor. Bobby May juggles pins.
Brothers Reunite After War Ends (February 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66725.02-03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Soldier Laverne De Wall shown disembarking from the General Brewster (ship) at Pier Fifteen. Kisses and hugs brother Carl Calvin De Wall upon reunion with him at United States Naval Hospital in San Leandro.

Pensions and Aid for Disabled Veterans (April 16, 1946 - April 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66725.04-07]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Veterans Emmet P. Burke, William Sessing, and artist Sam Francis gripe about veteran's pensions, at Fort Miley Veterans Hospital. (Sam Francis shown working on a painting in a hospital bed.) Victor A. Jewell, Victor J. Sharp, Anthony Cicerello, H.E. Krail, and Samuel Collatta are patients at Veterans' Hospital of San Francisco and disabled veterans receiving eight dollar per month veteran's pension. Symposium Chairman John A. Sexson, Governor Earl Warren, and State Supervisor of Public Instruction Roy E. Simpson talk together during veterans' aid meeting at Civic Auditorium. Doctor Myron A. Krueger, T. Phillips, Doctor John L. Lounsberry, Lawrence C. Stevens, Julian A. McPhee... wait to speak at veterans' education meeting at Civic Auditorium.

Veterans Administration Mobile Unit -- Fort Miley (April 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66726.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Thomas J. Cross speaks with Harold Mosher. R.T. Hall, H.A. Muckle, Marc Ingle, and George Kmetz sit inside mobile office [bus equipped with typewriter, desks, etc.]. View of bus from outside.

Open House at Letterman Hospital -- Entertainment for Disabled Veterans (October 03, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66726.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
American Legion Band from Clearfield, Pennsylvania plays, with Legioner D.A. Dotts and Don Hill in foreground. Jessie M. Barnes walks with Nat Robinson and Virginia L. Hill.

Disabled Soldiers Buy Surplus Goods -- Letterman General Hospital (October 07, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66726.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Air Force Captain Donald Dowell, who lost right hand in Germany, and Air Force Major Ralph Wire, who lost left hand in China, come up with one set of hands between them by each using available hand to try out typewriter together. Major Harold R. Vance, injured in Battle of the Bulge, examines typewriters with Air Force Lieutenant L.J. Sullivan, injured in the United States.
Disabled Veteran Completes Courses With Honors -- University of California (November 18, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66726.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teaching assistant Bernard Goodman checks Norman Zellner's work during statistics class.

Art Teacher Gives Lessons to Disabled Veterans -- Letterman Hospital (April 15, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66726.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teacher Yvonne Perry poses for Sergeant W.H. Wilcox's chalk drawing; works outdoors with Private First Class Louis Jacob and Corporal Frank Sato. Leonard A. Ross paints at desk.

Big League Baseball Broadcasts -- Entertainment for Disabled Veterans -- Letterman Hospital (May 14, 1947 - May 20, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66726.06-07]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lois Moran, Jack McDonald, Chaplain T.L. McKenna of Letterman Hospital, Dink Tempelton, Jack Oplesaue McDonald and Station Manager William Pabst gather in KFRC station for inaugural broadcast of Major League Baseball games to veterans. John Burt, Nick Shimezu, and others gather to listen to broadcast from hospital bed. Edmund Lynch, Edwin Schreck, Frank C. Lord, Carroll Metcalf, Louis Newells, and Kenneth Kendall listen to broadcast from their beds.

Amputees From Guam -- City Hall (July 08, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Joe Taiting Fong meets with Mariano Anderson and Mayor Roger D. Lapham, gives Mayor Lapham his autograph.

American Legion Pays Tribute to Body of Soldier -- Oakland Army Base (October 02, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
American Legion members James W. Burke, James McEnaney, Tom Dirscol, Lawrence Quigley, Timothy McLaughlin... honor the body of Samuel N. Rubinovitz, a deceased veteran returned from Manila, Philippines.

Car Presented to Disabled Veteran -- Mark Hopkins (October 02, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Administrator of Veterans' Affairs Omar N. Bradley, presents special car to Angelo S. Russo, who lost leg in Battle of the Bulge. This car is representative of cars with hydra-matic transmission given free to disabled veterans, and the first given out in Northern California.
Floral Wreath For Returning Dead (October 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at 224 Grant Street. Jack Podesta puts the finishing touches on a floral wreath made to honor war dead [probably those returning aboard the Honda Knot (ship)].

Repatriation of Pearl Harbor Dead -- Honda Knot (ship) -- Marina (October 10, 1947 - October 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.05-10]

Physical Description: 60 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Soldiers from different branches of the armed forces salute the Honda Knot (ship) as it comes into Bay. Flag stands at half mast and soldiers ready a twenty-one gun salute. Long shot of ship nearing Marina with escorts, taken from Golden Gate Bridge. Gold Star Mother Bessie N. Lepper looks at photograph of her son Sergeant Edmund Lepper, whose body is being repatriated aboard Honda Knot (ship). Shots of coffins being moved by conveyor belt, lowered to land by crane, and placed in waiting vans at Fort Mason [The Honda Knot (ship) returned three thousand and twenty-seven serviceman killed at Pearl Harbor].

Sailer Killed Aboard Saint Louis (ship) (October 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.11]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Mervyn Miller, man killed on the Saint Louis (ship).

Ceremony to Honor War Dead -- City Hall (October 11, 1947 - October 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.12-16]

Physical Description: 20 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Members of the Army, Marines, and Navy carry bodies into City Hall. Gold Star Mothers Anne Healy, who lost her husband in the war, and Margaret Koestner, who lost three sons, in mourning. Katherine Fisher, engaged to boy killed in war, kneels before altar. Speakers honor dead at ceremony, with longshots of caskets and their attendants. General Mark Clark places wreath where war dead lie in state at City Hall, with crowd in background.

War Dead Returned (October 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.17-19]

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Colonel William H. Keller and Major O. Gibson oversee the unloading of soldiers' bodies from train for keeping at Oakland Army Base; shot of casket storage aboard train. At Oakland Pier Three, men unload bodies from ship, using conveyer belt to transfer coffins to warehouse where they will rest for night. Mary Lewry mourns over casket of her returned son with daughter Alla Kojanoff at 3526 Eighteenth Street.
War Dead Returned -- Cardinal O'Connell (ship) -- Marina (February 12, 1948 - May 07, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.20-23]

Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Margaret Irish prays as Cardinal O'Connell (ship) enters Bay carrying war dead. Shots of ship under Bay Bridge, tied up at Oakland Army Base, and with San Francisco (cityscape) in background. Cranes unload caskets from ship at Oakland Army Depot, with shots of men later loading bodies onto train. Unidentified speakers and soldiers hold service for returned war dead at Oakland Army Base.

War Dead Returned -- Walter W. Schwenk (ship) -- Oakland Pier (March 22, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.24]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bugler Donnell G. Wallace plays during services for war dead returned aboard Walter W. Schwenk (ship), with Brigadier General Neal H. McKay also shown [possibly as speaker?].

War Dead Returned -- Honda Knot (ship) -- Oakland Army Base (April 02, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.25]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brigadier General Neal H. McKay speaks during ceremony for repatriation of Pearl Harbor dead. Shots of ship docked and bugler playing.

War Dead Returned -- Albert M. Boe (ship) -- Oakland Mole (May 17, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.26]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd gathers for return of Albert M. Boe (ship) and accompanying ceremony.

War Dead Returned -- Lieutenant George W.G. Boyce (ship) -- Army Pier Three (June 04, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.27]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Colonel Harold Johnson speaks during ceremony for returned war dead, with the Lieutenant George W.G. Boyce (ship) in background. Chaplain Haywood K. Cross says prayer before civilian and military audience. Shot of Army color guard.

War Dead Returned -- Sergeant Morris E. Crain (ship) (June 28, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 82, [66727.28]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Fenton S. Jacobs speaks at ceremony marking return of World War Two dead, with the Sergeant Morris E. Crain (ship) in background. Shots of crowd.
War Dead Returned -- Dalton Victory (ship) -- Oakland Army Base (August 12, 1948 - February 16, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66727.29-31]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

War Dead Returned -- Sergeant Jack Pendleton (ship) -- Oakland Army Base (January 13, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66727.32]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General J.A. Lester speaks during services for repatriated war dead, with the Sergeant Jack Pendleton (ship) in background. Buglers play "Taps" by boat. Shot of crowd.

War Dead Returned -- Sinnet (ship) -- Oakland Army Base (April 15, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66727.33]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General J.A. Lester gives address during ceremonies for returned World War Two dead. Private First Class Kenneth Miller and Private First Class Clarence Gilch stand guard while Sergeant Pacifico G. Abenoja plays bugle.

Korean War Wounded -- Fairfield Army Base (July 22, 1950 - July 24, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66728.01-02]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First Korean War wounded arrive. Phil Jackson Junior, who lost leg in Korea, shown in bed at Fairfield Hospital. Shots of wounded being taken off of ship and nurse attending to injured men.

Korean War Dead Returned -- Oakland Mole (August 01, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66728.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of casket being lowered from ship to shore, military police saluting.

Korean War Wounded -- Oak Knoll Naval Hospital of Oakland (September 01, 1950 - September 26, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66728.04-05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boatswain's Mate Third Class Warren Foley, injured behind enemy lines and first Navy casualty, talks with Marine Private First Class James Ratliff, Private First Class Peter Emeterio, and Private First Class Keith Keller. Lieutenant Junior Grade Alice Davis of Navy Nurse Corps shows soldiers transfer orders to hospitals nearer their homes. C.P. Foreman and James Osbron [Osborn?] work in blood processing lab, readying blood for shipment to Korea. Picture of blood in refrigerated units. Corporal Robert W. Sanders Junior, Army Private Kenneth W. Clark, and Private First Class Albert A. Collins listen as Private First Class Alfred R. Jordan phones his mother.
Purple Hearts Awarded -- Korean War Wounded -- Oak Knoll Naval Hospital of Oakland (September 20, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66728.06]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Leonard Heaton awards Purple Heart to Corporal Hansel E. Smith. Rear Admiral Bertram J. Rodgers awards Purple Hearts to Private First Class Herbert R. Lust, Corporal Edward Joseph Heimer, Harry H. Beeson (his second Purple Heart) and Corporal David L. Martinez. Overall shot of ceremonies in front of hospital, where fifty medals awarded.

Korean War Wounded -- Letterman Hospital (September 12, 1950 - September 25, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66728.07-10]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal Gerald May lies in bed with leg stretched. Pedro Ferraz, a private first class at age eighteen, also lies in bed. Shots of Private First Class William Dotsch and Edward Johnson. Pictures of hospital ward with patients in bed. Private First Class Richard D. Galleher makes phone call to family, paid for by Call Bulletin War Wounded Fund; shown with Gray Lady Rosalie Weinerberger of the Red Cross, Private First Class J.L. Elledge, Corporal Cecil L. Cooper, and Private Harry C. Oberton.

Rehabilitation for Disabled Veterans (October 02, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66729.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vito Bertoldo interviews Navy veteran John Jeffries.

Telephone Calls Home -- Korean War Wounded (October 06, 1950 - October 02, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66729.02-05]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Lepolious Miller (Afro-American) and Sergeant First Class Harold E. Parsons attempt to make calls home during KPIX on-air television program, with Del Courtney and Dorothy Shay the "Park Avenue Hillbilly." Dorothy Shay makes out check to fund (presumably Call Bulletin War Wounded Fund); taken at Mark Hopkins Hotel. Sergeant J.D. Procter, Corporal William L. Sullivan, and First Lieutenant John C. Maple make calls from phone booths; Red Cross Gray Lady Odell C. Jones helps Private First Class Herbert Lawson call his mother; taken at Fairfield Air Base. Hyman Weinberg and Mrs. Amos Potts listen while Theron Martin makes phone call. Robert P. Holland, Corporal Saul Katz, Marshall McCann... make phone calls at Mare Island. Red Cross girl Annabelle Story hands out letter from Randolph Hearst to Clint Donaghe, Elliot Jones, John Crockett, Jay Yates and Robert Wilson, telling them they can phone home; taken at Crissy Field, Presidio.

Telephone Calls Home -- Korean War Wounded -- Letterman Hospital (October 06, 1950 - January 10, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66729.06-08]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant James Joseph leaves bus to enter processing line for phone calls home. ANRC Field Director Miss Grace Guilford processes phone call request for Army Sergeant Donald Guiles, Gray Lady Mrs. William J. Gray places call for him, then Gray speaks with mother. Sergeant Frank F. McLean, Second Lieutenant Howard Parks, Private First Class Floyd W. Farmer, Major Sergeant Paul T. Daley, and Private First Class Charles Quaal make phone calls. Red Cross Grey Lady Edna Holmstrom assists Private First Class Donald Murtha in use of telephone.
Disabled Veterans at Home (October 04, 1950 - October 13, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66730.01-02]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Cyril E Holt sits in his wheelchair at eight Felton Street [picture apparently taken for story about veterans' pensions]. Richard W. Alpers, disabled veteran with prosthetic arm, sits on couch at thirty-three Bronte Street.

Korean War Veterans Killed in Combat (October 24, 1950 - October 31, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66730.03-04]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Second Lieutenant Roger Joseph Kelly, killed in Korea on September 28, 1950, and Army Sergeant Lester C. Hingsbergen shown in copy negatives of portraits.

Movie Stars Visit Korean War Wounded -- Letterman Hospital (November 12, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66730.05]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Actors Grant Wethers, Estelita Rodriguez, Joan Bennett, and John Carroll meet with Corporal Albert Reynolds, Corporal Don Stebbins, and Corporal Milford A. Wedeking; with Captain Pierre de Caillaux also shown.

Blood Donors -- Korean War Wounded -- Letterman Hospital (November 14, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66730.06]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Lieutenant William N. Breckmeier sits with wife as Sergeant Wayne I. Killion, lab technician, prepares to draw her blood [this photo was to run with previously run picture of Lieutenant William N. Breckmeier receiving blood on Korean battlefield].

Transport of Disabled Veterans -- Oakland Airport (December 11, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66731.01]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Eighty veterans from Oak Knoll Hospital board the TWA Constellation (airplane) [sleeve does not say for what destination they are bound].

Operation Frost Bite -- Korean War Wounded -- Oak Knoll Naval Hospital (December 01, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66731.02]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Servicemen back from Korea show frostbitten hands and feet.

Korean War Wounded -- Education -- Oak Knoll Naval Hospital (February 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66731.03]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Nurse Ensign Margaret Barrow helps Private First Class Norman A. Jackson Junior [injured in the New Britain campaign] with refresher studies in his major field of English. Jackson was to begin graduate study at Columbia University shortly before the war, and will return upon release from Marine Corps.
Purple Heart Awarded -- Korean War Wounded -- Oak Knoll Naval Hospital  
(December 12, 1950 - January 11, 1951)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66731.04-05]  
Physical Description: 8 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Marine Corporal Donald E. Vest, shot at Chungjui Reservoir, shows Nurse Ruth A. Gaver his Purple Heart. Brigadier General Fred. S. Robilliard, commander of the San Francisco Marine Quartermaster Depot, awards medals to Private First Class Arthur M. Davidson, Private First Class George C. Shaheen, Private First Class Donato Grilli, Private First Class Richard D. Evenson... Navy Captain J.N.C. Gordon, executive officer of Oak Knoll Naval Hospital, pins medal on Corporal Jack B. Griffith, shot at Chosin Reservoir battle. Private First Class Willard Arbuco, shown with his Uncle Jack Hahn, and Private First Class Alvin F. Mitchell, shown with father Herbert Mitchell, also awarded Purple Hearts.

Korean War Wounded -- Letterman Hospital (December 25, 1950 - January 22, 1951)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66731.06-07]  
Physical Description: 10 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mrs. Needham, mother who came from Michigan to be with her son Corporal Henry Needham on Christmas Day, shown giving son a smoking jacket. Wounded soldiers make phone calls through Call Bulletin War Wounded Fund, talk with nurses.

Quaduple Amputee -- Korean War Wounded -- Oak Knoll Navy Hospital  
(February 01, 1951 - July 05, 951)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66731.08-11]  
Physical Description: 17 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Nurse Lieutenant Gwendolyn lights cigarette for Corporal Werner Reininger, the Marine Corps' first quaduple amputee. Corporal Werner Reininger reads using stand to hold book; reunites with his mother, Della Reininger; walks with new prosthetic limbs and shakes hands with Commander Thomas J. Canty, chief of artificial limb center at Oakland Navy Hospital; waves goodbye to friends and to nurse Lieutenant Mary Sasso as he leaves for Travis Airfield.

New Device Helps Amputees Read -- Letterman Hospital (March 06, 1951)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66732.01]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Sergeant Juan P. Singh reads with the aid of a reading table, which holds the pages of the book open.

Korean War Dead Returned -- Fort Mason, Pier Two (March 22, 1951)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66732.02-03]  
Physical Description: 14 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mother of Wounded Soldier -- Korean War (October 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66732.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 105 Harbor Road. Lillian Steele holds a snapshot of her son Arthur G. Barree, injured in action in Korea. Copy negatives of photograph showing Arthur G. Barree in uniform.

Two Brothers Take Brother's Body Home -- Letterman Hospital (November 16, 1951 - November 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [66732.05-06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

US Coast Guard (1940/1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83, [066850-066861]

Physical Description: 163 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Focuses on women's role in Coast Guard during wartime. Includes women, children, parties, port security forces, rescue operations, etc. Also includes the Golden Gate Lifesaving Station, the Shoshone (ship) returning from Alaska, recruiting, aviation (seaplane), and wartime entertainment with Rudy Vallee, Betty Jane Grier, Barbara Stanwick, Constance Moore, Reginald Gardner. Also shots of the Farallone Islands, the San Francisco Port Security Force, several Coast Guard ships and sea lions (and elephant seals?) at Ano Nuevo Island.

US Heroes (1942/1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 83-84, [067600-067614]

Physical Description: 186 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Primarily returning heroes, award ceremonies, honorary dinners and lunches, family members of heroes, etc. Also includes heroes from Bataan and various torpedo boats, naval heroes, and recipients of the Purple Heart medal and DSC (Distinguished Service Commendation) awards.

US Marines (1942/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84-85, [067700-067724]

Physical Description: 531 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Marines (men and women), recruitment, recreation, events, mascot dogs, etc. World War II and Korean War marines returning from overseas, greeting family members, at press conferences, events at Treasure Island surrounding return of veterans, etc.

Recruiting [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67700.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly previous date.] Walter Mails and Sergeant Bill Stemmler.

Marine Writes Home [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67700.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly previous date.] Copy of information form and letter. Private First Class Eugene O. Moore.
Marine Gets Free Room and Board -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67700.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
[ Possibly previous date. ] Corporal Howard P. McCarstle

Marine Seated Behind a Table [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67700.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[ Possibly previous date. ] Frank Taber.

Sergeant W. Mails (September 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67700.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Walter Mails.

Major Generals [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67701.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Recruiting -- Indian Enlists and Takes Oath (October 09, 1940 - October 11, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67701.02-03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lawrence D. Marine and Lieutenant Colonel R.W. Peard.

Marine from Bataan (May 23, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67701.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel William T. Clement.

Sergeant B. Painter (June 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67701.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Bill Painter holding a golf club.

Recruiting -- Boxer Enlists (July 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67702.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Joe Bingamin and Sergeant C.P. Baldinger.

Recruiting -- Stanford Football Players Enlist (August 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67702.02-03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bill Hoffman, Colonel Ralph E. West, Hal McCreary, and Ernie Nevers.
Parents of Marine (October 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67702.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Parents seated on couch holding son's uniform Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Moore (son is at Solomon Islands).

Marine Flyers Return from Solomon Islands (October 22, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67702.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major John L. Smith, Lieutenant Colonel William C. Mangrum, and Captain Marion E. Carl.

Recruiting -- Palace Hotel (November 05, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67703.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

US Marine Day -- Recruiting -- Group Sworn In -- City Hall (November 10, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67703.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large group of men standing in a line and taking oath. Podium and flags on the steps of city hall.

Marine Captains Return from Guadalcanal (December 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67703.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain R.P. Neuffer, Captain F.C. Lahue, Captain H.F. Gately, and Captain Robert Thomas.

Animals -- Mascot -- Bulldog Sworn In (December 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67703.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Colonel Ralph E. West, Elda Jane Rieder, and dog Imp.

Athlete Joins (December 29, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67703.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Athlete holds gun and lieutenant kneels at his side. Lieutenant Biff Hoffman and Keith Topping.
Recreation -- Salvation Army Serving Doughnuts (December 31, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67704.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Al Larson, Major Vera Marts, and Ensign J.M. Coleman standing behind buckets of doughnuts.

Recruiting -- Navy Bill Ingram Joins (January 08, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67704.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man taking oath. Former coach at University of California at Berkeley Bill Ingram and Major General William P. Upsher.

Marine Marries (January 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67704.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Couple posing and kissing. Mr. and Mrs. Mernie Hopkins.

Recreation -- Games (April 15, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67704.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Large pile of board games and card decks. Lieutenant Colonel Ralph E. West, Captain Charles Paddock, and Lieutenant Lily Hutcheon.

Marine Hero (June 02, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67704.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Joseph Foss.

Woman Marine (June 04, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67705.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Estelle Kracht.

Women Marines in Marching Drill (June 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67705.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women in marching group formation.

Recruiting -- Uncle and Nephew Join (June 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67705.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Stanley H. Ross and Raymond H. Ross.
Recruiting -- Women Enlist (June 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67705.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Patricia Maloney and Jean Sheehan.

Animals -- Dog Joins (July 28, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67705.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thousandth dog to join Marines. Captain Thomas J. Palmer, dog Captain Apello and owner Edmund Fey.

Recruiting Women (August 31, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67705.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two women shaking hands. Clora Hart and Sergeant Elaine Aldridge.

Recruiting Women (October 28, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67706.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant standing among large group of women, including four sisters. Lieutenant Colonel Ralph E. West, and Muriel, Ida, Florene, and Delphine Biaggi.

Marine Hero and His Parents (November 05, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67706.02-03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Major Glenn Todd. Interview of Marine’s parents Dr. and Mrs. E.B. Todd.

General Who Took Bougainville (November 15, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67706.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Woman Recruiter (November 16, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67706.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Evelyn J. Greathouse.

Marine Flyer Hero (November 24, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67706.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First Lieutenant Kenneth T. Walsh.
Marines Return From Overseas (April 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67707.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men on deck of ship. Men near bunks inside.

Recruiting Women (May 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67707.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Eileen M. Twohey checking off list of North California women.

New Commander of Marine Corps, Department of the Pacific (May 21, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67707.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Joseph C. Fegan.

Marine Retiring (July 20, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67707.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Women looking at wrist watch just after presentation. Includes Mary Fairehild, Mildred Leonard, Commander William B. Hetfield, Elaine Aldridge, Margaret Upton, and others.

Inspection -- Hunters Point (July 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67707.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Assistant Secretary of Navy visits and inspects Marine. Metal pinned on Captain Rawlings. Artemus Gates, Lieutenant Earl W. Garvin, and Captain Norborne Rawlings.

Marines Arrive in San Francisco -- Pier Thirty-four (September 04, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67708.01-03]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Marines Arrive in San Francisco (September 07, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67708.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man and Wife (April 12, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67709.01]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Couple takes oath. Mr. and Mrs. Dana Ingraham and Captain Forest E. Thies.

New Marine Commander, Department of the Pacific (December 06, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67709.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Major General Julian C. Smith.

Couple -- Sergeant and Bride (March 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67709.03]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Copy negative of Sergeant and Mrs. Jo Basilone.

Wounded Marines Treated On Iwo Jima (March 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67709.04]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Copy negative of photo and caption. Navy doctors treat wounded Marines on stretchers in a first aid station.

Invasion -- Beach Landing (March 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67709.05]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Copy negative of soldiers advancing from the beach.

Marines Invading Engebi Island (March 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67709.06]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Copy negative of soldiers advancing through water.

Deceased -- Marine Died (April 03, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67710.01]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Copy negative of Charles Grimm.

Shipyard and Plug Repair Work (May 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67710.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 23, 1945</td>
<td>Marine Gets Annulment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 28, 1945</td>
<td>Mother Visits Son -- Oak Knoll Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 29, 1945</td>
<td>Deceased -- Marine Killed on Saipan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 28, 1945</td>
<td>Marine Air Hero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 05, 1945</td>
<td>Lieutenant General H.M. Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 14, 1945</td>
<td>Colonel A. Shapley Returns Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 02, 1945</td>
<td>Marines Return</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 07, 1945</td>
<td>Wife and Son of First Marine to Land at Japanese Naval Base</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Marine Gets Annulment (May 23, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67710.03]
- Physical Description: 1 negative
- Scope and Content Note
  Private First Class Richard Dees.

**Mother Visits Son -- Oak Knoll Hospital (May 28, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67710.04]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Two sons killed in action. Mrs. Lupe Lewis and Sergeant and Sergeant Jack Lewis.
  Mrs. Lupe Lewis and son Wack.

**Deceased -- Marine Killed on Saipan (May 29, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67710.05]
- Physical Description: 1 negative
- Scope and Content Note
  Copy negative of James A. Lewis.

**Marine Air Hero (June 28, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67710.06]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Major George Axtell Jr. seated.

**Lieutenant General H.M. Smith (July 05, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67711.01]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Lieutenant General Holland M. Smith.

**Colonel A. Shapley Returns Home (July 14, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67711.02]
- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Colonel Alan Shapley was Commanding Officer of the famous Fourth Regiment of the Sixth Marine Division, Campaign for Okinawa.

**Marines Return (September 02, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67711.03]
- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Large group greets returnees. Man reading newspaper with headline "Bay Oil Strike Set." Corporal Charles Evans and his three sisters.

**Wife and Son of First Marine to Land at Japanese Naval Base (September 07, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67711.04]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Wife holding a picture of husband, son sits on her lap. Eleanor Sessions and son Arthur Sessions Jr.
**Marine Heros From Wake Island (September 18, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67711.05]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Major Paul A. Putnam and Lieutenant Colonel Donald Spiler [Spicer?].

**Marines Return from Wake Island (September 18, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67712.01]

- Physical Description: 13 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Major Paul A. Putnam and Lieutenant Colonel Donald Spiler [Spicer?].

**Marine Officer and Wife (September 18, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67712.02]

- Physical Description: 12 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Mr. and Mrs. Bowerson and Don Gibson.

**Women Marines Return on Monterey (ship) (October 18, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67712.03]

- Physical Description: 1 negative
- Scope and Content Note
  - Private First Class Rose Schultz, Sergeant Lucille Seratt, and Sergeant Helen Wiget.

**Major H.R. Rolph (November 09, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67712.04]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Major Henry R. Rolph.

**Celebration -- Marine Corp Birthday (November 09, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67712.05]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Cake cutting including Captain Pauline Dodge, Sergeant Rita Brunell, and Brigadier General Arnold W. Jacobson.

**Movie Star and Commanding General, Department of the Pacific (December 10, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67713.01]

- Physical Description: 1 negative
- Scope and Content Note
  - Tyrone Powers and Major General Julian C. Smith (Commanding General, Department of the Pacific).

**Brigadier General M.A. Edson (December 17, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67713.02]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Brigadier General Merritt A. Edson.
Women Marine -- Consolation (ship) (January 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67714.01]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   One year since the two women last met. Corporal Stella Kurlin and Mrs. H.
   Castellani.

Woman Marine Returns from Overseas on Consolation (ship) (January 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67714.02]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Major Helen N. Cream.

Marine Gets Court Order to Get to Know Son (March 15, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67715.01]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Ulysses Grant Jones and son Grant William Jones.

Marine Dying From Tuberculosis (March 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67715.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Copy negative of Private Raymond J. Berry (in civilian attire).

Father With Medicine for Sick Son -- Oak Knoll Hospital (March 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67715.03]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Lieutenant Commander Joseph O'Grady, Walter Berry, and Lieutenant Alfred
   Godward.

Marine Prisoner -- Marine Disciplinary Barracks (April 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67715.04]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Edward A. Drainer and Depty Marshal Herbert R. Cole.

Marine Air Reserve -- Press Conference (July 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67715.05]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Brigadier General Christian F. Schilt has the Congressional Medal of Honor. Rear
   Admiral Edward Ewen.

Women Marines (August 21, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67715.06]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Jobs before they entered service. Sergeant Bette Feltham, Sergeant Mary Manning,
   Sergeant Genevieve Erskine, Sergeant Grace Stinson, Sergeant Anne Workman,
   and Sergeant Helen Popielarczyk.
Monterey Centennial (July 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67716.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Alexander A. Vandegrift and Monterey Police Chief Fred Moore.

General at Press Interview (October 20, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67716.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Alexander A. Vandegrift.

Dress -- New Uniforms (January 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67716.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Raymond E. Crawfurd wearing old uniform and Sergeant Billy J. Davis wearing new uniform.

Recruiting -- First Woman to Join After War (January 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67716.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Swearing in ceremony. Major Frank A. Gunner and Rosemary T. Greene.

Captains (January 29, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67716.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captains check with desk clerk. James F. Lawrence Jr., Steven J. Burich Jr., Hurley E. Fuller Jr., George E. Eby, Patricia Costello, her twins Andra Lee Costello, and Barbara Costello.

Dress -- New Uniforms (January 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67717.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant John R. Farned and Sergeant Clifford Morrison wearing new uniforms.

Celebration -- Anniversary of Marine Corps Women's Reserve (February 13, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67717.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Banquet and cake cutting ceremony includes Sergeant Major Patricia Feutren, Pearl M. Martin, Colonel Katherine A. Towle, Lois Baker, Kaye Fleming, Virginia Hill, and others.

Marine Memorial Club (March 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67717.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boris Yashin, Virginia Waco, Jonne Withers, and Elizabeth J. Dunlap.
New Dress Uniforms for Army, Navy, Marines -- Presidio (April 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67717.04-05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

New Members -- Marines Memorial Club (May 12, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67717.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Safe Driving Awards (August 29, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67717.07-08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

New Sky Room -- Marine Memorial Club (November 08, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67717.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Virginia Waco and Jonne Withers at buffet and sitting at a table.

Press Luncheon -- Marine Memorial Club (November 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67718.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Marine Corps Anniversary (November 08, 1947 - November 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67718.02-03]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Sweethearts (November 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67718.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Couple greets each other at San Francisco Airport. Includes Adele Mara and Major John Williamson.
Press Conference -- Marine Memorial Club (December 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67718.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Holland M. Smith (retired) and Major Marion Carl.

Marine Reserve Week -- Marine Corps Department of Pacific Headquarters
(January 12, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67718.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men operating code sender, loading overseas supplies, testing radio installation in jeep. Includes Brigadier General Andrew E. Creesy, Sergeant Richard L. Creitz, Private First Class Howard W. Rosser, Sergeant James C. Riddle, Private First Class Maurice Barnett, and others.

Men Enlist (July 21, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67718.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Sergeant Spencer L. Jones, Sergeant Robert Estes, Bob Gentry, Ken Foley, Wayne Gardner, and others.

Committee -- Women Marines' Convention -- Marine Memorial Building (July 29, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67718.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mary Anne Pedroncelli, Christina Rossi, and Mae Kennedy.

Press Conference (August 06, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67718.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Clifton B. Cates and Major General LeRoy P. Hunt.

PG & E Receives Award for Help to Marine Corps (January 13, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67719.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Colonel H.A. Waldorf, Sergeant T.P.O. Donoghue, and Norman Sutherland (PG & E).

New Woman Marine Sergeant (January 24, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67719.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Hildegard M. Strobl and Lieutenant Colonel H.A. Waldorf.

Marine Sergeant D.E. Thompson (March 10, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67719.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Doris E. Thompson. [Negative taken because reporter mistaken her for Doris Thompson in an Atherton shooting, she is not that woman].
Three Marine Officers (December 12, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67719.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel David Shoup, Lieutenant Henry P. Crowe, and Captain Harold C. Schrier.

Marine and Navy Reserve Corps Activated -- Treasure Island (July 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67719.05-06]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Oath administered to large groups of new recruits. Includes Sergeant Louis Mauntonos, Corporal Alan Cline, Commander Robert Crawford, Hover Ng, Patricia Danaher, Warren Flosernay, Chief H.M.C. Sol Winter, and others.

Marine Corps Air Reserve Squadron -- Oakland Naval Air Station (July 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67719.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

San Francisco Policeman Joins Marine Reserves (July 22, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67720.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Ex-policeman Lieutenant Donald J. Willett and Lieutenant Colonel Edward A. Clark shake hands.

Twelfth Marine Signal Company Mobilizing -- Alameda (July 23, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67720.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The company stands at attention for muster and quarters. Officer addressing and informing company they are on active duty. Father and son in same company.

Marine Reserves Report for Orders (July 24, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67720.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Recruiting Drive (July 24, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67720.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd. Prospects line up for information. Captain Theodore R. Wirth, Sergeant Mary Wise, Sergeant Irma A. Caruso, and Corporal Irene Ellis.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 84, [67720]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local Women Marines Called to Active Duty -- Treasure Island (July 26, 1950)</strong></td>
<td>05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 6 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women gathering uniforms. Receiving shots and listening to orders. Includes Alban O. Reinhardt, Private First Class Thelma Dop, Private First Class Shirley Groswird, Private First Class Edith Coffee, Lieutenant Violet Nygard, and others.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine Fighter Squadron -- Oakland Airport (July 29, 1950)</strong></td>
<td>06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lieutenant Colonel Henry A. Ellis briefing squadron members.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reserves Leave for Active Duty -- Oakland (August 03, 1950)</strong></td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 12 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twelfth Infantry Battalion. Marines say good-by to family and girlfriends. Includes Private First Class Judith Banks, wife Wanda Banks, daughter Judith Ann Banks, Corporal Illingworth, Marjory Rice, Private Luther L. Gibbs, and others.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hero's Family (August 04, 1950)</strong></td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orville Houghton and wife Blanche Houghton look at picture of son Captain Kenneth Houghton, who led first Marine patrol to contact Koreans.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marine's Wife and Family (September 15, 1950)</strong></td>
<td>09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wife of Lieutenant Colonel Robert D. Taplett, who led Marines at Seoul, Korea. Patricia Taplett and her two daughters Claire and Christine Taplett.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Corporal Killed in Korea (October 16, 1950)</strong></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 1 negative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy negative of Corporal Alfred Cotimon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Captain K. Houghton Returns (November 10, 1950)</strong></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain Kenneth Houghton holding a medal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>California Marine Corp League Meet to Honor W.R. Hearst -- Marine Memorial Club (November 11, 1950)</strong></td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 8 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banquet and guests. Randolph Hearst, William L. Keyes, and Mason Wade.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mother Writes to Her Son (November 29, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67721.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. John Erb writes a letter to her son and shows his picture to a friend. Copy negative of son Sergeant John Erb.

Movie's World Premiere Proceeds To Go To Marine Corps League (January 03, 1951 - January 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67721.05-06]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men are happy with arrangements of the premiere of movie "Halls of Montezuma." Preview at Fox Theatre. Charles P. Skouras (President of National Theatres), Colonel W.F. Parks, Paul Welton, William Keys, Admiral Chester Nimitz, General Graves Erskine, and others.

Recruiting (January 05, 1951 - January 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67721.07-09]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Women Join Marines (January 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67721.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Twenty-eight girls are sworn into corps by Lieutenant Virginia Galey.

Private R. Rankin (February 09, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67721.11]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Private First Class Ronald Rankin, First Marine Division.

Sergeant T. Jones (February 14, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67721.12]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Sergeant Thomas Jones.

Marines Return from Korea on General J.C. Breckenridge (ship) (March 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67722.01]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marines on ship. Welcoming group. Includes Corporal George Hatcher, Private Patrick Hinds, Private First Class Jesse A. Baker, Corporal Floyd L. Hartsell, Corporal Leon Slettum, and others.
Parade -- Montgomery Street (March 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67722.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Returning Marines from Korea ride cars and trucks. Crowds line street.

Marines Return Home From Korea (March 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67722.03]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Treasure Island and Pier Seven. Marines disembarking ship, greeting families, and waiting assignment to barracks. Sergeant Michael Benedetto and Private First Class Willard E. Gavin.

Marines Come Home From Korea -- Treasure Island (March 22, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67722.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
1500 Marines listening to instructions and trooping into barracks.

Marines Come Home From Korea -- Treasure Island (March 22, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67722.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Processing for departure to homes. 1500 Marines listening to instructions and trooping into barracks. Private First Class Carmen B. Barnett.

Marines Return Aboard General Randall (ship) (March 22, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67722.05]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Arrival of ship. Marines on deck. Welcoming crowd and band.

Marine Veterans Return From Korea -- Oakland (March 22, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67722.06-07]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Marines Return From Korea Aboard Thomas Jefferson (ship) -- Pier Seven (April 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67722.08-09]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marines disembarking ship and meeting families.

General Smith Arrives -- Alameda Air Base (April 30, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67722.10]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG 1143
Marines Return From Korea Aboard Transport Jackson (ship) -- Treasure Island (May 21, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67723.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Marines Return Home Aboard General W.F. Hase (ship) -- Treasure Island (May 25, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67723.02-03]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Mother To Take Son's Body to San Diego -- Clift Hotel (June 12, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67723.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Marine Committed Suicide -- Alemany Emergency Hospital (June 17, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67723.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of Frank Dibble.

Marines Return Aboard General W.F. Hase (ship) (June 27, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67723.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Marines Return From Korea Aboard Montrail (ship) (July 31, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67723.07-08]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Marines Return Aboard Transport General C.G. Morton (ship) -- Fort Mason (August 02, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67724.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reservists returning from Japan and awaiting transportation to Treasure Island, where they will be processed for discharge. Families greet men.
Marines Arrive From Korea -- Treasure Island (September 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67724.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marines greeted by wives and mothers. Includes Corporal John J. Albrecht, son Jack Albrecht, wife Lois Albrecht, Sereant Phillip Koreis, and others.

Marines in Korea (September 28, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67724.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of plane covered with brush and view of train that was bombed.

Marines Return From Korea Aboard Lieutenant Raymond O. Beaudoin (ship)
(October 24, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67724.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Wounded Return From Korea Aboard Haven (Hospital Ship) -- Oakland (October 30, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67724.05-06]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marines greeting families. Interior of hospital ward. Includes A.K. Hunter, wife Emma Lou Hunter, Susan Marie Hunter, William Kirk, wife Margaret Kirk, Lieutenant Bruce Rothmann, Nurse Lieutenant Roberta Willsen, and others.

Returning Troops Aboard NS General A.W. Brewster (ship) -- Fort Mason
(November 05, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [67724.07]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Troops, airmen, and Marine fliers greeting families. Includes Sergeant Robert L. Richardson, Sergeant George Sanders, Sergeant Richard Lipscomb, Sergeant W.E. Ryan, and others.

US Merchant Marine (1943/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85-89, [068700-068746]
Physical Description: 1213 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Ships, transports, rescue ships, ships officers and crew members, all identified. Includes christenings, launchings, decommissionings, arrivals, departures, loading, and unloading of American and international ships. Some related to the Maritime Commission and to training at the CMA (California Maritime Academy) and other training facilities.

Ships -- Aircraft Carrier Leaving San Francisco Bay (February 23, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box, [68471.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ship Boxer (aircraft carrier) passing under Golden Gate Bridge. Crew and planes lined up on deck.
Training [1943?] BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68700.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[Possibly previous date.] Trainees climbing wooden structure by water and scooping water out of a boat.

Decorations -- Cadet Receives Ribbon (December 29, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68700.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
One of first ribbons authorized for survivors of enemy action. Lieutenant Commander A.O. Brady and Cadet William M. Thomas Jr.

Convalescent Home -- Merchant Marine Rest Home -- Millbrae (February 10, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68700.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Survivors of sunken Liberty ship. AWVS (American Women Volunteer Service).

Maritime Commission -- Ensign Writes Letter (April 03, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68700.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Letter addressed to wife. Picture of couple. Ensign and Mrs. Peter Chelemedos.

Training -- Maritime School (July 06, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68700.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Training -- Recruits on Deck of Ship (July 15, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68701.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Recruits dressed in uniforms and standing at attention on deck.

Training -- School Celebrates First Year -- San Mateo (August 28, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68701.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Six male cadets with Dale Evans.

Maritime Commission -- Commissioner (January 08, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68702.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John M. Carmody and Carl W. Flesher.
Ships -- Crew -- Pier Nineteen (March 15, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68702.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George M. Hines (ship) which was hit by air torpedo. Captain Charles Treanor, D.E. Seaton, and Frank Giza.

Decorations -- Maritime Commission -- Chamber of Commerce Luncheon (May 22, 1944 - June 30, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68702.03-07]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Medals awarded. Mother receives son's medal. Includes Mayor Roger Lapham, Almon E. Roth, Elmer Johnson, Anna McKenzie, Commander M.E. Crossman, and others.

Injured -- Victims of Shooting -- San Mateo County Hospital (June 11, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68703.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men shot by Army MP (Military Police) at Daly City. David A. Hardy and Stephen Thomas O'Donnell.

Maritime Schools -- California (January 02, 1946 - May 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68703.02-04]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships (January 10, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68704.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships Carol Lombard, Sea Bleney, Elmira Victory, and Frederick W. Calbraith.

Ships -- Crew (January 10, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68704.02-07]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Peter White (ship). Crew includes chief mate, engineer, fireman, dispatcher, and tug boat operator.

Ships -- Civilian Seaman -- Pier Fifteen (February 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68704.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Capps (troop transport). Joe Silva, Bryant Roland, and crew of John Stoddard (Liberty ship). Roland holds letter that he wrote protesting forced work.
Ships -- Captain of Ship That Carried Atomic Bomb -- Pier Thirty-seven
(February 12, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68704.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain W.O. Pugh is the skipper of Eagle Wing (ship).

Ships -- Crew and Equipment (March 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68705.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George Clement Perkins (Liberty ship). Equipment (motorcrane, etc.) loaded on ship which went on tour of Pacific. Chief Mate J.S. Johnstad.

Ships -- Navy Lends Subchaser to Merchant Marine Cadet School -- San Mateo
(April 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68705.02]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Subchaser 1315 (ship) arrived at school's dock at San Mateo from Treasure Island. Cadets learning navigation, seamanship, engineering, gunnery, and maintenance.

Ships -- Crews (April 18, 1946 - September 09, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 85, [68705.03-12]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships Mapia (sheep aboard for food), Marcus Daley (first west coast ship to be awarded the Gallant Ship plaque), Pacific Queen (gambling ship, exterior of game room), Pittston Victory (control room), tugboats (given to Russia), Bardeville Victory, General Charles G. Morton, George Custer (Japanese captain), and Bardstown Victory.

Ships -- Arrivals and Conversion (September 01, 1946 - October 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68706.01-06]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships Thistle (arrival) and Mahanoy City Victory (arrival). Transports General A.W. Greely (return to port after breakdown), General Patrick (arrival), and Admiral W.S. Sims (conversion).

Ships (September 29, 1946 - October 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68707.01-05]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships Henley (Navy takes over command) and George Washington Carver (leaving for Orient). Transports Winged Arrow, General Hughes (arrival), and President Adams (arriving from Honolulu).

Ships (November 04, 1946 - November 07, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68708.01-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General J.H. McCrae (troopship), Comfort (Army hospital ship), and Hermitage going under Carquinez Bridge.
Ships -- Boat Launching -- Hunters Point (November 09, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68708.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Little Bear (little boat). Mr. and Mrs. Lambert Champion.

Ships -- Sailing Ship Leaving Port -- Yacht Harbor (November 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68709.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pacific Queen (gambling? ship) leaving San Francisco, passing Marina, and under Golden Gate Bridge.

Ships (November 08, 1946 - November 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68710.01-05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships Marine Jumper (aground on mud) and Admiral Capps (docked). Transports General Aultman, Marine Swallow (circulation), and General H.W. Butner (arrival).

Ships (November 23, 1946 - December 10, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68711.01-08]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships General Collins, Matsonia (crowd with confetti), General Meigs (two men), and Mexico Victory. Transports Marine Serpent (circulation, Williams Victory (circulation), and A.T. General A.W. Greely (circulation, Army wives to Kwajalein).

Ships (December 15, 1946 - January 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68712.01-04]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- First Reservist Cruise Since War (January 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68712.05]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Arrival of War Brides (January 21, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68712.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General H.W. Gordon (ship). International war brides from Shanghai Mary Malinovsky, Miriam Brodsky, Ruth Riege, Lilia de Campos, and Muriel Young.
Ships (February 06, 1947 - February 24, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68713.01-06]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Transports General W.M. Black (docked), Leroy Eltinge (docked), Omar Bundy (leaving for Japan). Aircraft carrier Antietam (ship) in drydock. Ship Sea Pegasus, stern view, showing propeller churning; and Seymour Owens, crew launching ship.

Ships -- British Sloop Visits San Francisco -- Pier Seven (March 04, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68714.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Transport to Sail to Orient -- Pier Forty-five (March 06, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68714.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
General W.G. Haan (transport) to sail for Guam, Okinawa, and Yokohama.

Ships -- Hearing on Proposal to Operate Coastwide Steamship Line (March 06, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68714.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Ships Returning With Survivors of Tanker (March 18, 1947 - April 02, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68714.04-06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General W.H. Gordon (rescue ship) and Admiral Eberle (transport) returning with survivors of Fort Dearborn (tanker). Life preservers from Fort Dearborn (tanker) found.

Ships -- Canadian Warship Visits San Francisco (March 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68714.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Warship enters San Francisco Bay under the Golden Gate Bridge.

Ships (April 08, 1947 - May 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68715.01-06]

Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships Golden Bear (cadets at rail of California Maritime Academy training ship), Delta Queen (river boat) and Osage (tug) en route to New Orleans, Matsonia (dry docking). California (bar pilots' float). Transports Marshall Victory and General Breckenridge.
Ships -- Burning Ship -- San Francisco Bay (May 07, 1947 - May 08, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68716.01-02]
Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frej (ship) on fire. Coast Guard boat that brought crew of burning ship to pier. Crew of Frej. Firemen aboard burning ship.

Ships (May 08, 1947 - May 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68716.03-06]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships Marine Phoenix, Marine Adder (arrival from India with Indian students en route to colleges), Kearsarge, George Gale (freighter), and Sea Wolf (tug).

Ships -- United States Public Health Service Boat Sinks -- San Francisco Bay (June 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68717.01-03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Bikini Island Target Ship -- Hunters Point (June 17, 1947 - June 18, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68718.01-02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Carrier Independance (ship) back from Bikini Island is damaged on port side of stern.

Ships -- Family Lives on Sailboat -- Alameda Waterfront (June 27, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68718.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Ship on Fire -- Richmond (July 01, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68718.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Abangarez (ship) docked; firemen and firetrucks on dock.

Ships -- Transport -- Pier Seven (July 08, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68718.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General G.M. Randall (transport) docked.
Ships -- Crew Member Stricken With Appendicitis -- San Francisco Bay (July 22, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68718.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  F.E. Weyerhaeuser (freighter) situated next to light-ship near the Golden Gate Bridge. Crew member of freighter Carl Coppedge.

Ships -- Main Engine Drive Gear From Navy Tanker -- Hunters Point (July 23, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68718.07]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Main reduction gear which weighs forty tons for unidentified Navy tanker being loaded onto a truck.

Ships -- Fire Distinguished -- Pier Twenty (July 29, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68718.08]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Pontotoc (ship). View of rear end of ship where fire was.

Ships -- Presentation of San Francisco Pictures (August 22, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68719.01]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Large crowd and speaker at podium aboard the Los Angeles (ship). Henry King presents Captain Edward A. Solomons with pictures of San Francisco.

Ships -- Russian Ship Tied Up -- Pier Nine (August 22, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68719.02]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  The Lermontov (ship) had engine trouble and docked at pier.

Ships -- Water Taxi To Golden Gate Fields -- Pier Sixteen (September 05, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68719.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Water taxi to run to and from Golden Gate Fields. Mary Beth Seaborn and Beverly Wrinkle on deck.

Ships -- Arrival of Two British Warships -- Pier Seven (September 08, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68719.04]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  HMS Kenya (British cruiser) and HMS Sparrow (British sloop) arriving. Captain Lennox Boswell and Commander John Longden.

Ships -- Group of Men (September 29, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68719.05]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
Ships -- Boat on Fire -- San Francisco Bay (October 08, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68720.01]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Unidentified boat on fire near the Marina.

Ships -- Steering Wheels (October 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68720.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Steering wheels in Edmond D. Coblentz's office.

Ships -- Ship Traveling Around the World (October 19, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68720.03]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Adventure (ship). Captain Felix Brandsten, Call Bulletin reporter Stuart Welch, and dog Poochie.

Ships -- British Tanker Damaged By Fire After Collision (October 24, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68720.04-05]
   Physical Description: 8 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Skipper and two officers of US Navy Tug ATA 186 (rescue tug) holding life jacket of Manx Fisher (burned British tanker); damaged tanker tied up at Pier Twenty-three. Lieutenant Duane Davis, Louis Stalcup, and John H. Bast.

Ships -- Arrival of Battleship (October 25, 1947 - October 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68720.06-07]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   The Iowa (ship) passing by Golden Gate Bridge and Alcatraz.

Ships -- Collision of Ships and Resulting Hearing (October 24, 1947 - October 30, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68721.01-03]
   Physical Description: 14 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Richfield Oil Tanker burns as result of collision with Manx Fisher (British Tanker) sixteen miles from Point Sur. US Navy Tug ATA 186 (rescue tug) pouring water on oil tanker's bow at Sparrows Point; ship collision hearing. Commander Louis M. Thayer, Commander Henry V. Barbieri, Rear Admiral William K. Scammell, Captain Svend Nilsen, and Captain William B. Cople.

Ships -- Ferry Boats Burned Before Scrapping -- San Francisco Bay (November 28, 1947 - December 08, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68721.04-06]
   Physical Description: 13 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Unidentified ferry, Tamalpais (ferry boat), and Santa Clara (ferry boat) set on fire to burn wood before scrapping.
Ships -- First Voyage of Ship President Cleveland -- San Francisco Bay (December 15, 1947 - December 27, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68722.01-04]

Physical Description: 26 negatives

Scope and Content Note
APL President Cleveland (ship) on trial run. Ship passes under Golden Gate Bridge; crowds and boarding passengers (delegate from China to United Nations, etc.).

Ships -- California's Goodwill Milk Relief Ship (January 14, 1948 - January 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68723.01-03]

Physical Description: 20 negatives

Scope and Content Note
The Golden Bear (milk ship) is a relief vessel that will carry canned milk to the children of France, Greece, and Italy. Governor Earl Warren speaking to citizens of Vallejo, Stockton, and San Francisco at port ceremonies.

Ships -- People Arriving From China (January 17, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68723.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Training Ship Returns From Europe (May 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 86, [68723.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Golden Bear (training ship) passing under Golden Gate Bridge; welcomed by fireboats.

Ships -- Daily Activities of Aircraft Carrier at Sea (January 20, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68724.01]

Physical Description: 16 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Japanese Diplomats Return to Japan -- Pier Forty-four (January 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68724.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
The General M.C. Meigs (ship) sailing for Orient with returning diplomats. Includes Swedish Vice Consul C.O. Von Essen, Ilse Watanabe, Sylvia Sumiko Watanabe, Dr. Shintaro Ryu, Taro Tokunaga, ...

Ships -- Ship Arrived in San Francisco -- Pier Thirty-two (January 29, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68724.03-04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Matsonia (ship). Mr. and Mrs. George V. Parkinson and Venerable Lokanatha (Buddhist Missionary here to preach and convert).
Ships -- News of Ghandi's Death With Ship Arrivals -- Pier Forty-four (January 30, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68724.05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Marine Swallow (ship) arrived from India and China. Passengers: Associated Press New Delhi Correspondent Donald Ruth, Bishop Karl Morgan Block, Chinese mother Hoi Yuk Chung with newborn, and Herbert S. Black.

Ships -- Swedish Ship On Fire (February 01, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68725.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Hemland (ship) loaded with sugar and copra. Firemen fighting fire on ship docked at Sea Island Sugar Company.

Ships -- Fireman Injured While Fighting Fire on Ship -- Pier Fifty-four (February 02, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68725.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Minelayer (ship). Fireman Armand J. Venturi placed on stretcher and hoisted out of ship's hold.

Ships -- Passengers on Transport -- Pier Seven (February 03, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68725.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
USN General Buckner (transport) arriving. Includes American Consul General (at Tsingtao) Clarence Spiker, Scott Robinson, Robert Robinson, German Consul General (at Tsingtao) Hans von Saucken, ...

Ships -- Youngest Deckhand -- Pier Fifty-four (February 05, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68725.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Salamis Victory (ship) from Greece. Eleven month old baby aboard and signed on ship's articles as deck boy at a dollar per month. Vassilios Bouzinas with mop.

Ships -- Fishing Boat Built By Man In Navy -- Daly City, California (February 09, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68725.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Passengers of Ship -- Pier Thirty-two (February 21, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68725.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Matsonia (ship). Passengers: Barbara Stever, Mary Skaale, Judge Michael Roche, and Robert Michael Roche.
Ships -- Ship Departs for Turkey -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard (February 24, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68726.01]  
   Physical Description: 5 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  
   Hunters Point. the submarine Brill (ship) for Turkey. Turkish Consul General (at San Francisco) H.N. Erenel bids farewell. Five year old Charlotte Lyter who has polio recieves $200 of ship's party fund for March of Dimes Polio Fund.

Ships -- First Bananas Arrived (February 06, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68726.02]  
   Physical Description: 2 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  

Ships -- Ship On Fire -- Islas Creek (March 03, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68726.03]  
   Physical Description: 1 negative  
   Scope and Content Note  
   US Navy. LST (ship). Firemen fighting fire on ship.

Ships -- Passengers -- Pier Forty-four (March 03, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68726.04]  
   Physical Description: 6 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  

Ships -- Arrival of Training Ship -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard (March 04, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68726.05]  
   Physical Description: 2 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  
   Hunters Point. USMS American Mariner (ship). Maritime training cadets from Massachusetts and Maine hearing orders. Massachusetts cadets will board the Charleston (ship) and sail back to Massachusetts.

Ships -- Ship Preparing for Trial Run -- Pier Thirty-six (March 23, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68727.01]  
   Physical Description: 3 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  
   The Lurline (ship) preparing for trial run. Frank Johnson and George Nichols (Vice President of United Engineering Company).

Ships -- Aircraft Carrier Docked -- Alameda, California (March 31, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68727.02]  
   Physical Description: 4 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  
   The aircraft carrier Rendova (ship).
Ships -- Cruiser Decommissioned -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard (April 09, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68727.03]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Hunters Point. Decommission ceremonies of Los Angeles (US Navy cruiser).

Ships -- Last Trip of Matsonia (ship) (April 09, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68727.04]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Matsonia (ship) leaving dock for last time. Passengers: Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C. Marcus and Mary McNally.

Ships -- Passengers -- Pier Forty-two (April 09, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68727.05]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
The President Cleveland (ship). Passengers: Robert L. Ripley and Rudolph Friml.

Ships -- First Voyage After Modernization -- San Francisco (April 15, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68727.06]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Streamers thrown as the Lurline (ship) leaves for Hawaii; ship passes under Golden Gate Bridge. Passengers: Clarice DuBose, Lucianne Williams, Raymond Loewy (interior designer of new ship), Charles Olsen, Marilyn Reeves, ...  

Ships -- Yawl (April 17, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68727.07]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Reverie (yawl). Captain John Antle and Lucy Varty.

Ships -- Seaman Stricken With Appendicitis on Freighter (April 19, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68728.01]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Flying Scud (freighter). Seaman stricken with appendicitis taken from ship in bay and brought ashore by Coast Guard Cutter. William J. Martin, Richard Feil, T. Eselu, and A.C. Engelhart.

Ships -- Matsonia (ship) Returned From Last Trip -- Pier Thirty-two (April 20, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68728.02]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Matsonia (ship) returned from last trip. Ship docked and crowds waiting at pier. Hugh Gallagher and Captain William R. Meyer.
Ships -- Boat Hits Rocks and Sinks (April 26, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68728.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Snafu (boat) hit rocks off Baker's Beach. Boat slowly sinks and then is towed.

Ships -- Steamer With Anchor Caught -- Pier Forty-eight (May 10, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68728.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
St. Augustine (steamer, Victory ship) had its anchor caught with an old anchor of a sailing ship.

Ships -- Arrival of US Navy Cruiser -- San Francisco Bay (May 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68728.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The St. Paul (ship) passing under the Golden Gate Bridge.

Ships -- Ketch from Honolulu -- San Francisco Yacht Harbor (May 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68728.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cynjo (ketch) being docked in harbor. Roy Coe mopping deck.

Ships -- Arrival of US Navy Fleet -- San Francisco Bay (June 23, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68729.01-02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Battleship: Iowa (ship); Light cruisers: Duluth (ship), Astoria (ship), Springfield (ship), and Pasadena (ship).

Ships -- Experiment -- Boat Being Taken Out of Fourth Story Window (July 18, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68729.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boat built by Paul Stanley Company for experimental purposes. Boat being lowered from building and secured to truck in three stages.

Ships -- Passenger and Captain of Canadian Light Cruiser -- San Francisco (July 23, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68729.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ontario (ship). Canadian Consul General (at San Francisco) Harry A. Scott and Captain J.C. Hibbard.
Ships -- US Army Training for Harbor Defenses of San Francisco (July 29, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68729.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- First Ship to Enter Foreign Trade Zone -- Pier Forty-five (July 29, 1948 - July 30, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68730.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The President Taft (ship) carrying bamboo shipment. Jo Kennedy and Barbara Moyes.

Ships -- Captain of US Public Health Boat Retires (July 30, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68730.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
W.M. Wightman (boat) is a US Public Health Service's Quarantine Boat. Captain Jacob A. Petzinger at wheel of boat.

Ships -- US Navy Fleet Arrives (August 20, 1948 - August 21, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68730.04-05]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Battleship: Iowa (ship); Light cruisers: Astoria (ship), Pasadena (ship), Springfield (ship). Ships passing Alcatraz; men disembarking.

Ships -- Military Generals Visit British Cruiser -- Pier Seven (September 08, 1948 - September 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68730.06-09]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- British Consul and Officers Visit Mayor -- City Hall (September 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68730.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Swedish Ship Leaving for New York -- Pier Fifteen (September 16, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68730.11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tamerlane (Swedish ship) leaving. Striking longshoremen.
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68731.01-05]

Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships passing under Golden Gate Bridge or docked at pier. The destroyer transport Begor (ship), personnel transport Renville (ship), destroyer Turner (ship), destroyer Furse (ship), carrier. Badoeng Strait (ship), repair ship Hector, communications ship El Dorado, and mine sweeper Thompson (ship).

Ships -- Check for Repair of Famous Sailing Ship Gjoa (November 17, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68731.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Model of Gjoa (Admusen's sailing ship). Erik Kraq presents check to Mayor Elmer Robinson and Harvey E. Teller of Park Commission.

Ships -- Shipbuilding Conference to Open Bay Area Shipyards (December 08, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68732.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Battleship Joins Mothball Fleet -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard (December 10, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68732.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hunters Point. Iowa (ship).

Ships -- Fishing Boat Aground (December 11, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68732.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Opposite Fleischacker pool. Alpine (fishing boat) beached. Owner of boat being assisted by policeman and civilian; one crew member rescued from water. Salvatore Grecio and Joseph Sampiere.

Ships -- Barges Going to Brazil (January 29, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68732.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Barges passing under Golden Gate Bridge.

Ships -- US Navy Fleet Arrives in San Francisco (February 25, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68732.05-07]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships pass Alcatraz and Golden Gate Bridge: destroyer Mansfield (ship), Skagit (ship), Blausell (ship), Bronx (ship), Topeka (ship), Mt. McKinley (ship), and unidentified others.
Ships -- Brazilian Training Ship (March 07, 1949 - March 24, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68733.01-03]
  Physical Description: 9 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Brazilian officers of Almirante Saldanha Da Gama (ship) visit mayor. Captain Ary
  Dos Santos Rangel, Captain Theodore R. Wirth, Commander Jose B. Pinheiro, Mayor
  Elmer E. Robinson, and Rear Admiral Attila M. Ache.

Ships -- Decommission of Battleship (March 24, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68733.04]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Decommissioning ceremonies of the Iowa (ship): sailors holding flag.

Ships -- Customs Officers Search Ship -- Pier Forty-six (March 25, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68733.05]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  President Wilson (ship). Frank Genolio and Weido Lancione.

Ships -- Bubble Blowing Machines on Ship -- Pier Thirty-two (March 29, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68733.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Lurline (ship) sailing with new gimmick: bubble blowing machines.

Ships -- Boat Washed Ashore (April 12, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68733.07]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Laurie Dee (boat) washed ashore on beach at end of Taraval Street. Peter
  Simonetti.

Ships -- New Unusual British Freighter -- Pier Twenty-three (April 13, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68733.08]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  HMS Silverplane (freighter) with two funnels.

Ships -- Parents Visit Ship Named for Hero Son -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard
(April 20, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68733.09]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Hunters Point. Destroyer escort Marsh (ship). Lieutenant Commander R.R. Dupzyk
  and Mr. and Mrs. Ben R. Marsh review crewmen.

Ships -- Passengers of Ship (April 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68733.10]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  President Cleveland (ship). Chinese philosopher Dr. Hu Shih and Polio victim
  Catherine Mo Han Woo, and Nurse Margaret May.
Ships -- Rededication of Famous Sailing Ship Gjoa -- Golden Gate Park (May 14, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68733.11]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Ships -- Aircraft Carrier Recommissioned (May 10, 1951 - May 30, 1951)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68734.00]  
Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Recommissioning ceremony of aircraft carrier Shangri-La (ship) at San Francisco Naval Shipyard: speakers, navy brass, crew, and signalman; party for crew given by a member of Navy Mothers Mrs. Martha Mercer.

Ships -- Carrier Joins Mothball Fleet -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard (June 08, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68734.01]  
Physical Description: 6 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Ships -- Ship Docking -- Pier Forty-two (June 09, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68734.02]  
Physical Description: 13 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Stages of the Cleveland (ship) docking with tugboats, handling of ropes, position of gangplank.

Ships -- Commander of Canadian Destroyer Visits Mayor -- City Hall (June 13, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68734.03]  
Physical Description: 13 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Athabaskan (ship). Commander M.A. Medland, Canadian Consul General Harry A. Scott, and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

Ships -- US Navy Ships in Port (June 14, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68734.04]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Treasure Island and Pier Seven. Chevalier (ship), Knox (ship), Shelton (ship), Toledo (ship), and Helena (ship).

Ships -- US Navy Tanker Aground -- Fort Point (June 22, 1949)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68734.05]  
Physical Description: 13 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Tugs working to free Neches (tanker).
Ships -- Ship Exhibits -- Treasure Island (June 23, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68734.06-07]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Ship’s steering wheel and figure at prow. Rex Faton, Nancy Robinson, Mickie
  Chase, E.D. Flaherty (Vice President of American President Lines), Betty Van
  Valkenburg, Ed H. Harma, Father Michael F. Connolly, ...

Ships -- Ship on Fire -- Treasure Island (August 04, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68735.01]
  Physical Description: 9 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  The Buttercup (ship). Watertight hatch leaks water; firefighters putting out fire.

Ships -- President Wilson Delayed From Sailing From Port (August 27, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 87, [68735.02]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  President Wilson delayed four hours from sailing from this port enroute to Los
  Angeles. Presidential party looking down from windows of ship.

Ships -- Arrival of Fleet (September 13, 1949 - September 19, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68735.03-05]
  Physical Description: 8 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Cruiser: Toledo (ship); Destroyers: Chandler (ship), Hamner (ship), Wiltsie (ship),
  Ozbourn (ship); French PC boats: Phom-Penh (ship), Hue (ship), and Luang Prabang
  (ship); Ship: General G.M. Randall (ship).

Ships -- Drydocking Ship -- Bethlehem Shipyard (October 19, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68735.06]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Men cleaning bottom of Lurline (ship) by prying barnacles off. Assistant
  Dockmaster James Nelson.

Ships -- Freighter on Fire -- Encinal Terminal, Alameda (December 02, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68735.07]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Matson freighter Hawaiian Rancher (ship) on fire; firefighters fighting blaze.

Ships -- Arrival of Riverboat -- Pier Three (December 14, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68735.08]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Riverboat stern wheeler Petaluma (ship) in connection with George Thompson
  story.
Ships -- Ship Sails with Santa Claus Aboard -- Pier Forty-two (December 20, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68735.09]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Santa Claus and other passengers boarding before the President Cleveland (ship) sails.

Ships -- Aircraft Carrier Prepares and Sails For China -- Alameda Naval Air Station (January 04, 1950 - January 11, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68736.01-04]
  Physical Description: 19 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Loading supplies (aerial torpedos, fighter plan ammunition, planes) aboard the carrier Boxer (ship); carrier leaves dock while families wave goodbye; carrier passing under Golden Gate Bridge.

Ships -- Irish Ship -- Howard Terminal (January 26, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68736.05]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Irish Plane (ship) docked. Captain Patrick Kelly, Irish Consul General Patrick Hughes, and President of Irish Freedom League of San Francisco Philip O'Rourke.

Ships -- Retired Captain of Key System Ferries -- Berkeley, California (March 03, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68736.06]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Captain Aron G. Oberg who retired from Key System Ferries.

  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  St. Roch (Canadian ship) pulls into dock. Walter Moxon, Captain Ralph E. Olstad, Sergeant F.S. Farrar, Leslie Martin, Harry Jones, and J.L. Buckner.

Ships -- Old Schooner Raised (June 05, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68736.08]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  West of High Street Bridge on Oak Estuary. Helen P. Drew (old wooden lumber schooner) had been submerged since 1945.

Ships -- Lifeboat Drill Before Sailing -- Pier Thirty-two (June 07, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68736.09]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Lifeboat drill before the Lurline (ship) sails, with Merv Rathborne taking part in the crew.
Ships -- Aircraft Carrier Returns From Orient (June 13, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68736.10]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Carrier Boxer (ship) returning as it passes under Golden Gate Bridge.

Ships -- San Francisco Longshoremen Build Model Ships -- San Francisco Marine Exchange (June 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68736.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Longshoreman Eugene Leachy shown with his scale model of American President Lines President Cleveland (ship) in Hong Kong on exhibit at the San Francisco Marine Exchange.

Ships -- Arrival of US Navy Ships (June 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68736.12]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Carrier Badong Strait (ship) and cruiser St. Paul (ship) will leave with 900 midshipmen on a training cruise.

Ships -- Bell of Cruiser Given To San Francisco -- City Hall (June 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68736.13]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bell of the cruiser San Francisco (ship) given to city. Admiral Bertram J. Rodgers, John J. Sullivan, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Dan J. Gallagher, ...

Ships -- Equipment Being Loaded Aboard Ship -- Oakland Army Base (July 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68737.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Equipment (cranes, jeeps, jeep trailers, trucks) for the Military Defense Assistance Program being loaded aboard the Steel Rover (ship) of Isthmian Steamship Company, which is headed for Indo-China and Indonesia.

Ships -- Mothball Fleet Cargo Ships Reactivated (July 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68737.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bethlehem Pacific Steel Corporation. Workmen and merchant marines prepare ships for Pacific duty: the Luxembourg (Victory ship) and the Lakewood (Victory ship).

Ships -- Fire on Boat -- Fisherman's Wharf, San Francisco (July 20, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68737.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fishing boat Carol Ann (ship) caught fire near Aquatic Park. John Dahlquist and Coast Guard Chief Engineman L.F. Enos.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68737.04]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ships -- Arrival of Aircraft Carrier -- San Francisco Bay (August 04, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 6 negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Carrier Boxer (ship) passing under the Golden Gate Bridge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ships -- Mothball Fleet Aircraft Carrier Activated -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard (August 17, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 3 negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ships -- Ships in Harbor Waiting for Berthe -- San Francisco Bay (August 21, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ferry Building slip and Telegraph Hill. Ships clustered in bay.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ships -- Cruiser San Francisco (ship) Memorial (September 02, 1950 - November 12, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 17 negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ships -- French Aircraft Carrier Leaves Port (September 17, 1950 - September 28, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 6 negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ships -- Opening of New Matson Pier -- Pier Thirty-five (September 30, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ships -- Sick Men -- Pier Seven (October 14, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ships -- Aircraft Carrier Returns From Korea (November 02, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical Description: 9 negatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Ships -- Aircraft Carrier Preparing to Leave Port -- Alameda Naval Air Station (November 08, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68739.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Equipment (planes, jets) being loaded aboard the carrier Princeton (ship). Commander Richard C. Merrick, Captain William D. Gallery, and Rear Admiral Ralph A. Ofstie.

Ships -- Passengers of Returning Aircraft Carrier -- Alameda Navy Yard (November 11, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68739.02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men disembarking from the carrier Boxer (ship) and greeting families.

Ships -- Man Sails Alone in Ketch from Hawaii -- San Francisco Yacht Harbor (November 13, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68739.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jack Markwallder on deck of Te Hongi (sketch).

Ships -- Mothball Fleet Cruiser Activated -- San Francisco Naval Shipyards (December 05, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68739.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hunters Point. The cruiser Los Angeles (ship) being prepared for active duty.

Ships -- Boats Decorated With Christmas Lights -- San Francisco Yacht Harbor (December 18, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68739.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boats trimmed with Christmas lights.

Ships -- Missing Boat -- San Francisco Yacht Harbor (December 22, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68739.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Coast Guardsman Charles Cowing looking over Buccaroo (boat/ship).

Ships -- US Navy Ship on Fire -- Todd Shipyards -- Alameda (January 03, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68740.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sailors and fireman fight fire on Sarasota (ship).

Ticket Office in Bay -- Pier Forty-three (January 11, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68740.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ticket office of the General Cox (ship) in the bay, blown by the strong wind.
Ships -- Plaque Presented to US Navy Transport -- Pier Seventeen (January 12, 1951)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68740.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
C.J. Krusesky polishes a plaque presented by the Marine Corps to the the President Jackson (ship) for its help during the Guadalcanal and Ichon landings.

Ships -- Recommissioning of US Navy Aircraft Carrier (January 17, 1951)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68740.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Recommission ceremony of Antietam (aircraft carrier); salute to flag; congratulations to new commander. Captain George J. Dufek, Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, Captain John P. Heath, Vice Admiral George D. Murray, ...

Ships -- US Navy Aircraft Carrier Used in New Weapons Test (January 25, 1951)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68740.05-06]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The carrier Independence (ship) towed out to sea to be used as target for new weapons test.

Ships -- Cruiser Recommissioned -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard (January 26, 1951 - January 27, 1951)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68740.07-09]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- First Trip of Danish Ship to San Francisco -- Pier Thirty-one (January 30, 1951)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68741.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Mombasa (ship) docked at wharf.

Ships -- Transports Recommissioned -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard (February 03, 1951)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68741.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hunters Point. Recommissioning ceremonies of attack transports: Rockwall (ship) and Glynn (ship). Chaplin Lieutenant E.D. Sneary.

Ships -- Farewell Party for Ship -- Enlisted Men's Club -- Hunters Point (February 13, 1951)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68741.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Farewell party only for the crew of the Helene (ship) and their wives. Lieutenant and Mrs. H.O. Larson, Rosette Duncan, Captain H.O. Larson, and Vivian Duncan.
Ships -- Commissioning of Two Ships -- Alameda Naval Air Station (February 13, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68741.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commissioning ceremonies for two ships. View from quarter deck of the Onslow (ship) looking towards the Corson (ship). Vice Admiral G.D. Murray.

Ships -- Converted Ship -- Oakland (February 15, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68741.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portola (ship) is a converted L.C.I. for hauling cargo headed to the Caribbean area; views of the engine room, bridge, and galley. Keith Swanson, and Mr. and Mrs. William Edward Roberts.

Ships -- Soldiers and Crew Drink Antifreeze and Die -- Oakland (February 21, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68741.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Tainaron (ship). Third Officer John Haggerty and First Mate Alvin W. MaGee [McGee?).

Ships -- Aircraft Carrier Leaving (February 23, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68741.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Boxer (ship) passing under the Golden Gate Bridge; crew and planes lined up on deck.

Ships -- Ships Recommissioned -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard (March 09, 1951 - March 20, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68742.01-05]

Physical Description: 26 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hunters Point. Aircraft carriers Shangri-La (ship) and Hornet (ship) taken out of mothballs; Antietam (ship) and freighter Pictor (ship) prepared for active duty with loading of cargo; recommissioning ceremony of the Hornet (ship).

Ships -- Crew Donating Blood -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard (March 30, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68742.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crew of the Piedmont (ship) donating blood in wardroom: L.D. Stallings, William Franklin, Marvin Saegert, Robert St. Denis, Nurse Caryl Murphy, ...

Ships -- Coast Guard Cutter Drydocked -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard (April 07, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68743.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hunters Point. Gresham (Coast Guard cutter) in floating drydock.
Ships -- Japanese Freighter Grounded (April 28, 1951 - May 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68743.02-03]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ken Koku Maru (Japanese freighter) ground ashore at Point Stewart and later in drydock at Todd Shipyard, Alameda.

New Submarine Launching -- Mare Island Navy Yard (May 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68743.04]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ceremony for launching new K class (for Killer Class) submarine. Governor Earl Warren speaks and Mrs. John J. Crane christens submarine.

Ships -- Korean War Veterans Return -- San Francisco Bay (May 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68743.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The General R.L. Howze (ship) passing under Golden Gate Bridge and heading for Fort Mason.

Ships (May 24, 1951 - May 29, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68743.08-10]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Madison (ship); General W.F. Hase (ship); views of ships at night. Al Matson whose been abroad about a dozen times.

Ships -- Memorial Services at San Francisco (ship) Memorial -- Lands End (May 30, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68743.11]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ceremony at the San Francisco (ship) Memorial: firing squad on bridge and Rear Admiral B.J. Rogers addressing crowd.

Ships -- Korean War Troops Return (June 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68744.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The General Brewster (ship) passing under Golden Gate Bridge.

Ships -- Schooner on World Cruise (June 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68744.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Schooner passing under Golden Gate Bridge.
Ships -- Returning Korea War Veterans -- Alameda (June 09, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 88, [68744.03]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Yacht Arrives in Port -- Yacht Harbor (June 12, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68744.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crew member of Typee (yacht) Dick Doyle.

Ships -- Guns of Cruiser Replaced -- San Francisco Naval Shipyards (June 13, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68744.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hunters Point. 82 guns of the cruiser St. Paul (ship) that are worn from Korean campaign are taken out and new ones installed. View from inside turret looking at gun butt.

Ships -- Queen of the Phillippine Sea Crowned (June 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68744.06-07]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nina Warren crowned Queen of the Phillippine Sea aboard aircraft carrier Phillippine Sea (ship); party at Scottish Rite Auditorium. Corporal Bryant Doyle, Captain Ira E. Hobbs, Lieutenant C.R. Rocher, Joseph Cyril, Robert Fulks, ...

Ships -- Aircraft Carrier (July 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68745.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
American flag by guns of Phillippine Sea (aircraft carrier) (photo taken for Fourth of July).

Ships -- Supplies Loaded Aboard Lightship (July 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68745.02]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Launch from Willow (Coast Guard tender) transfers Liberty party and supplies to San Francisco (lightship). Golden Bear (pilot boat) nearby. Includes Ray Earl, Lawrence Alread, Charles Ebert, Walter Mayes, Clarence King, and others.

Ships -- Canadian Warship Arrives (July 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68745.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ontario (Canadian warship) fires guns as it passes under the Golden Gate Bridge.
Ships -- Korean Veterans Return (July 10, 1951 - July 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68745.04-05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Korean veterans aboard President Jackson (ship) and General J.C. Breckinridge (ship).

Ships -- Tug Pulling Two Barges (July 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68745.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tug pulling two barges to Oregon.

Ships -- Passengers of Strikebound Ship (July 13, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68745.07]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Passengers enjoying life on pier because the crew of Lurline (ship) is striking (watching movies, dancing, playing bridge, etc.).

Ships -- Battleship Recommissioned -- Hunters Point, San Francisco Naval Shipyard (July 14, 1951 - August 25, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68745.08-10]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Aircraft Carrier On Way to Alameda (July 25, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68745.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aircraft carrier Cape Esperance (ship) passing under the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge on way to Alameda Naval Air Station.

Ships -- Docked Aircraft Carrier -- Alameda Naval Air Station (July 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68745.12]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Aircraft carrier Antietam (ship) returned from trial run. Retirement ceremonies for Vice Admiral George D. Murray will take place here in August.

Ships -- Yacht Removed from Ship -- Pier Thirty (August 22, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68745.13]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Minerva (yacht) unloaded from Hawaiian Farmer (ship) by derrick barge.
Ships -- Fishing Boat Parade -- San Francisco Bay (September 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68746.01]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Numerous fishing boats in bay.

Ships -- Battleship on First Trial Run -- San Francisco Bay (September 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68746.02]
  Physical Description: 12 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

Ships -- Admiral Speaking -- Hunters Point, San Francisco Naval Shipyard (September 22, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68746.03]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Rear Admiral Thomas R. Cooley speaking aboard attack transport Sandoval (ship). Captain Richard Scrugg, Lieutenant Commander E.D. Sneary, Captain George Carmichael, Captain A.M. Cohan, and Commander James R. Grey.

Ships -- Aircraft Carrier Arrives -- San Francisco Bay (September 24, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68746.04]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Aircraft carrier Phillipine Sea (ship) passing under the Golden Gate Bridge.

Ships -- Ship Recommissioned -- Hunters Point, San Francisco Naval Shipyard (October 11, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68746.05]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Bremerton (ship) prepared for active duty (lifting last Igloo off gun mount).

Ships -- Blood Drive Aboard Hospital Ship -- Pier Seven (November 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68746.06]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Nurses taking temperatures and serving coffee on Haven (hospital ship). Includes Dean Folger, Bill Platt, Robert Cotton, Thomas Hennigan, Mrs. G.S. Tullock, and others.

Ships -- Aircraft Carrier Arrives -- San Francisco Bay (November 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68746.07]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Windham Bay (aircraft carrier) passing under the Golden Gate Bridge.

Ships -- Mutiny on British Ship -- San Francisco Bay (November 14, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68746.08]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Tacoma Star (British ship) at anchor in bay.
**Ships -- Award Ceremony Aboard Ship -- Hunters Point, San Francisco Naval Shipyard (November 15, 1951)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [68746.09]  
- Physical Description: 5 negatives  
- Scope and Content Note  
Damage to port stern of Walke (ship) is almost repaired (result of hitting a mine in Korea). Crew lined up for awards. Includes William P. McEvoy, Commander M.F. Thompson, Charles W. Akins, Donald P. Collins, George L. Echtle, and others.

**US Navy - Miscellaneous (1939/1951)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89-95, [070500-070564]  
- Physical Description: 1667 negatives (estimate)  
- Scope and Content Note  
Navy parades, Naval bases (Treasure Island, Yerba Buena, Fort Mason, Hunters Point, Alameda, Mare Island, etc.), ships, visiting fleets, atomic bomb experiment ship, atomic bomb interviews, portraits of officers, crew members, survivors of Naval accidents, wartime workers (including women industrial workers), Navy Mothers Club, returning prisoners or war, United Nations Conference on International Organization, etc.

**New Commander -- Alameda Naval Air Station [1943-00-00]**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70500.01]  
- Physical Description: 1 negative  
- Scope and Content Note  
Officer coming out of retirement to assume command of the Naval Air Station upon its opening Captain Frank McCrary [no date].

**Nevada (ship) -- US Navy (May 06, 1939)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70500.02]  
- Physical Description: 12 negatives  
- Scope and Content Note  

**Inspection -- Secretary of the Navy -- Mare Island (April 18, 1940)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70500.03]  
- Physical Description: 4 negatives  
- Scope and Content Note  
Secretary Charles Edison of the US Navy inspects Mare Island Navy Yard. Admiral David W. Bagley, Admiral Arthur J. Hepburn, James Gerugham, and Charles Plumley also shown.

**Press Conference -- Admiral Emory S. Land (May 21, 1940)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70500.04]  
- Physical Description: 3 negatives  
- Scope and Content Note  
Admiral Emory S. Land speaks at press conference given at 200 Bush Street, included are also reporters from the "San Francisco Examiner" and the "San Francisco Chronicle."
Sea Cruise -- Washington Cadets -- Exposition (ship) (June 25, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70500.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William E. Flateboe, William T. Hawkins, Claude Clefton, and Herbert E. Davies receive orders for the day from Lieutenant Junior Grade S. Mandarich.

Secretary of the Navy Frank Knox (September 04, 1940 - September 05, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70500.06-07]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary Frank Knox of the US Navy inspecting the Alameda Naval Depot and speaking with a reporter at the Saint Francis Hotel. Frank Knox eats breakfast and reads the paper.

Reserve Midshipmen -- US Navy -- Federal Building (September 26, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70501.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Chaumont (ship) -- Pier Seventeen (October 12, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70501.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marines stand on deck of the Chaumont (ship). Chester Saathoff, leaving for a two and one-half year tour of duty in China, kisses his wife Anne goodbye.

Flag Raising -- Alameda Navy Supply Base (November 01, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70501.03-04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

US Navy Base on Treasure Island (December 09, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70501.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Captain H.G. Taylor and Admiral Arthur Hepburn meet with Mayor Angelo Rossi at City Hall to speak about the transition of Treasure Island to a naval base.

Parade for the San Francisco (ship) (December 16, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70501.06-07]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commander Bruce McCandless inspects jeeps as sailors prepare to drive them in parade. Sailors line up in formation at the Ferry Building (neighborhood). Sailors stand for national anthem. Mayor Angelo Rossi presents plaque to Captain Albert France Jr. View of crowds along parade route.
Naval Base -- Treasure Island (December 20, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70501.08]
Scope and Content Note
Apprentice Seaman J.P. Easton and Radioman Chekomasoff stand with sun tower in background as US Navy takes over Treasure Island (neighborhood).

Assistant Secretary of Navy -- Treasure Island (April 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70502.01]
Scope and Content Note
Assistant Secretary of the US Navy Ralph A. Bard speaks to assembled seamen (neighborhood). Admiral Hugo W. Osterhaus, and Captain E.B. Lapham also shown.

Training -- Gun and Signal Crews -- Treasure Island (June 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [70502.02-06]
Scope and Content Note
Chief Turret Captain R.A. Anderson shows his class the most recent anti-aircraft gun, which the men learn to assemble [training course for gun and signal crews on merchant ships]. Seaman Gilbert Dirnberger, having completed training, packs hammock to leave for merchant ship. Seamen learn to use telegraph machine at the Armed Guard Center. Seamen Robert Crain and Clarence Drake fill out forms. Seamen line up to receive mail.

Training -- Gun and Signal Crews -- Treasure Island (June 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70503.01-05]
Scope and Content Note

Mess Hall -- Treasure Island (July 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70504.01-04]
Scope and Content Note

Mess Hall -- Treasure Island (October 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70504.05-06]
Scope and Content Note
**Inspection -- Treasure Island (October 31, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70504.07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

---

**Thermostatic Gauge -- US Navy Aircraft (June 16, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70505.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Margaret Varg demonstrates the workings of a thermostatic gauge, valve specified for use in all naval aircraft.

---

**Assistant Secretary of the Navy -- Federal Building (July 25, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70505.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Assistant Secretary James Forrestal of the US Navy speaks with Rear Admiral John W. Greenslade.

---

**Ship Launching -- Saint Francis Hotel (August 15, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70505.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Admiral Emory S. Land during launching of a new ship for Britain. Land speaking with reporter.

---

**Eucalyptus (ship) -- General Engineering Company, Alameda (October 08, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70505.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Commander Weymouth, Ensign Donald F. Granston, Lieutenant Cyril Fox, Lieutenant Stephen B. McDonald, and H.C. Hanson stand aboard the Eucalyptus (ship) during dedication ceremonies. View of ship building in progress at the General Engineering Company in Alameda.

---

**Recreation -- Treasure Island (February 19, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70505.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
WAVES Maggie Lee Harwell, Mary Dunn, and Dorothy Lane, Chief Johnny Verducci, Chief Gene Opasik, and others test facilities at new gymnasium.

---

**Sailors and Marines -- Federal Office Building (November 26, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70506.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Marion Thompson, Thelma Cudd, and Rose Marie Scoff give invitation to Sergeant Dale Mansfield [sleeve does not indicate to what he is being invited].
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania (ship) (December 01, 1941)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70506.02]</td>
<td>0 negative</td>
<td>Negative missing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Examination -- Naval Reserve -- Federal Building (December 08, 1941)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70506.03]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Doctor George Butler examines Donald Zickgraf while others wait.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US Casualty (December 29, 1941)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70506.04]</td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>Copy of photograph showing Peter Hardie, serviceman killed during siege of Pearl Harbor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serviceman Returns (December 29, 1941)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70506.05]</td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>Frank Turner kisses his mother, Mrs. Herman Hansen, upon returning from Honolulu.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Survivor of Pearl Harbor Attack (January 01, 1942)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70507.01]</td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>Copy of photograph showing serviceman James Burke, who survived Pearl Harbor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actor Tony Martin (January 02, 1942)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70507.02]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Lieutenant Commander M.N. Aroff swears actor Tony Martin into the US Navy.</td>
<td>Captain R.A. White also shown.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain of the Northhampton (ship) -- Federal Office Building (January 12, 1942)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70507.03]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Portraits of Captain Willard A. Kitts III, captain of a heavy cruiser sunk in the south seas.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unsinkable Battleship (February 03, 1942)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70507.04]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Domenic Serio works on model of a &quot;non-sinkable&quot; battleship.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Graduation -- Alamed Naval Air Station (March 02, 1942)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70507.05]

- **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Lieutenant Commander Norman Gallison addresses two hundred and sixty graduates of the US Navy trades school in Alameda.

**US Serviceman (March 10, 1942)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70508.01]

- **Physical Description:** 1 negative
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Copy photograph showing Admiral Ernest J. King [negative badly damaged].

**Langley And Pecos (Ships) (April 03, 1942)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70508.02-03]

- **Physical Description:** 6 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**

**Press Interview -- Vice Admiral -- Federal Building (April 16, 1942)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70508.04]

- **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Vice Admiral William Alexander Glassford speaks to press.

**US Casualty (April 27, 1942)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70508.05]

- **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Pauline and Catherine Sharp look at photographs of their father Frederick Sharp, sailor captured by the Japanese. Copies of photographs showing Frederick and Helen Sharp.

**Man Listed as Dead Found Alive (May 04, 1942)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70509.01]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Mrs. Henry Fecht, mother of serviceman James Fecht [found alive after being listed as dead], talks with Yeoman First Class Curtis Pullen in the Navy Morale Office.

**Secretary of US Navy -- Alameda Air Base (May 06, 1942)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70509.02]

- **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Secretary Frank Knox of the US Navy shown arriving at and leaving from the Alameda Air Base.
US Serviceman (May 07, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70509.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Ensign Lowell Kuehnle.

House Sub-committee on Naval Affairs -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (May 22, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70509.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Representatives Noble Johnson, Harry Beam, James Scrugham, Harry Sheppard, and Joseph Casey meet around table.

Admiral -- Inspection Tour -- Oak Knoll Hospital (June 04, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70509.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Ross T. McIntire speaks with Ships Fitter Third Class D.O. Gates during inspection of hospital. Lieutenant Commander John Hartzell also shown.

Hero -- Battle of Midway (June 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70510.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Walter Sweeney, hero of the Battle of Midway, shown with Anna Eloise Sweeney, Mrs. Sweeney, and General Sweeney at 152 Twenty-eighth Avenue.

Survivors -- Lexington (ship) (June 12, 1942 - June 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70510.02-03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Seaman Second Class Rollin McGhee, survivor of the US Lexington, is surrounded by women in the US Engineers office. Fred W. Franklin also shown. Survivors Charles B. DeCoux, Mortimer Dennehy, and Andrew Boyer pose for group photo.

Day on a Minesweeper (ship) (June 19, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70510.04-12]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of "slave ship" of fleet passing the Farrolone Islands. Photograph of Lieutenant Commander Fred E. Angrick, commanding officer of sweeper fleet. Picture of Ensign H.C. King, engineer of ship. Views of crab fleet going out to sea, Golden Gate Bridge in the background (cityscapes). Quartermaster Third Class R.D. Cole uses blinker signals to communicate with "slave ship." Seaman Second Class George Gilmimim commands wheel of ship. Senior officer Hart Baker "takes time" on other sweeper. Ships cook Ray O'Connell prepares lunch. Orders of the day [four flags] are hoisted on the flag ship of sweeper fleet as they leave San Francisco.

US Servicemen -- Battle of Midway (August 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70511.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officers -- US Navy (August 13, 1942 - August 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70511.02-03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Rear Admiral William Brent Young, paymaster for the US Navy, taken at the Olympic Club. Rear Admiral Ross McIntire, surgeon general of the Navy, speaks with the press at the Federal Building.

Graduation -- Alameda Naval Station (August 22, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70511.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Machinist Mates Nick Buscovich, George E. Archer, and Ivan Hawkins receive diplomas from Captain Frank R. McCrary. View of cadets marching into auditorium for ceremony (neighborhood).

Survivors -- Yorktown (ship) (September 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70511.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Survivors of ship sunk in battle Seaman First Class C.R. Swanson, Seaman Second Class W.C. Davis, Seaman First Class L.L. Rehberg, Seaman First Class A.B. Herbst, Carpenter's Mate Third Class C.E. Crow, and others gather in Federal Building.

Transportation -- Ferry Building (October 22, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70512.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doreen Williams breaks bottle on bus given to US Navy by Greyhound. Lieutenant Commander E.H. Walter of the Naval Aviation Cadet Selection Board also shown.

Survivors -- O'Brien (ship) (November 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70512.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Coxswain Daniel R. Burke, Chief Water Tender Albert Bobwiece, Chief Machinists Mate Harold J. Speich, Chief Machinists Mate Royl St. George, Lieutenant Theodore Hughes, and others are survivors of destroyer sunk in the Battle of the Solomons. View taken at the Federal Office Building.

US Servicemen (November 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70512.03-04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of hero Lieutenant Commander W.M. Johnston taken at the Federal Building. Portrait of Ensign Al Snedeker.
Admiral Chester W. Nimitz (November 21, 1942 - January 31, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70512.05-06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy of earlier photograph showing Admiral Chester W. Nimitz and Captain Cassin Young. [Young was killed Nov. 12/13, 1942, while in command of the cruiser San Francisco (ship) in the Solomon Islands. Image may date from earlier in 1942.]
Copy photograph with "good head shot" of Chester W. Nimitz.

Admiral Chester W. Nimitz -- City Hall (October 02, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70512.07-11]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Chester Nimitz receives key to the city; with Mrs. Nimitz and Admiral Forrest P. Sherman also shown. Governor Earl Warren stands with Chester Nimitz and Forrest P. Sherman. Admiral Nimitz and Mrs. Nimitz receive welcome from crowd in front of City Hall (neighborhood); with Daniel Gallagher also shown. View of Chester Nimitz leaving City Hall. Chester Nimitz, Mrs. Nimitz, and Forrest Sherman sit in car.

Arrival -- Admiral Chester W. Nimitz -- Oakland Airport (November 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70512.12-14]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Admiral Nimitz and Mrs. Nimitz greeting Governor Earl Warren and others as they arrive. Nimitz shown with Lieutenant F.G. Chadwick, Catherine Nimitz, Stuart Welch, Rear Admiral Carleton E. Wright, and Commodor J.P. Whitney.

Admiral Chester W. Nimitz -- Palace Hotel (November 26, 1945 - September 30, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70512.15-16]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Chester Nimitz shakes hands with Francis V. Keesling of the Commonwealth Club. Chester Nimitz shakes hands with chef Erwin Winterhalder before ice statue that he carved. Commander McIlwaine, Admiral Halsey, and Mrs. Laurence Smith also shown at luncheon.

Mass for Deceased Admiral -- Saint Mary's Cathedral (November 22, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70513.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Archbishop John J. Mitty and Chaplain Maguire hold mass for admiral killed in battle. [Name not given, but refers to native San Franciscan Rear Admiral Daniel J. Callaghan, killed in the Solomon Islands Nov. 12-13, 1942].

Rear Admiral C. Thierry D'Argenlieu (December 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70513.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy photograph showing Rear Admiral C. Thierry D'Argenlieu [no date given].
**Submarine Hero -- Federal Building (December 05, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70513.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Commander Thomas B. Klakring speaks to press.

**Parade for the San Francisco (ship) -- Market Street (December 11, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70513.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crew of the San Francisco (ship) parades down Market Street in jeeps (neighborhood).

**Captain -- Boise (ship) (December 14, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70513.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Captain E.J. Moran taken at 1800 Gough Street.

**San Francisco (ship) (December 15, 1942 - December 17, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70514.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Artist Irving Sinclair shows painting he made of the San Francisco (ship), view taken at 1377 Ninth Avenue. Children Billy Young, Homar Zugelder, Eugene Eberts, and Dick Farley give fifteen dollars to Cruiser San Francisco Fund.

**Recreation -- US Sailors (December 23, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70514.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

**US Servicemen -- Torpedoed Ship (December 30, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70514.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Survivors of torpedoed ship William M. Thomas and Orville P. Hatcher talk to one another at 200 Bush Street.

**PT Boat Officers -- Solomons [1943?]**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70514.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of pt boat [torpedo boat] officers stationed in the Solomons [no other information given].
Vice Admiral Frank Fletcher [1943?]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70514.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Frank Fletcher [no date given].

Crew -- Laffey (ship) -- Bel Tabarin (January 07, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70515.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing the crew of the Laffey (ship). [Originals taken prior to November 12, 1942, at which time the Laffey was sunk in the Solomon Islands.]

New Uniform Caps -- Officers (January 23, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70515.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ensign Doble M. Doyle and Lieutenant Percy A. Lilly model new uniform hats.

Committee on Naval Affairs -- Civic Auditorium (April 12, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70515.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Angelo Rossi speaks from the witness stand to committee members Margaret Smith, George Rates, John Fogarty, Ed Izac, John Anderson, and others. View of audience.

Officer -- New Orleans (ship) (April 30, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70515.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Lieutenant James Shields. Taken at 2913 Regent Street in Berkeley.

Diesel Engine -- Submarine (May 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70515.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers move diesel engine for a submarine down street. Taken at Thirteenth (Avenue?) and Harrison Street (neighborhood).

Family of Serviceman (May 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70515.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Robert Field holds up baby Bobby Field, child of sailor, at 1060 Beach Street.

Recreation -- Fishing Trip -- Martinez (May 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70515.07]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Seaman Eric Spitzkein, Corporal Francis M. Smith, Seaman Douglas Courtemanche, Marine Manford Jackson, Private D.S. Millard, and others fishing near Martinez.
Family of Serviceman (May 25, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70516.01]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Mrs. Robert Hansten holds baby that her husband who is in the US Navy has not seen. Taken at 173 Santa Rosa Avenue.

Press Conference -- Secretary of the Navy -- Palace Hotel (July 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70516.02]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Secretary Frank Knox of the US Navy gives press conference.

Parents of Servicemen (July 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70516.03]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Mr. and Mrs. Howard Albee read one of the letters they have received from their four sons in the US Navy. Taken at 27 Napier Lane.

Commander -- PT Boat -- Federal Building (July 03, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70516.04]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Portraits of Lieutenant Lester H. Gamble.

Medal Presentation -- Navy Flyers -- Alameda Naval Base (August 07, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70516.05]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Men stand in formation for ceremony. Rear Admiral W.K. Harrill presents medals to Lieutenant Commander Wallace Short, and Bill Bragg.

Gas Mask Training -- Goat Island (January 21, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70517.01]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Commander L.E. Clifford shows Flora Raggio and others how to use gas mask. View of men exiting room where gas was discharged. Alice Thomas, Bernice Hunt, and Josephine Wedertz wear masks.

Naval Supply Depot -- Oakland (September 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70517.02]
   Physical Description: 10 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of activities at depot, including the packaging and shipment of goods. Rear Admiral Arthur H. Mayo, Lieutenant C.L. Loring, Helen Bales, Vivian Stein, Mary Tateosian, and others shown.
Chief -- Bureau of Ships -- Navy Building (September 30, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70517.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Edward L. Cochrane of the Bureau of Ships visits San Francisco.

Press Conference -- Lieutenant Commander Robert D. Lowther -- Navy Building
(November 30, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70517.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Robert D. Lowther speaks at press conference.

Shore Patrol (March 10, 1945 - March 11, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70518.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Photographs taken during a day with the Shore Patrol [agency monitoring US Navy servicemen]. Chief Petty Officer Everett Ellison, Nicholas Crivello, Lieutenant Junior Grade David R. McKiernan, Jason Riley, B.S. Hubbel and others shown.

Press Interview -- Gene Tunney -- Federal Building (January 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70518.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Gene Tunney speaks with the press [no date given].

Twelfth Naval District Commandant (February 01, 1944 - May 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 90, [70518.03-07]

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Vice Admiral John W. Greenslade, retiring commandant, shakes hands with his replacement Rear Admiral Carleton H. Wright at the Navy Building. Vice Admiral David Worth Bagley, new commander of the Western Sea Frontier, shakes hands with John W. Greenslade. Pictures of Carleton H. Wright at work after appointment; taken at the Navy Building. Portraits of John Wills Greenslade at the Stock Exchange Building. Copies of photographs showing John Wills Greenslade and family.

Commander Charles Brendupke (March 04, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70519.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Copy photograph showing Commander Charles Brendupke, holder of the Silver Star. Photo taken at 931 Clayton Street.

US Casualty (March 14, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70519.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Copies photographs showing Commander Roderick S. Rooney, lost on the Corning [submarine].
Press Conference -- Admiral Thomas Hart -- Federal Building (April 19, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70519.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Thomas Hart gives press conference.

Press Conference -- Vice Admiral Randall Jacobs (April 21, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70519.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Randall Jacobs looks at map of South Pacific during press conference.

Naval Doctor -- Central Emergency Hospital (April 29, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70519.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Don Lastreto returns for visit to the Central Emergency Hospital after tour of duty in the Pacific Ocean.

Survivors -- US Servicemen (April 18, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70520.01-02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Marion D. Trewhitt, Lieutenant Edward A. Conlon, Carl D. Saund, and Admiral Carl Schaffer, men who survived on life raft for sixteen days, give press conference at the Navy Building. Mrs. Marion D. Trewitt holds picture of her husband and baby Richard Kent Trewhitt.

Press Conference -- Admiral William Greenslade -- Stock Exchange (May 08, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70520.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Commander -- Amphibious Landing Force (May 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70520.04-05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Daniel E. Barby poses for photographs with staff members Lieutenant Tums Mailliard and Commander Charles Adair. Taken at the Saint Francis Hotel.

Review -- US Navy -- UC Berkeley (May 12, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70521.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of men parading on field, with Berkeley in background. Mrs. E.J. Houston and Clayton E. Houston shown.
Rescue Ship (May 26, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70521.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of "rescue ship" in drydock. Edwin Meredith, Captain Murdoch D. MacRae, Seaman First Class Claborn W. Kearley, Gunners Mate Third Class Edwin Parr, Chief Mate Al Appelbaum... shown. Taken at Sixteenth and Illinois Street.

Chaplains Corps (May 31, 1944 - June 01, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70521.03-04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Robert D. Workman, head of the US Navy Chaplains Corps sitting at desk, view taken at the PRO Office. Vice Admiral John W. Greenslade, Alfred J. Lundberg, and Commander John R. Boslet give report to Robert Workman during luncheon at the Saint Francis Hotel.

Rear Admiral H.L. Vickery -- Palace Hotel (June 29, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70521.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Rear Admiral H.L. Vickery.

Memorial -- San Francisco (ship) (June 28, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70522.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bridge of San Francisco (ship) held in two parts on trucks near the old stables in Golden Gate Park where the bridge will be used as a memorial.

Press Conference -- Commander Harold E. Stassen -- Navy Building (July 22, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70522.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commander Harold E. Stassen speaks at press conference.

Press Interview -- Commander William R. Kane -- Federal Building (July 25, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70522.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commander William R. "Killer" Kane speaks with press.

Commander Harold E. Stassen (October 01, 1945 - May 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70522.04-06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Press Conference -- Rear Admiral Clark H. Woodward -- Navy Building (August 08, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70523.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Clark H. Woodward gives press conference.

Press Conference -- Rear Admiral H.G. Bowen (August 11, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70523.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
H.G. Bowen gives press conference at 83 McAllister Street.

Home on Leave -- Serviceman (August 12, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70523.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Laura Goss talks with Seaman Second Class Chester L. Joyce, sailor home on leave. Taken at 956 Madrid Street.

Director -- Public Relations -- Federal Building (August 14, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70523.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Aaron S. Merrill, director of US Navy Public Relations.

Dancing Lessons -- Alameda Naval Air Station (September 19, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70523.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Instructor Mrs. Wallace speaks with sailors during lessons. Views of sailors and partners dancing. Roy Cashin, Jackie Daly, Billey Tombs, and Barbara Barrett shown.

Sailors Return from South Seas -- Treasure Island (September 29, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70523.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group photographs showing sailors who have returned after twenty-eight months in the South Seas. LeLand Hensley, Calvin Stidham Cox, and Claude L. Simson read newspaper. Clarence Tuckey, Lawrence LeHane, Lee McCrocklin, and others also shown.

Home on Leave -- US Serviceman (July 31, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70524.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ann Newman attends to her son Reese Einstein (sailor home on leave). View taken at 290 Sixteenth Avenue.
Lieutenant Joseph A. Maloney -- War Shipping Administration (August 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70524.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of letter addressed to Admiral Chester W. Nimitz from Admiral E.S. Land requesting that Lieutenant Joseph A. Maloney be reassigned to the War Shipping Administration.

California (ship) (October 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70524.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing the California (ship).

New Wing -- Navy Hospital (December 10, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70524.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Edgar L. Woods, Captain Gerald W. Smith, and Admiral Carlton H. Wright attend opening of new hospital wing.

Training for Firefighting -- Treasure Island (December 11, 1944 - December 13, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70524.05-06]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of men practicing firefighting techniques on a dry land model of a warship and a model engine room. Lieutenant C.C. McKeogh speaks with reporter. Seaman Second Class Richard L. Wainscott fights fire in boiler room.

Diving -- Treasure Island (December 14, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70524.07-08]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Demobilization -- Rear Admiral Carleton Wright -- Federal Office Building (September 26, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70524.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Carleton Wright speaks about demobilization.

Navy Chaplains Division (January 23, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70525.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Robert D. Workman, director of the US Navy Chaplains Division, stands with Captain Razzie Truitt of the Twelfth Naval District and Commander Harvey H. McClellan, Saint Mary's pre-flight chaplain.
Diving School -- Tiburon (December 14, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70525.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Lieutenant Commander Horace Bristol (January 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70525.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Lieutenant Commander Horace Bristol of the US Naval Reserves.

Oakland (ship) -- Bethlehem Ship Yards (February 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70525.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Oakland (ship) and crew returned from the South Pacific Ocean. Officers standing before the cruiser Oakland (ship). Guy McMurrey, Captain K.S. Reed, Seaman Second Class Herbert Roberts, Gunners Mate Third Class Robert Vervaet, Seaman First Class Raymond Darnell, and others also included.

House Naval Affairs Committee -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (March 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70526.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Representatives George J. Bates, Edward V. Izac, James W. Mott, Margaret Chase Smith, and Ray J. Madden stand for group photo with delegate Joseph R. Farrington of Hawaii and Lieutenant William Lewis [committee was enroute to Hawaii].

Stranded "Navy Wife" -- Central Hospital (March 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70526.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Picture of Mrs. George Rogers and her baby Dennis [Dennis became ill at the bus depot and was treated at hospital].

US Serviceman (March 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70526.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing Seaman First Class Ray Hurst with "island princess."

US Casualty (March 27, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70526.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing Lieutenant Commander Hugh Rimmer, lost with submarine, and Dorothy and Suzy Rimmer.
Survivors -- Battle of Iwo Jima (March 29, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70526.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Radioman Alfred Lee, Lieutenant Commander A.C. Baskerville, Gunners Mate C. Mortvedt, Lieutenant Commander R.S. Cheney, Lieutenant Commander F.A. Mulgrew, and Lieutenant Commander R.G. Witwer, survivors of the Battle of Iwo Jima, gather for group picture at the Alameda Air Station.

US Senate Naval Affairs Committee -- Oakland Airport (May 03, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70527.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Training -- Mock Battle -- Treasure Island (May 03, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70527.02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of battle staged for training purposes by US Navy crews [all scenes with airplanes attacking].

Survivors -- Franklin (ship) (May 17, 1945 - May 18, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70527.03-04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View showing Robert Von Sicheren, who survived bombing of the aircraft carrier Franklin (ship). Copy photograph showing survivor [no name given].

Press Conference -- Navy Hero (May 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70527.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Bert C. Fuller gives press conference.

Home on Leave -- US Serviceman (May 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70527.06-07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Yeoman Third Class William R. Bernard, home from the South Pacific, visits his wife Mrs. William R. Bernard and son Jackie Bernard at 1630 Lake Street. Doris Bernard greets William Bernard at Alameda Naval Station [sailor home to see dying baby].

Crash Boat -- Treasure Island (May 29, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70527.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
US Navy crash boat goes by Treasure Island pier, with [Bay Bridge?] in background.
Hitchhiker -- US Serviceman -- Post Office Building (June 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70528.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Arthur Fouts demonstrates how he hitchhiked for rides in his Navy uniform.

Lieutenant Commander Robert L. Gurnee (June 04, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70528.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Lieutenant Commander Robert L. Gurnee.

Hospital Ship -- General Engineering Company -- Alameda (June 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70528.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of combination hospital and landing ship under construction.

Damaged Destroyer -- Hazelwood (ship) -- Pier Fifty-four (June 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70528.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of damaged destroyer Hazelwood (ship) and crew. Gunners Mate Second Class James G. Day, Stanley Johnson, and Gunners Mate Jack Harris stand in hold where bomb went through. Damage control Officer Boyd Beverage Jr., and Michael Wunderich... also shown.

Navy Mothers Club (June 18, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70528.05-06]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of Navy Mother's Club building from outside (neighborhood). Richard E. Roberts, Mrs. Robert Rogers, Mrs. C.J. Roberts, Ruth Sneurd, Lorre Semple... shown inside Mother's Club. Seamen Second Class John R. McKeage and Robert Witting receive towels from Mrs. Fred Campbell. Mrs. B.M. Andre, Mrs. J.W. Gannon, Mrs. M.A. Gillespie, and Mrs. R.H. Lowry make beds.

Navy Mothers Club (January 23, 1945 - July 28, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70528.07-10]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Navy Mothers Club -- Marine Hospital (August 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70528.11-14]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. M. Levy assists Joseph Limko and Seaman First Class Clifford Brown. Chief Warrent Officer S.L. Lewis, Nurse Mrs. I. Edwards, and Mrs. M. Levy shown in Circulation Department of hospital. Mrs. J. Edwards, S.L. Lewis, and Commander Helen Snyder of the Navy Mothers Club assist Ed Rollinson and other patients. Mrs. M. Levy poses for group photo with patients Thomas Meese, Signalman Third Class Leo Schell, Seaman First Class Oliver Weekly, Ralph B. Parker, Seaman First Class Ray A. Parker...

Installation of Officers -- Navy Mothers Club -- YMCA (January 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70528.15]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hattie Bliss, H.T. Akins, Helen Snyder, Velville Levey, A.J. McAllister... pose for group photo at 220 Golden Gate Avenue.

Navy Mothers Club (June 20, 1946 - January 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70528.16-17]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Kamikaze -- Pinckney (ship) (June 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70528.18]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Pinckney (hospital ship) and wreckage that resulted from attack by Japanese kamikaze pilot. Chief Boatswains Mate Walon R. Ballard, George E. Dobie Jr., Jim C. Lackey, Gunners Mate Bernard E. Karo, and Electricians Mate Second Class Adam E. Griego shown.

Ingram (ship) -- Hunters Point (June 30, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70528.19]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the destroyer Ingraham (ship) and damage caused by shell. Views of ship's crew. Landon W. Hopkins, John C. Murphy, Commander John F. Harper, and Baker Second Class John Beane shown.

Admiral Richmond Kelly Turner (July 02, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70529.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photographs showing Admiral Richmond Kelly Turner.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| July 02, 1945        | **Battleship Fleet** (July 02, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70529.02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Copies of photographs with aerial views of battleship fleet in action. |
| July 04, 1945        | **Merit Medal -- Navy Building** (July 04, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70529.03]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Admiral Royal Ingersoll pins medal on A.E. Jack Graham. |
| July 09, 1945        | **Vice Admiral Daniel Barbey -- Saint Francis Hotel** (July 09, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70529.04]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Vice Admiral Daniel Barbey sits with his aid, Lieutenant William Mailliard. |
| July 31, 1945        | **Rope Work -- Fort Mason** (July 31, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70529.05]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
| August 10, 1945      | **US Serviceman** (August 10, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70529.06]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Seaman First Class Robert E. Noonan examines suit for sale at the USO Market. |
| August 23, 1945      | **Discharges of Personnel** (August 23, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70529.07]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Donald J. Kelcher sits at home with son Donald J. Kelcher and wife Anita Kelcher after receiving one of first discharges given by the US Navy after war. Taken at 1315 Lincoln Avenue in Alameda. |
| October 17, 1945     | **Admiral Richmond Kelly Turner** (October 17, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70529.08]  
Physical Description: 0 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Negative missing. |
| January 11, 1945     | **Vice Admiral Daniel S. Barbey -- Oakland Airport** (January 11, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70529.09]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Commander J.P. Whitney greets Vice Admiral D.S. Barbey as he arrives. Captain M.M. Witherspoon, and Virginia Hopper of WAVES also shown. |
Hornet (ship) (August 06, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70530.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gunners Mate Third Class James P. Fransen, and Kenneth A. Munson shown aboard the Hornet (ship). View of ship's guns.

Veterans In Training -- Hunters Point (August 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70530.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Discharges of Personnel -- Treasure Island (August 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70530.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
CM First Class Hobart Burkybile, SF Second Class Frank Rebando, and RA Second Class Charles Stallone prepare to leave base after receiving Naval discharges. Views of crowd of sailors receiving discharges.

President Monroe (ship) -- Pier Fifteen (August 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70530.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commander Sidney A. Ernst is greeted by his wife and daughter, Sidney. French wife of soldier and her son Jon Daniel also shown.

Submarines -- Hunters Point Navy Yard (September 04, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70530.05-06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of the Tirosa (submarine) and crew. "Big" Mike Eferovich and Edward Richeson shown. Views of crew on deck of the Sea Horse (submarine). Photographs of Californians on the crew of the Sea Horse (submarine), including: QM Third Class C.R. Saker, Merchant Marine Second Class E.E. K. Whitaker, Gunners Mate Third Class R.P. Sorell, QM Third Class J.A. Olcovich, Signalman Second Class E.J. Williams...

Naval Academy on Pacific Coast -- Chamber of Commerce (August 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70531.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Guy R. Kenney, Luther E. Gibson, Manager John A. Sowers [of the World Trade Department of the Oakland Chamber of Commerce], Attorney Gunther Detert, Don Fazakerly... attend meeting to discuss a "West Point of the West," the construction of a naval academy on the West Coast.

Tranquility (ship) -- Pier Seven (September 11, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70531.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Marvin A. Clary, wounded at Okinawa, stands aboard the Tranquility (hospital ship).
Naval Officers -- Oakland Airport (September 11, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70531.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral R.P. Briscoe talks with Rear Admiral John Wilkes and Mrs. Wilkes after arriving by airplane.

Navy Hospital Ship -- Pier Seven (September 11, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70531.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William E. Payton, wounded on Okinawa, shows Japanese flag, sword, and knife to Welden L. Huston.

San Diego (ship) -- Pier Seven (September 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70531.05]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the San Diego (ship) and crew. Commander George F. Pittard, Mrs. Pittard, Captain W.E. Mullan [with Joanne, Betty, and Pauline Mullan], Anne Falconi, and William Felder shown.

Returning Sailors -- Saratoga (ship) (September 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70531.06]

Physical Description: 0 negative
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Saratoga (ship) enroute to San Francisco with 3800 sailors [negatives missing].

Returning Sailors -- Saratoga (ship) (September 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70531.07-11]

Physical Description: 27 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Saratoga (ship) coming into San Francisco Bay with sailors on flight deck. View of San Francisco from ship deck (cityscapes). Ship going under Golden Gate Bridge. Arnold Auritt, Leo R. Gudlen, Maurice Greenly, Joseph G. Bendik, John Reed... shown. Ralph Stone sits with William Scanlon and dog "Sookie." Don OHair and Lieutenant John A. Held look at list of Japanese ships sunk by Allied forces view taken on board the Saratoga (ship). AM First Class Cleon Johnson gets kiss from his mother, Ruby Johnson. Ray Hyland kisses his wife, view taken at Alameda Naval Station. Aerial views of the Saratoga (ship) arriving in Bay, and of Alameda Air Station. Views of the Saratoga (ship) taken from the Golden Gate Bridge as it passes underneath.

Battle -- Saratoga (ship) (November 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70531.12]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of illustration showing the burning of the Saratoga (ship) after it sustained attacks from Japanese kamikaze pilots during battle.
Saratoga (ship) -- Alameda Naval Air Station (February 15, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70531.13]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of empty ship's deck. Seaman First Class O.B. Miller prepares to dismantle the ship's bell.

Saratoga (ship) (April 04, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70531.14]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of flack dispensed by US naval forces during battle in the Pacific Ocean [photograph used to illustrate a poem about the Saratoga (ship)].

Atomic Bomb Test -- Saratoga (ship) (May 01, 1946 - May 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 91, [70531.15-17]
Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Saratoga (ship) as it sails from harbor taken from Coit Tower.
Photographs of the Saratoga (ship) departing from Pier Thirty-three and setting sail for site of atomic bomb test. Views of the Saratoga (ship) sailing on Bay as it leaves for bomb tests, view taken from Pier Thirty-seven.

Sea Star (ship) -- Pier Seven (September 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70532.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Servicemen who returned on Sea Star (ship).

Enterprise (ship) -- Alameda Naval Air Station (September 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70532.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of ship Enterprise arriving in San Francisco Bay. Lieutenant Webber shown.

Special Agent Smith (September 18, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70532.03-04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Columbus Darwin Smith holds photograph of her husband, a special agent. Taken at 2725 Chestnut Street.

Sea Runner (ship) -- Pier Seven (September 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70532.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
**Tuna (Submarine) -- Mare Island (September 21, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70532.06-07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
WAVE Arlene Pickert stands on deck of submarine Skipper (ship). Commander Frank N. Shamer, and Lieutenant Commander John E. Bennett also shown. Signalman First Class Kenneth Kail points to graphic representing number of Japanese ships sunk, includes Commander H.M. Lindsay.

**Skippers of Submarines -- Mare Island (September 21, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70532.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Submarines (ships) tied up on Mare Island. Commander Richard S. Andrews addresses press meeting of submarine commanders.

**Baltimore (ship) -- Pier Seven (September 21, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70532.09]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Ship Baltimore tied up at pier.

**Submarine -- Pier Fifteen (September 24, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70532.10]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
View of unidentified submarine (ship).

**Kadashan Bay (ship) (September 26, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70533.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of the returning escort carrier Kadashan Bay (ship) from Golden Gate Bridge.

**Indiana (ship) -- Hunters Point (September 29, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70533.02-04]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note

**Rixey (ship) -- Pier Seven (October 11, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70533.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Electrician’s Mate Clee Arb with Helen Arb, and Mr. and Mrs. Dick Barrett.
Arrival of Third Fleet (October 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.01-03]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Arrival of Third Fleet (October 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.04-05]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Arrival of Third Fleet -- South Dakota (ship) (October 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.06-07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Arrival of Third Fleet (October 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.08-10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd stands on Golden Gate Bridge in anticipation of the Third Fleet's arrival. Billy Armstrong waits with his mother for the arrival of the Third Fleet. South Dakota (ship) floats under Bay Bridge.

Arrival of Third Fleet -- South Dakota (ship) (October 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.11-12]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of South Dakota's deck with blimp carrying welcome banner as it flies overhead. Admiral William Halsey stands with his horse saddle. South Dakota approaches Golden Gate Bridge.

Arrival of Third Fleet -- Pier Sixty-two (October 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.13-14]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd cheers as sailors arrive from the Third Fleet. Sailors from the South Dakota (ship) land at harbor. Mrs. Mildred Vessels shown. Merchant Marine First Class Manuel Garcia greeted by family. R.G. Fox, Louise Michand, and rest of family welcomes sailor Albert A. Autrand Jr.
Arrival of Third Fleet (October 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.15-16]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Blimp welcoming home the South Dakota (ship) flies over stern. The Wisconsin (ship) passes under the Bay Bridge. Admiral William Halsey and Edmund Coblentz of the "Call Bulletin" stand under the guns of the South Dakota (ship). Views of the Alabama (ship). South Dakota (ship) passes under the Golden Gate Bridge.

Arrival of Third Fleet (October 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.17-19]

Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Arrival of Third Fleet (October 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.20-21]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Blimp with sign welcoming servicemen home. Sailors scrub the deck of ship South Dakota. Sailors pose with captured Japanese jeep. Returned sailors place calls home at the telephone building of Pier Sixty-two.

Bob Hope -- Arrival of Third Fleet -- City Hall (October 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.22]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Comedian Bob Hope speaks to servicemen and civilians at City Hall during Third Fleet's visit to San Francisco. Mayor Roger Lapham and Admiral William F. Halsey also shown.

Arrival of Third Fleet -- Pier Sixty-two (October 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.23]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sailors from ships Alabama and Wisconsin come ashore.

Views From Union Oil Building (October 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.24]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Panorama photographs of the San Francisco Bay showing naval vessels of the Third Fleet and Golden Gate Bridge (cityscapes).
Parade -- Third Fleet (October 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.25-27]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Comedian Bob Hope, Admiral William F. Halsey, Admiral Royal Ingersoll, and Mayor Roger Lapham stand at City Hall. Views of parade for Admiral William F. Halsey and the Third Fleet taken at Market and Montgomery Streets. Pictures of parade on Market Street taken from the top of the Crocker Building, includes Admiral Halsey's car and sailor marching band.

Admiral William F. Halsey -- City Hall (October 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.28-29]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Parade -- Third Fleet (October 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.30]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Halsey rides in car during parade up Market Street.

Views From Union Oil Building (October 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.31]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Panoramic views showing naval vessels of the Third Fleet and other ships in the San Francisco Bay (cityscapes).

South Dakota (ship) -- Pier Forty-one (October 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.32]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Third Fleet's flagship, ship South Dakota, and "buttoning up" for peace.

Hornet (ship) (October 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.33]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of the aircraft carrier Hornet with the San Francisco skyline visible in the background.

Naval Ships (October 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.34]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships Wisconsin, Alabama, and Haven (hospital ship); San Francisco skyline visible in background.
**Navy Show -- Comedian Bob Hope (October 16, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.35]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Bob Hope arrives in San Francisco for Navy show. Seamen First Class Albert Ayala, Larry Waymire, and John Clark carry Bob Hope at Third and Townsend Street.

**Parade -- Admiral William F. Halsey -- Civic Center (October 16, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.36]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of parade given for Admiral William F. Halsey showing marines and sailors from ship South Dakota.

**Banquet -- Admiral William F. Halsey -- Palace Hotel (October 16, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.37]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Crowd in Palm Court. Mrs. Lapham, William F. Halsey, Mayor Roger Lapham, Mrs. John Shafroth, Governor Earl Warren, and others.

**Admiral William F. Halsey -- Oakland Airport (October 17, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.38]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Admiral William F. Halsey leaves by plane for Los Angeles.

**Warships -- Navy Day (October 26, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70534.39]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Warships in the San Francisco Bay shine their searchlights into the sky on the night before Navy Day. Taken from Telegraph Hill near Coit Tower.

**Railroad Transportation -- Sailors -- Oakland Mole (October 02, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70535.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sailors from the Hornet (ship), Saratoga (ship), and Bunker Hill (ship) wait for train.

**Navy Training Devices (October 20, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70535.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger Lapham operates replica of the control panel of PBY. Donald Ross uses Power Turret Model. Mayor Roger Lapham and Doctor Jacob Geiger view model ship. Officer explains workings of a radar model to Mique Doolin.
**Aircraft Carriers -- Alameda (October 22, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70535.03]

**Physical Description:** 6 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
General views of aircraft carriers and airplanes at the US Navy Base in Alameda, including ships Hornet, Bon Homme Richard, and Yorktown.

**Protest -- Navy Wives (October 22, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70535.04]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Helen Hagan leads a group of US Navy wives in protest against the holding of their husbands overseas, view taken at 989 Market Street, Fifth Floor. Also included William H. Barden (social protests).

**"Fighting Lady" -- Yorktown (ship) -- Alameda Naval Air Station (October 23, 1945)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70535.05-12]

**Physical Description:** 23 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Commander John W. Brady speaks with Captain Walter F. Boone, and Commander E.L. James, navigator. Lieutenant Don Lansing, Lieutenant Junior Grade H.G. Cleland, Lieutenant Junior Grade J.E. Gustafoson, Ensign Ernest Sanford, and Lieutenant Hugh Points drink morning coffee in the mess hall. "Glamour girl" Marjorie A. Lewis talks to Lieutenant Bill Brinkley, Lieutenant T.S. Lee, and Lieutenant J.C. Davis during visit to the Yorktown (ship). Fliers Ensigin Leonard Komisarek and Lieutenant Junior Grade Tom Bloski wear cape cod boots termed "hot pilot boots" (briefing room of the ship). Frank Sanfilippo, Seaman First Class Clarence Hamer, A.M. Russe, William Schaffer, Raymond Labushi... remove warheads from ship. Men shown working on side of aircraft carrier. View of ships interior. Seaman First Class Armando De Buono shines his shoes below the guns of the ship. Seaman First Class Paul Veazey reads letter. Seaman First Class Earl Farbish also shown. Scenes from kitchen and bunks ["Fighting Lady" is a nickname for the Yorktown].

**Artemus Gates -- Union Square (October 26, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70535.13]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Artemus Gates walks with Admiral Carleton Wright and detectives in Union Square (neighborhood).

**Mold -- Health Building (November 27, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70535.14]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**
Doctor J.C. Geiger holds up a specimen of mold that he found growing in his car.

**Navy Lost Baggage Office (October 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70536.01]

**Physical Description:** 13 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Scenes from baggage room. Includes Seaman Second Class Clyde Jenkins, Seaman First Class Ismael Martinez, Seaman First Class Edward Sinker, Machinist Third Class John Vescuso, Storekeeper Third Class Kenneth Sharpe, and others.
**Mess Halls -- Mare Island (October 09, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70536.02]  
Physical Description: 16 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Views of dining and kitchen facilities on Mare Island. Baker Second Class William Morrison, Baker First Class Earl Carner, Seaman First Class Margaret Lacy, Baker Second Class Helen Vail, Seaman Third Class Shirley Halbot... shown.

**Camp Shoemaker (October 18, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70536.03-07]  
Physical Description: 10 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

**Arrival of Evangeline (ship) (October 22, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70536.08]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
The Indiana (battleship) comes into San Francisco Bay, with Golden Gate Bridge in the background. The Cavanaugh (ship), assigned to Major General Homer Groninger, waits to welcome the Evangeline (ship).

**Pan American Clipper -- San Francisco Airport (October 22, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70536.09]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Rear Admiral Richerd E. Byrd arrives from Japan.

**Servicemen -- Western Pacific Railway Building (October 26, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70536.10]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Sailors line up for train tickets at Post and Stockton Streets (neighborhood).

**Navy Day -- South Dakota (ship) (October 27, 1945)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70537.01-03]  
Physical Description: 6 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
W.E. Richards and Darlene Richards look at guns on the South Dakota (ship) along with crowd of civilians. Seaman First Class John Lewis and Dan Hooper also shown. Photographs of the horse “Silver King” [brother of horse which belongs to the Emperor Hirohito of Japan] at Pier Forty-one. Seaman First Class Frank Egma holds up “Snipe,” the dog mascot of the Tenth Division.
Navy Day (October 27, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 92, [70537.04-06]
Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of crowds aboard the Bon Homme Richard (ship). South Dakota (ship) with San Francisco in background. Crowds wait to get on board. Lillian Taylor, Elaine Wilson, Millie Ashley, and Seaman First Class William Martin examine gun on South Dakota. Views of carriers and cruisers arriving in the San Francisco Bay including: cruiser Oakland (ship), carrier Yorktown (ship), and Bon Homme Richard (views taken from the Golden Gate Bridge).

Assistant Secretary of the Navy -- Commonwealth Club -- Palace Hotel (November 08, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70538.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Assistant Secretary H. Struve Hensel speaks at meeting of the Commonwealth Club. Kenneth Cassidy and Admiral Carleton E. Wright also shown.

Yerba Buena (November 12, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70538.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Yerba Buena Naval Station (neighborhood). John Johnson and George A. Meier.

Japanese War Planes -- Alameda Naval Air Station (November 27, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70538.03-04]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ray Chandler shown with "Baka," a jet propelled bomb. Heavy bomber airplane and fighter plane also shown on board the carrier Cole (ship). Views of the "Seiran," a submarine based fighter airplane which can be converted for kamikaze type attacks. Views from the bridge of the Cole (ship) showing planes on board.

Kidnapped Child -- Oakland Airport (November 21, 1945 - November 29, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70538.05-06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Merchant Marine First Class James J. Carlan, the father of a kidnapped boy.

Alaska (ship) -- Pier Seven (December 03, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70539.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of ship Alaska, a new design of ship.

Commander of Third Fleet -- Quincy (ship) -- Pier Twenty-two (December 15, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70539.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Vice Admiral Howard Kingman taken on board the Quincy (ship).
Naval Vessels (January 10, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70540.01-02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of US Navy transport ships in San Francisco Harbor including cruiser Quincy and Cape Florida (merchant ship). Views taken at Pier Fourteen with the Bay Bridge in the background.

Citation Ceremonies -- Oak Knoll (January 19, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70540.03-05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain A.H. Dearing, Oak Knoll commandant, presents unit commendation to Pharmacist's Mate Third Class Donald DeWayne. Army Distinguished Unit Badge presented to First Lieutenant Sidney Jenkins of US Marines. Lieutenant John W. Harper presented with Presidential Unit Citation for service with Fourth Marine Division at Saipan and Tinian.

Press Conference -- Hotel St. Francis (January 21, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70540.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Leland Lovette and Rear Admiral Russell Stanley Berkey give press conference.

Atomic Bomb Experiment -- Joseph Holt (ship) (February 06, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70541.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of ship Joseph Holt and crew [ship to be used in atomic bomb experiment]. Lieutenant Eugene Dolton, Jack Chigris, Donald Acherson, Merril Smith Hart, Vernon Drysdale, and others.

Pearl Harbor Investigation -- Captain Ellis M. Zacharias -- Hotel St. Francis (February 14, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70541.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Captain Ellis M. Zacharias, figure from Pearl Harbor investigation, gives interview.

Massachusetts (ship) -- Pier Thirty-three (February 26, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70541.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice Admiral Howard Kingman arrives on flagship of Third Fleet. Howard Kingman introduced to officers by Captain Heber H. McLean. Commander R.E. Odening, Commander M.N. Young, Commander W.S. Baker, and others.

Commander of Western Sea Frontier -- Federal Office Building (March 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70542.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Richard S. Edwards, replacing Admiral Royal Ingersoll as commander of the Western Sea Frontier, speaks with reporter.
Scabbardfish (Submarine) (March 09, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70542.02-03]

Physical Description: 15 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of submarine Scabbardfish (ship) at sea. Don Julian and V. Nelson shown at work on ship. Internal and external photographs of the submarine taken while on patrol. Captain P.G. Molteni, Executive Officer C.M. Esler, Don Julian, and William Clark shown.

Court-martial -- Yerba Buena Navy Station (March 28, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70542.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Commander R.C. Percival, the defendant, sits with attorney Lieutenant James Cusick.

Deactivation of Ships (March 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70542.05]

Physical Description: 15 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Battleships under preparation for deactivation: Indiana, Alabama, and Massachusetts. Gunners Mate Second Class W.W. Ragsdale [described as a "plank-owner," a crew member aboard Indiana when it first set sail], C.O. Hatfield, D.M. Elliott, J.E. Burba, Ted Styrzo, and others.

Separation from US Navy -- Actor Robert Stack (March 30, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70542.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Robert Stack, Hollywood actor, says goodbye to Commander Maury Thompson.

Rear Admiral Arthur D. Struble -- Terror (ship) (April 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70543.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Arthur D. Struble taken aboard the Terror (ship).

Rear Admiral Donald B. Beary -- City Hall (April 02, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70543.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger Lapham greets new admiral Donald B. Beary.

Court-martial -- Yerba Buena Island (April 02, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70543.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Lieutenant Thomas Fike, a man who received court-martial for "shellback death."
Views from Coit Tower -- US Navy Ships (April 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70543.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships Massachusetts and New York as seen from Coit Tower, ships in dock at Pier Twenty-nine.

Court-martial -- Yerba Buena Island (April 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70543.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant John Downey and Lieutenant James Cusick, defense council.

Wife of Ill Sailor -- San Francisco Airport (April 13, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70543.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Claire Pollard, the wife of a sailor dying on Treasure Island, arrives in city.

Sailor on Rampage -- Hall of Justice (April 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70544.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Peter McGrath, sailor that went "on rampage," stands in courtroom.

Comedian Jack Benny (April 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70544.02-03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jack Benny, Lieutenant Barry McCarthy, Lieutenant Francis McGuinn, and Captain Stanhope C. Ring shown aboard the Saratoga (ship) [Jack Benny planned to do broadcast from the Saratoga]. Jack Benny arrives in San Francisco for broadcast from Saratoga.

Award Presentations (April 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70544.04-05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Richard S. Edwards awards the Congressional Medal of Honor to John P. Cromwell Jr. [the son of deceased serviceman who earned award], also includes Ann Cromwell and Mrs. John P. Cromwell. Admiral Donald Beary awards Bronze Star to Jimmy Watkins [the son of deceased serviceman who earned award].

Court-martial -- Adultery Case -- Treasure Island (April 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70545.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Adele Braun, Navy wife involved in "triangle case," walks with Lieutenant Commander James Braun and Alice Leupp.
Saratoga (ship) (April 25, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70545.02]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Saratoga docked at Pier Twenty-four, view taken from Coit Tower.

Admiral William D. Standley -- Commonwealth Club -- Palace Hotel (April 26, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70545.03]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   William D. Standley speaks at Commonwealth Club luncheon.

Court-martial -- Yerba Buena Island (April 29, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70545.04]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Portrait of Ensign Arthur L. Gilbert, serviceman receiving court-martial for supply shortages.

Wesson (ship) (April 30, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70545.05]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Destroyer Wesson (ship).

Navy Electronics Laboratory (June 10, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70545.06]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Scenes from Gila Bend, Arizona, showing equipment used in US Navy experiments in wave propagation for television and radio, and surrounding environment.

De-commissioning of Submarines -- Mare Island Navy Yard (May 02, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70546.01]
   Physical Description: 8 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   L.W. Link, W.C. Marsh, Frank Adams, John P. Segerholm, J.H. Silvey, and others work to de-commission submarines.

Public Relations -- US Navy (May 14, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70546.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Portraits of Vice Admiral William H. Blandley.

Court-martial -- Yerba Buena Island (May 14, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70546.03]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Photographs of Ensign Melvin A. Comstock.
Interview -- Rear Admiral Joel T. Boone (May 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70546.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joel T. Boone speaks with reporter.

Atomic Bomb Ship -- Pier Forty-six (May 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70547.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mount McKinley, a ship to be used in atomic bomb testing, leaves dock.

Transportation of Mail (May 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70547.02-03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Navy pilots carry mail during railroad strike. W.B. Cadwallader, Roger V. Bell, Vera Ince, and Robert Griffith shown at Oakland Naval Airport. Charles S. Delf, Bruce Stern, and George McDaniel load Naval Air Transport Service airplane with mail at Oakland Municipal Airport.

Ship Runs Aground -- Berkeley (May 26, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70547.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of a small ship that ran aground near Berkeley. Taken from the foot of Ashby Avenue on Bayshore.

Radar Experts -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (June 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70547.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Captain W.C. Eddy and Captain Elliot M. Senn.

R.J. Keppler (ship) -- Bethlehem Shipyard (June 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70547.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elizabeth L. Anglin breaks bottle on the R.J. Keppler (ship) before its launching. H.P. Childing also shown.

Destroyer Sunk (May 24, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70547.07]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of a US Navy destroyer being sunk during bomber practice.

Press Conference -- Atomic Bomb Observer (June 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70547.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Luis de Florez gives press conference.
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)
Military, War, Wartime, etc.

Navy Aid -- Federal Office Building (June 27, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70547.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Newly appointed US Navy aid Captain James H. Foskett.

Interview -- Vice Admiral George F. Hussey -- Federal Building (July 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70547.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George F. Hussey speaks with reporter.

School for Veterans -- San Bruno Naval Base (July 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70547.11]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of buildings comprising school for veterans. Includes also Storekeeper Third Class Bruce Hughes and Lieutenant Junior Grade John Hammond.

New US Navy Uniforms -- Treasure Island (July 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70547.12]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Chilton (ship) (August 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70547.13-14]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Wheel Chair -- Disabled Veterans -- Alameda Naval Air Station (July 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70548.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Donald Glickman and Seaman First Class Edward T. Atkins demonstrate new motorized wheel chair designed for legless veterans (disabled persons).

Navy Transport Ship -- Pier Seven (August 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70548.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of the General W.A. Mann (ship) coming into dock.
Bayfield (ship) -- Pier Seven (August 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70548.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
The Bayfield (ship) docks at pier.

Officers -- Oakland Airport (August 19, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70548.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice Admiral William H.P. Blandy and Rear Admiral Donald B. Beary arrive in Oakland.

Atomic Bomb Test -- Mount McKinley (ship) (May 26, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70548.05-07]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ship Mount McKinley, with deck lined with passengers, returns from atomic bomb testing near the Bikini Islands. Radioman First Class J.A. Daly and Mrs. Daly, Mrs. Arthur E. Cresse Jr. and baby Pamela, Mrs. Charles C. Hershey, and Doctor Roy Overstreet shown at Oakland Supply Depot [had servicemen been at sight of atomic bomb test?]. Lieutenant Stanley A. Jeranko holds dog "Geiger" after returning from atomic bomb test.

Navy Affairs Commission -- Chamber of Commerce Building (September 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70549.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hugh De Lacy, E.V. Izac, and Frank Havender attend sub committee meeting of the US Navy Affairs Commission.

Navy Day -- Pier Thirty-three (October 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70549.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Seaman Third Class Gordon Wilson and Seaman First Class Dick Spread show Joan Schmidt how to operate machine gun on board the Thomasson (ship). View of people on board the Caiman (ship). Charles Webster, Elvira Weber, Pat Scatena, and others stand on captain's bridge.

Navy Day -- Treasure Island (October 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70549.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Ernest Wichman, Albert MacDonald, and Warrent Officer C. Davis demonstrate US Naval method for putting out oil fires for audience at Treasure Island (neighborhood).
**WAVES for Navy Day -- Federal Building (October 23, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70549.04]

- **Physical Description:** 6 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Telegrapher Second Class Marjorie Moshar, Telegrapher Third Class Henrietta Miles, Telegrapher Second Class Elinor Todd, Yeoman First Class Jean Drobish, and others shown in District Communications Office.

**Navy Day (October 26, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70549.05]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Chief Yeoman Reba J. Moyer, Captain R.W. Truitt, and Yeoman Third Class Beulah Nelson open packages containing flowers for Navy Day ceremony. Taken at 45 Hyde Street.

**Flag from San Francisco (ship) -- City Hall (October 17, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70549.06]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Norma Manuel presents the torn flag of the San Francisco (ship) to Mayor Roger Lapham.

**Navy Day Ceremony -- City Hall (October 26, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70549.07]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Admiral Ernest King speaks. Captain Herbert Schonland presents the battle flag of the San Francisco (ship) to Mayor Roger Lapham.

**Luncheon -- Commercial Club (October 24, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70549.08]

- **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Admiral Ernest King, President Brayton Wilbur of the Chamber of Commerce, Major General Field Harris of the US Marine Corps, Rear Admiral Jesse C. Coleman, Admiral Donald Beary, and others attend luncheon.

**Caiman (Submarine) -- Pier Thirty-three (October 26, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70549.09]

- **Physical Description:** 1 negative
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Seaman Second Class Ray Guedschoff helps Dennis Jones up from the hatch of submarine.

**Terror (ship) -- Treasure Island Docks (October 26, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70549.10]

- **Physical Description:** 1 negative
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Captain Richard Spofford, commander of the Terror (ship), shakes hands with Mrs. Charles Peters. Lieutenant Charles Peters and dog "Error" also shown.
Dog -- Treasure Island (October 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70549.11]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Joseph V. Watkins, a US Marine dog catcher, rewards the dog "Bosun" for capturing a man attempting to trespass on Treasure Island.

Assistant Secretary of the Navy -- Federal Building (October 30, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70550.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Assistant Secretary W. John Kenney of the US Navy speaks to reporters at Navy Headquarters.

Expedition of Admiral Byrd -- Currituck (ship) -- Hunters Point (November 13, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70550.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hollis Damschen, Mike Lejeune, Joe Brayney, Bill Cunningham, Lloyd Brockway, and Ray Glenn prepare the Currituck (ship) for expedition.

Sailor with Polio (November 28, 1946 - December 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70550.03-04]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Seaman First Class Derrill Lee Clark, sailor with polio, is housed in iron lung. Shown with Lieutenant Ruth Anne Champion, nurse, and Commander Frank G. Johnson, doctor, aboard Naval Air Transport Plane at Oakland Airport. Mrs. Clifford H. Clark embraces her son, Derrill Lee Clark, at Oak Knoll Hospital.

Launching at Bethlehem Steel (December 20, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70550.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Philip Van Horne Lansdale breaks champagne bottle on a destroyer launched from Bethlehem Steel, also includes E.F. Essner. [Not named, but ship is the destroyer Lansdale (ship) (DD766)].

Call Bulletin Show -- Treasure Island (December 21, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70550.06]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Oil Tanker (December 21, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70550.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
US Navy oil tanker passes under the Golden Gate Bridge. View taken from Golden Gate Bridge.
Science Exhibit (January 08, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70551.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
J.M. Laurance, Lillian Horsgoard, Cecille Nation, Captain R.O. Myers, and Louis Nofrey shown at exhibit. Taken at Mission and New Montgomery Streets.

Polio Victim -- Oakland Airport (February 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70551.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Navy flight nurse Lieutenant Mary Strubich assists polio victim Melville Morrison on board Naval Air Transport plane. G.W. Smalley and Pharmacist First Class Marcel Laventurier also shown.

Inspection -- Catfish (Submarine) -- Pier Seven (February 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70551.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral R.S. Edwards and Rear Admiral Donald Beary inspect the crew lined up on the deck of submarine Catfish (ship).

Commander -- Western Sea Frontier (February 28, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70551.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice Admiral Jesse B. Oldendorf and Admiral Richard Edwards shake hands [one is outgoing and one is incoming commander for the Western Sea Frontier].

Submarine Hero -- Federal Office Building (March 04, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70551.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Submarine hero sits with crew members. Commander Richard O’Kane, William Leibald, and Floyd Caverly shown.

Industrial Relations Conference -- Hunters Point (March 12, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70551.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Navy Wives -- Pier Seven (May 06, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70552.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Navy wives Imogene Hoffman, Mary Bruce, and E.T. Byrne board the General Breckenridge (ship) with their children Nancy Lee, Dianne, John, Tommy, and Patricia.
Press Conference -- National Maritime Day -- Mills Building (May 19, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70552.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Fleet Landing Dedication -- Maritime Day (May 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70552.03-07]

Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger Lapham shakes hands with Vice Admiral A.E. Montgomery at dedication ceremonies for the new fleet landing at the Ferry Building. Rear Admiral Donald B. Beary, Twelfth Naval District commandant, and Vice Admiral J.B. Oldendorf, commandant of the Western Sea Frontier, also shown. People line up for ride in small boat that will take them to visit the ships of the First Task Fleet, anchored in the vicinity. Views of ships from the First Task Fleet entering the San Francisco Bay, and pictures of destroyers and submarines at dock. Ships Pasadena, Swenson, Craig, and Parks sit in docks at Pier Seven and Thirty-seven. James Francis meets friends Donna Morgan and Toni Keller. Ships Bremerton and Iowa enter Bay.

Naval Reserves -- Pier Twenty-two (May 24, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70552.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Captain D.H. Johnston administers oath to naval reserves sworn in aboard the Topeka (ship).

First Task Fleet (May 26, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 93, [70552.09]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First Task Fleet leaves San Francisco Bay.

First Task Fleet (September 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70552.10]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Iowa (ship) and other ships of the First Task Fleet at sea and on their way to San Francisco for US Navy versus UC Berkeley football game.

First Task Fleet (September 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70552.11]

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of the First Task Fleet entering San Francisco Bay. Photographs of the Iowa (ship) and Boxer (ship) coming under the Golden Gate Bridge [set includes two prints].

First Task Fleet (September 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70552.12]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of First Task Fleet entering San Francisco Bay and coming under the Golden Gate Bridge.
First Task Fleet (September 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70552.13]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A band and rally committee from UC Berkeley greets the Iowa (ship) [fleet in San Francisco for Navy versus UC Berkeley football game]. Springfield (ship) shown coming under Golden Gate Bridge. UC Berkeley rooting section welcomes the Boxer (ship).

Training -- US Naval Reserves -- Treasure Island (June 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70553.01]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Seaman Second Class Alonzo Mahan, Seaman First Class Charles Gibson, Electronics Mate First Class R.C. Turner, Seaman First Class Harold Crain, Chief Electronics Mate Vernon Eyerdam... undergo universal military training.

Admiral Louis Denfeld -- Hotel St. Francis (June 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70553.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Admiral Louis Denfeld.

Training Cruise -- ROTC -- Iowa (ship) (June 28, 1947 - June 29, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70553.03-04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Governors -- Iowa (ship) (July 19, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70553.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Naval Reserve Cruise -- Sea Dog (Submarine) -- Pier Seventeen (August 18, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70554.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant J.G. Miran explains the workings of gun to cadets.

Fleet Arrives -- Chamber of Commerce (September 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70554.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chamber of Commerce reception committee greets commanders of fleet.
Mine Explodes -- Sturgeon (ship) (October 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70554.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The mine layer Sturgeon (ship) explodes mine near the Golden Gate Bridge. Warrent Officer Alfred A Mulzet of the Seacoast Service Test Section shown.

Navy Day (October 23, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70554.04-06]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Servicemen prepare for Navy Day. Seaman First Class Dick Hanlon, Joseph Balducci, Seaman First Class Charles Conry, Wallace C. Holton Jr., and others at Hunters Point. Haskel Freedman, Ronald M. Schneider, Seaman Second Class R.M. Before, Seaman First Class F.A. Harvey, Seaman First Class E. Buckhaults... prepare for Navy Day at Hunters Point and in Oakland [at navy depot?]. Albert L. Pugh, Charles G. Purcell, Richard Kamien, Ben Morrow, John Chinosi... shown aboard the General W.A. Mann (ship).

Navy Day Parade -- Hunters Point (October 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70554.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes from parade. Worlds largest crane shown.

Press Conference -- Hotel St. Francis (October 27, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70554.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Donald B. Beary, commander of the Twelfth Naval District, Admiral Louis E. Denfeld, commander of the Pacific Fleet, and Dan London, manager of the Hotel St. Francis, give press conference.

Navy Day Luncheon -- Commercial Club (October 27, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70554.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Louis E. Denfeld and John Nicholas Brown shown at speakers table.

Chief of Naval Operations -- General W.A. Mann (ship) (December 08, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70555.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Admiral Louis E. Denfeld, new chief of Naval Operations.

Interview -- Admiral Chester W. Nimitz (January 07, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70555.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, Rear Admiral Donald Beary, and Dewitt Ramsey speak with reporter.
Awards to Civilians -- District Medical Office (February 06, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70555.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major General Leroy Hunt of the US Marine Corps, Rear Admiral D.B. Beary, Doctor J.C. Geiger, Luther Gibson, Dorothy Jano... stand outside office at 50 Fell Street.

AWOL Sailor -- Yerba Buena Island (February 14, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70555.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
James LeRoy Telfer, who went AWOL for two years on Treasure Island, gives details of his story.

Del Monte Navy School (February 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70555.05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Internal and external views of school. Captain Frank F. Watkins, Lieutenant John E. Sullivan, Commander Charles Blenman, Commander D.B. Holloway, Commander O. William Goepner, and others shown at preview of school given before its opening.

Trial -- AWOL Sailor -- Yerba Buena Island (March 16, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70555.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
James LeRoy Telfer, sailor who was AWOL on Treasure Island for two years, sits with girlfriend Alma Hull of WAVES.

Periscope Views of San Francisco (March 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70556.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco taken through periscope at the San Francisco Naval Shipyard at Hunters Point (cityscapes).

Retirement of Captain (March 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70556.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Retiring Captain Adolph H. Schulz presented with clock by Captain William L. Murray and Brigadier General Neal H. McKay at farewell party aboard the Admiral H.T. Mayo (ship).

Press Conference -- Federal Office Building (April 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70556.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Donald B. Beary, Assistant Secretary of the Navy Mark E. Andrews, and Vice Admiral A.C. Miles give press conference.
**Interview -- Admirals -- Pier Seven (May 29, 1946)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70556.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Admiral George D. Murray [commander of the First Task Force], Admiral DeWott C. Ramsey, and Admiral Donald B. Beary speak with reporter aboard the St. Paul (ship).

**Enlistment (June 22, 1948)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70556.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note

Albert R. Cantell, Richard McNutt, and Leo Cooks receive innoculations from Nurse Jean Sharpe [three of two hundred and twenty men who enlisted in the US Navy to take advantage of three-year enlistment term].

**US Navy Honors -- Presidio (June 28, 1948)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70556.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

General Mark Clark presents medal to Elvira Mencarini [receiving medal for father, killed by Japanese]. Vice Admiral Jesse B. Oldendorf and Admiral Chester Nimitz shown.

**Admiral Retires -- Treasure Island (June 30, 1948)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70556.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Retiring Vice Admiral Jesse Oldendorf explains how he "crossed the T" in a naval battle.

**Navy of Argentina -- Hotel St. Francis (July 07, 1948)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70557.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Admiral Juan M. Carranza of Argentina speaks with Rear Admiral Donald B. Beary.

**Vice Admiral Robert M. Griffin -- Federal Building (July 13, 1948)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70557.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Robert M. Griffin, senior naval officer on General Douglas MacArthur's staff, gives interview.

**Enlistments -- Federal Office Building (July 21, 1948)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70557.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Bill Lanam, Bernard Mitchell, Rudy Baldini, Jim Galvin, V. Del Bene, and others take US Navy qualification test.
Civilian Awards -- Federal Office Building (August 10, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70557.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Donald Beary and Brigadier General Frederic Butler give awards to civilians
Daniel G. White, H.Rowan Gaither Jr., Doctor John Beek Jr., and others.

District Public Service Award -- Federal Building (September 10, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70557.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Donald Beary pins medal on Walt Martignoni.

Press Conference -- Arctic Training (October 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70557.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Richard Cruzen and Fleet Admiral Chester Nimitz give press
conference at the Federal Building.

Mock Battle -- Oakland Naval Supply Center (October 20, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70557.07]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Rehearsal -- Navy Day -- Aquatic Park (October 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70557.08]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frogmen F.J. Juric and J.D. Kelley, members of the underwater demolition crew,
practice landing on beach. Private First Class R.E. Weddle uses flame thrower.

Admiral Thomas C. Kinkaid -- Hotel St. Francis (October 26, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70557.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Admiral Thomas C. Kinkaid, in San Francisco for a speaking
engagement.

Admiral Thomas C. Kinkaid -- Commercial Club (October 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70557.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Kinkaid speaks to audience at Commercial Club in honor of Navy Day.
Glenn L. Martin also shown.
Navy Day -- Aquatic Park (October 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70557.11]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Captain Lewis Mendoza, Sergeant Hal Shapire, Corporal T.A. Ardeti, Corporal J.R. Falcon, and Corporal Don Lucia raise flag at Mount Suribachi. Views of men staging amphibious landing and shots of crowd.

Commander -- Western Sea Frontier -- Treasure Island (November 04, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70558.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Vice Admiral George Murray, new commander of the Western Sea Frontier, sits at desk.

Commander -- Twelfth Naval District -- Federal Building (December 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70558.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Lynde D. McCormick, new commander of the Twelfth Naval District, shakes hands with Vice Admiral George D. Murray.

Charity -- New York Daily Mirror (December 14, 1948 - December 18, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70558.03-04]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Photographs of telegram stating that the New York Daily Mirror will assist Seaman Paul Weprinsky get home to Brooklyn for Christmas. Thomas Gilbert also shown. TWA Stewardess Rosalie Evans and Navy Radarman Paul Charles Weprinsky prepare to depart on flight to New York.

Press Conference -- First Task Fleet (February 25, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70558.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Commander Gerald F. Bogan of the First Task Fleet gives press conference on board the Curtis (ship).

Naval Reserves -- Federal Building (March 02, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70558.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Recruiting officer L.N. Hoffman swears in J. Joseph Sullivan of the Board of Supervisors [as a Naval reserve?].

Change of Command Ceremony -- Hunters Point (March 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70558.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Captain Hugh E. Haven and Captain Bernard E. Manseau participate in change of command ceremony.
Award Ceremony -- Twelfth Naval District Headquarters (March 16, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70558.08]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Lynde D. McCormick pins award on Lieutenant Roland Read Newman, making him one of the US Navy's most decorated airmen.

Kidnapped Sailor -- Alameda Naval Base (March 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70558.09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
James Patrick Ryan, who claims he was "shanghied" back to the United States from China.

Awards -- Hunters Point (March 28, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70558.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain B.E. Manseau presents award for safety to Albert Bawden [award made by the secretary of the US Navy].

Chief of US Navy Chaplains -- Treasure Island (July 17, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70558.11]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Stanton W. Salisbury addresses Naval Reserve chaplains attending Chaplain Corps Seminar.

New Commandant -- Hunters Point (April 27, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70558.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Bernard Manseau, new commandant of Hunters Point, greets Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

Navy League -- Federal Building (May 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70559.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Jerd Sullivan of the Navy League shakes hands with Rear Admiral Lynde D. McCormick.

Divers -- Hunters Point (May 15, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70559.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Naval Officers Retire -- Hunters Point Naval Shipyard (June 10, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70559.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commander C.B. Jennings congratulates Chief Gunner Warl W. Fleming and Lieutenant John A. Roland at retirement ceremonies on board the Antietam (ship). Lieutenant Harry Fowler, Chief Electrician W.O. Gilliland... also shown.

Midshipmen Call on Mayor -- City Hall (June 16, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70559.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson speaks to US Navy midshipmen. Rear Admiral Lynde D. McCormick and Francis G. Balderston also shown.

Award Presentation -- Federal Building (September 22, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70559.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Appointments to Annapolis -- Twelfth Naval District Headquarters (November 25, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70559.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Lynde D. McCormick congratulates George Parks of Polytechnic High School, one of two seniors to be appointed to the Naval Academy at Annapolis (education).

Captain John Crommelin -- Treasure Island (December 17, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70559.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Captain John Crommelin.

Cafeteria -- Hunters Point Naval Shipyard (December 23, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70559.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain B.E. Manseau, Naval Shipyard commander, Jay Irving, master of shipyard's transportation shop, and Commander T.G. Wallace serve lunch to the shipyard workers in celebration of the holiday season and the announcement that the shipyard would remain in active service.

Press Conference -- Under Secretary of the US Navy -- Naval Supply Depot (December 28, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70559.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Under Secretary of the Navy Dan A. Kimball gives press conference in Oakland.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70560.01]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Charges of Desertion -- Treasure Island (January 13, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sailor Richard E. Seibt, charged with deserting the US Navy in the Philippines, sits with girlfriend Mickey Leffler.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70560.02]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Change of Command -- Twelfth Naval District -- Federal Building (February 01, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rear Admiral L.D. McCormick [departing commander] shakes hands with Rear Admiral Bertram J. Rodgers [incoming commander].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70560.03]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Business Luncheon -- Marines Memorial Building (February 23, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain John G. Crommelin speaks to members of the San Francisco Business League.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70560.04]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Congressional Hearing -- Oak Knoll Naval Hospital (March 15, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 4 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congressional sub committee holds hearing on the closure of some naval hospitals. Gary Clemente, Clyde Doyle, Paul Shafen, Rear Admiral David Hunt, and Rear Admiral J.G. Entwistle shown.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70560.05]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pilots Last Flight -- Alameda Naval Air Station (March 20, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captain John G. Crommlin prepares for his last flight in a US Navy fighter plane before leaving the Navy by request.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70560.06]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sports (March 22, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 2 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photographs of journalist First Class Felix Grosso taken for the Sports Department of the Call Bulletin.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70560.07]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Female Captain -- Federal Building (April 17, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 3 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portraits of Captain Joy Bright Hancock of the WAVES.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70560.08]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercial Club (May 22, 1950)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Description: 3 negatives</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope and Content Note</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Enlistment -- Federal Building (July 11, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70560.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Throng of young people rushes to join the US Navy. Marty Bell and Beverly Berkes shown at recruiting office reception desk and waiting to get medical examinations.

**Air Reserve Squadron -- Oakland Naval Air Station (July 20, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70560.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Naval Air Reserve officers and men return to Oakland after two weeks of training in El Centro, California. Robert R. Worley, Lieutenant Commander Alexander Simontacchi, James M. Melrose, Airman Apprentice Patricia Wright, and Aviation Chief Machinist Donald E. Thorp shown.

**Press Conference -- Boxer (ship) -- Hunters Point Naval Shipyard (August 04, 1950)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70561.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Cameron N. Briggs speaks at press conference.

**Blood Donation -- Sailors -- San Francisco Hospital (August 11, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70561.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sailors stationed on Treasure Island line up to give blood for a woman that was critically burned. Nurse Clara Muzzillo takes blood from Lenald Likes, Dawe Stinson also shown.

**Press Conference -- Naval Reserves -- Federal Building (August 17, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70561.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Ralph D. Riggs, chief of naval operations for the Naval Reserves, speaks at press conference.

**Fire Fighting -- Alameda Naval Air Station (September 23, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70561.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children of officers and enlisted men learn how to extinguish fires using water and sprays.

**Secretary of US Navy -- Moffett Field (November 13, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70561.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marriage Ceremony (December 01, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70561.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of ceremony as George Young marries Betty June in the chapel of the General Hase (ship). Best Man John W. Roth, Matron of Honor Mrs. Henry A. Williams, and Chaplain Herman R. Norwood shown.

Visit of Assistant Secretary of US Navy -- Oakland Naval Supply Depot (January 31, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70562.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Assistant Secretary John T. Koehler greets Mayor Clifford Rishell of Oakland, Admiral Dan E. Callaghan also shown.

Reopening -- San Leandro Naval Hospital (February 12, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70562.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Leandro Naval Hospital showing grounds before institution was reopened to house overflow patients from Oak Knoll Naval Hospital.

Japanese-American Pilot -- Alameda Air Station (February 24, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70562.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Commander Robert S. Schreiber pins ensign boards on Joe Akagi, the first American of Japanese ancestry to be commissioned as a pilot.

Presentation of Windlass -- Treasure Island (March 20, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70562.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Rodger Simpson and Pete Rademacher present windlass from ship [mounted in the form of a monument].

J.D. Knox (April 05, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70562.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of J.D. Knox [no other information given].

Ensign J.P. O'Neil (April 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70562.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of Ensign J.P. O'Neill [no other information given].

Ensign R.A. Trethric (April 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70562.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of Ensign R.A. Trethric [no other information given].
Proclamation -- Naval Reserve Week -- City Hall (April 10, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70562.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson signs proclamation for Naval Reserve Week as Captain Ralph E. Hanson stands alongside.

Sailor Locked Inside Bar (April 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70562.09]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Officer Joe A. White looks on while Sailor James Smith climbs out of the window of a bar in which he was locked all night. Taken at 628 Ellis Street.

Arrest of Naval Officer (April 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 94, [70562.10-11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Warrant Officer Marcus Gordon Oliver gives himself up to authorities [he had stolen $30,000 from Treasure Island and fled], view taken at City Prison. Mary Labachet holds tickets that Marcus Gordon Oliver gave her after losing money at the race track, view taken at Federal Building.

Press Conference -- Secretary of the US Navy -- Hotel St. Francis (May 16, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [70563.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary Francis P. Matthews gives press conference.

Secretary of US Navy -- Aquatic Park (May 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [70563.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral B.J. Rodgers, commandant of the Twelfth Naval District, and Secretary Francis P. Matthews look at model of the San Francisco (ship) and part of the actual bridge from the same ship.

Reserve Officers Training -- Treasure Island (July 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [70563.03]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Retirement -- Commander of Western Sea Frontier (July 19, 1951 - August 01, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [70563.04-06]

Physical Description: 11 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Vice Admiral George Murray, head of the Western Sea Frontier, announces his retirement at press conference on Treasure Island. Dan London, Mrs. J.L. Hall, Jr., Vice Admiral J.L. Hall, Jr., Rear Admiral Arthur H. Dearing [chief medical officer of the Western Sea Frontier], and Mrs E.E. Ewan shown at reception for George Murray, view taken at Treasure Island. Vice Admiral George Murray reads his orders and Vice Admiral Hall reads orders to relieve George Murray at retirement ceremony on the Antietam (ship).

Commander of Western Sea Frontier -- Treasure Island (August 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [70563.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Portraits of Vice Admiral John Hall.

Award for Legal Services -- Palace Hotel (August 22, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [70563.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Rear Admiral Bertram Rodgers presents James C. Sheppard with an award for legal aid rendered to US Navy personnel.

US Serviceman -- Peace Treaty -- Treasure Island (September 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [70564.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Seaman Charles R. Krueger, shown folding his blue dress uniform, attended diplomatic sessions and dinner parties surrounding peace treaty [for Korean War?].

Blood Donation -- Hunters Point Shipyard (September 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [70564.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Servicemen awarded the Purple Heart [the crew of ship St. Paul], give blood along with Lawrence Nakamura of Japan and Cecilio Santiago of the Philippines. Mike Slivkoff, Robert Chuck, C.F. Haskins, L.H. Johnson, and others.

Former POW Joins US Navy -- Federal Building (November 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 95, [70564.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Lieutenant C.D. Kerns swears former prisoner of war John A. Brussolo into the US Navy as his parents, Mr. and Mrs. V.A. Brussolo, look on [the family spent thirty-seven months in the Santo Tomas Prison Camp during World War Two].

US Navy - Nurses (1943/1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [069700-069703]

Physical Description: 25 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note

Navy nurses involved in recreation activities at Treasure Island, press conferences related to Navy nurses and returnees from the South Pacific and Guam.
US Navy - Recruiting (1941/1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [069800-069802]
   Physical Description: 38 negatives (estimate)
   Scope and Content Note
   Chinese and other volunteers join the Navy.

US Navy - Seabees (1943/1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [070000-070003]
   Physical Description: 50 negatives (estimate)
   Scope and Content Note
   Ships and arrival of the Seabees at San Francisco, views of Pleasanton, Explosives Depot at Pleasanton, etc.

US Navy - WAVES (Women's Naval Reserve Corps) (1942/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 89, [070200-070210]
   Physical Description: 188 negatives (estimate)
   Scope and Content Note
   Women enlisting in the WAVES, recruitment, swearing in of recruits, etc. Includes WAVES on ships, homecoming, training, and in various cities and locations.

San Francisco

Bridges - Golden Gate (1940/1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 106, [080000-080003]
   Physical Description: 75 negatives (estimate)
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of approaches to the Golden Gate Bridge, the Strauss plaque, a Japanese mine found near the bridge, the Board of Directors, jumpers (some attempted suicides, others of stunt man Robert Niles), traffic, the 50 millionth car, etc.

Bridges - Miscellaneous (1943/1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 106, [080400-080401]
   Physical Description: 13 negatives (estimate)
   Scope and Content Note
   Proposed bridge models and views of smaller local bridges being built.

Bridges - San Francisco Bay (1941/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 106, [080200-080206]
   Physical Description: 138 negatives (estimate)
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of traffic on bridge, buses, women bus drivers, cars at toll gate after (gas) rationing is lifted, the 100 millionth car, jumpers (suicide), views related to the key rail strike and scenic views of the bridge. Includes a copy of an 1871 lithograph of an early proposed Bay Bridge.
Buildings - Miscellaneous (1940/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 106, [080600-080618]

Physical Description: 375 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco buildings including the Opera House, Old Mint, Flood Building, City Hall, Examiner Building, the immigration detention dormitory (conditions therein), the Soviet Consulate (several views), Coit Tower, the Cliff House, Verterans Building, Palace of Fine Arts, banks, churches, etc. Also includes images related to suicide jumpers from certain buildings and robberies at the Bank of America.

Cafes (1943/1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 106, [081000-081001]

Physical Description: 75 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Interior views of cafes (most unidentified) with crowds seated. Includes hula dancing, chefs, and images related to a robbery and fire investigation.

Ferries (1940/1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 107, [081300-081303]

Physical Description: 12 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Passengers on Bay Area ferries, views of the "Last One" farewell party for the Northwest Pacific, the Southern Pacific ferry "Sacramento," and ridership during the Key Railway strike.

Firemen and Fire Department (1941/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 107, [081500-081517]

Physical Description: 400 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Primarily portraits of firemen, officers, and commissioners. Also includes views of the firehouses, fire trucks, helmets, fire drills, firemen cleaning the firehouse, training, labor issues, awards, firemen's balls, Christmas decoration contests, funerals, etc.

Garages (1941/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 107, [082000-082002]

Physical Description: 75 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Views of Marshall Square garage and the Union Street garage (primarily construction).

Housing (1940/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 107-108, [082100-082123]

Physical Description: 425 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Housing projects including Sunnydale, Holly Park, Valencia Garden, Potrero, etc. Includes views of Japantown and Hunters Point, wartime rentals, "flop" house closings, housing disputes, meetings, hearings, evictions, etc. Mostly related to human interest stories.
Miscellaneous (1940/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111-120, [084444-084560]

Physical Description: 2954 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Local government including commissioners being sworn in, supervisors, city officials, local elections, health department, the "miracle cell" at the City Prison, women Muni crews, cable cars and related festivities, Centennial Parade and associated events, civil defense drills, police, San Francisco cityscapes, clocks and monuments, and views of Alcatraz. Also includes pictures of Chinatown, Japanese Tea Garden, downtown bus station, and other local businesses and attractions. Large section on the 1946 Alcatraz penitentiary break, inquest, and trial, including views of prison guards, guard’s funeral, convicts, prisoner’s bodies, courtroom scenes, etc.

Fisherman’s Wharf 1943-00-00?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84444.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of fishing boats (ships) and workers at dock.

Chinatown and Seal Rocks 1943-00-00?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84444.02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of Seal Rocks, customers and architecture in Chinatown, people wading at the beach, and a shipwreck (near Seal Rocks and the Cliff House?).

Horeseback Riding -- Skyline and Olympic Club 1943-00-00?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84444.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Photographs of couple horseback riding, with shots of land near the Skyline and Olympic Club [taken for a vacation story layout]. [Dunes, open space, and coastline prior to major development. One view overlooking future Sunset District coastline?]

Coit Tower 1943-00-00?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84444.04]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Coit Tower and Telegraph Hill (neighborhood) from different vantage points [several of these negatives have deteriorated, with some images beyond recognition: 3/98].

Mayor’s Seal of Office -- San Francisco (November 02, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84444.05-06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Copy of the Mayor of San Francisco’s Seal of Office.

Flower Market -- Fifth Street and Howard Street (January 10, 1940 - January 10, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84445.01-04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
P. Epidendio sells acacia to K. Dagemjian. Manager George Perata and Director Joe Stagnaro check thermometer. Former boxer Henry Daneri arranges flower stocks. Crowd lines up and comes through [for purchases?].
Garbage Dumping -- Department of Public Health (December 06, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84445.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sign made by the Department of Public Health warning that violators will be prosecuted for dumping garbage and refuse.

Maps of San Francisco (December 25, 1940 - February 02, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84445.06-08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Map of downtown and financial district. Map of Presidio and Fort Winfield Scott. Map of the San Francisco Bay region, including East Bay.

City Supervisors Appointed -- City Hall (December 18, 1943 - December 19, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84445.09-10]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Transportation -- Bus and Trolley (December 25, 1943 - April 30, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84445.11-12]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of child with teddy bear and crowds gathered at the Pacific Greyhound San Francisco Depot. Crews put trolley polls back in place to suspend electrical trolley wires on Third and Fourth Streets.

Milk for Hospitals Meeting -- Civic Center Health Building (December 28, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84445.13]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

City Planning Commission (April 28, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84445.14-17]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Douglas D. Stone poses for portrait at the City Planning office. Director of Planning L. Deming Tilton speaks at the Saint Francis Hotel, at the Palace Hotel for the Safety Council, and at the Commercial Club.
New Research Building -- Mount Zion Hospital (January 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84446.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

City Registrar Retires -- City Hall (January 31, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84446.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
New Registrar Cameron H. King shakes hands with retiring Registrar Major Charles J. Collin.

Flower Stands -- Grant Avenue (February 08, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84446.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Doris Hillers and Nell Garretson pictured with Hmayak Egian, John Azzaro, George Deigian, and Milton Graves while shopping for flowers.

Swearing In -- New Commissioners -- City Hall (February 10, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84446.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mayor Angelo Rossi meets with Planning Commissioner Clarence King, Police Commissioner William Webber, and Park Commissioner George Sande. Herman Van Der Zee swears in George Sande and Clarence King as new commissioners.

Transportation -- City Trolley -- Post Street (April 13, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84446.05-06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Workers dig out trolley tracks and lift them by crane on Post Street between Montgomery and Third Streets.

Great Highway Closure (June 03, 1940 - June 05, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84447.01-02]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Photograph of barriers to cars at Sloat Boulevard [what photographer calls "bicycle paradise" since banning of cars], with bicyclists riding on Great Western Highway. Views of highway and beach from Santiago looking South, from Lincoln Highway, and from Shorty Roberts looking South. Sign "Autos Prohibited."

Illegal Garbage Dumping (June 13, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84447.03]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Illegal dumping sites created by "night bombers," shown at spots all around San Francisco, including: intersection of Alameny and San Bruno, Taraval and Thirty-fourth Avenue, Forty-first Avenue south of Taraval, and intersection of Ulloa and Forty-first Avenue.
Views of San Francisco (June 26, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84447.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chinatown (neighborhood) as viewed from Sacramento and Grant Streets. Patrons inside Gallery Fourteen at the Legion of Honor. Pictures of the African exhibit and the Japanese Tea Garden at Golden Gate Park. View of San Francisco (cityscapes) from Coit Tower. Sun bathers on the beach (Ocean Beach?).

Girls at the Amusement Zone -- San Francisco Beach (January 27, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84447.05]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Emily Westwater and June Goggin of Lincoln High School shown being interviewed by Officer Mike Desmond of Ingleside Station after losing their money, riding the roller coaster, relaxing with sugar floss cones [cotton candy], riding the merry-go-round, using the joy wheel, slide, revolving drum, and mirrors in the fun house, and pitching baseballs. [Playland at the Beach at Ocean Beach?]

Views of San Francisco -- Tourism (June 27, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84448.01-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of points around city [taken for "spend your vacation in San Francisco" editorial], including: Chinatown (neighborhood) from Clay Street and Grant Street, and again from California Street; views from Coit Tower (cityscapes); exhibit at Gallery Fourteen at the Palace of the Legion of Honor; sun bathers on Ocean Beach as seen from Cliff House; the Japanese Tea Garden and African Building at Golden Gate Park.

Transportation -- Municipal Bus System -- Howard Street Line (July 01, 1940 - July 02, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84448.04-05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Dwyer cleans bus to be used on the new Howard Street line. Mrs. M. Rogers, Mrs. H. Stanford, A. Ruthman, Joe Vaughan, and Anthony Mendes board bus at Army Street and South Van Ness Avenue, end of the Howard Street Line. Patrons speak with driver J. Stegeman.

Flag of San Francisco (May 12, 1940 - October 14, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84449.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
City flag on mast at City Hall and the mayor's office.

Saint Rose Church -- Demolition -- Fourth Street and Harrison Street (July 15, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84449.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Saint Rose Church shown before and after demolition, from the exterior and interior.
Construction of the State Belt Railroad (August 19, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84449.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers lay track at Union and Embarcadero Streets, and at Vallejo and Embarcadero Streets.

Guglielmo Marconi Memorial Monument (September 07, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84449.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor J.C. Geiger, Marilyn De Forest, Doctor L. De Forest and his wife, P.G.B. Morriss, and R.R. Stoddard lay wreath at memorial for Guglielmo Marconi.

Seal Rocks and Cliff House (October 01, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84449.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shot of Seal Rocks at low tide, with Cliff House visible at right.

Women Form Human Barrier -- Funston Street (April 17, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84450.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jean and Lenore Anderson, Marie Weltin, Mimi Lebo and Barbara Schwartz form a human barrier impeding the progress of Doctor A.A. Berger [at the opening of the state highway?].

Transportation -- Mill Valley Commuters (October 01, 1940 - August 27, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84450.02-03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commuters from Mill Valley depart bus at the Greyhound Depot at Sacramento and Sansome Streets.

National Youth Administration (December 11, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84450.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1360 Mission Street. Boys work in carpenter shop. Girls work in sewing room. Girl spray paints a doll [photographer not allowed to give names with these pictures].

Old Windmill Tank House (December 11, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84450.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 1632 Lawton Street. View of windmill atop the tank house taken from the Silverio Rivero yard and of tank house behind residential home [there was a suit to have the windmill removed at this time].
Opening of Hahnemann Hospital (February 25, 1941 - March 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84450.06-07]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurses Betty Rogers and Mary Brower work in sterilizing room. Nurse Harriet Marcotte attends to patient Patricia Tedrow. Dietitian La Verna Steadman lines up first meal in the food room [photographs taken as advance publicity for hospital's opening]. Lillian Ivankovich with her baby Barbara Ann, the first baby to be born in Hahnemann Hospital.

San Francisco Planning Commission -- City Hall (March 28, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84450.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Clarence H. King, Mark Jorgensen, Mrs. Albert W. Stokes, and William Wallace Chapin work with neighborhood map.

San Francisco Town Meeting -- Palace Hotel (April 02, 1941 - April 03, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84450.09-13]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Eureka Valley Festival Queen (September 17, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 111, [84450.14]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Richard B. Leary of the Eureka Valley Citizens' Association preens Eureka Valley Queen Lorraine DeBaca.

Aerial View of San Francisco (February 24, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84451.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
San Francisco (cityscape) and Golden Gate Bridge as seen from an airplane.
Transportation -- Trolley, Subway, and Municipal Buses (March 18, 1941 - April 14, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84451.02-04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workmen take up track on Howard Street at Fourth Street crossing. Map shows proposed route of "underground railway" from terminal to Powell Street; taken at City Attorney's office. New Municipal trolley bus sits on flat car after arriving from Saint Louis; taken at Sixteenth and Harrison Streets.

Langley Porter Clinic -- UC San Francisco (April 05, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84451.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Langley Porter, Governor Culbert Olson, and Doctor Robert Sproul lay the cornerstone for the Langley Porter Clinic at UC San Francisco.

Alcatraz Island -- Views of Prison (April 17, 1941 - September 13, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84451.06-07]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of cell block and prison yard. View of buildings erected since the end of World War Two, as seen from a Navy tugboat in San Francisco Bay.

Alcatraz Island -- Prison Riot (May 03, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84451.08-10]

Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of prison complex taken from the Bay during siege. Airview of Marines guarding during the riot, with caption "The Marines on Alcatraz!" Views of Alcatraz from several aerial vantage points.

Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Marine General Hospital (May 03, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84451.11-15]

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alcatraz Island -- Prison Riot (May 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84451.16-19]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long views of Alcatraz Island taken from boat, with pictures of reporters on the pier and the silhouettes of officers holding rifles on the boat. Officers fire guns and grenades through prison windows. Crowd at the Marina looks off towards Alcatraz. Major Albert Arsenault talks to the press at 100 Harrison Street. Photographs of prison exterior show damage to prison bars and walls caused by the shooting.

Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Convicts (May 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84451.20]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Accused riot conspirators Clarence Carnes, Sam Shockley, and Myron Thompson leave paddy wagon and enter Post Office Building [for federal court session?].

Old San Francisco Scenes from 1849 and 1869 -- John Howell Book Store 1941-05-27?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Illustrations of San Francisco and Bay from 1849 and 1868 [photographs of prints displayed at book store] and one copy of a photograph showing horse drawn carriages and streetcars [no date given].

Grace Cathedral -- New Stained Glass Window (June 14, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Canon George B. Wright stands at the alter of the Grace Cathedral, in front of the Mrs. Emily Cooke Gresham Memorial Window.

Hahnemann Hospital (June 26, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of Hahnemann Hospital's outer wall from California Street. Picture of unidentified nurse making empty bed.

William C. Ralston Memorial -- Marina (September 04, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers dig around new monument, erected by San Francisco with gift from Major Edward Bowes. Inscription on memorial reads, "William Chapman Ralston, 1826-1875: He Blazed The Path For San Francisco's Onward March To Achievement And Renown."

Relics of the Miracle Cell -- City Prison (April 13, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officer Ted Wood and Sergeant Walter Thompson hold crutches collected from the "miracle cell."
Transportation -- Streetcars -- Female Crews (October 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New Municipal Railway "Conductorette" Ellen Petersen shown making change and with model streetcar at City Hall.

Chinatown Festival (October 09, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children dressed in festival costumes. Patricia Sui and Sylvia Dunn put their hands on the shoulders of Thomas Chu, shown drawing sword. Carol Ann Loo, Bobbie Soo Hoo, and Dorothy Lim pose for group photo.

Alcatraz Prison Riot -- "One Man Army on Alcatraz" (May 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Warrant Officer Chester A. Buckner [described by the photographer as a "one man army on Alcatraz"] reads newspaper story about riot with wife Wilma Buckner, in San Bruno.

Alcatraz Prison Riot -- San Francisco Airport (May 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prison Director James V. Bennett shown departing United flight as he arrives to help at Alcatraz. Talks with reporters and shakes hands with former Alcatraz assistant warden, Sergeant Shuttleworth.

Alcatraz Prison Riot -- San Quentin Guards Leave Island -- Army Pier (May 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.10]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Guards from California State Prison of San Quentin leave boat after returning from Alcatraz Island.

Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Bodies of Rioters -- Army Pier (May 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.11]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men remove the bodies of prison convicts Edward H. Coy, M.F. Hubbard, and J.P. Cretzer from boat at Army Pier and place them on an ambulance.

Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Wives of Guards -- Prison Dock at Foot of Van Ness Avenue (May 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.12]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ernest B. Lageson comes down stairs at prison dock. Merle Kelley, Mildred Wright, Minnie Johnson, and Eunice Lageson read the paper.
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Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Relative of Dead Guard -- Van Ness Avenue (May 06, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.14]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Martha Misorich, sister-in-law of deceased Alcatraz guard, descends stairway.

Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Convict at Mortuary (May 07, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.15]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 41 Van Ness Avenue. W.C. Merritt and Warren J. Ringer pull the body of convict Hubbard Ringer out of hearse, with William C. Ringer, father of the deceased, standing on the left.

Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Funeral of Prison Guard -- Golden Gate National Cemetery (May 07, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.16-17]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bessie Stites, wife of slain guard Harold P. Stites, walks with sons, Robert, James, and Herbert Stites, and with daughter Thelma Olson. James B. Bennett and Warden James A. Johnston ascend stairway. Color guard with flag stands over the grave while firing squad fires salute. Chaplain Lieutenant Rodney Shaw reads service, with family seated on bench at left and cemetery in background.

Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Funeral of Prison Guard -- Halstead Funeral Parlor (June 12, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.18]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The wife of slain guard William A. Miller and her children, Joan Marie Miller and William Miller, kneel before his open casket.

Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Convicts Arrive For Court Hearing -- Prison Dock at Foot of Van Ness Avenue (June 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84452.19]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Prisoners Myron Thompson, Sam Shockley, and Clarence Carnes are chained together and led off of boat by unidentified guard.
Chief Administrator Sworn In -- City Hall (February 20, 1941 - February 25, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.01-03]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
City Purchaser of Supplies Thomas A. Brooks shown at work during his candidacy for the chief administrator's job. Shown with wife receiving telegrams of congratulations after he receives position, and drinking morning coffee. Mrs. Brooks sits alone at piano. New Purchaser of Supplies Horace Kephart and New Chief Administrative Officer Thomas Brooks at swearing in of new officials.

New Police Captain (February 24, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New Police Captain John J. Wade pictured at home with Mrs. John J. Wade. Taken at 200 Juanita Way.

New Administrative Assistant -- Mayor's Office, City Hall (March 13, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Angelo Rossi sits with new Administrative Assistant David Lewis, with Mayor pointing to March fifteenth circled on the calendar [a date representative of some significance in connection with the budget].

City Planning Commission (October 20, 1941 - October 23, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.06-07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Sheriff's Air Posse -- City Hall (November 14, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sheriff Dan Murphy pins badges on Major George Richards and Captain Larry Hall; swears in John Kane, Marvin O. Franklin, Richard H. Rees Junior, Robert Frankoz, Fred Vivaldi... as members of the Sheriff's Air Posse.

Thirtieth Anniversary of Municipal Car Line -- Geary Car Barns (December 28, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.09]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Motorman John Phelan and Conductor Mark C. Morehart pose with Municipal Railway streetcar.
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**City Finance Committee -- City Hall (May 05, 1942)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.10]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Finance Committee members Adolph Uhl, Chester McPhee, and Dewey Mead pose for group photo.

**Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Convicts Implicated (May 09, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.11]

- **Physical Description:** 4 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Copy negatives of Sam Shockley, Miran Edgar Thompson, Joseph Paul Cretzer, Clarence Carnes, Bernard Paul Coy, and Marvin Franklin Hubbard, convicts implicated in the Alcatraz prison riot.

**Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Coroner's Inquest (May 10, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.12-16]

- **Physical Description:** 6 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**

**Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Coroner's Inquest (May 10, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.17]

- **Physical Description:** 0 negative
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Alcatraz Gun Guard Bert A. Burch and Guard E.B. Lageson, key witnesses during coroner's inquest, talk with Associate Warden E.J. Miller before hearing opens.

**Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Convicts On Trial (November 21, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.18]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Prisoners Sam Shockley and Miran Thompson shown being led down corridor by Marshall George Vice, and sitting in courtroom.

**Alcatraz Prison Riot Trial -- Family of Convict -- Federal Court (November 22, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.19]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Reporter John Keyes talks with prisoner Sam Shockley's brother Pat Shockley, his sister-in-law Maggie Jeans, sister-in-law Mae Ballard, sister Anna Lea Wyatt, and Wesley Wyatt in corridor outside federal courtroom.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November 26, 1946</td>
<td>Alcatraz Prison Riot Trial -- Character Witnesses -- Federal Court</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Senior Office Administrator Bert A. Burch and Record Clerk C.W. Sundstrom of Alcatraz shown sitting [before or after acting as character witnesses] during the Alcatraz trial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 27, 1946</td>
<td>Alcatraz Prison Riot Trial -- Guards as Witnesses -- Federal Court</td>
<td>0 negative</td>
<td>Guards Cecil D. Corwin, Joe Burdett, and Robert Bristow act as witnesses during the Alcatraz riot trial.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 12, 1946</td>
<td>Alcatraz Prison Riot Trial -- Convicts as Witnesses -- Federal Court</td>
<td>7 negatives</td>
<td>Guards Ed Stucker and R.D. Clark lead manacled prisoners Ray Stevenson and Edgar Cook down corridor. Prisoners Gerald Peabody and Percy Jack Geary put hands up to block faces from camera as guards lead them separately down corridor. Prisoner Jerry Miles also escorted into court.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Alcatraz Prison Riot Trial -- Convicts as Witnesses -- Federal Court at Post Office Building (December 16, 1946)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.26-32]  
Physical Description: 13 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

**Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Convicts on Trial (December 17, 1946 - December 27, 1946)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.33-35]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Convicts Miran Thompson, Sam Shockley, and Clarence Carnes [on trial for murdering guard during riot], walk chained together and led by guard. Guards escort Clarence Carnes and Miran Thompson at the Federal Building. Miran Thompson and Sam Shockley leave County Jail Number One aboard prison van bound for San Quentin Prison.

**Alcatraz Prison Riot Trial -- Convicts to be Executed (June 29, 1948)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.36]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Miran E. Thompson and Sam Richard Shockley, prisoners convicted of killing guards during the Alcatraz riot, stand with Prison Guard Warren Cain after being sentenced to death for their crime.

**Alcatraz Prison Riot -- Convicts on Trial -- Federal Court at Post Office Building (August 24, 1948)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84453.37]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

**City Supervisors Sworn In -- City Hall (January 08, 1942)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.01]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
New supervisors Gerald J. O'Gara, Robert Miller Green, Dan Gallagher, and Chester MacPhee raise their right hands for swearing in.

**Metropolitan Housing Project -- Dust From Construction (April 15, 1942)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Resident at 1030 Randolph Street shows dust on window blinds from the Metropolitan Housing Project's construction.
Transportation -- San Francisco Municipal Railway -- Market Street Railway Purchase (May 13, 1942 - September 04, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.03-05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry B. Lake and Samuel Kahn attend meeting concerning Municipal Railway Authority bond measure [for purchase of the Market Street Railway]; taken at 58 Sutter Street. Samuel Kahn, Mayor Angelo Rossi, Harry B. Lake, and E.G. Cahill discuss purchase of the Market Street Railway at City Hall. Supervisor Chester MacPhee addresses participants during meeting on railway purchase; taken in the Mayor's Office at City Hall.

Transportation -- San Francisco Municipal Railway -- Female Crews (May 14, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. E.A. Ringland and Genevieve Langford fill out applications, becoming the first women to apply for positions on streetcar crews; taken at the Civil Service Community Offices at City Hall.

City Supervisors -- City Hall (May 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Supervisors Chester McPhee, Gerald O'Gara, Robert Miller Green, and Dewey Mead shown gathered around desk with coats off, drinking coffee during all night meeting. Picture of Chester McPhee arguing a point during full meeting.

Great Highway (June 19, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures showing piles of sand in the middle of the Great Highway, near Playland at the Beach.

Lombard Street (June 19, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Lombard Street (neighborhood) from Fillmore Street and Steiner Street, showing torn up condition of road.
Views of San Francisco at Night (August 19, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.10-11]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of San Francisco neighborhoods at night during wartime dim out; taken from Powell Street and Eddy Street, Market Street out from Fifth Street, Market Street down from Jones Street, Chinatown at Grant Avenue up from Sacramento, Market Street out from Seventh Street, Market Street and Golden Gate Avenue, Market Street down from Fifth Street, and Market Street down from Seventh Street. Photographs taken from the same spots the next night, with less light visible in Market Street down from Jones Street, at Powell Street and Eddy Street, and at Market Street and Golden Gate Avenue [photographer took one additional shot the second night, at Powell Street up from Market Street].

Voting Machine -- Registrar's Office at City Hall (October 28, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.12]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photo of new voting machine, with directions for voting posted on the machine at upper right and left.

Yokahama Specie Bank (November 12, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.13]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of the Yokahama Specie Bank's exterior at 415 Sansome Street.

New Women's Jail (March 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.14-15]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

City Supervisors -- In Session --City Hall (April 05, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.16]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Protesting citizen" Dr. Jack Warner addresses supervisors. Alfred Roncovieri and Supervisor Dan Gallagher speak. Supervisor Warren [no first name given], Supervisor Chester MacPhee, Supervisor James Joseph Gartland, Fred Meyer, Supervisor Robert Miller Green... also shown.

City Supervisors -- Budget Committee -- City Hall (April 12, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.17]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adolph Uhl, Chester R. MacPhee, Dewey Mead, Vincent Ryan, Dave Lewis, and Sam Holton meet to discuss the budget.
City Supervisors -- Chamber -- City Hall (April 26, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.18]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Crowd occupies chamber seating [during supervisors’ meeting?].

Alcatraz Prison Escape (April 12, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.19]

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boats search for escaped prisoners in waters around Alcatraz Island.

City Supervisors -- New Supervisor Elected (November 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84454.20]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Supervisor Dan Gallagher receives congratulatory phone call after re-election by voters; taken at 172 Beale Street.

Transportation -- Cable Car -- Hyde Street (May 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84455.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of Hyde Street cable car going uphill, with Fisherman's Wharf and the Bay in the background (San Francisco cityscapes); taken at Hyde Street and Chestnut Avenue [for a vacation story layout].

Iron Light Towers -- Fillmore Street (June 03, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84455.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men deconstructing old iron light towers on Fillmore Street (neighborhood); taken from McAllister Street and Fillmore Street looking north.

Transportation -- San Francisco Municipal Railway -- Employees Get Raise (August 10, 1943 - August 17, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84455.03-04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Female streetcar conductors Gladys Pierce, Catherine Netzel, and Millie Thomas shown giving change on the occasion of a raise in their pay. Employees read billboard announcing a pay raise at the Geary Car Barn, on 2600 Geary Street.

Old Folk's Orchestra -- Laguna Honda Relief Home (August 13, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84455.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Norman Winfield Mohr plays piano and helps John Wobbe tune his violin's A string [as they prepare for performance of the Old Folk's [senior citizens] Orchestra] at the Laguna Honda Relief Home.
Views of San Francisco at Night (November 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84455.06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of San Francisco with lights on at night (neighborhoods and cityscapes), with view of Powell Street from Eddy Street, Market Street, and other scenes [no captions given; lights on during wartime].

Transportation -- Market Street Railway Purchase (May 17, 1944 - July 27, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84456.01-02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger Lapham shakes the hands of Chamber of Commerce members, a band performs in parade during a celebration of the Market Street Railway purchase; taken outside City Hall. James J. Adams, William H. McCarthy, Albert A. Ehrman, Cyril Appel... discuss Market Street Railway at 58 Sutter Street.

City Traffic -- Pedestrians Jay Walking (January 13, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84456.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of pedestrians jay walking against the traffic signal and between streetcars, and dodging automobiles.

Transportation -- Streetcar Tie Up -- Market Street (July 29, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84456.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View of streetcar tie up taken from upper story of building on Market Street.

City Traffic 1944-00-00?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 112, [84456.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View of traffic [possibly on Market Street? No information given].

City Traffic Violators (January 04, 1944 - January 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84457.01-04]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs taken at Fell and Gough Streets of a car beating the traffic signal, motorists making turns without signalling, trucks double parked, and a car stopped in pedestrian crossway. Car turning without a signal at Ellis and Leavenworth Streets. Streetcars beating the traffic signal [on Market Street??]. Truck parked horizontally with nose in traffic [no street specified]. Cars double parked on Clay Street between Polk and Van Ness Streets (San Francisco Neighborhood), and a truck blocking a streetcar's progress on Clay Street between Steiner and Pierce Streets. Car running a "stop" signal at the intersection of Twentieth Street and Third [Street??]. Photo of nighttime's darkness over the overpass. Trucks and cars double parked on Eddy Street between Taylor and Jones Streets, and again on Turk Street between Taylor and Mason Streets. Car running the stop signal at Bush and Hyde Streets.
City Traffic (July 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84457.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of crowded traffic on Bush Street looking west from Larkin Street, and on Montgomery Street looking north from Market Street.

District Attorney’s Assistant (January 06, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84457.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mary Judge Smith, new aid to the new district attorney.

Mayor (January 06, 1944 - January 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84458.01-02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham at work in the Matson Building and at City Hall.

City Supervisors (January 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84458.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Supervisor Dan Gallagher speaks while Mrs. Roger Lapham sits in the background [photo taken in connection with story concerning the supervisors’ chairman].

Elections -- Thomas Rolph -- Clift Hotel (May 17, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84458.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thomas Rolph poses with Mrs. Thomas after his election to the United States Congress.

Elections -- Voting (May 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84458.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Franck Havenner draws the voting booth curtains closed before casting his vote at a North Point and Hyde Street polling station.

Elections -- Congressman Tom Rolph -- Plaza Hotel (August 21, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84459.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressman Tom Rolph prepares to vote. Pictured with his daughter and Mrs. John Robert Metcalf.

Elections -- Congressman Tom Rolph (May 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84459.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressman Tom Rolph draws curtain closed around voting booth prior to casting vote in election; taken at 117 Twenty-seventh Avenue.
Elections -- Congressman Tom Rolph (November 02, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84459.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressman Tom Rolph votes, with Mrs. Tom Rolph pictured at his side.

Transportation -- Parade for Market Street Railway Purchase (May 13, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84459.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes of a parade march in honor of the Market Street Railway purchase, with photo of Mayor Roger D. Lapham driving a horse cart.

Congressman Tom Rolph 1943-00-00?
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84459.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photo of Congressman Tom Rolph taken at the Palace Hotel, where he spoke during the Milk Convention.

Courts -- New Special Prosecutor -- Hall of Justice (January 12, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84459.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Judge Edward Murphy swears in Andrew J. Eyman as special prosecutor for courtroom.

Art Commissioner Beniamino Bufano (March 06, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84459.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New Art Commissioner Beniamino Bufano sits at desk in office.

Mayor -- Unique Calendar (March 09, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84459.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger Lapham shows calendar that counts off "Days Gone" at sixty-nine and "Days To Go" at thirteen hundred and ninety-nine [days to go in his term of office?].

Transportation -- New Trolley Coupons (March 01, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84460.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Ann Collins holds up a new trolley coupon for conductor Paul Nathan.

Crab Prices Drop -- Fisherman's Wharf (March 01, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84460.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
N. Alioto holds up two crabs under a sign that advertises fresh crabs for thirty-five cents and up.
Fisherman's Wharf Fiesta (July 10, 1946 - July 27, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84460.03-08]

Physical Description: 19 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Contestants Hedy Spurgeon, Jackque Hall, Diane Sante, Pat Knudsen, Rosemary Millin... pose for photos promoting the Fisherman's Wharf Fiesta Queen Competition. Contestants for the Queen competition Eunice McDowell, Catherine Fox, and Doris Dayhoff pose on sailboat, and wave from cable car with Alberta Foutch and Linda Costello. Queen contestants Doris Dayhoff, Pat Knudson, and Lou Perkins decorate top of fishing net. Greased pole contest winner Mario Balestreri attempts to grab flag at end of pole. Sailors watch Fiesta Queen Hedy Spurgeon parade on stage. Los Angeles Harbor Queen Edna Martinick crowns Fiesta Harbor Queen. Photographs of people dancing. Fisherman Darius Lozovina shows fiesta visitor Velma Rodosevish how to sew a sardine net onto cork floats ["one of many colorful everyday activities of Fisherman's Wharf that enlivened the fiesta"]. Fisherman Joe Lavin rows Miss Los Angeles Harbor Edna Martinick into Fisherman's Wharf at the opening of the fiesta, where strolling Hungarian peasant Singer Louis Klein greets her.

Elections -- Voting (May 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84460.09-11]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Judge Isadore L. Harris uses voting machine at the Whitcomb Hotel. Election candidate Judge Herbert C. Kaufman crosses his fingers while voting at Entrado Court. Alfred J. Fritz draws closed drapes around voting machine before voting at Precinct fifty-two, Number twenty-one, on Union Street between Baker and Lyon Streets.

District Attorney Edmund G. Brown -- City Hall (January 18, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84461.01-02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

San Francisco World Trade Center (February 07, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84461.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Photograph of a drawing of the proposed San Francisco World Trade Center. Taken at 57 Post Street.

Produce Market -- Commission House District (May 10, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84461.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of the Commission House District (neighborhood) produce market.
New Welfare Commission -- Mayor's Office (January 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84462.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Ruth Turner, Mildred Prince, John B. Ryan, George Wilson, and Charles De Young Elkus gather for group photo of the new Welfare Commission.

Art Commissioner Beniamino Bufano -- City Hall (March 04, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84462.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
County Recorder Tom Toomey swears in Beniamino Bufano as San Francisco Art Commissioner, with Mayor Roger D. Lapham standing by.

Traffic -- Jay Walkers (April 25, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84462.03-04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Ethel Flanagan jay walks across street at Fourth and Market Streets, then receives citation from Police Officer Harold F. Winkler. Shore Patrolman I.B. Ireland stops Sailor First Class H.P. O'Bryan as he prepares to jay walk across Market Street. Police Officer John Gehring talks with Mrs. Dewey about jay walking.

Swearing In -- City Commissioners [negatives missing] (January 17, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84462.05]

Physical Description: 0 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
City Clerk H. Van Der Zee swears in James Sullivan, Marshall Dill, Charles Page, John Fixa, and Daniel Del Carlo as city commissioners [negatives listed as missing since November 1944].

Public Address -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham (May 03, 1944 - May 05, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84463.01-02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mayor Roger D. Lapham speaks to crowd in City Hall Square. Stands with two elephants. Addresses people in the Union Square Transit Station.

Parade -- Pine and Market Streets (May 13, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84463.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mayor Roger D. Lapham drives a streetcar, the Palomino Club rides parade route on horses, the San Francisco Horseman's Association rides a stage coach advertising a horse show at Golden Gate Park, and a fireman drives an old fire truck during a parade down Market Street.
Produce Market -- Commission House District (January 31, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84463.03-05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs show produce thrown in streets, crowded conditions, and inadequate facilities of Produce Market at 522 Front Street (neighborhood). Men load handcar with produce from truck, with no landing platform for direct freight loading. Produce for sale to retailers rots in street. Retailer's truck tries to turn around in highly congested street.

Traffic -- Jay Walkers -- Market Street (April 25, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84463.04-05]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A man runs behind a streetcar and across Market Street (neighborhood). Sailors cross street against the traffic signal. Women cross the street outside of the pedestrian walkway. Man runs across the middle of the street and in front of a car. Police Officer Harold F. Winkler scolds and cites Florence Clark for jay walking. Scenes of others jay walking.

Commissioners -- City Hall (January 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84464.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
New Commissioners Edward Baron and C. Fenton stand together in the Mayor's Office.

Swearing In -- Commissioners -- City Hall (January 28, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84464.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk H.A. Van Der Zee swears in Howard J. Finn as Park Commissioner and Edward L. Turkington as Police Commissioner inside the Mayor's Office.

Park Commissioners -- City Hall (January 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84465.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
New Park Commissioners Lloyd E. Wilson and Dan E. London sit together inside Mayor's Office.

Library Commissioners -- City Hall (February 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84465.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham stands with new Library Commissioners John Raynor Graves, Mrs. Alfred McLaughlin, Mrs. Henry J. Mohr, and Nat Schmulowitz. [No exact date given].
**Elections -- Voting (May 16, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84465.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Judge C.W. Morris signs voting register with Mrs. John Shewbridge; prepares to use voting machine.

**Elections -- Voting -- Essey Hotel (May 16, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84465.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Marie Ryan, Marcella Young, J.W. McKinnon, and H.C. Gano sign voting register.

**Elections -- Mayor Voting (May 16, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84465.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mayor Roger D. Lapham signs voting register. Mrs. Lapham points out voting machine button for the Market Street Railway issue.

**Condemned Building (May 24, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84466.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Joseph Bauer shows Alexander McDaniell the extent of water damage to building support beams in a condemned building at 314 Sixth Street.

**New Wharfs for Fishermen -- Channel Street (June 02, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84466.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Workers dredge the Channel in preparation for the construction of new fishing boat docks.

**Sonoma County Rodeo Invitation -- Mayor's Office (June 12, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84466.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Dorothy Ferretti, Billie Palmore, Alberta Kiser, and Betty Perry invite Mayor Roger D. Lapham to a rodeo in Sonoma County.

**Anniversary of San Francisco's Founding -- Mission Dolores (June 29, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84466.04-06]

Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Garrett McInerney II places a wreath over the grave of Father Francisco Palov during the celebration of San Francisco's one hundred and sixty-eighth birthday at Mission Dolores. Garret McInerney II speaks, with Micheline De Sanz [in Spanish costume], Colonel George Munteau, Father John J. Scanlan, and Chairman Harold R. McKinnon in attendance. Pictures of crowd inside the Mission during church services. Chef Lucien Heyroud watches Micheline de Sanz cut birthday cake with Colonel George Munteau's sword.
Anniversary of San Francisco's Founding -- Mission Dolores (June 29, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84466.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Anniversary of San Francisco's Founding -- Mission Dolores (June 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84466.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Father Noel F. Moholy and Delanie Madison place wreath on statue of Father Junipero Serra [founder of Mission Dolores] in honor of San Francisco's one hundred and seventieth birthday.

Mission Dolores (June 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84466.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
External photographs of Mission Dolores and adjacent church.

Anniversary of San Francisco's Founding -- Mission Dolores (June 30, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84466.10]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Swearing In -- Mayor -- City Hall (January 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84467.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Herman Vander Zee swears in Roger D. Lapham as mayor. Mayor Roger D. Lapham addresses crowd at ceremony; sits with his wife and mother. Views of crowd at ceremony.

Mayor and Family -- Mayor's Office (January 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84467.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Newly elected Mayor Roger D. Lapham sits with children Yon Van Osten, Anthony Lapham, Lewis Lapham, and Helene Van Osten inside Mayor's office.

Mayor With Staff (January 10, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84467.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham stands for group photo with his staff members Bob Letts, Eneas Kane, Rose Button, Thomas Gillam, David Lewis, Walter Garcia, Doris Wright, Muriel Drury, Walter Sanford, Helen Ohm, Helen Wild, Lotus Coombs, Doris Barrett, and Virginia Fuscol.
Anniversary of San Francisco's Founding -- Mission Dolores (June 29, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84467.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Colonel George Muntenau speaks on the occasion of San Francisco's one hundred and sixty-eighth birthday celebration, with Micheline de Sanz (in Spanish costume), Father John U. Scanlan, and Harold R. McKinnon on hand.

Swearing In -- Park Commissioner -- City Hall (July 15, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84467.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk H.A. Van Der Zee swears in Lloyd S. Ackerman as a member of the San Francisco Park Commission. Mayor Roger D. Lapham gives Lloyd S. Ackerman congratulatory handshake.

City Park Commission -- Golden Gate Park Lodge (August 02, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84468.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Acting Park Commission Chairman Howard E. Finn congratulates new President Lloyd E. Wilson on his election. New member Lloyd S. Ackerman works with Lloyd E. Wilson.

Swearing In -- Coordinating Council -- Mayor's Office (August 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84468.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Herman Van Der Zee swears in Lucille Henry, George S. Johnson, Eugene J. Shea, and Joseph M. Bransten as members of the new Coordinating Council; with Mayor Roger D. Lapham standing alongside.

Art Commissioner Paul Verdier -- City Hall (August 09, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84468.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
New Art Commissioner Paul Verdier sits in meeting with Mayor Roger D. Lapham.

Mayor (August 30, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84468.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Mayor Roger D. Lapham. Taken at 3860 Jackson Street.

Traffic Safety Flags -- City Safety Campaign (September 08, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84468.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Deputy Chief Michael Riordan, Municipal Judge Melvyn J. Cronin, Junior Chamber of Commerce member Harold Callan, and Safety in Transportation Chairman Matthew Carberry of the Chamber of Commerce raise a white “safety flag” at Geary and Powell Streets [white flag symbolizes no traffic fatalities on San Francisco streets the day prior, with black flag raised in the event of fatalities].
Traffic -- City Safety Campaign -- Ferry Building (November 14, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84468.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joe Boteho, Nathan King, Corporal Barney Duff, Private First Class Clyde Gibson, Floyd Parks, and Frank Harrington of the SFPE Safety Branch line up for Safety Week parade. Photograph of car in which three boys died [car used in parade].

Swearing In -- Art Commissioner -- City Hall (July 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84468.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Herman Van Der Zee shakes hands with new Art Commissioner Edward S. Moore after swearing him in; Mayor Roger D. Lapham stands alongside.

Swearing In -- Coordinating Council -- Mayor’s Office (September 01, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84469.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham talks with new Coordinating Council member Mrs. William Lister Rogers.

Mass Meeting for Tolerance -- Auditorium (September 10, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84469.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Associate Justice Frank Murphy speaks at a mass meeting for tolerance, with Mayor Roger D. Lapham seated behind. Pictures of crowd in Auditorium.

Public Utilities Negotiations -- City Hall (September 12, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84469.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham, Public Utilities Manager Edward G. Cahill, PG&E President James Black, PG&E attorneys John P. Goglan and Marshall Dill, and Assistant City Attorney Dion Holm meet to discuss public utility services.

Art Commissioner -- City Hall (September 12, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84469.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham congratulates new Art Commissioner Oscar Lewis, with Art Commission President Edward L. Frick standing alongside.

Beniamino Bufano -- City Hall (January 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84469.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Artist Beniamino Bufano presents necktie that he painted to Mayor Roger D. Lapham.
Dedication of Custom's Court -- US Appraiser's Building (September 25, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84470.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Assistant Attorney Samuel D. Specter of the General Customs Division, Judge Thomas J. Walker, Appraiser of Customs Paul H. Watson, US Tax Court Judge Ernest Harvey Van Fossan, William L. Montgomery of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce... meet for dedication of custom's court.

Transportation -- City Takes Over Market Street Railway (September 29, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84470.02-03]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Miscellaneous -- Garbage Dumping and Dogs (October 13, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84470.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of illegal garbage dump alongside road, on Ortega Street between Thirty-ninth and Fortieth Avenues. Child Allen Clark with dog named Bridget [unrelated to garbage].

Rat Trap -- City Hall (October 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84470.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Ramona Gunther sets trap to catch rat at City Hall.

Labor Union Meeting -- San Francisco Municipal Railway -- City Attorney's Office (October 30, 1944) 
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84470.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Chief Deputy City Attorney Walter A. Dold meets with representatives of the Local 1004 and Local 518 [railroad?] unions, including: W.E. Butler and J.M. Dunne of the Local 518 executive body, Secretary John M. Rosser, Special Commissioner Edward L. Parker, and Chairman S.W. Douglas of Local 1004...

Garbage Dumping (November 30, 1944 - February 05, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84470.07-09]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reporter stares at sign warning people not to dump garbage or refuse, in midst of large illegal garbage dump alongside Forty-first Avenue near Ortega Street. Shot of garbage dumped on street at Fourth and Tehama Streets near Folsom Street. Pictures of trash dumped at the end of Pacheco Avenue and Sunset Boulevard.
Garbage Dumping Trial -- Hall of Justice (January 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84470.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nello J. Pasquenelli, on trial for illegal garbage dumping, stands with George W. Dornack.

Transportation -- Market Street Railway (February 19, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84471.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Chinatown Celebration (July 06, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84471.02]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Proposed Wholesale Produce Market (November 02, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84471.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of proposed wholesale produce market, to be built in San Francisco.

Elections -- Demonstration of Voting Machine (November 06, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84471.04-05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Woman demonstrates how to use voting machine while placing votes for Houser, and for Thomas Dewey and John William Bricker.

Health Department Survey -- Health Center Building (November 17, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84472.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Survey given by the Health Department is held by Doctor Carle Buck, head of the survey.

Transportation Problems -- Public Utilities Commission -- City Hall (November 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84472.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairman Marshall Dill of the Public Utilities Commission speaks to audience at meeting between the Public Utilities Commission and citizens designed to solve transportation problems. Webb Witmer of Radio Station KPO addresses the Commission from the audience.
New Appointment -- Board of Education -- City Hall (November 22, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84472.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Herman Van Der Zee swears in Mrs. Clarence Coonan as new member of the Board of Education.

City Coordinating Committee (December 14, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84473.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Coordinating Council members George Jarrett, Josephine D. Randall, Doctor George Johnson, Lucille Henry, Joseph Bransten... meet at 101 Grove Street.

Transportation -- New Municipal Buses -- Geary Streetcar Barns (December 14, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84473.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men paint new municipal buses.

Construction of Central Kitchen and Cafeteria -- San Francisco Waterfront (January 03, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84473.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brigadier General C.H. Kells and Commander Milton S. Davis of the US Naval Reserve's Regional Shipping Division break ground for new central kitchen and cafeteria at the San Francisco waterfront.

Swearing In -- Opera Memorial Trustees -- War Memorial (January 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84474.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Herman Van Der Zee swears in J.A. Stern, Wilbur A. Henderson, and Guido Musto as Opera Memorial Trustees.

Swearing In -- City Commissioners -- City Hall (January 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84474.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Herman H. Van Der Zee swears in new city commissioners [no names given], while Mayor Roger Lapham stands alongside.

Old San Francisco Scene from 1851 -- Waterfront (January 17, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84474.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of photograph from 1851 shows ships abandoned at First and Howard Streets, at time when water came to First Street.
Hetch Hetchy Conference -- San Francisco Water (February 23, 1945 - February 24, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84474.04-05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Attorney Frank Hennessy, Marshall Dill, Edward G. Cahill, Mayor Roger D. Lapham, Dion Holm... meet to discuss city water at Hetch Hetchy Conference. Portrait of Arthur Goldschmidt, Hetch Hetchy representative from Washington D.C.

Transportation -- Letter About Conductor Violence (February 23, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84475.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of letter outlining Police Chief Charles W. Dullea's complaints against assault on and verbal abuse of passengers by conductors of the San Francisco Municipal Railway, and plans for enforcement to impede such conduct. ["'Don't beat up the conductor' poster" caption on sleeve appears inaccurate].

Transportation -- Public Opinion on Streetcar Tickets (March 29, 1946)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84475.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Unveiling of Portrait -- Mayor Angello Rossi (February 28, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84475.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham pulls back curtain on portrait of former Mayor Angello Rossi, with Angello Rossi present.

Transportation -- New San Francisco Municipal Railway Ticket -- City Hall (January 02, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84475.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of new Municipal Railway ticket, available at three tickets for twenty-five cents.

New Federal Grand Jury -- Post Office Building (March 05, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84476.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
New jury members Victoria E.B. Williams, Elizabeth Lawless, Gertrude Quinn, Amedlia Lattig, Mrs. Alton H. Collins... assemble for group photograph. Foreman Philip J. Fay is also pictured.

New Federal Grand Jury -- Federal District Court (November 05, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84476.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Jury Foreman James L. Halley.
First Chinese-American Woman on Federal Grand Jury -- Federal District Court (November 05, 1945)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Evelyn Jew, the first Chinese-American woman to serve on a federal grand jury, sits with jury mates.

New Federal Grand Jury -- Federal District Court (November 05, 1945)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
New jury members Gladys E. Carr, Mrs. Henry W. Root, Della M. O'Brien, Evelyn G. Jew, Viola M. McKerlie... assemble for group photo.

Federal Grand Jury Hearing -- City Hall (November 30, 1945)

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Hanley, Assistant Matron Lenora Wallaco, Bailiff Thomas Loftus, Catherine Farrell, W.F. Carroll of the Agricultural Commission... pictured at a federal grand jury hearing.

Income Tax -- San Francisco Income Tax Office (March 12, 1945 - February 27, 1946)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds line up to pay income taxes on last day for filing; taken at 112 McAllister Street. Barbara McDermid and Ernest Gomez work with income tax forms in office.

"City of San Francisco" Plaque (March 13, 1945)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham gives "City of San Francisco" plaque to Captain Herbert Schonland. [Schonland succeeded to command of the cruiser San Francisco (ship) when all senior officers were killed in November, 1942.]

Jack O'Farren and Dewey Mead (March 13, 1945 - March 14, 1945)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Jack O'Farren [man apparently in legal struggle with Supervisor Dewey Mead]. Picture of unidentified party in court under caption, "Dewey Mead -- O'Farren Beef."

Health Legislation -- State Building in Sacramento (March 02, 1945)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group photo of health legislation committee. Doctor Wilton Halverson on witness stand before committee.
Flowers on Display -- City Hall (March 14, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84477.02]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Marie Corville, Helen Uhrich, Josephine Fassio, Marion O'Neill, Patricia Murphy, and Elsa Pollock look at flowers on display.

Board of Equalization -- State Building -- Sacramento (March 14, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84477.03]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
James H. Quinn of Oakland and George R. Reilly of San Francisco are the only two members of the Board of Equalization to show up for meeting.

US Navy Repairs and Drydocks -- Hunters Point (March 19, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84477.04]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Captain N.L. Rawlings points to objects on map of Hunters Point. Workers repair Navy ships [photographer notes that one negative was confiscated and destroyed by Navy censors].

Share A Ride Campaign -- City Hall (March 26, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 113, [84477.05]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Mayor Roger D. Lapham places a "Going My Way," share a ride campaign poster in his car window, while President Henry F. Grady of the Chamber of Commerce looks on. (Ridesharing, commuting.)

Laurel Hill Cemetery Removed (April 02, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84477.06]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Workers knock down the James Fair Mausoleum during the Laurel Hill Cemetery removal. Rubble from memorials is loaded into dump trucks.

Police Ball -- City Hall (April 02, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84477.07]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Chief Charles Dullea and Captain Michael Mitchell of the Police Department present Mayor Roger D. Lapham with engraved invitation to the Police Ball.

Senator Mark Hopkins -- War Manpower Commission (April 05, 1945)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84477.08]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Two portraits of Senator Mark Hopkins of the War Manpower Commission.
New Purchasing Agent For San Francisco (April 06, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84477.09]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Martin Hughes Gerry III receives a congratulatory handshake from his son after being selected new purchasing agent for San Francisco. Taken at 800 Thirtieth Avenue.

Cleanup Week -- City Hall (April 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84477.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham directs city clean-up [large group of men with brooms]. "Clean-up girl" Sally Ann Jamison also shown.

Swearing In -- Adult Probation Board -- Hall of Justice (April 09, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84477.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge William F. Traverso and Judge Herbert C. Kaufmann swear in Maurice Moskovitz, Henry Budde, Reverend Paul Meinecke, Robert A. Peabody, Joseph I. Webb... as members of Adult Probation Board; taken in Judge Kaufmann's Court.

School Board Reading Demonstration (April 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84477.12]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Clarence Coonan and Mrs. Lloyd Dinkelspiel watch Charles Nave, Betty Dulinksy, and Ronald Pursley of Emerson Grammar School give reading demonstrations (education).

Flags at Half Staff -- Death of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt (April 12, 1945 - April 13, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84477.13-15]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Flags at Civic Center, City Hall, and Civic Auditorium fly at half staff. Sergeant Tom Horton salutes flag. Aerial view of flags at half staff across city (cityscapes). Floyd Johnson, Milford Jarvis, William Irving, and Edgar Johnson move flag to half staff on the Federal Building and salute.

School Memorial -- Death of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt -- Redding School (April 13, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84477.16]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children up to third grade hold memorial for deceased President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, with color guard in foreground holding flag.
School Memorial -- Death of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt -- High School of Commerce (April 13, 1945)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
High School of Commerce ROTC members Captain Warren Lampshire, Second Lieutenant Joe King, Second Lieutenant Frank Allen, Buglar Frank Warren, Buglar Roland Laven Oscar Moran... perform ceremony in honor of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt's passing.

Rotunda Services -- Death of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt -- City Hall (April 14, 1945)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Archbishop John J. Mitty gives invocation at memorial services for President Franklin Delano Roosevelt; with Rabbi Morris Goldtein, Mayor Roger D. Lapham, and Austin Spenger present.

Pan American League Essay Contest -- Public Library (April 19, 1945)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Helen Gaffney, Margy Busterna, Eleanor Boettiger, and Margaret Kink, the first through fourth place winners in the Pan American League Essay Contest, hold awards in group picture.

Memorial Services -- Death of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt (April 23, 1945)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Commander Harold Stassen -- Federal Building (July 11, 1945)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Commander Harold Stassen at press conference.

City Clean-up Campaign (April 20, 1945)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of illegal dumping spots at Powell and Geary Streets, and Franklin and Polk Streets.
Fund Raising Drive -- Children's Hospital (April 23, 1945 - June 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84479.02-06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Alexander Casey, Mrs. Robert Eschen, Patricia Golden, Margaret Golden, and Beverly Bergiani stand around bed of Benny LeRoy Flippo [picture taken as committee opens fund drive for new hospital wing]. Mrs. W. Baker, Mrs. Jesse Lilienthal [Lilianthal?], Chairman Mrs. Thomas B. Hunter, Mrs. Alfred Meyer, Mrs. Charles Fay Junior... meet as members of fund raising committee for new hospital wing. Richard eats birthday cake and plays with toys and Fern plays with her doll in pictures of children taken for fund drive. Mrs. Jesse Lillianthal makes fund raising campaign report to Treasurer Mrs. Horace Van Sicklen of Children's Hospital, President Mrs. Wakefield Baiter, and “Chairman” Mrs. Henry Potter Russell of fund drive. Dorothy Eskew, Vicountess Cranborne, Mrs. James Flood, baby Kay... gather for presentation of [fund raising?] check.

Little Jim Ward -- Children's Hospital (March 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84479.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

New Director of Curriculum -- Board of Education (April 30, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84479.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Superintendent Curtis E. Warren talks with new Director of Curriculum Cecil Parker.

Internal Revenue Service -- Internal Revenue Office (May 14, 1945 - October 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84480.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

New Superintendant -- US Mint (June 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84480.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge George B. Harris swears in Neal Callaghan as new superintendant of the US Mint in San Francisco.

San Francisco Port Official -- Furniture Mart (June 07, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84480.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Press interview with San Francisco port official Neil S. Laidlaw.
**Hot Weather Scenes -- Ocean Beach (June 12, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84480.05]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Janet MacIntosh and Dora Gallardo play at Ocean Beach during hot weather.

---

**Ordination of Priests -- Saint Mary's Cathedral (June 16, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84480.06]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Men being ordained into priesthood lie prostrate on the floor, with higher clergy kneeling before the altar.

---

**Hetch Hetchy Hearing -- Post Office Building (July 01, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84481.01]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Portrait of General Counsel John J.O'Toole. Group photo of Assistant City Attorney Dion Holm, Mayor Roger D. Lapham, City Attorney John J O'Toole, and Edward Cahill.

---

**French Flag Hoisted -- City Hall (July 14, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84481.02]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

Charles Gassion, Yvonne Galdo, E.J. Dreyfus, Ted V. McMahon, John J. Sullivan... hoist French flag at City Hall.

---

**Expansion of Coordinating Council for Veterans -- City Hall (July 16, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84481.03]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**


---

**Veterans Information Bureau (October 11, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84481.04]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

Adviser Norman Fontes speaks with Flight Officer Richard Frankon and Sergeant Irvin Kreisman at the Veterans Information Bureau at City Hall.

---

**City Supervisors -- City Hall (August 13, 1945)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.01]

**Physical Description:** 7 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Photographs of Board of Supervisor's meeting picture Supervisors Arthur Brown, Gartland Green, Chester McPhee, Jesse Colman, and board president Daniel Gallagher, Mayor Roger D. Lapham, and Chief Clerk Dave Barry.
Hunters Point (August 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.02]
     Physical Description: 8 negatives
     Scope and Content Note
     Aerial views of Hunters Point docks, shipyards and surrounding area (cityscapes).

Crane Collapses -- Hunters Point (September 20, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.03]
     Physical Description: 3 negatives
     Scope and Content Note
     Wreckage of crane at Berth Fifteen of Hunters Point docks [crane collapsed when lifting twelve ton section to new crane under construction].

City Supervisors (August 20, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.04]
     Physical Description: 12 negatives
     Scope and Content Note
     Photographs of Board of Supervisors, with Robert M. Green, Edward Mancuso, Fred Meyer, John J. Sullivan, A. Uhl... involved in meeting. Long shot of supervisors and crowd.

Election Voting -- Supervisor Edward T. Mancuso (November 06, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.05]
     Physical Description: 2 negatives
     Scope and Content Note
     Supervisor Edward T. Mancuso signs voting register with Mrs. Mancuso at side. Draws curtain on voting machine.

Welcome Home for Veterans -- Waterfront (September 05, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.06-08]
     Physical Description: 7 negatives
     Scope and Content Note
     Flags and banners hang inside Pier Fifteen building in gesture of welcome troops returning from war. External views of Pier Fifteen. Views of large sign reading "Welcome" and "Well Done" at Fort Mason. Photograph of Pier Forty-three building, painted in red, white, and blue.

Marriage License Office -- City Hall (September 06, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.09]
     Physical Description: 6 negatives
     Scope and Content Note
     Couples Marie Hofmaster Clark and William T. Blatz, Lieutenant Mary Wickens and Private First Class William J. Newman, Mary M. Hotsinpiller and Seaman First Class M.H. Cotterell... meet with clerks and sign paperwork at Marriage License Office. (Post-war marriages.)

City Engineer (September 15, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.10]
     Physical Description: 2 negatives
     Scope and Content Note
     New City Engineer Ralph G. Wadsworth works at desk at 625 Market Street.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Title</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Physical Description</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Manager of Utilities (September 18, 1945)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.11]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>New Utilities Manager J.H. Turner works at his desk at 425 Mason Street.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Supervisor Candidates (September 26, 1945)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.13-14]</td>
<td>4 negatives</td>
<td>City supervisor candidate Marvin E. Lewis sits at desk at 703 Market Street. Photograph of supervisor candidate Lieutenant Joseph Allen of the US Naval Reserve.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swearing In -- Public Utilities Manager -- City Hall (October 16, 1945)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.15]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>County Clerk Herman Van Der Zee swears in James H. Turner as manager of the Public Utilities Commission, with Mayor Roger D. Lapham standing alongside.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Election Victory (July 11, 1945)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.16]</td>
<td>2 negatives</td>
<td>Marvin Lewis celebrates election victory with his wife Frederica Lewis, son Kenneth Lewis, and daughter Joelle May Lewis. [Sleeve does not note to what office Marvin Lewis was elected].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New City Supervisors -- City Hall (January 08, 1946)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.17]</td>
<td>1 negative</td>
<td>New Supervisors Marvin E. Lewis and Patrick J. McMurray watch as acting Mayor Dan Gallagher shakes hands with new Supervisor George Christopher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal Railway Discussion -- City Supervisors -- City Hall (February 18, 1946)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84482.18]</td>
<td>3 negatives</td>
<td>Supervisor Marvin Lewis speaks during supervisors meeting, concerning the inefficiency of San Francisco's municipally operated trolley system. Photo of Supervisor Dan Gallagher and Mayor Roger D. Lapham at rostrum. Charles Miller, W.C. Bendel, Louis Perrin, Duke C. Ormsby, Leonard V. Newton... also pictured.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG
Welcome for Veterans -- Angel Island (October 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84483.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of welcome sign for veterans on Angel Island from San Francisco [photos taken at night, in foggy weather].

New Chief Steward -- Central Emergency Hospital (October 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84483.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Earl Blake, new chief steward of the Central Emergency Hospital, sits at desk.

Air Views of Suisun Bay (October 06, 1945 - March 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84484.01-03]
Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of liberty ships tied up in Suisun Bay. Aerial views of ships at anchor near the Carquinez Straits; taken from blimp. Pictures of Suisun Bay, with retired ships tied up in large "nests" on the Sacramento River.

Administrative Assistant to the Mayor -- City Hall (October 24, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84484.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
David E. Lewis, new administrative assistant to the Mayor, sits at desk.

Swearing In -- City Controller -- City Hall (October 24, 1945 - October 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84484.05-06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Controller Harry D. Ross sits in Controller's Office. County Clerk Herman Van Der Zee swears in Harry D. Ross as controller, with Mayor Roger D. Lapham standing alongside in the Mayor's Office.

Views of San Francisco Bay (January 28, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84484.07]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of San Francisco Bay during stormy weather, taken from the Goodyear Blimp using infra-red camera. Lieutenant Charles Morris boards blimp. [Includes views of San Francisco Bay coastlines, landscapes, cityscapes, etc.]

Inspection of Angel Island (February 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84484.08]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group for boys surveys Angel Island, with possible use as recreation area in mind.

Angel Island (May 22, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84484.09]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People playing and camping on beach. Aerial views of Angel Island State Park.
Aerial Views of San Francisco (July 14, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84484.10]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of City Hall, looking south and southwest. Aerial view of Mission District (neighborhood) from Potrero to Bernal Heights. Aerial Views of North Beach, Telegraph Hill, Nob Hill, the Waterfront, lower Market Street, and the Bay Bridge, looking northeast to southeast (cityscapes). Pictures of lower Market Street, the Waterfront, and Bay Bridge, looking east. Photograph of lower Market Street area, from Fourth Street to Jones Street. Aerial views of the Richmond District.

Closing of Fort McDowell -- Angel Island (August 27, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84484.11]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Technical Sergeant Fritz Berger, chief electrician, leaves Fort McDowell after twenty years of service there. Soldiers bring down United States flag. Line of troops leaves Angel Island.

Head Librarian Retires -- San Francisco Public Library (November 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84485.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Retiring Head Librarian Robert Rea inspects book, (retires after fifty-six years).

Swearing In -- Head Librarian -- City Hall (December 02, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84485.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Herman H. Van Der Zee swears in Laurence J. Clarke as head librarian, with acting Mayor Dan Gallagher standing alongside. Former head librarian Robert Rea congratulates Laurence J. Clarke.

Judge Edward P. Murphy -- Hall of Justice (December 12, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84485.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Edward P. Murphy works at desk.

Election of Presiding Judge -- Whitcomb Hotel (December 18, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84485.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judges James Conlan, Thomas Foley, Timothy Fitzpatrick, Edward P. Murphy, Robert McWilliams... meet to elect presiding judge.

New Ambulance -- Central Emergency Hospital (January 06, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84486.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New style of ambulance parked in front of Central Emergency Hospital.
OPA Suit Against San Francisco Public Utilities -- Federal Building. (January 28, 1946)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84486.02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Attorney Dion R. Holm of Public Utilities, regional litigation attorney Herbert Bent of Office of Price Administration, and special appellant attorney Jacob Chaitham of Office of Price Administration speak in hallway.

Salary Standardization -- City Hall (January 31, 1946)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84486.03]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Crowd gathers in Civil Service Commission Room of City Hall for [hearing on?] salary standardization.

Curran Theater (February 01, 1946)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84486.04]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Crowd lines up to purchase tickets for the play "Oklahoma" [play appearing at the Curran Theater that evening was "Foolish Notion," starring Tallulah Bankhead].

City Sanitation Service Meeting -- City Hall (January 08, 1946)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84487.01]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Daniel F. Del Carlo, City Supervisor Dewey Mead, Pat Clancy, Union Operator L.P. Brassy, and Contractor Thomas Brook attend meeting concerning city garbage service (labor).

Swearing In -- City Supervisors -- City Hall (January 15, 1946)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84487.02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
County Commissioner Herman Van Der Zee swears in A.S. Musante, Charles De Young Elkus, James J. Sullivan, Oscar Lewis, Washington I. Kohnke, M.S. Owyang... as city supervisors.

San Francisco Views (February 1946)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84487.03]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Views of San Francisco from Twin Peaks (cityscapes).

Judges File For Re-election (February 25, 1946)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84487.04]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Voter Registrar Cameron W. King takes applications from Judges Robert McWilliams, Melvyn Cronin, Lile T. Jacks, Thomas Foley, Willima F. Travers... judges filing for re-election.
Federal Grand Jury -- Federal Building (March 04, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84488.00]
   Physical Description: 0 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Federal grand jury members Royal E. Blanchard, Foreman Perry T. Cumberson,
   James Buchan, Edgar W. Dale, J. Ed Hill, George W. Long... pose for group photo.

Federal Grand Jury -- Post Office Building (March 04, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84488.01]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   New Federal grand jury members Elsie Colloty, Mayna Davidson, Agnes Roland,
   Mrs. McCant Stewart, Lyna Spinetti... pose for group photo in Federal Courtroom.

Greek Independence Day Group -- City Hall (March 09, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84488.03]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Mayor Roger D. Lapham meets with Mary Frangos, Anna Psaltis, Christine
   Detropoulos, Patricia Mountanos, Virginia Psaltis, and Mary Anagnosta, members of
   Greek Independence Day Group.

Federal Grand Jury -- Post Office Building (July 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84488.04]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   New Federal grand jury poses for group photo [no names given].

Federal Grand Jury (November 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84488.05]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Federal grand jury poses for group photo [no names given].

Smallpox Vaccination -- San Francisco Board of Health (March 19, 1946 - March
25, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84489.01-03]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Nurse Myrtle Cavanaugh, Nurse Cecilia Kording, and Doctor F.C. Adams administer
   vaccinations to Betty Reid and others. Doctor J.C. Geiger and Nurse Ellen Goldstein
   vaccinate Robert De Martis and Rene De Martis. Long line of people wait to be
   vaccinated outside the Central Emergency Hospital. Judge Clarence W. Morris
   receives vaccination.

Chief Clerk Retires -- Tax Collector's Office (March 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84489.04]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Tax collector Edward F. Bryant shakes hands with Chief Clerk Rudolph Albora,
   retiring after forty-seven years of service.
Streetcar Fares (April 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84489.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reporter interviews Jan Cotten, Ruth Sutherland, Al Ballerini, Fred F. Johnson, and Lawrence Picetti about the ten cent cost of streetcar fares and passes.

Spring Decorations -- Maiden Lane (April 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84489.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Barbara Chase and Barbara Geddes help decorate Maiden Lane with flowers for Spring festivities.

Lake County Chamber of Commerce -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham (April 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84489.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jean Menzies of Redwood Empire and President Ray Moody of the Lake County Chamber of Commerce present Mayor Roger D. Lapham with redbud flowers.

Junior City Committee -- City Hall (April 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84489.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham lights and blows out candle on birthday cake, commemorating the one year anniversary of the visiting Junior City Committee. Mayor Horace Peppers [Afro-American] of the Junior City Committee stands alongside with other members.

Invitation to "Guild Frolic" -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- City Hall (April 15, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84490.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dorothy McNeil and Velma Collins present Mayor Roger D. Lapham with invitation to "Guild Frolic."

Petition to Recall Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- City Hall (April 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84490.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Henry F. Budde, Juanita Azori, Bernard Freed, Charles Decker, and Walter Carpinet present petitions to Cameron King for the recall of Mayor Roger D. Lapham.

French Consul -- City Hall (April 17, 1946 - April 20, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 114, [84490.03-04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham presents scroll to departing Consul-General Jacques Baeyens of France. Jacques Baeyens decorates Health Director J.C. Geiger of San Francisco with medal.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</th>
<th>Part 2, Box 114</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swearing In -- City Commissioner J. Joseph Sullivan -- City Hall (April 22, 1946)</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</td>
<td>Part 2, Box 114</td>
<td>County Clerk Herman Van Der Zee swears in J. Joseph Sullivan as commissioner, with Mayor Roger D. Lapham standing alongside.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swearing In -- Commissioner Frank Flynn -- City Hall (July 10, 1946)</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</td>
<td>Part 2, Box 114</td>
<td>County Clerk Herman Van Der Zee swears in Colonel Frank Flynn as commissioner, with Mayor Roger D. Lapham standing alongside.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Nurses -- Mount Zion Hospital (April 23, 1946)</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</td>
<td>Part 2, Box 115</td>
<td>Nursing Arts Instructor Margaret Koefield directs students Betty Clark, Antoinette Ruff, Jane Harmon, Frances Vear, and Margaret Koefield at bedside of patient. Picture of students drinking tea; receiving anatomy instructions from Frances Cowan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petition to Recall Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- Emporium (April 29, 1946)</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</td>
<td>Part 2, Box 115</td>
<td>Mayor Roger D. Lapham signs his own recall petition, held by Agnes Prowell.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petition to Recall Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- Junior City Committee (July 13, 1946)</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</td>
<td>Part 2, Box 115</td>
<td>Mayor Horace Peppers and Supervisor Caroline Huddleson of the Junior City Committee present award to Mayor Roger D. Lapham indicating support for him in face of recall efforts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invitation to Policeman's Ball -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- City Hall (April 30, 1946)</td>
<td>1946</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG</td>
<td>Part 2, Box 115</td>
<td>Chief Charles Dullea presents Mayor Roger D. Lapham with an invitation to the Policeman's Ball.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Proposed San Francisco Terminal -- Planning Commission (May 14, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84493.01]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Photograph of drawing of proposed downtown terminal and airport.

Streetcar Fare Increases (May 20, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84493.02]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Dorothy Davis buys ticket from "J" car conductor William H. Craig. Alex Leintz buys
   ticket from "H" car conductor Al Rosenlund. Isabel Ward purchases ticket from "H"
   car conductor George Johnson [customers among first to purchase higher rate
   tickets at twenty-five cents for three tickets].

Tests for Motormen (June 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84493.03]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Gordon Jensen administers tests to [transit system?] motormen Martin Wormuth,
   Ernest Fox, George Milotsky, and Richard J. Griffin at 2611 Twenty-fourth Street.

Ordination of Priests -- Saint Mary's Cathedral (June 13, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84493.04]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Priests lie prostrate on floor during ordination, with higher clergy kneeling before
   altar. Shots of crowd seated in church pews.

Views from Pacific Can Company (June 21, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84493.05]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of San Francisco skyline taken from atop the Pacific Can Company
   (cityscapes).

Board of Supervisors Meeting -- City Hall (July 02, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84493.06]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Mayor Roger D. Lapham and Supervisor M. Mead speak during meeting. Pictures of
   large crowd in attendance.

Yearly Novena -- Saint Anne Church (June 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84493.07]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Priest blesses Charles Gilchrist Junior [one of children being blessed by the
   Redemptionist Fathers during the Novena], baby held by F.C. Gilchrist.
Fisherman's Wharf Fiesta Queen Contestants -- City Hall (July 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84493.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Queen Contestants Rosemary Millin, Lois Perkins, Eunice McDowell, Jacque Hall, Doris Dayoff... speak with Supervisor Dan Gallagher during visit to City Hall.

Garbage Collection Truck (August 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84494.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Picture of city garbage collection truck and driver.

Search for Missing Plane (August 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84494.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crew of the Pacific Bell (ship) searches for plane involved in crash, in which six men died.

Veterans Information Center -- City Hall (August 19, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84494.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Transportation -- Parade of New Buses -- Municipal Bus System (August 27, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84494.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of ten new buses lined up at Twenty-fifth Street and Harrison Street. General Manager W.H. Scott of Municipal Railway, Manager George Cruden of White Motor Company, City Purchaser Martin Gerry, equipment support person W.C. Bendel, and Coach Manager Lou Reese of the White Motor Company pose with new bus.

Clipper Street Extension (August 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84494.05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of undeveloped hillside at site of Clipper Street extension [designed to fit in with proposed Portola Freeway], with views of San Francisco in background (cityscapes).

"Mayor of Telegraph Hill" (September 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84494.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Blue diaper hangs from flag pole at the home of Marty Leuer, the "mayor of Telegraph Hill," signifying the arrival of a male "heir;" taken at the corner of Union and Montgomery Streets.
Swearing In -- City Supervisor J. Joseph Sullivan -- City Hall (September 23, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84494.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Herman Van Der Zee swears in J. Joseph Sullivan as supervisor, with Mayor Roger D. Lapham standing alongside.

Views from Coit Tower (September 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84494.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco Bay, with smoke from ships and ships in docks visible.

Elephant Trains Cross Bay Bridge (September 26, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84494.09]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Picture of elephant trains crossing the Bay Bridge, on the San Francisco side.
[Apparently trackless tram or shuttle bus cars].

Library Week -- Main Library (September 27, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84494.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Recreation Department story teller Julie Neil sits with large group of children, including Richard Scott and Nancy Klicinovich.

Fisherman's Wharf (July 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84494.11]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of ships at dock, seafood shop, and people at Fisherman's Wharf.

Views from Yerba Buena Island (October 02, 1946 - October 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84495.01-02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco from proposed site seeing spot on Yerba Buena Island (cityscapes). Bay Bridge in foreground.

Hip Sing Tong Parade -- Chinatown (October 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84495.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of dancing lion, part of parade marking the opening of Hip Sing Tong Headquarters in Chinatown (neighborhood).

Views from Shell Building (October 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84495.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco and Navy search lights operating in foggy weather (cityscapes).
Oldest Streetcar Employee Retires -- City Hall (October 23, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84495.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Seventy-seven year old Fred G. Will, retiring after fifty-seven years of work with the railway systems of San Francisco, pictured with model streetcars in the Public Utilities office.

Chiang Kai Shek Parade -- Chinatown (October 31, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84495.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of drum corps and crowd at parade honoring Chinese leader Chiang Kai Shek on his birthday.

New Street Signs (November 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84496.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of old and new street signs at the corner of Golden Gate Avenue and Leavenworth Street; Saint Boniface Church and school pictured in background.

Death at Telegraph Hill (November 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84496.02-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photos from the base of Telegraph Hill on the waterfront side, showing height of cliff from which woman plunged to death. Ambulance steward Sam Updyke examines the body of Nora Cuneo at the base of the cliff below Coit Tower [on Lombard Street].

Chart of Tax Money Expenditures -- City Hall (November 14, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84496.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
C.M. Hayes and Edith Early look at pie chart illustrating tax money expenditures.

Free Day for Kids -- Beach Amusement Park (November 29, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84496.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Daryl Berliner hits punching bag while held up by Eugene Morgan and George Hassler. Pictures of Columbia Park Boys' Club and San Francisco Boys' Club members at rides and concessions of beach amusement park. [Chutes at the Beach or Playland at the Beach?]

Views from Treasure Island (March 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84496.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco from Treasure Island (cityscapes).
Time Clock for Bus Drivers (December 20, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84497.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bus driver Irving Myerson uses time clock, located on a light pole at the southwest corner of Broad and Capitol Streets.

Transportation -- Municipal Railway Meeting -- Crocker Bank (December 27, 1946)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84497.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham talks with Morgan Gunst, Thomas A. Brooks, James Turner, Thomas Kent, Jr., Jerd Sullivan... in meeting concerning municipal railway system.

Income Tax Filing (January 02, 1947)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84498.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
James G. Smyth helps Dorothy Gish and John Patrick file their income tax return.

Swearing In -- Public Utilities Commissioner -- City Hall (January 02, 1947)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84498.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Herman Van Der Zee swears in Thomas G. Plant as public utilities commissioner, with Mayor Roger D. Lapham standing alongside.

Opening of Rehabilitation Center (January 06, 1947)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84498.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Physical therapists Helen Singer, Margaret Flask, and Jeanne Solomon of Letterman Hospital examine a printing press. Jeanne Solomon assists patient William Thompson with "heavy resistance exercises."

Transportation -- Municipal Railroad Mobile Radio Unit (January 07, 1947)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84498.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard A. Lion operates radio system, transmitting telephone calls to "mobile crash car."

Grand Jury -- City Hall (January 09, 1947)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84498.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Civil Service Court Case -- City Hall (January 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84498.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham, William Henderson of the Civil Service Commission, Chief Charles Dulce of the Police Department, and Chief Albert Sullivan of the Fire Department gather in Judge Kaufman's courtroom during veterans' civil service court case.

Aerial Views of San Francisco (May 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84499.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views looking north of Telegraph Hill, the Waterfront, Alcatraz Island, and Angel Island (cityscapes).

Radio Tower (January 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84499.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of radio tower atop building at 1250 Jones Street.

Swearing In -- Commissioners -- City Hall (January 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84499.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Herman Van Der Zee swears in new commissioners.

Views from Twin Peaks (January 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84499.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Mount Diablo and San Francisco taken from Twin Peaks during foggy weather (cityscapes).

Public Utilities Commission (January 29, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84499.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Utilities Director James Turner presents check consisting of excess funds from the Market Street Railway ridership to Deputy City Attorney Dion Holm and Mayor Roger D. Lapham.

Alcatraz Prison Guard Arrested -- Post Office Building (January 29, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84499.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of arrested Alcatraz prison guard Oscar Raymond Easton.
Aerial Views of San Francisco (January 30, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84499.07]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Aerial photographs of San Francisco (cityscapes), including yacht harbor, Coit
  Tower, Hunter's Point ship yard, [Treasure Island, Yerba Buena Island: negatives
  missing] and the Presidio.

Barbershop Quartet Sings For Cable Cars (February 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84500.01]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Ross Kenyon, Wayne Colvin, Rollin Ayres, and Don Lent sing to raise funds for cable
  car preservation while on board a cable car; taken at Powell and Market Streets.

Fixing Up Market Street (February 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84500.02]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Workers rip up inner streetcar tracks at start of program to fix up Market Street
  (neighborhood).

Change to Miraloma Park Sign on Mount Davidson (February 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84500.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Picture of Miraloma Park sign on Mount Davidson after being changed to say "L.A.
  City Limit."

Housing Hearing -- Civic Auditorium (February 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84500.04]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Chairwoman Mrs. Paul Heyneman of the League of Women Voters speaks with
  State Senator Gerald J. O'Gara at housing hearing. Mary Ann Fissori, Assemblyman
  Thomas A. Maloney, and C.V. Haggerty of the California State American Federation
  of Labor sit together at table.

Income Tax Filing (February 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84500.05]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Crowd gathers to file income tax at 112 McAllister Street.

New Ambulance Bed -- Central Emergency Hospital (February 21, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84500.06]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Chief Steward Earl Blake and ambulance driver John Storm demonstrate use of new
  folding ambulance bed.
Concealed Weapon Charge -- Health Department Inspector -- Central Emergency Hospital (February 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84501.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Doctor J.C. Geiger poses with a stuffed rat and a "rat gun," pictures taken in connection with the arrest of a Health Department inspector for carrying a concealed weapon [rat guns had been standard equipment of the Health Department since 1906].

Transportation -- New Trolley Bus Arrive -- Car Barn (February 27, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84501.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Worker cleans newly arrived trolley bus at York and Mariposa Streets.

Transportation -- Transit Council Hearing -- City Hall (March 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84501.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Thomas G. Brooks, James Howell, Marshall Dill, and Michel Weill preside over Transit Council hearing at City Hall.

New Federal Grand Jury -- Post Office Building. (March 04, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84501.04]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Deputy Foreman Edgar W. Dale speaks with Foreman Perry T. Cumberson.

Views from Calvary Cemetery -- Mayfair Heights (March 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84501.05]
  Physical Description: 7 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of San Francisco from Calvary Cemetery at Mayfair Heights (cityscapes).

Budget Committee -- City Hall (March 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84501.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Walter Allen of the Assessors Office, Al Smith of the Bureau of Government Relations, Assessor Russell Wolden, Mayor Roger Lapham, administrative assistant Dave Lewis... work together on city budget.

Back Pay -- Municipal Authority Employees (March 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84501.07]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  John Murray holds up back pay check for his daughter Kathleen Murray to see. Municipal employees wait in line for back pay checks at Twenty-fourth and Utah Streets.
Mayor Roger D. Lapham's Budget Meeting -- City Hall (March 20, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [BANC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84501.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
David Lewis, administrative assistant to the Mayor, speaks to tax payers at budget meeting, with Mayor Roger D. Lapham alongside. Shots of crowd seated at meeting.

Cable Car Preservation (April 02, 1947 - September 08, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [BANC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84502.01-07]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Evelyn Eghert signs petition to save the cable cars, as Director Carl C. Weber and Mrs. Clarke L. Mahany of the San Francisco Convention and Tourist Bureau look on. John T. Johnson [oldest gripman in service] signs petition as Charles Newby and Hugh Thomas look on. Singer Ginny Simms, Singer Donald O'Conner, and pianist Glen Hurlburt gather to protest the passing of the cable cars [a plight Ginny Simms labeled "more serious than the passing of the vanishing buffalo"]. Mrs. Charles Reagh, Anna Blake Mezquida, Mae Evans, Mrs. L.J. Williams, and Marion Cunningham surround pastry chef Jean Williams and his cable car cake at the Whitcomb Hotel. Evelyn Curro signs petition to save the cable cars while Mrs. Hans Klussman and Elizabeth Sperry look on. Richard Gump holds letters received by the Save the Cable Car Commission in favor of keeping the cars, with Mrs. Norman K. Blanchard and Chairman Mrs. Hans Klussman standing alongside. San Francisco "Cable Car Models" Marge Thompson and Virginia Phillips work table for contributions to save the cable cars; taken at the Whitcomb Hotel. Bea Eirrity, Diane Trunell, Sandy Day, Virginia Phillips, and Joyce Mulcahy sit and stand on cable car during drive to save the cars. Women walk in line down street, holding placards with statements in favor of cable car preservation.

Cable Car Moved to Los Angeles (June 12, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [BANC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84502.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers load cable car onto flat-bed truck in preparation for a move to Los Angeles for the making of a movie.

Cable Car Queens -- Whitcomb Hotel (September 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [BANC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84502.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Winston Churchill Black poses for photograph with Miss Hyde Street Maricette du Frony, Miss Powell Street Joy Groom, and Miss California Street Sandy Day.

Shriners' Luncheon -- Cable Car -- City Hall (October 23, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [BANC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84502.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Potentate Harvey E. Teller and President Bert Jacobs of the Shriners, and Mayor Roger D. Lapham ride on the front platform of a cable car being towed to a Shriners' luncheon.
Tax Protest Rally -- Scottish Rite Auditorium (April 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84503.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary Desmond G. Kelly of the Real Estate Association of San Francisco speaks to large crowd at tax protest rally.

Spring Festival -- Maiden Lane (April 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84503.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rosemary Sharples looks at flower decorations. Barbara Geddes, Martha Vaughn, and Frances Wentz decorate tree with flowers.

Annual Flower Show -- Maiden Lane (April 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84503.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Maiden Lane decorated with flowers for annual flower show (neighborhood).

Transportation -- Streetcar Traffic (April 14, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84503.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of streetcars stopped and lined up on Market Street due to construction work.

Swearing In -- Mayor's Coordination Council -- City Hall (April 23, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84503.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Acting County Clerk Robert Munson swears in Mrs. George A. Hindley as member of the Mayor's coordinating council, with Mayor Roger D. Lapham looking on.

Views of Market Street (April 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84503.06]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Billy Harris sits on pile of old streetcar ties. Patricia Bell and Barbara Forstner eat popcorn. Frank V. Powell smokes cigar in front of the Jesse Hotel. B.W. Dassow, Niles Hanson, J.F. Miller, C. Hansen, and Officer George Jones also shown in pictures taken at Third and Market Streets (neighborhood).

New Office for Public Utilities -- City Hall (May 02, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84504.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New Director Paul Fanning, of the Bureau of Personnel and Safety, reads book with Jim Turner.
Street Condition -- Pot Hole (May 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84504.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Ray Coen and Bob Robbins look into large pot hole that their car ran over; taken at Post and Polk Streets.

Harbor Day -- Waterfront (May 10, 1947 - May 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84504.03-04]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes of ships at dock and men making preparations for Harbor Day. Workers move barrels of oil, grain, and other cargo.

Child Care Centers (May 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84504.05-06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mothers and fathers from San Francisco board a charter bus to Sacramento, where they will lobby the legislature to keep child care centers. Kathleen Brislane, Louis Peirotto, Caroline Brislane, Mary-Anne MacFarland, Tony Belaski, and Robin Tuckler meet to support child care centers; taken at Golden Gate Park.

Streetcar Safety -- Geary Car Barn (May 13, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84505.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mechanic Richard Furth, Terry Jean Leever, and John Manni demonstrate new safety features of streetcars.

Priests Sworn Into City Recreation Department -- City Hall (May 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84505.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Robert Munson swears Reverend Eugene Shea, Reverend James Dowd, and Reverend Leo Powelson into city Recreation Department, with Mayor Roger D. Lapham standing alongside.

View from Southern Pacific Building (May 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84505.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View of San Francisco, taken from the Southern Pacific Building looking north toward Telegraph Hill (cityscapes).

Views of San Francisco -- Maritime Day (May 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84505.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial Views of San Francisco taken during Maritime Day (cityscapes).
View of Piers -- Waterfront (May 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84505.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Aerial view of piers at the Waterfront.

Dead Horse Sale -- Post Office (May 23, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84505.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lelah Larry looks over wedding gown, red wagon, golf clubs, and other items at a Dead Horse Sale [sale of Post Office's unclaimed items].

Miss San Francisco Beauty Contest -- Fairmont Hotel (June 10, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84505.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Supervisor George Christopher stands with Miss San Francisco Virginia Phillips, runner up Nikki Geer, third place winner Catherine Fox, and fourth place winner Elinor Mackie at the San Francisco Beauty Contest.

Wheat Harvest -- Twin Peaks (June 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84505.08]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
David Huenergardt, David Huenergardt, Jr., and Mrs. Huenergardt harvest wheat on Twin Peaks with San Francisco cityscape in background.

Annual Auction -- Post Office (June 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84505.09]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Income Tax Protest -- Doctors and Dentists -- Sutter Building (June 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84505.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Supervisor Marvin E. Lewis speaks to doctors and dentists who have gathered to protest proposed income tax; view of San Francisco in background (cityscapes).

Views from Telegraph Hill (June 21, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84506.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the waterfront from Telegraph Hill show ships at dock.
North Central Improvement Association -- Merchants' Exchange Building (July 08, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84506.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Parker Maddux and Thomas Brooks show the North Central Improvement Association's new water sprinkler truck.

Guerrero Street Improvements (July 10, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84506.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Guerrero Street after the completion of road improvements (Mission District neighborhood).

Clipper Street Extension (July 11, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84506.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Clipper Street and undeveloped hillsides from upper Twin Peaks Road, from Market Street, and from a nearby hill. View of the Bay from Clipper Street [photos taken at site of new extension of Clipper Street into upper Market Street].

Night Views of San Francisco (July 14, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84506.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial Views of San Francisco at night (cityscapes).

Treasure Island (July 14, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84506.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Aerial photograph of Treasure Island.

New Federal Grand Jury -- Federal Building (July 14, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 115, [84506.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group photo of Federal grand jury for the July term [no names given].

Swearing In -- Board of Permit Appeals -- City Hall (July 23, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84506.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Acting County Clerk Robert Munson swears in John Craig as a member of the Board of Permit Appeals; Mayor Roger D. Lapham stands alongside.

Foreign Coins Received On Streetcars -- City Hall (July 25, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84506.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Treasurer Thomas McCarthy shows some of the foreign coins dropped into streetcar boxes.
City Supervisors -- City Hall (July 28, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84506.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
City Supervisors Fred Meyer, Dan Gallagher, John J. Sullivan, Dewey Mead, Chester MacPhee... pose for group photo.

Plumas County Fair -- Telegraph Hill (August 01, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bonnie Barnhill, Norma Jean Self, and Mary Mazelin of the Plumas County Fair "pan for gold" on Telegraph Hill.

Transportation -- City Beach Train -- Ocean Beach (August 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Al Fernandis drives the new City of San Francisco beach train (Actually an open air bus with several passenger cars in tow.)

Mission Dollar Day Sale (August 18, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Laverne Guillemard, President Chris J. Christensen of the Mission Street Merchants' Association, John L. Clymer, George Edelstein, and Herbert J. Gaevert gather with silver dollars (money taken in on dollar day?) at the Mission branch of the San Francisco Bank.

Funeral of Lee Quan -- Chinatown (August 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.04]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cars driving and mourners walking in funeral procession up Sacramento Avenue. Helen Quan receives nickel. Man passes out nickels to mourners. View of funeral ceremony inside Nam Kue School [photographer calls the funeral of Lee Quan the "largest Chinese funeral in years"].

Enterprise (ship) Meeting -- City Hall (August 28, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham, Paul Verdier, Ann Dibble, Mrs. John F. Johnston of the Womans Organization for the American Merchant Marine, Mrs. Harry Parsons... meet to discuss the Enterprise (ship) at City Hall.

Swearing In -- Commissioners -- City Hall (September 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Robert Munson swears in Albert C. Charles and Harry J. Stewart as new commissioners.
Motorman Retires -- Municipal Railroad (October 02, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Municipal Railroad motorman Patrick Donigan retires after twenty-nine years of service without an accident; shown with James Turner.

Death by the Cliff House (October 02, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.08]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Men stand at spot where man jumped from cliff.

Victory Garden (October 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
H.A. Weiss harvests potatoes from the Victory Garden at 557 Fourth Avenue, while Pete Bourras looks on. H.A. Weiss sits with Mrs. Weiss.

City Transportation Display -- Hospitality House (October 06, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bus operator Jack Richlin shows Mary Rowan pictures and graphs making up the San Francisco transportation display. Planning Director T.J. Kent, Jr. looks at display with Vice President Louis Lundberg of the Chamber of Commerce and Utilities Manager James H. Turner.

Views of Van Ness Avenue (October 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.11]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Van Ness Avenue looking south; taken from Van Ness Avenue and Pacific Street (neighborhood).

Street Damage After Rain (October 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.12]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Street cracks caused by rain visible at Fifteenth Street and Noe Street.

Candidacy for City Supervisor (October 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.13]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
John J. Sullivan files for candidacy in the election for supervisor, in the company of his wife and son Warren Sullivan. (No date given.)
Blind Man Opens Cigar Store (October 14, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.14]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
William Peck sells cigars to Louise Koster and Gertrude Sutton.

Views of San Francisco (October 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.15]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of San Francisco (cityscapes).

Old Streetcar -- Ferry Building (October 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84507.16]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George Hathaman and Lorin Silliman stand with an old, Market Street type streetcar has writing asking voters to approve ballot measures to replace the old streetcars.

Street Damage (October 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84508.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of large pothole on Fulton Street, the result of a street cave in after a watermain break.

World's Largest Crane -- Hunters Point Naval Shipyard (October 22, 1947 - December 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84508.02-03]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General view of the world’s largest crane, with the Hornet (ship), Intrepid (ship), and Rocky Mount (ship) in waters around the crane. Several shots of the crane conducting test operations, with Commander L.J. Stephenson [crane project superintendent], Ensign George Burton, quarterman rigger P.I. Erickson, and snapper rigger A.J. Thomas shown.

Transportation -- New Bus (October 23, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84508.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham sits behind the wheel of new city bus, while James Turner stands alongside bus. Shot of bus on hill shows its ability to bend in the middle. Taken at City Hall, and at Steiner Street.

City Recreation Department -- Photography Center (October 23, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84508.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Supervisor Fred Levy of the Photography Center speaks to group of people. Director James V. Farley explains how print dryer works to Walter L. Linnell, Mrs. W.L. Linnell, and Mrs. H. Chatelain. Director Walter Swanson explains use of the print enlarger to Doctor A. Steiner, Mrs. Steiner, and Martin E. Field.
Proposed Foreign Trade Zone -- Pier Forty-five (October 29, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84508.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Port Director Robert J. Wylie and President Thomas Coakley of the Board of State Harbor Commission, Congressman Richard J. Welch, Alvin Ercholz and President Carl Eastman of the Chamber of Commerce... examine proposed site for foreign trade zone.

Mother's Milk Bank (October 31, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84508.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alice Towne and Mrs. Thomas Jones pictured inside the Mother's Milk Bank.

Elections -- New Supervisor (November 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84508.08]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Newly elected Supervisor Don Fazackerly sits with his wife and daughter.

Decommissioning of the Shangri-La (ship) -- Hunters Point (November 07, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84508.09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Philip Lernler and Rear Admiral John R. Redman speak at ceremony for the decommissioning of the Shangri-La (ship). Commander J.A. Thomas and Mrs. H.J. Ray pull pennant down during attention to colors.

Mayor Elmer E. Robinson -- City Hall (November 13, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84508.10]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Elmer E. Robinson cleans out his office at City Hall prior to relinquishing duties as judge and assuming those of mayor.

View of Trails -- Land's End (November 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84508.11]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of trails and the waters around San Francisco's Land's End (environment).

Tax Payments -- City Hall (December 01, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84509.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lines of people wait to pay taxes at the Tax Collector's office.
San Francisco Scarf (December 01, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84509.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marilyn Hubert wears "San Francisco" scarf.

Free Trade Zone -- Pier Forty-five B (December 09, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84509.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of the buildings and area that comprise the free trade zone at Pier Forty-five B.

Swearing In -- New World Trade Center Member (December 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84509.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Albert C. Wollenberg swears in Leland W. Cutler as member of the San Francisco World Trade Center; with Thomas A. Maloney and Alex Von Hafften also pictured.

Swearing In -- Board of Education -- Mayor's Office (December 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84509.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Martin Mongan swears in Doctor Karl Schaupp and Bert W. Levit as members of the Board of Education; with Mayor Roger D. Lapham standing alongside.

Swearing In -- City Treasurer -- City Hall (December 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84510.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk Martin Mongan swears in John J. Goodwin as City Treasurer, with Mayor Roger D. Lapham looking on.

Mayor-Elect Elmer E. Robinson (December 29, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84510.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor-Elect Elmer R. Robinson reads his mail, at 2101 Pacific Avenue.

United Nations Plaque -- Opera House (December 30, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84510.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge John J. McMahon and Don Hewett stand by as Mayor Roger D. Lapham unveils a plaque given to the City of San Francisco by the United Nations; with Ambassador Asaf Ali of India also shown.
City Supervisors’ Meeting -- City Hall (January 05, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84510.04]
物理描述: 4 幅负片
内容与范围
罗杰·D·拉普汉市长在监督委员会会议上讲话。监督员乔治·克里斯托弗发表讲话，为卸任的监督员杰西·科尔曼送行。

Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- Last Day in Office -- City Hall (January 07, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84510.05]
物理描述: 2 幅负片
内容与范围
罗杰·D·拉普汉市长拿着日历，显示出他的任期结束了。

Flower Decorations -- Mayor's Office (January 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84511.01]
物理描述: 2 幅负片
内容与范围
萨利·汉伦，埃尔默·E·罗宾逊市长的私人秘书，展示了市长办公室的花卉装饰。

Mayor Elmer E. Robinson (January 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84511.02]
物理描述: 6 幅负片
内容与范围
场景显示埃尔默·E·罗宾逊市长和他的妻子在家。

Mayor Elmer E. Robinson -- Inauguration (January 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84511.03-05]
物理描述: 18 幅负片
内容与范围
监督员丹·加拉格尔在就职典礼上发言，罗宾逊市长坐在讲台后，与即将离任的罗杰·D·拉普汉市长。图片显示市长的派对走向接待处。县书记马丁·蒙甘为埃尔默·E·罗宾逊宣誓就任市长。法官托马斯·福利宣誓就职给埃尔默·E·罗宾逊。罗宾逊发言。前市长罗杰·D·拉普汉发言。梅尔·E·罗宾逊市长，丹·加拉格尔，乔·史密斯，奥古斯特·拉赫利斯，和梅尔·V·P·博尔顿等人的身影也展示出来。

Inauguration -- Mayor Elmer E. Robinson -- City Hall (January 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84511.06]
物理描述: 4 幅负片
内容与范围
法官托马斯·福利在沃尔特·隆内蒂和马克斯·索贝尔宣誓为消防委员会委员。埃尔默·E·罗宾逊市长和行政助理戴夫·刘易斯在接待处之后开始工作。
Inauguration -- Mayor Elmer E. Robinson -- City Hall (January 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84511.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Swearing In -- City Supervisors -- City Hall (January 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84511.08]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson stands with Reed Robinson, Fred G. Ainslie, Ernest West, John Figone, and E.B. Baron of his Board of Permit Appeals. Mayor Elmer E. Robinson signs paper in the presence of Chairman A.R. Tommasini of Printing Week.

Commissioner -- Bank of America (January 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84511.10]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
New Commissioner Frank M. Buckley of Bank of America sits at desk in the Fourth and Market Streets bank branch.

Reception -- Mayor Elmer E. Robinson -- City Hall (January 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84511.11]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Saint Ignatius Church (January 10, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84512.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Picture of the Saint Ignatius Church's exterior, with neighborhood in background.

Views from Twin Peaks (January 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84512.01-06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco taken from Twin Peaks during foggy weather (cityscapes).
Part 2, Subject File (1938-1951)

San Francisco

---

**Swearing In -- Mayor's Confidential Secretary -- City Hall (January 12, 1948)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84512.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Judge Herman Van Der Zee swears in Val King as Mayor Elmer E. Robinson's confidential secretary.

---

**Dinner Honoring Mayor Elmer E. Robinson -- Fairmont Hotel (January 15, 1948)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84512.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Mrs. Elmer E. Robinson, Captain G.K. Carmichael and Mrs. G.K. Carmichael, James Leo Halley... attend dinner honoring Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

---

**Swearing In -- Commissioners -- Mayor's Office (January 15, 1948)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84512.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Judge Edward P. Murphy, and Commissioner William Wallace Chapin stand by as Judge George W. Schonfeld of the Superior Court swears in Louis Sutter, Mrs. Sigmund Stern, Mrs. Henry J. Dippel, Charles J. Jung... as commissioners.

---

**Swearing In -- Commissioners -- City Hall (January 19, 1948)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84513.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson watches Judge Herbert Kaufman swear in Victor Swanson and Harld Lopez as commissioners.

---

**World Trade Luncheon -- Fairmont Hotel (January 19, 1948)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84513.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Virginia Phillips and William F. Minehan pose with global map [highlighting San Francisco with large arrow].

---

**Cable Cars -- Interviews (January 24, 1948 - January 29, 1948)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84513.03-04]

Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Gas station attendant Victor Seward, gas station owner Charles Calligure, and Mrs. R.N. Benish answer a reporter’s questions about cable cars. Pastry cook Maurice Barosso and I.T. Scott discuss how they will get by without the cable cars as a transportation resource.

---

**Swearing In -- Utilities Commissioner -- City Hall (January 26, 1948)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84513.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson watches as Judge Edward Murphy swears in Philip F. Landis as utilities commissioner.
Swearing In -- Commissioners -- City Hall (January 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84513.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Thomas M. Foley swears in Harvey E. Teller, Edward J. Wren, Peter Berlot, Mrs. Alice G. Poyner, Ralph Stackpole, and Mrs. J. Henry Mohr as commissioners; with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and Judge Milton Sapiro standing alongside.

Cable Car Meeting (January 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84513.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Traffic Violation -- Elmer Robinson -- City Hall (January 30, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84514.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picture of Mayor Elmer Robinson's car with ticket on the windshield. Mayor Elmer Robinson and chauffer John Shannon pay ticket at the traffic bureau.

Supervisor Retires -- Saint Francis Hotel (February 04, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84514.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Retiring Supervisor Jesse Colman is pictured with Supervisor J. Joseph Sullivan and Mrs. Jesse Colman during his retirement luncheon.

Supervisor James Leo Halley (February 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84514.03-04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of new supervisor, Doctor James Leo Halley, taken at 450 Sutter Street. Supervisor James Leo Halley shown at home with wife Clara Halley and daughter Jacqueline Winston Taken at 22 Sea Cliff.

World Trade Center -- Pier Forty-two (February 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84514.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Swearing In -- Commissioners and Supervisor -- City Hall (February 11, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84515.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor of Bowery -- City Hall (February 16, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84515.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson meets Mayor Sammy Fuch of Bowery [New York?].

Yacht Harbor (February 23, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84515.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of water breaking over the sea wall at Yacht Harbor, during rough weather.

Transportation System -- Conley Hall (February 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84515.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Conley Hall, a thirteen year old boy possessing [an apparently prodigious] knowledge of the transit system; taken at the Call Bulletin office.

Brown-out Hearing -- Public Utilities Commission -- State Building (February 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84515.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Justus F. Craemer, George Flagg, Ira H. Rowell, Harold P. Huls, R.E. Mittlestaedt... preside over meeting of the Public Utilities Commission concerning "brown outs." Picture of crowd at hearing.

Brown Out Violators (February 26, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84515.06]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of "brown out" violators on Market Street (neighborhood), including Taylor's Dress Shop at 923 Market Street, Doctor Beauchamp's office at 964 Market Street, Cam Mal Hardware Store at 1203 Grant Street, Doctor R.C. Willett's office at Kearney and Market Streets, and Reeds Millinery at 977 Market Street.

Charter Arrives -- Foreign Trade Zone (March 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84516.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Robert H. Wylie, President Thomas Coakley and Secretary Mark H. Gates of the Board of State Harbor Commission hold charter for San Francisco foreign trade zone.

Transportation Expert -- Mayor's Office (March 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84516.02-03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson talks with Transportation Commissioner Sidney H. Bingham of New York City. Colonel Sidney H. Bingham sits with Chairman Wheeler H. Bingham at luncheon.
Transportation -- Municipal Railway -- Market Street Construction (March 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84516.04-05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note:
Workers pull up old tracks to make way for new tracks at Fifth Street and Market Street, and Powell and Market Streets (neighborhood).

Cable Car Made of Fruit -- Emporium Department Store (March 18, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84516.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note:
Jonni Burnette sits inside cable car made of fruit [window display at the Emporium].

Transportation -- Streetcar Changes -- Municipal Railroad (March 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84517.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note:
Foreman Thomas Carpenter demonstrates increased standing room for passengers on street cars.

Fashion -- Fisherman's Wharf (March 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84517.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note:
Madeleine Lavery models a Ben Reig three piece blue suit, with fall skirt, silk blouse, bolero, and white felt sailor hat (fashion).

Fashion -- Mason Street (March 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84517.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note:
Frances Rozga and Sallie Boyd model clothes on Mason Street (fashion).

Invitation -- Maiden Lane Spring Festival -- City Hall (March 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84517.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note:
Betty Batch presents Mayor Elmer Robinson with invitation to the Maiden Lane Spring Festival.

Spring Festival -- Maiden Lane (April 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84517.05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note:
Views of Maiden Lane decorated for Spring Festival and filled with crowds (neighborhood). Martha Vaughn and Vivian Wright walk down street with flowers. Martha Vaughn, Commander Alex Slemmons, and Joe the monkey hold flowers. Mayor Elmer Robinson and Mike Desiano, dressed as Don Gaspar de Portola, crown Actress Carolyn Adair [star of the musical "Oklahoma"] as queen.
Cable Car -- Emporium Department Store (April 06, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84518.01-02]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Several photographs of workmen using crane to hoist a cable car to the roof of the Emporium department store.

Broadway Tunnel Plans -- City Hall (April 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84518.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs show construction plans for new Broadway tunnel [to run through Russian Hill].

World Trade Week -- Mayor's Office (April 22, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84518.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson, holding a proclamation that he delivered for World Trade Week, poses with Miss World Trade Shirley Kimball.

Doctor Manuel R. Vasquez (April 30, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84518.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Manuel R. Vasquez presents Mayor Elmer E. Robinson with blanket [or pancho?].

View Through Periscope -- Naval Shipyards (May 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84518.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco skyline through a periscope at the naval shipyard.

Traffic Problems (May 07, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84518.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of traffic problems on Market Street caused by a fire at Third Street and Market Street.

Swearing In -- Coordinating Council -- City Hall (May 11, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84519.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Edward Murphy of the Superior Court swears in Doctor Henry Alfred Tagliaferri as member of the Coordinating Council, as Mayor Elmer E. Robinson looks on.
Native Sons of the Golden West -- Monument (May 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84519.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Maribeth McMahon, Marilyn Reets, and Lois Hildebrand look at Native Sons Monument, statue to be moved from Turk, Mason, and Market Streets to another location.

New Trolley Bus -- Municipal Railway (May 13, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84519.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
G.W. Evington and H.G. Wilson of the Municipal Railway, and Manager James H. Turner of Public Utilities examine the first new trolley bus to arrive in San Francisco; taken at Sixteenth Street and Alabama Street.

Actor William Bendix -- Cable Car Purchase -- City Hall (May 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84519.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Actor William Bendix, movie star interested in purchasing a cable car, holds up sample models of cable cars with Mayor Elmer Robinson.

New Lights -- North Beach Playground (May 21, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84519.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
R. Bianchi of the City Attorney's office speaks to crowd gathered to see new lights in operation at the North Beach Playground.

Louis B. Lundberg -- Chamber of Commerce (May 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 116, [84519.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Louis B. Lundberg [apparently of the Chamber of Commerce] at 333 Pine Street.

Miss San Francisco Contest -- Chamber of Commerce (June 04, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84520.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Contest chairman Andrew Kozak examines contestants Jacque Rupe, Muriel Townsend, and Marcelyn Wiggins.

New Buses -- Municipal Bus System (June 04, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84520.02-03]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New buses parade up Market Street (neighborhood).
Children Swimming -- Fleishacker Pool (June 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84520.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of children swimming at Fleishacker Pool [for an admittance fee of five cents].

Anniversary of San Francisco's Founding -- Presidio Officers' Club (June 30, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84520.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alejandra Atherton Pedley, General Mark Clark, and Bishop James T. O'Dowd celebrate San Francisco's one hundred and seventy-second birthday.

Swearing In -- Superintendant -- United States Mint (July 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84520.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Federal Judge George Harris swears in George B. Gillim as the new superintendant of the US Mint.

Chamber of Commerce Delegation -- Municipal Airport (July 13, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84520.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce trade delegation members Alvin Eicholz, Ronald Kaehler, and Robert Wylie wait in the airport after arrival from the Philippines.

Coinage Procedure -- United States Mint (July 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84520.08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Press Conference -- Chamber of Commerce (July 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84521.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President W.P. Fuller Brawner of the Chamber of Commerce sits during press conference.

Annual Novena -- Saint Anne's Church (July 18, 1948 - July 21, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84521.02-03]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Parishioners light candles and Father Coffey gives blessing to people in the crowd. Priest blesses babies and small children being held by mothers. General shots of people sitting in pews and waiting for ceremony.
Novena -- Saint Anne's Church (July 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84521.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Monsignor William McDonald, Bishop Hugh Donohoe, and Chaplain Dan Shea participating in Novena procession. General shots of the crowd along the parade route.

Transportation -- New Trolley Car -- Municipal Railway -- Elkton Car Yard (July 23, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84521.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Cable Car Testimonial (July 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84521.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A.J. Wall, Mrs. Carl Eastman, Pat O'Shea, George Zacha, Ted Lee, Mrs. Hans Klussman, and Ernest Thompson give testimonial to the cable car "saviour" at California and Hyde Streets.

Views from Golden Gate Bridge (July 27, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84522.01]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco and surroundings as seen from the top of the Golden Gate Bridge tower (cityscapes).

Children Swimming -- Fleishacker Pool (July 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84522.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children taking a Red Cross swim course at Fleishacker Pool.

Streetcar Maintenance -- Municipal Railroad (August 03, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84522.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Electric engineer Paul McSweeney and shop foreman Bress Corley work on the wiring for new streetcars.

Brake Repair -- Municipal Buses -- White Motor Company (August 03, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84522.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mechanics Lee Phillips, Lee Brant, Otto Vogt, and John E. Jane work on municipal bus' brakes.
Aerial Views of San Francisco (August 10, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84522.05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of San Francisco (cityscapes).

Old San Francisco Scenes (August 17, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84522.06]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of photographs and illustrations showing old San Francisco scenes [various nineteenth century dates. Probably copied from the collection of the San Francisco Public Library].

Flower Show (August 19, 1948 - August 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84522.07-08]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dorothy Sarnoff holds magdalena dahlias at the Emporium department store. Pina Vigil holds special arrangement of flowers; Mrs. William J. Roth displays fuchsia; overall shot of flower show at City Hall. D. Anderson, Pat O'Connor, Gloria Hazlett, and Nikky Greer also shown.

Urban Development Commission -- Mayor's Office (September 03, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84523.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson watches as Judge Robert McWilliams swears in Thor B. Graven, Lawrence Palacios, Morgan A Gunst, Dr. J. Joseph Hayes, and Dr. Herbert B. Henderson as members of the Urban Development Commission.

Traffic Control Meeting -- City Hall (September 24, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84523.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Edward Turkington, Judge Twain Michelson, Mrs. C.T. Bass, and Judge Clarence Morris attend traffic control meeting.

Veterans -- City Government -- City Hall (October 03, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84523.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson talks with veterans Sam Surall, Irwin Yarkis, Dorothy Schell, Roger Ranck, Arthur Shapiro... [veterans looking over city government].

Senior Recreation Center -- Aquatic Park Building (October 03, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84523.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. William Bayless and Mrs. George D. Cohn speak at opening of senior center.
Stock Market -- Merrill, Lynch, Pierce, Fenner, and Beane (October 04, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84523.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People view San Francisco's first electric stock market board. Taken at 301 Montgomery Street.

Traffic Plans (October 07, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84523.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of plans for San Francisco transit and freeway developments; taken at 100 Larkin Street.

Trolley Schedule -- Municipal Railway -- Potrero Carbarn (October 16, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84523.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Conductor Patrick Groden, Jack S. McDowell, and Motorman J.E. Joyner check "impossible" trolley schedule.

Street Cleaning Solution (October 26, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84523.08]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Truck sprays California Street with new chemical cleaning solution. J.M. Shelton, Frances Shanahan, Peter Urbani, W.J. Dibble, G.L. Fox, and M.P. Youkey shown.

Red Mass -- Saint Mary's Cathedral (November 03, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84523.09]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Aluminum Owls -- Civic Center (November 10, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84524.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Tobin holds up aluminum owls, meant to scare pigeons away.

Swearing In -- Library Commissioners -- City Hall (November 16, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84524.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Milton Sapiro swears in Alden Ames, Ivan R. Bresee, and Evelyn LaPlace as library commissioners. Retiring Commissioner A.W. Kohner and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson also shown.
Boys' Club Day -- Playland at the Beach. (November 26, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84524.03]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard Patterson and other children from Boys Club on various amusement park rides.

Planning Commissioner -- City Hall (December 03, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84524.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Melvyn Cronin and Mayor Elmer Robinson present for swearing in of William D. Kilduff as planning commissioner.

Water Department (December 06, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84524.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New General Manager G.W. Pracy of the San Francisco Water Department meets outgoing Manager N.A. Eckart.

Native Sons Statue (December 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84524.06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers remove Native Sons of the Golden West statue from Market and Turk Streets, for transport to Golden Gate Park.

Library Closure -- Potrero Heights (December 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84524.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Librarian Marion McCarthy uses pots and pans to catch rain at leaky branch library. Taken at 444 Connecticut Street.

Grain Terminal -- Islais Creek (January 05, 1949 - June 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84525.01-03]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of state funded grain elevator. Workers use elevator to load grain onto ship.

Old San Francisco Scenes (January 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84525.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of: photograph of D. Hewes Steam Paddy from 1865, photograph of observatory on Telegraph Hill from 1899, photograph of Luisa Tetrazzini singing Christmas carols in 1910.
Christmas Workers -- Post Office (January 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84525.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds gather at windows to be paid for Christmas work.

Views from Mount Tamalpais (January 10, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84525.06]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco taken at night (cityscapes).

Park Commissioner -- City Hall (January 13, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84525.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Timothy Fitzpatrick of the Superior Court swears in Michael J. Buckley as park commissioner; with Mayor Elmer Robinson looking on.

Trial Run -- Municipal Bus (January 14, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84525.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fillmore Street bus given trial run.

Park Commissioner -- City Hall (January 19, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84525.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge William F. Traverso of Superior Court swears in William M. Coffman as park commissioner; with Washington I. Kohnke and Mayor Elmer Robinson looking on.

Board of Permit Appeals -- Public Welfare Commission -- City Hall (January 25, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84525.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge George W. Schonfeld of the Superior Court swears in Jeremiah J. Mulvihill and Rosalind Johns as commissioners; with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson looking on.

Mayor's Cabinet -- City Hall (January 26, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84525.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Controller Harry Ross, Commissioner Philip E. Landis of Public Utilities Commission, Commissioner Max Sobel of Fire Commission, Commissioner James E. Turner of Public Utilities Commission... attend cabinet meeting.
Streetcar Tokens (January 26, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84525.12]

- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Don Galvin, David Curtin, and Violet Bahre sort streetcar tokens that have been "called in."

United Irish Societies -- Robert Emmet Memorial -- Golden Gate Park (February 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84526.01]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Mary McLoone, Betty O'Connor, Hannora Deely, A. Flaherty, Val King... participate in exercises of the United Irish Societies.

City Attorney -- City Hall (February 09, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84526.02-03]

- Physical Description: 5 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  John J. O'Toole and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson congratulate new City Attorney Dion R. Holm.

Old San Francisco Scenes (February 15, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84526.04]

- Physical Description: 10 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Copy negatives of illustrations and photographs showing Blanche B. Higgins, Adah Issacs Menken dressed in 1849 fashion, Mrs. Gordon in cape, Miss Spang in cloak, Mrs. Precht in evening gown, pioneer woman in 1849, Indian woman in 1780, child with a dog, head dress in 1860, and a woman dressed in 1904 fashion.

Two Way Radio -- Ambulance (February 18, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84526.05]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Ambulance steward Glen Johnson operates two way radio [first for emergency ambulance] while Andy Gutierrez drives.

Former Mayor -- City Supervisors (February 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84526.06]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Ex-Mayor Roger Lapham is shown with Supervisor J. Joseph Sullivan during visit to Board of Supervisors.

Public Health Center (February 23, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84526.07]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Nurses Helyn Lum and Margaret Lowe weigh baby Sherrill Dotson with help from Mrs. Leonard Dotson at opening of new Public Health Center at 498 Sanchez Street.
Spring -- Maiden Lane (February 24, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84527.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ansel W. Robinson, Bill Lundigan, Maureen O'Hara, Pat O'Brien, and George O'Brien hold flier advertising Maiden Lane spring festivities.

Old San Francisco Scenes (February 25, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84527.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of illustrations showing the San Francisco Plaza on the Fourth of July, 1851 (cityscapes).

Anniversary -- San Francisco Post Office -- City Hall (February 28, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84527.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kay Berdan of the San Francisco Post Office, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and acting Post Master John F. Fixa examine letters for President Harry Truman on the one hundredth anniversary of the San Francisco Post Office.

Retirement -- City Attorney -- City Hall (March 01, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84527.04-05]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson attends retirement ceremonies and testimonial dinner for City Attorney John J. O'Toole, at City Hall and the Palace Hotel respectively. Mrs. John O'Toole also shown.

Cable Car Tickets -- City Hall (March 11, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84527.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Art Commissioner Ernest A. Born, Mrs. Hans Klussmann, and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson look over sketch of souvenir ticket.

Traffic Clerk -- City Hall (March 18, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84527.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Artist Beniamino Bufano [acting as traffic clerk] stands on books so he can reach counter and take payment from Gloria Smith; with Judge Herman Van Der Zee looking on.

House Lifted Over Fence (March 18, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84527.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The G.W. Thomas Drayage and Rigging Company lifts small house over fence at La Salle and [Mendel?] Streets.
Judges of Superior Court -- City Hall (March 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84527.09]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Judge Melvyn Cronin of the Superior Court swears in Herman Van Der Zee and Leo A. Cunningham as acting Superior Court judges.

Flower Show -- Maiden Lane (March 30, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84528.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Art Bell, Louise Cutter, and Dorothy Johnstone hold flowers for flower show.

Spring Festival -- Maiden Lane (March 31, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84528.02-03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of Maiden Lane decorated for the Spring Festival (neighborhood). Mayor Elmer Robinson, Frances Rowe, Ansel Robinson, and Laima Ruigys appear before crowd at festival.

National World Trade Week -- Pier Forty-five B (March 31, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84528.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
M.J. McCarthy and B.N. Lillevand recrown Shirley Kimball as "Miss Pacific" Queen.

Track Repair -- Municipal Railway (April 01, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84528.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workmen repair switch on tracks at Geary and Market Streets.

Planning Commissioner -- City Hall (April 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84528.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson poses with new Planning Commissioner Paul Opperman.

Building Moved (April 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84528.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers move building; taken at Fell and Franklin Streets.

Demonstration -- Post Office Building (April 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84528.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Demonstrators picket Post Office (labor?).
New Uniforms -- Post Office (April 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84528.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Postmaster John F. Fixa examines new uniforms of carriers Al Saarinen and Victor Lund.

Old San Francisco Scenes (April 11, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84528.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of photographs of Tessie Wall's home [no date given], and the old Palace Hotel, taken in 1876.

City Playground (April 11, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84529.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kathy Kelso and Tommy Louchard play on children's playground [constructed on vacant lot by parents]. Mrs. Robert Rondick also shown.

Cross -- Mount Davidson (April 11, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84529.02-03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nighttime photographs of cross on Mount Davidson and fog moving over San Francisco (cityscapes). Raymond Stignaro prays near cross.

Father Ferrester's Chinese Mission -- Power House -- Cable Cars (April 12, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84529.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Conductor Anthony Campagna gives tour of California Street cable car power house to Chinese immigrant children [part of "Americanization" process for the children, having been in the United States for less than six months].

Street Car and Bus Schedules -- City Hall (April 18, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84529.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Crowd at meeting protesting changes in schedules for street cars and municipal buses.

New Library Commissioner -- City Hall (April 20, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84529.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson watches as Judge Melvyn Cronin of the Superior Court swears in Rene A. Vayssie as library commissioner.
**Drive-In Mail Box (April 22, 1949)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84529.07]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Postmaster John Fixa watches Actress Yvonne De Carlo, Actor William Bendix, and Meg Randall mail letters using new drive up mail box.

**Recording System -- Library (April 22, 1949)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84529.08]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, City Librarian Lawrence Clarke, and President George D. Hart of the Library Commission shown with new recording system.

**Traffic Jam (April 25, 1949)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84529.09]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Municipal busses in traffic jam between Second Street and New Montgomery Street (neighborhood).

**Fashion Show -- Cable Car (April 25, 1949)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84530.01]

- **Physical Description:** 7 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Models, dressed in spring fashions, pose with cable car.

**Cable Car -- Chicago Railroad Fair (April 27, 1949)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84530.02]

- **Physical Description:** 4 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Mayor Robinson and President Harry A. Mitchel of the Western Union Railroad ride on cable car number 524 [on its last run before going to Chicago Railroad Fair]. Shot of crowd.

**Main Library (April 28, 1949)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84530.03]

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Mr. and Mrs. Moore S. Achenbach hand over million dollar collection of etchings to City Attorney Dion Holm and President George D. Hart of the Library Commission. [Collection later the print collection of the Achenbach Foundation for Graphic Arts of the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco].

**Pacific Gas and Electric Company -- Construction (April 28, 1949)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84530.04]

- **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Workers tear up newly laid cement and install manhole covers at Market Street near Fifth Street.
Old San Francisco Scenes -- White House (April 29, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 117, [84530.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ruth Phelps examines diagram showing scene from 1906 fire, with diagram of the 1856 assassination of James King of William also shown.

Bell Ringing Contest -- Cable Cars (May 15, 1949 - May 18, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84530.06-08]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Forty and Eight Organization -- City Hall (May 23, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84530.09]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Paul O'Dowd, Everett Linoberg, and Abe Henderson of the Forty and Eight Organization present Mayor Elmer E. Robinson with a miniature cable car [representing prosperity].

Bell Ringing Contest -- Cable Cars -- Union Square (May 24, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84530.10]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gripman J.H. Heintz, sportscaster Ira Blue of KGO radio, John T. Callahan, Jack S. McDowell, Alexander Nielsen... shown at the Call Bulletin Cable Car Bell Ringing Championships. Shots of crowd (neighborhood).

Mission District Balloon Day (May 16, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84531.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
City Attorney Dion Holm and Donald Deddes of the Mission Merchants' Association release balloons into the air at Twenty-second Street and Mission Street. Judy Mathson, Joan Vickers, Carolyn Joyce, and picture of crowd also shown. [Neighborhood street scene with New Mission cinema visible].

Art Commission -- City Hall (May 26, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84531.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Judge Thomas Foley swears in Francis Joseph McCarthy as new member of the Art Commission; with President Harold Zellerbach and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson also present.
Souvenir Tickets -- Cable Car (June 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84531.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Philip F. Landis of the Public Utilities Commission presents souvenir cable car tickets to Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

Model Cable Car (June 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84531.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alexander Nielsen rings bell of cable car model, while Shirley Bodley listens.

Mayor Angelo J. Rossi -- City Hall (June 09, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84531.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson speaks to crowd at ceremony for unveiling of Mayor Angleo J. Rossi sculpture. Grace Mable Rossi admires bust of former mayor.

Auction -- Post Office Building (June 13, 1949 - June 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84531.06-07]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Acting Postmaster John F. Fixa and Evelyn Murchison prepare for Post Office auction. Cassandra Dieckman holds doll and Barbara Hansen plays with batons at auction. General pictures of crowd.

Trackless Trolleys (June 23, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84531.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jim Turner pictured with Mayor Elmer Robinson before boarding new "trackless trolley" bus at Polk and MacAllister Streets. New trolley sits next to old streetcar on Market Street.

Sealer of Weights and Measures -- City Hall (June 23, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84531.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
James A. Hughes, retiring sealer of weights and measures, poses with scales.

Miss Cable Car (July 01, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84532.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of Miss Cable Car Alice Buckley. Taken at 555 Sutter Street.
Gold Rush Centennial -- Portsmouth Square (July 01, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84532.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
May Gee of China, Claudine Domergue of France, Jeanette Meyere of Switzerland, and Emilate Rubio of Mexico commemorate the centennial of the California Gold Rush.

Gold Rush Centennial -- Portsmouth Plaza (July 14, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84532.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Grand Jury -- Federal Building (July 07, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84532.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New Federal Grand Jury members R.C. Mackenhausen, Mary H. Bolinger, A. Saklem, Mattie F. Miller, Edward G. Shuey... pose for group photograph.

Queen of Chinatown -- City Hall (July 11, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84532.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Centennial Queen Mabel Lee and Chinatown Queen Fanny Don pose for photograph with acting Mayor Marvin Lewis [supervisor].

Parking Meters -- City Hall (July 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84532.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Catherine Coleman holds metal slugs and washers found in parking meters.

Publicity -- Mayor's Office (July 27, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84532.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Janet Cooper and acting Mayor George Christopher hold toy cable cars [given to mayors of cities on new United Air route]. Assistant fire chief Alfred Galli holds cigarette safety poster.

Dollar Day -- Mission Street Merchants (August 16, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84533.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Joseph S. Ravinsky of the Mission Street Merchants Association, Joy Maston and Supervisor George B. Gillen of the United States Mint, count money on "Dollar Day;" taken at Twenty-first Street and Mission Street.
Goethe Day -- City Hall (August 24, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84533.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
American Airlines stewardess Kay Trainor, Mayor Elmer Robinson, and Frieda Hempel hold wreath that will be sent to the mayor of Frankfurt, Germany.

Road Construction (August 25, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84533.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers pour concrete into Mission Street between Third and Fourth Streets (neighborhood).

Fireman's Fund -- Cable Car Sponsorship (August 26, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84533.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marge McQuiston breaks champagne bottle over cable car underwritten by Fireman's Fund. Vice President Maynard Garrison of the Fireman's Fund and Clay Miller also present.

Mission Merchants -- Mayor -- City Hall (August 26, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84533.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chef Bruno Cito, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and President Joseph S. Ravinsky pose for shots promoting a dinner given by the Mission Street Merchants for the mayor.

Mayor -- Birth Record -- City Hall (August 29, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84533.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson establishes his date of birth [record previously lost in 1906 fire]. Judge Melvyn I. Cronin, Ralph Robinson, and Edyth Robinson shown.

Cable Car Meeting -- Galileo High School (September 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84534.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Charles Wood of the Cable Car Union, Mrs. Hans Kussman of Save the Cable Cars group, Phil Landis of the Public Utilities Commission, John Campbell, and meeting chairman Raymond D. Smith attend meeting about cable cars. Pictures of crowd.

Sewer Pipe Installation (September 14, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84534.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers lay new sewer pipe at Lake Street and Tenth Avenue.
California Street Cable Car (September 26, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84534.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Riders wave from first California cable car to run down California Street.

Commissioners -- City Hall (October 03, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84534.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Melvin J. Cronin swears in Doctor J. Joseph Hayes and Anthony Noriega as commissioners.

Mayor's Birthday -- City Band (October 03, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84534.05-06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Phil Shapiro and part of the San Francisco Band play for Mayor Elmer E. Robinson on his birthday; taken at City Hall. Mayor leads the San Francisco Band at the Civic Center.

Union Oil Company -- Cable Car Sponsorship (October 03, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84534.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sam A. Waters of Union Oil Company watches Emma Svirbely break champagne bottle over cable car underwritten by Union Oil Company; taken at Jones and California Streets.

Christening -- California Street Cable Railway (October 04, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84534.08]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Philip Phillips, Mrs. Roos, Jr., Marvin Lewis, and N.L. Bourgeault break champagne bottle over cable car underwritten by Roos Brothers [celebration meant to boost ridership on California Street Cable Railway]; taken at Grant Avenue and O'Farrell Street.

Personal Cable Car (October 25, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84534.09]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Inventor Richard Dwan shows Dan Grae and Lewis Collins San Francisco's first "personal cable car." Mrs. James Hamill and Beverly Hunt also shown.

Paulist Chinese Bazaar (October 29, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84535.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Louise Ling and Penney Chang invite George B. Gillen, head of the United States Mint in San Francisco, to be chairman of the annual Paulist Chinese Bazzar and tea garden festival.
Parking Commission -- City Hall (October 26, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84535.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Melvyn Cronin swears in David Thomson, Albert H. Jacobs, Roe T. Smith, Edward V. Mills, and Lyle M. Brown as the new parking authority.

Commemoration -- United State Mint (October 31, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84535.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Evans Wollen of the American Bankers Association and George Gillen of the San Francisco United States Mint stand with plaque marking building at 680 Commercial Street as the first United States branch mint.

Decorated Cable Car (November 02, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84535.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Spanish dancers Lolita and Jose dance with girls from the Anderson Sisters Dancing School. Girls with grapes from Napa Valley stand on decorated cable car.

Views from Twin Peaks (November 23, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84535.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco from Twin Peaks (cityscapes).

New Postmaster -- Post Office Building (December 01, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84535.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Judge George Harris swears in John F. Fixa as postmaster. Mrs. John F. Fixa, Judy Fixa, and William M. Malone also shown.

Tree -- Road Hazard (December 07, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84535.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workmen cart away tree that had been cut down because of potential hazard to traffic and homes.

Old San Francisco Scenes (December 15, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84535.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of nineteenth century lithographs of Mission Dolores and a lynching by the San Francisco Vigilance Committee.
Dedication -- Woodward's Gardens (December 15, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84535.09]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

American President Lines, Ltd. -- Cable Car Sponsorship (December 22, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84535.10]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Louis Lurie Light, George Killion, and Actress Pat Northrop [cast of "Oklahoma"] dedicate cable car sponsored by American President Lines, Ltd.

Nativity Scene -- St. Boniface Church (December 22, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84535.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nativity scene, "Come to the Stable," featuring live sheep with life size shepherds and a stable.

Slum Clearance -- Chinatown (January 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84536.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers demolish a garage wall at 775 Pacific Street, first in a series of buildings torn down to make way for housing development in Chinatown (neighborhood).

Centennial Celebration -- Temple Sherith Israel (January 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84536.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Herbert Andron and Mrs. Joseph B. Cole prepare for annual donor luncheon at California and Webster Streets.

Supervisors -- City Hall (January 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84536.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge William Traverso of the Superior Court swears in Marvin Lewis, Pat McMurray, Chester MacPhee... as supervisors. J. Joseph Sullivan, past president of the Board of Supervisors, presents gavel to Supervisor George Christopher.

Planning Commission -- City Hall (January 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84536.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Judge William F. Traverso swears in Mrs. Eugene Prince as member of the Planning Commission; Mayor Elmer E. Robinson stands alongside.
Commissioners -- City Hall (January 11, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84536.05]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Judge William F. Traverso swears in eleven commissioners [no names given].

New Grand Jury -- City Hall (January 12, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84536.06]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Federal grand jury members Clara B. Eagle, Louis B. King, William J. Raffetto, William T. Lambert, Edward R. Browne... pose for group photo.

Transit Czar -- City Hall (January 19, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84536.07]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

Cleaning -- Trolley Buses (January 26, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84536.08]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Series of photographs showing process for cleaning trolley bus; with Jim McNeil and David Baker shown.

Commissioners -- City Hall (January 26, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84536.09]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Judge William F. Traverso swears in James E. Stratton as member of the Urban Re-development Authority, and Robert Howard as art commissioner.

Director -- Public Works -- City Hall (February 01, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84537.01]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Chief Administrator Thomas A. Brooks looks on as County Clerk Martin Mongan swears in Sherman P. Duckel as director of Public Works.

New Bus -- Municipal Bus System -- Freight Depot (February 08, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84537.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Phillip Landis, J.H. Turner, and W.H. Scott try out new bus that seats four more people than previous model; taken at Sixteenth Street and Harrison Street.
Broadway Tunnel (February 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84537.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers move houses to lessen weight atop Broadway Tunnel; taken on Broadway Street between Hyde and Leavenworth Streets (neighborhood).

Citizen Protest -- Drive-In Theater -- City Hall (February 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84537.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group gathers at supervisors' meeting to protest construction of a drive-in theater in the Twin Peaks area (environment).

Election -- City Retirement Board -- City Hall (February 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84537.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary Ira G. Thompson of the Retirement Board meets with election candidates James J. McGovern and Barney Lenhart.

Chinese New Year -- Chinatown (February 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84537.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kim Wong, Jin Ai, and Lai Ling set off firecrackers in celebration of Chinese New Year; taken at Waverly Place.

Chinese New Year (February 19, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84537.07-08]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Amateur company presents Chinese Opera at Saint Mary's Chinese Catholic Mission at Clay and Stockton Streets. Dragon collects Chinese New Year's gifts and enacts "knife dance" [funds collected went to the Chinese Hospital]; taken in Waverly Place between Sacramento and Clay Streets.

Land's End (February 22, 1950)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84538.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workmen dump cement and rock waste and remnants from streetcar track removal at Land's End (environment). Pictures showing path along ocean, fishing boats, and lighthouse.

Hearing -- Bus Stop Benches -- City Hall (March 23, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84538.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
R.J. Rufus Klawans and Mrs. John O. England point out the the pros and cons of bus stop benches.
Centennial -- Historical Caravan -- Civic Center (February 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84538.03]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Mayor Elmer E. Robinson speaks on platform before "historical caravan" (neighborhood).

Red Cross Drive -- Cable Car (March 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84538.04]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Actor Vincent Price and Red Cross worker Mrs. Martin Rudolph collect for the Red Cross on board a San Francisco cable car. Mrs. Allen Peterson, Mary Singer, Helen Warren, and Marion Fine also shown.

Trackless Trolley (February 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84538.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  President Joe Ravinsky of the Mission Merchants watches Betty Farrar break champagne bottle over first trackless trolley; taken at Twentieth and Mission Streets.

Equipment Supervisor -- City Hall (March 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84538.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  William C. Bendel, retiring general supervisor of equipment, looks at model streetcar with James H. Turner.

Maiden Lane Spring Festival -- City Hall (March 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84539.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Mayor Elmer E. Robinson signs proclamation for spring festival in presence of President Ansel Robinson of the Maiden Lane Association and Elsie Jaqueg [girl in Swiss costume].

Spring Festival -- Maiden Lane (March 29, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84539.02-03]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Blanche Arp of Trans World Airlines, Vice President Bob Moore of the Maiden Lane Association, and Jackie Duffey of United Air Lines hold flowers flown in from Oregon. Pictures of Maiden Lane decorated for springtime (neighborhood).

Spring Festival -- Maiden Lane (March 30, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84539.04-05]
  Physical Description: 11 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photographs of Maiden Lane decorated for springtime (neighborhood). View of crowds.
Miss San Francisco Contest -- San Francisco Junior Chamber of Commerce (April 11, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84540.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Contestants Pat Sheehan, Jean Cullen, and Bernie Williams pose for group photographs.

Construction -- Broadway tunnel (April 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84540.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of new Broadway tunnel construction looking up Broadway Street, from the tunnel exit, and from the entrance on Powell Street (neighborhood). Picture of drilling and street breaking.

Marina Floral Fiesta -- Rossi Drive-In Flower Shop (April 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84540.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Parade Marshall Mike Desiano and Jeanett Bastiani dress in costume. Queen contestants Barbara Russo and Simone Wynants also shown; taken at Lombard and Divisadero Streets.

Maimonides Health Center (April 16, 1950 - April 23, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84540.04-05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
External views of the Maimonides Health Center for the Chronic Sick [named after twelfth century philosopher and physician], taken shortly before the hospital's opening (neighborhood). Gloria Brawley, Miriam H. Peizer, Lucien Lehman, Rabbi Saul E. White, Eric Mendelsohn... attend dedication program for hospital. Shots of crowd.

Miss San Francisco Contestants -- Mel's Drive-In (April 25, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84540.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Miss San Francisco contestants Lorraine Hinton, Paula Taigan, Maryanne Becker, Joan Young, Betty Boyd... pose for group photograph.

Foreign Trade Zone -- Pier Forty-five (April 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84540.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
**Cable Car Turntable (May 01, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84541.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers remove old cable car turntable to make way for replacement at Powell and Market Streets.

**Miss San Francisco Contest (May 03, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84541.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jack S. McDowell looks over Miss San Francisco contestants Gloria McDonough, Barbara Huffman, Pat Sheehan, and Lorraine Hinton.

**Miss San Francisco -- Town Crier (May 03, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84541.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Miss San Francisco Pat Sheehan plays the part of town crier to announce meeting sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce; taken at Powell and Market Streets.

**Miss San Francisco Contest (May 08, 1950 - May 12, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84541.04-05]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Contestants Lorraine Hinton, Charlotte Moore, Kathy Raymond, Mary Jo Miller, Gloria Pannicucci... line up at the Emporium for the Miss San Francisco Contest semi-finals. Contestants parade through town; shown coming up California Street (neighborhood).

**Cable Car Carnival -- California Cable Car Company (May 09, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84541.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Frank Hinman, Jr., Ella Anderson, Mrs. Philip Robertson, Sharon Wells, Nancy Majors, and Mrs. William Bush sit on board cable car.

**Model -- Marilyn (ship) -- Yacht Harbor (May 21, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84541.07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cynthia Brooks poses for photographs aboard the Marilyn (ship).

**Model Posing -- Fort Point (May 27, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84541.08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dancer and model Cynthia Brooks poses for photographs at Fort Point [old fort and Golden Gate Bridge visible in background].
**Cable Car Queen Candidates (May 22, 1950 - June 02, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84542.01-03]

**Physical Description:** 8 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Cable car full of women from local businesses turn in Miss Cable Car contest applications to operator Barney Owens at O'Farrell Street and Grant Avenue. Judges Garbor de Bessenyey, Wolo, Angelo Sottosanti, and Henri Lenoir interview candidate Ruth Schneider; other contestants shown. Lucius Beebe crowns Queen Sylvia Baraff at the Fairmont Hotel. Runner-up Patsy Stanley also shown.

**Cable Car (May 30, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84542.04]

**Physical Description:** 6 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Pictures of decorated cable car, advertising Cable Car Carnival, at California and Hyde Streets (neighborhood).

**Cable Car Art Contest -- Emporium (June 01, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84542.05]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**
Doctor Herbet C. Clish awards first place to Earl Abbot of Horace Mann Junior High School.

**Miss San Francisco -- City Hall (June 08, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84542.06]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Miss San Francisco Pat Sheehan leaves City Hall.

**Cable Car -- Shriners Convention (June 13, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84543.01]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

**City Purchaser -- City Hall (June 14, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84543.02]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
New City Purchaser Harold H. Jones shown being sworn in. Martin Mongan and Thomas Brooks also shown.

**Mayor Inspects New Bus -- Civic Center (June 15, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84543.03]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson inspects new city bus; helps Jane Saint Clair down from bus; talks to Marmion D. Mills [shot taken inside bus with members of Utility Commission and city officials shown].
Naval Command -- Hunters Point Shipyards (June 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84543.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain B.E. Manseau and Captain A.L. Becker change Naval command at Hunters Point.

National Safety Awards -- Hunters Point (June 26, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84543.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Ned Dearborn of the National Safety Council presents award to Captain A.L. Becker. Views of crowd [smoke in background from tar truck that caught fire].

Recreation and Park Commission -- City Hall (June 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84543.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Judge William F. Traverso swears in Fred Parr, Louis Sutter, Mrs. Sigmund Stern, Ann Dippel, and Michael Buckley as members of Recreation and Park Commission.

Anniversary of Fox Theatre (June 28, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84543.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Herman Kersken, district manager for Fox West Coast Theatres, holds brochure with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

Relocating Apartment Building (July 18, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84544.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers relocate apartment building that blocks Lincoln Way at Tenth Avenue.

Old San Francisco Scenes (July 25, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84544.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Construction -- Broadway Tunnel (July 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 118, [84544.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers begin digging tunnel at Powell and Broadway Streets.

San Francisco Disaster Council and Corps -- City Hall (August 02, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84544.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Members of the Disaster Council and Corps pictured with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson [no names given].
Civilian Defense Director -- City Hall (August 08, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84544.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thomas Brooks and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson meet with new Rear Admiral George Cook, new civilian defense director.

Parking Board Commissioner -- City Hall (August 10, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84544.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge William F. Traverso swears in Randolph Hale as Parking Board Commissioner; Mayor Elmer E. Robinson stands alongside.

New Commissioners -- City Hall (August 31, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84544.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson stands with Commissioner John F. Henning of the Welfare Board, Commissioner Alphonse Mailloux of the Housing Board, and Commissioner Charles Foehn of the Education Board.

Rehearsal -- Centennial Cavalcade -- Polk Hall (August 24, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84545.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Spanish dancers Carmen Ruiz, Matlida Ruiz, and Alicia Arroyo practice routine. Dancers Betty Jane Karppi, Betty Marcus... shown dancing in the Civic Auditorium.

Centennial Birthday Cake -- Civic Center Plaza Square (August 25, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84545.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers construct huge imitation cake for the California Centennial.

Parade Floats -- Centennial -- Palace of Fine Arts (August 31, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84545.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joyce Brown, Pat Caintic, and Phyllis Dickey sit with floats for the California Centennial Parade. General view of floats.

Centennial Birthday Cake -- Civic Center (August 31, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84545.04-05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of giant imitation birthday cake created for California Centennial celebration. Pictures of cake lit up, with City Hall in the background.
Mock Hold-Up (September 07, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84545.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richie Leary and Castro Gang stage mock hold-up of bank manager A.C. Schillig; place Doctor J.C. Geiger in jail.

Floats -- California Centennial Parade -- Palace of Fine Arts (September 07, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84545.07]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workmen prepare floats for parade. Floats shown representing the Mission of San Luis Obispo; Monterey, Benicia, and Vallejo; Sonoma; Ramona and Rancho Camulos; Columbia; and the Pony Express.

Fireworks -- California Centennial -- Aquatic Park (September 08, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84545.08]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chinese family watches fireworks. Pictures of fireworks, with Alcatraz sometimes visible in background.

Centennial Parade -- Ferry Building (September 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84545.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People put on make-up in preparation for California Centennial parade.

Centennial Celebrations -- Civic Center and Presidio (September 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84545.10]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes show folk dancing at the Civic Center auditorium and plaza, and a California Centennial play at the Presidio.

California Centennial Parade (September 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84545.11]

Physical Description: 57 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actor William Boyd [Hopalong Cassidy], Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and Governor Earl Warren ride on Centennial parade route. Photographs of parade on Market Street and at Civic Center (neighborhood) (many buildings and business signs visible).

Mission Miracle Mile -- Parade (September 06, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84546.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of the Los Banos Chicken [float], the navy marching, the Shriners drill team marching, and the Mission Miracle Mile Queen Mae Tai Sing riding on parade route. Marvin E. Lewis, Joe Rovinsky, and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson watch parade from review stand. Shots of crowd on Mission Street (neighborhood).
Historic Shrine -- Portsmouth Plaza (September 06, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84546.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joseph Knowland unveils new "historic shrine" monument and plaque in Portsmouth Square, San Francisco, with Mrs. Elmer Robinson and Marvin E. Lewis also present.

Recreation and Park Commissioner -- City Hall (September 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84546.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge William Traverso swears in Peter Bercut as Recreation and Park Commissioner; with Louis A. Sutter, Harvey Teller, and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson looking on.

Cable Car Meeting (September 18, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84546.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Anna Blake Mezquida speaks at meeting concerning cable cars. Mrs. Hans Klusman and James H. Turner also present.

Bay Area Model -- San Francisco Museum of Art (September 22, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84546.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of large scale Bay Area model (relief map) that forecasts changes ten to fifteen years in the future (development? environment?)

Traffic Director -- Municipal Railway -- City Hall (September 25, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84546.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
New Traffic Director David D. Canning poses with model streetcar.

Commissioner -- Redevelopment Agency -- City Hall (September 25, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84546.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge William F. Traverso swears in Morgan A. Gunst as commissioner of the Redevelopment Agency; with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson looking on.

Alemany Freeway Overpass (September 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84546.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Alemany overpass under construction at Alemany and Bayshore [Streets?]
**Broadway Tunnel (October 05, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84547.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers move apartment house to make way for the Broadway Tunnel project; taken on Broadway between Polk and Larkin Streets (neighborhood).

**Courtesy Man of the Month -- City Hall (October 10, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84547.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson presents award for "Courtesy Man of the Month" to Frances F. McManus; shown with wife Nora McManus and daughters Jeanne and Patricia McManus.

**Chinatown Parade (October 10, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84547.03]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes from Chinatown parade showing crowd and parade participants.

**Flower Stand -- Cable Car (October 18, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84547.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sam Alhadoff pictured with cable car converted into flower stand, which he owns. Also pictured are Ted Normart, Mrs. William Greenbach, and Victor Alhadoff; taken at the corner of Geary and Stockton Streets.

**Views from Twin Peaks (October 21, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84547.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Panoramic views of San Francisco taken from Twin Peaks (cityscapes).

**Mount Zion Hospital (October 27, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84547.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurse Reva Diller, Natalya Nikolous, Nancy Hopkins, Liza Mock, head x-ray therapy technician Bertha Taylor... shown in library, model surgery, and x-ray rooms of hospital's new addition. External views of new addition taken from street (health).

**Muni Man of the Month -- Municipal Transit -- City Hall (November 13, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84548.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson presents a check to "Muni Man of the Month" George Glassford.
Lost and Found Department -- Municipal Transit (November 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84548.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bob Allman and Jane Horton shown with items lost on busses and streetcars. Taken at the Car Barn at Seventeenth and Portola.

California and Stanford Big Game -- Cable Car (November 21, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84548.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gripman Mardis T. Hall wears a California beanie (UC Berkeley) and Conductor C.H. Sheets wears Stanford beanie in preparation for big football game.

San Francisco Clocks (November 28, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84548.04-05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of clocks from around city. Photographs of the Southern Pacific Depot clock [San Francisco's biggest], the Ferry Building clock, and the Schmidt Lithograph Company clock at 461 Second Street.

Chinese World Trade Week (November 30, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84548.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Queen Mabel Lee of Chinese World Trade Week turns on switch to Chinatown's Christmas lights. Saint Mary's [School?] girls march in drum corps.

San Francisco Clocks (December 01, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84548.07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of clocks from around San Francisco, including Schmidt Lithograph Company Building clock near Bay Bridge, Bay Bridge Terminal clock, Gruen clock at Mission and Second Streets, Coca Cola plant clock, Granat Bros clock at Twentieth [Street?] and Mission Street, City Hall Rotunda clock, and clock at Alemany and Bayshore Streets.

Muni Man of the Month -- City Hall (December 12, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84548.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson presents award for "Muni Man of the Month" to Delg Paul Tufo; with E.B. Sorensen looking on.

City Ambulance Driver (December 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84548.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
City ambulance driver George Johnstone retires after thirty-five years of service. Taken at 2400 Pacheco Street.
Emergency Proclamation -- Mayor's Office (January 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson signs the Emergency Proclamation for San Francisco in the presence of Rear Admiral A.G. Cook, of the San Francisco Disaster Council and Corps.

Civil Defense Program -- San Francisco City College (January 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Henry A. Lindecker swears in fifty-four men as auxiliary fireman under the Civil Defense program.

Nurses -- Civil Defense (January 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Registered nurses Mrs. Edward Campbell, President Myra G. Faraday of the San Francisco County Nurses Association, and Mrs. W.A. Froggatt volunteer for Civil Defense. Doctor J.C. Geiger also shown.

Siren -- Bernal Heights Hill (January 10, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers pull [air raid?] siren to be placed atop Bernal Heights hill. (Civil defense).

Air Raid Siren -- Saint Francis Hotel (January 12, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers hoist air raid siren atop the Saint Francis Hotel's roof (cityscapes) (civil defense).

Bomb Shelter (January 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Patrick J. Hurley stands with his granddaughter Margaret Mary Hughes inside bomb shelter that he built at 1624 Hayes Street (civil defense).

Transportation Officer -- Disaster Council and Corps -- City Hall (January 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and Admiral A.G. Cook stand with Colonel Fred M. Fogle, new transportation officer for the San Francisco Disaster Council and Corps.
Atomic Bomb Precautions -- James Denman Junior High School (January 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students demonstrate positions they occupy during bombing alert. Harold McLeod and the disaster drill squad watch Junior Red Cross advisor Mrs. Louis Albedi administer first aid to Guy Hesselgesser (civil defense).

Air Raid Wardens (January 31, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Four hundred men take oaths as air raid wardens at 2301 San Jose Avenue (civil defense).

Ground Observer Corps (February 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.10]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Feeding Program -- Red Cross Emergency -- Palace Theatre (February 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sacramento Representative Mrs. Charles Johnson, State Canteen Chairman Mrs. D.G. Huener-Gardt of American Women's Voluntary Services, Lieutenant C.J. Bradley, and Mrs. Fred Levy listen to Italian interpreter Nelina Schiro.

First Aid and Rescue Division -- Disaster Corps Headquarters (February 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Cooke and Colleen Bowers pose with new Director Thomas Larke, Jr., of First Aid and Rescue Division (civil defense).

City Bus -- Emergency Ambulance (February 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.13]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Albert Cook, William Scott of the Municipal Railway, Transportation Chief Fred M. Fogle and Chief Steward Earl Blake of the Civil Defense Program examine bus that has been converted to an ambulance by use of hooks and slings.

Atomic Bomb Shelter (February 20, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.14]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John Daly exits shelter [constructed by Barrett and Hilp Development Company "For Your Family's Protection"] on display at Post and Powell Streets (neighborhood) (civil defense)
State Senate Commission on Civilian Defense -- City Hall (March 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.15]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson, Rear Admiral Albert G. Cook, and State Senator George J. Hatfield look at San Francisco Civil Defense organizational flow chart (civil defense).

Disaster Council and Corps -- Public Utilities Commission -- City Hall (March 06, 1951)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.16]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor William L. Bender talks to Disaster Council and Corps. Val King, Harry Ross, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Thomas A. Brooks, and Admiral A.G. Cook also shown (civil defense).

Disaster Council Control Center (March 14, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.17]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Edward Walsh of the Fire Department, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Doctor J.C. Geiger, Admiral George Cook, and Chief Michael Gaffey stand before large map of San Francisco (civil defense).

Civil Defense Drill -- Sheriff's Air Squadron and Red Cross -- Marina Green (April 22, 1951)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.18]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pilot Marc Palen, Ken Berg, Don Kempel, Jane Maber, and Carol Burnquist take part in civil defense drill.

Disaster Drivers -- Civil Defense (April 24, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.19]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Instructor Clarence Lahey of the Municipal Railway shows women how to operate bus. Edi Bell, Treasure Hafey, Jacqueline Dawkins, Clarence Lahey, and Lucy Kenny give their fingerprint.

Atomic Bomb Preparedness -- Health Building (April 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.20]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ruth L. Lotspeich and Janice Vondale instruct nurses watching movie about the atomic bomb (civil defense).

Disaster Relief Survey -- Empire Building (May 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.21]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Battalion Chief Joseph A. Smith stands with Mrs. Leonard Lando of the Red Cross. Emmet Daly of Plant Protection Service speaks with federal employees (civil defense).
City Sirens -- Defense Map (July 31, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.22]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colleen Bowens and Admiral A.G. Cook check off sirens on San Francisco defense map after city wide siren test (civil defense).

Air Raid Sirens (July 31, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.23-24]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Glory Glover plugs ears at sound of siren powered by Chrysler motor; taken at the Saint Francis Hotel. Sylvia Rodriguez, Pat Sass, Mary Lee Seger, Martha Davidson, and Gloria Retzloff hold their ears at the sound of an air raid siren at Fourth and Market Streets (civil defense).

Air Raid Siren (July 31, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.25]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dispatcher Harry Giddings works with air raid siren equipment (civil defense).

Air Raid Test -- Union Square (August 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.26]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Picture of Union Square taken during air raid test (neighborhood) (civil defense).

Air Raid Wardens (August 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.27]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jesse McLendon addresses air raid wardens in the first of a series of lectures (civil defense).

Civil Defense (September 14, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.28]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral Albert Cook meets with Igbal A. Quraishi at 45 Hyde Street.

Press Conference -- Disaster Council and Corps (September 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.29]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Regional Director Henry S. Eaton of Federal Civil Defense Administration, Admiral A.G. Cook of the San Francisco Disaster Council and Corps, Deputy Administrator James J. Wadsworth, and Carmen Dyche speak together at press conference. Taken at 45 Hyde Street.
Disaster Drill -- California Packing Corporation (September 20, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.30]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Director A.G. Cook, of the San Francisco Disaster Council and Corps, observes employees evacuating offices and performing other disaster drill exercises. Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and Corleen Hammond also shown (civil defense).

Disaster Council and Corps (October 10, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.31]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Beryl Fairfax Northcott and Admiral A.G. Cook look at map of San Francisco (civil defense). Taken at 45 Hyde Street.

Radio Ham Operator -- Disaster Preparation -- National Red Cross Headquarters (October 31, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.32]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ham operator Bill Buckley uses Red Cross radio equipment at headquarters on Sutter Street (civil defense).

Press Interview -- Disaster Council and Corps (October 23, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.33]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Albert W. Bellamy and Rear Admiral A.G. Cook talk during press interview at 45 Hyde Street (civil defense).

Disaster Drill -- Matson Building (October 25, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.34]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
E.J. Donahue, Helen Bettencourt, Helen Wightman, General Robertson, Roberta Sandeen... take part in disaster drill (civil defense).

Disaster Bandages -- Red Cross (October 29, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84549.35]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Thomas Larke, Jr. of Rescue and First Aid, Mrs. R.F. Thompson of the Red Cross, Admiral A.G. Cook of the Disaster Council and Corps, and Chief Steward Earl Blake of the Emergency Hospital System hold “disaster” bandages meant for distribution to sixteen districts (civil defense). Taken at 1625 Van Ness Avenue.

New Sewage Plant (January 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 119, [84550.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Workmen construct sewage plant at Jerrold Avenue and Phelps Street. View of San Francisco from hill (cityscapes).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relocation -- Donahue Monument</strong> (January 05, 1951)</td>
<td>Workers hoist Donahue Monument statue and ready it for move to new location; taken at Battery and Market Streets (neighborhood).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City Monuments</strong> (January 08, 1951)</td>
<td>Photographs of Lotta's Fountain at Geary and Market Streets, Sun Yat Sen statue on California Street, Coit Tower on Telegraph Hill, and monument to Robert Louis Stevenson in Portsmouth Square (neighborhood).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>War Memorial Trustees -- City Hall</strong> (January 09, 1951)</td>
<td>Judge Daniel Shoemaker swears in Wilbur A. Henderson, Richard H. Newhall, Guido J. Musto, and Ralph J.A. Stern as war memorial trustees.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>City Monuments</strong> (January 09, 1951 - January 10, 1951)</td>
<td>Photographs of monuments and sculptures from around San Francisco, including: Bridge of the San Francisco (cruiser); Francis Scott Key Memorial; dutch windmill in Golden Gate Park; the Gjoa (ship); cider press monument in Golden Gate Park; William McKinley Monument; baseball player statue in Golden Gate Park; Padre Junipero Serra Monument; Winged Victory; and the Doughboy in Golden Gate Park. Photographs of the Dewey Monument in Union Square, Unknown Soldier head stone at the Presidio, Robert Emmet statue in Golden Gate Park, and Portals of the Past in Golden Gate Park.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sewage Disposal</strong> (January 24, 1951)</td>
<td>Photographs of sewage disposal facilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Construction -- Broadway Tunnel</strong> (January 12, 1951 - February 13, 1951)</td>
<td>Aerial views of the Broadway Tunnel and San Francisco (cityscapes). Views of construction work in tunnel interior and drilling on the face of the tunnel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>San Francisco Award -- City Hall</strong> (January 18, 1951)</td>
<td>Elmer D. Samson of the Junior Chamber of Commerce presents the &quot;San Francisco Award&quot; to Thomas A. Brooks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chinese New Year (February 05, 1951 - February 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84551.04-06]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chinese-American boys Richard Quan, Johnie Lee, Raymond Lee, and Clifford Chin set off firecrackers in Chinatown. Huey Chong, James Hom, Sam Huie, Won Hom, Joe Yum Tseh... celebrate Chinese New Year in the Tong House at 1056 Grant Avenue. Tom Lynch, Vito R. Bertoldo [holder of Congressional Medal of Honor], Frank Nipp, Captain N.F. Wong, and Fook Young hold banquet for one hundred Korean War wounded.

House Relocated -- Ferry Building (February 09, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84551.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of small house being relocated with Ferry Building in the background.

Japanese Plum Trees (February 23, 1951 - February 24, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84551.08-09]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Don Gladstone, Peter Klock, and Jacqueline Gladstone walk up Edgewood Avenue, lined with blooming Japanese plum trees. Debbie Zatcoff poses [for Spring layout] in park and on Edgewood Avenue (neighborhood).

Views from Sutro Forest Television Tower (February 28, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84551.10]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Twin Peaks and San Francisco (cityscapes).

Sidney Peixotto Playground (March 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84552.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of playground named for Sidney Peixotto, founder of the Columbia Park Boys Club; at Fifteenth [Street?] and Roosevelt Street.

John P. Murphy Playground (March 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84552.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of new playground and clubhouse at Ninth Avenue and Ortega Street.

Rebuilt Cable Car (March 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84552.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson, President Philip Landis of Public Utilities, and Jim Turner push rebuilt cable car on turntable during its first trip since returning to service [first cable car to be put back in service].
Views of Santa Clara and Broadway Tunnel (March 14, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84552.04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of Santa Clara and of San Francisco's Broadway Tunnel (cityscapes).

Assembly and Congressional Districts -- Map -- Underwood Building (March 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84552.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Map detailing state assembly and state congressional districts in San Francisco.

Mystery Mannequin -- Maiden Lane (March 26, 1951 - March 31, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84552.06-07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Arthur Bell and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson sit with "mystery mannequin" Dolores Crosby, a Trans World Airlines hostess. Dolores Crosby takes off her mask.

Spring Festival -- Maiden Lane (March 28, 1951 - March 29, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84552.08-10]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
United Air Lines stewardess Carmen Mathews, model Sally Shale, and the "Mystery Mannequin" decorate Maiden Lane with flowers. Martha Trammell decorates Maiden Lane. Views of Maiden Lane adorned with flowers (neighborhood). Pictures of crowd walking down Maiden Lane after street's opening.

City Records Vault -- Forest Hill Station (March 29, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84553.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Superior Judge Herman Van Der Zee and Registrar Thomas Toomey put microfilm records into an earthquake proof vault at Twin Peaks.

City Playgrounds (March 30, 1951 - April 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84553.02-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Alice Chalmers Playground and Cayuga Playground, both before grand opening. Children play at the Merced Heights Playground Center at Byxbee and Shields Streets.

City Budget -- City Hall (April 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84553.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson sits with city budget, which he has signed.
Views of San Francisco (April 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84553.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of San Francisco International Airport and the Civic Center (cityscapes).

Fisherman's Wharf (April 23, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84553.06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Fisherman's Wharf (neighborhood). Angelo Trentacosta shown with crabs.

Spring Festival -- Saint Boniface Church (April 24, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84553.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elmer J. Towle, Sheriff Dan Murphy, Father Alfred Boeddeker, Mayor Elmer Robinson, and Mike Mitchell serve food to men in the Saint Boniface Church dining room.

Fillmore Merchants and Improvement Association -- City Hall (May 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84554.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Mathew J. Boxer and Vice Chairman Joan Cohn of the Fillmore Merchants and Improvement Association invite Mayor Edward Robinson to forty-fourth anniversary dinner. Chairman Edwin D. Kay of the Entertainment Committee also shown.

San Francisco Skyline (May 08, 1951 - May 10, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84554.02-03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco skyline from Nineteenth Avenue and Alemany Street (cityscapes). Further views of skyline [taken from unnamed locations].

Miss San Francisco -- Junior Chamber of Commerce -- Marine Memorial Club (May 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84554.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Paul Speegle pins ribbon on Miss San Francisco contest winner Barbara Huffman. Runners-up Cora Cabrera and Elizabeth Ernst also shown.

Mister San Francisco Contest -- Scottish Rite Hall (May 20, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84554.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mister California Malcom Brenner and Mister San Francisco Roy Hilligen (bodybuilders) pose on stage.
Recreation Department -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (May 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84554.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Manager George Hjelte of the Recreation Department of Los Angeles speaks with retiring San Francisco Recreation Department head, Josephine Randall.

Diamond Heights Redevelopment Area -- City Planning Commission (May 24, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84554.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ernest Torregano and Paul Oppermann look at map of Diamond Heights Redevelopment Area; taken at 100 Larkin Street.

Dedication -- Marine Museum (May 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84554.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elmer Robinson departs Ferry Building on train and rides along Embarcadero to the Marine Museum. Shots of crowd, at museum for dedication [of the museum?].

Loyalty Oath -- Yellow Cab Company -- Hall of Justice (May 29, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84555.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President W.L. Rothschild of the Yellow Cab Company administers loyalty oath to Jitney Owners Association Members [cab drivers]; taken in the Police Commission Room.

Traffic Jam -- Beach (May 30, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84555.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cars form traffic jam on road to the beach; taken from Geary Street.

Proclamation -- Cable Car Week -- City Hall (May 31, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84555.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Hans Klussmann and Mayor Elmer Robinson issue Cable Car Week proclamation.

Sewer Plant (May 31, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84555.04]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of digesting tanks and gas meters by the control building, and of the drying plant for sludge; taken at the San Francisco sewage disposal plant.
Dedication -- Freeway Addition (June 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84555.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, President Allan Lowry of the Chamber of Commerce, Chester Warlow, George T. McCoy, and Janice Hunter attend ceremony for opening of new freeway addition; taken at Twenty-fifth [Street] and Vermont Street. Picture of cars trying out new road.

West Portal Playground (June 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84555.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Mrs. Earl Long of the PTA, Josephine Randall, and Mayor Elmer Robinson dedicate playground in front of audience of children from West Portal School (education).

Stocks -- Chinese-American Women -- Walston, Hoffman and Goodwin (June 01, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84555.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chinese-American women Viola Yuien, Christine Fong, and Catherine Yim mark stock board [while dressed in Chinese costume] for stock brokers at 265 Montgomery Street.

City Playgrounds (June 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84556.01-02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John J. Ryan and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson speak at dedication for Joseph Lee Playground at Oakdale and Mandell Streets. Doctor L.R. Ludwigsen also shown; with crowd in background. Mayor speaks in the new club house at the Richmond Playground during dedication ceremonies; taken at Eighteenth [Avenue?] and Lake Street (neighborhood). Shots of children.

Miss San Francisco -- City Hall (June 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84556.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Miss San Francisco Barbara Huffman stands with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson.

Auction -- Post Office (June 18, 1951 - June 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84556.04-05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kay Berdan and Postmaster John F. Fixa look at some of 50,000 items to be sold at San Francisco Post Office auction. Pictures of auctioneer and crowd at auction.

Control Tower -- Municipal Transit (June 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84556.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures of control tower taken from First and Market Streets (neighborhood).
Anniversary of San Francisco's Founding -- Golden Gate Park (June 24, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84556.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Anniversary of San Francisco's Founding -- Mission Dolores (June 29, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84556.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William T. Hogan of the Serra Club lays wreath at statue of Father Junipero Serra during ceremony commemorating the one hundred and seventy-fifth anniversary of San Francisco's founding; taken in Mission Dolores cemetery. Reverend Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle also present.

Driver Exam -- Municipal Bus System -- City Hall (July 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84557.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women take examination to become bus drivers.

Supervisor Byron Arnold (July 10, 1951 - August 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84557.02-04]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Supervisor Byron Arnold, man selected to finish term of Supervisor Leo Halley; taken at 105 Montgomery Street. Judge Daniel Shoemaker swears in Byron Arnold as supervisor at City Hall. Mayor Elmer Robinson also shown. Supervisor Byron Arnold shown with Mrs. Byron Arnold and daugther June Arnold; taken at 150 Brentwood Avenue.

Health Department (July 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84557.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Erwin C. Sage kisses Eva Mucahy, woman retiring after thirty-three years of service; taken at 101 Grove Street.

Telegraph Hill (July 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84557.06]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views from around Telegraph Hill (neighborhood). H.B. Ward shown at Filbert and Sansome Streets, Cherry Boles at 361 Filbert Street, and Mrs. H. Hill near Montgomery and Greenwich Streets.

South Sunset Playground (July 22, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84557.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and Monsignor George Bedford of Saint Gabriel's Church stand with group of children in front of playground clubhouse.
Cable Car (August 01, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84557.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pictures showing the lack of cable cars on California Street and the "big wheel," which has stopped, but normally pulls cars along street.

Demolition -- C & H Sugar Refinery (August 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84557.09]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workmen demolish two smoke stacks at California and Hawaiian Sugar Company refinery.

Construction -- Broadway Tunnel (August 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84557.10]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Carl Larson and engineer G.J. Patridge shake hands from opposite sides of hole, as sides of the Broadway Tunnel meet.

Mission Street Queen (September 11, 1951 - September 21, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84558.01-02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mission Street Queen Contest finalists Gloria Reyes, Betty Jo Cotton, Bette McKenzie, Kay Maillard, Jeanne Hasselman, and June English pose for group photo. President Joe S. Ravinsky of the Mission Street Merchants stands with Queen Kay Millard as Mayor Elmer E. Robinson crowns her.

Transportation -- Key System Train -- Oakland (September 13, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84558.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Key system train at turnoff from bridge [San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge?]. View of Oakland skyline in background (cityscapes).

Cable Car Barn Meeting (September 14, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84558.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Hans Klussman speaks at cable car barn meeting at California and Hyde Streets.

Municipal Railway -- Mart Club (September 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84558.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
City Attorney Dion Holm and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson stand with retiring General Manager William H. Scott of Municipal Railway. Pictures of crowd at retirement gala.
Dedication -- Sunset Playground (October 02, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84558.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Walter Robinson speaks to crowd at dedication ceremony for the Sunset Playground. Pearl Maritzen, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and Alfred H. Kramm also shown.

Birthday -- Mayor Elmer E. Robinson -- City Hall (October 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84558.07]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor leads four piece band on his birthday.

Mrs. Sunset Contest (October 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84558.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Contestants Irene Noll, Dorothy Carney, Virginia Augustiny, Marcy Vickers, Mrs. George V. Curtis... pose for group picture with Vice President Lester Stone of the Lions Club.

Miracle Mile Parade -- Mission Street Merchants (October 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84558.09]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scenes from the Miracle Mile Parade on Mission Street. Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Queen Kay Millard, President Joseph Ravinsky of the Mission Merchants, and Chief Michael Gaffey of the San Francisco Police Department shown at parade.

World Series -- County Jail (October 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84559.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prisoners watch the New York Yankees play World Series baseball game on television.

Chinese Girls Drum Corps -- Saint Mary’s School (October 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84559.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jessie Gon shows wedding ring [leader of Chinese Girls Drum Corps].

Dedication -- Saint Mary’s Playground (October 09, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84559.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Josephine D. Randall, Roy Norton, Edward Hartje, and District Attorney Thomas Lynch attend dedication ceremonies for new playground at Crestcent and Agnon Streets.
Chinese Independence Day -- Saint Mary’s School -- Chinatown (October 10, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84559.04]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Chinese Girls Drum Corps -- Saint Mary’s School (October 17, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84559.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jessie Gon plays drum. Melvin Gon sits with wife Jessie Gon. Patricia Yee, Janice Bow, Lillian Ong, and Marian Chan play drum together (education).

Construction -- Broadway Tunnel (October 17, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84559.06]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs show drilling work at tunnel entrance.

New Streetcars -- Municipal Railway -- Elkton Shops (October 24, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84559.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Members of the Public Utilities Commission and Municipal Railway observe first of twenty-five new streetcars as it pulls in on flatcar; taken on Ocean Avenue.

Proposition G -- Supervisors -- Whitcomb Hotel (October 29, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84559.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tommy Maloney, Lloyd Graybiel, Mrs. John Murray, and Cyril Magnin show support for Proposition G, measure to raise supervisors’ salaries to $400 a month.

Native Sons of the Golden West Presentation -- City Hall (October 29, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84559.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Deputy Chief James Quigley of the San Francisco Police Department pins medal on Supervisor Patrick McMurray symbolizing membership in the Native Sons [of the Golden West?]; with Mayor Elmer Robinson also present.

Parking Authority -- City Hall (October 30, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84559.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge D.R. Shoemaker swears in Randolph Hale as member of Parking Authority.
Chinatown (November 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84560.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Chinatown (neighborhood).

Greenbelt Tour -- Sutro Forest (November 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84560.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Planning Commission and guests look over quarry. Justine Lower, a post graduate
student with the Coro Foundation, does field work in forest (environment).

Lotta's Fountain (November 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84560.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actors Dennis Day, George Jessel, and Mitzi Gaynor lay wreath on Lotta's Fountain
at Market and Kearney Streets [actors starred in film "Golden Girl," which
premiered at the Fox Theatre].

Parking Authority (November 09, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84560.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Manager Dave Lewis of Parks and Recreation, Edward V. Mills, Randolph
Hale, Rae Smith, Dave Thompson, and General Manager Vinning Fisher of the
Parking Authority look at bids for construction on Saint Mary's Garage. Taken at
500 Golden Gate Avenue.

Geary Street Widening Project -- City Planning Commission (November 15,
1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84560.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs show scale model of Geary Street widening project. Taken at 100
Larkin Street.

Park Commission -- City Hall (November 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 120, [84560.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Daniel R. Shoemaker swears in Reverend Eugene A. Gallagher as member of
Park Commission.

Parks (1940/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [082300-082312]
Physical Description: 275 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Primarily views of Golden Gate Park (including de Young Museum, California Academy
of Science, Japanese Tea Garden, planetarium, conservatory, bicyclists, playgrounds,
lakes, 1949 earthquake damage, etc.) Also includes views of Portsmouth Square,
Union Square, Aquatic Park, Columbia Square, Stern Grove, Mission Playground, North
Beach Playground, McLaren Park, and other city parks and playgrounds.
**Police - Miscellaneous (1940/1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 109, [083000-083027]

**Physical Description:** 525 negatives (estimate)

**Scope and Content Note**
Officers, women officers, San Francisco Hall of Justice, police training school, Atom Bomb School for police (includes charts) (civil defense), graduation ceremonies, first arrest for "gal" woman officer, new women's police uniforms, etc.

---

**Police Brutality (1941/1948)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108-109, [082800-082806]

**Physical Description:** 152 negatives (estimate)

**Scope and Content Note**
Police brutality cases including accused policemen, victims, and several images related to the "Stanford Boys" case.

---

**Stanford Boys Beaten (March 1941 - March 08, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82800.01-06]

**Physical Description:** 28 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Beating took place at the Southern San Francisco Southern Police Station; police officers involved (Thomas Flanagan, Roy Larson, and Joseph Francis Greene); two boys at Palo Alto Hospital (Carter Barber and Donald Allen [Allan?]); beating charge against police officers (Michael Riordan and John Desmond); San Francisco Police Commission views scene (Walter McGovern, Ward Walkup, William Webber, and Chief Charles Dullea).

---

**Second Beating Case -- Hall of Justice (March 10, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82800.07-11]

**Physical Description:** 9 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Lawyer is talking to witnesses outside the Hall of Justice (James Spatheio, Don Honig, Marvin E. Lewis, Alfred Neimeyer, Robert Horton, ...); the defendant and the little boy he was playing with (Sonny Zwingman); the officer who made punch on witness stand (Officer Lorraine Eckhardt and Judge Peter Mullins); crowded courtroom scene; witness demonstrates how police officer grabbed defendants (Donald Niemeyer).

---

**Stanford Boys’ Case -- Hearing -- Hall of Justice (March 11, 1941 - March 14, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82801.01-07]

**Physical Description:** 19 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Boys and one arresting officer in courtroom (Carter Barber, Donald Allen [Allan?], and Joseph Green); witnesses (S.M. Esquanto, Sergeant Floyd S. Stuart, William Steif, William Mulvey, Captain Charles Skelly, John Taaffe, and Dr. E.E. Roth); boys with San Francisco Police Commission (Charles Dullea, Walter McGovern, William Webber, and Ward Walkup); grand jury members (Jerd Sullivan, Michael Riordan, George K. Manheim, Alex McCausland, Herbert Melick, and E. Raymond); charges being read (Jack Costello and John Desmond); crowds lined up to enter hearing. All negatives probably pertaining to Stanford boys’ case, or possibly another case.
**Stanford Boys' Case (March 21, 1941 - March 24, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82802.01-05]

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Donald Allen's [Allan's?] fingerprints; Stanford students come to listen to testimony (Lee Dunn and Beverly Walsh); witness (Berne Dilgin); pre-hearing proceedings (Francis Y.[X.?] Latulipe, Jesse Carr, Charles Dullea, Walter McGovern, Ward Walkup, and William Wobber); Donald Allen [Allan?] with bloody coat.

**Fifteen Year Old Boy Beaten and His Teeth Knocked Out (March 22, 1941 - March 26, 1941)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82802.06-08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Accused Police Officer John Liston (includes a close-up of his bandaged fist), boy and parents: S.H. Long and Mr. and Mrs. Sam Long, and Chief Charles Dullea.

**A Man Beaten by Another Cop (March 23, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82803.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Robert Zahl showing with his fist where the cop punched him.

**Stanford Boys' Case -- Trial -- Hall of Justice (March 25, 1941 - March 26, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82803.02-07]

Physical Description: 23 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Witnesses (Nellie Moriarity, Melvin Maloney, Leo Bent, Frank Heidenger, Alfonso Flores, ...); accused Officer Joseph Green; general scenes of trial (Chief Charles Dullea, Walter McGovern, William Wobber, Ward Walkup, Deputy Chief Michael Riordan, ...); two officers (Sargeant John J. Keeley and Captain Arthur Christiansen); officers on witness stand (John Desmond, Roy Loran, Benito Escobar, Captain Leo Tackney, and Fred Schmaling); copy of the police ledger.

**Stanford Boy's Case -- Police Commission's Decision (April 01, 1941 - May 08, 1941)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82804.01-05]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
New Officer Edward Vandervort suspended; six stars of men who are no longer officers; witness Salina Geiaroni; commission decision: one officer cleared of charges (Attorney John Costello and Officer Joseph Green); Stanford boys (Carter Barber and Donald Allen [Allan?]).

**County Jail Beating -- City Hall (June 30, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82804.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Jailer George F. Doerr and his attorney Joseph T. Curley.

**Policemen Beat a Seventeen Year Old Seaman (August 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82805.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of Hugh O'Connor and Jack Countryman.
Naval Man Claims Being Beating by Cop -- City Prison (February 19, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82805.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Police Officer Mervyn Chioino and victim Gene Johnson.

Cops Who Beat Up Kids -- Northern Police Station (July 24, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82805.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Edward Epting, John Doherty, and Harold Bell.

Salesman Beat Up By Cops -- San Francisco County Hospital (November 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 108, [82805.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Call-Bulletin reporter Jerry Flamm talking to victim Arthur Bush.

Police at Southern Police Station Are Accused of Beating Prisoners -- Southern Police Station (August 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 109, [82805.05-06]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Man Charged He Was Beaten By Police -- San Francisco Police Department (September 28, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 109, [82805.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Constantine Theodus (victim) holding a torn and bloody coat.

Seaman Beaten By Police -- Hall of Justice (January 17, 1949 - February 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 109, [82806.01-02]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Man Claimed He Was Beaten By Park Station Police (February 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 109, [82806.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Twenty-three year old Edward Ray (victim).
Woman Beaten By Police Officer (February 15, 1949 - February 24, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 109, [82806.04-07]

Physical Description: 11 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Taken at police station and Hall of Justice. Victim Milly Cunningham, witness Edwin F. Roth, accused Officer Charles F. Kelly, Officer George T. Cathrell, and Captain John Engler.

Police Jr. Patrol (1938/1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 109, [082900-082901]

Physical Description: 25 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Police Junior Patrol at Redding school and on parade.

Stores (1941/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 110, [083600-083618]

Physical Description: 425 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Includes Hale Bros. (numerous views), J.C. Penny, Macys, I. Magnin, Leeds, Diamond Palace, Arabian Flower shop, etc. Includes a large section on the Nylon Riot at Weinstens [83603, ca. 20 negatives]. Primarily views of openings, special events, and new stores.

Traffic (1940/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 110-111, [084000-084023]

Physical Description: 675 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Traffic on local streets and bridges. Includes traffic jams, school safety patrols (crossing guards), "traffic boy of the week," and traffic court.

Society, Clubs, Fashions

By Date (1939/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 121-131, [090000-090504]

Physical Description: 7975 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Clubs, guilds, and associations including PTA (Parents' and Teachers' Association), Girl Scouts, Chamber of Commerce, women's organizations, religious organizations, sororities, social clubs, etc. Includes fashion shows (dresses, shoes, and hats [90109, ca. 25 negatives]) weddings, teas, art exhibits, plays and theater performances, charity events, balls, flower shows, opera openings, sporting events, and other events. Prominent local families and individuals are pictured.

Sports

Baseball (1940/1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 133-135, [103000-103063]

Physical Description: 1775 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Seals games at Seals Stadium, spring training, and high school, college, and professional baseball games. Includes Joe Di Maggio going into the Army [103021, 12 negatives].
Basketball (1940/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 135-136, [106000-106031]
Physical Description: 1025 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
High school and college basketball. Includes primarily local team games such as CAL vs. Stanford.

Bowling (1943/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 137, [109000-109016]
Physical Description: 375 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Men and women bowling, locations mentioned include Golden Gate Bowling and Downtown Bowling. Several photos related to new services at alleys, amputee teams, blind teams (disabled persons), etc.

Football (1939/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 137-145, [110000-110101]
Physical Description: 5000 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Local high school, college and (after 1946) professional level teams and games. Many Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. Stanford football games. Includes San Francisco 49ers.

Golf (1937/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 145-147, [121000-121952]
Physical Description: 1150 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Major golf tournaments including the Oakland Open and the San Francisco Open at Lake Merced, Ingleside and Harding golf courses, and the Bing Crosby Open at Cypress Golf Course. Various groups golfing, the Call Bulletin Junior Tournaments and golf school, and best dressed golfers (fashion).

Horse Racing (1938/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 147, [122000-122018]
Physical Description: 425 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Horse racing events at local horse tracks, horses and their trainers, jockeys, crowds, people gambling, and harness racing.

Miscellaneous (1940/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 131-133, [100000-100047]
Physical Description: 1125 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Sports not listed within the defined categories [see 103000 - 137006], including fishing, rugby, fencing, etc. Includes sports figures and special events.

Prize Fighting (1939/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 147-148, [124000-124016]
Physical Description: 400 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Prize fighting events, fighters, scenes of the brawl, Amateur Athletic Union, and boxing at the Cow Palace.
Swimming and Diving (1939/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 148-149, [127000-127021]
Physical Description: 675 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Publicity shots of various pools and swimming clubs including YWCA, Crystal Palace, Fairmont Plung, Crystal Plung, Mission Pool, "C.B. Swim," Womens Club, and Dolphin Club. Includes Red Cross sponsored swim events (swimming class for the blind (disabled persons) and others), celebratory parades, Golden Gate Bridge, girls with seal in the Steinhart Aquarium Pool, aquacades, and swimmers in water at Sutro Baths in 1951.

Tennis (1940/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 149, [132000-132111]
Physical Description: 375 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Pacific Coast Championship, Pan American tournaments, state tournaments, players at Berkeley Tennis Club, Golden Gate Park, Olympic Club, etc. Includes amateur and pro players.

Track (1940/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 149-150, [134000-134012]
Physical Description: 450 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Track meets at high school, college, and championship level. Competitions include clubs vs. clubs, state vs. state, or individual colleges such as Stanford, UC Berkeley, and San Jose State, etc.

Winter Sports (Skating, skiing, etc.) (1940/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 150, [136000-136017]
Physical Description: 488 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Winter sports, games, clubs, parties, people skating at Winterworld, Berkeley ice hockey, skiers in Yosemite, and various ski teams.

Yacht (Sailing and motor) (1939/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [137000-137006]
Physical Description: 200 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Corinthian Yacht Club, St. Francis Yacht Club, regattas, people aboard yachts, boat yards and owners, the Honolulu Race, speed boat races, etc.

Veterans

By Date (1947/1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 61, [055900-055905]
Physical Description: 113 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Includes 100th birthday celebrations for Civil War veterans, dances, luncheons, classes, conferences, Spanish and Korean War veterans, etc.

Weather
Floods (1940/1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138000-138005]

Physical Description: 97 negatives (estimate)

Scope and Content Note
Flood of Kentfield, Alameda, Richardson Bay, Sacramento in 1940, Napa in 1942, etc.

Ingleside Police Station -- San Francisco (January 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138000.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Large tree branches fell.

Jones Street and Chestnut Street -- San Francisco (January 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138000.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Parked cars on flooded streets.

Fremont Street -- San Francisco (January 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138000.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Three hundred block of street. Building fell in storm.

Kentfield (February 27, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138001.01-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Granton Park, Laural Street: cars going through flooded street, and Marin Junior College athletic field. Includes Eddie Waltraven and unidentified others.

Key System and Southern Pacific Railroad Underpass Flooded -- Oakland (February 27, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138001.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Key system underpass, tracks, and under bridge approach flooded. Fire engine on truck.

American River Overflows -- Sacramento (March 30, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138001.05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sixteenth Street in North Sacramento. Riverdale Trailer Camp flooded and views from Sixteenth Street bridge.

Cypress Street and Peralta Street -- Alameda (March 30, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138002.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Cars driving through water. Victor Martinto and Bruce McLeod in front of their gas station.
Sutter Street and Sansome Street -- San Francisco (September 03, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138002.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Manhole. Water backs up.

Richardson Bay Bridge -- Marin (December 24, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138002.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cars on Mill Valley Road at Richardson Bay Bridge. Steam train in background.
Stream trains replaced electric trains because the third rail was submerged in spots.

Vicinity of Seventh Street and Market Street -- San Francisco (January 21, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138002.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Flooded streets. Robert Henderson carrying Lillian Bailey at McAllister Street and Market Street.

California Street and Montgomery Street -- San Francisco (January 21, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138002.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Firemen inside and outside a flooded building.

Bush and Stockton Street, Market Street and Seventh Street -- San Francisco (January 21, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138003.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Replacing manhole cover washed away by flood at Stockton Street and Bush.
Sweeping water from health food store on Market Street. Includes N.D. Roumbanis, J. Webb, Jeanne Boileau, Clarence Amdsen, A. Toohey, ...

Gough Street and Fell Street -- San Francisco (January 21, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138003.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes Fourteenth and Market Street, and other streets. John Milich and Louis Basquec sweeping water from Acme Tavern.

Danger From High Tide and Building Temporary Levee -- Bay Farm Island (February 24, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138003.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alameda Street Department crew builds temporary levee at westernmost end of island to hold back unusually high tides.

Monterey (April 04, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138003.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Historic building surrounded by water.
San Francisco (April 04, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138004.01-02]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fourteenth and Market Street (overhead view), Seventh and Market Street, Sutter Street and Post Street, Oak and Scott Street. Pearl Driscoll, Barbara Davis, and Catherine Driscoll trying to cross the street.

Napa (February 05, 1942 - February 06, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138004.03-04]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pearl Street, Main Street. Children riding bikes. Bill Pendergast, Ed Wallace, Vera Brasher, her dog Tippy, E.J. Marting, Marlene Claire Martin, Dicky Cavagnaro, and John Rossi.

Kentfield (February 06, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138004.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General flood scenes. Group of Marin Junior College engineering students paddle around in a boat and Mrs. W.J. Haley stands on her front porch.

Heavy Rainfall -- Oakland Side Bay Bridge Ramp -- Oakland (December 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138005.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cars driving through pool of water off the business ramp of Bay Bridge on Oakland side.

Powell Street and Market Street -- San Francisco (December 27, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138005.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General scenes of people in the rain: Louis Gorrebeck, Claire Forsythe, Owena Keegan, and unidentified others.

El Camino -- Millbrae (November 09, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151, [138005.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Business section of Millbrae covered with water when more rain fell than the sewers could handle. Street was covered a half hour earlier.

Miscellaneous (1940/1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 151-152, [138500-138532]
Physical Description: 775 negatives (estimate)
Scope and Content Note
Includes hot weather scenes at Golden Gate Park, San Francisco Zoo, Ocean Beach, Playland, Aquatic Park, etc., showing people involved in activities. Also includes cold weather scenes, storm damage throughout the Bay Area (most in San Francisco neighborhoods), snow in various Bay Area locations including on Mount Diablo and Mount Tamalpais, weather disasters, wind, rain, floods, and other extraordinary weather events.
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)

Physical Description: ca. 34,000 negatives (film), ca. 1938-December 1951.

Arrangement

Negatives are arranged by code numbers assigned chronologically. Large numbers of images are present in the files that have not been described at all. Others, of moderate interest, were briefly summarized below and appear as bulleted text. Some of this text is expanded upon in detailed descriptions for selected subjects.

Images of known date which are not listed below may be retrieved by requesting the appropriate box and physically browsing the files.

Negatives should be requested for use in the reading room of The Bancroft Library by call number, "Part 2", box number, and code number plus sleeve and item number. (For example: BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 2, Box 151, 140442.2:4)

For more detailed background information, see:
Arrangement, Part 2
Guide to Descriptive Text and Searching, Part 2

1943 or previous (no date) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140000-140014]

Physical Description: 275 negatives (estimate)

Sterling Furniture Co. advertisements
Movie actors Judy Garland, Mickey Rooney, Mary Beth Hughes, Arleen Whelan, and Louis B. Mayer [140,001, 4 negatives]
John Ward Mailliard and Sylvester Andriano
Sea Arrow (ship)
William Gibbs McAdoo
Santa Cruz Daglish elopement
Washington (ship)
John Francis Neylan
Oakland police brutality case with August Peirce and Glenn Hancock
Sonoma County Fair
KSFO radio station (interiors, equipment, etc.)
Hiram Johnson at train
Ambassador Joseph C. Kennedy [sic - actually Joseph P. Kennedy?] and Jack Kennedy (John F. Kennedy) at the San Francisco airport [140012, 4 negatives].
Aviator Kenny Neece death
Walt Disney's drawings from Pinocchio
Ambassador Joseph C. Grew

1938 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140015-140015]

Physical Description: 13 negatives (estimate)

Shriners Club luncheon and fashion show
Views of Dolly Fine home at Sharps Park.

1939 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140015-140022]

Physical Description: 125 negatives (estimate)

Charlie Chan with Judge Herbert Kauffman
Railroad Commission hearing
Shriners' convention
New Catholic priests with Archbishop John J. Mitty
Visit of General Goos Monteiro of Brazil
Holly Park housing project construction.
Numerous subjects related to Mayor Angelo J. Rossi
  Mayorial election and city politics (various dates: 1940-1943) [140017-140020, ca. 50 negatives]
  Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes visits (various dates: 1941-1946) [140019, 9 negatives]
    Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes (October 28, 1941 - May 08, 1946)
    BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140019.06-09]
    Physical Description: 9 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Secretary Harold Ickes meets with Mayor Angelo Rossi, Chairman William Malone of the Democratic Central Committee, and Abe Fortas at Berkeley Station. Harold Ickes stands by train at Oakland Mole. Harold Ickes speaks to audience at the Standard Oil Building on the subject of Standard Oil. Thurman Arnold speaks with Harold Ickes. R.G. Follis also shown.

January 1940 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140022-140026]
  Physical Description: 88 negatives (estimate)

Visits to San Francisco by vice presidential candidate Henry A. Wallace (various dates: 1940-1947) [140022, 11 negatives]
  Henry A. Wallace -- Hotel St. Francis (September 09, 1940)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140022.01]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Pictures of vice presidential candidate Henry A. Wallace taken during interview.

  Breakfast for Vice President -- Fairmont Hotel (February 07, 1944)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140022.02]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Mrs. Jack Shelley, Counsel General A. Saboia Lina of Brazil, Jerome Politzer, Helen Gahagan, Mrs. Melvyn Douglas, and Doctor Roberto Quesada sit with Vice President Henry A. Wallace during breakfast in his honor.

  Press Interview -- Vice President Henry A. Wallace -- Palace Hotel (April 22, 1946)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140022.03]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Pictures of Henry A. Wallace taken during interview.

  Vice President Henry A. Wallace -- Municipal Airport (May 20, 1947)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140022.04]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Henry A. Wallace descends from airplane after arriving for speech. Speaks with reporter Fred Storm.

Senator McNary and family in Oregon [date unknown: 1940]
  Arrival of Ballet Russe
  Bishops Edward L. Parsons and Karl M. Block in procession at Grace Cathedral
  Various charitable organizations (Catholic Children Shelter, March of Dimes, Mission Merchants program, etc.)
  La Follette Civil Liberties Hearing [sleeve missing 5/1999]

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG  1360
Arrival of movie stars (Patricia Morison, Arthur Treacher, May Robson, and Lillian Harmer)

February 1940 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153-154, [140027-140036]
Physical Description: 200 negatives (estimate)

Willi Kastens and German "crew" on Angel Island
Carl E. Wallerstedt and Nobel Prize [140029, 2 negatives]
Nobel Prize -- Carl E. Wallerstedt(February 14, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140029.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Consul General Carl E. Wallerstedt of Sweden holds Nobel Prize for achievement in physics (which was awarded to Ernest O. Lawrence?). Taken at 64 Pine Street.

Dog poisoning case
Singer Marian Anderson (various dates 1940-1947)
Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins [140032, 2 negatives]
Commonwealth Luncheon -- Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel(February 19, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140032.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former Governor C.C. Young, Madame Perkins, and Ray Wakefield attend luncheon for Frances Perkins.

Indians in legal fight over fishing rights [140033, 2 negatives]
Indians -- Legal Battle for Fishing Rights -- Post Office Building(February 20, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140033.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Frank [Totus?], Chief Thomas Yollup, James D. Shuster, and Alex Saluskin, defendants in a legal battle over Indian fishing rights, shown. Chief Frank [Totus?] and Chief Thomas Yollup speak in sign language.

Violinist Henri Temianka
California State Relief Administration hearing and protests related to medical aid and other social services (various dates: 1940-1941) [140035, ca. 50 negatives]
Payment -- California State Relief Administration(February 24, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140035.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Adele Levin, Henrietta Schoening, Shirlee Madigan, and other staff members working in office at 1000 Van Ness Avenue.

Protest -- California State Relief Administration(March 20, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140035.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protesters, including members of the Congress of Industrial Organizations, picket the offices of the California State Relief Administration, protesting cuts to the State, County, and Municipal Workers of America (labor). Taken at Polk and Geary Streets.
Hearing -- California State Relief Administration (April 01, 1940 - April 24, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140035.03-06]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Assemblymen C. Don Field, Albert C. Wollenberg, and Elmer E. Lore sit at table for sub-committee members conducting hearing. Witness Thomas A. Maitre and Marguerite Golforth also shown at 1000 Geary Street. Former Supervisor A.F. Arata of the California State Relief Administration testifies at hearing. Assemblymen John Phillips and Elmer E. Lore attend meeting at State Building. Director Fred K. Hoehler of the American Institute of Social Services shown.

Medical Aid -- California State Relief Administration (July 16, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140035.07-10]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Paul Basham mixes prescriptions for medical aid participants. Doctor Walter Senter and Nurse Katherine Swanson examine baby. Receptionist Francis Sweezy assigns mother and her baby for medical care. Florence Selbin conducts laboratory tests. Taken at Geary and Polk Streets.

Meeting -- California State Relief Administration -- High School of Commerce (August 01, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140035.11-12]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Jesse M. Mayo, Assemblyman Norris Paulson, Senator Jerrold L. Seawell, Mrs. T.E. Emmons, Ernest Peterson... shown at meeting. Views of audience at meeting.

Hearing -- California State Relief Administration -- Palace Hotel (November 30, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140035.13-14]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Closure of California State Relief Administration (June 26, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140035.15]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Regional Director Edwin James Cooley posts sign announcing closure of office due to termination of the State Relief Administration's operations. People needing assistance look through office window at 1000 Geary Street.

Re-registration -- California State Relief Administration (July 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140035.16]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Clients wait on benches to re-register at 335 Fell Street.
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)
February 1940 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153-154, [140027-140036]

Meeting -- California State Relief Administration -- City Hall(August 21, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140035.17]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Robert W. Lefever of the Supervisors Association, Mayor Angelo J. Rossi, and Secretary Joseph A. Hunter of the Supervisors Association meet at City Hall.

Camp at Sharp Park -- California State Relief Administration(October 28, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 153, [140035.18]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man [unidentified] shown registering at camp, going through physical examination, eating lunch with other participants, looking through magazines in the recreation room, and working in garden. External view of camp in Sharp Park.

Dr. Nathan Housman trials (various dates: 1940-1945) [140035, ca. 15 negatives]
Naturalization cases
Leap year themes (babies and divorce).

March 1940 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140037-140046]

Physical Description: 200 negatives (estimate)

Naturalization cases
Blind pianist Alec Templeton (disabled persons)
Pacific States Savings and Loans Association case (various dates: 1940-1945)
Wendell L. Willkie visit and activities in San Francisco (various dates: March 1940-July 1941) [140041, 66 negatives]

Press Conference -- Wendell L. Willkie -- Palace Hotel[1939-12-01]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140041.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wendell Willkie speaks to press.

Wendell L. Willkie[1941-07-22]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140041.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing presidential candidate Wendell L. Willkie.

Speaking Engagement -- Wendell L. Willkie -- Palace Hotel(March 15, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140041.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
C.C. Young, presidential candidate Wendell Willkie, Raymond Wakefield, and Clarence Lindner shown at Commonwealth Lunch.

Wendell L. Willkie(March 15, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140041.04-05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of presidential candidate Wendell L. Willkie taken on the Overland Limited train.
Wendell L. Willkie in San Francisco (September 21, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140041.06-07]
Physical Description: 38 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of presidential candidate Wendell L. Willkie and crowds welcoming him near the Palace Hotel and elsewhere (neighborhood). Wendell L. Willkie shown at City Hall and speaking to crowd at Jefferson Square during his campaign. Mrs. Wendell Willkie and Supervisor Warren Shannon also shown.

Presidential Campaign -- Willkie Headquarters (September 27, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140041.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Jerrold L. Seawell, chosen to head candidate Wendell L. Willkie's campaign in San Francisco, talks on phone.

Luncheon -- Wendell L. Willkie -- Hotel St. Francis (October 12, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140041.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
National President Mrs. A.C. Matter of Pro America speaks with Colonel Theodore Roosevelt Jr.

Wendell L. Willkie (November 01, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140041.10]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing presidential candidate Wendell L. Willkie

Wendell L. Willkie (July 22, 1941 - July 23, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140041.11-13]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wendell L. Willkie speaks to reporter at the Palace Hotel. Willkie sits at end of table during publishers lunch in his honor at the Palace Hotel. Willkie speaks with Douglas Miller at airport before leaving San Francisco.

Republican Women -- Wendell L. Willkie -- Hotel St. Francis (October 02, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140041.14]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wendell L. Willkie eats breakfast with Republicans Mrs. Jessie Williamson, Julie Bode, and Mrs. Seymour Mathieson.

Police brutality accusation
Marijuana and "dope" (narcotics) arrests
Census activities (various dates: 1940-1945).

April 1940
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140047-140063]
Physical Description: 200 negatives (estimate)

Jack O'Donnell of Marine Cooks and Stewards Union (labor)
Ice skater Sonja Henie
San Francisco schools safety series
Consul Carl Edward Wallerstedt of Sweden
Local Danish reaction to German invasion of Denmark (and Consul Alex Sporon Fiedler)
Actress June Wilkins of "The Man Who Came to Dinner" trying beauty treatment
Face lift series (plastic surgery)
Sam Yorty (Samuel William Yorty) hearing (various dates: April-August 1940) [140059, 7 negatives]
  **Yorty Hearing -- Empire Hotel(April 25, 1940)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140059.01-03]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Jack Tenney speaks with Sam Yorty. Photograph of second witness Edwin J. Cooley. First witness George Heal, auditor for the State Relief Administration, sits at table during questioning.

  **Yorty Hearing -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel(August 21, 1940)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154, [140059.04-06]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photographs of Sallie Hackley, Gretchin Gray, and investigator Louis M. Hicks (working for Sam Yorty during hearing).

Moving San Rafael homes for highway construction
Biagini murder case (various dates: April-August 1940) [140063, ca. 25 negatives].

May 1940 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 154-155, [140064-140076]
  Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)

Face lift series 2 (plastic surgery)
Lady Ann Kitterman Herrick trial
Reception for Harold R. McKinnon at Flood estate
Consul Jan Noest of the Netherlands
Consul General Leon Genis of Belgium
Consul Prosper Reiter of Luxembourg
Dutch ship Moojokero
Danish ship Erria
La Argentina (ship)
Franklin Allen police morality case (various dates: May-August 1940)
Women's Court cases (drunken husbands, failure to provide, abandonments, divorces, etc.)
Civil War veterans [140073, ca. 6 negatives]
  **Civil War Veterans(May 23, 1940)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140073.01-03]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photographs of Civil War Veterans speaking with reporter. William C. Estes shown at 1458 Forty-seventh Avenue, Charles G. Brown at 1436 Eighteenth Avenue, and Samuel R. Yoho at 360 Thirtieth Avenue.

Morton Downey (various dates)
New Union Pacific Railroad office building [140074, 4 negatives]
New Offices -- Union Pacific Railroad (May 24, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140074.05-06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
At new offices, traffic Manager W.H. Olin points to map of Union Pacific's train routes. A.J. Seitz, C.J. Collins, and G.F. Ashby shown. Taken at Geary and Powell Streets.

Jewel Williams assault case (various dates)

June 1940 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140077-140092]
Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

San Francisco Hospital Baby Identification System (fingerprinting and wristbands)
Julio Moreno murder trial
Women's Court (throughout month)
Director of national parks Newton P. Drury
Feature on US flag making [140086, ca. 15 negatives]
Court appearance of sidewalk-blocking communist Ray Schultz (communism)
California Pharmaceutical convention
Harry Gordon murder trial (various dates: June-October 1940)
Inspection of new freighter Sea Arrow (ship).

July 1940 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155-156, [140093-140109]
Physical Description: 388 negatives (estimate)

Elsie Crane and "communist rotten egg" story (communism) [140094, 2 negatives]
"Communist Rotten Egg" Story -- Women's Court (July 01, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140094.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney Herbert Resner stands in court with defendant Elsie Crane (communism).

Parsons [or Josephine Parker?] murder case
Federal Judge's meeting
Methodist convention at Glide Memorial Church
Democrats leaving for convention
Sinking of the Hellenic (ship) (copy negatives)
National furniture week
Japanese enter Zikawei sector near Shanghai (copy negatives)
Redwood City views including Cloverdale crossing plans for Bayshore Highway and overcrowding in jail (various dates: 1940-1947)
Governor Culbert Olson visits to San Francisco (various dates: 1940-1942)
[140103, 17 negatives]
Governor Culbert Olson -- Oakland Mole (July 22, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140103.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Governor Culbert Olson taken after his return from a convention.
New UC Hospital Unit -- Governor Culbert Levy Olson (July 08, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140103.02-03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Culbert Olson, Tom Maloney, Garrett McInerney, Gardner Johnson, Doctor Langley Porter... attend banquet for establishment of new UC hospital unit. Governor Culbert Olson signs papers for hospital unit at the Empire Hotel. Robert Gordon Sproul also shown.

New Veterinary School -- Governor Culbert Levy Olson (July 09, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140103.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Culbert Olson signs bill for new veterinary school. Michael Burns and W.J. Cecil also shown. Taken in the Governor's Office.

Governor Culbert Levy Olson -- Hall of Justice (January 10, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140103.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Culbert Olson walks through Hall of Justice.

New Telegraph System -- Governor Culbert Levy Olson (April 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140103.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Culbert Olson sends message using new postal telegraph system with the assistance of Marie Cubrtt [sic] and Wanda Mesa. Taken at 22 Battery Street.

Luncheon -- Governor Culbert Levy Olson -- Palace Hotel (October 31, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140103.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor speaks at luncheon. Jim Purcell, Ellis Patterson, George Reilly, and Mrs. Reilly shown.

Eleanor Roosevelt and James Roosevelt visits to San Francisco (various dates: 1941-1947) [140104, 50 negatives]

President Franklin D. Roosevelt (July 22, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140104.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of a close-up shot.

Eleanor Roosevelt (December 11, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140104.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eleanor Roosevelt stands with Mayor Angelo Rossi, Mrs. Ambrose Diehl of Red Cross, and Genevieve Hehres after arriving in San Francisco.
**Eleanor Roosevelt -- Hotel St. Francis (April 06, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140104.03]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Eleanor Roosevelt during visit to San Francisco.

**Eleanor Roosevelt -- Oak Knoll Navy Hospital (April 06, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140104.04-06]

**Physical Description:** 10 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Eleanor Roosevelt visits Private First Class Sam Consentino and other patients. Eleanor Roosevelt walks between rows of sailors with Captain Frederick R. Hook [commanding officer of hospital], and Rear Admiral E.L. Woods. Henry R. Searls and Seaman Marvin Agner also shown. Eleanor Roosevelt visits with Sergeant Ted Jones, Douglas Shriever, and Chester Sobolenski.

**Inspecting War Work -- Eleanor Roosevelt -- California State Prison at San Quentin (April 09, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140104.07]

**Physical Description:** 12 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Eleanor Roosevelt speaks to men and views prison facilities. Judge Isaac Pacht, Mrs. Clinton Duffy, and Captain D.H. Rosher shown.

**Press Conference -- Eleanor Roosevelt -- Hotel St. Francis (September 22, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140104.08]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Eleanor Roosevelt holds press conference.

**Eleanor Roosevelt -- Mills Field (March 25, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140104.09]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Eleanor Roosevelt speaks with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Denny and Mrs. Hershey Martin [formerly Mayris Chaney].

**Eleanor Roosevelt -- Grace Cathedral (March 26, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140104.10-11]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Eleanor Roosevelt attends the christening of her goddaughter at Grace Cathedral. View of christening ceremony. Mrs. Hershey Martin [formerly Mayris Chaney], Hershey Martin, Canon Eric Montizambert, and Godfather Edward Fox shown. Eleanor Roosevelt enters church before christening. Baby Anna Eleanor Martin shown.

**Eleanor Roosevelt -- Hotel St. Francis (March 27, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140104.12]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Eleanor Roosevelt shown with Mrs. Henry Francis Grady, Colonel James Roosevelt, Ruth Kingman, and Professor Max Radin at social gathering.
Arrival in San Francisco -- James Roosevelt (July 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140104.13]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
James Roosevelt arrives in San Francisco. Taken at Third and Townsend Streets.

Press Conference -- James Roosevelt (September 17, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 155, [140104.14]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

"Dope" story (narcotics) involving "white girls" suspected of visiting Chinese opium den

Presidential nominee Wendell L. Willkie in Colorado Springs and other locations
[140108, 59 negatives]

Wendell L. Willkie -- Colorado Springs, Colorado (July 10, 1940 - July 22, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140108.01-06]
Physical Description: 27 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Wendell L. Willkie -- Colorado Enroute to Wyoming (July 23, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140108.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wendell L. Willkie shakes hands from train with people in crowd in Brighton, Colorado. Willkie speaks to crowd in Greeley, Colorado (cityscapes).

Frontier Days -- Wendell L. Willkie -- Cheyenne, Wyoming (July 23, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140108.08]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wendell Willkie waves to crowd from stagecoach during parade. Willkie shown with Kelly Bosley [dressed as Uncle Sam] during "Frontier Days" celebration. Mrs. Thomas W. Myles presents flowers to Mrs. Willkie on behalf of the Col[onial?] [or Colored?] Women of the West.
Pioneer Day -- Wendell L. Willkie -- Ogden, Utah (July 24, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140108.09]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Wendell L. Willkie waves to crowd from automobile during Pioneer Day rodeo.

Pioneer Day -- Wendell L. Willkie -- Salt Lake City, Utah (July 24, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140108.10]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wendell Willkie waves to crowds during parade in downtown Salt Lake City (neighborhood). Willkie sits with Mrs. Wendell Willkie. Views of crowd.

Wendell L. Willkie -- Colorado Springs, Colorado (July 27, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140108.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wendell L. Willkie dictates his acceptance speech for the Republican presidential nomination to secretary Grace Grahn. Taken at the Roof Garden of the Broadmoor Hotel, with view of mountains in background (cityscapes).

Wendell L. Willkie -- Colorado Springs, Colorado (July 29, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140108.12-13]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Roberta Campbell and her car, with sign in window stating "Another Democrat for Willkie." Wendell L. Willkie confers with Russel Davenport, Editor Paul C. Smith of the "San Francisco Chronicle," and Phillip C. Sharples [conversation dealt with possibility that group might assist Willkie in coordinating the activities of Willkie for President clubs and other independent groups organized to promote Willkie's candidacy. Photographer leaves note to cut Paul C. Smith from picture if used for "Call Bulletin."]. Views of Willkie at lake by the Broadmoor Hotel, while on vacation in Colorado Springs.

National Foreign Trade Convention.

August 1940 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156-157, [140110-140139]
Physical Description: 550 negatives (estimate)

Senate candidate Glen H. Taylor of Idaho
Mayor Frank Hague of Jersey City
Presidential Nominee Wendell L. Willkie and others (President Hoover, Elliott Roosevelt, Mary Pickford, Hugh Johnson, and Alf London) in Colorado Springs [140111, 140115, and 140116, 13 negatives]
Wendell L. Willkie -- Colorado Springs, Colorado (August 02, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140111.01-02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Presidential Nominee Wendell Willkie confers with members of his board of strategy, Raymond H. Bueell, Glenn Saxon [a research expert from the National Republican Committee of Washington], and Russell Davenport. Willkie speaks with E.H. Moore, a Democratic delegate who defected to Willkie. Taken at the Broadmoor Hotel. Willkie meets with Sam Pryor, Joe Martin, John Hamilton, Henry P. Fletcher, B.F. Goodspeed... members of his steering committee.
Wendell L. Willkie and Herbert Hoover -- Colorado Springs, Colorado (August 11, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140115.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Presidential nominee Wendell Willkie confers with former President Herbert Hoover in a suite at the Broadmoor Hotel.

Wendell L. Willkie and Elliott Roosevelt -- Colorado Springs, Colorado (August 11, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140115.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elliott Roosevelt, son of President Franklin D. Roosevelt, meets with presidential nominee Wendell Willkie to pay respects to his father's election opponent. Taken at the Broadmoor Hotel.

Wendell L. Willkie and Mary Pickford -- Colorado Springs, Colorado (August 12, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140115.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actress Mary Pickford, "America's sweetheart" of silent movies, speaks with presidential nominee Wendell Willkie at the Broadmoor Hotel. Willkie speaks about defense problems with General Hugh L. Johnson; with movie camera and still camera in background, and Mary Pickford instructing Willkie in his camera poses.

Wendell L. Willkie -- Colorado Springs, Colorado (August 13, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140116.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alf Landon, the 1936 Republican presidential nominee [who was defeated by Franklin D. Roosevelt], meets with 1940 presidential nominee Wendell Willkie at the Broadmoor Hotel.

Women's Court cases (throughout month)
National Association of Broadcasters convention
Euthanasia mercy killing
US ambassador to Russia (Soviet Union) Lawrence A. Steinhardt en route to Moscow [140114, 6 negatives]

En route to Moscow -- US Ambassador to Soviet Union -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (August 08, 1940) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 156, [140114.06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Ambassador Laurence A. Steinhardt, taken while staying in San Francisco en route to Moscow.

Arrival of Washington (ship) in San Francisco Bay
Bigamy case
Marijuana (narcotics) "dope" story [140116, ca. 20 negatives]
Congressman Martin Dies (with actor James Cagney and others)
Oscar Levant arrives for concert
Congressional candidate Thomas Rolph
California State power and water hearings
Prince Vasili Romanoff and Grand Duchess Marie Romanoff
Chairman Joseph W. Martin of the Republican National Committee arrives
State Fair at Sacramento
**September 1940** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 157, [140140-140142]

Physical Description: 38 negatives (estimate)

- Women's Court cases (throughout month)
- New warden Clinton Duffy at San Quentin Prison
- Singer Grace Moore arrives
- Marc de Tristan kidnapping case [140137, ca. 75 negatives]
- Manhattan (ship) and passengers (August 24, 1940?)
- Unemployed migrants hearing with Governor Culbert Olson and others
- Fleishhacker trial.

**October 1940** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 157, [140143-140164]

Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

- Bob Hope party at auto show [140143, 14 negatives]
- Bob Hope at Auto Show -- "Call Bulletin Party for 158 Men" (October 1940)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 157, [140143.01]
  Physical Description: 14 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Bob Hope hosts "Call Bulletin party for 158 men." Leslie Elliott, Frank Lynch, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Brente, Dorothe Woods, Ruth Chew, Chester Suverson, Al Torrey, John C. Brannon, Mary Drummond, Frank Martinelli, Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Darling, Ralph Shepard, Frank Butman, Frank Lynch, Frank Scaler... shown. Scenes include dinner party, orchestra, Hope at microphone, etc.

- Clifton Fadiman
- Seven men in hospital ward (health)
- Charles Laughton
- Women's Court cases (various dates)
- Opera star Suzanne Sten
- Monterey (ship) in drydock and sailing for China [drydock negatives badly damaged]
- California Chamber of Commerce
- Juvenile court cases (various dates)
- Movie producer Samuel Goldwyn and wife (various dates: 1940 and 1946)
- Homeless family feature.
- Attorney Jake Ehrlich and dope story (narcotics)
- Narcotics cases (various dates)
- Senator Ralph O. Brewster
- French designer Madame Schiaparelli (fashion)

**November 1940** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 157, [140165-140180]

Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

- Tom Rolph candidate for Congress [140165, 10 negatives]
  Congressional Candidate Thomas Rolph (November 01, 1940)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 157, [140165.07]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Thomas Rolph, candidate in congressional race, poses for portrait with Mrs. Thomas Rolph. Taken at 152 Twenty-eighth Avenue.
Congressional Candidate Thomas Rolph (November 05, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 157, [140165.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rolph vote in election. Taken at Twenty-seventh Avenue and Lake Street.

Congressional Candidate Thomas Rolph (November 05, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 157, [140165.09]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thomas Rolph sits with family on election night. Mr. and Mrs. John Metcalf, Mrs. Thomas Rolph, and Henry Rolph shown at the home of Thomas Rolph.

Testimonial Luncheon -- Thomas Rolph -- Palace Hotel (December 18, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 157, [140165.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of crowd at luncheon in Palm Court. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rolph, Mayor Angelo Rossi, Marshall Hale sit at speakers' table.

Radio broadcasters of election [140166, 3 negatives]
Election Broadcast -- Call Bulletin Offices (November 05, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 157, [140166.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men broadcast election reports. Lee Ettelson, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Rolph, Jack Gregson, Mr. Coblentz, Matthew Carberry... shown.

Frank Havender running in congressional election
Views related to presidential election (people voting, etc.)
Ferrari grocery murder case (Melvin Belli, attorney) (various dates: November 1940-April 1941) [140167, ca. 25 negatives]
Sheridan Downey candidate for state senate [140168, 19 negatives]
Mayor's ex-secretary Fred Walsh jailed
William M. Jeffer of the Union Pacific Railroad
California State Personnel Board meeting
Funeral of Senator Key Pittman
Unemployment insurance hearing
California Grays band performs at Jewish Orphanage
Abortion ring suspects
Heart specialists' meeting at Lane Hospital and UC hospital (health)
[140177-140178]
Maiden voyage of Yawata Maru (ship)

December 1940 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 157-158, [140180-140194]
Physical Description: 275 negatives (estimate)

Kyne paternity case (various dates: 1940 and 1945)
Actress Sally Eilers with flu
4-H Club
William McChesney Martin, Jr. of New York Stock Exchange with Walter Haas
Passengers on the Kamakura Maru (ship)
San Francisco Symphony (various dates, chiefly November 1945)
Diego Rivera to marry [140183, 3 negatives]
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)
December 1940 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 157-158, [140180-140194]

Diego Rivera to Marry -- City Hall (December 05, 1940)

Scope and Content Note
Artist Diego Rivera and fiancée applying for marriage license at San Francisco City Hall. Rivera and ex-wife Frida Kahlo pose with and without friend and assistant Arthur Niendorff as they apply for license to re-marry. [Prints available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 2 140183.19--PIC].

Archduke Felix of Austria
Dr. Yutang Lin for Chinese relief
San Francisco Marine Exchange
Influenza innoculations (health)
Alcatraz murder inquest and trial (various dates: December 1940-May 1941) [140186, ca. 75 negatives]
Asama Maru (ship) arrives (from Japan?)
American captain Leland E. Hawkins decorated by Consul General Ichiro Kawasaki of Japan [140188, 3 negatives]

Decoration of American Tanker Captain -- Japanese Consul General -- Asama Maru (ship) (December 13, 1940)

Scope and Content Note
Japanese Consul-General Ichiro Kawasaki pins decoration of the "Order of the Rising Sun" on American tanker Captain Leland E. Hawkins, who captained the tanker Associated (ship), which rescued 290 Japanese from sinking ship. Captain Turo Fujito also shown.

California Cattlemen Association convention
American Vocational Association convention
John McLaren's 94th birthday
Bishop Edward Lambe Parsons retires.

January 1941 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 158, [140195-140216]

British labor leader Sir Walter Citrine visits San Francisco
Ray Riley and Franck Havenne of the California Railroad Commission
"Spanish Prisoner" swindle [140198, 10 negatives]

Social Security director Oscar M. Powell
March of Time with Earl Warren

Barcelona murder (Jean Collins and attorney Jake Ehrlich) [140202, ca. 12 negatives]

Henry F. Grady with Walter A. Haas and Senator William McAdoo
Senator John Phillips at luncheon

Violinist Isaac Stern
"Defense Fox Trot" dance demonstrated (in which dancers salute)

Immigration hearing of Princess von Hohenlohe (various dates: January-March 1941)
Elizabeth Arden (fashion)
New spring furniture (advertising)

Peralta housing project in Oakland [140216, 2 negatives]

February 1941 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 158-159, [140217-140239]

Physical Description: 500 negatives (estimate)
President Hayes (ship)
Trial of school principal Milton Marks
Poisonous mushroom cases
German fugitive Herman Spreitzer freed
Kamakura Maru (ship) with Admiral Kichisaburo Nomura of Japan [140224, 9 negatives]

Admiral Kichisaburo Nomura -- Kamakura Maru (ship)(February 06, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 158, [140224.01-02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Harry Bridges (labor) deportation case (1940-1948) [140228, 107 negatives]

Deportation Hearing -- Harry Bridges(February 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 158, [140228.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Harry Bridges taken when hearing for the consideration of his deportation announced (labor). Taken at 1095 Market Street.

US Attorneys -- Harry Bridges Deportation Hearing -- Empire Hotel(March 24, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 158, [140228.03-04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Deportation Hearing -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building(March 31, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 158, [140228.05-13]

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General views of courtroom during hearing. Judge Clarence M. Goodwin speaks with Major Lemul Schofield, assistant to the US attorney general. Witness Benjamen Gitlow speaks to court reporter C.W. Johnson. Chief Prosecutor Albert Del Guercio sits at attorneys' table. Photograph of Harry Bridges as he was stopped from entering courtroom at doorway. Harry Bridges sits with chief counsel [defense] Carol King. Portraits of C.B. Sears. Long line of people waits to get into courtroom. View of Harry Bridges' defense attorneys in courtroom [photographer notes that journalists were forced to leave courtroom at this point]. View of government counsel table, with US attorneys Major Lemul Schofield, Paul V. Myron, and Albert Del Guercio shown. Immigration inspector Trent Doser, Judge Clarence Goodwin, and [Carol King] also shown.
Deportation Hearing -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building(April 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 158, [140228.14-16]

- **Physical Description:** 9 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**

Harry Bridges -- Deportation Hearing -- Post Office Building(April 03, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140228.17-19]

- **Physical Description:** 10 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**

Deportation Hearing -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building(April 15, 1941 - April 16, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140228.20-24]

- **Physical Description:** 10 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Harry Bridges confers with defense attorneys Gladstein and Carol King. Witness Howard Rushmore takes stand. Witness Thomas Laurence takes stand. Witness Sam Diner speaks on stand. View of courtroom showing defense and prosecuting attorneys' tables. Sam Diner enters courtroom, with court officers in background.

Deportation Hearing -- Harry Bridges(April 18, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140228.25-26]

- **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Witness Amos D. Kelley shown walking. Witness Dawn Lovelace leaves courtroom.

Deportation Hearing -- Harry Bridges(April 21, 1941 - April 29, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140228.27-30]

- **Physical Description:** 8 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Newspaper man Nat Honig speaks on witness stand. William C. McCuiston speaks on witness stand. Witness John Thompson stands in hallway. Photograph of Jim O’Niell, a witness who refused to testify during hearing and was subsequently cited for contempt of court. Witness Algia Reese shown sitting at witness stand and speaking with photographer.
Deportation Hearing -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (May 05, 1941 - May 27, 1941)  
Physical Description: 12 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Deportation Hearing -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (June 10, 1941)  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Photographs of Harry Lundberg [witness?] of the Sailors Union.

Legal Decision in Deportation Hearing -- Harry Bridges -- Immigration Office (September 29, 1941)  
Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
US attorney Albert Del Guercio unwraps and reads the legal decision in the Harry Bridges hearing, with [L.F. Wixon?] and group of journalists looking on.

Harry Bridges (October 02, 1941)  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Harry Bridges is greeted by representatives from the Congress of Industrial Organizations as he arrives at the airport.

Deportation -- Harry Bridges (May 26, 1942)  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Harry Bridges shown with Richard Gladstein, US Commissioner Francis St. J. Fox, and others at Silver Avenue and Federal Court.

Deportation -- Harry Bridges -- Immigration Station (June 01, 1942)  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Harry Bridges shown outside an immigration station before surrendering self to immigration officer.

Hearing -- Attorney for Harry Bridges (September 23, 1942)  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Attorney Carol King speaks during hearing for Harry Bridges.
Harry Bridges -- US Commissioner's Office
(March 03, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140228.42]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges signs document in the presence of US Commissioner Francis St. J. Fox. Shown shaking hands with Fox in presence of crowd. Attorney Richard Gladstein also shown.

Convention -- Longshoremen and Warehousemen -- CIO Hall
(June 04, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140228.43]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges stands with President Germain Bulcke of the Local 10 of the International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union. Harry Bridges speaks to hall of convention participants.

Hearing -- Harry Bridges -- Federal Building
(July 27, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140228.44]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges stands before table at hearing, with others seated around table. Sheridan Downey, Henry P. Melnikow, Captain Francis P. Traynor also shown.

Investigator -- Deportation of Harry Bridges
(March 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140228.45]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
John R. Phillips, an investigator in the deportation of Harry Bridges, exits building at 630 Sansome Street.

Baby of Harry Bridges -- Stanford Hospital
(March 23, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140228.46]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aunt and Uncle Fred Reed view Harry Bridges, Jr., held by nurse.

America (ship) and passengers
San Francisco Harbor hearings
Junior Chamber of Commerce Americanism Luncheon
Al Cleary funeral
San Francisco Boys' Club activities
Yawata Maru (ship) arrival
Suit against Consul Wiedemann of Germany (attorney Jake Ehrlich)
Relocation of the Nazi German Consulate in San Francisco and arrival of Consul General Hans Borschers from New York
[140235, 23 negatives]

Relocation of Nazi German Consulate
(April 30, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140235.05-07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
J. Peters and Bill Peeters load moving van for consulate; taken at 26 O'Farrell Street. Movers load and unload van; George Page, George Dyer, Sidney DuBose, and Joseph Lippo shown. Workers move safe into new German Consulate at 2090 Jackson Street.
**German Tourist Bureau (July 01, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140235.08]
- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Workers move furniture, literature, and other items from the tourist bureau to storage in the new Nazi German Consulate. Taken at 233 Post Street.

**Consul General of Nazi Germany -- Airport (July 10, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140235.09]
- Physical Description: 6 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Fritz Wiedemann, the Nazi German Consul General in San Francisco, greets Consul General Doctor Hans Borschers and Adeline Borschers as they arrive from New York City.

**Wife of Nazi German Vice Consul (July 11, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140235.10]
- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Trudy Denzer sits with dog that is expecting puppies at the home of Doctor Otto Denzer.

**Nazi German Consul (July 14, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140235.11]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Photographs of Captain Fritz Wiedemann and Mrs. Wiedemann [two negatives missing]. Taken at 2950 Vallejo Street.

**Fritz Wiedemann en route to German war trials (September 1945)** [140235, 2 negatives]

**Fritz Wiedemann -- German War Trials -- Hamilton Field (September 27, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140235.12]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Fritz Wiedemann shown disembarking from airplane and getting into car as he returns from Asia enroute to the German war trials.

**Singer Gladys Swarthout interviewed**
Agriculture Department Farm Products Lab in Albany (Calif.).

**March 1941**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159-160, [140240-140255]
- Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

**Change in ferries impacting Marin County bus services and commuters** [140240, 21 negatives]
**Cement slab home construction in Mill Valley (November 1946)**
**Association of Western Hospitals convention (health)**
**US Congress Committee on Naval Affairs Subcommittee (with Congressmen Joseph Casey, James Scrugham, N.J. Johnson, Harry Beam, and Albert Thomas)**
**Tennis star Alice Marble**
**Women arrested as vagrants in police sweep**
**Passengers on Asama Maru (ship) from Hong Kong**
**Ballet dancers** [140244, 11 negatives]
McDonough Insurance Commission hearing and McDonough funeral (various dates: 1941-1947) (Pete McDonough, Mayor Angelo Rossi, Edmund G. Brown, and others) [140245, 46 negatives]

Witnesses -- McDonough Hearing -- Insurance Commission Office (March 11, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140245.02-06]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

McDonough Hearing (March 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140245.07-08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Adolph Schmid, Duncan Mathewson, and James Brennan shown at McDonough Hearing. Photographs of witnesses William Conway and Emma Andrews.

McDonough Hearing (March 13, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140245.09]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of witnesses John McLaughlin, T.B.W. Leland, Arthur Neergard, Lillian Waight [or Wright?], and Alice Bryant in courtroom at 417 Montgomery Street.

McDonough Brothers -- Hall of Justice (August 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140245.10]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Rice locks up desk and D.H. Selling paints sign on new office as the "McDonough brothers close up shop."

McDonough Case -- Insurance Commission Office (September 04, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140245.11]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Howard Newport and Attorney Jake Ehrlich apply for new license.

McDonough Brothers -- City Hall (April 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140245.12]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Peter and Tom McDonough speak with their attorney Joseph A. Brown.
McDonough Bail Bond Hearing (October 10, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140245.13-15]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Patrick M. Brown sits on witness stand. Gerald Kenny enters hearing room.
Witnesses Ed Sixtus, A.R. Fennimore, Marshall Dill, and Bratton Wilbur sit in back of
hearing room. Arthur Klang, Attorney Joseph A. Brown, and Pete McDonough also
shown. Photographs of witnesses Theodore Roche, J. Wesley Howell, Leslie C.
Gillen, and Doctor John J. Kingston. Taken at 417 Montgomery Street.

McDonough Hearing (October 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140245.16]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of courtroom. City Treasurer Thomas K. McCarthy, former Supervisor Adolph
Schmidt, hearing officer John Clarkson, and Edward Turkington of police shown at
417 Montgomery Street.

McDonough Hearing (October 15, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140245.17]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sheriff Dan Murphy, Mayor Roger Lapham, and Supervisor Jesse C. Colman wait to
be called on at hearing. Taken at 417 Montgomery Street.

Funeral -- Pete McDonough -- Saint Bridgets Church (July 14, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140245.18]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People enter church for funeral of Pete McDonough (neighborhood).

Cast of play "Time of Your Life"
Passengers on board the President Coolidge (ship)
American Legion National Defense Chairman Warren H. Atherton
Hats made from home furnishings (fashion, domestic economy) [140248, 3
negatives]

Hats Made From Home Furnishings (March 18, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140248.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ethel Thomas and Adrienne Gordon model hats made from home furnishings
(fashion).

Prof. Paul Buttenweiser (robbery case)
Tatuta Maru (ship) passengers [140250, 9 negatives]
Passengers -- Tatuta Maru (ship) (March 20, 1940)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140250.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Caroline McCandless and Margaret McCandless, the daughters of missionaries born
in Canton, China, ride aboard ship.
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)

March 1941 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159-160, [140240-140255]

Diplomat -- Tatuta Maru (ship)(March 20, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140250.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of diplomat Hidenari Terasaki of the Japanese Embassy.

New Captain -- Tatuta Maru (ship)(March 20, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140250.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Captain Toichi Takahata, on board the Tatuta Maru (ship); his first time in command.

Passenger -- Tatuta Maru (ship)(March 20, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140250.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vera Harrang, a Norwegian stylist on her way to Chicago, sits on deck of ship.

Ambassador to Argentina -- Tatuta Maru (ship)(March 20, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 159, [140250.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Ambassador Baro Shu Tomii of Japan.

Boy beaten by police
Postmaster General Frank C. Walker visits San Francisco
Carmen Miranda (various dates: 1946 and 1947) [140253, 3 negatives]

Singer Carmen Miranda(March 26, 1941 - March 18, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140253.01-02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Singer Carmen Miranda of Brazil poses at Third and Townsend [was to perform at the Golden Gate Theatre]. David Sebastian holds the hand of his wife Carmen Miranda at the Mark Hopkins Hotel.

New Bishop Thomas H. Wright of Grace Cathedral
Campfire Girls
Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins [140255, 3 negatives]

Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins(March 28, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140255.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairman William M. Malone of the state Democratic Party stands with Frances Perkins. Frances Perkins poses for group photograph with Mary La Dane of the Department of Labor, and Wesley O. Ash and Inspector George Hutton of the Wage and Hours Division. Taken at Third Street and Townsend Street.

Senator Gerald Nye interview (on anti-war speaking tour) [140255, 2 negatives].
Anti-war Speaking Tour -- Senator Gerald Nye -- Palace Hotel(March 29, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140255.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Gerald Nye, in California for an anti-war speaking tour, talks with reporter.
April 1941

Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)

President A.W.J. Pohl of the Waterman Fountain Pen Company
Tukai (ship) from Soviet Union
Author James Hilton
General Hugh Johnson speaking with Earl Warren at the Commonwealth Club
Kamakura Maru (ship) and passengers including Japanese peace group (various dates: April-July 1941) [140261, 12 negatives]

Kamakura Maru (ship)(April 10, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140261.01-03]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Mario Iona stands aboard the Kamakura Maru [ship from Sweden]. Reverend Michio Kozaki, Tsunejiro Matsuyama, Michiko Kawai, Doctor William Axling, Soichi Saito, and N. Matsuyama stand for group picture of Japanese peace group. Mila Kiva sits with dog that she brought from Japan.

Kamakura Maru (ship)(June 28, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140261.04]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Ship arrives with the Argentine ambassador to Japan, Doctor Rodolfo Moreno, Mrs. P.S. MacKillop and daughters Prudence and Sara [wife of British consular official], and Mrs. Frank S. Williams [wife of US embassy official].

Leaving for Japan -- Kamakura Maru (ship) -- Pier Twenty-five(July 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140261.05]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Photograph of passenger Robert A. Fearley, sailing for Tokyo to fill position as secretary to US Ambassador Grow. Mamoru Shigamitsu, Japanese ambassador to the court of St. James, shown returning home.

May 1941

Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

Pediatricians convention (health)
Various views of Weaverville (historic gold rush era buildings) and its residents [140272, ca. 25 negatives]
Defense Minister General Frank Aiken of Ireland and Mayor Angelo Rossi
Actress Billie Burke (various dates: 1941 and 1947)
National Association of Manufacturers convention and luncheon
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Scope and Content Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>May 14, 1941</td>
<td>Chinese Minister of Foreign Affairs -- Mark Hopkins Hotel</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140279.01]</td>
<td>Portraits of Doctor Quo Tai Chi of China, foreign affairs minister returning to China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 04, 1941</td>
<td>Tatuta Maru (ship) -- Pier Twenty-five</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140285.02]</td>
<td>Views of ship sailing for home; crowd waving to departing ship. Taken from pier and Golden Gate Bridge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 05, 1941</td>
<td>Tatuta Maru (ship)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140285.07-08]</td>
<td>Pictures of Mrs. Max Griendl taken at Pier Twenty-five. Vice-Consul Raimondo Manzini of Italy, Countess Frances Russo, Adele Bunker, and Consul General Carlo Bossi of Italy pose for group photo of friends and passengers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July 23, 1941</td>
<td>Aerial Search -- Tatuta Maru (ship)</td>
<td>BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140285.09]</td>
<td>Pictures taken of and from a United Airlines &quot;mainliner&quot; during search over the Pacific Ocean for the Tatuta Maru (ship).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Tatuta Maru (ship) (July 30, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140285.10-12]

**Physical Description:** 16 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Images of ship. View of ship with San Francisco in background (cityscapes).
Photographs of passengers Ariadne Tellefsen, John Granger, Mrs. C. Diamantopoulos, Mrs. J.I. Lunt, and Lucille Somer. Views of ship coming in under the Golden Gate Bridge after a six day delay. Pictures of Tatuta Maru (motorship) passing Mile Rock Lighthouse after delay in returning.

**Tatuta Maru (ship) (July 31, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140285.13]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Views of the Tatuta Maru (ship) sitting in dock. Taken from Telegraph Hill (neighborhood).

**Tatuta Maru (ship) (August 01, 1941)**

**Physical Description:** 12 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Marshall George Vice posts notice of libel placed on the Tatuta Maru (ship).
Pictures of men unloading tea and silk, the first cargo to come off of ship. Taken at Pier Twenty-five.

**June 1941** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160-161, [140286-140298]

**Physical Description:** 225 negatives (estimate)

**Assistant US Attorney Thurman Arnold**
**American Institute of Banking convention**
**Betty Perrin of California Information Service**
**Federal Power Commissioner Leland Olds**
**Visiting Nurses Association**
**Passengers on President Taft (ship)**
**Head of the Zionist Movement Chaim Weizmann [140289 and 140291, 8 negatives]**
**Jewish Luncheon -- Hotel St. Francis (June 12, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140291.01]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Dr. Chaim Weizman, Judge I.M. Golden, and M.C. Sloss sit together at luncheon. Views of crowd at luncheon.

**Head of Zionist Movement -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (October 11, 1941)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140289.01]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Photographs of Dr. Chaim Weizmann, head of the Zionist Movement.

**Nitta Maru (ship) [140290, 3 negatives]**
Nitta Maru (ship) (June 12, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 160, [140290.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Peter Pares, former British Consul to Kolozsvár, Hungary, arrives in US for new assignment. Photograph of Major H. Ishikawa of Japan, assistant military attaché in Washington D.C.

Serra Club luncheon
Judges convention
Death of Judge Frank W. Dunne
Departing Consul Carlo Bossi of Italy and wife
Consul Boris Eliacheff of Free France
Captain John M. Holmes murder trial (various dates: June-August 1941) [140296, ca. 38 negatives]
Leopold Stokowski with Youth Orchestra members.

July 1941 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140299-140315]
Physical Description: 350 negatives (estimate)

Charles Lindbergh with Senator D. Worth Clark of Idaho [140299, 13 negatives]
Charles Lindbergh and Senator D. Worth Clark -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel(July 01, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140299.09]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Images of Colonel Charles Lindbergh speaking with Senator D. Worth Clark of Idaho and speaking with press.

Copy negatives of views of monastery of Santa Maria De Ovila (gift of Hearst to Golden Gate Park)
"Duchess" Juanita Spinelli death penalty case (various dates: July-November, 1941) [140303, 23 negatives]
Death Penalty Case -- "Duchess" Juanita Spinelli -- State Building(July 09, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140303.09-10]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Culbert Olsen speaks with Joseph Spinelli, the son of Juaninta Spinelli, a woman scheduled for execution. Attorney Ralph Lui shown with Joseph Spinelli.

Death Penalty Case -- "Duchess" Juanita Spinelli -- California State Prison at San Quentin(November 20, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140303.11-12]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Alice Gwynne, Clinton Duffy, and Juanita Spinelli, first woman scheduled to be executed [in California?], walking outside San Quentin prison and sitting inside facility. Photographs of the Duchess Spinelli and her car.

Execution -- "Duchess" Juanita Spinelli -- State Building(November 21, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140303.13]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Defense Attorney Ernest Spagnoli and Sally Stanford talk by telephone to Warden Clinton Duffy of the California State Prison at San Quentin.
Sally Stanford cases (various dates: 1941-1947) [140303, 17 negatives]

**Divorce -- Sally Stanford -- City Hall (June 05, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140303.14]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Sally Stanford talks to Edith Lally in hallway.

**Hold-up Attempt -- Sally Stanford -- Central Emergency Hospital (February 05, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140303.15]
- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  John Keyes stands by the hospital bed of Sally Stanford, the victim of beating during a hold-up attempt.

**Sally Stanford Case -- Hall of Justice (February 06, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140303.16]
- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Inspector Francis X. LaTulipe holds empty box.

**Complaining Witness -- Sally Stanford Case -- Hall of Justice (April 01, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140303.17]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Marcia Rapp, a Palo Alto dress shop owner, testifies on witness stand during case dealing with battery and robbery of Sally Stanford. Taken in Women's Court.

**Trial -- Thomas Sullivan -- Hall of Justice (June 03, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140303.18]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Defendant Thomas Sullivan stands in court during trial for disturbing the peace [described by photographer as "the playboy of the pink riding pants who tried to shoot up Sally Stanford's bagnio awhile back"].

**Sally Stanford Trial -- Hall of Justice (July 21, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140303.19]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Photographs of Sally Stanford.

**Perjury -- Sally Stanford -- Edmund G. Brown's Office (July 30, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140303.20]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Photographs of Barbara Kilhammer [involved in perjury related to Sally Stanford].

**Sam Darcy trial (various dates: July-September 1941)**
Governor Ralph L. Carr of Colorado
A.W. Robertson of Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Lord Halifax of Great Britain (Ambassador Edward Frederick Lindley Wood, First Earl of Halifax) visits San Francisco (views of people picketing him) [140308, 17 negatives]
Protesters -- Lord Halifax -- Palace Hotel (July 17, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140308.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lord Halifax of Great Britain speaks to audience. Unidentified woman pickets him outside hotel.

Lord Halifax (July 18, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140308.06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lord and Lady Halifax leave the Fairmont Hotel. Lord Halifax speaks with Mayor Angelo Rossi. Lieutenant General John L. DeWitt, Major General E.D. Peek, Rear Admiral John W. Greenslade, Terence Garvey, and Lord Halifax speak at the British Consulate.

Protesters -- Lord Halifax -- Palace Hotel (July 18, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140308.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protesters hold signs protesting US involvement in World War Two (anti-war). Lord Halifax steps out of car at hotel (neighborhood).

Tour -- Lord Halifax -- Scott Motor Company (July 19, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140308.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lord Halifax speaks to employees of the Scott Motor Company during tour of the Bay Area.

Novena of St. Anne
Conference of Jews and Christians
Portraits of executives attending conference (Bank of America, Standard Oil, Pepsi Cola, Crocker First National, etc.)
Bishop James J. Swiney consecration at St. Mary’s Cathedral [140312, ca. 20 negatives]
Burlesque performers charged with indecency (Jake Ehrlich, attorney) (July-August 1941)
Consul Eric de Bisschop of France en route to his post at Hawaii
Author Paul Gallico
Chinese Americans protest and labor pickets protest shipping of scrap metal to Japan [140315, 3 negatives].

Protests Against Japanese Ship -- Pier Twenty-five (July 31, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140315.01-02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protesters picket a Japanese ship docked at pier [signs urge the defeat of fascism]. Photograph of Chinese-American youth singing an anti-Japanese song. Labor picketers protesting the shipment of scrap metal to Japan also shown.

August 1941
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161-162, [140316-140329]
Physical Description: 262 negatives (estimate)

Diplomats (John O’Dwyer, Lord and Lady Alfred Duff Cooper) from Great Britain
Sir Gerald Campbell of Great Britain
San Rafael highway construction
San Rafael Highway Construction (August 08, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140319.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of highway construction, with photographs encompassing San Rafael and surrounding landscape (cityscapes, environment).

San Rafael Highway Construction (August 08, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 161, [140319.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overhead views of highway construction in and around San Rafael (cityscapes, environment).

Admiral John W. Greenslade and Congressman J.C. Scrugham
Actor Jackie Coogan in Army (and his pregnant wife)
Parole Boards convention
Member pickets Salvation Army
American Prison Association conference (President of APA James A. Johnston, prison wardens, chaplains, and others)
Alfred P. Sloan
Controllers Congress (Pacific Group)
State supervisor’s meeting (with Governor Culbert Olson, Mayor Angelo Rossi, and others)
Italian Athletic Club (baby contest)
Mormon Tabernacle Choir arrives in San Francisco
UC Berkeley registration
Buckthorn (ship) commissioned
Senator Rufus C. Holman and Senate Sub-committee on Strategic Minerals
Assortment of vegetables as used in 9 day diet
Senators Harry S. Truman and James M. Mead
Senator Hiram Johnson
Consul General to Turkey A.W. Honaker
Passengers on the President Coolidge (ship) (including McCann family refugees from Tien Tsin)
Men to be executed Eldon Hawks and John Lininger
Waldo conference

September 1941
Byron Summers swims from Alcatraz handcuffed (publicity event?)
Judge Theresa Meikle (140332 and 140339, various dates: September-October 1941)
Diplomats from Japan (Saburo Kurusu, K. Kiyohara, Y. Satsumi, M. Watanabe, and others: September-November 1941) [140333, 3 negatives]

Diplomats from Japan -- Fairmont Hotel (September 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140333.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ambassador of Japan -- Municipal Airport (November 14, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140333.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Japanese Special Ambassador Saburo Kurusu speaks with Consul General Yoshio Mutu before leaving the United States.

Play "Hell za-Poppin" at Curran Theatre
Secretary of Agriculture Claude R. Wickard
New Consul Godfrey Fisher of Great Britain
Candidates for local election (Cameron King, James B. McSheehy, Alfred J. Ennes, Ignatius Dwyer, and Judge Alden Ames)
Foreign Trade Association luncheon (Sir Kenneth Lee, John W. Greenslade, and others)
Harold de Pue (Manager of the Grand National Livestock Exposition)
Old Time Fighters luncheon (June 21, 1941)
Senator Burton K. Wheeler
President Cleveland (ship) (passengers and launching from the Bethlehem Shipyard in 1946)
California Retail Grocers Association convention

October 1941  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162-163, [140341-140370]
Physical Description: 525 negatives (estimate)

Senator Charles Henderson speaks at miners' convention
Prostitution raid
Cecil Drinker lectures (health)
Sidney Hillman (labor) (various dates: 1941-January 1945) [140343, 15 negatives]
Commonwealth Club Luncheon -- Sidney Hillman -- Palace Hotel (October 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140343.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sidney Hillman speaks into broadcast microphone at luncheon (labor).

Sidney Hillman -- Permanente Magnesium Plant (October 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140343.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of magnesium plant and surrounding landscape taken during Sidney Hillman's visit there (labor). Sidney Hillman and Dean Jennings shown [two negatives missing].

Press Conference -- Sidney Hillman -- Clift Hotel (October 06, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140343.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sidney Hillman sits at desk during press conference (labor).

Commonwealth Club Luncheon -- Sidney Hillman -- Palace Hotel (October 08, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140343.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Luncheon speaker Sidney Hillman sits with chairman of the day William Gorril (labor).
Interview -- Sidney Hillman -- Fairmont Hotel (January 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140343.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Sidney Hillman taken during press interview (labor).

William Randolph Hearst (his portrait and horses, all copy negatives: various dates)
San Quentin prison inmates exhibition (showing their vocational work)
President Harrison (ship) passengers
American Minister to Thailand Louise Grant
James D. O’Neil trial
President Van Buren (ship)
Golden Gate Bridge rescue after attempted suicide
Opera star Lily Pons
Far Western Interstate conference
Governors conference (Maurice Sullivan, Charles R. Spague, and Culbert L. Olson)
Four H Club sightseers
Ludwig Lewisohn interview
Henry F. Grady of American President Lines (shipping)
Actor Bob Hope visits San Francisco (various dates: October-November 1941)
Earl Warren and family (various dates: 1941-1947, including dinners, campaigning for governor, as governor, speaking, etc.) [140357, 157 negatives)
Campaign -- Earl Warren -- Isle of Capri Restaurant (October 19, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Commercial Club Luncheon -- Earl Warren (June 04, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Earl Warren speaks at luncheon.

Luncheon -- Earl Warren -- Palace Hotel (August 18, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Walter Duane shown speaking during luncheon, with Earl Warren and Mrs. William Chipman seated to his right. Views of audience.

Earl Warren and Family -- Oakland (August 23, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dinner -- Earl Warren -- Hotel Oakland (August 24, 1942)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.06]  
Physical Description: 14 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Campaign of Earl Warren -- Moore Shipyards (August 24, 1942)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.07]  
Physical Description: 12 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Earl Warren speaks to workers at the Moore Shipyards via microphone. Shown shaking hands with workers Jennie Dulion, Mattie Mae Woodall, Hazel Tenageo, and William Ambrose. Earl Warren shown in several poses before an American flag [including an imitation of Uncle Sam's "I want you" military promotion].

Voting -- Earl Warren (August 25, 1942)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.08]  
Physical Description: 6 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Earl Warren shown going through voting process at 193 [Monteclo?] Street. Mrs. Earl Warren and Earl Jr., Virginia, James, Dorothy, Robert, Nina, and Agnes Warren also shown. Claire Beery places Earl Warren's ballot in box.

Earl Warren -- State Bar Association -- Palace Hotel (September 16, 1942)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.09]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Governor Earl Warren speaks at meeting. Farnham Griffiths, Frank Belcher, Chief Justice Philip Gibson, and John Hewicher sit at speakers' table.

Ninety-first Division -- Earl Warren -- Clift Hotel (September 26, 1942)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.10]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Views of Earl Warren speaking and socializing at annual dinner of the Ninety-first Division, at which he is guest of honor.

Campaign -- Earl Warren (October 08, 1942)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.11-14]  
Physical Description: 14 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Thomas J. Riordan and Earl Warren speak at meeting of "Businessmen for Warren" at the Palace Hotel. Earl Warren speaks during Blue Goose Luncheon organized for his campaign for governor. Howard Reynolds and Herbert Manners also shown; taken at the Palace Hotel. Earl Warren shakes hands with Richard H. Norton, the "un-official mayor" of the Richmond District; Supervisor Robert M. Green also shown at Richmond District merchants meeting. View of crowd waiting to greet Earl Warren; taken at the Coffee Cup Restaurant. Thomas Riordan greets Earl Warren outside the Coffee Cup Restaurnt before breakfast. Warren shown speaking with and eating with shipyard workers; speaking to audience.
Earl Warren and Daughters (October 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.15]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Earl Warren's daughters, Nina and Dorothy Warren, congratulate him. Taken at 88 Vernon Street in Oakland.

Voting -- Earl Warren -- Oakland (November 03, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.16]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Earl Warren shown casting votes with family alongside.

Earl Warren and Wife (November 03, 1942 - November 04, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.17-18]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney General Earl Warren receives a kiss from his wife at 88 Vernon Street in Oakland. Photographs of Earl Warren with and without Mrs. Earl Warren.

Earl Warren -- War Memorial Building (November 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.19]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Frank N. Belgrano presents statue to Governor Earl Warren. Deputy Commander William Haughton also shown.

Salvation Army -- Mrs. Earl Warren (December 08, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.20]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Earl Warren places money into Salvation Army kettle kept by Blanche Davis.

Re-election -- Governor Earl Warren -- Alameda County Court House (March 19, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.21]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
County Clerk G.E. Wade swears in Earl Warren as he files for re-election. Mrs. Earl Warren also shown as Earl Warren files his re-election papers.

Luncheon for Governor Earl Warren -- Palace Hotel (April 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.22]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William A. O'Brien talks to Governor Earl Warren during luncheon.

Earl Warren and Family (June 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.23]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Group photo showing Governor Earl Warren with family members James, Margaret, James Jr., and Mrs. Earl Warren outside their home at 88 Vernon Street in Oakland.
Banquet -- Governor Earl Warren -- Hotel Claremont (June 03, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 162, [140357.24-25]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Governor Earl Warren (June 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140357.26-27]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Governor Earl Warren and Wife (June 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140357.28]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Voting -- Governor Earl Warren (June 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140357.29]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Voting clerk Patricia Allaire takes ballots from Mr. and Mrs. Earl Warren and son James Warren. Taken on Montecito Street in Oakland.

Centennial Plans Banquet -- Governor Earl Warren -- Hotel St. Francis (October 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140357.30]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Earl Warren speaking and crowd at banquet.

Voting -- Governor Earl Warren (November 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140357.31]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Earl Warren shown voting with Mrs. Earl Warren and son James Warren. Grandson James Warren Jr. also shown. Taken on Montecito Street in Oakland.

Election -- Governor Earl Warren (November 06, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140357.32]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Governor Earl Warren with Mrs. Earl Warren and grandson Jimmy Lee Warren at their home at 88 Vernon Street in Oakland.
Governor Earl Warren (August 28, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140357.33-34]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Earl Warren speaks with Reporter George Thompson after his arrival at the San Francisco Airport. Photograph of Earl Warren speaking at roster.

Governor Earl Warren -- Press Photographer's Association (November 06, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140357.35]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Earl Warren speaks with Pat Parker.

Harold Abraham bribery case with Jake Ehrlich (November 1941)
Propeller Club convention (including Henry Kaiser)
Gladys Swarthout
The arrival of the President Coolidge (ship) from Japan (includes Rear Admiral H.M. Bemis, attaches from Turkey, and delegation from Netherlands East Indies to International Labor Conference in New York)
California Chamber of Commerce convention
Opera singers Grace Moore and Italo Montemezzi
Louie Quan Chinatown murder case
Lloyd J. Cosgrove campaign
Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes [140367, 9 negatives]
Hetch-Hetchy -- Harold L. Ickes -- Huntington Apartments (October 28, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140367.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Press Conference -- Secretary Harold L. Ickes -- Huntington Apartments (November 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140367.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Journalists interview Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes after election day.

Process Server -- Secretary Harold L. Ickes -- City Hall (November 06, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140367.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Deputy Sheriff Jack E. Finney, who attempted to serve Secretary of the Interior Harold Ickes with a subpoena [photographer does not note to what case the subpoena was related].

Tatuta Maru (ship) arrives in San Francisco repatriating American nationals [140368, 14 negatives]
Repatriation of American Nationals -- Tatuta Maru (ship) (October 30, 1941)

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Photographs of the Japanese ship Tatuta Maru going beneath the Golden Gate Bridge. Passengers Consul General Leon Siguenza of El Salvador, Commander P.D. Perkins of the Japanese Foreign Office, Juan Gutierrez, Mr. and Mrs. Rafael Davila, and Jerome Edward Frehm shown. Views of crowd in the dining room and of Japanese children. Tug boats push the Tatuta Maru (ship) into a berth at Pier Eighteen.

California Highway Commission meeting
The 1942 Marin Musical Scholarship awardees

November 1941 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140371-140386]

Physical Description: 300 negatives (estimate)

Election candidates and campaigns (throughout month)
Opening of new San Rafael highway [140372, 14 negatives]
San Rafael Highway Construction (November 02, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140372.01-02]

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Senator Keating, Mayor William S. Nock of San Rafael, Highway Commissioner Lawrence Barrett, and master of ceremonies Clifford C. Bartlett dedicate new highway; others shown. Photographs of "official cars" driving on new highway. Lillian Gabb, the "queen of fiesta," also shown.

Speakers at California Agriculture Priority Clinic
Call Bulletin election radio broadcast crew (KSFO)
Foreign Trade Association luncheon
American Petroleum Institute convention
New officers of Retail Merchants Association
Monterey (ship) with Australian and New Zealand flyers
New foreman of the San Francisco Federal Grand Jury
Auction sale of Sherwood Hall (old Mark Hopkins home) in Menlo Park [140376, 8 negatives]

Auction Sale of Sherwood Hall -- Menlo Park (October 06, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140376.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Interior and exterior views of Sherwood Hall, the former home of Mark Hopkins. Mrs. Gardner Calio, Ruth and Walter Suchorksi, and Vicki Suchorski shown. (Some furnishings and statuary pictured.)

California Safety Council meeting
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McCarthy
Socialist Norman Thomas [140381, 7 negatives]

Socialist Norman Thomas -- Cliff Hotel (November 16, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140381.05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Thomas.

"King of the Hobos" Jeff Davies

Investigation -- Committee on Un-American Activities -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel(November 17, 1941) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities -- Civic Auditorium(December 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witness Frank P. Foisie sits before committee.

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities -- Civic Auditorium(December 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities -- Civic Auditorium(December 02, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
District Attorney Ralph Hoyt of Alameda County and Booth B. Goodman shown at hearing [acting as witnesses?].

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities -- Civic Auditorium(December 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witnesses Mervyn Rathborne, Samuel Brodgen, and George T. Baker give testimony during Tenney Hearing.

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities -- Civic Auditorium(December 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of witness Ottorini Ronchi.
Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities -- Civic Auditorium (December 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of witness Ettore Patrizi, the editor and publisher of "L'Italia," an Italian newspaper. Taken during Tenney hearing.

Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities -- California State Prison at San Quentin (December 05, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.08-09]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witnesses David Rodgers and John Mustak give testimony before commission [both inmates at prison]. George Wallace also shown. Doctor Leo Stanley and Sergeant Victor Nelson, a prison guard, give testimony as witnesses during Tenney hearing.

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities (May 23, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.10]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities -- Hotel St. Francis (May 24, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.11]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Renzo Turco shown [witness?]. Committee attorney Richard E. Combs hands Italian document to witness Sylvester Andriano. Court stenographer Rae B. Behren also in picture.

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities (May 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.12]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Angelo Rossi testifies as witness during Tenney hearing. Angelo Rossi shown with Walter McGovern.

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities (May 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.13]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witness Victor Zirpoli testifies during Tenney hearing.
Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities (May 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.14]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Mayor Angelo Rossi's daughter, Mrs. Henry C. Morris, raises her hand solemnly as she is sworn in as a witness at the Tenney committee hearing." Mrs. Henry C. Morris shown being presented with evidence by committee attorney Richard E. Combs.

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities (May 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.15]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Former French vice consul Paul Bibily testifies during Tenney Hearing. [Doctor Modesto Giordano Cortese also shown?]

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities (May 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.16]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witness Leo Ostagi shown. Committee attorney R.E. Combs speaks with witness Nicholas Ilacqua at Tenney hearing.

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities (May 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.17]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Rose Fanucchi, an editor of an Italian paper and an attorney, is glimpsed during Tenney committee hearing, where she denied paper [her] paper was Fascist." Rose Fanucchi shown as witness.

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities (May 27, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.18]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney Anthony Fiori, printer Gioacchino Tisani, movie producer Gilbert Guoni, Joseph Ciginini shown at Tenney Hearing. Charles Tutt translates school books for committee.

Tenney Hearing -- Committee on Un-American Activities (May 27, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 163, [140382.19-21]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mario L. Berasso shown sitting at witness stand, where he insisted that "he spread only tourist information." Photographs of investigator Bruce Pine, who gathered information for the hearing. Renato Marrazzini speaks on witness stand.

Interview with former ambassador to Germany Hugh Wilson
Wool Grower's Association convention
Chinese immigration inquest
Earl King and Frank Conner [Conners?] pardoned by governor
Broadcasters convention
December 1941  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140387-140401]

Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)

Naturalization story
Radiological convention (health)
Actress Katherine Cornell
Parole hearings (with Earl Warren, Jack B. Tenney, and Richard Combs - apparently related to state un-American activities hearings) [140388, 15 negatives]

Parole Hearings -- Civic Auditorium(December 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140388.01-02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nelson S. Dilworth shown at parole hearing. Chairman Jack B. Tenney (of the California Legislature's Joint Fact-finding Committee on Un-American Activities) and James H. Phillips of parole board shown.

Parole Hearings -- Civic Auditorium(December 02, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140388.03-07]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Randolph Altrocchi, professor of Italian literature at UC Berkeley, sits at parole hearing. George Gouverneur Ashwell shown at hearing. Photograph of James Stephens of the prison board. Manager William Franke of the Oakland office pictured. Orlando Menikette shown. (Committee on Un-American Activities?).

Parole Hearings -- Civic Auditorium(December 03, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140388.08-09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Communist party member Archie Brown acts as witness. Attorney Richard Combs of the Committee on Un-American Activities stands by Attorney General Earl Warren, a hearing witness.

Parole Hearings -- Civic Auditorium(December 04, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140388.10-11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of witness Dorothy Ray. Warden Clinton Duffy of the California State Prison at San Quentin sits at witness stand. (Committee on Un-American Activities?).

Willapa (ship)
Ex-governor of Kansas Henry J. Allen
Ambassador Maxim Litvinoff of Russia (Soviet Union) [140392, 5 negatives]

Ambassador from the Soviet Union -- Treasure Island(December 06, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140392.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Ambassador Maxime Litvinoff of the Soviet Union exiting Pan American clipper with his wife as he arrives in the United States.

New county medical society president Dr. John W. Cline
Congressmen (Richard Welch, J.W. Robinson and John R. Murdock) discuss Hetch Hetchy with Ward Mailliard Jr. [140393, 2 negatives]
Hetch Hetchy -- US Congressmen -- Palace Hotel (December 08, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140393.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Luncheon for those from Hawaii stranded here (after Pearl Harbor)
Copy photograph of Japanese ship Haruna
Shriner's Hospital (health) (various dates: 1941-1947)
Tennis star Alice Marble now defense health director
Copy photograph of the Absoroka (ship)
Entymologists convention

January 1942 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140402-140411]
Physical Description: 150 negatives (estimate)

Line at Saint Vincent de Paul shelter for men (housing)
Dr. Hubertus J. Van Mook of Dutch East Indies
Pianist Alexander Brailowsky
Milis College lecture on marriage and divorce rate
March of Dimes Drive (medical Infantile Paralysis - Polio) (disabled persons)
Thomas Mann in San Francisco [140408, 2 negatives]
Author Thomas Mann -- Southern Pacific Station (January 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140408.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Thomas Mann, in San Francisco for a lecture at Town Hall, pictured holding his grandson Frediolin while Mrs. Mann looks on.

Botanist Alice Eastwood 83rd birthday
Notary sales bribery case (with Harold J. Abraham, Richard reder, attorney Jake Ehrlich, and Governor Culbert Olson)
Warner Brothers president Joseph Bernhard
Luncheon honoring author Albert Emil Davies
Los Angeles Democrats on tour (Gerald J. O'Gara, Dorothy Kelly, Helen Gahagan, Dan Gallagher, and Isadore Dockweiler)
Oakland rail yards with street railway cars (Key System?) (transportation)
Episcopal convention (Bishop Karl Morgan Block) (March 1943)
Writer David Warren Ryder charged as Japanese agent [140411, 4 negatives]
Accused "Japanese Agent" -- San Francisco Writer -- Post Office
Building (January 28, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140411.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
David W. Ryder, a writer accused of being a Japanese agent, sits in the US Commissioner's office.

February 1942 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140412-140427]
Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Di Maggio becoming citizens
City prison dope ring (narcotics)
Boy Scouts lunch
Police officer charged with rape
Governor Hubertus J. van Mook of Dutch East Indies
Serra Club (Archbishop John J. Mitty and J. Phillip Murphy)
Hetch Hetchy meeting at Mayor's office (Ward Mailliard, Angelo Rossi, Henry Grady, and Dion Holm) [140416, 2 negatives]
Hetch Hetchy Meeting -- City Hall (February 11, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140416.06]

Scope and Content Note
Ward Mailliard, Mayor Angelo J. Rossi, Doctor Henry Grady, and Dion Holm meet in Mayor's Office to discuss the Hetch Hetchy project.

New Martells liquor store window display at Twenty-third and Mission Streets (neighborhood)
Gerald J. O'Gara (with family, voting in senatorial election, in meeting, etc.) [140418, 7 negatives]
Council of Guidance and Personnel Associations
American Brotherhood luncheon
Transit Club luncheon
Dean of Women convention
Chief engineer of Hetch Hetchy James Turner [140420, 2 negatives]
Hetch Hetchy -- Chief Engineer -- City Hall (February 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140420.01]

Scope and Content Note
Portraits of new Chief Engineer Jim Turner of the Hetch Hetchy project.

Press conference with Republican Congressman John H. Tolan regarding Committee for Alien Immigration
US Commissioner of Education John W. Studebaker
Small business meeting with Senator Robert Walker Kenny
Consul General T.C. Fang and Ambassador Hu Shih of China at Commonwealth Club luncheon [140424, 2 negatives]
Chinese Dignataries -- Commonwealth Club Luncheon -- Palace Hotel (February 24, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140424.01]

Scope and Content Note
Consul-General T.C. Feng and Ambassador Doctor Hu Shih of China stand with Admiral John W. Greenslade. Doctor Hu Shih speaks at luncheon.

Ambassador to Russia (Soviet Union) Admiral William H. Standley [140426, 4 negatives]
Ambassador to Russia -- Hotel St. Francis (February 26, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 164, [140426.01]

Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Admiral William H. Standley, ambassador to Russia en route to the Soviet Union.

Musician Tommy Dorsey
Murals at the San Francisco Hospital's children's tuberculosis ward
Bust of Joaquin Miller at home of Juanita Joaquina Miller

March 1942 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140428-140441]

Physical Description: 200 negatives (estimate)
Frank Egan hearings (various dates: 1942-1947) [140430, ca. 75 negatives]
Chinese mural artist Dong Kingman
Criminal psychiatrist Walter Bromberg

Thomas J. Mooney funeral [140432, 4 negatives]
  Funeral -- Thomas J. Mooney -- Cypress Lawn Cemetery (March 09, 1942)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140432.03]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Reverend Herrick Lane attending funeral service. Mrs. Thomas Mooney (wife) and
  sister shown crying.

[Assistant?] Secretary of War John J. McCloy (various dates: March 1942 and
November 1945) [140432, 5 negatives]
  Assistant Secretary of War in San Francisco -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (March 09,
  1942)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140432.04]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Assistant Secretary of War John J. McCloy seated with John H. Tolan (R, California),
  Laurence F. Arnold (R), and George H. Bender (R).

Arrival of Assistant Secretary of War -- San Francisco (November 01, 1945)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140432.05]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Assistant Secretary of War John J. McCloy with Luther Duke Meyer.

Senator Harry S. Truman hearing to investigate war work with Sheridan Downey
and other senators (March and July, 1942) [140432, 12 negatives]
  Senator Truman Here For War Investigation -- Hotel St. Francis (March 10,
  1942)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140432.06]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Special Committee Investigating the National Defense Program.)

Truman Hearing -- War Work Investigation -- Testimony Before Senate
Committee (March 12, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140432.07]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Admiral Greenslade testifies before Senate Special Committee Investigating the
  National Defense Program.

Truman Hearing -- War Work Investigation -- Senate Committee (March 13, 1942
- March 22, 1942) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140432.08-10]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Senate Special Committee Investigating the National Defense Program. Senator
  Sheridan Downey, Clerk Hugh Fulton, Senator Joseph C. Ball, Senator Mons C.
  Wagren, Senator Harrel M. Kilgore, Kenneth J. Fulton (Department of Natural
  Resources), and Senator Harry S. Truman.
Truman Hearing -- Subcommittee of Special Committee Investigating the National Defense Program (July 27, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140432.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Harold H. Burton (R), Consul Charles P. Clark, Senator Mon C. Wallgren (D), and Senator Carl A. Hatch (D).

Cavendish Trading Corporation convention
Russian singer Alexander Kipnis
President of New York Times Arthus Hayes Sulzberger
San Quentin prisoners doing defense work [140435, 3 negatives]
San Quentin Prisoners Doing Defense Work (March 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140435.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prisoners working in foundry, carpenter shop, and working on siren. Y.R. Matters, S.N. Wayne, G.F. Carters, and George W. Parsons.

Commissioner David Lamb of Salvation Army (London)
Milk prices hearings (various dates: 1942-1947) [140436, 12 negatives]
Milk Marketing Hearing (March 17, 1942 - May 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140436.07-09]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Milk Prices Hearing (February 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140436.10]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women shoppers group at hearing. Mrs. Eva Faurholt, Harvey Faurholt, Chester Faurholt, Mrs. Lou Ann Green, David Green, Mrs. Jean Hedley, and David Hedley. (California Bureau of Markets or Bureau of Market Enforcement?).

Rabbi Raphael Levine on civilian morale tour
High Commissioner Francis B. Sayre of Philippines
Best dressed men search (fashion)
New Cabinet Minister Richard Casey with Consul General G.A. Fisher of Great Britain
State committee investigating government affairs
Actress Jeanette MacDonald
Pierre Huss with his new bride
4-H Club convention
Representative Thomas Rolph
Liquor meeting at War Memorial Building

April 1942 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140442-140457]
Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)

Social welfare meeting at Civic Auditorium
Trophies (as scrap metal) contributed for defense effort
City of Richmond overcrowded conditions (housing) (various dates: April and September 1942) [140444, 10 negatives]

Overcrowded Housing Conditions -- Richmond, California (April 02, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140444.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mother washing clothes in a bucket; bedroom conditions; tent and shack; bus converted into house. Dewey Bridges, J.H. Bridges, and Mrs. Leslie Bridges. [Related to influx of laborers for war work in Richmond shipyards?].

Overcrowded Housing Conditions -- Richmond, California (September 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140444.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
State Theater open all night; cots in bowling alley; trailer. Robert Kraus, Harold Jones, Billy Jones, Mrs. Murphy Jones, Betty Kraus, and William Bridges. [Related to influx of laborers for war work in Richmond shipyards?].

Consul Wladyslaw Sokolowski of Poland and family with Mayor Angelo Rossi

Striptease case

Propeller Club luncheon

Folsom Prison war effort [140447, 10 negatives]
Folsom Prisoners Contribute to War Effort (April 09, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140447.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Artist and visitors looking at chapel mural; men working in poster press; prisoners volunteering for blood donations with Red Cross unit; prisoners in marching drill.

President Roosevelt doubles (lookalikes)

Opera singer Helen Traubel

San Francisco Opera group leaving for Los Angeles

Major George A. Anderson given Indian headdress

American College of Surgeons war session (health)

Prince Olav and Princess Martha of Norway

Straw hat models (fashion)

Chinese Six Companies secretary H.K. Wong

Women in slacks for war effort (fashion) [140457, 1 negative]

Shriners at circus

May 1942 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165-166, [140458-140470]

Physical Description: 275 negatives (estimate)

Writer Arthur Brisbane (copy negative)

Lyndon Beal murder case (various dates: May-July 1942)

Navy men from Holland

Edinburgh (ship)

Shrine Hospital circus show for kids (clowns and children)

Samuel King delegate to Congress from Hawaii

Kiskadden narcotics case

New Bishop Thomas Jenkins at Grace Cathedral

Horse-drawn milk wagon

NAM (National Association of Manufacturers) convention

Women sign as Army hostesses

Sally Rand bankruptcy case and other court appearances (with Edmund G. Brown and Jake Ehrlich -- various dates: 1942-1946) [140466, 26 negatives]
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)

Sally Rand -- Bankruptcy Hearing (May 15, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140466.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Performer Sally Rand appeared late to hearing.

Performer -- Sally Rand -- Fan Dance (June 24, 1946 - June 25, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140466.02-03]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sally Rand posing in fan dance costume (nude) for which she was arrested and later in a dress and coat; marquee of the Sally Rand's Club; Rand performing fan dance that "aroused cops' morals."

Performer -- Sally Rand -- Court Appearance (June 25, 1946 - June 30, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 165, [140466.04-07]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Court scenes (related to indecency charges) and fan dance performance. Sally Rand, Attorney Jake Ehrlich, Judge Daniel Shoemaker, and District Attorney Edmond Brown. Arthur R. Bell presents flowers to Rand.

Labor Union Retail Clerk conference
Dooling death case (various dates: May-July 1942) [140469, 24 negatives]
Helena Rubenstein
Phoebe Apperson Hearst memorial [140470, 3 negatives]
Phoebe A. Hearst Memorial -- Cypress Lawn Cemetary (May 30, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 166, [140470.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Memorial services include placing of wreath. Al Baptist, Judge Everett Mckeage, Perry Keslow, Dr. Mervyn Sullivan, Fred Coulman, Larry George, Walter Shaylor, Hap Harrigan, Joseph Welch, Willis Ullrich, Charles Galliano, and John J. O'Connor.

June 1942
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 166, [140471-140480]
Physical Description: 200 negatives (estimate)
American Ambassador to India Henry F. Grady (various dates: 1942-1947)
Beard (UC Professor) divorce and narcotics case (various dates: 1942-1944) [140472, 46 negatives]
Fraser divorce case (various dates: 1942-1943) [140476, 37 negatives]
Fourteen-year-old boy Barney Lee in San Quentin prison for murder (various dates: June-August 1942)
Actors Una Merkel and Frank Fay and Anne Nagel
Henry J. Kaiser and wife

July 1942
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 166, [140481-140493]
Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)
Industry and Educators events (with James David Zellerbach, Walter Samuel Johnson, Alonzo Meyers, Frank W. Thomas, and Almon E. Roth)
William M. Jefferes of Union Pacific Railroad
Poet Anna Blake Mezquida
Mary Slater murder case (various dates: 1942-1943) [140488, 27 negatives]
Gireth/Hammer murder case ("carnation murder") (various dates: 1942-1943) [140489, ca. 100 negatives]
Corte Madera nudist case [140490, ca. 38 negatives]
A ship christening in Alameda

August 1942 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 166, [140494-140508]
Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)

Herbert Foleson hunger strike
Rodeney Hake murder trial (various dates: August-October 1942)
Market Week (furniture)
Ballet Russe at the Opera House
Hearing on Alaska (with Senators A.B. Chandler, Harold H. Burton, and Monrad Charles Wallgren)
James Rolph III
Elections and voting for judges and Congress and Assembly (includes judges Albert A. Rosenshine, Theresa Meikle and others) [140502-140504, ca. 38 negatives]
Chief Avelua Tafoa from Samoa
Family arriving at US Decentralization center (Federal Works Agency?)
Copy negative of illustration of Japanese ship Ryuzyo

September 1942 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 167, [140509-140518]
Physical Description: 113 negatives (estimate)

Woman streetcar conductor on Key System
Manpower hearing with Senator Robert Kenny
Women conductors on San Francisco streetcars
First woman California Highway Patrol officer Thelia Batchelder
Head of Salvation Army George L. Carpenter
Senate Committee on Economic Planning with Senator Robert Kenny
California Assembly Committee for Government Efficiency
Mary Anderson (women's director of US Department of Labor)
Fiftieth anniversary of Saint Mary's Cathedral

October 1942 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 167, [140519-140527]
Physical Description: 138 negatives (estimate)

Red Mass in Saint Mary's Cathedral
Demonstration of brain wave meter (health)
Candidate for lieutenant governor Frederick F. Houser
Candidate for attorney general Wallace M. Ware
Incubator baby (health)
Miller kidnapping case [140523, ca. 63 negatives]
Ceremonies aboard Andrew Furuseth (ship)

November 1942 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 167, [140528-140534]
Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)

Elections including Edward F. O'Day
Veterans of present war join American Legion
Strip tease girls
Katherine Lenroot (chief of US Children's Bureau)
US Steel and Columbia Steel executives (Benjamin F. Fairless, Nathan L. Miller and W.A. Ross)
Incubator baby (health)
Florencio Frank Alcalde murder trial (various dates: November 1942-March 1943) [140531, ca. 100 negatives]
Copy negatives of Chiang Kai Shek of China and wife
Ambassador Joseph C. Grew (US ambassador to Japan)

November 1942 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 167, [140528-140534]

December 1942 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 167, [140535-140539]
Physical Description: 75 negatives (estimate)

Darius Ogden Mills estate in Millbrae [140537, 8 negatives]
Darius Ogden Mills Estate -- Millbrae, California (December 10, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 167, [140537.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Estate to be converted into rest home for Merchant Marine Seamen. Interior (art
gallery, rooms, hall stairway) and exterior views (house, pond) of estate. Caretaker
Mary Baxter.

Woman bus driver
Art Linkletter hearing before US Commission (December 1942 and January 1943)
Eddie Rickenbacker and Major General Barney M. Giles
Originator of seeing-eye dogs Morris S. Frank
Shrine Imperial Potentate Albert H. Fiebach

January 1943 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 167, [140540-140548]
Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)

Senator A.B. Chandler with General Frederick Gilbreath
Naturalization meeting
New judges Daniel R. Shoemaker and Leo A. Cunningham
Men arrested for gambling on Richmond ferryboat
California Railroad Commission members
Jitterbug dance
Congresswoman Clare Boothe Luce arrives in San Francisco [negative badly
discolored]
Naval Affairs hearing
Death of John L. McLaren [140544, 14 negatives]
New commissioners at City Hall (Angelo Rossi, Herman van der Zee, Alexander
Keenan, Lloyd Wilson, Washington Kohnke, and Mark Daniels)
Madge Bellamy shooting case (various dates: January-February 1943) [140546, ca.
38 negatives]
New President Donald Tresidder of Stanford University
Strip-teasers (strippers) in court

February 1943 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140549-140557]
Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)

New Judge William J. Traverso
Rabbi Israel Goldstein from New York
Grace Cathedral convention with Bishop Karl Morgan and others
Actress Jane Russell (various dates: 1943-1947)
Tax Committee hearing
Archbishop John J. Mitty
Supreme Court Justice Frank Murphy
"Sweater girl" bandits
Victory messenger cards
Langley Porter Clinic of University of California (health)
Daughters of the American Revolution (DAR) convention
George Mann divorce case (various dates: 1943-1945) [140556, ca. 20 negatives]
New ambassador to the US Sir Gerald Campbell (of Great Britain?)
Brotherhood of Man luncheon
War Industry luncheon
Meat hearings
New Golden Gate Bridge director Robert Munson with Edmund G. Brown
Shriners convention
California Retail Grocers Association meeting

March 1943 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140559-140571]

Physical Description: 163 negatives (estimate)

National Maritime Union of America CIO (port agent with girls) (labor)
People paying income taxes
California Old Age Pension meeting
Men injured in race riot (race relations)
Corporal McIntyre rape case (Melvin Belli attorney)
Abortion case
San Rafael prison break
Greek Church murder (Edward Daphne, victim) (various dates: March-September) [140564, ca. 25 negatives]
Blindcraft company employees (disabled persons)
British Labor champion Margaret Bondfield
Commonwealth Club lunch (Beardsley Ruml)
Abandoned babies [140566, ca. 10 negatives]
Schoolboy whipping case (Vincent Hallinan, attorney) [140567, ca. 14 negatives]
Lindsay Howard divorce case and court martial (various dates: March 1943-January 1944) [140567, ca. 13 negatives]
Postmaster General Frank C. Walker visit
Catholic priests ordained
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek of China visits San Francisco (includes Chinatown views decorated with banners welcoming her) [140569, ca. 12 negatives]

Madame Chiang Kai-Shek Visits San Francisco -- Presents from the City(March 22, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140569.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Juliet Eiden and Muriel Hansen hold presents (key to the city? and pin?) for Madame Chiang Kai-Shek.

Madame Chiang Kai-Shek Visits San Francisco -- Trip to Mayor's Office(March 25, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140569.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Motorcade leaving Palace Hotel for Mayor's Office; crowds line street.

San Francisco Chinatown Decorated for Madame Chiang Kai-Shek(March 25, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140569.04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Banners decorating Chinatown gate; large Uncle Sam sculpture; flags and signs decorating buildings.

Grand Duchess Charlotte of Luxembourg
Charles M. Wollenberg retires (health)
Jules Pages and his painting that was lost for twenty years

April 1943  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140572-140586]

Physical Description: 188 negatives (estimate)

New radio station KWID in Mark Hopkins Hotel
Assistant Secretary of the Navy Ralph Bard
New Oakland Chief of Police Robert P. Tracy with city manager and city clerk
Social Security Board Chairman Arthur J. Altmeyer
San Francisco Boys' Club commando training [140575, ca. 4 negatives]
  -- Commando Training(April 05, 1943)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140575.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys jumping on trampoline and climbing a rope. Billy Hagler, Harry Chambers,
Bob Hagler, Robert Kirk, and David Goodrich.

Trial in hospital room with attorney Vincent Hallinan
School hearing (with District Attorney Matthew Brady)
Commonwealth Club luncheon (Australian Minister H.V. Evatt)

Dental Assistants Association convention
National Association of Manufacturers members (W.B. Weisenburger, James David
Zellerbach, F.C. Crawford, and A.J. Browning)
Naval Affairs Commission (Senator Sheridan Downey) (various dates: 1943 and
1947) [140578, 15 negatives]
  -- Hearing(April 12, 1943 -
  April 14, 1943)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140578.02-03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Court scenes. Admiral John W. Greenslade, Captain G.H. Laird, Commander
Marshall Smith, Captain Mike Moran, Captain E.R. Shipp, Captain J.W. Gates,
Charles R. Schwanenberg, and Dr. H.R. Stolz. [Official title: United States.
Congress. Senate. Committee on Naval Affairs].

Commonwealth Club Luncheon -- Sheridan Downey -- Palace Hotel(April 16,
1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140578.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Sheridan Downey speaking at podium. Downey seated with Dr. Henry E.
Erdman.

United States Senate Committee on Naval Affairs -- Hearing(April 19, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140578.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Committee: Harry Kranz, Lieutenant Colonel Ben R. Howell, Colonel Clarence
Harshman, Captain G.H. Laird, Captain Francis S.P. Traynor, Senator Sheridan
Downey, C.W. Flesher, C.W. Eliason, Dr. Gustave Peek, and Otto S. Beyer. First
witness: William K. Hopkins.
United States Senate Committee on Naval Affairs -- Hearing (April 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140578.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-up of Senator Sheridan Downey sitting among committee members. [List of representatives and respective departments of committee enclosed].

Senator Sheridan Downey -- Press Conference -- Hotel St. Francis (November 13, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140578.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Sheridan Downey speaking while seated at a table.

Civic Auditorium hearing (on Board of Equalization?) [140579, 2 negatives]
Hearing -- Civic Auditorium (April 12, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140579.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Lewis M. Means, Lieutenant General John L. DeWitt, and George Reilly of the State Board of Equalization.

California Chamber of Commerce meeting
Richmond city officials
Furniture Mart meetings (restaurant owners associations, Northern California food rationing, transportation, etc.)

Henry Morgenthau Jr. [140584, 3 negatives]
Arrival of Secretary of the Treasury -- Mills Field (April 28, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140584.06-07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau Jr. shakes hands various men. Private Bill Gillaspy, Lewis Tarpley, Private First Class Keith Meier, Paul Leake (Collector of Customs), Herbert Gaston (Under Secretary of Treasury), and P.J. Haggerty (Superintendent of Mint).

San Francisco Public Utilities Commission meeting
Governors' conference [140586, 5 negatives]
Convention -- Governors' Conference -- Palace Hotel (April 30, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 168, [140586.02-04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Western States meeting for post-war plans. Speakers and crowd. Governor E.P. Carville (Nevada), Governor Earl Warren (Calif.), Governor C. Snell (Oregon), Asa V. Call, and Bernard Touhey (State Engineer representing Arizona).

May 1943 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 169, [140587-140597]
Physical Description: 138 negatives (estimate)

Head of State War Council Willard Keith
American Association of School Administrators luncheon
Frank Ontiveros murder case (various dates: May-June 1943) [140588, ca. 16 negatives]
Portuguese military mission (general staff)
May 1943

Regional director of the Farm Security Administration (Lawrence I. Hewes Jr.)
Railroad commissioner meeting at the State Building
Veterans Welfare Chairman Thomas J. Riordan
Pacific Coast Stabilization Committee meeting [Office of Economic Stabilization?]
Native Sons of the Golden West convention
Mayor Angelo Rossi at swearing in of Public Utilities Commissioner
Gene Krupa "dope" (narcotics) case (various dates: May-August 1943) [140592, ca. 12 negatives]
National Conference of Catholic Women (and National Council of Catholic Women) [140594 and 140596, 7 negatives]
Memorial for the United Seamen's Service at Merchants' Exchange Building
American Legion official Roane Waring

June 1943

San Francisco Department of Health hearing
Commissioner of Public Roads Thomas H. MacDonald speaks with military officers
Gerald Freeman Winfield of OWI (United States Office of War Information?)
Highway conference (with G.D. Kennedy, Charles Henry Purcell and others)
Rear Admiral G.W. Stoeve and officers at Netherlands Information Office
Candidate for sheriff Pete Maloney
Insurance hearing
Soviet Lend-Lease official Nicolai A. Habalov jailed in stolen cloak case (various dates: June-July 1943) [140604, 21 negatives]
Comedian Eddie Cantor and [author?] Thomas Mann
Economist Sir William Henry Beveridge of Great Britain
Ordnance Chief L.H. Williams of Great Britain [140606, 2 negatives]
Boys leave for YMCA summer camp
Gold plaque for Mexico (Angelo Rossi and Dr. Don Jose Aubertine)
Veterans of Foreign Wars convention
Singer Mercedes Caraza of Mexico.

July 1943

Lieutenant Jasper Gillette case
Gene Krupa "dope" (narcotics) case
Men of marijuana ring arrested (narcotics)
Latshaw family murder case
Senator Joseph H. Ball and Representative Albert A. Gore
Institute of Inter-American Affairs
New Federal Grand Jury of San Francisco
Director of the International Commission for the Assistance of Child Refugees Dr. Howard E. Kershner
Secretary of Maritime Commission Lieutenant W.C. Peet
Spy suspect Ejilf Knudsen [140617, 2 negatives]
Spy Suspect -- City Prison (July 22, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 169, [140617.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of spy suspect Ejilf Knudsen in jail.

"Princess" case (Ada and Hanson Peterson)
Senator James G. Scrugham [140618, 1 negative]
United Airlines President W.B. Patterson
Deputy Consul General Emanuel Alex Lorenzakis of Greece
James A. Farley (various dates: 1943-1947) [140619, 7 negatives]
   James A. Farley (July 29, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 169, [140619.06]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   James A. Farley stands with James A. Farley Jr. by train at Third [Street?] and Townsend Street.

James A. Farley -- Pan American Airport (November 28, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 169, [140619.07]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   James A. Farley disembarks plane upon arriving home from world tour. Shown with goddaughter Penny Gros, whom he is seeing for the first time.

James A. Farley -- Hotel St. Francis (July 21, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 169, [140619.08]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

Mrs. T.V. Soong (wife of Chinese statesman) with Mrs. C.T. Feng

August 1943 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 169-170, [140620-140638]
   Physical Description: 375 negatives (estimate)

Bundists (accused Nazi sympathizers?) [140620, 3 negatives]
   Bundists (August 03, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 169, [140620.03]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Photographs of Bundists John Jacob Kemnitz, Fred Kuehn, and Adolph Fredrick Rompendahl [accused German American Nazi sympathizers?].

Director of War Relocation Authority Dillon S. Myer [140621, 2 negatives]
   War Relocation Authority -- Director Dillon S. Myer (August 04, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 169, [140621.01]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Portraits of Director Dillon S. Myer of the War Relocation Authority.

Rapes by military personnel
Consul Alfredo Elias Calles of Mexico
Baby Center medical examinations (child welfare)
General Motors executive Alfred P. Sloan
Joseph Finkel rape case (various dates: August 1943-March 1944) [140624, 75 negatives]
New Consul F.W. Graandyk of the Netherlands
Chinese memorial service for Lin Sin
American Legion convention (includes Earl Warren, Roane Waring, and many others) [140628, ca. 50 negatives]
Rotary Club lunch (with wardens Clinton Duffy, Lewis Lawes, and James Jonston)
Defendant in opium case (narcotics)
Former President Herbert Hoover in San Francisco (various dates: 1943-1947) [140630, 17 negatives]

**Herbert Hoover -- "This is the Army" -- Fox Theatre(August 18, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140630.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
W.V. Menotto, Norma Menotto, Iris Hart, Ensign and Mrs. Hugh Arnold, Howardand Robert Ruggles and Mrs. John W. Raker pictured watching premier of movie "This is the Army." Former President Herbert Hoover shown with Major General Kenyon A. Joyce, B.V. Sturdivant, and Leland Cutler.

**Herbert Hoover -- Hamilton Field(May 09, 1946 - May 10, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140630.02-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former President Herbert Hoover disembarks from plane upon arriving. Shown with Mrs Herbert Hoover. Herbert Hoover holds press conference with Dr. Dennis E. Fitzgerald for World Food Conference.

**Herbert Hoover -- Mark Hopkins Hotel(August 08, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140630.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Herbert Hoover.

Nadezda Lawrence murder trial (various dates: August-November 1943) [140631, ca. 38 negatives]
US Marines woman recruit Lily Hutcheon
Marijuana (narcotics) violation
California Chamber of Commerce meeting
Stuart Dean arrest for shooting police officer (various dates: August-September 1943) [140633, ca. 12 negatives]
Spy suspect Gyula Rozinek (copy negatives)
Bay Area Traffic Conference
NAM (National Association of Manufacturers) convention
US Surgeon General Dr. Thomas Parran (various dates: 1943 and 1947) [140638, 7 negatives]

**US Surgeon General Thomas Parran -- Flood Building(August 30, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140638.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Thomas Parran speaks to reporter during interview.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140638.02-04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Thomas Parran holds press conference at the Appraiser's Building. Doctor Thomas Parran, Doctor Michael B. Shimkin, and Doctor Howard R. Bierman examine an electric cardiotachometer [which shows a patient's heart rate instantaneously] at Laguna Honda Relief Home. Thomas Parran shown examining medical equipment at research laboratory with Doctors W.L. Harrison and John Beatty, Bruce Shumway, and Dorothy Messel; taken at Laguna Honda Home.

Ex-governors Frank Merriam and C.C. Young
City of Paris store building sold

September 1943 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140639-140650]
Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)

Edmund G. Brown and family at Registrar's Office [140639, 2 negatives]
Edmund G. Brown -- Registrar's Office(September 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140639.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

British Army and Navy experts at press conference
Central American newspapermen visit San Francisco
Cowboy actor Roy Rogers
General Dutra of Brazil (Eurico Gaspar Dutra?)
US Court Judges conference (with William O. Douglas and Curtis D. Wilbur)
California Lands meeting
Opera season begins (various dates: 1943 and 1945)
Members of the Governor's group nutrition meeting
Post-war planning convention (Senator Joseph Christopher O'Mahoney) [140644, 5 negatives]

Post-war Planning Conference -- Post Office Building(September 14, 1943 - September 15, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140644.01-03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Governor Earl Warren (at Commercial Club luncheon for General John Lesesne DeWitt and at KPO/NBC) (various dates: September-October 1943) [140645, 6 negatives]

Luncheon for General John L. DeWitt -- Commercial Club(September 15, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140645.01-02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Radio Broadcast -- Governor Earl Warren -- KPO(October 05, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140645.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Earl Warren sits before microphone.
Director of Chinese News Service James Shen
Bar Association regional meeting
Dewey Mead files for candidacy (various dates: 1943 and 1947)
Argentinian writer Victoria Ocampo
Bundist (accused Nazi sympathizer?) Otto Dietz
Bethlehem Steel Company food investigation
George R. Reilly files for election [140647, 2 negatives]
Bay Area Nutrition in Industry meeting
Woman in uniform arrested for impersonating a sailor
Gridiron Football Queen contest at UC Berkeley
Candidates filing (for District Attorney, Mayor, and supervisors) [140648-140649, 10 negatives]

Filing for Elections -- Registrar’s Office(September 23, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140648.01-03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mathew Brady files for district attorney election with registrar Cameron King. Mary Faulkner, Edith Wilson, Isabel Thompson, Rose Bunch, and Martha Evans also shown. Chester MacPhee files his candidacy for mayor with registrar Cameron King. Margary MacPhee, Percy Long, and Ray Schiller also shown. Photographs of Chester MacPhee filing his candidacy for mayor with family alongside and large crowd watching. Jane, Joan, and Chester MacPhee Jr., and E.R. Faucompre shown.

Filing for Elections -- City Hall(September 27, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140649.01-02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Howard C. Ellis files his candidacy for the office of district attorney with family members Mrs. Howard Ellis, Howard Coit Ellis Jr., and Robert Ellis alongside. Cameron King, Mr. and Mrs. John Ratto, Fred D. Parr, and Ralph H. Ratto shown during filing for supervisor candidacy [Which person is filing is unclear].

Candidate Chester MacPhee (various dates: 1943-1947) [140648, 10 negatives]
Bishop Sweeney of Hawaii
Commonwealth Club lunch (with Donald Bertrand Tresidder)
New American Legion National Commander Warren Henry Atherton
Ad Club lunch honoring ex-Mills College President Aurelia Henry Reinhardt
Mary E. Herrscher divorce case (various dates: 1943 and 1947)

October 1943 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170-171, [140651-140666]
Physical Description: 275 negatives (estimate)

Sir Thomas Beecham at opera
Chinatown riot courtroom scene (race)
Council of State Governments convention
California Senate Interim Committee hearing [140653, 3 negatives]

Hearing -- California Senate Interim Committee -- State Building(October 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140653.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of panel members Senator Irwin T. Quinn, Senator Herbert W. Slater, Senator George M. Biggar, Senator Harold Swan, and Senator Chris M. Jespersen. President Fred W. Smith of the state board of education shown on witness stand. Helen Hefferman also shown.

Northern California Baptist convention
Opera stars Salvatore Baccaloni and Licia Albanese

Pacific Coast chief of Red Cross A.L. Schafer goes to Australia (with Verne Simmons)

Superintendents of Schools convention (with Attorney General Robert W. Kenny)

Justices and Constables Association convention

Major General William E. Lynd and Lieutenant Colonel D.R. Patrick of US Air Force

Stanford Hospital brain wave meter (health) [140657, 4 negatives]

Brain Wave Meter -- Stanford Hospital (October 09, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140657.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Doctor Frederick A. Fender examines reading from brain wave meter. Nurse Ruth Gross applies electrodes to patient's head (health).

Abandoned baby case

Abortion case (Melvin Belli attorney) [140658, 10 negatives]

Victory Club members

Errol Flynn paternity case (Shirley Evans Hassau) [140659, ca. 30 negatives]

South American newspapermen visit San Francisco

Musician Red Nichols plays trumpet to drive rats out of Albany

Women Industry Leaders conference

Mayor Angelo Rossi (at various events including: Redwood City Rodeo, at Police conference, with color guard, welcoming Ruth Mitchell, lying in state and funeral, 1948) (various dates: 1941-1948) [140661, ca. 35 negatives]

Redwood City Rodeo -- Mayor Angelo Rossi (July 01, 1941)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140661.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note

Mayor Harold F. Anderson of Redwood City presents Angelo Rossi with an invitation to the Redwood City Rodeo. Rae O'Lague and Zelda Perry also shown; with large "caravan" of people from Redwood City in background. Taken at City Hall.

New Member -- Board of Education -- City Hall (July 01, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140661.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Herman A. Vander Zee swears in Bart A. Supple as member of the Board of Education. Mayor Angelo Rossi also shown.

Horse Drawn Carriage -- Mayor Angelo Rossi -- Palace Hotel (July 13, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140661.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Photographs of Mayor Angelo Rossi riding in carriage with Major B. Mamm inside the Palace Hotel. G. Ray Schaeffer, Jim Smyth, and N. Bourgeault also shown. Views of crowd in background.

Government Official from Mexico -- Southern Pacific Station (September 17, 1942)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140661.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Consul General Vicente Peralta of Mexico and Mayor Angelo Rossi greet government official Miguel Aleman of Mexico as he arrives [does not say what office he holds]. Doctor J.C. Geiger and Mrs. Aleman also shown.
Police Conference -- Mayor Angelo Rossi -- Fairmont Hotel (October 11, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140661.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Angelo Rossi speaks at conference. Police color guard also shown.

Ruth Mitchell -- City Hall (October 12, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140661.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Angelo Rossi welcomes Ruth Mitchell to San Francisco. Amelia Kosach, L. Jubic Medin, Angela Bloom, Mrs. Alexander Mitrovich, and Mrs. Milo Sherovich also shown.

Mayor Receives Check -- City Hall (October 14, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140661.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Angelo Rossi holds check that he received. Chairman Tobias Bricca of Hospitality House, Secretary Billie Winckelman of the Horseman's Association, and Homer P. Thyle of the Treasury also shown.

Check for Christmas Presents -- City Hall (October 31, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140661.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Commander H.M. McKinley of the US Navy, A.W. Henry of the Steamfitters #590 Bay Area Metal Trades Council (labor), and Mayor Angelo Rossi shown with check to be used in the purchase of Christmas presents.

Funeral -- Mayor Angelo Rossi (April 07, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140661.09-10]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Angelo Rossi lying in state at City Hall, with friends passing his coffin, including: Elmer Robinson, Thomas Brooks, Walter McGovern, and John J. O'Toole. Walter McGovern delivers eulogy. Views of crowd inside and outside of City Hall. Photographs of police and firemen leading funeral procession down Van Ness Avenue from Bush to California Streets (neighborhood).

Opera singers Lily Pons and Ivan Petroff
Prince Faisal of Saudi Arabia and Prince Khalid of Hafiz Wahba [140661, 4 negatives]

Prince Faisal of Saudi Arabia -- Townsend Station (October 18, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140661.13]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prince Faisal of Saudi Arabia, Prince Khalid of Hafiz Wahba, interpreter Abdulla Balkhair, Ibrahim Sulaiman, and Shaikh Hafiz Wahba shown with unidentified local students after arriving from Los Angeles.

ODT (United States Office of Defense Transportation?) meeting (Angelo Rossi)
Roger D. Lapham (voter fraud? case, candidate for Mayor office, as Mayor)
(various dates: 1943-1945) [140662, 27 negatives]
Roger D. Lapham Case -- City Hall (October 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140662.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lloyd S. Ackerman stands with Roger Lapham. Unidentified man sits on witness stand. Bartley C. Crum, Maurice Harrison, John F. Neylan, Dion Holm, Vincent Hallinan, and James McInnis also shown [two negatives missing].

Roger D. Lapham Case -- City Hall (October 21, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140662.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dion Holm and Arthur W. Kelleher stand with voting machine in court. Mr. and Mrs. Roger Lapham stand with John Francis Neylan.

Roger D. Lapham Case -- City Hall (October 26, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140662.04-05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of crowded courtroom. Mrs. Lewis Lapham speaks with Mrs. Roger Lapham and Mrs. Roger Lapham Jr. Mrs. Richard Vaccaro, Mrs. Vincent Hallinan, James Martin McInnis [MacInnis?], and Attorney Vincent Hallinan sit together. Roger Lapham stands at attorney table next to Lloyd Ackerman and Barley Crum.

Voting -- Roger D. Lapham (November 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140662.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Roger Lapham prepares to vote using voting machine.

Mayor Roger D. Lapham (November 03, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140662.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of a "tired but happy" Mayor Roger D. Lapham at his desk the morning after election day. Taken at 215 Market Street.

Commonwealth Club Luncheon -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- Palace Hotel (November 20, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140662.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Roger Lapham speaks to audience at luncheon.

Mayor Roger D. Lapham (December 01, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140662.09]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Roger Lapham arriving home at 3680 Jackson Street.
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)

**Voting -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- City Hall (November 06, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140662.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham pulls curtain on voting machine before casting ballot.

**Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- Airport (December 27, 1945)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140662.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Roger Lapham welcomes Roger Lapham back from a United Nations Confabulation that he attended in London.

**Recall Election -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham (July 16, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 170, [140662.12]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Roger D. Lapham shown voting in recall election.

**Republican Leader Harrison E. Spangler (various dates: 3 and 1947) [140664, 4 negatives]**

**Press Conference -- Harrison E. Spangler (October 25, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140664.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Republican leader Harrison E. Spangler holds press conference.

**Harrison E. Spangler -- Matsonia (ship) (March 05, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140664.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Spangler pose for group photos with Mr. and Mrs. John J. Dempsey.

**Store window damaged by earthquake

November 1943**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140667-140676]

Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)


**Election Voting -- Chester MacPhee (November 02, 1943)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140667.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chester MacPhee and Mrs. MacPhee cast ballots in election.
Election Voting -- George R. Reilly (November 02, 1943 - June 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140667.17-18]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayoral candidate George Reilly and Mrs. George Reilly prepare to vote at Ocean Avenue and Sloat Boulevard. George Reilly uses voting machine at 2959 Twentieth Avenue.

Election -- Vote Inspector (November 02, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140667.19]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
J.J. Olsen holds watch as he "checks" his wife's vote at 7 a.m., the start of election day. Taken at 1050 Van Ness Avenue South.

Election -- Edumund G. Brown (November 02, 1943 - November 03, 1943)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140667.20-21]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund G. Brown sign in at polling station. Edmund G. Brown casts ballot using voting machine at 390 [Castenada?] Avenue. Portraits of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Brown on the morning after winning election for district attorney; taken at 460 [Magallan?] Avenue.

District Attorney Matthew Brady (elections, being sworn in, birthday celebration, etc.) (various dates: 1943-1947) [140667, ca. 50 negatives]
Dr. William J. Kerr at heart conference (health)
Survivors of Mirra Booka (?) (ship) fire
Congressman Clair Engle press conference [140670, 2 negatives]
Press Conference -- Congressman Clair Engle -- Palace Hotel (November 08, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140670.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressman Clair Engle speaks to the press.

National Conference of Christians and Jews (Rabbi Irving F. Reichert, John C. Leffler, V.S. Mitchell, Thomas F. Burke, and Frederick J. Coster) (various dates: 1943 and 1946)
Pacific Coast Society of Obstetrics convention (health)
San Francisco Boys' Club luncheon
Wool Growers' convention
Southern Pacific Railroad woman passenger director Mildred Guthrie
Commonwealth Club luncheon (Elmer Davis, OWI -- Office of War Information)
Columbia Park Boys' Club
California Teachers Association convention
Follies Bergere at Winterland (various dates: November and December 1943) [140676, ca. 18 negatives]

December 1943 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140677-140682]
Physical Description: 100 negatives (estimate)

Mrs. Robert Truehaft ("sister of Hitler's Goddess")
Press conference with Sir Walter Layton
E.G. Cahill of Public Utilities Commission
California Cattlemen's Association convention
Commonwealth Club luncheon (Warren Atherton)
Standard Oil of California Richmond plant scenes [140680, 6 negatives]
Press Tour -- Standard Oil Company of California -- Richmond Plant (December 13, 1943) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140680.02-05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
R.G. Follis and Colonel K.B. Harmon walk beside oil refinery. Rita Daly, Irene Handley, and Edward Samdretto stand at a cigarette "smoking station." Machinist's helper Jessie Carpenter shown at work. District Chief K.B. Harmon of San Francisco's Ordnance District, R.G. Follis, and Commander A.C. Griswold stand for group photo. Bicycle messenger June Middlekauff stands with bicycle with which she carries samples between plants. [Facilities, tanks, machinery, etc. visible in most views].

US Social Security hearing (Paul Scharrenberg)
US Chamber of Commerce (Ed Johnston, President) (various dates: 1943 and 1946)
New San Francisco Grand Jury sworn in
World War I veteran Charles C. McGonegal at work
Monsignor John J. Cullen celebrates 50th anniversary
Catholic Priests ordained at St. Mary's Cathedral
Miss America Jean Bartel
War correspondents Frank Filan and wife

January 1944 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140683-140693]
Physical Description: 200 negatives (estimate)

Edward Arnold (labor?)
WPA meeting (Work Projects Administration with Weller Noble and M.H. Smith)
Diplomat Dr. T.F. Tsiang of China
California Equalization Board meeting
Ad Club luncheons (Nad Pieper and William F. Fielder)
William Hydie divorce case [140687, ca. 18 negatives]
Yorks twins abandonment case [140689, ca. 16 negatives]
California Penal Affairs Investigation committee (J.H. McClelland, Chief Investigator)
Various activities of Mayor Roger D. Lapham (various dates: 1944-1945) [140689, ca. 20 negatives]

Chamber of Commerce Lunch -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham (January 19, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Guest of honor Roger D. Lapham speaks at luncheon. Adrien J. Falk also shown.

Publishers Lunch -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- Palace Hotel (January 25, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
New President Stanley Larson, Roger Lapham, and outgoing President Percy Whiteside sit at speakers' table.

Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- City Hall (January 25, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.08]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Roger Lapham shakes hands with Vice Admiral J.W. Greenslade.
Treasure Island Contract -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- City Hall (January 28, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.09]

Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Roger Lapham signs the Treasure Island contract, while Captain B.M. Doolin, superintendent of the San Francisco Airport, and Deputy City Attorney Dion Holm looking on.

Mayor with Vice President -- City Hall (February 07, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mayor Roger D. Lapham shakes hands with US Vice President Henry Wallace on the steps of City Hall.

Boys' Club -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- City Hall (April 01, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Members of the San Francisco Boys' Club surround Roger Lapham.

Streetcar Situation -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- Hotel St. Francis (April 10, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.12]

Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Roger Lapham addresses the "streetcar situation." Francis V. Keesling pictured in background.

Policeman's Ball -- Mayor Roger D. Lapham -- City Hall (April 17, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.13]

Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Chief Charles W. Dullea and Captain John Engler present Roger Lapham with an invitation to the Policeman's Ball.

Builders of the West -- Palace Hotel (June 09, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.14]

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Mayor Roger D. Lapham, Rex L. Nichelsen, B.F. Modglin, and Senator Pat McCarran sit together at luncheon.

Donated Ambulance -- Women's Organizations -- City Hall (July 06, 1944)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.15]

Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Mayor Roger D. Lapham stands with President Mrs. Frederick J. Coulter of the California Music Club and Chairman Edna Corneil Ford of the War Services Committee?.
Housing Commissioner -- Mayor's Office (October 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.16]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
H.A. Van Der Zee swears in Charles H. Turner as new housing commissioner, while Mayor Roger D. Lapham looks on [no date given].

Australian Flag -- Mayor's Office (December 11, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.17]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Australian flag given to Mayor Roger D. Lapham [photograph shot for color spread].

Mayor Returns -- Southern Pacific Station (February 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140689.18]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor and Mrs. Roger D. Lapham, James H. Turner, and Louis Perrin pictured at station in Berkeley upon return.

UC Dr. R. Smith making ears and noses (plastic surgery)
Safety Council luncheon
Pacific Advertising Association meeting
Princes Juliana of Netherlands arrives in San Francisco
Edmund G. Brown election-related appearances (various dates: 1944-1947) [140693, 14 negatives]

Better Business Bureau -- Hotel St. Francis (January 31, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140693.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Election Voting -- Edmund G. Brown (May 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140693.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Edmund G. Brown and his wife sign voter registrar at polling station. Edmund Brown prepares to vote.

Attorney General Edmund G. Brown (June 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140693.09]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Newly elected Attorney General Edmund G. Brown sits with family members Kathleen, Edmund (Jerry), and Barbara Brown at 460 Magellin Avenue.

Election Voting -- Edmund G. Brown (November 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140693.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Edmund "Pat" Brown and Mrs. Brown cast their votes at 390 Castenado Street.
Filing for Re-election -- Edmund G. Brown -- City Hall (September 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140693.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Edmund G. Brown files for re-election with Deputy Registrar John Hannon. Kathleen, Bernice, Jerry, Barbara, and Cynthia Brown also pictured.

Election Voting -- District Attorney Edmund G. Brown (November 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140693.11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Edmund G. Brown and Mrs. Brown vote in election at 390 Castenado Street.

February 1944 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 171, [140694-140703]

Physical Description: 163 negatives (estimate)

Farewell banquet for Alice Griffith
Robert S. Thomas divorce case [140695, ca. 40 negatives]
Episcopal Church conference
Commander Anthony Kimmons of the Royal Navy of Great Britain
Wreath presentation at Phoebe Apperson Hearst memorial in Golden Gate Park (Parents and Teachers Association)
Congressman Everett M. Dirksen
Cartoonist Rube Goldberg and father Max Goldberg
California State Dental Association convention

March 1944 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140704-140718]

Physical Description: 325 negatives (estimate)

Mark Hopkins Hotel robbery
San Francisco Ad Club lunch (Red Cross)
Narcotics violation
Arrested transvestite
Korean writer (about Japanese in Hawaii?) Kilsoo Haan
Sex expert Dr. Rudolph Von Urban
Bishop Sigurgier Sigurdsson of Iceland
Earl Warren’s new grandson
Ester Richards memorial [140713, ca. 20 negatives]
Utah “polygamy cult” (Albert E. Barlow family)
Candidate for Senate Charles G. Johnson
Governor Georges Orsell of Tahiti
Jack B. Tenney hearing on Mankind United (cult? Christ’s Church of the Golden Rule) [140715, 8 negatives]

Tenney Hearing -- Mankind United -- State Building (March 24, 1944 - February 12, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140715.01-04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Railroad Company Board of Directors (Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad Company)

Postmaster General Frank C. Walker

Flack child starvation case (various dates: 1944-1945) [140717, ca. 115 negatives]

Harry S. Truman (various dates: 1944-1945) [140717, 5 negatives]

Commonwealth Club -- Senator Harry S. Truman -- Palace Hotel (March 30, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140717.56]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Truman speaks at meeting of the Commonwealth Club. Ray Lyman Wilbur and Monroe Deutsch also shown.

Press Conference -- Senator Harry S. Truman -- Palace Hotel (October 07, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140717.57]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

President Harry S. Truman (June 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140717.58]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Harry Truman's "large size head."

Samuel Rayburn greeted by Robert W. Kenny and Roger Lapham

April 1944 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140718-140734]
Physical Description: 313 negatives (estimate)

Sister Elizabeth Kenny and Roger D. Lapham (Drive for Infantile Paralysis Fund -- polio) (various dates: 1944-1946) [140718, ca. 35 negatives]

Governor John W. Bricker of Ohio and Governor Earl Warren visit San Francisco (various dates: 1944-1945) [140719, ca. 25 negatives]

Commercial Club Luncheon -- Governor Earl Warren -- Palace Hotel (January 07, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140719.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Earl Warren speaks at luncheon; sits at table with C.C. Young, Dr. Monroe E. Deutsch, Luis Ireland, and Professor Frank Adams.

Painting of Governor John W. Bricker (April 01, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140719.08]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Alfred Jonniaux's painting of Governor John W. Bricker of Ohio.

Commercial Club Luncheon -- Governor Earl Warren -- Palace Hotel (April 15, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140719.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor John W. Bricker -- Hotel St. Francis (April 15, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140719.09]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Governor John W. Bricker of Ohio, with and without Mrs. Bricker, at hotel after arriving in San Francisco. Portraits of Mrs. Bricker. Photograph of Martha Pelot giving red carnation to John Bricker.

Interview -- Governor John W. Bricker -- Hotel St. Francis (April 15, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140719.10]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Governor John W. Bricker of Ohio, taken as he speaks to reporter. Portraits of Mrs. Bricker.

Commonwealth Club -- Governor John W. Bricker -- Palace Hotel (April 15, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140719.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor John W. Bricker of Ohio speaks during meeting of the Commonwealth Club. Views of speakers' table and audience.

Election Voting -- Governor Earl Warren (May 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140719.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Earl Warren enters voting booth. Mrs. Earl Warren signs voting register with Ione Brisac looking on. Taken at 193 Montecito [Street?] in Oakland.

Commonwealth Club -- Governor Earl Warren -- Palace Hotel (December 21, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140719.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Earl Warren during meeting at which he is speaker.

Alfredo Cavazos murder case (April-July 1944)
"Dope" (narcotics) cases
Archbishop John J. Mitty
Gerald Melone and Kok robbery case (various dates: 1944-1947) [140723, ca. 40 negatives]
Suicide pact of Wendell Zimmerman
Pan-American program (Charles Kendrick, Roger D. Lapham, J.C. Geiger, Juan Guzman et al.) [140727, 2 negatives]

Pan-American Program -- City Hall (April 14, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 172, [140727.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major Charles Kendrick, Dr. J.C. Geiger, Mayor Roger D. Lapham, Robert Silva, Juan Guzman, J. Bruce Jones, and Dr. Felipe Marquez stand in row of speakers before microphone [with steps of City Hall in backdrop and audience behind]. Major Charles Kendrick pins commendation on J.C. Geiger.

Antonio Jose Gabriel celebrates 108th birthday
Prime Minister John Curtin of Australia
Ad Club lunch with Eugene W. Castle
Woman collecting anti-Japanese funds
City Hall and Federal Building fly flags at half-mast for Secretary of the Navy
Frank Knox

May 1944 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 173, [140735-140751]

Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)

Thomas B. Foster and new head William Merrill of the Secret Service
Haven A. Mason of the 1891 California legislature
Commercial Club lunch (Warren Atherton, Charles Wheeler, and Donald B. Rice)
Dr. Aurelia Reinhardt (of Mills College)
Cattlemen's convention
NAM (National Association of Manufacturers) lunch and press conferences
(various dates: 1944-1946)
Errol Flynn paternity case (May-July 1944)
Actress Betty Grable arrives by train
Victory Club
Tea for consulate wives
Women arrested for narcotics violation
Bishop Yu Pin [140745, 4 negatives]
Arrival of Bishop Yu Pin -- Southern Pacific Station (May 20, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 173, [140745.04-07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Oakland estuary "arks" (housing conditions; migrants?) [140747, 6 negatives]
Oakland Estuary "Arks" (May 23, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 173, [140747.01-02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Charles F. Palmer hangs out clothes to dry. Jimmy Sherman holds chain of goat. Long view of "arks" [makeshift waterfront housing]. Mrs. Charles F. Palmer stands by her son, Private First Class Melvin Palmer and his dog. Jimmie and Edward Sherman sit in wheelbarrow in the yard of their home, with mother Florence Sherman looking on [Housing for dock workers? Or migrant laborers?].

New Amsterdam Hotel and Fourth Street fire arson investigation (George Holman)
(various dates: March-August 1944) [140748, ca. 25 negatives]

Stanford Hospital (health: penicillin cases) [140748, 11 negatives]
Penicillin Cases -- Stanford Hospital (May 25, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 173, [140748.13-17]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Employee Banquet -- Stanford University Hospital (September 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 173, [140748.18]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Kitty Foran, Doctor Loren Chandler, and Henrietta Suter attend banquet.

FBI at University of San Francisco
Phoebe Apperson Hearst American Legion memorial at Cypress Lawn Cemetery

June 1944 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 173, [140752-140763]

Physical Description: 150 negatives (estimate)

Confiscated Chinese opium (narcotics)
Consul General G.W. Boissevain of the Netherlands
District attorney's convention
Woman arrested in opium raid (narcotics)
Brigadier General C.H. Kells press conference [140756, 2 negatives]
Social service workers convention [140756, 4 negatives]
Ice Follies (various dates: 1944-1947) [140756, ca. 65 negatives]
Piedmont bomb explosion
New Catholic priests ordained at St. Mary's
Countess Lillian R. Dandini in law suit
Judicial conference
Army deserter in ambulance after shooting
Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas [140761, 2 negatives]
Union League club with defeated office holders (Angelo J. Rossi and Matthew Brady) [140761, 3 negatives]
David Bowes-Lyon
Shriners conventions and events (various dates: bulk July 1946) [140762, ca. 250 negatives]

July 1944 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 173-174, [140763-140789]

Physical Description: 775 negatives (estimate)

Nudists at Cooks Ranch in Sonoma County [140764, ca. 15 negatives]
Nudists -- Cooks Ranch -- Sonoma County, California (July 02, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 174, [140764.04-07]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographer Murry Fay standing in brush with camera; man filming people and cars entering camp [possibly related to a raid or investigation?]; group of photographers recording story; distant shots of camp (main building, parked cars) and nudists (volleyball court, swimming pool).

Bougainville Island (Solomon Islands?) US servicemen (copy negative of group portrait) [140765, 1 negative]
Henry J. Kaiser (various dates: 1944-1945)
Military officers at Federal Building [140764, 2 negatives]
White woman arrested by “negro cop” (race relations)
J. Edgar Hoover (various dates: 1944 and 1947) [140766, 3 negatives]
Press Interview -- J. Edgar Hoover (July 05, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 174, [140766.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation. J. Edgar Hoover seated in chair.

Arrival of J. Edgar Hoover at American Legion Convention -- Oakland
Mole (September 28, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 174, [140766.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation. J. Edgar Hoover will receive award from the American Legion. Clyde Tolson and Harry Kimball.

Opera cast of "Merry Widow" (Jan Kiepura, Lisette Verea, Josephine Griffin, Ruth Matteson, and Wilma Spence) [140767, ca. 15 negatives]
Ambassador Wei Tao Ming of China in San Francisco
John Corson
Federal Grand Jury (Richard H. Hall, Rudolph W. Joost, Frank McKeon, and others)
Campfire Girls (various dates: 1944 and 1946)
Postwar planning (aviation)
Free Trade luncheon
Mrs. Pearl A. Caligari receives letter from Dwight D. Eisenhower
Andrews-Lovett murder case (various dates: July-October 1944) [140774-140782, ca. 375 negatives]
Federal "Use Stamp" for automobiles
Mystery witness in Dickinson spy case
Traffic conference
New washing machine promotion
Girl arrested for wearing sailor uniform
Actress Frances Farmer at Antioch
Senate committee on post war small business planning (Oliver P. Wheeler, Senator James E. Murray, Senator Kenneth S. Wherry, Gardiner Johnson, and Colonel Alexander Heron) [140789, 4 negatives]
Benjamin F. Fairless of United States Steel Corporation and William H. Ross of Columbia Steel Company

August 1944
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 174, [140790-140802]
Physical Description: 150 negatives (estimate)

(Senate?) committee on post war small business planning (Edward Landels, Louis B. Lundborg, and Tudor Bowen Deputy Vice-Chairman)
Frank E. Marsh interview
Lawrence M. Orton of New York Planning Commission
Attorney General Francis Biddle [140792, 4 negatives]

Press Conference -- Attorney General Biddle -- Hotel St. Francis (August 07, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 174, [140792.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney General Francis Biddle seated on couch.

Attorney General Biddle -- Commonwealth Club -- Palace Hotel (August 17, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 174, [140792.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney General Francis Biddle seated at table during luncheon.
Alexander R. Heron (at California State Reconstruction and Reemployment Commission meeting) [140793, 6 negatives]

Meeting -- State Reconstruction and Reemployment Committee -- State Building (August 08, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 174, [140793.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Alexander R. Heron (Director of State Reconstruction and Reemployment Committee) and Glendale Mayor Lawrence E. Olson (President of League of California Cities) each shown separately standing. View of group (audience) at meeting.

Chamber of Commerce Meeting -- Claremont Hotel -- Berkeley (August 08, 1944)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel Alexander R. Heron is the chief speaker at meeting. Heron is also shown standing with Adrien Falk (President of San Francisco Chamber of Commerce Chapter).

Republican Women's lunch

Actress Jennifer Jones arrives

Oakland City Council meeting (Alexander R. Heron)

Chester Bowles interview

National Director Frank Peterson of Committee Against Jewish Persecution

Ballet Russe

War Memorial Committee (Senator John Francis Shelley, L. Deming Tilton, Adrien J. Falk, and Timothy Pflueger)

John Francis Shelley (various dates: 1944 and 1946) [140802, 6 negatives]

War Memorial Committee (August 29, 1944)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

Candidate for Lieutenant Governor -- John Francis Shelley (June 04, 1946 - November 06, 1944)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John F. Shelley and his wife vote at polls. Shelley (election winner) looking at newspaper. Shelley votes in another election as daughter Joan Marie Shelley watches.

Slot machine raid (gambling)

September 1944

Physical Description: 275 negatives (estimate)

State Chamber of Commerce meeting (Harold A. Mitchell and Frank M. Shay)

Breakfast Club ("labor and after war")

Senator Claude Pepper

Citizenship court

VFW (Veterans of Foreign Wars) official Carey Connor murder case (Edmund G. Brown present) (various dates: September 1944 and February 1945)
Postmaster General Frank C. Walker in San Francisco
Associate Supreme Court Justice Frank Murphy arrives in San Francisco [140806, 3 negatives]

Arrival of Supreme Court Justice Frank Murphy -- Ferry Building(September 07, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 175, [140806.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men are shaking hands: Supreme Court Justice Frank Murphy, Joseph Murphy, Dan Murphy Jr., Judge Edward P. Murphy, P.W. Murphy, Charles Edward Murphy, and F.P. Murphy.

Robert George Andree murder case (various dates: September 1944-January 1945) [140806, ca. 25 negatives]
Rotary Club luncheon with Admiral John W. Greenslade
Joseph R. Farrington at press conference
Attorneys General conference [140809, 4 negatives]
Attorneys General Conference -- Palace Hotel(September 13, 1944 - September 15, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 175, [140809.04-06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Interviews with celebrity women (Mrs. Oleg Cassini, Mrs. Cary Grant, Barbara Hutton, Gene Tierney, and Countess Haughwitz-Revenllow: some negatives missing?)
Edwin Pauley (regarding Japanese reparations) (various dates: 1944 and 1945) [140810, 4 negatives]
Japanese Reparations -- Press Conference -- Robert Hannegan -- Fairmont Hotel(September 18, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 175, [140810.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Hannegan, Mrs. Charles W. Tillett, and Edwin Pauley.

Japanese Reparations -- American Commissioner -- Mark Hopkins Hotel(November 08, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 175, [140810.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commissioner Edwin Pauly.

California Railroad Commission (various dates: 1944 and 1946)
Woman Deputy US Marshall Miss Juana Eggleston
Governor Thomas E. Dewey of New York (views including Roger D. Lapham, Earl Warren, Vivian Delia Chiesa, and John Bricker) (various dates: September-October 1944) [140811, 67 negatives]
New York Governor Thomas E. Dewey -- Presidential Election Campaign(September 21, 1944) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 175, [140811.06]
Physical Description: 47 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New York Governor Thomas E. Dewey campaigning (waving from railroad caboose, shaking hands, speaking at podium) at Civic Auditorium and various hotels. Various views including his wife Mrs. Dewey, Roger D. Lapham, and Earl Warren.
**New York Governor Thomas E. Dewey -- Presidential Election Campaign -- Civic Auditorium (September 21, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 175, [140811.07]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Vivian Della Chiesa leads singing of anthem; New York Governor Thomas E. Dewey speaks at podium before filled auditorium; view of crowd outside auditorium listing to loud speakers.

**New York Governor Thomas E. Dewey -- Presidential Election Campaign -- Market Street (September 21, 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 175, [140811.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Parade on Market Street. Thomas E. Dewey traveling in motorcade; crowds.

**New York Governor Thomas E. Dewey (October 1944)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 175, [140811.09]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Copy negative of Thomas E. Dewey and John Bricker standing together.

**Op...
Kilsoo Haan (May 23, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 175, [140818.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Korean nationalist leader Kilsoo Haan looks at map.

Opera stars arrive in San Francisco (Lily Pons, Lily Djanel, and Charles Kullman)

Borax Trust meeting

David I. Walsh press conference

Archbishop John J. Mitty and Bishop Karl Block

League of California Cities meeting

Catholic events (Red Mass at Saint Mary's with Archbishop John J. Mitty, Earl Warren, and Roger D. Lapham; Center for Boys with Archbishops Edward J. Hanna and John J. Mitty; and presentation of award by Randolph Apperson Hearst to John J. Mitty) (various dates, 1944-1946)

Dutch diplomat Hubertus J. Van Mook

Frank Lloyd Wright [140824, 2 negatives]

Architect Frank Lloyd Wright -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (October 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 175, [140824.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frank Lloyd Wright reclines in chair.

Senate Investigating Committee (J.R. Mahoney)

Marchessa della Rosa-Prati

US Congressional Investigation Committee on Presidential Election Expenditures (various dates, 1944-1945) [140828, 16 negatives]

Congressional Investigation of Presidential Election Expenditures -- Post Office Building (October 23, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 175, [140828.01-03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witnesses Aubrey Grossman, Attorney M. Rathborne [representing Harry Bridges], and Claudia Williams sit across from John A. Gedell and a reporter at hearing. Congressman E.C. Gathings interviews witness Harry Bridges during investigation of campaign expenditures connected with PAC [political action committee?] and the Congress of Industrial Organizations (labor). Congressman E.C. Gathings sits next to Congressman John A. [Caddell?] during hearing. [Probably part of the US Senate Special Committee to Investigate Campaign Expenditures].

Congressional Investigation of Presidential Election Expenditures -- Post Office Building (October 24, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 175, [140828.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Witness Harold S. Gilbert of Allied Democratic [Incorporated?] testifies at hearing on PAC [political action committee?]. [Probably part of the US Senate Special Committee to Investigate Campaign Expenditures].
Congressional Investigation of Presidential Election Expenditures -- Post Office Building

(October 25, 1944)  
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of witness Charles Becker taken during investigative hearing on PAC [political action committees?] and other organizations. Congressman Gathings and Attorney William H. Hollander examine document. Witness Kathleen Griffin speaks with Congressman John A. [Caddell?]. [Probably part of the US Senate Special Committee to Investigate Campaign Expenditures].

Congressional Investigation of Presidential Election Expenditures -- Post Office Building

(October 27, 1944)  
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Investigator R.E. Combs, Senator Jack B. Tenney, and Senator Hugh M. Burns prepare for sub-committee hearing on campaign funds. Executive Secretary William Schneiderman of the Communists Political Association of California and former secretary Germaine C. Bulcke of the Congress of Industrial Organizations' Industrial Union Council give testimony as witnesses (labor and communism). [Probably part of the US Senate Special Committee to Investigate Campaign Expenditures].

Harry Bridges (labor)

Harry Bridges -- Citizenship Papers

(June 23, 1945)  
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges applies for his citizenship papers with his lawyer Richard Gladstein. Taken on Sansome Street.

Bob Hope

UC Hospital Heart symposium and heart clinic (health) (Drs. Maxwell M. Wintrobe, Eugene Levine, William Gordon and others) (various dates, 1944-1946)  
Judge Melvyn Cronin  
Dr. Chester S. Keefer interview.

November 1944

Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

Presidential and local elections (crowds voting, Edgar C. Levey, Judge Alfred J. Fritz, at Call Bulletin, counting ballots, etc.) [140833, ca. 35 negatives]  
New Superior Court Judge Milton Sapiro (various dates: 1944 and 1947)  
German flag being lowered (at Call Bulletin Office?)  
Entertainers arrested for "indecent" burlesque performances [140835 and 140846]  
Henry J. Kaiser with Mayor John F. Slavich  
Survivors of the sunken John A. Johnson (ship) [140837, 8 negatives]  
San Francisco Grand Jury members  
Postwar housing commission members  
New York designer Elizabeth Hilt (fashion)  
Andrew J. Ellis murder and court martial case (various dates: November and December 1944) [140840, ca. 20 negatives]  
Judge Clifton Matthews  
Hearing of Senator Pat McCarran’s committee to investigate the centralization of industry [140841, ca. 15 negatives]
Hearing on the Centralization of Industry -- Senator Pat McCarran Committee -- Post Office Building (November 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 176, [140841.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Director Richard Graves of the League of California Cities, acting as witness during hearing of the US Senate Special Committee to Investigate the Centralization of Heavy Industry in the United States.

Hearing on the Centralization of Industry -- Senator Pat McCarran Committee -- Post Office Building (November 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 176, [140841.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of the US Senate Special Committee to Investigate the Centralization of Heavy Industry in the United States with members Harrison S. Robinson, J.G. Sourwine (council for the committee), Attorney General Robert W. Kenny of California, Senator Pat McCarran of Nevada, and Attorney General Gale Ireland of Colorado shown.

Hearing on the Centralization of Industry -- Senator Pat McCarran Committee -- Post Office Building (November 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 176, [140841.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Pat McCarran of Nevada, J.G. Sourwine (Council for the Committee), Attorney General Robert Kenny of California, Attorney General Gale Ireland of Colorado, and Congressman Cecil King of Louisiana, members of the US Senate Special Committee to Investigate the Centralization of Heavy Industry in the United States, hear testimony from witness Harold D. Weber.

Hearing on the Centralization of Industry -- Senator Pat McCarran Committee -- Post Office Building (November 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 176, [140841.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Witness W.C. Mullendare gives testimony before the US Senate Special Committee to Investigate the Centralization of Heavy Industry in the United States.

Hearing on the Centralization of Industry -- Senator Pat McCarran Committee -- Post Office Building (November 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 176, [140841.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Vice President Earl Fisher of the Pacific Gas and Electric Company gives testimony as witness before the US Senate Special Committee to Investigate the Centralization of Heavy Industry in the United States.
Hearing on the Centralization of Industry -- Senator Pat McCarran Committee --
Post Office Building (November 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 176, [140841.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Regional Director F.W. Hunter of the War Manpower Commission gives testimony
as witness before the US Senate Special Committee to Investigate the
Centralization of Heavy Industry in the United States.

Hearing on the Centralization of Industry -- Senator Pat McCarran Committee --
Post Office Building (November 16, 1944)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 176, [140841.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Attorney General Robert W. Kenny of California, Congressman Cecil King of
Louisiana, Senator Abe Murdock of Utah, Senator Pat McCarran of Nevada, and
Attorney General Gale Ireland of Colorado, members of the US Senate Special
Committee to Investigate the Centralization of Heavy Industry in the United States,
conduct hearing.

California War Council meeting on youth in wartime
Admiral Royal Ingersoll at various events
Tuberculosis poster (health)
Father Edward Joseph Flanagan of Boystown
Former San Francisco beauty Mrs. Milo Abercrombie von Brincken Swenson de Flores
Safeway cashier pictured at cash register after hold-up
Leg make-up (fashion).

December 1944 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 176, [140847-140858]

Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)

Burlesque entertainers arrested [140849 and 140857]
Baby show
Senate Committee on Unemployment Insurance
Lieutenant Harold Miller (possibly pilot of plane that fired upon command car of
General Erwin Rommel)
Boy Scout Cubs banquet at Stern Grove
VFW (Veteran of Foreign Wars) receiving awards
New Grand Jury
Charles Kendrick returns from European front
New judge Edward Molkenbuhr
Dr. J.C. Geiger (health: rheumatic fever conference, receiving medals from Cuba
and Portugal, inspecting mobile respirator for polio victims, etc.) (various dates:
1944-1947) [140853, ca. 30 negatives]
Movie celebrities (Marie McDonald, Charles Laughton, and Robert Siodmak)
James M. Gerstley of Pacific Coast Borax Company
Commander Amos Hathaway
Narcotics raid
Charles Chaplin Jr. and Sidney Spencer Chaplin
Actress Lila Lee
Montgomery Ward store taken over by Army Major J.A. Sullivan [140857, 3
negatives]
**US Army Take Over of Montgomery Ward -- San Rafael (December 28, 1944)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 176, [140857.12]

- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Photographs showing Major J.A. Sullivan posting notices of an executive order at a Montgomery Ward store, stating that by order of the US President, "possession of this property... has been taken by the Secretary of War."

**Mrs. Manuel Quezon prepares radio broadcast to Philippines [140858, 1 negative].**

**January 1945 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 176-177, [140859-140881]**

- Physical Description: 450 negatives (estimate)
- Tall masted sailing ship Pamir
- Preston School for Boys (Preston School of Industry for delinquent boys?) (juvenile delinquency, child welfare?) [140860, 8 negatives]
  - Preston School for Boys (January 1945)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 176, [140860.01]
  - Physical Description: 9 negatives
  - Scope and Content Note
  Views of the bathroom and other facilities at the Preston School for Boys [Preston School of Industry for delinquent boys?]. Photographs of employees or administrators in contact with students and alone (education and child welfare).
- Winifred Cecil murder case (various dates: January-April 1945) [140861, ca. 50 negatives]
- Martha Champion divorce case (various dates: January-February 1945) [140862, ca. 15 negatives]
- Judges (Herbert Kaufmann, Harry Neubarth and Edward Molkenbuhr) [140863, 140865 and 140866]
- American Legion meeting (various dates: 1945-1946)
- Chinese (American?) veteran at Cathay Post 837
- Raids on “indecent” shows (burlesque theater, La Conga, includes night club interiors during performance) [140867, ca. 30 negatives]
- Venereal disease and prostitution meeting (bar owners and Dr. J.C. Geiger) (health)
- Tavern owner and “liquor baron” Louis Wolcher (various dates: 1945-1947)
- Grocer murder case (Robert Walker, Raymond Gray and Robert Chapman)
- March of Dimes events (health, infantile paralysis, polio, disabled persons) (various dates: 1945-1947) [140873, ca. 15 negatives]
- California Social Welfare Commission meeting
- Francis van Wie “Ding Dong Daddy” bigamy case (various dates: 1945-1949) [140876, ca. 65 negatives]
- Copy negatives of portraits (of Roosevelt, Churchill, Stalin, and General Eichelberger)
- Boy scouts doing semaphore signals
- Tamara Toumanova arrives
- Copy photographs of maps (California, Philippines, Iwo Jima, Japan, and European locations)
- Copy photograph of King Christian X of Denmark.

**February 1945 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140881-140895]**

- Physical Description: 200 negatives (estimate)
- March of Dimes Drive (health, infantile paralysis, polio, disabled persons)
Major Stanley Ducan murder case (various dates: February-June 1945) [140884, ca. 75 negatives]

Judge Elmer E. Robinson (various dates: 1945-1947) [140886, 17 negatives]

Judge Elmer E. Robinson -- City Hall (February 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140886.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Elmer Robinson, the judge "who ordered [a] girl with slacks out of court," sitting on judge's bench.

Judge Elmer E. Robinson -- Registrar Office (September 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140886.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elmer Robinson files for office with Registrar of Voters Ernest Faucompre; with Mrs. Elmer Robinson also shown. Taken at City Hall.

Elmer E. Robinson -- Campaign Rally (October 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140886.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of crowd at campaign rally for Elmer Robinson, with Elmer Robinson standing in front of large poster of himself. Photographs of Elmer Robinson blowing out candles and cutting cake in celebration of his birthday. John, Jane and Mrs. Vincent P. Bolton, Edith Robinson and Mr. Robinson [Elmer Robinson's father and mother] also shown.

Judge Elmer E. Robinson -- Election Voting (November 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140886.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Elmer E. Robinson and his wife shown voting at their polling place on Pacific Avenue. Elmer Robinson also shown with Supervisor John J. Sullivan.

Judge Elmer E. Robinson and Wife (November 06, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140886.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Robinson shown in "informal pictures" in their apartment. Images of the couple playing cards, Elmer Robinson being served coffee by Mrs. Robinson, and the two spending leisure time.

Case of a woman removed from court for wearing slacks (fashion) (various dates: February-March 1945)

Oakland City Jail building exteriors
Albert M. Day of the US Fish and Wildlife Service
Gambling cases
Colonel Carroll T. Harris
Religious meeting (Reverent J. George Dorn, Rabbi Morris Goldstein, and Father Edward B. Lenane)
Municipal Judge Bradford Bosley
Cigarette sale at customs house (people in line, woman photographer visible on building ledge) [140892, 5 negatives]
Cigarette Shortage -- Customs Building (February 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140892.01-02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of crowds waiting in line for cigarettes inside and outside of the Customs Building [with woman photographer visible on ledge at upper right]. Fred Fianci, Mrs. and Mr. W.D. Conroy, and Ted Vogt wait at Door number five of the new customs house in anticipation of getting cigarettes. Taken at Washington, Sansome, and Battery Streets.

Committee for Economic Development meeting (R.E. Fisher)
Gerald Spain assault and rape case (see also March 1945).

March 1945
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140896-140908]

Physical Description: 200 negatives (estimate)

Invasion of Philippines (Tacloban scenes, etc.) [140896, 5 negatives]
Invasion of the Philippines -- Scenes from Tacloban (March 01, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140896.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the invasion of the Philippines, looking toward the island of Samar across the Leyte Gulf. Photograph of men unloading supplies from ship onto island. Photographs of the city [of Tacloban?].

Actress Greer Garson
Gerald Spain assault case and acquittal (see also February 1945) [140896 and 140898]
Gold dredger at work and environmental impact
Copies of mug shots of Herschel Glenn and Ernest Keeling (executed at San Quentin)
Copy negatives of Vancouver and Montreal general views (cityscapes)
Virginia Jorgensen Nelson Summy bigamy case (eleven husbands)
Former President General Fulgencio Batista of Cuba and wife
Actor Eddie Cantor at Letterman Hospital
Institute of Pacific Relations (Dr. H.N. Kunus)
Super centrifuge at San Francisco University (Walter N. Mack).

April 1945
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177-178, [140909-140916]

Physical Description: 375 negatives (estimate)

Harry Bridges divorce case and naturalization and Harry Bridges hearing and trial (labor) (various dates: 1945-1951) [140909, ca. 300 negatives]
Divorce Proceedings -- Harry Bridges -- Superior Court at City Hall(April 04, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Agnes Bridges sits in courtroom during divorce proceedings.
Naturalization -- Harry Bridges -- City Hall(August 08, 1945 - September 17, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.26-27]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Divorce Proceedings-- Harry Bridges -- Superior Court at City Hall(August 22, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.07-11]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph showing both Harry Bridges and Agnes Bridges sitting at their respective attorney tables during divorce proceedings. Agnes Bridges standing and reading document. Jacqueline Betty Bridges, Harry Bridges, and Vivian Dollini sit together and read document. Photographs of Harry Bridges and Agnes Bridges leaving courtroom separately. Harry Bridges sits in courtroom. Attorney Richard Gladstein speaks to Harry Bridges.

Divorce Proceedings -- Harry Bridges -- Superior Court at City Hall(August 23, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.12-14]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Attorney Herbert Resner, Attorney George Anderson, Mrs. Herbert Resner, Dr. Frances Williams, and Dr. Charles Rendell sitting on witness stand with Judge Frank J. Deasy in background. Betty Bridges sits on witness stand. Attorney Richard Gladstein speaks [examining witness?]. A. Lawson Crawford, Agnes Bridges, and Harry Bridges sit at attorney tables while Richard Gladstein speaks in foreground. Photograph of Judge Frank J. Deasy. Betty Bridges sits on witness stand. Photographs of Betty Jacqueline Bridges and Vivian Dollini sitting on witness stand.

Divorce Proceedings -- Harry Bridges -- Superior Court at City Hall(August 24, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.15-16]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Divorce Proceedings -- Harry Bridges -- Superior Court at City Hall(August 27, 1945) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.17-19]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Agnes Bridges sitting on witness stand and at attorney's table. Agnes Bridges speaks with her attorney A. Lawson Crawford. Agnes Bridges sits on witness stand, with Judge Frank J. Deasy in background.
Divorce Proceedings -- Harry Bridges -- Superior Court at City Hall (August 29, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.20-21]

Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Divorce Proceedings -- Harry Bridges (August 30, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.22-23]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Dr. Charles Rendell. Betty Bridges sits on witness stand. Attorney Richard Gladstein reads from document [while examining witness?]; taken at Superior Court.

Divorce Proceedings -- Harry Bridges -- Superior Court at City Hall (August 30, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.24]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Anna Larson sits on witness stand, with Judge Frank J. Deasy in background.

Divorce Proceedings -- Harry Bridges -- Superior Court at City Hall (August 31, 1945)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.25]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John Higgins and Lucille Visser testify on witness stand, with Judge Frank J. Deasy in background.

Harry Bridges -- Mills Field (June 20, 1946)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.28]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges leaves airplane after arriving from Seattle.

Harry Bridges with Future Wife (September 27, 1946)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.29]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges stands with "future bride" Nancy Fenton in front of Central [Emergency Hospital?].
Hearing -- Harry Bridges (June 01, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.30-31]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Witnesses -- Harry Bridges Hearing -- Federal Building (June 02, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.32-33]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mug shots of "missing witness" Roy R. Pyle. Portraits of Frank Slaby. Pat Chambers shown speaking with others. Chris McGrath and his attorney ["with Homberg hat on and wearing glasses"] ascend stairway. Portraits of Isabel Costigan.

Witness -- Harry Bridges Hearing -- Federal Building (June 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.34]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witness Thomas Ray shown ascending stairway and covering face [as he enters courtroom?].

Witnesses -- Harry Bridges Hearing -- Federal Building (June 08, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.35]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Hearing -- Harry Bridges -- Federal Building (June 09, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.36]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges walks with his wife to the courtroom. J.R. Robertson walks with his wife and Attorney Norman Leonard to the courtroom.

Hearing -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (June 16, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.37]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (July 06, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.38]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges exits courtroom. Shown pausing to smoke with unidentified men.
Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (November 14, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.39]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vincent Hallinan, Harry Bridges, James MacInnis, Henry Schmidt, and J.R. Robertson sit inside courtroom. Views of spectators waiting in long line to get into courtroom.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (November 14, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.40]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bridges stand for group photos with Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Hallinan. Portraits of Judge George B. Harris. Views of attorneys’ tables and spectators in federal court, with Joseph Donohue, George R. Gallagher, Bruce Barber, John P. Boyd, and Robert McMillan sitting around second table. Photographs of attorney table with Vincent Hallinan, Harry Bridges, James MacInnis, Henry Schmidt, and J.R. Robertson seated.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (November 15, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.42]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (November 16, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.43]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Jury Selection -- Harry Bridges Trial -- Post Office Building (November 17, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.44]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of jury sitting in jury box in federal court. Rae Strauss, Abbie Marian Stevenson, Edwin O’Mahoney, John Joseph Carey, Glenn Lee Christenson... shown.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (November 18, 1949 - November 21, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.45-46]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (November 22, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.47]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vincent Hallinan in courtroom [being held in contempt of court?]. Vincent Hallinan
and Harry Bridges stand outside of courtroom with Mrs. Harry Bridges. Vincent
Hallinan leaves federal court with Mrs. Vincent Hallinan and son Butch Hallinan.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (November 29, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.48]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of John H. Schomaker with his wife Rosa.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (December 01, 1949 -
December 07, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.49-50]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witness Henry Schrimpe. Witness Irene Harris [a “San Francisco housewife”].

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (December 07, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.51]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New witness Stanley Hancock standing alone outside courtroom, and with Jerry
Maxwell and Bruce Barber. Stanley Hancock testifies on witness stand.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (December 09, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.52]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kermit Charles Krolek [witness?].

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (December 13, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.53-54]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witness Manning Johnson. Portraits of prosecution witness Paul Crouch.

Arrest of Jean Simons Murray -- Harry Bridges Trial (December 29, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.55-57]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jean Simons Murray sits in County Jail Number One after her arrest in relation to
the federal trial of Harry Bridges. Jean Murray leaves the US Marshal's office as
prisoner, with Deputy Marshals Joe Maher and Emil Canapa in her company. Jean
Murray signs document in the presence of Commander St. Francis Fox at the Post
Office Building. Betty Teixeira shown walking to courtroom with Commander St.
Francis Fox.
Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Hall of Justice (December 30, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.58]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Betty Teixeira, woman accused of blackmail in relation to the trial of Harry Bridges.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (January 02, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.59-60]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Defense witness Stan Bailey sits on witness stand. Harry Bridges speaks into microphone [on witness stand?].

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (January 04, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.61-62]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jean Simons Murray sits in Federal Court during hearing. Portraits of prosecution witness Lawrence Ross.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (January 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.63-66]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (January 26, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.67-68]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges (January 27, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.69-70]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[Henry?] Schmidt, international representative of the International Longshoreman's and Warehouseman's Union for fifty years, gives testimony on witness stand (labor). Judge Harris holds court in Permanente Hospital in Oakland to hear testimony from bedridden defense witness William Christensen. Views of judge, bailiffs, court reporters, and jurors in hospital room to hear testimony. Harry Bridges thanks witness when court session is over.
Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (January 31, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.71]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witnesses J.R. Robertson and Robert Kenny give testimony.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (February 09, 1950 -
February 28, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.72-73]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Defense Attorney Vincent Hallinan points out dates on blackboard [list of dates for
labor union meetings, etc.]. Witness Mervyn Rathborne gives testimony.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (March 01, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.74]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Betty Magruder Teixeira enters Federal Court, where she entered a plea bargain in
case of tampering [jury tampering?] related to the trial of Harry Bridges.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (March 08, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.75]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jean Murray and Betty Magruder Green Teixeira give testimony in Federal Court.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (March 30, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.76]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of jury seated in jury box of Federal Court [no names given].

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (March 31, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.77-78]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The jury in the trial of Harry Bridges is shown exiting the Post Office Building with
suitcases and boarding a bus for transportation to a hotel. Defendants Harry
Bridges, Henry Schmidt, and J.R. Robertson sit around table. Chief Prosecutor F.
Joseph Donohue sits at attorney table.

Sentencing of Harry Bridges -- Federal Trial -- Post Office Building (April 10,
1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.79-80]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges, J.R. Robertson, and Henry Schmidt stand [before judge for
sentencing?]. Photographs of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bridges and Mr. and Mrs. J.R.
Robertson taken outside of courtroom. Photograph of defendants speaking with
Commander St. Francis Fox. Harry Bridges speaks with Vincent Hallinan outside
courtroom. Henry Schmidt stands with Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Robertson. Henry Schmidt
stands with daughter Louise. Photographs of Harry Bridges speaking to members of
the press with Mrs. Harry Bridges alongside.
Sentencing of Harry Bridges -- Federal Trial -- Post Office Building(April 10, 1950)

Physical Description: 23 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Sentencing of Harry Bridges -- Federal Trial -- Post Office Building(April 10, 1950)

Physical Description: 12 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Harry Bridges stands at attorney table, with photographers and other journalists in background. Harry Bridges crosses Stevenson Street with Mrs. Harry Bridges. Harry Bridges gets kiss from Mrs. Harry Bridges in courtroom. Henry Schmidt, Attorney James MacInnis, and Harry Bridges stand at attorney table [during sentencing?]. Attorney Vincent Hallinan speaks with Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bridges in hallway. Harry Bridges speaks to reporters after sentencing [with views of large crowd milling around courtroom]. Photograph of Judge George B. Harris.

Citizenship Papers -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building(April 11, 1950)

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
James MacInnis and Harry Bridges speak in the hallway as federal court is called into session to consider citizenship papers for Harry Bridges.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building(May 01, 1950)

Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Jean Murray walks with Deputy US Marshal Dermont McCarthy outside the Post Office Building.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building(May 03, 1950)

Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Jean Murray walks with US Marshals Lawrence McInerney and Joseph Kennedy. Jean Murray shown standing alone and with Attorney James MacInnis.
Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (May 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.87]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Margaret Simons, Jean Murray, and Attorney James MacInnis walk through doorway
[as they enter Post Office Building?].

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (May 19, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.88]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Judge George Harris signing court papers dealing with the Harry
Bridges trial.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (June 02, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.90-91]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney Vincent Hallinan, J.R. Robertson, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bridges speak
outside courtroom before entering. Views of crowd of spectators waiting in line
outside courtroom waiting for admittance. Harry Bridges speaks to members of the
crowd. Harry Bridges, Vincent Hallinan and their wives shown leaving building.
Harry Bridges and Vincent Hallinan shown exiting courtroom and walking down
corridor. Harry Bridges walks with Mrs. Harry Bridges down street.

Revocation of Bail -- Harry Bridges Trial -- Post Office Building (July 31, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.89]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Deputy Clerk Louis Desmond stamps documents for the revocation of Harry
Bridges' bail presented by Assistant US Attorney Robert McMillan.

Federal Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (August 03, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.92-93]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bridges walk to courtroom. Harry Bridges speaks with Attorney
Norman Leonard in hallway. Norman Leonard, William Cleary, Harry Bridges, and
Attorney James MacInnis gather in hallway. Harry Bridges enters courtroom.

Bail Hearing -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (August 04, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.94-96]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney William Cleary leaves courtroom with Harry Bridges. Harry Bridges
examines document in hallway with his Attorney Norman Leonard. Harry Bridges
shown walking and talking with Attorney James MacInnis, Mrs. Harry Bridges and
with unidentified persons. Harry Bridges speaks into microphone during testimony
at hearing. Photographs of Harry Bridges at County Jail Number One.
Jail Sentence -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (August 11, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.97]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges leaves for jail accompanied by his wife and followed by bailiffs. Harry Bridges receives applause from crowd as he walks through hallway.

Harry Bridges Released on Bail -- County Jail Number One (August 24, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.98]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Harry Bridges shown coming down the steps of the jail and standing in an alley with friends as she waits for Harry Bridges to be released from jail.

Harry Bridges Released on Bail (August 25, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 178, [140909.99-100]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges leaves County Jail Number One with deputy marshals after being released on bail. Harry Bridges shown leaving the Post Office Building with Mrs. Harry Bridges. Views of crowd as Harry Bridges leaves building. Harry Bridges speaks [with unidentified man at desk].

Trial Record -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (February 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.101]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Attorney Bob McMillan shows three foot high stack of documents comprising the trial record of Harry Bridges.

Vincent Hallinan Released on Bail (July 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 177, [140909.102]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney Vincent Hallinan speaks with Commander Francis St. J. Fox [judge] after posting bail [had been held on a contempt of court charge].

Father of Joe Di Maggio taking oath of citizenship
Bob Hope radio show
Chez Paree entertainers arrested for indecent exposure.

May 1945
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140917-140920]

Physical Description: 63 negatives (estimate)

Strip tease arrest
Singer Rise Stevens
Sir Thomas Beecham arrives
Lily Pons and Andre Kostelantez arrive
Superintendent Grant H. Pearson of Mount McKinley National Park (Denali National Park and Preserve Alaska)
Gerald L.K. Smith Visits San Francisco -- Palace Hotel (May 25, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140919.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gerald L.K. Smith (of America First?) surrounded by crowd inside hotel and shown leaving hotel.

Gerald L.K. Smith (of America First?) and crowds at Palace Hotel [140919, 2 negatives]
Phoebe Apperson Hearst memorial services at Cypress Lawn Cemetery (various dates: 1945-1948) [140919, 12 negatives]

June 1945 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140920-140926]
Physical Description: 75 negatives (estimate)

Mrs. Paul Biswell (great great great granddaughter of Betsy Ross) poses with American flag
Wedding dresses past and present show at De Young Museum (fashion)
Justice Hugo Black with Judge Peirson M. Hall.

July 1945 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140926-140936]
Physical Description: 150 negatives (estimate)

Secretary of State James F. Byrnes
GI Bill of Rights (men being trained at Heald's Business College) [140926, 2 negatives]
Military Training -- GI Bill of Rights -- Healds Business College (July 04, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140926.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bill Almasy working on lathe; Wayne Kupsala working at bookkeeping machine.
[Vocational training for veterans?]

Harold Gatty of post-war around-the-world flight fame
Historic gold rush era town of Columbia taken over for state park [140929, 6 negatives]
Town of Columbia, Calif. -- Taken Over by State as Historic Park (July 16, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140929.06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

San Mateo County Grand Jury meeting
Public hearing and protest over Marin County munitions dump
Oakland Municipal Airport dedication
Soil erosion sub-committee
Abortion case suspect.

August 1945 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140936-140943]
Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)
Senator Hiram Johnson (scenes from his childhood, life and funeral) [140936, ca. 30 negatives]

Senator Hiram Johnson -- Scenes from His Childhood and Life(August 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140936.02]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of scenes throughout Senator Hiram Johnson's life: Johnson posing with Lieutenant Governor John M. Eshleman; a poster of Johnson and President Theodore Roosevelt; portrait of Johnson as a child and then as a young man; portrait of Johnson and siblings when children; portraits of his parents: Grove Lawrence Johnson and Mrs. Johnson (formerly Anne De Monfredy).

Senator Hiram Johnson -- Preparations for Funeral -- Oakland(August 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140936.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Transfer of Senator Hiram Johnson's coffin (body) from caboose of train into car at Oakland Mole.

Senator Hiram Johnson -- Funeral -- San Francisco(August 13, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140936.04-05]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Streets are lined with crowds. Senator Hiram Johnson's coffin arrives in City Hall. Mayor Roger D. Lapham and Governor Earl Warren lead group as coffin is brought into state rotunda amid crowds and military.

New Orleans shipbuilder Andrew J. Higgins
Views of raid on bar [140938, 3 negatives]

Liquor -- Raid on Bar by City and State Officials(August 10, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140938.09]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Raid on speakeasy. Sergeant John Dyer gathering evidence behind bar; people caught in raid still at bar; police loading victims of raid into patrol wagon. Taken at 587 O'Farrell Street.

Henry J. Kaiser with Graham Paige Motors executive Joseph W. Frazer
Liquor meeting at mayor's office
Nylon hosiery sale and lines at stores (end of wartime rationing?) (fashion) (various dates: 1945-1946) [140939, ca. 15 negatives]

Nylon Hosiery Sale -- Mills(August 17, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140939.05-06]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds of women line up at Will-Strut Hosiery Mill and at Haywards Mill. Women try on hosiery as it comes off manufacturing line. Sylvia Govea, Mrs. P.C. Rahn, Mrs. M.J. Quayle, Eva Hewitt, Mrs. G.E. Grace, and Elaine Jorgensen. [End of war time rationing].
Nylon Hosiery Sale -- Emporium (January 17, 1946 - February 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140936-140943]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Massive crowd stands in line waiting to purchase nylon hosiery. Different sales: one
outside building; other inside department store. [End of war time rationing].

Nylon Hosiery Sale -- Lerners (February 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140939.07-08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds waiting for nylon hosiery finally allowed to enter Lerners department store.
[End of war time rationing].

Nylon Hosiery Sale -- Leeds (March 18, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140939.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Leeds Store. Massive line for nylon hosiery; crowds on both sides of Market Street.
[End of war time rationing].

Judges of the Municipal Court (Edward Molkenbuhr, Bradford Bosley, and Leo
Cunningham) (various dates: August-November 1945)
Liquor raids [140940-140941]
Associated General Contractors meeting
Santa Fe Railway president Fred G. Gurley
Discarded food at dump in San Rafael garbage scandal
UC President Robert Gordon Sproul back from Russia (Soviet Union)
Senator William F. Knowland (various events) (various dates: 1945-1947) [140942,
ca. 25 negatives]
Governor Robert Kerr of Oklahoma.

September 1945
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179-180, [140944-140949]

Physical Description: 450 negatives (estimate)

Laurie Cales Bernstein story (remarried after husband reported dead in war, but
he returns) (also on sleeve: “Enoch Arden case”)
Matsonia (ship) arrives from Honolulu (girls from Pacific Islands to attend schools
and colleges in US)
Joint Committee on Streets and Highways (Senator Randolph Collier and others)
New model automobiles (Ford, Chevrolet, Packard, and Studebaker)
California Reconstruction and Reemployment Commission (Alexander Heron, Earl
Warren, Charles Purcell, and others) [140945, 5 negatives]

California Reconstruction and Reemployment Commission (September 17, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 179, [140945.13-14]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commissioners and first witness: Governor Earl Warren, Alexander R. Heron,
Charles H. Purcell, Robert B. Parks, Percy C. Heckendorf, Senator Jesse Mayo,
James S. Dean, Warren T. Hannum, A.A. Brock, and Dr. Walter J. Dexter.

Santa Clara County Grand Jury and Sheriff William Emig graft trial (various dates:
September 1945-February 1946) [140946, ca. 100 negatives]
Harley E. Knox of San Diego and Fletcher Bowron of Los Angeles attend mayors’
meeting
Robert Walker Kenny (various dates: 1945-1946) [140947, 15 negatives]

Election Voting -- Attorney General Robert Kenny -- Vine Terrace (June 04, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 180, [140947.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert and Sara Kenny shown voting in the gubernatorial election [in which Robert Kenny is a candidate].

Intergovernmental Relations Committee -- Fairmont Hotel (September 21, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 180, [140947.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

California Attorney General Robert Kenny Enters Gubernatorial Race (March 06, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 180, [140947.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs showing Attorney General Robert Kenny signing the necessary papers to enter the race for governor.

Attorney General Robert Kenny -- Airport (April 01, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 180, [140947.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Kenny waves from airplane after arriving at airport.

Leaving Office -- Attorney General Robert Kenny -- State Building (December 26, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 180, [140947.11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Kenny shown cleaning out his desk before leaving the office of attorney general.

Opera related views (chiefly conductor Gaetano Merola, also including Frances Castellani, violinist Yehudi Menuhin, and others) [140947, ca. 30 negatives and a few corresponding photographic prints]

New FBI chief Howard B. Fletcher (April 1946)

Inez Burns abortion case (various dates: 1945-1948 -- includes interior and exterior views of illegal abortion clinic and facilities, trial scenes, conviction, etc.) [140948, ca. 175 negatives]

Opera stars Lily Djanel and Helen Traubel.

October 1945 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 180-181, [140950-140959]

Physical Description: 500 negatives (estimate)

Annie Irene Mansfeldt arrest and murder trial and release (with attorneys James Maclnnis, Vincent Hallinan, Edmund G. Brown and others) (various dates: 1945-1948) [140952, ca. 325 negatives]

Former Consul General to Buenos Aires David Berger and wife (various dates: 1945-1947)

California State Horsemen's convention in Santa Rosa [140954, 9 negatives]

Author Martha Albrand
Gerald L.K. Smith with wife
Dr. J.C. Geiger (with Vice Consul Miquel A. Serrano of El Salvador and Consul General Jose E. Aybar of Dominican Republic) (health) (various dates: 1945-1946)
Dancer Ruth St. Denis
President Don Juan Antonio Rios of Chile in San Francisco
William Randolph Hearst Jr. arrives from Japan [140959, 8 negatives].

November 1945 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 181, [140959-140965]
Physical Description: 275 negatives (estimate)

United Press president Hugh Baillie
Dickie Tum Suden case in Downieville (missing child) [140960, ca. 75 negatives]
English singer Maggie Teyte
Newly elected supervisors Patrick J. McMurray and George Christopher
Assembly Health Interior Committee meeting
Police brutality complaint
Lick Observatory feature (Mount Hamilton)
Soule Steel Company trial (with Edward Soule and Owen Keith Bell) (various dates: November 1945-January 1946)
New head of San Francisco FBI office C.W. Stein
Burlesque show girls arrested for "obscene performance" and "indecent exposure"
Unemployment lines and veterans' services (various dates: November 1945-March 1946) [140964, 21 negatives]

Veterans Employment Bureau(February 14, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 181, [140964.04]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Line of unemployed veterans waits to be interviewed by Robert J. Graham. George L. Muldoon interviews veteran Louis Worth, Carl D. Frankl interviews veteran John E. Stewart, Mrs. Sara Hurt interviews veteran John B. Allen... Others shown. Taken at Thirteenth and Mission Streets.

Taxi Cab Licenses -- US Veterans -- Hall of Justice(March 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 181, [140964.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of crowd in courtroom waiting to apply for licenses to drive taxi cabs. Veterans' Attorney J.R. Klawans, attorney for civilians Martin Dinkelspiel, and Attorney Richard Macey speak with one another. Members of the Veterans Cab Company stand in courtroom.
Veterans Service Center -- City Hall (March 08, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 181, [140964.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Betty Seeley hands Rex Kelly two tickets for the musical "Oklahoma" [one of 50,000 veterans estimated to come for help at the service center].

Crocker First National Bank birthday (with James K. Moffitt and William Crocker)
Feature on the Gainesville Victory (ship) and crew and pilot boat California (ship)
Deputy US Attorney Albert S. Guerard held on bribery charge.

December 1945 BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 181-182, [140966-140970]
Physical Description: 275 negatives (estimate)

Alfred Cline murder case (various dates: 1945-1946) [140966-140967, ca. 100 negatives]
New women attorneys (with Chief Justice Phil S. Gibson)
Thomas McMonigle murder case (various dates: 1946-1948) [140968, ca. 125 negatives]

January 1946 BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140971-140976]
Physical Description: 275 negatives (estimate)

Dr. Charles B. Caldwell abortion case (various dates: January-July 1946) [140971, ca. 100 negatives]
Office Safe -- Abortion Clinic -- Hall of Justice (January 08, 1945)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140971.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Deputy District Attorney Tom Lynch opens a safe taken from the abortion clinic operated by Dr. Charles B. Caldwell [Note: thirty additional sleeves (7-36) under code number 140971 deal with abortion trial; approximately 80 negatives].

Dr. Charles B. Caldwell Abortion Case (January 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140971.01]
Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph showing the door of Dr. Charles Caldwell’s office. Image of calender, with names of clients written on dates. Photograph of a closet filled with whiskey. View of main reception room. Inspector Charles Iredale examines equipment [used in abortion procedures]. Inspector Ahearn and Assistant District Attorney Jack Eyman look at card next to [anaesthetic?] equipment. Views of icebox, overnight sleeping quarter, small operating room, and cabinets with groceries [for overnight patients?]. Inspectors Martin Lee and Louis Linn also shown [photographs taken during raid on an abortion clinic].

Abortion Related Death (January 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140971.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Signa Bredson, a woman that died as a result of an abortion procedure. Taken at 367 Vernon Street.
Abortion Story -- Dr. Charles B. Caldwell (January 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140971-140976]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photograph showing Dr. Charles Caldwell [doctor that performed abortion procedures] sitting in a night club. Taken at the district attorney's office at 540 Montgomery Street.

Abortion Clinic Equipment (January 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140971-140977]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Curran and Martin Franusich examine and then remove a safe and other equipment from the "abortion mill" operated by Dr. Charles B. Caldwell. Taken at 942 Market Street.

Abortion Clinic Doctor -- City Prison (January 07, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140971-140983]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Inspector Frank Ahern, Assistant District Attorney Andrew J. Eyman, and Officer Dennis J. Nevin book Dr. Charles Caldwell for charges related to the operation of an abortion clinic. Leslie C. Gillen also shown.

Camp Fire Girls luncheon
Veteran fraud case (Fred Henderson)
Reverend Norman Spencer Binsted of Philippines
Symphony conductor Peter Inman
Retired US Consul General Addison E. Southard
World Trade Institute (John B. Condliffe, Charles M. Romanowitz, and Brayton Wilbur)
Dentists' convention
Sailing of Thor 1 (ship)
Hobbyist shipmaker Captain Charles Van Remoortel (building ships in a bottle)
Barbara Watkins of American Mail Line
Director Edgar L. Warren of US Conciliation Service
Archbishop lunch at Little Children Aid Society (Judge Theresa Meikle, Archbishop John J. Mitty, Monsignor J. Flanagan, and others).

February 1946  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140977-140985]
Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)

Plastic furniture
Highway views near Sears Point in Sonoma County (landscapes)
Guide dogs for the blind (disabled persons) (various dates: February-March 1946)
Henry J. Kaiser and Henry Ford II (various dates: 1946-194) [140979, 24 negatives]
Henry J. Kaiser and Henry Ford II (February 07, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140979.05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kaiser walk with Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford at the Oakland Train Depot. Henry Kaiser speaks with Henry Ford II. Henry Kaiser sits in experimental airplane with pilot James M. Nissen. Views of experimental airplane. Henry Kaiser stands next to airplane with Dean Hammond and H.V. Lindberg [Lindbergh?] at the Oakland Airport.

Henry Ford II (February 08, 1946 - February 11, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140979.10-11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Interview -- Henry J. Kaiser (February 09, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140979.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Henry Kaiser speaks to reporter during interview in Oakland.

Kaiser Protest Meeting -- Palace Hotel (August 27, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140979.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressman George Miller, Henry J. Kaiser, Mayor A.B. Hinkley of Richmond, and City Manager Tom Carlson of Richmond pose for group photo. Tom Carlson speaks during meeting [meeting addressing concerns related to the end of World War II and production reduction at Richmond shipyards?].

Henry J. Kaiser -- Clift Hotel (September 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140979.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John Carmody and Sheridan Downey meet with Henry Kaiser to discuss [shipping charges assessed by Kaiser?].

Henry Kaiser -- Oakland Train Depot (August 14, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140979.09]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

George Atcheson of US State Department
W. Averell Harriman [140980, 3 negatives]
W. Averell Harriman -- Hamilton Field (February 13, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140980.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US statesman W. Averell Harriman stands by airplane with daughter Kathleen Harriman after arriving for visit in San Francisco. W. Averell Harriman stands with group of unidentified men.

First civilian sailing of the Aleutian (ship)

Oakland chiropractor arrested as abortionist

Pickets in front of British Consulate protesting policy in Palestine

Harry Dunlap (publisher of Cosmopolitan Magazine)

Mirrabooka (ship) passengers

Paul "Bouquet" Cohn and others arrested in gambling case

Pianist John Charles Thomas

Cinematographer James Wong Howe filming at Ferry Building [140983, 4 negatives]

Movie Set -- Cinematographer James Wong Howe -- Ferry Building (February 20, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140983.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
James Wong Howe adjusts movie camera, while Barbara London and Vincent Sherman (director?) stand alongside. Jacquelyn Coe, Elaine Bartha, Kaye Baxter, and Kent Smith stand on set, with camera and lighting equipment to their right. James Howe adjusts camera in rear of truck, with view of Ferry Building corridor in background. [Presumably filming movie "Nora Prentiss"].

French doctors inspecting San Francisco health service

Actress Ann Sheridan

Territorial Enterprise newspaper in Virgina City (historic plaque, building, press and Mark Twain's desk) [140983, 10 negatives]

Territorial Enterprise Newspaper -- Virginia City, Nevada (February 22, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 182, [140983.08]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Dr. Jorge Americano of Brazil.

March 1946
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 183, [140986-141000]
Physical Description: 375 negatives (estimate)

Lloyd Crellin Napa County murder case (various dates: March-May 1946) [140987, ca. 100 negatives]

Sonoma County Bear Flag centennial (includes fair and celebration and historic buildings) (various dates: 1946-1947) [140988, ca. 75 negatives]

Copy negatives of formation of new volcanic island Urania near Japan

Feature on coffee tasting at Folger's

Candidate for Attorney General Fred Howser (various dates: 1946-1947)

Frank Sinatra and fans at Golden Gate Theatre [140993, 23 negatives]
Frank Sinatra -- Concert -- Golden Gate Theatre (March 20, 1946)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 183, [140993.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Harold Anderson inquires about the age of several girls gathered to see Frank Sinatra hours before box office opening. Mary Santos, a fifty-seven year old fan of Frank Sinatra's, also shown. "Bobby soxers" wait at the theater booth.

Frank Sinatra -- Concert -- Golden Gate Theatre (March 20, 1946)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 183, [140993.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mesmerized fans watch and applaud during Frank Sinatra's performance.

Frank Sinatra -- Concert -- Golden Gate Theatre (March 20, 1946)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 183, [140993.06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Large crowds of people wait to get into theater to see Frank Sinatra's performance. Frank Sinatra sings while his back-up band plays in background. View showing the legs of "bobby soxers" waiting in line to get in to the concert. Frank Sinatra sits on desk next to photographs of himself. Frank Sinatra sings at microphone. Women in the audience shown "demonstrating for Frankie" as they listen to his performance.

Truant Officer and Frank Sinatra Fans -- Golden Gate Theatre (March 20, 1946)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 183, [140993.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
A truant officer speaks to and turns away girls who came to see Frank Sinatra's performance.

"Bobby Soxers" -- Frank Sinatra Concert -- Golden Gate Theatre (March 20, 1946)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 183, [140993.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
"Bobby soxers" wait inside the Golden Gate Theatre to see Frank Sinatra. Front row of fans hold signs reading "We Love You Too" and "Welcome Frank."

Nancy Sinatra -- San Francisco Airport (March 25, 1946)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 183, [140993.09]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Nancy Sinatra (Mrs. Frank Sinatra) stands by airplane after arriving to spend the last two days of Frank Sinatra's concert engagement in San Francisco with him, before they return together to their North Hollywood home.

Elizabeth Arden at I. Magnin store (fashion)
Actor Charles Bickford
Children's smallpox vaccinations (health)
Wedding on horseback at H.H. Ranch [Hillis Hubbard Ranch?] in San Carlos [140995, ca. 30 negatives]
"Blue Baby" Darian Lynn Tibeau (health) [140996, ca. 16 negatives]
University of California chemist Wendell M. Latimer (plutonium related)
Russian author Maurice Girschon Hindus
Chamber of Commerce (interview with Minister of Economic Affairs Kao Pang-Shu of China)
Violinist Yehudi Menuhin and pianist Adolph Baller
Bishop Henry St. George Tucker
Passengers on board of Wangaretta (ship)
Burlesque raid (entertainers in court)

April 1946 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 183-184, [141000-141015]
Physical Description: 288 negatives (estimate)

Author Lloyd S. Thompson (various dates: April-June 1946?)
First silk shipment to US after the war on Trinity Victory (ship)
Statistician Jerzy Neyman
Candidate for Lieutenant Governor Judge Goodwin Knight
Maiden Lane flower festival ceremony
Marriage of Hugh Marlowe and K.T. Stevens
Ronald F. Kaehler murder trial (various dates: April-August 1946) [141006, ca. 20 negatives]
Virginia Hepburn suicide [141006, ca. 20 negatives]
Exhibit of San Quentin prisoners' handicrafts at the De Young Museum (various dates: April-May 1946) [141009, ca. 20 negatives]
Closing of movie "The Outlaw" (censorship) [141011 and 141012, 7 negatives]

Censorship of Film "The Outlaw" -- Hall of Justice(April 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 183, [141012.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Charles W. Dullea and Captain Michael Riordan of the Police Department review movie "The Outlaw" with Judge John J. McMahon [reviewed to consider restriction of public access to the movie].

United Artists Theater Closed -- Film "The Outlaw"(April 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 183, [141011.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sailors J.F. Hester and D.W. Hath read sign stating that the United Artists theater has been closed by court order [theater was closed after judge censored public viewing of movie "The Outlaw"]. Taken at 125 Hyde Street.

Club Women -- Film "The Outlaw" -- Hall of Justice(April 26, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 183, [141012.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Club women sit in court during hearing concerning "The Outlaw."

Jean Dean (original Varga Girl model and girlfriend of Howard Hughes)
"Blue Baby" Michael Joseph Beirne (health) (various dates: March-April 1946)
[141013, 14 negatives]
Opera singer Giuseppe de Luca
Book collector Lessing Rosenwald
Consul General Silvio Morales of Nicaragua

May 1946 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 184, [141015-141028]
Physical Description: 325 negatives (estimate)

Railroad strike and Bayshore Highway views (various dates: May-August 1946)
Opera star Florence Quartararo (various dates: 1946-1947)
Matsonia (ship) (various dates: 1946-1947) [141018, ca. 20 negatives]
Clearwater Victory (ship)
Veterans Council Bureau
Russian wives of US military men
Sculptor Haig Patigian
San Francisco Ballet (school, dancers, Jocelyn Vollmar, and opening) (various dates: 1946-1947) [141019, ca. 30 negatives]
Chinese Cardinal Thomas Tien
Actor Errol Flynn
Dental conference
Brazilian military officers visit
National Safety Council Drive at San Francisco Hospital
Jury viewing movie "The Outlaw" (censorship) [141020, 1 negative)
Actor Bob Hope (with Paramount starlets, posing on examination table with Dr. J.C. Geiger, arriving on train) (various dates: June-September 1946)
Wartime war minister Leslie Hore-Belisha of Great Britain and Mayor Roger D. Lapham
Court hearing on liquor case
Famine relief drive
Pedro Valley centennial celebration
Picket at Spanish Consulate against General Francisco Franco [141022, 3 negatives]

Protesters -- Spanish Consulate(May 12, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 184, [141022.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People with picket signs protesting Franco and fascism in Spain march in front of the Spanish Consulate at 58 Sutter Street, and then on Grant Avenue near Post Street before disbanding.

Using lie detector at Berkeley Police station
First female American Legion post in San Francisco
Goldwyn girls for "I am an American" day
Trade press conference with representatives from the Netherlands
De Angelo child custody case (various dates: 1946-1947) [141026, ca. 20 negatives]
Author Maria Rosa Oliver from Argentina
Mayor Roger D. Lapham (with Admiral Jorge Dodsworth-Martins of Brazil, winning recall election, with family, at work, radio broadcast, at snow party, getting a straw hat, etc.) (various dates: 1946-1947) [141027, ca. 25 negatives]

June 1946 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 184, [141028-141038]
Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

Abalone gathering at Pedro Point at low tide
Crowds buying meat at butcher counter
Chinese children at crowded Chung Mei Home and plans for proposed El Cerrito orphanage
Congressman George P. Miller
1901 steam automobile in Dolores Park
Etelvina de Picado and daughters (family of president of Costa Rica)
Zionist Marie Syrkin
James L. Kilgallen aboard the Paramint (atom bomb ship)
Australian diplomat H.R. Rowe
AFL convention with Charles W. Real (labor)
Vorhes Newton murder case (various dates: June-October 1946) [141036, ca. 100 negatives]
Narcotics seized from YMCA locker

July 1946 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 184-185, [141038-141050]

Physical Description: 138 negatives (estimate)

Shriner convention (series filed in July 1944 section: see 140762)
Boy slayer Albert Jones (boy accused of murder? -- with family, in custody, lie detector test, etc.) [141038, ca. 15 negatives]
Consul Mariano Escalona Almieda of Cuba
Hauling barges to China
Philippine independence parade
Anne Baxter and John Hodiak wedding
British Consul picketed for treatment of Jews in Palestine (Zionist movement related? Signs refer to holocaust survivors) [141043, 3 negatives]
Protesters -- Jewish Treatment in Palestine -- British Consulate(July 09, 1946)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People protesting the treatment of Jews in Palestine picket the British Consul [with signs referring to both the Holocaust and British oil interests]. Sidney Rudy hands Consul Cyril Cane of Great Britain a letter expressing protest at the treatment of Jews in Palestine. Cyril Cane shown handing Sidney Rudy a document in turn. Others shown. Taken at Sansome and California Streets.

Razing of historic Baroff building in Virginia City (Nevada) and view of Union Miners’ Hall in Gold Hill (Nevada)
Chano Ramos murder case [141045, ca. 15 negatives]
San Quentin State Prison jute mill fire
New Consul General Edward Kenneth Smart of Australia
Opera singer Maria Jeritza
Group of rabbis and other passengers arrive at Pier Forty-five (include Rabbi Newach Brewda, Shmul Rajczyk, and Meier Pantol)
Actors George Burns and Gracie Allen visit son in hospital
Governor Herbert B. Maw of Utah speaks at steel meeting
Abortion suspects

August 1946 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 185, [141051-141059]

Physical Description: 300 negatives (estimate)

Countess de Brousse de Montpeyroux
Hiller Industries’ atom pistol factory in Berkeley (toys? -- atomic age)
Exterior of home of Gustave Woerner (note on sleeve: “millionaire married to negroess”) (race)
Matsonia (ship) passengers (Edward G. Robinson, Belgrano family, etc.)
Actor Bill Williams (with bride Barbara Hail and with Guy Madison and signing autographs for crowd of bobby soxers)
Yukon gold strike reunion (International Sourdoughs of the Klondike)
Atom bomb scientist R.A. Sawyer (atomic age)
Miss Potato Chips of 1946 (model posed wearing strings of potato chips)
First ambassador of Australia to US Norman Makin
Infantile paralysis (polio) patient at Children's Hospital of San Francisco (health, disabled persons)
Passengers on the President Polk (ship) sailing for Hong Kong
Abortion suspects in court
Stuart Cunningham and smut book charge (censorship) (probably "Memoirs of Hecate County" by Edmund Wilson -- see September 1946)
Healdsburg Harvest Festival [141058, ca. 20 negatives]
San Mateo Fair at Bay Meadows
Consul General Cyril Cane of Great Britain
American Legion convention and activities (includes Alma Spreckels)

September 1946 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 185-186, [141060-141080]
Physical Description: 925 negatives (estimate)

American Legion convention (September-October) [141060, ca. 300 negatives]
Opening of the San Francisco Opera season [141061, ca. 40 negatives]
"Torso" (Ramon Lopez) murder case [141062, ca. 25 negatives]
Billy Anderson murder [141063, ca. 50 negatives]
Marin Flower Show (Ross, Calif.)
Plague vaccine and antibiotic streptomycin experiments under Karl F. Meyer and Walter Noel Mack (various dates: 1946-1947) (health) [141065, ca. 20 negatives]

Plague Vaccine Tested on Prisoners -- San Quentin(August 23, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141065.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women getting equipment ready; prisoners standing in line to recieve vaccine; prisoners being administered vaccine. Includes Ethel Meyer, Harold Abrams, Adelaide Larson, William H. Brown, Dr. Karl F. Meyer, (Director of Hooper Foundation, UC Medical Center), Dr. B. Eddy, Leroy Burch, ...) (Human experimentation in medicine).

Plague Vaccine Tested on Mice -- UC Hospital(September 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141065.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Experiment with mice; mice shown in cage. Dr. Karl F. Meyer (Director of Hooper Foundation) and Call Bulletin reporter James Chestnutt.

Plague Vaccine Tested on Monkeys -- Alameda Naval Air Station(October 05, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141065.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Monkeys in cages on Navy flying boat; monkeys arrive by plane. Test monkeys used in research under Dr. Karl F. Meyer (Hooper Foundation). Includes L.J. Francisco Sr. and L.G. Sabado.
**Plague Vaccine Tested on Monkeys -- UC Berkeley (October 16, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141065.04]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Monkeys from the Philippines being injected with vaccine. Research under Dr. Karl F. Meyer (Hooper Foundation). Includes Walter Noel Mack.

**Plaque Vaccine Experiments -- UC Hospital (June 16, 1947)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141065.05]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Experiments with streptomycin. Dr. Karl F. Meyer (Director of Hooper Foundation) and research assistant Adelaide Larson look at slides in a viewer box.

**Senators McClellan and Robinson**

Judicial conference with Justice William O. Douglas
Klein murder trial of John Defer and Edgar Ellis [141069, ca. 35 negatives]

Festival benefit for San Francisco Presbyterian Orphanage and Farm (San Anselmo, Calif.)
Grape Festival at Kentfield and San Rafael (various dates: 1946-1947) [141069 and 141073]

Finance Minister Shaikh Sulaiman of Saudia Arabia
Judge Abdul Riad Bey of Egypt

National Conference of Christians and Jews [141071 and 141073]

Stuart Cunningham obscene book trial ("Memoirs of Hecate County" by Edmund Wilson) (censorship) [141072, 6 negatives]

**Obscene Book Trial -- Hall of Justice (September 04, 1946 - September 12, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141072.01-03]

**Physical Description:** 7 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

**Public service certificate presentation (with Stanley S. Langendorf and Don Belding)**

Napa County Fair [141074, ca. 10 negatives]

Actors Mark Hellinger and Edmond O’Brien

Ambassador to Australia Robert Luther

Gunite method of spraying concrete

Actors arrive (Guy Madison, Jane Powell, Bill Williams, Barbara Hale, and Jane Frazee)

Exporters’ conference

Under Secretary of Commerce Alfred Schindler

US Steel Corporation Director’s meeting

Woman doctor charged with abortion

Willett murder trial (various dates: September-December 1946)

Commander of US Navy 5th fleet Admiral E.A. Montgomery (US Navy fleet here for American Legion Convention)

President of US Chamber of Commerce William K. Jackson

Douglas Corrigan (aviator Wrong Way Corrigan) campaigning for Senate

**October 1946** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141081-141094]

**Physical Description:** 250 negatives (estimate)

---

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG

1465
"Deluxe Hobo" in 1915 model Ford automobile (American Legion Convention)
"Blue Baby" cases (health) (various dates: 1946-1947) [141081 and 141085]
Admiral William F. Halsey (various dates: September-October 1946) [141081, 4 negatives]

Admiral William F. Halsey -- Commonwealth Club Luncheon (October 04, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141081.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral William F. Halsey speaking at Whitcomb Hotel.

Admiral William F. Haley -- Hotel St. Francis (September 26, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141081.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral William F. Haley seated with cigar in hand.

Secretary of War Robert Porter Patterson [141081, 2 negatives]
Arrival of United States Secretary of War -- Hamilton Field (October 24, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141081.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of War Robert Rorter Patterson disembarks plane and is greeted by Major General George Hayes (Deputy Commander of Sixth Army), Colonel Wentworth Goss, and Eddie Rickenbacker.

National Financial Convention
Cabinet Minister Robert Pringent of France

Boy sues Errol Flynn [?]

Copies of Gertrude Franklin Atherton portraits (and her funeral) (various dates: 1946-1948)

Milk inspection (dairy cows, facilities, laboratory testing, etc.) (health) [141086, ca. 20 negatives]
Saint Helena wine making [141088, 14 negatives]

Wine Making -- Saint Helena, Calif. (October 16, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141088.01]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various viticulture processes: harvest (picking grapes), grape crushing (by foot), grapes dumped into wine crusher, cork washing, wine fermenting in large casks, topping wine, wine testing with sacrohmeter, etc. Carlo Brovelli, Fred Abruzzini, Maria Perez, Lucio Perez, Joe Smyth, Bud Harrison, and Pete Roberto.

Heart doctor’s press conference with Helen Brooke Taussig (health)

New Arts Commissioner Thomas D. Church

Pacific Association of Railway Surgeons (Dr. J.C. Geiger, Leo L. Stanley of San Quentin, etc.)

Captain Edward Joseph Moran (“Iron Mike” Moran) and bride Vesta M. Chapman

Federal Housing Commissioner Dillon S. Myer

Building Construction Industry conference

Senator Alben Barkley arrives

San Rafael Fiesta (Vintage Festival)

Special Assistant to Attorney General of US Oetje John Rogge (prosecutor in sedition trials and player in Nuremberg trials) [141094, 2 negatives]
Oetje John Rogge -- San Francisco Council for Civic Unity (October 30, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141094.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former Special Assistant to US Attorney General Oetje John Rogge (prosecutor in sedition trials and player in Nuremberg trials) is a speaker at the public meeting for the Council for Civic Unity. Press conference held at Hotel St. Francis. The subject is "Nuremberg Assignment: Forces Behind American Hate-Mongers."

Actress Lauren Bacall with actor Humphrey Bogart [141094, 3 negatives].
Movie Stars -- Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall (October 31, 1946)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186, [141094.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Interview with Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall at Mark Hopkins Hotel. Stars seated and each looking at some written material.

November 1946 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 186-187, [141095-141104]

Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

John J. Coston murder trial [141095, ca. 25 negatives]
New Federal Grand Jury
Show Folks of America wedding (circus or carnival performers?)
Foreign Minister Karl Gruber of Austria
Inspection by Liquor Control Office of bar interior at 390 Golden Gate Ave.
Secretary of the Interior J.A. Krug is Commonwealth Club guest
Gun sight and flag of Japanese battleship displayed
Congressional candidate Truman Young votes
General Feng Yu-Hsiang of China in dental chair
C. Marion French Infantile Paralysis Correction School in San Ramon (hopeless polio cases now walking) (health, disabled persons) [141099, 8 negatives]
C. Marion School of Paralysis Correction -- San Carlos, Calif. (November 09, 1946) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 187, [141099.09-11]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hopeless polio (infantile paralysis) cases now walking (health). Three women and two men shown standing upright and walking with crutches. Lenore Wollams Harriet McLlland, Lindra McDonald, Millio Millitti, C. Marion French (school director), and Leonard Arnold.

Copy photographs of Gustavo Polit of Mexico
State government conference (with George Neuner, Grover A. Giles, and Victor A. Meyers)

General Butner (ship) arrives from Shang Hai with Chinese pianists

Author Kathleen Norris and sister [141103, 6 negatives]
Author -- Kathleen Norris and Her Sister (January 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 187, [141103.10]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various poses of Kathleen Norris and her sister Mrs. Charles Conway Hartigan sitting by Norris' living room window, which offers a view of the city.

Actress Rita Hayworth and director Orson Welles (during filming of movie "The Lady from Shanghai") [141104, 6 negatives].
**Movie Star -- Rita Hayworth (November 29, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 187, [141104.14]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Actress Rita Hayworth disembarks from train car for filming of movie "The Lady from Shanghai". She is shown standing among a group [press?, actors?].

**Movie Star Rita Hayworth and Director Orson Welles (November 29, 1946)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 187, [141104.15]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Actress Rita Hayworth and director Orson Wells during filming of movie "The Lady from Shanghai" at the aquarium. Both shown sitting in director's chairs and behind a camera. Hayworth speaks with Captain H.E. Schonland and Dianne Morgan Schonland.

**December 1946** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 187, [141105-141117]

Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

Freeway traffic congestion in Oakland
Mayflower donut shop remains open during Oakland strike (crowded diner interior)
Chinese from Canada on board the General Gordon (ship) bound for China
General Wei Li-Huang of China and wife
National Association of State Auditors convention
American Farm Bureau convention
Anthony Brooke of Sarawak
Matsonia (ship) arrival
Author of "Memoirs of Hecate County" Edmund Wilson
Catholic Committee meeting
"No sugar for cookies" (housewife with kids in kitchen)
J.P. Morgan's yacht Corsair (ship) on bay
Actor Mickey Rooney at Southern Pacific depot [141115, 4 negatives]
Polio victim to be evicted from home (disabled persons)
Veteran and family living in garage (housing)
"Sad Sack" Marvin Betnum and Mayor Roger D. Lapham [141116, 2 negatives]
Overseas telephone call from South Africa (family surrounding telephone)
Yacht Breezing Through (ship) on bay.

**January 1947** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 187-188, [141118-141136]

Physical Description: 238 negatives (estimate)

Abortion cases (including some illegal abortion clinic interiors)
Tall-masted Danish training ship Danmark (ship) [141121, ca. 15 negatives]
Nuclear scientist Hans A. Gethe
NAM (National Association of Manufacturers) press conference
Actor Harold Lloyd
Vice Admiral E.G. Morsell
Musicians Jacques Thibaud and Pierre Monteux
New Berkeley Mayor Carrie Hoyt [141126, 6 negatives]
New Mayor of Berkeley -- Carrie Hoyt -- Berkeley City Hall (January 15, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 187, [141126.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Berkeley Mayor Carrie Hoyt seated at desk and talking with Police Chief John D. Holstrom.

Seismograph machine from Bikini Island [141126, 2 negatives]
Actress Shirley Ross
Radio telephone on train demonstrated
Opera singer Igor Gorin
Actors Susan Hayward and Jess Barker
Viscountess Furness press confrence
Matsonia (ship) passengers
"Black Dahlia" Elizabeth Short murder case in Los Angeles and funeral in Oakland [141134, 11 negatives]
"Black Dahlia" -- Elizabeth Short Funeral -- Oakland (January 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141134.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Casket of "Black Dahlia" murder victim Elizabeth Short leaving chapel at Grant D. Miller Mortuary.

"Black Dahlia" -- Elizabeth Short Burial -- Mountain View Cemetery (January 25, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141134.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Phoebe M. Short, Adrian West, and Virginia West shown crying in car and at funeral. Internment of casket of "Black Dahlia" murder victim Elizabeth Short. Reverend G. Raymond White and Clyde Drennan (mortuary manager) at funeral.

"Black Dahlia" -- Elizabeth Short Murder Case (February 22, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141134.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Murder suspect in "Black Dahlia" case and Los Angeles policemen at city prison. SFPD Inspector Van P. Denike, Phillip Smalley (suspect), LA Sergeant William Cummings, and LA Sergeant Lloyd Baughm.

Wool Growers Association convention
Ballet Russe ballerina Phyliss Nahl (Antonia Cobos)
Eyes for Heroes Foundation Inc. luncheon
Marine Lynx (ship) arrives (Chinese family presenting documents)
Real Estate Association meeting
Milk meeting
"Slot machine row" (gambling)

February 1947
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141137-141151]
Physical Description: 325 negatives (estimate)
San Quentin prison (prison break, strike and riot, X-ray device, etc.) [14137-14138, 33 negatives]
Prison Break (Escape) -- California State Prison at San Quentin (February 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141137.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Warden Clinton Duffy looking under old industrial building where officials shot tear gas. Views of old industrial building corridor, South cell block where prisoners where kept, and prisoner's (Charles Hardy Adams) empty cell.

Prison Break (Escape) -- California State Prison at San Quentin (February 03, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141137.02-03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mug shots of escaped prisoners from prison files: Joseph Denton Callan, Charles Hardy Adams, and Gilbert Holmes. [Copy negatives].

Prison Break (Escape) -- Prisoners Captured -- California State Prison at San Quentin (February 04, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141137.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Escaped prisoners captured: Gilbert Holmes, Charles Hardy Adams, and Joseph Denton Callan. Warden Clinton Duffy standing behind seated prisoners. Duffy holds the rope the prisoners used.

Prisoners Strike -- California State Prison at San Quentin (February 19, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141137.05-06]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Warden Clinton Duffy greeting and thanking San Rafael policemen for their aid. Sausalito, San Anselmo, and San Rafael police officers with tear gas guns. Prison guard tower in background. Includes Russell W. Hannis, Paul Zensius, F.H. Farley, Sausalito Chief of Police James F. Doyle, Patrolman Bernard Johnson, Sergeant Jesse O'Brien, Sergeant Frank French, ...

Prison Riot -- California State Prison at San Quentin (February 27, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141137.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
San Quentin guards assisted by San Rafael police and State Highway Patrol to quell riot. Men cross bridge to and from prison tower.

Devices for Searching People -- California State Prison at San Quentin (March 27, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141138.01-02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

New State Insurance Commissioner Wallace K. Downey with Maynard Garrison Actor John Wayne and wife [141139, 3 negatives]
New recreation and coordinating city committees (William Milo Coffman) [141140, 2 negatives]
February 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141137-141151]

- Episcopal Diocese of California convention (Bishop Lane Barton, Karl Block, and Edward Parsons)
- Little Children's Aid (Adrien J. Falk)
- Archbishop John J. Mitty
- Scotch reunion (Robotham family)
- Secretary of the Treasury John W. Snyder
- New Railroad Commissioner Kenneth Potter
- Lung operation patient at Children's Hospital (health)
- Rheumatic Fever caucus (health) [141144, 2 negatives]
- Dr. Mary Bennett Ritter (age 87)
- Tea conference with Joseph Bramsten and others
- New Police Commissioner Edward V. Mills
- Eagle Scout honor citations
- Savings and Loan League convention
- Ford (Motor Co.) parts exhibit (with J.D Zellerbach and Henry Ford II) [141146, 5 negatives]
- Actor Danny Kaye [141147, 2 negatives]
- Employee protest meeting at the California State Employment office
- Adventurer Leonard Clark with shrunken head from Amazon
- Actress Victoria Rodriguez (age 4)
- Randolph Churchill press conference
- Bankers' conference
- Orthodontists' convention
- Policeman shooting (Edmund G. Brown
- Bernard L. Shea) [141149, ca. 15 negatives]
- Bishop of Berlin Cardinal von Preysing [141150, ca. 20 negatives]
- People arrested in raid on gambling house
- Zionist lecturer Baron Hans de Meiss-Teuffen.

March 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188-189, [141152-141167]

- President Charles Seymour of Yale University
- Dentists' convention
- Narcotics case
- San Carlos Opera Company
- Matsonia (ship) passengers
- American Relief for Italy meeting
- Family of nine evicted
- General M.C. Meigs (ship)
- California Canners meeting (looking at canned peaches)
- State Chamber of Commerce meeting
- Opera singer Ina Souez
- "Blue Baby" Jimmy Hale (health) [141155, 2 negatives]
- Lawyers Club meeting
- Tanya Barber arrest (alias Gypsey Silver or Belle Silver)
- Dope seized (narcotics)
- Mayor invited to benefit dance for the blind (disabled persons)
- Oscar winner Harold Russell (prosthetics)
- Politician Carlos J. Solorzano of Nicaragua
- Frozen Food Packers National Association officers and convention
- Secretary of Labor Lewis B. Schwellenbach and communist demonstration against him in Berkeley (communism) [141161, 7 negatives]
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)
March 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188-189, [141152-141167]

Secretary of Labor Lewis B. Schwellenbach -- Berkeley (March 20, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141161.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of Labor and Mrs. Lewis B. Schwellenbach arriving at Berkeley. Schwellenbach shakes hands with Ernest Marsh.

Communist Demonstration Against Secretary of Labor L.B. Schwellenbach -- Berkeley (March 20, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141161.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protesters holding posters demonstrate in front of Bellevue Hotel (communism).

Western Metal Congress
Actors and exterior views of the Paramount Theatre on Market Street for Damon Runyon Cancer Fund Benefit (includes Desi Arnaz, William Demarest, Frank Sinatra, Jack Benny, Bob Hope, Jane Wyman, Van Johnson, and others) [141164, 29 negatives]
Actors and Actresses -- Damon Runyon Cancer Fund Benefit -- Paramount Theatre (March 26, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141164.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exterior views of Paramount Theatre showing crowds lining Market Street. Stars posing with others: Jerry Colonna, Mr. and Mrs. Van Johnson, Desi Arnaz, Virginia Wells, William Demarest, Alice Tyrell, Patty Thomas, and Olga San Juan.

Arrival of Jack Benny -- Damon Runyon Cancer Fund Benefit (March 26, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141164.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Chorus girl Marilyn Andrews greets actor Jack Benny on his arrival for Guild Show.

Actors and Actresses -- Damon Runyon Cancer Fund Benefit -- Paramount Theatre (March 27, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 188, [141164.03-06]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various actors and actresses signing autographs for fans, posing for photographers, singing duets, and acting in skits. Groups of adoring fans watch. Van Johnson, Frank Sinatra, Desi Arnaz, Russ Byrd, Jack Benney, Olga San Juan, Billy De Wolfe, Sam Ledner, Bob Hope, Jerry Colonna, Alice Tyrell, William Demarest, Virginia Wells, Patti Thomas, Billy DeWolf, Mary Livingston, Jane Wyman, and Artie Auerbach.

Atom conference in Berkeley (with Leo Szliard, Michael Kasha, Philip Morrison and Selig Hecht) [141165, 2 negatives]
Blind baby operation story (Elizabeth Mae Klein) (health) [141166, ca. 15 negatives]
New steel plant in Oakland (portrait of Edward L. Ryerson)
Hellenic National Independence Day observance
Ambassador to China Emilio Escobar of Argentina.

April 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 189, [141167-141176]
Physical Description: 163 negatives (estimate)
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)
April 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 189, [141167-141176]

Harris divorce case (various dates: April-July 1947) [141168, 11 negatives]
Dr. Joseph Schwartz (authority on Jewish refugees)
Sebastopol Apple Blossom festival [141168, ca. 15 negatives]
Matsonia (ship) arrives
Governor Sidney P. Osborn en route to UC Hospital
American College of Surgeons meeting
Former Chief Justice Paal Berg of Norway
Foreign Policy Association president Brooks Emery
Americans for Democratic Action press conference with Leon Henderson and
Melvyn Douglas
Health Council meeting (Sven Forssman, Bleeker Marquette, and Rodney Beard)
National Conference of Christian and Jews (Karl Block, Monroe Deutsch, and
Richard Farley)
Marriner S. Eccles of Federal Reserve Bank
Actress Peggy Cummins
Mayor Earl Riley or Portland (Oregon) with broken ribs
Dentists' convention
Oakland Flower Show [141176, 13 negatives]
James Davind Mooney of Willys Overland
"Secret meeting" of Edmund G. Brown and police officials.

May 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 189, [141177-141186]

Physical Description: 350 negatives (estimate)

Nick De John murder case (various dates: 1947-1950) (organized crime?) [141177,
ca. 190 negatives]
Singer Lucine Amara
General M.C. Meigs (ship) passengers
Irish Freedom League
NAM (National Association of Manufacturers) lunch (Earl Bunting, Alfred W. Eames
and Clarence B. Randall)
Mount Tamalpais play rehearsal for "Alice in Wonderland"Salvation Army Fund
Drive
Salvation Army Fund Drive
Firestone Tire and Rubber Company officials (with Leonard Firestone)
Republican Women's Club
Dr. Bailey Willis [141180, 10 negatives]
World Trade Conference (Stephen D. Bechtel, Murray R. Benedict, Leland Cutler,
and others) [141180, 3 negatives]
French relief clothing collection
California Society of X-ray Technicians (X-radiography tubes)
Ballet Espanol
San Francisco Week (Lois Andrews, Betty Alascander, Esther Williams, Marvin
Lewis, Jef Donnell...)
Odd Fellows convention
Propellor Club of US
National Association of Bank Auditors conference
President of Metropolitan Life Insurance Company Leroy Lincoln
"Old cane drive" San Francisco Center for the Blind (disabled persons)
Actor Harold Russell arrives on Lark (ship)
House Committee on Un-American Activities (HUAC) member Congressman J.
Parnell Thomas
Marine Industry exhibit (Admiral William Ward)
Shriners gathering at Islam Temple
Grand Jury meeting
"King of the Hobos" Sam H. Cole
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)

May 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 189, [141177-141186]

Salesian Fathers anniversary celebration (Mayor Roger D. Lapham and Father E.A. Tozzi)
Shrine circus (elephants, clowns and children)
Public Relations Club (S. Vance Cagley and Dr. J.C. Geiger)
"Hubba Hubba girl" invents new brassiere that opens in front (stripper? model?)
Matsonia (ship) arrives
Public Health convention (Florence Rena Sabin and others)
Narcotics raid
Button show.

June 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 189-190, [141187-141198]

Physical Description: 313 negatives (estimate)

Oakland police officers convicted of rape
Marine Lynx (ship) passengers
Rotary Club convention [141189-141192, ca. 100 negatives]
Actress Dorothy Ford
New Catholic priests ordained
Pencils for kids in Europe
New "girl" attorneys (Jane Morgan, Mildred Gwin Corrick and Ruth Cesna Smith)
Borelli murder trial (various dates: May-December 1947) [141193, ca. 25 negatives]
National Tuberculosis Association convention (H. McLeod Riggins, Henry Stuart Willis, and Herman Hillboe) (health) [141193, 3 negatives]
Mission Merchants banquet
County Supervisors convention
William McDowell Hammon of UC Hooper Foundation (encephalitis traced to mosquito) (health) [141194, 3 negatives]
Salinas Rodeo
48th annual National Association of Retail Grocers convention (with Cecil B. Demille) [141194-141196]
San Francisco Golden Gate Tip Toppers Club
Matsonia (ship) passengers
Miss California Jean Emery
Library convention
Baby classes taught by Red Cross.

July 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 190, [141199-141214]

Physical Description: 400 negatives (estimate)

Actors Guy Madison and Jane Greer
Relief for Italy event at Bank of America
Missing baby Greta Mary Gale [141199, 21 negatives]
Largest diamond from Africa
Jewish refugees at Pier Forty-four (Margot Gimpel Mr. and Mrs. H.W. Michaelis)
Library convention
Newspaper advertisement convention
NAEA (Newspaper Advertising Executives Association) convention (with Louis B. Mayer)
Birthday of actor Glenn Langan
President of United States Steel Corporation Benjamin F. Fairless
"Black Glove" rapist (Frank Avilez) case [141202, ca. 35 negatives]
"Boy killed by junkman" Roland Averill murder case (various dates: 1947-1948) [141203, ca. 15 negatives]
East Bay aerial views (Oakland, Alameda, and Hayward cityscapes) [141203, 5 negatives]
East Bay Aerial Views (July 14, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 190, [141203.13]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views (cityscapes) of Oakland (southeast Oakland and downtown and Lake Merritt area), Hayward, and Alameda.

Ambassador to China General Francisco J. Aguilar of Mexico
Governor Ingram M. Stainback of Hawaii
National clerks' convention
Copy negatives of San Salvador views (coffee, cocoa and rope manufacture)
New York Times publisher Arthur Hays Sulzberger
Consul General Giovanni Bosio and family aboard the Conte Biancamano (ship)
Governor Harold E. Stassen arrives
Feature "A day on Lake Tahoe" (landscape and leisure acitivity views from Lake Tahoe and Washoe areas, including Alan Cranston playing golf) [141210, ca. 25 negatives]
Lions Club convention [141212, ca. 100 negatives]
Polish orphan refugees arrive from Siberia on Marine Adder (ship)
Play and filming of movie "I Remember Mama" (with Edgar Bergen, Irene Dunn and others) (various dates: July-August 1947)
Indonesian pickets in front of Dutch consulate.

August 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 190, [141215-141221]

Physical Description: 125 negatives (estimate)

El Retiro (Jesuit laymen retreat in Los Altos, general scenes) [141215, 15 negatives]
Secretary of Agriculture Clinton Presba Anderson
TWA (Trans World Airlines?) press conference
Actors arrive for hospital show (Jack Carson, Dave Willock, Tom Wells, and Janis Paige)
Prince Abdolezza Pahlavi of Iran
Catholic bishops (Thomas A. Connelly, Hugh Donohoe, and Archbishop John J. Mitty)
New Library Commissioner George D. Hart
American President Lines new president George Killian
Funeral of Archbishop Edward J. Hanna at St. Mary's Cathedral and services on the President Monroe (ship) [141219, ca. 35 negatives]
Actors George Raft and Marilyn Maxwell
Actor Frank Morgan
Milk price hearing with mothers and babies
Fans surrounding actors Rory Calhoun and Rhonda Fleming
General Meigs (ship) arrives
Actress Virginia Patton with minority children after being named "Miss Equality" for her performance in film "The Burning Cross" (race)
NSGW (Native Sons of the Golden West) gathering
National Convention of Sons of Italy in America
General Electric president Charles E. Wilson
Archbishop Athenagoras of Greece
Poli victim on flight home after being cured at Children's Hospital of San Francisco (health, disabled persons).

September 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141222-141231]

Physical Description: 150 negatives (estimate)
Red Mass at St. Mary’s with Monsignor Fulton J. Sheen
Phoenix Marine (ship) sails with Australian immigrants
Youth Congress
Serra Club lunch with Archbishop John J. Mitty and Monsignor Fulton J. Sheen
Jews protesting at British Consulate over Palestine [141223, 4 negatives]

Jews Protesting Over Palestine -- British Consulate (September 05, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141223.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picket line (people holding placards demanding that Britain open Palestine for settlement) in front of consulate. Committee of Jews in Consul's office. Acting Consul General A.J. de la Mare and Herman Ouittman (spokesman for Jewish group).

Spike Jones show for veterans
"Bubble gum king of America" Andrew J. Paris
Wedding on roller skates
State Government Regional conference (with Goodwin Knight and Rendell Mabey)
Senators Robert A. Taft and William F. Knowland (including labor leaders and pickets) [141225, 20 negatives]

Arrival of Senator Robert Taft and Senator William Knowland -- Berkeley (September 11, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141225.02-03]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator and Mrs. Robert A. Taft and Senator William F. Knowland arrive at the Berkeley Southern Pacific Railroad Station.

Senators, Labor Leaders, and Pickets -- Commonwealth Club Luncheon (September 19, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141225.04-05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gregory Harrison (Waterfront Employers) and Harry Lundberg (Sailors Union of the Pacific with Senator Robert A. Taft. Picketers demonstrating against Taft outside hotel, with signs protesting his labor policies and "Republican high prices". Taft speaks at luncheon at Palace Hotel.

Congressional committee on Federal real estate holdings in San Francisco (with Representatives Jack Z. Anderson and Ross Risley)
Local politicians file for election (Don Fazackerley, Dan Murphy, Rex Glissman, Franck R. Havenner and others) (various dates: September-November 1947) [141226-141229]

Catholic missionaries arrive from Manchuria aboard the Marine Adder (ship)
New Chief of Police Michael Riordan
Congressional committee investigating cooperatives (with various representatives and William Tyler of the Amer-Hawaiian Sugar Co.)
Vatican Choir visits
Ann Cooper Hewitt/Frank Nicholson case (various dates: 1945?-1948) [141231, ca. 25 negatives].

October 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141231-141240]

Physical Description: 138 negatives (estimate)

Ann Cooper Hewitt/Frank "Rodeo Roy" Nicholson case (various dates: 1947-1948) [141231, 25 negatives]
National Conference of Christians and Jews
Cancer expert Dr. Charles Cameron
Cardinal Norman Gilroy and Archbishop John J. Mitty
Actress Joan Crawford arrives from Honolulu on Matsonia (ship)
Lecture on sex problems by Dr. Gregory Zilboorg
Speaker of the House Joseph W. Martin
Crowds at butcher counter during meat price war in San Mateo County
Rosary procession at St. Dominic’s church
Meatless Tuesday
Ceremony of consecration in St. Mary’s Cathedral (Bishops Thomas A. Connolly, Hugh A. Donohoe, James J. Sweeney, and others)
Aloha Week with Mayor Roger D. Lapham and Princess Kaleionamoku of Hawaii
American Legion National Commander James F. O’Neil
Patterson Sanitarium in Hayward

Housewives protest food prices [141236, 3 negatives]
Food Prices -- Housewives Protest -- Western Women’s Club (October 13, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141236.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Four women speaking in front of a large group of housewives. Marian Alzaton, Maude Anderson, Thelma Steele, Judith Berkowitz, Helga Weigert, Catherine Corbett, and Mrs. Edward Corbett.

Actor Robert Montgomery
Jewish National Fund Council (Helen Waren and others)
Prince Abdul Kadar Kahn of Peshawar (India)
Congressional subcommittee hearing on food prices [141237, 8 negatives]
Food Prices -- Congressional Subcommittee Hearing -- City Hall (October 16, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141237.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Food Prices -- Congressional Subcommittee Hearing -- City Hall (October 17, 1947)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141237.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Investigation of raising food prices. Housewives in audience (in attendance at meeting) and other speakers: Margaret Hurt, Jean Beaulien, Juliette Beaulien (child), Charles Beaulien (child), Kathleen Davison, Verna Pedrin, and Claudia Hyer.

David Astor
California State Nurses Association (nurse shortage relief)
National Committee for Education on Alcoholism (Mrs. Marty Mann)
Pacific Coast Management Conference on employer-employee relations (labor)
Historian Edmund Osmanczyk of Poland
San Francisco Employers’ Council (Almon E. Roth)
Builders’ conference
Author Violet McNeal
Doctors’ convention (heart specialists) (health).

November 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141240-141247]
Physical Description: 150 negatives (estimate)
Senator Jack B. Tenney's hearings on communism (state Fact-Finding Committee on Un-American Activities?) in Oakland [141240-141241, 11 negatives]

Communism -- Senator Jack Tenney's Hearings -- Oakland (November 04, 1947 - November 05, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141240.04-05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
(State Fact-Finding Committee on Un-American Activities?) Audience in courtroom. Carroll Barnes is a witness in Senator Jack B. Tenney's hearing. Attorney Bertram Edises and later Vern Smith being removed from front of courtroom by Officer Clifford Ralph. Also includes Eugene Toopeekoff and Reporter Leona Schneider. Picket lines demonstrate against Tenney Hearings outside courthouse.

State Fact-Finding Committee on Un-American Activities -- Oakland (November 05, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141241.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
[Senator Jack Tenney's hearings on communism?] Witness Sidney Roger.

Faith healer Avak
"Fo-To Flash Jamboree" (actors Ginger Rogers, Jimmy Durante, and others)
Commonwealth Club of California luncheon with Cecil B. Demille
Solar eclipse
National Association of Real Estate Boards convention [141242, 11 negatives]
San Francisco Medical Society members
Duke and Duchess of Montoro (Spain)
Admiral Ross T. McIntyre
Postal Investigation Committee
National Safety Council meeting (Michael Riordan and others)
Western College Association meeting
Composer Rupert Hughes
General Motors "Train of Tomorrow"
Woman involved in white slave case (prostitution)
Attorney Emma Lum ("First Chinese girl to pass Bar")
Panhellenic Society officers
Polio victim Nancy Lou Hamilton on train trip (disabled persons) (various dates: 1947-1948) [141247, 17 negatives]
Consul Patrick Hughes of Ireland
Director of US Mint Nelly Taylor Ross
Women lovers marry (gays and lesbians) [141247, 6 negatives]
Women Lovers Marry -- Santa Rosa (November 26, 1947) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141247.08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thelma Jane Walter ("wife") and Marietta Cook ("husband") get married [gays and lesbians]. [Two women, one in dress, one in sports coat, wait in unidentified office].

Reverend Monsignor Edward E. Swanstrom
Children's Ballet Theater.

December 1947 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141248-141259]

Physical Description: 188 negatives (estimate)

Movie star Virginia Mayo presents swim suit to Miss San Francisco Virginia Phillips
View of butter prices at grocery store ($1.05 per pound)
New women lawyers admitted to Bar (including Emma Lum)
Dr. Monroe E. Deutsch speaking at luncheon at Hotel St. Francis
Dolphin Club reunion luncheon at Di Maggios
Actor Maurice Chevalier in San Francisco
Salvation Army Christmas campaign (San Francisco bankers)
Northern California Beer Distributers Association convention
National Council of Catholic Women conference
"Blue Baby" Adams (health)
New car “Playboy” (Playboy Motor Company, Buffalo, New York)
Colonel Robert Rutherford McCormick of Chicago Tribune
Marie McDonald and Miss Venus contestants
Ethel Peterson (girl with artificial legs -- prosthetics)
Actress Ina Claire and husband Bill Wallace
Ross Valley Players
New Consul Ernest William Meiklered of Great Britain
Zionist meeting (Morris Rothenberg and Albert Samuels)
Nobel Prize winner Arthur Holly Compton
Governor Herbert B. Maw of Utah
Oliver J. Todd and wife arrive from China
YWCA "Food to Europe" Drive
Carquinez Straits electric power cable installation [141258, 9 negatives]

Electric Power Cable Installation -- Carquinez Straits (December 20, 1947)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 191, [141258.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Transmission line installing second 220,000 volt line across Carquinez Straits.

Sister Elizabeth Kenny arrives (health)
Ambassador to India Dr. Henry F. Grady
Ambassador Asaf Ali of India.

January 1948 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141260-141272]

Physical Description: 263 negatives (estimate)

Democratic National Chairman Senator J. Howard McGrath
Nobel Prize winner Dr. Bernardo Houssay
Atwater Kent singing auditions
Milk Fund Drive
Jewish Fund (with Palestine expert James G. McDonald)
Plague experiments with fleas and guinea pigs by Public Health Service
Botanist Alice Eastwood
Sugar beet convention
Opera singer Lawrence Tibbett
Ocean wave power machine at Seal Rocks [141262, 4 negatives]

Ocean Wave Power Machine -- Ocean Beach (January 13, 1948)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141262.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Coast Guard boats placing anchored float off-shore from Cliff House [near Seal Rocks]. View of platform where weight is suspended. Inventor Lewis Rosce standing on platform in foreground.

Milk for Europe Drive
1948 Grand Jury members
California gold rush centennial celebrations [141263, ca. 65 negatives]
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)
January 1948 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141260-141272]

Marriage course at YMCA
Chris J. Christensen suicide (or disappearance) case (various dates: 1948-1949) [141264, ca. 35 negatives]
Refugees from Germany en route to Australia
Santa Fe Railroad president Fred G. Gurley
Opera singer Jennie Tourel
Singer Miklos Gafni and pianist Sylvia Zaremba
United Fresh Fruits and Vegetables Association convention
State housing redevelopment meeting
Actress Jacqueline Horner case (with sister Adele Horner) [141268, ca. 25 negatives]
Congressman Chester E. Morrow
World Union for Progressive Judaism (Rabbi Leo Baeck)
Views of proposed Bayshore Highway area (neighborhood) (cityscapes) [141270, 5 negatives]

Highways -- Proposed Bayshore Highway Area (January 26, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141270.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of neighborhood (cityscapes) where proposed Bayshore Highway will pass through. Taken at Army Street and Portrero Avenue.

Ballet dancer Tamara Toumanova
Dr. Mildred McAfee Horton of Wellesley College and director of WAVES.

February 1948 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141272-141284]

Physical Description: 163 negatives (estimate)

Joseph M. Dodge of the American Bankers Association
Opera star Jossi Bjoerling
Furniture Mart show (models and appliances)
Catholic Bishop's Fund (Archbishop John J. Mitty, Vincent Brosman, and Edward O'Connor)
Rheumatic Fever speech by Dr. Saul J. Robinson (health)
Opening night at San Francisco Ballet
Milk prices hearing
Ballet dancer Igor Youskevitch
National President Greek War Relief William Helis
Actress Kathryn Grayson and singer Johnny Johnston [141275-141276]
Francisca Carrillo Vallejo (granddaughter of General M.G. Vallejo)
Mayor Israel Rokach of Tel Aviv (Israel)
San Francisco Tuberculosis Association Heart Division meeting (Salvatore P. Lucia and Arthur Selzer)
Baritone singer Stanley Noonan
Fan of Frank Sinatra pickets singer Johnny Johnston in front of theater
English journalist Honor Tracy
Member of National Defense Commission Department of California American Legion William J. Armstrong
Senator Bourke B. Hickenlooper and Arthur W. Carlson
US Secret Service Chief James J. Maloney
Actor Eddie Cantor [141279, 6 negatives]
"Black Bart" movie promotions (with Yvonne De Carlo, Dan Duryea, and Jeffrey Lynn and a stagecoach on Market Street)
Freedom Garden Council (Mayor Elmer E. Robinson)
Oakland family of nine live in one room (housing)
Western Pine Association
Western Transportation conference
Hebrew Sheltering and Immigrant Aid Society of America conference
Judges filing for reelection
National Conference of Christians and Jews
Press conference with Nobel Prize winner Dr. John Howard Northrop
Communism hearing [141282, 3 negatives]
  Communism Hearing -- San Francisco(February 25, 1948)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141282.05]
    Physical Description: 3 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Courtroom scenes. Inspector Lloyd E. Gowan presiding. Nat Yanish and attorney
    Richard Gladstein seated at a table.

Armenian Relief benefit
Former Secretary of War Robert Porter Patterson
Jewish Agency for Palestine
Canners' League convention (labor?).

March 1948 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192-193, [141285-141302]
  Physical Description: 325 negatives (estimate)

Yanish deportation hearing witness Merriel R. Bacon (communism) [141285, 1
  negative]
New Federal Grand Jury members
CARE (Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere) Drive
American National Committee to Aid Homeless Armenians
College of Physicians and Surgeons Dental School convention [141286 and
  141291]
Descendants of John Augustus Sutter
Portrait of James Rolph unveiled at City Hall
Douglas MacArthur for President campaign (MacArthur not shown) [141287, ca. 15
  negatives)
Union Pacific Railroad president G.F. Ashby
"Blue Baby" Ernest McLaughlin (health)
Freedom Train celebrations (patriotic assemblies at local schools, book drives,
  Robert Gordon Sproul speaking, Mayor Elmer Robinson, Angelo Rossi, and
  Archbishop John J. Mitty, etc.) [141289, 67 negatives]
  Freedom Train Committee -- City Hall(February 26, 1948)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.01]
    Physical Description: 1 negative
    Scope and Content Note
    Supervisor John J. Sullivan, former Mayor Angelo J. Rossi, Val King, and Joseph
    O'Donahue meet to discuss Freedom Train.

Rededication Week -- Freedom Train -- City Hall(March 05, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.02]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Manager James T. O'Dowd, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and Doctor Herbert C. Clish
  hold proclamation for a "rededication to American ideals."

Freedom Train -- Locomotives -- Round House(March 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Workers paint locomotives that will pull the "Freedom Train."
"Americanism" Rededication Week -- Freedom Train -- Raphael Weill School Children (March 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Odetta Marks reads to Cleo Ma and Marie Carr. Neil Dennis, Leore Cravings, Louis Ma, and Deanna Mondala paint picture of "freedom train." Taken at Buchanan and O'Farrell Streets.

Freedom Train Celebration -- Marina Junior High School (March 09, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.05]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marine Corps bugler plays while armed service color guard stands at attention in auditorium. General Chairman Marjorie Cleveland speaks. Drum majorette Maureen Carol Ziebell performs with baton before Veterans of Foreign Wars drum and bugle corps of McQuade Post #1205. Doctor Herbert C. Clish speaks to audience. Army band performs before audience.

Freedom Train Committee -- City Hall (March 10, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.06]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Preview for Children -- Movie "Freedom Train" -- Coliseum Theatre (March 10, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.07-08]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children watch preview of the movie "Freedom Train" inside theater. I.M. Levin helps children Gran Schar and Forrest Spencer with large box of books. ROTC members Hyman Berston, Alan Doctor, and Gene Mortineau pack books donated by children for admission to preview. James Clymo and Bill Jo Britten read book donated by child. Assistant Manager Norm Gillis also shown.

Preview for Children -- Movie "Freedom Train" (March 10, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.09]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Melvin Rubin watches Frederico Costa donate a book for admission to preview. Bonnie Godke and Loretta Godke sit in large pile of donated books. Large crowd of children exits theater after preview. Roberta Ginniff looks at her book one last time before donating it [photographs taken at three different San Francisco theaters].
School Exhibits -- Freedom Train (March 11, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students Ann Graber, Bob Perry, Lenore Scott, and John Schmaelzle perform play at Sloat Elementary School. George McIntosh and Judith Beckman look at Freedom Train exhibit. A kindergarten class at Sutro Elementary School poses with a "freedom train" made from cardboard boxes.

Preview for Children -- Movie "Freedom Train" -- Noe Theatre (March 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kids stand in line outside theater while waiting for admission to movie preview (neighborhood). Kitty Karr and Joe Young take books donated by children for admission.

Rededication Week -- Freedom Train -- San Francisco Bar Association (March 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Newbarth and Judge Milton Shapiro meet with Doctor Robert Gordon Sproul [to speak at meeting in connection with "Americanism" and the Freedom Train.

Bill of Rights -- Freedom Train -- City Hall (March 12, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.13]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
John McNab and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson pose with copy of the Bill of Rights.

Freedom Train in San Francisco -- Marina Green (March 14, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.14]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Freedom Train in San Francisco -- Marina Green (March 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.15]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd waits to gain entrance to the Freedom Train [with view of houses in background (neighborhood)]. Uniformed boys Ivan Lbister [sic] and Larry Dorshkind examine American flag from Iwo Jima on board the train [flag was borrowed from the San Rafael Military Academy].
Archbishop John J. Mitty -- Freedom Train -- Marina Green (March 15, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.16]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Archbishop John Mitty stands with Eamon de Valera next to seal of the United States on board the Freedom Train. Guard Captain Joseph O'Donohue of the US Marines, Archbishop John Mitty, Eamon de Valera and others examine the US Constitution and other documents.

School Children -- Freedom Train in San Francisco -- Marina Green (March 16, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.17]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Freedom Train Departs (March 17, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141289.19]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Engineer Harvey Scott waves farewell from the locomotive of the Freedom Train; shown shaking hands with Superintendent James Jordan of the [Coast?] Division.

Descendant of Confucius Kung Teh-Chen (Kung Te Cheng)
Playwright and Congresswoman Clare Boothe Luce
Musicologist Carleton Sprague Smith
California assemblymen and congressman file for reelection [141290 - 141291, 4 negatives]

Filing for Re-Election -- State Assemblymen -- City Hall (March 05, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141290.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
State Assemblymen Arthur H. Connolly Jr., Raymond W. Blosser, Thomas A. Maloney, William C. Berry, and Edward M. Gaffney sign documents for election eligibility while registrar Thomas A. Tooney looks on.

Filing for Re-Election -- City Hall (March 06, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 192, [141291.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressman Franck Havenner files for re-election to Congress while Deputy Registrar John W. O'Brien looks on.

National Institute of Cleaning and Dyeing convention
Robert Emmet memorial statue ceremony (United Irish Societies of San Francisco)
Printer Raymond Duncan
Power shortage hearings and committees [throughout month]
Eye transplant at Stanford Hospital (health)
Eamonn DeValera and George R. Reilly [141293, 17 negatives]
Veterans of Foreign Wars National Commander Ray Brannaman
March 1948

**General George C. Marshall and Robert Gordon Sproul at UC Berkeley and elsewhere** [141294, ca. 20 negatives]

National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) press conference with chairman Earl Bunting

Actress Jean Simmons

Social hygiene lecture (public health and sexually transmitted diseases)

Siren being removed from top of Tower Building (civil defense?)

Father Peter C. Yorke memorial services at Holy Cross Cemetery

United Nations (Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization members)

Helen Keller press conference

San Francisco-Oakland Newspaper Frolic (Danny Thomas, June Foray, Buddy Clark, and Abe Burrows)

Cooking utensils [141298 and 141301]

"Blue Baby" George Brann (health)

Senator Glen Hearst Taylor press conference

Hardware hats (fashion)

Musician Frederick Jacobi

National Safety Council meeting.

April 1948

**Catholic conference and Pontifical Mass**

"Red Bud" festival related to Indians

105 year old woman Emily Richards

Senator Glen Hearst Taylor speaks at UC Berkeley

Kermit Roosevelt press conference

"Blue Baby" George Brann (x-rays) (health)

Actress Jeanette MacDonald

Salvation Army events (drives, salvage, etc.) [141305-141306]

Numerous home shows (furniture, appliances, utensiles, etc.)

National Fisheries Institute convention

Economic Security Conference for Nurses

Sebastopol apple blossoms

Jackson Day speaker Senator J. Howard McGrath of Rhode Island and Edmund G. Brown

Interiors of Universal Manufacturing Company in Berkeley

Western Association of Industrial Physicians and Surgeons (William P. Shepard, Fred A. Brian, and others)

Veterans of Foreign Wars Ladies Auxiliary

Citizens Advisory Council (Richard Combs, Jack B. Tenney, Hugh M. Burns, and others)

Author Arthur Koestler

PTA (Executive Board meeting and books for orphan homes) [141307 and 141311]

California Medical Association convention (new examination table with live model wearing bathing suit and high heels) [141307, 9 negatives]

Dr. Hans H. Hecht on heart disease (health)

Senator Harry P. Cain

California Heart Association meeting

Pan-American Day (Consul Edmundo Gonzales of Mexico, Consul Roberto Scaricabarozzi of Argentina, and Dr. J.C. Geiger)

Security Loan Drive ceremony at Hunters Point Naval Shipyard

California Supreme Court justices [141309, 4 negatives]
Meeting of California Supreme Court Justices -- Palace Hotel(April 15, 1948)

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

AMVETS (American Veterans of World War II and Korea) Preparedness Proclamation

Director Clark Eichelberger of the American Association for the United Nations American Academy of Applied Nutrition meeting

American College of Physicians convention (health) [141310, 17 negatives]

Alcatraz Prison Warden James A. Johnston retires (includes views of Alcatraz) (various dates: April-May 1948)

False "blue baby" Peter Tiemann (health)

National Labor Relations Board (Paul M. Herzog)

National Conference of Christians and Jews (speaker Ronald Bridges and Judge Robert McWilliams)

Insurance conference (Mayor Elmer E. Robinson)

Francis Cardinal Spellman [141312, 7 negatives]

Household utensils [141312, ca. 25 negatives]

Eamonn De Valera

Dental Association convention

California Spring Garden show [141313, ca. 20 negatives]

"Jewish appeal" (George Murphy and Mrs. Langdon Post)

Lurline (ship) passengers

National Music Week

New Alcatraz Prison warden Edwin B. Swope

"Ruthless" stars Diana Lynn and Lucille Bremer.

May 1948

Physical Description: 263 negatives (estimate)

Marine Art and Garden Center [141314, 10 negatives]

Archbishop Francis McIntyre

Hadassah (hospital supplies for Palestine)

Officials at new Dodge Motor Company plant opening

Crusade for Children Fund Drive (Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, George Christopher, Harold E. Snyder, Randolph Apperson Hearst, and others) [141316 and 141320]

104 year old Frances Acosta

Carbonator Supply Company (new semi-automatic soft drink vending machine)

Mrs. Ernest Wadel of Jewish Welfare Drive

"The Noose Hangs High" actors Bud Abbott and Lou Costello [141317, 2 negatives]

Ice Follies [141318, ca. 20 negatives]

Western States conference (Paul Scharrenberg, A.J. Mooney, and others)

US Army takes over railroad (Southern Pacific)

PG&E construction progress views of new Hunters Point power station [141318, 3 negatives]

NAM (National Association of Manufacturers) meeting

Actors Jack Parr and George O’Brien and John Agar

UNESCO luncheon and delegates (actress Myrna Loy, Albert H. Rosenthal, Thomas Rowe, and Joe E. Brown) [141320 and 141321, 8 negatives]

Mothers Milk Bank [141320 and 141325]

Third party presidential candidate Henry A. Wallace at various Independent Progressive Party events [141321, 19 negatives]
Independent Progressive Party Events -- Arrival of Henry A. Wallace (May 17, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 193, [141321.02]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Henry A. Wallace disembarks plane and is greeted by Elinor Kahn (State Director of Independent Progressive Party).

Independent Progressive Party Events -- Henry A. Wallace -- Fairmont Hotel (May 17, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 193, [141321.03]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  

Independent Progressive Party Events -- Henry A. Wallace -- Oakland (May 17, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 193, [141321.04]  
Physical Description: 8 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Henry A. Wallace speaking at the podium in the Oakland Auditorium. Views of the stage, large audience, and crowds inside.

Independent Progressive Party Events -- Henry A. Wallace -- UC Berkeley (May 18, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 193, [141321.05]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Henry A. Wallace speaking on campus. View of massive crowd gathered under trees. Automobiles lined up in the distance.

Independent Progressive Party Events -- Henry A. Wallace (May 18, 1948)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 193, [141321.06]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Henry A. Wallace speaking at a podium at Cow Palace. Includes Harry Bridges and Frieda Salzman. View of crowd.

Chinese newspaper publishers in San Francisco (Chen Tsang-Po and Ma Hsin-Yeh)  
Cancer laboratory at Laguna Honda Relief Home (Michael B. Shimkin, Elliott Rapaport, and Robert Jenkins)  
World Trade conference (William H. Draper and William L. Montgomery)  
Actor William Bendix arrives for premiere of "Time of your Life"  
Episcopalian Bishop Edward Lambe Parsons  
San Francisco Civic Ballet benefit (Herb Caen)  
Ambassador to Philippines Emmett O'Neal aboard President Cleveland (ship)  
Model of Santa Maria de Ovila monastery (gift to deYoung Museum by William Randolph Hearst)  
San Francisco-Philippines Trade conference  
Philadelphia Orchestra  
Shrine circus (clowns, elephants, dogs, etc.) [141325, 11 negatives]  
Actor Edward Everett Horton invited to Republican convention  
Kiowa Tribe Indian headdress given to Mayor Elmer E. Robinson  
Physicist Hugh L. Dryden interview  
"Blue Baby" cases (Shirley Brown and Patricia Sterling) (health) [141326-141327]  
Hibernians convention  
New bishop James T. O'Dowd  
First television in San Francisco [141327, 8 negatives]
First Television in San Francisco -- Hotel St. Francis (May 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 193, [141327.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

British Royal College of Surgeons visit
British Royal College of Surgeons visit
Sonoma Trail Blazer trek [141328, ca. 20 negatives]
Charles Garry arrested for using public address system without a permit at a political rally
Actor Dennis Morgan
Cotton Queen Matilda Nail.

June 1948

Survivors of flood in Vanport (Oregon)
Governor Earl Warren (Oakland election)
Catholic drive for refugees
Opening night of "Annie get your Gun"
Superior Court Judge Twain Michelsen elected
General M.C. Meigs (ship) passengers
Bay Area Industrial Exposition (various dates: June-July 1948) [141330 and 141338, 18 negatives]

Bay Area Industrial Exposition -- Opening Ceremony (June 02, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141330.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Oakland Mayor Joseph Smith cuts chain with a torch to open exposition as other Bay Area officials watch. Thomas Brooks stands to the right of the mayor.

Bay Area Industrial Exhibition -- Exhibit (June 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141338.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
American Trust Company exhibit assembled by Sanford Display Company. William Sanford and Marjorie Blomquist look at exhibit.

Bay Area Industrial Exhibition -- Various Exhibits (July 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141338.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Stagecoach that Buffalo Bill used in his show on display. Upholstering exhibit displays saddle that has the history of San Francisco etched into it. Muriel Townsend sits in cockpit of small aircraft[?] and drives a mechanical lift. M.C. Wood explains Electronic Crystal growth to Tim Courtney and Muriel Townsend. Includes Sergeant J.E. Raynor.
Bay Area Industrial Exposition -- Parade -- San Francisco (July 02, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141338.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Industrial parade on Montgomery Street and Market Street. Various trucks with trailers and other vehicles travel down street.

Bay Area Industrial Exposition -- Television Demonstration (July 02, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141338.07]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large crowd stands in front of KGO-TV television demonstration. Joan Lynch applies special television makeup to her face. Two unidentified young women look at the television screen.

Economic Recovery Administrator for China Roger D. Lapham
Public hearing on milk prices
Harold Stassen for President
Actor Rudy Vallee
Author James A. Farley
Salinas Rodeo
Ice Follies [141332-141333]
Dr. J.C. Geiger receives medals from France and Nicaragua [141333 and 141340]
Princess Malia Sunar from Java
Kaiser-Frazer Corporation stock hearing
Opening ceremonies of Foreign Trade Zone Three
National Retail Dry Goods Association convention
Baby show
Serra Club lunch for newly ordained priests
California Centennial Seal [141335, 2 negatives]
Mayor Chulamalo Allana of Karachi (Pakistan)
Teeth of prehistoric man found by the UC African expedition
Republican convention delegates
Consul General Alberto Aleman of Panama visits Dr. J.C. Geiger
American Red Cross convention [141336-141337, ca. 17 negatives]
Oregon flood victims (Volunteers of America clothing drive and Antlers Junior Elks benefit dance)
Synthetic emeralds
Dr. Howard R. Bierman and cancer research (health) [141337, 5 negatives]
Cancer Research -- Laguna Honda Relief Home Cancer Clinic (June 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141337.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Union Pacific Railroad Company Chairman E. Roland Harriman
James Warren
US Ambassador to India Henry F. Grady
Shriners on President Wilson (ship) for pilgrimage to Orient
American Newspaper Guild convention
Actress Betty Hutton
Wake for Bishop Ryotai Matsukage
Catholic dignitaries (Bishops T.A. Connolly, James T. O'Dowd, Hugh A. Donohoe, and Archbishop John J. Mitty)
California Mayors luncheon
Architect Clarence W. Mayhew.

**July 1948** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141341-141348]

Physical Description: 125 negatives (estimate)

New cancer research lab at Laguna Honda Relief Home (Dr. J.C. Geiger) (health)
Governor Earl Warren arrives at San Francisco airport [141341, 15 negatives]
**Arrival of Governor Earl Warren -- San Francisco Airport** (July 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141341.03-04]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Earl Warren disembarks plane, speaks with crowd of reporters and photographers, walks with other unidentified men, enters and sits in car.

Man claims he is outlaw Jesse James
Democratic delegates (Edmund G. Brown, daughter Kathleen Brown, and others) [141342, 3 negatives]
**Democrats -- Democratic Party Delegates Leave for Convention** (July 06, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141342.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Actor Pat O'Brien
Senator Alexander Wylie
California Theaters Association drama awards
New Post Office stamp machine
Officials from Tibet
Leprosy victim from Philippines taken on General John Pope (ship) (Josefina V. Guerrero and Dr. J.C. Geiger)
New Federal Grand Jury
Gideons convention
Women's Benefit Association Festival of Flowers
Architect Bernard Ralph Maybeck and wife [141345, 4 negatives]
**Architect -- Bernard R. Maybeck -- Berkeley** (July 19, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141345.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. Bernard Ralph Maybeck (86 years old) sits in a chair and pets his dog Hector. Maybeck paints using his cane to steady his hand; his wife watches. Mr. and Mrs. Maybeck sit on a lounge chair; he points to his painting.

"It's a Living" radio program
Cancer and polio scientist Dr. Wendell M. Stanley
Man sells Jordan River water for baptisms
Toastmasters International convention
Mission San Rafael Arcangel (copy negatives of a drawing)
Doctor Yvonne Thery from Brazil to study American Red Cross blood donor system
James Roosevelt speaking at Commonwealth Club.
August 1948
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141348-141355]

Physical Description: 150 negatives (estimate)

Furniture shows
Attorney Lee Pressman in spy story (communism & labor)
Milk protest
Red Cross delegates from Japan
Meat price war (141349 and 141349)
President Wilson (ship) passengers
American Pharmaceutical Association convention
Actors Margorie Main and Joe E. Brown
Mission Street Merchants Association (with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson)
Actor Groucho Marx (141351, 2 negatives)
Socialist candidate Norman Thomas runs for President of US
Governor Earl Warren leaves for east (141351, 4 negatives)

Governor Earl Warren Leaves for the East
-- San Francisco Airport (August 14, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141351.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Governor Earl Warren stands and waves before he enters the plane. Governor Warren and William Reichel (Chairman of Northern California Campaign for Women) pose together before they enter the plane.

President Polk (ship) passengers
American Veterinary Medical Association awards
Republican officers (Theodore E. Talbott, and others)
Pacific Coast Regional Group convention
Actress Lois Butler
Society of Automotive Engineers meeting
Movie producer Walter Wanger
"Typical" New Zealand girl Mary Wootton
Army Navy Science awards
American Veterans honor William Hearst (Randolph Apperson Hearst present)
New Rabbi Alvin Fine
Old San Rafael Fiesta Day
American Legion Hospital Fund
Consul General Jean DeLagarde of France
Dr. J.C. Geiger takes tuberculosis test (141355, 2 negatives)
Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus (141355, ca. 20 negatives)
Singer Astrid Varnay.
September 1948 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194-195, [141356-141363]

Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)

American Legion convention and parade [141356, ca. 55 negatives]
Governor Earl Warren cutting ribbon to open Sacramento State Fair
General Electric generator moved along Bayshore Highway to Hunters Point
(highway and neighborhood views)
Consul General Jean DeLagarde of France presents medal to Mayor Elmer E. Robinson

Bernard Baruch at San Francisco airport (141357, 4 negatives)
Arrival of Bernard Baruch -- San Francisco Airport(September 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 194, [141357.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bernard Mannes Baruch disembarks plane, stands and poses, sits in car. Baruch and Edmond D. Coblentz (holding cane) pose together by a car.

Lodi Grape Festival Queen and attendants visit Mayor Elmer E. Robinson
General M.C. Meigs (ship) passengers
Dress rehearsal at Opera House (Licia Albanese, Max Lichlegg, Kurt Herbert Adler, Regina Resnik, and others) (long shots of the stage) [141358, 8 negatives]
Miss Australia Judy Gainford
New Kaiser-Frazer automobile
Monsignor Fulton J. Sheen
French Hospital Women's Auxiliary (planning a benefit)
Industrial Mobilization meeting

Richard M. Nixon [141360, 2 negatives]
Congressman Richard M. Nixon(September 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box, [141360.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Dewey and Warren campaign headquarters. Richard M. Nixon (California Congressman) poses (standing and then sitting) at press conference.

Governor Thomas E. Dewey [141361, 49 negatives]
Arrival of Governor Thomas E. Dewey -- Oakland and San Francisco(September 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141361.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Thomas E. Dewey's car passes through crowds en route to Oakland City Hall. On Oakland side of bridge approach, Governor's car stops to put up convertible top. On San Francisco side of bridge, Governor's car stops again to put convertible top down. Governor's car participates in Market Street parade. Arrival of Governor and Mrs. Dewey at Hotel St. Francis.

Arrival of Governor Thomas E. Dewey -- Oakland(September 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141361.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor and Mrs. Dewey and bodyguard arrive at Sixteenth Street Station, Oakland. Protesters hold labor posters amid crowd of spectators. Close-up of Governor Dewey speaking at podium. Governor speaks before massive crowd in front of Oakland City Hall. Governor and Mrs. Dewey, Lieutenant Governor and Mrs. Goodwin J. Knight, and unidentified woman stand on balcony of train caboose at Oakland depot.
Arrival of Governor Thomas E. Dewey (September 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141361.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Governor Thomas E. Dewey's car leaves auditorium for Hotel St. Francis after speech.

Arrival of Governor Thomas E. Dewey (September 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141361.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor and Mrs. Dewey and Dan London (head of welcoming committee) are seated on a couch. Newsreel cameraman films Governor and Mrs. Dewey, Lieutenant Governor and Mrs. Goodwin J. Knight. Massive crowd assembled at Civic Auditorium. Arrival of Governor and Mrs. Dewey at Civic Auditorium.

Arrival of Governor Thomas E. Dewey (September 25, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141361.05]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dewey addresses crowd from podium in Civic Auditorium. Views of stage and massive crowd from balcony. Close-up of Governor Dewey and other officials on stage. View of crowd from balcony in St. Francis lobby. Governor Dewey alone in his hotel suite.

Governor Thomas E. Dewey (September 26, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141361.06]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor and Mrs. Dewey leave Hotel St. Francis to go to church, shake hands with Reverent Dean Lovgren, and walk to hotel after mass at Grace Cathedral.

Governor Thomas E. Dewey Leaves Oakland (September 26, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141361.07]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor and Mrs. Thomas E. Dewey on a train leaving Oakland, leaving St. Francis Hotel and getting into a car, posing with the Golden Gate Bridge and Treasure Island in the background, and on the Ferry Boat. Governor Dewey, while sitting in the car, shakes hands with a young girl. Governor and Mrs. Dewey and Lieutenant Governor and Mrs. Goodwin Knight wave goodbye from the train caboose.

Dedication of new chapel by Goodwill Industries (Bishop Donald H. Tippett)
Anoxia Photometer test (infantile paralysis, polio)
"Blue Baby" Annie May Barton operation (health)
Furniture show.

October 1948 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141363-141372]
Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)

Actor William Powell and wife
Newspaper "Press Oscar" recipient Thomas A. Brooks
Third party presidential candidate Henry Agard Wallace [141364 and 141368 23 negatives]

Arrival of Third Party Presidential Candidate Henry A. Wallace -- Mills Field (October 05, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141364.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Agard Wallace disembark plane at Mills Field, walk from plane to car, and stand by car.

Campaign of Third Party Candidate Henry A. Wallace -- San Francisco (October 06, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141364.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Henry A. Wallace and Harry Bridges stand and talk. Wallace presented with birthday cake. Mr. and Mrs. Wallace stand on speakers platform at Civic Auditorium. Views of platform and seated crowd at Wallace rally in the Civic Auditorium. Wallace speaks in front a microphone with crowd in background.

Campaign of Third Party Presidential Candidate Henry A. Wallace -- San Francisco (October 06, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141364.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Henry Wallace speaks at a microphone with a ship (shipyard?) in the background, speaks in room with reporters and other people, speaks in another room filled with unidentified men, and stands in the middle of a crowded street. People watch Wallace from fire escape.

Third Party Presidential Candidate Henry A. Wallace Meeting -- UC Berkeley (October 20, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141368.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Evelyn Gins speaks at podium to test microphone. Large crowd of students stand at Sather Gate for Wallace meeting.

Furniture shows
Kathleen Norris at Newspaper Day luncheon
Candidate for Congress Hubert Scudder
Actors Bing Crosby and William Gargan [141364, 3 negatives]
College of Physicians and Surgeons Women's Auxiliary meeting
Lucius Beebe's special railroad car (Charles M. Clegg Jr. and Robert Hanley)
Flag pole sitter comes down
Senator Alben W. Barkley of Kentucky
"65 Club" of Hastings College luncheon
Presidential campaign signs (for Harry S. Truman and Thomas E. Dewey)
Author Marguerite Gaylord Tate
Performer Nelson Eddy
Movie actors arrive for Friar Frolic (Richard Lane, Ronald Reagan, Jack Benny, George Burns, Johny Mercer, Donald O'Connor, Williams Sisters, and others) [141367, 6 negatives]

Friars' Club -- Mayor Elmer Robinson Receives Bid to Benefit Show (October 15, 1948) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141367.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
At City Hall, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson receives invitation to Friars' Frolic benefit show from the Williams Sisters: Betty, Trudy, and Modi Williams.
Actors Arrive for Friars’ Frolic Benefit Show (October 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141367.01]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Actors arrive for Friars’ Club (organization) benefit show at Southern Pacific Railroad station. Supervisor Marvin Lewis welcomes Richard Lane. Other actors pose on baggage truck: Ronald Regan, Jack Benny (with fiddle), George Burns, composer Johny Mercer, Buddy Clarke, Donald O’Connor (hangs outside truck), and others.

Candidate for Congress William S. Mailliard and family
Methodist Bishop Donald H. Tippett
Actress and Congresswoman Helen Gahagan Douglas
New Columbia Steel Plant at Pittsburg (Calif.)
Communist hearing (Norman Leonard, and others) (various dates: October-November 1948) [141369, 23 negatives] (communism)

Communism Hearing (October 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141369.01]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Taken at the Federal Building. William Brandhove talks on a public telephone. Brandhove, William Handelsman, and Alex Harris stand together.

Communism Hearing (October 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141369.02]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

Communism Hearing (October 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141369.03]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

Communism Hearing (October 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141369.04]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

Communism Hearing (October 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141369.05]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Both US Marshall George Vice and Attorney Norman Leonard stand in the courtroom; Vice is holding Leonard’s arm. Vice approaches Attorney Allan Brotsky.
Communism -- Picketers at Communist Hearing (October 22, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141369.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long line of protestors picket outside Federal Building where communist hearings are being held. Men walk past picketers.

Communism -- Picketers at Communist Hearing (November 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141369.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long line of protestors picket outside Federal Building where communist hearings are being held. View of picketers taken from elevated spot across the street and at street level.

Communism Hearing (November 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141369.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Federal Building. Deputy US Marshall Rafael Baraona and Charles Pomerantz enter through double doors and later stand in front of door to US Marshall Criminal Departmen [?].

Secretary of the Treasury John Snyder
Dr. Robert E. Gross
"Blue Baby" Jeffrey Lore (health)
Senator Geronima Pecson of the Philippines

Governor Earl Warren arrives for Dewey-Warren rally [141372, 12 negatives]

Governor Earl Warren Arrives for Dewey-Warren Rally (October 29, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141372.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Earl Warren disembarks plane, walks to a car with Dan London, sits with Bill Mailliard in the backseat of a convertible, and shakes hands with Dan Gallagher.

Governor Earl Warren Arrives for Dewey-Warren Rally (October 29, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141372.03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note


November 1948 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141372-141379]
Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)

Governor Earl Warren campaigning [141372, 50 negatives]
Republican Campaign -- Dewey-Warren Rally -- Oakland (November 01, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141372.01]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor and Mrs. Earl Warren, Virginia Warren, Robert S. Barkell, and Senator William F. Knowland are seated to the rear of the speaker's stage. Views of the stage and audience in the auditorium. Governor Warren speaks at a podium. Oakland Mayor Joseph Smith stands behind the governor. Flag bearers walk down center aisle of auditorium.

Republican Campaign -- Governor and Mrs. Earl Warren Vote -- Oakland (November 02, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141372.02]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various scenes of Governor and Mrs. Earl Warren voting. Governor Earl Warren gets out of car, signs paper, places in box, emerges from a voting booth, exits doors, and walks down street followed by photographers.

Republican Campaign -- Vice Presidential Campaign of Earl Warren (November 02, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141372.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Republican Campaign -- Earl Warren on the Evening of Election (November 02, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141372.04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Hotel St. Francis. Photographers and reporters surround Warren. Earl Warren and Dan London sit on a couch and listen to the radio. Warren turns a knob on the radio. Both men are later smiling.

US Coast and Geodetic Survey heads O.W. Swainson and R.F.A. Studds
Roger D. Lapham press conference
Government officials and public voting in elections
Doctors' press conference (John McMichael, Arthur Selzer, and others)
KPIX television show filmed at new Macy's store [141375, 8 negatives]

Television -- KPIX Television Show Filmed at Macy's (November 08, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 195, [141375.02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
KPIX television show filmed at new Macy's department store. Exterior view of new department store Macy's. Crowd watches models on televisor set as show is filmed live. Interior views (displays, mannequins, clothes, shoes) of second floor of new building.

Actor Ed Wynn's birthday party
Judge Theresa Meikle
Making pennies at US Mint [141376, 3 negatives]
Money -- Penny Making Process -- United States Mint (November 10, 1948)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Director George B. Gillin displays a slab of copper, feeds blanks into a die machine to press the design on the coins, and holds new pennies stored in trays.

Author Alice Cook Fuller
National Association of Cost Accountants conference
Infantile paralysis cases (polio, disabled persons) (various dates: November 1948-January 1949) [141377, ca. 15 negatives]
Chinese delegate to the United Nations (Dr. Peng Hsueh-Pei) [141378, 1 negative]
Actor Van Heflin [141378, 2 negatives]
Salvation Army Drive
Consul Reuven Dafni of Israel
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek in San Francisco [141379, 6 negatives].
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek Visits San Francisco (November 30, 1948)
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Madame Chiang Kai-Shek disembarks plane and sits in a car holding a bouquet of flowers. Madame Chiang Kai-Shek is surrounded by unidentified people.

December 1948

San Francisco County Hospital Children's Tuberculosis Ward (Bozo the clown and children)
Furniture shows
California State Chamber of Commerce (with Governor Earl Warren and Senator William F. Knowland)
Greek Orthodox leader Athenagoras I and Peter Boudures
Radiological Society of North America meeting (new X-ray equipment demonstration)
"Red Dean" of Canterbury Rev. Hewlett Johnson (communism)
Mutual Business Men's Club luncheon
Superior Court Judges Melvyn I. Cronin and Herbert C. Kaufman of San Francisco
Author Dr. David J. Bradley at San Francisco hospital
Consul General Frans A. van Woerten of the Netherlands
Histadrut speaker Dr. Isaak Ben Zvi of Israel
Mother's Milk Bank benefit
Amateur television (views of equipment) [141383, 5 negatives]
Television -- Amateur Television -- Burlingame (December 13, 1948)
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of various equipment. Clarence Wolf pictured with control desk, control equipment, and transmitter. View of antenna. Picture of test pattern on receiver.

Missionary Jacob Deshazer (former prisoner of war) and family going to Japan
KPIX television station [141384, 7 negatives]
Television -- Station KPIX Broadcasts (December 17, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141384.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Al Towne (KPIX director of engineering), Wesley I. Dumm (President of Associated Broadcasters, Inc.), and Bob Laws (ad manager of program sponsor) tune in to first program.

Television -- Preparation for Radio Station KSFO--KPIX Broadcast (December 18, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141384.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Al Towne (KPIX director of engineering) and R.W. Didriksen check over master control panel of television station in tower of Mark Hopkins Hotel in preparation for broadcast of first television program.

Television -- Station KSFO--KPIX Broadcasts -- Practice Telecast (December 20, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141384.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of KSFO--KPIX practice telecast with local ice hockey team Shamrocks. Men sit in front of monitors and other equipment. Cameramen film ice hockey players on rink.

March of Dimes Drive
Mayor and Mrs. Elmer E. Robinson
Centennial Commission Historic Caravan vehicles (and the Sir Francis Drake brass plate)
KGO television tower being erected in Sutro Forest
PG&E company new power distribution center in the Mission District [141385, 7 negatives]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141385.06]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of exterior of new building at Eighth and Mission Streets, master control board, oil circuit breaker (110,000 volts, 800 amps capacity interpret circuit load condition), 12,000 volt switch gear room, 110,000 volt underground cable terminals, and 110,000-12,000 volt transformer.

US Customs officers with new two way radio cars
Pictures of W. & J. Sloan's television sets [141386, 6 negatives]
Television Sets -- W. & J. Sloan Company (December 29, 1948)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141386.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various styles of television sets marketed at furniture store.

Shriners Imperial Potentate Galloway Calhoun.

January 1949
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141387-141396]
Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)
New Superior Court Judge Twain Michaelsen
American Veterans Committee chairman Gregory Harrison
March of Dimes Drive

Aerial views of Bay Area (cityscapes) [141387, 16 negatives]
Aerial Views of the San Francisco Bay Area (January 04, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141387.08]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various aerial views (cityscapes) of San Francisco and the San Francisco Bay Area.

Poster for South Shore and California Joint Stock Company (1849)

1949 California State Legislature [141388, 23 negatives]
1949 California State Legislature -- State Capitol (January 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141388.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

1949 California State Legislature -- State Capitol (January 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141388.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

1949 California State Legislature -- State Capitol (January 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141388.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

1949 California State Legislature -- State Capitol (January 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141388.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

1949 California State Legislature -- State Capitol (January 05, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141388.07]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
**1949 California State Legislature -- State Capitol (January 05, 1949)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141388.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note


**1949 California State Legislature -- Wives of Members -- State Capitol (January 05, 1949)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141388.09]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note


**1949 San Francisco Grand Jury**

PG&E (Pacific Gas and Electric Company) plant at Hunters Point

Dignitaries from Israel at Golden Gate Cemetery and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson’s office (Captain Yaakov Wayland and Rabbi Franklin Cohn)

Construction Industry Week

Home Builders’ Council of California awards

Telephone rate hearing

Printers’ Week (Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Harold Iverson, Worth Hale, and A.R. Tommasini)

Kitchen appliance exhibit

San Francisco Bar Association annual meeting

Reception for actress Jeanette MacDonald (with Mr. and Mrs. Harold L. Zellerbach and others)

New officers of consular corps visit Mayor Elmer E. Robinson (Roberto Regala and others)

Furniture displays [141391-141392]

KGO television station at Sutro Forest

Prime Minister Peter Fraser of New Zealand

Red Cross (first aid class chairman E. Roland Harriman)

Botanist Alice Eastwood

Employing Printers’ Association (Luis A. Ireland and B.A. Hansen)

Sister Elizabeth Kenny arrives (health)

National Conference of Christians and Jews (Ellen O’Gorman Duffy)

Youth Center of St. Dominic’s (dance class)

Good Shephard Drive (Dennis Day and Bishop James T. O’Dowd)

National Auto Dealers Association convention

“Dick” Wylie hearing (C. Ellsworth Wylie, Robert Kenny, and Fred N. Howser)

Children visit Bureau of Internal Revenue

Kabat-Kaiser Institute (patients - health)

Dedication of the San Francisco Center for the Blind (Lion’s Club) (disabled persons)

J.D. Zellerbach

Association of American Railroads Board meeting.

---

**February 1949**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141396-141405]

Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

Home of the Good Shepherd publicity shots

Count Felix Von Luckner
"Nature Boy" arrested
"Red Pony" movie publicity
American Broadcasting Company president Mark Woods
J.D. Zellerbach
March of Dimes Drive (fashion show and hat auction with actors Bob Hope, Doris Day, Irene Ryan, and others) [141397 and 141399]
Household gadgets and utensils shows
Synchrotron at UC Berkeley Radiation Lab (Dr. Edwin M. McMillan, Marvin Malvin, and Walter Gibbins)
President Wilson (ship) passengers
Furniture show
Former Labour Minister Margaret Bondfield of Great Britain visits [141399, 2 negatives]
Western States Meat Packers Association convention
Folsom Prison views [141401, 8 negatives]
Chaplain -- Folsom Prison (February 15, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141401.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of portrait of Father James J. White of Folsom Prison.

Prison -- Folsom Prison (February 15, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141401.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Sheets hanging out in protest of President Truman's rent control bill
Little Children's Aid Society lunch (with Archbishop John J. Mitty and Father James Murray)
"Heart Day" heart disease and Rheumatic Fever talks (Dr. Leo M. Taran) (health)
Irish tenor Christopher Lynch and wife
Western Women's Club (Russian refugees Countess Alexandra Tolstoy and Mrs. Paul Alexander)
French Merci Train (shots of train, parade, ceremonies, etc.) [141404, ca. 15 negatives]
"What Price Glory" -- Opera House Purple Heart benefit (Gregory Peck and his mother Mrs. Jane Maysuch, Oliver Hardy, John Wayne, Maureen O'Hara, Pat O'Brien, Ward Bond, Jimmy Lydon, Ray Murphy, and others) [141404, ca. 20 negatives]
Musician from China Aaron Avshalomoff
Democrats Jefferson/Jackson dinner (Vice President Alben William Barkley, George Kilson, and others) [141405, 4 negatives]
Democratic Party -- Jefferson-Jackson Dinner -- Palace Hotel (February 24, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 196, [141405.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice President Alben William Barkley speaking behind cluster of microphones. Barkley with George Kilson. View of crowd and posters in the Garden Court of the Palace Hotel.
Senators Jack Tenney and Nelson Dilworth (of California un-American activities committee) (communism) [141405, 1 negative]
American Legion conference on communism (Benjamin Gitlow, W.C. Sawyer, Archie Closson, and Elizabeth Bentley)
Exhibition of French books at the California Palace of the Legion of Honor
International Council for Exceptional Children conference (Doctors Leslie Hohman, Olga Bridgman, Leo F. Cain, and Ray Graham).

March 1949  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 197, [141406-141415]
Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)

"The Harvest of Stars" radio rehearsal (Dorothy Warenksjold)
"I Shot Jesse James" movie opening (with actors Barbara Britton, Preston Foster, and Robin Short)
Radio show rehearsal (actor Bing Crosby, Ethel Merman, John Scott Trotter, and Robert Levitt)
Interview with Eleanor Roosevelt [141407, 2 negatives]

Interview with Eleanor Roosevelt -- Fairmont Hotel(March 07, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 197, [141407.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eleanor Roosevelt seated and talking.

YWCA convention
National Catholic conference on family life [141408, 12 negatives]
Actor Red Skelton
"Enchantment" movie actors (David Niven, Wally King, Jayne Meadows, and Teresa Wright) [141409, 12 negatives]
"Canadian Pacific" actors arrive for premiere (J. Carrol Naish, Nancy Olsen, Victor Jory and others)
Fire Underwriters Association convention
Demonstration of portable respirator at Central Emergency Hospital
Opera singer Lily Pons and husband conductor Andre Kostelanetz
Marin County flood and landslide [141410 and 141413, 20 negatives]

Flood and Landslide -- Marin County(March 11, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 197, [141410.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fireman George Baldini, Mrs. John Bodeen, and Barbara Jean Bodeen (child) travel in a boat down a flooded street. Will Ingwersen (child) fishes in 'dry' creek behind his house. View of flood. View of landslide near Sausalito approach to Golden Gate Bridge.

Flood and Landslide -- San Rafael, Marin County(March 24, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 197, [141413.06]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People travel in boats down a flooded street. View of landslide near Sausalito approach to Golden Gate Bridge. A child pushes another child sitting in an inner tube down a flooded street. A child carries a dog through a flooded street. The two children sit on a see-saw in the middle of a flooded street. Views of the flood showing water completely covering yards.

Eighty-seven year old geology Professor Andrew C. Lawson becomes a father of a baby boy
Jewish refugees from China arrive in the General M.C. Meigs (ship)
March 1949

Ambassador M.A.H. Ispahani of Pakistan
Furniture shows
Griller String Quartet
Milk prices hearing
Local wallpaper manufacture
Christening of Western Pacific "California Zephyr" train (with actress Eleanor Parker)
Entertainer Jack Benny
Matson liner Lurline (ship) (A.P. Giannini and Mrs. Hubert A. Good on board)
American Chemical Society convention
School children give blood samples (infantile paralysis) (health)
"The Set-Up" premiere with actor Robert Ryan
Actors Betty Grable and Harry James
Society of California Pioneers luncheon (William H. Worrilow and others)
Multiple sclerosis patient from Australia (health).

April 1949

Advertising new cigarettes (Cavalier)
American Banker's Association convention
San Francisco Horsemen's Association gives honorary membership to Mayor Elmer E. Robinson
"El Paso" movie premiere with actor John Payne
Cyclotron expert Dr. G.W. Dunlap
Sister Elizabeth Kenny
Amateur television at Berkeley [141418, 6 negatives]

Amateur Television -- Berkeley (April 09, 1949)

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of television equipment. Bob Melvin (owner) sits behind camera and films his brother Don Melvin who sits in front of a microphone. Bob Melvin works on equipment, sits behind camera and shoots a small doll holding a platter. Image of doll on receiver screen.

Memorial services for Father Yorke
Lunar eclipse from Mount Davidson [141418, ca. 15 negatives]
San Leandro Nursery (models with tulips, lilies and daffodils)
Redbud Festival
"Life of Riley" Week and cast of actors [141419 and 141421]
National conference of Christians and Jews (Bishop Edward L. Parsons, Karl Justus, Morris Goldstein, and Preston Devine)
Pan-American Day events
San Francisco Center for the Blind activities (disabled persons)
Swiss officials study airport (City Attorney Dion R. Holm)
Leukemia victim (Ronny Calvert)
Actors Jack Carson and Marion Hutton and others
Shriners Imperial Potenate Charles Galloway
Bell of Mission San Antonio de Padua
Secretary of State [sic] Sean MacBride of Ireland
Mr. and Mrs. Jascha Heifetz
View from Angel Island Pier and Fisherman's Wharf
Oakland garden show [141423, 14 negatives]
Judges to view movie "Impact" (censorship?)
Foreign Minister Sean MacBride of Ireland
US Savings Bond Drive
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)
April 1949 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 197, [141416-141424]

- Zionist Leopold Lerner
- Bank of America head A.P. Giannini
- Opera singer Helen Traubel
- Serra Club international convention
- State Medical Association dinner against socialized medicine (health) [141424, 3 negatives].

**California Medical Association Dinner Against Socialized Medicine(April 29, 1949)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 197, [141424.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Overhead view of dining room showing the speakers’ table and other tables.

Speakers: Senator Harry P. Cain (Washington) and Senator Allen Ellender (Louisiana) converse. Senator Ellender, Dr. E. Vincent Askey (President of California Medical Association), and Senator Cain stand before two microphones.

---

**May 1949**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 197, [141425-141431]

Physical Description: 163 negatives (estimate)

- Bell returned to Mission San Antonio de Padua
- Lutheran convention
- Sainthood hearing at Saint Mary’s Cathedral
- Variety Club convention and awards [141425-141426]
- New KGO television studio at Sutro Mansion [141426, 13 negatives]

**Television -- New KGO Television Studio -- Sutro Mansion(May 03, 1949)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 197, [141426.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Engineers Earl Holtmann and William Platz operate television console. Frank Samuels (KGO TV West Coast Division Manager), Robert E. Kintner (ABC (American Broadcasting Company) Executive Vice President), Robert H. Hinkley (NY Vice President), Gayle V. Grubb (KGO TV General Manager), and Frank Mark (Vice President of Engineering) stand in control room. Exterior views of television transmitter tower near mansion.

**Television -- Arrival of ABC Network Executive for Opening of New KGO Television Studio(May 04, 1949)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 197, [141426.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Taken at Southern Pacific Railroad Station (Townsend Street). ABC (American Broadcasting Company) Network Executive Vice President Robert E. Kintner disembarks from train. Kintner talks with Frank Samuels (KGO TV West Coast Division Manager).

**Television -- Broadcast From New KGO Television Studio -- Sutro Mansion(May 05, 1949)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 197, [141426.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Men seated on television stage before broadcast starts: City Attorney Dion Holm, Gayle V. Grubb (KGO General Manager), Bishop Block, Archbishop John J. Mitty, Robert Kintner (ABC (American Broadcasting Company) Executive Vice President), Robert Hinckley (Vice President). Hinckley and Kintner present Mitty with an award.

**Rodeo stars (Reno Brown and Whip Wilson)**
Secretary of Treasury John W. Snyder
Ambassador Wilhelm Morgenstierne of Norway
Miss America Beatrice "Bebe" Shopp (1948)
105 year old woman Frances Acosta
Wax dummy of witch found [141427, ca. 15 negatives]
Numerous furniture shows
Rehabilitation Center (1680 Mission Street)
Refugees return from China on President Wilson (ship) [141428, ca. 15 negatives]
Shrine circus [141429, 16 negatives]
Press conference on Asia's threat to Alaska (Father Bernard R. Hubbard)
Opera printed on tobacco paper (Joseph Paget-Fredericks with book)
California Centennial float
Veterans from Morocco watching "outpost in Morocco"
General W.H. Gordon (ship) passengers
Harry Bridges [141430, 7 negatives]
  Labor -- Harry Bridges Goes to Court(May 27, 1949)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 197, [141430.06]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Harry Bridges goes into courtroom with two unidentified attorneys.

  Labor -- Harry Bridges Surrenders(May 27, 1949)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 197, [141430.07]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Harry Bridges signs for his bond in the office of US Commissioner Francis Fox.
  Bridges seated in press interview. Marshall Emile Canepa is about to serve
  summons to Bridges as he leaves court. Bridges walks down the hall.

Baptist convention
Jaroslav Josef Polivka.

June 1949 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141432-141438]
  Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)

Catholic priests ordained
Hearing on frozen food sale
Bay Area Industrial Exposition in Oakland Auditorium [141432, 9 negatives]
  Bay Area Industrial Exposition -- Exhibits -- Oakland(June 06, 1949)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141432.06]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Artist Stand Metz draws portrait of L.R. Muzsek and son Sandy Muzsek (child). Rita
  Wallace stands near a nylon dispensing machine (converted from a cigarette

  Bay Area Industrial Exposition -- Exhibits -- Oakland(June 06, 1949)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141432.07]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Nancy Lewis tries the Reactometer (tests driver's training simulator testing
  reaction time) while Richard Sullivan stands nearby. Julius Ray Marr looks at train
  display of Oakland Naval Supply Center. Margaret Gogel of Oakland Phone
  Company shows Joan Inzerilla how to work a telephone switchboard. A few people
  look at a Standard Oil Company display.
A.P. Giannini funeral and copies of images related to Bank of America and to his life (various dates) [141432, ca. 65 negatives]

Gold Rush Centennial celebrations [141433, 3 negatives]

Ice Follies at Winterland [141433, ca. 30 negatives]

Sonoma State Hospital institutional hearing (grounds, facilities, hospital, court scenes with jurors and staff members associated with Grand Jury investigation of escapees) [141433, 36 negatives]

**Sonoma State Hospital Institutional Hearing -- Grounds and Facilities -- Sonoma County** *(June 10, 1949)*

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141433.06]

**Physical Description:** 17 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Views of grounds, close-up of fence and wall, yard (benches and swings), main entrance gate, and paved yard surrounded by fence. Interior views of institution (facilities): men working at sewing machines, boys sitting in a classroom, and room with numerous cots (beds). Includes Superintendent Dr. Marshall Porter.

**Sonoma State Hospital Institutional Hearing -- Grand Jurors Tour Facilities -- Sonoma County** *(June 11, 1949)*

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141433.07]

**Physical Description:** 6 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Grand Jurors associated with investigation of escapees tour facilities with staff members: solitary cells' hallway in Paxton Hall (door at end was taken off hinges by patients), classroom (schoolroom), grand jury foreman August Lepori is shown interior of a solitary cell, and exterior of Goddard Hall. District Attorney Charles McGoldrick, Mrs. Irving Shepard, and Dr. Marshal E. Porter walk past a large group of boys.

**Sonoma State Hospital Institutional Hearing -- Court Scenes -- Santa Rosa Courthouse** *(June 14, 1949)*

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141433.09]

**Physical Description:** 9 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**


**Sonoma State Hospital Institutional Hearing -- Grand Jurors -- Santa Rosa Courthouse** *(June 15, 1949)*

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141433.08]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Grand Jury investigation. Grand Jury members: Albert D. Tietjen, Robert R. Steitz, Jordeon Basileu, Mrs. Irving Shepard, August Leproi [Lepori?] (foreman), Mrs. Carre Jenkins, and Bill Barlow.

**Funeral of Judge James G. Conlan**

Defendants in deportation hearing (Frank Carlson and others) (communism) [141434, 3 negatives]
Communism -- Deportation Hearing -- Defendants (June 13, 1949)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141434.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Sonoma trail blazing on Upper Dry Creek (horses)
Rare Swiss watches show
Industrial designer Henry Dreyfuss
Ambassador Henrik Kauffmann of Denmark
Optimists International clubs convention
New plasma out (Dr. J.C. Geiger)
Home Economists National Convention and Exhibit
New Superior Court Judge William T. Sweigert
Funeral of Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur
Mission Dolores
"Sand" movie premiere (with actors Rory Calhoun, Mark Stevens, and Isabelita)
President Monroe (ship) passengers on deck.

July 1949 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141439-141444]

Physical Description: 100 negatives (estimate)

President Wilson (ship) passengers [141439-141440]
Foster mother of 800 children (Minnie Hinde)
Pacific Coast Board of Intergovernment Relations meeting (with Governor Earl Warren)
Opera singer Frieda Hempel
Bastille day events [141440-141441, 5 negatives]
Claire Giannini Hoffman press conference
Sister Elizabeth Kenny Foundation drive
Ambassador Chih- tsing Feng of China
American Association on Nurseymen convention
Cast of actors of "Brigadoon" go fishing on barge R.S. Wilber [141442, 8 negatives]
Opera star Kirsten Flagstad hearing
Gene Autry leads Optimists Fund Drive for children's home [141442-141443, ca. 15 negatives]
Poet James J. Metcalf
Actor Dan Duryea.

August 1949 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141444-141453]

Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)

Sister Elizabeth Kenny Day
Furniture show
Charity bundles for Europe and Israel
Hiroshima survivor Reverend Kyoshi Tanimoto at Glide Methodist Memorial Church
Vice Consul William Olive of Shanghai (China) beaten by "reds" (communism?)
US Ambassador to China J. Leighton Stuart
Gravenstein apple caravan
Herbert Hoover birthday celebration [141447, 20 negatives]
Herbert Hoover Birthday Celebration -- Hoover Memorial Library(August 09, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141447.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The San Francisco Junior Chamber of Commerce presents a cake to Herbert Hoover on the eve of his Seventy-fifth birthday. Hoover stands near birthday cake, shakes hands with James Elliott (Junior Chamber of Commerce), and is seated alone at desk.

Herbert Hoover Birthday Celebration -- Stanford University, Palo Alto(August 10, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141447.04]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Vincent Hallinan and family pose with rescue helicopter at their Marin home
Bell of Mission San Antonio de Padua
San Francisco Ballet at Fulton Street Park
Loyal Order of Moose convention [141449, ca. 35 negatives]
President Elpidio Quirino of the Philippines at Commonwealth Club
Music teachers' convention
Equador earthquake relief [141450 and 141452]
Stamp collectors convention
Governor Ingram Stainback of Hawaii and demonstrators
Violinist Yehudi Menuhin and family
Institute on North Atlantic Pack (with Charles Easton Rothwell and Monroe E. Deutsch)
"Colored" Elks parade (Afro-Americans)
Electrical Engineers convention
Radio actors convention
State Bar Association annual conference
State centennial celebrations in Monterey
Opera star Enzo Mascherini.

September 1949 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198-199, [141454-141458]

Physical Description: 238 negatives (estimate)

Pope Pius XII with Archbishop John J. Mitty and Mayor Angelo Rossi (1936 and 1939) [141454, 6 negatives]

Pope Pius XII Visits San Francisco(September 01, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 198, [141454.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

100th anniversary of St. Francis of Assisi Church [141454 and 141458]
Senator Harry Cain
National Hadassah convention [141454, 2 negatives]

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG
Louis Lurie birthday lunch (with Louis B. Mayer, Sol Lesser, and Mendel Silverberg)
Infantile paralysis (polio) drive
Funeral of Richard Joseph Welch
Knights Templar convention and parade [141456 and 141458, ca. 25 negatives]
Congressional candidate John Francis Shelley
Secretary of Commerce Charles V. Sawyer
Views of new sanctuary at Grace Cathedral with mural artist John H. De Rosen
Ticket lines at Key System transit terminal
New radio telephone aboard Southern Pacific Lark (train locomotive)
Democratic dinner with Vice President Alben W. Barkley (with James Roosevelt and others) [141458, 2 negatives]

Democrats -- Democratic Dinner With Vice President Alben W. Barkley (September 19, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141458.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice President Alben W. Barkley, Ester Murray, James Roosevelt, and Ellie Heller sit at a table. Nevada Governor Vail Pittman and Barkley shake hands while Oliver J. Carter looks on.

Supervisor elections (George J. Christopher, Paul O'Leary, and others) (throughout month)
Congressional elections (Lloyd Cosgrove, William M. Malone and John Francis Shelley) [141458, 13 negatives]

Candidate for Congress -- Lloyd Cosgrove (September 20, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141458.19-21]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lloyd Cosgrove sits at desk at 2811 Mission Street. Pictured with family members Mary Ellen, Claire, John L., Mrs. Anne Cosgrove, and Joan at 399 San Benito Way. Lloyd Cosgrove files for candidacy in congressional election at City Hall.

Candidate for Congress -- John F. Shelley (September 28, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141458.22]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John F. Shelley files for candidacy in congressional election with Deputy Registrar John J. Hannon at City Hall. Chairman William M. Malone of the Democratic Committee also shown.

State legislative committee lobby investigation (A.I. Stewart, Charles Conrad, Luther Lincoln, and others investigating political lobbying?) [141458, 8 negatives]
Eucharistic Congress and Episcopal Church convention
Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus at Cow Palace [141458, ca. 20 negatives]
Opera star Kirsten Flagstad arrives
"Red Danube" premiere at the Warfield Theater
Visiting Congressman James [sic] Kennedy of Massachusetts (actually John F. Kennedy) [141458, 2 negatives]
Congressman John F. Kennedy -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (September 24, 1949) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141458.38]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressman John F. Kennedy of Massachusetts speaks with reporter during visit to San Francisco.
Actor Farley Granger
Election candidates (Dion Holm, Francis V. Keesling, and others)
J.C. Penney convention
Consular Corps dinner (Jose Aybar, Roberto Regala, and others)
Introduction of the garment bag
Christian Businessmen's Committee convention
Children's Rheumatic Heart Pavilion meeting
USO (United Service Organizations) luncheon (with Adrien Falk and Harvey Firestone Jr.)
Father Serra beatification and convention of Third Order of Saint Francis
Miss America Jaque Mercer.

October 1949 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141459-141469]

John Francis Shelley for Senator
Rolph C. Smith and new seat of World Affairs Council
Mechanical heart at Mount Zion Hospital (Eleanor Warren) (health) [141459, 2 negatives]

John Francis Shelley for Senator
Rolph C. Smith and new seat of World Affairs Council
Mechanical heart at Mount Zion Hospital (Eleanor Warren) (health) [141459, 2 negatives]

John Francis Shelley for Senator
Rolph C. Smith and new seat of World Affairs Council
Mechanical heart at Mount Zion Hospital (Eleanor Warren) (health) [141459, 2 negatives]

John Francis Shelley for Senator
Rolph C. Smith and new seat of World Affairs Council
Mechanical heart at Mount Zion Hospital (Eleanor Warren) (health) [141459, 2 negatives]

John Francis Shelley for Senator
Rolph C. Smith and new seat of World Affairs Council
Mechanical heart at Mount Zion Hospital (Eleanor Warren) (health) [141459, 2 negatives]

John Francis Shelley for Senator
Rolph C. Smith and new seat of World Affairs Council
Mechanical heart at Mount Zion Hospital (Eleanor Warren) (health) [141459, 2 negatives]

John Francis Shelley for Senator
Rolph C. Smith and new seat of World Affairs Council
Mechanical heart at Mount Zion Hospital (Eleanor Warren) (health) [141459, 2 negatives]

John Francis Shelley for Senator
Rolph C. Smith and new seat of World Affairs Council
Mechanical heart at Mount Zion Hospital (Eleanor Warren) (health) [141459, 2 negatives]

John Francis Shelley for Senator
Rolph C. Smith and new seat of World Affairs Council
Mechanical heart at Mount Zion Hospital (Eleanor Warren) (health) [141459, 2 negatives]

John Francis Shelley for Senator
Rolph C. Smith and new seat of World Affairs Council
Mechanical heart at Mount Zion Hospital (Eleanor Warren) (health) [141459, 2 negatives]

John Francis Shelley for Senator
Rolph C. Smith and new seat of World Affairs Council
Mechanical heart at Mount Zion Hospital (Eleanor Warren) (health) [141459, 2 negatives]

John Francis Shelley for Senator
Rolph C. Smith and new seat of World Affairs Council
Mechanical heart at Mount Zion Hospital (Eleanor Warren) (health) [141459, 2 negatives]
Prime Minister of India -- UC Berkeley (October 12, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141462.07]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Prime Minister of India -- Reception -- Scottish Rite Temple (October 31, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141469.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru arrives in car. Speaks to audience from podium. Views of audience. Question and answer session with American students of India. Taken at Sutter Street and Van Ness Avenue.

Arrival of General Gordon (ship) passengers
Community Chest Drive (Red Feather)
American Dental Association national convention [141464, ca. 15 negatives]
Violin virtuoso Gunnar Knudsen [141465, 14 negatives]
Saints and Sinners Milk Fund
Youth and community chest campaigns
Republican State Committee meeting (Goodwin J. Knight)
National Convention of Hadassah
Dion Holm luncheon
Medical doctors on wine tasting tour at Beaulieu Winery in Rutherford (Napa Valley) (with Andre Tchelistcheff) [141467, 17 negatives]
Bible Centennial Day
Women Bankers convention
General George C. Marshall (national director of American Red Cross)
Sister Elizabeth Kenny
New Consul General Baron Philippe Muzi Facolni of Italy
American Bankers Association convention.

November 1949 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141469-141477]

Prime Minister of India -- UC Berkeley (October 12, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141462.07]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Prime Minister of India -- Reception -- Scottish Rite Temple (October 31, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141469.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru arrives in car. Speaks to audience from podium. Views of audience. Question and answer session with American students of India. Taken at Sutter Street and Van Ness Avenue.

Arrival of General Gordon (ship) passengers
Community Chest Drive (Red Feather)
American Dental Association national convention [141464, ca. 15 negatives]
Violin virtuoso Gunnar Knudsen [141465, 14 negatives]
Saints and Sinners Milk Fund
Youth and community chest campaigns
Republican State Committee meeting (Goodwin J. Knight)
National Convention of Hadassah
Dion Holm luncheon
Medical doctors on wine tasting tour at Beaulieu Winery in Rutherford (Napa Valley) (with Andre Tchelistcheff) [141467, 17 negatives]
Bible Centennial Day
Women Bankers convention
General George C. Marshall (national director of American Red Cross)
Sister Elizabeth Kenny
New Consul General Baron Philippe Muzi Facolni of Italy
American Bankers Association convention.

Prime Minister of India -- UC Berkeley (October 12, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141462.07]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Prime Minister of India -- Reception -- Scottish Rite Temple (October 31, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141469.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru arrives in car. Speaks to audience from podium. Views of audience. Question and answer session with American students of India. Taken at Sutter Street and Van Ness Avenue.

Arrival of General Gordon (ship) passengers
Community Chest Drive (Red Feather)
American Dental Association national convention [141464, ca. 15 negatives]
Violin virtuoso Gunnar Knudsen [141465, 14 negatives]
Saints and Sinners Milk Fund
Youth and community chest campaigns
Republican State Committee meeting (Goodwin J. Knight)
National Convention of Hadassah
Dion Holm luncheon
Medical doctors on wine tasting tour at Beaulieu Winery in Rutherford (Napa Valley) (with Andre Tchelistcheff) [141467, 17 negatives]
Bible Centennial Day
Women Bankers convention
General George C. Marshall (national director of American Red Cross)
Sister Elizabeth Kenny
New Consul General Baron Philippe Muzi Facolni of Italy
American Bankers Association convention.

November 1949 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141469-141477]

Physical Description: 113 negatives (estimate)

Actress Gloria Swanson
Ambassador Sir Oliver Franks of Great Britain
Consul General Baron Philippe Muzi Facolni of Italy
Nurses' convention
Election activities (voting)
PTA bazaar
Polio (infantile paralysis) rehabilitation demonstration (health, disabled persons) [141473, 4 negatives]

Polio (infantile paralysis) -- Rehabilitation Demonstration (November 14, 1949)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141473.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rehabilitation of children inflicted with polio (infantile paralysis). Bernadine Schroeder dialing a rotary telephone; Edward O'Neill learns to button and unbutton while Anne Murany watches. Karl Von Hacht sits at a potter's wheel while Mary McCormack watches (health).

Mission Miracle Mile Proclamation (Mayor Elmer E. Robinson)
Republican National Committee chairman Guy George Gabrielson
National Conference of Christians and Jews
Vaudeville revival
Dentists' convention
Saints and Sinners
Plug for Variety Club show
California Wool Growers convention
Detective story writer Erle Stanley Gardner
New tumor treatment at UC Hospital (health) [141476, 2 negatives]
  New Tumor Treatment -- UC Hospital (November 23, 1949)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141476.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Pictures related to Ken Ehrman story. Views of surgery being performed in x-ray
  room: patient is operated on (health).

Ventriloquist Edgar Bergen (with puppet Charlie McCarthy)
Bishop Donohue and associates consecrate new altar at St. Ignatious Church
[141477, 9 negatives]
Interview with Ogden Nash
Violinist Yehudi Menuhin
James D. Zellerbach.

December 1949 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141478-141484]
  Physical Description: 100 negatives (estimate)

Actress Marilyn Maxwell
Actor Clark Gable and new wife Sylvia Ashley [141478 and 141483, 10 negatives]
Council for Civic Unity lunch (Ralph A. Reynolds, Dr. Monroe E. Deutsch, Robert
Drewes, and George Christopher)
Jewish Welfare Fund (volunteer workers)
President Li Tsung-jen of China [141479, 6 negatives]
  Arrival of President Li Tsung-jen of China (December 06, 1949)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141479.04]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  President and Madame Li Tsung-jen pose with various people in front of an
  airplane: Chieh Hou Kan, Superintendent Marvin Lewis, China's Consul Cowen (in
  San Francisco), Betty Tom, and Ming Lee. In some scenes, President or Madame Li
  Tsung-jen holds a bouquet of roses.

AAU (American Athletic Union?) convention
Senate Subcommittee hearing on Reber Plan (Senators Sheridan Downey and
Robert S. Kerr)
Camp for the Blind (disabled persons)
Shah of Iran [141480, 2 negatives]
Actor Tyrone Power
Children's Home Society (homeless infant)
Actors of "Sands of Iwo Jima" visit Mayor Elmer E. Robinson
Consul General John M.L. Mitcheson of Great Britain
Home furniture promotion (with television set)
Ambassador Eliahu Elath of Israel
President Cleveland (ship) passengers
Mission San Rafael Archangel (views and rededication) [141482, 12 negatives]
James D. Zellerbach
Valentina Gardner (Russian barred from entering US)
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)

December 1949 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 199, [141478-141484]

---

Estate left to actress Ann Sheridan
Wendell Phillips
Actor Harold Lloyd and Edward L. Siller at Shriners' Hospital.

---

January 1950 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141485-141494]

Physical Description: 163 negatives (estimate)

American Legion Drive "Toys for Kids of Europe"
Conductor Artur Rodzinski (with singers Frances Bible, Rose Bampton and others) [141485 and 141489]
Angus Ward arrives aboard President Wilson (ship)
Grand Exalted Ruler Emmett T. Anderson of the Elks
Memorial flight of the Constitution (airplane) to Guadalcanal
Candidate for governor Welburn Mayock
Petition drive in support of the Hoover Plan (FBI ?)
Hebrew nursing home (1335 Guerrero Street, San Francisco)
Polio Fund campaign at Children's Hospital
Actor Rudy Vallee (godfather at baby christening)
Installation of officers at Islam Temple
Railroad executives
Booker T. Washington memorial coin given to Joe Di Maggio
Opera singer Elena Nikolaidi
Winton I. Patmode of Hanford Works
Best dressed man E.A. Mattson and Miss California Joane Pederson
AMA (American Management Association) convention (with Alvin E. Dodd, Paul Davies, Lawrence A. Appley, and Lee a Du Bridge)
US Maritime Commission Chairman Major General Philip B. Fleming at Bohemian Club
Propeller Club meeting
Actor Bob Hope
National Director of Boys' Clubs of America David W. Armstrong
Skating Vanities girls get X-rayed
Eightieth birthday of Langley Porter
KNBC radio studio
President of National Foundation for infantile paralysis (polio) Basil O'Connor
Actor Jeffery Lynn and Sarah Churchill of "The Philadelphia Story"
Actress Jane Russell
Dr. Harry A. Overstreet

---

February 1950 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141495-141503]

Physical Description: 125 negatives (estimate)

Call Bulletin "Secretary gals"
Dental convention on children's teeth
Rites and funeral for Bishop James T. O'Dowd. [141496, ca. 25 negatives]
UC researchers find method of foretelling artery and heart trouble (health)
Dial telephone system
Judge Harold Medina interviewed and crossing picket line of San Francisco Civil Rights Congress [141497, 5 negatives]
Wedding shower broadcast on KPIX television
Senator Kenneth Spicer Wherry
Homeless family
Press conference with Richard M. Nixon [141498, 2 negatives]
Press Conference -- Congressman Richard M. Nixon -- Whitcomb Hotel (February 10, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141498.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard M. Nixon speaks to reporters.

Edward S. Shattuck runs for Attorney General [141498, 8 negatives]
Candidate for Attorney General -- Edward S. Shattuck (February 10, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141498.05-06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Postwar Democratic orientation for Japanese (64 nationals aboard ship General Nelson M. Walker)
100 year anniversary celebration of Synagogue Sherith
Catholic relief for Europe (Monsignors Edward Swanstrom and Harold E. Collins, and Archbishop John J. Mitty)
Dr. Robert Gordon Sproul awarded the Royal Order of the North Star by Consul General Hanne Lindholm of Sweden
Brotherhood Week luncheon
Phoebe Apperson Hearst Memorial Fountain in Golden Gate Park
Jackson Day dinner (Wiliam Malone, Mrs. Edward H. Heller, Cyril Magnin, James Roosevelt, Oliver J. Carter, and J. Howard McGrath) [141500, 8 negatives]
Francis the Army talking mule
Archaeologist Dr. Adan E. Treganza with 3000 year old skull
Copy negatives of award-winning photograph by Bill Nichols of suicide from the Emporium Building
New mobile Blood Bank unit (Erwin Memorial)
Associated General Contractors of America.

March 1950 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141504-141514]

Physical Description: 200 negatives (estimate)

Annie Oakley’s exhibition rifle held by Dot Lind
Judge Edward F. O’Day files for election
California Chapter of the American College of Surgeons (Dr. William D. Neff, Bruce Anderson, Frank J. Murphy and Carl Fisher)
Chang’s International Folk Dancers
Girl (Alta Harpole) and her baby picket George Malekos for child support
Horse and wagon try to cross Golden Gate Bridge
New Federal Grand Jury
Joint International Committee for Eradication of Foot and Mouth Disease in Mexico (Oscar Flores and others at Bohemian Club)
Senator Gerald O’Gara files for election
US Census (various dates, March-April, 1950) [141507, 34 negatives]
Crew Leader Training -- US Census Bureau -- Fourth Congressional District Office (March 10, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141507.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Instructor Eddie Blaczack trains J.L. Murphy, K.J. Hammerel, Aubrey L. Arlington, and Andrew T. Hatcher on census taking. Margaret Waxmen also shown with material for seventeenth decennial census. Taken at 180 New Montgomery Street.
**Enumerable -- US Census Bureau (March 16, 1950)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141507.04]  
- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives  
- **Scope and Content Note:**  
  Census enumerator Peggy Smith writes down information received in interview of Viola Sanderson.

**Citizens Committee for Census Cooperation -- City Hall (March 21, 1950)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141507.05]  
- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives  
- **Scope and Content Note:**  
  John McCloskey, Supervisor Patrick McMurray, R.W. Weis, Jr., and Paul Bissenger meet.

**US Census -- Farrallon Islands (March 28, 1950)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141507.06]  
- **Physical Description:** 17 negatives  
- **Scope and Content Note:**  
  Census enumerator Helen Leslie Mabbott and District Census Supervisor John F. McCloskey shown coming ashore [crane lifting their boat ashore], walking along shore [with view of beach and waterfront housing], and interviewing island residents. Views of island housing and residents. [Sleeve also contains newsclipping of images printed in story].

**US Census -- Mayor Elmer E. Robinson (March 30, 1950)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141507.07]  
- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives  
- **Scope and Content Note:**  
  Mary Lindner of the the Department of Commerce’s Census Bureau interviews Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. Robinson at their residence. Taken at 2100 Pacific Avenue.

**US Census -- Chinese District (March 31, 1950)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141507.08]  
- **Physical Description:** 4 negatives  
- **Scope and Content Note:**  
  Chinese-American census enumerators, to handle the Chinese district of San Francisco, pose for group photographs. Enumerator May T. Gee takes census of Mr. and Mrs. Pete Quon and daughter Valarie.

**US Census (March 31, 1950)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141507.09]  
- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives  
- **Scope and Content Note:**  
  District Census Supervisor John F. McCloskey interviews Mr. and Mrs. John F. Fixa and daughter Judy for US Census. Taken at 3485 Twenty-first Street.

**Enumerators -- US Census -- City Hall (March 31, 1950)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141507.10]  
- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives  
- **Scope and Content Note:**  
  San Francisco District enumerators descend the steps of City Hall with books in hand, on their way to take the census.
Population Contest -- Census Supervisor -- US Census Bureau (April 05, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141507.11]

- Physical Description: 1 negative
- Scope and Content Note
- Census Supervisor R.W. Weis, Jr. looks over the results of the Call Bulletin's "population contest" in the newspaper. Taken at 180 Montgomery Street.

Actor John Barrymore Jr.
Conductor Leonard Bernstein

Secretary of State Dean Acheson [141508, 17 negatives]

Secretary of State Dean Acheson -- San Francisco Airport (March 14, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141508.05]

- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
- Dean Acheson arrives at airport and speaks with reporters.

Secretary of State Dean Acheson -- Commonwealth Club Luncheon -- Palace Hotel (March 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141508.06]

- Physical Description: 6 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
- Crowd listens to Dean Acheson speak. Major General John E. Upston and President George Killion of the APL sit with Dean Acheson. Dean Acheson speaking.

Secretary of State Dan Acheson -- UC Berkeley (March 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141508.07]

- Physical Description: 8 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
- Dean Acheson speaks to students in the UC Men's Gym.

Bishops War Fund (Archbishop John J. Mitty and children)

Dr. C.H. Li (Choh Hao Li)

Hibernian luncheon (Senator Gerald O'Garra, Father Dunne, George Reilly, and others)

Calvin W. Verity

Paul Reynaud and Lord Walter Layton

Edmund G. Brown with family as he files for Attorney General election [141510, 2 negatives]

Candidacy for Attorney General -- District Attorney Edmund G. Brown -- City Hall (March 22, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141510.07]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note

Community Chest "Building for Youth" Drive

Agricultural Business conference

Rodeo Queen contestant Dianne Goldman

Consul Generals visit Mayor Elmer E. Robinson (Hans J. Gremninger of Switzerland, Anastasios Antonopoulos of Greece and Danilo Brugal of the Dominican Republic)

California Republican Assembly

Helen Gahagan Douglas

New Kaiser-Frazer automobiles [141512, 5 negatives]
March 1950

New Kaiser-Frazer Cars -- Fairmont Hotel (March 29, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 200, [141512.08]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Manager H.V. Lindbergh stands by car. Crowd admires car on display. Sophie Pierce and Manager Lee Franklin of the Experimental Department also shown.

Dean McNealy files for State Senator
Judge Clarence Morris files for election
Grand New Party
Artist Alfred Owles' interpretation of flying saucer (artist and painting)
Jewish leaders back from Israel (Edward A. Nathan, Lloyd W. Dinkelspiel, and A.J. Shragge)
Governor Earl Warren files for reelection.

April 1950

Reverend Karl M. Block
Manchester Boddy running for senator [141515 and 141518]
Actor William Bendix arrives
State Attorney General Fred N. Howser
Yellow Cabs [141517, ca. 15 negatives]
Actress Bette Davis and daughter Barbara
Melvin Belli with Frank Sullivan
Westinghouse refrigerator display
Candidate for governor Welburn Mayock
Japanese judges visit San Francisco court (Welburn Mayock and Manchester Boddy)
Tuberculosis Association free chest x-ray mobile unit
"Capo the Silversmith" Chester Griffin (friend of Jack London)
Congressman John Francis Shelley
Portraits of Adrien J. Falk
City gets tax check from PG&E
Eighteenth Annual California Spring Garden Show [141521, ca. 20 negatives]
Dentists' convention
Banquet for united nationalities
Old automobiles and horseless carriages parade
Actress Jane Wyman
Catholic War Veterans California convention
Buddhist convention.

May 1950

New three cent Casey Jones US Mail stamp
"Movie Month" promotional activities [throughout month]
California Greys annual banquet
Home comfort exposition (freezers, furniture, etc.)
Conductor Arturo Toscanini
106 year old Frances Acosta
Baron Philippe de Rothschild and Princess Gabrielle de Liechtenstein
Helen Gahagan Douglas in helicopter
Nurses convention
James Roosevelt running for Governor of California [141526, 4 negatives]
Speech -- Gubernatorial Candidate James Roosevelt (May 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141526.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
James Roosevelt speaks to crowd at the corner of California and Montgomery Streets during campaign for governor.

White Cane Week (Dorothy Glass and others)
San Francisco Junior Chamber of Commerce Drive
National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) meeting
New Tivoli Restaurant in North Beach (with Governor Earl Warren)
San Mateo County relief home layout
Indian Ataloa gives concert
Governor Earl Warren opens 1950 campaign
James Roosevelt with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson
Arrival of replica of Liberty Bell
World Trade Week Queen Clare Tower [141530 and 141532]
Mayor Salvatore Rebecchini of Rome
Celebrities present for movie drive (actors Frank Faylan, William Bendix, Arleen Whelan, producer William H. Pine, William C. Thomas and others)
Corneal transplant at Stanford Hospital (health)
Refugees and last US officials out of Red China aboard General Gordon and President Wilson (ships) [141531, 7 negatives]
Refugees from China -- Pier Forty-six (May 23, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141531.06-08]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Refugees from communist China sit in cabin of the General Gordon (ship) upon arriving in San Francisco. Herb Mcushin of the International Refugee Organization and Fritz Stahl of United Service for New Americans welcome part of Jewish refugee group and speak to them about the next part of their journey. US Consul General O. Edmund Clubb, one of the last US officials to leave "Red China," returns from Peking aboard the President Wilson (ship). First Secretary Leonard Bacon and Chief Administrative Officer John W. Gordhamer of the US embassy in Nanking pose with Mrs. Leonard Bacon and Mrs. John W. Gordhamer for group photo. Views of refugees and their friends aboard the General Gordon (ship).

National Foot Health Week (Dr. Robert Johns)
Homeward bound refugees (German or European refugees? from China?) [141532, 12 negatives]
Actor Lee J. Cobb and actress Jane Wyatt filming "The Gun" at Fort Point Shrine Circus [141533, ca. 15 negatives]
New physiotherapy at Kabut-Kaiser Institute (health)
Ambassador Nauricio Nabuco of Brazil
Henry Ford II
Superior Court Judge Timothy I. Fitzpatrick
Politician James A. Farley.

June 1950 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141535-141545]
Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)

Family of William Murry being held by "China Reds" (communism)
Salinas Rodeo Queen Joanne Phillips
Senator Gerald O’Gara
Monsignor Harold Collins
W.W. Wachtel
Sonoma Trail Blazers [141536, 10 negatives]

1950 elections (Earl Warren, John Francis Shelley, Clarence Morris, Edmund G. Brown, and others) [141537-141538, ca. 40 negatives]

**Election Day Voting -- Governor Earl Warren (June 06, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141537.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Mr. and Mrs. Earl Warren and daughter Virginia sign with election official and cast ballots at Oakland polling place.

**Election Day Voting -- US Congressman Jack Shelley (June 06, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141537.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Jack Shelley signs in and uses voting machine at polling place. Taken at St. Mary's Avenue and Mission Street.

**Election Day Voting -- District Attorney Edmund G. Brown (June 06, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141537.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Mr. and Mrs. Edmund G. Brown sign in with election judge Irving Wenger at polling place. Taken at 175 Dorantes Street.

**Election Day Voting -- Judge Clarence Morris (June 06, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141537.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Election candidate Judge Clarence Morris votes at polling place. Taken at 185 San Aleso Avenue.

**Election Day Voting -- Polling Place (June 06, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141537.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Small crowd waits in line to vote at 155 Tenth Street.

**Broadcast of Election Returns -- Station KFRC (June 06, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141537.06]

Physical Description: 11 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Arthur H. Connolly, Lyn Fox, and Robert I. McCarthy speak into microphone to give radio broadcast of election returns. Judge Clarence Morris, Edward M. Gaffney, George D. Collins Jr., Thomas A. Maloney, Jack Shelley, Charles Myers, G. O'Gara, William Cliff Berry, Governor Earl Warren, and Ben Alexander also shown giving broadcast. Taken at KFRC building off of Van Ness Avenue.

**Press Conference -- Governor Earl Warren -- Hotel St. Francis (June 07, 1950)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141538.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Bob Warren congratulates his father Earl Warren on election victory. Mrs. Warren also shown.
Election Winner -- Judge Clarence Morris (June 07, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141538.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Clarence Morris, who won election to the Superior Court, shown with Mrs. Clarence Morris at 124 San Aleso Avenue.

Election Runoff -- William P. Riley (June 07, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141538.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
William P. Riley, in an election runoff for the Twenty-third Assembly District, sits with family members Mrs. William P. Riley, Catherine, and Christine.

Attorney General Edmund G. Brown (June 07, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 201, [141538.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Election winner Edmund "Pat" Brown sits with family members Kathleen, Cynthia, Barbara, Jerry, and Mrs. Brown at 460 Magellan Avenue.

Ice Follies parade and opening at Winterland
Seventeenth convention of California State Craft of the National Federated Craft Masons in Federal Service
Mayors conference [141539, 7 negatives]
Congressman John Francis Shelley gets citation
Henry J. Kaiser at dedication (Sailors' Union Hall)
Consul General Rafo Ivancevic of Yugoslavia
Annual US Post Office auction
New women attorneys
Salinas Rodeo [141542, 15 negatives]
Heart Disease convention (health)
AMA (American Medical Association) convention (health) (Doctors J.C. Geiger, Henry R. Viets, Shields Warren, Gordon E. Dean, and others) [141543, ca. 30 negatives]
Consul General Jose Imperial and General Carlos P. Romulo of the Philippines
Fifth anniversary of United Nations Charter
Torah ceremonies
Ulysses S. Grant III
Korean Colonels returning to Korea to fight communism.

July 1950 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202, [141546-141552]
Physical Description: 150 negatives (estimate)

Funeral services for head of Russian Orthodox Church Metropolitan Theophlus [Theophilos?]
Democratic National Committee Chairwoman India Edwards
Dr. J.C. Geiger receiving award from Venezuela
United Cerebral Palsy Association show at Paramount Theatre (actors Bob Hope, Gene Tierney, Shirley Yamaguchi, and others) [141546, 10 negatives]
Actress Rosalind Russell
Assistant Secretary General Byron Price of the United Nations
Transamerica hearing (Thurman W. Arnold)
New Federal Grand Jury
Consul Aurelio Quatorino of the Philippines
Seventh Day Adventists convention [141548, ca. 40 negatives]
Horace Heidt show [141549, 18 negatives]
Atomic awards (Dr. J.C. Geiger and others)
Strip tease artist Lana Wong
Bay Area Council of California Indians
Maharajah of Kukeh (India)
Bookbinders' national convention
Conductor Arturo Casiglia and daughter Rose
AHEPA convention
Novena to Saint Anne [141551, 14 negatives]
Actress Margaret Field
Freedom Foundation Inc. luncheon
Ted Mack amateur show for disabled American veterans (various dates, July-August 1950) [141552, 15 negatives]
Macy's Third Architectural Forum (with Ernes Wertheim, William Hempel, and Douglas Baylis)
Press conference with John Foster Dulles.

August 1950 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202, [141553-141560]

Physical Description: 125 negatives (estimate)

Actress Gloria Swanson at Balboa High School
Movie director Rouben Mamoulian and wife
Alien registration (immigrants?)
Golden Gate Exchange Club lunch (Young Han Chan)
Federal Land Management inspectors
Movie producer Frank N. Seltzer
Disabled American Veterans convention [141555, ca. 55 negatives]
Zionist Mortimer May
Actress Joanne Dru
Princess Fushimi Hiroaki and Kyu Lee of Japan arrive aboard General W.H. Gordon (ship)
Korean flag raised for Republic of Korea Day (Consul Young Han Choo of South Korea) [141556, 2 negatives]

South Korean Flag -- Republic of Korea Day -- City Hall(August 15, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202, [141556.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson assists South Korean Consul Young Han Choo in raising the South Korean flag in honor of "Republic of Korea Day." Han Nah Woo also shown.

100th anniversary of General Jose de San Martin's death
Mary Bromley Smith turns 100 (member of early California pioneer family)
Secretary General Moshe Rosetti of the Israeli Parliament
New Commander of American Legion Stan F. Dunmire
Spanish American War veterans anniversary
Supervisor George Christopher
Civil defense meeting (Earl Warren and others)
Missionaries leaving for Far East
Captured Russian armored jeep and submachine gun from Korea [141559, 3 negatives]
Gubernatorial candidate James Roosevelt and wife [141559, 2 negatives]
Queen of Mission District Mae Tai Sing
Newly elected auxiliary Archbishop Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle and family
Dinner for James Roosevelt [141560, 4 negatives].
**September 1950**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202, [141561-141571]

*Physical Description:* 200 negatives (estimate)

- **Judge Oliver J. Carter**
- **Florists' convention**
- **Irwin Blood Bank Drive for Korea (Red Cross)**
- **Dedication of plaque where first Jewish services were held**
- **Air Force Association commends Mayor Elmer E. Robinson on defense program**
- **Chamber of Commerce defense preparedness meeting**

**Board of Supervisors meeting on communist ban (communism)** [141563, 2 negatives]

- **Communist Ban -- Supervisors' Meeting -- City Hall (September 07, 1950)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202, [141563.01]
  
  *Physical Description:* 2 negatives
  
  *Scope and Content Note*
  
  Supervisors hold hearing concerning the "communist ban" (communism). Views of crowd.

- **Crusade for Freedom (with actress Ruth Roman, Henry J. Kaiser, Adrien J. Falk, and others) [throughout month]**

- **"Negro" bridge players participate in finals with white people (Afro-Americans, race relations)** [141563, 2 negatives]

- **Racially Integrated Bridge Tournament -- Whitcomb Hotel (September 07, 1950)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202, [141563.02]
  
  *Physical Description:* 2 negatives
  
  *Scope and Content Note*
  
  "Negro bridge players participate in finals with White People" [photographs of Afro-American bridge team to take part in finals of tournament] (race).

- **106 year old Francis Acosta and 100 year old Mary Bromley Smith with state flag (centennial celebrations)**

- **Archbishop John J. Mitty**

- **Actor William Boyd (Hopalong Cassidy)**

- **Actor John Barrymore, Jr. and mother Dolores Costello**

- **Eleanor Roosevelt with son James Roosevelt and Helen Gahagan Douglas** [141564, 4 negatives]

  - **Eleanor Roosevelt with Son (September 12, 1950)**
    BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202, [141564.08-09]
    
    *Physical Description:* 4 negatives
    
    *Scope and Content Note*
    
    Eleanor Roosevelt sits with son James Roosevelt and his wife at the Press Club.
    Eleanor Roosevelt sits with Helen Gahagan Douglas and James Roosevelt at a Democratic luncheon. Taken at the Fairmont Hotel.

- **View of downtown Oakland from Montclair hills (cityscapes)**
- **Fire chiefs' convention** [141564, 19 negatives]
- **Furniture show**

- **Press conference with Philo T. Farnsworth**

- **Chinese opera singer Yi-Kwei Sze**

- **Seneca Reservoir dedication** [141566, 5 negatives]

---

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG 1523
Seneca Reservoir Dedication -- Oakland (September 19, 1950)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202, [141566.07-08]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Louis J. Breuner opens valve on the new reservoir, with District Manager Thomas S. Neilson and President Louis J. Breuner of the Utility District Board of Directors looking on. Water released from valve on control tower begins filling up new million dollar reservoir. Long view of reservoir with onlookers.

Freedom Bell arrives [141567, ca. 15 negatives]
Corneal transplant operation in progress at Stanford Medical Hospital (health) [141567, 7 negatives]
Opera singer Mario del Monaco with Kenneth Monteagle
Bishop elect Henry H. Shires with Bishop Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle [141568, ca. 20 negatives]
California Dentist Association press conference
Governor Alfred E. Driscoll of New Jersey
Opera singer Lilly Pons
His Eminence Eugene Cardinal Tisserant and Archbishop John J. Mitty
Eagles Orphan Fund
Opera singer Renata Tebaldi
Sons of Italy banquet
Dress rehearsal of “Aida” (view of opera house stage with cast)
Luncheon honoring Captain Katsuji Mizutani of Japan
Armed Services Central Blood Processing Center [141570, 12 negatives]
Bone bank (health)

October 1950

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202-203, [141572-141586]

Physical Description: 325 negatives (estimate)

Views of Reno (Nevada) including street scenes and gambling (Bingo Salon, Harold’s Club, transient housing, etc.) [141572, ca. 40 negatives]
Coro Foundation Group visits Mayor Elmer E. Robinson
Women’s Auxiliary of the College of Physicians and Dental Surgeons
Handicapped jeweler at work (disabled persons)
Superior Court Judge Herbert C. Kaufman
Army artist’s conception of San Francisco Bay Area and atomic bomb blast
National Association of Securities Dealers
Atomic bomb attack preparation (civil defense) [141574, 25 negatives]
Atomic Bomb Preparedness (October 05, 1950)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202, [141574.04]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified persons show “what to do in case of atomic bomb attack.” Woman shown shutting water main, natural gas, and electricity off, closing windows and drapes, storing food, flashlight, and tools, and lying face down with children in the garage, covering face with hands (civil defense). Taken at 210 Maywood Way in South San Francisco.
National Defense Precautions -- Atomic Bomb Preparedness (October 06, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202, [141574.05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified woman shown with painter and his truck, with sleeve advising "know your painter in the neighborhood" [as a precaution in the event of an atomic bomb attack]. Woman shown lying down in gutter beside car, brushing her clothes afterwards, washing face and hands with soap and water, covering nose and mouth with handkerchief, and pouring water to illustrate caution with drinking water [all precautions recommended in the event of an atomic bomb attack] (civil defense). Taken at 210 Maywood Way in South San Francisco.

Atomic Bomb Preparedness -- Nob Hill (October 09, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202, [141574.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified woman shown lying on sidewalk along wall, and standing close to a building with her face turned to face uphill [recommended precautions in the event of an atomic bomb attack] (civil defense).

Atomic Bomb Preparedness (October 10, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 202, [141574.07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified woman shown lying down in seat of car, standing against wall in doorway of house, sitting behind chair with dog, sitting under table, and closing drapes on window [precautions recommended in the event of an atomic bomb attack] (civil defense).

Blood donation drive
Housing survey
Senator William F. Knowland speaking
Masons' convention
Congressman Emanuel Celler
Samuel Goldwyn with attorney Joseph Alioto
Alben W. Barkley arrives to aid Democratic campaign (James Roosevelt, Helen Gahagan Douglas, and James Quigley)
Various officials taking state loyalty oath [various dates]
Mother Superior Marie Antoinette Blanchot
Furniture show
President Harry S. Truman arrives aboard the Independence (airplane) for San Francisco visit (W. Averell Harriman, Dean Rusk, Philip Jessup, Frank C. Pace Jr., General Omar Bradley, and others) [141578, 52 negatives]

Meeting with General Douglas MacArthur -- President Harry S. Truman (October 12, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141578.01]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Harry S. Truman stops at Fairfield-Suisun Air Force Base enroute to meeting with General Douglas MacArthur in the Pacific. Shown with special envoy W. Averell Harriman, Secretary of State Dean Rusk, Philip Jessup, Frank C. Pace, Jr., and General Omar Bradley. Harry Truman descends from airplane. The President's private airplane "The Independence" shown being refueled.
President Harry S. Truman -- International Airport (October 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141578.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Harry S. Truman descends from airplane as he arrives for San Francisco visit. Waves from car with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and Vice President Alben W. Barkley.

President Harry S. Truman -- San Francisco Visit (October 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141578.03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Truman walks down Van Ness Avenue with secret servicemen (neighborhood). Speaks with fourteen year old Roger Lloyd, of Oakland, in front of the Fairmont Hotel.

President Harry S. Truman -- San Francisco Visit (October 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141578.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Harry Truman waves to crowd from back of car at Grant and Market Streets.

President Harry S. Truman -- San Francisco Visit -- Fairmont Hotel (October 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141578.05]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Harry Truman enters the Fairmont Hotel accompanied by Richard Swig, son of hotel owner Benjamin Swig. View of crowd around President.

President Harry S. Truman -- San Francisco Visit -- Fairmont Hotel (October 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141578.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two year old Roberta Young holds an autographed photograph of President Harry S. Truman.

President Harry S. Truman -- San Francisco Visit (October 16, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141578.07-08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd waits in long line outside the Opera House to purchase tickets for President Harry S. Truman's speech (neighborhood).

President Harry S. Truman -- Speech -- Opera House (October 17, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141578.09]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator William F. Knowland and Mrs. Knowland and Mr. and Mrs. James Roosevelt wait in audience for speech. View of crowd. President Harry S. Truman sits then waves to crowd before speech. Harry Truman speaks from podium. Shown coming onto stage with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson. Harry Truman stands by podium after speech.
President Harry S. Truman -- San Francisco Visit (October 17, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141578.10]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Truman leaves the Fairmont Hotel with Richard Swig and hotel owner Benjamin Swig. View of crowd in Opera House for Harry Truman's address. Harry Truman leaves the Opera House with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson. The President waves from departing airplane. Harry Truman and Mayor Robinson shown leaving hotel for Opera House and standing at podium in Opera House.

Governor's visit (Earl Warren, Vail Pittman, and Dan E. Garvey)
Defense transportation meeting (Captain T.R. Wirth)
United Nations Week events [141579, ca. 15 negatives]
Thomas Edison inventions (talking doll, first phonograph, and electric automobile)
Red Mass at St. Mary's Cathedral
J. Howard McGrath
National Beauty Salon Week
President Ben F. Fairless of US Steel and President Alden G. Roach of Columbia Steel
California Manufacturers Association general meeting (Congressman John Phillips)
Actors of "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" give blood
Edmund G. Brown luncheon
Prince Sheik Fahad of Kuwait
Lions Club giving illuminated canes to the blind (disabled persons)
Death of Al Jolson [141583, 8 negatives]
Mental health expert Albert Deutsch
Milk Bank
Democratic luncheon for Governor Earl Warren
Consul General John M.L. Mitcheson of Great Britain
Imported coo-coo clocks
Bomb shelter at Pacific Avenue (civil defense)
Pin-up cowgirl Joan Evans
Sadlers Wells Ballet Co. (with Moira Shearer and others)
Bay Area transit meeting (transportation)
W. Averell Harriman [141586, 2 negatives]

Press Conference -- W. Averell Harriman -- Fairmont Hotel (October 31, 1950)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141586.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of statesman W. Averell Harriman at press conference.

Rental rate increase hearing (housing).

November 1950 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141587-141596]

Physical Description: 150 negatives (estimate)

French movie actress Susanne
State defense meeting (civil defense)
Television and radio broadcasts of election returns
Helen Gahagan Douglas speaking
Earl Warren campaign rally
Minister of External Affairs Percy C. Spender of Australia
Election events (crowds and television or radio personalities, Governor Earl Warren and family, Edmund G. Brown, Franck Havenner, and others)
New Federal Grand Jury
John Freuler celebrates 100 birthday
Blindcraft (disabled persons)
New District Attorney Thomas C. Lynch
Actress Lucille Ball and husband Desi Arnaz
Grover Magnin retires
Consul Jose F. Imperial of the Philippines
Senator Richard M. Nixon [141591, 3 negatives]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141591.07]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Portraits of newly elected Senator Richard M. Nixon.

Center for the Blind (disabled persons)
Ambassador Henri Bonnet of France
Family arrives from Korea (immigrants? refugees?)
Testing of French wines (with poet Kenneth Rexroth)
Community Chest luncheon with Edmund G. Brown
Demonstration of new dental technique (Dentair)
Actor Robert Taylor and wife actress Barbara Stanwyck
Salvation Army Christmas kettle (with Benjamin Harrison Swig and actress Barbara Stanwyck)
New Golden Gate Bridge director Jessie Coleman
Salvation Army Bazaar
Handicapped workers make toys for Christmas (disabled persons)
Press conference with acting Mayor Dewey Mead
Arthritis Foundation lunch
Slashing tires bound for Red China (communism)
Possible location of atom bomb blast (Civilian Defense Director points to map of San Francisco) (civil defense)
White Russian refugees from Philippines arrive on board General M.L. Hersey (ship) [141595, 8 negatives]
Senator William F. Knowland and Adrien J. Falk.

December 1950 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141597-141606]
   Physical Description: 163 negatives (estimate)

Alice Elizabeth Linn Fulton Gordon turns 100 years old
Filipino movie actress Leta Rio
Press conference regarding blood need for Korea
Jewish Festival of Lights
Strip tease artist Lana Wong case
Nutcracker Suite ballet
Centennial mass for sisters at St. Dominic's (Archbishop John J. Mitty)
New Golden Gate Bridge Director Maurice Moskovitz
Pearl Harbor memorial service (rifle salute)
Salvation Army Korea relief kettle (Benjamin Harrison Swig and acting Mayor Dewey Mead)
Bay Area Council lunch (Senators Arthur Breed and John McCarthy)
Superior Court Judge Daniel R. Shoemaker
Actresses Joan Shawlee and Kerry Vaughn pose in prehistoric movie costumes
Blind Actors Guild rehearsing (disabled persons)
Price J. Hall
Conductor Igor Stravinsky rehearsing with San Francisco Symphony [141600, 1 negative]
San Francisco Symphony Orchestra -- Igor Stravinsky -- Opera House (December 12, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141600.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Igor Stravinsky rehearses with the orchestra in preparation for three nights of performances [during which he conducted].

Toyohiko Kagawa [141602, 2 negatives]

Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa -- Press Interview -- California Hotel (December 14, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141602.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Interview with the "Man Christ of Japan," Toyohiko Kagawa [Religious leader].

Congressional Committee arrives (Congressmen Clair Engle, Norris Poulson, Walter S. Baring, and John P. Saylor) [141602, 2 negatives]

Congressional Committee -- Airport (December 17, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 203, [141602.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressional committee members Clair Engle, Norris Poulson, Walter S. Baring, and John P. Saylor pose for group photo after arriving in San Francisco.

Smog hearing
Block Warden organizational meeting
Actress Shirley Temple and husband Charles Black [141603, 4 negatives]

"Blue Baby" twins Marjorie and Mary Johansen (health)
St. Boniface Church decorated for Christmas
Barbershop quartet "Peninsulaeers"
Midnight mass at St. Mary's
Dean Maddox and Fred Goette
San Francisco Disaster Council meets with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson
Shriners Imperial Potentate of North America Hubert M. Poteat
Local Judges (Edward P. Murphy, Michael J. Roche, Clarence Morris, and Sylvain J. Lazarus)
Views of Financial District in shower of confetti (neighborhood)
Air raid sirens (civil defense)
New Golden Gate Bridge directors (Daniel F. Del Carlo, Joseph J. Diviny, and Judge Melvyn I. Cronin).

January 1951 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141607-141616]

Physical Description: 163 negatives (estimate)

Senator Thomas E. Maloney
Conductor Dimitri Mitropoulos
Tully C. Knoles speaking at Commonwealth Club
New type of manure in pill form
Strip tease artist Lana Wong
Alien registration
New Superior Court Judge Clarence W. Morris
New Attorney General Edmund G. Brown
Opening of March of Dimes [141609, 10 negatives]
Art Commissioner Oscar Lewis and others
Ballet de Paris [141610, 10 negatives]
Russian weapons seized
New Grand Jury
Phonograph record dealer William Melander
Barber Shop Quartet
Red Cross Fund Drive
William W. Crocker and J.D. Sullivan
Diplomats John Hearne and Patrick Hughes from Ireland
Jobs for the blind (disabled persons)
Check for Cherry Valley Dam
Man of the Year Spencer Grant Jr.
Blood drive for Korea with Richard Emory (actor of "Korea Patrol")
Largest group of White Russian refugees arrives from the Orient aboard General Haan (ship) (members of Romanoff family, Colonel Pavel Savich, and Russian Orthodox priests) [141614, 5 negatives]

White Russian Refugees -- Navy Transport "General Haan" (ship)(January 25, 1950) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141614.04]

Physical Description:
5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Greek Orthodox priests Matvei Medvedeff, Philaret J. Astrakanstry, and Arch Deacon Paul J. Metlenko lead 852 refugees in prayer upon arrival in the United States, with San Francisco in background (cityscapes). Family of fifteen "stateless" White Russians destined to live in New York wave from deck of ship. Phillip Romanoff, Irinxa Romanoff, Ivan Romanoff, Maria Romanoff, Vladimir Romanoff... shown. Colonel Paval Savich of the Imperial Russian Army stands on deck of ship, looking out over water. Refugees crowd on deck to see San Francisco as they pull into harbor; Golden Gate Bridge in background.

Paul Henrispaak of Belgium
Catholic War Relief conference
New Superior Court Judge Herman Van Der Zee
Father who sold daughter for $5 and a tank of gas (O'Brien family) [141616, 14 negatives]

February 1951 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141616-141626]

Physical Description: 163 negatives (estimate)

Father who sold daughter for five dollars and a tank of gas (O'Brien family) [141616, 5 negatives]
Marta Page weaves material for dresses
Yugoslav Relief Committee
Guide dogs for the blind (disabled persons)
Father James Keller of the Christophers
Ambassador Vladimir Popovic of Yugoslavia visits Mayor Elmer E. Robinson (Rafu Ivancecic and Antone Zietich)
Furniture at Macy's
Old time entertainers (Will Aubrey, Rosetta and Vivian Duncan, and Peter B. Kyne)
"Negro History Week" (Reverends R.L. Turner and E.L. Evans with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson) (Afro-Americans)
Anti-Communist League meeting and parade in Chinatown (communism) [141620, 9 negatives]

China Six Company -- Anti-Communist League(February 12, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141620.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
W.F. Doon presents child Barbara Jean Chan with paper [some sort of honor?]. Kenneth Kealy Lee and Albert Wong also shown (communism). Taken on Stockton Street [photographs taken for "war wounded story"].
Anti-Communist Parade -- Chinatown (February 12, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141620.03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two year old Linda Tom sits on ground to watch parade at 962 Sacramento Street. Views of marching band, parade of men [holding torches?], women and men holding signs with anti-communist slogans (communism), written in Chinese and English.

State Employees Association meeting
Former Attorney General Francis Biddle
Violinist Teresa Vannin and Naoum Blinder
FCC (Federal Communication Commission) Chairman Wayne Coy
Senators John F. McCarthy and Gerald O’Gara
Congressman Walter H. Judd of Minnesota
Donation to Heart Association (Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and “Blue Baby” twins Mary and Marjorie Johanson) (health)
Heart Association Day
Cast of actors of “Valentino” arrives (actors Alexis Smith, Audrey Totter, Edmond O’Brien, and others)
Meat Packers Association meeting
Member of Israeli Parliament Dr. Abraham Granott
Almond tree blossoms in Los Altos
New woman Judge Lenore Underwood
American Legion Naturalization Program
Doris Walker accused of communism by Cutter Laboratories
Volunteers of America meeting
Franciscan Fathers feed the hungry at St. Boniface Church
John Francis Neylan speaking in the Tonga Room of the Fairmont Hotel
Vein bank (Frank Leven, Albert Gerbode, and Brodie Stevens discuss vein graft) (health)
Norwegian poet Herman Wildenvey and wife Gisken
Samish subpoena
Gerald Moss’ modern lamp factory
Jazz musician Pee Wee Russell being put into ambulance
Salvation Army canteen kitchen
Frozen waffles pop up from toaster
Chinese drum corps girls
Tie collection.

March 1951 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627-141636]

Physical Description: 213 negatives (estimate)

Senator Estes Kefauver crime investigation committee (part of the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) [141627, 77 negatives]

Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Press Conference (March 01, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
(>Part of the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) Men are seated and talking to each other: Senator Estes Kefauver, Harold G. Robinson, Downey Rice, and William (or Walter) Amis.
Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Courtroom
Scene (March 02, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
(9Part of the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) View from the seats of the committee looking into the crowded courtroom. James G. Hamilton and Secretary Brewery’s assistant.

Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Courtroom
Scene (March 02, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
(9Part of the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) William T. Baker (President of Regal Amber Brewing Company) stands in front of microphones and raises his hand.

Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Courtroom
Scene (March 02, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
(9Part of the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) Charles Lubbes sits on the stand; the committee faces him.

Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Courtroom
Scenes (March 02, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
(9Part of the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) G.L. Fanning (Lucky Lager Brewing) and Henry Picard (Acme Brewing) stand taking oaths. Sante Quattrain (Wholesale Liquor District Association of California) testifies before the committee.

Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Witnesses
(March 02, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627.06]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
(9Part of the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) Various men being sworn in and testifying before the committee: John Prunty, Rex Blom [Blum?], Stanley Cohen, Carl Bucher, Attorney Thomas J. Riordan, Patrick Mooney Sr., Patrick Mooney Jr., Harold Hoertkorn, and Holden Sanford.

Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Courtroom
Scene (March 02, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
(9Part of the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) William T. Baker (President of Regal Amber Brewing Company) testifies before the committee. Arthur Samish is in the background.
Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Courtroom
Scenes (March 02, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627.08]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
(OfType the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) View from the courtroom audience looking towards the committee; men take oath and testify. Arthur Samish and Governor Earl Warren.

Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Courtroom
Scenes (March 02, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
(OfType the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) Various courtroom scenes: looking from the view of the cameras, the committee, and the courtroom audience. John Prunty, Lubbes, and Arthur Samish.

Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Witness (March 03, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627.10]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
(OfType the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) Views from the courtroom audience looking towards the committee. Arthur Samish testifies before the committee.

Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Courtroom
Scenes (March 03, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627.11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
(OfType the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) Investigator Downey Rice and Harold Hoertkorn sit before the committee. Court reporter is in foreground.

Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Courtroom
Scenes (March 03, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 204, [141627.12]

Physical Description: 29 negatives
Scope and Content Note
(OfType the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) Views of men taking oath and testifying, committee members, pinball machine, crowds waiting outside courtroom, and audience in courtroom. Ernest (Mike) Schino, Attorney Emmett Hagerty, Arthur Samish, Herbert Van Brun, John Prunty, Sheriff James Long, Rex Blom [Blum?], Assistant US Attorney Robert M. McMillan, Senator Estes Kefauver, and San Francisco District Attorney Thomas Lynch, and others.
Senator Estes Kefauver Crime Investigation Committee -- Witness (March 03, 1951)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
(Part of the Senate Special Committee to Investigate Organized Crime in Interstate Commerce?) Attorney C.H. Palmer is a witness for Alfred Hart Distributing Company (Los Angeles). He testifies before the committee.

"Sack" canteen opening ceremony at Ferry Building
100 karat "Star of the East" diamond
Consul General Harry Albert Scott of Canada
New Federal Grand Jury
Guardsmen events [141629 and 141632]
Concert for Jewish relief and queen contestants (Mayor Elmer Robinson, Ben Blumenthal and Rabbi Elliott Burstein) [141629-141630]
Highland Hospital conditions investigation
Ex-ambassador to Israel James McDonald
Federal Reserve Bank money handling machines
Spiritual Foundation Week (Bishop Karl Morgan Block)
Examining Spanish land grant documents
New US Attorney Chauncey Tramutolo
American Academy of General Practice
Death and recovered body of Eugene Paton of the ILWU (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) (labor)
Grand Jury hearing witness on communist activity and espionage in Canada (Freda Linton Alexander) (communism) [141635, 2 negatives]

Grand Jury Hearing on Communist Activity and Espionage in Canada -- San Francisco (March 28, 1951)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witness in grand jury hearing: Freda Linton Alexander.

Supreme Court luncheon (Edmund G. Brown with Justices Douglas Edmonds and Homer R. Spence)
Dancer Ruth St. Denis
Westbrook Pegler
Archbishop Monsignor Serapian Ouluohodjian of Armenia [141636, 2 negatives]

Armenian Archbishop -- Manx Hotel (March 31, 1951)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
His Most Reverend Monsignor Serapian Ouluohodjian, abbot general of the Mekhitarist congregation in Venice, shown alone and with companion to the archbishop Mr. K. Tandourjian.


April 1951

Physical Description: 313 negatives (estimate)

Alcoholism clinic
Congressional hearing on small business
GOP (Republican) dinner (with Hugh Scott, George Murphy, J.J. Moore Jr., and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson)
Henry J. Kaiser with fiancee Alice Chester and his new home in Lafayette
Edmund G. Brown and Jake Ehrlich and others at Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner
United Nations official Sir Hubert Miles Gladwyn Jebb
Pan-American Day
Senator Henry Cain speaks
Flag at half mast at corner of Fruitvale Avenue and Macarthur in Oakland (neighborhood)

Events surrounding General Douglas MacArthur's visit to San Francisco and protests of his dismissal by President Harry S. Truman [141641, 219 negatives]

Dismissal of General Douglas MacArthur(April 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Operators shown handling wire messages to President Harry S. Truman protesting the removal of General Douglas MacArthur from his post in the Pacific.

Dismissal of General Douglas MacArthur(April 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various "people on the street" give their views on the dismissal of General Douglas MacArthur from his post in the Pacific by President Harry S. Truman. Seaman Pat Edwards, Beverly Sivertson, Kenneth Zub, C.L. Clark, Don Cartel, and James Kennedy shown.

American Flags at Half-mast -- Dismissal of General Douglas MacArthur(April 11, 1951 - April 12, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.03-04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Merchants at MacArthur Boulevard and Fruitvale Avenue in Oakland (neighborhood) hold American flag at half-mast in mourning for the dismissal of Douglas MacArthur from his post in the Pacific by President Harry S. Truman.

Praying for Guidance -- Dismissal of General Douglas MacArthur(April 12, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Family shown "praying for guidance" after being "shocked" by President Harry S. Truman's removal of Douglas MacArthur from his post in the Pacific. Virginia, Chuck, David, Stephen, and Rosalie Mullineaux shown reading the Bible and praying with Mildrid Seeley.

General Douglas MacArthur in San Francisco -- Hotel St. Francis(April 16, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.06-07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hotel clerk Charles S. Lee holds mail received by Douglas MacArthur during his visit to San Francisco. Ann Cromach cleans Douglas MacArthur's suite and Carol Siegrist shown "checking up" on the status of the bedroom.
Invitation to Douglas MacArthur -- Columbia Park Boys' Club (April 16, 1951)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Joe Borg, Ray Worthington, Donald Cassio [dressed in American Indian costume] shown with written invitation for General Douglas MacArthur to join their "tribe," and with head dress to be presented to Douglas MacArthur.

Painting -- General Douglas MacArthur (April 16, 1951)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Artist John A. Nielson holds color photograph of painting he made of Douglas MacArthur. Taken at 2239 Lake Street.

Anti-War Slogans -- Central Police Station (April 16, 1951)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Amy Middleton, Charles Cannon, and Allan Lipney, three young people taken into police custody for painting signs protesting the Korean War along General Douglas MacArthur's parade route, sit at police station [sign read, "MacArthur's home: how about our boys?"]

Five Star Flag -- Dan London -- Hotel St. Francis (April 16, 1951)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dan London holds a flag with 5 large white stars [presumably in honor of five star general Douglas MacArthur, after his dismissal from post in the Pacific by President Harry S. Truman].

White Russian -- General Douglas MacArthur -- Color Tone Company (April 16, 1951)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.12]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alex Dudoroff, a White Russian that lived under Douglas MacArthur [presumably during his tenure in the Pacific], shown working at 134 Battery Street.

Arrival of General Douglas MacArthur -- Airport (April 17, 1951)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.13-14]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd surrounds airplane of Douglas MacArthur, with servicemen in formation in honor of his arrival, television cameras, and civilian crowd in rear. Crowd applauds as Douglas MacArthur walks through [all long views]. Mr. and Mrs. Douglas MacArthur descend from airplane. Douglas MacArthur sits with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and Governor Earl Warren in automobile. Douglas MacArthur speaks to crowd [and into several radio station microphones]. Shown walking through crowd and reviewing honor guard. Earl Warren and Elmer Robinson greet Mr. and Mrs. MacArthur as they exit airplane. Views of crowd, including media persons, civilians, and servicemen.
Arrival of General Douglas MacArthur (April 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.15]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of crowds surrounding Douglas MacArthur (who is shown on foot and in car).
Crowd consists of civilians and servicemen.

General Douglas MacArthur -- Hotel St. Francis (April 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.16]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd surrounds Douglas MacArthur as he arrives at hotel.

Arrival of General Douglas MacArthur (April 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.17]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas MacArthur seen through crowd as they arrive. People holding pickets (protesting war and the atomic bomb) march outside Western Air Lines.
Views of crowd [(in Union Square?) (neighborhood)].

Arrival of General Douglas MacArthur -- Airport (April 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.18]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas MacArthur wave as they descend from airplane. Above ground views of crowd awaiting his arrival.

Arrival of General Douglas MacArthur -- PAA World Airways -- Airport (April 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.19]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of airplane, servicemen, and journalists rehearsing for the arrival of General Douglas MacArthur.

Preparation for General Douglas MacArthur -- Hotel St. Francis (April 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.20]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hotel mail clerk Charles S. Lee holds arm load of mail for Douglas MacArthur.
Bellhop Virgil Worthington holds flowers for Douglas MacArthur.

Invitation to Salinas Rodeo -- General Douglas MacArthur -- Call Bulletin Building (April 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.21]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Norma Jean Silacci, posing with the head of a steer, holds invitation for Douglas MacArthur to attend the Salinas rodeo.
Preparation for General Douglas MacArthur -- City Hall (April 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.22]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
City workmen construct stand to be used in a parade for Douglas MacArthur; in front of City Hall (neighborhood).

Arrival of General Douglas MacArthur (April 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.23]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note

General Douglas MacArthur (April 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.24]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Welcome for General Douglas MacArthur (April 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.25-27]

Physical Description: 65 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Reception -- General Douglas MacArthur -- Civic Center (April 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.28]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
Edmond D. Coblentz and George Creel sit in audience at reception for Douglas MacArthur.

Waiting for General Douglas MacArthur -- Hotel St. Francis (April 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.29]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Civilians and journalists, who have arrived early to wait for Douglas MacArthur, sit in front of hotel (neighborhood).
Arthur MacArthur (April 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.30]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Parade -- General Douglas MacArthur (April 18, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.31-32]
Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overhead views of parade in honor of Douglas MacArthur as it moves down Market Street (neighborhood). Views of crowd by City Hall.

General Douglas MacArthur (May 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.33]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy of photograph showing Douglas MacArthur in uniform [with trademark pipe in hand].

Grass Mat -- Gift for General Douglas MacArthur (May 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141641.34]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frank Vidal and Lupe R. Lopez hold up grass mat made by a sixteen year old girl in the Philippines and to be sent to Douglas MacArthur [the mat reads "United To Fight For Freedom"].

Dinner for Judge Lenore Underwood
Notre Dame centennial mass at St. Mary's Cathedral
California Dental Association convention
Oakland Disaster Council office vandalized
Seder dinner for servicemen
Ambassador G.C.S. Cores of Ceylon
"Reaction to gal showing a little leg" (Carole Wilson)
Assistant District Attorney Doris Schnacke
Press conference with Christians of Korea (foreign missions of the Presbyterian Church)
Girl (women) gas station attendants
Singer Lena Horne
Agriculture business conference
Actress Mercedes McCambridge and Charles Morrow
Good Posture Week.

May 1951
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205-206, [141646-141656]
Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)

Shrine Hibernia Temple entertains Islam group
Edward Livingston of Livingston Brothers
Dedication of Jack London Square in Oakland (with Joseph R. Knowland, Bess London Fleming, and Claire Goodwin) [141646, 2 negatives]
Dedication of Jack London Square -- Oakland (May 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 205, [141646.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Joseph R. Knowland, chairman of historical landmarks, has hand placed on bronze plaque for the dedication of Jack London Square; with Jack London's daughter Bess London Fleming and Chairman Claire Goodwin of the Port of Oakland alongside.

Jehovah's Witnesses at Cow Palace
Associated Plumbing Contractors convention
Freedom Foundation awards (Herbert H. Kirschner, Admiral A.G. Cooke, and Charles Ryckman)
Actors Brian Donlevy and Ella Raines and others
Mental Health Week
Diamonds
Ambassador Sir Carl Berendsen of New Zealand
Farewell dinner for Dr. J.C. Geiger (with Nicholas A. Loumos and Jorgen Galbe)
New heart operation at Mount Zion hospital (Dr. Charles P. Bailey, Dr. Morrison Belmont, and Dr. Franklin I. Harris) (health)
107 year old Frances Acosta
New stenographic test for Federal Service
Grand Jury Internal Revenue (tax evasion) investigation and trial (Assistant US Attorney Charles O'Gara, James G. Smyth, Joseph McCarthy, and John B. Dunlap) (various dates, May-December 1951) [141650, ca. 75 negatives]
Foreign Minister Dr. Pyun Yung Tai of Korea
Attorney James MacInnis surrenders
Undercover man in Communist Party Matt Cvetic (communism) [141652, 2 negatives]

Under Cover Operative -- Communist Party -- Hotel St. Francis (May 17, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141652.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Matt Cvetic, an "under cover man" in the Communist Party (infiltrating the Communist Party?) reads "smear literature" intended to discredit him. The Utah Civil Rights Congress distributed the literature during a Matt Cvetic speech to Utah night school students (communism).

San Francisco Center for the Blind (disabled persons)
"Mojave Radium Queen" Josie Bishop
Queen of World Trade Fair
French Hospital Centennial Week
Veterans of Foreign Wars Poppy Day
100 year old Hiram Franklin Deaner
Shrine Circus
Cotton Queen Jeannie Holland
Irwin Memorial Blood Bank
Curran Theatre rehearsal of "Guys and Dolls".

June 1951
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141657-141665]

Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

Shoe dealer convention
Jehovah's Witness convention [141657, 13 negatives]
Play "Guys and Dolls" at Curran Theater (Pamela Britton and others)
Need for clerical help in war effort
Crown Prince Tungi of Fiji
Woman industrialist Vivian Kellems
William F. Knowland
"Tales of Hoffman" star Ann Ayars
Baltic Day
Consul General Jorgen Gabbe of Norway and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson
White Russians arrive on General W.M. Black (ship) from Samar (Philippines)
[141660, 7 negatives]
International law luncheon (Henry Fonda and wife, James K. Moffitt, and Benjamin Harrison Swig)
Jesuit priests to be ordained
Southern Baptists convention [141661, ca. 50 negatives]
Salinas Rodeo [141662, ca. 30 negatives]
Singer Eve Marlee (various dates, June-July 1951)
Miss California Pat Lehman
Dancer Judy Kelly of "Girl Crazy"
Ice Follies
Nelson A. Rockefeller and Thomas A. Brooks
Actress Hedy Lamarr
El Salvador earthquake relief
Dr. Werner Bergmann discovers new drug
French movie actress Corrine Colvet
Red Cross baby care class (child welfare, health) [141664, ca. 20 negatives]
President Galo Plaza Lasso of Equador
Civil defense meeting with Millard F. Caldwell and Henry Eaton
Manly Fleischmann speaking at the Commonwealth Club.

**July 1951**

Physical Description: 225 negatives (estimate)

* Governor Thomas E. Dewey
* Free x-rays at night in San Francisco Mission Emergency Hospital
* National Commander Erle Cooke Jr. of American Legion
* "Family Eating" series with a family at dining room table
* Funeral of John J. O'Toole
* Meeting of attorney generals from eleven Western states (includes Edmund G. Brown)
* Paul Steffen and James M. MacInnis tax evasion case (various dates: July-November, 1951) [141667, ca. 35 negatives]
* Sons of the American Revolution society events
* Men's Apparel Club of California (CALMAC) convention
* New Federal Grand Jury
* Israel Bond Drive (Benjamin Harrison Swig and George Jessel)
* Lama Tolan Tada of Tibet with beggars bowl presented to him by thirteenth Lama (Dalai Lama XVIII) [141669, 6 negatives]
* Consul General Henry Stahlberg of the Federal Republic of Germany
* Arrival of Herbert Hoover [141670, 5 negatives]
* Japanese beauties (Miss Tokyo, Miss Nippon, and Miss Sendai) with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson
* Plastic furniture and appliances
* Singer Josephine Baker arrives
* Singer Mary Ellen Batten
* Naturalization of war brides
* Housing tracts built since the war (Burr-Burri, Brentwood, San Mateo Village, Bayshore, and Millbrae) [141671, 6 negatives]
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)

July 1951 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141666-141674]

Post-World War Two Housing Tracts (July 20, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141671.08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of residential housing developments in San Francisco Bay Area suburbs that were constructed after World War Two. Includes views of Burri [with adjacent golf course], Brentwood [in South San Francisco], San Mateo Village, Bayshore, and Millbrae (cityscapes, environment).

Rube Goldberg [141671, 5 negatives]
Princess Fatemeh of Iran and husband Vincent Hillyer

Novena to St. Anne and dedication of babies to God at St. Anne’s Church
Filipino Federation of America convention

Ice Follies
"FBI picks up local commies" (HUAC -- House Committee on Un-American Activities? or state Committee on Un-American Activities?) (communism) (various dates: July-September 1951) [141673, 44 negatives]

Arrest of Communists -- Federal Bureau of Investigation -- Federal Building (July 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141673.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"FBI picks up local commies." Accused communists Loretta Stack, Albert J. Lima [in handcuffs], Oleta Yates, and Ernest Fox [in handcuffs] are escorted by guards through the Federal Building (communism).

Arrest of Communists (July 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141673.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Accused communists shown gathered in room with Attorney Richard Gladstein and walking down hall. Albert Richmond, Ernest Fox, Loretta Stack, Oleta Yates, Albert J. Lima, and Carl Rudy Lambert shown (communism).

Arrest of Communists -- US Marshall's Office (July 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141673.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mary Bernedette Doyle walks down hall with other accused communists. "Commies arrive at county jail" [men escort accused communists from police truck] (communism).

Arrest of Communists -- Post Office Building (July 26, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141673.08]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Commies picked up by FBI." Tax witness Al Richmond sits at desk. Al Richmond sits with accused communist Loretta Stack. Carl Rudy Lambert sits with other "communists." Al Richmond, Ernest Fox, Loretta Stack, and Albert J. Lima speak with members of press (communism).
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)

July 1951 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141666-141674]

### Departure of Communists (August 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141673.09]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Seven accused communists shown leaving county jail [with Albert J. Lima handcuffed and under escort]. Loretta Stack and Oleta Yates wave from bus. Unidentified men board airplane (communism).

### Fact-Finding Committee on Un-American Activities -- State Senate (September 10, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141673.10]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Mrs. Decca Treuhaft sits as witness before committee. Attorney Richard Gladstein stands with Rose Isaak as the committee swears her in as witness. Witness Eloise Steele Brown also shown with committee council Richard Combs. Taken at City Hall.

### Fact-Finding Committee on Un-American Activities -- State Senate (September 11, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141673.11]

**Physical Description:** 5 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Demonstrators holding pickets protesting the proceedings of the Un-American Activities committee march in front of City Hall. View of audience inside City Hall for committee hearing. Committee members Leona Hansen, council Richard Combs, Senator Nelson Dilworth, Senator Clyde Watson, Senator Nathan Coombs, and Senator Hugh Burns sit at table. Alice Hamburg shown [witness?]. Witness Torben Deirup sits with Attorney Richard Gladstein before committee (communism).

### "Red Quiz" -- Communism Investigation (September 12, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141673.12-13]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

["Red Quiz" is terminology for interrogation designed to discover communists]. Attorney Thomas Stanton shown acting as witness [State Senate Fact-Finding Committee on Un-American Activities?]. Francis Mcternan [attorney?] shown alone and with witness Bette Wallace [speaking into microphone. Attorney Richard Gladstein sits with witness Judy Kearner. Dr. William R. Berke is sworn in as witness (communism).

### Board of Supervisors Un-American Hearing -- City Hall (September 12, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141673.14]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Senator Earl Desmond [of State Senate Fact-Finding Committee on Un-American Activities?] speaks with witness Dr. Holland Roberts. Attorney Richard Gladstein sits with Dr. Holland Roberts as he gives testimony.

### Cerebral palsy television show [141674, ca. 15 negatives]

Radiation safety equipment in Cowell Hospital at UC Berkeley (health, atomic age) [141674, 4 negatives].

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG 1543
Radiation Safety Equipment -- Cowell Hospital -- UC Berkeley (July 28, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 206, [141674.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of "Cutie Pie" device [used to measure radiation in ionization chamber?]. Margaret White shown making radio active yttrium colloid for the treatment of leukemia, and radio active chromic phosphate for use in liver circulation studies. The device she uses is called a "Berkeley Box." Robert Magill studies pile samples [piles of ashed rat bones that have been made radio active].

August 1951
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141675-141681]

Central Valley Project opening ceremonies (Shasta Dam and Tracy Steam Plant) [141675, 41 negatives]

Activation of Central Valley Project -- Shasta Dam (August 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141675.01-02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commissioner Michael Straus of the Reclamation Bureau presents Congressman Clair Engle with gavel and board mounted on type of rock used in construction of Shasta Dam. State Senator Edwin J. Regan also shown. Four F-84 Thunderjet fighter planes fly over dam as water pours through sluices [airplanes assigned to protect dam in the event of an enemy attack]. Assistant Secretary of the Interior William E. Warren stands with Michael Strauss and others. Congressman Walter S. Baring, Assemblyman Lloyd S. Lowrey, William Warren, State Senator Arthur W. Way, Assistant Commissioner G.W. Lineweaver of the Bureau of Reclamation... look at scale model of finished Central Valley Project. Clair Engle speaks during ceremonies.

Opening of Spillway -- Shasta Dam (August 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141675.03]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of Shasta Dam, taken from an army airplane (landscapes). Views from top of dam looking down into spillway; from bottom of dam looking up at spillway; looking across spillway; at spillway as water is first released. US Army "flying boxcar" flying over dam as paratrooper jumps from airplane. Crowd sits in front of speaker's stand.

Tracy Steam Plant -- Central Valley Project -- Tracy, California (August 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141675.04-06]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dedication -- Tracy Pumping Plant (August 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141675.07]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd gathered in the Tracy Ballroom for the "Queen Luncheon." Secretary of the Interior Oscar L. Chapman speaks to crowd, with Governor Earl Warren on his right. Senator Knowland speaks. Long view of pumping plant. Governor Earl Warren and Oscar Chapman prepare to pull switch that will start water flow [crowd in background and media microphones to right]. Queen Frances Kelly stands with power plant in background. Views of crowd.

Grizzly Peak television tower
Dr. Leon Kolb with collection of rare bibles
President Harry S. Truman arrives [141676, 1 negative]
Singer Josephine Baker [141676, 4 negatives]
Native Sons of the Golden West (Mission Parlor '38)
Anthony Eden arrives
Ambassador Komel Abdul Rahim Bey and Consul General Hussein Zulfikar of Egypt
Spreckels divorce (Alma Spreckels)
First microwave telephone call to West Coast
Pacific Electronic Exhibit (various dates: August-September 1951) [141679, ca. 30 negatives]
German Trade Day luncheon
Women police officers
Preparations for signing of Japanese peace treaty [141681, 33 negatives].
    Japanese Peace Conference (August 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141681.01]
    Physical Description: 2 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Workers prepare phone booths outside the Opera House and War Memorial Building, for use during the Japanese Peace Treaty signing. [Peace accord reached by fifty-one nations, in which Japan renounced claims to Korea, Taiwan, and other East Asian territories, and agreed to settle disputes peacefully through United Nations channels. The Soviet Union, China, and India attended the conference, but did not sign the treaty].

Participation of Women -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Francisca Club (August 27, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141681.02]
    Physical Description: 2 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Mrs. Ambrose Diehl, Mrs. Jerd Sullivan, and Mrs. Elmer Robinson hold meeting relating to signing of the peace treaty.

Secretary of State Dean Acheson -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Palace Hotel (August 30, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141681.03]
    Physical Description: 2 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Maid Nadine Socoloff cleans room to be used by Dean Acheson during signing of Japanese Peace Treaty.
Japanese Peace Conference -- Veterans Memorial Building (August 30, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141681.04]
Scope and Content Note
Treaty engrosser Pearl Inglis of the US State Department uses special typewriter to

George Creel Staff -- Japanese Peace Conference (August 31, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141681.05]
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of George Creel at Post and Sutter Streets. [Relating to Japanese
peace accord].

Secretary of State Dean Acheson -- Japanese Peace Conference --
Airport (August 31, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141681.06]
Scope and Content Note
Ambassador John Foster Dulles, Dean Acheson, and Senator Bourke Hickenlooper
shown at airport after arriving for peace treaty signing. Press people surround the
three men. Workers unload State Department papers and luggage weighing near
2000 pounds. Colonel C. George Doyle, US Air Force advisor to Dean Acheson,
secret service men, and Army and United Air Lines personell unload baggage into
army truck.

Japanese Peace Conference -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (August 31, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141681.07]
Scope and Content Note
Ichiro Inumara and Dijiro set table for staff from Japan that will work on treaty.
Toshitada Yanamoto and Toshio Yamanka work with documents in the
communications room. "Advance party" works in administrative office, making
preparations for treaty signing.

Delegates Housing -- Soviet Union -- Japanese Peace Conference (August 31,
1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141681.08]
Scope and Content Note
Views of the sitting room, exterior, master bedroom, living room, and main hall
entrance of the Charles Templeton Crocker Estate, used by the Soviet Union staff
during negotiations of the peace treaty.

September 1951 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207-208, [141682-141689]
Physical Description: 425 negatives (estimate)

Signing of peace treaty with Japan [141682, 292 negatives]
Signing of Pacific Peace Pact -- Presidio (September 01, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.01]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Servicemen stand at attention outside the Enlisted Men’s Recreation Hall for the signing of the Japanese Peace Treaty. Australian delegate Percy Spender, Sir Carl Berendesen, and Secretary of State Dean Acheson shown speaking to small crowd. Carl Berendesen and Dean Acheson sign treaty document. [Peace accord reached by fifty-one nations, in which Japan renounced claims to Korea, Taiwan, and other East Asian territories, and agreed to settle disputes peacefully through United Nations channels. The Soviet Union, China, and India attended the conference, but did not sign the treaty].

President Harry S. Truman -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Airport (September 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.02-03]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson and Secretary of State Dean Acheson stand by airplane with Harry Truman after he arrives in San Francisco. Elmer Robinson and Harry Truman get into automobile. Harry Truman shown descending from airplane, with crowd in foreground. Harry Truman, Elmer Robinson, and Dean Acheson leave airport in automobile [President Truman in San Francisco for conference on peace accord].

Japanese Peace Treaty (September 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bopierre J. Huss of the INS [Immigration and Naturalization Service?] reads newspaper story relating to President Harry S. Truman and the Japanese peace treaty.

Delegates -- Japanese Peace Treaty (September 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.06-08]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Far Eastern Affairs Director Dean Rusk, Foreign Minister Ahmad Subardjo of Indonesia, and Assistant Ambassador to US Ali Sastroamidjojo of Indonesia walk down hall at Palace Hotel. Portraits of Minister to US Hugues Le Gallais of Luxembourg taken at Mark Hopkins Hotel. Ambassador to US Sir Carl Berendsen of New Zealand stands with Lady Berendsen at the Hotel St. Francis. [All delegates to conference for peace accord].

Delegate Registration -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Veterans Building (September 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.09-10]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Delegates -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.11]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Conference receptionist Kim Tucker shows treaty information, including a copy of the treaty in Spanish. Alternate delegate Eduardo Quintero of the Philippines and Anastacia Dragon, secretary to General Carlos Romulo of the Philippines, become first to register for conference. Press Secretary Carlos Reyes of the Chilean Embassy and Ambassador to the US Felix Nerto del Rio of Chile become second delegates to register.

Heavy Security -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Coast Guard Administration Building -- Airport (September 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.12]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
James R. Parsons of the Coast Guard walks with rifle on guard duty, an illustration of heightened security during the negotiation of the Japanese Peace Treaty.

President Harry S. Truman -- Odd Fellows Association -- Fairmont Hotel (September 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Odd Fellows members C. Alvin Beach, Frank D. Macbeth, Jennie MacAnnin, Gene J. Bianchi, and Glenn Skogman greet President Harry Truman.

President Harry S. Truman Reception -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Palace Hotel (September 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.13-16]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Delegate -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Fairmont Hotel (September 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.17]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Minister Tran Van Huu of Vietnam sits with Madame Tran Van Huu and their son Philippe Tran Van Huu.

Delegate -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (September 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.18]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Crown Prince Savang of Laos poses for photographs.
**Symphony Tickets -- Japanese Peace Conference (September 04, 1951)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.19]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Lines of customers wait to buy tickets for the symphony at Sutter and Kearny Streets.

---

**Tickets -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Civic Auditorium (September 04, 1951)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.20]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Florenz Pollenz, waits at head of line for tickets to conference. View of line for tickets. Irene, Ann, and Ellis Odberg... wait for tickets.

---

**Democratic Luncheon -- President Harry S. Truman -- Fairmont Hotel (September 04, 1951)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.21-22]

**Physical Description:** 5 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Picketers march outside hotel (labor?). Harry Truman speaks at luncheon.

---

**President Harry S. Truman -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Fairmont Hotel (September 04, 1951)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.23]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Harry Truman salutes "little" Louis Jenson, "uniformed Mascot of the 637th Field Artillery Battalion of the National Guard," as he leaves for the Opera House and Japanese Peace Conference.

---

**Arrival of Delegates -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 04, 1951)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.24-26]

**Physical Description:** 11 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

John Foster Dulles and Mrs. Dulles pose briefly for cameraman before entering side entrance of Opera House. Delegate Henri Bonnet of France arrives with three other French officials at treaty negotiation. Twelve members of the Fellowship of Reconciliation protest with pickets across from Opera House (neighborhood) [placards read "United States, Russia, Disarm," "Don't Rearm Japan..."]]. Takizo Matsumoto of Japan's House of Representatives arrives with aides. Kenneth Younger, Sir Oliver Franks, and other members of Great Britain's Delegation arrive at Opera House. K.A. Efremov and E.V. Novikov of the Soviet Union await arrival of other Soviet delegates. Foreign Minister Rober Schuman of France poses for photographers. Aides shelter Soviet delegate Andrei Gromyko from journalists as they usher him into the Opera House. President Harry S. Truman, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, and Governor Earl Warren arrive in open car.
Opening -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House(September 04, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.27-29]

Physical Description: 36 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Earl Warren, Secretary of State Dean Acheson, and Mayor Elmer E. Robinson applaud for President Harry S. Truman, who is also on stage [preparing to speak?]. Harry Truman speaks to delegates. View of crowd and interior of opera house. Delegate Andrei Gromyko of the Soviet Union shown sitting in audience with other delegates, walking to his seat. Views of unidentified delegates from Turkey, South Africa, and the Soviet Union. Long views of Harry Truman at podium, with crowd in foreground. Delegate John Foster Dulles of the US speaks. President Harry Truman and Governor Earl Warren speak at conference.

President Harry S. Truman -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Fairmont Hotel(September 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.30]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Truman in lobby, outside the hotel, and in automobile as he leaves San Francisco and the Japanese Peace Conference.

President Harry S. Truman -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Airport(September 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.31]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Truman leaves San Francisco after speaking at the Japanese Peace Conference. Shown speaking and walking with Rear Admiral J.E. Stika before boarding his airplane.

Prime Minister of Japan -- Japanese Peace Conference(September 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.32]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida of Japan steps from automobile as he arrives at the Japanese Peace Conference. [View of buildings surrounding Opera House (neighborhood)].

Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House(September 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.33]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Panoramic views of the peace conference showing speakers, delegates, and the interior of the Opera House.

Treaty -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House(September 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.34-35]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of State Dean Acheson [speaking?] and Dr. Warren Kelsner sit at podium, Sir Carl Berendsen of New Zealand issues first speech, and Dr. Gertrude Sekaninova of Czechoslovakia speaks during negotiations of Japanese Peace Treaty. Admiral Chester E. Nimitz sits in audience with earphones. John Foster Dulles shown speaking from podium and talking with unidentified man in audience. Kenneth Gilmour Younger of Great Britain makes speech. Unidentified delegate from Mexico presents his viewpoints in speech.
Part 2, General File (1938-1951)

September 1951 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207-208, [141682-141689]

Treaty -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House(September 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.36]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Morning Session -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House(September 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.37]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Night Session -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House(September 05, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.38]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified delegate from Chile speaks. View of crowd on balcony. Police disperse autograph seekers on the house floor, while the secretary-general [of the United Nations?] stands on stage. Secretary of State Dean Acheson signs an autograph.

Treaty -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House(September 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.39]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Above ground views showing photographers on the balcony and below surrounding Andrei Gromyko and the Soviet Union's delegation. US Delegate John Foster Dulles and Andrei Gromyko ignore one another as Dulles leans over to speak to delegate Poole of South Africa. Delegate Dr. Gertrude Sekaninova of Czechoslovakia speaks from podium. De Seabra and Thomas P. Liverman, wearing headphones with microphones, work translating French, Spanish, Portuguese, and English for delegates to conference.

Treaty -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House(September 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.40]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Delegate Andrei Gromyko of the Soviet Union speaks from podium, with delegate from Poland standing beside. Unidentified Polish delegate shown facing Secretary of State Dean Acheson and berating the United States. Polish delegate told to leave the speaker's stand [negative missing]. Photographers and journalists surround [Pakistani delegation?].

Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House(September 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.41]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified man speaks from podium. Delegate J.R. Jayewardene of Ceylon speaks. Long view of stage with crowd in foreground.
Delegates -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.42]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Delegate from Japan -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (September 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.43]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photo of delegate Toshiro Shimanouchi of Japan.

Delegate -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.44]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Delegate Dr. Don Hector David Castro of El Salvador speaks.

Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 06, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 207, [141682.45]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Delegate Andrei Gromyko of the Soviet Union shown speaking to audience, then exiting through delegates to the lobby. US delegate John Foster Dulles speaks to crowd. View of crowd in lobby after Andrei Gromyko's walkout. Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida of Japan speaks. Unidentified Polish delegate speaks.

Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682.46]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified delegate from Syria looks around at empty delegate seats as he speaks. Delegate from Saudi Arabia speaks. US delegate John Foster Dulles leans back over seat to listen to unidentified man. Unidentified delegate from Canada censures delegations from the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia.

Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682.47]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Big bertha" close up views of delegate Andrei Gromyko of the Soviet Union and his aid. Percy Spencer of Australia "berates" the Soviet Union during his speech. Dr. Gertrude Sekaninova of Czechoslovakia leans back to speak to an aid in the delegation seats. View of conference delegates.
Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682-141689]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682.49]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified delegate from Indonesia speaks. Unidentified delegate from the Philippines speaks, indicating that the proposed treaty "falls short of what" the Philippines desires. Unidentified delegate from Luxembourg speaks.

Signing of Bilateral Pact -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Presidio (September 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682.50]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of State Dean Acheson, conference delegate John Foster Dulles, and unidentified senators lead way as US arrives for signing of treaty document, while line of photographers stands to the right. Prime Minister Shiguro Yoshida of Japan arrives with Japanese delegation. Dean Acheson stands at center of group on stage at beginning of the "pact program." Shiguro Yoshida and Dean Acheson speak from podium, sign document [crowd of delegates and journalists surround signing table], then shake hands shortly after signing treaty. Delegate Andrei Gromyko of the Soviet Union [shown exiting what looks to be the Opera House].

Soviet Delegation -- Japanese Peace Conference (September 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682.51]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Delegates from the Soviet Union leave for conference with police escort. Motorcade shown driving on Upland Drive and Bayshore Boulevard (cityscapes).

Press Conference -- Andrei Gromyko -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682.52-53]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Treaty -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682.54]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views showing the empty seats of delegations from the Soviet Union and Poland after their departure from the conference. [Conference for peace accord reached by fifty-one nations, in which Japan renounced claims to Korea, Taiwan, and other East Asian territories, and agreed to settle disputes peacefully through United Nations channels. The Soviet Union, China, and India attended the conference, but did not sign the treaty].

Treaty -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682.55]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified delegate from the Philippines, Herbert Morrison of Great Britain, US Secretary of State Dean Acheson, and John Foster Dulles sign treaty document. Dean Acheson and Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida shake hands after signing treaty, with crowd looking on.

Treaty -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682.56]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Herbert Morrison of Great Britain speaks to crowd. Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida of Japan and Australian delegate sign treaty document.

Treaty -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682.57]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Delegation from Japan returns to seats after signing treaty. US Secretary of State Dean Acheson concludes meeting, with signed treaty on table before podium.

Treaty -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682.58]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John Foster Dulles signs treaty document for the United States, with US delegation standing around table and crowd in foreground.

Treaty -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Opera House (September 08, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208, [141682.59]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
J.R. Jayewardene of Ceylon signs treaty document. Delegates from France and Japan shown approaching table to sign treaty. Unidentified man speaks from podium [copy negative].
Flags Flying -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Hotel St. Francis (September 08, 1951)  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
American and Japanese flags fly from the front of hotel after treaty signing. Taken at Powell and Geary Streets.

Soviet Delegation -- Japanese Peace Conference -- Oakland Mole (September 09, 1951)  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Andrei Gromyko and other delegates from the Soviet Union prepare to depart San Francisco at conclusion of treaty negotiations. Part of Soviet staff shown aboard train.

Actress Beverly Michaels  
President Elpidio Quirino and Consul General Benigrio Pidlaoan of the Philippines  
Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus [141682, ca. 25 negatives]  
New lung respirator (infant with Dr. Ellen Simpson) (health)  
Saints and Sinners Milk Fund  
Gaelic Athletic Association  
Mission Merchants Association dinner  
Senator Styles Bridges  
Eva Samson to be 100 years old  
Violinist Yehudi Menuhin and music critic  
New FBI Chief Ray J. Abbaticchio  
Cancer synchrotron at UC Medical Center (with Dr. Gail Adams) (health) [141684, 4 negatives]  
Mortgage Bankers Association convention  
Moral Re-armament (Peter Howard, Tom Keep, and Tom Gillespie) [141684 and 141688]  
National Employ the Physically Handicapped Week (disabled persons)  
Dedication services and open house of Beth Israel Temple House  
Missionary Ruth Everley Hayes  
City officials and others register to vote (elections) [141686-141688]  
United Nations Folk Dancing Festival [141687, 6 negatives]  
Consul General Young Han Choo of Korea arrives on Navy transport  
Dr. William Dock speaking  
Crusade for Freedom balloon in Union Square  
Lick Observatory on Mount Hamilton [141689, 10 negatives]  
APME (Associated Press Managing Editors Association) meeting  
New Consul General Gerhard Stahlberg of Germany and Consul General Jorge Galle of Norway  
Cancer meeting with Dr. Ian MacDonald and F.M. McAuliffe

October 1951  
Physical Description: 213 negatives (estimate)  
Community Chest events [141690-141699, ca. 25 negatives]  
Lama Tolan Tada of Tibet  
Lady and Lord Halifax  
Dr. Albert Rappaport  
USO (United Services Organization) activities  
Fire Safety Drive  
Employ the Handicapped Week (disabled persons)  
Actress Rita Hayworth arrives in San Francisco
Narcotics hearing
Actress Adrienne Corri
National Restaurant Association meeting
League of California Cities session [141694, 9 negatives]
Cutting copper plates destined for mint to make pennies
New Red Cross officers
Bankers’ conference
Cancer Fund proclamation
Opera stars Walter Fredricks and Giuseppe Valdengo sing for Toscanini rites
San Quentin Prison layout [141696, ca. 20 negatives]
Federal Maritime Commission hearing (Vice Admiral E.Z. Cochrane and others)
Actress Celeste Holm [141696-141697]
Reception for White Russians at the Russian Center
Queen of National Beauty Week Lynn Stevens
Heart Association meeting (includes view of new electrocardiograph) (health)
Cartoonist Jimmy Hatlo and family arrive in San Francisco
American Public Health Association annual meeting (various dates: October-November 1951) [141698, ca. 25 negatives]
Actors arrive for world premiere (Richard Conte, Julia Adams, and Beverly Tyler)
Protestant Anniversary observance at Grace Cathedral.

November 1951  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 208-209, [141699-141707]
Physical Description: 300 negatives (estimate)

Imperial Potentate Robert G. Wilson Jr. of Boston and Potentate of Islam George H. Bowman (Shriners)
Belli divorce case
American College of Surgeons convention [141700, ca. 25 negatives]
New Federal Grand Jury
City and county election activities [141701, ca. 25 negatives]
Israel bond celebration and drive (Alben W. Barkley, Rabbi Alvin I. Fine, Celeste Holm, and Benjamin Harrison Swig)
Checking voting machine
City of Hope fundraising campaign
American Iron and Steel Institute meeting
Otto F. Maynard held for investigation for possession of atomic data (possible espionage?)
Nurses' convention
Musician Pierre Monteux (with John Paterson, at San Francisco Chamber of Commerce luncheon, and on ferry to Oakland) [141703, 141704 and 141707, 14 negatives]
Saddler Wells Ballet (Ann Crowell)
Peninsula Home Show
Fireball from sky causes fire at Mangles Ranch (Sonoma County)
Governor Earl Warren arrives at UC Hospital for treatment and later departs
Actress Olivia de Havilland
International Institute dinner for displaced persons
Iron Curtain refugees campaign (Elinor Lipper and Stanislaw Mikolajczyk of Poland)
Lloyd “Tiger” Thompson
John Francis Neylon speaking
Society of California Pioneers with replica of bear flag
Irwin Memorial Blood Bank drives
Senator Estes Kefauver.

December 1951  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 2, Box 209, [141708-141713]
Physical Description: 175 negatives (estimate)
Guardsmen Christmas tree sale [141708, 10 negatives]
Conductor Massimo Freccia
Press interview with architect Frank Lloyd Wright [141709, 2 negatives]
Testimonial dinner for San Quentin Prison warden Clinton T. Duffy
Pinecrest Lodge and Dodge Ridge (winter recreation areas and ski scenes)
Novo Club vaudeville show
Senator Joseph McCarthy at Commonwealth Club luncheon [141711, 2 negatives]
Princess Gabriella Pacelli with Monsignor John Patrick Carroll [141711, 10 negatives]
Destitute family (social conditions)
County Jail prisoners donating blood
Joseph P. Gilmore
Home for aged "El Repose Rest Home" welfare fraud investigation (senior citizens) [141712, ca. 30 negatives]
Chrysler Plymouth plastic car exhibited
Monsignor Charles A. Ramm's funeral
Russian refugee family Borkengagen in US. [For additional negatives from December 1951, see Part 3 of this collection].

Part 3, General File (1951-1965)

Physical Description: ca. 195,000 negatives (film), December 1951-September 1965.
Arrangement
Negatives are arranged by date. Descriptions below are divided by month, and are of selected negatives only. Large numbers of images are only briefly mentioned or have been passed over entirely. Brief entries below are presented as bulleted text, and some of these entries have been selected as high interest subjects and followed by more detailed description.
Images of known date which are not listed below may be retrieved by requesting the appropriate box and physically browsing the files.
Negatives should be requested for use in the reading room of The Bancroft Library by call number, "Part 3", box number, and date plus sleeve and item number. (For example: BANC PIC 1959.010-NEG, Part 3, Box 2, 01-10-52.2:4)
For more detailed background information, see:
Arrangement, Part 3
Guide to Descriptive Text and Searching, Part 3

Precedes 1951 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box, [000051-000051]
Physical Description: 125 negatives (estimate)

Wake of the Monster (sports related)
Views of Highway 101
Views of new San Francisco International Airport (with first helicopter arrival)
Mare Island Centennial celebration
Harry Truman and family
Gertrude Boyle Kanno sculpting bust of Joaquin Miller

December 1951 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1-2, [120051-123151]
Physical Description: 950 negatives (estimate)

Christmas holiday decorations in various San Francisco locations
Christmas related activities and services throughout the month
Views of the Ferry Building at night [12-01-51, 5 negatives]
Flooding in Oakland [12-01-51, ca. 10 negatives]
Rain and storm and flooding damage around the bay area [12-01-51 - 12-05-51, ca. 35 negatives]
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Zellerbach and others at opening of Sadler's Wells Ballet

Returning Korean War veterans [12-03-51, 7 negatives]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Aiken Victory (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 03, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-03-51.03]

Photographs of veterans standing aboard the transport ship Aiken Victory and drinking coffee as they wait inside dock building.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General M.C. Meigs (ship) -- Oakland Naval Supply Depot (December 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-03-51.04]

Photographs of veterans standing aboard the transport ship General M.C. Meigs (ship) coming into dock. People stand alongside ship as it comes into dock, with servicemen standing on deck.

Picketing Prudential Insurance Company (labor) [12-03-51, 2 negatives]

Pickets -- Prudential Insurance Company (December 03, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-03-51.07]

Photographs of Maury (Lablin?) pouring coffee for Howard Roth, Larry (Guaragna?), and Thomas Bill Bowen, all workers picketing Prudential [one worker holds sign reading "We're Asking Prudential to pay us a Decent Wage: Insurance Agents Local 52 AFL."].

Same workers shown sitting in car (labor). Taken at 3475 California Street.

The return of the cable car celebration [12-05-51, 4 negatives]

Snow falls in San Francisco (Monterey Avenue) [12-06-51, 3 negatives]

Christmas in Chinatown [12-07-51, 7 negatives]

Christmas Season -- Chinatown (December 07, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-07-51.01]

Photographs of Miss Chinatown Dorothy Lee flipping switch to turn on Christmas lights on Grant Avenue. Dorothy Lee arrives in parade; sings Christmas songs with children as Santa Claus looks on; throws candy to children from parade float (neighborhood).

Decorating cable cars for Christmas [12-08-51, 2 negatives]

San Mateo Christmas parade (neighborhood street scenes) [12-08-51, 12 negatives]

Sound movies made in theater by families to be sent to servicemen

Auto wreck with car at bottom of Devil's Slide

Artist Nikos Bel Jon at work in studio

Civilian defense rehearsal at St. Mary's College (civil defense) [12-14-51, 8 negatives]

Civil Defense Rehearsal -- St. Mary's College (Moraga, Calif.?)(December 14, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-14-51.02]

Photographs of trainees(? assemblled in firefighting gear, simulated rescues from rubble in a smoke-filled room, first aid, and a young woman escaping through an upstairs window of a training structure.

Cable Car hearings [12-14-51, 5 negatives]
Blind babies Christmas party (disabled persons) [12-14-51, 2 negatives]
Stanford goes to the Rose Bowl [12-17-51, 10 negatives]
Fleishhacker Zoo (San Francisco Zoo) [12-18-51, ca. 20 negatives]
Pan American Airways strike (labor) [12-18-51, 2 negatives]

**Strike -- Pan American Airways -- San Bruno (December 18, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-18-51.02]
- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  President Roy Snider of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO) transport workers' union talks to workers at a union meeting (labor).

Families of prisoners of war and returning veterans of Korean War [12-18-51 - 12-22-51, 66 negatives]

**Family of Prisoner of War (December 18, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-18-51.03]
- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Portraits of Mrs. William Dean, the wife of a general held by communist forces in Korea. Taken at 1035 Park Hill Road in Berkeley.

**Families of Prisoners of War (December 18, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-18-51.05-06]
- **Physical Description:** 4 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Mrs. John Daujat shows photograph of her husband John Daujat, a prisoner held by communist forces in Korea; taken at 2020 Emeric Avenue in San Pablo. Helen L. Page holds up a photograph of her brother, Corporal Willie L. Daniels, a prisoner of war; taken at 1215 [Sixth Street?] in Berkeley.

**Return of Korean War Veterans -- Bon Homme Richard (ship) -- San Diego (December 18, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-18-51.07]
- **Physical Description:** 10 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  View of servicemen being greeted by friends and family members; standing under "welcome home" banner. Aerial views taken from airplane [of San Diego?] (cityscapes). Men walk across airfield.

**Family of Prisoner of War (December 19, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-19-51.01]
- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Mrs. John C. Antonis reads her son's name, Nick John Antonis, from a list of prisoners held by communist forces in Korea, printed by the "Call Bulletin." Nick John Antonis's picture sits on table.

**Return of Korean War Veterans -- General A.E. Anderson (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 19, 1951)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-19-51.02]
- **Physical Description:** 8 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Bernice McLaughlin greets Sergeant Frank D. McLaughlin, returning after nineteen months in Japan and Korea. Hospital Man First Class Elton Cook and Mrs. Elton Cook hug daughter Candy; with son Bobby also shown. Other returning servicemen shown with family members.
Families of Prisoners of War (December 19, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-19-51.03-05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photograph showing Private First Class Joe Prost, a prisoner held by
communist forces in Korea; taken in San Rafael. Jo Ann Sorrell and her son Ronnie
look at photograph of Jo Ann's brother, Corporal Charles Edward Corgile, a
serviceman missing in action. Copies of photograph showing Charles Corgile. Copy
of photograph showing, Corporal John Williams, a prisoner of war held in Korea.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General John Pope (ship) (December 20, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-20-51.01-07]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Alton Krom holds "fancy" cane and Private First Class August Davis wears
"fancy" derby that he received as gift in Japan; with Technical Sergeant Delbert L.
Stanley also shown. First Lieutenant Frank Anderson and First Lieutenant Wayne
Marshall of the US Marines pull on the mustache of Major Eldon W. Schmid of the
US Army. Returning veterans Jim Ellis, Tony Fernandez, Ralph Buystedt, and Sam
Gejikian play cards in the early morning as they wait for ship to dock. Red Smith,
James Forsythe, Captain Ralph Cipola, First Lieutenant Lawrence Glagowski, First
Lieutenant Frank O'Quinn... read first copy of list containing names of prisoners of
war as printed by a San Francisco newspaper. Views of servicemen crowded on the
forward deck of the General John Pope (ship) as they wait for ship to dock. Corporal
Alvin D. Kruger, Private First Class James E. Kain, Corporal George H. Moller, and
Corporal Dorman Long fraternize. Servicemen sit on deck of ship as it enters Bay,
with view of Golden Gate Bridge and Coit Tower in background (cityscapes).

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General John Pope (ship) -- Pier Fifty
C (December 20, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-20-51.08]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Servicemen stand on deck of ship as it comes into dock. Santa Claus greets
servicemen at doorway of ship. Views of veterans with family and friends. Veterans
descend ramp from ship.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General John Pope (ship) (December 20, 1951)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 1, [12-20-51.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal Bill Kinsler, Sergeant Boris Alenin, Sergeant Ronald Vevoda, Corporal
George Tsegeletos, and Corporal Dale Alstrom [all from the San Francisco Bay
Area] share coffee on board ship.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General A.W. Brewster (ship) -- Fort
Mason (December 22, 1951) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [12-22-51.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Calvin Jackovitch hugs her son, Technical Sergeant Richard Ford, upon his
return. Sergeant Clifford Tudahl kisses Anna Tudahl. Corporal Lawrence Rideout
holds his nephew Glenn Yoger. Other views of returning veterans with family.
Troops stand on deck of ship. Veterans walk by large Christmas tree on dock.

Shrine Hospital events benefitting ill children
Christmas lights and decorations in various neighborhoods (Chinatown, Mission Street, West Portal, Sylvan Drive and Union Square)
Navy blows up mine on beach
Fire in merry-go-round room at Fairmont Hotel [12-24-51, 4 negatives]
Cotillion (dance/ball) at the Palace Hotel [12-27-51, ca. 65 negatives]
Building the new Buddhist church [12-27-51, ca. 15 negatives]
Groundbreaking for the Booker T. Washington Community Center
General William Dean's (prisoner of war) letter home
[For additional negatives from December 1951, see Part 2 General File of this collection: negative codes 141708-141713]

January 1952 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2-3, [010052-013152]
Physical Description: 1025 negatives (estimate)

Fleishhacker Zoo (San Francisco Zoo)
Golden Gate Bridge
New Year's baby
Frosty (cold) weather in Golden Gate Park and Twin Peaks [01-02-52, 19 negatives]

Frosty (Cold) Weather -- Icy Highway -- San Francisco(January 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-02-52.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men on truck (Department of Public Works: Bureau of Streets) shoveling sand onto icy Alemany Boulevard. Cars lined up in background.

Frosty (Cold) Weather -- Golden Gate Park(January 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-02-52.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Golden Gate Park: bridge with pagoda in background; open area with trees. Vegetation covered with frost.

Frosty (Cold) Weather -- San Francisco Zoo(January 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-02-52.08]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bill Wills playing and feeding animal (monkey?) Gibbie. [Heat lamps?] situated near both of them.

Frosty (Cold) Weather -- Twin Peaks(January 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-02-52.10]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views (cityscapes) of Twin Peaks and other San Francisco areas (neighborhood) showing frost-covered roofs and vegetation (trees, grass). A. Kazanjian wiping frost off car windows.

Conductor Pierre Monteux at the Fairmont Hotel
Conductor Pierre Monteux -- Fairmont Hotel(January 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-02-52.12]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Conductor Pierre Monteux looks through sheet music with Alma Cella.
Former abortionist and others in court for tax evasion
Dr. J.C. Geiger takes over Oakland Health Department
Leap year
Visiting Armenian cardinals

**Governor Earl Warren and family leave for Hawaii [01-05-52, 6 negatives]**
*Governor Earl Warren and Family Leave for Hawaii (January 05, 1952)*
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-05-52.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor’s wife and daughter sitting and drinking tea. Governor and Mrs. Earl Warren and daughter Nina Warren wave goodbye as they board airplane for Honolulu.

**Youth in government**
**Author C.S. Forester at home in Berkeley [01-08-52, 7 negatives]**
**Actor James Mason visits [01-08-52, 2 negatives]**
**Oakland’s fire marshall tests flammable sweaters**
**Cruiser Baltimore (ship) in Bay [01-09-52, 2 negatives]**
*Baltimore (ship) (January 09, 1952)*
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-09-52.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long views of the cruiser Baltimore (ship).

**Prime Minister Sydney Holland of New Zealand and Defense Minister Brooke Claxton of Canada visit**
**New potentate takes over at Islamic temple**
**Arrival of women Republicans [01-10-51, 2 negatives]**
**Arrival -- Women Republicans -- Ferry Building (January 10, 1952)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-10-52.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marjorie Benedict, Katherine Kennedy Brown, Mrs. Joseph Farrinton, and Gladys Penland stand outside the Ferry Building upon arrival.

**Reception for French officers**
**Synchrotron demonstration at UC Hospital radiology laboratory (health)**
[01-10-52, 3 negatives]
*Synchrotron Demonstration -- UC Hospital Radiology Laboratory (January 10, 1952)*
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-10-52.13]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reporter William Fiset and, later, secretary Lois Castellanos sit (where patient would be seated) beneath synchrotron. Dr. Gail D. Adams stands nearby synchrotron and later in front of control panel (health).

**New grand jury**
**Sally Stanford case [01-11-52, 2 negatives]**
*Sally Stanford Court Case -- City Hall (January 11, 1952)*
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-11-52.13]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sally Stanford standing with Attorney William Goshow and later with witness Henry de Gorog.
Meeting of local Republicans
Henry F. Grady at Commonwealth Club luncheon [01-11-52, 2 negatives]
Commonwealth Club Luncheon -- Henry F. Grady -- Palace Hotel(January 11, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-11-52.17]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Henry Grady sits at speakers' table during luncheon. Wheaton Brewer stands at podium beside him.

Daly City and Brentwood floods [01-11-52 - 01-12-52, 01-14-52, ca. 34 negatives]
Flood -- Daly City(January 11, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-11-52.09-11]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Flood -- Flooded Houses -- Brentwood Area(January 12, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-12-52.01-03]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of rising water near homes on Dainty Avenue and axle-deep water on road and store at Davis Camp. Water torrents tore down fence and marooned people. Richard Thomas (a resident of area) wearing hip boots. Cecil W. Hayes looks at flooded home. Wealthy store owner Herbert Hoeser and family sleeping in car.

Flood -- Flooded Houses -- Concord, Calif.(January 12, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 2, [01-12-52.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Homes flooded by storm rains. Men placing sandbags to save house. Mae Laudry looks at flood waters running past her cottage. View of flood waters running through garage and out into the street.

Flood -- San Mateo, Calif.(January 14, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-14-52.05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Cable cars run again [01-13-52, 4 negatives]
Republican National Convention [01-15-52 - 01-18-52, 33 negatives]
Telegraph Hill landslide
Fencing (sports)
Bay Area snow storm [01-16-52 - 01-17-52, ca. 45 negatives]
Weather -- Snow Storm -- Sierra Nevada Mountains (January 16, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-16-52.12]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of landscape (mountains and hills) and train near Donner Summit covered in snow. Pilot (not shown) is John Lipsey of Hennessy Air Service.

Weather -- Snow Storm -- Colfax, Calif. (January 16, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-16-52.13]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men loading Army Weasel (tank-like machine) on flat train cars at night during the snow storm. Helicoper sits on the ground. Unidentified man talks to California Highway Patrol officer. Red Cross trucks sit parked amid the snow.

Weather -- Snow Storm -- Train and Passengers (January 16, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-16-52.14]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
San Francisco Streamliner (train) snowed in. View of blocked tracks and snow-covered train. Men helping trapped passengers?. Other passengers bundled in coats and blankets sitting in train car. Passenger lying on sled which is being pulled by two men.

Weather -- Snow Storm -- Snow-Bound Passengers (January 17, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-17-52.01-02]

Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Snow-trapped victims arrive in Oakland. Reunion? with families. Television crew (KRON TV Channel 4) films crowd.

Actor Dana Andrews [01-16-52, 4 negatives]

Military police patrol airport [01-18-52, 4 negatives]

Military Policemen on Patrol -- San Francisco International Airport (January 18, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-18-52.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Military Policemen walk by ticketing counters and through waiting room. Shown exiting main building to patrol outside and walking near passenger ramp.

Blood drives for civil defense [01-19-52 - 01-29-52, 5 negatives]

Blood Drive -- Weinstein Store (January 19, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-19-52.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ivan Anixter, Sergeant Carl Reid, and David G. Parkes and Jean Finch of the Red Cross pose for photographs promoting blood drive [for civil defense?]. Taken at 1041 Market Street.
Blood Donor Drive -- Parent Teachers Association -- Girls' High School (January 29, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-29-52.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Claude Sowers, Mrs. Daniel Link, and Mrs. George Campbell plan blood donor drive.

Babe Ruth cancer fund gold tournament
Housing project proposal at the Presidio
Gertrude Morris murder trial [01-22-52 - 01-31-52, 16 negatives]
"Flying Congressman" Peter F. Mack lands his Bonanza plane
Alcatraz felon slays inmate
Fire in theater at Haight and Fillmore Streets [01-25-52, 2 negatives]

Fire at Theater -- San Francisco (January 25, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-25-52.12]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of burned interior (charred seats and aisle) of theater at Haight Street and Fillmore Street.

Navy plane crashes in swamp near Port Chicago [01-25-52, 2 negatives]
Korean war hero Lieutenant Frank J. Gately
New cable for the cable cars [01-28-52, 6 negatives]
Civil defense air reconnaissance flights [01-29-52, 6 negatives]

Air Reconnaissance -- Civil Defense (January 29, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-29-52.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

San Francisco City College students run a hotel for a day
Chinese New Year on Grant Avenue [01-29-52 - 01-30-52, 8 negatives]

Chinese New Year Celebration -- Lion Dance -- San Francisco (January 29, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-29-52.13]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys perform lion (dragon?) dance amid group of spectators and firecrackers in Chinatown near Grant Avenue and Washington Street.

Chinese New Year Celebration -- Lion Dance -- San Francisco (January 30, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-30-52.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys perform dragon (lion?) dance amid spectators and firecrackers in Chinatown near Grant Avenue and Washington Street.

Young folks symphony
The Henry Ford family arrives in San Francisco [01-31-52, 3 negative]
Home atom bomb shelter for school children (civil defense) [01-31-52, 2 negatives]
Civil Defense -- Air Raid Shelters -- Home Atom Bomb Shelter for School Children (January 31, 1952)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 3, [01-31-52.12]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

February 1952  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4-5, [020052-022852]

Physical Description: 1025 negatives (estimate)

Leonardo da Vinci exhibit
Navy plane crashes into San Lorenzo Reservoir
Princess Azamat Guirey of Egypt gives Arabian horse to Presidio stables
Junior Leaguers learn modeling [02-06-52, 4 negatives]
Gertrude Morris murder trial [02-01-52 - 02-25-52, ca. 28 negatives]
Cecil King committee hearing [02-04-52 - 02-18-52, ca. 46 negatives]
American President Lines acquires passenger liner La Guardia (ship) [02-07-52, 2 negatives]

La Guardia (ship) -- American President Lines -- Pier Seven (February 07, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-07-52.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
The La Guardia, a passenger ship acquired by American President Lines, sits in dock at Pier Seven.

Frank Sinatra visits [02-07-52, 2 negatives]
Frank Sinatra Visits San Francisco -- Orpheum Theatre (February 07, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-07-52.12]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Actor Frank Sinatra is interviewed by Barbara Blake (Washington High School). Sinatra is visiting San Francisco for "Danny Wilson" at the Orpheum Theatre.

King George VI memorial services at Mills College and Grace Cathedral [02-07-52 - 02-10-52, 8 negatives]

Memorial Services Held for King George VI -- Mills College (February 07, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-07-52.18]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Three Canadian women (Ann Gradburn, Joan Clements, and Linda Graburn) pray at the altar by a British flag. Chaplain George Hedley (Mills College) leads the service.

Memorial Service Held for King George VI -- Grace Cathedral (February 10, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-10-52.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Procession of flag bearers and dignitaries walk down the center isle. Bishop Karl Morgan Block speaks at the rostrum before a large assembly.

Women arrested during raid on indecent show Girl scout leaders
Woman charged with selling heroin
Actress Ava Gardner [02-08-52, 2 negatives]

Navy recommissions aircraft carrier Intrepid (ship) at Hunters Point [02-09-52, 1 negative]
Navy -- Recommissioning of Intrepid (ship) -- Hunters Point Shipyard(February 09, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-09-52.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Aerial view (from a crane) of the aircraft carrier Intrepid (ship). Boy Scouts spell "Be Prepared" on her deck during commissioning ceremony.

Air raid rescue crews practice at Galileo High School [02-10-52, 2 negatives]
Civil Defense -- Air Raid Rescue Crews Give Aid -- Galileo High School(February 10, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-10-52.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Muni (San Francisco Municipal Railway) bus is converted into an ambulance. Inside bus lies Virginia King aided by Red Cross worker Mary Ward. Bus driver Kay Glenn stands in the background. Rescue crews lower a victim by the use of ropes and pulleys.

Sir Thomas Beecham (music) [02-11-52, 2 negatives]
Music -- Sir Thomas Beecham -- Hotel St. Francis(February 11, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-11-52.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Sir Thomas Beecham and his wife at hotel.

E.M. Shino income tax evasion case
UC Berkeley Registration [02-12-52, 4 negatives]
Registration for Classes -- UC Berkeley(February 12, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-12-52.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students register while sitting at long benches on gymnasium floor [with bleachers in background]. Close-up views of three unidentified women registering for classes.

Actors Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin at the Fox Theatre [02-12-52 - 02-14-52, 5 negatives]
Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin Perform -- Fox Theatre(February 12, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-12-52.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actors Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin stand in comic poses. People stand in a long line which circles the block waiting to enter the theater.

Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin -- Fox Theatre(February 14, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-14-52.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Actors Jerry Lewis and Dean Martin made honorary recruiters for the Navy for their work in "Sailor Bonnie." Lewis and Martin in a comic pose; Chief Petty Officer John D. Redmond stands with two actors.
Actress Barbara Hale at the Orpheum Theatre
Rare blood given to US Army [02-13-52, 2 negatives]

Rare Blood Given to Army -- Erwin Blood Bank (February 13, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-13-52.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurse Donnie McDonald draws blood from Jeannette Weiss; a rare blood type to be given to Letterman Army Hospital.

Senator Richard M. Nixon press conference [02-13-52, 2 negatives]

Senator Richard Nixon at Press Conference -- Hotel St. Francis (February 13, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-13-52.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Richard Nixon seated in a chair.

Heart drive rally with actor George Murphy and Senator Richard M. Nixon
Dan Kimball (Secretary of the Navy) arrives at Alameda Naval Air Station
General M.C. Meigs (ship) arrives with troops [02-14-52, 6 negatives]

Returning Veterans -- General M.C. Meigs (ship) -- Fort Mason (February 14, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-14-52.11]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People in crowd hold up signs welcoming home veterans on Valentine's Day. Sergeant Fred Marlett holds baby Diane as Irene Marlett and Mrs. E.N. Wagner look on. Howard Koch reaches down from ship porthole to touch hands with his wife, Averil Koch. Family and friends welcome Sergeant Ken Boyer.

Chinese murders [02-15-52, ca. 20 negatives]
Phoebe Apperson Hearst memorial wreath laying ceremonies in Golden Gate Park
[02-15-52, 2 negatives]

Wreath Laying Ceremony for Phoebe Apperson Hearst Memorial -- Golden Gate Park (February 15, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-15-52.15]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of women gather for wreath laying ceremony at the Hearst Memorial Fountain in Golden Gate Park. The plaque reads, "In Memory of Phoebe Apperson Hearst. From Her Friends." Mrs. George Hearst, Mrs. George Chambers, and Mrs. Edward Hood are present.

Miss San Francisco Pageant
California Industrial Safety Conference [02-18-52, 3 negatives]

California Industrial Safety Conference -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (February 18, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-18-52.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of crowd taken from stage, with speakers in foreground. Attendees Paul Scharrenberg of the State Division of Industrial Relations, Mayor Elmer E. Robinson, Governor Earl Warren, and Chief A.C. Blackman of the State Division of Industrial Safety sit together.

President Pinto of Chile at Treasure Island [02-18-52, 2 negatives]
Presidente Pinto (Chilean ship) -- Treasure Island (February 18, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-18-52.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chilean Consul Dalman, Admiral J.L. Hall, Captain Louis Recart (Chilean Navy),
Major General Johnson, Major General Alfred H. Noble (Marines), and Rear Admiral
B.J. Rodgers aboard Chilean ship Presidente Pinto (interior view).

Opening ceremonies for Veterans War Memorial Building [02-19-52, 4 negatives]
Inaugural Ceremony -- Veterans War Memorial Building (February 19, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-19-52.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hugh Powell, Randy Hearst, and Ernest Linoberg hold a cake for charter members
of William Randolf Hearst Post 601. Members of Post 601 pose for a picture. Randy
Hearst presents charter to members who are represented by William Strachan and
Andrew Collins.

Catholic relief in Korea [02-19-52, 1 negative]
Catholic Relief for Korea (February 19, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-19-52.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Monsignor Edward E. Swanstrom, executive director of the Catholic Bishop's
Committee for Relief in Korea, and Reverend Bernard C. Cronin, director of the
Korea relief campaign for the Archdiocese of San Francisco, hold poster requesting
relief for the "homeless, destitute, and driven."

Effects of transit strike around town (labor, cityscapes) [02-19-52 - 02-24-52, 63
negatives]
San Francisco Municipal Railway and Cable Car Strike -- Various San Francisco
Locations (February 19, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-19-52.08]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial and ground views of automobiles (traffic) in long lines on streets; interior
view of Union Square garage shows crowds among cars; empty Muni tracks;
picketers stand by row of parked MUNI cars (in rain); automobiles driving on Muni
tracks (labor).

Traffic Jam -- Howard Street (February 20, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-20-52.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Above ground photographs taken from Virginia Bollivant's office, showing traffic
jam on Howard Street at 5:30 pm [most likely an effect of the Muni transit strike]
labor, neighborhood).

Commuters Wait for Buses -- San Francisco Municipal Railway and Cable Car
Strike (February 20, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-20-52.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commuters at Third and Townsend Streets stand and wait for buses to arrive
during Muni transit strike (labor, neighborhood).
Strike Vote -- San Francisco Municipal Railway and Cable Car Strike -- Labor Temple(February 20, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-20-52.11]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  "Car men" enter hall for strike vote meeting [in which they voted to go on strike]. President Charles Wood of the American Federation of Labor speaks from podium as others on stage count strike vote ballots and workers sit in area below (labor). Taken at Sixteenth and Capp Streets.

San Francisco Municipal Railway and Cable Car Strike(February 20, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-20-52.12]
  Physical Description: 11 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Muni employees stand at front of streetcar [striking workers?]. Photographs of streets devoid of Muni cars and traffic, illustrating effects of strike. Other photographs show large number of cars parked on or driving in streets (labor, neighborhood).

San Francisco Municipal Railway and Cable Car Strike -- Geary Car Barn(February 20, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-20-52.13]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Elbert Holmes and motorman Malcolm Nelson stand onboard the last [operating] streetcar. Albert Monroe and others stand in rain to wait for bus at stop on Geary Street (neighborhood). Above ground views of streetcars stranded due to the transit strike (labor).

San Francisco Municipal Railway and Cable Car Strike -- Superior Court(February 21, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-21-52.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Deputy City Attorney Dal Thomson and City Attorney Dion Holm shown in court requesting an injunction against a strike by transit workers (labor). Secretary-Treasurer George Johns, labor counsel for striking transit workers, and union Attorney Matthew Tobriner also shown.

Striking Transit Workers -- San Francisco Municipal Railway and Cable Car Strike(February 21, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-21-52.02]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Strikers Ed Havens, Nash Garcia, R.E. Martin, and Gen Berners warm themselves around a trashcan fire at Seventeenth and Mariposa Streets. Bonnie McCann, Ruth Crockard, and Cleeta Braner rub their tired feet at California and Stockton Streets. Marcine Shaff and Barbara Jennings of Southwest Airways hitchhike at Powell and Geary Streets (labor).

Evening Rush Hour -- San Francisco Municipal Railway and Cable Car Strike(February 21, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-21-52.03]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Crowds of people walk along Sixth Street to the Southern Pacific Depot during strike by Muni transit workers (labor). Cars sit stopped on Sixth Street, [view looking to Market Street from Folsom Street].
Traffic Jam -- San Francisco Municipal Railway and Cable Car Strike (February 21, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-21-52.04-05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cars sit parked in the middle of Market Street during a traffic jam caused by halt of Muni transit service due to striking workers (labor) [Views of Market Street at California, from Sansome Street looking east, and from the top of the Ferry Building looking up Market Street (neighborhood)].

Union Meeting -- San Francisco Municipal Railway and Cable Car Strike (February 22, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-22-52.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
International executive board member Henry B. Mann [of unidentified union; Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Railway Employees of America?] speaks with "car men" at meeting of striking workers (labor). Taken at 1179 Market Street.

Muni Cars Back in Service -- San Francisco Municipal Railway and Cable Car Strike (February 23, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-23-52.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A.E. Handle boards a Muni streetcar on his way to work; taken on Market Street.
Conductor E.E. Goodsen and Gripman Earl Hugh push a Powell Street cable car. Passengers depart streetcar on Market Street (neighborhood). Early morning workers board the Powell Street cable car [all Muni transit vehicles back in service after transit worker strike (labor)].

First Car Back in Service -- San Francisco Municipal Railway and Cable Car Strike (February 24, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-24-52.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Municipal Railway "L" car which is headed east on Market Street is blocked by an automobile parked on the tracks (rails). Men push the automobile to the side of the street (labor).

Leading Chinese Americans visit San Francisco (02-19-52, 5 negatives)

Chinese-Americans Visit San Francisco -- City Hall (February 19, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 4, [02-19-52.10]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer E. Robinson shakes hands and speaks to one hundred "leading" Chinese-Americans, who are on a visit to the city.

Air raid practice around town (San Francisco cityscapes and civil defense) [02-20-52, 26 negatives]

Civil Defense -- Air Raid Drill -- Market Street, San Francisco (February 20, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-20-52.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of people clustered around signs posted on the doors of a bank; two men shield their heads as they lie on the ground in front of a store display window; group of people look upward.
Civil Defense -- Air Raid Drill -- Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company
Building (February 20, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-20-52.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Building's fourth drill. 1700 people were moved in 3 minutes. Crowd stands in safe place; first aid team provides relief on the 22nd floor; on 19th floor, fire truck arrives from the basement while floor wardens bring the hose; in control center of building only one telephone switchboard operates [William Siegfried, Ethel Davis, Patti Houston, Florence Young, and Mary Clarke].

Civil Defense -- Alert -- Civil Defense Control Center (February 20, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-20-52.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The first comprehensive defense test since World War II. General views of the control center: men stand by chalkboards and map; men (and a woman) sit at desks by telephones and binders.

Civil Defense -- Air Raid Drill -- St. Patrick's School (February 20, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-20-52.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children say rosary in the gym during an air raid drill; kindergartners seated in the dark with Sister Eulalia; children line up and then leave the building.

Civil Defense -- Air Raid Drill -- Union Square (February 20, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-20-52.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People head for Union Square garage which is converted to air raid shelter. People enter shelter from Geary Street side. Interior view of garage shows crowd among cars.

Civil Defense -- Air Raid Drill -- Downtown Department Store (February 20, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-20-52.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shoppers and personnel (employees) in a room that serves as an air raid shelter in a leading downtown women's (clothing?) store. Large group of women assembled; some are seated and others are standing.

Civil Defense -- Air Raid Drill -- Central Control Center (February 20, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-20-52.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Traffic on Woodside Avenue proceeding as usual during warning. State Director Major General W.M. Robertson leaves main Control Center and passes Police Officer Al Ruppel guarding entrance.

Displaced persons feature [02-21-52, 4 negatives]
Displaced Persons (February 21, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-21-52.12]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Leapold Zourek shown painting and reading with Mrs. Leapold Zourek.

Japanese brides at Camp Stoneman
General John Pope (ship) returns from Korea with troops [02-25-52 - 02-27-52, 17 negatives]

Military -- USNS General John Pope (ship) Returns from Korea --
Presidio (February 25, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-25-52.03-04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
3700 soldiers return from Korea. USNS General John Pope (ship) in bay off marina; uniformed men wave from the deck of ship; ship pulls alongside pier; returning men are reunited with their families, wives, and babies.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Fort Mason (February 27, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-27-52.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corinne Ritchason greets Corporal Richard Ritchason inside dock building. Billy Wygant waves from his cousin Bill Finch's arms to servicemen on ship as he waits for his uncle, Private [Scar?] Keppler. Friends and relatives meet ship as it comes alongside dock.

Interview with actress Joan Fontaine [02-25-52, 4 negatives]

Alexander Lobanov held after refusing return to Russia [02-26-52, 2 negatives]

Detention of Russian Immigrant (February 26, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-26-52.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alexander Lobanov, a Russian immigrant detained in jail for 390 days after he refused to return to the Soviet Union, speaks to reporter at the office of the American Civil Liberties Union.

First spring bloom in Japanese Tea Gardens at Golden Gate Park [02-26-52, 4 negatives]

First Spring Bloom -- Japanese Tea Gardens -- Golden Gate Park (February 26, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 5, [02-26-52.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lorretta Vella poses among first blossoming plum buds?. Oriental magnolia sprouted through a statue of a Buddha. The oriental magnolia, supposedly from Korea, was given to the Japanese Tea Garden from Gumps.

Spring training at Seals Stadium
Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

March 1952 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6-7, [030052-033152]

Physical Description: 900 negatives (estimate)

Leap year babies
Girl scouts start annual cookie sales
Greyhound bus strike (labor) [03-01-52 - 03-27-52, 17 negatives]

Labor -- Greyhound Bus Strike -- Greyhound Negotiators (March 01, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-01-52.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Civil Service -- Muni Exams for Motormen and Conductors -- City Hall (March 11, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-11-52.17]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A room full of men take Muni exams at small desks. Some striking Greyhound bus drivers among test takers (labor).

Strike -- Greyhound Buses Parked in Lot (March 12, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-12-52.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Several views of parked Greyhound buses in lot on Irwin Street (labor).

Women Stranded by Greyhound Strike (March 14, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-14-52.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shirley Wright, Norma A. Neathameg, and Carol Johnson sitting on top of their suitcases (labor).

Strike -- Greyhound Bus Strike Settled (March 19, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-19-52.19]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doors to meeting are closed; crowd of strikers are barred from meeting. After meeting held, men agree to go back to work.

Negotiators -- Greyhound Bus Strike (March 22, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 7, [03-22-52.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Negotiators A.A. Baker, Edward Begore, H.P. Meluikoa, H.T. Oathes, O. Hoskins, K.S. Brown... men working toward end to Greyhound bus strike, sit at table (labor).

Picketers -- Greyhound Bus Strike (March 27, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 7, [03-27-52.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Auto salesman Gene Samuelson and bus agent Albert R. Silva, each with arm bands reading "AFL Picket," walk and talk on Thirtieth [Street?] (labor).

E.M. Shino income tax evasion case
Actor Humphrey Bogart here for "African Queen" opening [03-04-52, 2 negatives]
Humphrey Bogart Arrives for Movie Opening -- Fairmont Hotel (March 04, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-04-52.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actor Humphrey Bogart arrives for the opening of "African Queen." He poses on a balcony.

Submarines (ships) at Mare Island [03-05-52, ca. 10 negatives]
Submarines (Ships) -- Mare Island (March 05, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-05-52.05]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Twelve year old Henry Cobick of Vallejo fishes over the deck of submarine. QMI Donald L. Burton and Radio Man First Class Ernest Tingle sit at submarine controls. Charles T. Schroader works near torpedo tubes. EMI Clarence J. Fox regulates speed of boat. Views of other submarine and Mare Island through periscope. Sailors man large gun on deck.

Racial discrimination and violence in Rollingwood section of Richmond [03-05-52 - 03-06-52, 8 negatives]
Racial Discrimination -- Violence -- Rock Thrown Through Window (March 05, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-05-52.10] ark:/13030/hb0g5003rk
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. L.L. Fowler (NAACP) and Decca Treuhaft (East Bay Civil Rights Congress) stand on lawn in front of house. Both women look at window broken by a rock. Doris Campbell, an employee of Neitha’s Real Estate Office, stands by broken window with rock (race).

Racial Discrimination -- Police Guard Home -- Rollingwood (March 06, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-06-52.01-02] ark:/13030/hb5j49p0v7
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rollingwood neighborhood, outside San Pablo. Deputy Sheriff Kenneth Spotts and Deputy Sheriff Ernest Brown guarding home because of racial trouble (race: integration of neighborhood?). Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Gary cooking their first meal in new home.

Belote murder case [03-06-52 - 03-25-52, 17 negatives]
Interview with chain store owner James Cash (J.C.) Penney [03-06-52, 3 negatives]
Narcotics roundup
Troop ship General William Weigel arrives [03-08-52, 3 negatives]
Troops Return From Korea -- Arrival of General William Weigel (ship) (March 08, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-08-52.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
USNS General William Weigel (ship) arrives with 1435 Marine Corp veterans aboard. View of ship sailing under the Golden Gate Bridge.

William Mailliard files for congressional election
Dr. Charles F. McKhann discusses cerebral palsy
Storm aftermath [03-15-52 - 03-16-52, 6 negatives]
Weather -- Automobile Collision (March 15, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-15-52.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified people attend to Barbara Martindale, a victim of an automobile collision at Pacific and Buchanan Streets [probably caused by a storm].

Weather -- Aftermath of Storm (March 15, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-15-52.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the foot of Sixth Street. Steamboat partly submerged.

Weather -- Landslide -- Broadway Tunnel (March 15, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-15-52.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General view of highway near Broadway Tunnel, Oakland. Trucks try to clear road from landslide damage.

St. Patricks Day Parade
100th anniversary of Wells Fargo Bank [03-17-52, 2 negatives]

One Hundredth Anniversary -- Wells Fargo Bank (March 17, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-17-52.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President I.W. Hellman of Wells Fargo Bank looks at photograph of the first Wells Fargo bank.

Coast Guard guards freighter Spalmatori (ship) [03-17-52, 6 negatives]

US Coast Guard -- Freighter Spalmatori (ship) -- Encinal Terminals (March 17, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-17-52.12]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jack L. Doughty of the US Coast Guard stands guard with rifle over the Spalmatori (ship). Views of other coast guardsmen on and around ship. View of ship in Alameda dock.

Harry Bridges hearing (labor) [03-17-52, 3 negatives]

Harry Bridges Hearing (March 17, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 6, [03-17-52.15]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Troops arrive from Korea [03-18-52, 3 negatives]
Troops Return From Korea -- Transport (ship) Docks -- Fort Mason (March 18, 1952)

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Captain Ashton H. Boyer holds his infant son. Sergeant James Bruno is greeted by his entire family: his infant daughter, wife, mother and father, his sister and brother-in-law, his nephew and niece, and his wife's sister. Master Sergeant Leigh Brink reunites with his family.

UC Berkeley law school dedication (Boalt Hall) [03-18-52, 4 negatives]

Dedication -- Law School -- UC Berkeley Campus (March 18, 1952)

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Dean William L. Prosser, Judge Herbert F. Goodrich, and Dr. Robert Gordon Sproul pose in the Garret W. McEnery Law Library. Robert Sproul speaks at law school dedication ceremony (Boalt Hall?). View of crowd and library (education).

Anti-aircraft guns fired from Fort Baker [03-18-52, 5 negatives]

Caspar W. Weinberger (files for Assembly election?)

New Metabolic laboratory at UC Hospital (health)

Hail storm on Howard Street

Concert pianist picked up for dope peddling (narcotics)

James J. Wadsworth of the Federal Civil Defense Administration [03-20-52, 2 negatives]

Federal Civilian Defense Administration -- James J. Wadsworth (March 20, 1952)

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Deputy Administrator James J. Wadsworth of the Federal Civil Defense Administration speaks with Major General W.M. Robertson and Henry S. Eaton.

Aircraft carrier Bon Homme Richard (ship) sails under the Golden Gate Bridge [03-20-52, 2 negatives]

Arrival of Bon Homme Richard (aircraft carrier) -- San Francisco (March 20, 1952)

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Bon Homme Richard (ship) passes under the Golden Gate Bridge.

Sun coming up over San Francisco (cityscapes) [03-20-52, 4 negatives]

View of Sunrise Over San Francisco (March 20, 1952)

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views (cityscapes) of San Francisco from the hills.

Government warehouse

Hilda Pagan murder (Ramon Rodriguez case) [03-21-52 - 03-27-52, ca. 80 negatives]

San Francisco cityscapes (with hills, cable car, Bay Bridge, and Ferry building) [03-22-52, 2 negatives]
Golden Gate Bridge and Mount Diablo (March 22, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 7, [03-22-52.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco looking down California Street, one with the Golden Gate Bridge and one with Mount Diablo in background (cityscapes).

Judge John B. Molinari files for Superior Court
"Dope" raid (narcotics) [03-25-52, 3 negatives]
Narcotics Raid (March 25, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 7, [03-25-52.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Woman arrested in "dope raid" (narcotics), hides face in hand at the Hall of Justice. Officer Leon Getcehl holds up opium pipe confiscated in raid, while other items from the raid sit on table.

Shriner's parade [03-26-52, 6 negatives]
Mare Island Naval Shipyard
General "Skinney" Jonathan Wainwright here for prisoner of war reunion
Fog over the Golden Gate Bridge [03-28-52, 4 negatives]
Fog -- Golden Gate Bridge (March 28, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 7, [03-28-52.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Golden Gate Bridge shrouded in fog, with San Francisco in background (cityscapes).

Morrison Planetarium in Golden Gate Park
Easter festivities
Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

April 1952 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8-9, [040052-043052]
Physical Description: 1350 negatives (estimate)

Disagreement over who's chief of police in Daly City
Robert A. Ranson trial [04-01-52 - 04-10-52, ca. 10 negatives]
Seals baseball team on parade for opening day [04-01-52, 8 negatives]
Hilda Pagan murder (Ramon Rodriguez case) [04-01-52 - 04-10-52, ca. 7 negatives]
Vincent Hallinan (with Harry Bridges) surrenders to US Marshall [04-01-52, 04-08-52, 7 negatives]
Surrender of Vincent Hallinan -- Post Office Building (April 01, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-01-52.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney Vincent Hallinan stands with Mrs. Hallinan and Harry Bridges before surrendering himself to authorities. Gives his International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union badge to Mrs. Hallinan for safekeeping. Climbs in US Marshall's wagon (labor).
Attorney Vincent Hallinan Leaves for McNeil Island (April 08, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-08-52.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vincent Hallinan, handcuffed to Paul Steffen, leaves for McNeil Island Penitentiary (labor).

Canadian and US Military Officials hold joint discussions
Kenneth Skinner fire trial [04-02-52 - 04-25-52, ca. 28 negatives]
$1,500,000 of narcotics destroyed by fire between Mission and Howard Streets
700 businessmen visit city schools (education) [04-02-52, 1 negative]
Navy transport General H.W. Butner (ship) arrives at Fort Mason [04-02-52, 3 negatives]
Naval Transport -- Arrival of General H.W. Butner (ship) -- Fort Mason (April 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-02-52.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Korean War veterans stand behind their seated Japanese brides. Technical Sergeant George R. Haage, Hanke Haage, Sergeant Norbert Janiszkesi, Hisako Janiszkesi, Master Sergeant Ralph Johnson and his Canadian wife Maureen Johnson... shown. Staff Sergeant Clifford C. Sparks and his wife Saeko Sparks sit with baby while awaiting check off for immigration.

Western Union on strike (labor) [04-03-52 - 04-25-52, 10 negatives]
Workers on Strike -- Western Union (April 03, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-03-52.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers belonging to the Commercial Telegraphers Union hold pickets reading "On Strike" outside the Western Union office on Geary Street (labor).

Strike -- Western Union Pickets (April 16, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-16-52.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd of striking workers walk in front of the Western Union office near Post Street (labor). Workers hold signs reading, "Western Union Says Not One Cent for Employees," "Western Union Employees Still On Strike," "Commercial Telegraphers Local 208 AFL" [American Federation of Labor], "On Strike for Decent Wages..."

Strike Trouble -- Western Union -- Hall of Justice (April 25, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-25-52.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard S. Thompson, a Western Union supervisor beaten by SUP (Sailors' Union of the Pacific?) men [by striking workers?] shown exiting room in Hall of Justice and speaking on telephone. The men who beat him sit in cell at city prison (labor).

Actress Betty Grable [04-03-52, 2 negatives]
Actress Betty Grable -- Claremont Hotel (April 03, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-03-52.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Betty Grable sits on balcony at hotel [photographs related to incident Betty Grable reported to police, in which she was "annoyed" by a drunk at Golden Gate Fields].

Million dollar stripper and ex-wife of Bolivian tin king Juanita Roddy-Eden Patino performs in Oakland

Lights on top Mount Davidson [04-04-52, 3 negatives]

Easter murals at the Youth Guidance Center

Senator Richard M. Nixon and wife arrive at San Francisco International Airport
[04-04-52, 4 negatives]

Arrival of Senator Richard M. Nixon -- Airport (April 04, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-04-52.02-03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard and Pat Nixon speak with John Dinkelspiel of Atherton after arriving at airport. Richard and Pat Nixon wave to crowd before descending from airplane.

Actor Danny Thomas arrives [04-04-52, 2 negatives]

Arrival of Danny Thomas -- "Newspaper Frolic" -- Fairmont Hotel (April 04, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-04-52.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Danny Thomas shown carrying baggage; speaking with Jeanne Lee Checks about ticket sales for the "Annual Newspaper Frolic" in which he is to appear.

Ethnically Mixed Congregation -- Westminster Presbyterian Church
(April 04, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-04-52.05] ark:/13030/hb800008zv
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of church service uniting white congregation from Westminster Church and Afro-American congregation from Hope Church [the unification of the two churches resulted from changing population patterns in the twelve block area surrounding the churches, including the decline in white population and the resulting decline in Westminster Church membership, and the increase in Afro-American population]. New church Pastor Wesley L. Hawes sings from pulpit, as visiting pastors stand and sing in line to his left. Hampton B. Hawes of Louisiana, father of Wesley Hawes, speaks to congregation. Visiting pastors stand in line and sing, with two Afro-American pastors standing before altar to rear and above. Hampton Hawes speaks to congregation about issue of church population. View of congregation in pews (race relations)

Miss San Francisco contestants at Angel Island beach [04-05-52, 6 negatives]

Telephone strike (labor) [04-07-52 - 04-18-52, 27 negatives]

Workers on Strike -- American Telephone and Telegraph Company (April 07, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-07-52.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Plant department employee James Smith stands in front of [American Telephone and Telegraph Company] building with sign around neck announcing "mass meeting" for plant employees. Officer Jim Pigott of the Police Department stands on steps to his left. Taken at 430 Bush Street (labor).
Strike Meeting -- Telephone Workers -- Polk Hall (April 07, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-07-52.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mass meeting for workers on strike [against the American Telephone and Telegraph Company]. President Art Hellender of the Local CWA-CIO [Communications Workers of America - Congress of Industrial Organizations] gives plant stewards strike instructions on duties to be performed as picketing captains. Long views of meeting, with speakers platform in foreground and full auditorium. Secretary Treasurer Roy Haus and President Art Hellender stand at podium, while Vice President Lynnie Teeters, strike director Harry Mcbirney [responsible for organization outside plants], and strike director John Bell [responsible for organization inside plants] sit at table to right (labor).

Strike Walkout -- American Telephone and Telegraph Company (April 07, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-07-52.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Telephone workers belonging to the CWA-CIO [Communications Workers of America - Congress of Industrial Organizations] march outside building after walking out on jobs to begin strike [some workers bear placards reading "Bell System Unfair to Organized Labor"]. Taken at 430 Bush Street (labor).

Telephone Strike -- Company and Union Representatives Meet (April 07, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-07-52.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
CWA-CIO representatives [Communications Workers of America - Congress of Industrial Organizations] and representatives of AT&T [American Telephone and Telegraph Company] meet at 140 New Montgomery Street, with union members sitting to the left side of table (labor).

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-07-52.05] Harlem Globetrotters vs. College All Stars -- Basketball -- Civic Auditorium (April 07, 1952)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-09-52.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Phone operators walk on sidewalk holding signs stating "operators have been locked out" after being locked out by AT&T [American Telephone and Telegraph Company]. Other striking workers also shown (labor).

Telephone Strikers' Meeting -- Civic Auditorium (April 10, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-10-52.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Art Hellender of the CIO Local 9410 [Communications Workers of America] speaks from podium, with Vice President Lennie Teeters sitting at speakers' table to his left [sign hanging from podium reads "Bell System Unfair to Organized Labor"]. Views of crowd in Polk Hall [workers striking against the American Telephone and Telegraph Company].
Telephone Strike -- Pickets(April 15, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-15-52.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Striking workers Seymour Singer and Chester Woods carry "new style picket signs" printed on 2x4 pieces of wood that read, "picket." Striker also carries sign around neck reading "Bell' System Unfair to Organized Labor." Dave Morton, a striker who was knocked down by an American Telephone and Telegraph truck, shows his new style picket [wood probably used for self-defense] (labor). Taken at Twenty-fifth and Capp Streets (neighborhood).

Telephone Strikers -- Pickets -- Telephone Building(April 18, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-18-52.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Striking workers picket building on New Montgomery Street. Strikers in car hold signs reading, "Bell' System Unfair to Organized Labor" [Referring to the American Telephone and Telegraph Company's system of corporate organization].

Harlem Globetrotters vs. College All Stars -- Basketball -- Civic Auditorium (April 07, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-07-52.05] ark:/13030/hb8b69p20w

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Action photographs of game in progress during the first and second quarters (race).

Bing Crosby at the Henry Von Murpurgo trial [04-08-52 - 04-17-52, 7 negatives]
Singer Bing Crosby -- Von Murpurgo Trial -- Federal Building(April 08, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-08-52.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bing Crosby and the Attorney Faulkner exit elevator. Deputy Marshall Mahar opens door for Bing Crosby as he exits District Court. Crowd follows Bing Crosby as he walks down corridor. Shown outside after leaving Federal Building.

Von Murpurgo Trial -- Post Office Building(April 08, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-08-52.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Laurence "Larry" Crosby shown at district court where he is to act as witness for his brother, singer Bing Crosby. Marvin Kline, former director of the Kenny Foundation and former mayor of Minnesota, also shown.

Von Murpurgo Trial -- Bing Crosby -- Southern Pacific Station(April 10, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-10-52.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Trial witness Bing Crosby walks with his brother Larry as he arrives in San Francisco.

Bethlehem Steel strike (labor) [04-09-52 - 04-30-52, 6 negatives]
Strike -- Bethlehem Steel (April 09, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-09-52.02]
    Physical Description: 4 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    A crowd of approximately 200 workers gathers outside the gates of Bethlehem
    Pacific Coast Steel Corporation (labor).

Steel Strike -- Pittsburg, Calif. (April 30, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-30-52.01]
    Physical Description: 1 negative
    Scope and Content Note
    Striking steel workers hold pickets at entrance to steel plant (labor). Signs read
    "Put the Fair in Fairless," "Plant on Strike: United Steel Workers of America," "Union
    from the Congress of Industrial Organizations - United Steelworkers of America].

Strike -- Bethlehem Steel Plant (April 30, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-30-52.02]
    Physical Description: 1 negative
    Scope and Content Note
    Three picketers stand at gates to "huge empty" steel plant during strike by steel
    workers (labor). Taken in South San Francisco.

Eddie Rickenbacker president of Eastern Airlines along with Trans World Airlines
(TWA) and Braniff provide new air service at the San Francisco International
Airport [04-09-52, 2 negatives]

New Air Service -- Hotel St. Francis (April 09, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-09-52.03]
    Physical Description: 2 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    President Arthur J. Schilder of the Redwood Empire Association gives gavels to
    Captain Eddie Rickenbacker of Eastern Air Lines, President Ralph Damon of TWA
    (Trans World Airlines), and President Tom Braniff of Braniff Airways. Director Jim
    Turner of San Francisco Public Utilities also shown.

Senator Estes Kefauver and wife arrive in San Francisco [04-09-52 - 04-10-52, ca.
17 negatives]

Presidential Campaign -- Senator Estes Kefauver -- Airport (April 09, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-09-52.04]
    Physical Description: 3 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Senator Estes Kefauver and Mrs. Kefauver wave from door of airplane upon arriving
    in San Francisco. Stewardess [Fran?] Turner and Connie Hess also shown. Mrs.
    Kefauver shown holding flowers, and with Estes Kefauver and reception committee
    [members of reception committee hold signs saying "Kefauver for President"].

Interview -- Mrs. Estes Kefauver -- Mark Hopkins (April 09, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-09-52.05]
    Physical Description: 4 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Mrs. Kefauver, wife of Senator Estes Kefauver, speaks to reporters during
    interview.
Luncheon -- Senator Estes Kefauver -- Palace Hotel (April 09, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-09-52.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Estes Kefauver speaks from podium at luncheon [stop on presidential campaign]. Views of crowd, with speakers table and podium in background.

"Fried Chicken Jamboree" -- Senator Estes Kefauver -- Civic Auditorium (April 09, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-09-52.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Estes Kefauver, standing with Mrs. Kefauver, waves to crowd from podium [a "Kefauver for President" banner hangs in the background]. Mr. and Mrs. Kefauver and George Miller eat fried chicken. View of crowd in auditorium.

Presidential Campaign -- Senator Estes Kefauver -- Airport (April 10, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-10-52.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Estes Kefauver waves from door of airplane as he arrives in San Francisco. Stands with wife and welcoming committee [members of committee hold signs reading "Kefauver for President"].

Blood bank rally for Korean War [04-10-52, 6 negatives]
Blood Bank Rally -- US Naval Shipyard (April 10, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 8, [04-10-52.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain A.L. Becker, shipyard commander, pins a corsage on Mrs. Reininger while her husband Sergeant Werner Reininger looks on [in background is painting of wounded man being attended to on battlefield]. Views of crowd, with speakers' platform in background and banner reading "Battle Bombs With Blood." View of speakers on platform.

Conductor Pierre Monteux at Opera House
Cow auction at the Cow Palace
Sergeant Woodford (ship) arrives at Fort Mason with troops
Good Friday and Easter services at various churches [04-11-52 - 04-13-52, ca. 45 negatives]
Baseball player Lefty O'Doul's dinner party
Author Kathleen Norris acts in "Arsenic and Old Lace"
PTA convention [04-15-52 - 04-18-52, ca. 48 negatives]
Premature baby in new machine [04-16-52, 4 negatives]
Queen Juliana and Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands arrive [04-17-52 - 04-19-52, ca. 110 negatives]
Marilyn Monroe and Joe Di Maggio get passports and leave for Japan with Lefty O'Doul [04-18-52, ca. 10 negatives]
Leaving for Japan -- Marilyn Monroe and Joe Di Maggio -- Airport (April 18, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-18-52.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Baseball player Joe Di Maggio and actress Marilyn Monroe pose for photos as they prepare to leave for Japan [with crowds watching]. Wave from stairs as they prepare to board airplane with Lefty O'Doul.
Passports -- Marilyn Monroe and Joe Di Maggio -- Federal Building (April 18, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-18-52.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actress Marilyn Monroe and baseball player Joe Di Maggio shown walking into and coming out of the Federal Building, where they retrieved their passports for a trip to Japan. Lefty and Jean O'Doul also shown.

Actress Betty Hutton greets returning soldiers (military) [04-18-52, 3 negatives]
Greeting Returning Soldiers -- Actress Betty Hutton (April 18, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-18-52.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Betty Hutton shown greeting returning Korean War veterans.

Red Cross blood drive for Korean War (military)
Husband and wife abortionists in court
Methodist bishops' conference [04-22-52 - 04-29-52, ca. 57 negatives]
Ladies P.G.A. Open at Richmond Golf Course
Ambassador Abba Eben of Israel
Consul General Tadatomi Ishimaru newly appointed from Japan
Daylight savings time catches people running late to work (street scene) [04-28-52, 2 negatives]
Daylight Savings Time -- Market Street Scene (April 28, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-28-52.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lois Cameron checks her watch against a clock showing Daylight Savings time as she goes on her way to work at Pacific Mutual. Don Mason shown looking at clock and running to work. Taken on Market Street at Grant Street (neighborhood).

Preparedness Dinner for Republicans with Richard Nixon and William Knowland [04-29-52, 7 negatives]
Preparedness Dinner -- Republicans -- Palace Hotel (April 29, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-29-52.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairman Robert A. Hornby of the Arrangements Committee, Senator Richard M. Nixon, and Chairman Alvin F. Derre of the Republican County Central Committee talk together at table. Co-Chairman Arthur J. Dolan Jr. of the Finance Committee, Senator William Knowland, and master of ceremonies Actor George Murphy also shown. View of crowd eating dinner in the Garden Court, with banner above reading "Work + Work = Victory."

Soldiers return from Korea [04-29-52, 9 negatives]
Transport General W.F. Hase (ship) -- Korean War Veterans -- Fort Mason (April 29, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-29-52.02]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The General W.F. Hase (ship) sits in dock at Fort Mason. Views of soldiers gathered on decks of ship [with one soldier waving a confederate flag], and crowd of friends and family members gathered below. Soldiers shown lined up with baggage. Private First Class Anthony Zayas Jr., the one hundred thousandth soldier back from Korea, rushes to meet his mother and other relatives; stands for group photo with twenty-two family members.
Commonwealth Club discusses the atom bomb
Comedian Red Skelton at the Fairmont Hotel [04-30-52, 2 negatives]
Comedian Red Skelton -- Fairmont Hotel (April 30, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 9, [04-30-52.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Red Skelton stand with flower arrangement.

Henri Matisse sculpture exhibit at Museum of Modern Art
Cerebral palsy drive
Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

May 1952 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10-11, [050052-053152]
Physical Description: 1000 negatives (estimate)

Oakland Centennial celebration parade [05-01-52, 6 negatives]
Oakland Centennial Celebration Parade -- Oakland (May 01, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-01-52.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Les Grant, Ida E. Colbourn, Mayor Cliff Rishell, Florence I. Fletcher, Mrs. Howard E. Riles are dressed in costumes. Operator Nick P. Alevizos and Marcia Lacey stand in the back of a trolley. Various scenes of parade: Mayor waves to crowd from an old horse trolley that leads the parade; Alameda County sheriff's posse on horseback; general views of San Pablo and 14th Street, Broadway between 13th and 14th Streets.

Boy Scout activities
Henri Matisse art exhibit [05-02-52 and 05-22-52]
Moscow economic conference
Antietam (ship) arrives at Alameda Naval Air Station with troops from Korea [05-02-52, 24 negatives]
Troops Return From Korea -- Arrival of Aircraft Carrier Antietam (ship) (May 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-02-52.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Antietam (ship) approaches Golden Gate Bridge. Men stand on the deck forming the number "$15,000" and a human figure. View of carrier as it passes under bridge and heads for the East Bay.

Troops Return From Korea -- Arrival of Aircraft Carrier Antietam (ship) -- Alameda Naval Air Station (May 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-02-52.03]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Antietam (ship) pulls into dock. Various scenes of sailors reuniting with girlfriends, wives, and families. Lieutenant Commander F.N. Nutt holds Marcia Owens (disabled child) as she waves to officers onboard carrier. A check for $15,454.09 is presented by Airman F. Montee to Marcia Owens. General view of crowd, men disembarking ship, and officers on carrier.
Troops Return From Korea -- Arrival of Aircraft Carrier Antietam (ship) --
Alameda Naval Air Station (May 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-02-52.04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Samuel Murphy and Lieutenant Jack T. Stultz stand on deck; view of San Francisco (cityscape) behind them. Lieutenant Commander William H. Rogers Jr., who has handle-bar mustache, stands on deck. Various views of group of sailors sitting and standing around Marcia Owens (disabled child). Marcia Owens holds the check. Views through hanger deck of crew as carrier docked.

Trout season opens at Lake Merced

Anti-personnel bomb found at Mission station

Displaced Persons Commission

Governor Adlai Stevenson speaks at the Commonwealth Club [05-05-52, 2 negatives]

Governor Adlai Stevenson Speaks at Luncheon -- Commonwealth Club (May 05, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-05-52.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Palace Hotel. Illinois Governor Adlai Stevenson stands at podium before microphones. Attorney General Brown and Governor Stevenson shake hands.

Troop transport General W.M. Black (ship) arrives from Korea [05-07-52, 5 negatives]

Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner at the San Francisco International Airport [05-07-52, 3 negatives]

Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner -- San Francisco Airport (May 07, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-07-52.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Arrival of Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner at the San Francisco Airport because of an emergency landing of their plane. Various scenes of Sinatra and Gardner sitting in the airport café. Sinatra lights Gardner's cigarette.

Consul General Aluzino De Magalhens of Brazil

Abortionist jailed

Raid on "obscene show"

Veterans protest Berkeley performance of singer Paul Robeson [05-09-52, 2 negatives]

Quincy (ship) in bay (Korean War related?)

General W.H. Gordon (ship) returns with troops from Korea [05-09-52, 19 negatives]

Troops Return From Korea -- Arrival of General W.H. Gordon (ship) -- Fort Mason (May 09, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-09-52.15]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views (from roof of Fort Mason pier) of troops on deck of transport ship General W.H. Gordon. Corporal Frank Ward reunites with his family; female family member holds up sign "Here We Are".
Troops Return From Korea -- Arrival of General W.H. Gordon (ship) -- Fort Mason (May 09, 1952)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-09-52.16]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various scenes of troops reuniting with girlfriends, wives, and families. Troops stand in line with duffel bags waiting to meet families; women pass out drinks to troops as they wait in line.

Troops Return From Korea -- Arrival of General W.H. Gordon (ship) -- Fort Mason (May 09, 1952)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-09-52.17]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of troops on bow deck as General W.H. Gordon (ship) pulls into dock. Family members and relatives wave to returning troops; someone holds a large welcome sign. Elsi Norwood stands on pier and sings to troops. Various views of troops on deck waving to singer and crowd below.

Troops Return From Korea -- Arrival of General W.H. Gordon (ship) -- Fort Mason (May 09, 1952)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-09-52.18]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Combat troops and Japanese brides arrive from Korea. Wives stand in line in front of their prospective husbands. These women are among 46 Japanese war brides accompanying their military husbands to the United States. Includes Army Sergeant and Mrs. James B. Tillotson, Air Force Sergeant and Mrs. Bonnie W. Guerri, Army Sergeant and Mrs. John M. Loree.

Western Hospital Association convention [05-11-52 - 05-12-52, ca. 20 negatives]  
Harness and quarter horse racing at Bay Meadows  
General Matthew B. Ridgway arrives at Hamilton Field greeted by honor guard [05-13-52, 16 negatives]  
Arrival of General Matthew B. Ridgway -- Hamilton Field (May 13, 1952)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-13-52.02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Matthew B. Ridgway, Major General Walter E. Todd (Commander General of Western Air Defense Force), and Lieutenant General Joseph M. Swing salute; General Ridgway is greeted by the Air Force Honor Guard. Plane lands on field. General Ridgway disembarks plane and greets family.

Arrival of General Matthew B. Ridgway -- Presidio of San Francisco (May 13, 1952)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-13-52.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Troop transport General H.W. Butner (ship) arrives from Korea [05-13-52 and 05-17-52, 13 negatives]  
San Quentin State Prison convict has sit down strike on top of smoke stack [05-13-52, 4 negatives]
Striking Convict Sits Atop a Smoke Stack -- San Quentin Prison (May 13, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-13-52.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views (distant and close) of convict who has sit-down strike on smoke stack top. Convict climbs halfway down ladder of smoke stack.

Shipping tied up by stewards' and sailors' strikes (labor) [05-13-52, and 05-22-52 - 05-27-52, ca. 25 negatives]

Sailors' Strike -- Lurline (ship) -- Pier Fifty-three (May 13, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-13-52.11-12]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Lurline, a ship stuck in dock because of ongoing strike by members of the Sailors' Union of the Pacific. Ivy Bird, Mary Stangenberger, and Ruby Strolhoff stand in line for coffee and pastries onboard the Lurline. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kaufman and Mr. and Mrs. Sam Finkelstein sit at table. Views of passenger crowds on board ship. Bus takes passengers on tour while they wait out strike (labor).

Shipping Strike -- Stewards' Strike -- Lurline (ship) (May 14, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-14-52.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Stewards (labor) walk off Lurline (ship) and wave to passengers from dock. Dr. and Mrs. Wilber Marlin smile upon hearing the boat will sail. Other passengers smile and wave. Passengers disembark ship. Man at counter refunds passengers' fares.

Sailing of the Lurline (ship) -- Pier Thirty-five (May 22, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-22-52.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Lurline (ship) sails out of dock [after sailing was delayed due to strike by members of the Sailors' Union of the Pacific] (labor).

Sailing of the Lurline (ship) (May 22, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-22-52.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Lurline (ship) sailing out of dock, as seen from Coit Tower [ship was delayed by strike of the Sailors' Union of the Pacific] (labor).

Sailors' Strike -- President Wilson (ship) Remains Docked -- Pier Forty-six (May 24, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-24-52.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A "Bon Voyage" sign hangs over ticket counter. Mrs. And Mrs. W.R. Reidelberger gloomily wait at the top of a staircase to see if President Wilson (ship) will sail. Five Salesian sisters (nuns) validate their tickets at the counter; three sisters are heading to a mission in Tokyo. Mrs. Lawrence Berns and her son Donald Berns (child) were on their way to visit her husband who is serving in Japan.
Sailors' Strike -- President Wilson (ship) Remains Docked -- Pier Forty-six (May 24, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-24-52.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Passengers disembark President Wilson (ship). Streamers hang from the sides of the docked ship; the dock is empty of people (labor).

Sailors' Strike -- President Van Buren (ship) RemainsDocked -- Pier Fifty (May 24, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-24-52.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
President Van Buren (ship) which holds war cargo bound for Korea remains tied up at dock (labor).

Sailors Strike -- Pier Fifty (May 27, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-27-52.16]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Four picketers from the Sailors' Union picket Pier 50 (labor). They stand in front of a high chain link fence.

Henry Von Morpurgo [05-14-52, 2 negatives]

Armed Forces Day activities [05-17-52, 6 negatives]

Armed Forces Day -- Activities and Exhibits -- Presidio of San Francisco (May 17, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-17-52.08]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children man anti-aircraft gun with officers' supervision. Soldiers reenact historic flag raising on Mount Suribachi by Marines at Iwo Jima. Various views of Sixth Army Bagpipe Band playing before a large crowd on the parade grounds.

First atomic aircraft carrier Essex (ship) off Golden Gate Bridge

Crystal Palace market [05-17-52, 3 negatives]

Crystal Palace Market (May 17, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-17-52.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Employees (butchers?) pose behind and in front of meat counter.

Bus strike ends (labor) [05-20-52, 6 negatives]

Bus Strike Ends -- Greyhound Bus Depot (May 20, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-20-52.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Greyhound buses resume after strike (labor). People line up to buy tickets at window. Bus driver Ervin Busswell starts his run with no passengers. Buses lined up at depot with no passengers in sight.

Bus Strike Ends -- First Bus to Marin County -- Greyhound Bus Depot (May 20, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-20-52.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Seventh Street depot. Bus driver Fred Waite collects tickets from passengers (labor). The Greyhound bus left for San Rafael and Hamilton Field.
J.C. Breckinridge (ship) arrives with troops and Japanese war brides and Chinese National Air Force [05-20-52, 6 negatives]

Arrival of General J.C. Breckinridge (ship) -- Fort Mason(May 20, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 10, [05-20-52.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

General George C. Kenney [05-20-52, 2 negatives]
Dinner for Governor Earl Warren at the Fairmont Hotel

Women's lingerie contest at Larry Blakes in Berkeley
National Maritime Day ceremonies [05-22-52, 4 negatives]

Cruiser Rochester (ship) in bay [05-22-52, 4 negatives]

Civilian defense "Alert America" proclamation [05-22-52 - 05-30-52, 19 negatives]

Civil Defense -- "Alert America" Proclamation -- City Hall(May 22, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-22-52.16]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at Mayor's Office. Mildred Mesich (Miss San Francisco), Admiral A.G. Cook (San Francisco Civil Defense Director), Maureen Gylfe (Miss "Alert America") stand beside Mayor Elmer E. Robinson as he signs "Alert America" proclamation.

Civil Defense -- "Alert America" Defense Exhibit -- Preparation -- National Guard Armory(May 24, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-24-52.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Civil Defense -- "Alert America" -- Activities(May 26, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-26-52.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New Civilian Defense Warden H.W. Freeman is sworn in: Al Vollmer (Battalion 2), Deputy Chief Anthony Anselmo (Warden Service of San Francisco), Deputy Chief Wesley Edwards (Battalion 2). Mrs. Mildred Sumich signs up for Warden service: George A. Ruple (Battalion 2), and Commander Peter A. Tachis (Battalion 2). Alva Neyhart demonstrates emergency aid service to Helen Sharum.

Civil Defense -- "Alert America" Defense Exhibit -- Opening -- National Guard Armory(May 26, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-26-52.06]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson speaks at podium during opening ceremonies. Ribbon cutting ceremony: Mayor Robinson cuts ribbon. Includes Miss San Francisco Mildred Mersich, State Director of Civil Defense Major General Walter M. Robertson, Federal Director of Civil Defense Henry S. Eaton, and Mrs. Walter Boyd (President Gold Star Mothers of America and representative of Valley Forge Foundation).
Civil Defense -- "Alert America" Defense Exhibit -- National Guard Armory (May 26, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-26-52.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Commander Hever Guet (San Francisco Auxiliary Fire Reserve) and Hoseman Charles Carli teach David Arnet (child) to pull the lever in a fire alarm box. Mrs. John Macauley gives instructions to Mrs. and Mrs. Ralph Kinsey at the "Civil Defense at Home" display.

Civil Defense -- "Alert America" Defense Exhibit -- National Guard Armory (May 26, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-26-52.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Janet Thomas, Ellen Kinsey, Beverly Bell, Winnie Isham, and Tom Farrell watch "This Could Be Your City" exhibit (atom bomb wrecks a city). Alvin Daspit thanks phone operators Claudette Mason and Jean Schlueter for work in civilian defense; the two women stand in front of "Telephone Service for Defense" exhibit. Overhead view of entire "Alert America" exhibit. An unidentified man and woman stand in front of Naval Schools Command Station exhibit; man points Geiger counter at his wrist watch; counter reacts to radium in his watch.

JoAnne Johnson and her talking dog [05-23-52, 3 negatives]
General A.W. Brewster (ship) here with troops [05-25-52, 12 negatives]

Returning Troops -- Arrival of General A.W. Brewster (ship) -- Fort Mason (May 25, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-25-52.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Returning Troops -- Arrival of General A.W. Brewster (ship) -- Fort Mason (May 25, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-25-52.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Tugboats guide General A.W. Brewster (ship) into dock. Returning troops reunite with wives and families. William Catheart and wife Hazel Catheart embrace. Four servicemen hug their wives: Sergeant C.J. Burke and Merna Burke, Sergeant Bill Maggiora and Mitzi Maggiora, and unidentified others. Sergeant Mike Seaduto is greeted by eighteen family members.

Actress Barbara Stanwyck visits Fort Mason [05-26-52, 9 negatives]
Arrival of Barbara Stanwyck -- Southern Pacific Railroad Station (May 26, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-26-52.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Actress Barbara Stanwyck walks from a railroad car; she holds flowers. Stanwyck signs autograph for Joe Perelly (child), poses with an unidentified woman in front of a railroad car, and speaks with another woman in front of a microphone.
Barbara Stanwyck Visits Fort Mason (May 26, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-25-52.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actress Barbara Stanwyck gives cookies and coffee to returning Korean veterans. Stanwyck feeds a cookie to Staff Sergeant Roy M. Ballard. Stanwyck poses with a group of men in Air Force.

Barbara Stanwyck Visits Fort Mason (May 26, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-26-52.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actress Barbara Stanwyck stands on bow of purse-seiner New St. Joseph (ship) to make a proclamation. George Christopher and General Robert H. Wylie (port manager) stand behind her.

Japanese American Citizens' League convention
James Smythe trial [05-27-52 - 05-29-52, 9 negatives]

Colonel Katerine Towls of US Marines

Rabbi Morris Goldstein celebrates his twentieth year at Temple Sherith Israel [05-28-52, 2 negatives]

Shrine Circus

Memorial Day at the Presidio cemetery [05-28-52 - 05-30-52, ca.16 negatives]

Presidential candidate Estes Kefauver visits [05-29-52, 2 negatives]

Presidential Candidate Estes Kefauver Visits San Francisco -- Clift Hotel (May 29, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-29-52.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Langdon Post (campaign manager for Kefauver) and Senator Estes Kefauver (presidential candidate) sit and talk on a couch.

Graduation ceremonies at various schools and colleges

Guardsmen road race through Golden Gate Park [05-31-52, 36 negatives]

Guardsmen Road Race -- Golden Gate Park (May 31, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-31-52.03]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various scenes of Guardsmen racing automobiles (cars) on track; barricades on track are bundles of hay. Allard (Racer No. 14), Phil Hill (Racer No. 22), and others. View of cars speeding around Turn No. 6.

Guardsmen Road Race -- Golden Gate Park (May 31, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-31-52.04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various scenes of Guardsmen racing automobiles (cars) on track; barricades on track are bundles of hay. Cars lined up at the starting line; crowds watch. Car No. 14 crosses the finish line; man waves flag. Close-up of the winner Bill Pollack holding a trophy. Another unidentified man who holds a trophy poses with an unidentified woman.
Guardsmen Road Race -- Golden Gate Park (May 31, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-31-52.05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Winner Bill Pollack stands up in his car and holds up the trophy; crowd surrounds him. Cars turning around Turn No. 2 on course. Car No. 30 malfunctions just as it finished third in the main race; driver Michael Graham was not injured. Car No. 14 driven by Bill Pollack crosses the finish line. Various scenes of Guardsmen racing automobiles (cars) on track; barricades on track are bundles of hay.

Guardsmen Road Race -- Golden Gate Park (May 31, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [05-31-52.06]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Marvin Lewis extends his arm and points to something; Gaffey and Getz stand alongside him. Winner Sherwood Johnston sits in his automobile (car) and waves. Lewis stands among the crowd and watches the races. Lewis, Gaffey, and Getz stand together. Winner Sherwood Johnston and his car are surrounded by his pit crew. View of the start of the race.

Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

June 1952
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11-12, [060052-063052]

Physical Description: 800 negatives (estimate)

Boy Scouts of America executive Arthur A. Schuck
Shipping strike or disagreement (labor) [06-02-52 - 06-19-52, 15 negatives]

Shipping Strike -- Last Ship to Move During Strike -- Pier Thirty-five (June 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-02-52.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Lurline (ship) is last ship to move during strike. Ship docks with aid of tugboats. Passengers disembark ship and walk down ramp.

Shipping Strike -- American Presidents Lines -- Embarcadero Truck Jam (June 16, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 12, [06-16-52.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Trucks backed up at Pier 46 waiting to load perishables bound for Hawaii "relief" aboard the President Cleveland (ship). (Apparently delayed by Sailors' Union of the Pacific strike or disagreement (labor)).

Labor Dispute -- President Cleveland (ship) -- Pier Forty-six (June 18, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 12, [06-18-52.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Richie Kim and Dusty Payne speak to reporter, Dusty Payne being the crewman who is supposedly "the cause of all the trouble" [ie. labor dispute aboard ship; Sailors' Union of the Pacific?].
Sailing of the President Cleveland (ship) -- Pier Forty-six (June 19, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 12, [06-19-52.08]
    Physical Description: 6 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
Assistant coffee cook I.W. Tucker becomes last man to sign the ship's articles, allowing the American President Lines ship to set sail; with Deputy US Shipping Commissioner R.R. Cruthoff witnessing signing. Clodoloaldo H. Leonadio, supervisor of public schools in Manila, watches ship set sail [he missed boarding time]. Departing passengers wave and throw streamers through windows. Views of ship leaving dock and sailing in Bay [ship was delayed in departure by labor dispute; Sailors' Union of the Pacific?].

Troops returning from Korea [throughout the month], US Steel strike (labor) [06-02-52, 8 negatives]
United States Steel Corporation Strike -- Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel Corporation -- South San Francisco (June 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-02-52.11]
    Physical Description: 8 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
Leonard Craig and Clec Swartzell are the first picketers on duty at the main gate of Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel Corporation (labor). Men and cars line up near the main entrance. Parked cars block entrance.

Elections and voting [06-03-52, 20 negatives]
Voting -- Edwin M. Wilson Registers and Votes (June 03, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-03-52.01]
    Physical Description: 1 negative
    Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin M. Wilson register to vote.

Voting -- First Ballots Submitted -- San Francisco (June 03, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-03-52.02]
    Physical Description: 1 negative
    Scope and Content Note
Inspector F.S. Dempsey (Precinct No. 3) arrives after polls close. Bill Perac takes the first submitted ballots from Dempsey.

Elections -- San Francisco (June 03, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-03-52.03]
    Physical Description: 1 negative
    Scope and Content Note
Taken at City Hall. Captain Fred Briemeister (on Fireman's Campaign Committee), Patrolman Frank A. Defarti, and Patrolman Ted Dilano? (Chairman of Policemen's Campaign Committee) look at early returns.

Elections -- San Francisco (June 03, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-03-52.04]
    Physical Description: 3 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
Crowd looks at election boards (candidates and statistics are written on chalkboard) in City Hall. Large group of firemen and their wives cheer at the results of Proposition H.
Voting -- Judge J.B. Molinari and His Wife Vote (June 03, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-03-52.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge John B. Molinari signs register while Mrs. Helen Molinari sits nearby. Judge Molinari enters voting booth.

Voting -- Family Accompanies Parents to Polling Place (June 03, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-03-52.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marvin Lewis signs the register while Mrs. Marvin Lewis, Marvin Lewis Jr., and Joelle Lewis stand nearby. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis enter voting booth.

Voting -- Congressman Franck Roberts Havenner Votes (June 03, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-03-52.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressman Franck Havenner signs register and enters voting booth.

Voting -- Governor Earl Warren and Family Vote (June 03, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-03-52.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Voting -- Candidates Vote (June 03, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-03-52.09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Edward T. Mancuso and wife Dorothy Mancuso stand in voting booth. Mrs. and Judge John J. McMahon sign register. The woman in the foreground is Marie Christern.

James Smythe trial [06-03-52 - 06-09-52, 11 negatives]
Governor Earl Warren and wife [06-04-52, 3 negatives]

Election -- Governor Earl Warren and Wife Read Results of Election (June 04, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-04-52.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor and Mrs. Earl Warren read newspaper for results of election. Unidentified woman signs voting register while an unidentified man looks over her shoulder.

Breaking through during construction of Broadway Tunnel [06-06-52, 4 negatives]
Republican candidate for Congress William Mailliard
Kathleen Norris speaks at the Commonwealth Club [06-06-52, 3 negatives]
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)
June 1952 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11-12, [060052-063052]

Kathleen Norris Speaks -- Commonwealth Club (June 06, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-06-52.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Author Kathleen Norris speaks before a microphone at a podium. Eric Hoffer shows the gold medal he won for non-fiction winner to M.E. Dooling Jr. (President of the Commonwealth Club) and K. Norris. Erich Hoffer, Mary Jane Rolfs, Leon J. Richardson, Dilyss Jones (expecting her father Idwal), Maurice T. Dolling, and K. Norris.

First girl graduates from University of San Francisco [06-06-52, 2 negatives]
First Woman Graduates from University of San Francisco (June 06, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 11, [06-06-52.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Laura D. Sypin is the first "girl" to graduate from the University of San Francisco's Business Course.

Consul General Benigno Pidlaaoan of the Philippines
Senator George Rochester with attorney Melvin Belli sue for slander
Mayor Robinson signs proclamation for Israel Bond Day
Judy Garland announces her marriage to Sid Luft [06-11-52, 4 negatives]
Judy Garland Announces Marriage to Sid Luft (June 11, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 12, [06-11-52.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actress Judy Garland explains to reporters her recent marriage to Sid Luft (who is in Los Angeles).

First flag of San Francisco found after 50 years [06-11-52, 2 negatives]
First Flag of San Francisco Found After Fifty Years (June 11, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 12, [06-11-52.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Edward D. Keil (President of Pioneer Society of California) and Police Chief Michael Gaffery hold the first flag of San Francisco ("Oro en Pax Fierro en Guerra" written below a phoenix?).

Ambassador Begam Mohammed Ali of Pakistan
New Jesuit priests ordained at St. Mary's Cathedral
Crime board hearing [06-13-52, 7 negatives]
NCAA track finals [06-13-52, ca. 20 negatives]
Robert Ranson murder trial [06-16-52 - 06-30-52, 15 negatives]
Boys and girls go to YMCA camp
Junior Olympics
Parade and celebration for flying ace and war hero Colonel Francis S. Gabreski [06-15-52 - 06-17-52, 15 negatives]
Parade for War Hero Colonel Francis S. Gabreski (June 15, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 12, [06-15-52.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Robinson presents the key of the city to Colonel Francis S. Gabreski. Mrs. Hap Arnold, Mrs. C. Gabreski and daughter Joni watch the presentation. View of the marching band parading past reporters.
War Hero Colonel Francis S. Gabreski Greets Wife and Child -- San Francisco Airport (June 16, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 12, [06-16-52.04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Colonel Francis S. Gabreski meets his wife and daughter who flew from the east to see him. Various scenes of their meeting and embrace, as the family walks to their waiting car, and as their car drives away.

Parade for War Hero Colonel Francis S. Gabreski (June 17, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 12, [06-17-52.11]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Colonel Francis S. Gabreski rides in front car of motorcade that travels up Market Street. Gabreski waves from car; Examiner building is in the background.

Parade for War Hero Colonel Francis S. Gabreski -- San Francisco (June 17, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 12, [06-17-52.12]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Colonel Francis S. Gabreski waves from car as it started down Montgomery Street. Major General William E. Hall rides with him. Air Force Marching Band leads the Colonel's car; Scotty (dog) marches with band leader.

Frogmen story (Navy?) at Fleishhacker Pool [06-17-52 - 06-20-52, ca. 16 negatives]

Ice Follies [06-17-52 - 06-26-52, ca. 23 negatives]

Blood banks for civil defense and war effort

Attorney and naval captain John J. Doyle gets Papal decoration for his work during the war

Tempest Storm interview

Interview with Professor S.I. Hayakawa

Admiral C. Turner Joy arrives at Fort Mason

Japanese American Citizens League convention

"I like Ike day" [06-26-52, 3 negatives]

"I like Ike" Day -- Dwight D. Eisenhower Volunteers (June 26, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 12, [06-26-52.12]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

"Ike" Volunteers: Mary Tom Burke, Jody Foster, and Dolores de Victoria sign up Paul Jones. Another female volunteer who wears an "I Like Ike" sign encourages a passerby to sign up.

San Francisco Founding Day celebration at the Presidio [06-28-52, 2 negatives]

Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

July 1952 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13-14, [070052-073152]

Physical Description: 800 negatives (estimate)

Hot weather at Aquatic Park


"Woman of the Week" Mary Ellen Ford is the only woman engineer at Standard Oil Company [07-02-52, 2 negatives]
"Woman of the Week" -- Female Engineer -- Standard Oil Company (July 02, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-02-52.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Mary Ellen Ford, the only female engineer at Standard Oil of California. Given "Woman of the Week" honor [by "Call Bulletin?"]]. Taken at 225 Bush Street.

Special telephone for polio victim
Fourth of July celebrations [07-03-52 - 07-04-52, 9 negatives]
Fourth of July Celebration -- Oakland (July 03, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-03-52.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Four year old Vicky Bockius and one year old Kathy Bockius play with sparklers inside their house, with their mother Betty Bockius looking on, and again on lawn. Several children also shown playing with sparklers on an outdoor stairway.

Fireworks Display -- Fourth of July Celebration -- Crissy Field (July 04, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-04-52.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rockets go off in fireworks display at the Presidio.

US Navy Ships Open to Public -- Fourth of July Celebration -- Pier Seven (July 04, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-04-52.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Seaman First Class Clyde D. Short points out items of interest on board the Floyds Bay (ship) to Warren, Anne, Carolyn, and Mrs. R.K. Craycroft...

"Ike" (Dwight D. Eisenhower) petitions ready for the convention [07-03-52, 2 negatives] "Ike" Petitions -- Volunteers for Dwight D. Eisenhower -- Ike Headquarters (July 03, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-03-52.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairman Edward A. Merrill, Jr. of the Dwight Eisenhower Campaign Committee, Yvonne Wagner of headquarters staff, and Vice President Walter H. Sullivan, Jr. of "Ike" Volunteers for Northern California show some of the "Ike" petitions to be sent to Chicago [for the Republican convention?].

Cardinal Gilroy arrives from Australia
Republican conventions (shots taken from television screen) [07-07-52 - 07-09-52, ca. 71 negatives]
Korean War veterans return on Aiken Victory (ship) [07-07-52, 10 negatives]
Reception for Austrian ambassador Max Lowenthal
San Francisco artist does portrait in metal of J. Edgar Hoover
Troops return from Korea [07-10-52, 07-15-52, 07-23-52, 38 negatives]
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General John Pope (ship) -- Fort Mason (July 10, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-10-52.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd at dock waves to men on approaching ship. Serviceman Darrell Smith greets his wife, whom he had not seen in over a year. Servicemen shown sitting together aboard ship, descending stairs from ship, and stooping to kiss land.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General John Pope (ship) -- Fort Mason (July 10, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-10-52.02-03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Servicemen wave from ship as it approaches dock. Sergeant Alvin P. Lewis greets his wife Elaine after eleven months in Korea. Servicemen back from Korea bend to kiss ground. Private First Class Leonard Johnson greets his wife and baby Glenn in the middle of crowd. Melvin Johnson also shown. Women hand pour beverages for waiting servicemen.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General A.W. Brewster (ship) -- Fort Mason (July 15, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-15-52.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Singer Elsi Norwood sings to troops aboard ship with "tears in her eyes." Edna Miller clutches her husband Harry Miller as Clarissa Miller looks on. The family of Sergeant First Class Edwin E. Nystrom greets him for the second time in eighteen months. Captain Dale Briggs of the US Army and his wife Audrey kiss. Three year old Margaret Anne greets her father Captain Floyd Welch. Crowd waves to soldiers on board ship. Views of ship as it approaches dock.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General W.H. Gordon (ship) -- Fort Mason (July 15, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-15-52.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Sergeant Howard E. Woodford (ship) -- Oakland Army Base Docks (July 23, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-23-52.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wauneta Van Schock greets her brother Corporal Nye Maynard while crowd looks on. Corporal Do Hart greeted by his mother and father. The wives and relatives of returning veterans wait behind fence on dock. Crowd watches ship docks with servicemen on deck. The first servicemen off of ship walk past crowd of civilians. View of ship pulling into dock.

Celebrations for "Ike" (Dwight D. Eisenhower) victory [07-11-52, 8 negatives]
Parade -- Celebration of Dwight D. Eisenhower Convention Victory (July 11, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-11-52.01-02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Automobile, filled with people holding four large photographs of Dwight Eisenhower, cruises down Market Street in a parade honoring his convention victory, which made him Republican presidential candidate. View of crowd along parade route (neighborhood). Taken at 651 Market Street. World War One Veteran Joseph Orlando, working for Dwight Eisenhower since his first mention as possible presidential candidate, holds American flag in middle of parade route.

People standing in front of store watching television through the windows [07-11-52, 3 negatives]

Stores with Television Sets (July 11, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-11-52.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds of people [all men] stand and watch footage of a political convention [Democrat or Republican?] at the Federal Store on Market Street, the Schwabacker and Frey Store, and at the Music Center on Kearney Street.

Ambassador Juichi Tsushima of Japan


Senator William F. Knowland interviewed

Arrival of US statesman Bernard Baruch

Japanese yacht "Wataridori" docks at yacht harbor with Japanese crew and retired Rear Admiral J. McDonald

Stanford Board of Trustees meets with Herbert Hoover [07-17-52, 2 negatives]

Meeting with Herbert Hoover -- Stanford Board of Trustees -- Balfour Building (July 17, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-17-52.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group photos of Leland Cutler, Judge M.G. Sloss, George Morell, Paul C. Edwards, Mrs. Roger Gooden... taken during meeting with former president Herbert Hoover. Taken at 351 California Street.

Federal narcotics roundup

Novena procession at St. Anne's Church [07-20-52, 3 negatives]

Vice Admiral Sir William Andrews and Consul General Kenneth White of Great Britain arrive on the HMS Sheffield (ship)

Kenneth Skinner sentenced [07-22-52, 3 negatives]

Aerial views of Tehachapi [earthquake damage?]

Grey line and sheep truck collide at Powell and North Point [07-23-52, 3 negatives]

Traffic Collision -- Grey Line Bus and Sheep Truck (July 23, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-23-52.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Truck driver William Despin places a sheep and a goat back in truck after collision with bus at Powell Street and North Point Street.

Marilyn Monroe interview [07-26-52, 4 negatives]
Interview -- Actress Marilyn Monroe -- Hotel St. Francis (July 26, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 13, [07-26-52.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marilyn Monroe poses for photographs alone and with reporter Bill Walsh.

Senator Richard M. Nixon arrives in San Francisco [07-29-52, 10 negatives]
Senator Richard M. Nixon (July 29, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [07-29-52.02]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Airplane for the King of Saudi Arabia complete with throne and bedroom
Raid on burlesque show
Sailors' Union of the Pacific (labor) [07-31-52, 3 negatives]
Picketers -- Radio Operators -- Pier Forty-six (July 31, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [07-31-52.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Radio operators Jimmy Chambers, Les Hart, and Charlie Dunn [of Sailors' Union of the Pacific?] wear arm bands as they picket the President Cleveland (ship) (labor).

Union Men with Guns -- Hall of Justice (July 31, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [07-31-52.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Charles A. Tucker and Daniel "Lefty" Reed, men belonging to the SUP [sailors' union of the Pacific?] sit in jail after being brought up on charges related to the carrying of guns (labor).

Australian ambassador and United Nations vice president Percy Spender

August 1952 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [080052-083152]
Physical Description: 600 negatives (estimate)

Troops returning from Korea [08-02-52 - 08-30-52, 47 negatives]
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General W.A. Mann (ship) -- Fort Mason (August 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-02-52.03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Navy, Marine, and Air Force veterans return from Korea aboard transport General W.A. Mann (ship). Returning troops stand on deck and wave to crowd below. Band plays as ship approaches dock. Elsie Norwood stands on pier and sings to troops. Crowd of relatives await troops.
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General W.M. Black (ship) -- Fort Mason (August 06, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-06-52.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Combat veterans arrive aboard transport W.M. Black (ship). An unidentified woman sings to troops as ship approaches dock. Troops stand on deck; corps and division insignia of Army units serving in Korea hang on rail. Troops wave to crowd waiting on pier as ship approaches dock. Lieutenant George E. Doran embraces his wife Roberta. Other unidentified troops embrace their wives.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Arrival of Ship -- Fort Mason (August 12, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-12-52.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Returning troops stand on deck of transport. Troops stand in line with baggage on dock; women serve them beverages and cookies. Troops disembark transport and ride the ferry. Captain Henry Thompson embraces his wife and sons Michael and Mark. Barbara Vann looks at the transport while holding her son Garnett. Corporal Marcel Weidmaier, Master Sergeant Wilmotx Wiedmaier and wife Dina embrace; son greets father returning from war.

Troops Travel to National Guard Base -- Hayward, Calif. (August 16, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-16-52.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Six hundred fifty air troops moved to National Guard Base by five large Globmaster Eleven transports (airplanes). Views of three planes at the end of the airport runway preparing for takeoff. There are one hundred thirty-two troops in each plane.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General W.H. Gordon (ship) -- Fort Mason (August 18, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-18-52.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General J.C. Breckinridge (ship) -- Fort Mason (August 20, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-20-52.08]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Returning troops stand on deck as transport approaches dock. Troops line up with baggage; women serve them beverages and cookies. Men walk on gangplank and ride ferry. Air Force First Lieutenant Charles Skouras Jr. embraces his father Charles Skouras (President of Fox West Coast Theaters Corporation and of National Theaters Corporation).

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Anderson (ship) -- Fort Mason (August 25, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-25-52.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Returning troops stand on deck as transport General Anderson (ship) docks.
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Pope (ship) -- Treasure Island (August 25, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-25-52.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General M.C. Meigs (ship) -- Fort Mason (August 30, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-30-52.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal John L. Lunt stands with his family: his grandfather W.L. Gossen, his wife Emily, his son John Winn Lunt (baby), corporal's mother Mrs. Ester Lunt, and his brother Butch (child). Returning troops stand on deck and wave to crowd below as transport approaches dock.

Ramon Rodriguez trial [08-04-52, 1 negative]
Fire alarm invention for homes [08-07-52, 2 negatives]
Olympic swimmer Barbara Stark returns home
Actors Hume Cronyn and Jessica Tandy arrive to open play [08-11-52, 2 negatives]
Blind war veterans (disabled persons)
100 millionth car passes through Golden Gate Bridge toll gate
Treasure Island prisoners captured
Mayor's Korea proclamation with Koreans (Korean Americans?) and Consul General Young Han Choo of Korea
Eskimo reindeer herder Chester Sivick and wife visit San Francisco [08-15-52, 2 negatives]
Ramon Rodriguez sent to San Quentin State Prison [08-18-52, 2 negatives]
Progressive Party presidential candidate Vincent Hallinan [08-18-52, 2 negatives]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

First Chinese to become district commander of American Legion [08-18-52, 2 negatives]
Freeway construction at Seventeenth Street (with James Lick School in background) [08-19-52, 2 negatives]
Red Cross nursery for dependents of servicemen
Man buried alive in barley hopper
Burlesque theater owner Ding Dong Daddy goes to jail [08-20-52 - 08-22-52, ca. 16 negatives]
Strippers start their trial [08-21-52 - 08-22-52, 5 negatives]
Blood bank views (for war effort)
Funeral for L.M. Giannini (president of Bank of America) at St. Brigid's Catholic Church
Progressive Party rally [08-24-52, 4 negatives]
Rally -- Progressive Party -- Civic Auditorium (August 24, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-24-52-01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Paul Robeson sings to audience from podium. Carlotta Bass waves from behind podium with Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Hallinan; all three walk through audience, with banner behind and above reading “Make Your Vote Count - Vote Progressive in ’52.”

King Feisal of Iraq arrives at the Fairmont Hotel [08-24-52 - 08-26-52, 4 negatives]
King Feisal of Iraq -- Fairmont Hotel (August 24, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-24-52.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
H.H. Farrington of the Fairmont Hotel greets the King Feisal of Iraq as he steps from his car in front of the Fairmont Hotel.

Press Conference -- King Feisal of Iraq -- Fairmont Hotel (August 26, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-26-52.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
King Feisal stands at window with camera and sits on arm of sofa.

State Fair opens in Sacramento with Jack Benny [08-27-52, 12 negatives]
Fleet Reserve Convention

Unidentified aircraft carrier (ship) [08-31-55, 1 negative]
Aircraft Carrier (ship) -- San Francisco Bay (August 31, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 14, [08-31-52.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View (taken from Embarcadero) of an unidentified aircraft carrier in the foreground; Yerba Buena is in the background.

September 1952 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 15-16, [09-0052-093052]
Physical Description: 925 negatives (estimate)

Layout on San Francisco State College [09-01-52, 9 negatives]
San Francisco State College (September 01, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 15, [09-01-52.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of campus athletic facilities and buildings (cityscapes, neighborhood, education). Female students holding pom-poms. Two men speaking from podium, with orchestra and choir in chapel.

Finance Minister Hayato Ikeda of Japan
New Anza grade school (education) [09-02-52 - 09-03-52, ca.16 negatives]
Back to school
Aircraft carrier Boxer (ship) arrives [09-04-52, 6 negatives]
Transports (ship) return with troops [09-05-52 - 09-19-52, 09-24-52 - 09-25-52, 71 negatives]
Return of Korean War Veterans -- Nelson Walker (ship) -- Fort Mason (September 05, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 15, [09-05-52.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private Marlin Lohr, returning from service in Korea, shown being greeted by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Lohr, Barbara Scott, and Gary Lohr. Angel greets brother Staff Sergeant Dominic Catalano. View of troops lined up with belongings. Servicemen stand on deck of ship. Servicemen disembark from ship. Other returning servicemen shown with friends and family.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General E.T. Collins (ship) -- Fort Mason (September 12, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 15, [09-12-52.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Staff Sergeant Lawrence Finnie kisses wife and child upon return from Korea. Richard waits with mother and military policeman [Kery?] Foehr for father Captain Clyde Albeen. Troops stand on deck of ship with crown below on shore. Finnie family waits with banner, waves to camera. Shown gathered around Lawrence. Servicemen receive refreshments [while awaiting transport?]. Servicemen walk down ramp departing ship. Other returning servicemen shown with family members.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General W.F. Hase (ship) -- Oakland Army Base (September 17, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 15, [09-17-52.01]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Joe Nocito holding baby sister Gail with cousin Jim Compagno nearby. Troops wait on deck of ship, disembark on ramp. Shown as close ups and long shots. Unidentified man holds child.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Daniel Sultan (ship) -- Fort Mason (September 18, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 16, [09-18-52.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Army Secretary Frank Pace Jr. talks with Air Force veterans Staff Sergeant Robert Forest, First Class Airmen John Fanning and Edward Gilmartin, Third Class Airman Frank T. Ballo. As transport docks, Pace looks up at troops on deck with Major General James A. Lester and Lieutenant General Joseph M. Swing.

Return of Korean War Army and Air Force Veterans -- General Daniel Sultan (ship) -- Fort Mason (September 18, 1952) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 16, [09-18-52.02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Troops on deck waiting to disembark ship. Long shot of docked ship with other boat in rear. Troops on land [awaiting transport?]. Indoor shot of Staff Sergeant Glenn A. Leppell holding daughter Deborah, with Mrs. Yaeko Leppell, Mrs. Virginia Lowell, Corporal Myles M. McLain of US Army, and others. Technical Sergeant Allan Nicolson hugs wife Myrna.
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General A.W. Brewster (ship) -- Treasure Island (September 19, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 16, [09-19-52.01-02]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Lemuel C. Shepherd III of the US Marine Corps exits ship from ramp.
Private First Class Barry Silvers of the US Marine Corps holds wife who is holding their baby Gregory. Army troops on deck topside. Troops awaiting Camp Stoneman ferryboat play cards: Corporal Langley Wages, PFC Martin O'Conner, Corporal John Krone, and Corporal John Petrillo. Seated troops gather by radio. Unidentified man is greeted by two women. Troops wave from deck of ship. Long shot of troops waving from deck and on dock.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General W.M. Black (ship) -- Fort Mason (September 24, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 16, [09-24-52.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People on land wave to troops on ship. Corporal Donald Holmberg of the US Army is greeted by his three nephews Dickie, Jimmie and Dennis. Last of California National Guard’s Fortieth Division to return from Korea is Captain David E. Leonard embracing his mother, Mrs. Ruth Warriner and wife Dorothy.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Carrier Boxer (ship) (September 25, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 16, [09-25-52.02]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Opera singer Lily Pons
Hearings on adult education
Adlai Stevenson arrives in San Francisco [09-09-52 - 09-10-52, 58 negatives]
Address to Labor Group -- Presidential Candidate Adlai E. Stevenson -- Fairmont Hotel (September 09, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 15, [09-09-52.01]

Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Adlai E. Stevenson of Illinois speaks from podium to labor group, shakes hands with John Francis Shelley and other labor leaders. Shown getting applause after short talk, walking in crowd. Speaking at unidentified event [with television cameras in background]. Walks among crowd in hotel lobby. Waves goodbye from rear of train.

Presidential Campaign -- Candidate Adlai E. Stevenson (September 09, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 15, [09-09-52.02]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Adlai E. Stevenson of Illinois waves from back seat of convertible car. Stevenson supporters from San Mateo County hold banners on runway. Motorcycle escorts Stevenson’s car. Stevenson exits American Airlines airplane. Longshots and close-ups of supporters holding banners. Close up of Stevenson and staff in car, walking by plane. Stevenson holds child and enormous key [to city].
Cake Presentation -- Presidential Candidate Adlai Stevenson -- Fairmont Hotel (September 09, 1952)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson's fifth grade teacher presents him with a cake.

Campaign Speech -- Presidential Candidate Adlai Stevenson -- Veterans Building (September 09, 1952)

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson shakes hands with guard Max Leibovitz of the police department. Junior cameraman has trouble with his camera and Stevenson tries to help just before his speech. Stevenson stands on podium with his sons Borden and John, waits to give speech, delivers speech, arms raised and laughing.

Valley Tour -- Presidential Candidate Adlai Stevenson -- Southern Pacific Station (September 10, 1952)

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson waves goodbye to crowd from rear of train as he leaves San Francisco for valley tour. Shown with John Fell. Stands with, father, Borden and other son [in front of train station?]. Taken at Third and Townsend Streets.

Harry Bridges and the ILWU meeting (labor) [09-10-52, 6 negatives]
International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union -- Harry Bridges -- Waterfront (September 10, 1952)

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges sits inside balcony window while looking out over crowd; American flag in background. Close-up and long views of Harry Bridges speaking to crowd in street from balcony of building (neighborhood).

Danny Kaye and his daughter Dena [09-10-52, 2 negatives]

Pacific Gas and Electric's centennial [09-11-52, 3 negatives]

New housing project in North Beach [09-11-52, 09-22-52, 8 negatives]

New Housing Project -- North Beach (September 11, 1952)

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Martin family, one of first families to inhabit project, move belongings into building and sit inside living room with possessions. Shown moving bed into apartment. Mary and Theodore Martin walk with Theodore Jr. in play area (neighborhood). Former WAVE Alice Settle stands by television and caged parrot. View of kitchen (housing).

North Beach Housing Project -- City Hall (September 22, 1952)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified people standing and seated inside City Hall [in courtroom or assembly chamber for hearing?]?

Abortion kit (instruments) and suspects
Strike at shipyards (labor) [09-12-52, 2 negatives]
Strike -- AAA Shipyards (September 12, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 15, [09-12-52.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers and striking workers stand outside gates of AAA Shipyards, inside near docked ships [International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union?] (labor).
Taken at Sixteenth Street east of Third Street.

Carl F. Wente is new president for Bank of America [09-12-52, 2 negatives]
Corregidor (ship) at dock
American Bar Association convention [09-13-52 - 09-18-52, 27 negatives]
New contour bed
Tower Market on Portola Drive [09-15-52, 7 negatives]

Tower Market -- Portola Drive (September 15, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 15, [09-15-52.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified women and man shop in produce section. Four employees stand behind counter. Liquor section in market shown; one image with grocer Dan. Inside view of people shopping, outside view of supermarket (neighborhood).

Olympic athletes welcomed with parade and luncheon [09-15-52, ca. 20 negatives]
Contour lounge chair
Opening night at the opera [09-16-52, ca. 45 negatives]
Harry Bridges protest at waterfront (labor) [09-17-52, 4 negatives]

International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union -- Harry Bridges -- Waterfront (September 17, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 15, [09-17-52.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of docked ship Mormacgulf at Pier 9. Views from front of ship building, in road with rail road tracks, and inside warehouse (neighborhood).

Singer Dorothy Dandridge
Socialist Labor Party candidate for president Eric Hass [09-18-52, 2 negatives]
Window washer dangles from sixth floor of Golden Gate Theatre [09-18-52, 2 negatives]

Herbert Hoover speaks at dedication of new boys' club [09-25-52, 6 negatives]
Boys' Club Dedication -- Former President Herbert Hoover -- Boys' Club (September 25, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 16, [09-25-52.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Herbert Hoover waving from behind microphone, on podium before speech, speaking. View of audience. Hoover stands with former director Harold A. Meyer of the Boys' Club. Hoover speaks to teenager Jerry Jackson in the crowd. Taken at 1950 Page Street.

Watching the world's heavyweight fight at the Paramount Theatre
Girl bull fighter Pat McCormick
Blowing of the Shofar at Temple Sherith Israel [09-26-52, 2 negatives]
Daylight savings time ends
Cop's funeral at St. Gabriel's Church
Bullock and Jones celebrates their 100th year
Herbert Fleishhacker
Navy plane flares seen from Top of the Mark (Mark Hopkins Hotel) (cityscapes) [09-30-52, 5 negatives]

Navy Plane Flares -- San Francisco at Night (September 30, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 16, [09-30-52.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Navy airplane flares in the distance, as seen from the top of the Mark Hopkins Hotel on Nob Hill. Views of city with Bay Bridge and bay in background (cityscapes).

Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

October 1952 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17-18, [100052-103152]

Physical Description: 1125 negatives (estimate)

Mission Miracle Mile parade [10-01-52, 10 negatives]

Rabbi Bernstein
Vegetarian Party nominee for president Daniel J. Murphy [10-02-52, 2 negatives]
Dave Beck of the Teamsters’ Union (labor) [10-02-52, 1 negative]
New biochemistry and virus laboratory at the University of California
Mayor Elmer G. Robinson being serenaded on his birthday
American Cancer Society annual conference (health)
Crusade for Freedom show with blind Boy Scouts and actor David Niven (disabled persons)

President Harry S. Truman [10-03-52 - 10-04-52, 38 negatives]

President Harry S. Truman (October 03, 1952 - March 04, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-03-52.13]

Physical Description: 28 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of Harry Truman arriving and departing from train station, standing by and shaking hands with unidentified people, and of crowd at station. President Truman waves goodbye from rear of train. Sits in rear of car with unidentified men during drive through San Francisco (cityscapes). Shown standing outside the Palace Hotel upon arrival, waving to crowd as he enters hotel and walks through lobby. View of crowd outside hotel [one person holds Eisenhower sign reading "We Like Ike"]. Photograph of cat painting. Harry Truman stands with Mayor Elmer E. Robinson at luncheon; receives gift from unidentified men; stands next to podium. Taken in Oakland and San Francisco.

President Harry S. Truman -- Oakland Auditorium (October 04, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-04-52.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note
President Harry Truman speaks, with audience seated to rear of him and before him. Views of large crowd in auditorium. Harry Truman speaks with unidentified men on stage [Dwight D. Eisenhower?]. Unidentified woman reaches out to unidentified speaker [with Presidential Seal affixed to podium]. Close-up views of President speaking. Harry Truman waves goodbye from rear of train [sign reading "Vote for Stevenson and Sparkman" posted on train].

Marijuana plants found in window box (narcotics)

Governor Earl and Virginia Warren

Real estate convention [10-06-52 - 10-07-52, 6 negatives]

President Dwight D. Eisenhower arrives [10-06-52 - 10-09-52, 51 negatives]
Presidential Campaign -- Supporters of Dwight D. Eisenhower -- Palace Hotel (October 06, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-06-52.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Maureen Gylfe, Pat Bradley, Helene Montrose, and Mila Powell hold brooms in an illustration of the "Sweep or Weep" campaign slogan [the hope that Dwight Eisenhower "sweeps" the states for an election victory?] as they stand on cable car decorated with "Win With Ike," and "We Like Ike" posters.

Presidential Campaign -- Citizens for Dwight D. Eisenhower (October 07, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-07-52.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Models hold brooms in an illustration of Dwight Eisenhower’s “Sweep or Weep” campaign slogan [the hope that Dwight Eisenhower sweeps the states for an election victory?] as they stand on the largest flatbed truck in California [flyers fall from the sky and onto women]. View of flatbed truck from side, with long sign reading "Sweep or Weep! Sweep or Weep! Sweep...” visible. Taken at Montgomery and Market Streets (neighborhood).

Presidential Campaign -- Dwight D. Eisenhower -- Cow Palace (October 08, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-08-52.01]

Physical Description: 27 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cheerleaders from Santa Clara County lead their crowd in cheer for Dwight Eisenhower at large campaign rally. Eleven year old Penny Alindugen and twelve year old Carole Conover, who came alone to the rally, hold "We Like Ike" signs. Singing group from Sonoma County entertains crowd. Unidentified man speaks; with crowd in background. Dan Matranga, Margaret Johnston, and Dr. Paul Musacchia eat box lunches. Paper boy holds newspapers inside gates of cow palace, with crowd standing outside fence looking in. Crowd surrounds unidentified man [Dwight Eisenhower?]. Boys sit on ledge above banner for the Eisenhower and Nixon Republican presidential ticket. Views of crowd. Views of Dwight Eisenhower speaking.

Presidential Campaign -- Dwight D. Eisenhower (October 08, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-08-52.02]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dwight Eisenhower speaks to crowd in front of City Hall [in San Francisco?] (neighborhood). Waves goodbye from rear of train in Oakland. Shown with family members and unidentified people at Oakland train station.

Leaving for South -- Dwight D. Eisenhower (October 09, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-09-52.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Inspector Harry Wallenberg of the Police Department, General Manager Dan London of the Hotel St. Francis, and Senator William Knowland walk with Dwight Eisenhower as he leaves hotel. Dwight Eisenhower waves from door of airplane before departing for the South on presidential campaign tour. Copy of photo showing young man and woman [Ike and Mamie Eisenhower?].

Spanish-American War veterans [10-06-52, 2 negatives]
United Spanish-American War Veterans -- Furniture Mart (October 06, 1952)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-06-52.02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Dan S. Hewitt and Chairman G.S. Worthington shake hands for camera at dinner for veterans.

Press conference with vice president of the California Farm Bureau Federation  
Blood bank donation for Korean War  
Columbus Day celebration and parade [10-08-52 - 10-12-52, 10 negatives]  
Columbus Day Festivities -- City Hall (October 08, 1952)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-08-52.04]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Crown bearer Julie Anne Casassa holds crown on pillow for "queen" Rita Totaro [playing the part of Queen Isabella of Spain]; with both being embraced by Mayor Elmer E. Robinson in Mayor's office.

Columbus Day Festivities -- North Beach (October 12, 1952)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-12-52.01]  
Physical Description: 8 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Men in the costume of conquistadors and American Indians reenact the landing of Christopher Columbus, with John Mazza playing the part of Columbus. Christopher Columbus kisses Queen Isabella's hand, with Cardinal De Mendoza in background [played by William Gibson]. Band marches by as Queen and court applaud (neighborhood). US Navy band from Treasure Island shown marching. US Army band from Presidio marches. Governor Earl Warren applauds passing parade entrants from review stand.

Chinese anti-communist luncheon (communism) [10-09-52, 2 negatives]  
Haven (ship) arrives with wounded veterans of Korean War [10-12-52, 7 negatives]  
Return of Korean War Veterans -- Hospital Ship Haven -- Alameda Naval Station (October 12, 1952)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-12-52.02]  
Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
The Haven (ship) sits in dock. Sailors load wounded veterans into ambulance near ship. Audrey Skiles greets her husband Don Skiles [being carried on stretcher] at foot of gangplank. Joseph Dominguez lays on stretcher that sits on ground. Corpsman William Gentleman, with bandage around head, stands alone and with arm around Aunt Jeannette Esteva.

Man with tomahawk and dressed up as an Indian is arrested  
Governor Adlai Stevenson arrives [10-15-52 - 10-16-52, 54 negatives]  
Presidential Campaign -- Adlai Stevenson (October 15, 1952)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-15-52.01]  
Physical Description: 9 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Views of journalists and large crowd gathered around Governor Adlai Stevenson of Illinois, with banner overhead reading "Stevenson for President" [in Chinatown?]. Adlai Stevenson waves as he descends ramp from airplane. Walks through lobby of Fairmont Hotel. Long views of Governor Stevenson speaking to big crowd in the Cow Palace.
Presidential Campaign -- Adlai Stevenson -- Chinatown (October 15, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-15-52.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Actress Mercedes McCambridge sticks head out of car window to kiss four year old Pauline Wong [being held up by her father]. Governor Adlai Stevenson of Illinois reaches out for person in Chinese dragon costume. Waves to crowd from stage, with spectators on balcony above and behind him [both Chinese nationalist and American flags fly on balcony]; shakes hands with Chinese American officials (neighborhood).

Presidential Campaign -- Adlai Stevenson (October 15, 1952 - October 16, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 17, [10-15-52.03]

Physical Description: 38 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of crowd in Cow Palace, with many people holding banners indicating support for Governor Adlai Stevenson of Illinois in presidential election, and their city of origin. People greet Adlai Stevenson as he walks through crowd to stage. Views of Governor Stevenson speaking at podium. Adlai Stevenson speaks to crowd at UC Berkeley, with buildings and hills in background [inside stadium?]. Views of Adlai Stevenson speaking to large crowd in open space, with buildings situated behind podium [UC Berkeley Campus?] (neighborhood). Front of podium reads "Students for Stevenson." Crowd listens to Stevenson speak in front of the Richmond City Hall. Views of Adlai Stevenson descending stairs from airplane, riding in rear of automobile, and leaving the Fairmont Hotel.

Presidential Campaign -- Adlai Stevenson -- Fairmont Hotel (October 16, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 18, [10-16-52.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson shown with others walking down the stairs of the Fairmont Hotel and waving from rear of automobile as he prepares to leave San Francisco.

Actors Robert Ryan and Lauren Bacall and Humphrey Bogart arrive [10-15-52, 3 negatives]

Various transport ships bring home Korean War troops [10-16-52 - 10-27-52, 24 negatives]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Aiken Victory (ship) -- Fort Mason (October 16, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 18, [10-16-52.02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Virgill Tilford hugs wife Evelyn Tilford as friend Ethel Wilson stands by. Corporal Melven Gaustad hugs wife Louise Gaustad and mother Aasta Gaustad. Other returning servicemen shown with families. Veterans look down from deck of ship to crowd on dock below.
Return of Korean War Veterans -- Marine Serpent (ship) -- Fort Mason (October 21, 1952)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 18, [10-21-52.01]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Corporal Dick Berger kisses wife Carlena while Mary Berger stands behind. View of crowd in background. Eva Lobsity reaches up from her wheelchair to hug returning son Harry Lobsity. Serviceman shown standing on deck of ship and inside lifeboats and looking down on shore, descending ramp from ship to shore, lined up inside dock building (waiting for transport?). Views of transport ships in harbor. Servicemen stand in line with beverages and baggage.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General J.C. Breckinridge (ship) -- Fort Mason (October 27, 1952)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 18, [10-25-52.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note


New Woolworth store opens on Market Street [10-16-52, 6 negatives]

Convicts attempt to break out of San Quentin State Prison

Madame Chiang Kai-shek is greeted by Dr. J.C. Geiger [10-17-52, 6 negatives]

Madame Chiang Kai-shek -- Airport (October 17, 1952)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 18, [10-17-52.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Madame Chiang Kai-shek [wife of Chinese nationalist leader] waves goodbye as she boards airplane, and again from window of airplane when departing San Francisco. Shown speaking into microphone, with unidentified men present. Superintendant Frank Schmidt of Franklin Hospital hands Madame Chiang Kai-shek roses. Dr. J.C. Geiger, Madame Chiang Kai-shek, Consul T.K. Chang of China, and other unidentified people pose for several photographers.

Actor Danny Kaye drawing sweepstakes winners at Children's Hospital [10-17-52, 2 negatives]

Eastern Star convention [10-18-52 - 10-24-52, ca. 80 negatives]

Ambassador Eikichi Araki of Japan visits

Touring Chinatown [10-21-52, 3 negatives]

Tour of Chinatown -- Margaret Hughes Lauritzen Association (October 21, 1952)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 18, [10-21-52.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Tour group meets at the corner of California Street and Grant Avenue in front of the old Saint Mary's church (neighborhood). Sonny Ng leads group past restaurants and stores on Grant Avenue. Guide Earnest Au shows group the Robert Louis Stevenson monument, with view of Portsmouth Square plaza in background.

New FBI chief D.K. Brown [10-21-52, 3 negatives]

Consul General Young Han Choo of Korea with Mayor Elmer Robinson [10-23-52, 1 negative]

John Roosevelt in San Francisco in support of Eisenhower [10-23-52 - 10-24-52, 11 negatives]
Campaign for Dwight D. Eisenhower -- John Roosevelt -- Palace Hotel (October 24, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 18, [10-24-52.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John Roosevelt and George Creel speak from speakers' table at presidential campaign event for Republican Dwight Eisenhower [banners in background read "Democrats for Eisenhower" and "We Need Ike." Automobile decorated with banner reading "John Roosevelt Likes Ike" sits parked in front of the Palace Hotel, where crowd of people supporting Democrat Adlai Stevenson for president hold campaign posters (neighborhood).

Press conference with boxer Joe Louis [10-24-52, 5 negatives]
Press Conference -- Boxer Joe Louis -- Booker T. Washington Hotel (October 24, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 18, [10-24-52.02] ark:/13030/hb3r29n93f
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joe Louis, former heavyweight champion boxer, speaks to Jane [his wife?] during press conference. Speaks to reporters. Speaks into microphone of KCBS [radio or television] reporter [all photos show Joe Louis wearing button reading "Vote Adlai," with image of Democratic presidential candidate Adlai Stevenson]. Stands and waves with unidentified man, under banner reading "Welcome Congressman Bill Dawson; Civil Rights Rally, Fri. 7:30; Joe Louis" [race relations].

Birthday of Actor Edward Everett Horton
Mural by James Leong unveiled at Chinese Housing-Health Building [10-28-52, 2 negatives]
Mural -- Chinese-American Artist -- Ping Yueng(October 28, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 18, [10-28-52.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Artist James Leong shows his mural to Mrs. Toy Wong and her three children at the artwork's unveiling [mural depicts various versions of traditional and modern Chinese and Chinese American life].

Boys ordered by judge to get haircuts (fashion, hairstyles) [10-28-52, 4 negatives]
Boys Ordered to Get Haircuts -- Hall of Justice(October 28, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 18, [10-28-52.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John Riordan and Tom Ganley stand with bowed heads as they face judge [who is apparently ordering them to cut their hair]. Franklin Spahn, Robert Hughes, and John Borg stand with unidentified men [attorneys?] before judge [the haircuts of the boys appear short and relatively conservative by present day standards] (fashion).

Royal Canadian Mounted Police visit
Man falls into organ pit at the Fox Theatre [10-28-52, 3 negatives]
Actress Jeanne Crain arrives for Nixon rally
Richard M. Nixon arrives [10-29-52, 27 negatives]
Presidential Campaign -- Richard M. Nixon (October 29, 1952)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 18, [10-29-52.01]

Physical Description: 23 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Vice presidential candidate Richard M. Nixon gestures with fist as he speaks to crowd in the Civic Auditorium. Wears lei as he walks with Mrs. Richard Nixon and Dan London through hallway at Hotel St. Francis. Speaks with Charlene Sanders, who sent Richard Nixon a $10 campaign contribution and letter. Mr. and Mrs. Nixon receive handshakes, hugs, and a tie from unknown members of crowd at the Civic Auditorium. Views of crowd. Mr. and Mrs. Nixon wave from door of airplane. Views of Richard Nixon on stage, alone and with others.

Campaign Speech -- Richard M. Nixon -- Civic Auditorium (October 29, 1952)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 18, [10-29-52.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Overall views of crowd and stage as vice presidential candidate Richard Nixon delivers campaign speech.

Halloween at Children's Hospital

Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

November 1952 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 19-20, [110052-113052]

Physical Description: 975 negatives (estimate)

Elections and voting [11-02-52 - 11-05-52, ca. 34 negatives]

Transport ships return with troops [11-03-52 - 11-26-52, 44 negatives]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Princeton (ship) -- Alameda Naval Air Station (November 03, 1952 - November 04, 1952)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 19, [11-03-52.01-02]

Physical Description: 23 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Commander N.W. Boe of "Fighting Squadron" holds son Buzz Boe and daughter Helen Boe. Electrician Third Class N.D. Stout lifts up sister Mary Stout; with Mrs. P.R. Stout also shown. Crowd of civilians waits to greet returning servicemen [man in foreground holds flag for Veterans of Foreign Wars; American flag also flies]. Views of the Princeton (ship) in harbor, sailing under Golden Gate Bridge. Officers from ship sit around table [no names given]. Officer walks with wife and baby on deck of ship. Views of airplanes parked on deck of aircraft carrier, with soldiers in order and at attention. Sailors on dock look out toward approaching ship.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- A.W. Brewster (ship) -- Fort Mason (November 13, 1952)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 19, [11-13-52.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Corporal Ed Miller hugs his girlfriend Sylvia Lovato, while his mother stands alongside crying. Views of returning servicemen receiving hugs from loved ones. Soldiers stand lined up with baggage and drinking coffee after getting off of transport ship. Stewart Leaf hugs his sister Mrs. E.H. Rothermel. William J. [Durnen?] holds eighteen month old son William, with wife Irene looking on. Men on ship look down from deck to where military band plays on dock.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Negatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>November 26, 1952</td>
<td>Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Pope (ship) -- Fort Mason</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 4, 1952</td>
<td>Planetarium to open in Golden Gate Park</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 4, 1952</td>
<td>Election Voting -- Governor Earl Warren and Caspar W. Weinberger (and wives) vote</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 4, 1952</td>
<td>Election Voting -- Caspar W. Weinberger</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 5, 1952</td>
<td>New premature baby nursery at San Francisco hospital (health)</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 6, 1952</td>
<td>Making preparations to poison all fish in Lake Merced</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 7, 1952</td>
<td>Policeman Scurini shot</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 8-20, 1952</td>
<td>Fat cattle auction at the Cow Palace, Guest symphony conductor Enrique Jorda of Spain</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 20, 1952</td>
<td>Berkeley City Club promotion at the pool</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 11-12, 1952</td>
<td>Korean War related blood bank donations, Show for veterans, Mario Taratino and daughter launch fishing boat at Fisherman's Wharf</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armistice Day observance at Presidio cemetery</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Marine Robert S. Kennemore of Oakland receives the Congressional Medal of Honor
Twelfth Street dam project in Oakland
Actress Joan Fontaine arrives for her wedding to Collier Young [11-12-52 - 11-13-52, 4 negatives]
Cop killer Boyd Van Winkle arrested [11-12-52 - 11-17-52, 7 negatives]
Dutch ambassador Dr. Jan Herman Van Roijen visits
Display of opium smoking paraphernalia (narcotics)
Girl Scouts grand council
Night shots of Bay Bridge from Yerba Buena Island with San Francisco in the background (cityscapes) [11-16-52, 6 negatives]
Views from Yerba Buena Island (November 16, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 19, [11-16-52.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco and the Bay Bridge as seen from Yerba Buena Island at night (cityscapes).

Jack Benny visits with Secretary of the Interior Oscar L. Chapman and Benjamin Harrison Swig at the Fairmont Hotel [11-16-52, 3 negatives]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

New freeway construction near Tenth Street (cityscapes) [11-17-52, 6 negatives]
New Freeway Construction (November 17, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 19, [11-17-52.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of raised freeway from underneath and sides, showing steel supports, construction, and San Francisco skyline in background as seen from site near Tenth Street (cityscapes). Welders shown joining steel and workers assembling bridge.

Big Game parade on UC Berkeley campus [11-20-52, 8 negatives]
Big Game Parade -- UC Berkeley Campus (November 20, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 20, [11-20-52.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The UC Berkeley marching band enters Sather Gate during a rally before the Cal vs. Stanford football game. Spectators line the sides of the walkway (neighborhood). Sigma Pi fraternity float, "The Big Red Machine," drives down parade route with the "Stanford Queen" [a man dressed in drag]. Views of floats made by Greek student organizations [one float with model recreations of UC Berkeley campus and school seal, another with model of Cal bear mascot].

Boxer Rocky Marciano at Kezar Stadium [11-20-52, 4 negatives]
Boxer Rocky Marciano -- Kezar Stadium (November 20, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 20, [11-20-52.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sports writer Walt Daley of the "Call Bulletin" points out aspects of stadium to local boxing promoter Murray, world heavyweight boxing champion Rocky Marciano, and his manager Weil.

San Francisco International Flower Fiesta
Eye transplant operation at Stanford Hospital (health)
Student nurses learn how to use new equipment at French Hospital
World Peace Garden receives branch from famed blooming tree in the Garden of Fatima
Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

December 1952 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 20-21, [120052-123152]
Physical Description: 950 negatives (estimate)

New gadget inaugurates instantaneous wire conversations by radio Crusade for Freedom with Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz speaking [12-02-52, 2 negatives]
Troop transports (ships) returning from Korean War [12-02-52 - 12-31-52, 63 negatives]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Walker (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 02, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 20, [12-02-52.01-02]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal John Simpson of the US Air Force leans out of port hole waving to 19 family members on dock. Servicemen of US Army and US Air Force walk off ship with bag over shoulder, stand in lines on dock. Families wait behind barricades. Troops board ferry, on ferry, waiting to board ferry. Lois Gonzales embraces mother Rachel and girlfriend Carol Marshman. Private First Class Paul Cooper and mother holds his niece Kathryn Stecher with Mr. Paul Cooper nearby.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Daniel I. Sultan (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 04, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 20, [12-04-52.01] Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal Ronald Huertas greeted by sister Margaret Visneski, brothers Richard and Tommy, sister Iris, mother Emalina, and other family members. Family awaits soldier. Families embrace.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- M.C. Meigs (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 13, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 21, [12-13-52.01]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal Harold Taylor holds baby Linda with Mrs. Taylor and Mrs. William Markwith nearby. Corporal Raymond Branchi greeted by Mrs. G. Raffaell and Pete Branchi. Troops line up as woman pours them refreshments. Men drink and eat doughnuts. Long shots of men on ship
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General A.E. Anderson (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 17, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 21, [12-17-52.01]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General W.F. Hase (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 23, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 21, [12-23-52.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Singer Elsi Norwood sings holiday songs on dock as transport ship approaches. Troops on deck wave, families wave. Recruiting Service Sergeant Walter Speight, on dock, is booed loudly by returning vets on deck. Close-ups of troops on deck cheering. Quadruplets on deck of transport: Corporates Anthony, Bernard and Donald, and Sergeant First Class Carl Perricone.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- W.A. Mann (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 31, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 21, [12-31-52.01]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ship arriving with Air Force and Army personnel looking over side of ship. Baby Janice Broaddus sleeps on father's bag on ship. Staff Sergeant Donald E. Mack kisses baby Steven who is being held by Steven's mother Mrs. R.A. Mack. Airman First Class Robert E. Utterback embraces wife Criste and daughter Cheryl. Other families greet servicemen. Long shots and close-ups of troops on deck and dock.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General G.M. Randall (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 31, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 21, [12-31-52.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal Neil Smith about to embrace fiancée Betty Deese with Smith's mother Mrs. Delph Smith pictured. Mrs. Thomas Earp greets son Private First Class William E. Earp.

Blood bank donations for Korean War (throughout month)
Clothes for Korea donated by families
New maternity facilities at Mount Zion Hospital (health)
State Chamber of Commerce meeting
Nurses' caps from around the country
Corporal Roland Huerta silver star winner returns home
Snow on Mount Diablo [12-06-52, 4 negatives]
Pearl Harbor Day at Marina Green [12-07-52, 4 negatives]
Children in toy stores at Christmas time [12-08-52, ca. 20 negatives]
Crowds boarding cable cars [12-08-52 - 12-10-52, 19 negatives]
Korean War combat fatigue research
Fern Bruner's slander suit against Jimmie Tarantino who named her as a "commie" (communism) [12-09-52 - 12-10-52, 12-15-52 - 12-30-52, 9 negatives]
Slander Suit (Communism) -- Jimmie Tarantino -- City Hall (December 09, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 20, [12-09-52.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Plaintiff teacher Fern Bruner discussing case with attorneys Gardiner Johnson and Thomas Stanton Jr. in Municipal Court [she is suing Tarantino for slander because he named her as a Communist].

Slander Suit (Communism) -- Jimmie Tarantino -- City Hall (December 10, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 20, [12-10-52.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Defendant Jimmie Tarantino sits on the stand. Long shot of Tarantino on the stand; in the foreground are his attorney Melvin Belli, plaintiff Fern Bruner, her attorneys Gardiner Johnson and Thomas Stanton Jr.

Grand Jury Trial -- Jimmie Tarantino -- City Hall (December 15, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 21, [12-15-52.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joe Ferrera stands indoors. Jimmie Tarantino and attorney Nate Cohn relax in courthouse (communism?).

Grand Jury Trial -- Jimmie Tarantino -- City Hall (December 30, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 21, [12-30-52.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jimmie Tarantino and attorney Van H. Pinney sit in courthouse (communism?).

Chancellor Clark Kerr of UC Berkeley with Earl Warren and Robert Gordon Sproul [12-10-98, 2 negatives]
Arrival of 11,000 sacks of mail from troops in Korea
Moose Lodge gives Christmas party for kids
Hawaiian Rancher and Fernstream (ships) collide in San Francisco Bay [12-11-52, 12-17-52, ca. 50 negatives]
Bali dancers arrive at Opera House
Fernstream (ship) sinks [12-12-52, 3 negatives]
Abortion suspects
Soroptimus Club gives blind teacher scholarship (disabled persons)
Tunnel Almost Finished -- Broadway Tunnel (December 15, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 21, [12-15-52.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Workmen C. Minnique and Bernie Matuska wash down tunnel with fire hose.
Opening Ceremonies -- Broadway Tunnel (December 21, 1952)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 21, [12-21-52.01-02]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Supervisor John J. Sullivan, Mayor Robinson, Thomas Brooks, Francis McCarty, Marvin E. Lewis and his son cut ribbon. Official cars go through tunnel during ceremony, exit tunnel to crowd reception, long shots of crowd. Close-up of Mayor and Brooks, Mayor on podium speaks to crowd. Eastbound traffic congestion in tunnel two hours after opening.

Speakers to address issue of cost of political campaign
Actors Pat O’Brien and Richard Egan visit boys’ club [12-16-52, 2 negatives]
Automobile crash over cliff at Devil’s Slide (Pacific Coast Highway)
Sugar Bowl ski resort layout
Naturalization of new US citizens
Arrival of Brazilian training ship
Alien address report [12-29-52, 2 negatives]

Alien Address Report -- Post Office (December 29, 1952)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 21, [12-29-52.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Director Bruce G. Barber of US Immigration and Naturalization and Postmaster John F. [Fixa?] of the US Postal Service unveil tabulation machine and cards.

Christmas parties and cotillions and services and other activities [throughout the month]
Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

January 1953

Diane McKelvey first baby born in San Francisco, New Year’s celebrations
Judge John B. Molinari retires
The Colorado (ship) collision near the Golden Gate Bridge
Plaque for Jack London’s birthplace unveiled [01-02-53, 3 negatives]
Jimmie Tarantino in court with lawyer Melvin Belli (communism or slander case?) [01-03-53 - 01-05-52, 01-25-53 - 01-29-53, ca. 27 negatives]
Dr. Hideo Itokawa from Japan receives iron lung
Actress Betty Hutton promotes the opening of her new show
President of Macy’s arrives for annual visit
Press conference with Generals Dean and Mark Clark [01-06-53, 2 negatives]
"Crusade for Freedom" with Supervisor George Christopher
Art works of Beniamino Bufano and others
Boyd Van Winkle murder trial [01-07-53, 01-28-53, 8 negatives]
Woman arrested in police raid on night spot
General Dwight D. Eisenhower’s honor guard arrives from Korea [01-08-53, 5 negatives]
Honor Guard of General Eisenhower -- General D.I. Sultan (ship) -- Fort Mason (January 08, 1953)

**Physical Description:** 5 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Dwight D. Eisenhower's honor guard stands at attention on dock before ship. Major Sergeant Kenneth M. Castleman stands with girlfriend Donna Lee Kilbeck upon reunion; with Mr. and Mrs. Roy K. Castleman also shown. "Local boys" Major Sergeant Ward Dillard of Oakland, Sergeant First Class Kenneth Castleman of Antioch, and Major Sergeant Manuel Silva of Livermore pose for photograph. Close-up view of honor guard standing at attention.

Bon Homme Richard (ship) along with others arrive with troops from Korea
[01-08-53 - 01-30-53, 68 negatives]

**Return of Korean War Veterans -- Bon Homme Richard (ship) -- Alameda Naval Air Station (January 08, 1953)**

**Physical Description:** 15 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Press Conference -- Return of Korean War Veterans -- Saint Paul (ship) (January 09, 1953)

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Rear Admiral H.G. Hopwood sits at table during press conference. Seaman Roy Creel lashes down the lines from ship to shore before the "rat guards" are put out. Seaman Jack Borg of San Mateo and Seamen Eddie Meyer, Harry Jones, and James Malone of San Francisco stand around "Liberty Board" beneath the ship's large guns.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Marine Serpent (ship) -- Fort Mason (January 19, 1953)

**Physical Description:** 10 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Captain Selig Gellert is greeted by his wife Dorothy, a doctor on staff at UC Hospital. Corporal John H. Bell kisses his baby daughter Jackie, with wife Joyce alongside. Returning servicemen walk down ramp from ship, with crowd below awaiting their arrival. Veterans wave from deck of ship. Tugboats help ship into dock.
Return of Servicemen -- Breckinridge (ship) -- Fort Mason (January 21, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 23, [01-21-53.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Private First Class Ray Nardi, one of servicemen returning from Japan, fiancée Ronnie Mcgovern and mother Francis Nardi. Private First Class James B. Mitchell greeted by Vaughn Mitchell, Beverly Mitchell... view of crowd awaiting arrival of servicemen in foreground, with troops standing on deck of ship in background. Views of troops on upper deck of ship. Troops drink coffee and stand with baggage as they await transport on ferry boat.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Meigs (ship) -- Treasure Island (January 26, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 23, [01-26-53.01]

Physical Description: 17 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Veterans carry baggage from ship. Views of troops standing on and waving from decks of ship as it sits in dock; with view of Bay Bridge in background (cityscapes). Views of crowd on shore awaiting servicemen, and of servicemen being greeted by family and friends. Veterans sit onboard ship.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Randall (ship) -- Fort Mason (January 30, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 23, [01-30-53.01-02]

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Major General Ralph F. Stearley of the US Air Force [commander of the Twentieth Air Force] and Captain William S. Kittrell of Fort Mason salute camera; with Mildred Stearley standing alongside. Corporal Leland Wellman bends down to kiss his grandmother Bertha Gault. Views of ship in dock with troops standing on deck. Servicemen stand with baggage, drinking coffee inside building at pier. Servicemen line up to board ship [ferry boat or transport ship?].

Tearing down a building at Fourth and Bryant Streets to make way for freeway
[01-08-53, 2 negatives]

University of California Charter Day Banquet with Chancellor Clark Kerr and President Robert Gordon Sproul [01-08-53, 2 negatives]

Dr. Tom Groody and his television science show

PTA has drama tea at Lowell High School

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) apartment with bookie Avon Trois Smith alias Roy Smith

US Navy Fleet arrives in San Francisco Bay [01-09-53, 35 negatives]

Arrival of US Navy Fleet (January 09, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 22, [01-09-53.03]

Physical Description: 22 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Civilians stand upon hill, watching for ships comprising the US Navy Fleet as they enter Bay. Ships sail beneath Golden Gate Bridge (cityscapes). Other views of ships in bay as seen from land.
US Navy Fleet -- Waterfront (January 09, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 22, [01-09-53.04]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note
The Catfish (ship), a newer "snorkel" variety of submarine, sits in dock. The submarine Spinax sits in dock, with antennae and radar equipment exposed above bridge and men sitting near gun in front. Richard Waszak, Irving C. Hawkins, F.W. Beaudoin, and Lieutenant Junior Grade W.W. Bulmer, an electronics officer, stand in engine room of the Spinax. Sailors play cards in quarters of the Spinax. Views of the Thomason, Buck, and Lofberg [the latter two ships docked side by side] in harbor. Sailor Reynold Raus chips paint off of the anchor of the Lofberg while other seamen watch from deck. Sailor salutes and others stand at attention on deck of the Lofberg as they prepare to go on liberty [shore leave]. Sailors swab deck of the Buck. Seamen wake up fellow sailor, who is asleep in bunk but should be working on deck. Crew of sailors work on torpedo.

Mayor Elmer Robinson discusses new Bay Bridge crossing [01-10-53, 2 negatives]
Globe Trotters basketball at the Cow Palace
Plaque unveiled for dedication of new airport
Two cable cars have run-in
Rear Admiral Chester Nimitz speaks at the Marine Memorial [01-13-53, 2 negatives]
Nobel Prize winner Dr. Selman A. Waksman
Raid on Market and Third Streets fun centers [01-14-53, 8 negatives]

Raid on Fun Centers (January 14, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 22, [01-14-53.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Man walks by the Fun Center at 723 Market Street, with large sign hanging above (neighborhood). Sergeant Frank Lynch and officers Fred P. Mullen and John Cavalli look at "filthy" pictures (pornography) at 729 Market Street. View of stores on corner at 200 Mason Street. Officer Ed Sarrailli, Captain Daniel H. Kiely of the Juvenile Bureau, and Sergeant Frank Lynch look through box of pictures [box sits upon pinball machine]. Officers place confiscated materials in trunk of automobile at 1116 Market Street. Officer looks through cigar box filled with pictures. Views of stores at 1116 Market Street, including one advertising "girls revue," and the "Fun House."

Men transferring into National Guard
San Francisco Republican Party leaders leave for Washington
Western airlines inaugurates service from San Francisco
Head of campaign against polio holds press conference (health) [01-14-53, 3 negatives]
Glide Memorial Church [01-15-53, 2 negatives]
Federal Security Administrator Oscar Ewing
Mile Rock Lighthouse
Polish actress Helena Norblin becomes US citizen
Dinner dance on the Brazilian training ship docked at Treasure Island
President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s inauguration as seen on television [01-20-53, 23 negatives]
First Unitarian Church and Beth Emanuel [01-20-53, 4 negatives]
Detroit Murray Millman in San Francisco prison
Beth Sholom gets new temple house
Grace Episcopal Cathedral [01-22-53, 2 negatives]
Freeway construction reveals old landmark (unidentified) [01-22-53, 4 negatives]
Reception and parade for jet ace Lieutenant James Low [01-22-53 - 01-23-53, 15 negatives]
Bishop Donahue ordains 16 new priests
Betty Hutton gives party for 100 homeless kids [01-25-53, 2 negatives]
Record catch of herring at Fisherman's Wharf [01-27-53, 3 negatives]

Record Fish Catch -- Fishing Boat "Virginia" (ship) -- Fisherman's Wharf (January 27, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 23, [01-27-53.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Carle Crivelle and crewman Joe Damate shovel some of the ten tons of herring that fills their boat, the largest single catch of herring recorded since 1944.

Victor de Sabata becomes guest conductor of San Francisco Symphony
Construction of new passenger terminal at San Francisco International Airport [01-28-53, 11 negatives]

Construction -- New Passenger Terminal -- International Airport (January 28, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 23, [01-28-53.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workmen install the batteries of high intensity lights, meant to complement the airport's electronic landing aids system, along a 3000 foot pier [with airplane taking off visible in background] (neighborhood). Views of surveillance radar tower, which gives the tower operator knowledge of airliner location from up to sixty miles away, being tested. Ramp leads up to the second deck of the $7 million passenger terminal [under construction]. Men work on the interior of the terminal's second floor [as seen from the fourth floor]. View of present terminal area, with hangars and airplanes parked, taken from upper floor of terminal (cityscapes). View of the airplane Super Constellation taking off, as seen from the rear of the terminal's fourth floor restaurant.

Poet Raymond Duncan
Addie G. Morton the man wants to be a woman (transsexual) [01-29-53, 3 negatives]

Man Who Wants to be a Woman -- Post Office Building (January 29, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 23, [01-29-53.18]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Addie G. Morton stands in doorway. Mug shots of Addie Morton (transsexual?).

St. Peter and Paul Catholic Church [01-31-53, 2 negatives]
American missionary Dr. Emanuel H. Giedt returns after 2 years in Red China
Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

February 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 23-25, [020053-022853]

Physical Description: 900 negatives (estimate)

Models demonstrating the use of various kitchen gadgets (appliances) [02-01-53, 2 negatives]
Man found murdered in Alameda County garage (Oakland) may be husband of Hildagard Pelton [02-02-53, ca. 10 negatives]
President Dwight D. Eisenhower's State of the Union address as it appears on television [02-02-53, 8 negatives]
Harry Luckenbach (ship) hits pier in the fog [02-03-53, ca. 20 negatives]
Mardi Gras at the Fairmont Hotel
Nineteenth century valentine collection at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
Ground breaking ceremonies for the new National Guard Armory at Fort Funston [02-04-53, 3 negatives]
Blood bank donations for Korean War effort
Statue of Chinese revolutionary Sun Yat-sen ready for removal from St. Mary's Square [02-05-53 - 02-06-53, 6 negatives]

Removal of Statue of Sun Yat-sen -- St. Mary's Square (February 05, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 23, [02-05-53.10]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers commence the removal of statue of Chinese revolutionary and excavation for new parking lot. Views of Sun Yet-sen statue and Old St. Mary's Church, close-up of statue with workers in the foreground, statue amid excavation with cranes in foreground, side view fo statue and Old St. Mary's Church.

Removal of Statue of Sun Yat-sen -- St. Mary's Square (February 06, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 23, [02-06-53.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Construction workers make preparations for the removal of Chinese revolutionary Sun Yat-sen statue. The back wheels of a vehicle and wooden boards are in foreground.

Troop transports (ships) arrive from Korea and Japan [02-06-53, 18 negatives]

Troops Returning from Korea -- Arrival of General M.L. Hersey (ship) -- Fort Mason (February 06, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 23, [02-06-53.01]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Troops stand on deck of USNS General M.L. Hersey (ship); relatives stand on pier in foreground; some carry welcome signs. Returning troops line up with baggage; women serve them beverages. Sergeant First Class Alde Achera greets Veronica Alchera (mother) and Emil Alchera (father). Army Corporal Jesse C. Bringham helps his wife Kathryn Bringham over barricade fence so they can embrace.

Troops Returning from Japan -- Arrival of W.A. Mann (ship) -- Fort Mason (February 06, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 23, [02-06-53.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Air Force veterans stand on deck of General W.A. Mann (ship) and wave to relatives waiting on pier. Returning servicemen line up with baggage; women serve them beverages. Colonel George C. Merkens (led "Old Baldy" Hill victory in Korea; winner of Silver Star Medal) greets his wife. Army Sergeant First Class Lloyd Hawks (Congressional Medal of Honor recipient during World War Two) returns from his second war to greet his family: wife Cora, baby Charlotte, LeRoy, and Daniel.

Blind man has to give up his dog due to continued beatings (disabled persons)


Boy Scouts visit Navy ships

Bloodhounds at the Toll Plaza search for lost persons

US Senator Thomas Kuchel press conference [02-09-53, 3 negatives]

Actress Sophie Tucker in San Francisco [02-09-53 and 02-13-53, 5 negatives]

Chinese New Year preparations and festivities [02-09-53 - 02-15-53, 19 negatives]
Chinese New Year Celebration -- Preparations and Festivities (February 09, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-09-53.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frances Fong, Nancy Lee, Paul Louie (Chairman of Chinese New Year Festival Committee), and Helen Owyang are walking from supervisor's chambers after a motion for the proclamation passed. The three women stand around Louie as he prepares to light a firecracker.

Chinese New Year Celebration -- Parade -- San Francisco Chinatown (February 15, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-15-53.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Chinese New Year Celebration -- San Francisco Chinatown (February 15, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-15-53.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Billy Pon lights a firecracker while his brother Thiman Pon holds his hands over his ears. Winifred Kwan, Marion Kwan, and Ester Kwan (three sisters) hold their hands over their ears. Overhead views of parade route and crowd watching exploding firecrackers. Miss Firecracker Pat Kwan poses with a large cardboard model of a firecracker.

Kukla, Fran and Ollie meet a San Francisco seafood crab at Fisherman's Wharf [02-10-53, 3 negatives]
Boy Scout cook out in front of The Emporium
Actress Betty Hutton greets Korean veterans [02-10-53, 3 negatives]

Actress Betty Hutton Greets Korean Veterans (February 10, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-10-53.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actress Betty Hutton greets 300,000th Korean veteran Sergeant John J. Colletti. Hutton extends her arms towards him and later hugs him. View of ship alongside dock; returning troops stand on deck; families and relatives wait on the pier.

Ice skater and actress Sonja Henie and husband Winthrop Gardiner visit [02-11-53 - 02-15-53, ca. 20 negatives]
Firestone tire demonstration at Ocean Beach [02-11-53, ca. 10 negatives]
General William Weigel (ship) arrives [02-11-53, 12 negatives]
Arrival of Transport General William Weigel (ship) -- Fort Mason (February 11, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-11-53.07]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of General William Weigel (ship) docking. Troops stand aboard bow, stern, and midship decks. Sergeant Elmer R. Munkers Jr. is greeted by his three sisters: Marily, Pat, and Leila. Sergeant Clifford H. Fisher is reunited with his wife Alice Joyce Fischer and his baby daughter Linda Fischer. Brothers Sergeant Carl A. Bruegniann and Sergeant Robert A. Bruegniann who were drafted together, served and returned together. The brothers are greeted by their family. Unidentified soldier hugs his mother and another woman. A woman holds a microphone and sings to returning troops as ship docks.

First Congregational Church [02-11-53, 2 negatives]
First Congregational Church -- Exterior Views -- San Francisco (February 11, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-11-53.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exterior views of First Congregational Church located at the corner of Post Street and Mason Street.

Girl Scouts and their cookies [02-11-53, 2 negatives]
Fort Sutter (ship) last of the river showboats [02-11-53 - 02-14-53, 11 negatives]
Last of the River Steamers -- Fort Sutter (ship) -- Aquatic Park (February 11, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-11-53.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exterior views of river steamer "Fort Sutter" (ship, showboat, ferry boat) sitting by the pier.

Last of the River Steamers Fort Sutter (ship) -- Aquatic Park (February 12, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-12-53.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tugboats push and men pull the river steamer Fort Sutter (ship, showboat, ferry boat) onto the beach. The Fort Sutter will be used as a restaurant. During the moving process, the cable broke trying to pull the steamer onshore.

Last of the River Steamers -- Fort Sutter (ship) -- Aquatic Park (February 13, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-13-53.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Barney Gould swims to get ropes from the Fort Sutter's stern. Tugboats push and men pull the river steamer Fort Sutter (ship, showboat, ferry boat) onto the beach.

Last of the River Steamers -- Fort Sutter (ship) -- Aquatic Park (February 14, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-14-53.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views taken from atop the Maritime Museum of bleacher seats, the Fort Sutter (ship, showboat, ferry boat), and surrounding area. A view taken from Fort Mason of the Maritime Museum in the foreground and the Fort Sutter in the background.

New Chinese community center in Oakland [02-12-53, 1 negative]
Chinese Community Center -- Oakland (February 12, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-12-53.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View of exterior of new $350,000 Chinese Community Center located at the corner of 9th Street and Harrison Street.

Explosion in Hercules [02-12-53, 11 negatives]
Explosion -- [Suspects?] -- Hercules (Pinole?) (February 12, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-12-53.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Suspects?: John Mountjoy and Al Schmidt stand together. An unidentified woman hides her face as she gets into an automobile; another woman sits in the front passenger seat and a child sits in the back seat. The two women look downward as they walk down a hallway. An unidentified man points to a large crack in a car’s front windshield.

Explosion -- Hercules (Pinole?) (February 12, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-12-53.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of demolished building and rubble near train tracks (rail yard?).

McLaren Park [02-12-53, 10 negatives]
Merry-go-round at Portsmouth Square [02-12-53, 2 negatives]
Bridge jumper lands on Fort Winfield Scott [02-12-53, 2 negatives]
Bridge Jumper Lands In Fort Winfield Scott (February 12, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-12-53.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
An unidentified person jumps from the Golden Gate Bridge and lands in Fort Winfield Scott. Views of courtyard showing body, police, coroner, and reporters.

Construction of the new wing of the University of California's hospital [02-13-53 - 02-16-53, 5 negatives]
Construction of New Wing -- University of California Hospital -- San Francisco (February 13, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-13-53.09]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views (looking through trees at Children’s Playground in Golden Gate Park) of exterior of new hospital wing (UC San Francisco).

Construction of New Wing -- University of California Hospital -- San Francisco (February 16, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-16-53.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exterior views of the new University of California Hospital wing under construction (UC San Francisco).

Essex (ship) returns troops [02-13-53, 5 negatives]
Returning Troops -- Arrival of the Essex (ship) -- Alameda Naval Air Station (February 13, 1953)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The aircraft carrier Essex (ship) docks. Men stand in formation on deck. Margie Burdine sneaks a kiss with her boyfriend Kerr Conkel behind Corporal James Stone’s (Marine Sentry) back; Conkel could not leave the ship. Boatswains mate Edward Newland greets his wife Irene and their four children; Newland kisses his wife.

"Argonaut Bay" campaign committee members
National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) convention [02-13-53 - 02-14-53, 8 negatives]
Jimmie Tarantino in court [02-16-53 - 02-17-53, 14 negatives]
Japanese baseball team arrives for exhibition games [02-16-53, 5 negatives]

Japanese Baseball Team Arrives for Exhibition Games (February 16, 1953)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Japanese Consul Yasuske Katsuro greets group of Japanese baseball officials and team players; the team poses for a group picture. Women dressed in kimonos give the baseball officials and players flowers. Tokyo General Manager Mizuhara receives flowers from Barbara Okamato. Shoji Uno (owner's representative), Consul Katsuro, Lefty O'Doul, and Cappy Harada pose together. O'Doul and Wally Yonamine also pose together.

Arlys Watson murdered by husband Philip [02-16-53 - 02-21-53, ca. 24 negatives]
Governor Samuel King of Hawaii arrives in San Francisco with family
St. Ignatius Church [02-17-53, 2 negatives]
St. Ignatius Church -- Exterior Views -- San Francisco (February 17, 1953)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exterior views of the St. Ignatius Church (its two towers) located at the corner of Fulton Street and Parker Street.

Sherith Israel [02-17-53, 2 negatives]
Civil defense display [02-17-53, 3 negatives]
Civil Defense Display -- Civic Center (February 17, 1953)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson, Admiral Robert Cook (retired), and Fire Chief Edward J. Walsh stand high above the display; Walsh points his finger at something. Overhead views of display in front of civic center, includes various officers and 29 fire trucks [?] (trucks with ladders).

Painting "Moulin Rouge" by Henri de Toulouse Lautrec on exhibit during run of play
Artist Beniamino Bufano statue to be auctioned [02-18-53, 2 negatives]
American Legion's naturalization program
New deputy sheriff's uniforms
Beached whale on Ocean Beach at foot of Irving Street [02-19-53, 5 negatives]
Beached Whale -- Ocean Beach (February 19, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-19-53.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A dead whale lies on the beach at the foot of Irving Street. Ruth Werner who lives nearby examines the beached whale. She touches the whale’s head and later stands on top of the dead whale.

Beached Whale -- Ocean Beach (February 19, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-19-53.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A dead whale lies on the beach at the foot of Irving Street. A tractor-like machine pulls the beached whale off the shore as the crowd watches.

Removal of Beached Whale -- Woman Injured (February 19, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-19-53.08]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Margaret E. Jones sits in an automobile (car) next to a young boy. She injured (scraped) her right leg.

Cattle escape and run loose at Third and Evans Streets [02-20-53, ca. 10 negatives]
Major General Chiang Wei-kuo (Chang Kai-shek’s son) and Chinese mission get honors at the Presidio [02-20-53, 6 negatives]
Arrival of Major General Chiang Wei-kuo and Chinese Mission -- Presidio of San Francisco (February 20, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-20-53.12]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Chiang Wei-kuo (Chang Kai-shek’s son) and Chinese mission receive honors at Presidio. Close-up of General Chiang Wei-kuo. General Chiang Wei-Kuo inspects men. Troops march by and salute officers and Chinese guests. The officers and guests walk around the grounds.

George Washington’s birthday anniversary service at Grace Cathedral
Rincon Annex post office murals [02-23-53, 13 negatives]
Murals -- Rincon Annex Post Office (February 23, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-23-53.09]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of numerous murals which depict important political and historical events in American history. [WPA murals? (Work Projects Administration)].

St. Patrick’s Church interior [02-23-53, 3 negatives]
Theater demolition at Mason and O’Farrell Streets
National Conference of Christians and Jews
"Biggest Man in the West" Locks Martin visits Children’s Hospital
Testimonial dinner for Rabbi Dr. Abba Hillel Silver
Democratic national chairman Stephen A. Mitchell
Woman of the Week Lois G. Davidson (architect who studied under Frank Lloyd Wright)
Flying saucers? [02-25-53, 4 negatives]
Unidentified Flying Objects -- Flying Saucers? -- Call Bullentin

Building (February 25, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 24, [02-25-53.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views taken from the rooftop of the Call-Bullentin building of possible flying saucers. Unknown objects look like deflated balloons.

General Van Fleet arrives in San Francisco [02-25-53, ca. 30 negatives]
Steamboat Fort Sutter (ship) hearing
New Zealand beef on sale at the Crystal Palace market
New deputy sheriff badges
Girl Scouts visit the cable car barns [02-28-53, 2 negatives] billiards champion Willie Moscone
Transport General Gordon (ship) arrives with troops from Korea [02-28-53, 9 negatives]

Returning Troops from Korea -- Arrival of General W.H. Gordon (ship) -- Fort Mason (February 28, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 25, [02-28-53.04]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General W.H. Gordon (ship) at docks. Returning troops stand and wave from the deck. Troops line up with baggage; women serve them cookies and beverages. Troops disembark from transport. Relatives stand on pier; some carry welcome signs. View showing height of transport compared to height of building on pier.

Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

March 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 25-26, [030053-033153]

Physical Description: 1200 negatives (estimate)

Snow falls in San Francisco [03-01-53, 1 negative]

Snow Fall -- San Francisco (March 01, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-01-53.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View of snow on ground on Ivy Street and in parking lot near the Fox Theatre (neighborhood).

General A.E. Anderson (ship) arrives with troops from Korea [03-02-53, 14 negatives]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General A.E. Anderson (ship) -- Fort Mason (March 02, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-02-53.01]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Returning servicemen stand on deck of ship [two views with Golden Gate Bridge in background]. Shown with coffee and donuts at Fort Mason. Private Irwin Rietz, who held his twin brother as he died in Korea, hugs mother-in-law Margarita Bardsley. Sergeant Richard Gibson of US Air Force greets his wife Martha and baby Vicki Lynn [whom he had not seen before]. Servicemen descend ramp from ship.

Governor Adlai Stevenson's reception at the Fairmont Hotel [03-02-53, 5 negatives]
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)
March 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 25-26, [030053-033153]

Reception -- Governor Adlai Stevenson -- Fairmont Hotel (March 02, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-02-53.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd stands in receiving line for former presidential candidate Adlai Stevenson. Adlai Stevenson and India Edwards speak with unidentified "well wisher." View of crowd in Gold Room. Governor Stevenson and crowd stand aboard unidentified ship.

New Hastings College at Hyde and McAllister Streets [03-02-53, 4 negatives]
New Hastings College of the Law (March 02, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-02-53.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students Robert Moore and Robert Mires hand books from large stack to John Stumbos and Librarian Hazel Reed [shelving books in new library]. Student Orrington Tubbs carries object through lobby. Dean David E. Snodgrass sits in chair at desk in "modern classroom." Taken at Hyde and McAllister Streets.

"Mad Man" Marcus (Barney Marcus) assalts his wife [03-02-53, 03-05-53, 03-20-53, ca. 18 negatives]
Actors Jackie Cooper and Peggy Ann Garner of "John Loves Mary Show," old St. Mary's Church [03-03-53, 2 negatives]
National Smile Week
Actress Sophie Tucker testimonial dinner
Car hits cable car at California and Polk Streets [03-04-53, 2 negatives]
New Alameda County Juvenile Home [03-04-53, 5 negatives]
New Alameda County Juvenile Home (March 04, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-04-53.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exterior view of boys' quarters, with hills in background. Assistant Director Alden McElrath stands before boys' quarters. Interior view of boys' shop, with machinery and tables. Exterior views of the main administrative building (child welfare).

Kick off at Trader Vic's of the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum's treasure hunt
Huck Finn fish pool sports show [03-06-53 - 03-18-53, ca. 40 negatives]
Hospital ship Repose returns wounded veterans
Butano forest fire
Japanese Girl Scouts and Brownies hold traditional doll festival
General G.M. Randall (ship) and M.C. Meiggs (ship) return with troops [03-09-53, 03-18-53, 26 negatives]
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General G.M. Randall (ship) -- Fort Mason (March 09, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-09-53.09]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-up and long views of returning servicemen standing on deck of ship, drinking coffee inside dock building, descending ramp from ship. Sixteen month old Terry Leo Bushman waits on dock for father, Technical Sergeant Stanley Bushman, with ship in water behind. Mary Cirimili waits in crowd for returning soldier. Sergeant John Kubisich of US Marines hugs wife Fern. Other servicemen shown with family. View of ship in Bay.
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General M.C. Meigs (ship) -- Fort Mason (March 18, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-18-53.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mary Allen, of Ottawa, Canada, greets her son, Private First Class Charles John Allen of the US Army. Private First Class Robert Brown, returning home after eleven months in Korea, holds his daughter Lonean with wife Dolores. Crowd on dock looks out toward ship as it pulls into dock with troops on deck. Military band on dock plays for troops on deck. Women hand out coffee and food to servicemen standing inside dock building.

Car hop uniform for new drive-in at Eddy and Larkin Streets [03-09-53, 3 negatives]
Car Hop Uniform -- Dobbs Drive-In (March 09, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-09-53.13]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pat Knudsen models new uniform for car hops who will work at new drive-in. Taken at Eddy and Larkin Streets (neighborhood, fashion).

Greek church on Valencia Street
Daughters of the American Revolution convention
Atomic scientist and Nobel Prize winner Dr. Harold C. Urey lecturer at University of California [03-10-53, 2 negatives]
Hitchcock Lecturer -- Dr. Harold C. Urey -- UC Berkeley (March 10, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-10-53.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nobel Prize winning atomic scientist Harold Urey sits at table with unidentified persons [in Berkeley to give lecture].

Victor "Lucky" Stoner and Carl Brown hammer murder conspiracy trial [03-10-53 - 03-26-53, ca. 22 negatives]
Redwood City prisoners donate blood (civil defense, Korean War effort)
Interview with Director of Public Institutions Charles M. Wollenberg
Alameda's first councilwoman Irene Moresi
The Fort Sutter Showboat (ship) hearing [03-12-53, 03-26-53, 5 negatives]
Vincent Hallinan surrenders (tax charges?)
United States Treasurer Mrs. Ivy Baker Priest visits [03-12-53 - 03-14-53, 8 negatives]
Ivy Baker Priest -- Hotel St. Francis (March 12, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-12-53.12]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of US Secretary of the Treasury Ivy Baker Priest.

Ivy Baker Priest -- Hotel St. Francis (March 13, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-13-53.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lobbyist Francis Keesling Jr. speaks with new US Secretary of the Treasury Ivy Baker Priest.
Governor Earl Warren -- Republican State Central Committee -- Hotel St. Francis (March 14, 1953)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Return of Korean War veterans [03-12-53, 8 negatives]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Pier Three (March 12, 1953)

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Returned servicemen stand with baggage inside building on Fort Mason transport dock, eating and drinking coffee [as they wait for transport?]. William and Wanda Howell hold their baby Karen. Ray Marks holds Deborah, the granddaughter of Lieutenant Jerome Marks, who stands above them on deck of ship. Other servicemen shown with family members. Veterans descend ramp from ship; shown on board [ferry boat?].

Lost art treasures of the city found in San Francisco city warehouse

Spring and new tea garden at the Japanese Tea Gardens in Golden Gate Park [03-14-53, 8 negatives]

St. Patrick's Day Parade [03-15-53, 16 negatives]

Parade -- St. Patrick's Day (March 15, 1953)

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of parade near Civic Center and on Market Street (neighborhood). Float for the Ancient Order of Hibernians passes before City Hall. Laurie Lynch leads the Gaelic League Drill Team in front of Ferry Building. Ten year old Michael [Deeley?] sits on float with Irish harp. Military officers salute from parade viewing stand, while others in crowd hold hands over hearts [during national anthem?]. Children from the St. Cecilia School march with American and California flags. Boy Scouts from St. Anne's Church march in parade. The Contra Costa "Shamrocks" ride horses down parade route. Gregory Perkins watches as servicewomen march by on route. "May Day" float shown, with city in backdrop (cityscapes).

Crowds working out income tax return at the last minute at the Bureau of Internal Revenue

View from Inspiration Point during atomic bomb blast (simulation?) [03-17-53, 1 negative]

Atomic Bomb Blast (March 17, 1953)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View of San Francisco from Inspiration Point on Twin Peaks [during simulation of atomic bomb blast?] (cityscapes, atomic age, civil defense).

The Gilmore divorce [03-17-53 - 03-25-53, ca. 20 negatives]

Horse Trader Ed (Ed Shapiro) surrenders on income tax evasion charge

1906 San Francisco earthquake reunion luncheon

US Commissioner Cameron Wolfe of Immigration and Naturalization Service [03-18-53, 2 negatives]
Illegal Immigration Case -- US Commissioner Cameron Wolfe (March 18, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-18-53.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Commissioner Cameron Wolfe [of the Immigration and Naturalization Service?] stands behind desk as he speaks to [Desio?] Delgado and Arelio Reyes, two men accused of "transporting wetbacks" [the photographer's term for illegal immigrants from Mexico] across the US border with Mexico (race relations, social relations).

Damage done in Sutro Park [03-19-53, 10 negatives]

Damage in Sutro Park (March 19, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-19-53.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Photographs of damage caused to fences, statues, monuments, trees, etc. in Sutro Park [damage caused by storm?] (neighborhood).

Fred Gray and his talking jack ass (donkey)

Harry S. Truman and family arrive at the Fairmont Hotel [03-21-53, 4 negatives]

Harry S. Truman (March 21, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-21-53.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Former president Harry Truman walks with police escort alongside train at the Oakland Mole. Shown with wife and daughter outside and inside of the Fairmont Hotel [upon arrival in San Francisco, in midst of vacation trip to Honolulu, Hawaii] (neighborhood).

Eleanor Roosevelt speaks at the Israel bond rally [03-21-53, 3 negatives]

Eleanor Roosevelt -- Airport (March 21, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-21-53.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Eleanor Roosevelt shown walking away from airplane, being greeted by Mrs. Henry Harris, Lutie Goldstein, and Sam Jacobson at foot of airplane [Eleanor Roosevelt in town for speaking engagement at an Israeli bond rally].

Madame Chiang Kai-shek visits Chinatown [03-22-53, 3 negatives]

Madame Chiang Kai-shek -- Chinatown (March 22, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-22-53.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Madame Chiang Kai-shek shown leaving Six Company building, speaking in Victory Memorial Hall [negative missing], and standing with Sandra Chou, the daughter of the "mayor" of Chinatown.

Father and sons game at Seals Stadium

Charter Day at UC Berkeley with new chancellor Dr. Clark Kerr and Dr. Robert Gordon Sproul [03-23-53, 8 negatives]
Charter Day -- New Chancellor -- UC Berkeley (March 23, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 26, [03-23-53.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Barbara Stewart Briton and Professor Stan McCaffrey accompany Charles Stewart, who at ninety years old is the oldest alumnus walking in ceremonies [man walking alongside carries banner for the alumni class of 1884]. New Chancellor Clark Kerr speaks from podium, with Dr. Gordon Sproul standing, then seated behind. Long view of speakers on stage, crowd, and orchestra within the confines of Greek Theatre, with the Campanile (Sather Tower) visible in background (neighborhood). Overhead views of ceremony participants marching to Greek Theatre along campus path, with views of campus buildings in background (cityscapes).

Interview with Palmer Bevis of American-Korean Foundation

Cancer Society presents medal to Dr. Robert Stone for his research (health)

Easter activities
Macy's Flower Show [03-28-53, ca. 15 negatives]
Service for Queen Mary of Great Britain at Grace Cathedral
Opening season for the Pacific Coast League (baseball) at Oakland ball park [03-31-53, 10 negatives]

Additional subject information enclosed with some sleeves.

April 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 27-28, [040053-043053]

Physical Description: 1025 negatives (estimate)

Keating Investigation (date uncertain: possibly May 1953?) [04-00-53, 3 negatives]

Keating Committee -- City Hall (April 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 27, [04-00-53.01-02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Irvin Goldstein, special assistant to the Attorney General [apparently responsible for "San Francisco tax scandals"], speaks into microphone as he gives witness testimony. Richard Seward, foreman of the Seward Grand Jury, stands next to chair. Attorney Jake Ehrlich points with finger.

Fire on Mission Street (neighborhood)
Fire in Chinatown [04-01-53, ca. 20 negatives]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General J.C. Breckinridge (ship) -- Fort Mason (April 01, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 27, [04-01-53.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Major General David L. Ruffner, commander of the 45th Division, speaks to reporters as he prepares to make his way home. Technical Sergeant Brady Owen of the US Marines and Jean Owen hold their one year old child and son Brady. Sergeant Rod D. [Theiga?] and Betty [Theiga?] hold their thirteen month old son Danny. Returning Marine and Air Force veterans stand on deck of ship. Servicemen walk down ramp as they disembark from ship.
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Hersey (ship) -- Fort Mason (April 02, 1953)

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Fort Mason (April 20, 1953)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of servicemen waiting inside transport dock and standing on deck of ship [two negatives missing].

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General W.A. Mann (ship) -- Fort Mason (April 27, 1953)

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Clarence E. Reed of the US Air Force hugs wife Phyllis upon his arrival from Japan. Staff Sergeant Frank M. Campbell hugs wife Glenda Lee. Views of servicemen on deck of ship, crowd on dock awaiting returning veterans, veterans disembarking from ship, and servicemen standing inside transport dock.

Jimmie Tarantino trial (extortion indictment) [04-02-53, 04-27-53, 5 negatives]
Jack Benny arrives for variety show [04-02-53, 2 negatives]
Comedian Jack Benny -- Southern Pacific Station (April 02, 1953)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Harvey Wing of the Press and Union League Club and Ted Huggins stand by door of train with Jack Benny, in town for variety show. A cook with [George Costmos?] shows interest in interview with "Call Bulletin" reporter and "San Francisco News" reporter George Murphy.

Good Friday and Easter services at various churches [04-03-53 - 04-05-53, ca. 20 negatives]
Old Samuel Gompers School remodeled into Benjamin Franklin Junior High School (education) [04-03-53, 6 negatives]
Remodeling -- Samuel Gompers School (April 03, 1953)

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Edward Redford and Principal Julian Reinhertz look over new homemaking class in the temporary Benjamin Franklin Junior High School [formerly Samuel Gompers school]. Workers move food and other items in through door of building. Books rest on tables and chairs sit stacked as artist and shop teacher John Boghasian, Assistant Principal Ivor Callaway, Woody Justice, and Henry Springer work to ready newly remodeled library. View of school from the rear, showing playground, and from the front, showing street (neighborhood).

Commander in Chief James W. Cothran of the Veterans of Foreign Wars Easter activities [04-04-53, ca. 2 negatives]
Dope king Robert Coronado ("The General") in jail
The Gilmore divorce [04-06-53, 1 negative]
Colonial Dames dedication of the Octagon House on Gough Street [04-06-53, 3 negatives]

Dedication of Octagon House -- Colonial Dames of America(April 06, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 27, [04-06-53.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People stand on front porch of Octagon House, and others by side door [house as seen from street], Bishop Edward Lamb Parsons of the Episcopal Church and others watch as Mrs. Lindley Miller of the California chapter of Colonial Dames lays mortar for the foundation stone of the Octagon House. Taken at 2645 Gough Street (neighborhood).

Call "circ man" Leon Uris writes book [04-07-53, 1 negative]
New Navy supersonic jet squadron (Cougar jets for Korea, with pilots of Squadron VF-24) [04-07-53, 7 negatives]

Navy Jet Squadron -- Training for Korea -- Alameda Naval Air Station(April 07, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 27, [04-07-53.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

New spiral slide at the children's playground in Golden Gate Park
Governor Earl Warren dedicates the new Hastings College of the Law [04-09-53, 2 negatives]

Dedication -- Hastings College of the Law(April 09, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 27, [04-09-53.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Above ground view of crowd standing for prayer outside new building for Hastings Law School, during dedication ceremonies for building. Governor Earl Warren addresses crowd.

Poet Lord Dunsany of England (Baron Edward John Moreton Drax Plunkett Dunsany)
Crown Prince Akihito of Japan arrives in San Francisco [04-11-53, 14 negatives]

Crown Prince Akihito of Japan -- President Woodrow Wilson (ship) -- Pier Fifty-nine(April 11, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 27, [04-11-53.01-02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prince Akihito stands with Akua Matsui, Governor Earl Warren, and President George Killion of President Lines [negatives missing 11/98]. Japanese-American school children dressed in traditional Japanese clothing wave to Prince Akihito upon his arrival aboard the President Woodrow Wilson (ship). Policemen set up ropes to cordon off crowd [and allow passage of Prince?]; with Japanese and American flags flying together over doorway in background. Prince Akihito shown with journalists surrounding him as he speaks into microphone, eating with others aboard ship, and standing with Ambassador to Canada Saaو Iguchi and Ambassador to the US Eikichi Araki of Japan.
Crown Prince Akihito of Japan -- Coast Guard Station(April 11, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 27, [04-11-53.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prince Akihito waves to crowd from door of airplane before departing for Canada.

Crown Prince Akihito of Japan(April 11, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 27, [04-11-53.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Earl Warren shakes hands with Prince Akihito in midst of crowd standing on dock [by the Lurline (ship)?].

Chancellor Konrad Adenauer of Germany [04-11-53, 19 negatives]
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer of Germany(April 11, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 27, [04-11-53.05-06]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of crowd at luncheon for Konrad Adenauer at the Palace Hotel. An interpreter bows his head to listen as Governor Earl Warren and Konrad Adenauer speak. Interpreter Walter Weber, Konrad Adenauer, and Secretary of Foreign Affairs Herr Walter Hallstein of Germany speak to reporters. The Chancellor leaves the German Embassy at 703 Market Street, with crowd watching; holds painting with Cub Scout Lee Cotterell; smiles as he takes in view of Bay and Golden Gate Bridge with his daughter Lotte (cityscapes); shakes hands with boy David Smith in front of the Legion of Honor (neighborhood). Sits at desk with unidentified man [during press conference?].

Chancellor Konrad Adenauer of Germany -- Airport(April 11, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 27, [04-11-53.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gisella Stahlberg, daughter of Germany's consul-general in San Francisco, gives flowers to Konrad Adenauer upon his arrival; with Dr. Lotte Adenauer also shown. Konrad Adenauer shown walking through crowd and sitting in car [with unidentified men].

Model of St. Mary's Square garage
Senator William F. Knowland gives blood [04-12-53, 2 negatives]
Head-on crash in Golden Gate Park [04-15-53, ca. 25 negatives]
Girls with flower headgear in preparation for Flower Ball
Actress Audrey Hepburn with Guardsmen [04-16-53, 2 negatives]
Actress Audrey Hepburn -- Mark Hopkins Hotel(April 16, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [04-16-53.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chinese-American girl Rosalind Linn puts necklace, which she made in camp, around the neck of Audrey Hepburn. Linn Alexander of Guardsmen also shown.

New civil defense disaster truck
Reconversion of carrier Bon Homme Richard (ship)
Victor "Lucky" Stoner and Carl Brown in hammer murder conspiracy trial [04-17-53, 2 negatives]
Earthquake memorial wreath placed at Lotta's Fountain [04-18-53, 2 negatives]
Aircraft carrier Yorktown (ship) (Korean War) [04-21-53, 4 negatives]
Fighting Lady (ship) (April 21, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [04-21-53.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the carrier Yorktown (ship) (nicknamed the Fighting Lady) sailing under the Bay Bridge and with Yerba Buena Island in background; as seen from the fleet landing at the Ferry Building (cityscapes).

Governor Howard Pyle of Arizona visits [04-21-53, 2 negatives]
Western Airlines airplane crashes in the bay [04-21-53, ca. 18 negatives]
Fifth anniversary banquet for Israel (with Eleanor Roosevelt) [04-21-53, 3 negatives]

Fifth Anniversary Banquet for Israel -- Eleanor Roosevelt -- Fairmont Hotel (April 21, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [04-21-53.13]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lutie Goldstein, Mrs. Henry Harris, Samuel Jacobsen, and noted violinist Isaac Stern crowd around honorary co-chairman Eleanor Roosevelt at banquet table. Eleanor Roosevelt sits alone with Mrs. Henry Harris.

Actress Edith Hughes here to promote her new 3-D movie
Eleanor Roosevelt visits [04-22-53, 3 negatives]

Interview -- Eleanor Roosevelt -- Fairmont Hotel (April 22, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [04-22-53.09]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Eleanor Roosevelt taken indoors and on balcony of hotel with view of city in background (cityscapes). Eleanor Roosevelt speaks with reporter.

Prisoners of war return (military) [04-29-53 - 04-30-53, 10 negatives]

Return of Prisoners of War -- Travis Airfield (April 29, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [04-29-53.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Weinbrant lays in bed at Travis Hospital; gets cigarette light from hospital corpsman Joseph Mazzella. Views of crowd inside room where journalists' interviews of former prisoners of war took place; with movie cameras set up around interviewees. US Marine Corporal Baez Pizarro of Puerto Rico speaks with television actress Eve Meyer and into several microphones.

Prisoners of War (April 30, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [04-30-53.10-11]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Johnnie Wilson Sr., Florine, Bruce, and Sherrel Moore, the family of prisoner of war Private Johnnie Moore, read document relating to the release of prisoners of war in Japan; taken at 2238 San Pablo Avenue in Oakland. Andrew, Harry, and Chris Pallas shown looking at photograph of their brother and speaking on telephone after hearing the first news in four months about their brother, who is a prisoner of war; taken at 270 Pope Street.

Destroyer Craig (ship)
Architect Frank Lloyd Wright [04-30-53, 7 negatives]
Architect Frank Lloyd Wright (April 30, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [04-30-53.01-02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of Frank Lloyd Wright sitting at drawing board. Frank Lloyd Wright sits in front of architectural drawing, which shows the Bay Bridge; with unidentified young men and women shown drawing and speaking [perhaps a class taught by Frank Wright entitled "Bridging the Bay"?]; taken at 319 Grant Avenue.

Blood bank volunteers (civil defense)
Cruiser Rochester (ship)
Opening of Guardsmen headquarters (with actor Henry Fonda) [04-30-53, 2 negatives]

New Guardsmen Headquarters -- Actor Henry Fonda (April 30, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [04-30-53.18]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

May 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28-29, [050053-053153]
Physical Description: 925 negatives (estimate)

Henry Fonda goes salmon fishing [05-01-53, 4 negatives]
Prisoners of war [05-01-53 - 05-09-53, 27 negatives]

Prisoners of War (May 01, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [05-01-53.01-02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Helen Dean reads a letter containing news about her brother Sergeant Aaron Bennett, a prisoner of war. Her husband, Walter Dean, looks over her shoulder; taken at 1804 104th Avenue in Oakland. Cora Lee Reynolds, sister of Private First Class Walter Oxford Reynolds, speaks on telephone after receiving news about his status as prisoner of war; taken at 1540 Pine Avenue at San Pablo Avenue.

Return of Prisoners of War -- Travis Air Force Base (May 02, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [05-02-53.01]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sailor carries Private First Class Charles Sacco, a returning prisoner of war, on stretcher; with view of crowd in background. Photographs of Corporal Tubor Rubin alone and with friend Everett Ritenour. Corporal Jiminez stands with Osorio Nicolas [reporter interviewing the corporal?]. Corporal David W. [Ludlum?] looks at latest issue of "Life" magazine, which has his picture gracing half of the cover and the words "return of the captives." Other views of returning prisoners of war with family and friends, leaving airplane, and of crowds there to greet them.
Prisoner of War (May 02, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [05-02-53.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Vince Cobalis tells her children Vincent and Flora that their father, a prisoner of war, has been freed and is ok, and Flora inquires about the time of her father’s arrival.

Return of Prisoners of War -- Travis Air Force Base (May 09, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 29, [05-09-53.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified persons greet servicemen descending ramp from airplane, with view of crowd and air base in background (neighborhood). Man on stretcher carried from airplane and placed in ambulance. Servicemen help injured prisoner of war down from airplane [no names given].

Scout-O-Rama
Architect Frank Lloyd Wright shows “butterfly bridge” model [05-01-53 and 05-25-53, 4 negatives]

Bridge Model -- Architect Frank Lloyd Wright -- Museum of Modern Art (May 01, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [05-01-53.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Model of bridge constructed by Frank Wright sits on table with mirrored surface.

Bridge Model -- Architect Frank Lloyd Wright -- Emporium (May 25, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 29, [05-25-53.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Henry Alexander, Arthur Hoggard Jr., Dewey Mead, George Christopher, and Wright’s representative Aaron G. Green view “butterfly bridge” model displayed on mirrored table.

May Day Festival and parade at Kezar Stadium
Harry S. Truman and family interviewed on the President Cleveland (ship) [05-03-53, 1 negative]
Paul Cohn trial [05-04-53 and 05-19-43, 19 negatives]
Troops at Fort Mason returning from Korea [05-05-53, 9 negatives]
Arthur H. Samish tax evasion trial [05-06-53 - 05-21-53, ca. 15 negatives]
Old car barns (Municipal Railway?) about to be demolished at Thirty-second Avenue and Clement Street (Richmond District neighborhood) [05-05-53, 2 negatives]
Conductor Pierre Monteux and Boston Symphony Orchestra
Harlem Globetrotters [05-07-53, 9 negatives]

Harlem Globetrotters -- Cow Palace (May 07, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [05-07-53.08]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs showing the Harlem Globetrotters basketball team in action during game against an all-star team [from Bay Area?]. Views of crowd.

Wooden ships built at Mare Island Naval Shipyards [05-07-53, 4 negatives]
Wooden Ships -- Mare Island Navy Yard (May 07, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [05-07-53.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of Mine Layer 121 (ship) from front, a new wooden ship designed to lay harbor mines. Two mine layers under construction sit side by side in dock, with view of shore in background (cityscapes). Workers finish construction of a ship's main mast. Boat builder Antonio Armas corks seams on deck of ship.

New traffic signals at Bancroft Way and Telegraph Avenue intersection in Berkeley creates pedestrian chaos [05-07-53, 4 negatives]
New Traffic Lights -- Pedestrian Crossing -- Berkeley (May 07, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 28, [05-07-53.12]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
UC Berkeley students and others shown using whole of intersection to cross the street at Bancroft Way and Telegraph Avenue, after placement of new traffic lights at the intersection (neighborhood) [note streetcar tracks still present on both streets (transportation)].

Map of proposed plan for children's "Fairyland" in Oakland [05-08-53, 2 negatives]
Zionist Organization of America press conference [05-08-53, 2 negatives]
Press Conference -- Zionist Organization of America -- Press Club (May 08, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 29, [05-08-53.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rabbi Irving Miller and President Jack Verdi speak during press conference.

Garbage dumped along road on Coast Highway and Skyline Boulevard [05-08-53, 7 negatives]
Transport General Breckinridge (ship) arrives with troops from Korea [05-08-53, 6 negatives]
Navy Reserves flying helicopters
Mother's Day breakfast served by Boy Scouts
Transport General Collins (ship) arrives with troops from Korea [05-11-53, 10 negatives]
Silent film actress Mary Pickford helps with bond drive [05-11-53, 2 negatives]
Bond Drive -- Mary Pickford -- City Hall (May 11, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 29, [05-11-53.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actress Mary Pickford sits with Mayor Elmer Robinson and Supervisor Dewey Mead behind speakers' table at event for bond drive. Mary Pickford and Elmer Robinson shown speaking into microphone.

Prime Minister Sydney G. Holland of New Zealand arrives
Opening of the Shrine Circus [05-13-53, 6 negatives]
Western Union demonstrates facsimile transmission machine [05-13-53, 2 negatives]
Facsimile Transmission Machine -- Western Union -- Palace Hotel (May 13, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 29, [05-13-53.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified men demonstrate a device intended for the transmission of business document facsimiles [fax machine].
Victor “Lucky” Stoner and Carl Brown hammer murder conspiracy trial [05-13-53, 2 negatives]

Conscientious objector David W. Hammack at the (draft) induction center [05-14-53, 4 negatives]

Arrest of Conscientious Objector -- Induction Center (May 14, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 29, [05-14-53.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Major Phillip W. Hurd reads regulations to potential military recruit David W. Hammack. After David Hammack refuses to step forward [and into military service] two times, Major Phillip W. Hurd places him under technical arrest and leads him away. Taken at 30 Van Ness Avenue.

Armed Forces Day

Guardsmen automobile race through Golden Gate Park [05-15-53 - 05-20-53, ca. 22 negatives]

Transport General Hase (ship) arrives with Army troops [05-18-53, 10 negatives]

Sea Cliff robbery loot found in Spreckels Lake at Golden Gate Park

Memorial Day Parade [05-20-53, 4 negatives]

Memorial Day Parade (May 20, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 29, [05-20-53.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note


Defangling and milking rattle snakes at the California Academy of Sciences [05-20-53, 8 negatives]

Largest oil tanker Petroking (ship) on San Francisco Bay

Aircraft carrier Oriskany (ship) arrives [05-21-53, 16 negatives]

Vandals wreck Starr King Elementary School [05-25-53, 4 negatives]

Reds (communism) release Presbyterian missionary Nathaniel Bercovitz

Bakers on strike (labor) [05-25-53, 1 negative]

Blood drive (civil defense)

Memorial Day ceremony at the Presidio [05-27-53 - 05-30-53, ca. 16 negative]

Keating Committee investigation hearings (communism?) [05-27-53 - 05-30-53, 8 negatives]

Keating Committee -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (May 27, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 29, [05-27-53.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Investigator Murray B. York, Chief Counsel Robert A. Collier, and Investigator W. Wade Bromwell examine document as they stand for group photos.
**Hearing -- Keating Committee -- City Hall (May 29, 1953)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 29, [05-29-53.01-02]

*Physical Description:* 4 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*

**Hearing -- Keating Committee -- City Hall (May 30, 1953)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 29, [05-30-53.03]

*Physical Description:* 2 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*
Attorney Al Zirpoli stands with Edwin M. Furtado as he is sworn in as witness before committee. Reporter Ed Montgomery of the "San Francisco Examiner" stands for swearing in before committee.

**General Brewster (ship) arrives with Army troops from Korea [05-28-53, 8 negatives]**

**Aircraft carrier Oriskany (ship) in drydock at Hunters Point [05-28-53, 10 negatives]**

---

**June 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 30-31, [060053-063053]**

*Physical Description:* 1050 negatives (estimate)

**Keating Committee investigation hearings [06-01-53, 11 negatives]**

**Keating Committee Investigation Hearings -- City Hall (June 01, 1953)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 30, [06-01-53.01]

*Physical Description:* 6 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*

**Keating Committee Investigation Hearings -- City Hall (June 01, 1953)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 30, [06-01-53.02]

*Physical Description:* 5 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*
Various courtroom scenes. Judge Louis and Goodman enter the room. Goodman testifies; he is seated at a desk in front of a microphone.

**Daughters of the Nile [06-01-53 - 06-04-53, ca. 115 negatives]**

**Row with University of California regents over Robert Gordon Sproul pension [06-02-53, 3 negatives]**

**Queen's "coronation reception" with British consul general [06-02-53, 3 negatives]**
Lawrence "Buck" Shaw and others work with 49ers contracts at office in Flood Building

**Coronation concert at the Opera House**

**Philip Watson and the bathtub murder trial [06-03-53 - 06-24-53, ca. 28 negatives]**

**Atomic bomb flash seen from Coit Tower [06-04-53, 3 negatives]**
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)
June 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 30-31, [060053-063053]

View of Atomic Bomb Flash Taken From Coit Tower (June 04, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 30, [06-04-53.11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views taken from parking area near Coit Tower of an atomic bomb flash
(Simulation? Civil defense?) The Golden Gate Bridge is in the foreground.

Arthur H. Samish surrenders [06-04-53, 06-26-53, 6 negatives]
University of San Francisco commencement ceremonies at the Opera House
[06-07-53, 9 negatives]
Internal Revenue commissioner T. Coleman Andrews
Supervisor Chester McPhee retires
Preparations for artist Fernand Leger exhibit
Vandalism to miniature historical models of San Francisco at the Palace of Fine Arts [06-09-53, 12 negatives]
New YWCA-USO in operation on Market Street
Reception for Vice President S. Radhak Rishnan of India

Bryant Street overpass is new addition to freeway [06-10-53, 6 negatives]
Freeway Addition -- Bryant Street Overpass (June 10, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 30, [06-10-53.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of the Bryant Street overpass: overhead view of a section of the overpass and nearby buildings, freeway level, and below overpass on Potrero Avenue (showing columns and underside of freeway).

Korean orphan arrives in San Francisco en route to Boys' Town
Grand National Livestock Exhibition
Governor Abraham Biran of Jerusalem visits
Filming of "Caine Mutiny" at Pier Eighteen with director Edward Dmytryk
South Korean army officers at airport [06-13-53, 2 negatives]
South Korean Army Officers -- San Francisco International Airport (June 13, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 30, [06-13-53.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Five South Korean Army officers ordered to return to Korea. Colonel Jung Nae Hiuk, Major General Y. Chang, Major General B.K. Bak, Lieutenant General Chan Lee, and Major General Y.H. Choi arrive in San Francisco by TWA (Trans World Airlines). One officer shakes hands with Consul General Young Han Choo of South Korea.

Flag Day at Golden Gate Park with Senator William F. Knowland [06-14-53, 6 negatives]
Flag Day with Senator William F. Knowland -- Golden Gate Park (June 14, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 30, [06-14-53.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views (taken from the back of the stage looking towards crowd) of Senator William Knowland speaking to large crowd. View of service men standing with guns; crowd and the American flag in the background. Close-up of Senator Knowland speaking in front of microphones at podium. Crowd disperses. Military personnel (servicemen, veterans?) stand with flags in foreground; crowd in background.

Junior Olympics
Mrs. Spreckels throws society event at the Maritime Museum
Green Cross safety campaign

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG 1648
Admiral Chester W. Nimitz watches while four sisters take the oath of citizenship
[06-15-53, 4 negatives]

Admiral Chester W. Nimitz Watches Citizenship Oath -- San Francisco
(June 15, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 30, [06-15-53.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Post Office Building. Four sisters (Magda Battha, Marta Battha, Margit
Battha, Maria Battha) take the citizenship oath as Admiral Chester Nimitz watches.
Monroe Friedman performs the ceremony. The sisters pose with Admiral Nimitz.

Interview with historian Lawrence Henry Gipson
Harry Bridges wins his freedom (labor) [06-15-53, 3 negatives]

Harry Bridges Wins His Freedom -- ILWU Hall
(June 15, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 30, [06-15-53.11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at ILWU (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) Hall.
Harry Bridges’ wife whispers something in his ear. Harry Bridges, Henry Schmidt,
and Bob Robertson smile upon hearing the news from the Supreme Court.

Board of Supervisors rent control hearing [06-16-53, 06-29-53]
Boxer Jack Dempsey arrives with his two daughters [06-16-53, 3 negatives]

Demonstration on behalf of the Rosenbergs (communism) [06-17-53, 4 negatives]

Demonstration On Behalf of the Rosenbergs -- Post Office Building
(June 17, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 30, [06-17-53.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Post Office Building (Seventh Street and Mission Street). Various
views of protesters. A mother pushes baby in a stroller in the picket line. Overhead
views of long picket line which spans length of building. Close-up of marching
people with signs protesting the pending execution of Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
for espionage. [Execution took place on June 19, 1953 at Sing Sing Prison].

Clement Street merchants parade (neighborhood)
Acting mayor Marvin Lewis in civilian defense togs
UC Berkeley graduation at Edwards field with President Robert Gordon Sproul
presiding [06-19-53, 4 negatives]

Civil defense demonstrations [06-20-53, 4 negatives]

Civil Defense -- Operations During An Alert -- Civil Defense Control Center
(June 20, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 31, [06-20-53.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral A.G. Cook (Civilian Defense head) points and talks to workers. People are
scattered around building for fire, police, communications, etc. Chalkboards and
pin-up boards in background.

Civil Defense Demonstration -- Marina District
(June 20, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 31, [06-20-53.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Civilian Air Patrol demonstrates how it can land small planes in a confined area
to deliver plasma. Mary Nye (Red Cross Motor Service) gets cartons of plasma from
Captain Clem Lattimore (Commander of Civilian Air Patrol) who sits in the small
plane. The Red Cross Bloodmobile (large bus) is in the background.
FBI captures Donald Charles Fitterer (one of the 10 most wanted) [06-21-53, 4 negatives]

FBI Captures Donald Charles Fitterer -- City Prison (June 21, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 31, [06-21-53.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
United States FBI (Federal Bureau of Investigation) captures Donald Charles Fitterer (one of ten most wanted criminals). Close-up of Fitterer smoking a cigarette. Fitterer walks into prison.

Rafer Johnson in Junior Olympics decathlon

Korean truce talks (with Legion National Commander Lewis K. Gough) [06-22-53, 2 negatives]

Merced train wreck

Irving Thalberg Jr. (son of actress Norma Shearer) inducted into the Army [06-22-53, 2 negatives]

Transports (ships) arrive with troops [06-23-53 - 06-24-53, 24 negatives]

Returning Troops (veterans) -- Arrival of General Meigs (ship) -- Fort Mason (June 23, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 31, [06-23-53.08]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Transport General Meigs (ship) docks. Returning troops stand on deck of transport. Troops line up with their baggage; women serve them beverages; relatives stand on pier in background. Servicemen greet their wives and families.

Returning Troops (veterans) -- Arrival of General E.T. Collins (ship) -- Fort Mason (June 24, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 31, [06-24-53.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Troops stand on deck of transport General E.T. Collins (ship); relatives stand on pier in foreground. Troops line up with baggage. Women serve them beverages and cookies in the background; troops disembark transport in foreground. Lieutenant Corporal Jerry Ceperich embraces his wife Marian and baby Gayle. Corporal Raymond Koenig kisses his nieces and greets his sister and mother. Bruce (baby boy) reaches up to Arnold Lyons' (his father) pocket; his father embraces his mother.

Burlesque celebrity Tempest Storm in court

Cerebral palsy telethon with actor Ralph Edwards

Waldo Tunnel approach plan and map [06-27-53, 6 negatives]

San Francisco Judo competition [06-28-53, 4 negatives]

Director George Stevens and actor Van Heflin visit to promote new movie "Shane" [06-29-53, 2 negatives]

President Elpidio Quirino of the Philippines visits

Victor "Lucky" Stoner and Carl Brown hammer murder conspiracy trial [06-30-53, 2 negatives]

July 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 31-32, [070053-073153]

Physical Description: 775 negatives (estimate)

Models show off Arboretum in bloom at Golden Gate Park

Fire at Third and Townsend Streets

Key System transit strike at Pier Sixty-four stranding commuters (labor) [07-01-53, 07-24-53 - 07-27-53, 11 negatives]
Key System Strike -- Pier Sixty-four (July 01, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 31, [07-01-53.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the foot of 16th Street. Picket line in foreground; large crowds of men standing in the parking lot in the background. Riggers, boilermakers, fitters, machinists, and others participate in strike (labor and transportation).

Labor -- Key System Strike -- Automobile (car) Traffic -- San Francisco (July 24, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 32, [07-24-53.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Normal congestion on Bay Bridge from Fifth Street; clock in Schmidt tower reads 5:15 p.m. in the background. Views of normal congestion on the corner of First Street and Harrison Street looking north and east. Five police officers direct traffic at the intersection.

Labor -- Key System Strike -- Automobile (car) Traffic -- San Francisco (July 24, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 32, [07-24-53.08]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of automobile traffic taken from Bay Bridge toll plaza looking towards San Francisco, from Bay Bridge toll plaza looking towards Oakland, and from tunnel on Treasure Island looking towards San Francisco. Ed Ulsheimer (toll taker) wipes his brow as he accepts money from a driver.

Labor -- Key System Strike -- Commuters Ride Owl -- Oakland (July 27, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 32, [07-27-53.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the Southern Pacific Railroad 16th Street Station. Commuters board the Owl for San Francisco. About 50 to 70 passengers boarad at 7:30 a.m. The trainmaster said about 250 passengers boarded at the Berkeley station. [Meaning of caption unclear. The Owl was the overnight train from Los Angeles to Oakland, and The Lark ran from Los Angeles to San Francisco. Perhaps commuters were traveling via San Jose during the strike.]

Troops return from Korea (07-01-53 - 07-29-53, 33 negatives)

Returning Troops (veterans) from Korea -- Arrival of Transport (ship) -- Fort Mason (July 01, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 31, [07-01-53.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Troops stand on deck as transport (ship) docks. Troops carrying their baggage disembark from transport. Returning troops line up with baggage; relatives stand behind a fence in the background. Sherman Flanders hugs and kisses his mother Elizabeth Davis; his brother William Flanders who returned from Korea a year ago stands nearby.
Returning Troops (veterans) -- Arrival of General A.W. Brewster (ship) -- Fort Mason (July 15, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 32, [07-15-53.08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Troops stand on deck as Navy transport General A.W. Brewster (ship) approaches dock; relatives stand on pier. Troops disembark transport. Returning troops line up with baggage; women serve them beverages and cookies.


Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two troops hold up the front page of the San Francisco Chronicle (newspaper); heading reads "War is Over." An officer greets and hugs two young girls. Close-up of serviceman in the foreground; troops eating cookies and drinking beverages in background. Troops talk after boarding a ferry boat for Camp Stoneman separation camp.

Returning Troops (veterans) from Korea -- Arrival of General W.M. Black (ship) -- Fort Mason (July 29, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 32, [07-29-53.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tugboats aid Navy transport General W.M. Black (ship) to dock. Troops stand on deck as transport docks. Returning troops line up with baggage; women serve them beverages and cookies. Mrs. Aage Jonsen (sitting in wheelchair) greets son Clarence Jonsen (45th Division infantryman who served a year in Korea).

Philip Watson found guilty in the bathtub murder trial [07-01-53, 07-24-53, 12 negatives]
Ice Follies open at Winterland
Blind children leave for YWCA camp (disabled persons) [07-01-53, 2 negatives]
International photo exhibition
Enoch R. Bershofski arrested for $100,000 robbery plot of "Communist Funds" (communism)
Mission Community Center kids have a rocket race [07-03-53, 2 negatives]
Junior Olympics at Fleishhacker Pool [07-05-53, 15 negatives]
Opera singer Dorothy Kirsten arrives
Police probe shakedown
Matrons at San Francisco County Jail get new uniforms [07-07-53, 4 negatives]
Ray Carmassi before he swims to Catalina Island and back
Pops concert at the Civic Auditorium with Italian opera singer Franca Duval and conductor Arthur Fiedler [07-09-53, 3 negatives]
Baseball player Ted Williams returns from Korea [07-09-53, 9 negatives]

Ted Williams Returns from Korea (July 09, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 31, [07-09-53.08-09]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Baseball player Ted Williams stands with an unidentified officer. Williams stands surrounded by reporters. Williams sits at the head of a table among reporters and photographers during a press conference. Includes Major Maurice Flynn (Commanding Officer Marine Barracks) and Major Herb Schlosberg (PIO officer). Williams talks to reporters in the foreground; US Marines plane in the background.

Jehovah's Witnesses ministers held as draft dodgers (conscientious objectors?)
Train engine at Folsom and Beale Streets runs off track [07-11-53, 4 negatives]
Junior Olympic fencing
New head of the FBI William M. Whelan
Head of National Polio Foundation Basil O'Connor
Captain E.M. Bourdeau and the sinking of the ship Jacob Luckenbach [07-14-53 - 07-17-53, ca. 45 negatives]

Clearance of slum by Housing Authority [07-14-53, 1 negative]

**Housing Authority Slum Clearance (July 14, 1953)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 32, [07-14-53.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
The first house (1717 Eddy Street) is demolished in the slum clearance program.
Men tie rope to the wall of the house in order to pull it down.

Narcotics trial starts for Mr. and Mrs John Tipton caught selling dope to juveniles
New Army Medical Service ambulance unit

**Ambassador Dr. You Chan Yang of Korea visits [07-17-53, 2 negatives]**

**Korean Ambassador Dr. You Chan Yang Visits San Francisco (July 17, 1953)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 32, [07-17-53.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Korean Ambassador Dr. You Chan Yang poses for photographers during a press conference. Taken at the Fairmont Hotel.

Australian Labor Party leader Herbert Evatt
Dancer Ruth St. Denis
New ideas in furniture [07-20-53, 4 negatives]

**Artist's conception of proposed World Trade Center [07-20-53, 3 negatives]**

"Miss American Indian" at the Fairmont [07-22-53, 3 negatives]

**Mayor Elmer Robinson pours fish into Spreckels Lake [07-24-53, 3 negatives]**

**Boy Scouts get a tour of submarine (ships) [07-25-53, 3 negatives]**

**Boy Scouts Tour Submarines (ships) -- Pier Fifty (July 25, 1953)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 32, [07-25-53.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boy Scouts aboard the submarine Aspro (ship). Overhead and side view of scouts on deck. Seaman First Class Paul Henterly explains the guns to a group of scouts.

Barney Gould's Showboat at Aquatic Park
49ers start training for the fall football season at Menlo Junior College [07-27-53, ca. 20 negatives]

San Francisco sends 21 million ladybugs to Texas to combat the boll weevils
James D. Zellerbach is appointed alternate United Nations delegate

Unusual operation for four year old boy extending esophagus to stomach (health) [07-29-53, 6 negatives]

**Opening ceremonies for a parking lot on Bartlett and Mission Streets [07-29-53, 18 negatives]**

**Ticker tape parade down Montgomery Street for General Mark Clark (cityscapes) [07-30-53, 8 negatives]**

**Parade for General Mark Clark -- San Francisco (July 30, 1953)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 32, [07-30-53.06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of ticker tape parade traveling down Montgomery Street, includes crowds lining the street, marching band, and motorcade. Mayor Elmer Robinson and General Mark Clark stand in front of microphones at City Hall. Clark salutes during the playing of Ruffles.
Parade at the Presidio for retiring Army officers [07-31-53, 3 negatives]

Installation of assistant rabbi at Sherith Israel

Senator William F. Knowland and Joseph R. Knowland (father and Oakland Tribune publisher) arrive at the San Francisco International Airport [07-31-53, 2 negatives]


Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Senator William F. Knowland disembarks plane. He is greeted by his children Estelle Knowland and Joseph W. Knowland (an employee of the Oakland Tribune) and Joseph R. Knowland (publisher of the Oakland Tribune). Young Joseph just presented his dad with new grand-daughter Deanne Christian Knowland.

August 1953

Parade at the Presidio for retiring Army officers [07-31-53, 3 negatives]

Installation of assistant rabbi at Sherith Israel

Senator William F. Knowland and Joseph R. Knowland (father and Oakland Tribune publisher) arrive at the San Francisco International Airport [07-31-53, 2 negatives]


Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Senator William F. Knowland disembarks plane. He is greeted by his children Estelle Knowland and Joseph W. Knowland (an employee of the Oakland Tribune) and Joseph R. Knowland (publisher of the Oakland Tribune). Young Joseph just presented his dad with new grand-daughter Deanne Christian Knowland.

August 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33-34, [080053-083153]

Physical Description: 775 negatives (estimate)

Copies of photographs showing 1906 earthquake damage

American Federation of Labor (AFL) state convention (labor) [08-00-53 - 08-16-53, 20 negatives]

State Convention -- American Federation of Labor -- Civic Auditorium (August 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-00-53.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Secretary Treasurer William Z. Sutherland of the California State Theatrical Federation, Bob Herman, and President Charles H. Kennedy of the Musicians Local 6 stand at table for entertainment workers. Sign on table reads "Entertainment with a Union Label: UMTA" (labor).

State Convention -- American Federation of Labor -- Civic Auditorium (August 10, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-10-53.01-02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Group photos showing George Chandler, Leon Ames, and Walter Pidgeon. President Pat Somerset of the California State Theatrical Federation also shown. President Thomas L. Pitts, Jack Golberger, and State Treasurer C. Charles Haggerty stand for group photo. Views of convention crowd in auditorium (labor).

State Convention -- American Federation of Labor -- Civic Auditorium (August 10, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-10-53.01-02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Group photos showing George Chandler, Leon Ames, and Walter Pidgeon. President Pat Somerset of the California State Theatrical Federation also shown. President Thomas L. Pitts, Jack Golberger, and State Treasurer C. Charles Haggerty stand for group photo. Views of convention crowd in auditorium (labor).

State Convention -- American Federation of Labor -- Whitcomb Hotel (August 10, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-10-53.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

President Thomas L. Pitts of the state American Federation of Labor, Charles Wood, Bill Carroll, and Ed Wilson [representing sailors union] pose for group photo. A.J. Mier and Victor E. Munyer of the Transport Union also shown.

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary Treasurer Rudy Tham of the American Federation of Labor Teamsters Local 856 and Sid Cohen of the Freight Drivers Local 208 kneel before table. Behind the table stand John W. Filipott, "Grand Exalted Golden Flea of the West" [dressed as a "sultan" and being fanned by two other men], William "Swede" Nissen of the Retail Milk Drivers Local 441, Cam Ferrell, and Robert B. Savage [men are taking part in an initiation ceremony].

State Convention -- American Federation of Labor -- Civic Auditorium (August 16, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-16-53.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doorman Jack Caspers stops President Walter Pidgeon of the American Federation of Labor Screen Artists Guild on his way into the convention.

New York Ballet opens at the Opera House with conductor Arthur Fiedler and prima ballerina Maria Tallchief [08-03-53 - 08-06-53, 10 negatives]

Opening -- New York City Ballet -- War Memorial Opera House (August 03, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-03-53.03-04]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Powell stand in lobby of opera house. Mr. and Mrs. Hart R. Allen, Ruth Allen, and Ann Frankel stand outside opera house. Other spectators shown. "Famed conductor" Arthur Fiedler speaks with Mr. and Mrs. James Bodrero. Photographs of Prima Ballerina Maria Tallchief preparing in dressing room and warming up for performance.

New York City Ballet -- Train Depot (August 06, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-06-53.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Maria Tallchief, Janet Reed, Nova Kay, Tanaquil LeClerg, and Nicholas Magallanes, members of ballet company, stand in door of train upon arriving in San Francisco from Los Angeles [during troupe's tour of the US].

Conductor Arthur Fiedler and actress Cyd Charisse at the Fairmont Hotel [08-03-53, 2 negatives]

Conductor Arthur Fiedler -- Fairmont Hotel (August 03, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-03-53.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cyd Charisse presents an "honorary studio" fire department certificate and fire chief's badge to Arthur Fiedler, conductor of the visiting New York City Ballet.

Canners strike (labor) [08-04-53, 2 negatives]

End of Canners' Strike -- Palace Hotel (August 04, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-04-53.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jules Medoff, John Fenton, George Hillenbrand, and Tom Nicolopoulos, federal and state mediators who helped end the canners' strike, sit and talk at hotel (labor).
Troops return [08-04-53, 5 negatives]
Return of Korean War Veterans -- Fort Mason (August 04, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-04-53.06]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Veterans stand inside transport dock building, drinking coffee; load baggage onto trucks; descend ramp from ship. Mrs. Robert Handlon and daughter Sandra greet Sergeant Robert Handlon of the US Air Force, back from a year of duty in Korea.

American Broadcast Company (ABC) vice president dedicates new site on Golden Gate Avenue
Fair rent hearing [08-05-53, 3 negatives]
San Francisco Seals dressing room after 22 inning game [08-05-53, 4 negatives]
Jimmie Tarantino trial [08-06-53, ca. 10 negatives]
Troops return home [08-09-53 - 08-16-53, 08-24-53 - 08-29-53, 44 negatives]
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General M.C. Meigs (ship) -- Fort Mason (August 09, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-09-53.02]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of ship, with servicemen standing on deck, as it pulls into dock. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wiley hold their twin daughters Jacquelyn and Jennifer. Sergeant Joseph Spagolini shown with family. Veterans stand in transport dock building, drinking coffee given them by Red Cross members.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Philippine Sea (ship) -- Alameda Naval Air Station (August 14, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-14-53.01]
Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Commander Ace Johnson, commanding officer of Fighter Squadron Ninety-one, stands with Lieutenant Hugh Batten, Lieutenant Junior Grade Max Wakeland, Lieutenant Arthur Westmoreland, and Ensign Byron Kelley, all members of squadron. Lieutenant C.F. Means shows hole in his airplane caused by enemy gunfire. Other returning servicemen shown. Views of crowd on dock and returning veterans on deck as seen from the carrier Philippine Sea (ship). Ship passes under the Golden Gate Bridge (cityscapes). Views of servicemen on deck of carrier, with airplanes parked behind them. Veterans hold up adopted mascot Bobby C. Mella, a five year old boy stricken with polio [boy holds a toy US Navy fighter plane]. Views of veterans greeting loved ones and crowd on dock by carrier.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General M.C. Meigs (ship) -- Fort Mason (August 16, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-16-53.02]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of servicemen standing on deck of ship as it sails into dock, disembarking from ship, and standing in transport dock building drinking coffee given them by Red Cross members.
Return of Korean War Veterans -- Disgruntled Relatives -- Alameda Naval Air Station (August 24, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [08-24-53.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Relatives of returned veterans shown running past guards after breaking through barriers in attempt to get to loved ones back from military service in Korea [termed a "minor riot" by photographer]. Soldiers march away from crowd [and to ferry boat?].

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Alameda Naval Air Station (August 24, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [08-24-53.02]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Henrico (ship), with servicemen standing on deck as it enters docks. Men tie down ship to dock. Veterans carry belongings as they walk past and away from ship. The Lenawee (ship) sits in dock. Servicemen stand on deck. Civilian crowd on dock awaits arrival of veterans.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General A.E. Anderson -- Fort Mason (August 29, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [08-29-53.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ship comes into dock as band plays on shore. Overhead views of returning servicemen standing on deck of ship. Civilian crowd waves from behind barrier. Veterans come down plank from ship. Loved one greets serviceman. Red Cross members hand out coffee to servicemen awaiting transport.

Prisoners of War return [08-09-53 - 08-25-53, 31 negatives]

Family of Prisoner of War -- South San Francisco (August 09, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-09-53.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gordon, Albert, Umberto Sr., Howard, Mrs. Albert, and Barbara Capurro, family of a prisoner of war in Korea, sit together on sofa.

Family of Prisoner of War (August 11, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-11-53.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Andrew Pallas, Irene Pallas, Tasia Masters, Gus and Harry Pallas sit with photograph of family member Sergeant Theodore M. Pallas, a released prisoner of war. Copies of photograph showing Theodore Pallas. Taken at 270 Pope Street.

Prisoners of War -- Travis Air Base (August 12, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-12-53.06]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men carry injured servicemen from airplane on stretchers, former prisoners of war released by communist forces in Korea; with military personnel and journalists in background. Views of airplane touching down and of veterans inside airplane.
Family of Prisoner of War (August 18, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-18-53.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of photograph showing Corporal Frank Borrelli, a released prisoner of war. Beatrice Borrelli and William Borrelli, brother of Frank, read telegram telling of Frank's release from a prison camp; shown with daughter Elizabeth Louise Borrelli. Taken at 233 Trumbull Street.

Return of Prisoners of War -- Fort Mason (August 23, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [08-23-53.01]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Five returning prisoners of war join hands. Serviceman takes picture through porthole on ship. Loved ones greet returning prisoners [no names given].

Family of Prisoner of War (August 25, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [08-25-53.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fay Rivette and Martha Messman, respectively the niece and wife of released prisoner of war Lieutenant Robert Messman, listen to radio broadcast giving news of his release.

Police before grand jury in Jean Wilkens perjury case [08-10-53, 6 negatives]
Un-American activities hearings (state senate) (communism) [08-10-53, 4 negatives]

Un-American Hearings -- State Building (August 10, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-10-53.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witnesses Holden Hayden and Silas Stanley speak with attorney Charles R. Garry. Attorney Hugh B. Miller stands next to seated Joseph Chasin, with Patrick Hancock and attorney Ed Newman also shown. Committee members and state senators Hugh M. Burns, John R. Thompson, Earl Desmond, and counsel for the committee Richard Combs sit at table during questioning of witness Nathan Combs.

General Mark Clark and his family [08-10-53, 2 negatives]
Society of American Bacteriologists 53rd Annual Meeting Fall fashions [08-10-53, ca. 170 negatives]
John L. Lewis press conference (labor?)
Walter A. Haas, Jr. sworn in as Parking Authority member
American Legion have memorial service at the Hearst Family crypt in Cypress Lawn Cemetery
Dr. Alfred Charles Kinsey and his report (human sexuality) [08-17-53, 10 negatives]

Report -- Dr. Alfred Charles Kinsey -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (August 17, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 33, [08-17-53.01]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-up shots of Dr. Alfred Kinsey and group pictures taken as he gives report to group of unidentified men [journalists?]?

Draft evader and conscientious objector Charles Crawford arraigned
Freight train derails in Burlingame [08-19-53, ca. 30 negatives]
Westinghouse has "rocket" on exhibit at the Wescon Electronics Show [08-19-53, 2 negatives]

The "old" Mills (Darius Ogden Mills ?) family estate [08-20-53, 14 negatives]

Mills Estate -- Burlingame(August 20, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [08-20-53.01]

   Physical Description: 14 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Internal and external views of the "old" Mills estate [belonging to the family of Darius Ogden Mills].

Bill Veeck in San Francisco to discuss major league baseball franchise

Vandalism in Golden Gate Park

120 inch telescope on top of Mount Hamilton [08-22-53, 5 negatives]

Telescope Dome -- Mount Hamilton Observatory(August 22, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [08-22-53.02]

   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of telescope domes and other observatory buildings atop Mount Hamilton. Director C. Donald Shane of the Lick Observatory stands beside model of telescope. Associate optical engineer Jack Campbell feels lens being ground for use in telescopic viewing, with fifty year old lens grinding machine in photo. Jack Campbell shown standing on top of a 120 inch lens in need of more grinding.

Narcotics raid at Kearny and Jackson Streets [08-22-53, 11 negatives]

Narcotics Raid(August 22, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [08-22-53.03]

   Physical Description: 11 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

President Elpidio Quirino of the Philippines

Jaywalk Drive (with National Safety Council, police, and Junior Chamber of Commerce)

Communists caught by the FBI (communism) [08-27-53 - 08-31-53, 10 negatives]

Communists Captured -- Federal Bureau of Investigation -- US Commissioner's Office(August 27, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [08-27-53.01]

   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   An FBI employee stands beside Carl Edwin Rasi, Shirley Keith Kremen, Samuel I. Coleman, and Sidney Steinberg, all suspected communists. "Communist leader" Sidney Steinberg stands before US Commissioner Joseph Karesh, who lists bale for Steinberg at $100,000. US Attorney Lloyd H. Burke and W.H. Kehe also shown. Captive communists huddle to discuss problem [they were not permitted conference in a private room]. Suspects surround Commissioner's desk after getting permission to make telephone call (communism).
**Hearing -- Communists -- Federal Building (August 31, 1953)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [08-31-53.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note


---

**September 1953** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34-36, [090053-093053]

Physical Description: 1075 negatives (estimate)

**Troops return from Korea (throughout the month)**

**Prisoners of War return from Korea [09-00-53 - 09-29-53, 109 negatives]**

**Prisoners of War Return from Korea -- Fort Mason (September 1953)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [09-00-53.01]

Physical Description: 15 negatives

Scope and Content Note

First prisoners of war arrive from Korea in hospital ship. Families wave to troops while ship docks. Troops disembark ship. Man on stretcher is carried from ship by servicemen. Families greet servicemen. Troops and families boarding bus, sitting in bus. View of ship docked.

**Prisoners of War Return from Korea -- Haven (ship) (September 04, 1953)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [09-04-53.01]

Physical Description: 16 negatives

Scope and Content Note


**Prisoners of War Return from Korea -- Fort Mason (September 05, 1953)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34, [09-05-53.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Medal of Honor winner Sergeant Hiroshi H. Miyamura kisses and embraces wife Mrs. Sauruko Terry Miyamura while his father stands by. Corporate Frank Borrelli embraces wife Beatrice over fence barricade. Frieda Mooney of the San Francisco Women Post 296 America Legion and Elsa Hicks greet returning serviceman and his girlfriend.
Prisoners of War Return from Korea -- General John Pope (ship) -- Fort Mason (September 09, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-09-53.01]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Prisoner of War Returns from Korea -- Nick Antonis (September 09, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-09-53.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Serviceman Nick Antonis is welcomed by his large family on the sidewalk near their car. Antonis stands with his mother in the family crowd, they walk inside (neighborhood).

Prisoners of War Return from Korea -- General W.M. Black (ship) -- Fort Mason (September 18, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-18-53.01]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ship nears docking area while American flag waves on shore. Long shots and close-ups of servicemen on deck, some show families waving from dock. Families greet returning servicemen. Couples reunite. Man on dock shakes hand of returning Prisoner of War exiting ramp.

Prisoners of War Return from Korea -- General R.L. Howze (ship) -- Fort Mason (September 23, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-23-53.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-ups and long shots of ship arriving with troops on deck. Band plays on shore while families wait for ship to dock. Master Sergeant Morris Y[oun?]t holds wife Maxine with servicemen Lamar and Mo nearby. Marine Captain Paul Louis Martinelli poses with wife. First to exit the ship is Lieutenant Atmando Arias who is greeted by wife Emma Lou. Families reunite. Men pick up serviceman with family surrounding.

Prisoners of War Return from Korea -- Fort Mason (September 29, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [09-29-53.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Patrick Richmond kissing wife Jean while holding niece Sherryl Pandora Frost. Irene gazes at son Corporal Theodore M. Pallas as other relatives look on. Families embrace and reunite. Serviceman exits ramp of ship and shakes hands with other serviceman.
Prisoners of War Return from Korea -- General Black (ship) -- Fort Mason (September 30, 1953)

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Woman waves to docking ship. Servicemen stand on deck while families with signs wave from barricade on dock. Long shot of ship. Major G. Bartholomew hugs wife and son David. Sergeant Gerald MacLean greets mother. Fred Parker holds up son Dickie with wife Della Jane looking on. Sergeant William Lillis surrounded by family.

Communists get bailed out (communism) [09-01-53, 1 negative]

Communists Get Bailed Out -- Post Office Building (September 01, 1953)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Carl Edwin Rasi, Mrs. Shirley Kerman, Samuel Coleman, and Sidney Steinberg walk down corridor (communism).

New schools in San Francisco (education) [09-02-53 - 09-07-53, 20 negatives]

New San Francisco Schools (September 02, 1953)

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Patrick Henry School at Nineteenth and Vermont Streets, views of new wing and entire school. Bret Harte Elementary at Gilman and Griffith streets. El Dorado Home School at Delta and Wilde streets. Jose Ortega Home School and Arch and Ramsdell streets. Lincoln High's new wing at Twenty-fourth and Quintare streets. All are exterior views of buildings (neighborhood) (education).

Ocean View Cooperative Playschool (September 05, 1953)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Charles Sullivan holds a hammer, Dan Mantell holds a saw, and John Good a paintbrush. Two of the men are fathers, and another is a neighbor (education).

New San Francisco Schools (September 07, 1953)

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Patrick Henry School at 19th and Vermont streets. Bret Harte School at Gilman and Griffith streets. El Dorado Home School on Wilde at Delta Avenue. Ortega Home School on Ramsnell at Arch Street. All are exterior views of buildings, and there are two views of each school (neighborhood) (education).

Bond issue for new libraries
San Mateo Pro-American fashion show at the Buck Mansion [09-02-53, 7 negatives]

Pin ball king Lou Wolcher sentenced to two years for narcotics

Gossip columnist Louella Parsons party with movie mogul Louis B. Mayer and actors Jim McHugh and Jane Wyman and Randolph A. Hearst [09-08-53, 9 negatives]
Jimmy McHugh Opening -- Louella Parsons Party -- Fairmont Hotel (September 08, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-08-53.01-02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Freddie Karger stands while wife Jane Wyman sits at opening, they both stand. Paul Bancroft, Jr. lights cigarette for Mrs. Clayton McCauley. Other couples posing for camera at opening. Three couples stand together. Randolph Hearst and Loessa Parsons stand together.

Son of President Eisenhower visits [09-08-53, 2 negatives]
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen visits San Francisco for Archdiocese Centennial [09-08-53 - 09-10-53, 16 negatives]
Rosh Hashanah at Temple Emanu-El [09-08-53, 3 negatives]
Lord Commissioner of the Treasury Edward Heath of Great Britain
Feature on Catholic school girls (walking with nuns near Sixteenth and Dolores Streets)
Consul General Itaat Husain of Pakistan comforts daughter Amina after she fell out of her window
49ers football players with the Columbia Park Boys' Club [09-10-53, 10 negatives]
Golden Gate Park (various park sites near which proposed freeway would pass)
New hospital on Sutter Street (health) [09-11-53, 5 negatives]

New Sutter Hospital (September 11, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-11-53.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Private hospital room with bed, chair and flowers. Surgery nurse Ruth McGrath shown making bed in the General Surgery Room. McGrath adjusts lamp over operating table in Minor Surgery Room. Nurse Mrs. Elsie Rubner fluffs a pillow in a patient's private room. Owner and supervisor of the hospital Registered Nurse Bertha M. Jewel sits behind the reception desk (health).

Slum clearance underway in the Western Addition (neighborhood) [09-11-53, 5 negatives]

Slum Clearance Underway -- Western Addition (September 11, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-11-53.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of street, cars and houses of 1200 block of Eddy Street, some houses being demolished (neighborhood). Back ends of houses on Willow Street: laundry hanging between buildings, child on tricycle (housing).

"I Am An American Day" at the Opera House (patriotism) [09-12-53, 6 negatives]

I am an American Day -- War Memorial Opera House (September 12, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-12-53.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

District Director Bruce Barber of US Immigration and Naturalization speaks from podium on stage in front of men holding flags and rifles. Barber and Bronze Star recipient Major Sergeant Tom Jacobson of Norway stand at microphone on stage.
I am an American Day -- Civic Center (September 12, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-12-53.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
B-29 Bomber airplanes fly over City Hall dome. View of Civic Center grounds festivities taken from Health Building (neighborhood). Children investigate anti-aircraft 90 millimeter gun. Marine band plays outside City Hall while spectators listen.

Ambassador Heinz Krekeler of West Germany
Head of free China air force Lt. General Chiang Ching-kuo (Chiang Kai-shek's son) [09-14-53, 2 negatives]
Interview -- Lieutenant General Chiang Ching-kuo of China -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (September 14, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-14-53.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant General Chiang Ching-kuo [son of General Chiang Kai-shek and head of free China's Air Force] is shown smiling and talking while sitting inside the hotel.

Customs house destroys marijuana (narcotics)
Student registration at various universities
Fancy hairstyles and odd hats at the beauty and trade show (fashion)
Transferring red (communist) prisoner from Alcatraz to the east (communism)
Circus at the Cow Palace
Ambassador Dr. You Chan Young of Korea visits [09-16-53, 2 negatives]
Press Conference -- Dr. You Chan Young of Korea -- Fairmont Hotel (September 16, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 15, [09-16-52.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. You Chan Young sits and talks in room in hotel.

Supervisor George Christopher files for mayoral election
New Salvation Army commissioner Holland French
Installation of deaf pastor at St. John's Lutheran Church (disabled persons)
Mexican Independence Day parade [09-20-53, 3 negatives]
Mexican Independence Day -- City Hall (September 20, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-20-53.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Spectators watch as band plays musical instruments while walking down plaza in parade (neighborhood). Close-up of costumed children carrying flag. Children hold flag while man speaks at microphone on the top stair where people are sitting in chairs.

Ralph Clark climbs the Dewey Monument [09-21-53, 3 negatives]
Muni bus on fire
Jimmie Tarantino trial [09-22-53 - 09-28-53, 8 negatives]
Young "commie" girl (communism) Shirley Kremen with deputy marshall [09-22-53, 4 negatives]
September 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 34-36, [090053-093053]

**Young Communist -- Post Office Building** *(September 22, 1953)*
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-22-53.03]

*Physical Description:* 4 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*

**Bay Bridge and piers seen from Telegraph Hill (citscapes)** *[09-23-53, 3 negatives]*
**San Francisco Art Festival opening at Union Square** *[09-23-53 - 09-25-53, 13 negatives]*

**Art Show -- Union Square** *(September 23, 1953)*
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 35, [09-23-53.03]

*Physical Description:* 4 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*
Mrs. Gerda Rovetch and Miss Evelyn Merson sit on bench near paintings under a ready to register artists (neighborhood). They look at a sculpture by Wanda Anderson. Mrs. Surendorf helps Charles Surendorf hang his painting. Long shot of people looking at paintings.

**Art Show -- Union Square and Maiden Lane** *(September 25, 1953)*
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [09-25-53.01]

*Physical Description:* 9 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*

**Ground breaking for the new Hamms Brewery** *[09-24-53, 3 negatives]*
**Vincent Hallinan's tax trial** *[09-24-53 - 09-30-53, 17 negatives]*
**Sign in Chinese at Broadway and Grant "Don't cross street here"** *[09-25-53, 2 negatives]*

**First anniversary of San Francisco Boys' Club building**

**Fox Theatre has opening premiere of "The Robe" in Cinemascope with actors Terry Moore and Robert Wagner** *[09-29-53, 15 negatives]*

**Movie Premiere of "The Robe" -- Fox Theater** *(September 29, 1953)*
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [09-29-53.02-03]

*Physical Description:* 15 negatives

*Scope and Content Note*
Producer of "The Robe" Frank Ross stands on stage at microphone with Master of Ceremonies Russ Byrd. Charles P. Skouras of the National Theaters, Frank Ross, actress Terry Moore, actor Robert Wagner and Byrd stand on stage. People pose for camera. Man watches film from lobby. Film being screened. Moore and Wagner sign autographs. Crowd waits outside theater. Men standing on stage at microphone include Mayor of Oakland Clifford Rishell.

**Opera singer Gertrude Grob-Prandl**

---

October 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36-37, [100053-103153]

*Physical Description:* 1000 negatives (estimate)
Ribbon cutting ceremony for freeway opening at Seventeenth Street [10-01-53, 3 negatives]

New Freeway Opens(October 01, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-01-53.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ribbon cutting to open new freeway at Seventeenth Street, with skyline in background (cityscapes). Present are Jack Mailliard, Mayor Elmer Robinson, and Frank Durkee of the State Highway Commission.

Vincent Hallinan's tax trial [10-01-53, 3 negatives]

Twenty-second and Mission Streets where teenage gangs were to hold riot [10-01-53, 3 negatives]
Teenage Gang Dispersed by Police -- Twenty-second and Mission Streets(October 01, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-01-53.10]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scene where kids were to hold riot. Crowd mixed in with cops. Shows intersection and Owl Drug Co. on corner.

New ball bearing pens replaces old type at Lafayette grade school (education) [10-01-53, 2 negatives]

Troops return from Korea and Japan [10-02-53 - 10-23-53, 43 negatives]
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Collins (ship) -- Fort Mason(October 02, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-02-53.04]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of ship coming into dock. Servicemen stand on deck of ship while crowd waits below on dock. Military band plays to servicemen.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Nelson Walker (ship) -- Fort Mason(October 09, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-09-53.01]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of ship coming into dock with veterans standing on deck. Crowd on dock awaits disembarkation of veterans.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- A.E. Anderson (ship) -- Fort Mason(October 13, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 37, [10-12-53.11]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd standing on dock looking up to servicemen standing on deck of ship. Views of ship sailing in Bay, with Golden Gate Bridge in background (cityscapes). Other photos showing veterans on ship.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Fort Mason(October 16, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 37, [10-16-53.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ship sails in bay. Returning servicemen stand on decks of ship. Crowd awaiting arrival of veterans stands on dock, with veterans standing on deck of ship above.
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)
October 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36-37, [100053-103153]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General John Pope (ship) -- Treasure Island (October 23, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 37, [10-23-53.06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large crowd stands on dock awaiting arrival of servicemen, with ship docked in background. Returning veterans stand on decks of ship. Veterans descend ramp from ship to shore.


Crown Prince Akihito of Japan -- Airport (October 02, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-02-53.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson and George Killion greet Prince Akihito upon his arrival. Prince Akihito descends ramp from airplane. The Prince speaks to crowd on airfield.

Luncheon -- Crown Prince Akihito of Japan -- Fairmont Hotel (October 02, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-02-53.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Goodwin Knight shakes hands with Prince Akihito upon meeting him at luncheon. Prince Akihito speaks to and greets others [unidentified persons].

Crown Prince Akihito of Japan -- Sigmund Stern Grove (October 03, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-03-53.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Allen Katsuyama of the Boy Scouts of America Troop 12 gives pair of redwood bookends to Prince Akihito, with other Boy Scouts on stage as well. Prince Akihito speaks to audience [both photos show trees in background].

Crown Prince Akihito of Japan -- Opera House (October 06, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-06-53.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Prince Akihito of Japan attends opera. Shown with Edward Sharkey, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Watt Miller, and Mrs. Yasusuke Katsuno.

Kathleen Norris marries Gilbert J. Roberts
Tea held for opera stars Beverly Sills and Italo Tojo [10-02-53, 2 negatives]

Freeway traffic jams and San Francisco skyline views from the new freeway (cityscapes) [10-02-53, 15 negatives]

New Freeway (October 02, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-02-53.15-16]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actors Tyrone Power and Anne Baxter here for John Brown's Body play [10-05-53, 2 negatives]

Long distance phone hook up at the Palace Hotel

Four Navy destroyers (ships) arrive at Alameda Naval Air Station [10-05-53, 4 negatives]

Arrival of Four Destroyers -- Alameda Naval Air Station(October 05, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-05-53.12]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The destroyers Ingraham (ship) and Purdy (ship) sit side by side in water, with military personnel strolling along walkway. The Sumner (ship) and Moale (ship) sit side by side in dock.

Vice President and Mrs. Richard M. Nixon visit [10-06-53 - 10-07-53, 10 negatives]

Vice President Richard M. Nixon(October 06, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-06-53.02-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard Nixon shakes hands across fence with Pan American Airways employees and others. Shown waving from airplane ramp, where he stands with wife Pat Nixon and other unidentified persons. Shakes hands with [Mayor Elmer Robinson?] and others in official greeting committee; taken at the airport. Richard Nixon sits in barber's chair as Walter Baird gives him haircut at the Hotel St. Francis Barber Shop.

World Trip -- Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Airport(October 07, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-07-53.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard Nixon shakes hand with serviceman and speaks with unidentified man before leaving on world trip with wife Pat Nixon. Waves from ramp of airplane with Pat.

New elementary schools (education)

Jimmie Tarantino trial [10-07-53, 2 negatives]

Ambassador Sir Roger Makins of Great Britain arrives

General Mark Clark arrives and meets with Crown Prince Akihito [10-07-53, 18 negatives]

General Mark Clark -- Fairmont Hotel(October 07, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-07-53.11]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Mark Clark and Mrs. Mark Clark read letter from friend while sitting in room after dinner. Crown Prince Akihito of Japan chats with the couple.

Arrival of General Mark Clark -- Hamilton Air Force Base(October 07, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-07-53.12]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Clark waves as she and Mark Clark exit airplane. Mark Clark answers questions at informal press conference. General Clark shakes hands with Staff Sergeant Lonnie Chaney, radio operator of the airplane that brought him home. General and Mrs. Mark Clark stand with daughter Ann Oosting, Gordon Oosting, and Mr. and Mrs. Tom Griffiths. Others shown.

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG 1668
Policeman Dennis Bradley killed by ex-convict Harold Miller [10-08-53, ca. 10 negatives]

Key System train and bus strike ends (labor) [10-08-53, 7 negatives]

Train Arrives -- Key System Transit Lines (October 08, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-08-53.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sailors and others crowd onto train, the first Key System train to operate in San Francisco since the end of a transit strike by workers (labor). Taken at Second Street.

End of Strike -- Key System Transit Lines (October 08, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 36, [10-08-53.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Glen L. Stanley of Key System Transit Lines puts the first fare into the bus box as President F. Vern Stambaugh of Carmen Union sits in driver's seat. The two men wave from bus windows. John Borikas, the first passenger picked up, puts fare in box for Driver Leonard A. Hunt [the first bus to operate since transit strike by workers] (labor).

Balboa High School youths get mohawks [10-08-53, 2 negatives]
Cop killer Harold Miller's arrest and trial [10-09-53, 10, ca. 25 negatives]
Korean relief ship send-off with Korean consul general
Senator William F. Knowland and Mayor Clifford Rochelle of Oakland [10-11-53, 6 negatives]
Emmett Perkins and Jack Santos eating their last meal as free men before entering San Quentin State Prison [10-12-53, 5 negatives]
Ground breaking for new supermarket in Redwood City
Large Marilyn Monroe cutout hanging from telegraph pole ties up traffic at Twenty-second and Bryant Streets [10-12-53, 2 negatives]

Traffic Jam -- Marilyn Monroe Cutout (October 12, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 37, [10-12-53.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Patrolman Allan Rosenbaum and Sergeant Eugene McCann stand with larger than life cutout of actress Marilyn Monroe, which they removed from a telegraph pole at Twenty-second and Bryant Streets after motorists slowing down to look at the picture caused a traffic jam. Taken at the Mission Police Station.

Ambassador and Mrs. G.L. Mehta from India visit
Health Department inspects "skid row" housing [10-15-53, 5 negatives]

"Skid Row" Housing Inspections -- Health Department (October 15, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 37, [10-15-53.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of "skid row" home [house belonging to impoverished persons] inspected by Health Department officials. Child stands in kitchen with stacked dirty dishes and delapidated furniture [including chair without seat]. Bed sits in same room as kitchen pots and pans, with make-up mirror in corner. Health Department representatives inspect mattress and bed springs. Overall view of apartment showing four children, mother, and the constraints of limited space (housing).

Police officer gives tickets for jaywalking at Grant Avenue and Kearny Street [10-15-53, 8 negatives]
Tiger trainer Mabel Park
October 1953

- Spike Jones visits [10-16-53, 3 negatives]
- Chimpanzee Bonzo celebrates his birthday at the zoo [10-17-53, 8 negatives]
- United Nations anniversary observance at Union Square
- The Carl "Bobo" Olson championship fight (boxing) [10-21-53 - 10-22-53, ca. 30 negatives]
- Brush fire at Tilden Park in Berkeley [10-21-53, 4 negatives]
- Attorney Nate Cohn gets threatening mail
- Frederick Steinway and Clay Sherman interviewed at the piano [10-23-53, 2 negatives]
- Memory expert Sigmund Blomberg demonstrates his techniques [10-26-53 - 10-31-53, ca. 14 negatives]
- The Octagon House [10-27-53, 4 negatives]
  - Octagon House -- Colonial Dames Headquarters (October 27, 1953)
    - BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 37, [10-27-53.10]
      - Physical Description: 4 negatives
      - Scope and Content Note
        - External views of the Octagon House, with picket fence and covered porch visible.
        - View from below of winding stairway. Three unidentified persons [presumably members of the Colonial Dames of America] stand at bottom of stairway.

November 1953

- Chinese New Year proclamation
- American Heart Association meeting with Dr. Maurice Eliasen
- Saint Brendan's kindergarten class dressed up for a holy Halloween [10-30-53, 4 negatives]
- Marina Junior High School Halloween party and costume contest (education) [10-30-53, 4 negatives]
Political Rally -- Chinatown (November 03, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 38, [11-03-53.00]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds watch as Chinese dragon marches on parade route. Spectators crowd around cable car decorated with balloons. Earl Warren speaks to spectators in front of church [with one "Ike" sign visible, referring to President Dwight D. Eisenhower]. Earl Warren and Senator William F. Knowland speak to crowd; shown by cable car and with dragon. Taken at California and Grant Streets (neighborhood).

City election activities with supervisors and city attorney, etc. [11-03-53 - 11-04-53, 11 negatives]

Election Winners -- City Hall (November 03, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 38, [11-03-53.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Supervisor McCarty gets a kiss and congratulations from his wife. City Auditor Dion Holm shakes hands with City Treasurer John J. Goodwin. John J. Goodwin with his family members and Jean Weaver.

Election -- First Voter (November 03, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 38, [11-03-53.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jean O'Neil prepares to vote at 1301 Sacramento Street.

Election Winners -- City Hall (November 03, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 38, [11-03-53.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Gene McAteer and Mr. and Mrs. George Christopher exchange handshakes in congratulation of one another. Other photographs of same persons.

Voting Machines (November 04, 1953)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Frank Tornay and A.W. Kelleher examine voting machine at warehouse. Registrar of Voters Thomas Toomey, Dan Curtin Jr., and Maurice Moskovitz stand behind. Taken at 150 Potrero Avenue.

Vincent Hallinan's tax trial [11-04-53, 1 negative]

Navajo Indians display works at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
The city's only woman produce merchant Margaret Meheras
Republican big shots gather at the Hotel St. Francis
New leader of the elk herd in Golden Gate Park [11-08-53, 7 negatives]
Girl Scouts in action
New Douglas Elementary School at Nineteenth and Collingwood Streets opens (education) [11-09-53, 4 negatives]
Opening -- Douglas Elementary School (November 09, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 38, [11-09-53.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Jerry Allen Jones and Margie Ann Parks of kindergarten class look at new name plate on outside of the new Douglas Elementary School. At recess, children play games on "spacious new playground" (education).

Radiation meter (civil defense) [11-09-53, 2 negatives]

Radiation Meter -- Mayor's Office (November 09, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 38, [11-09-53.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Harry Stoops, Chief Mike Gaffey of Police Department, Chief Frank Kelly of Fire Department, and Mayor Elmer Robinson display new radiation meters to be used in the defense of civilians [in eventuality of nuclear attack?]. Admiral A.G. Woods also shown (civil defense).

Toys for Tots telethon at Treasure Island


Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Transport ship sails in harbor. Views of servicemen standing on deck of ship [two showing Golden Gate Bridge in background] (cityscapes). Crowd on dock awaits disembarkation of servicemen.


Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Singer Carmen Molina, employed to greet veterans returning from the Korean War, shown sitting at desk, and standing on dock singing to ship of returning servicemen.


Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Corporal Roy Bellesen kisses mother Gladys Bellesen while others look on. Corporal Earl Lucas holds daughter Denice, with Mrs. Earl Lucas also shown. Views of returning veterans standing on deck of ship and crowd on dock awaiting ship. Red Cross members hand out coffee to servicemen awaiting transport.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Fort Mason (November 30, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 39, [11-30-53.01]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Photographs of returning veterans standing on decks of the General Patrick (ship) and the General Mann (ship). Long view of ship sailing in bay [no name given]. Servicemen leave ship for shore; stand inside transport dock, drinking coffee and awaiting transport.
Two painters fall from scaffold on Golden Gate Bridge [11-06-53, 11-10-53, 5 negatives]

Site of Accident -- Golden Gate Bridge (November 10, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 38, [11-10-53.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bridge manager Jim Rickets examines spot where two painters fell from bridge, with views of city, water, and underside of bridge (cityscapes).

King Paul and Queen Frederika of Greece visit [11-10-53 - 11-12-53, ca. 55 negatives]

National Jewish Hospital saves girl's eye (health)

Eleanor Roosevelt interviewed at the Press Club [11-12-53, 6 negatives]

Interview -- Eleanor Roosevelt -- Press Club (November 12, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 38, [11-12-53.14]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eleanor Roosevelt sits behind table while speaking to reporters during interview. Sits and speaks with Lemuel Mathews, Northern California's representative to the United Nations.

Clothes for Korea


Youth Guidance Center (juvenile delinquency) [11-17-53, 2 negatives]

Press Conference -- Youth Guidance Center (November 17, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 39, [11-17-53.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Roy Buehl of the probation committee and chief juvenile probation officer Phillip Green hold up pieces of old security screen used at juvenile facility, and a new, tougher screen to be used in the future. The Reverend James M. Murray also shown.

Nurses' convention

Fun Villa on Market and Seventh Streets selling fake identification cards to kids (street scenes) [11-18-53, 11-24-53, 8 negatives]

Fake Identification Cards (November 18, 1953)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy boy for the "Call Bulletin" shown walking into Fun Villa (arcade?), seeking the purchase of a fake identification card (neighborhood). Portraits of copy boy. Photographs of fake identification obtained by copy boy.

Fake Identification Cards (November 24, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 39, [11-24-53.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Storefronts of the Foto Fun House, Playland, and the Fun Villa (arcade?), places that manufacture fake identification cards for underage people (neighborhood).

Christmas mail being sent to Korea

Stanford football star Al Napoleon picked up by the FBI for draft evasion

New Saint Benedict the Moor Youth Center [11-20-53, 11-22-53]
Rocky Marciano fight (boxing) [11-23-53, 5 negatives]
"This is Cinerama" event

**Trans-Pacific Flight -- Japan Air Lines -- Airport(November 24, 1953)**

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Consul General Yasasuke Katsuno of Japan, Mrs. Katsuno, Yoshioto Kojima of Japan Air Lines' North American operations, Louis Fox of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce, and W.R. Thigpen of United Air Lines [which had maintenance contract for Japan Air Lines airplanes in the US], greet Vice President Tetsuo Oba of Japan Air Lines as he descends from airplane after making first flight from Tokyo, Japan [first Trans-Pacific flight?]. Japanese stewardesses also shown (transportation).

**Japan Air Lines(November 25, 1953)**

**Physical Description:** 10 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Nobuko Ishii, Masako Itami, and Reiko Dai shown shopping for flowers, toys, perfume, and other items around San Francisco; walking in kimonos underneath the Golden Gate Bridge (cityscapes), eating hamburgers, and assisting woman with luggage [promotional photographs for Japan Air Lines].

**Saint Anthony's Kitchen prepares to feed needy Thanksgiving dinner**
**New apparatus for premature babies (health) [11-25-53, 7 negatives]**

**Premature Baby Care -- Isolette -- St. Francis Hospital(November 25, 1953)**

**Physical Description:** 7 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Hand of student nurse Alice Ueda reaches for baby through special opening in isolette. Photograph of premature baby Robin Mark Alarde housed inside an isolette [an infant incubator]. Other views of baby housed in isolette, with attending nurses (health).

Senator William F. Knowland presented petitions to get a fence put up around canal in the Pittsburg area

**The story of Christ at the California Palace of the Legion of Honor**

**Heavy traffic on Geary Boulevard and Powell Street (cityscapes) [11-27-53, 3 negatives]**

**Heavy Traffic(November 27, 1953)**

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Above ground photographs showing heavy traffic on Geary Street, as seen from Powell Street, during Christmas shopping season (cityscapes, neighborhood, transportation).

**San Francisco Boys' Club at Playland at the Beach [11-27-53, 4 negatives]**
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boys’ Club members crowd walkways at Playland (amusement park), ride the “Big Slide” roller coaster and the “Ridee-O.”

Arrival of Dutch ship John Maurits can Nassau from Korea
Congressman Cliff Doyle here for “commie” (communism) hearings [11-30-53, 2 negatives]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Cliff Doyle, in town for the conduct of “commie” hearings [hearings concerning alleged communists] (communism).

Hamlin School candy cane fair

December 1953 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40-41, [120053-123153]
Physical Description: 1100 negatives (estimate)

Christmas decorations and activities and church services [throughout the month]
Italian aged receives Christmas party from Italian welfare agency
US Congressman Harold Velde committee hearings (communism) [12-01-53 -12-10-53, 71 negatives]

Communist Hearing -- Velde Committee -- City Hall (December 01, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-01-53.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Opening day of Velde Committee hearing (communism). Committee headed by US Representative Harold Velde (Republican, Illinois). Views of committee; first witness Louis Rosser testifies before the committee, crowd sits in the background.

Communist Hearing -- Velde Committee -- City Hall (December 01, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-01-53.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Velde Committee hearing (communism). Committee headed by US Representative Harold Velde (Republican, Illinois). Witness Donald H. Wheeler raises his right hand to take oath. Wheeler and Attorney George Anderson sit before the committee; crowd sits in the background.

Communist Hearing -- City Hall (December 03, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-03-53.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Crowd enters hall to see communist hearing (communism). View of crowd taken from over police officer’s head as he directs the crowd to his left. (Velde Committee hearing?)
Communist Hearing -- City Hall (December 03, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-03-53.02]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd stands in hallway waiting to enter hall; police officer surveys crowd.
Overhead view of large crowd gathering in Civic Center plaza. Views of committee
(communism): Charles D. Blodgett testifies before the committee, crowd sits in the
background. (Velde Committee hearing?)

Communist Hearing -- Velde Committee -- City Hall (December 03, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-03-53.05]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Communist Hearing -- Velde Committee -- City Hall (December 03, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-03-53.06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large crowd waits to get inside hearing room, with "No Admittance" sign posted in foreground. Crowd enters room. Long views showing committee table, witness stand, and audience. Witness Dave Blodgett raises hand for swearing in [photographs taken during anti-communist hearing headed by US Representative Harold Velde of Illinois] (communism).

Communist Hearing -- Velde Committee -- City Hall (December 04, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-04-53.02-03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs showing witnesses Kathleen Griffin Hee, Mildred Bowen, Joseph Melia, Paul Schlipf, Ole Fagerhaugh [with Attorney Robert Trenhaft], and Harry Bridges being sworn in, giving testimony, and conferring with attorneys during anti-communist hearings held by US Representative Harold Velde of Illinois [five negatives missing]. William Donald Ames, an undercover agent from the Federal Bureau of Investigation who infiltrated the Oakland Communist Party from 1946 to 1950, gives witness testimony. Charles "Chili" Duarte points while conversing with reporters after hearing is adjourned; shown on witness stand (communism, labor).

Communist Hearing -- Velde Committee -- City Hall (December 05, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-05-53.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First witness Harrison George sits at stand with Attorney Spicer, with view of the Velde Committee at table in background during "Red" hearings headed by US Representative Harold Velde of Illinois (communism).
Communist Hearing -- Velde Committee -- City Hall (December 05, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-05-53.02-03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Longshoremen Meeting Regarding Velde Committee Hearings -- City Hall (December 10, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-10-53.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mass meeting of longshoremen regarding the Velde Committee hearings in the City Hall plaza. Crowd gathers in front of City Hall; truck with loudspeakers is parked amid crowd. Close-up view of crowd standing near radio announcer [Marine Cooks and Stewards Strike?] (communism, labor).

Marine reserve holds rally in front of The White House (store) for toys drive [12-01-53, 4 negatives]
Teen fashion ideas from various department stores [12-01-53 - 12-15-53, ca. 6 negatives]
  Conversion of Orpheum Theatre to Cinerama (December 01, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-01-53.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Anthony Heinsbergin explains the theater's redecoration and conversion to Mrs. Waring Park. Heinsbergin is the original decorator of the theater and is also the decorator for the conversion.

Conversion to Cinerama Projection -- Orpheum Theatre (December 10, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-10-53.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Allen Schumacher holds a regular film reel and a new Cinerama reel to be used in projection at the Orpheum Theatre.

Premier of Cinerama Projection -- Orpheum Theatre (December 25, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 41, [12-25-53.01]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Series of photographs showing the reactions of couple Bill Montgomery and Mary Jane Cosgrave to movie shown with Cinerama film and projection. Russ Byrd, Mrs. W.G. Hoffman Jr., Ben Swig, and Earl Weber shake hands at microphone in front of the theater's ticket booth. The San Francisco Caledonian Pipe Band (bagpipes) plays for sizeable crowd outside the "Cinerama" sign at the Orpheum Theatre (neighborhood).

Construction of new freeway at Bayshore and Third [12-02-53, 12-29-53, 3 negatives]
Construction of New Freeway -- San Francisco (December 02, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-02-53.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Overall view of new freeway section. Taken at the intersection of Bayshore Boulevard and Third Street (transportation).

Construction -- New Freeway (December 29, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 41, [12-29-53.05]

Physical Description: 1 negative

Scope and Content Note
View of new freeway construction looking toward downtown San Francisco [as seen from Bayshore and Third Streets?] (cityscapes, transportation).

Jimmie Tarantino trial [12-02-53, 18 22 12 negatives]
Car almost runs into Barney Gould's ShowBoat [12-02-53, 2 negatives]
Marines return on troop ship General Pope [12-03-53, 5 negatives]
Waterfront strike (labor) [12-03-53 - 12-10-53, 49 negatives]

Marine Cooks and Stewards Strike -- Pier Thirty-nine (December 03, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-03-53.10]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Overhead views of crowd walking to pier, strikers confronting police officers, strikers and massive crowd demonstrating at pier, police officers arresting a man while photographers take pictures, police try to subdue a man amid crowd, and truck entering picket line (labor).

Marine Cooks and Stewards Strike -- Pier Thirty-nine (December 03, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-03-53.11]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Man lies on the ground as police arrest him. Men exit a building as police officers stand nearby. Officers sit in a police car. Police officer holds wooden planks (broken fence?, striker's signs?) (labor).

Marine Cooks and Stewards Strike -- City Hall (December 03, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-03-53.12]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Crowd enters City Hall after ILWU (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) and MCS (National Union of Marine Cooks and Stewards) meeting. Men talk to radio show announcer(?). Crowd gathers in front of City Hall; truck with loudspeakers is parked amid crowd. (Longshoremen meeting regarding Velde Committee Hearings?) (labor).

Marine Cooks and Stewards Strike -- City Hall (December 03, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-03-53.13]

Physical Description: 11 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of arguments and confrontations while reporters stand nearby taking notes, a row of parked police motorcycles, trucks entering picket lines, crowd of strikers standing in front of pier, and a police officer leading away AFL (American Federation of Labor) Attorney John Hanson who was injured during confrontation with picketers.
Lodging Protest -- American Federation of Labor -- City Hall (December 04, 1953)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marine fireman D.J. Malone, Secretary Harry Johnson of the Seafarers' International Union, Sam E. Bennett, Captain C.F. May, and Captain L.T. Atkins lodge complaint [concerning waterfront strike?] with Mayor Elmer Robinson, George Johns, and Chief Gaffey of the Police Department.

Picketing Ship -- Waterfront Strike -- Pier Thirty-nine (December 04, 1953)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crewman of the Aleutian (ship) leave dock by automobile during waterfront strike (neighborhood). The Aleutian sails from dock (labor).

Meeting -- Waterfront Strike -- Pier Forty-one (December 04, 1953)

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
L.B. Thomas waves hand from center of crowd during waterfront strike meeting (labor).

Strike Meeting -- Germain Bulcke -- Embarcadero (December 04, 1953)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice President Germain Bulcke of the ILWU (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) speaks from his automobile to workers gathered around him (labor).

Marine Cooks and Stewards Strike -- Pier Thirty-nine (December 10, 1953)

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of massive crowd gathered in front of pier. Confrontations between strikers and police. Truck enters(?) picket lines. A police officer escorts an injured man into a van. Police try to hold back advancing crowd of strikers. Police officers subdue a striker. AFL (American Federation of Labor) Attorney John Hanson, who was injured during confrontation with picketers, is questioned by a reporter.

Heart Association pays for heart operation for seventeen year old pregnant woman

Troops return (military) [12-07-53, 12 negatives]
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Daniel I. Sultan (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 07, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-07-53.02]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Crowd of relatives look up as transport General Daniel I. Sultan (ship) arrives; band member plays tuba in foreground. Troops stand on deck as transport approaches dock with aid of tugboats. Troops line up with baggage; women serve them beverages and cookies. Brigadier General and Mrs. W.D. Luplow stand with their grandchildren Danny Peavy and Susan. Sergeant Gordon Waterman stands with his wife Erma and holds his daughter Elsa. Sergeant Martin Mitchell embraces his wife Lena. An unidentified woman waves and stands beside another woman and child.

Million dollar diamond Christmas tree at Macy's [12-07-53, 1 negative]

Golf problems [12-07-53, ca. 30 negatives]

Liquor hearing

Marionettes perform at Veteran's War Memorial Building

Singer and actress Eartha Kitt visits [12-08-53, 2 negatives]

Interview With Eartha Kitt -- Huntington Hotel (December 08, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-08-53.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Eartha Kitts sits on a sofa during interview.

Tax Trial of Vincent Hallinan -- San Francisco (December 09, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-09-53.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Vincent Hallinan leaves the courtroom with Attorney Charles Purcell. Vincent and Vivian Hallinan stand with son Patrick in the corridor after the sentence. Crowd stands in hall: Harry Bridges, Hallinan, attorneys, and reporters.

Relief material sent to Korea

New swimming pool for the Boys' Club

Raid on house with slot machines and bookmaking (gambling)

San Francisco skyline (cityscapes) as seen from Alcatraz [12-11-53, 2 negatives]

San Francisco Skyline Seen from Alcatraz Island (December 11, 1953) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-11-53.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
View of San Francisco skyline (cityscape) taken from Alcatraz. Captain of the Guard Phillip Bergen stands in the foreground.

Roy Hollaway (inventor of the new "magnetic" engine or power plant)

Human head found in the bay

Westinghouse demonstrates model of new elevator that runs automatically [12-11-53, 2 negatives]

Woman aviation pioneer Ruth Law Oliver

Telephone company laying cable in the bay [12-14-53, 8 negatives]
Telephone Company Laying Cable In San Francisco Bay (December 14, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 40, [12-14-53.06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Lineman Gene Leonard walks up steep hill near shore alongside telephone cable. Cable reel sits aboard barge. Chester M. Tompkins, Verne H. Tyrrell, and Charles H. Edwards map the location of the cable; cable reel is in foreground. Cable reel turns at a fast rate. Lineman attaches the cable on hillside. Barge drops cable while crossing the bay. Cable is too short; another cable will have to be attached to end of this cable.

Stained glass windows of Saint Vincent de Paul Catholic church

Lawyer Melvin Belli goes to jail (December 16, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 41, [12-16-53.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note


Narcotics raids

Cable car goes out of control and crashes (December 17, 1953)

Woman in iron lung goes home

Barney Gould's Showboat (December 18-22, 1953)

Troops return (military) (December 22-26, 1953)

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General R.L. Howze (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 22, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 41, [12-22-53.13]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Transport carries both Army and Marine veterans. Relatives watch as transport General R.L. Howze (ship) arrives; marching band plays and a woman sings. Troops stand on deck as transport approaches dock. Troops line up with baggage; women serve them beverages and cookies. Private First Class Jack Carlisle disembarks ship.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General G.M. Randall (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 26, 1953)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 41, [12-26-53.03]

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Troops stand on deck and wave as the G.M. Randall (ship) approaches dock. Troops disembark ship. Troops line up with baggage; they drink beverages and eat cookies. Corporal John H. Bates and his wife Betty embrace each other. Sergeant William H. Bell hugs his wife Clara and holds his daughter Cathy. Another unidentified couple embraces.

Chief Justice Earl Warren and his family around the Christmas tree (December 25, 1953)

Freeway construction on Seventh and Bryant Streets (December 28, 1953)
Freeway Construction on Bryant Street and Seventh Street (December 28, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 41, [12-28-53.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of column supports, site clearing including trucks and construction workers, and erection of spanning sections. Views taken from roof of structure on Bryant Street.

Drilling for the new Waldo tunnel [12-29-53, 2 negatives]
Drilling for New Waldo Tunnel -- Highway 101 -- Marin County (December 29, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 41, [12-29-53.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall view of two new packed earth ramps at the start of the tunnel. Close-up view of men drilling holes; dynamite will be placed in holes and explosion will break up rock.

Excavation for new insurance building on Sutter and Montgomery Streets [12-29-53 - 12-31-53, 6 negatives]
Construction of New Insurance Building -- Excavation (December 29, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 41, [12-29-53.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Excavation for new Equitable Life (insurance) building on Sutter Street and Montgomery Street. Views of deep pit and massive steel piles.

Construction of New Insurance Building (December 31, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 41, [12-31-53.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Construction of new Equitable Life (insurance) building on Sutter Street and Montgomery Street. Welder Jim Burnett works on one of massive steel piles. View of deep pit and steel piles, men operating massive machine (pile driver?).

Japan Air Lines (Nihon Koku) US headquarters open on Grant Avenue
Compulsory annual registration of aliens (immigration)

Fire at the Spreckels Sugar building [12-30-53, 11 negatives]
Fire at Spreckels Sugar Building (December 30, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 41, [12-30-53.02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-up of flames on first arrival. Overall view of the building with fire and smoke coming from the top floor. Firemen hosing water on one side and then both sides of the building. View of PG&E (Pacific Gas and Electric) Building across the street; office workers look out windows. Fireman Ernest Capper surveys the damage on the eighth floor office. Elevator operator Jack Ronson is rescued from the top of the elevator; he was trapped in the other elevator and had to climb over to the only working elevator.
Fire at Spreckels Sugar Building (December 30, 1953)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 41, [12-30-53.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-up of elevator operator Jack Ronson. Firemen clear debris from eighth floor.
Fire Chief Frank Kelly survey damage from fire on eighth floor; a burned Christmas
tree lies in lobby.

March of Dimes helping children with polio

Physical Description: 1025 negatives (estimate)

Actress Lee Meriwether
Women modeling fashions [01-00-54]
New Year crowd at Powell and Market Streets [01-01-54, 5 negatives]
Crowd -- New Year's Day (January 01, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 42, [01-01-54.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Members of crowd on Market Street stop policeman James Diggins to wish him a
happy new year. Seaman Ralph Buscher and Gloria Patocchi embrace at midnight
amidst shower of confetti. Views of crowds by the Bank of America at Powell and
Market Streets (neighborhood). Man cradles the head of another man [who
apparently passed out in crowd], while policeman looks on.

Marlene Dietrich entertains wounded veterans at Letterman Hospital [01-05-54,
10 negatives]
Entertainment of Wounded Veterans -- Marlene Dietrich -- Letterman General
Hospital (January 05, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 42, [01-05-54.01-02]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actress Marlene Dietrich sings songs to patients grouped around her; gives rose to
Airman Third Class Doug Smith; kisses and gives rose to Bob Murawski; sings to
Corporal Bob Catlett and Richard Mendez [in wheel chair] to the accompaniment of
pianist Buddy Cole. Marlene Dietrich relaxes at airport with Captain Dick Knight, of
the Welfare Unit at Letterman General Hospital, and Corporal Edgar Moore of
Special Services. Show descending from airplane upon arrival for show at hospital.

New YMCA opens at Stonestown
Conductor Sir George Solti
New Waldo Tunnel construction [01-07-54, 4 negatives]
Construction -- Waldo Tunnel (January 07, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 42, [01-07-54.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of construction inside tunnel (on Highway 101 in Marin County), with the
Golden Gate Bridge visible at far opening. Photograph of trucks and machinery
within tunnel. View from outside looking in on tunnel.

Vincent Hallinan's tax trial [01-07-54, 9 negatives]
UC Berkeley's Campanile (Sather Tower) lit up [01-08-54, 5 negatives]
Construction of the new Richmond-San Rafael bridge [01-08-54, 2 negatives]
Construction -- Richmond-San Rafael Bridge -- Port of Richmond (January 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 42, [01-08-54.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View from Richmond looking over San Pablo Bay and showing ongoing bridge construction, Mount Tamalpais, and San Quentin (cityscapes). Close up view of bridge construction in Richmond (transportation).

Dorothy Friend and Barnaby Conrad and Sally Caen (Herb Caen’s wife) lunch at the Matador Restaurant [01-11-54, 5 negatives]

Ted Friend and Dorothy Friend

Marilyn Monroe and Joe Di Maggio’s wedding at City Hall [01-13-54 - 01-14-54, 20 negatives]

Marriage of Joe Di Maggio and Marilyn Monroe -- City Hall (January 13, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 42, [01-13-54.17]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd waits outside the courtroom of Judge Charles S. Peery for newlywed couple, baseball player Joe Di Maggio and Actress Marilyn Monroe.

Marriage of Joe Di Maggio and Marilyn Monroe -- City Hall (January 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 42, [01-14-54.01-02]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Baseball player Joe Di Maggio kisses actress Marilyn Monroe during wedding. Other photographs of two in courtroom with others, before and after ceremony.

Marriage of Joe Di Maggio and Marilyn Monroe -- City Hall (January 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 42, [01-14-54.03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Baseball player Joe Di Maggio and actress Marilyn Monroe sit with others [unidentified]. Marilyn Monroe sits in passenger seat of car. Couple walks down street in front of City Hall, followed by journalists and other onlookers (neighborhood).

Women arrested in poker raid (gambling)

Return of Korean War veterans [01-14-54, 01-25-54, 19 negatives]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Black (ship) -- Fort Mason (January 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 42, [01-14-54.16]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of ship with veterans standing on decks. Band on dock plays to servicemen on ship. Red Cross members serve coffee to servicemen standing in transport dock building.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Breckinridge (ship) -- Fort Mason (January 25, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 43, [01-25-54.03]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of servicemen on ship, sailing in Bay and at dock.

Bing Crosby’s golf tournament at Pebble Beach [01-14-54, ca. 25 negatives]
Barney Gould’s Showboat [01-15-54, 2 negatives]
Lennie Moscovitz kidnapping [01-17-54 - 01-25-54, ca. 108 negatives]
Japan Air Lines starts service from San Francisco International Airport to Tokyo Japan [01-18-54, 01-29-54, 12 negatives]

Pre-Inaugural Flight -- Japan Air Lines -- Airport (January 18, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 42, [01-18-54.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jane Conant(?) says goodbye to daughters Paula and Jane before boarding The City of Tokyo, the flagship airplane of Japan Air Lines. Flight stewardess Reiko Doi stands on ramp (flight carrying American aviation officials and press representatives to Japan for eight day tour) (transportation).

Presidents of Japan Air Lines -- Pan American Airport (January 29, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 43, [01-29-54.06]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson greets the president of new airline, Mr. and Mrs. Seiijiro Yanagita, Miss Nippon, and others, as they descend ramp from airplane. Overall views of party from Japan, airplane, and surrounding crowd.

President Jack I. Straus of Macy's here on annual visit
Korean relief ship the Hawaii Bear [01-18-54 - 01-19-54, 4 negatives]

Korean Foundation -- Hawaii Bear (ship) -- Pier Forty-six (January 18, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 42, [01-18-54.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Relief ship bound for Korea shown docked at pier.

Dedication of Hawaiin Bear (ship) -- Korean Foundation -- Pier Forty-two (January 19, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 42, [01-19-54.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ambassador You Chan Yang of South Korea, Chairman Forrest Tancer of the American-Korean Foundation, President T.E. Cuffe of the Pacific Far Eastern Lines, and Captain L.L. Schwab of the Hawaii Bear (ship), stand on dock by ship during dedication ceremonies. Representative Robertson Ford... also shown. [Both photographs show groups around sign listing names of organizations supporting the Korean relief ship].

Democratic hopeful running for governor (Richard Graves)
Family Day Home (child welfare)
North Beach macaroni factory on fire
Presidio "wasteland" views (cityscapes) [01-22-54, 4 negatives]

Views of "Wasteland" -- Presidio of San Francisco (January 22, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 43, [01-22-54.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of open fields and groves of trees in the Presidio, [termed a "wasteland" by "Call Bulletin" staff photographer. Photographs taken for editorial page.] (cityscapes, environment).

Cable car hearing
"Portrait of a Lady" by Anthony Van Dyck at M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
The Gaiety Ball at the Palace Hotel
Guest conductor Enrique Jordi at the Symphony
"Kick off" drive for the San Francisco Symphony with J.D. Zellerbach
Cancer research argument between doctors and patients (health)
Coffee shipment arrives
Guide dogs for the blind (disabled persons)
Council for Civic Unity [01-27-54 - 01-28-54, 4 negatives]
Oakland's City Hall is crumbling due to water damage [01-28-54, 4 negatives]
Water Damage -- Oakland City Hall (January 28, 1954)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Traffic officer Thomas D. Turner holds up forty pound piece of cornice that fell from the outside of City Hall. Photographs showing place from where cornice fell (loosened by water damage).

Shrine luncheon honors Captain English and Lennie Moscovitz [01-28-54, 2 negatives]
Swedenborgian church anniversary
Boy Scout Week
W.P. Fuller Co. shows how to lay wallpaper
Korean war orphan arrives aboard the President Cleveland (ship)
Girders installed spanning Bryant Street at Eighth Street
Parade for 100th anniversary of Episcopal Church in San Francisco

February 1954

Manhole explosion at Ninth and Market Streets
Call girl Mabel Mallote's house raided by super vice squad (prostitution) (date uncertain) [02-00-54, ca. 10 negatives]
Aerial view of new medical center
Hearing concerning [fate of?] the Presidio
Launching of the Phoenix (ship) at the Alameda shipyard
Red China money seized (communism)
Luncheon for blind owners and their guide dogs (disabled persons)
Lennie Moskovitz kidnapping [02-01-54, 02-10-54, 8 negatives]
Housewares display
Naturalization program (immigration)
Charity Day horse race probe
New Consul General Sir Robert Henry Hadow of Great Britain
Korean War troops return [02-02-54, 02-17-54, 20 negatives]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Anderson (ship) -- Fort Mason (February 02, 1954)
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Nelson M. Walker (ship) -- Treasure Island (February 17, 1954)

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of returning servicemen standing on deck of ship, descending ramp from ship, standing in transport building and drinking coffee given to them by Red Cross members. Family members embrace returning veteran [no names given].

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Nelson M. Walker (ship) -- Treasure Island (February 17, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-17-54.05]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Marines walk down ramp from ship. Marines walk on dock, with view of ship in background. Views of Marines standing on deck of ship.

New building site at the Presidio [02-02-54, 6 negatives]
Presidio Building Site (February 02, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 43, [02-02-54.11]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of building site in the Presidio, with Golden Gate Bridge included in some vantage points (cityscapes).

Moving polio victim in iron lung (health, disabled persons) [02-02-54, 4 negatives]
Polio Victim -- Fort Miley Veterans Hospital (February 02, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 43, [02-02-54.12]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurse Audrey Cassidy attends to Richard Bond, a polio victim being cared for inside of an "iron lung," in rear of transport van. Worker unload iron lung from van. Audrey Cassidy supports Richard Bond's head with a sling as she moves iron lung into elevator.

Views from the new UC Hospital building (San Francisco cityscapes) [02-02-54, 8 negatives]
Views from UC Hospital Building (February 02, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 43, [02-02-54.16]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco as seen from atop the new UC Hospital building. Nurse Shirley Barr and electrical inspector Jack Duane shown in some photos (cityscapes).

New UHF television station at Sutro Mansion
Council House members learning Braille (blind, disabled persons)
Chinese New Year festival preparations at Portsmouth Square [02-04-54, 3 negatives]
Chinese New Year -- Chinatown (February 04, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 43, [02-04-54.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Stanley Lee Fong and Ronald Leong look up at ferris wheel operating in Portsmouth Square during Chinese New Year festivities, with view of neighborhood buildings in background. Lai Gin, Nable Gin, and Marlene Gin watch women riding the carousel. Drawings illustrating children hang on display in the bazaar.

Mayor's proclamation regarding 3000th anniversary of Jerusalem
Truckers' convention with Governor Goodwin Knight (labor)
"This is San Francisco" feature (cityscapes)
Chinese New Year Parade [02-05-54, 13 negatives]
Celebration -- Chinese New Year -- Chinatown (February 05, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 43, [02-05-54.01]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People crowd Portsmouth Square during Chinese New Year festivities. Mayor Elmer Robinson crowns unidentified woman queen of New Year celebrations. Dragon makes its way down Grant Avenue at Kearny Street. Photograph of float that could not proceed down parade route due to low hanging lights; with view of crowds jamming parade route and buildings (neighborhood). Model Sue Fetz waves from float, with cable car in background. The Saint Mary's Chinese drill team plays drums as they march down route. Chinese-American girls wave from parade automobile. Mayor Elmer Robinson and Chief Gaffey pass in automobile.
Manhole explosion on Broadway and Van Ness
Presidio hearing

Hamilton Field airplane crash and survivors [02-06-54, ca. 15 negatives]

President Celal Bayar of Turkey and wife visit [02-07-54 - 02-08-54, 18 negatives]
  President Celal Bayar of Turkey (February 07, 1954)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-07-54.01-02]
    Physical Description: 10 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Mr. and Mrs. George Christopher greet President and Madame Celal Bayar at the
    Press Club. Boy Scouts greet Mr. and Mrs. Celal Bayar [outside the Mark Hopkins
    Hotel?] (neighborhood). Celal Bayar autographs photograph for Cub Scout Brien
    O'Brien. Celal Bayar walks with crowd through archway at the Legion of Honor;
    looks at painting of Rome, Italy inside the Legion of Honor. Mayor [Clifford?] of
    Oakland greets the President and wife at the Oakland Mole.

  President Celal Bayar of Turkey -- City Hall (February 07, 1954)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-07-54.03]
    Physical Description: 5 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Mayor Elmer Robinson shakes hands with Celal Bayar in front of City Hall. Elmer
    Robinson presents Celal Bayar with gavel, as Madame Celal Bayar stands
    alongside. Celal Bayar waves to crowd from balcony, where he stands above large
    Turkish flag draped over balcony.

  Luncheon -- President Celal Bayar of Turkey -- Palace Hotel (February 08, 1954)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-08-54.01]
    Physical Description: 3 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Celal Bayar and Mayor Elmer Robinson speak from podium. Madame Bayar,
    President H.H. Moffitt of the Commonwealth Club, Celal Bayar, Director General
    Orhan Eralp of the Turkish Foreign Office sit at table. General view of the Gold Ball
    Room and crowd, with Turkish and US flags hanging from the wall at right.

Senator Thomas Kuchel campaigning

Crowds filing their income tax

Republican campaign rally

Actor Cary Grant and wife Betsy visit to promote bond campaign for Israel
[02-09-54, 2 negatives]
  Cary Grant -- Bond for Israel Campaign -- Southern Pacific Station (February 09,
  1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-09-54.01]
    Physical Description: 2 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Actor Cary Grant and his wife Betsy Grant meet Supervisor George Christopher and
    chairman George Edelstein of the Jerusalem Celebration committee upon arriving
    at train station for participation in the Bond for Israel Campaign. Taken at Third and
    Townsend Streets.

New Kaiser Hospital (with Henry J. Kaiser, Jr. and Dr. Clifford H. Keene) [02-10-52,
5 negatives]
New Kaiser Hospital (February 10, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-10-54.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Senator Joseph McCarthy arrives [02-10-54 - 02-12-54, ca. 10 negatives]
Arrival -- Senator Joseph R. McCarthy -- Airport (February 10, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-10-54.04]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Weeks greet Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McCarthy beside airplane; with Lyn Fox also shown. Joseph McCarthy speaks into microphones, speaks with Mrs. Joseph McCarthy at press conference. Views of reporters interviewing the senator. Close-up of Mrs. Joseph McCarthy (communism).

Abortion ring
Magnolia blossoms in the Japanese Tea Gardens of Golden Gate Park [02-11-54, 6 negatives]
"Cop killer" Harold Miller trial [02-11-54, 02-25-54, 12 negatives]
San Francisco State College student registration (education) [02-11-54, 2 negatives]
90 year old certificate of thanks signed by Abraham Lincoln [02-11-54, 2 negatives]
Jewish Community Center celebrates 77th anniversary [02-12-54 - 02-14-54, 7 negatives]
Anniversary -- Jewish Community Center (February 12, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-12-54.13]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ben Brown, Emmy Verkozen, Thomas Verkozen, and Betty Lewis paint in the arts and crafts room. Arlene Weinberg, Jackie Edelstein... practice their dance steps. Other children shown playing checkers, diving into swimming pool, and in line to get recreational items. Executive Director Louis H. Blumenthal outlines plans for the center's seventy-seventh anniversary celebration.

Anniversary -- Jewish Community Center (February 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-14-54.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
President Robert Stinton of the Jewish Community Center, Robert Levison, and Frank Sloss speak during celebration of the seventy-seventh anniversary of the center.

Bookie raid at Turk and Fillmore Streets (gambling)
Actor Jimmy Durante visits [02-12-54 - 02-19-54, 18 negatives]
Vice President Richard M. Nixon arrives [02-12-54 - 02-13-54, 9 negatives]
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)

February 1954 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 43-45, [020054-022854]

**Arrival -- Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Oakland Airport (February 12, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-12-54.14]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Richard Nixon waves as he walks down airplane ramp; stands with John W. Dinkelspiel and Marjorie Benedict; speaks with John J. Allen and Lyn Fox. Speaks with children in crowd of spectators.

**Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Claremont Hotel (February 13, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-13-54.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Richard Nixon speaks "off the record" to some of his supporters and journalists at luncheon. Shown drinking during meal.

**Treasure Island murder [02-13-54, 6 negatives]**

**Auto show opens**

**Golden Gate Bridge in clear weather (citiscapes) [02-14-54, 4 negatives]**

**Golden Gate Bridge (February 14, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-14-54.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of the Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco, and the Bay Bridge as seen from Marin County during clear weather.

**Campfire Girls sell candy**

**Cable car hearings [02-18-54, 1 negative]**

**Re-visitng World's Fair site at Treasure Island [02-18-54, 4 negatives]**

**Revisiting Site of Golden Gate International Exposition -- Treasure Island (February 18, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-18-54.11]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Exposition officials watch as Captain R.S. Bertschy, Marshall Dill, and theme girl Zoe Dell West reenact the 1939 exposition. Zoe Dell stands by marker that commemorates "the most beautiful world's fair" and the fifteenth year anniversary of Treasure Island's construction.

**How to lay tile**

**General William Dean speaks to meat packers (labor) [02-19-54, 2 negatives]**

**Easter Seal drive for "crippled children" (disabled persons)**

**US Navy fleet (ships) officially welcomed to San Francisco [02-20-54 - 02-21-54, ca. 58 negatives]**

**Joe Di Maggio and Marilyn Monroe and baseball player Lefty O'Doul at the airport [02-24-54, 13 negatives]**

**Joe Di Maggio and Marilyn Monroe -- Airport (February 24, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 44, [02-24-54.01]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Slum condemnation on Third and Tehama Streets (housing) [02-25-54, 4 negatives]

Slums Condemned (February 25, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 45, [02-25-54.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
External photograph of the Golden Eagle Hotel, a "skid row" hotel with two hundred and forty rooms. View of overcrowded hotel at [1326?] Clementina Street. Photographs of the Madrid Hotel [no street given], and unnamed hotel at 252 Tehama Street (housing, neighborhood) [apparently all hotels to be condemned by authorities].

Jimmie Tarantino trial [02-26-54, 4 negatives]
Retirement ceremony for General Swing at the Presidio
Girl Scouts cookie sale
Aircraft carrier F.D. Roosevelt (ship) opens to visitors [02-28-54, 7 negatives]

F.D. Roosevelt (ship) -- Alameda Naval Air Station (February 28, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 45, [02-28-54.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of the aircraft carrier F.D. Roosevelt (ship), with people filing onto and visiting ship. Crowd stands on the deck edge elevator, a device that brings airplanes up from the hanger bay to the flight deck. Visitors walk on deck of carrier, with airplanes and machinery parked on deck. Marion Bowler speaks with serviceman.

March 1954

Dr. Edward Lofgren and Dr. Ernest O. Lawrence and the Bevatron (atomic age)

[03-00-54, 03-15-54, ca. 20 negatives]
Bevatron -- Berkeley (March 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 45, [03-00-54.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Dr. Edward Lofgren, Dr. Bill Brobeck, Dr. Edward McMillan and Dr. Ernest O. Lawrence kneel while looking at part of the Bevatron ("atom smasher" or particle accelerator). The four men stand in room where the Bevatron is located, stand at banister with view of the room's ceiling (atomic age).

Bevatron -- Berkeley (March 15, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 45, [03-15-54.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Room view with Harry Heard and Warren Chupp. Physicist sits at the main control panel. P.L. Anderson puts hot ice into the vacuum system. Heard and Chupp opening the main probe air lock which allows the target to intercept the beam. Dr. Ernest O. Lawrence and Dr. Donald shake hands in the main room. Lawrence stands in front of the vacuum system (atomic age).

Aircraft carriers Yorktown and Roosevelt (ships) pass each other in San Francisco Bay
Richmond, San Rafael Bridge under construction [03-02-54, 10 negatives]
Construction -- Richmond-San Rafael Bridge (transportation) (March 02, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 45, [03-02-54.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long-shot and close-up of bridge being built with use of large barge crane. Workers stand on barge. Views from underneath and on top of base bridge structure looking towards San Rafael. View of cement mixer on barge. Crane lowers concrete pier shells from Derrick Barge.

Asian art exhibit at the American Academy of Asian Studies
Press conference with Mount Everest explorer Sir Edmund Hillary [03-02-54, 4 negatives]

Press Conference -- Sir Edmund Hillary -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (March 02, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 45, [03-02-54.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Jimmie Tarantino leaves for San Quentin [03-02-54, 3 negatives]
Mardi Gras Ball at the Palace Hotel
Construction of the Waldo Tunnel [03-03-54, 8 negatives]

Construction -- Waldo Tunnel -- Marin County (March 03, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 45, [03-03-54.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long-shot looking south toward San Francisco with views of parked cars, old tunnel, new tunnel and surrounding trees and hills. View facing north of the old tunnel. Man works on wall of new tunnel, view of new tunnel empty. View looking south to north showing old tunnel and two holes of the new tunnel [which will be combined to make one entrance]. View facing north showing housing and part of the highway with Richardson Bay Bridge construction in the distance.

Transports (ships) bring home troops (military) [03-03-54, 03-13-54 - 03-18-54, 03-25-54, 74 negatives]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Yorktown (ship) -- Alameda Naval Station (March 03, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 45, [03-03-54.02]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First Class Chester Gabrowski holds check [for $25,164.63] in one hand and Pamela in the other arm, with nurse Betty Winser of the Shrine Hospital, Superintendent Mrs. Gertrude Falendorff, Islam Temple Potentate Perse E. Allan, and Yorktown Captain Arnold W. McKechnie looking on. Check is handed to Pamela, Pamela takes check, Pamela hugs Gabrowski. Ship docks. View of part of airplane and Navy men on deck of ship. Frontal and rear views of Navy men lined up, shaking hands, walking on ship, waving arms. View from elevated point on ship of men on lower deck. View from smaller boat approaching ship. Long-shot of ship in water. Airplanes on dock with ship approaching. Families stand at base of ship waiting for troops to disembark.
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General W.M. Black (ship) -- Fort Mason (March 13, 1954)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 45, [03-13-54.01]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Troops stand on upper decks of ship, other servicemen walk beneath them on lower deck. Troops clap hands while ship docks and a few people walk on the dock. Troops disembark ship from stairs with bags over shoulders. Troops line up on dock while being given refreshments by women.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General W.M. Mitchell (ship) -- Fort Mason (March 16, 1954)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 46, [03-16-54.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall shots of ship with Air Force on the rail. Air Force and Army servicemen having coffee. Air Force coming down the gang plank The Army coming down the gang plank with the crowd in the foreground.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Collins (ship)(March 18, 1954)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 46, [03-18-54.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall shots of the troops having coffee. Men coming down the gang plank with their bags. Troops gather at side on ship while docking. Families waiting in the foreground while troops are on the ship.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General W.H. Gordon (ship) -- Fort Mason (March 25, 1954)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 46, [03-25-54.05]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Fort Mason (March 27, 1954)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 46, [03-27-54.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General William Barriger and wife pose for camera. Servicemen drink coffee, disembark ship while saluting, gather on deck, are handed coffee by nurses, wait for coffee, exit gang plank with bags.

Preview of the new Hamm’s brewery with Mayor Elmer Robinson [03-04-54, 2 negatives]
UHF converters for television
"Cop killer" Harold Miller trial [03-06-54 - 03-08-54, 6 negatives]
New cotton terminal at Pier Ninety-two
Artist Beniamino Bufano and his sculptures [03-10-54, 3 negatives]
Journalist Dorothy Friend interviews horse
Air raid test for UC Hospital employees (civil defense)
Mabel Malotte’s call girl ring arrested (prostitution) [03-11-54 - 03-15-54, 17 negatives]
Attorney General Edmund G. Brown and his family [03-11-54, 2 negatives]
Assemblyman Caspar W. Weinberger and family [03-12-54, 2 negatives]
Playland at the Beach and Seal Rock as seen through the Camera Obscura at the Cliff House [03-13-54, 6 negatives]

Camera Obscura -- Cliff House (March 13, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 45, [03-13-54.02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Visitors enter camera obscura building while people in the background look at Seal Rocks. Mrs. W.D. Hoot, her son William Hoot Jr. and Mrs. K. William look at the Seal Rocks through the camera obscura. Shot of the camera focusing on Playland at the Beach amusement park.

Gambling raid by super vice squad
Saint Patrick's Day parade [03-14-54, 8 negatives]

Saint Patrick’s Day Parade -- Civic Center (March 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 45, [03-14-54.02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joan Lee Murray waves baton while marching in parade. Boys wave from and march near Colombia Park Boys' Club float. View from Palace Hotel of Market Street, buildings, parade with car brigade, onlookers, and pedestrians (neighborhood) (cityscapes). Children swarm man in parade [for free shamrocks]. Sixth Army Pipe Band (bagpipes) plays and marches. Citizen approaches band director [drum major] of the US Marine Corps Band [returning lost part of baton]. Men in suits stand with hats over their hearts on podium in front of Civic Center.

Parking in North Beach (neighborhood street scenes) [03-15-54, 4 negatives]

Parking -- North Beach (March 15, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 45, [03-15-54.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cars parked on Grant Avenue at Columbus Avenue have parking tickets (neighborhood). One car has a note under the windshield wiper.

North Beach nightclub Bimbo's is robbed [03-15-54, 2 negatives]
Prime Minister Louis E. St. Laurent of Canada arrives
S.C. Beise made president of Bank of America
Tea for guide dogs of the blind (disabled persons)
Press conference with Dr. Charles S. Cameron of the American Cancer Society (health)
United Irish Society throws party for old folks at Laguna Honda Relief Home (senior citizens)
Waitress dyes hair green for St. Patrick’s Day
Fifth annual kids’ art exhibit at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
New YMCA Community Center opens on Eighteenth Avenue
Interview with J.C. Penny
San Francisco skyline as seen from newly built freeway [03-22-54, 4 negatives]

Newly Built Freeway (March 22, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 46, [03-22-54.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cars heading towards city with phone wires and off-ramp signs in view (cityscapes). [Same shot taken with varying number of car headlights producing streaking effect].

Man hole explosion on Van Ness Avenue
Kids romp through Japanese Tea Garden at Golden Gate Park [03-23-54, ca. 13 negatives]
Checking tuna (fish) from hydrogen bomb test area with geiger counters [03-23-54, 2 negatives]

**Tuna Tested for Radioactivity -- Hydrogen Bomb (March 23, 1954)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 46, [03-23-54.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Analyst Herman Meuron and inspectors Richard Shalvay, Russell White and Lee Strait check Japanese tuna caught in hydrogen bomb test area (atomic age). [They are outside on a dock with a boat in the background. Geiger counters show no radioactivity].

**Emporium set to build store on Stanford University campus**
**Chief Justice Earl Warren speaks at the eighty-sixth charter anniversary celebration of the University of California (with Clark Kerr and Robert Gordon Sproul of UC Berkeley) [03-23-54, 6 negatives]**

**Charter Anniversary -- Chief Justice Earl Warren -- UC Berkeley Greek Theatre (March 23, 1954)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 46, [03-23-54.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-ups of Chief Justice Earl Warren speaking at podium in Greek Theater. Long-shots of Warren speaking with large crowd listening. Alumni procession to theater. Oldest alumni Charles Stewart leads parade in car with James Carter of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps man walking along side holding Stewart's class of 1884 banner.

**Harold Zellerbach's birthday party at the St. Francis Yacht Club [03-24-54, ca. 10 negatives]**

**Birthday Party -- Harold Zellerbach -- St. Francis Yacht Club (March 24, 1954)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 46, [03-24-54.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harold Zellerbach and [President?] Ted Peterson of Standard Oil talk while standing at party. Zellerbach, Mr. and Mrs. Edmund G. Brown and Louis Lurie at party. Mr. and Mrs. Zellerbach toast in front of men's room. Band sings happy birthday to Zellerbach. Party goers talk, kiss, and pose for pictures.

**New housing project to be built on Scott and Pierce Streets [03-24-54, 12 negatives]**

**New Housing Project (March 24, 1954)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 46, [03-24-54.02]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cleared site at Scott and Pierce streets for new housing project. Bulldozer moves dirt. Workers build new structure (neighborhood). The last remaining house gets demolished with help from a crane. Clarence Gomett stands on shoulders of his brother Mike to peek through a hole in the wall. Surveyor looks at new foundation.

**Demonstration of new high pressure fire nozzle [03-25-54, 2 negatives]**
Aid for “retarded” children (developmentally disabled or mentally handicapped?) open house at Capp Street Mission Community Center (education, child welfare) Old buildings being torn down at Mason and O'Farrell Streets San Francisco State College new Creative Arts Building (education) [03-25-54, 9 negatives]
New Creative Arts Building -- San Francisco State College(March 25, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 46, [03-25-54.04]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Outside of building with cars in parking lot. Ron Poindexter acts out charade in Professor Jules Irving's drama class in Arena Theater with classmates looking on. Edwin Kruth conducts band in concert orchestra room. Dr. J. Fenton McKenna operates Izenour panel. Producer-director Don Orton and others play records, speak at microphone, and operate equipment in radio studio [negative in poor condition].

Lennie Moskovitz kidnaping case [03-25-54 - 03-31-54, ca. 17 negatives]
"Do it yourself" build a barbeque
San Francisco Mint celebrates 100th birthday [03-26-54, 7 negatives]

Birthday Celebration -- San Francisco Mint(March 26, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 46, [03-26-54.02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Boy Scouts sell tickets to Joe Di Maggio [03-26-54, 1 negative]
Chester killers trial (Harriet Henson, Emmett Perkins and Jack Santo) [03-27-54 - 03-31-54, ca. 37 negatives]
Citizens Committee of Save the Cable Cars (with Anna Blake Mezquida) [03-30-54, 2 negatives]

Cable Car Press Conference(March 30, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 46, [03-30-54.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views from inside cable car of Press Chairman Anna Blake Mezquida of Citizens Committee of Save the Cable Cars, Chairman Mrs. Hans Klussman, and committee member Mrs. Henry Marcus (transportation). In the cable car is grip-man Lester Callhan. [They are seeking support in opposition of plans to curtail cable car operations].

April 1954 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 47-48, [040054-043054]

Physical Description: 1275 negatives (estimate)

Rally for the California School of Fine Arts and students protest at Crocker National Bank [04-00-54, 04-20-54, 17 negatives]

Rally for the California School of Fine Arts(April 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 47, [04-00-54.01]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Art School Student Protest -- Crocker National Bank (April 20, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 48, [04-20-54.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Simon Perkoff, Martha Page, Peter Forakis, and Ben Langton, students from the California School of Fine Arts, protest on the steps of Crocker National Bank (social protests, fashion).

Lennie Moskovitz kidnapping case [04-01-54 - 04-27-54, ca. 35 negatives]
Boxer Carl Bobo Olson's fight and homecoming [04-02-54, ca. 26 negatives]
Prisoners of War conventioneers on Taylor Street reenact the World War II Bataan death march [04-03-54, 5 negatives]
Death March Reenactment -- Former Prisoners of War (April 03, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 47, [04-03-54.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former prisoners of war reenact the Bataan death march of World War Two. Taken on Taylor Street (neighborhood).

Sir Alexander Fleming interview
Reception for Senator Thomas H. Kuchel [04-04-54, 3 negatives]
Reception -- Senator Thomas H. Kuchel -- Leopard Cafe (April 04, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 47, [04-04-54.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joe Martin Jr., Thomas Kuchel, and J. Joseph Sullivan stand for group photos at reception for the senator. Thomas Kuchel shown speaking in front of large photograph of himself. Taken at 140 Front Street.

Narcotics ring arrests
Baseball season opens with a parade for the Seals down Market Street [04-06-54, 31 negatives]
Parade -- Seals Baseball Team (April 06, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 47, [04-06-54.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Automobile carrying Damon Miller and Tommy Heath [Seals baseball players?] drives down parade route. Tony Ponce waves from convertible, which also carries Jose Perez and several "senoritas" [unidentified women]. Band plays at it marches down route. Taken on Market Street at Montgomery Street (neighborhood).

Opening Game -- Seals Baseball Team (April 06, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 47, [04-06-54.02-03]
Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Color guard marches onto field and stands in formation for the national anthem. Opposing teams and managers line up along the first base and third base lines for anthem. Photographs of action during game. Boy sells programs to men in stands. Unidentified man sings national anthem; with Mayor Elmer Robinson and others gathered behind him. Elmer Robinson speaks to managers from the Seals and Raniers near stands.

Val Peterson and Admiral A.G. Cook (civil defense)
Glass house in Tilden Park
Cherokee Indians starring feature of the Grand National at the Cow Palace
"Cop killer" Harold Miller trial [04-08-54 - 04-09-54, 8 negatives]
Troops return from Korea [04-09-54, 04-22-54, 04-24-54, 31 negatives]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General A.E. Anderson (ship) -- Fort Mason(April 09, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 47, [04-09-54.02]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Returning veterans stand on deck of ship. Servicemen descend ramp from ship. Red Cross members serve veterans coffee while they wait inside dock transport building.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Oriskany (ship) -- Alameda Naval Air Station(April 22, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 48, [04-22-54.12]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenants Junior Grade Jack Newman Bell and Morris Torres, first two officers ashore from the carrier Oriskany (ship), shown kissing Ruth Roberts and Mrs. Morris Torres respectively below large "Welcome Home" banner; with crowd and ship in background. Captain C.B. Jones of Alameda Naval Air Station greets Rear Admiral J.P. Whitney, commander of Carrier Division 5, as he descends ramp from ship. Views of sailors standing on deck of ship with airplanes parked on deck, ship sailing in Bay waters, and sailors tying down ship at dock.

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General Mann (ship) -- Fort Mason(April 24, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 48, [04-24-54.11]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Returning servicemen stand on deck of ship.

Fort Ross [04-09-54, 15 negatives]

Exploration of Fort Ross(April 09, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 47, [04-09-54.03]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
State ranger Charles L. Knight, in the process of excavating old water well [in hopes of finding guns and other items left by Russian garrison units from 1812 and before], points toward door in side of well. Superintendent Robert C. Coon and historian V. Aubrey Neasham of the Division of Beaches and Parks examine rock brought up from well. The two men stand with others by rock pile and sign reading "Fort Ross State Historic Monument," with well and other structure visible in background. Robert Coon shows how the Russians constructed the fort's buildings without nails. Monument supervisor John McKenzie stands in front of Block House number seven. Internal and external views of the Russian Chapel. Eight sided block house and fortress wall. Photograph of well, with the commandant's home in background. Mr. and Mrs. John C. McKenzie examine mill stone in front of the commandant's house. Part of door taken from well leans against building wall. Men look down into well. Long view of entire Fort Ross complex, with cemetery in foreground.

Hopalong Cassidy at the Golden Gate Theatre [04-10-54, 7 negatives]
M.H. De Young Memorial Museum treasure hunt starting at Trader Vic's for cocktails [04-12-54, 2 negatives]
De Young Museum Treasure Hunt -- Trader Vic's (April 12, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 47, [04-12-54.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Robert Greenwood holds oriental belt. Mrs. William McKelroy, Grover Magnin, head of the Board of Directors at De Young Museum, Vivien Berry, and Mrs. McGuire Moore also shown; group enjoying cocktails at start of "treasure hunt."

Chester killers trial (Harriet Henson, Emmett Perkins and Jack Santo) [04-13-54, ca. 17 negatives]

Jimmie Tarantino trial [04-14-54, 1 negative]

Moving the statue of Dr. Sun Yat-sen [04-14-54, 3 negatives]
Relocation -- Statue of Sun Yat Sen -- St. Mary's Square (April 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 47, [04-14-54.12]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers from the Biggie Drayage company install statue on top of the St. Mary's Garage, after moving it from the corner of Quincy and California Streets. View of Chinatown in background (neighborhood).

Search for three lost Peninsula women at the Guadalupe Mines [04-15-54, ca. 20 negatives]

Good Friday and Easter services and activities
Parents' and Teachers' Association (PTA) Convention [04-19-54 - 04-22-54, ca. 53 negatives]

Governor Goodwin Knight visits campaign headquarters [04-19-54, 3 negatives]
Governor Goodwin Knight -- Campaign Headquarters (April 19, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 48, [04-19-54.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Goodwin Knight waves to cameras from fore of crowd during a visit to his campaign headquarters. Speaks to his supporters.

Santa Fe Indians visit children at Shriners Hospital [04-20-54, 6 negatives]
Charity Visit -- Santa Fe Indians -- Shriners Hospital (April 20, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 48, [04-20-54.16]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dancer Sandy Sarracinosita of the Laguna Indian tribe sits with three year old Carla. Chief Natay and wife Pop-Chalee of the Navajo Indian tribe sing to children Carla and Jane, while dancer Paul Thomas stands in rear with drum. Children watch Paul Santiago dance [Indians all in ceremonial dress].

Children's science fair at the Academy of Sciences
Junior Achievement sales contest
Mrs. Patricia Blau acquitted of being a spy
Women pass out cancer literature (health)
Man waiting to have a knife removed from his head [04-23-54, 3 negatives]
Radio broadcast regarding marijuana (narcotics)
Daylight savings time [04-23-54, 3 negatives]
Navy refrigerator ship lists 20 degrees after it takes on water [04-23-54, 6 negatives]
Millions of jelly fish wash ashore at Ocean Beach [04-23-54, 8 negatives]
Bachelors' Ball at the Palace Hotel
Comedian Bob Hope arrives for Guild show [04-24-54, 2 negatives]
Bob Hope -- Guild Show -- Airport (April 24, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 48, [04-24-54.09]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Comedian Bob Hope arrives for Guild Show. Shown standing next to airplane with
  Officers Elmer Cuadra and Dick Castro of Police Department.

Senator Thomas H. Kuchel campaigning [04-26-54, 2 negatives]
Campaign -- Senator Thomas H. Kuchel -- Fairmont Hotel (April 26, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 48, [04-26-54.03]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Thomas Kuchel "takes time off for coffee" between senate campaign campaign stops.

Flooding in Oakland from heavy rains (neighborhood) [04-27-54, 4 negatives]
Flooded Streets -- Oakland (April 27, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 48, [04-27-54.09]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Children Louis Calderon and Jimmy Elia sail homemade boat in flooded street;
  taken at 3424 Helen Street. Photographs looking north on Helen Street show
  automobiles stranded in flood and high water at bridge base (neighborhood).

Madame Nijinsky arrives for the ballet opening at the Opera House [04-29-54, 2 negatives]
Shrine Circus opens [04-29-54, ca. 8 negatives]
Scouting exposition

May 1954
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49-50, [050054-053154]
  Physical Description: 1000 negatives (estimate)

Japanese Kabuki performers tour San Francisco [05-00-54, ca. 15 negatives]
New US Court of Appeals
Troop transport (ship) arrives at Fort Mason [05-01-54, 5 negatives]
Turop Transport -- Collins (ship) -- Fort Mason (May 01, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-01-54.02]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Ship nears dock, smaller boat approaches ship, servicemen gather on deck, band
  plays while ship docks.

New Safeway supermarket to open at Market and Duboce Streets [05-03-54, 5 negatives]
New Safeway Grocery Store -- Market Street (May 03, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-03-54.01]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Bay zone manager Quentin Reynolds, store manager John Sutich, district manager
  Jack O'Connell, and Northern California division manager Carl Bartlett stand by
  turnstile and store directory in Safeway market. Head meat cutter Kenneth Hamel
  and Sutich stand in meat pre-pack room. View of exterior of store at Market and
  Duboce streets (neighborhood). Overall views of inside of supermarket.

Fashions for older women
Hamilton Field (airport) "Operation Scramble" (jet airplanes) [05-03-54, 10 negatives]
Airplanes Perform "Operation Scramble" -- Hamilton Field (May 03, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-03-54.03]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain James Shubin and Lieutenant Richard Frailey run toward airplanes on runway. Shubin and Frailey look at map while standing next to plane in flight uniforms. Frailey climbs into plane. Jets in flight intercept. Pilots approach plane. Views from plane of other planes in flight. Man sitting in cockpit and man on ground review maps. Pilot gives the thumbs up signal before taking off (military).

"Reds" being sentenced (communism) [05-03-54, 3 negatives]
"Reds" Being Sentenced -- Post Office Building (May 03, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-03-54.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Deputy Marshal Herb Cole and Shirley Kremen stand in doorway at court house. Defendants Samuel Coleman and Carl Ross are handcuffed together being marched back to the Marshall's office by Deputy Marshall Herb Cole. Spectators enter courtroom (communism).

Diving championship at Fleishhacker Pool [05-03-54, 4 negatives]
AFL teamsters' union president Dave Beck interviewed (labor)
American-Korean Foundation
Man (Bunny Breckenridge) wants to become woman (transsexual) [05-04-54, 1 negative]
Man Wants to Become Woman -- Bunny Breckenridge -- Palace Hotel (May 04, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-04-54.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Bunny Breckenridge sits in room in Palace Hotel.

Mother's Day
Lennie Moskovitz kidnapping case [05-05-54 - 05-07-54, 05-25-54 - 05-27-54, ca. 28 negative]
Alameda-Oakland tube bomb threat [05-05-54, 2 negatives]
Tube Bomb Threat -- Oakland (May 05, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-05-54.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Oakland police in cars and motorcycles guard entrance to the Alabama-Oakland Tube (neighborhood).

Aircraft carrier Hancock (ship) passes under the Golden Gate Bridge [05-05-54, 2 negatives]
Aircraft Carrier Hancock (ship) -- Golden Gate (May 05, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-05-54.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aircraft carrier Hancock (ship) enters the San Francisco Bay by passing under the Golden Gate Bridge (cityscapes).

Aquacade at Mills College [05-05-54, 4 negatives]
Ground breaking ceremonies for new blood bank
Twin Peaks tunnel bomb threat [05-06-54, 7 negatives]

Blast Threat -- Twin Peaks Tunnel (May 06, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-06-54.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Outside view of streetcar with police inspectors and Muni (Municipal Railway) officials riding inside [making round-trip search through tunnel for a bomb] (neighborhood). View inside street car making stop at Forest Hill Station inside the tunnel with police and Muni official in the car. Sergeant Joseph Dunegan and Officer Bill Casey inspect rubbish in boxes inside tunnel as car stop. Inspector Dan Shelley climbs ladder to inspect air space above tunnel that runs the full length while others stand by. Long shot of streetcars at Market and Castro street entrance to tunnel while people wait for transportation to resume.

Catholic Mother of the Year

Bookie raid

Cocktail party held by Mr. and Mrs. Harold Zellerbach

Rally by Citizens Committee to Save the Cable Cars [05-07-54, 3 negatives]

Rally -- Citizens' Committee to Save the Cable Cars -- Union Square (May 07, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-07-54.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Crowds gather in Union Square during the rally (neighborhood). Bill Guyman and Mrs. Hans Klusman speak at microphone behind sign with slogan "Keep the cable the San Francisco label" (transportation).

Twentieth annual conference of State Liquor Administrators

Actress Claire Trevor

Bay Meadows horse racing

New building for Mission branch of YMCA

Miss San Francisco contest (Lee Ann Meriweather) [05-12-54, 3 negatives]

Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold of the United Nations [05-13-54, 2 negatives]

Dag Hammarskjold -- Fairmont Hotel (May 13, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-13-54.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Secretary General Dag Hammerskjold of the United Nations smokes a cigarette while sitting at a table in Fairmont Hotel.

Guided missile "NIKE" on display at the Presidio for Armed Forces Day [05-13-54 - 05-15-54, ca. 15 negatives]

Guided Missile on Display -- Presidio (May 13, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-13-54.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Visitors and guards gather around the supersonic guided missile "Nike" with booster rail rocket and launching platform on Armed Forces Day (atomic age, nuclear weapons).
Guided Missile on Display -- Presidio (May 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-14-54.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Corporal William Young and Private Daniel Emanuel sit on missile showing Carol Brazie how the 120 millimeter anti-aircraft gun operates (neighborhood). Two soldiers look at Air Force "Parasite" on trailer [it fits in bay of big bombers and comes out when attacked]. Corporal John Peters and other men crowd around "Prime Mover" [used for hauling big guns such as 120 millimeters].

Guided Missile on Display -- Presidio (May 15, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-15-54.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Major John McKeelvey from the Three hundred and sixty-second Infantry Register of the Ninety-first Division explains the rifle to Robert Tigri and Teddy Todd. Major Robert L. Haffen of the Three hundred forty-ninth Bomber Unit of the Fourth Air Force explains the "Parasite" missile to Peter Jaegers, Don Hiller, Mike Dickey and dog Sparkie.

General Brewster (ship) arrives with troops [05-15-54, 8 negatives]
Troops Arrive -- General Brewster (ship) -- Fort Mason (May 15, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-15-54.02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Troops wait on rail while ship docks, band plays on dock, people wait on dock while troops wait on ship. Views from above of troops filling the deck. View of water and side of dock.

Kabuki dancers meet "Brigadoon" cast members [05-16-54, 3 negatives]
Early time Spanish dancer Mrs. Paul R. Jones (La Estrellita) visits
Arrest of abortionist
Control center for the San Francisco Municipal Railway (Muni) [05-19-54, 2 negatives]
Municipal Railway Control Center -- Municipal Railway Headquarters (May 19, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49, [05-19-54.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Controller Ivy Hester holds telephone receiver to ear while at central control board. Hester and Chief Inspector H.G. Wilson at central control board (transportation). [Three cylinders are electric recorders which register passage of electric coaches and trolley cars at regular intervals throughout the system making delays instantly known in the central control office].

Horacio Cintra Loite president of the Brazilian Coffee Institute visits
Presentation of mission bell to Blind Center (disabled persons) [05-19-54, 2 negatives]
International trade luncheon
Santa Fe railway gets new train in ceremony (with mayor receiving Indian head dress from Chief Natay) [05-21-54, 5 negatives]
Seventh Day Adventists' convention [05-23-54 - 05-31-54, ca. 125 negatives]
Dedication of the William Randolph Hearst Memorial Court at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum [05-24-54, 18 negatives]
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)
May 1954 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 49-50, [050054-053154]

Hearst Memorial Court Dedication -- De Young Museum (May 24, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 50, [05-24-54.01]
Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. Shelton Cooper speaks at microphone in front of a group of seated people at the William Randolph Hearst Memorial Court dedication. Mayor Robinson makes address at podium. Mr. and Mrs. Robinson and Mrs. Hearst stand in front of wall hanging while two men play violin. Mrs. Hearst speaks from the podium. Seven people stand in front of wall hanging. Attendees mingle, drink, pose for pictures. Musicians perform. Individuals speak at podium.

Memorial Day at Golden Gate Cemetery
Senator Thomas H. Kuchel meets with labor leaders
Miss San Francisco parade (San Francisco cityscape) [05-26-54, 2 negatives]
Miss San Francisco Parade -- Market Street (May 26, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 50, [05-26-54.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The nine finalists for the Miss San Francisco contest are driven down Market Street in parade cars (neighborhood) (cityscape).

Cable car vote [05-26-54, 2 negatives]
New parking center under construction at Mason and O'Farrell Streets [05-28-54, 2 negatives]
Jewish war memorial ceremony [05-28-54, 2 negatives]
Jewish War Memorial Ceremony -- Temple Emanu-El (May 28, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 50, [05-28-54.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harvey Keiles, Colonel Edward T. Donahue, Rabbi Alvin E. Fine of Temple Emanu-El, Captain Charles A. Rosse of the US Navy, Northern California District Commander Robinson of the Jewish War Veterans, and others stand before flags; religious and military people during Jewish War Memorial ceremony.

Chinese war memorial service with Attorney General Edmund G. Brown [05-30-54, 3 negatives]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 50, [05-30-54.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney General Edmund G. Brown speaks from outdoor cordoned platform in front of large audience (neighborhood). Commander of the Cathay Post Joseph Quan, Commissioner for China Hom Jing Lim, Commander of the Chinatown Post David Wee and Senator William Mailliard stand in front of memorial plaque. Woman places flowers at plaque in son's name.

June 1954 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 50-52, [060054-063054]
Physical Description: 1125 negatives (estimate)

Troop ships arrives at Treasure Island and Fort Mason [06-00-54 - 06-01-54, 19 negatives]
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General John Pope (ship) -- Treasure Island (June 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 50, [06-00-54.12]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of ship sailing in Bay. Servicemen stand on decks of ship. View from ship with veterans in foreground, and Treasure Island facilities and Bay Bridge in background (cityscapes).

Return of Korean War Veterans -- Breckinridge (ship) -- Fort Mason (June 01, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 50, [06-01-54.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Returning Army and Air Force troops stand on deck of ship. Servicemen descend gang plank from ship, stand in dock transport building drinking coffee given them by Red Cross members.

Candidate for governor Richard Perrin Graves [06-02-54, 2 negatives]
Navy jet (airplane) “the flying pogo stick” [06-02-54, ca. 22 negatives]
Lennie Moskovitz kidnaping trial (Joseph Lear, Park Tang Fong, and Harold Jackson) [06-02-54, 8 negatives]
Seventh Day Adventists’ convention [06-02-54 - 06-04-54, 06-18-54, ca. 54 negatives]
Governor Knight conferring with engineers on building of Bay Bridge
Canadian Navy enters San Francisco Bay
Grocery store scenes as bread supply reduced by bread bakers' strike (labor) [06-03-54, 2 negatives]
Actress Rosalind Russell visits [06-04-54, 2 negatives]
Cerebral Palsy therapist training program
Cable car controversy (ballot measure and "Save the Cable Cars") [06-04-54 - 06-05-54, 11 negatives]

Cable Car Preservation -- Proposition E (June 04, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 50, [06-04-54.13]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of Joan Flaharty, Alan Brady, Anthony J. Quigley, Anthony Wickers, Jean Turpen... all citizens interviewed for opinions regarding Proposition E (ballot measure allowing cable car preservation) (transportation). Taken on Market Street and Fifth Street.

Cable Car Preservation -- Proposition E (June 05, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-05-54.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Francis McCarthy and other supporters of Proposition E wave from cable car [car adorned with sign reading "Vote Yes on 'E.' Save Our Cable Cars."

Parade for "Mission Marines" on Mission Street (neighborhood)
Primary election [06-08-54, 30 negatives]

Primary Election -- Caspar W. Weinberger (June 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-08-54.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Caspar W. Weinberger poses at voting booth before casting ballot. Jane Weinberger signs voter register; with Arlin and Jane Weinberger beside her. Taken on Jackson Street.
Primary Election -- Lafayette (June 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-08-54.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Graves place ballots in box, stand by voting booth. Taken at Accalanes High School.

Primary Election -- Milton Marks (June 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-08-54.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Milton Marks, candidate for assemblyman in the 19th District, registers with election judge Mrs. J.A. Haran at polling place. Taken at 3080 Nineteenth Avenue.

Primary Election -- Congressman William Sommers Mailliard (June 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-08-54.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Mailliard signs voter register and stands inside voting booth at 3375 Jackson Street.

Primary Election -- City Hall (June 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-08-54.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thomas A. Maloney, worker from the 20th Assembly District, checks tally sheet. View of registrars office, with precincts in the process of reporting in results [note ballot boxes sitting on top of counter]. Election judges Edith Murasky and Ethel Abbey sit talking and reading the paper in City Hall Precinct 53, with no voters present.

Primary Election -- John Bustenud (June 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-08-54.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John Bustenud, candidate for the state assembly, stands in voting booth with wife. Taken at Parnassus Avenue and Willard Street.

Primary Election -- State Senator Thomas Maloney (June 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-08-54.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thomas Maloney signs voter register, while wife kisses him on the head. Stands in voting booth with wife. Taken at Missouri and Nineteenth Streets.

Primary Election -- Charles W. Meyers -- Park Merced (June 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-08-54.08]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Charles W. Meyers and wife point to part of ballot in voting booth in a 19th District polling place. Taken at 810 Gonzales Avenue.
Primary Election Party -- Television Station KPIX (June 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-08-54.09]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Primary Election -- Television Station KPIX -- City Hall (June 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-08-54.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Primary Election -- Edmund G. Brown (June 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-08-54.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund G. [Pat] Brown prepare to vote at 315 Dorantes Street.

Mayor Elmer Robinson dedicates the Miraloma Playground [06-09-54, 2 negatives]
Rescued crew of the Idalia (ship)
Presidents of fifteen Jewish women's organizations
Approach to the new Waldo Tunnel [06-11-54, 1 negative]
Plumas County town of Delleker to be auctioned off
Shrine parade down Market Street (San Francisco cityscapes) [06-11-54, 5 negatives]
Parade -- Shriners (June 11, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-11-54.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

New Imperial Suite at the Mark Hopkins Hotel
Saint Agnes Youth Center prepares boys for the Friday night fights (boxing)
Daly City Cub Scouts
Commencement ceremonies (San Francisco State, University of San Francisco, UC Berkeley, and San Francisco City College)
Gough School for the Deaf (disabled persons)
Ordination of Japanese Jesuit
Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia visits [06-13-54 - 06-15-54, 30 negatives]
Arrival -- Emperor Haile Selassie (June 13, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-13-54.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Rishell and Mrs. Rishell of Oakland greet Haile Selassie of Ethiopia at train entrance. Mrs. Rishell presents roses to Princess Sybel Desta, granddaughter of Haile Selassie; taken at Oakland Mole. Mayor Rishell and Dion Holm speak with the Emperor in front of the Mark Hopkins Hotel. Haile Selassie greets member of crowd in lobby of hotel.

Emperor Haile Selassie -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (June 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 12, [06-14-52.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Emperor Haile Selassie of Ethiopia poses regally for camera. Group photo of Haile Selassie with Princess Sable Desta and Prince Sahle Selassie. The Emperor leaves the hotel and prepares to get into automobile.

Dinner -- Emperor Haile Selassie -- Press and Union League Club (June 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 12, [06-14-52.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ed Montgomery escorts Haile Selassie of Ethiopia into club, with others standing around the Emperor and his automobile. Haile Selassie greets Mrs. George Mann in reception line; meets W.W. Chapin, publisher of the “Argonaut;” shakes hands with Governor Goodwin J. Knight. Goodwin Knight “leans over to whisper” to Emperor Selassie during dinner.

Emperor Haile Selassie -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (June 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-14-54.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Haile Selassie of Ethiopia pins medals on Mayor Elmer Robinson and Governor Goodwin J. Knight. The three men pose for photographs with Mayor Rishell of Oakland [who also received medal]. Emperor Selassie gives small speech; with former ambassador [to Ethiopia?] Henry Grady at right.

Emperor Haile Selassie -- City Hall (June 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-14-54.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Haile Selassie, Prince Sahle Selassie, and Princess Sable Desta pose for photo on balcony outside the Mayor's office [with view of civic center in background] (cityscapes).

Luncheon -- Emperor Haile Selassie -- Palace Hotel (June 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-14-54.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Haile Selassie of Ethiopia receives applause from Governor Goodwin J. Knight and others upon entering the luncheon; with Mayor Elmer Robinson standing at right. The three men pose for group photo.
Reception -- Emperor Haile Selassie -- City Hall (June 14, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-14-54.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Haile Selassie of Ethiopia and Mayor Elmer Robinson shake hands through small arch constructed from elephant tusks. Both men hold wrapped gift [being presented by Haile Selassie?]. Elmer Robinson presents Haile Selassie with gavel. Taken in the Mayor's office.

Emperor Haile Selassie -- City Hall (June 15, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-15-54.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Haile Selassie of Ethiopia makes donation to Nancy Mellman, child collecting money for the "City of Hope" children's leukemia drive, with Governor Goodwin J. Knight at his side and "smiling his approval" [photo taken before reception for the Emperor].

Miller & Lux ranch case (Nickle family members)

US Navy turning ship over to French Navy [06-16-54, 5 negatives]

US Ship Given to French Navy -- Treasure Island (June 16, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-16-54.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant [Besault?], Consul Yves [Roubadue?] of France, Lieutenant Balensi, Father Marquis, and Captain Richard W. Peterson, officials from France and the United States, gather to commemorate the giving of the AMS-124 (ship) to the French government [ship renamed the "Pavot" by France]. US [and French?] officers stand giving salute on deck. French Marines stand at attention during speech by unidentified man. View of French flag flying at head of boat, with the Bay Bridge in background (cityscapes). Taken at Pier Fifteen.

Navy transport General William Weigel (ship) brings troops back to Fort Mason [06-16-54, 22 negatives]

Arrival of Fortieth Division -- General William Weigel (ship) -- Fort Mason (June 16, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-16-54.10-11]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The US Navy transport General Weigel (ship) shown "as it steamed into Bay," with airplanes flying over head and fireboats sailing near ship in greeting. Servicemen stand on deck of ship. Photographs of servicemen being greeted by officers and civilians on dock. Unidentified serviceman hugs unidentified woman holding large key [some negatives missing].

Opening of the Hamm's Brewery [06-16-54 and 06-23-54, 5 negatives]

Press conference on sterility with Dr. Carl Hartman (health)

Ground breaking for new bowling alley at Twenty-sixth Avenue and Noriega

General William Dean and the 40th Division parade down Market Street [06-19-54, 16 negatives]
Parade -- Fortieth Division (June 19, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-19-54-06-30, 06-30-54]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Above ground views of the Fortieth Division marching up Market Street, with General William Dean leading the parade in his automobile (neighborhood). Unidentified civilian and serviceman hold flag, while servicemen in background stand at attention. Close up views of soldiers marching, with spectators along route, and General William Dean waving from car.

American Medical Association (AMA) convention with exhibits including Dr. Peter F. Salisbury artificial heart, lung, kidney invention [06-20-54 - 06-25-54, ca. 50 negatives]
AMA reports that cigarettes can shorten one's life [06-21-54, 2 negatives]

Cigarette Health Report -- American Medical Association -- Palace Hotel (June 21, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-21-54.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New York Public relations person Fred Learned of the American Cancer Society smokes cigar and Chicago press relations person John L. Bach of the American Medical Association smokes cigarette as they hand out fliers detailing findings that smoking may shorten the human life span.

Balboa soccer stadium
"Vandals deface our City Hall" with "Viva Guatemala" painted on both sides of entrance [06-20-54, 2 negatives]
Pleasanton-Alameda County fair opening day [06-21-54, 7 negatives]
Opening Day -- Alameda County Fair -- Pleasanton (June 21, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-21-54.06]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marlene House pulls up her dress to wade through the pool in the Floral Exhibit building, in an attempt to cool off during 108 degree temperatures. Mary Pedri, Peggy Griffith, and Will Frates examine paintings in art exhibit. Three year old Rochelle Beck lays head on "king" size banana squash [weighing 62.5 pounds]. Joan Brower takes off her cowboy hat to wipe her brow in front of the Livermore Valley Wine Exhibit. Jan Schutz pets prize cow. Peggy Griffith poses for photographs on bales of hay.

Hearing on Indian land grants [06-22-54, 6 negatives]
Hearing -- Indian Land Grants -- UC Berkeley (June 22, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 51, [06-22-54.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Launching of the Golden Bear (ship) at Bethlehem shipyard
New commissioner of immigration Bruce Barbour and General Joseph Swing in interview on "wetback drive" (Mexican immigration?)
General Jesus Vargas of the Philippines [06-25-54, 2 negatives]
Chief of Staff Jesus Vargas of the Philippines (June 25, 1954)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 52, [06-25-54.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Admiral Francis Lowe and General Jesus Vargas talk about "old times" in the company of General Alfonso Arrellano, General Pelagio Cruz, General Manuel Cabal, and Consul General Nick Roxas. Taken at 212 Stockton Street.

Junior Olympics at Kezar Stadium (youth athletics) [06-27-54, ca. 15 negatives]

Senator Sam Yorty at reception [05-27-54, 1 negative]

General William F. Dean gives speech in Union Square at the celebration for the 178th birthday of San Francisco

Teamsters meet at Curran Theatre (labor) [06-28-54, 4 negatives]

Teamsters Meeting -- Curran Theatre (June 28, 1954)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 52, [06-28-54.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Frank W. Brewster, Dave Beck, and Joseph Diviny gather behind podium and under "Teamsters" banner. Dave Beck waves to crowd. Harold Lopez and William Conboy also shown (labor).

Couple with New York Ballet Company practice in Alamo Square [06-28-54, 6 negatives]

City founding anniversary ceremonies at Mission Dolores with Josep R. Knowland and Dr. Albert Shumate [06-29-54, 6 negatives]

Ceremonies -- Anniversary of City Founding -- Mission Dolores (June 29, 1954)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 52, [06-29-54.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of mass held inside the old mission. Crowd gathers in cemetery for wreath laying. General William Dean, Paula Fatjo, and President Joseph Knowland of the California Historical Society lay wreath at base of statue. General William Dean and Dr. Albert Shumate speak to crowd.

Benjamin Harrison Swig and associates plan new baseball field

Inca gold display at Legion of Honor

Vice Consul Denis Brendan O'Sullivan of Ireland gets married

Opening night of the Ice Follies at Winterland

Public utilities commissioner gives final payment for the airport to Clinton Construction company

**July 1954**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 52-53, [070054-073154]

Physical Description: 800 negatives (estimate)

Dr. Karl Meyer retires as head of the Hoover Foundation

YMCA summer camp for kids [07-01-54, 2 negatives]

YMCA Summer Camp for Children (July 01, 1954)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 52, [07-01-54.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Bernard Saxon packs his duffel bag for YMCA (Young Men's Christian Association) summer camp with the help of his brother Mike Saxon.

National Swiss American Gymnastics Festival parade down Market Street [07-02-54, 4 negatives]
Parade -- National Swiss American Gymnastics and Wrestling Championship Festival (July 02, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 52, [07-02-54.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Parade travels down Market Street. Athletes carrying flags and holding ram horns are the Cleveland Swiss Turners. Float "United Swiss Societies of California" also travels down Market Street parade route.

Navy laying cable at Ocean Beach [07-02-54, 3 negatives]
Navy Laying Cable (July 02, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 52, [07-02-54.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Navy lays cable at Ocean Beach as practice run. Views of a small raft being pulled by a small tugboat.

Interview with atomic engineer A.C. Monteith [07-02-54, 2 negatives]
Fleishhacker Pool Junior Olympics [07-04-54, 13 negatives]
Golden Gate Park casting pool champs (fishing)
Chief Justice Earl Warren visits [07-06-54, 2 negatives]
Chief Justice Earl Warren -- San Francisco Airport (July 06, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 52, [07-06-54.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Justice and Mrs. Earl Warren carry their luggage as they disembark from the airplane. Later they stand together by the airplane.

Ambassador Alberto Tarchiani of Italy visits
"Do it yourself" how to install television antenna [07-07-54, 6 negatives]
Installing a Television Antenna (July 07, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 52, [07-07-54.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Steps to assemble and install a television antenna. Dan Beswick looks at roof to decide what lead to use; an assembled antenna mast and leader lie on the ground in front of him. He attaches ladder line to antenna; it's is covered with a protective coating that must be removed. He places antenna to self guying mast, attaches ladder line to mast stand off insulator, and attaches lead into the terminal posts of the set.

Chief Justice Earl Warren present for Ninth Circuit Court meeting [07-07-54, 6 negatives]
Ninth Circuit Court Meeting -- Chief Justice Earl Warren (July 07, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 52, [07-07-54.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Chinese nationalist marine Hsuan Wei ("political fugitive or deserter?")
Soldiers arrive at Fort Mason from Japan
Miss Hong Kong poses near the Golden Gate Bridge
Lehi (raft/ship) on its way to Hawaii (including rescue and subsequent hearing)
[07-09-54 - 07-19-54, ca. 67 negatives]

Mel's Drive-In on fire [07-09-54, 6 negatives]
Fire -- Mel's Drive-In(July 09, 1954)

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of firemen fighting fire on top of Mel's restaurant roof aided by a crane and ladders. Fire personnel stand on the ground near the fire truck; some men organize the water hose. Close-up view of two fire engines with extended ladders and the elevation of restaurant.

New flag idea combining Canada with the United States [07-09-54, 2 negatives]
New Flag Idea -- Combining Canadian and American Flags(July 09, 1954)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ernest Schallenbaum ("Canada Ernie") holds his new flag: United States of North America. The fringed flag has North America in the center.

Photographers' convention (Floyd Roberts, Bobbie Capell, Dick Mercer, and others)

Columbia Park Boys' Club clubhouse on fire [07-12-54, 4 negatives]
Fire in Clubhouse -- Columbia Park Boys' Club(July 12, 1954)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of burning building, fire engines and fire fighters, and crowd. Fire fighters climb the smoking building; small boys stand and watch in the foreground. A policeman hold his arms out to restrain young boys as they watch their clubhouse burn.

Lady banker Claire Giannini Hoffman at work
Flag raising on Bastille Day
Rodeo in Salinas [07-15-54, ca. 35 negatives]
New San Mateo High School's roof falls in
Former Vice President Alvin Barkley visits [07-15-54, 2 negatives]
Former Vice President Alvin Barkley Visits San Francisco(July 15, 1954)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former Vice President Alvin Barkely talks during an interview at the Fairmont Hotel. Barkely hugs an unidentified woman.

San Francisco firemen play baseball against the San Francisco policemen
Guardsmen take cerebral palsy folks on a hayride and picnic (disabled persons)
Phoenix (ship) arrives at Treasure Island with troops [07-20-54, 8 negatives]
Return of Veterans -- Phoenix (ship) -- Treasure Island(July 20, 1954)

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views (close-up and distant) of troops standing on deck and waving as Marine transport Phoenix (ship) arrives at dock. Crowd of relatives and other officers wait on pier.
A day with the 91st Infantry Division of the US Army Reserves [07-20-54, 17 negatives]
How to repair broken windows [07-21-54, 4 negatives]
View of smog over the city from Twin Peaks (San Francisco cityscapes) [07-22-54, 4 negatives]

Smog Over San Francisco (July 22, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [07-22-54.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of smog over San Francisco (cityscape): looking from Twin Peaks, towards the Golden Gate Bridge and University of San Francisco, and toward the Mission District.

Marijuana plant growing near the Conservatory in Golden Gate Park (narcotics)
New firemen’s training tower near completion at Folsom and Nineteenth Streets
American Legion convention [07-23-54 - 07-28-54, ca. 50 negatives]
San Rafael-Richmond Bridge under construction [07-23-54, 8 negatives]

Construction of the San Rafael-Richmond Bridge (July 23, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [07-23-54.07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tractor working on approaches and ramps. View taken from the top of the hill looking past ferry slip towards Richmond of the construction of the approaches, trestle, and girder spans. Workers fix concrete rails; lower ramp can be seen under bridge. View looking towards Richmond of steel work. Workers prepare island section for steel girders. View of the end of the bridge looking back toward the ferry approaches and San Rafael.

Francisco Franco’s daughter Marquesa de Villaverde of Spain visits [07-24-54, 4 negatives]
Arrival and tour of the WASP aircraft carrier (ship) [07-24-54, 13 negatives]

Visitors on Aircraft Carrier -- WASP (ship) -- San Francisco Bay (July 24, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [07-25-54.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Visitors, sailors, and airplanes on board the carrier Wasp (ship).

Return of Veterans -- WASP (ship) -- San Francisco Bay (July 24, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [07-24-54.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views from different places (Coit Tower and Pier 50) of the aircraft carrier WASP (ship) entering the San Francisco Bay, including the Golden Gate Bridge and the pier.

New direct dialing telephone system [07-27-54, 2 negatives]

New Direct Dialing System -- Telephone Company Building (July 27, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [07-27-54.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Betty Jones holds part of a reel of the Printer machine. Roy N. Buell demonstrates the tape receiver unit.

Merchants celebrate new freeway overpass at San Bruno and Silver Avenues
Jehovah’s Witnesses convention [07-28-54 - 07-30-54, ca. 55 negatives]
Dancing classes for the blind by Arthur Murray Studios (disabled persons)  
[07-28-54, 7 negatives]  
*Dancing Classes for the Blind -- Arthur Murray Studios* (July 28, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [07-28-54.04]  
Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Willene Platt dances with Arthur Murray Instructor Paul Chauvin. Platt is helped by Edward Godic (a dance pupil) while her dog Dinah looks on. Two blind couples dance: Dorothy P. Wheeler with Len A. Malarevsky, Ann Chilicas with Bob Thomason, Paul Grell (a dance pupil) with Mary Sandin, Hilda Isles with Victor Nacino (a dance pupil), Wheeler and George Yee doing a fast step. Overall view of couples on the dance floor (disabled persons).

"Do it yourself" installing acoustic tile ceiling [07-28-54, 6 negatives]  
*Actress Dorothy McGuire visits with Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Herbert Adler* [07-29-54, 3 negatives]  
*Frances Couturier ("Chessman girl")*  
*Sutro forest fire [07-31-54, 2 negatives]*  
*Sutro Forest Fire* (July 31, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [07-31-54.02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Views of trees on fire, taken north of Clarendon Drive about four blocks west of Twin Peaks Boulevard.

**August 1954**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53-55, [080054-083154]  
Physical Description: 850 negatives (estimate)  

*New San Francisco International Airport opening celebrations and Flight Festival*  
[08-02-54, 08-11-54 - 8-12-54, 08-23-56 - 08-29-54, 134 negatives]  
*Helicopter Flights -- Ferry Building* (August 02, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [08-02-54.02]  
Physical Description: 6 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Ted Friend, pilot Phil Johnstone, and Dorothy Johnstone walk towards helicopter, shown parked at the Ferry Building (neighborhood). Dorothy Johnstone waves as helicopter takes off. Helicopter heads over water toward Golden Gate Bridge [flying from Ferry Building to new San Francisco International Airport?] (transportation).

*Opening -- San Francisco International Airport* (August 02, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [08-02-54.03]  
Physical Description: 1 negative  
Scope and Content Note  
Manager Frederic B. Butler of the San Francisco International Airport Building opens door to his office to let in Pat McCreary, who carries files from the old building to the new one (transportation).
Congratulations on New San Francisco International Airport -- City Hall (August 11, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-11-54.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alice Nelson of Western Air Lines, Gini Smith of Pan American Airways, Emiko [Yoshia?] of Japan Air Lines, Jo Annette of Quantas Airways, Vera Jane Adams of Trans World Airlines... deliver letters of congratulations on new airport from the mayors of other cities to Mayor Elmer Robinson. Taken on the veranda of the Mayor's office, with view of city behind (cityscapes).

Aerial Views -- New San Francisco International Airport (August 12, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-12-54.02]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of the new airport, showing buildings, runways, parking lots, etc. Harold Messersmith, superintendent of airport operations, stands by windows in the control tower [at top of the seven story terminal building]. Technician Udell M. Larsen and electronics engineer Ben F. Lobnow work on the sixth floor equipment of the Civil Aeronautics Administration. Airport manager Frederick B. Butler holds up painting of new airport [as it will look upon completion] (transportation).

Lights Activated -- New San Francisco International Airport (August 23, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-23-54.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views from landing field and front showing new airport building with lights on for the first time (transportation).

New San Francisco International Airport (August 24, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-24-54.03]

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Travelers stand at counter for ticketing and baggage check-in. Waitress Mary [Biowenga?] pours coffee for Carolyn Bradley, Loretta Tuchscher, and Shirley Schneider inside the coffee shop. People sit in lounge, with landing area visible through window. Overall views of lobby. Mrs. Ken E. Broughton bathes daughter Linda Ann in nursery. External view of new terminal, with people lined along balcony. Overall photos of airplanes on landing field, with crowd and terminal in background (transportation).

Aerial Views -- New San Francisco International Airport (August 24, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-24-54.04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of new terminal building and airplanes on landing field, as seen from helicopter (cityscapes). Airplanes belonging to Southwest Airlines, United Air Lines, Pan American Airways, and American Airlines are shown (transportation).
Designers -- New San Francisco International Airport (August 25, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-25-54.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Water Department engineer George Burr poses with plans for new airport. Portraits of William Day, the architect that designed the new airport (transportation). Taken at 111 New Montgomery Street and 425 Mason Street.

Mail Delivery -- New San Francisco International Airport (August 26, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-26-54.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harold Davis, Theodore Resmussen, and Elma Heitman work on letters to be re-mailed from the new airport. Taken at City Hall.

Opening Day Ceremony -- San Francisco International Airport (August 27, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-27-54.01]
Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Goodwin J. Knight and Mayor Elmer Robinson shown making addresses to crowd outside of new terminal building. Mrs. Elmer Robinson and Mrs. Goodwin Knight sit with orchid flower arrangements on their laps. Views of jets on ground and flying overhead. Aerial view of festival crowd, new buildings, and airplanes parked on landing field (cityscapes). Elmer Robinson, Goodwin Knight, and others stand in front of dedication plaque for the new airport. Group of unidentified women shown. Overall views of crowd at celebration (transportation).

Opening Day Ceremony -- San Francisco International Airport (August 27, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-27-54.02]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson, Postmaster John Fixa, Eleanor Fudge, and Jo Annette hold up giant postcard flown around the world by Quantas Airways [the postcard reads "Greetings on the occasion of the dedication and flight festival of the San Francisco International Airport Terminal"]. Mayor Robinson delivers speech from podium. Elmer Robinson stands with Stuart Greenberg, James Turner, Sam McKee, Don Cameron... before plaque dedicating new airport. Unidentified men stand with Western Air Lines airplane "The San Franciscan" in background. Views of crowd and airplanes on landing field, with hills in background. Blimp flies over terminal building (transportation).

Opening Day Ceremony -- San Francisco International Airport (August 27, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-27-54.03]
Physical Description: 27 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Flight Festival Luncheon -- Hotel St. Francis (August 27, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-27-54.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Goodwin J. Knight, Jack Dierssen Jr., and Clay Bernard of the Chamber of Commerce gather around Mayor Elmer Robinson, who was presented with a plaque for his work on the new San Francisco International Airport (transportation). General view of speakers' tables and crowd inside the Colonial Room.

Festival -- San Francisco International Airport (August 29, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 55, [08-29-54.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Mentzer, general manager of engineering for United Air Lines, receives the key for a DC-7 airliner from Donald Douglas Jr., with Chief Stewardess Joan Denton also shown. Aerial view of airport and surrounding area (cityscapes, transportation).

San Francisco International Airport (August 29, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 55, [08-29-54.03-04]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd wanders around landing field. United Air Lines airplanes sit open to public on landing field. Clown "Jolly Jack" sits at lunch counter in the main lobby. Vera Yant, representing the Petaluma Chamber of Commerce, hands out flowers to Irene [Mainoff?] and Camille Baker [holding her dog "Fuzzy"]. Aerial view of airport facilities (cityscapes). Passengers crowd the outbound passenger floor in the main lobby. View of airport opening festivities as seen from main lobby, with US Marine Band playing in background. Crowd waits for flight on Southwest Airlines (transportation).

B’nai B’rith luncheon
Troop transports Breckinridge (ship) and E.T. Collins (ship) arrive at Fort Mason
[08-02-54 - 08-03-54, 17 negatives]
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General J.C. Breckinridge (ship) -- Fort Mason (August 02, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [08-02-54.10]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Return of Korean War Veterans -- E.T. Collins (ship) -- Treasure Island (August 03, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [08-03-54.01]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall view of ship arriving at dock, with Bay Bridge behind. Returning servicemen stand on deck of ship. Civilian crowd on dock watches arriving servicemen walk by them.

Harry Bridges in federal court again (labor) [08-03-54, 3 negatives]
**Court Case -- Harry Bridges (August 03, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [08-03-54.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Harry Bridges, with a "what again look" on his face, speaks with attorneys Norman Leonard, Richard Gladstein, and Telford Taylor outside the Federal courtroom of Judge O.D. Hamlin (labor related?).

**Dick Godfrey (son of Arthur Godfrey) works at CBS offices at the Palace Hotel**

**Adolph Spreckels II jailed for drunkenness**

**Troop transport (ship) [08-04-54, 8 negatives]**

**Return of Korean War Veterans (August 04, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [08-04-54.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of troops standing on deck of ship. Servicemen descend ramp from ship. Red Cross members serve coffee to servicemen waiting inside of transport dock building.

**Plane crash off Oakland Airport**

**Boxer Bobo Olsen's training site at Clear Lake**

**David Steward is to get a parade in his honor**

**New public library branch opens at Chestnut near Webster Street**

**Marijuana plants grow by bridge approach (narcotics)**

"Suede Shoe Boys" sentenced

80 year old burglar Sam Rosenbloom in court

**Baseball meeting for Major League franchise [08-05-54, 3 negatives]**

**Oldest living ex-president Herbert Hoover [08-06-54, 5 negatives]**

**Oldest Living Former President -- Herbert Hoover -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (August 06, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [08-06-54.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Portraits of former president Herbert Hoover, taken as he approaches his eightieth birthday.

**Arabian horse show**

**General E.D. Patrick (ship) arrives with troops at Fort Mason [08-07-54, 10 negatives]**

**Return of Korean War Veterans -- General E.D. Patrick (ship) -- Fort Mason (August 07, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [08-07-54.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of US Air Force and Army servicemen standing on decks of ship. Returning veterans descend ramp from ship, with view of civilians awaiting their arrival. Red Cross members serve coffee to Army servicemen waiting inside transport dock building.

**President Syngman Rhee of Korea arrives [08-07-54, 10 negatives]**

**Reception -- President Syngman Rhee of Korea -- Presidio (August 07, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [08-07-54.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

General W.G. Wyman, commander of the Sixth Army, greets Syngman Rhee and stands with him during reception ceremonies. W.G. Wyman and Syngman Rhee drive in jeep past line of US Army troops during inspection.
Arrival -- President Syngman Rhee of Korea -- Coast Guard Air Station (August 07, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 53, [08-07-54.04]

- Physical Description: 5 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Syngman Rhee climbs down ladder from Constellation Air Corps airplane. City Attorney Dion Holm, Gerald Levin, Chairman Forrest Tancer of the [America-Korean?] Foundation, and Consul Young Han Choo of Korea greet President Rhee. Syngman Rhee shakes hands with Mrs. Peter Ahn, shown with the Reverend Peter Ahn, holding up twins David and John.

Press conference with Saul Poliak
Breaking champagne bottle for new apartment building after old mansion was torn down (housing)
Paul Joseph back from death after heart massage on operating table
Stanford Hospital removes eyes for transplanting (health) [08-12-54, 5 negatives]

Operation -- Eye Donor -- Central Emergency Hospital (August 12, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-12-54.07]

- Physical Description: 5 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Doctors from Stanford University sever muscles from the eye in order to remove eyeball from socket of the deceased Colonel Gerald Waterman, who willed his eyes to the Eye Bank. Doctor places eye into a container after its removal from the socket.

Bobo Olsen versus Rocky Castellani boxing match [08-12-54 - 08-20-54, ca. 45 negatives]
Care for polio victims at Children's Hospital (health)
Dedication of new beach house (near Sea Cliff?) [08-13-54, 5 negatives]

Dedication of New Beach House -- Phelan Beach (August 13, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-13-54.05]

- Physical Description: 5 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Supervisor James Halley, representing Mayor Elmer Robinson, gives speech from speaker's stand atop new beach house during dedication ceremony. Long views of new beach house, surrounding waterfront homes, and the Golden Gate Bridge (neighborhood, cityscapes).

New freeway opens at Seventh and Folsom Streets (San Francisco cityscapes) [08-13-54, 4 negatives]

Opening -- New Freeway (August 13, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-13-54.08]

- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Different perspectives of newly opened freeway, showing traffic on road and city in background (cityscapes, transportation). Taken at Seventh and Folsom Streets.

Costume designer for 20th Century Fox Charles Lamaire visits
Call girl Mabel Malotte trial (prostitution) [08-17-54, 2 negatives]
Opera director Leo Mueller
Views around Golden Gate Park [08-17-54, 8 negatives]
Golden Gate Park (August 17, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-17-54.06]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jean Lilly feeds fawn and yak with the help of keeper Tom Irving inside the children's playground. Sea captain Hans Tofte, who spent over forty years working at sea, tells stories to Dusty Johnson as they play with one of the sailboats that Hans Tofte has made. Archers Beverly and Don Bentley, both belonging to the San Francisco Archery Club, pull arrows from target at archery range.

Gear from rescued Lehi (raft/ship) brought back [08-17-54, 2 negatives]
Iron lung for mother of new infant (health, disabled persons)
View from Top of the Mark (San Francisco cityscapes from Mark Hopkins Hotel) [08-20-54, 3 negatives]
Views from the Top of the Mark -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (August 20, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-20-54.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco and the Bay as seen from top of Nob Hill hotel (cityscapes).

Eddie Joost Kin slain [08-21-54, 08-30-54, 2 negative]
Alameda dry dock fixes up the Pacific Queen (ship) for the San Francisco Maritime Museum [08-21-54, 24 negatives]
Repairs -- Pacific Queen (ship) -- Alameda Dry Dock (August 21, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-21-54.02]
Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers repair ship to be displayed at the San Francisco Maritime Museum. William Johnson shown "chipping" as he hangs from mast. View of big wheel in foreground, with Donn Shannon standing in background. Welder F.W. Meyer and other unnamed workers shown. Overall views of ship.

Five prisoners from Alcatraz
Proposed Bayfair shopping center
Symbolic key for San Francisco Airport is delivered to Miss California Lee Meriwether [08-25-54, 4 negatives]
Delivery of Symbolic Key -- Mayor Elmer Robinson -- City Hall Plaza (August 25, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-25-54.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elmer Robinson hands key to the new San Francisco International Airport to Miss California Lee Meriwether [standing next to helicopter in which she arrived]; with Manager Jim Turner of Public Utilities also shown in City Hall Plaza (neighborhood, transportation).

Freeway link at Seventh and Harrison Streets ready to open [08-26-54, 3 negatives]
Freeway Construction (August 26, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-26-54.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of new freeway link to open, with passing traffic and buildings in background shown at Seventh and Harrison Streets (transportation, cityscapes).
Arrival of General H.J. Gaffey (ship) with troops from Yokohama [08-26-54, 12 negatives]
US Troops Arrive -- General H.J. Gaffey (ship) -- Fort Mason (August 26, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 54, [08-26-54.06]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Servicemen returning from Yokohama, Japan stand on deck of ship; descend ramp from ship to shore; drink coffee as they wait inside dock transport building. Red Cross members hand out coffee to servicemen.

New tanker Flying Associated (ship) passes under Golden Gate Bridge

Governor Goodwin Knight at California Club with Caspar W. Weinberger [08-31-54, 4 negatives]
Governor Goodwin Knight -- California Club (August 31, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 55, [08-31-54.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Goodwin Knight speaks from podium at political event. Shown with Caspar W. Weinberger and Al F. Derre. Mrs. Goodwin Knight sits with Lieutenant Governor Harold J. Powers. Taken at 1750 Clay Street.

September 1954 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 55-56, [090054-093054]
Physical Description: 875 negatives (estimate)

University of San Francisco president retires
Water conference
Transfer ceremonies for a Navy minesweeper AMS-125 (ship) to the French Navy with French consul general and US Navy commander [09-02-54, 2 negatives]
Transfer Ceremonies to French Navy -- Navy Minesweeper -- Treasure Island Pier Fifteen (September 02, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 55, [09-02-54.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Consul General Louis de Guriringaud of France, Captain R.D. King of the US Navy, Commanding Officer Commander Ville Vieelle of the French Navy, and Liaison Officer Commander Gagne of the French Navy shake hands on dock. Overall shot of the minesweeper AMS-125 (ship) during ceremonies with servicemen on deck.

Senator William F. Knowland "blasts Red shooting" (communism) [09-05-54, 6 negatives]
Condemnation of "Red shooting" -- Senator William F. Knowland (September 05, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 55, [09-05-54.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator William F. Knowland sits, reads document, talks on telephone, and puts paperwork in briefcase (communism). Taken at 100 Guilford Road in Piedmont. (Possibly concerning US airplane shot down by Soviets?)

First day of school around the Bay Area (education) [09-07-54, 2 negatives]
First Day of School (education) -- Notre Dame des Victoires (September 07, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 55, [09-07-54.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sister Cecile Marie checks children's nametags on school steps while Principal Sister Marie Therese looks on. Sister Cecile Marie checks nametag of Stephanie Reed on school steps while the other children look on.

Orientation Day at San Francisco College for Women
Two gals arrested on narcotics charges for selling to teenagers [09-08-54, 5 negatives]

Diplomats John Zigdis and George Melas of Greece
YWCA class on posture [09-09-54, 2 negatives]

Battleship Missouri (ship) comes to Hunters Point [09-09-54 - 09-10-54, 19 negatives]

Battleship Missouri (ship) -- Hunters Point (September 09, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 55, [09-09-54.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Fireman Fred Brogren and [Bosn?] Second Class R.F. Nichols who is holding Bruce Abrams on his shoulders stand on deck of the newly docked Battleship Missouri. Marines stand guard while visitors look at plaque on ship where Japanese peace agreement was signed. Long shot from flying bridge to front of ship.

Battleship Missouri (ship) -- Hunters Point (September 10, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 55, [09-10-54.01]

Physical Description: 15 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Long shots of ship approaching shore. People on dock watch the Battleship Missouri nearing. Bird's-eye view of ship with cars and people on deck and crane on shore. Visitors walk on ramp to ship. Long line of people waiting to get on board (cityscape). Seven people look at plaque on ship where Japanese peace agreement was signed. Man stands next to plaque.

Mountain Lake Park painted by "religious" vandals [09-10-54, 6 negatives]

Vandals Paint the Park -- Mountain Lake Park (September 10, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 55, [09-10-54.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Park playground director Albert Zecker stands in front of vandalized men's bathroom door. Shot of vandalized women's bathroom door. Illegally painted tables in card room near Ninth Avenue entrance. Paint on ground and flagpole with house and trees in background near Ninth Avenue. Deleuse Syrs and Roger Levin stand in tennis court [that they sometimes play in] where vandals have painted on ground (neighborhood). "Pray" painted on ground with people on bicycles and on foot in the background.

Governor Goodwin Knight campaigning [09-13-54, 3 negatives]
Campaigning -- Governor Goodwin Knight (September 13, 1954)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Goodwin Knight, Mrs. Knight, and Chairman Hartley Peart of the Committee for Knight for Governor stand in front of campaign posters. People converge around desk and podium at campaign headquarters. Knight shakes hands with supporters in the crowd.

First day of classes at new schools (A.P. Giannini Junior High School and Mark Twain Elementary School) [09-13-54, 6 negatives]

New Schools -- A.P. Giannini Jr. High and Mark Twain Elementary (September 13, 1954)

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students arrive at A.P. Giannini Junior High School on the ramp that leads to the entrance. Female school principal stands in front of Mark Twain Elementary making announcement in front of mothers and school children (children were grouped outside so they would not get lost inside the new building). Children and mothers stand in playground in front of building and flag flying at half-mast while waiting for school to open. View of students arriving at A.P. Giannini Junior High School while cars are parked in the lot below. Children at Mark Twain Elementary form semi-circle in playground in front of building.

Miniature hat display for Korean children's relief

Skull of missing florist (Lopez) found [09-14-54, 2 negatives]

General Anderson (ship) arrives at Treasure Island with 1,700 Marines [09-14-54, 10 negatives]

US Marines Arrive -- General Anderson (ship) -- Treasure Island (September 14, 1954)

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marines arrive at Pier Seventeen on Treasure Island. Marines stand on dock waving to camera. Marines walk down street in file (neighborhood). Marines walk down pier holding luggage, walk off pier on to land. Marines make a turn while walking down street in file. Marines exit ship from door onto plank. Families wait for ship to finish docking while Marines wait on deck of ship. Families wait behind barricade.

Moon over bay from Telegraph Hill [09-14-54, 1 negative]

Philatelist convention

Gang fight on Mission Street (juvenile delinquency) [09-15-54, 7 negatives]

Gang Shooting -- Mission Street Police Station (September 15, 1954)

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant Joseph Donegan and Phillip Kiely talk to shooters Larry Page and Stan Owens. Booking officer Emil Reulein stands at the typewriter with Ted Lopez and William Tayas. Officer Frank Prier talks to Charles White and Joe Carr in a cell. Gun and other pieces of evidence are laid out on a table. Two young men lean on table with eyeglasses in hands. Dr. Herbert Clish talks to Lopez in police station. Donegan pulls up Owens' shirt to look at tattoos on his chest (juvenile delinquency).

Aerial views of Highway 101 in Marin County at Greenbrae [09-15-54, 11 negatives]
Aerial Views of Highway 101 -- Marin County (September 15, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 55, [09-15-54.03]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bird's-eye views of Highway 101 at the Greenbrae intersection with views of mountains, cars on highway, surrounding buildings and landscape, secondary roads, and a billboard (cityscape) (transportation).

Test run of Air Force crash boat in San Francisco Bay (cityscapes) [09-16-54, 3 negatives]
Test Run -- New Air Force Crash Boat -- Treasure Island (September 16, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 55, [09-16-54.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New boat being tested while Navy helicopter flies above city (cityscape). Boat in San Francisco Bay with city and Golden Gate Bridge in the distance. [Boat also equipped with guns forward and aft. It was built at a shipyard in Stockton for about 450,000 dollars].

Opera opening night [09-17-54, ca. 50 negatives]
American Mining Convention [09-19-54 - 09-20-54, ca. 15 negatives]
Consul General Clement Richard Attlee of Great Britain
San Francisco cityscapes from the top of Hamm's Brewery [09-21-54, 5 negatives]
Evening Views -- Top of Hamm's Brewery (September 21, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 56, [09-21-54.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Night view of Ferry Building and Bay Bridge (cityscape, neighborhood). View looking east with Bay Bridge in center. Looking north from Brewery with views of buildings and street.

Father Scanlon made Bishop at St. Mary's Cathedral [09-21-54, ca. 15 negatives]
Conductor Pierre Monteux visits
San Francisco Chief (train) wreck in Contra Costa County
Basil "the Owl" Banghart brought from Alcatraz [09-22-54, 1 negative]
Senator Estes Kefauver and Congressman Sam Yorty at press conference [09-23-54, 2 negatives]
Press Conference -- Senator Phillip O'Rourke and Congressman Estes Kefauver -- Fairmont Hotel (September 23, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 56, [09-23-54.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Democrats Senator Phillip O'Rourke, Congressman Estes Kefauver and Congressman Sam Yorty stand inside the Fairmont Hotel. Kefauver, Yorty and others sit with reporters in a room in the hotel.

Television symposium on hypertension
Emergency delivery of iron lung for infant (health) [09-23-54, 5 negatives]
Emergency Delivery -- Iron Lung for Infant -- Mission Emergency Hospital (September 23, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 56, [09-23-54.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

10,000 dollars worth of drugs (narcotics) from Red China confiscated by customs officers
Science fair at Josephine Randall Junior Museum (education)
Views of The Sands resort at Stinson Beach (owned by murdered woman) [09-24-54, 4 negatives]
Salvation Army Band in Union Square
Rosh ha-Shanah [09-27-54, 2 negatives]
Interview with actor Clifton Webb
New control tower in operation at San Francisco International Airport
Fol de Rol opera ball
Ophthalmology Laboratory dedicated at UC Medical Sciences Building (education, health)
St. Anthony dining room serves its 2 millionth free meal [09-30-54, 2 negatives]
Two-millionth Free Meal Served -- St. Anthony Dining Room (September 30, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 56, [09-30-54.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Director Father Alfred Boeddeker of the St. Anthony's Dining Room at 121 Golden Gate serves two-millionth meal since place opened October 4, 1950 to part-time mechanic Nick Levko with sea of men in the background and buffet-style containers in the foreground. Levko sits at table eating a turkey leg with potatoes, dressing, corn, string beans, cranberry sauce, fruit cake, coffee, and bread on his plate surrounded by Director of Catholic Service messenger William Flanagan, Father Alan McCoy, and Father Alfred Boeddeker and Chef Bud Gregg representing Oakland Franciscan headquarters. [Levko also received a carton of cigarettes and suit of clothes] (social services).

Airmen shot down by Russians return to Alameda Naval Air Station

October 1954 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 56-58, [100054-103154]

Physical Description: 1050 negatives (estimate)

Joe Di Maggio and Marilyn Monroe divorce [10-00-54, 4 negatives]
Divorce -- Marilyn Monroe and Joe Di Maggio (October 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 56, [10-00-54.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of baseball player Joe Di Maggio and photograph of him speaking with reporters, taken after (the announcement of?) his divorce from actress Marilyn Monroe. Taken at 2150 Beach Street in the home of Joe Di Maggio.

Filthy Mission District apartment interior and children as police investigate (child neglect?, housing, poverty) [10-00-54, 11 negatives]
American Cancer Society annual luncheon (health) [10-01-54, 5 negatives]
Marine recruiting drive with Marine band and Chinese drum corp [10-02-54, 2 negatives]

Recruiting Drive -- US Marine Corps (October 02, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 56, [10-02-54.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
The Marine Band and the Chinese Drum Corps march down parade route at Ninth and Geary Streets, during climax of recruiting drive for the Richmond Marines (neighborhood).

Boy Scouts planting trees in Golden Gate Park [10-02-54, 3 negatives]

Frozen foods convention [10-03-54, 3 negatives]

Frozen Foods Convention -- Palace Hotel (October 03, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 56, [10-03-54.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
"Sally SeaPak" holds up frozen package of Chesapeake oysters for camera as she stands by Harold G. Hacke of the Union Ice Company and Executive Director Harry K. Schaufller of the National Wholesale Frozen Food Distributors Association.

Senate sub-committee hearing on juvenile delinquency

Dedication of veterans’ shelter at Kezar Stadium [10-04-54, 4 negatives]

Mayor Elmer Robinson serenaded on his 60th birthday [10-04-54, 2 negatives]

Knights of Columbus celebrate the feast of St. Francis [10-04-54, 2 negatives]

Narcotics enforcement arrests marijuana suspects [10-05-54, 8 negatives]

Foreign Minister Katsuo Okazaki of Japan visits

Mayor signs proclamation for "Business Women's Week" and "National Nurse Week"

Five Navy ships come through the Golden Gate [10-07-54, 12 negatives]

Arrival of Navy Ships -- Golden Gate Bridge (October 07, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 56, [10-07-54.06]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of the Mountrail (ship), the Algol (ship), the Menard (ship), the Bayfield (ship), and the Montague (ship) sailing under the Golden Gate Bridge and in Bay.

New one-way street at Fourth Street and Harrison (neighborhood)

Press Club interview of Senator Thomas H. Kuchel

Centennial of Grace Cathedral [10-08-54, 2 negatives]

Centennial -- Grace Cathedral (October 08, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 57, [10-08-54.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
The Reverend Edward Lamb Parsons [the Third Bishop of California], Reverend Francis De Witt Batty of New Castle, Australia, Reverend Karl Morgan Block [Episcopal Bishop of California], and the Reverend Henry H. Shires [Suffragan Bishop] pose for photographs on the occasion of the Grace Cathedral's one-hundredth anniversary.

Columbus Day banquet with J.D. Zellerbach

Queen Lillian Prato and Baron Muzi Falconi [10-11-54, 2 negatives]

Admiral Chester W. Nimitz speaks at oil industry luncheon [10-11-54, 2 negatives]

Vice President Richard M. Nixon lands at Travis Air Force Base [10-11-54, 4 negatives]
Arrival -- Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Travis Air Force Base (October 11, 1954)
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard Nixon shakes hands with General Stanley Donavan on the steps of the airplane "GOP Congressional Special;" with John Baldwin also shown. Nixon speaks to reporters during press conference by airplane.

Representative Sam Yorty and Senator Stuart Symington [10-12-54, 3 negatives]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sam Yorty and Senator Stuart Symington speak with reporter.

Ground breaking for new Longshoremens building (labor) [10-12-54, 7 negatives]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George Christopher scoops up first shovel of dirt in groundbreaking for building, with President Martin Callaghan of the International Longshoremens and Warehousemens Union Local 10 chapter alongside and crowd in background (labor). Views of crowd and speakers addressing crowd, with factory and natural gas storage facility in background (labor, neighborhood).

Columbus Day celebration at Golden Gate Park [10-12-54, 3 negatives]
Customs confiscated Korean sword from royal family

Heavy smog over San Francisco as seen from on top of the Hamm's Brewery building (cityscapes) [10-14-54, 2 negatives]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of smoke coming from factory chimneys in foreground, with heavy pall of smog in sky over city skyline. Taken from the top of the Hamm's Beer building (cityscapes, environment).

Opera back stage with actress Dorothy McGuire and conductors Pierre Monteux and Kurt Herbert Adler [10-15-54, 3 negatives]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Directors Pierre Monteux and Kurt Herbert Adler, actress Dorothy McGuire, [actor?] Robert Watt Miller, and Consul General Louis de Guiringaud of France speak back stage at the Opera House during staging of the opera "Jean at the Stake."

Veterans of Indian Wars [10-15-54, 2 negatives]
Veterans of Indian Wars -- War Memorial Building (October 15, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 57, [10-15-54.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eighty-nine year old Commander John Roberts, eighty-two year old John Gilbert, eighty-three year old Major John H. Fanning, and seventy-five year old Charles F. Beeson, all veterans of US Government wars against American Indian tribes, "talk over old Indian tricks" [used during battle?].

Adlai Stevenson arrives at San Francisco International Airport [10-16-54, 5 negatives]
Arrival -- Adlai Stevenson -- Airport (October 16, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 57, [10-16-54.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson, arriving to give speech in San Francisco, is greeted by Senator Stuart Symington, Representative Sam Yorty, and Mr. Graves on steps of airplane. Same men leave airport in automobile.

Dedication of San Francisco State Teachers' College [10-16-54, 4 negatives]
Transfer of ownership of the Palace Hotel from Mrs. William B. Johnson to the Sheraton Corporation [10-18-54, 2 negatives]
Order of the Eastern Star convention [10-18-54 - 10-19-54, ca. 40 negatives]
Kick off for United Nations Week
Movie producer Albert R. Broccoli and wife Nitre here to publicize film "The Black Knight" [10-18-54, 2 negatives]
Canadian carrier The Magnificent (ship) arrives at Treasure Island [10-18-54, 11 negatives]
Canadian Carrier "The Magnificent" (ship) -- Treasure Island (October 18, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 57, [10-18-54.17-18]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
David Reid stands on wing of airplane, with other airplanes parked around him on deck of ship. Commodore H.S. Rayner, captain of The Magnificent (ship), Commander G.C. Edwards, captain of the frigate Stettler (ship), and Consul Paul Reading of Canada converse on deck of ship. Sailors prepare to take polio victim Edward F. Amos from ship. Views of The Magnificent (ship) and the frigate Stettler (ship) arriving in Bay, with Angel Island in background (cityscapes).

Admiral A.G. Cooke shows new civil defense plans for H-bomb (hydrogen bomb) disaster for San Francisco [10-19-54, 2 negatives]
Disaster Plans for Hydrogen Bomb Attack (October 19, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 57, [10-19-54.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral A.G. Cooke points to areas ringed by concentric circles on large map of San Francisco, which illustrates plans in the eventuality of a hydrogen bomb attack (atomic age, civil defense).

View of San Francisco with fog on horizon (cityscapes) [10-19-54, 2 negatives]
Fog Around City -- Forest Hill (October 19, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 57, [10-19-54.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of fog ringing the Forest Hill neighborhood of San Francisco (cityscapes).
**Olympic Games fund drive parade** [10-19-54, 3 negatives]

*Fund Drive -- Olympic Games -- City Hall* (October 19, 1954)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 57, [10-19-54.17]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Governor and Mrs. Goodwin Knight, Bob and Melba Mathias wave from convertible automobile used in fund drive parade. Taken at the front of City Hall (neighborhood).

---

**San Francisco Symphony conductor Enrich Jordan and family**

**Croatian Fraternal Union of America celebrates 60th anniversary**

**Hemophilia victim Raymond Schultz** [10-21-54 - 10-28-54, 9 negatives]

**Edmund G. Brown and wife vote by absentee ballots** [10-22-54, 2 negatives]

*Absentee Ballot -- Attorney General Edmund G. Brown -- City Hall* (October 22, 1954)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 57, [10-22-54.07]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Edmund G. Brown and Mrs. Brown cast absentee ballots for election. Registrar Thomas Twoomey also shown.

---

**Parking meter money sorted out** [10-22-54, 3 negatives]

**United Nations seminar**

**Governor Goodwin Knight meets with AFL labor leaders** [10-25-54, 2 negatives]

*Leaders -- American Federation of Labor -- Fairmont Hotel* (October 25, 1954)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 57, [10-25-54.05]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Governor Goodwin J. Knight and "his charming wife" Virginia Knight pose for photos with Secretary Treasurer C.J. Haggerty of the American Federation of Labor (AFL), and Jack Goldenberger of the San Francisco Labor Council.

---

**Dr. Wernher von Braun originator of the V2 rocket visits** [10-25-54, 1 negative]

*V2 Rocket Inventor -- Dr. Wernher von Braun* (October 25, 1954)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 57, [10-25-54.08]

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

Portrait of Wernher von Braun, originator of the V2 rocket. Taken at 155 Sansome Street.

---

**Governor Goodwin Knight tours Richardson Bay** [10-26-54, 7 negatives]

*Tour -- Governor Goodwin J. Knight -- Richardson Bay* (October 26, 1954)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 57, [10-26-54.07]

**Physical Description:** 7 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Director Frank Durkee of the Department of Public Works, engineer B.W. Booker of the [Department of Water?], Tom Laumann, Goodwin Knight, Ernest Burgstadter... shown looking out on Richardson Bay, touring tunnel, on ferry, and standing on the Richmond side of the new Richmond-San Rafael Bridge (cityscapes).

---

**Proposition B bond drive for stadium supporters with Leo Durocher**

**Gold Star mothers drop wreath in bay to honor dead** [10-27-54, 3 negatives]

**Governor Sir Alexander Grantham of Hong Kong visits**

**Transport ship General Simon Buckner arrives at Fort Mason with "heroes"** [10-28-54, 6 negatives]
"Heroes" Return -- General Simon Buckner (ship) -- Fort Mason (October 28, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 57, [10-28-54.02]  
Physical Description: 6 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Views of ship and troops on deck. Servicemen stand in coffee line inside dock building while awaiting transport.

Miss America Lee Meriwether returns home to parade and other activities  
[10-27-54 - 10-29-54, ca. 50 negatives]  
Equitable Life building "topping out" ceremony (building completion)  
Betty Miller who was phoned by President Eisenhower

November 1954 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58-59, [110054-113054]  
Physical Description: 875 negatives (estimate)

Presentation High School centennial  
Grand National Livestock Exhibition at the Cow Palace [11-01-54, 4 negatives]  
Opening of horse race season at Golden Gate Fields (jockey Willie Shoemaker wins) [11-01-54, 6 negatives]  
Election activities [11-02-54, 25 negatives]  
   Election -- City Hall (November 02, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-02-54.02]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Several women tabulate election returns from precincts. Crowd reads billboard showing "semi-official election returns" for both state and national races. Barbara Hirschfelder hands briefcase holding election returns from Precinct 1022, the first precinct to turn in its results, over to inspectors Albert F. Fulton, Edgar Israel, G.S. Cohn, and Henry Blaettler. Inspectors at long table examine ballots from different precincts.

Election Voting -- Candidate for State Senator (November 02, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-02-54.03]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Robert I. McCarthy, candidate for the state senate, signs voter registrar and votes with Mrs. Robert I. McCarthy. Taken at 1401 Fourteenth Street.

Election Voting -- US Representative William S. Mailliard (November 02, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-02-54.04]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Congressman William Somers Mailliard prepares to cast ballot at voting machine. Taken at 3375 Jackson Street.

Election Voting -- Candidate for US Representative (November 02, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-02-54.05]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Phillip O'Rourke, candidate for US representative, signs voter register with Mrs. Phillip O'Rourke and casts ballot at voting machine.
**Election Voting -- Candidate for Governor -- Acalanes High School (November 02, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-02-54.06]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Richard Perrin Graves, Democratic candidate for governor, shown standing outside voting booths with Mrs. Richard Graves, and leaving precinct with son Stephen.

---

**Election Candidates -- Television Station KPIX (November 02, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-02-54.07]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**


---

**Election -- Station KPIX (November 02, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-02-54.08-09]

**Physical Description:** 8 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**


---

**Stripper Jinx Naomi Lane nabbed in lewd act show [11-02-54, 3 negatives]**

State harbor commissioners

**Eskimos arrive from Alaska here for World Travel Congress [11-04-54, 5 negatives]**

**Baseball's Joe Di Maggio and boxer Joe Louis discuss the Paddy DeMarco fight [11-04-54, 3 negatives]**

**Large dope raid (narcotics) in Santa Cruz [11-05-54, 2 negatives]**

**Narcotics Raid -- Federal Building (November 05, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-05-54.08]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

US District Superintendent of Narcotics Ernest Gentry pulls bag from one of two thermos jugs found full of heroin in a Santa Cruz "dope" raid [narcotics].

---

**General Matthew B. Ridgway reviews troops at the Presidio [11-05-54, 5 negatives]**

**Troop Review -- General Matthew B. Ridgway -- Presidio (November 05, 1954)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-05-54.09]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Sixth Army troops stand at attention while being inspected by Chief of Staff Matthew B. Ridgway of the US Army and Lieutenant General W.G. Wyman, commander of the Sixth Army. General Ridgway reviews the honor color guard as Captain Eugene Gazio stands by.
Luncheon -- General Matthew B. Ridgway -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (November 05, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-05-54.10]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
President A.H. Moffitt Jr. of the Commonwealth Club sits with Chief of Staff Matthew B. Ridgway of the US Army at luncheon table. Dr. Clark Kerr, chancellor of UC Berkeley, also shown. Above ground view of crowd, with speakers' table to right.

Charmena Royal and her pet boa constrictor Rajah (snake)  

Fire at Third and Galvez Streets  
Principal Ras E. Johnson of Galileo High School retires  
United Nations tenth anniversary preparations and activities [11-06-54, 11-08-54, 4 negatives]  

Tenth Anniversary Preparations -- United Nations -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (November 06, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-06-54.05]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Per Lind and Andrew W. Cordier, assistants to UN Secretary General Dag Hammarskjöld, Co-Chairmen Ted Huggins and Augustin C. Keane of the Press and Union League Club's UN Tenth Anniversary Committee, and Supervisor Francis McCarty pose for group photos [UN representatives in town to examine San Francisco's preparedness for the United Nation's tenth anniversary celebration].

UN Committee -- Mayor Elmer Robinson -- City Hall (November 08, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-08-54.01]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Chief Officer Per Lind of the Assembly Division of the United Nations and Andrew W. Lordier, assistant to the UN secretary general, meet with Mayor Elmer Robinson.

KQED-San Francisco new public television station dedication [11-08-54, 4 negatives]  

New Studio -- Television Station KQED (November 08, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-08-54.02]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Fire at the Fox Theatre [11-10-54, 2 negatives]  

Fire -- Fox Theatre (November 10, 1954)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-10-54.11]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Firemen put out fire behind the candy counter in the Fox Theatre.

Writer Norman Vincent Peale visits  
Henry Miller estate row  
Veteran's Day memorial events [11-11-54, 4 negatives]  
Rededication of the Hearst Spanish War cannon [11-11-54, 2 negatives]
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)

November 1954 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58-59, [110054-113054]

**Rededication -- Spanish-American War Cannon -- Columbia Square (November 11, 1954)**

- **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  - Supervisor Gene McAteer, John J.F. Mahoney of the United Spanish War Veterans, and Fred Baldwin stand before cannon and new plaque [which replaced a stolen one].

**Naturalization ceremony at the civic auditorium**

**First hundred barefoot gals get in free to see movie “The Barefoot Contessa”**

**The UC Berkeley vs. Stanford Big Game activities at Stanford University [11-12-54, 11-16-54 - 11-20-54, ca. 60 negatives]**

**Labor union investigation**

**Eleanor Roosevelt [11-12-54, 3 negatives]**

- **Press Conference -- Eleanor Roosevelt -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (November 12, 1954)**
  - **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
  - **Scope and Content Note**
    - Eleanor Roosevelt speaks to reporters during press conference.

**Ambassador Sadao Iguchi of Japan visits**

**Artist Beniamino Bufano and actress Helen Hayes unveil his new marble cats [11-12-54, 2 negatives]**

- **Unveiling of Marble Cats -- Actress Helen Hayes -- Press and Union League Club (November 12, 1954)**
  - **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
  - **Scope and Content Note**
    - Helen Hayes unveils marble cat sculptures created by artist Beniamino Bufano. Barney Gould and Paul Spiegel also shown.

**Reception for symphony conductor Enrique Jorda**

**Vandals damage El Dorado Home School (education)**

**First day of crab season at Fisherman's Wharf [11-15-54, 2 negatives]**

- **First Day of Crab Season -- Fisherman's Wharf (November 15, 1954)**
  - **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
  - **Scope and Content Note**
    - Bill McKillop and Pat Gelardi shown with crabs that they caught on the first day of crab season. Pat Gelardi holds up two of his crabs before placing them in cauldron of boiling water at his outdoor stand (neighborhood).

**Eddie Joost at Frank Bernard murder trial [11-15-54 - 11-17-54, ca. 10 negatives]**

**Actors and actresses here for "Guild Frolic" (Rita Moreno, Debra Paget, Sheree North, and Jeff Hunter) [11-16-54, 2 negatives]**

**Louella Parsons at the Fox Theatre for world premier of movie "Desiree" [11-16-54, 10 negatives]**

**Boy Scout Council [11-16-54, 4 negatives]**

**Top decoration bestowed upon William Winter and Michel Dumont by Morocco government official**

**San Francisco State College student bonfire [11-17-54 - 11-18-54, 5 negatives]**
Student Bonfire -- San Francisco State College (November 17, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 58, [11-17-54.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Firemen wet down a pile of bonfire wood "touched off maliciously" (before the intended rally). Taken near Font and Lake Merced Boulevards.

Student Bonfire -- San Francisco State College (November 18, 1954)
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cheerleaders and other students at rally with bonfire burning in background.

Mechanical kidney in operation at Stanford Hospital (health) [11-18-54, 2 negatives]
Mechanical Kidney -- Stanford Hospital (November 18, 1954)
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Registered nurse Marjorie Patterson plays the role of patient during demonstration of the mechanical kidney [a large cylindrical apparatus to her left]. Teri Oikawa and Dr. J. Max Rukes, a trained specialist in artificial kidney therapy, attend to her (health).

Rafael Cancel Miranda goes to Alcatraz after shooting up Congress [11-18-54, 3 negatives]
Prisoner to Alcatraz -- Rafael Cancel Miranda -- Fort Mason (November 18, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 59, [11-18-54.16]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Marshall Thomas J. Lunney escorts Rafael Cancel Miranda of Puerto Rico, whose hands are chained, down gangplank to waiting boat, then hands him over to Lieutenant Emil Rickner, an Alcatraz prison guard [Rafael Cancel Miranda (possibly a Puerto Rican nationalist?) apparently fired a gun on the US Congress].

Streetcar accident [11-18-54, 4 negatives]
Streetcar Accident (November 18, 1954)
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of damage caused to two streetcars by accident at Sansome and Market Streets. Conductor George Bunner, the most seriously injured party in the accident, lays in hospital bed at Harbor Emergency (transportation).

Stanford students paint Jack London Square red ("Big Game" vandalism) [11-19-54, 2 negatives]

Five thousand Marines arrive at Treasure Island (from Indo-China, Tokyo, and Korea) [11-19-54, 13 negatives]
Arrival of Troops -- Treasure Island (November 19, 1954)

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Crowd of US Marines, arrived from locations in Indo-China, Tokyo, Japan, and Korea, fill grounds at Treasure Island. Lieutenant Colonel John D. Bowersock of the Presidio, Mrs. Bowersock, Captain James R. Gober, and Mrs. Darrell Stuart walk along dock and past the four ships of Squadron Five. Servicemen unload from the Telefair (ship). Marines crowd the decks of the Montrose (ship) and Telefair (ship). Marines march in formation down street on Treasure Island (neighborhood). Views of ship sailing under the Bay Bridge. Crowd watches as ships sail into dock.

Muscular Dystrophy Association
Big Game parade at UC Berkeley [11-19-54, 8 negatives]

Scandinavian prime ministers visit (from Sweden, Denmark, and Norway)

Father and son burglar team

100,000 [dollar?] sable Christmas tree at I. Magnin (tree made of fur) [11-23-54, 4 negatives]

Animal Fur -- Sable Christmas Tree -- I. Magnin (November 23, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 59, [11-23-54.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Model Jane Winter poses in front of I Magnin's Christmas "tree" made from animal furs.

Breckinridge (ship) arrives at Fort Mason with troops [11-24-54, ca. 10 negatives]

Centennial of St. Mary's Church [11-24-54, 2 negatives]

Centennial -- Saint Mary's Church (November 24, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 59, [11-24-54.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Father Basil Doyle shows marriage register, dating from 1854, to Mrs. Harry Hill and Noel Sullivan. The register contains a marriage record for the grandparents of Noel Sullivan.

Thanksgiving dinner served at St. Anthony's and various other venues [11-24-54 - 11-25-54, 7 negatives]

Thanksgiving Turkeys -- Saint Anthony's Dining Room (November 24, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 59, [11-24-54.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Cook Budd Gregg looks over pile consisting of some of the 150 turkeys he will roast for Thanksgiving dinner in soup kitchen affiliated with Saint Boniface Church [meals to be given to the poor and those in need].

Thanksgiving Dinner -- Saint Boniface Church (November 25, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 59, [11-25-54.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Crowd lines up outside soup kitchen, waiting to receive their Thanksgiving turkey dinner. Inside church, women serve men in food line, while others sit down to eat in background, some of the 3200 people to eat Thanksgiving dinner at the church.
Thanksgiving Dinner -- Salvation Army -- Harbor Light Mission (November 25, 1954)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men sit at tables eating turkey dinners, some of the one thousand homeless men served Thanksgiving dinner by the Salvation Army.

Billy Graham speaks at luncheon in Oakland

Marijuana bricks seized (narcotics) [11-27-54, 2 negatives]

Marijuana Seizure -- State Narcotics Office (November 27, 1954)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
State narcotics inspector Vincent Chasten shows some of the ten thousand dollars worth of marijuana, in the form of bricks, taken during drug seizure.

Guardmen's Christmas tree lot opening parade [11-30-54, 7 negatives]

Opening -- Guardmen's Christmas Tree Lot (November 30, 1954)

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Santa Claus and "Noel" [a little girl] sing Christmas carols with the Columbia Park Boys' Glee Club. Girls carry banner for the "St. Mary's Chinese Girls' Drum Corps" down parade route. Harpists and drummers from the drum corps shown. Hawaiian women throw orchids from the parade float of the ASTA Travel Agency [spectators looking down from the windows of buildings along the parade route visible] (neighborhood). Dancing girls pull up their skirts as they walk in front of cable car. Sixth Army Bagpipe Band marches past the Guardmen's tree lot; where audience watches. The Golden Gate Girls Drum and Bugle Corps also shown.

Crane lifts one of the towers off Southern Pacific depot building [11-30-54, 4 negatives]

Removal of Tower -- Southern Pacific Depot Building (November 30, 1954)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long and close-up views of crane lifting one of the towers from the depot. Taken at Third and Townsend Streets.

December 1954

Physical Description: 875 negatives (estimate)

Christmas activities (church services, decorations, parties, nativity scenes, store displays) [throughout month]

Santa Claus school [12-00-54, 4 negatives]
Santa School (December 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 59, [12-00-54.01-04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Don Lowernbein holds book and large candy cane while Art Grant and Mara Bartolacelli are in costume and holding sign. Jeanette Davi, Grant, Lowernbein, and Mr. and Mrs. Serbin at workshop in Serbin's Santa School at 1191 Market Street. Lowernbein trims Santa's beard while others look on. Group gathers around table.

Controversy over Mount Olympus statue [12-01-54, 2 negatives]
Controversy -- Mount Olympus Statue (December 01, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 59, [12-01-54.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of statue on hill with staircase below. [Time and weather have taken their toll on the statue and there is some controversy over its status].

Matson's ship takes 100,000 Christmas trees to Hawaii [12-02-54, 2 negatives]
Matson's Ship Takes Trees to Hawaii -- Pier Thirty-two (December 02, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 59, [12-02-54.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bird's-eye views of ship's deck covered with Christmas trees with workers on board and machines moving trees. [Photographer writes "If the camera could capture the 'aroma' of the trees, you would think you were sailing through a forest"].

Inflating balloons for Mission Merchants' Parade
Policeman shoots "hold up" man [12-03-54, 10 negatives]
Benefit tea dance for Old St. Mary's Church
Camel goes to the Air Force base for Christmas pageant
War mothers hold memorial ceremony on anniversary of Pearl Harbor [12-07-54, 3 negatives]
National Council of Jewish Women pack boxes for overseas orphanages [12-09-54, 1 negative]
National Council of Jewish Women Pack Boxes For Overseas Orphanages (December 09, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 59, [12-09-54.01]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Children Debbie Leboire and Sheila Weinberg sit on boxes and hold doll from box at 1921 California Street.

High school "prep day" at City College (education) [12-09-54, 2 negatives]
Liner Oronsay (ship) arrives from England
San Francisco College for Women's annual winter formal
St. Mary's Hospital centennial
Artist Beniamino Bufano discussing his statue of Saint Francis
Mercy High School centennial
Miss Universe of 1952 visits
Launching of the Korean Bear (ship)
Navy transport General A.M. Brewster (ship) returns from the Far East [12-11-54, 22 negatives]
Troops Return -- General A.M. Brewster (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 11, 1954)

Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Troops look at dock from upper deck rail. Smaller boat approaches ship. Troops wave from the rail. Troops get on each others' backs to form pyramid. Elevated view of troops on deck beneath. Families wait on dock while bands play and ship docks. Troops stand in line drinking coffee awaiting transport. Troops exit from the gang plank with bags over shoulders.

Bishop Paul M. Ro of Korea visits
Bobo Olson's middleweight championship fight (boxing) [12-15-54, ca. 26 negatives]
Prisoners at San Quentin donate blood for hemophilia victim
Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlevi and wife Queen Soraya of Iran arrive [12-16-54, 7 negatives]

Arrival -- Mohammed Reza Pahlevi and Queen Soraya -- San Francisco International Airport (December 16, 1954)

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Queen Soraya, her husband the Shah of Iran Mohammed Reza Pahlevi, and some of their party walk down United Airlines airplane ramp. The Queen wears a fur coat and holds flowers at foot of ramp with the Shah and others nearby. The Queen and the Shah walk with State Department agent John O'Hanley while people look on. Plainclothes policeman escorts the Queen and Shah and O'Hanley to waiting cars. Close-up of the couple with O'Hanley while the Mayor's secretary holds flowers.

Mabel Malotte case [12-17-54, 2 negatives]
Night view in Union Square (neighborhood) [12-17-54, 4 negatives]

Evening Views -- Union Square (December 17, 1954)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of Union Square taken from fifth floor of Irina Roublen Salon di Coufure at 260 Stockton Street showing Geary Street and the Hotel St. Francis. Views showing Post Street with traffic making streaks of light.

Coit Tower lit up like a candle and double exposure with McLaren Lodge Christmas tree [12-17-54, 3 negatives]
President Cleveland (ship) decorated for Christmas leaves dock with Santa waving good bye [12-21-54, 2 negatives]
General J.C. Breckinridge (ship) and Fred C. Ainsworth (ship) arrive from Okinawa with troops [12-21-54, 10 negatives]

Transports Arrive -- General J.C. Breckinridge (ship) and Fred C. Ainsworth (ship) -- Fort Mason (December 21, 1954)

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Troops on the Ainsworth stand on ship's deck. The Ainsworth heads towards another boat in the water. Troops on the Breckinridge stand on ship's deck, wave.

Eureka earthquake damage [12-21-54, 20 negatives]
Earthquake Damage -- Eureka (December 21, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 60, [12-21-54.03]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Woman sits in room while other person takes notes. People sit in line of tables with microphones. Four people stand in room with Eureka police officer. Room with earthquake damage [parts of ceiling on floor]. Missing paint exposes brick wall in City Hall entrance way. Clerk replaces liquor bottles in store. Men clear debris from floor in construction work site. View of a hallway with debris on floor. Person picks up bricks from outside of home. Stacks of wood fallen outside in construction site. Crane reaches to cracked brick building. View of commercial sidewalk with debris on ground (neighborhood). Barricades and signs indicate building is closed [City Hall?]. Man stands on top of building inspecting damage. Crane removes cracked portion of Kress store next to Montgomery Ward.

Orphans visit aircraft carrier Boxer (ship) for Christmas party
Live nativity scene at St. Boniface Church [12-21-54, 2 negatives]
Inventor Dr. Marvel Beem demonstrating his new hospital bed (health) [12-22-54, 4 negatives]
New Hospital Bed -- Stanford Hospital (December 22, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 60, [12-22-54.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Inventor Dr. Marvel Beem stands at foot of patient Mrs. Frieda Baker's bed. Mrs. Baker turns on sink from bed. Mrs. Baker plays with switches attached to swing-arm table. Doctor stands over patient on gurney (health).

Red Strader made new coach for the 49ers football team [12-23-54, 4 negatives]
Press Conference -- Red Strader -- Phelan Building (December 23, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 60, [12-23-54.00]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Troopship returns from Far East with soldiers [12-23-54, 14 negatives]
Troops Return -- Fort Mason (December 23, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 60, [12-23-54.02]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Army Corporal Wallace Hagglund holds barracks bag on shoulder while being welcomed home by his father B.L. Hagglund and mother. Army Private First Class Donald Giusti is embraced by his father Ivan, brother David, wife Marjorie, sister-in-law Marilyn, and father-in-law. Troops walk down gang plank holding barracks bags on shoulders. Troops put down bags. Troops sit on bags and wave, awaiting ground transport outside (neighborhood). Troops wave from ship. Band plays on dock with ship in background. Families wait behind barricades while ship docks.

Dead letter office with one million pieces of mail [12-24-54, 2 negatives]
Rosemary Clooney and Jose Ferrer here for movie premier [12-27-54, 2 negatives]
Film Opening -- Ferrer and Clooney -- Fairmont Hotel(December 27, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 60, [12-27-54.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joe Ferrer, wife Rosemary Clooney, and Gail Stone [Clooney's sister?] sit at window in Fairmont Hotel. [They are in town for a movie premier].

Sunrise from Twin Peaks (San Francisco cityscapes) [12-28-54, 5 negatives]
Sunrise -- Twin Peaks(December 28, 1954)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 60, [12-28-54.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bird's-eye view of the lights on Market Street. Sun rising over the East Bay hills and over Hunters Point with city in the foreground.

Arrival of Thomas Jefferson (ship) with troops and kids from Korea [12-30-54, 8 negatives]
Arrival from Korea -- Thomas Jefferson (ship) -- Oakland Army Base(December 30, 1954) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 60, [12-30-54.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corporal Anthony J. Beitane is greeted on dock by parents Mr. and Mrs. William Kett and other family members. Long-shot of ship docking. Close-ups and long-shots of troops on deck. Band plays while ship docks. Families wait on shore while ship docks. Serviceman kisses woman while man stands by.

January 1955 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61-62, [010055-013155]
Physical Description: 1125 negatives (estimate)

New Year's Eve festivities
Customized 1952 Kaiser car (automobile)
Elizabeth Arden and her sister Vicontessa de Maublanc (fashion)[01-03-55, 2 negatives]
New San Francisco supervisor William Blake sworn in
Bart Cartativo houseboy murder trial [01-04-55 - 01-27-55, ca. 30 negatives]
Fisherman's Wharf boat shed fire
Interview with American Legion National Commander Seaborn P. Collins
British liner Orcades (ship) [01-06-55, 11 negatives]
Sunrise pictures over San Francisco (cityscapes) [01-07-55, 6 negatives]
Sunrise Over San Francisco(January 07, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-07-55.06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the sunrise over San Francisco as seen from hill at Taylor and Vallejo Streets (cityscapes).

Tradewinds (ship) sailing [01-07-55, ca. 10 negatives]
Asian refugee arrivals on the Wilson (ship) [01-08-55, 2 negatives]
Arrival of Refugees -- President Wilson (ship) (January 08, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-08-55.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teng Gee, Paul and Larry Lieu, Andrew Gee, and Miranda Lieu, refugees from Asia, stand on deck as they arrive on board the President Wilson (ship).

Troop arrivals on the General E.D. Patrick (ship) [01-10-55, 8 negatives]

Arrival of Troops -- General E.D. Patrick (ship) -- Fort Mason (January 10, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-10-55.02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US servicemen stand on deck of ship as it arrives at dock. Servicemen drink coffee as they wait inside dock transport building.

Mayor Elmer E. Robinson at various events [throughout month]

Candidates for Chinese New Year Queen [01-11-55, 3 negatives]

Candidates for Queen -- Chinese New Year (January 11, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-11-55.12]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Katherine Chan, Dorothy Tom, Carolyn Lim, Elaine Yuen, and Helen Yu, candidates for the Chinese New Year Queen competition, pose with a Chinese dragon head and firecrackers. Taken on Stockton Street.

William Wellman and film production of "Blood Alley" at China Camp [01-11-55 - 01-12-55, 11 negatives]

Production of Film "Blood Alley" -- China Camp (January 11, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-11-55.20]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sampans (ships) sit at anchor in Bay. Stairway winds up hillside, with a partial replica of the Great Wall of China at top of hill and farm buildings at base of hill. General view of the China Camp [where movie was filmed] and sampans at anchor. Taken in Marin County.

Production of Film "Blood Alley" -- China Camp (January 12, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-12-55.10]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Director William Wellman speaks to unidentified people on the set of movie. A Chinese ferry boat sails in Bay, with fog making barge in background. William Wellman and his assistant stand on dock, with ferry boat in background [William Wellman is holding megaphone]. Portraits of unidentified men [director and actor?]. Taken on Bay in Marin County.

New officers of Infants' Shelter Auxiliary
Lehi II raft (ship)

Actor James Stewart sails on the President Wilson (ship) [01-12-55, 4 negatives]
Actor James Stewart -- President Wilson (ship) -- Mission Rock (January 12, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-12-55.11]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. James Stewart (Jimmy Stewart) stand on deck of the President Wilson (ship) [member of the American President Lines fleet], sailing on their way to Asia. Photographer sits on top of metal support for lifeboat in order to get higher angle on the couple. View of ship sailing in bay.

Adult training at Galileo High School
First anniversary of Cinerama
Actress Arlene Francis [01-13-55 - 01-14-55, 4 negatives]
Making of replica bear flag for State of California [01-14-55, 4 negatives]
Women's Overseas Service League national board meeting
Ambassador You Chan Yang of Korea [01-15-55, 2 negatives]
Press Conference -- You Chan Yang(January 15, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-15-55.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ambassador You Chan Yang of Korea speaks to reporters during press conference. Taken at 3500 Clay Street.

Christmas tree and family with Hawaiian hula outfits [01-16-55, 3 negatives]
Juvenile delinquent prevention town meeting [01-17-55, 2 negatives]
Joseph P. Crosson ("Father of credit union movement in Calif." )
Army Week with Lieutenant General Wyman
Twentieth anniversary party for the San Francisco Art Museum
Graphic arts exhibit [01-17-55, 6 negatives]
Graphic Arts Exhibit -- Sheraton Palace Hotel(January 17, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-17-55.11]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Naturalized immigrants (including Russians) at Post Office building [01-17-55, 01-28-55, 7 negatives]
Naturalization -- US Citizens -- Post Office Building(January 17, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-17-55.12]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd of immigrants lines up at counter in office after becoming naturalized citizens. [Nicholai?], Natalie, and Nadine Kumanin, Russian born US Citizens, pose for group photos.

Naturalization -- US Citizens -- Post Office Building(January 28, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-28-55.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Airman Third Class Konstantin Von Somoff of the US Air Force, in wheelchair, and Corporal Holst Scheiber of the US Army look at their certificates, which proclaim them US citizens.
John Wayne arrives at China Camp [01-17-55, 2 negatives]
Production of “Blood Alley” -- Actor John Wayne -- Sausalito (January 17, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-17-55.14]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   John Wayne waves to photographer on deck of boat [arriving at “China Camp” in Sausalito for filming of movie].

Waiting for bus at Church and Market Streets in the rain [01-18-55, 11 negatives]
Waiting in the Rain -- Bus Stop (January 18, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-18-55.06]
   Physical Description: 11 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Betty Solomon, on her way to school, and others wait in rain for bus at stops on Church and Market Streets and Sanchez and Market Streets (neighborhood, transportation). Betty Solomon looks out of bus window after boarding. [Sleeve includes five unidentified negatives showing men gathered around painting of sailor].

Italian Welfare Agency women at Fisherman’s Wharf [01-18-55, 2 negatives]
Snow on Mount Tamalpais [01-18-55, 8 negatives]
Snow -- Mount Tamalpais (January 18, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-18-55.09]
   Physical Description: 8 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Gloria Russo, Mr. and Mrs. D. Andrews, Bruce and Barbara Andrews shown standing and playing in the snow. Man scrapes snow from window of automobile. Snow covers road, and men place “Road Closed” sign across road.

Budget study for child welfare
Real Estate Commissioner D.D. Watson sworn in
Apartment buildings in Hunters Point [01-19-55, 2 negatives]
Apartment Buildings -- Hunters Point (January 19, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 61, [01-19-55.09]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   View of apartment buildings atop hill in Hunters Point [part of what photographer refers to as “house number difficulty”] (housing).

Consuls’ wives plan International Hospitality Center Ball
Army Street 2-alarm fire
Joseph Alioto and Cesare Rossi
Civil defense plane spotters given awards
Stanford museum accepts artist Beniamino Bufano sculpture [01-21-55, 3 negatives]
Chinese New Year Queen Carolyn Lim [01-21-55, 01-27-55, 5 negatives]
Queen -- Chinese New Year (January 21, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-21-55.06]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Carolyn Lim, to be Queen for Chinese New Year festivities, holds up card with Chinese characters that translate to read “much prosperity.” Katherine Chan also shown.
Queen of Chinatown -- City Hall (January 27, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-27-55.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson stands with Carolyn Lim and Elaine Yuen, the Queen and Princess of Chinatown respectively. The two women hold scroll written in Chinese characters and translating “the community of Chinatown extends personal greetings to Mayor Elmer Robinson”.

Buddha's Universal Church Bazaar [01-21-55, 2 negatives]
Fashions and Studebaker car at Yacht Harbor (Golden Gate Bridge in background) [01-21-55, 4 negatives]
Fashions -- Auto Show -- Yacht Harbor (January 21, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-21-55.11]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Woman with cat models clothes while standing by Studebaker car at automobile show.

Thomas Edison collection in Atherton (inventions on exhibit) [01-21-55, 8 negatives]
Collection -- Inventor Thomas Edison -- Atherton (January 21, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-21-55.14]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs showing a phonograph from 1898 and three glass cases filled with electric light bulbs. Ward Harris listens to music on an experimental model phonograph, which used an electric motor for the first time. In the background sits a “multiphone,” the first juke box made [circa 1900], and on the floor is a movie projector. Ward Harris stands in the Historical Room. The first manufactured phonograph, dating from 1889, sits in glass case. Ward Harris sits in the seat of an electrically powered automobile, for which Thomas Edison made the battery. Photo of phonograph run by water from the tap, a doll that plays nursery rhymes, and an experimental long playing phonograph with 400 grooves per inch.

Annual tea at St. Rose Academy
Native Sons of the Golden West (Joseph R. Nolan, Peter T. Conmy, Robert E. Halsey, Richard Powers)
Troop ship General C.G. Morton at Fort Mason [01-24-55, 13 negatives]
US Troops Arrive -- General C.G. Morton (ship) -- Fort Mason (January 24, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-24-55.12]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Army servicemen stand on deck of ship. Crowd on dock looks up to troops on deck. Servicemen descend gangplank from ship. Red Cross members hand out coffee to servicemen waiting inside dock transport building.

Police officer Tom Guzzetti shot [01-25-55 - 01-26-55, 25 negatives]
Mickey Rooney and Joy Healey [01-26-55, 3 negatives]
Mickey Rooney with Monkey -- Italian Village (January 26, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-26-55.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actor Mickey Rooney sits with "Jimmy" the monkey, Glinda Guilfoyle, Joyce Moore, and Elizabeth Labelle [all three women wearing fishnet stockings and matching tops]. Joy Healey, head of the Joy Healey Dancers, also shown.

Dope raid suspects (narcotics)
Actor Tab Hunter [01-26-55, 2 negatives]
Tab Hunter -- Movie "Battle Cry" -- Hotel St. Francis (January 26, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-26-55.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of actor Tab Hunter, movie star to appear in the movie "Battle Cry."

New Winston supermarket [01-26-55, 15 negatives]
Winston Supermarket (January 26, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-26-55.09]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
External views of the new Winston Supermarket El Camino del Mar, showing parking lot, storefront, and tops of houses on hill behind (neighborhood). Internal views of store, showing customers and employees, food aisles, and specialty departments of store.

Narcotics suspect roundup
Sunset Health Center (infant and child check-ups) [01-27-55, 6 negatives]
Child Check-ups -- Sunset Health Center (January 27, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-27-55.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Walter Dessauer, Mrs. Harrison S. Robinson, and Mrs. Gaynor Langsdorf sit on brick planter outside of health center. Mrs. Barry Livingston checks the height of eight year old Roger Boris. Volunteer Mrs. Frederick Gock weighs baby David McClellan, while Mrs. Livingston holds baby Gregory Tong. Dr. Margaret Miller checks on the health of the O'Keefe family. Taken at [2579?] Forty-second Avenue.

Junior Achievement companies at work (education and youth training, making ash trays, etc.) [01-27-55, 7 negatives]
Junior Achievement Companies (January 27, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-27-55.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dan Thal of Washington High School, and Marilyn Asmussen and Madeline Santiago of Balboa High School make ivy planters out of soup ladels. Dorothy DaMatteo of Star of the Sea Academy polishes a stainless steel disk she will make into an ashtray. Margie Sleath of Giannini Junior High School sits with instructor Harvey C. Cranfill at machine that will press silver disk into the shape of an ashtray. Charlie Hayes of Riordan High School polishes finished ash trays. Other students shown making earrings, cufflinks, iron candle holders, and cigarette trays. Executive Director Frank Stegall of the Junior Achievement program and Patrick H. Palmer look over the students' finished products (education).

Mother arrested for dope (narcotics)
Troops and families and Breckinridge (ship) in Oakland [01-28-55, 12 negatives]

Return of Korean War Veterans -- General J.C. Breckinridge (ship) -- Oakland Army Base (January 28, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-28-55.02]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Family of Corporal Frank Peterson stands with him behind sign welcoming him home. Father George S., sister Phyllis, brother First Lieutenant Skip Peterson, and fiancee June Ingels shown. Barbara Peterson greets her husband Corporal Thomas W. Burch as he returns from seventeen months in Korea; with view of crowd in background. Ship sails into dock. Returning troops stand on deck of ship. Troops descend gangplank from ship to shore.

Man dressed like Japanese soldier with sword and all

Air Force recruiting (swearing in recruits) [01-29-55, 2 negatives]

Vigilance Committee proclamation and bell on exhibit [01-29-55, 3 negatives]

Proclamation -- Vigilance Committee (January 29, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-29-55.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A proclamation of the Vigilance Committee exhibited on wall behind bell used to call the committee of vigilantes together in times of emergency. Taken at 456 McAllister Street.

Whale trapped between dock and Boxer (ship) at Hunters Point [01-29-55, 4 negatives]

Whale Trapped Near Dock -- Hunters Point (January 29, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-29-55.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs showing the back of a whale trapped between a barge and the dock, with sailors looking down on whale. General view of the area in which the whale is trapped, and of the whale "sounding" in the water.

Golden Gate Bridge toll plaza (new 30 cents fare signs) [01-29-55, 2 negatives]

Toll -- Golden Gate Bridge (January 29, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-29-55.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Acting Captain Carl J. Poppo points to sign stating "auto toll reduced to" thirty cents. Taken at the head of the Golden Gate Bridge.

Chinese New Year parade [01-30-55, 6 negatives]

Parade -- Chinese New Year -- Chinatown (January 30, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-30-55.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Private First Class Donald R. Bouchard of the Sixth Army Pipe Band catches the eye of four year old Wong Yim So as he marches with band down parade route. Float of Queen Carolyn Lem, sitting with her attendants, goes down route. Men with banners, girls drum corps, and Chinese dragon shown (neighborhood).

Chief of Boy Scouts Dr. Arthur A. Schuick

National Labor Relations Board election aboard the Cleveland (ship) [01-31-55, 2 negatives]
Election -- National Labor Relations Board -- Cleveland (ship)(January 31, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [01-31-55.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Non-licensed seamen, on board the Cleveland (ship), line up to cast their ballots for
the selection of a single bargaining agent for stewards, sailors, and firemen
[election taking place in all West Coast ports] (labor). Taken at Pier Fifty.

Hot rod cars
"Boy shoots boy friend" (Lemond Dale Iness in custody) [unclear if gay related]

February 1955 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62-64, [020055-022855]
Physical Description: 925 negatives (estimate)

San Francisco City College layout [02-00-55, 18 negatives]
Layout -- San Francisco City College(February 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [02-00-55.01]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cars fill parking lot in front of school (education, neighborhood). People stand
talking on steps of building which has the inscription "The truth shall make you
free". People walk on lawn in front of school building. Students crowd the outside
area near the flagpole. Couple poses on totem pole. Students walk on campus.
Woman pokes plant with pen [Venus flytrap?]. People study and talk in library.
Students look in microscope. Students utilize film developing machine. Cafeteria
worker holds plate of food. Student holds skeleton.

San Mateo College (students, facilities, vocational training, etc.) [02-00-55, ca. 20
negatives]
Centennial of Presentation High School (nuns teach anatomy) [02-00-55, 3
negatives]
Liner Orsova (ship) from Great Britain arrives
Arrival of weather vane of Old North Church from Boston (with historian Francis P.
Farquhar) [02-01-55 - 02-02-55, 5 negatives]
Mothers march on polio (infantile paralysis) [02-01-55, 7 negatives]
Mothers March on Polio(February 01, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [02-01-55.02-03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Leonard Davis stands outside of Mrs. Max Holtz's home at 3260 Lyon. Holtz
writes a check for a donation and places check in tin; they shake hands. The two
women sit inside while Holtz writes a check. Louis Giannini and Richard Foola of
Engine Company 41 and Mr. and Mrs. E.R. Rankin sit at table counting coins out of
bag at 1325 Leavenworth. At the firehouse at Pacific and Van Ness people bring
cans of collected money to table (charity drive).

Bart Caratativo houseboy murder trial [02-01-55 - 02-16-55, ca. 11 negatives]
Mabel Malotte vice trial [02-02-55 - 02-23-55, ca. 37 negatives]
Boy Scout Week proclamation and parade [02-01-55 - 02-06-55, 8 negatives]
Boy Scouts of America -- City Hall (February 01, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [02-01-55.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson, Cub Scout Jack Ulrich, and Roy Buell of the Boy Scout Week Advisory Committee and Pacific Telephone Company hold proclamation document in Mayor's Office.

Parade -- Boy Scouts of America (February 05, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-05-55.01-02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pack 182 Cub Scouts George Mainas, Paul Helbig and others march down street holding flags and pulling boy in cage (neighborhood). Theo [M?]sineris marches with Kathi Davis who is dressed like the bull with sign on carriage reading "this is no bull". Boys march with troop leaders holding flags from all sections of Boy Scouts and Cub packs.

Boy Scouts of America -- General Dean (February 06, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-06-55.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Dean stands on podium in auditorium speaking to audience including members of troop 92 Scout Master Keith Griffiths and Scout Nathan Howard. Bishop Willard B. Barton stands at the microphone; behind him sits Scout Robert McGregor and others.

Arrival of troops on General Anderson (ship) to Oakland Army Base
Junior League fashion show
Two former United States destroyers (ships) now belonging to Japanese Navy arrive at Marina Green [02-02-55, 4 negatives]

Japanese Naval Vessels (ship) -- Marina Green (February 02, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [02-02-55.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two "Jap navy vessels", former US destroyers, enter port at Pier 25, and pass Alcatraz and Treasure Island.

Troops arrival at Fort Mason on General Simon Buckner (ship) [02-02-55, 15 negatives]

Arrival of Troops -- General Simon Buckner (ship) -- Fort Mason (February 02, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 62, [02-02-55.04]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Full view of ship. Troops wave from the rail. Troops exit down gangplank with bags over shoulders. Troops are served refreshments while awaiting transport.

AFL retail grocery strike at Rossi Market (labor) [02-03-55, 2 negatives]

Retail Grocery Strike -- American Federation of Labor -- Rossi Market (February 03, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-03-55.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers picket outside of The Rossi Market at 627 Vallejo Street (neighborhood).
International Hospitality Ball
Anniversary of inaugural flight of Japan Airlines
Investiture of twelve Bay Area priests (with Archbishop John J. Mitty)
Columbia Park Boys’ Club Boy of the Year
Council for Civic Unity (with Supervisor George Christopher and others) (race relations)
Internal Revenue Service income tax school program
Berkeley gets direct distance dialing [02-08-55, 1 negatives]
   New Telephone Service -- Direct Distance Dialing -- Berkeley(February 08, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-08-55.01]
      Physical Description: 1 negative
      Scope and Content Note
      Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company switchman John Carey climbs ladder in switch room to examine electronic recorder, "the electronic brains" of automatic billing in six steps.

Women in charge of shipping (Golden Bear ship)
Eagle Scout recognition dinner at Bohemian Club
Boat show uses underwater activities as advertisements [02-08-55, ca. 10 negatives]
Singer Marian Anderson
Boxing kangaroo at the Fleishhacker Zoo
Exhibit of Japanese prints at the M.H. DeYoung Memorial Museum
Easter Seal campaign kickoff
Governor Goodwin Knight and Chief Justice Phil S. Gibson [02-10-55, 2 negatives]
   Ceremony Honoring Chief Justice Phil S. Gibson -- Palace Hotel(February 10, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-10-55.01]
      Physical Description: 2 negatives
      Scope and Content Note
      Governor Goodwin Knight and Chief Justice Phil S. Gibson shake hands in the Sheraton Palace Hotel while First Vice President Brooks Berlin of the Bar Association and Mrs. Knight stand with them.

Erwin D. Canham (Christian Science Monitor editor)
Auto show with comedians Bud Abbott and Lou Costello and the King Sisters [02-11-55 - 02-12-55, 9 negatives]
   Auto Show -- Abbott and Costello -- Fairmont Hotel(February 11, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-11-55.01]
      Physical Description: 3 negatives
      Scope and Content Note

   Auto Show -- King Sisters -- Civic Auditorium(February 12, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-12-55.01]
      Physical Description: 6 negatives
      Scope and Content Note
      The King sisters Marilyn, Yvonne, Luise and Alice pose in new Jeep in showroom. Cutaway of Chevrolet Bel Air reveals chrome-plated inner workings of the engine and drive shaft. Alice sits in the Bel Air with the door open. Views of New Imperial from Chrysler and close-up of its new tail light (transportation).

Moving cable car to Los Angeles [02-11-55, 2 negatives]
Moving Cable Car to Los Angeles -- Southern Pacific Station(February 11, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-11-55.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joseph D. Sheedy hangs and waves from cable car as it drives into South Pacific yard to be moved on flat car for Los Angeles. Angelo Scaonaghi walks with car while Sheedy hangs from car.

Lincoln birthday celebration
Spinsters' Ball [02-12-55, ca. 15 negatives]
National Beauty Salon Week (acting Mayor Byron Arnold)
Bay Area schools and colleges (Presentation High School, West Portal School, and Kentfield Marin Junior College) [02-14-55, 20 negatives]
Preparing for Forthcoming Festival -- Presentation High School(February 14, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-14-55.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John Cafferty, Assistant Chairman Ray Tavella, Frank Doherty, and General Chairman Tom Jovick build booths for forthcoming festival in Presentation High School at 281 Masonic Avenue (education). Catherine Fitzpatrick and Phyllis Buke hand packages [sent from alumnae all over the world with gifts to be auctioned during festival] to woman sitting in gated booth. Two students dressed in Dutch garb hang sign and fix windmill at "Dutch Cake Booth". Students try on jewelry to be at festival. Students and festival officials sit at table going over plans.

Puppet Show to Publicize Radio Station KQED -- West Portal School(February 14, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-14-55.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frank Higdon, Leslie Compton, Joan Degenkolb, John McKenzie and Diana Sims hold puppets and crowd around school pet dog "Bambi" (education).

Marin Junior College(February 14, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-14-55.03]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kathy Minshen, Charles Smith, Ann Hampton, Ben Browne, Louis Woods and Bill Feeney in social dancing class in school gymnasium (education). Students study in library. Students sit on lawn with dog and buffalo bone. School officials stand around table reviewing plan of proposed new building. Students walk away from the art building. Three female students converge outside. College president talks to students while other students stroll in background. View of students in pottery and ceramics shop. Students look at outdoor architectural model. Students crowd around table in cafeteria. Students work in the physics lab.

Mardi Gras [02-14-55, 02-17-55, 02-22-55, 14 negatives]
Tempest Storm divorce and attempted suicide [02-14-55 - 02-16-55]
Chrysler Corporation president L.L. Colbert visits Cancer victim turns hold up man (James Ostergren) [02-14-55 - 02-16-55, 5 negatives]
Wine Institute Kiwanis luncheons (John A. Roosevelt)
Dr. E. Cowles Andrus (President of the American Heart Association) interview Real Estate Board (50th Anniversary dinner of San Francisco) Connie Boswell and talking dog "Rebel" Yo-yo champions at McLaren Lodge
Crystal Palace Market picketing the picketers (labor) [02-17-55, 3 negatives]

Pickets -- Crystal Palace (February 17, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-17-55.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two employees stand outside market while picketers hold signs. Dennis Plumel of the frozen foods department and John Herod of the variety store hold signs saying pickets are unfair and illegal (labor).

American Legion's seventh annual Naturalization Night
New police radio cars [02-17-55, 3 negatives]

New Police Radio Cars (February 17, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-17-55.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officer George Zeiter of the Police Accident Investigation Bureau sits in car holding new police radio while Officer Rudolph Hasse stands outside of car on freeway ramp near Mission and Thirteenth Streets. Police Chief Michael Gaffey and officers Zeiter and Haase in and around police car. Police Commissioner Chief Michael I. Kohnka, Gaffey, Zeiter, and Director of Traffic Otto Meyer in and around police car.

Anniversary of national PTA
Rush Kress gives collection of paintings to the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
Chinese man (Kit Hing Hiu) lived in cave for 5 years [02-19-55, 02-23-55, 8 negatives]

Hunters Point Naval Shipyard submarine explosion [02-21-55 - 02-22-55, 13 negatives]

Victim of Submarine Explosion -- Oak Knoll Hospital (February 21, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-21-55.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurse Lieutenant Carolyn Shearer takes temperature of Hunters Point Navy Yard blast victim Bobby Pulleam. Shearer holds Pulleam's hand. Pulleam props up in hospital bed.

Submarine Explosion -- Hunters Point (February 21, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-21-55.02-03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the moon over the docked submarine Pomodon (ship). Hoses and fans on shore used to pump out fumes. Long-shot of corpse being removed by stretcher from submarine.

Submarine Explosion -- Hunters Point (February 22, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 63, [02-22-55.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People sit on dock perpendicular to the docked submarine Pomodon (ship).

Daughters of the American Revolution
Vienna Boys' Choir
Brotherhood Week Luncheon
People receiving ashes at St. Patrick's church [02-23-55, 4 negatives]
Girl Scout cookie sales
Senator Hubert H. Humphrey speaks at Commonwealth Club
Fifth Annual Youth on Review Show (education)
Pianist entertainer Liberace and family members visit [02-25-55 - 02-27-55, ca. 20 negatives]

New garage at Mason and O'Farrell Streets
Wedding at the Presidio chapel [02-27-55, 4 negatives]

Troops transported on the General Sultan (ship) [02-28-55, 11 negatives]
Arrival of Troops -- General Sultan (ship) -- Fort Mason(February 28, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64, [02-28-55.01]

Scope and Content Note
Troops wave from the rail on the ship. Troops walk down the gangplank carrying barracks bags on shoulders. Women provide troops with coffee. Servicemen stand in front of buses in terminal awaiting ground transport.

Beth Sholom Sisterhood luncheon

March 1955 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64-65, [030055-033155]

Physical Description: 1150 negatives (estimate)

Tempest Storm divorce
[Hunters Point?] submarine explosion survivors [03-00-55, 4 negatives]

Survivors of Submarine Explosion -- Maritime Hospital(March 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64, [03-00-55.07]

Scope and Content Note
An electronics fireman, who survived the explosion, sits up in hospital bed drinking coffee. Man with facial burns and head bandages lies in bed.

Contra Costa County Community Colleges (education) [03-00-55, 19 negatives]
Two Campuses -- Contra Costa County Community Colleges(March 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64, [03-00-55.08]

Scope and Content Note
Archery instructor assists student in aiming bow. Unidentified women and men sit on lawn outside campus building; speak outdoors. Two students sculpt rendition of head of a classroom model. View of stadium and buildings from overhang of campus building. Female archery students line up with arrows aimed in bows. Woman tailors another woman's dress. Nurses and cooks shown (education).

Adult lip reading class (deaf, disabled persons)
Mabel Malotte vice trial [03-01-55 - 03-14-55, 3 negatives]

Candidate for Mayor George Christopher [03-01-55, 4 negatives]
Announcement of Mayoral Candidacy -- George Christopher -- Palace Hotel(March 01, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64, [03-01-55.09]

Scope and Content Note
Candidate for mayor George Christopher speaks to others and waves to crowd from behind speakers' table. View of luncheon crowd, with long speakers' table to left. George Christopher stands behind Jerd Sullivan and Lieutenant Governor Harold Powers.

New parking garage at Mason and O'Farrell Streets opens
Red Cross life saving class (education)
New freeway ramp opens at Thirteenth Street and South Van Ness Avenue
Events in the Japanese Tea Gardens [03-01-55, ca. 10 negatives]
M. H. De Young Memorial Museum (Italian contemporary art exhibit)
San Francisco State College campus on parade (education) [03-03-55, 6 negatives]
Campus on Parade -- San Francisco State College (March 03, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64, [03-03-55.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. James Rayof speaks to Jack Wilkins on lawn before the science building.
Cynthia Schnieber sits on lawn in front of the Auditorium. Gloria Iverson stands
reading book on lawn, as students walk on pathway in front of the cafeteria.
Photographs of the library and administration building, cafeteria, and library as
seen from the cafeteria (education).

Downtown San Francisco scenes (cityscapes) [03-03-55, 2 negatives]
Views of Downtown San Francisco (March 03, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64, [03-03-55.13]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of downtown San Francisco from top of hill, with cable car coming up hill and
"SP" [Southern Pacific] sign visible and bridge in background (cityscapes).

New Western Addition going up (neighborhood) [03-03-55 - 03-04-55, 3 negatives]
View of New Neighborhood -- Western Addition (March 03, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64, [03-03-55.18]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View from the west looking east taken from St. Joseph's Drive and looking down on
Turk Street. Two different sections of Western Addition housing construction shown
(cityscapes, neighborhood).

View of New Neighborhood -- Western Addition (March 04, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64, [03-04-55.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
[Negatives appear unrelated to sleeve information; unidentified people in lobby of
hotel?]

Chinese hermit Kit Hing Hui
Opera soprano Mattiwilda Dobbs signs contract with Kurt Herbert Adler
Tina Dutton case [03-07-55 - 03-23-55, ca. 43 negatives]
Woman abortionist arrested
Clubs honors William Randolph Hearst, Jr. [03-07-55, ca. 20 negatives]
Raft Lehi II (ship)
St. Peter's Academy Science Fair (education) [03-08-55, 2 negatives]
Fire destroys San Rafael landmark guest house "The Lodge" [03-09-55, 18
negatives]
Fire Destroys Landmark -- "The Lodge" -- San Rafael (March 09, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64, [03-09-55.01]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of smoldering remains of "The Lodge" guest house, landmark destroyed by
fire; with crowds gathering to witness the debris and firemen battling the remnants
of fire. Unidentified man and woman shown [owners of guest house?].
Fire Destroys Landmark -- "The Lodge" -- San Rafael (March 09, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64, [03-09-55.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Old brick chimney stands beside smoldering rubble, the remains of landmark "The Lodge." Smoke issues from part of building as spectators look on.

Dying holdup man Joe Ostergren in court [03-09-55, ca. 5 negatives]
Brisbane School (education) [03-10-55, 2 negatives]
Breckinridge (ship) at Fort Mason with returning veterans from Japan and Korea [03-10-55, 14 negatives]
Return of Korean War Veterans -- General J.C. Breckinridge (ship) -- Fort Mason (March 10, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64, [03-10-55.02]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ship sails in Bay. Returning veterans shown standing on the decks of the General J.C. Breckinridge (ship) and the General A.E. Anderson (ship). Servicemen descend gangplank from ship to shore; stand inside dock transport building drinking coffee.

Longshoremen unload bales of wool from Australia
Fog of San Francisco (cityscapes) [03-10-55, 4 negatives]
Fog Over San Francisco (March 10, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 64, [03-10-55.16]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views from the Marin Hills showing the Golden Gate Bridge in foreground and thick fog covering city (cityscapes).

Regional bridge championship at the Palace Hotel
Superintendent accused in school deal
Jewish National Fund Blue Box Festival
City golf championship finals
Violinist Jascha Heifetz
Fort Mason pier fire
Tour through new UC Hospital (health) [03-15-55, 03-18-55, 14 negatives]
Tour -- New UC Hospital (March 15, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-15-55.06]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
External view of new hospital building. Nurses stand at window looking out over San Francisco and hills (cityscapes). Nurses make beds in patient ward [one bed holds dummy that the nurse is arranging the sheets around]. Unidentified man and woman demonstrate [x-ray?] machine on unidentified woman lying in hospital bed. Doctor examines x-rays on viewing screens. Views of surgical theater from below, showing bed with large light hanging over, and from audience seating above looking down. Unidentified young man works with [the cast of?] a human jaw. Unidentified woman shows cabinet filled with medications (education, health).

Dedication -- UC Hospital (March 18, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-18-55.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long views of crowd in area outside the hospital, with podium set up next to ambulance entrance (health).
Seals baseball players leave for Spring training
Lincoln High School science fair (education) [03-16-55, 2 negatives]
Science Fair -- Lincoln High School(March 16, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-16-55.04]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Group watches as John Gross, Albert Alden, and Carl Zingler demonstrate their Tesla Coil [transmitter of electric energy]. John Gross demonstrates his ram-jet engine, with a small flame visible "coming out rear end" of engine (education). Taken at Twenty-fourth Avenue and Rivera Street.

Swearing in of two new Harbor Board commissioners (Henry Budde and Harold Lopez)
United Crusade meeting
Sisterhood Sherith Israel luncheon
TWA presents shipment of shamrocks to Monsignor Connolly
San Francisco police woman undercover narcotics agent
Irish flag raising atop city hall
St. Patrick's Day banquet
Treasury department award to student
San Francisco State College (education) [03-18-55, 12 negatives]
San Francisco State College(March 18, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-18-55.09]
  Physical Description: 12 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Dr. Wendell Otey illustrates his points in his lecture in Twentieth Century Music with piano selections [to the apparent enjoyment of his students]. Executive Dean John H. Butler talks over building plans with President J. Paul Leonard. Richard Kitson, Elle Gerlishe, Peter Turdici, and Nennette Le Brun read from script in drama class, while students work with stage lighting to left. Other students shown at microphone and control panel in studio during radio broadcasting class, working metal lathe, giving style aid advice, and painting model in art class. External view of science building, with city visible in background (cityscapes). Four of the school's 300 foreign students pose for photo. View of parking lot and library, with murals visible on the library's wall (education).

Vincent Hallinan returns from prison [03-20-55, 4 negatives]
Return of Vincent Hallinan -- International Airport(March 20, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-20-55.01]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Vincent Hallinan, returning to city after time in prison, descends ramp from airplane and "makes statement for newsreel" at microphone set up in front of airplane. The wife and sons of Vincent Hallinan, Vivian, Terrance, Patrick, Mike, Matthew, Conn, and Danny, greet him.

St. Patrick's Day parade
George Washington High School science fair (education) [03-21-55, 4 negatives]
Science Fair -- George Washington High School (March 21, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-21-55-03-31-55]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Fairmont Hotel sells liquor to minors
Democratic National Chairman Paul M. Butler
Atom bomb blast from Coit Tower [03-22-55, 1 negative]
University of San Francisco parade [03-22-55, 13 negatives]
Parade -- University of San Francisco Dons -- Civic Center (March 22, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-22-55.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Coach Woolpert of the University of San Francisco Dons waves from rear of automobile as he leads parade [celebration of the school's national championship victory in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) basketball tournament]. Above ground view of cars jamming parade route and spectators along road at Civic Center (neighborhood).

University of San Francisco Parade -- Bill Russell (March 22, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-22-55.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Basketball player Bill Russell [future National Basketball Association star] waves from car during parade [celebration of the school's national championship victory in the National Collegiate Athletic Association basketball tournament]. Views of automobiles lined on parade route and crowds watching at Montgomery and Bush Streets (neighborhood).

Parade -- University of San Francisco Dons (March 22, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-22-55.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Above ground views of cars in parade driving down Fulton Street (cityscapes). Close-up view of parade float with sculpture of basketball player.

Lincoln High School fencing
Council of Jewish Women
UC Berkeley Charter Day
Subway car model [03-24-55, 3 negatives]
Subway Car Model -- City Hall Pump Room (March 24, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-24-55.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief city hall carpenter Les Sellman uses crowbar to pry open crate holding a stainless steel model of a New York City Transit System subway car. Photograph of crate showing return address as the Board of Transit in New York, New York, and the addressee as Mayor Elmer Robinson [writing on the case lists the subway car's value at five thousand dollars] (transportation).

Lowell and Roosevelt High School student projects (education)
Jewish Welfare Fund dinner
100th anniversary of the YWCA
Motorama (auto show) preview
State of California Civil Defense Mobile Communications Center [03-27-55, 5 negatives]
Mobile Unit -- State of California Civil Defense -- Civic Center (March 27, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-27-55.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Williard D. Whitfield, Burton Dougherty, Henry [Bougardus?], and Lou Cambou man the mobile communications center. Unidentified man speaks into microphone at the side of bus, with sign at his right describing mission of the Mobile Communications Center [to provide a "central headquarters for communication" in the event of any disaster] and small crowd on hand. Unidentified man hands check to Mayor Elmer Robinson.

Spreckels law suit
Richard Rossi case (attorney Joseph Alioto)
Bohemian Club reception with author Kathleen Norris
Women police on target range
Industrial Progress USA presentation (exhibit with school children present)
New northbound lane of Bayshore Freeway [03-30-55, 3 negatives]
New Northbound Lane -- Bayshore Freeway (March 30, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-30-55.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of traffic driving on new northbound lane of the freeway and on previously existing lanes (transportation). Taken on hillside at the end of Third Street (cityscapes).

Sky tram at the Cliff House [03-30-55, 7 negatives]
Sky Tram to Cliff House (March 30, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-30-55.03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hod carrier John Person works on a sky tram cable. A sky tram car leaves the Cliff House garage. View of sky tram car leaving cliff and of tram with Sutro Baths exterior in background; view toward Point Lobos (leisure, tourism).

Japanese farmers visits the University of California and Tomihiko Kambara Council 100th anniversary of Temple Emanu-El
Polio victim in new house (disabled persons) [03-31-55, 13 negatives]
Polio Victim -- New House -- Sleepy Hollow (March 31, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 65, [03-31-55.04]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Gayle Luchessa, in wheelchair, and her children Karin and Mike speak with milk man Carl Shabica of Bordens Milk Company at the door of their home [house specially equipped for Gayle Luchessa so that she can perform normal domestic activities from wheelchair]. Gayle Luchessa passes cup to daughter across the "stove island." Daughter helps mother at the stove. Mother washes daughter’s face at the sink. Other views of kitchen. View of living room looking out onto patio. Gayle Luchessa opens door to desk; combs hair while looking in mirror; follows son down hallway (disabled persons).

Boxer Rocky Marciano meeting with Mayor Elmer Robinson [03-31-55, 6 negatives]

April 1955
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66-67, [040055-043055]

Physical Description: 825 negatives (estimate)

Fire on California and Larkin Streets [04-00-55, 3 negatives]

Fire -- California and Larkin Streets (April 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-00-55.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Fire engine extends ladder to top of building. Fire hoses line the streets; pedestrians look on (buildings, neighborhood).

Judge Warren Olney III on interstate racketeering
Menlo and Santa Rosa Junior Colleges and Notre Dame and Lone Mountain Colleges for Women [04-01-55, 04-07-55, 04-22-55, 04-23-55, 37 negatives]

Layout -- Santa Rosa Junior College (April 01, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-01-55.02]

Physical Description: 16 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Man points at tree while couple stands by and people sit on bench. Two couples hold opposite ends of string measuring grounds. Child reads to father at kitchen table while mother feeds baby. Woman stands on toes reaching towards bird house in tree while man sits on ground with book. View of ivy covered building. Students walk away from building. Woman sits on edge of fountain reading while people stroll. Students walk away from ivy-covered building. Man shows group of students outdoor box. Three men work on indoor machinery. People crowded around kitchen area [double exposed negative] (education).

Menlo Junior College (April 07, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-07-55.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
View from behind counter of students lined up in cafeteria while workers hand out food. Boy with other boy on shoulders jumps off diving board while other boys look on. Boy points to picture being held by teacher on railing to building above parking lot. Students enter building. Students stand near tree with bicycle while other students congregate in front of building in background (education).
Notre Dame College -- Belmont (April 22, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [04-22-55.01]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students talk on campus. Students crowd around priest. Nun helps students with microscope. Student reads aloud to nun and other students by fireplace. Nun stands at card catalogue while students read in library. Students gather outside building. View from outside church door of women kneeling and praying. People walk on campus (education).

Play "Stoops to Conquer" -- Lone Mountain College for Women (April 23, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [04-23-55.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Anne Solar and two others act on stage in costume. Norma Drucker, Lorraine Clarke, Pam Maudeley and Edith Beaney act on stage in costume (education).

Ferry Building four alarm fire and inspection of damage [04-01-55, 04-06-55, 28 negatives]

Four Alarm Fire -- Ferry Building (April 01, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-01-55.03-04]
Physical Description: 26 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View looking up Market Street of fire trucks while buses line up for several blocks. View through scaffolding structure of crowd watching fire from north side of Ferry Building. Flames and smoke erupt from Ferry Building with tower and Bay Bridge in background. Long shots of fire fighters with hoses trying to control fire. Clouds of smoke pour over the railing. Long shot of water being sprayed over fire and building. Fire being fought from the tug boat Calumet (ship). View from top of YMCA building of buildings and cars with fire in background. View from dock with tug boat in background (neighborhood, buildings).

Inspection of Fire Damage -- Ferry Building (April 06, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-06-55.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Junior Livestock Show and cattle auction at the Cow Palace
College and professional sports (track, baseball, football, golf)
Fashion shows
Blood bank donors
World Affairs Council luncheon (Italian foreign minister)
Oakland ball park in Emeryville (Oaks) [04-04-55 - 04-05-55, 13 negatives]

Oakland Ball Park -- Emeryville (April 04, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-04-55.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Head shots of players. Tony Rivas batting. Player throws ball. Players lined up in front of stands with coach on field. Player batting.
Opening Baseball Season -- Oaks vs. Seattle -- Oakland Ball Park in Emeryville (April 05, 1955)

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Head shots of Lefty O'Doul in dugout, Seattle Manager Freddie Hutcheson outside of dugout. Shrine Temple Color Guard hold California and American flags on field. Captain Joe Merritt and Two Gun Allen Gettel [starting pitcher] ride horses in parade with other people on horses behind and crowd to left. George Metkovitch of the Oaks slides safely into third base. Admiral Chester Nimitz throws first ball out while others stand by and crowd watches.

Zemansky murder case
Actor Alan Ladd with wife Sue and William Demarest in San Francisco
Morehead Patterson and Edward Teller at Atomic Energy Conference [04-04-55, 4 negatives]

Monarch Lumber Co. fire in Oakland [04-07-55, 4 negatives]
Monarch Lumber Company Fire -- Oakland (April 07, 1955)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Firefighters try to contain fire while stacks of lumber burn on waterfront property.

Polio vaccine & release of Salk vaccine in San Francisco [04-07-55, 04-12-55, 04-23-55, 04-25-55, 31 negatives]

Salk Vaccine Against Polio Released (April 07, 1955)

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. George H. Bed, Dr. Ellis Sox, Dr. Herbert C. Moffitt Jr. and D.V. Nicholson sit in chairs in room working out details for the Polio vaccine. Students line up through doorway for inoculation shots while nun looks on. Man administers shots to children's arms. Woman stands by set while Dr. Jonas E. Salk is on the television. Basil O'Connor speaks in front of microphones on the television (health, child welfare, infantile paralysis).

Salk Report on Television -- Oakland (April 12, 1955)

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Mary Holland sits on floor in living room watching Salk report on television with her children Joan, Jack and Pauline [who was paralyzed from the hips down for several days as a result of polio but has recovered]. View of children watching television taken from outside and inside. Mary hugs Pauline in front of television (health, child welfare, infantile paralysis).

Salk Polio Vaccine Arrives -- Department of Public Health (April 23, 1955)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Don Nicholson, Dr. George Becker, William Pflueger, and Dr. Ellis Sox wheel boxes marked "rush" into Department of Public Health Building (health, child welfare, infantile paralysis).
Salk Vaccine -- School Inoculations(April 25, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [04-25-55-04-30-55]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Marian Li injects polio vaccine into arm of Lum Ching Jock at Commodore Stockton. Dr. Li gives shot to Carol Ann Moy while other child looks on. Children line up on stairs of McKinley School at Fourteenth and Castro Streets awaiting Salk Vaccine. Dr. Victor McPhee gives shot to Vincent Rosales at Douglas School. Dr. McPhee gives shot to Linda Pukszta in room full of children. Dr. McPhee puts needle into arm of crying Doyle James Shelton as Donald Carmody looks on. Girl watches woman fill needle with vaccine (health, child welfare, infantile paralysis).

Mount Davidson cross
Sears-Roebuck Foundation banquet for Future Farmers of America
Commodore Sloat School event [04-06-55, 2 negatives]
Children Home Society of California rummage sale
Shrine Club luncheons
Monorail crane for dam
Mayor's office gathering (Consul Louis de Guiringaud of France and Mayor Elmer Robinson) [04-08-55, 4-18-55, 4 negatives]

Proposed small boat harbor in Golden Gate Park [04-08-55, 2 negatives]
Proposed Small Boat Harbor -- Golden Gate Park -- McLaren Lodge(April 08, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-08-55-02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copies of drawn plans of Yacht Harbor extension.

Gray shop displays Juvenile Hall children's crafts [04-08-55, 3 negatives]
Juvenile Hall Children's Crafts Exhibit -- Gray Shop -- Oakland(April 08, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-08-55-03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Robert Brecker and Mrs. Joan B. Wright shop for crafts. Art teacher Barbara Weeks stands with Director of Mezzanine Gallery Lloyd Clark in Gray Shop. Head of the Juvenile Hall Lorenzo S. Buckley and woman hold artwork in front of crafts display (child welfare, juvenile delinquency).

Easter events (Golden Gate Park and Stern Grove easter egg hunt, church services, parade, Mount Davidson)
The Cable Car Festival & bell ringing contest [04-08-55, 04-12-55, 04-23-55, 13 negatives]
Miss Cable Car Contest -- Cable Car Barn(April 08, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-08-55-03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Master of Ceremonies Will Aubrey of the Cable Car Festival stands on ground while contestants Jeannine Burris, Betty Woodyard, Joan Anderson, Mary Lou Conners and two others stand on cable car (transportation).
Cable Car Bell Ringing Contest -- Cable Car Barn (April 12, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-12-55.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The only female cable car conductor Mrs. Mildred Mills rings the bell while fellow contestants Jim Reome and Herbert Ludwig cover ears. Reome rings the bell with Commissioner Stuart Greenberg, Ludwig and General Clarissa M. Mahon of the Mayor's Commission on board (transportation).

Cable Car Festival (April 23, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [04-23-55.04-05]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bird's eye view of cable car festival with women throwing flowers to the crowd from cable car. Woman waves from cable car. Women with banners across chests wave to crowd. People watch parade from stage with microphones. People stand on ladders decorating cable cars in preparation for parade. Jack Miller works on fisherman-theme cable car. Jack Lacus climbs on ladders adhering trees to cable car (transportation).

Rehearsal of Messiah at Opera House
Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing [04-09-55, 6 negatives]
Senate Foreign Relations Committee Hearing -- City Hall (April 09, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-09-55.01-02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

United Crusade luncheon
US Navy testing of Flying Saucer Project (with test pilot in "saucer") [04-11-55, 11 negatives]
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-11-55.02]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Executive Vice President E.T. Bolton, Project Engineer Arthur Robertson, and test pilot Phil Johnson gather in room. Robertson and Johnson stand on flying saucer, stand with others, stand alone. Person operates pulley holding saucer with Johnson. Saucer rises from ground.

Shriners' parade
Rossi trial with Joe Alioto and Ricardo Rossi
Pan American Day [04-14-55, 4 negatives]
Queen's Bench and Bar Association luncheon (Theresa Meikle, Burnham Enerson, and Leonore Underwood) [04-14-55, 2 negatives]
Andrew D. Orrick of SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission) [04-14-55, 2 negatives]
One-hundredth anniversary of the Mechanics' Institute Library
Parent Education Institute
Exhibit of 1906 San Francisco fire at Wells Fargo Bank
The Lehi (raft) is cleared of fine [04-15-55, 7 negatives]

Raft Lehi (ship) Cleared of Fine Gets Underway for Jack London Square --
Government Island (April 15, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-15-55.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Expedition technical advisor Ed Torrey [not making trip] carries outboard motor on
raft [making raft operational]. Commanding Officer of base Captain R.M. Ross,
Chief Warrant Officer R.R. Hiatt, radioman and navigator Bill Souza, First Mate
Lawrence Hall, and Torrey stand on docked raft and dock at US Coast Guard Base
on Government Island. Torrey, with letter of authorization, cuts the government
seal attached to the Lehi. Lehi leaves berth to open water. Lehi moves down
estuary bound for Jack London Square berth (transportation). [An attempt to
re-create voyage described in the Book of Mormon?]

Events at various high schools (Berkeley High, Washington High, Lincoln High,
Riordan High, Gianinni Junior High, and Mission Dolores) [04-15-55, 04-20-55,
04-28-55, 04-29-55, 25 negatives]

Various High School Features -- Berkeley and San Francisco (April 15, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-15-55.02-04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Head shots of Berkeley High School science trip winner Gary Ackers. Eleventh
grade first prize biology exhibit winner Gerald Mapes waves from steps at George
Washington High School, stands on balcony with books. Chemistry teacher Morton
Jones and science fair deal winner Carl Kuhn in chemistry lab [they will return to
Cleveland to compete for national prize]. Audience in large auditorium watches
orchestra on stage for The Teachers Institute For High School and Elementary
School at Washington High and Lincoln High School (education).

Booth for Spring Festival -- Riordan High School (April 20, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [04-20-55.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George Diestel kneels with staple gun while Frank Mulholland hammers and
Warren Hinckle hangs posters for “Springtime in Paris” booth. John Flaharty,
Hinckle and Mulholland work on another booth. Boy shows men high voltage
science experiment (education).

Parochial High School Oratory Finals -- Mission Dolores School (April 28, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [04-28-55.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marie Stevens, Carlos Murrillo, Elileen Coltrel and Peter Finnegan stand around
Father Lawrence A. Ryan.

Oratory Finalists -- Galileo High School (April 29, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [04-29-55.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Finalists Jeannette Puchaber of Abraham Lincoln High School, Jeffrey Feder of
George Washington High School, Joanne Baer of Galileo High School, and Marc
Leland of Lowell High School sit at table.

Science fair [04-15-55, 8 negatives]
Science Fair -- Sacred Heart Grammar School (April 15, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 66, [04-15-55.05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Junior High aged children exhibit their science fair projects (education).

Theresian Club
Retail Baker's Association
Arrival of troops aboard the Breckinridge (ship) and General Anderson (ship) and General E.D. Patrick (ship) [04-16-55 - 04-18-55, 20 negatives]
Junior League member
Sixteenth century bronze sculpture discovery [04-16-55, 4 negatives]
Abortionist suspect in custody
Suspects jailed in abortion death
Cable Car Week proclaimed (artist Antonio Sotomayor and writer Kathleen Norris in Mayor Elmer Robinson's office) [04-18-55, 2 negatives]

1906 earthquake anniversary observance by South of Market Boys
Merton B. Tice (National Commander of Veterans of Foreign Wars) [04-19-55, 2 negatives]

National Guardsmen assembly at Armory [04-20-55, 5 negatives]
Admiral Arthur William Radford and Assistant Secretary of State Walter Robinson en route to Formosa (Taiwan) [04-20-55, 2 negatives]

En Route to Formosa -- Arthur William Radford and Walter Robinson -- US Coast Guard Air Station (April 20, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [04-20-55.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Admiral and Mrs. Arthur William Radford and Assistant Secretary of State Walter Robinson stand under umbrella in front of airplane. Mrs. Radford sits in car while Admiral Radford and Robertson get in car [which will take them to secret destination] (transportation).

Teamsters with "Cobalt Bomb" ("Atoms for Life" fundraiser for fighting cancer & leukemia) (health) [04-21-55, 3 negatives]
Teamsters Union Fundraiser -- Fairmont Hotel (April 21, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [04-21-55.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former Vice President Joe Diviny of the Teamsters Union and International press person Dave Beck pose with "Cobalt Bomb" [6,000 pounds of lead] for 'Atoms for Life' fundraiser to fight cancer and leukemia (health, child welfare).

Boxer Rocky Marciano [04-21-55, 12 negatives]
Boy Scouts "Scout-o-rama"
Gambling raids [04-23-55, 9 negatives]
Gambling Raids -- Hall of Justice Homicide Bureau and Prison (April 23, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [04-23-55.07]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Inspector Frank Ahearn, District Attorney Tom Lynch, and Captain of Inspection Jim English inspect guns and other box contents on table in room. Inspectors Tom Cahill, Ahearn, Jack Cruikshank and others stand at table inspecting box contents. Inspectors stand at counter booking man as keeper. Men line up to get fingerprinted (gambling).

Fiftieth anniversary of the California Palace of the Legion of Honor (Mrs. and Mr. Clark Achenbach)
Hospital convention (vertibrator traction table demo) (health)
Gambling raids
New State Department of Public Health Building in Berkeley
Press interview on multiple sclerosis with Shirley Temple Black
Ship Lehi II at Aquatic Park and Seal Rock [04-28-55 - 04-29-55, 7 negatives]
Invest in America Week luncheon and essay contest winners
Commonwealth Club luncheon (Harry Lundberg)
Merola memorial with composer Darius Milhaud
Mabel Mallotte sentenced (vice trial)
Press conference at Berkeley's Cutter Laboratory [04-29-55, 4 negatives]

Cutter Lab Press Conference -- Berkeley (April 29, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [04-29-55.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two men sit at table holding piece of paper. Three men sit at table. Four men stand. [People may include Director of Cutter Lab Dr. Thomas Green, Dr. Karl Habel and Dr. J.T. Tripp of the National Institute of Health, and president of the Cutter Lab Dr. Robert Cutter].

May 1955 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [050055-053155]
Physical Description: 5 negatives (estimate)

Unidentified negatives (auto accident, arrest, people)
Aquatic Park
Ambassador Ben C. Limb of Korea speaks to the Exchange Club. [Three sleeves only. No other negatives for May 1955 found in collection, 1997-1999]

June 1955 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67-69, [060055-063055]
Physical Description: 1125 negatives (estimate)

United Nations tenth anniversary events (includes numerous ambassadors and dignitaries) [06-06-55 - 06-27-55, 342 negatives]
Anniversary of United Nations -- Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov -- Oakland Mole (June 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [06-00-55.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vyacheslav Molotov of the Soviet Union stands in middle of crowd next to train after arriving at Oakland Mole for the United Nations' tenth anniversary celebration. Departs from station in automobile.
Anniversary of United Nations -- President Dwight D. Eisenhower -- Hotel St. Francis (June 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [06-00-55.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Above ground views of crowd filling sidewalks and street outside hotel as Dwight Eisenhower arrives for the UN anniversary celebration.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Molotov and John Foster Dulles -- Hillsborough (June 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [06-00-55.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Secretary of State John Dulles walks and talks with Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov of the Soviet Union on the grounds of the temporary Soviet residence in Hillsborough.

Anniversary of United Nations -- President Dwight D. Eisenhower (June 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [06-00-55.04-05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dwight Eisenhower waves from airplane upon arrival. The president stands in rear of automobile in the midst of crowd in Civic Center plaza [with City Hall in background]; walks past flags at Civic Center plaza; shakes hands with guards [or policemen?]. Eisenhower walks past troop of Boy Scouts outside the Opera House.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Opera House (June 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [06-00-55.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Dr. E. de Marchena, Dr. J. Salazar of the Dominican Republic, and Carl Olsen of Chile sign autographs for members of crowd.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Opera House (June 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [06-00-55.07]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sir Leslie and Lady Monroe stand with Foreign Minister Spark of Belgium.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Opera House (June 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [06-00-55.08]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Sheik D.A. Taisal of Morocco signs autograph for Gretchen Usher.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov -- Hillsborough (June 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [06-00-55.09]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Vyacheslav Molotov of the Soviet Union sits with others at side of swimming pool. Shown walking into building.
Anniversary of United Nations -- Delegation of Soviet Union --

Hillsborough (June 14, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-14-55.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Neal McNeil stands at door of her home, temporary residence of the Soviet Union's delegation during the United Nations' anniversary celebration. Officer Pete Fens of the Police Department points to "Private Property: No Trespassing" sign at entrance to home. Taken at 1901 Willow Drive.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Flags of the United Nations (June 14, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-14-55.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographs of flags belonging to the nations that comprise the United Nations.

Charter Arrival -- United Nations Staff -- Airport (June 14, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-14-55.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Andrew W. Cordier, executive assistant to UN Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold, is greeted by Officers Joseph Goyton and Bill Moore of the Police Department, Director David Vaughan of UN General Services, Virgil DeAngelis, and Executive Chairman Bob Gros of the United Nations Commemorative Session.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Arrival of Ambassador of India -- Airport (June 15, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-15-55.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Consul General S.K. Banerji of India and his wife greet Ambassador Gaganvihari L. Mehta of India and his wife after the Ambassador's arrival at airport.

United Nations Award -- Press Club (June 16, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-16-55.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frederic Cromwell presents a plaque to the Press Club from the San Francisco chapter of the American Association of the United Nations.

New Art -- Opera House (June 16, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-16-55.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
External Views of the Opera House [and Veterans Building?] showing "new art" decorating the building [for the United Nations tenth anniversary?] (neighborhood).

Anniversary of United Nations -- News of Bombing -- Consul of Argentina (June 16, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-16-55.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Consul Bernardo E. Duggan of Argentina reads through a "Call Bulletin" news release detailing a bombing [in Argentina?].
Anniversary of United Nations -- Foreign Students (June 16, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-16-55.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Connie Ando, Susie Kobuchi, Rumiko Onuma, Barbara Okamoto, and Mrs. Takeo Okamoto, foreign students staffing booths at United Nations sessions, pose for group photos at 801 El Camino del Mar.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Veterans Building (June 16, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-16-55.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Leon A. Thomas, commander of the United Nations Provincial Motorcade, briefs drivers. Photograph showing the empty office of UN Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold. Unidentified men enter Opera House [including Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov of Soviet Union?].

Anniversary of United Nations -- Reception -- Consul General of India (June 16, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-16-55.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ambassador Gaganvihari L. Mehta of India stands with Mrs. Mehta, Consul General S.K. Banerji of India, and Mrs. S.K. Banerji at reception held by the Consul General in relation to United Nations anniversary events. Taken at the New India Tourist Office.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Arrival of UN President -- Southern Pacific Depot (June 16, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-16-55.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson greets UN President Eelco Nicolaas van Kleffens and presents him with gavel by side of train. Andrew W. Cordier and Bob Gros also shown.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Inspection of Drivers -- Veterans Building (June 17, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-17-55.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Soldiers acting as drivers for United Nations delegates line up for inspection in street.

Commonwealth Luncheon -- Honorable T.F. Tsiang of China -- Palace Hotel (June 17, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-17-55.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Honorable T.F. Tsiang, Chinese representative to the United Nations, speaks from podium during luncheon.
Anniversary of United Nations -- Arrival at Quarters in Burlingame -- Delegation of Soviet Union (June 18, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-18-55.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of the McNeil home and cars of the Soviet Union's delegation to the United Nations anniversary sessions. Three unidentified women from Russia sit in back of automobile.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Whitcomb Hotel Suite -- Delegation of Soviet Union (June 18, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-18-55.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Photo of hotel suite reserved for the Soviet Union's delegation to the United Nations anniversary sessions.

Anniversary of United Nations -- President Dwight D. Eisenhower (June 20, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-20-55.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. Peterson, Mr. Black, and unidentified man, men visiting President Dwight Eisenhower, shown sitting in back of automobiles. Dwight Eisenhower speaks with unidentified man in crowd at the Opera House. Shown arriving at the Coast Guard airport and shaking hands with US servicemen. Views of unidentified men speaking into mobile telephones at the corner of Geary and Powell Streets (neighborhood), at airport, and other locations [some negatives missing].

Anniversary of United Nations -- President Dwight D. Eisenhower -- Hotel St. Francis (June 20, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-20-55.02-04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Dwight Eisenhower leaves car upon arrival at hotel. Stands with Mayor Elmer Robinson. Crowd waves to the president. President Eelco Nicolaas van Kleffens and Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold sit with Dwight Eisenhower during luncheon. Governor Goodwin Knight, Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, and Elmer Robinson sit at opposite side of table. Arthur Doland and Robert Steele, Jr. leave President Eisenhower's room after visiting him. Mr. Haggerty speaks from middle of table, surrounded by journalists, during press conference. Photograph of General Kenyon A. Joyce.
Anniversary of United Nations -- Eisenhower and Foreign Ministers’ Reception (June 20, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-20-55.05]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Dwight D. Eisenhower walks to the Veterans Memorial Building after speaking at the Opera House. Eisenhower prepares to get into automobile to return to his hotel from the Veterans Building; with Governor Goodwin Knight shown and crowd and journalists behind the president. Foreign Minister Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov of the Soviet Union, Antoine Pinay of France, and US Secretary of State John Foster Dulles walk to the Veterans Building for Foreign Ministers’ Reception. Leaders of the “Big Four” nations, Pinay of France, Molotov of the Soviet Union, Harold Macmillan of the United Kingdom, and Dulles of the US, stand on steps of the Pacific Union Club. Molotov walks up stairs of the Pacific Union Club on way to meeting, followed by dignitaries and surrounded by civilians and journalists; with view of street below (neighborhood). Macmillan also shown on way to meeting. Mayor Elmer Robinson, Mrs. Robinson, Supervisor Francis J. McCarty and Mrs. McCarty shown standing in receiving line at the Mark Hopkins Hotel, greeting Dulles, Admiral Low and wife, Ambassador James Wadsworth and wife, and Dr. Eduardo Zuleta Angel. District Attorney Tom Lynch, Executive Director Howard Freeman of the United Nations session, and Mrs. Tom Lynch socialize during reception. Dignitaries shown leaving the Veterans Building.

Anniversary of United Nations -- President Dwight D. Eisenhower -- Opera House (June 20, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-20-55.06]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Dwight Eisenhower sits in chair to left of the UN Secretary General’s table; stands in front of chair [for prayer?]. Eisenhower walks to podium; shown making speech to UN delegates.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Crowd -- Veterans Building (June 20, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-20-55.07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large crowd waits in front of the Veterans Building [to purchase tickets to United Nations session?].

Anniversary of United Nations -- Speakers -- Opera House (June 21, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-21-55.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sir Leslie Munro of New Zealand, representative to the United Nations, and Ambassador George V. Melas of Greece speak to delegates during meeting.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Dinner for “Big Four” Nations -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (June 21, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-21-55.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Secretary of State John Foster Dulles and Harold Macmillan of Great Britain eat at dinner hosted by Antoine Pinay of France [members of three of the nations comprising the “Big Four” nations, minus Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov of the Soviet Union].

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold and President Eelco Nicolaas van Kleffens of the United Nations greet Secretary of State John Foster Dulles and Mrs. Dulles, Pearson of Canada, Mrs. Henry Potter Russell... Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Molotov of the Soviet Union also shown. View of crowd at reception.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Address to World Affairs Council -- Delegate from India (June 21, 1955)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-21-55.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Commonwealth Club Address -- Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge Jr. -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (June 22, 1955)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-22-55.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Henry Cabot Lodge Jr., US representative to the United Nations, holding cup and saucer during meeting of the Commonwealth Club at which he gave speech.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Crowd -- Veterans Building (June 22, 1955)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-22-55.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men and women stand and sit on chairs and stools outside the Veterans Building as they wait in line to purchase tickets to a session of the United Nations.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Speakers -- Opera House (June 22, 1955)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-22-55.03]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Anniversary of United Nations -- Opera House (June 22, 1955)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-22-55.04]

Physical Description: 31 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two positive color transparencies showing Civic Center plaza, with flags of United Nations flying at gate and City Hall in center background (neighborhood) [one transparency shows boy scouts raising flag]. Motorcade sits stopped in street at intersection of Van Ness Avenue and Broadway. Unidentified speakers address delegates to the United Nations. Overall view of Opera House stage and delegate seating.
Anniversary of United Nations -- Opera House (June 22, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-22-55.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Dwight D. Eisenhower waves to crowd. Sits with Mayor Elmer Robinson and Governor Goodwin Knight in rear of automobile. unidentified speakers address United Nations delegates. Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov of the Soviet Union sits with other delegates during session [negatives do not seem to match sleeve descriptions. Present description based upon examination of negatives, not sleeve text].

Anniversary of United Nations -- Disagreement over Cuban Delegate -- Opera House (June 22, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-22-55.12]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. Romulo of Cuba addresses delegates [while Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov stands on stage to left to protest his speech?].

Anniversary of United Nations -- Reception for UNESCO -- San Francisco Art Museum (June 23, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-23-55.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gina [last name not given] "serenades" Mrs. Francis Carroll with his violin at reception held for members of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization [UNESCO]. District Attorney Tom Lynch, Director Solomon V. Arnaldo of UNESCO, Mrs. Henry Potter Russell, and Judge Lenore D. Underwood hold scroll containing names of California organizations that contributed funds for the purchase of educational equipment in schools abroad [scroll was presented to UNESCO director]. Mrs. Carlos Romulo chats with Walter Haas (education).

Anniversary of United Nations -- Speakers -- Opera House (June 23, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-23-55.02]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Stanislaw Skreszewski of Poland, Juan Cooke of Argentina, Esteban Mendoza of Honduras, Charles Malik of Lebanon, Dr. Louis Padilla Neruo of Mexico, Mr. Romulo of the Phillipines, and Antoine Pinay of France address delegates to the United Nations.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov -- Opera House (June 23, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-23-55.03]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vyacheslav Molotov of the Soviet Union walks to podium with papers in hand, addresses delegates from podium. Molotov sits in delegate seating and jots notes on paper [before giving speech?]
Anniversary of United Nations (June 23, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-23-55.04]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Diplomat from Belarus addresses United Nations delegates at Opera House.
Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge Jr., US representative to the United Nations, walks
with Mrs. Henry Lodge upon arrival at the Mark Hopkins Hotel (neighborhood).
President Eelco Nicolaas van Kleffens of the United Nations and Mrs. van Kleffens
and Mr. and Mrs. Romulo of the Philippines also shown arriving at hotel [with latter
couple pictured amid crowd]. Delegate Selim Sarper of Turkey, Dr. J.M.A.H. Luns of
the Netherlands, Dr. Enrique De Marchena of the Dominican Republic, Arne Skaug
of Norway, and an unidentified delegate from Nicaragua, address United Nations
session at Opera House. Soviet secret policeman talks to unidentified man with
baby. Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov of the Soviet Union and UN Secretary
General Dag Hammarskjold arrive at Mark Hopkins Hotel. Mr. and Mrs. John Foster
Dulles also shown.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Opera House (June 24, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-24-55.01]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officers Peter Gardner and Pat Simmons of the Police Department hand out rifles
for guard duty outside the Opera House (neighborhood). US Secretary of State John
Foster Dulles becomes first to arrive for session. Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov
also shown arriving. Unidentified speaker addresses UN delegates.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Speakers -- Opera House (June 24, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-24-55.02]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Secretary of State John Foster Dulles receives applause from delegates at
conclusion of speech. Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov of the Soviet Union shown
listening to speech and speaking with man in seat behind him. Molotov addresses
United Nations.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Arrival of Harry S. Truman -- Airport (June 24,
1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-24-55.03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Elmer Robinson greets former President Harry Truman, in town to address
the United Nations upon its tenth anniversary, as he descends from airplane.
Truman waves to people as he walks through concourse flanked by greeters.
Supervisor Francis J. McCarty also shown.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Speakers -- Opera House (June 24, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-24-55.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
V.K. Krishna Menon of India, chairman of the Indian delegation to the United
Nations, addresses delegates. Guillermo Trabanino of El Salvador speaks during UN
session.
Award -- Harry S. Truman -- Fairmont Hotel (June 24, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-24-55.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former President Harry Truman receives award from Gurney P. Hood and Clyde F. Welmeth in the Green Room of hotel.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Harry S. Truman -- Opera House (June 24, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-24-55.06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former President Harry Truman drinks from water glass during speech to the delegates of the United Nations. Gestures to audience before walking to podium. Stands with UN Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold next to automobile. Harry Truman and UN President Eelco Nicolaas van Kleffens speak together on stage and address United Nations together.

Anniversary of United Nations -- State Dinner -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (June 25, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-25-55.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall view of crowd seated at round tables and at long tables in rear during state dinner. V.K. Krishna Menon of India greets Mayor Elmer Robinson, Mrs. Robinson, and Supervisor Francis J. McCarty. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bunche speak at reception. Andrew Cordier greets Mr. and Mrs. Robinson. Mrs. Zuleta of Columbia sits with Mrs. Carlos Romulo and the Minister of Guatemala. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Robinson, UN Secretary General Dag Hammarskjold, and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr. sit at speakers table. UN President Eelco Nicolaas van Kleffens addresses dinner party. Elmer Robinson introduces Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Romulo of the Philippines.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Departure of Harry S. Truman -- Airport (June 25, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-25-55.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. John Ratcliff asks former President Harry Truman for his autograph before he departs for Kansas City. Attorney Charles Murphy, Executive Director David Lloyd of the Truman Library, Harry Truman, Earl Behrens of the "San Francisco Chronicle," UN Protocol Officer Jehan de Noue... sit around table in the airport coffee shop, with view of airplane through window. Harry Truman waves from steps of United Air Lines airplane for departing.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Molotov Press Conference -- Veterans Memorial Building (June 25, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-25-55.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vyacheslav Mikhaylovich Molotov of the Soviet Union speaks to reporters during press conference, with close-up views of stage and Molotov's aides.
Anniversary of United Nations -- John Foster Dulles -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (June 25, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-25-55.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Secretary of State John Foster Dulles arrives in California Highway Patrol automobile after tour of "wine country." Vyacheslav Mikhailovich Molotov prepares to leave hotel and city after secret session with Dulles.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Empty Chairs -- Opera House (June 26, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-26-55.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Opera House sound man Tom Edwards and electrician Edward Zettle put away headphones used by delegates. Views of chairs left empty after last session of United Nations upon its tenth anniversary.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Closing Session -- Opera House (June 26, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-26-55.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Anniversary of United Nations -- Philippine Reception -- Hotel St. Francis (June 26, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-26-55.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice Council G. Tonacier, Consul General N. Roxas, General Carlos P. Romulo, Mrs. Carlos Romulo, Senator Francisco Delgado, Senator Emmanuel Pelaez, and Mrs. N. Roxas stand for group photos and greet incoming guests.

Anniversary of United Nations -- Press Committee Luncheon -- Fairmont Hotel (June 27, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-27-55.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photo of Andrew Cordier, assistant to the UN Secretary General. Ted Huggins of the Press Club, Andrew Cordier, Augustin Keane of the Press Club, William Winter, and Benjamin Harrison Swig gather for group portrait.

Copy of portrait of kidnapped fourteen-year-old Stephanie Bryan (Burton W. Abbott murder case) [06-00-55, 1 negative]
Plane crashes ("shot down") at Alameda Naval Air Station
Political bumper stickers and signs
Social workers' convention with Edward Corsi
First graduation at Mission Adult High School (education) [06-01-55, 3 negatives]
George Washington High School award presentation (Major General C. Lyn Fox) (education)
Cow Palace inspection by Republican Committee
Republican luncheon at the Hotel St. Francis
New flower terminal site and building at Sixth Street and Bryant (South of Market neighborhood) [06-02-55, 2 negatives]
New Flower Terminal Site (June 02, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [06-02-55.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of street corner and vacant lot in the area of Craig's Lunch store at Sixth and Brannan Street, site of the new flower terminal (South of Market neighborhood).

Dedication of new obstetrics wing at French Hospital (nurses and interiors of hospital room) (health)

Guardsmen parade

Two juveniles crash borrowed car [06-03-55, 9 negatives]

Salvation Army Diamond Jubilee luncheon

Republican women meeting

Guardsmen rodeo in Golden Gate Park [06-04-55 - 06-05-55, 12 negatives]

ILWU committee visits Bruce Barber (Harry Bridges trial) (labor) [06-05-55, 2 negatives]

Protest of Harry Bridges Trial -- ILWU Committee -- Appraisers Building (June 06, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 67, [06-06-55.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A committee of International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union members, led by Information Director Morris Watson and President Marting Callaghan of Local 10, visit Immigration Director Bruce Barber to protest the [deportation?] trial of Harry Bridges (labor).

Press conference with Basil O'Connor (President of National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis - polio) (health)

Coliseum (ship) at pier Twenty-nine

Retiring principal Edith Pence of Lowell High School

Biker funeral (Algol Crazy Nelson) (motorcyclist?)

Guardsmen host medical check-ups for kids (health)

Brumbeck Gem trial [06-06-55 - 06-11-55, 14 negatives]

Lowell High School ROTC awards

Italian Welfare ladies luncheon

Maiden voyage of the Korean Bear (ship)

Ordination of Catholic priests (Bishop Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle)

Dr. Agnes Elizabeth Ernst Meyer press conference

Polio vaccinations at Los Cerritos school (health)

Graduation activities (Catholic High School, State Teachers College, USF, and San Francisco City College) (education)

New signs for forty-nine mile scenic drive

Youngest UC Berkeley graduate

Miss San Francisco pageant

Police uniforms (old, new, and present)

Peggy Lee

UC Berkeley annual pilgrimage and commencement

National Guard preparing for departure [06-17-55, 12 negatives]

National PGA golf tournament [06-19-55, ca. 14 negatives]

Junior Olympics at Kezar stadium [6-19-55, 10 negatives]

Harry Bridges (labor) [06-21-55, 3 negatives]

Court Appearance -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (June 21, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 68, [06-21-55.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witness David Saunders stands for photo. Defendant Harry Bridges walks down hallway to Federal Court (labor).
Lutheran League Convention [06-21-55 - 06-24-55, ca. 40 negatives]
Sugar Ray Robinson and Rocky Castellani fight (boxing) [06-22-55, ca. 15 negatives]
Atoms for Peace display on uranium and radioactivity [06-23-55, 2 negatives]
    Atoms for Peace Display -- Veterans Building (June 23, 1955)
        BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [06-23-55.05]
            Physical Description: 2 negatives
            Scope and Content Note
            Dorothy Bradford and Mrs. James Landreth stand in front of display detailing the methods researchers use to locate uranium and thorium through the measure of radioactivity in geological surveys. Mrs. James Landreth places her wedding ring on testing device to get measure of its radioactivity (atomic age).

Movie producer Stanley Kramer
Ichthyologists and herpetologists meeting
Miss Universe (Miriam Stevenson)
Conductor Arthur Fiedler arrives

July 1955 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69-70, [070055-073155]
    Physical Description: 1000 negatives (estimate)

Sugar Ray Robinson and Rocky Castellani fight (boxing) [07-00-55 - 07-22-55, ca. 20 negatives]
Stephanie Bryan murder case and Burton W. Abbott trial [07-01-55 - 07-31-55, ca. 173 negatives]
Bethlehem Steel strike (labor) [07-01-55, 2 negatives]
    Bethlehem Steel Strike (July 01, 1955)
        BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [07-01-55.01]
            Physical Description: 2 negatives
            Scope and Content Note
            Louie Simula and Charles Oliver stand outside of steel yard lot with signs on armbands. Picketers stand by entrance booth while cars go in and out of lot (labor).

New commanding officer (Lt. General Robert N. Young) takes over at the Presidio
[07-01-55, 3 negatives]
    New Commanding Officer -- Presidio (July 01, 1955)
        BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [07-01-55.02]
            Physical Description: 3 negatives
            Scope and Content Note
            Lieutenant General Robert N. Young reviews Sixth Army Pipers and Honor Guard with Honor Guard Captain Eugene Casior. General Young on the reviewing stand with Major General William Dean as they watch guard pass in review.

Junior Olympics at Fleishhacker Pool [07-03-55, ca. 10 negatives]
Reception for Consul General Nicanor Roxas of the Philippines and Consul General A. Smith Meyer of Norway
Fourth of July fireworks display at Marina Green
Historic Marine Exchange moves to waterfront
Cops involved in teenage girl vice story [07-07-55 - 07-11-55, 16 negatives]
Jewish summer camp in Saratoga [07-07-55, 8 negatives]
Bob Hope in town for film premiere (possibly for “The Seven Little Foys”?) [07-08-55, 4 negatives]
Comedian in Town for Film Premiere -- Bob Hope -- Fairmont Hotel (July 08, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 69, [07-08-55.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Bob Hope stands on stool shooting golf ball from hotel room balcony while two men stand in background [he thinks he can make Coit Tower in one, maybe two]. Hope sits on stool holding golf club and talking to his golf ball. Hope shaves [while protecting his ski jump nose]. Two couples stand on balcony holding drinks (citscape).

Four alarm fire at Italian Village on Columbus (citscapes) [07-11-55, 5 negatives]

Four Alarm Fire -- Italian Village -- North Beach (July 11, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 70, [07-11-55.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Firefighter Richard Thomas hands music sheets recovered from the fire to a smiling Beatrice Kay [after he waded through four feet of water in basement]. View of smoke pouring out of building while cars, fire trucks and hoses line the street and ladders lean on building. Firefighters stand amongst hoses in front of building. Fireman fights fire from truck. Smoke fills the street (cityscape).

New director Gurdon G. Woods of the California School of Fine Arts (education) [07-11-55, 3 negatives]

Harry Bridges trial (labor) [07-11-55 - 07-29-55, ca. 10 negatives]

Trial -- Harry Bridges -- Post Office Building (July 11, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 70, [07-11-55.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Harry Bridges stands against wall. Bridges with daughter Julie (labor).

Verdict Announced -- Harry Bridges Trial -- Federal Court (July 29, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 70, [07-29-55.01]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Harry Bridges and daughter Julie stand in hallway of courthouse before entering courtroom. Bridges and Julie embrace upon exiting courtroom while others look on [after verdict was announced in his favor]. Bridges, Julie and other courtroom attendants walk out of courtroom. People congregate in hallway. Bridges shakes hands while others look on (labor).

Arrival of British cruiser Superb (ship) with chief of Atlantic NATO Admiral Sir John F. Stevens [07-13-55, 6 negatives]

Arrival of British Cruiser Superb (ship) (July 13, 1955)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 70, [07-13-55.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note


Reception for Vice Admiral Sir John Stevens of Great Britain [07-13-55, 3 negatives]
Reception -- Vice Admiral Sir John Stevens -- Palace of the Legion of Honor (July 13, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 70, [07-13-55.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Acting local consul John Ford, wife of commercial consul Mrs. R.H. White, Vice Admiral Sir John Stevens, and Lady Stevens stand in room in Palace of the Legion of Honor. Mrs. and Admiral Chester Nimitz, Ford, White, and Mr. and Mrs. Stevens socialize.

Prime Minister U Nu of Burma arrives
Aircraft carrier Midway (ship) returns from around-the-world cruise [07-14-55, 16 negatives]

Aircraft Carrier Midway (ship) Returns from World Cruise -- Alameda Naval Air Station (July 14, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 70, [07-14-55.02]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurse Ann Brooks, Clarence Miner of the National Polio Foundation and Captain Reynold D. Hogle stand around stretcher holding polio victim Larry Gardener on hangar deck of ship [Captain holds check as crew donation to aid polio] (health, child welfare). Robert G. Ryan and three other San Francisco crew members stand on deck. Bird’s eye view of crew members standing at attention on board ship. Crew members stand on rail along hangars. Two men stand on hangar deck. Men pose and wave from deck. Crew members stand on hangar deck while ship sails underneath bridge.

Party for San Francisco orphans aboard HMS Superb (ship) [07-15-55, 7 negatives]
Party for Orphans Aboard Superb (ship) -- Pier Eighteen (July 15, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 70, [07-15-55.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children play on machinery and playground equipment aboard ship. Crane takes children on ride by suspending group of children above water. Chief Petty Officer Jack Partner gives Janet Richmond a push down the slide while other children play in the background. Michael O’Shea and John Needham dressed as pirates conduct a play sword fight on the plank. Needham falls from plank into ocean while other children look on (child welfare).

New type crash helmets for “motor cops” (motorcycle police)
Lennie Moscovitz kidnaping case (Joseph Lear and Harold Jackson) [07-19-55 - 07-22-55, 4 negatives]

Ground breaking for Petrini Plaza at Fulton and Masonic Streets
One millionth patron to see Cinerama [07-20-55, 2 negatives]
Boy and girl ice skating stars go to summer school at University of San Francisco Visitation Valley Day School (education) [07-20-55, 5 negatives]
Balclutha (ship) opening day at the Maritime Museum [07-23-55, 5 negatives]

Opening Day -- Balclutha (ship) -- Maritime Museum (July 23, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 70, [07-23-55.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Hugh Gallagher of the Maritime Museum, Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Abaer and Mrs. H. Melnick stand at hull of ship. John Rankin [ship’s carpenter when she went aground in 1905] points towards sky while Richie Reiss looks on. Bird’s eye view of visitors walking on deck.

Union 76 tower new to San Francisco skyline (cityscapes?, buildings)
Novena Parade at St. Anne’s Church
First get-together of Police Planning and Research Division
Parent participation nursery school (Douglass School) (education)
Lake Merced day camp for Girl Scouts
"Turncoat" (traitors?) prisoners of war on board President Cleveland (ship) return to the United States [07-29-55, ca. 20 negatives]

**Turncoats Face Military Arrest -- President Cleveland (ship) (July 29, 1955)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 70, [07-29-55.02-03]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Traitors and prisoners of war Otho G. Bell, William Cowart and Lewis Griggs stand on board ship in front of photographers. The three men stand on board with arms around each other. Military man and one of the traitors exit ship. The three men lean on ship's rail while others stand in background. One of the men walks on shore holding luggage with military men in background. Two men embrace. Man and woman kiss. Man holds child in middle of crowd. Man and woman embrace while other man holds handkerchief to man's mouth. The three men sit in military jeep with two military police. The three stand at microphones with military police and other military personnel in large room. The three men sit with others during press conference. View of back of men's heads on ship facing news photographers. The three men talk in front of microphones and crowd on ship.

---

**August 1955** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 71, [080055-083155]

Physical Description: 650 negatives (estimate)

**Object in the sky (supposed UFO?)**

**Lutheran convention**

**Cinerama fashion drama show [08-00-55, ca. 10 negatives]**

**Resigning supervisor Byron Arnold and new appointee Joseph Casey**

**Head Librarian Flora Elizabeth Reynolds at Mills College**

**New superintendent of the United States Mint Arthur Carmichael is sworn in**

**Air Force exhibit of Delta Wing plane**

**Kids cook at Good Samaritan day camp**

**Mr. and Mrs. Willard Waterman here for television premier ("The Great Gildersleave")**

**Committee making books for partially-sighted (blind) children throughout state (disabled persons)**

**Orpheum Theatre Cinerama Holiday and parade [08-02-55, 10 negatives]**

**Cinerama Holiday -- Orpheum Theatre (August 02, 1955)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 71, [08-02-55.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Mayor Elmer Robinson uses microphone to speak to crowd in front of theater before the premier of "Cinerama Holiday;" with m.c. Fred Wilcox and Edmund G. Brown also shown. John and Betty Marsh speak with Fred Wilcox. Mike Desiano rides horse on parade route, with view of crowd standing along street sides and buildings (neighborhood). The St. Mary's Drill Team marches and plays. View of crowd in front of theater. US Navy band plays while marching in parade. Fred Wilcox interviews Mr. and Mrs. Louis de Rochemont. Lieutenant Governor Harold J. Powers addresses crowd. Celebrities watch parade from speakers' stand.

**Reception for Consul General John Ford of Great Britain**

**British ship (Oronsay) arrives with Moslems (Muslims) to establish mosque here**

**Tina Dutton in court again [08-05-55 - 08-11-55, 10 negatives]**

**New police detail in Chinatown (San Francisco cityscapes) [08-08-55, 5 negatives]**
New Police Detail -- Chinatown (August 08, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 71, [08-08-55.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officers Edward Nevin and James B. Dowd of the San Francisco Police Department
walk down Chinatown alley at Pelton Place. The two officers speak at the corner of
Grant Avenue and Washington Street before beginning their new beat patrols;
shown using a police telephone [box attached to pole] (neighborhood, cityscapes).

Chinese junk (ship) arrives from Formosa
Bull fights at the Cow Palace
Fox Theatre movie premiere "The McConnell Story" with June Allyson [08-10-55, 5
negatives]
AFA Convention (Air Force Association?) with UC Berkeley thermonuclear expert
Dr. Edward Teller [08-11-55, 2 negatives]
Senator Thomas H. Kuchel
Stephanie Bryan murder case and Burton W. Abbott trial [08-12-55 to 08-17-55,
ca. 50 negatives]
Order of Ahepa convention (Senator William F. Knowland is speaker)
Arrival of New York City Ballet
Pakistan Day with Consul General B. Ltaat Hussin of Pakistan
Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Church services and ordination
American Legion installs new officers
Singer Eddie Fisher at Trader Vic's bar [08-15-55, 2 negatives]
Russian farmers arrive
California Zephyr (train) derailed [08-22-55, ca. 12 negatives]
Television/telephone hookup (see each other while they talk) at the Fairmont
Hotel [08-23-55, 4 negatives]
Telephone-Television Hookup -- Fairmont Hotel (August 23, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 71, [08-23-55.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Noel Porter of [Palo Alto?] looks at televised picture of Mayor Elmer
Robinson, broadcast from the Civic Auditorium, during telephone conversation
between the two men.

Ford Motor Car Junior Exhibit (education)
Arrival of Foreign Minister Mamoru Shigemitsu of Japan [08-24-55, 10 negatives]
Arrival -- Foreign Minister Mamoru Shigemitsu of Japan -- Airport (August 24,
1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 71, [08-24-55.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hanako Katsuno, daughter of the Japanese Consul General of San Francisco, gives
flowers to Hanako Shigemitsu, daughter of Mamoru Shigemitsu, upon their arrival.
Foreign Minister Shigemitsu addresses crowd.

Reception -- Foreign Minister Mamoru Shigemitsu of Japan -- Fairmont
Hotel (August 24, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 71, [08-24-55.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mamoru Shigemitsu greets President T.S. Peterson of Standard Oil Company at
reception honoring the Japanese foreign minister. Foreign Minister Shigemitsu
speaks with former US Ambassador Henry F. Grady. Hanako Shigemitsu, President
George Killion of American President Lines, and Executive Vice President Russel G.
Smith of Bank of America also shown.
Guided missile conference with executives of Packard-Bell and Donald B. Harris of Stanford University
Society viewing of "jewels" by Salvador Dali at Palace of the Legion of Honor
Dahlia Day at City Hall
Electronics contest [08-26-55, 2 negatives]
  **Electronics Contest -- Fairmont Hotel (August 26, 1955)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 71, [08-26-55.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Model Lou Morgan wears an electronic [thinking cap?] made by Florence Reynolds and Meg Copeland [negative missing]. Model Sharon Dowling sits next to the "Fascination Machine," made of tubes and other electronic equipment; an exhibit created by artist Harry Kahrman. President D.S. Defenbacher of the California College of Arts and Crafts, Donald B. Goodall, head of the Department of Fine Arts at the University of Southern California, and industrial designer Walter Landor, judges of the WCEMA-Wescon Art and Electronics Exhibit, hold up wire sculpture created by Anne Knorr, First Prize winning entry in the painting and sculpting category.

Artist Beniamo Bufano's statue set in place at St. Francis church [08-27-54, 3 negatives]
Boys' Club corner stone laying ceremony with Herbert Hoover [08-28-55, 3 negatives]
Woman appointed United States assistant attorney (June Borina)
Man leaves from Aquatic Park to row to Sacramento
Narcotics raid
"First negro fireman in local department" (Afro-Americans, race relations) [08-31-55, 2 negatives]
  **First African American Fireman -- Engine Company Thirty-two (August 31, 1955)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 71, [08-31-55.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Earl J. Gage Jr., the first Afro-American fireman in the local fire department, stands next to fire truck at station. Taken at 194 Park Street (Afro-Americans, race relations).

Retirement of officers from the Presidio
John Ringling of Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus at press conference
Views of San Francisco from Top of the Mark (Mark Hopkins Hotel) (cityscapes) [08-31-55, 4 negatives]
  **Smog -- Views from "Top of the Mark" -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (August 31, 1955)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 71, [08-31-55.04]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Smog obscured views of the buildings of San Francisco and the Bay Bridge as seen from the Top of the Mark (cityscapes, environment).

Interview with Jack Webb [08-31-55, 2 negatives]

**September 1955** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72-73, [090055-093055]
Physical Description: 1175 negatives (estimate)

Marcus baby kidnaping case [09-01-55 - 09-30-55, ca.175 negatives]
Copies of vintage San Francisco photographs
Actress Grace Kelly [09-01-55, 4 negatives]
Actress Grace Kelly -- Fairmont Hotel (September 01, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72, [09-01-55.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of movie star Grace Kelly sitting inside hotel room and standing on veranda with view of Coit Tower and city behind (cityscapes).

New supervisor Joseph Casey (with Judge Milton Sapiro and Mayor Elmer Robinson)
Consul General Louis de Guiringaud of France weds James D. Zellerbach with Consul General Pierluigi Alvera of Italy [09-01-55, 2 negatives]
Dope case (narcotics)
Man catches bass with hot dog
Setting up circus (elephants and horses)
Dope and dirty pix case (narcotics and pornography)
Possible first grave of murdered Stephanie Bryan [09-02-55, 12 negatives]
Testing for smog (environment) [09-02-55, 4 negatives]
Testing for Smog -- Chemistry Laboratory -- San Francisco Hospital (September 02, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72, [09-02-55.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ben Agustin takes air sample and measures the relative humidity of air with apparatus located in rear of automobile. Chemist Arnold Ciucci measures the intensity of pink color generated by the "total oxidant in the air sample" (environment).

Opening of Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus
Bon Homme Richard (ship) in for repair and recommissioning [09-03-55, 09-06-55, 17 negatives]
Repairs -- Bon Homme Richard (ship) (September 03, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72, [09-03-55.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Recommissioning -- Carrier Bon Homme Richard (ship) -- Hunters Point (September 06, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72, [09-06-55.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Redman, commandant of the Twelfth Naval District, delivers speech to large crowd during ceremony for the recommissioning of the Bon Homme Richard (ship), with views of cranes and dock buildings in background. US Marine Guard stands at attention while the national anthem is played. Captain L.P. Carver, new commanding officer of ship, addresses crowd. Vice Admiral Martin, Air Force commander of the Pacific US Navy fleet, speaks to crowd. Congressman John Francis Shelley, Congressman J. Arthur Younger, L.P. Carver, and Senator William F. Knowland cut cake. [Apparently unrelated negative of crowd surrounding injured man lying on sidewalk also included in sleeve].

Tina Dutton case [09-03-55 - 09-10-55, ca. 10 negatives]
Stephanie Bryan murder case and Burton W. Abbott trial [09-05-55, 09-08-55, 09-21-55, ca. 25 negatives]
"White Cane Days" proclamation by acting Mayor Charles Ertola (blind, disabled persons?)
Son of Supervisor Joseph M. Casey found hanging (suicide?)
Fiftieth anniversary celebrating the founding of the city of Richmond (Calif.) with founder Augustin S. McDonald
New Waldo Tunnel (Marin County) [09-08-55, 6 negatives]

New Waldo Tunnel(September 08, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72, [09-08-55.07]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Darce Tanner and John Belue construct fence guard rail near freeway tunnel. View from inside of tunnel showing fog covering Golden Gate Bridge (cityscapes). Ed Leonardi looks at tunnel lights from top of truck. Workmen stand on top of truck cab outside tunnel (transportation).

Japanese war bride beaten by husband [09-08-55 and 09-12-55, 6 negatives]
Salvador Dali jewels
Plaque for James King of William at Call Bulletin offices
New fall shoes (fashion)
Consul John Ford of Great Britain with teachers
Orcades (ship)
Arrival of Japanese orphans [09-09-55, 7 negatives]

Arrival -- Orphans from Japan -- Airport(September 09, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72, [09-09-55.11]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Japanese orphans and airline personnel exit airplane. Mr. and Mrs. Ichiro Taniguchi hold baby Paul Hiroshi Taniguchi. Stewardess Masako Watarabe holds Edward Armstrong Jr., child adopted earlier, while Mrs. Edward Armstrong holds Lois Marsha Armstrong. Group of orphans with adopting parents stands by airplane. Other children with adopting parents shown (child welfare).

Newspaper Mechanical (graphics) Conference (printing machinery exhibited) [09-09-55, 7 negatives]
Newspaper Mechanical Conference -- Sheraton Palace Hotel(September 09, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72, [09-09-55.12]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Call Bulletin" staff members Ken, Mr. Hall, Mr. Bender, and John examine a "plate shaver." Andrew J. Paulson demonstrates Dow Chemical's fast etching machine. View of Linotype Machine number five with "star selectromatic quadder" that "operates off teletype." President Gordon Dixon speaks from speakers' table. Others shown. Views of speakers' table and audience.

Missionaries Father Thomas Phillips, Rev. Charles Joseph McCarthy, and Rev. John William Clifford released by reds (communism) [09-10-55, 4 negatives]
Savings and Loan League delegates
Kids back to school (St. Anne's) (education)
Bar Association conference
House of prostitution raid [09-12-55, 12 negatives]
Raid on House of Prostitution (September 12, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72, [09-12-55.07]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Darlene Harris, keeper of "house of prostitution", attempts to hide face with magazine. Sergeant Karl Schangaaud of the Ingleside Station examines money from cash box. Darlene Harris looks at gun she held on policeman, while undercover policeman Rany Nieto looks at her. Prostitutes and male visitors sit in paddy wagon. Photograph of bar inside house. Views of bedroom. Taken in the 600 block of Twenty-eighth Street.

Court martial of Korean War veteran (or veterans?) charged with aiding enemy (suspected traitors) [09-12-55, 09-13-55, 09-15-55, and 09-17-55, 13 negatives]

Treason Trial -- Korean War Veteran -- Presidio (September 12, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72, [09-12-55.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thomas Bayes Jr. [defendant?] stands with his wife Fondel Bayes. Court Martial Board members Captain Ernest O'Dell, Major Phil Grizzard, Major William Nelson... sit at long table during proceedings.

Treason Trial -- Hearing -- Presidio (September 13, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72, [09-13-55.11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witness Earl Smith sits in wooden chair. Witness First Colonel Earl L. Aubery stands outside the Court Martial room.

Treason Trial -- Press Conference (September 15, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72, [09-15-55.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harold Brown and George Davis, attorneys in case involving turncoats [traitors], work in office during press conference at 98 Post Street.

Treason Trial -- Press Conference -- Fort Baker (September 17, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 72, [09-17-55.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
External view of building at Fort Baker where turncoats [traitors] held. Lewis Griggs, Otho Bell, and William Cowart [defendants?] stand with Attorney George Davis as they speak into microphone during press conference [each defendant wears an arm band].

Printer's centennial (Blake, Moffitt, and Towne)
Democratic Party $100-a-plate dinner
Council of Churches meeting
Art festival (caricature of Richard M. Nixon) [09-15-55, 2 negatives]
San Francisco Opera opening [09-15-55, ca. 45 negatives]
Novo Club officers
Mission Dolores gravestones (James Casey and Charles Cora)
Women's Business Week proclamation (Mayor Ertola)
Cable car accident
United Crusade "Torchies"
League of City luncheon
George Reilly filing as candidate for mayor  
View of old St. Mary's church (cityscapes)  
The Flying Finn Brothers  
Betty Barnacle at San Francisco Public Library  
St. Stephan's Guild Cotillion  
Junior League activities  
Marijuana "hall" (narcotics)  
Montgomery Street "Wallstreet of the West"  
US Senator Wayne L. Morse [09-26-55, 2 negatives]  
  Senator Wayne L. Morse -- Israel Bond Office(September 26, 1955)  
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 73, [09-26-55.07]  
  Physical Description: 2 negatives  
  Scope and Content Note  
  Photographs of Wayne Morse sitting in office at 225 Kearney Street.

Coro Foundation with Mayor Leo Halley  
Attorney General Edmund G. Brown  
J. A. Perino new principal of Lowell High School  
Bridal gowns (fashion)  
Opera ball "Fol de Rol" [09-28-55, 9 negatives]  
San Francisco Stock Exchange and Federal Reserve Bank (interior and exterior views)  
Boxing at Winterland  
Views from Coit Tower (San Francisco cityscapes)  
Pier Thirty-three fire  
Nike missile launch site at the Presidio [09-28-55, 6 negatives]  
  Nike Missile Launch Site -- Presidio(September 28, 1955)  
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 73, [09-28-55.07]  
  Physical Description: 6 negatives  
  Scope and Content Note  
  Unidentified men attend to Nike missile in underground storage and handling room during the missile's unveiling. Views of missiles pointed to sky on launching platform, with Lone Mountain, San Francisco, Fort Miley Hospital, and the Richmond District visible in background (cityscapes, atomic age).

October 1955 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 73-75, [100055-103155]  
Physical Description: 1075 negatives (estimate)  

New members (board members?) of Florence Crittenton Home for Unwed Mothers  
Views of hills of San Francisco from Coit Tower (cityscapes) [10-00-55, 4 negatives]  
  Views from Coit Tower(October 1955)  
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 73, [10-00-55.02]  
  Physical Description: 4 negatives  
  Scope and Content Note  
  Views of San Francisco and surrounding hills as seen from Coit Tower (cityscapes).

Russians at the Hotel St. Francis  
Red Cross making homeless fire victims comfortable  
New chief Robert Dale at the Weather Bureau  
Dedication of artist Beniamino Bufano's statue of St. Francis [10-04-55, 5 negatives]
Dedication of Statue -- St. Francis of Assisi Church (October 04, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 73, [10-04-55.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Reverend Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle blesses statue of St. Francis of Assisi, created by artist Beniamino Bufano, with other clergy [and members of the Knights of Columbus?] looking on. Unidentified man unveils statue. Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle stands at foot of statue at end of ceremony.

Tour of Sharon estate [10-04-55, 10 negatives]
Tour -- Sharon Estate -- Menlo Park (October 04, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 73, [10-04-55.04]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Little girl Elisa Thursby looks up into old fashioned shower [rounded, with visible water pipes, and draw string at top for release of water]. View of fire hose connection on lawn, placed in case of fire, with home in background. Elisa Thursby looks out over manmade lake. Mrs. Robert Peckham looks out onto landscape from veranda. Mrs. Karl Thursby and Mrs. Philip S. Carlton Jr. stare at chandelier; shown looking up at chinese lantern with Joan Carlton and Elisa Thursby. Photographs of donkey [or mule?]. External view of home.

"Troilus and Cressida" opens at the Opera House (Kurt Adler conducting)
Julius Castle on fire [10-07-55, 4 negatives]
Fire -- Julius Castle (October 07, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 73, [10-07-55.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of fire at Julius Castle, with firemen working to put out fire. Long shot of smoke rising up from hillside, with Coit Tower at top (Telegraph Hill neighborhood).

Columbus Day reenactment and parade through North Beach (San Francisco cityscapes) [10-09-55, 11 negatives]
Parade -- Columbus Day -- North Beach (October 09, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 73, [10-09-55.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Forty-ninth Infantry Honor Guard marches down parade route, with specators lining street and view of buildings on hillside (neighborhood). The Stars of Tomorrow [dancers?] perform on route. Joan Miller and Natalie Francher, "The Bonnie Lasses," pose with batons. Sandy Brackbill holds balloon she received from acting Mayor Halley. Judges watch parade from viewing stand. The parade queen rides atop float with entourage. Unidentified men and women in American Indian and colonial European costume reenact the discovery of the Americas by Christopher Columbus. Small boats decorated as Spanish galleys and piers visible in harbor (ship). Horse mounted police patrol streets. Acting Mayor Halley reaches from automobile for balloon from balloon man; with Captain Engler, Joe Cervetto, Consul General Pierluigi Alvera of Italy, and unidentified woman also seated in car.

Telephone company strike (labor) [10-10-55 - 10-20-55, 17 negatives]
Strike -- Telephone Company (October 10, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 73, [10-10-55.01-02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified women wearing signs reading "Bell System' Unfair to Organized Labor" picket the office of the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company [PT&T] at Otis and Mission Streets. Workers picket office at 3333 Twenty-fifth Street, with signs reading "PT&T Unfair to CWA: CIO" [Communications Workers of America: Congress of Industrial Organizations] (labor).

Strike -- Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company (October 13, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 74, [10-13-55.14]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dorothea Pardini, wearing dress made of burlap, and Sue Hughes wear signs reading "This Is The Best We Can Do On $47.50 Per Week," while walking the picket line. Two women walk through line of striking workers [strike breakers?]. Sarita Flynn and holds daughter Sandra and poster reading "PT&T [Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company] Unfair to CWA-CIO" [Communications Workers of America - Congress of Industrial Organizations]; with view of neighborhood around McCoppin and Otis Streets in background (labor).

Strike -- Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company (October 17, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 74, [10-17-55.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bob Belt, Mary Johnston, and Jack Olson hold sign reading "Scabs get $2 an hour [plus] hotel [plus] food. We get $1.60 an hour [plus the boot] after six years," as they walk in front of the Oakland Auditorium. Above ground views of striking workers, between 1250 and 1500 in number, marching up Franklin Street near Fifteenth Street, with the telephone company building visible to the side (neighborhood). Picketing workers interact with members of crowd on sidewalk. Striking workers carry signs reading "On Strike - To Preserve Our CWA" [Communications Workers of America]; "Local 9415 CWA;" "Operator: My Starting Wage is $47.50" (labor).

Strikers Arrested -- Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company Strike -- City Prison (October 20, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 74, [10-20-55.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rosita Verdi, Mary Ramirez, and Marilyn Smith, workers striking against the Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company [PT&T], turn heads away from camera as they sit in jail cell. Each woman wears a sign reading "PT&T Unfair To CWA-CIO" [Communications Workers of America - Congress of Industrial Organizations] (labor).

Marcus baby kidnapping case [10-10-55 - 10-25-55, ca. 21 negatives]
Radiology Department at Stanford gets money to research radiation therapy (health) [10-11-55, 2 negatives]
Radiation Therapy -- Stanford Hospital (October 11, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 73, [10-11-55.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Director Louis Lurie of the Damon Runyan Memorial Fund for Cancer Research presents check for fourteen thousand dollars to Dr. Henry S. Kaplan, head of the Radiology Department at Stanford University, while Dr. Emile F. Holman, emeritus head of surgery at Stanford, looks on (health, atomic age).

Mayor signs proclamation for "Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory Day" (atomic age)

Three views of the city (San Francisco cityscapes)
"This is your life, Kathleen Norris" [10-12-55, ca. 15 negatives]
Ground breaking for the Town School (education)

Raid on a house of prostitution
University of San Francisco 100th anniversary [10-13-55, 3 negatives]

One Hundredth Anniversary of the University of San Francisco -- Palace Hotel (October 13, 1955) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 74, [10-13-55.13]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Joseph R. Knowland of the California Historical Society stands with Father John McGloin and Father John F.X. Connelly, president of the University of San Francisco, during luncheon in honor of the university’s anniversary. Same men shown at table during meal (education).

New Radiological Defense Laboratory is dedicated (atom bomb) [10-14-55, 9 negatives]

Radiological Defense Laboratory -- Hunters Point (October 14, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 74, [10-14-55.01]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral Albert Mumma addresses audience at dedication ceremony. Admiral Frederick Furth, chief officer of Naval Research, Albert Mumma, and Doctor Paul C. Tompkins, scientific director of the laboratory, pose with display for the atomic bomb [cutout construction of atomic bomb]. Crowd examines the “wash down” exhibit. Chemical engineer John C. Sherwin stands with gadgets designed to handle radioactive materials. External views of laboratory (atomic age).

Fire at Hunters Point project (housing project?) [10-15-55, 11 negatives]

Seabees contribute blood for Seabee veteran
Oscilloscope at the UC Berkeley (?) Bevatron (particle accelerator), with Owen Chamberlain (atomic age)
"Port of Oakland Day" with Senator William F. Knowland
"How blind people vote" (disabled persons)
Cops raid "Bottle Club"
New Oakland freeway overpass
Governor and Mrs. Goodwin Knight arrive in San Francisco
City College of San Francisco host Parents' and Teachers' Association (PTA) banquet
Narcotics raid
San Francisco Center for the Blind (disabled persons)
Thomas E. Dewey and wife arrive [10-25-55, 4 negatives]
Arrival -- Thomas E. Dewey -- Airport(October 25, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 74, [10-25-55.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Dewey stand on ramp to airplane upon arrival. Dewey speaks to reporter during interview.

Halloween activities
Vocational guidance for foreign born citizens (education) [10-26-55, 2 negatives]
Vocational Guidance -- Foreign Born Citizens -- PG&E Power House(October 26, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 74, [10-26-55.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Test engineer George Condrashoff points out aspects of the boiler room to foreign born students from Galileo High School (education, immigration).

Republican congressmen Bob Wilson and William S. Mailliard [10-27-55, 2 negatives]
Interview -- Republican Congressmen -- Hotel St. Francis(October 27, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 74, [10-27-55.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
US Congressmen Bob Wilson, William Mailliard, and Peter Frelinghuysen pose for photographs during interview.

"Desperate Hours" family
Blondes picket movie "Gentlemen Marry Brunettes" [10-27-55, 2 negatives]
CIO Transportation Union head (Michael Quill) (labor)
San Quentin State Prison prisoner escape
Russian journalists arrive
Aircraft carrier Yorktown (ship) coming under the Bay Bridge
San Francisco housing project "Francisco Plaza" opens on Turk Street [10-28-55, 4 negatives]
Housing Project -- Francisco Plaza(October 28, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 74, [10-28-55.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
External views of the new Francisco Plaza housing project on Turk Street.

Stephanie Bryan murder case and Burton W. Abbott trial [10-28-55, 2 negatives]
Grand National Livestock Exhibition
National Association of Girl Scouts Convention [10-29-55 to 10-31-55, ca. 27 negatives]
Safety Week parade with antique cars
Bon Homme Richard (ship) open to public
Actress June Haver retires from the cinema (with husband Fred McMurray)
General Maxwell D.Taylor reviews the troops at the Presidio
General Dean retires from the Presidio

November 1955 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 75-76, [110055-113055]

Physical Description: 1225 negatives (estimate)

Bing Crosby golf tournament (Bing Crosby, Ben Hogan, Lefty O'Doul) [11-00-55, ca. 65 negatives]

Mayor's inauguration [11-00-55, 20 negatives]

Inauguration -- Mayor George Christopher(November 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 75, [11-00-55.04-05]

Physical Description: 20 negatives

Scope and Content Note
George Christopher embraces his nephews while sitting on platform with wife and others. Honor guardsmen including Ronald S[orils?] clears path for Christophers in aisle. Man speaks at microphone on platform while guardsmen fumble with flags on the stairs and seated people look on. Guardsmen stand at attention while man speaks and others sit. Man shakes Christopher's hand at microphone. Christopher speaks at microphone. Christopher and wife wave from podium. Christopher gets sworn into office. Long-shots of people in audience. Christopher stands in front of desk shaking people's hands.

Stephanie Bryan murder case and Burton W. Abbott trial [11-00-55 - 11-30-55, ca. 158 negatives]

Continuation High School youths and their tattoos (juvenile delinquency)
[11-00-55, 2 negatives]

Continuation High School Students Get Tattoos Examined After Fight -- Mission Police Station(November 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 75, [11-00-55.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Two high school students with rolled up sleeves show tattoos on arms to man in police station (juvenile delinquency).

Russian journalists visit American Can Company [11-01-55, ca. 10 negatives]

Girl Scout National convention [11-01-55 - 11-04-55, ca. 36 negatives]

Mayoral election vote tampering hinted [11-01-55, 10 negatives]

University of California Virus Lab [11-01-55, 4 negatives]

UC Virus Lab -- Dr. Schaeffer and Dr. Schwerdt(November 01, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 75, [11-01-55.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Dr. Schaeffer and Dr. Schwerdt stand and sit in Virus Lab, look into microscope and write notes. (UC Berkeley? or UC San Francisco?)

Brumbeck gem fencing trial

Miss San Francisco helps calm Shasta can furor caused by Russians [11-02-55, 5 negatives]

New Muni buses [11-02-55, 2 negatives]
**New Muni Buses (November 02, 1955)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 75, [11-02-55.02]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Utilities manager James H. Turner, district manager Jack Donovan of Mack Truck Corporation, Mayor Elmer Robinson, Controller Harry D. Ross, and English bulldog "Champion Sam Bass" stand in front of new bus at Ninth and Brannan streets with sign "New buses here they come more on the way".

**Atomic medicine (radiocardiography) demonstration (health) [11-02-55, 2 negatives]**

"Atomic Medicine" Radiocardiography Demonstration -- Dr. Arthur Zachs -- Mount Zion Hospital (November 02, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 75, [11-02-55.03]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Dr. Arthur Zachs stands at podium in front of audience while patient demonstrates radiocardiography device [large device attached to right side of chest]. Dr. Zachs stands in lab coat in front of patient (health, nuclear medicine).

**KQED television story "The Hetch Hetchy Story"**
Former Berkeley police chief commits suicide
"Our Mutual Water Problem" meeting with Los Angeles Mayor (Norris Poulson)
Coffee Dan's raided

**Priests home from prison camp**

**Election night [11-07-55, ca. 12 negatives]**

**Sadlers Wells Ballet [11-07-55 - 11-09-55, ca. 12 negatives]**

**Children becoming citizens (naturalization, immigration) [11-08-55, 3 negatives]**

**View from Twin Peaks (San Francisco cityscapes) [11-08-55, 2 negatives]**

Cityscape from Twin Peaks (November 08, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 75, [11-08-55.02]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Smog over San Francisco taken from Twin Peaks.

**Election candidates voting [11-08-55, 18 negatives]**

Candidates Voting (November 08, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 75, [11-08-55.03-05]

**Physical Description:** 18 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph M. Casey stand at voting booth. Mr. and Mrs. John J. Ferdon read piece of paper in front of American flag. Clarissa S. McMahon pulls lever to close voting booth curtain. Dr. and Mrs. Charles A. Ertola stand in voting booth. Mr. and Mrs. William M. Brinton stand in voting booth. Mr. and Mrs. George Reilly stand on sidewalk in front of polling place. Supervisor and Mrs. George Christopher write at table in polling place. Mr. and Mrs. James Leo Halley sit at table in polling place. Supervisor and Mrs. Harold Dobbe stand in polling place.

**The city in smog from the Mark Hopkins (cityscapes) [11-09-55, 2 negatives]**

Smog Over City (November 09, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 75, [11-09-55.01]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
View of smog over city from Mark Hopkins Hotel (cityscape).
Marcus baby kidnapping case and Betty Benedicto trial [11-09-55 to 11-14-55, ca.10 negatives]

New mayor (George Christopher) and wife read congratulatory messages over breakfast [11-09-55, 2 negatives]

Opening night at the Opera House

Subcommittee on narcotics

Home of the German consul general and members of the Berlin Ballet Theatre

Chamber of Commerce committee to keep streets clean

City College International Fair (education)

Duval County (ship) picks up victims of plane crash

Interior of new "housing development" at Turk and Pierce Streets [11-16-55 - 11-17-55, 7 negatives]

New Housing Development -- Francisco Plaza (November 16, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 76, [11-16-55.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Lorraine May and Madelle Widrig of the Housing Authority sit on couch in living room of typical two-bedroom apartment at Pierce and Turk streets. May stands by window in kitchen of the apartment (housing).

New Housing Development -- Francisco Plaza (November 17, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 76, [11-17-55.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

View of building exterior and surroundings. View of building with cars lining Pierce and Turk streets. View of face of building (housing, cityscape, neighborhood).

Eugenie the Seacow moves into the aquarium [11-17-55, 4 negatives]

Dope traffic judiciary subcommittee (narcotics) [11-17-55, 11-18-55, ca. 10 negatives]

UC Berkeley homecoming parade

Civil defense plan and evacuation map [11-18-55, 3 negatives]

Civil Defense Plan and Evacuation Map (November 18, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 76, [11-18-55.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

City traffic engineer Ross Sheaf of the Department of Power and Water, civil defense director A.G. Cook, and senior city planner Edward Murphy of the Department of City Planning look at evacuation map at 45 Hyde Street. Close-up of evacuation map.

Balclutha (ship) sail raising

Thanksgiving activities

Consul General of El Salvador helps with charity ball for needy families of the Spanish-Latin American colony of San Francisco

George Washington High School automobile driver education [11-22-55, 2 negatives]

Golden Gate Bridge with the William (ship) passing underneath

Club of Chinatown (fashion) [11-25-55, 2 negatives]

Admiral Richard E. Byrd interviewed [11-26-55, 2 negatives]

Ernest K. Gann's schooner Albatross (ship) arrives

Narcotics raid

Safe Driving Day (using seatbelts)

Harry Truman visits [11-29-55, 8 negatives]
President Harry Truman Visits (November 29, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 76, [11-29-55.02-03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Harry Truman hands [autographed] menu to Cyril Magnin at the dinner table in the Gold Room of the Fairmont Hotel. Truman and George Killion sit at the dinner table. Magnin, George Christopher and Executive Secretary John F. Henning of the Truman Library talk at the table. Six men pose for picture at the table. Men shake hands with Truman in front of airplane at the old San Francisco Airport. Truman steps out of airplane, sits in automobile.

Morrison Planetarium Christmas Show [11-29-55, 2 negatives]
Miller and Lux hearing
Dope raid (narcotics) [11-30-55, ca. 20 negatives]
Golden Gate Park Christmas tree

December 1955 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 76-78, [120055-123155]
Physical Description: 1200 negatives (estimate)

World’s tallest stripper Rickey Covette
Fog and storm clouds over San Francisco (cityscapes) [12-00-55, 6 negatives]
Sky over San Francisco (December 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 76, [12-00-55.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco [from Twin Peaks?] with clear sky breaking through clouds above (cityscapes).

Stephanie Bryan murder case and Burton W. Abbott trial [12-00-55 - 12-27-55, ca. 129 negatives]
Caryl Chessman death penalty case [12-00-55 - 12-08-55, ca. 20 negatives]
Trial -- Caryl Chessman (December 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 76, [12-00-55.14]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Defendant Caryl Chessman, with hands in chains and accompanied by guards, stands near elevator in unidentified building [courthouse?]..

Trial -- Caryl Chessman -- California State Prison at San Quentin (December 08, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 77, [12-08-55.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Guard holds chain to defendant Caryl Chessman’s hands as he leads him to automobile. Caryl Chessman sits with guard in car on way to court.

Trial -- Caryl Chessman -- Post Office Building (December 08, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 77, [12-08-55.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Guard escorts defendant Caryl Chessman from the elevator to the basement, enroute to automobile awaiting them for a return trip to the California State Prison at San Quentin.
Trial -- Caryl Chessman -- Federal Building (December 08, 1955)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 77, [12-08-55.08]  
Physical Description: 10 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Defendant Caryl Chessman arrives at courthouse in automobile. Shown walking to and from courtroom.

Interiors of home during "dope raid" (narcotics)  
Polytechnic High School students playing records and in other activities (education)  
Jehovah's Witnesses youth educators  
Sam Yorty nominated in election for US senator  
New Consul General Robert Luc of France  
Stevenson for President campaign conference (Edmund G. Brown, Alan Cranston, Roger Kent) [12-02-55, 2 negatives]  
Campaign Conference -- Democratic Party -- Fairmont Hotel (December 02, 1955)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 77, [12-02-55.02]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Amputee fencing awards (disabled persons) [12-03-55, 6 negatives]  
Salk vaccine polio shots for kids (health) [12-05-55, 4 negatives]  
Senator Estes Kefauver appearing at various venues  
Marcus baby kidnaping case and Betty Benedicto trial [12-12-55, 2 negatives]  
First Japanese war bride to become an American citizen [12-13-55, 2 negatives]  
US Citizenship -- Japanese War Bride -- Post Office Building (December 13, 1955)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 77, [12-13-55.11]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Major Sergeant Frederick H. Katz kneels next to children Alice, Linda, Susan, and Fred, and Mrs. Frederick Katz, the first war bride from Japan to become a US citizen.

San Francisco College for Women reading for the Christmas pageant  
Bay Area watched for bubonic plague (health)  
Cerebral palsy victim paints with toes at Handicapped Center at Fleishhacker Pool (disabled persons) [12-13-55, 6 negatives]  
Press conference and reception for Ambassador Romuald Spasowski of Poland [12-13-55 - 12-14-55, 8 negatives]  
Pancho Gonzales plays tennis at the Civic Auditorium [12-14-55, ca. 10 negatives]  
"Smoker" raided  
Chief Justice Earl Warren arrives [12-14-55, 4 negatives]  
Christmas activities  
Postmaster John Fixa and piles of Christmas mail  
Mayor George Christopher arrives [12-18-55, 5 negatives]  
Severe rain storm  
Floods and mud slides all over the Bay Area and Santa Cruz [12-19-55 - 12-27-55, ca. 70 negatives]  
Catholic education week at Riordan High School  
Grace Cathedral metal roof skinned off [12-19-55, 2 negatives]
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)

December 1955 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 76-78, [120055-123155]

Damaged Roof -- Grace Cathedral (December 19, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 77, [12-19-55.21]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Views of roof damaged by storm, with left side covered by tarpaulin to protect church from weather (neighborhood).

President of Macy's (Mr. Molloy)
President of Southern Pacific Railroad (D. J. Russell)
Christmas party with Consul General Dr. Young Han Choo of Korea [12-20-55, 2 negatives]

Christmas Party -- Consul General Dr. Young Han Choo -- Arthur Murray (December 20, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 77, [12-20-55.08]
- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Lynn Killer and Gloria LaVey, instructors at Arthur Murray Studios, stand with Young Han Choo, who is at the party to receive clothing for Korean children.

New attorneys (women) sworn in
Judge Molinari plays Santa at several orphanages
Healdsburg floods [12-22-55, ca. 23 negatives]
Two Korean girls arriving in the US for adoption
West Portal neighborhood [12-29-55, ca. 11 negatives]
CIO labor leader (Frank E. White) [12-29-55, 2 negatives]
Dangerous intersections (cityscapes) [12-29-55, 6 negatives]

Dangerous Intersections -- San Francisco (December 29, 1955)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 78, [12-29-55.14]
- Physical Description: 6 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Above ground views of pedestrians at Broadway and Columbus streets (in North Beach) ignoring red lights and crossing against the traffic. Motorist ignores "no left turn" sign. Pedestrian who crossed against the light sits stranded in intersection because motorists refuse to stop on green light (transportation, neighborhood).

New crash helmets for police officers
Stripper Evelyn West sues Jane Russell for using her act
Drawings of new freeway in front of Ferry Building
Fire at old San Francisco Airport [12-30-55, ca. 11 negatives]

January 1956 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 79-80, [010056-013156]
- Physical Description: 1250 negatives (estimate)

Stephanie Bryan murder case and Burton W. Abbott trial [01-00-56 - 01-31-56, ca. 185 negatives]
Mime Maurice Marceau (Marcel Marceau?) [01-00-56, ca. 6 negatives]
Award winning physician Dr. J.C. Geiger
San Quentin State Prison (interior and grounds) [01-00-56, 9 negatives]

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG 1797
San Quentin Prison (January 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 79, [01-00-56.04]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
View of street between two buildings on prison grounds. Workers stand behind cafeteria line while a few people sit at tables eating. Elevated view of prisoners in cafeteria line in front of mural while others start to get seats with their food in hand. Guard stand outside cells with silhouette of man in cell. Men lean over banister on the fourth tier of cellblocks. View inside cell of man on upper bunk lying down and man on lower bunk reading. Prison official [warden?] sits at desk in office.

Funeral for slain police officers [01-02-56, 6 negatives]
Annual alien registration
Embassy party for German paintings collection at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
Outer Richmond neighborhood
Woman and daughter finally allowed to leave red China to be with husband in America
Army dress rehearsal at Harmon Armory in the Presidio
Actress Betty Hutton kicks off auto show
"Cultist" Krishna Venta of the Wisdom-Knowledge-Faith-Love Foundation of the World jailed [01-06-56, 7 negs]
Wisdom-Knowledge-Faith-Love Foundation Leader Jailed -- Krishna Venta -- Alameda County Court House (January 06, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 79, [01-06-56.01-02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Plans for exhibit hall under Civic Center area [01-05-56, 5 negatives]
Plans for Underground Exhibit Hall under Civic Center-- City Hall (January 05, 1956) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 79, [01-05-56.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Drawing of plan shows fresh air inlets and stairs on Larkin Street. Drawing shows overall view of finished section of plans from above library ramp at left. Drawn ramp leading into underground exhibit hall from Fulton Street [trucks and trailers can gain entry here]. Drawn view looking through tunnel from Exhibit Hall to Civic Auditorium.

Yorktown (ship) [01-06-56, ca. 30 negatives]
New housing project at Pierce and Turk [01-06-56, 7 negatives]

New Housing -- Francisco Plaza (January 06, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 79, [01-06-56.06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Adult education at Benjamin Franklin School
New Herbert Hoover Junior High School (education) [01-07-56, 6 negatives]
New School -- Herbert Hoover Junior High (January 07, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 79-80, [01-07-56.02]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  W.M. Fawcett stands in one of three general science rooms. Views looking west showing western half of front of building. Views looking east from entrance to auditorium showing eastern half of front of building (education).

Caryl Chessman case (death penalty) [01-09-56 - 01-24-56, 12 negatives]
Impounded Manuscript -- Caryl Chessman Case -- State Building (January 09, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 79, [01-09-56.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Warden Harley of San Quentin and Deputy Attorney Generals Arlo Smith and William Bennett walk down hall of State Building holding satchel of impounded papers.

Trial -- Caryl Chessman -- Post Office Building (January 16, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 42, [01-16-54.08]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Marshall Frank Be[... ], Caryl Chessman, and his guard Frank Johnson walk down corridor of Post Office Building. One of the men removes handcuffs from Chessman as he enters the court room. Six men stand around Chessman in the hallway. Warden Harley of San Quentin smokes outside.

Trial -- Caryl Chessman -- Federal Court Building (January 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 80, [01-23-56.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Two of the original jurors in the trial, Mrs. Nana Bull and Mrs. Mary E. Graves, pose for this picture as state witnesses.

Hearing -- Caryl Chessman -- Post Office Building (January 24, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 80, [01-24-56.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Portrait of Superior Judge Charles W. Fricket who is working on the Chessman hearing, not on the original trial.

Mayor George Christopher takes oath of office [01-09-56, 17 negatives]
Oath of Office -- Mayor George Christopher -- City Hall (January 09, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 79, [01-09-56.02]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two policemen escort Mr. and Mrs. Christopher up the steps into City Hall and in entrance to City Hall (neighborhood). Honor guard walk down steps in rotunda. People walk down steps in rotunda. Mr. and Mrs. Christopher stand next to priest on podium in rotunda. Long-shot of man making speech with photographers, people on stage and people in audience. Man shakes Christopher’s hand. View looking up of people filling balconies on rotunda. Men, women and children sit in audience. Christopher embraces child [nephew?] on stage. Three men stand talking.

Marina District feature (neighborhood)
San Francisco Stock Exchange board of governors
New coach for the 49ers football team (Tony Morabito)
Democratic State Chairman Elizabeth Snyder and others
Dedication ceremonies at Hillsdale High School (education)
New police chief Frank Ahearn
Japanese dancer (Hidemi Hanayagi) on tour at the Japanese Tea Gardens
[01-16-56, 4 negatives]

Mission District (neighborhood) [01-16-56, 8 negatives]
Mission District (January 16, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 79, [01-16-56.06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Governor W. Averell Harriman visits from New York
Four submarines (ship) arrive in San Francisco
Fremont (cityscapes)
Championship fight at Cow Palace (boxing) [01-18-56, ca. 30 negatives]
Expansion of Emporium department store
Prince Bernhard Leopold of the Netherlands visits with A. Zellerbach [01-19-56, 3 negatives]
North Beach district (cityscapes, neighborhood) [01-23-56, 9 negatives]
Old Flood Mansion in Atherton [01-25-56, 4 negatives]
Demolishing Old Flood Mansion -- Atherton (January 25, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 80, [01-25-56.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Roy Hubbard of the Atherton Police Department talks with the owner of the property Robert Procter in front of the mansion on 2 Linden Way in Atherton. Views of the mansion from outside gate and close-up shows wood pile next to house.

Floods in Redwood City [01-25-56, 6 negatives]
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)

January 1956 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 79-80, [010056-013156]

**Flood -- Redwood City (January 25, 1956)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 80, [01-25-56.02-03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Cars plow through water down Main Street while people walk in street through deep water. Don Koblick of Bayside Equipment Company stands trapped outside door of his business. H.L. Bartholomew and James Van Ess stand on bridge pointing at flooded street (neighborhood). View of creek.

**President of the United Steel Workers (labor)** [01-25-56, 2 negatives]
President of the United Steel Workers of America Gives Speech -- David J. McDonald -- Fairmont Hotel (January 25, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 80, [01-25-56.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Close-ups of President David J. McDonald of the United Steel Workers of America speaking to American Management Association from podium (labor).

**Republicans plan convention (Governor Goodwin Knight and Mayor George Christopher)**

Freeway route proposal [01-26-56, 2 negatives]
Mrs. Sigmund Stern and Walter Haas at McLaren Lodge
Nursery school graduation (education)
Stanford creative writing class (education) [01-27-56, 4 negatives]
Cub Scouts at Ferry Building
Canadian Navy visits

**Architects proposal for redevelopement of downtown produce district** [01-30-56, 2 negatives]
Architectural Sketches -- Redevelopment of Produce District -- Cal-Western Realty Company (January 30, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 80, [01-30-56.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Architectural sketches show proposed multi-million dollar redevelopment of the wholesale produce district.

**Terminal Fun Center raided by police (pornography)** [01-30-56, 7 negatives]
Police Raid -- Terminal Fun Center (January 30, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 80, [01-30-56.06-07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Owner Ben Blatts of Terminal Fun Center talks to his attorney Joseph J. Dignan in front of pornographic nickelodeons. Manager Pat Karth stands at desk in the Fun Center. Police officers haul the machines out of the Fun Center and into a truck parked on the street.

**Balclutha (ship) at Maritime Museum 6 months after restoration**

**February 1956** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 81-82, [020056-022956]

Physical Description: 1100 negatives (estimate)

Bay Area scenes (cityscapes) [02-00-56, 6 negatives]
Bay Area Scenes (February 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 81, [02-00-56.01]

Scope and Content Note
Views of Mount Tamalpais from the East Bay. Views of Bay Bridge and San Francisco from East Bay hills. View of tree-lined road and [radio?] tower (cityscapes).

Red Ferrari case
WAAF (Women's Army Air Force or Women's Auxiliary Air Force?) feature
[02-00-56, ca. 25 negatives]

Progress on freeway construction to link over bay freeway to South San Francisco
[02-00-56, 18 negatives]

Construction Links Bay Freeway To South San Francisco (February 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 81, [02-00-56.04]

Scope and Content Note
Views of overpass taken from road underneath. Elevated views of construction site. Cranes work amongst debris. Surveyors work on site. Large pulley with back-hoe attachment moves dirt. Long-shots of surrounding landscape (cityscapes, transportation).

Potrero District feature (neighborhood) [02-00-56, 13 negatives]

Potrero District (February 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 81, [02-00-56.05]

Scope and Content Note
Elevated view of cars driving on undivided highway leading toward city (cityscapes). Switchbacks on hill lead down to highway. Debris on side of hillside home. Long-shot of highway and city. Man sits on roof-top with city behind him. Mail carrier walks up steps to house on Potrero Hill. Person sits at table near window with city in the distance.

Crane hits Bay Bridge [02-00-56, ca. 10 negatives]

New police chief Frank Ahern sworn in
Adlai Stevenson arrives [02-01-56, 1 negative]

Adlai Stevenson Arrives -- Airport (February 01, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 81, [02-01-56.02]

Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson shakes hands with Alameda County Supervisor Francis Dunn, Jr. in front of airplane while Leonard Dieden looks on. Stevenson stands between two men in pea-coats. Stevenson waves in front of airplane. Stevenson walks with others away from plane with hat in hand while hand from crowd reaches out. Stevenson reaches out his hand.

Firing model rocket at show in the planetarium

Press conference with Adlai Stevenson and Edmund G. Brown [02-02-56, 4 negatives]

Press Conference -- Adlai Stevenson and Edmund G. Brown (February 02, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 81, [02-02-56.01]

Scope and Content Note
Ambassador Johan Nykopp of Finland visits
Stephanie Bryan murder case and Burton W. Abbott trial [02-03-56 - 02-10-56, ca. 30 negatives]
Chinese New Year
Students studying at Mills College (education) [02-03-56, 8 negatives]
Lincoln High School students studying with college in mind (education)
Gal being hypnotized
Bexar (ship) at Treasure Island with Marines on shore leave [02-04-56, ca. 10 negatives]
Day in "career gal" (woman) attorney's life
Classroom instruction and physical education at A.P. Giannini Junior High School (education)
Chinese New Year queen [02-06-56, 10 negatives]
   Chinese New Year -- Queen of the Year of the Monkey -- Chinatown(February 06, 1956) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 81, [02-06-56.02]
   Physical Description: 10 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Chinese New Year Queen of the Year of the Monkey Estelle Dong buys vegetables [for the big feast] from street-side grocer S.B. Ham of the Manley Produce Company. Dong walks down street carrying two bags of groceries (neighborhood). Estelle prepares bok choy while sitting in kitchen chair. Dong leans down to grab a live duck in Dupont Market; the duck flutters away. Dong kneels by mantle lighting ceremonial candles in Kong Chow Temple. Dong puts lit candles on top of mantle. Dong stands by flowers [if flowers bloom on New Year's she will have good luck throughout the year].
Iron Curtain refugee becomes citizen and Marine
Conductor Kurt Adler and family
Mount Zion Hospital where machine can keep liver alive for eight hours (health) [02-08-56, 2 negatives]
   Press Conference -- Liver Machine -- Mount Zion Hospital(February 08, 1956) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 81, [02-08-56.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Director Dr. Meyer Friedman of the Harold Brun Institute and Dr. Sanford O. Beyers stand next to the machine which kept a liver alive for over eight hours (health).
"Mad Dog" killer (Leslie Lee Irwin) trial [02-09-56 - 02-15-56, ca. 13 negatives]
Senator Thomas H. Kuchel
Republican Lincoln Day dinner (governor of Idaho, Mayor George Christopher and Congressman William S. Mailliard)
Conductor Arthur Fiedler visits [02-10-56, 3 negatives]
Opera season opens
Senator Thomas H. Kuchel meets with Mayor George Christopher
Statue of Abraham Lincoln presented at City Hall
Former mayor Elmer Robinson and wife leave for voyage to the Orient
Boy Scouts open house aboard the carrier Philippine Sea (ship)
Grace Kelly's parents (Mr. and Mrs John B. Kelly) visit
Burton W. Abbott goes to San Quentin to await death penalty [02-11-56, ca. 15 negatives]
Actor Eddie Fisher and actress Debbie Reynolds arrive [02-13-56, 3 negatives]
Youth in government
Mardi Gras Ball [02-14-56, ca. 17 negatives]
Lenten service at Grace Cathedral
Conrad Hilton arrives to build hotel in San Francisco [02-16-56, 2 negatives]
Artist Beniamino Bufano and his statue "Peace"
Nocturnal education "learn while you sleep"
B-52 bomber crashes in Tracy [02-16-56, 12 negatives]
USO headquarters
Fifty-ninth anniversary of the Parents' and Teachers' Association (PTA)
Chinese New Year parade and lion dance [02-17-56, ca. 16 negatives]
Marine plane crash in Niles [02-17-56 - 02-18-56, ca. 20 negatives]
Lutheran World Federation president Hanns Lilje
Viennese Opera director Karl Bohm
William Randolph Hearst, Jr. speaks at National Standard Parts convention
Washington High School science fair with Dr. Glen T. Seaborg (education)
Preview of the new California National Guard armory in San Bruno [02-22-56, 3 negatives]
Narcotics raid [02-22-56, ca. 35 negatives]
Conference on poliomyelitis (health)
Stanford University president Dr. Wallace Sterling and others at Stanford Hospital
Mission High School riot (juvenile delinquency) [02-24-56, 3 negatives]

Mission High School Riot (February 24, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 82, [02-24-56.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students crowd entrance to Mission High School while students cross street and cars drive by. Police officers talk to one of the suspects [one of a group of non-studnets hanging around school].

Sunset district (neighborhood) [02-27-56, 5 negatives]
Sunset District (February 27, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 82, [02-27-56.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Artist Max Pollack and his paintings (San Francisco views and portrait of Sigmund Freud)
Shipyard workers picket (labor) [02-29-56, 2 negatives]
Shipyard Workers Picket (February 29, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 82, [02-29-56.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shipyard workers picket, holding signs and passing out literature in front of shipyard building (labor).

Cable car decorated for Carnation Week [02-29-56, 3 negatives]

March 1956 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 82-84, [030056-033156]
Physical Description: 400 negatives (estimate)

The new San Rafael and Richmond Bridge put together [03-00-56, 11 negatives]
Construction of San Rafael and Richmond Bridge (March 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 82, [03-00-56.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of the two expanses meeting in the middle over the bay, including crane, barge, and workers. The toll plaza and approach is also under construction.

Financial District and San Francisco Stock Exchange (cityscapes) [03-00-56, 11 negatives]

Financial District and San Francisco Stock Exchange -- San Francisco (March 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 82, [03-00-56.02]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Financial District, including the Golden Gate Bridge in the background. View of Montgomery Street showing towering buildings on each side of the street ("canyon" view) (cityscape). View of the backside of the sculptured figures at the entrance to the San Francisco Stock Exchange.

Pacific Heights (cable car behind Spreckels mansion) [03-00-56, 6 negatives]

Various Views of Pacific Heights (March 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 82, [03-00-56.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Pacific Heights: residential street, courtyard where women are playing, front gate to the building (large house) of the Royal Consul General of Sweden, large grassy area (park?), steeply sloping street (sign reads "Dangerous Grade"), and a cable car passing behind Spreckels mansion (neighborhood).

High school driving class (education)

Day in the life of the mayor [03-01-56, 78 negatives]

Daily Activities of the Mayor -- San Francisco (March 01, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 82, [03-01-56.04]

Physical Description: 78 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor George Christopher engaged in various activities: breakfast with Tula, various meetings and committees, talking with people on the street, working at desk in his office, signing a proclamation, talking on the telephone, and speaking in front of television cameras.

Chinese men "en Masse" with records (business?) at Post Office [03-01-56, 2 negatives]

Group of Chinese Men -- Post Office Building (March 01, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 82, [03-01-56.00]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Chinese big wheel" sits down on the documents he brought. Other Chinese men are grouped around him. Approximately 75 Chinese men line up on the fourth floor of the Post Office Building.

President of Japanese camera company Takeshi Mitarai announces new Canon camera

Girl Scout cookie sale

Planned Parenthood headquarters

President Giovanni Gronchi of Italy visits [03-06-56 - 03-09-56, ca. 60]

Rhonda Fleming here to promote movie
Consul General Branko Karadjioje of Yugoslavia greets Yugoslav dancers
Marcus baby kidnaping case and Betty Benedicto trial [03-06-56, 3 negatives]
US Ambassador to Italy Clare Boothe Luce [03-08-56, 4 negatives]

Clare Boothe Luce -- Palace Hotel (March 08, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-08-56.07]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   US Ambassador to Italy Clare Boothe Luce is seated on a couch during an interview.

Outer Mission District (neighborhood) [03-08-56, 9 negatives]
Excelsior Merchants and Businessmen Association (March 08, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-08-56.10]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   View of the business district in the Outer Mission District from the San Bruno Mountains (neighborhood). J.A. Guiffre (Bank of America Manager, Excelsior Branch) talks with Vincent Borelli and his father Albert Borelli (both operate Borelli Hardware and Sporting Goods Company). Vincent's son Emil stands nearby. Vincent is the president of the Excelsior Merchants and Businessmen Association; Guiffre is Chairman of the Board of Directors of the group.

Various Scenes in Outer Mission District (March 08, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-08-56.11]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Officer Edward Talbot escorts Mrs. Ray Malaspina and her son John across Ocean Avenue at the corner of Mission Street. Students walk to classes at San Francisco City College. Exterior view of the Church of the Epiphany at the corner of Vienna Street and Amazon Avenue. Children play on a playground; a young girl places her doll on the swings.

Dr. Earl S. Herald taking venom from rattlesnakes at the Steinhart Aquarium
Driver education at Abraham Lincoln High School
Dismantling radio towers used by US government [03-10-56, 5 negatives]
Alcatraz [03-13-56, 46 negatives]

Alcatraz -- Exterior and Interiors Views of Prison Grounds (March 13, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-13-56.03]
   Physical Description: 46 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Warden Paul Madigan seated at his desk, includes speaker system. Melvin Kidney operates the control center where all gates and armory are controlled. Exterior views of the island and the gun tower that overlooks the recreation yard, includes San Francisco in the background. Interior views of the broadway (main cell block), typical cell, dinner menu, dining hall, kitchen, and barbershop. Guards look through gun ports (installed after 1946 riot) in the main cell block.

Japanese Kabuki dancers perform for the mayor [03-13-56, 2 negatives]
Lowell High School's science fair
New freeways and Waldo Tunnel in Marin County [03-15-56 and 03-20-56, 9 negatives]
Waldo Tunnel and Freeway -- Marin County (March 15, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-15-56.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Copy negatives of aerial photographs of freeway (cloverleaf interchanges and straight expanses) and new Waldo Tunnel.

Opening of Waldo Tunnel and Freeway -- Marin County (March 20, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-20-56.06]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Governor Powers speaks at a podium during the Golden Gate Freeway Dedication. The Army marches through the new Waldo Tunnel, fires 3 inch guns, and an Army tank rams a banner during opening ceremonies.

Chinese Six Company press conference [03-15-56, 2 negatives]
Chinese Six Company Press Conference -- San Francisco (March 15, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-15-56.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Charles Foo Wong, Joseph S. Quan, and Henry Lem are seated at a table.

Dr. S.I. Hayakawa [03-15-56, 2 negatives]
Semantics Professor Dr. S.I. Hayakawa (March 15, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-15-56.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
San Francisco State College Semantics Professor Dr. S.I. Hayakawa is a jazz expert. He listens to a tape recorder while editing his magazine "ETC."

Brownell Hotel (Larkin and Golden Gate) demolished
Salvage shop opens in Mrs. Spreckels' home

John Huston visits promoting movie "Moby Dick" [03-17-56, 2 negatives]

Senator A. S. "Mike" Monroney

Saint Patrick's Day parade

New trial for Dr. James Brumback

Bookie raid with secret fortress revealed (gambling) [03-21-56, ca. 10 negatives]

Estes Kefauver tour of San Francisco [03-22-56 - 03-23-56, 24 negatives]
Arrival of Senator Estes Kefauver -- San Francisco Airport (March 22, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-22-56.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Kefauver disembarks plane and raises his hat in greeting. He is greeted by Lyle Cook (North California Chairman), Tom C. Carrell (Los Angeles Campaign Chairman), F. Joseph Donohue (National Chairman). Senator Kefauver walks with these men.
Senator Estes Kefauver Tours Mission and Fillmore Districts -- San Francisco (March 22, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-22-56.02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Estes Kefauver speaks to large crowds in the Fillmore and Mission Districts, rides in a float with executives of the Mission Merchants Association (Joseph Ravinsky, Lyle Cook, George Klor, Maurice Uglow, and John Willoh), greets a family (Loila Russell, son Johnny and baby Diane), eats with some Mission executives, and shakes hands with people.

Senator Estes Kefauver Attends Dinner Regarding Israel -- Fairmont Hotel (March 22, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-22-56.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Dinner for Israel." Dr. Frank Kingdon who is the principle speaker for the evening speaks with Senator Estes Kefauver and Melvin M. Swig (San Francisco Chairman of the Committee for Israel Bonds).

Press Conference With Estes Kefauver -- Press and Union Leagure Club (March 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-23-56.11]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Estes Kefauver waves to the public outside the building. He sits before crowd and cameras to answer questions during the press conference. Close-up view of Kefauver speaking to a woman at the podium. Kefauver shakes hands with various men.

Estes Kefauver Leaves San Francisco -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (March 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-23-56.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Estes Kefauver carries his baggage in preparation for his departure. He leaves the hotel with National Committeewoman Clara Shirpser.

Neurologist Dr. Georg Schaltenbrand interviewed
General Motors automobile show and "Kitchen of Tomorrow" exhibit [03-23-56, 8 negatives]
Japanese trade center
Signing of letter supporting Montgomery (Alabama) bus boycott at the First Unitarian Church (race relations, civil rights) [03-27-56, 2 negatives]
Letter of Support for Selma (Alabama) Bus Strike -- First Unitarian Church (March 27, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 83, [03-27-56.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rabbi Saul E. W[... ] of Congregation Beth Shalom and Rev. Harry Meserve of First Unitarian Church (both of San Francisco) sign a letter of support for the civil rights bus boycott in Selma, Alabama (race relations).

"Fancy train" by General Motors at Southern Pacific Railroad station [03-28-56, 7 negatives]
Yo-yo (toy) contest at St. Vincent de Paul gym
World premiere of "Alexander the Great" with Adolphe Menjou [03-28-56, 8 negatives]
Nike missiles on Angel Island [03-28-56, 14 negatives]
Nike Missiles And Operating Personnel -- Angel Island (March 28, 1956)

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of a brace of Nike missiles pointing skyward, underground concrete and steel bunkers where missiles are stored, upper bunker being raised to ground level firing position, cleared site on Angel Island where missiles are stored and fired, Marin shore and Mount Tamalpais seen from radar site on top of island. Includes worker and family (Sergeant Marvin L. Brimmer, Edith Brimmer, Delia, Jack, Ramona) and unidentified others.

Mount Davidson cross lit up for Easter

Adlai Stevenson visits [03-29-56 - 03-30-56, 20 negatives]

Arrival of Adlai Stevenson -- San Francisco International Airport (March 29, 1956)

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson disembarks plane and waves to crowd from airplane ramp, stands amid crowd of fans and reporters, answers questions from reporters in front of microphone, walks up concourse ramp with Harry Lerner, greeted by Girl Scouts and people reaching over railing, and walks alongside children who carry banners.

Adlai Stevenson Speaks With Labor Leaders -- Labor Temple (March 29, 1956)

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Overall view of crowd during Adlai Stevenson's speech. Stevenson speaks in a closed meeting before the regular speech in the main hall; Charles Fophone, George Johns, Jack Goldberger (President of the Labor Council) and John Hoegg) are seated behind him on the stage. Views of Stevenson during his speech to the crowd. Two sisters (Karen and Susie Porter) pose with Stevenson on the stage.

Adlai Stevenson Leaves San Francisco -- Fairmont Hotel (March 30, 1956)

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson shakes hands with Fairmont Hotel doorman Walter Cereghino. Stevenson stands in the hallway with his baggage. He enters a car waiting outside the hotel while the doorman holds the car door open.

Mrs. Kurt Adler in the Japanese Tea Gardens in Golden Gate Park

April 1956

Physical Description: 1125 negatives (estimate)

Sunset Freeway possible route (Golden Gate Park) [04-00-56, 2 negatives]

Area to Be Destroyed for Freeway (April 1956)

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Area to be destroyed to build possible routes for freeway in Sunset District: views of Golden Gate Park meadow near McLaren Lodge and from Golden Gate Heights looking northeast.
Sand bars at entrance to (San Francisco) yacht harbor before dredging [04-00-56, 5 negatives]

**Sand Bars -- San Francisco Yacht Harbor(April 1956)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 84, [04-00-56.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of sand bars at entrance to yacht harbor before dredging.

**Fillmore District (neighborhood and cityscapes) [04-00-56, 7 negatives]**

**Fillmore District(April 1956)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 84, [04-00-56.10]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall views of the Fillmore District, including some office buildings. Members of the Fillmore Merchants' Improvement Association (Paul Leeser, Dr. J.W. Burton, Sid Thomas, Sam Liebman, Matthew J. Boxer, C.L. Braskamp, and Dr. W.E. Garner) gather together. View of an interior of a shop selling oriental merchandise. Benjamin Franklin Junior High School swimming class held at the Hamilton Recreation Center.

**Easter activities and services (including parades)**

**Richardson Bay fill in (land fill) [04-02-56, 9 negatives]**

**Land Fill in Richardson Bay -- Marin County(April 02, 1956)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 84, [04-02-56.09]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of a section of Richardson Bay waterfront becoming land fill.

**Gal models new Seals baseball uniform**
**Deputy Prime Minister Sir Roy Welensky of Rhodesia visits**
**The Octagon House [04-03-56, 4 negatives]**

**Vandalism to statue of General Ulysses S. Grant in Golden Gate Park [04-04-56, 2 negatives]**

**Human fishing derby at San Francisco Boys' Club**

**Science fair at California Academy of Sciences with Dr. Glenn Seaborg [04-05-56 - 04-06-56, 6 negatives]**

**Adlai Stevenson registering for candidacy [04-05-56, 2 negatives]**

**Filing Signatures -- Adlai Stevenson's Candidacy for President -- San Francisco City Hall(April 05, 1956)** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 84, [04-05-56.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Registrar Thomas Toomey stands with the sponsors (William Orrick Jr., Supervisor John Ferdon, Jean Jorgenson, Frances Cook, Andrew Hatcher, and Mrs. Thomas Marks) for Adlai Stevenson's candidacy for president.

**California Labor League meeting**

**Marcus baby kidnaping case and Betty Benedicto trial [04-06-56, 8 negatives]**

**Planning for additions to St. Mary's Hospital (health)**

**Veterans of Foreign Wars national commander Timothy J. Murphy**

**California Historical Society luncheon**

**Recording stars help with the "Flying Cancer Crusade" (Mitch Miller and Peggy King) (health) [04-12-56, 4 negatives]**

**Swimming lessons for children at Hamilton Pool (education)**

"The Gay '90s" Nite Lite Tour [04-13-56, ca. 30 negatives]

"New way of showing meat" at Petrini's Market

**High school principals on Coast Guard cutter (ship)**

**Senator Estes Kefauver [04-16-56, 13 negatives]**
Senator Estes Kefauver Eats Lunch -- Call Bulletin Building (April 16, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 85, [04-16-56.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Senator Estes Kefauver Meets Mayor -- San Francisco City Hall (April 16, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 85, [04-16-56.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Estes Kefauver speaks with Mayor George Christopher in the mayor's office. Senator Kefauver stands on the steps of City Hall and speaks to a large crowd.

Senator Estes Kefauver -- Palace Hotel (April 16, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 85, [04-16-56.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Estes Kefauver speaks on the telephone and drinks coffee.

Press Conference With Senator Estes Kefauver -- Press Club (April 16, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 85, [04-16-56.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Estes Kefauver speaks at the Press Club. Samuel Bennett, Clara Shirpser, Lyle Cook, and State Chairman Tom Cav[...] sit next to Kefauver.

Mayor George Christopher and his new car
New class of rookie policemen sworn in by Chief Frank Ahern
San Francisco College for Women rehearse play (education)
Lowell High School students model historical costumes (education) [04-17-56, 2 negatives]
Fashions modeled at Union Square (cityscapes) [04-17-56, 3 negatives]
National Guard mock hospital for atomic bomb attack (civil defense) [04-17-56, 4 negatives]

Mock Hospital Established -- National Guard Armory (April 17, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 85, [04-17-56.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General view of entire floor showing wards being setup for drill in case of bomb attack: emergency medical supplies in foreground, receiving rooms and treatment rooms in background. Dr. Robert Steinek, Nurse Gail Walsh, and Nurse Bessi Lawrence check a patient lying on a cot. A nurse and doctor check a woman wrapped in a blanket (civil defense).

Interiors for decorators' show
Boxing hearing [04-18-56 - 04-25-56, ca. 14 negatives]
Grizzly bears sent to Honolulu zoo
1906 earthquake and fire reunion at Lotta's Fountain (fiftieth anniversary) [04-18-56, 4 negatives]
1906 San Francisco Fire and Earthquake Reunion -- Lotta's Fountain (April 18, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 85, [04-18-56.14]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
1906 San Francisco Fire and Earthquake Reunion (South of Market). Senator Tom Maloney who wears a fire hat talks to large crowd gathered at Lotta's Fountain. Maloney poses with crowd for picture.

1906 San Francisco Fire and Earthquake Reunion -- San Francisco (April 18, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 85, [04-18-56.15]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
1906 San Francisco Fire and Earthquake Reunion. John C. Crowe has a poster of the 1906 Fire hanging around his neck; he talks to the crowd on Howard Street.

Civil defense meeting regarding earthquakes (disaster preparedness)
National Decorators' Exposition (Japanese House)
Stanford Hospital shows artificial heart and lung machine (health) [04-19-56, 7 negatives]

New Artificial Heart and Lung Machine -- Stanford Hospital (April 19, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 85, [04-19-56.08]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Professor John J. Os[hsen?] points to various parts of the new artificial heart and lung machine (health).

Rembrandt paintings donated to the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
Black and White Ball at the Palace Hotel
Boy Scout Exposition
Cable Car Festival [04-21-56, 6 negatives]

Cable Car Festival -- Union Square (April 21, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 85, [04-21-56.08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mayor George Christopher speaks to large crowd from a podium. Views of decorated cable cars: Sebastopol cable car, Fisherman's Wharf cable car, Boy Scouts of America cable car, and a cable car with the banner "San Francisco Festival of Progress... 50 Years." Cable Car Queen Barbara Menucci waves to crowd.

Actor Robert Mitchum poses at train depot
"Where to put the Sunset Freeway?" (cityscapes) [04-24-56, 9 negatives]

Possible Route for Sunset Freeway (April 24, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 85, [04-24-56.08]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Possible route for freeway through Sunset District. Views of 19th Avenue looking from Lincoln and from Santiago, both directions of Stanley Drive, and Sunset Boulevard (neighborhood).

Pacific Parchment Building being torn down
Electronic gadget gives correct time over the telephone (technology) [04-24-56, 2 negatives]

New 6 million electron volt cancer gun (health) [04-25-56, 4 negatives]
New Six Million Electron Volt Cancer Gun -- Stanford Hospital (April 25, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 85, [04-25-56.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Audrey Robirts (model) sits in a chair in front of the six foot long x-ray machine.
X-ray technician and research assistant Alan Selby operates the control board
outside the concrete walls of the test room (health, radiation).

First helicopter survey flight

Mayor signs Polish proclamation

United Air Lines airplane nosed into ground at San Francisco International Airport

Samuel Goldwyn being sued

Interiors throughout old police building

Senator Thomas H. Kuchel

The Powells surrender at Marshall's office

Red Ferrari narcotics trial (Gloria Davis) [04-28-56 - 04-30-56, 6 negatives]

Lehi III raft (ship)

Actors promoting Mental Health Week (Jack Haley, Barbara Whiting, and Hugh O'Brian) [04-30-56, 4 negatives]

Democratic Headquarters (Adlai Stevenson) [04-30-56, 3 negatives]

Open House -- Democratic Headquarters (April 30, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 85, [04-30-56.15]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Californians for Adlai Stevenson. Mrs. Henry Grady, Ernest Ives, Mrs. Elizabeth Stevenson Ives, and Mr. Henry Grady pose together. Ernest Ives, Patricia Stern (worker for Stevenson), and Mrs. George Rockrise sign a list.

May 1956

New cable car turntable at Hyde and Beach Streets [05-01-56, 2 negatives]

Russian cellist Mstislav Rostropovich

Adlai Stevenson election campaign [05-02-56 - 05-29-56, 27 negatives]

Adlai Stevenson Speaks From Cable Car (May 02, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-02-56.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at the corner of Powell Street and Market Street. Adlai Stevenson and
Edmund G. Brown speak to large crowd from the rear of a cable car.

Headquarters of Adlai Stevenson -- San Francisco (May 02, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-02-56.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson greets the public at his headquarters. Stevenson speaks to various
men and women.
Arrival of Adlai Stevenson -- Berkeley (May 02, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-02-56.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson extends his hand for handshake; William Orrick Jr. and Edmund G. Brown stand next to Stevenson. The three men walk together. Stevenson greets some men and a child.

Adlai Stevenson Visits North Beach (May 02, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-02-56.15]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of massive crowd waiting for Stevenson's arrival and free spaghetti dinner. Stevenson addresses crowd from stage. Nidda Casiglia presents Stevenson with [... ] Life magazine. A.J. Zirpoli, Rena Nicolai, and chef Giovanni Girardi eat spaghetti and drink wine. Taken at La Pantera restaurant at 1234 Grant Avenue.

Adlai Stevenson -- Press Club (May 29, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [05-29-56.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson eats at the Press Club. Stevenson shakes hands with an unidentified man. Paul Speegle passes food (a roll) to George Killion (president of American President Lines) and Stevenson.

Grand opening of Petrini Plaza [05-02-56, ca. 10 negatives]
Toothy babies
Opening of new IBM (International Business Machines) building
Ribbon Cutting Ceremony -- International Business Machines Building (May 03, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-03-56.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor George Christopher uses an electric ribbon cutter in the opening ceremony for the new IBM building (640 Market Street). IBM Vice President T.V. Learson and W.B. McWhirter (San Francisco Manager) stand next to the mayor.

New two million dollar pier
Ignatius High School oratorical contest (education)
Japanese children's May crowning procession at St. Francis Xavier Catholic Church Recreation for the blind (bowling) (disabled persons) [05-05-56, 2 negatives]
Cave-in at Nob Hill construction site [05-08-56, ca. 20 negatives]
Society of California Pioneers luncheon with grandsons of James King of William Holy Cross Cemetery strike (labor) [05-08-56, 2 negatives]
Strike -- Holy Cross Cemetery -- Colma (May 08, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-08-56.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Richmond-San Rafael Bridge showing sway back [05-09-56, 2 negatives]
Richmond-San Rafael Bridge -- Bend In Span (May 09, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-09-56.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View (looking from Richmond) of Richmond-San Rafael bridge with a bend (sway back) in its span.

Explosion at Todd Shipyards in Alameda [05-09-56, 4 negatives]
Victims and Families from Todd Shipyards -- Providence Hospital --
Oakland (May 09, 1956)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-09-56.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A nurse wheels out Jesse Richards who lies on a cot. Richards is swathed in bandages. Mrs. Leon Evans is the wife of a man who was pronounced dead upon arrival at the hospital; she cries.

Scene of the Tanker Explosion -- Todd Shipyards (May 09, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-09-56.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men (firemen, police officers, shipyard workers) crowd around the hatch through which a man was blown into the capstan. The tin hat of the deceased man is still on top of the capstan.

Five-millionth passenger greeted at San Francisco International Airport Republican Convention [05-02-56 - 05-21-56, 7 negatives]

Restoring the Palace of Fine Arts [05-10-56, 14 negatives]
Restoration of the Palace of Fine Arts -- San Francisco (May 10, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-10-56.01]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exterior and interior views (roof) of the restoration work in progress (tents and trucks beneath large structural framework) and the newly restored Palace of Fine Arts.

Antoni K. Oppenheim talks about "The Challenge of Space Flight" [05-10-56, 2 negatives]
Antoni K. Oppenheim Attends Space Flight Lecture -- San Francisco (May 10, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-10-56.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A.K. Oppenheim (Mechanical Engineering Professor, UC Berkeley) speaks with Krafft A. Ehricone (Convair Division, General Dynamics Corporation, San Diego, California) who is the guest speaker on "The Challenge of Space Flight" (space age).

Conrad Hilton arrives
Circus comes to town
New eye test equipment at Department of Motor Vehicles [05-10-56, 2 negatives]
Tokyo Rose arrives [05-11-56 - 05-12-56, 12 negatives]
Press Interview -- Tokyo Rose (Iva Toguri)(May 11, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-11-56.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Press interview with Tokyo Rose (Mrs. Iva Ikuko Toguri d’Aquino) and Wayne Collins. The two are seated on a couch.

Arrival of Tokyo Rose (Iva Toguri) -- San Francisco International Airport(May 12, 1956) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-12-56.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tokyo Rose (Mrs. Iva Ikuko Toguri d’Aquino), her Attorney Theodore Tamba, and her brother Fred Toguri disembark plane and walk towards the airport terminal.

Marcus baby kidnaping case and Betty Benedicto trial [05-12-56, 6 negatives]
Henry Ford II arrives and attends reception [05-13-56 - 05-14-56, 7 negatives]
Democratic candidate Estes Kefauver [05-14-56 - 05-16-56, 6 negatives]

Press Conference with Estes Kefauver -- Union League Club(May 14, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-14-56.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Estes Kefauver speaks at Union League Club. National Committeewoman for California Clara Shirpser (from Berkeley) sits to the right of Kefauver.

Estes Kefauver Attends Wine and Spirits Convention -- Fairmont Hotel(May 16, 1956) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-16-56.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George Christopher, Goodwin Knight, and Estes Kefauver shake hands. Christopher, Knight, Stephen Colring (President of Wine Spirit Wholesalers of America), and David Meyer (Chairman of the Board of the same group?) converse.

Collision and sinking of the Howard Olson (ship) and Marine Leopard (ship) (“Luckenbach wreck” at Point Sur and Pier Twenty-nine) [05-14-56, ca. 20 negatives]
Actress Natalie Wood and nephews [05-14-56, 4 negatives]
Dedication of new church (St. Cecilia)
"Gals working out for Olympic trials“ (women athletes) [05-15-56, 7 negatives]
Fog cools off San Francisco (cityscapes) [05-17-56, 5 negatives]
Inquest into Nob Hill cave-in [05-17-56 - 05-31-56, ca. 13 negatives]
Sunset District freeway proposal
Dredging away sand bar from harbor
Graduation activities and proceedings from various Bay Area schools and colleges
Columbia Park Boys’ Club gives party for girls of Notre Dame Convent School
Mock war games at Crissy field
Armed Forces Day at Crissy Field [05-19-56, ca. 10 negatives]
International Trade and Travel Exhibition
Hotel and Restaurant Management Department opens at City College (education) [05-21-56 - 05-29-56, 2 negatives]
PTA (Parents' and Teachers' Association) National Convention [05-21-56 - 05-23-56, ca. 38 negatives]
New stainless steel newsstand unveiling ceremonies [05-22-56, 3 negatives]
Abstract painting smeared and paint wiped on walls of M.H. De Young Memorial Museum (art)
Embalmers strike (labor) [05-23-56, 2 negatives]
Embalmers Strike -- Julius Godeau Funeral Home (May 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [05-23-56.14]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers (embalmers) march in front of Julius Godeau Funeral Home. Their signs read, "Employer refused to sign industry agreement" (labor).

New traffic signal for the blind (disabled persons) [05-23-56, 2 negatives]
New Traffic Signal for the Blind -- San Francisco (May 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [05-23-56.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New traffic signal on the corner of Seventh Street and Howard Street alerts the blind (disabled persons). A buzzer sounds for traffic going one way; a bell rings for traffic going the other way. Berenice Brydone-Jack explains signal to Joe Carrio and Elmer Johnson.

Proposed tunnel under Golden Gate Park for Sunset Freeway [05-24-56, 2 negatives]
Illustration of Proposed Freeway Tunnel Under Golden Gate Park (May 24, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [05-24-56.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
B.W. Booker (Assistant State Highway Engineer) points to the sketch of the proposed tunnel under Golden Gate Park while J.P. Sinclair (District Highway engineer) holds the presentation board.

Former Consul Bohus Benes of Czechoslovakia and his sculpture
NATO chief General Alfred Gruenther arrives
Prince Franz Joseph and Princess Georgina of Liechtenstein arrive with Consul Generals of Austria and Switzerland [05-28-56, 2 negatives]
Additional Note
[Prints available as BANC PIC 1959.010 pt. 3 05-28-56.4--PIC]

Eleanor Roosevelt [05-28-56, 4 negatives]
Eleanor Roosevelt Aids Adlai Stevenson's Campaign -- Fairmont Hotel (May 28, 1956)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [05-28-56.12]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eleanor Roosevelt travels and gives speeches in support of Adlai Stevenson's campaign.

Secretary of the Navy Charles S. Thomas speaks at Memorial Day services
Top of the Mark (San Francisco cityscapes) [05-31-56, 3 negatives]
Top of the Mark -- San Francisco (May 31, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [05-31-56.12]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mary Hayden and Jane Marilley pose at the Top of the Mark (bar at the Mark Hopkins Hotel). View of San Francisco cityscape (skyline) in the background.

June 1956 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87-89, [060056-063056]
Physical Description: 1225 negatives (estimate)
Traffic safety meeting
New swans added to lagoon at Palace of Fine Arts
Junior Olympics at Kezar Stadium (athletics)
Old mission
Pregnant fashions
Bomb scare on Market Street [06-00-56, 2 negatives]

Bomb Scare -- Market Street (June 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [06-00-56.23]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd in front of businesses during bomb scare on Market Street. Balboa Building entrance shown.

Stonestown shopping center opening
Baby camel at the zoo
US Navy First Fleet festivities [06-01-56, 2 negatives]
Senator Estes Kefauver during Presidential campaign [06-01-56 - 06-02-1956, 15 negatives]

Senator Estes Kefauver Presidential Campaign Rally -- Union Square (June 01, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [06-01-56.20]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Estes Kefauver Campaign -- Longshoremen (June 02, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [06-02-56.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Estes Kefauver campaigning with longshoremen waiting for paychecks. Senator Kefauver with longshoreman L.E. Breda (labor).

President Sukarno of Indonesia visits San Francisco Safeway store [06-02-56, 16 negatives]

President Sukarno of Indonesia Visits -- Safeway Supermarket and Muir Woods (June 02, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [06-02-56.03]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Sukarno of Indonesia on tour of Muir Woods in Marin County and Safeway supermarket at Duboce Avenue and Market Street. Includes Mrs. Ronald Van Heuvel and son Glenn Van Heuvel, aged 9 months.

City elections and voting [06-04-56 - 06-05-56, ca. 20 negatives]
Adlai E. Stevenson for President [06-04-56, 4 negatives]

Rally for Adlai E. Stevenson for President -- Union Square (June 04, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [06-04-56.10-11]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pat Cotchett, social chairman, Northern California Committee of Young Californians for Stevenson. Crowds gather at the square for an Adlai E. Stevenson for President rally. Taken at 1750 Clay Street.

Elections [06-05-56, ca. 20 negatives]
Herbert Hoover visits [06-03-56 - 06-05-56, 10 negatives]
Herbert Hoover -- Airport (June 03, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [06-03-56.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Herbert Hoover arriving at the airport.

Herbert Hoover -- Herbert Hoover Junior High (June 05, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 87, [06-05-56.18]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd shot. Herbert Hoover addresses crowd. Mayor George Christopher, Harold
Spears (superintendent of schools), Adolf de Urioste (president of commissioners of
education), Herbert Hoover, and Bert W. Levit, (vice president of commissioners).

Horror movie stars press conference (with Bella Lugosi, Tor Johnson, John
Carradine, and Lon Chaney, Jr.)
Bookie joint raided (gambling)
Directors of the Multiple Sclerosis Society
Talking to workers at the Nob Hill cave-in [06-08-56, ca. 10 negatives]
US Navy fleet (ships) arrives in San Francisco Bay [06-08-56, ca. 23 negatives]
Sunset Freeway talks [06-11-56, ca. 10 negatives]
Graduation activities and commencement ceremonies at various Bay Area schools and colleges
Kids graduation dance wrecks hall (vandalism? juvenile delinquency?)
"Canada Ernie" shows flag for a "United USA and Canada" [06-12-56, 1 negative]
"Canada Ernie" and Flag (June 12, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 88, [06-12-56.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
"Canada Ernie" showing off his flag. "Our Destiny" designed for united USA and
Canada for Union of North America, for which he is crusading. Flag has 63 stars and
the maple leaf, which is the Canadian emblem. "Canada Ernie" is Ernest Rene
Schallenbaum, 29, of 4104 Lincoln Way.

Actress Marie Windsor (star of movie "The Killing")
Crew leaves on Navy ship "Davies" for Arctic radar expedition [06-14-56, 2
negatives]
Japanese professor Atsushi Hiri inspects Golden Gate Bridge [06-14-56, 2
negatives]
Kiwanis convention [06-15-56 - 06-21-56, ca. 89 negatives]
Carrier Roosevelt (ship) has open house at Hunters Point [06-16-56, 8 negatives]
Navy detonates mines off the Cliff House
Japanese marine training ship Nippon Naru sails under Golden Gate Bridge
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles arrives for Kiwanis convention [06-21-56, 9
negatives]

John Foster Dulles -- Arriving at Airport (June 21, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 88, [06-21-56.01-02]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, Hamilton Holt, Fred McAlister, O. E. Peterson
(secretary of Kiwanis) gathered at the airport. John Foster Dulles speaking at
Kiwanis International convention.

Opera House dedication ceremony
National Guard Governor's Day parade [06-23-56, ca. 30 negatives]
Fight breaks out at the New Fillmore Theatre [06-24-56, 10 negatives]
Fight Breaks Out -- New Fillmore Theatre (June 24, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 88, [06-24-56.03-05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd gathered around the New Fillmore Theatre. Policeman making notes. Lying inside theater on the floor in pain is Robert Moore, manager at the New Fillmore. He was attacked and kicked off of the stage while giving out prizes. This episode took place about an hour after the shooting of Neeley Ingram. The police officer in the center holding the flashlight is Obbie Sally, who shot Ingram. Ingram, 18, lying on the sidewalk with a bullet in his left side. Ingram had tried to assist a friend who was involved in a scuffle with Sally. Kneeling at left is Ambulance Steward Sam Rascon.

Columbia Park Boys' Club performs at United Artists Theatre (neighborhood)
The Flood family [06-25-56, ca. 15 negatives]
NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) convention with Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King and Thurgood Marshall [06-25-56 - 06-29-56, 9 negatives]

NAACP Convention -- Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King and Thurgood Marshall -- Civic Auditorium (June 25, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 88, [06-25-56.17-19] ark:/13030/hb987009f9

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Roy Wilkins sitting in chair. Crowd at the NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) convention. Thurgood Marshall speaking. Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. sitting (Afro-Americans, race relations).

NAACP Convention -- Thurgood Marshall -- Civic Auditorium (June 29, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 89, [06-29-56.10] ark:/13030/hb5z09p0qs

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Franklin H. Williams, west coast regional counsel and Thurgood Marshall, special counsel for NAACP (Afro-Americans, race relations).

Girl Scouts at Camp Merced
Actress Rita Moreno visits
WAC (Women's Army Corp) captures commanding officer in war games
Kidnap and robbery in Berkeley [06-28-56, ca. 25 negatives]
Convention of the Blind (disabled persons) [06-29-56, 4 negatives]
Mission Dolores Founding Day celebration [06-29-56, ca. 10 negatives]

July 1956
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 89-90, [070056-073156]

Physical Description: 725 negatives (estimate)

Jehovah's Witnesses have mass baptism [07-00-56, ca. 22 negatives]
Marcus baby kidnaping case and Betty Benedicto trial [07-03-56, 3 negatives]
Dumping confiscated weapons in bay near Alcatraz
"Red" Ferrari sentenced [07-03-56, 2 negatives]
Painting of Mars by artist Toshio Asaeda
Auguste Rodin's statue and "I like Ike" campaign sign [07-05-56, 5 negatives]
Powder Puff Derby at San Mateo County Airport (women's airplane race)
Army Signal Corps demonstrates portable television transmitter and receiver [07-06-56, 8 negatives]
Coit Tower murals defaced with graffiti (vandalism) [07-06-56, 4 negatives]
Coit Tower Vandalized (July 06, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 89, [07-06-56.07]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Survey of graffiti damage done to public murals at Coit Tower (art).

Chinese movie actress (Li Li-hwa) arrives aboard the President Wilson (ship)
Interior and deck views of the new President Adams (ship)
Count and Countess Leonid Alexandrovitch Golovin renounce Russian title
Radar ship Scanner
Pan American Airways flight over San Francisco (cityscapes) [07-10-56, 11 negatives]
   Airplane Flying Over City (July 10, 1956)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 89, [07-10-56.09]
   Physical Description: 11 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Aerial view of a Pan American DC Super 7 airplane "Clipper Flora Temple" flying over the city of San Francisco. (Cityscape includes downtown, waterfront and the Bay Bridge with airplane in foreground).

Cemetery strike [07-11-56 - 07-24-56, 15 negatives]
Cemetery Strike -- Colma (July 11, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 89, [07-11-56.05]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Conditions at Green Lawn Cemetery in Colma after sixty-three day labor strike. Views of weeds and trash.

Strike -- Holy Cross Cemetery (July 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [07-23-56.08]
   Physical Description: 10 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   A funeral during the labor strike at Holy Cross Cemetery.

Strike -- Holy Cross Cemetery (July 24, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [07-24-56.03]
   Physical Description: 1 negative
   Scope and Content Note
   Tim Monohan, a cemetery worker, surveying sloppy job done filling new grave (labor).

Opera star Lucine Amara meets with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Zellerbach and Arthur Fiedler [07-12-56, 4 negatives]
Opera Star Lucine Amara -- Saint Francis Yacht Club (July 12, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 89, [07-12-56.03]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Opera star Amara with Harold Zellerbach, president of San Francisco Art Commission, wife, and conductor Arthur Fiedler.

Consul General Robert Luc of France raises French flag over City Hall for Bastille Day
Grace Kelly's $25,000 fire screen
Israeli journalist and Zionist leader tour the country
Jehovah's Witnesses convention [07-17-56 - 07-20-56, ca. 45 negatives]
Blind kids summer camp (disabled persons) [07-17-56, 3 negatives]
Inside City Hall rotunda gets a cleaning
Navy lifts small boat in front of Golden Gate Theatre show "Away All Boats" [07-18-56, 3 negatives]
San Francisco Labor Temple meeting of AFL Muni (San Francisco Municipal Railway) car men
Possible Olympic hopefulls at girls' track meet (women athletes)
Procession at Saint Anne's of the Sunset (church) [07-22-56, 5 negatives]
Possible site (Geary and Mason streets) for new Hilton Hotel [07-23-56, 4 negatives]

**View of Geary and Mason (July 23, 1956)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [07-23-56.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prospective sight at Geary and Mason for new Hilton Hotel (neighborhood).

Escape from Alcatraz prison
Checker tournament for kids in Golden Gate Park
Mexican Boy Scouts camp in Golden Gate Park
Five Latins (Latinas) in Miss Universe contest visit
Wells Fargo History Room with items from collection (Mark Twain's desk, overland stage)

Survivors from the Andrea Doria (ship) [07-30-56, 17 negatives]

**Survivors From Sunken Ship (July 30, 1956)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [07-30-56.03-04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Andrea Doria (ship) survivors Gino and Mary DiPego pose with niece, Norma Sue Wonacott.

**Survivors From Sunken Ship Return (July 30, 1956)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [07-30-56.04]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
At the Oakland Mole and Ferry Building; a ferry boat arrives with the survivors of the sinking of the Andrea Doria (ship).

On board the Bon Homme Richard (ship) with Navy seamen and their wives
Anchor Steam Brewing Corporation [07-30-56, 9 negatives]

**Anchor Steam Brewing (July 30, 1956)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [07-30-56.06]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joe Allen, age sixty-eight, of the Anchor Steam Brewing Corporation at work. Shown filling kegs from beer storage vats and checking imported hops.

Cleaning the Fleishhhacker Pool [07-31-56, 6 negatives]
Hole in the ground is future reservoir at Twenty-fourth Avenue and Quintara [07-31-56, 12 negatives]
**Future Reservoir Site (July 31, 1956)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [07-31-56.04]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of steam shovels and trucks at work on future reservoir from Twenty-fourth and Quintara looking towards the beach; and from Twenty-eighth Avenue between Quintara and Pacheco looking east.

---

**August 1956** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90-93, [080056-083156]

Physical Description: 1175 negatives (estimate)

**Republican National Convention and related events [08-00-56 - 08-23-56, ca. 900 negatives]**

**Arrival -- President Dwight D. Eisenhower -- Airport (August 1956)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-00-56.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
President Dwight D. Eisenhower and wife walk down steps of airplane. Crowd awaits arrival of Eisenhower. People get out of automobile amidst crowd.

**President Dwight D. Eisenhower -- Hotel St. Francis (August 1956)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-00-56.02-04]

Physical Description: 15 negatives

Scope and Content Note

**Republican National Convention -- Cow Palace (August 1956)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-00-56.05-12]

Physical Description: 76 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Chairman Leonard W. Hall of the Republican National Committee speaks into microphone at convention podium in the Cow Palace. Hall and National Chairman Charles K. McWhorter of the Young Republicans stand at the microphone. Governor Goodwin Knight and Hall converse while seated. Unidentified men and women speak at microphone (ca. 15 negatives). Shots of crowd with state banners in front of podium (ca. 4 negatives). Three men converse while seated. Elevated view of a crowded Cow Palace (ca. 7 negatives). Senators William F. Knowland and Thomas H. Kuchel listen to speech. William D. Campbell, Charles Conrad and Congressman Gordon L. McDonough stand with Donald Doyle. Mayor George Christopher waves from the platform. Shots of crowd standing around state banners. Unidentified man speaks from podium. Close-ups and long-shots of people on the floor amidst state banners (ca. 11 negatives). Miss California Judy Weld holds broom while standing next to garbage can that reads "please keep America beautiful". Onlookers stand behind rope outside Cow Palace. People walk in street. Cars drive down street.
GOP (Republican Party) Welcome -- Miss San Francisco Judy Weld (August 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-00-56.13]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judy Weld, the reigning Miss San Francisco, sits with "GOP welcome" sign while two men stand beside her.

GOP (Republican Party) Luncheon -- St. Francis Yacht Club (August 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-00-56.14]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two women converse at table. Three women and a man stand at table.

GOP Fundraising -- Thomas H. Kuchel -- Stanley Dollar Ranch (August 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-00-56.15]
Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Over-all shots of guests watching diving exhibition at the pool at Stanley Dollar Ranch near Walnut Creek. Costumed diver stands on side of pool. Senator Thomas H. Kuchel, his wife, and Mrs. J. Stanley Dollar stand together. Blanche Harvey, delegates Arturo O. Toro and R.R. Shettini of Puerto Rico, and Representative Joseph Martin stand together. People stand together indoors at the ranch. People converse outdoors. People in "Indian" costume stand near life-size ornamental elephant GOP (Republican Party) icon which reads "Ike".

Republican Women Prepare for Luncheon -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (August 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-00-56.16]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ramona Theill, Marjorie Benedict and Barbara Whitmore put poppies on GOP (Republican Party) elephant [for the event on 08-22-56 at Sheraton Palace Hotel]. K.L. Hamman, Avery Foote and others make decorations for the luncheon. Three Chinese women representing Chinatown Tours for Republican Wives pose by table.

President Dwight D. Eisenhower Plays Golf -- Cypress Point (August 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-00-56.17-18]
Physical Description: 28 negatives
Scope and Content Note

President Dwight D. Eisenhower -- Carmel Mission (August 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-00-56.19]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eisenhower and wife walk at Carmel Mission. President and Mamie visit with nuns. Mrs. Eisenhower stands with Sister Ursula. Mr. and Mrs. Eisenhower receive St. Christopher medals. The Eisenhowers stand with Dr. Joseph Ewing and Dr. Clayton Rogers at Carmel Presbyterian Church.
Convention Site -- Tour -- Cow Palace (August 01, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-01-56.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Telephone center manager John Weills and telephone representatives Evelyn Getto and Jo Holland show telephone message center to group of tourists. Long-shot of citizens walking in an empty Cow Palace. Karin Rodts stands at the speakers platform with her doll.

GOP National Chairman Arrives -- Leonard W. Hall -- Airport (August 01, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-01-56.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Preparations -- Republican National Convention -- Cow Palace (August 02, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-02-56.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jim Simmons of Western Union and Donald Dent of Brayer Electric Company work at electrical switchboard. Chairman Leonard W. Hall of the Republican National Committee stands near loudspeakers. Hall stands on floor and Bertha Adkins of the Women's Division of the Republican National Committee stands on ladder while H. Meade Alcorn, Jr. and Ronald Button of the National Committee stand on podium. People work and converse in grandstands and on floor.

Press Conference -- Herbert Hoover -- Office of Stanford Trustees (August 03, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-03-56.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dean Windsor Cutting of Stanford Medical School, W.P. Fuller III, former US President Herbert Hoover, and President Wallace Sterling of Stanford University sit at table at 351 California Street. Hoover, Fuller and Sterling sit at table.

Bertha Adkins -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (August 03, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-03-56.03]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bertha Adkins of the Women's Division of the Republican National Committee stands by window, sits in sun room wearing "I like Ike" stockings. Adkins and Marjorie Benedict sit in sunroom. Grace Macduff stands with Benedict.
Arrival -- Congressman Jesse A. Younger -- Ferry Building(August 06, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-06-56.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressman Jesse A. Younger walks with Henry Bostwick in front of women holding signs such as "we need schools now" (education). Children hold signs such as "I ain't got no larning". Younger shakes hands with picketers, walks in Ferry Building, talks to people outside.

Arrival -- George Murphy -- Airport(August 06, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-06-56.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actor [and future California senator] George Murphy and son wave from airplane steps, stand at base of steps. National Committee member Mrs. Webster Todd of New Jersey sits in convertible talking to Murphy who is leaning on car.

Birthday for Herbert Hoover -- Mark Hopkins Hotel(August 08, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-08-56.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former President Herbert Hoover sits at desk smoking pipe.

GOP (Republican Party) Information Booth -- Stuart Warehouse(August 09, 1956) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-09-56.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. William Brinton, Mrs. Edward Mackay and Mrs. Carl Livingston, Jr. stand in front of travel posters holding star-shaped ornaments in Stuart Warehouse at Eddy and Buchanan streets. [One of seven booths which will be staffed by San Francisco Republican women during the convention].

Pre-convention Preparations -- Cow Palace(August 10, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-10-56.01-02]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Clyde H. Charlton, Chairman of Arrangements John Busterud and National Chairman Charles K. McWhorter, all of the San Francisco Young Republicans, stand at speakers podium. Busterud, National Committee Chairman Leonard Hall, Jim Benedict and McWhorter stand in front of delegate signs. Three people walk outside of Cow Palace. People walk by Cow Palace registration booth. People work on electrical switch board. People stand on the floor. Long-shots of the floor. Man repairs phone while two women listen to him. People look at banner, stand at speakers podium, build stage.

Young Republicans Decorate Old Street Car -- Car Barn(August 11, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-11-56.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Young Republicans stand on, in, and along side cable car holding "I like Ike" signs.
Republican National Committee -- Airport(August 12, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-12-56.01-02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Members of the Republican National Committee wave from airplane steps. Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Hall step off plane greeted by former governor of Arizona and current special assistant to the president, Howard Pyle. Republican State National Committee woman Mrs. Aubrey Knowles steps off plane.

Press Conference -- Mrs. Charles W. Weiss, Jr. -- Mark Hopkins Hotel(August 13, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-13-56.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Program Committee Chairman for GOP Mrs. Charles W. Weiss Jr. sits in room in Mark Hopkins Hotel during press conference.

Press Conference -- Senator Prescott Bush and Congressman Hugh Scott -- Fairmont Hotel(August 13, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-13-56.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Citizens for Ike(August 13, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-13-56.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairperson of Women Volunteers Mrs. Mary Ellen Irwin models jewelry with volunteer workers Mrs. Ralph Nardone and Judy Channel. The three women model "Stick with Ike" hats and "Still like Ike" buttons.

Senators Arrive -- Senators Irving Ives and William F. Knowland -- Airport(August 14, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-14-56.01-02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

GOP (Republican Party) Arrivals -- Mark Hopkins Hotel(August 14, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-14-56.03-04]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Committee Meetings -- Fairmont Hotel(August 14, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-14-56.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Close-up of Rules Committee member Theodore McKeldin of Maryland. View of table and Meeting of Arrangements Committee members including Leonard Hall.

Press National Federation of Home Republicans(August 14, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-14-56.06]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Mrs. Carol D. Kearns stands in room.

Platform Committee Meeting -- Palace Hotel(August 15, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-15-56.05]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Portraits of Platform Sub-Committee heads for the Republican Convention. Senator Prescott Bush of Connecticut speaks as committee chair of Platform Committee in front of audience. Committee members stand at table in front of poster "Peace, Prosperity, Progress, vote Republican".

Anti-Republican Sign(August 15, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-15-56.06]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Bar owner James Rhodes stands on ladder outside of his bar on Sixth Street hanging "GOP not welcome, stay out" sign.

Tikes for Ike Parade -- Mission Street(August 15, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-15-56.07]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Children hold homemade pro-Eisenhower signs while proceeding down Mission Street to the YMCA over Golden Gate Avenue.

Arrival -- James H. Duff -- Airport(August 15, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-15-56.08]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

GOP (Republican Party) Press Conference -- Fairmont Hotel(August 15, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-15-56.09]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Chairman of the Ohio delegates Ray C. Bliss speaks from podium during press conference.
**Fruit Baskets for Republican VIP’s -- Larkin Hall(August 16, 1956)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-16-56.02]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Mrs. Stanley J. Bernhard sits and stands holding a fruit basket among hundreds of other fruit baskets. Ladies of Nob Hill Republicans and Women of the Chamber of Commerce make fruit baskets at table.

**Prior to the Republican National Convention -- Cow Palace(August 16, 1956)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-16-56.03]

**Physical Description:** 9 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**


**Republican Party Members -- Fairmont Hotel(August 16, 1956)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-16-56.04]

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Thurston Norton speaks in front of large picture of Dwight D. Eisenhower. View of front of Fairmont Hotel with "GOP Headquarters Hotel" banner.

**Arrivals -- Airport(August 16, 1956)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-16-56.05-08]

**Physical Description:** 21 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Sherman Adams arrives (5 negatives). Reporter John Keys talks to Adams in airport. Keys stands with Adams and wife, who is holding fur coat. Keys and Mr. and Mrs. Adams stand on airplane ramp. Adams waves from base of airplane ramp while wife stands by. Adams walks with police officer through airport. Former Governor Thomas E. Dewey arrives [8 negatives]. Dewey shakes hands with Leonard Hall while Mrs. Hall looks on. Chairman of Mayor’s Hospitality Committee Bob Gros presents Dewey with key to city while Leonard Hall stands by. Hall and Dewey shake hands while Mrs. Hall and Gros shake hands. Dewey speaks at microphone. Dewey and others walk with guard through airport. They walk outside on runway, walk through airport. Crowd awaits Dewey’s arrival. Herbert Brownell and family arrive in airport [5 negatives], walk down plane ramp, accept key to city from Gros, stand and wave from ramp. Senator George Bender from Ohio arrives [3 negatives]. Bender in airport lobby, stands with family, stands with "GOP information girls" and family.

**Lawn Cut to Read "Ike" -- Daly City(August 17, 1956)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-17-56.01]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Richard Buckhart stands outside 654 South Gate Avenue in Daly City with grass clippers putting finishing touches on suburban lawn that has been cut to read "Ike".
GOP (Republican Party) -- Hotel St. Francis (August 17, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-17-56.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jacqueline Cochran Odlum of the twenty-ninth Congressional District in California sits in chair, talks on telephone in hotel room.

GOP (Republican Party) -- Fairmont Hotel (August 17, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-17-56.03-04]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note

GOP (Republican Party) Headdress by Josef (August 17, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-17-56.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mimi models dress with "More than ever I like Ike" logo and elephant headdress at Paul Edwards at 259 Geary Street. Stylist pins headdress to model.

Republican Party Arrivals -- Airport (August 17, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-17-56.06-11]
Physical Description: 0 negative
Scope and Content Note

President of the Women's National Republican Club -- Mrs. E.E. Anderson -- Hotel Sutter (August 17, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-17-56.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President of the Women's National Republican Club, Mrs. E.E. Anderson, sits in chair in Hotel Sutter.
Arrivals -- Richard M. Nixon -- Airport(August 18, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-18-56.01-03]
Physical Description: 27 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice President Richard M. Nixon arrives (20 negatives). Nixon waves from airplane ramp, walks down ramp. Crowd waits with signs of support like, "Stick with Dick" and "for Nixon". Two performers dance [the jitterbug?] to entertain awaiting supporters. Supporters stand behind fence while flat-bed truck rides along fence. Bill Hynes presents key to city to Secretary of the Interior Fred Seaton and wife on steps of United Airline airplane. Governor of Massachusetts Christian A. Herter waves from airplane steps. Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr. (United Nations representative) waves from airplane steps. Herter and Lodge speak to reporters.

Interview and Reception -- Socialites -- Hotel St. Francis(August 18, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-18-56.04-05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Mrs. Sherman Adams at press interview. Family of US Attorney General Brownell and wife of national committee member Ronald Button pose with flower leis during reception.

Republican Press Conferences -- Fairmont Hotel(August 18, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-18-56.06-07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Stile Bridges sits at table alone and with others during press conference. View from audience of Harold Stassen speaking on stage during press conference

Republican Leaders -- Palace Hotel(August 18, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-18-56.08-10]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Goodwin Knight and Senator William F. Knowland sit during meeting and stand after meeting. Groups of people stand in room during caucus with Knight, Knowland and Richard M. Nixon. Knight, Knowland and Nixon play with toy elephant.

GOP (Republican Party) Arrivals -- Ferry Building(August 18, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-18-56.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator John Bricker of Ohio and Mayor George Christopher stand outside of Ferry Building holding key to city. Postmaster John F. Fixa, former Postmaster Arthur E. Summerfield and Christopher stand together. Fixa, Summerfield, Christopher and Governor George Craig of Indiana stand together.

- Physical Description: 108 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Shots taken from underneath airplane showing propellers (5 negatives). Crowd stands outside airplane while politicians exit aircraft; Eisenhower greets crowd (4 negatives). Crowd stands in Cow Palace with balloons (3 negatives). Elevated view of crowd in street (6 negatives). State banners in the crowd, Nixon amongst crowd, people carrying signs in support of Nixon and Eisenhower (13 negatives).
  - Eisenhower speaks outdoors to small crowd (1 negative). Eisenhower and wife shake hands with people at the Mayor's Ball (5 negatives). Nixon speaks at podium in Cow Palace (ca. 20 negatives). Unidentified man speaks at podium in Cow Palace (ca. 20 negatives). Eisenhower speaks at podium in Cow Palace (ca. 10 negatives). Eisenhower, Nixon and their wives wave from the podium (ca. 10 negatives).
  - Nixon, Eisenhower and other men stand on stage in a line (ca. 3 negatives).

Republican Women -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (August 19, 1956)

- Physical Description: 22 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Mrs. Louis Rogers, Mrs. Phyllis Loehr, Mrs. Collis P. Moore, Mrs. Kathryn Maloney, Mrs. Janice Reeve and twelve other newly elected Republican National Committeewomen stand and sit at table. Crowd waits while car pulls up outside of Mark Hopkins Hotel (neighborhood). Seated woman models stockings which read "I like Ike". Richard M. Nixon and Pat Nixon shake hands and talk to women's club members in the Mark Hopkins Hotel; partygoers drink tea and converse.

Heffelfinger Reception -- Huntington Hotel (August 19, 1956)

- Physical Description: 8 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Senator Edward Thye of Minnesota, Congressman Walter H. Judd, Mr. and Mrs. F. Peavey Heffelfinger and House Speaker Joseph Martin stand around at reception.

Citizens for Ike Parade (August 19, 1956)

- Physical Description: 6 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Old model cars, people on horseback, and women wearing "Ike" logo dresses and parasols march in campaign parade at Second and Market streets.
Opening -- Republican National Convention -- Cow Palace (August 20, 1956)

Physical Description: 56 negatives

Scope and Content Note


Second Session -- Republican National Convention -- Cow Palace (August 20, 1956)

Physical Description: 31 negatives

Scope and Content Note


GOP (Republican Party) Delegates -- Hotel St. Francis (August 20, 1956)

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Presentations of Candelabra to Nixons by Young Republicans -- Mark Hopkins Hotel(August 20, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-20-56.17-18]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views from behind and in front of Richard M. Nixon showing him speaking to crowd of youngsters. Nixon, wife Pat Nixon, and Chairman Charles K. McWhorter of the Young Republican Nation Federation shown on the stage, holding a wrapped gift, and standing with people in elephant costumes in the Peacock Room of the Mark Hopkins Hotel.

Governor's Ball -- Civic Auditorium(August 20, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-20-56.19-24]

Physical Description: 28 negatives
Scope and Content Note
GOP (Republican Party) live baby elephant greets visitors while another (decorative) elephant revolves in the background. Unidentified women in gowns and men in tuxedos shake hands, pose for pictures, converse, sit in audience. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stassen, Mr. and Mrs. Richard M. Nixon, and Mr. and Mrs. Goodwin Knight greet one another at the ball. Mr. and Mrs. Nixon, Governor and Mrs. Knight, George Christopher and Henry Cabot Lodge talk at the ball. Governor and Mrs. Knight greet Mr. and Mrs. Harold Stassen while Mr. and Mrs. Christopher stand by.

Citizens for Eisenhower Volunteers(August 20, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-20-56.25]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Volunteer workers Donna Zander and Sheila Jacobs sit in Ike-logo dresses.

Republicans -- Richard M. Nixon and Dan Gainey -- Fisherman's Wharf(August 20, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-20-56.26]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

President Arrives -- Dwight D. Eisenhower -- Airport(August 21, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-21-56.01]

Physical Description: 26 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-up of Dwight D. Eisenhower and Mamie Eisenhower. Reporters and cameras swarm the president, Ike and Mamie get off plane, meet dignitaries, talk to reporters, shake hands. Mamie holds a bouquet of roses. Shots of airplane landing, nose of plane, ramp. Official vehicle makes its way through a crowd. Eisenhower and wife stand outside of plane.
Republicans -- Hotel St. Francis(August 21, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-21-56.02-04]
Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary to President Dwight D. Eisenhower, James Haggerty, during press conference in the press room of the Hotel St. Francis [2 negatives]. Women converse and get food at the buffet during Mrs. Nixon's Tea for Women's Clubs [7 negatives]. Bagpipes entertain crowds along the corner of Powell and Geary Streets waiting for Eisenhower arrival (neighborhood). Eisenhower waves to crowd from beneath hotel awning, gets out of car while Police Chief Frank Ahern stands by, stands with wife under awning, stands with wife and Dan London under awning. Elevated views of crowd in main lobby of hotel, close-ups of crowd cheering as Ike passes by.

GOP (Republican Party) -- Cow Palace(August 21, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-21-56.05-07]
Physical Description: 53 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elevated view of floor of Cow Palace, view of balloons, general views of delegations, speakers, audience (23 negatives). Close-up and long-shots of demonstration for Charles McWhorter of the Young Republican National Federation. Demonstration for Mrs. Carroll Kears, President of the National Federation of Women's Clubs. Sherman Adams at the podium. Secretary of Treasury George Humphrey at the podium. Senator William F. Knowland and Joe Martin at the podium. Martin and Herbert Hoover at the podium. Demonstration for Herbert Hoover. Unidentified people speak at the podium. People converse on the floor. The audience claps and takes pictures. Speakers pound the gavel. Audience stands with hands crossed [in prayer or moment of silence]. [Izra Taft Bense?] at podium, Governor Goodwin Knight sits with his delegation. Overall view of the floor.

"Ike" (Dwight D. Eisenhower) Passes By -- Bayshore Freeway(August 21, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-21-56.08]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Street view of presidential motorcade (neighborhood).

Hoover Receives Plaque -- Mark Hopkins Hotel(August 21, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-21-56.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
McIntyre Faries and Robert Fenton Craig of the California Republican Assembly present plaque to former President Herbert Hoover.

California Delegation Caucus -- Sheraton Palace Hotel(August 21, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-21-56.10]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Goodwin Knight, Senator William F. Knowland and James Hoyt sit at table while woman calls roll of the delegation. Knight speaks from podium. Delegation claps hands [as Nixon nomination is read]. Full view of French Room with Knight shaking hands with Charles S. Jones. Mrs. Mary Tibbets speaks at the podium wanting to nominate Governor Knight for Vice President while Knight stands by. Views of speakers and delegates.
Republican Convention -- Fairmont Hotel (August 21, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-21-56.11-12]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Matthews presents gavel made from [Boston's?] North Church wood to Joe Martin. Sumi Utsumi, Mrs. Douglas McKay, Mrs. Styles Bridges, and Mrs. William F. Knowland stand in room during Republican Women briefing.

Foreign Visitors -- Top of the Mark Hopkins Hotel (August 21, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-21-56.13]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Oswald Lord, Aparana Mehta, Henry Cabot Lodge, and Ambassador G.L. Mehta of India, stand together at party.

Republican Convention -- Mayor's Ball -- Civic Auditorium (August 21, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-21-56.14]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Couple dances at ball. Three women stand together. Man and woman stand by door.

Republican Convention -- Mayor's Ball -- Dwight D. Eisenhower -- Civic Auditorium (August 22, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-22-56.01-02]

Physical Description: 30 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congressman William Somers Mailliard sits with his mother. Mayor George Christopher and wife talk to Mr. and Mrs. [Jerd?] Sullivan. the Eisenhowers and Christophers enter auditorium. Views of Eisenhower making speech [7 negatives]. James Hagerty sits at a press conference. Elevated view of people filling the auditorium. The Eisenhowers and the Christophers sit, stand, wave on stage. Eisenhower delivers a speech [5 negatives]. Shots of Eisenhower and others on stage and on floor.

Republicans -- Hotel St. Francis (August 22, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-22-56.03-05]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Dwight D. Eisenhower speaks during press conference while reporters take notes and ask questions; photographers take pictures. Eisenhower and Herbert Hoover sit in adjacent chairs, stand and shake hands. Harold Stassen sits during press conference.

Tea for Republican Women -- Mamie Eisenhower -- Palace Hotel (August 22, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-22-56.06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mamie Eisenhower arrives at the Palace Hotel, is greeted by committee woman Mrs. John Eisenhower, shakes hands. Overall shots of people in room.
Richard M. Nixon Leaves -- Airport(August 22, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-22-56.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard M. Nixon and wife leave car to board plane. Nixon talks to reporters while walking up plane ramp.

Early Departure -- Richard M. Nixon -- Mark Hopkins Hotel(August 22, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-22-56.08]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nixon answers questions from reporters while standing in elevator. Nixon walks down hall with Pat Nixon and Jim Goodfellow. [Nixon is leaving the convention early because his father suffered a heart attack].

Republican Convention -- The Big Clean Up -- Cow Palace(August 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-23-56.01]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Barbara Stuart of the telephone company shown with the phones that have been removed. Long- shots and close-ups of remnants of convention. Workers sweep floors of Cow Palace.

Departure -- Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Mark Hopkins Hotel and Airport(August 23, 1956) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-23-56.01]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard M. Nixon and Dewey talk and laugh in Nixon's hotel suite [prior to his departure to Los Angeles to visit his father who is recovering from a heart attack]. Nixon and wife stand on plane ramp, Mrs. Nixon waves. Mr. and Mrs. Nixon, Publisher Ogden Brownie Reid of the New York Herald Tribune, Representative William Ayres, and Timothy J. Murphy of the Veterans of Foreign Wars stand together indoors.

GOP (Republican Party) Convention -- Cow Palace(August 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-23-56.02-06]
Physical Description: 65 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Herter for Vice President Headquarters(August 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-23-56.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of back of man sitting in empty office with three desks looking out to street at 654 Market Street. (Republican convention-related?)
Press Conference -- Bracken Lee -- Conservative Headquarters (August 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-23-56.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-up and long-shot of Governor Bracken Lee of Utah talking to reporters at "conservative headquarters" at 1263 Market Street. (Republican convention-related?)

Republican Convention -- Nebraska Delegation Breakfast -- Palace Hotel (August 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-23-56.09]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Members of the Nebraska delegation eat breakfast together at long table in Palace Hotel with Terry Carpenter at far end of table. Carpenter and delegation chairperson Hazel Able talk at table.

Stripper -- Prescott Bush -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (August 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-23-56.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Platform Committee member, Senator Prescott Bush, receives anti-cabaret tax petition from Evelyn "Treasure Chest" West.

Republican Party Events -- Hotel St. Francis (August 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-23-56.11-16]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-23-56.17]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard M. Nixon waves from airplane while Mrs. Nixon stands next to him. Nixon displays wife's "let's back Ike" pin.
Republican Convention -- Train Departure -- Dwight D. and Mrs. Eisenhower --
Bay Shore (August 23, 1956) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-23-56.18]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dwight D. Eisenhower and wife wave from train's caboose. Eisenhower shakes hands with conductor. [They are going to Monterey].

New Secret Service chief Tom Hanson
49ers football team's new quarterback Earl Morrall
Cemetery strike (labor) [08-00-56, 1 negative]
Elizabeth Arden party (attended by Dwight D. Eisenhower) [08-00-56, 7 negatives]

Elizabeth Arden Party -- President Dwight D. Eisenhower (August 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 90, [08-00-56.21]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Last working horse in San Francisco retires
Mambo band at cable car turn around [08-02-56, 3 negatives]
Original "Bloody Mary" (Mrs. Agnes Gray) from James Michener's "South Pacific" arrives on the Oronsay (ship)

New branch library at Fortyeth and Ortega [08-03-56, 10 negatives]
Navy turns fire boat (ship) over to Harbor Commission
Handicapped kids open day camp at Fleishhacker Pool (disabled persons)
[08-04-56, 10 negatives]

Handicapped Kids Open Day Camp -- Fleishhacker Pool (August 04, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-04-56.01]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Diana Socacca leads group in singing [the song "God Bless America"] at open camp fire. Ken Knight, Cathy Valdez and Rickey Wo[...?] warm hands on camp fire. Camp founder, Janet Pomeroy, talks with campers. Blind girl feels boy's face. Boys hunt for bugs (child welfare, disabled persons).

New Grand Jury
Artist Beniamino Bufano working on animal sculptures for Hillsdale shopping center [[08-09-56, ca. 15 negatives]

Indian knife-throwing act with "Chief Whitecloud and Lili"
California Democrats leave for Chicago convention [08-11-56, 7 negatives]

California Democrats Leave for Chicago -- Airport (August 11, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-11-56.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
State Senator George Miller, Jr., Democratic Chairman of Northern California Roger Kent, Assemblyman John A. O’Connell, Alan Cranston (president of the California Democratic Council), and Mrs. Cranston stand in front of airplane. Cranston, congressional candidate Dr. H.R. Quinney of the sixth district, Miller, Kent, O’Connell and others wave from airplane steps. People stand on airplane steps. Close-up of three people in airplane seats.

Produce markets at Davis and Washington Streets (neighborhood)
Civic Center area scenes (cityscapes) from the roof of City Hall [08-15-56, 8 negatives]
Civic Center Scenes -- City Hall Rooftop (August 15, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 91, [08-15-56.03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views from rooftop of City Hall of parking lot and surrounding streets; facing east with views of plaza; facing south-west with Twin Peaks in the distance (cityscapes).

Abbott and Costello (Bud Abbott and Lou Costello) at Seals Stadium
Floyd Wilson attempts escape from Alcatraz [08-16-56, 08-30-56, ca. 11 negatives]
Frank Alberts’ first game as 49ers football coach [08-19-56, 08-30-56, ca. 11 negatives]
Gerald L.K. Smith of the Christian Nationalist Party attempts escape from Alcatraz [08-19-56, 08-30-56, ca. 11 negatives]

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 92, [08-20-56.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women fill the stairway and lobby of the Fairmont Hotel. Gerald L.K. Smith speaks in front of microphone [about Harold Stassen]. Smith stands next to wife during press conference and waves his arm. Reporters and listeners fill the stairway platform where Smith is speaking.

New Federal Building location (cityscapes) [08-27-56, 7 negatives]
New Federal Building Location (August 27, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-27-56.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elevated views of corner with Crystal Palace Market billboard and surrounding streets (neighborhood, cityscapes).

Slenderella Salon opening
Consul General Pierluigi Alvera of Italy and Mayor George Christopher purchase tickets to film “La Strada” (international film festival?)
Strippers in court
Construction of six new toll booths for Bay Bridge [08-28-56, 2 negatives]
Actress Kim Novak arrives via train [08-28-56, 2 negatives]
Anne Giannini models de’ Medici jewel during Italian festival
Powell River British Columbia Bagpipe Band given key to the city
Golden Gate Spectacle of Music
Japanese American Citizens League (JACL) national convention
Press conference with the Socialist Labor Party’s candidate for vice president Georgia Gozzini [08-31-56, 4 negatives]

Press Conference -- Socialist Labor Party -- Californian Hotel (August 31, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-31-56.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Socialist Party vice presidential candidate Georgia Gozzini (woman candidate).

New San Rafael-Richmond Bridge opening ceremonies [08-31-56, 35 negatives]
Opening Ceremony -- New Richmond-San Rafael Bridge(August 31, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-31-56.04-05]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Opening ceremony speech is delivered while American flags are raised. People walk across bridge. Governor Goodwin Knight and Mrs. Knight reveal plaque on stone slat. People on stage hold "links" for Richmond-San Rafael Bridge. View from across street at flag raising ceremonies. Knight leads caravan across the new bridge.

New Richmond-San Rafael Bridge(August 31, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 93, [08-31-56.06]

Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the nearly-completed bridge and of the toll plaza, control booth and panel, and the bridge upon opening [apparently taken on various dates in August, 1956].

September 1956 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 94-95, [090056-093056]
Physical Description: 950 negatives (estimate)

Foreign Minister Mamoru Shigemitsu of Japan visits
Aerial bomb found on rubbish heap
Serbian conference
First traffic across Richmond-San Rafael bridge [09-01-56, 3 negatives]
First Traffic Across Richmond-San Rafael Bridge(September 01, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 94, [09-01-56.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First user Tony Cortese and toll collector Harry Clark. Line up of cars waiting for midnight opening. Keith Craig of California Highway Patrol leads Tony Cortese after opening of toll gate.

Japanese American Citizens' League (JACL) national convention [09-03-56, 6 negatives]
Kids throw bomb at Temple Emanu-El (anti-semitism?, race relations?, juvenile delinquency?) [09-03-56, 6 negatives]
Bomb Damage -- Temple Emanu-El(September 03, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 94, [09-03-56.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dark spot on the wall shows where the bomb hit Temple Emanu-El (anti-semitism, race relations).

Italian gathering and festival (with Ambassador Brosio, Consul General Pierluigi Alvera, Claire Giannini Hoffman and Kurt Adler) [09-04-56, 11 negatives]
International Association of Machinists convention with George Meany, Adlai Stevenson and Estes Kefauver (labor) [09-04-56 - 09-06-56, 22 negatives]
IAM Convention -- Governor Knight and Mayor Christopher -- Civic Auditorium (September 04, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 94, [09-04-56.12]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd Shots. Governor Knight addressing IAM (International Association of Machinists). Al Hayes, president of the IAM pinning badge on Knight (labor).

IAM Convention -- George Meany -- Civic Auditorium (September 05, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 94, [09-05-56.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George Meany, president of the AFL-CIO, speaking at the IAM (International Association of Machinists) convention (labor).

IAM Convention -- Adlai E. Stevenson and Estes Kefauver -- Civic Auditorium (September 06, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 94, [09-06-56.11]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Estes Kefaufer and Adlai Stevenson at microphones of IAM convention (International Association of Machinists). Crowd shots (labor).

Adlai Stevenson and Estes Kefauver arrival and reception [09-05-56, 14 negatives]
Adlai E. Stevenson and Estes Kefauver Arrive -- Airport and Fairmont Hotel (September 05, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 94, [09-05-56.04-05]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Estes Kefaufer and Adlai E. Stevenson arriving at the airport. Crowd shots with campaign signs at the airport. Stevenson accepting a taste of a lollipop from a girl. At the reception in the gold room of the Fairmont Hotel: Stevenson in a mob as he enters. The crowd cheering as Stevenson speaks. Kefauver speaking with Stevenson in the background. Stevenson laughing at his own joke.

Bandit and girlfriend reunite [09-05-56, 3 negatives]
Adlai E. Stevenson with family members [09-06-56, 10 negatives]
Adlai E. Stevenson and Family Members -- Fairmont Hotel (September 06, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 94, [09-06-56.06-07]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson at the breakfast table with his sons. Mrs. Ernest Ives, Stevenson's sister.

Modesto State Hospital investigation [09-06-56, 09-16-56, ca. 25 negatives]
Stephanie Bryan murder case and Burton W. Abbott trial [09-06-56, 1 negative]
Priest Henry Ambrose Pinger returns from Red China
Damaged highway at Sea Cliff [09-08-56, 6 negatives]
Damaged Highway -- Sea Cliff (September 08, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 94, [09-08-56.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Damaged highway. City worker standing next to a "road closed" sign. Woman and child.
Women's breakfast for Senator Thomas H. Kuchel
Opening day at Golden Gate Fields (horse racing)
Eva Sampson at 105 years of age
Crown prince of Germany visits
Opening dedication of flower market at Sixth and Brannan Streets
Nuns celebrate their jubilee in the order
Cornerstone time capsule opened during demolition of old Franklin School
Sociologist Dr. Hornell Hart
United Crusade rally

**Chinese Moon Festival [09-14-56, 5 negatives]**

Chinese Moon Festival -- Portsmouth Square (September 14, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 94, [09-14-56.08]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The traditional dragon dance on stage (neighborhood). Judy Weld (Miss San Francisco), Estelle Dong (Chinese Queen), Mayor George Christopher. Helen Lee (Moon Goddess) having her hair arranged by Mrs. Esther Wong.

**Fox Theatre on Market Street [09-15-56, 15 negatives]**

Consul General Don Amado Reo of Costa Rica visits
Portola Freeway labor dispute (at Portola Drive and Corbett Road) [09-17-56, 2 negatives]
Construction begins on exhibit hall under Civic Center [09-17-56 - 09-18-56, 8 negatives]
Zellerbachs attend premiere at Stage Door Theatre
Students line up for television courses at San Francisco State College (education) [09-19-56, 09-24-56, 6 negatives]

**Richardson Bay Bridge opens [09-20-56, 5 negatives]**

Richardson Bay Bridge Opens -- Richardson Bay (September 20, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 94, [09-20-56.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of cars moving across the new Richardson Bay Bridge.

San Francisco Opera director Kurt Adler accused of trying to force the Cosmopolitan Opera out of business
Leif Erikson Day proclaimed with visit from consul of Iceland
Saint Anthony's serves their three-millionth meal (charity, social services)

**Senator John F. Kennedy at banquet [09-21-56, 3 negatives]**

Senator John F. Kennedy at Banquet -- Fairmont Hotel (September 21, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95, [09-21-56.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Elizabeth Smith (National Democratic Committee), Senator John F. Kennedy, Bill Orrick (California Chairman for Stevenson-Kefaufer campaign), William M Malone (chairman of the banquet).

Auditions for movie "Saint Joan" with Otto Preminger and Max Slater [09-21-56, 3 negatives]

Senator Thomas H. Kuchel speaks at the Marine Cooks and Stewards Hall dedication (labor)

Mare Island award presentation
Two punks involved in riot (juvenile delinquency)
Treasure Island fire [09-23-56, ca. 20 negatives]

Variety of spring blades (knives, weapons) confiscated by police
Automatic weather report telephone message machine
Start of new educational television program at KQED [09-24-56, 3 negatives]
Start of a New Educational Television Program -- KQED Studios(September 24, 1956) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95, [09-24-56.09]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Verna Wallace (sophmore at San Francisco State), Dr. Thomas Lantos (assistant professor), Dr. J. Paul Leonard (president of SF state). Shot of studio (education, public broadcasting).

Eleanor Roosevelt campaigning for Adlai Stevenson [09-27-56, 2 negatives]
Eleanor Roosevelt -- Fairmont Hotel(September 27, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95, [09-27-56.01]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Eleanor Roosevelt sitting on couch holding article headlined "Knight Campaigns in San Mateo."

Big haul in marijuana (narcotics)
Dwight D. Eisenhower and Richard M. Nixon campaign headquarters grand openings (09-27-56, 8 negatives)
Dwight D. Eisenhower and Richard M. Nixon -- Campaign Headquarters Opening -- Market Street(September 27, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95, [09-27-56.05]
  Physical Description: 8 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Ed Wilson, Senator William F. Knowland, and Joe Martin Jr. surrounded by crowd (interior only).

Town School for Boys dedicated (education) [09-27-56, 4 negatives]
Smog over San Francisco (cityscapes) [09-28-56, 2 negatives]
Smog over San Francisco(September 28, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95, [09-28-56.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  A shot from the top of Twin Peaks of smog covering downtown San Francisco and the bay (cityscape, environment).

Creek uncovered while digging for exhibit hall at the Civic Center (09-28-56, 2 negatives)
Creek Uncovered While Digging For Exhibit -- Civic Center Plaza(September 28, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95, [09-28-56.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Shot of large pit for the Exhibit Hall at the Civic Center Plaza.

Cornerstone ceremonies for new Masonic building

October 1956 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95-96, [100056-103156]
  Physical Description: 1025 negatives (estimate)

Actress Eve Arden at the Hamilton Hotel
San Francisco Port ceremonies (ribbon cutting at pier) [10-00-56, ca. 10 negatives]
Elevated cable car (lifted by crane) [10-00-56, ca. 10 negatives]
Home of J.D. Zellerbach
Home economist Ida Cogswell Bailey Allen
Secretary General of the Central American Liberation Committee G. Quesada of Nicaragua [10-02-56, 2 negatives]
Skin test injections for tuberculosis at Herbert Hoover School (health)
Jack LaLanne water skis to the Farallon Islands [10-02-56, 13 negatives]

Jack LaLanne Attempting to Water Ski to Farallones (October 02, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95, [10-02-56.09-10]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jack LaLanne doing a handstand. LaLanne shaking hands with helicopter pilot. Shots of LaLanne water skiing, being pulled by helicopter. [Attempt was unsuccessful].

Opera Guild Fol De Rol ball (society event)
Two cranes and an orangutan move into the zoo
Dedication ceremonies for new library branch at Ortega and Thirty-eighth Avenue
Secretary of the Navy Charles S. Thomas visits
Senator Hubert Humphrey speaks at the Palace Hotel [10-05-56, 5 negatives]
Sixth Army bagpipe band performs at the Presidio [10-06-56, ca. 15 negatives]
Blessing the fleet at Fisherman's Wharf [10-07-56, 5 negatives]

Blessing the Fleet -- Fisherman's Wharf (October 07, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95, [10-07-56.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of procession at Jefferson and Taylor Streets. Celebration honoring Madonna del Lume (Telegraph Hill and North Beach neighborhood).

Jewish National Fund
Surgeons convene to watch operation on television (health)
Irish coffee envoy arrives
Navy divers demonstration [10-09-56, 9 negatives]
Agnew State Hospital investigation [10-09-56, ca. 10 negatives]
Children's Hospital of San Francisco opens occupational therapy department (health)

Vice President Richard M. Nixon and wife visit [10-10-56, 26 negatives]

Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Chinese Celebration -- Chinatown (October 10, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95, [10-10-56.01]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Richard M. Nixon and Wife Visit -- Oakland (October 10, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95, [10-10-56.02]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard Nixon and wife Pat arrive at the Oakland Airport and are greeted by many supporters. A group of Latin American women hold signs reading "Latin American women for Nixon". Nixon arrives at the Eisenhower-Nixon campaign rally and talks to the overflow crowd. Nixon and wife mingle with the people at the rally.

Square and Circle Club (Chinese women's club) in rehearsal
Adlai Stevenson campaign speech [10-11-56, 12 negatives]
Adlai Stevenson Giving Campaign Speech -- Richmond City Hall (October 11, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95, [10-11-56.09]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson shaking hands with supporters. Stevenson addressing crowd. Bearded supporter (Ben Stewart). Stevenson arriving at rally.

New Embarcadero Freeway and park designs [10-11-56, 3 negatives]
New Embarcadero Designs -- City Hall (October 11, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 95, [10-11-56.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sketches and plan of proposed Ferry Building Park at the Embarcadero. [Views of new freeway designs missing 2/1999].

Council of Negro Women's Committee on Citizen Education (Afro-Americans)
Homemade guns and knives found in San Quentin State Prison [10-12-56, 4 negatives]

Columbus Day festivities [10-12-56 - 10-14-56, 15 negatives]
Democratic Senators Gore (Albert Gore?) and Neuberger (Richard L. Neuberger?)
Citizens for Eisenhower bandwagon [10-13-56, 4 negatives]
Citizens for Eisenhower Bandwagon -- Stockton Street (October 13, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 96, [10-13-56.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Ike girls" giving man political campaign paraphernalia. "Ike girls" in front of bandwagon truck. "Ike girls" cheering and waving and putting bumper sticker on car.

Republican dinner for victory (Richard M. Nixon, Governor Goodwin Knight, Senator William F. Knowland) [10-14-56, 11 negatives]
Republican Dinner for Victory -- Cow Palace (October 14, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 96, [10-14-56.03]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Thomas H. Kuchel election campaign headquarters opens on Market Street
Pan American airplane crash witnesses
Young Republicans arrested for political graffiti [10-16-56, 4 negatives]
Young Republicans Arrested for Political Graffiti -- California Street (October 16, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 96, [10-16-56.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man and woman caught painting "Ike signs" on street by police officer. Man and woman being booked.

Consul general of the Netherlands visits
Senator Thomas H. Kuchel talks to postal people
Centennial banquet for Notre Dame des Victoires (French church)
Pontchartrain (ship) comes through the Golden Gate bringing Pan American airplane crash survivors [10-19-56, ca. 55 negatives]
Grant Reynolds ("negro leader campaigning" for Dwight D. Eisenhower and Richard M. Nixon) (Afro-Americans) [10-19-56, 2 negatives]
  Grant Reynolds -- Republican Campaign -- Whitcomb Hotel (October 19, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 96, [10-19-56.15] ark:/13030/hb009n99kg
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Grant Reynolds standing with arms crossed. Grant Reynolds with Sara Blagburn, Solomon E. Johnson(?), and Dr. Theo McCurdy (Afro-Americans).

Dwight D. Eisenhower and Richard M. Nixon election campaign headquarters open on Market Street
Bakers' Union "labor beef"
Members of San Francisco High School Potential Spaceman electronics class (potential astronauts?) (space age)
New housing project exteriors and interiors at Hunters Point [10-23-56, 4 negatives]
Slenderella gals go out on strike (labor)
International Bakers' Union convention (labor) [10-24-56, 6 negatives]
Banquet for Archbishop John J. Mitty
Gal (Audrey "Pat" Reedy) installed as Commander of Company 2 of Women's Army Corps Veterans [10-25-56, 2 negatives]
Dr. Moses Rachmilewitz (Chief of Medicine at Hadassah Hospital) visits from Jerusalem
Harry Truman here for speech at Bakers' convention (labor) and dinner with ambassadors from India, Iran and Greece [10-25-56, 7 negatives]
Harry Truman and Chief Justice Earl Warren arrive at San Francisco International Airport [10-25-56 - 10-26-56, 10 negatives]
  Former President Harry S. Truman Arrives -- Oakland Municipal Airport(October 25, 1956) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 96, [10-25-56.11]
    Physical Description: 6 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Harry S. Truman stepping off of airplane. Truman shaking hands with Herman Winters (vice-president of CIO-AFL) (labor).

Chief Justice Earl Warren -- Airport(October 26, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 96, [10-26-56.01]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note

University of Southern California rooters riot in Union Square [10-26-56, ca. 10 negatives]
San Francisco International Airport bond promotion [10-26-56, ca. 10 negatives]
Harry Truman eats breakfast at the Fairmont Hotel [10-26-56, 4 negatives]
Adlai E. Stevenson [10-27-56, 19 negatives]
Adlai E. Stevenson -- Civic Auditorium (October 27, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 96, [10-27-56.01-02]
Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson speaking at a podium. Stevenson campaigning in a car.
Stevenson with a woman and her dog. Crowd Shot. Shots of unidentified people.
Shots of the convention hall.

Indian (Native American) legislation [10-27-56, 3 negatives]
Halloween pictures
Bay Meadows Race Track opening day (horseracing)
Senator Thomas H. Kuchel speaking at different venues [10-29-56, 5 negatives]
Senator Thomas H. Kuchel at Different Venues (October 29, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 96, [10-29-56.18-19]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Thomas H. Kuchel at an interview. Kuchel with Thomas Mellon and Harry Lundeberg.

Hoover Library receives books from Communist China (communism)
New underground hall being built in Civic Center [10-30-56, 12 negatives]
New Underground Hall Being Built -- Civic Center (October 30, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 96, [10-30-56.05]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of construction taken from the Civic Center and from opposite the Civic Center.

Consul Eiji Kageyama of Japan at Japanese Tea Gardens as publicity for movie "Seven Wonders of the World" [10-31-56, 2 negatives]

November 1956
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 97-98, [110056-113056]
Physical Description: 800 negatives (estimate)

Alcoholics (unidentified rehabilitation or treatment home; interior views)
Grand National Livestock exposition
Halloween stabbing case
Eleanor Roosevelt [11-02-56, 4 negatives]
Eleanor Roosevelt (November 02, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 97, [11-02-56.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Roosevelt standing on a balcony with cityscape behind. Also, sitting on a couch.

Commonwealth Club talks about the Suez Canal situation
Women model new Civil Defense uniforms [11-02-56, 2 negatives]
Women in Uniforms (November 02, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 97, [11-02-56.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mozelle Goodwin, Jean Homer, and Lovilla Lalor modeling new Civil Defense uniforms (fashion).
Police radio switchboard
World Trade Association at the Japanese Tea Gardens with Mayor George Christopher, President of the World Trade Association (George E. Talmage) and Consul General Akira Nishiyama of Japan [11-03-56, 3 negatives]
Republican lunch (Congressman William Mailliard, Governor Goodwin Knight and Chairman Robert Steele)
Citizens for Eisenhower participate in nationwide television show [11-05-56, 2 negatives]

Republican Rally -- Eisenhower Supporters(November 05, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 97, [11-05-56.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A crowd gathered in front of the Mark Hopkins Hotel to support Dwight D. Eisenhower, Republican candidate for President.

Police and hospital crew attempt to save woman's life
Republican torchlight parade and rally at Union Square [11-05-56, 6 negatives]
Eisenhower Rally -- Union Square(November 05, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 97, [11-05-56.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds at Union Square rally for Dwight D. Eisenhower. Scottish bagpipers parade into the square. Senator William F. Knowland makes a speech. Knowland is also shown with Congressman William Mailliard.

Girl Scouts mind kids while mothers vote
Fourth grade school children vote in mock elections (education)
Election day coverage [11-06-56, ca. 28 negatives]
Prisoners escape from Yerba Buena Island
Toufic Blaieik leaves from San Francisco Bay to swim to the Farallon Islands
Helen Ivy murder suspect Claude A. Craig [11-08-56 - 11-09-56, ca. 20 negatives]
National Jewish welfare board
New Pacific Utilities Commission (PUC) gets new commissioner
Atomic bomb defense rations (civil defense) [11-08-56, 8 negatives]
Atomic Bomb Rations -- Palo Alto(November 08, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 97, [11-8-56.20]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The family of Gene Gilligan is shown with their atomic bomb civil defense rations (communism).

Minister of Agriculture Esat Budakoglu of the Turkish Republic visits
Curette used to scrape arteries (health) [11-09-56, 3 negatives]
Teaching foreign language to children (education) [11-09-56, 4 negatives]
San Francisco in smog (cityscapes, environment)
Carrier (ship) Yorktown loads and leaves the bay
Shangri-La (ship) arrives
New building under construction at Taylor and California Streets (cityscapes)
[11-12-56, 8 negatives]
Gals take course in making decorations at Legion of Honor
Tuberculosis fund drive (health)
Biggest tanker Universe Leader (ship) enters bay
Edward G. Robinson's four million dollar painting collection [11-14-56, 11-20-56, ca. 13 negatives]
Boy Scout annual appreciation dinner
Hungarian relief efforts (including prayers and masses) [11-15-56 - 11-21-56, ca. 6 negatives]
San Mateo Catholic schools attend Cinerama at the Orpheum [11-15-56, 6 negatives]
San Francisco Mental Health Society Fellowship Club for former mental patients
Alcoholics Rehabilitation Association home interiors on Seventeenth Street
Mayor Sergio Osmena Jr. of the Philippines visits
New commanding admiral at Treasure Island [11-16-56, 3 negatives]
The Drunkometer (alcoholics) [11-16-56, 5 negatives]
Thanksgiving dinner served to newly arrived immigrants
Thanksgiving dinner served to the poor and disabled
Rally at Union Square for Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. Stanford "Big Game" (college football) [11-23-56, ca. 35 negatives]
Traffic jam at Union Square and at Geary and Grant Streets (neighborhood) [11-23-56, 10 negatives]

Traffic Jam -- Downtown (November 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 97, 11-23-56.02-03

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Shots of stopped traffic with "Blums" store in background.

Traffic Jam -- Downtown (November 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 97, 11-23-56.03

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Downtown traffic from atop Liebes store, on the corner of Geary and Grant Streets. Also, the corner of Grant and Market Streets (neighborhood).

Children in native dress help celebrate the tenth anniversary of UNESCO [11-23-56, 2 negatives]
San Francisco Boys' Club annual day at Playland at the Beach [11-23-56, 3 negatives]

Boys' Club Outing -- Playland at the Beach -- Ocean Beach (November 23, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 97, 11-23-56.04

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Boys' Club annual "Day of Days" at Playland at the Beach amusement park. Shows kids at Dodgem cars and lined up for The Whip.

Firemen repair toys for Christmas charity
Cal (UC Berkeley) vs. Stanford "Big Game" (college football) [11-24-56, ca. 30 negatives]
Captain John Avery talks about warfare at the Suez Canal
Care crusade sends food to Hong Kong [11-27-56, 2 negatives]
Maestro Enrique Jorda decorated at the Bohemian Club
San Francisco Art Festival (paintings and sculpture)
San Francisco Boys' Choir annual Christmas concert
New high-speed dental drill (health)
New heliport at San Francisco International Airport

December 1956 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 98-99, 120056-123156

Physical Description: 950 negatives (estimate)

View up Market Street (cityscapes)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG 1850
Survivors of the Olson (sunken ship off Monterey)
Earl and Countess of Dundee visit

New helicopter service at the Ferry Building [12-03-56, 4 negatives]
First Passengers of Helicopter Service -- Ferry Building (December 03, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 98, [12-03-56.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Helicopter service at Ferry Building operates. James J. Sullivan greets the first arrivals: Cyril Magnin and Phyllis Richlefs. View of a helicopter in the air and another on the ground.

New officers elected to the Chamber of Commerce
New Grand Jury

Betty Crocker contestants at Mission High School (education) [12-04-56, 10 negatives]
Test and Interviews -- Mission High School (December 04, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 98, [12-04-56.07]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Betty Crocker contestants. Various views of girls taking test and individuals pictures of each girl during the interview. Includes Jo-Ann Guinti, Mary Alice Kane, Barbara Mitchell, and others (home economics?) (education).

Hanukkah services for servicemen [12-05-56, 3 negatives]

North Beach swimming pool dedication

Berkeley letter carriers (postal workers) carry dog biscuits for dogs
United Parcel Service (UPS) employees strike (labor) [12-06-56, 6 negatives]
Teamsters Picket Line -- United Parcel Service (UPS) (December 06, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 98, [12-06-56.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
UPS Vice-President George Morton urges workers to return to their jobs. Various views of Morton surrounded by massive groups and close-up views of strikers. Some picketers carry signs.

Hungarian refugee family arrives

New proposed gateway to Chinatown [12-06-56, 2 negatives]
Illustration of Proposed Gateway to Chinatown -- City Hall (December 06, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 98, [12-06-56.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chair of Project Reverend Dr. T.T. Taam and Mayor Christopher hold an illustration of the proposed gateway to mark the entrance of Chinatown, San Francisco.

Federal grant for vocational rehabilitation

Olympic winning chefs
Joseph Lucas (highway patrolman) murdered by his wife
England’s Dairy Queen (Evelyn Clegg) and Shari Lewis visit [12-07-56, 3 negatives]
Dutch Santa Claus

Pearl Harbor Day memorial services

Bill Russell wedding reception [12-09-56, ca. 25 negatives]
Murderer Stephen Nash imprisoned while victim is recovered from bay [12-09-56 - 12-10-56, ca. 26 negatives]
Clothes donated to Hungarians
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Zellerbach host reception for Italians
Ground breaking ceremony for three million dollar Junior High School (education) [12-10-56, 3 negatives]

Ground Breaking Ceremony -- Junior High School (December 10, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 98, [12-10-56.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Both the President of the Board of Education Adolfo De Wuoste and Superintendent Harold Spears hold the shovel in the breaking ground ceremony. Spears then proceeds to dig. An illustration of the proposed three million dollar junior high school is in the background (education).

Mariposa (ship) docks after maiden voyage to Australia
Un-American (HUAC?) hearings (communism) [12-11-56, 21 negatives]

Man On Trial Because of Communist Literature (December 11, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 98, [12-11-56.06]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Committee members (Harold Velde, Chairman Clyde Doyle, and Gordon Scherer, Committee Counsel Richard Arens) look at evidence: Communist propaganda printed in China. Various court scenes of main witness Irving Fishman taking oath and testifying. Fishman is a New York customs collector who works on Communist literature (communism).

Communism Trial -- Witnesses and Their Attorneys (December 11, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 98, [12-11-56.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various witnesses take the oath, testify, talk with their attorneys, or walk towards the building. Various witnesses and their attorneys: Clair Jensen and Attorney A. Gross, Louis Goldblatt and Attorney George Anderson, Grace Partridge and Attorney Norma Leonard.

Various Christmas activities
New rhinosaurus at the zoo

Aquatic Park project [12-12-56, 6 negatives]

Officials Look at Model of Aquatic Park Project (December 12, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 98, [12-12-56.15]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-up view of a model of the proposed Aquatic Park project. President of San Francisco Maritime Museum Louis Ets Hokin, Director of Maritime Museum Karl Kortung, State Historian Dr. Aubrey Neasham, Dan London, and Vice President of Matson Navigation Hugh Gallagher look at the model.

Recommissioned Navy tanker Mattaponi (ship) hoists flag
Children's Hospital Christmas Tree Festival
Child gets head caught in stairway railing [photo is Hearst Award winner or entry]
Foreign Minister Mamoru Shigemitsu of Japan visits
Salvation Army performs in front of the Russ Building [12-14-56, 4 negatives]
Hungarian Relief Ball
Cub Scouts bring Christmas cheer to senior citizens [12-18-56, 5 negatives]
Feeding the zoo animals
Don Sherwood's wedding [12-15-56, 1 negative]
Moving the KQED (television or radio) antenna (cityscapes) [12-17-56, 10 negatives]
Workmen Climb KQED Antenna -- San Francisco (December 17, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 98, [12-17-56.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workmen climb KQED (public broadcasting) antenna in order to dismantle the structure. Views of workmen climbing antenna, includes San Francisco cityscapes (Coit Tower, Bay Bridge, Marina and Piers, and the surrounding neighborhoods, districts) in the background.

Lexington (ship) arrives from the Far East
First woman federal probation officer (Verna Stocks) [12-17-56, 3 negatives]
Dedication of plaque for James King of William
Swearing in of new fire chief William F. Murray
KYA and KSFO strike (labor) [12-26-56, 3 negatives]
KYA, KSFO, and KLX Picketers -- Radio Strike (December 26, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 99, [12-26-56.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dave Dorris holds sign "On Strike Against Radio KYA"and Don Sherwood holds sign "On Strike Against Radio Station KSFO." Dorris and Sherwood rest for a moment while picketing. Dorris and Sherwood walk over and join two picketers: Bob Kunn of KLX and engineer Jim Hillbun of KYA. Kunn and Hillbun also hold signs (labor).

Chamber of Commerce gives children from broken homes lunch and five dollars to spend at Sears and Roebuck (child welfare, divorce)
Japanese girls here on friendship mission
Helicopter crashes in bay near Ferry Building [12-20-56, 9 negatives]
Rescue Effort For Helicopter Crash -- San Francisco Bay (December 20, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 99, [12-20-56.06]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Helicopter crashes in the bay near the rear of the Ferry Building. Rowboats from the Phoenix (ship) rescue people from crash; a crane onboard ship hauls up helicopter from water. An injured person is carried away on a stretcher. A small boat also helps with the rescue effort. Men dressed in SCUBA gear rest. [Also see 12-03-56].

Homes lit up with Christmas lights
Marcus baby kidnaper Betty Benedicto gets reduction in sentence
Name the rhinosaurus contest at the zoo
Hungarian Olympic team and refugees arrive
New buildings under construction in financial district [12-26-56, 9 negatives]
Construction of New Buildings -- Financial District (December 26, 1956)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 99, [12-26-56.05]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New buildings (Crown Zellerbach, Pacific Employers Insurance Co., and Moore store) are constructed in the Financial District. Views of construction looking towards Market Street from Bush Street, towards Pine Street from across the street, corner of Post Street and Kearny, towards Market Street from Bond Street (cityscapes, neighborhood).

Anonymous gal leaves 7,000 dollars at Cancer Society (health)
California Federation of Teachers convention (education)
United Artists "Theme Girl" auto show
Unveiling painting of Harry S. Truman and United States delegation during the signing of the United Nations charter [12-27-56, 2 negatives]
Joseph A. Bialy retires after working 46 years on the cable cars (Municipal Railway) [12-27-56, 7 negatives]
Holdup victim Warren K. Billings
Ambassador John D. Zellerbach leaves for Rome
Top Junior Achievement team leaves for New York
Foundry and cable car rebuilding [12-28-56, 6 negatives]
  Construction of Cable Car and Casting of Metal Parts -- Muni Car Barn(December 28, 1956) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 99, [12-28-56.07]
    Physical Description: 6 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
Workmen assemble a new cable car. Molder Fred Harang pours hot metal while Patternmaker Harry Jensen holds the ladle. Nilan pours hot liquid metal into molds while Jensen helps. Taken at Ocean Avenue and San Jose Avenue (the Municipal Railway car barn).

Blind door-to-door salesman (disabled persons)
New Year celebration with ticker tape in the Financial District (cityscapes) [12-31-56, 4 negatives]
  New Year -- Financial District(December 31, 1956) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 99, [12-31-56.02]
    Physical Description: 4 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
  Judy Bancroft who works in the Russ Building goes out to mail a letter and encounters ticker tape. Overhead view of the confetti and the traffic taken from the Russ Building. Street-level view of the corner of Montgomery Street and Bush Street (neighborhood).

Oronsay (ship) returns with Sir Austin and Lady Anderson and Australian cow girl Prudence Wilson
Divers inspect sunken Show Boat restaurant for salvage

January 1957 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 100-101, [010057-013157]
  Physical Description: 900 negatives (estimate)
Snow on Twin Peaks
Indian Affairs
General Electric atomic reactor project in Pleasanton [01-00-57, 7 negatives]
  General Electric Atomic Reactor Project -- Pleasanton, Calif.(January 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 100, [01-00-57.08]
    Physical Description: 7 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
Shots of the exterior of the reactor (atomic age). Shots of unidentified people.

Auto show opening and theme gal [01-02-57, 01-05-57, 12 negatives]
YMCA and Consul General Pierluigi Alvera of Italy sponsor dance for Italian sailors
Labor Party leader Hugh Gaitskell of Great Britain visits
Scandinavian trade show
Selling ships to commies (communism) [01-02-57, 2 negatives]
Selling Ships to the Communists -- Fraud -- Federal Building (January 02, 1957)

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Ty Fong (suspect?) and Deputy US Marshal James Comerford(?) walking through the halls of the Federal Building (communism).

Firemen’s story [01-04-57, 6 negatives]

Indian consul holds reception for San Francisco Ballet

De Vascello (Italian ship) at Treasure Island

Actress Shirley McLaine and her baby daughter visit [01-04-57, 6 negatives]

Memorial to the United States war dead

March of Dimes story on 19 year old with polio (health) [01-05-57, 2 negatives]

100 year old Matsunosuke Tsukamoto receives card from Dwight D. Eisenhower

Actor Anthony Quinn at the Palace Hotel [01-07-57, 3 negatives]

Five-alarm fire at Market and Drumm Streets

Covered wagon full of Indians (actors) on Maiden Lane for television publicity [01-09-57, 2 negatives]

Hula instructor teaching Hawaiian dance at the YWCA

Spike Jones and cast at the auto show [01-10-57, 5 negatives]

Maury Goldman released from prison

Meeting for uniform traffic regulations in the eleven western states

Last "Little Red Schoolhouse” where Navy children go to school (education) [01-14-57, 5 negatives]

Dr. David Rioch talks on sex behavior

Dinner honors three Nobel Prize winners (Dr. Ernest O. Lawrence, Dr. William Shockley and Dr. Edwin M. McMillan) [01-14-57, 3 negatives]

Nobel Laureates Receiving Honors -- Fairmont Hotel (January 14, 1957)

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Dr. William Shockley holding award. Dr. Ernest O. Lawrence, Dr. Edwin M. McMillan and Shockley standing. Henry R. Rolph (member of the board of supervisor) and Dr. Arnold O. Beckman (president of Beckman Instruments) with Shockley.

Rose Lucas out on bail after murdering her husband

Composer and wife (Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Frimal) arrive from Honolulu

"Family of Man” photography exhibit at the Palace of the Legion of Honor [01-15-57, 01-21-57, 6 negatives]
"Family of Man" Photography Exhibit -- Palace of the Legion of Honor (January 15, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 100, [01-15-57.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. James Maciel, Mrs. Jack Miller, Mrs. Robert Barbier, and Mrs. Marshall standing and drinking champagne in front of a photograph. Mr. Clyde H. Rossi and Mrs. Martinez Gawley sitting down during the exhibit. [Exhibit of the photography of Edward Steichen and others].

"Family of Man" press conference -- Sheraton-Palace Hotel (January 21, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 100, [01-21-57.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wayne Miller, assistant to Edward Steichen, sitting and speaking about the "Family of Man" photography exhibit.

Bay Area views [01-15-57, 22 negatives]
Aerial Views -- San Francisco Bay Area (January 15, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 100, [01-15-57.05]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note

PTA founders day meeting
Chinese junk (ship) sails out of China Camp
Produce market area redevelopment plans for lower Market street [01-16-57, 6 negatives]
Produce District Redevelopment Plans -- Skidmore, Owings, & Merrill (January 16, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 100, [01-15-57.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of a glass-encased, three-dimensional model of the proposed redevelopment of the produce area and lower Market Street area. Shots of a two-dimensional map of the area. Nat Owings and Roger Lapham, Jr. looking at the three-dimensional model. Nat Owings, Roger Lapham, Jr. and John B. Rodgers looking at the model.

Fire fighting school graduation exams at Treasure Island [01-17-57, 10 negatives]
Views of Golden Gate Bridge from the Presidio of San Francisco
Rehabilitation for patients at Laguna Honda Home (health)
United Steel Workers of America (with David J. McDonald) (labor) [01-18-57, 4 negatives]
United Steel Workers of America -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (January 18, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 100, [01-18-57.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
David J. McDonald (president of United Steelworkers of America), Charles Smith (district director of district #38), and I.W. Abel (secretary of treasury, National Steelworkers Union) standing and looking at a document together (behind them hangs John Garth's "The Iron Worker"). Shots of the conference goers (labor).

Actress Ava Gardner arrives aboard the Yapeyu (ship) from Argentina [01-18-57, 3 negatives]
Fire Department training school test old and new smoke masks
B-52 bombers return to March Air Force Base after non-stop hop around the world [01-18-57, ca. 15 negatives]

B-52 Bombers Return to March Air Force Base (January 18, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 100, [01-18-57.03-14]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of B-52 airplanes returning from round-the-world-trip. Major General Archie J. Old, Jr. introduces his wife to the family of Sergeant Donovan W. Higgenbotham. General Curtis LeMay pins a "Distinguished Flying Cross" on Higgenbotham. LeMay congratulates Higgenbotham. Old looks out from the cockpit of the lead plane. Sergeant Carl H. Ballew is greeted by his wife and sons. Old stands at the far left as members of the flight are greeted by families. The three returning bombers, escorted by a jet trainer, circling before landing. Lieutenant Colonel James H. Morris looks out from the cockpit while taxiing. Old lines up the crew of the lead plane for an inspection upon arrival at the field. LeMay pins a "Distinguished Flying Cross" on Old. Long shot of LeMay decorating the crews. Lead plane landing.

New zoo members (anteater, hyena, and llama)

Snow at Heavenly Valley (ski resort)

Views in and around the Legion of Honor [01-21-57, ca. 30 negatives]

Views in and around the Legion of Honor (January 21, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 100, [01-21-57.07]

Physical Description: 30 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views in and around the Legion of Honor.

French veterans explain France's position in North Africa [01-21-57, 2 negatives]

French Veterans Explain France's Position in North Africa -- French Consulate (January 22, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 100, [01-22-57.12]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gathered around a globe of the world are Maurice Debacq, Christian de Fels, and Michel Prevost (pointing to North Africa on the globe).

Deciding where to build North Beach library [01-23-57, 2 negatives]

Deciding Where to Build North Beach Library -- North Beach Playground (January 23, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 100, [01-23-57.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
North Beach mothers with the city superintendent Charles Ertola on a sidewalk alongside the site.

Alcoholic Rehabilitation fund drive

Blind bowlers at Park Bowl (disabled persons) [01-24-57, 8 negatives]

Formosan kid (from Taiwan) gets heart operation

Eleanor Roosevelt [01-24-57, 3 negatives]

Eleanor Roosevelt -- Press Interview -- Hotel St. Francis (January 24, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 100, [01-24-57.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eleanor Roosevelt sitting at a table with interviewers.

Attorney General's (Edmund G. Brown) daughter weds at St. Cecilia's [01-24-57, 6 negatives]
**January 1957**

**Attorney General Edmund G. Brown’s Daughter Weds -- St. Cecilia’s Church (January 24, 1957)**

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Attorney General Edmund G. Brown and daughter Cynthia Brown (Kelly). Joseph Kelly (groom) and Cynthia Kelly. Bridal party on the church steps.

**John Birks “Dizzy” Gillespie [01-24-57, 2 negatives]**
Chinese New Year festivities and parade [01-24-57, 01-28-01-31, 12 negatives]
Celebrating India’s Republic day with Consul General B.N. Nanda of India and artist Beniamino Bufano

**New atomic submarine at Mare Island Naval Shipyard [01-25-57, 8 negatives]**

New Atomic Submarine -- Mare Island Navel Shipyard (January 25, 1957)

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Workers busy constructing the submarine. Model of the completed submarine. Unidentified man sitting at his desk and talking.

**Refugees arrive aboard the American Presidents Line’s Cleveland (ship)**
National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) [01-26-57, 01-29-57 - 01-30-57, 12 negatives]

Mount Tamalpais in the snow [01-28-57, 7 negatives]
Stanford Medical School research on tears

**Hungarian refugees registering**

Doctors convene to discuss new iron shot for anemia

**Ship explodes at Todd Shipyard (01-29-57 - 01-30-57, 23 negatives)**

Ship Explosion -- Todd Shipyard (January 29, 1957)

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Shots taken from the top side of the ship. Men looking for bodies. Burnt out boiler room. A victim who was rescued and still alive. Welders burning a hole in the side of the ship in order to get to victims. Bodies being removed through a hole in the side of the ship. Tanker with smoke coming out from the boiler room area.

**Ship Explosion -- Todd Shipyard (January 30, 1957)**

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Tanker from a distance. Police cars at the scene. Victims being rescued. Hole to rescue victims being made.

**Mount Diablo in snow**

**Miss America Marian McKnight**

**Reception for consul generals of the British Commonwealth**

**Harry Lundeberg’s funeral**

**Marine swearing in ceremony in front of Oakland City Hall**

**Father and son lawyers Butch and Vincent Hallinan**

---

**February 1957**

**Hines’ trained seals**
Republican committee meeting with Edward S. Shattuck and Robert H. Steele
[02-01-57, 2 negatives]

Republican Meeting at St. Francis Hotel
February 01, 1957
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 81, [02-01-56.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Republican National Committeeman and Chairman of the California Republican State Central Committee's Planning Committee, Edward L. Shattuck of Los Angeles meets with Robert H. Steele, Chairman of the San Francisco Republican County Central Committee.

Excavation in front of City Hall
Crowds and lion dance and crowning of Chinese New Year Queen
[02-01-57, 7 negatives]

Crowning of Chinese New Year Queen
February 01, 1957
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-01-57.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
On Grant Avenue, between Jackson Street and Washington Street, the crowning of Chinese New Year Queen Ruby Kwong by Mayor George Christopher. Crowd scenes in Chinatown. Lion Dance with man in mask dancing around.

Woman box office boss at Seals Stadium
Columbia Park Boys' Club "Athletic Clinic" with Jock Mahoney
Dedication of James House housing facility of the Salvation Army
Interiors of new apartments for noncommissioned women officers at the Presidio
Junior Achievement winners
Appliances and swimming pool and furniture displayed at Furniture Mart
[02-04-57, ca. 22 negatives]

Furniture Mart Displays
February 04, 1957
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-04-57.10]

Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Models with merchandise. Paula Lane with weather balloons. Barbara Fulwider with steel and plastic swimming pool, also with Western Holly Cooking Center. Mickie Kittel on Thayer Coggin bench with Peter Pepper clock on the wall. Paula lane with Russian mattressess (communism).

Office interiors of Internal Revenue Service tax processing
[02-05-57, 11 negatives]
Jewish leader Louis H. Blumenthal shot
[02-05-57 - 02-08-57, ca. 9 negatives]

Louis H. Blumenthal Recovering
February 05, 1957
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-05-57.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
After being shot, Louis Blumenthal seen in a chair at Mount Zion Hospital.

Suspect in Blumenthal Shooting
February 07, 1957
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-07-57.13]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Inspector Frank Van Dervort and Inspector William Merrick question Arthur Smith in connection with the shooting of Louis H. Blumenthal.
Louis H. Blumenthal and Police Lineup (February 08, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-08-57.01-02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A Police lineup of suspects in the Louis H. Blumenthal shooting. Participants include Ray Jones, Inspector John Kane, Inspector Frank Van Dervort, Arthur Smith and George Murphy (news reporter).

Suspect in Louis H. Blumenthal Shooting (February 08, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-08-57.02]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Inspector Jack O'Keefe, Inspector William Van Laake and reporter George Murphy.

Plans for Capehart housing project at Fort Ord [02-06-57, 6 negatives]
Capehart Housing Project -- Fort Ord (February 06, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-06-57.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots showing plans for the style of the housing and maps of the location of the project with Lieutenant General Robert N. Young, the Sixth Army Commanding General and Director James C. Belda of the Federal Housing Administration.

Kyra Nijinsky at San Francisco ballet school

Insurance Bankers' Exchange meeting with attorney Melvin Belli and others

Miss Chinatown Ruby Kwong and others dining

Petrini Plaza supermarket interiors [02-07-57, 7 negatives]
Petrini Plaza Supermarket (February 07, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-07-57.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Advertizing shots of a woman shopping inside the supermarket (fashion).

Oldest patient Gaio Vavich at Laguna Honda Relief Home

Paint clean-up regarding University of San Francisco and Saint Mary's College rivalry

Interview with store founder J.C. Penney [02-07-57, 2 negatives]
Edward Bransten of MJB Company sampling tea

Attendees of Hospitality Ball including Consul General T.K. Chang of China and Admiral Chester W. Nimitz [02-08-57, ca. 12 negatives]
Hospitality Ball -- Fairmont Hotel (February 08, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-08-57.13]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Participants dining and dancing at the Hospitality Ball at the Fairmont Hotel. People include: Mr. and Mrs. Norman Colliver, Consul General T.K. Chang of China, Mr. Steve Sutro, Mrs. Stephen Zellerbach and Admiral Chester W. Nimitz among others.

Starting line of sports car rally for muscular dystrophy at Aquatic Park and Ghirardelli Square [02-09-57, 2 negatives]
Sports Car Rally for Muscular Dystrophy -- Aquatic Park (February 09, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101-102, [02-09-57.02]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
Cars are lined up in starting position with children ready to set them off. Children are Bobby Boyd (in wheelchair), Billy Frith and Barry Frith.

Boys' Club Boy of the Year Alan Sheridan

Blind kids with snakes at the Junior Museum (disabled persons)

Sound recording expert Oliver Read

Cadillac cars on display

Feature on woman attorney Mollie Strum

English class for non-English speaking students [02-11-57, 2 negatives]
Non-English Speakers in English Class (February 11, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-11-57.08]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
High school students ("some refugees, some immigrants") in class learning English (education).

Actors Aldo Ray and Robert Ryan promote "Battle Hymn"

Cable car rail removal on Washington Street line [02-11-57, 4 negatives]
Cable Car Rail Removal -- Washington Street Line (February 11, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-11-57.10]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
Shows men removal rails on Steiner Street and Jackson Street. Also shown is equipment involved and a city bus parked nearby (neighborhood).

Ralph Davies, Governor Goodwin Knight, and Herbert Hoover III at commissioning of American Presidents Lines' Herbert Hoover (ship) [02-11-57, 6 negatives]
Commissioning of the President Hoover (ship) (February 11, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-11-57.11]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
Shown celebrating the commissioning of the President Hoover (ship) for American President Lines are Chairman of the Board, Ralph Davies, Governor and Mrs. Goodwin Knight, Mrs. Herbert Hoover III, President George Killion of American President Lines and Captain Waldemar Nielsen.

Morris Weisberger of Sailors' Union of the Pacific (labor) [02-11-57, 2 negatives]
New Secretary-Treasurer of Sailors' Union of the Pacific (February 11, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-11-57.16]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
Shown is Morris Weisberger, elected to succeed Harry Lundberg as Secretary-Treasurer of the Sailors' Union of the Pacific (labor).

Ships tied up in moth balls at Hunters' Point shipyard [02-12-57, 4 negatives]
Ships at Hunters Point Shipyard (February 12, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-12-57.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shown is Captain C.E. Trescott, the Commander of Hunters Point Shipyard and the retired ships packed closely together.

Hunters Point Naval Radiological lab and bomb shelter (atomic age) [02-12-57, 2 negatives]
Naval Shipyard Bomb Shelter Plans -- Hunters Point (February 12, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-12-57.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commander Donald C. Campbell, Science Director Dr. Paul C. Tompkins, and Technical Adm.(?) Officer Commander Robert E. Harris (atomic age).

Sea wall repair at yacht harbor [02-12-57, 4 negatives]
Sea Wall Crumbling -- Yacht Harbor (February 12, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-12-57.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of the sea wall at the Yacht Harbor crumbling, from various angles. Shows sandbar rebuilding at the entrance and the piling rotted away.

Old fashioned country telephones can be modernized

Suspect Peter Rasmassen threatened to blow up Treasure Island
Officers of Mission Street Merchants Coupon Company

Adlai Stevenson greeted at airport by Roger Kent [02-12-57, 8 negatives]

Adlai Stevenson -- Airport Arrival (February 12, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 101, [02-12-57.16]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Haig Terzian narcotics and arsenal case with guns and hand grenades seized [02-13-57 - 02-19-57, 13 negatives]

New San Francisco International Airport manager Belford Brown appointed [throughout month]

Annual dinner of the San Francisco Council of Churches [02-13-57, 10 negatives]

US Army Corps of Engineers model of water ways for planning commission [02-14-57, 5 negatives]

US Army Corps of Engineers Planning Commission (February 14, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [02-14-57.10]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Planning Commission members look over water ways scale-model. Members include: Thomas White, Mrs. Charles Porter, Robert Lillenthal, Robert Devine, Donald Kirby and Paul Opperman.

Democratic National Conference participants including Adlai Stevenson and Roger Kent and Senator Hubert Humphrey and Chairman Paul M. Butler [02-14-57 - 02-16-57, ca. 23 negatives]
Democratic National Convention -- "Big Wigs" (February 14, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [02-14-57.14]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
At the Fairmont Hotel Jan Binder, a volunteer Democratic Worker at the registration
desk checking in Lieutenant Governor Harry Lee Waterfield of Kentucky. Senator
Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota in hotel room going over a speech. Democratic
National Committeeman and Chairman of Democratic Southern Conference Camille
Gravel of Louisiana talks with Democratic National Chairman Paul M. Butler.

Democratic National Conference (February 15, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [02-15-57.01-02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of registration desk at the Fairmont Hotel. Also Democratic National
Committee Chairman Paul Butler giving a speech.

Democratic Reception (February 15, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [02-15-57.02]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
In the Gold Room at the Fairmont Hotel. Rena Nicolai of La Pantera Restaurant and
friend of Adlai Stevenson gives him a big kiss as they meet at reception. Also
President Ray Freeman of the Pacific Student Presidents Association meets with
Stevenson. Senator Hubert Humphrey, Louise Baldwin, Secretary in local club
(Democratic?) and State Central Committee from Orange County, and Roger Kent,
State Democratic Chairman talking.

Democratic Breakfast -- Fairmont Hotel (February 16, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [02-16-57.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Representative Michael Kirwan of Ohio with Representative Clair Engle of
California, Senator Wayne Morse of Oregon and Democratic National Chairman Paul
Butler.

Actor Don Sherwood and wife
Arrest of actor Don Sherwood
Major General E.C.R. Lasher press conference [02-18-57, 1 negative]
Instruction at Berkeley's California School for the Deaf (education) (disabled
persons) [02-18-57, 5 negatives]
California School for the Deaf -- Berkeley (February 18, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [02-18-57.09]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kids in woodworking shop communicate with sign language. Instructor Sheldon
McArtor teaching deaf pupil in shoe repair. Instructor JeanLeonard with
microphone teaching in group hearing aid class. Carla and Zoe Ann, both five, in
dormitory (education, disabled persons)

Israeli basketball team visits [throughout month]
Dr. Pieter A. de Vries reports on heart research at Children's Hospital (health)
Consul General Gunther Kempff and Social Democratic Party head Erich
Ollenhauer of Germany at airport [02-19-57, 8 negatives]
Top secret Atomic Energy Commission meeting [02-20-57]
Atomic Energy Commission Meeting -- California Theater -- Berkeley (February 20, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [02-20-57.05]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Opening night attendees of "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" at Curran Theatre
Beniamino Bufano and Kyra Nijinsky and Althya Youngman at Artist's Embassy exhibit
Kids audition in Disney talent hunt
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff Admiral Arthur W. Radford and others at Commonwealth Club [02-25-57, 4 negatives]
Meeting on air pollution
Interior views of overcrowded county jail in San Bruno [02-26-97, 5 negatives]
Overcrowding in County Jail Number Two -- San Bruno, Calif. (February 26, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [02-26-57.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of cell block showing cots lining corridor on either side of cells. Deputy Carl Olson, Captain Thomas Burns, and Deputy Frank Thompson in front of the main building.

Sierra Hotel condemned for freeway right-of-way and used for firemen training
"Evening of Music" at DeYoung Museum with Kurt Herbert Adler and Enrique Jorda and others
Women arrested in massage parlor vice raid
Mayor George Christopher and others with plans for auto repair shop for juvenile probationers
Aircraft carrier Bon Homme Richard (ship) arrives [02-28-57, 4 negatives]
Aircraft Carrier Arrives (February 28, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [02-28-57.06]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sailors getting off the Bon Homme Richard (ship). Crowds gathered to greet the arriving sailors.

University of San Francisco alumni dinner with Major General Archie J. Old and others

March 1957 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102-104, [030057-033157]
Physical Description: 1050 negatives (estimate)

Secretary of the Interior Fred Seaton arrives at airport [03-01-57, 6 negatives]
Secretary of the Interior Fred Seaton -- Airport Arrival (March 01, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [03-01-57.16]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of the Interior Fred Seaton exiting airplane. Seaton and wife sitting.
Neighborhood protest at City Hall over Geary Boulevard improvements
Teamsters' Union conference (labor) [03-02-57, 6 negatives]

Teamsters' Union Conference -- Fairmont Hotel(March 02, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [03-02-57.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Union heads entering Job Hill room for the conference. Joseph Deveny standing (labor).

Archduke Otto of Austria and Vienna Boys' Choir
Boy Scout leader makes Indian beadwork costumes
Pacific Coast League baseball owners meet
Vienna Boys' Choir visits Playland at the Beach [03-02-57, 3 negatives]

Vienna Boys' Choir Visits Playland(March 02, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [03-02-57.10]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group photo. View of two boys on a carousel.

Shortage of staff and medical equipment at county hospital (health)
Members of Blyth-Zellerbach citizens committee view model of downtown produce district redevelopment plan [03-04-57, 3 negatives]
Costumed guests attend Mardi Gras Ball [03-05-57, ca. 15 negatives]
Ash Wednesday mass at Mission Dolores church
Students in vocational cooking and baking class [03-06-57, 14 negatives]

Students in a Vocational Cooking and Baking Class -- Board of Education Cafeteria(March 06, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [03-06-57.06]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students performing various tasks: stacking dishes, rolling out pastry dough, testing soup. [Some negatives appear to be missing].

Pianist Josepha Heifitz
Vampira promotion for movie with Maila Nurmi [03-07-57, 5 negatives]

Vampira Promotion for Movie -- Maila Nurmi -- Call-Bulletin Office(March 07, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [03-07-57.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Vampira" (Maila Nurmi) posing on chair. "Vampira" posing next to a bookshelf. "Vampira" standing. "Vampira" standing over 'frightened' woman.

Anniversary of Columbia Park Boys' Club
Actor Don Sherwood at Sports and Boat Show
Television actor Clint Walker signs autographs for kids
New building for IBEW (International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers) electricians union (labor) [03-08-57, 5 negatives]

New Building -- International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers -- Fillmore Street(March 08, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 102, [03-08-57.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Three men in front of the new IBEW (International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers) building on Fillmore Street. Two men standing where the name of the building is marked. View of the exterior of the building. View of the conference hall inside (labor).
Abortionists arrested
Mounted policeman clears beach for expected tidal wave
California State Federation of Labor delegates to AFL meeting (labor) [03-09-57, 2 negatives]
  Delegates to the AFL Meeting -- California State Federation of Labor -- Jones Street (March 09, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-09-57.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Overall shot of the California State Federation of Labor delegates at the AFL (American Federation of Labor) meeting (labor).

Recreation for the blind (disabled persons) [03-09-57, 2 negatives]
Recreation for the Blind -- Funston Street (March 09, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-09-57.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  A group of high school students talking and gathered around "Recreation for the Blind" paraphernalia.

Tidal wave related view of aircraft carrier (ship) entering Golden Gate
Opera singer Tomiko Kanazawa conductor Carlo Moresco and guests
Chinese actress Patricia Joe Wong arrives [03-11-57, 3 negatives]
Distribution of Salk polio vaccine (health) [03-11-57, 3 negatives]
  Distribution of Salk Polio Vaccine -- Health Department -- Grove Street (March 11, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-11-57.03]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Dr. Ellis, the public health director for the city and county, gives women a shot while her children cover their eyes (health).

British newsmen arrive on BOAC (British Overseas Airways Corporation) inaugural flight
Consul General Gunther Kempff greets German Foreign Minister Heirich von Brentano and Ambassador Heinz Krekel [03-11-57, 2 negatives]
State harbor commissioners with plans for new super pier [03-11-97, 2 negatives]
Thomas Carr Howe explains Brussels exposition plans
Daughters of the American Revolution conference
Bookie and abortionist arrested
View of Bay Bridge (cityscapes)
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund G. [Pat] Brown at airport
Army trains police in explosives
Draft dodger arrested
Burton W. Abbott execution including Abbott family active to stop execution and visit to San Quentin State prison and Governor Goodwin Knight [03-13-57 - 03-16-57, 58 negatives]
  Abbots Family Works to Stop Execution -- Alameda, Calif. (March 13, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-13-57.03]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Burton W. Abbott's aunt at a typewriter while Abbott's mother proof reads a petition. Abbott's mother looking over aunt's shoulder while she types.
Abbott Family Leaving San Quentin Prison (March 14, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-14-57.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Burton W. Abbott’s aunt and brother leaving California state prison San Quentin in a car.

Abbott Family Makes a Final Visit to Burton W. Abbott -- San Quentin (March 14, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-14-57.08]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Burton W. Abbott’s brother and mother walking through a doorway. Abbott’s mother standing in front of the prison yard door. Abbott’s mother and aunt walking towards the San Quentin prison gate.

Day of Burton W. Abbott’s Execution -- Governor Knight Arrives -- Alameda Naval Air Station (March 15, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-15-57.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Knight arrives at the airport. Knight watching television. Knight talking on the phone. Exterior view of an unidentified building.

Burton W. Abbott’s Execution -- Last Minute Legal Maneuvers Fail -- State Building? (March 15, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-15-57.04-05]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney George Davis consoles Burton W. Abbott’s brother. Various views of Davis and Abbott’s brother awaiting, and finally receiving, the news of Abbott’s death. Davis surrounded by reporters as he announces the death of Abbott. Views of the Abbot family leaving their apartment building.

Burton W. Abbott’s Execution -- Final Appeal to Governor for a Stay -- Post Office (March 15, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-15-57.08]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney George Davis talking on the phone with Governor Goodwin Knight.

Waitress in Burton W. Abbott Case -- Pring’s Doughnut Shop -- Oakland (March 15, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-15-57.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. La Verne Malloy listening to the radio broadcast of the Burton W. Abbott execution.

After Burton W. Abbott’s Execution -- Post Street (March 16, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-16-57.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney George Davis talking with Burton W. Abbott’s brother.
After Burton W. Abbott's Execution -- George T. Davis Law Offices (March 16, 1957)

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Attorney Leo Sullivan, Burton W. Abbott's brother, and George T. Davis. Abbott's brother seated in a chair and Davis standing.

Sunbathers on rooftop with San Francisco and view of Golden Gate Bridge behind (cityscapes)

High school science fairs entries (education)

Dr. M.F. Ashely Montagu introduced by Dr. S.I. Hayakawa [03-13-57, 2 negatives]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Dr. M.F. Ashely Montagu and Dr. S.I. Hayakawa standing together at a podium.

Commander of Antarctic expedition Admiral George J. Dufek [03-14-57, 3 negatives]

Night panorama of San Francisco from Twin Peaks (cityscapes) [03-13-57, 10 negatives]

Grammar school children in typing class (education) [03-13-57, 6 negatives]

- Physical Description: 6 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Students typing while their teacher instructs (education).

Former Mayor Mott of Oakland visits Oakland City Hall [03-20-57, 4 negatives]

- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  - Mayor Mott (mayor ca. 1900) sitting on a chair on the mezzanine, looking at electric chandelier he had installed during his term.

Gracie Fields appearance

Salesian Boys' Club

Return of San Francisco Ballet Company

Fireboat Phoenix (ship) at work near Bay Bridge [03-18-57, ca. 28 negatives]

Woman electronics technician Rita Boulaugeo at Alameda Naval Air Station [03-18-57, 8 negatives]

- Physical Description: 8 negatives
- Scope and Content Note

Mrs. Lucas murder trial [various dates]

"Mongol" scholar John Hangin at UC Berkeley

Spring views in Golden Gate Park

Lehi III (ship) off Bodega Bay

Former Mayor Mott of Oakland -- Oakland City Hall (March 20, 1957)
Defense Minister Kim Yong Woo of Korea at airport [03-20-57, 2 negatives]
Defense Minister Kim Yong Woo of Korea -- Airport (March 20, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-20-57.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Defense Minister Kim Yong Woo sitting on a couch.

Poll on capital punishment (death penalty)
Young Republicans meeting
Yogi Roman Ostoja pierces tongue and hand with needles [03-20-57, 5 negatives]
Yogi Roman Ostoja -- Hotel St. Francis (March 20, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-20-57.13]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Yogi Roman Ostoja standing on broken glass. Ostoja pushin a needle through his hand. Ostoja with a needle through his tongue. Ostoja drinking some water. Ostoja in a horizontal position while a man uses a sledge hammer to hit a piece of concrete positioned on Ostoja’s stomach.

First Bay Area induction to military under critical skills program
Vice Admiral Redmond with Vice Admiral George De Wolf of Canada
Boston Red Sox dine at Di Maggio’s Grotto
Premier Ferenc Nagy of Hungary at UC Berkeley Charter Day
Foreign Minister George K.C. Yeh of Nationalist China [03-21-57, 3 negatives]
George K.C. Yeh of Nationalist China -- The Hotel St. Francis (March 21, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-21-57.12]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Foreign Minister George K.C. Yeh of Nationalist China sitting in a chair. Yeh standing with papers in hand.

Massage parlor vice raid
Polio vaccinations at Homewood Terrace Orphanage
Earthquake damage [03-22-57 - 03-30-57, 93 negatives]
Earthquake Damage -- San Francisco Bay Area (March 22, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-22-57.01-05]
Physical Description: 42 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Caved-in road. Two taxi drivers talking to each other. Man selling used furniture. Building with broken glass. Car with a broken windshield. Men sweeping up debris. Structural damage to houses. Grocery aisle with foodstuff spilled on the floor. Damage to power lines. Family evacuating their house in case of flooding. Bulldozers clearing dirt. Residents sitting outside homes. Storefront damage. Structural damage to garage and home. Police officers standing guard in front of stores that are missing their windows. (Many views at Westlake shopping center, among other locations).
Earthquake Damage -- San Francisco Bay Area (March 23, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-23-57.02-08]
Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Policeman at M.H. De Young Memorial Museum pointing to damage. Mayor George Christopher examining a report of the damage. Damage to the back stairs of a house. Man reading a sign notifying the relocation of church services. Damage to church. Crack in a building. Caved-in road. Road damage to the Pacific Coast Highway (Highway 1).

Earthquake Damage at Cemetery Row -- Daly City (March 25, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-25-57.07]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various tombstones and other objects damaged by the series of earthquakes. Damaged statues.

Earthquake Damage -- Loose Corner Stones -- White House Retail Store (March 28, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [03-28-57.12]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowds gathered to watch a fire truck check loose masonry. The fire truck with its ladder extended (Market Street neighborhood?).

Earthquake Damage -- Holy Cross Cemetery (March 30, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [03-30-57.06]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fallen tombstones. Cracked tombstones.

Brother of President Dien of Vietnam (Ngo Dinh Nhu)
Disabled American Veterans award to Chester R. MacPhee
New and old admissions desks at Mission Emergency Hospital (health) [03-25-57, 6 negatives]
Representatives of Seafarers' Union of North America (labor) [03-25-57, 2 negatives]
Representatives of the Seafarers' Union of North America -- Whitcomb Hotel (March 25, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-25-57.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Seafarers' Union of North America representatives standing together: Morris Weisberger (secretary-treasurer, Sailors' Union of the Pacific), Fred Farnen (secretary-treasurer, Great Lakes district), Paul (?) (president, SLUNA), John Hawk (secretary-treasurer, SLUNA) (labor).

New lighting at Bush Street and Stockton Street tunnel (neighborhood view) [02-25-57, 6 negatives]
**New Lighting -- San Francisco Streets (March 25, 1957)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 103, [03-25-57.09]

*Scope and Content Note*
View of Bush street above Stockton Street Tunnel: the foreground has old lights, and new lights are one block down. View of Tenth Street and Market Street looking south toward a furniture store. View of Tenth Street and Market Street taken from Fell Street (neighborhood).

**Consul General Pierluigi Alvera of Italy and model of planned Christopher Columbus statue [03-25-57, 9 negatives]**

*Scope and Content Note*
Consul General Pierluigi Alvera of Italy sitting with Superior Judge Walter Carpeneti and Superior Judge John Molinari around a model for the proposed Quoit tower Christopher Columbus statue. Alvera, Clarence Peterson (chairman of the SF art commission), Louis Sutter (chairman of the art and recreation commission), Mrs. Albert Compodonico (member of the art commission), Carpaneti, and Molinari looking at the model. The model on a table.

**Architect's model of new Stanford Medical Center**

*Scope and Content Note*
Italian architect Pier Luigi Nervi sitting in a chair.

**Dope raid (narcotics) photos taken at scene during raid [03-26-57, 19 negatives]**

*Scope and Content Note*
Long views from a window of a suspect getting out of a car. Agents listening to a recording of suspects in an adjacent room. Suspect being arrested (narcotics).

**Rally supporting moratorium on death penalty [03-26-57, 6 negatives]**

*Scope and Content Note*

**Founder of Italy Boy's Town Monsignor John Patrick Carroll-Abbing**

*Scope and Content Note*
Powell Street scene and cable car interiors

**European representatives of AFL-CIO with Moroccan Federation of Labor [02-27-57, 3 negatives]**
European Representatives of the AFL-CIO -- Hotel St. Francis (March 27, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [03-27-57.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Irving Brown and Talb Bouazza (?) (assistant general secretary, Moroccan Federation of Labor).

Seafarers' International Union conference (labor) [03-27-57, 3 negatives]
Seafarers' International Union Conference -- Whitcomb Hotel (March 27, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [03-27-57.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rocco Siciliano, assistant secretary of labor (for the union?), speaking (labor).

Dinner preceding British paintings art exhibition
Officer Leon Getchel with opium pipe (narcotics)
Vice Consul Max de Montalembert of France and Admiral Chester Nimitz at Lafayette bicentennial
National Association of Women Deans conference
Model of path of Arend-Roland comet
Governor Samuel Wilder King of Hawaii en route to statehood hearings [03-28-57, 4 negatives]
Governor Samuel Wilder King of Hawaii en Route to Statehood Hearings -- Clift Hotel (March 28, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [03-28-57.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Samuel Wilder King of Hawaii sitting and talking.

New Bayshore Freeway [03-28-57, 10 negatives]
New Bayshore Freeway (March 28, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [03-28-57.11]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Bayshore freeway ready to be paved. View of an overpass.

San Francisco Working Boys' Club
Retirement of Water Department head George W. Pracy
Franklin H. Williams at National Association for the Advancement of Colored People meeting [03-29-57, 2 negatives]
Franklin H. Williams at NAACP Meeting -- Whitcomb Hotel (March 29, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [03-29-57.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Franklin H. Williams seated at an NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) meeting. Williams sitting with two unidentified people.

Opening of Hyde Street cable car line [03-29-57, 5 negatives]
Opening of the Hyde Street Cable Car Line -- Hyde Street (March 29, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [03-29-57.09]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Play house actors with a welcoming sign. Inspectors walking around the cable car.

Actor Henry Fonda
April 1957
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104-105, [040057-043057]

Physical Description: 1075 negatives
(estimate)

Oldsmobile president
Mining magnate Stanley Smith of Singapore
Smog tester for automobile emissions
Children’s science exhibition (education)
Civil Defense meeting with Mayor George
Christopher [04-00-57, 3 negatives]
Lord Mayor Robert Briscoe of Dublin (Ireland)
visits [04-01-57- 04-03-57, ca. 40 negatives]
Lucas murder trial and re-trial [throughout
month, ca. 30 negatives]
ILWU longshoremen’s convention with Harry
Bridges and others (labor) [04-01-57, 2
negatives]

Longshoremen’s Convention -- ILWU
Hall(April 01, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [04-01-57.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alaska delegate Harold Wright, Vice
Presidents J.R. Robertson and Germain
Bulcke, local president of 142 Hawaii
Tony Rania, and Harry Bridges converse
before International Longshoremen's and
Warehousemen's Union convention.

Night cityscape of Mark Hopkins Hotel
[04-02-57, 3 negatives]

Night Picture -- Mark Hopkins Hotel(April
02, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [04-02-57.09]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Night view of Mark Hopkins Hotel with
Bay Bridge in background and San
Francisco city lights (taken from an
unidentified Nob Hill building)
(cityscapes).

Marijuana (narcotics) arrest in Saint Mary’s
Cathedral
Cow milking contest in front of Sather Gate
at UC Berkeley
Old folks eviction (senior housing) [04-02-57,
6 negatives]
Old Folks Eviction (April 02, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [04-02-57.14]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Old folks watching television. View of bedroom, exterior of building. Back steps and new door setup shown (housing, senior citizens). Taken at 1798 Great Highway.

Teen student science fair (education)
US Air Force officers at Electronic Defense System Arctic Radar Net presentation [04-03-57, 2 negatives]
New projection magnifier for eye treatment [or assisting the partially blind to read?] at Stanford Hospital (health) (disabled persons) [04-03-57, 7 negatives]
Maps of proposed Junipero Serra Boulevard freeway
Funeral services for Herbert Fleishhacker (senior)
Minister of Defense Kim Yong Woo of the Republic of Korea [04-04-57, 3 negatives]
Korean Minister Kim Yong Woo -- Presidio (April 04, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [04-04-57.10]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonel H.A. Davenport greeting Minister of Defence Kim Yong Woo of Korea.
Nineteen gun salute. Minister and colonel walking past rows of soldiers at attention (military).

OAS (Organization of American States: Pan-American Union) press conference and pickets protesting Nicaragua (labor)
[04-08-57 - 04-09-57, 10 negatives]
Press Conference -- Organization of American States (April 08, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [04-08-57.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Drier of Guatamala, Colonel Jose Luis Cruz-Salazar of Brazil, Dr. Galba Samuel Santos of Nicaragua, section general Dr. Guillermo Sevella-Sacasa, and Dr. Jose A. Mora of Uruguay answering questions from the press.
Protest -- Organization of American States
-- Hotel St. Francis(April 09, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [04-09-57.13]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers protest Nicaragua outside of hotel banquet (social protests).
Nicaraguan Ambassador to the OAS Dr. Sevilla-Sacasa reads and later tears up literature handed out by the protesters. Dr. Sevilla-Sacasa gives principle speech at banquet. Dr. Sevila Sacasa, chairman Henry Craft, Mayor Christopher and Brazilian chairman of OAS council Dr. Fernando Lobo pose for picture.

Felix Hurdes and Karl Weber of Austria
Miss Universe Carol Morris
Joseph Goebbels' diary in Hoover Archives collection

Opening of first Embarcadero Freeway ramp and views of freeway (cityscapes) [04-08-57, 12 negatives]

Opening of Embarcadero-Southbound Ramp -- Top of Matson Lines Building, Market Street(April 08, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [04-08-57.12]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of new freeway ramp at Embarcadero street from the top of the tower at the Matson Line building on Market Street. (cityscapes). Looking south at ramp with beginning of Bay Bridge in background. Very little traffic (transportation).

Opening of Embarcadero Street Freeway Ramp -- Beale Street and Mission Street(April 08, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [04-08-57.13]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Henry Rolph cutting ribbon with Division of Highways representative Frank B. Durkee, president of Downtown association Roy Buell, and crowd surrounding. Skyline of downtown in background. (cityscapes).

Movie producer Stuart Miller
Civil defense meeting on evacuation of schools (Admiral Cooke and PTA president Mrs. Tony Patch pictured)
Nike missiles on San Francisco ocean front [04-09-57, 9 negatives]
NIKE Guided Missile Site -- San Francisco Ocean Front (April 09, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [04-09-57.08]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
NIKE guided missiles shown in various attack modes. Men preparing new missile and Sergeant Essel Atkinson directing NIKEs to vertical firing position. All missiles shown aimed at direction of potential attack from the ocean front, and view of San Francisco hills in background. (military, defense).

Ground Observer Corps (civil defense)
[04-10-57, 8 negatives]

Ground Observer Corps Watch for Unidentified Planes -- Ground Observer Corps Watch Tower (April 10, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 104, [04-10-57.05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Assistant chief observer Worth V. Headley of 1232 Seventh Avenue watches sky with observer trainee Margaret Lippman of 2100 Hyde Street outside watch tower of the San Francisco ground observer corps’ (GOC) at Lands End. View of bay in background.

Produce district redevelopment model
Maiden Lane Daffodil Festival
Women booked in massage parlor vice raid
Washington Street at Embarcadero blocked by trucks unloading (neighborhood)
Actors (Barbara Rush, Clifton Webb, Dorothy Johnson, Robert Wagner, and John Harvey) and producer Samuel Engel at "Boy on a Dolphin" premier
Fashion designer Christian Dior arrival and fashion show [04-11-57 and 04-12-57, ca. 30 negatives]
Scientific instruments made at the planetarium
Interior of Rincon Annex post office
International Settlement district (Pacific Street - Barbary Coast neighborhood) cleaned up for movie "My Pal Joey" [04-13-57, 4 negatives]
Clean up of International Settlement Street for Movie -- Pacific Street (April 13, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [04-13-57.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pacific Street in International Settlement district is cleaned up by a movie company for the movie "My Pal Joey".
View looking down street (neighborhood). Three storefronts in particular are made up for pictures.

Actress Rita Hayworth arrives

Training ship Esmeralda from Chile sails under Golden Gate Bridge

Actress Kim Novak

Earthquake and fire anniversary at Lotta's Fountain [04-18-57, 2 negatives]
Fifty-first anniversary of Earthquake and Fire -- South of Market Boys -- Lottas Fountain (April 18, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [04-18-57.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Ben and others of South of Market Boys organization hang wreath at Lotta's Fountain (at Third and Market Streets) fifty-one years after the San Francisco earthquake and fire.

Civil defense demonstration [04-22-57, 2 negatives]

Civil Defence Demonstration -- Downtown (April 22, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [04-22-57.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A civil defense exhibit at California Street between Sansome and Montgomery. Rescue service with an emergency vehicle and various rescue equipment and a large crowd gathered on sidewalk. Description by photographer reads "This thing was really screwed. The poor civilian will get defenced right into an atomic cloud if this is any example".

President and Mrs. Lester L. Roth of Brandeis University
Office workers evacuated in civil defense drill [04-23-57, 8 negatives]
San Francisco Civil Defense Ready Week --
Office Evacuation Drill (April 23, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [04-23-57.11]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Office workers evacuate building and
board buses during civil defence drill.
Disaster corporation director Admiral A.G. 
Clark sits with the siren which sounded
the alarm. Taken at 450 Mission Street.

Civil rights leader Reverend Fred. L
Shuttlesworth [04-24-57, 2 negatives]
Press interview -- Reverend F.L.
Shuttlesworth -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel
(April 24, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [04-24-57.01]
ark:/13030/hb0j49n78t

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reverend F.L. Shuttlesworth of the
Alabama Christian Movement for Civil
Rights speaks at a press conference at
the Sir Francis Drake Hotel (civil rights).

San Francisco cityscapes from the liner
Caronia (ship)
Woman's head shaved for movie publicity
stunt
Guests at Italian Consulate for screening of
film on Boy's Town of Italy
"Baby atom smasher" at Stanford for cancer
treatment (radiation, nuclear medicine,
atomic age, health) [04-24-47, 4 negatives]
Baby Atom Smasher -- Stanford
Hospital (April 24, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [04-24-57.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Malcolm A. Bagshaw shows
twenty-two month old Gordon Isaacs the
"Baby Atom Smasher" with Dr. Henry S.
Kaplan. The "Baby Atom Smasher" will be
used on tumor patients (health, nuclear
medicine, radiation).

Miss Golden Gate beauty queen finalists
Exhibit preview for Treasures from the
Pierpont Morgan Library (including guests
Mrs. Grover Magnin, Ina Claire Wallace,
Junius Morgan and Thomas Carr Howe)
Man climbing Golden Gate Bridge cables
[04-26-57, 6 negatives]
Man Climbing Golden Gate Bridge Cables (April 26, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [04-26-57.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man climbing cables of the Golden Gate Bridge. He climbs down and is arrested by the San Francisco Police with the head of the Golden Gate Bridge Jim Adam in the group.

Laguna Honda Home nurse in narcotics case Frances Shasken and Dr. Alfred Auerbach and Fred C. Whitman at interview on Community Mental Health Services Act
Frank Lloyd Wright arrives by helicopter [04-27-57, 2 negatives]
Helicopter Brings in Frank Lloyd Wright -- San Francisco International Airport (April 27, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [04-27-57.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Architect Frank Lloyd Wright is brought by helicopter with his San Francisco representative Aaron Green and helicopter pilot Clay Farnsworth. Arrival at the San Francisco International Airport from Berkeley.

Elliot Lee Richardson and William M. Brinton and Dr. Erwin C. Sage at Mental Health Luncheon
Governor G. Mennen William of Michigan at Democratic breakfast [04-29-57, 2 negatives]
Lee Tung Dai (elderly Chinese man tortured by communists) returns to San Francisco [04-30-57, 6 negatives]
Elderly Man Tortured By Communists Returns -- San Francisco International Airport (April 30, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [04-30-57.06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eighty year old Lee Tung Dai is escorted off the plane by his two sons Lee Bin Foon and Lee Bin Yim. His family surrounds him.

Author Kathleen Norris with "Jackie" twins Marvin and Norman Haukass

May 1957 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105-106, [050057-053157]
Physical Description: 900 negatives (estimate)

San Francisco street scenes and cityscapes [05-00-57, 38 negatives]
Street Scenes -- San Francisco (May 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [05-00-57.01-02]
- Physical Description: 30 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Views of Chinatown, highway traffic, downtown, looking down Powell with cable car, and others (cityscapes).

Street Scenes -- San Francisco (May 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [05-00-57.02]
- Physical Description: 8 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Sailor posing on the beach. View looking down Lombard Street. Coast looking towards the ocean. Park and tree views, etc.

King Mohammed of Morocco with Mayor Ben West of Nashville and Mayor Celebrezze [05-00-57, 5 negatives]

King Mohammed of Morocco -- Sheraton Palace (May 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [05-00-57.05]
- Physical Description: 5 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  King Mohammed of Morocco with Mayor Ben West of Nashville and Mayor Celebrezze. West shaking hands with Prince Moulay Abdullah. Moroccan royalty walking across runway and greeted by soldiers at airport.

Hunters Point shipyard [05-00-57, 21 negatives]
Activites -- Hunters Point Shipyard (May 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [05-00-57.06-07]
- Physical Description: 17 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Workmen at workstations. Large ships in the water. Shot of exterior scaffolding.

Elevated View -- Hunters Point Shipyard (May 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [05-00-57.07]
- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Shots of Hunters Point from atop "world's largest crane." Operator Mike Bratovich 240 feet up in the air, moth ball fleet behind him.

Parkside children's May Queen court
Feature on smuggling (gems, jade and jewelry)
Synchronized swimmers at North Beach Swimming Club [05-01-57, 5 negatives]
Synchronized Swimmers -- North Beach Swimming Club (May 01, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [05-01-57.11]
- Physical Description: 5 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Shots of swimmers in water at the North Beach Swimming Club (Lombard and Columbus Street). Included are Patricia Cronin, Lucille Ferretti, Ingrid Oyen, Ginger Degenkolb, and Yvonne Nurrle, among others.

Abortion arrest
Russians at Congress of International Commission on Irrigation and Drainage
Excavation and construction of Mole Hall by San Francisco City Hall [05-02-57, 9 negatives]
Excavation and Construction of Mole Hall (May 02, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [05-02-57.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Excavation site in front of City Hall. Men with girders and scenic views of Land's End.

Under Secretary of the Interior O. Hatfield Chilson and Representative Clair Engle [05-02-57, 2 negatives]

Grand Banquet of Third Congress of International Commission on Irrigation, Flood Control, and Drainage (May 02, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [05-02-57.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Undersecretary of the Interior O. Hatfield Chilson talking with Master of Ceremonies Representative Clair Engle, Democrat, of Red Bluff in the Gold Room of the Sheraton Palace Hotel.

Dinner for Assemblyman Thomas A. Maloney with Mayor George Christopher
Miss Golden Gate beauty queen contest
Scout-O-Rama at the Cow Palace
California Emergency Defense Committee red hearing (communism) [05-03-57, 10 negatives]
California Emergency Defense Committee -- Red Hearing (May 03, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [05-03-57.02-03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Judge James R. Duncan, head of the Committee, witness William M. Ford, and witness Evelyn Hanson (communism).

California Emergency Defense Committee Red Hearing (May 03, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [05-03-57.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Timothy Evans and Don Kirby (communism).

Bay Area blackout (power failure) caused by Navy planes
Folger's coffee plant
Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks [05-03-57, 2 negatives]
Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks -- Fairmount Hotel (May 03, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 105, [05-03-57.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sinclair Weeks at the podium during a luncheon in his honor.

Call Bulletin courier boys tour a Navy ship
Youth ambassador to Pakistan chosen and pictured with Consul General L. Shaffi
Children being taught to speak (and other activities) at Gough School for the Deaf (education) (disabled persons) [05-06-57, 4 negatives]
First Western Bank's new headquarters
Abortionist booked [05-06-57, 3 negatives]
Mayor George Christopher and Jessica Beth Romm at proclamation of Israel independence celebration
Pakistani woman newspaper editor Begum Ali Kahn Mohammedzai of the Daily Eastern Examiner
Mudflats of Emeryville (cityscapes)

Share Your Birthday Foundation with Consul General Laurie Shaffi of Pakistan and Royal Consul General Christian A. Axelos of Greece

Singer Nat King Cole with Gene Barry and Samuel Fuller and others at premier of movie "China Gate" [05-07-57, 4 negatives]

Premier of Movie "China Gate" -- Fox Theater (May 07, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 106, [05-07-57.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Fuller (producer, writer and director), Mr. and Mrs. Gene Barry (actor), Mr. and Mrs. Nat "King" Cole (singer and actor) and sisters Patsie and Kathlene Low at the film premiere.

President Ngo Dinh Diem of Vietnam and Consul General Robert Luc of France
[05-07-57, 2 negatives]

Private Luncheon for President of Vietnam -- Fairmont Hotel (May 07, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 106, [05-07-57.15]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Meeting between President Ngo Dinh Diem of Vietnam, President Dr. Robert Blum of the Asia Foundation, and French Consul General Robert Luc.

Author Kathleen Norris at home
Youth winners of Industrial Education Exhibit [05-09-57, 3 negatives]
Wedding of ex-Berkeley mayor Louis Bartlett and his sister-in-law
Repair work on San Francisco Airport runway
Camp Fire Girls
Boys' Club Mothers' Day breakfast
Mayor George Christopher arrives at airport
Sierra Club members practice rock climbing
Murder of Doctor Trimble and accused G. Sidney Klass in Oakland [05-13-57 - 05-15-57, ca. 22 negatives]
Duke and Duchess Serge and Olga de Beauharnais naturalized
Interiors and equipment at new firehouse at Drumm and Sacramento Streets
Irene Doyle trial [05-14-57 - 05-20-57, ca. 30 negatives]
Torregano suit contesting will [05-15-57 - 05-27-57, ca. 22 negatives]
Consul General Marques de la Vera of Spain with Amabassador Conde de Montrico and Vice Admiral Dennison
Youth Joseph Attard assaulted by teacher
Edward S. Shattuck with Governor Goodwin Knight and Mayor George Christopher at California Republican National Committee [05-15-57, 2 negatives]
California Republican National Committee Meeting -- Elk's Club, Post Street (May 15, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 106, [05-15-57.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Edward S. Shattuck, guest of honor, Governor Goodwin Knight, and Mayor George Christopher.

Young Republicans welcome Governor Goodwin Knight [05-15-57, 1 negative]
Aid to visually handicapped (children and educators with large-print lesson books) (disabled persons)
"Red" (Chinese communist) peace talks with Cheng Yin Fun (aide of Chiang?) and Consul T.K. Chang(?) at airport [05-17-57, 2 negatives]
Peace Talks with "Red China" -- Airport (May 17, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 106, [05-17-57.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Meeting between Cheng Yin Fun (aide of Chiang?), Chinese Consul T.K. Chang and the Welcoming Committee (communism).

Hundredth anniversary of S.H. Frank & Co. (with Paul Stuehler, Ben Swig, and Joseph Solomon)

Inventions and gadgets exhibited [05-18-57, 4 negatives]
Inventors Convention -- Scottish Rite Auditorium (May 18, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 106, [05-18-57.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ernest Schlesicher with his necktie bib, Joyce Retzleff with her model for a new clothesline, Bessie Silva with her toothbrushes that contain their own paste, and Athos Murphy, Vice President of the California Inventors Association, inspecting a model of a rooftop swimming pool.

World Trade and Maritime Festival
Consul General Akira Mishiyama of Japan at I. Magnin's
Conductor Eugene Ormandy

Crowd in Board of Supervisors' chambers at City Hall for FEPC (Fair Employment Practice Commission) decision [05-20-57, 4 negatives]
Decision for the Fair Employment Practice Commission -- City Hall (May 20, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 106, [05-20-57.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd inside the Board of Supervisors' Chambers in City Hall, gathered to hear decision on the Fair Employment Practice Commission (FEPC). Standing is Supervisor James J. Sullivan (labor).

Miss San Francisco beauty pageant and winner Christine Falkenberg [05-23-57 - 05-24-57, 17 negatives]
Governor Goodwin Knight and T.S. Peterson of Standard Oil Co. at Pro-America luncheon [05-23-57, 2 negatives]
Governor Goodwin Knight Receives Award at Pro-America Luncheon (May 23, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 106, [05-23-57.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
At the home of Mrs. Hans Klussman, Governor Goodwin Knight with an award given by the American Heritage Foundation and President T.S. Peterson of the Standard Oil Company.

Miss San Francisco and others on Vespa scooter at Stonestown
Rolls Royce and Jaguar automobiles on exhibit
AFL-CIO merger meeting (labor) [05-25-57, 4 negatives]
AFL-CIO Merger Meeting -- Clift Hotel (May 25, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 106, [05-25-57.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John Despol, head of CIO council in California, C.J. (Cornelius) Haggerty, of the AFL, and President George Meany of the AFL-CIO (labor).

Twentieth anniversary of Golden Gate Bridge feature
Enlisted man Jim Henderson in Treasure Island brig for shooting officers [05-28-57, ca. 20 negatives]

Graduates of Mission Adult High School (education)

Brain surgery at Mount Zion Hospital (health) [05-28-57, 8 negatives]

Brain Operation -- Mount Zion Hospital (May 28, 1957)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 106, [05-28-57.08]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

View from control room into operating room, Nurse Norma Genten RN checking woman patient, and the surgical team Elwood W. Wright, Jr., W. Watson Alberts, Bertram Feinstein and Grant Levin. Miscellaneous views of people skiing.

Chinese Six Companies luncheon

Vandalism at Japanese Tea Garden

Memorial Day services at Lotta's Fountain

Aircraft carrier Ticonderoga (ship) near the Marina

Airport departure of United Nations president Prince Wan Waithayakon of Thailand [05-31-57, 2 negatives].

Departure of UN President Prince Wan Waithayakon -- Airport (May 31, 1957)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 106, [05-31-57.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Prince Wan Waithayakon of Thailand standing in front of a plane before his departure.

June 1957 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 107-108, [060057-063057]

Physical Description: 1025 negatives (estimate)

Littleman Stores supermarket views

Magician entertains elderly patients

Swim lessons for disabled children

Heart surgery views (health) [06-00-57, 11 negatives]

Heart Surgery Views -- Mount Zion Hospital (June 1957)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 107, [06-00-57.09]

Physical Description: 11 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Doctor consulting with the patient. Preparations for the operation. Views of the surgery (health).

Don Sherwood trial

Feature on artist Beniamino Bufano

Jimmie Tarantino released from San Quentin State Prison

UC Berkeley students arrested for bomb

Mary Martin party

Opening of "South Pacific" at Curran Theatre

New freeway near completion [06-03-57, 6 negatives]

New Freeway Near Completion (June 03, 1957)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 107, [06-03-57.10]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Richard Wong, state engineer inspector, standing right of asphalt machine. Views of the freeway with buildings (apartments?) nearby.

Dining at Trader Vic's
A.P. Giannini Junior High School PTA and student council formulate code of behavior (education)

Launching of destroyer Bauer (ship) at Bethlehem shipyard [06-04-57, 6 negatives]

Launching of Destroyer Bauer (ship) -- Bethlehem Shipyard (June 04, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 107, [06-04-57.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Destroyer Bauer and crowd on scaffolding awaiting launching of the ship.

Chinese Cardinal Thomas Tien arrives [06-04-57, 2 negatives]
Consul General Akira Nishiyama of Japan with John Bolles and Mayor George Christopher

KQED public television fund raising auction
Soccer match with Glasgow Celtics and San Francisco All Stars
Richard L. Russell wins cane at UC hospital
Governor Goodwin Knight receives plaque from California Newspaper Foundation

Scenic views of beach and windmill in Golden Gate Park
Actor Myron McCormick and others backstage at "South Pacific"
United Nations (UN) plaque on wall of Veterans' Building
Body of knifed Alcatraz inmate Edward Gauvin at dock
US Navy First Fleet visits [06-06-57, 2 negatives]
Actress Jean Seberg promoting "Saint Joan"

Guardsmen Chinatown rally [06-07-57, 5 negatives]
Views aboard the Awobasan Maru (ship)

ROTC graduation at UC Berkeley
Graduations (commencements) at various schools and colleges [throughout month]
Woman screenwriter of horror films Patricia Felder (?)
Ex-Supreme Court Judge Leslie Blackwell of Africa

Flower stand owner Albert Nalbandian commutes as Hollywood extra
Judge Michael Roche swears in US Attorney Lloyd H. Burke
New RCA president John L. Burns
Lawrence Ferlinghetti with attorney after lewd poetry charge (censorship)

Lawrence Ferlinghetti with Attorney after Lewd Poetry Charge -- Hall of Justice (June 11, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 107, [06-11-57.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lawrence Ferlinghetti with his attorney Lawrence Speiser standing and conversing (censorship).

Kids picket barber for not giving "Yul Brynner"-style skin head haircuts (fashion)
Female American Legion post commander Rachel McKune
Consul General Herbert Stanley Marchant of Great Britain
Governor Bunzo Akama of Osaka with Mayor George Christopher and others

Engineers exhibit large concrete model of San Francisco Bay [06-12-57, ca. 16 negatives]

Salvation Army training college
Navy officers' reception and sailors' dance at the Whitcomb Hotel and the YMCA
First Fleet passing under Golden Gate Bridge and arriving in bay [06-13-57, ca. 30 negatives]

General Young with Admiral Nimitz and others at Yacht Harbor
Various views related to Navy visit
The Rochester (ship) and related social events [throughout month]
Frank Eagan [Frank Egan?] to be paroled
Dr. Lincoln Bell Hale on bonds for Israel
Actor Burt Lancaster visits
Women police officers exhibit guns and other handbag contents
Peter Gluckman in airplane for solo flight to Hawaii
Eddie Cantor and others for bonds for Israel
Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi of Japan with Ambassador Koichiro Asakai
[06-17-57, 8 negatives]

Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi with Ambassador Koichiro Asakai of Japan --
Fairmont Hotel and Airport(June 17, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 107, [06-17-57.04-05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Prime Minister Nobusuke Kishi, Ambassador Koichiro Asakai, and Mayor Christopher
sitting at a table. Nobusuke standing with Mrs. Baltzen Peterson, Mrs. Nion Tucker,
Mrs. MacDonald Denman, Mrs. Yeshiki Yameuchi, and Mrs. Robert Blum. Nobusuke,
arriving at the airport, shaking hands with Christopher. Nobusuke at the airport
shaking hands with Mayor General Earle Jones. Nobusuke being handed a
microphone by Christopher. Kishi and Wiley T. Buchanan, state department chief of
protocol, at the airport.

Chairman Sartono of Indonesian Parliament
Actress Frances Farmer at the Palace Hotel
HUAC (Committee on Un-American Activities) hearings at City Hall (communism)
[06-18-57 - 06-21-57, 120 negatives]

HUAC (Committee on Un-American Activities) Hearings -- City Hall(June 18, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 107, [06-18-57.02-03]

Physical Description: 38 negatives

Scope and Content Note
General scenes of the hearing. Angela Ward and her Attorney Norman Leonard. Dr.
Jack Patten testifying. Frank Tavenner, committe counsel asking questions. Irving
Kermish, witness, with his attorney Julian Mack. Attorney Jay Darwin. Crowds
outside waiting to get in. Barbara Sherwood with her attorney (unidentified)
(communism).

HUAC (Committee on Un-American Activities) Hearings -- City Hall(June 18, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 107, [06-18-57.04]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Edward Hanchott with attorney Lawrence Speiser. John Horowitz swearing in.
Horowitz sitting with attorney Speiser. Jane Scribner swearing in. Jane Scribner
talking with temporary clerk Billie Wheeler. Jane Scribner sitting down with
attorney Wayne Collins (communism).
HUAC (Committee on Un-American Activities) Hearings -- City Hall (June 19, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 108, [06-19-57.01-02]

Physical Description: 27 negatives
Scope and Content Note

HUAC (Committee on Un-American Activities) Hearings -- City Hall (June 20, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 108, [06-20-57.06]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Sol Bineman sitting with attorney Lloyd E. MacMurry before the committee. Bineman conferring with MacMurry. Witness Mary T. Shephards sitting before the committee. Dr. Evelyn Siris sitting with attorney Elmer P. Delaney before the committee. Siris conferring with Delaney. Dr. Asher T. Gordon sitting with attorney James W. McIness before the committee (communism).

HUAC (Committee on Un-American Activities) Hearings -- City Hall (June 21, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 108, [06-21-57.02]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Kenney at old Poodle Dog Restaurant
Construction at Carquinez Bridge in Crockett [06-18-57, 6 negatives]

Ice Follies open at Winterland Auditorium
International Lions’ Convention including many events and large parade [throughout month]
Women pilots plan for Powder Puff Air Derby
Don Sherwood trial
Women clerks of Railway Express confront teamsters picket line (labor) [06-20-57, 2 negatives]

Teamsters Picket Railway Express -- Folsom Street (June 20, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 108, [06-20-57.12]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women clerks trying to walk into the Railway Express building while teamsters picket. Teamsters’ business agent Herman Kleist in an argument with a policeman (labor).

Senator William F. Knowland and family [06-21-57, 6 negatives]
New architect’s model for Hall of Justice
Canadian navy ships arrive in bay
Student rides Vespa scooter across country
Ann Landers visits
Views on board nuclear submarine Nautilus (ship) [06-24-57, 9 negatives]

**Nuclear Submarine Nautilus (ship) -- At Sea (June 24, 1957)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 108, [06-24-57.06]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Commander W.R. Anderson on the bridge of the nuclear submarine Nautilus (ship) with San Francisco in background. Lieutenant S.M. Jenks looking through a periscope. View of forward torpedo room. Control room during a dive. Lieutenant William Labor looking through a periscope. Looking astern of Nautilus with the Golden Gate Bridge on the horizon. Two unidentified men, one holding a plaque reading "Presented by USS Nautilus ISSN-570."

Woman sheriff Mithan J. Lam of Bombay with sheriff Matt Carberry of San Francisco

Justice Earl Warren at retirement dinner for Judge William Denman and at luncheon with Theodore R. Meyer and Judge Frederick J. Hamley and others

Architect's plans for Storyland

Inmates in aftermath of Santa Rita prison riot [06-27-57, 4 negatives]

**Inmates in Aftermath of Prison Riot -- Santa Rita Prison Farm (June 27, 1957)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 108, [06-27-57.13]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Two inmates showing cuts on their arms they received during the riot. View from above: inmates that were injured during the riot. Sheriff H.P. Gleason watches inmates pick up uniforms that were stripped during the riot.

Berkeley sidewalk art show [06-28-57, 4 negatives]

**Sidewalk Art Show -- Berkeley (June 27, 1957)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 108, [06-27-57.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Admiral Chester W. Nimitz and wife standing with the Kingston Trio (Mrs. Nimitz is playing the bongo). Mrs. Nimitz cutting a birthday cake. General scene of paintings on the sidewalk with people looking. Susan Cook painting.

Singer Harry Belafonte and wife [06-28-57 and 06-29-57, 8 negatives]

Foster Rhea Dulles arrives for Lions' Club speech [06-28-57, 11 negatives]

**Foster R. Dulles, Lions' Club Speech -- Civic Auditorium (June 28, 1957)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 108, [06-28-57.13-14]

Physical Description: 11 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Ann Landers at Commonwealth Club

181st anniversary ceremonies at Mission Dolores

Civic Auditorium performances (June Christy, Nat King Cole, and the Hi Lo's) [06-30-57, 4 negatives]
June 1957 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 107-108, [060057-063057]

June Christy, Nat King Cole, and the Hi Lo's -- Civic Auditorium (June 30, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 108, [06-30-57.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
June Christy and Nat King Cole talking in a dressing room. Christy on stage. The Hi Lo's performing on stage.

July 1957 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 108-110, [070057-073157]

Physical Description: 925 negatives (estimate)

Ann Landers visit
US Navy fleet arrives
Golden Gate Bridge from Marin side
Art students in painting class (education)
Street performer Bill Crosby doing ballet dance
New Oakland councilman Robert L. Osborne
Administrators of Cathedral School for Boys
Author Norman Vincent Peale press conference and visit [07-01-57, 2 negatives]
Author Norman Vincent Peale -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (July 01, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 108, [07-01-57.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Norman Vincent Peale poses in front of a window with his book "Stay Alive All Your Life."

Don Sherwood trial and acquittal [throughout month]
Women pilots of Powder Puff Air Derby talk about flying
Opening nighters attending singer Harry Belafonte concert
Dedication of Upper Noe Valley Recreation Center and Playground
Fire Commissioner James E. Murphy and Civil Service Commissioner Lenore Underwood sworn in
Chef Little Oscar presents Oscar Mayer Weiner mobile to girl in hospital bed [07-02-57, 2 negatives]

World's Tiniest Chief Gives Toys To Children -- Shrine Children's Hospital (July 02, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 108, [07-02-57.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The world's tiniest chef Little Oscar gives an Oscar Mayer Weiner mobile toy to a girl lying in a hospital bed. Two boys sit at the foot of her bed.

Opium smugglers arrested (narcotics)
Ambassador for Hot Dog Month
Fourth of July feature
Turncoat (traitor?) Andrew Fortuna of Detroit and red China (communism) returns aboard President Wilson (ship) [07-03-57, 10 negatives]

Traitor Returns To The United States -- President Wilson (ship) (July 03, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 109, [07-03-57.05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Andrew Fortuna is surrounded by reporters upon returning to the United States aboard the President Wilson (ship).

Aerial views of San Francisco and vicinity from blimp (cityscapes) [07-03-57, 19 negatives]
Aerial Views -- San Francisco (July 03, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 109, [07-03-57.06]

Physical Description: 19 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of blimp (side reads "Join the US Naval Reserve; Be A Naval Aviation Cadet, Oakland, California"); Golden Gate Bridge covered in fog and Richardson Bay in the background; Twin Peaks Tower and the surrounding neighborhood; freeway onramp to the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, Ferry Building and piers in the background; Market Street ending at the Ferry Building; Angel Island with Richardson Bay in the background; man wearing sunglasses and cap looking out opening to the city below; Golden Gate Fields (racetrack); vicinity around Market Street; two blimp operators speaking with a woman; woman sitting at the steering wheel; woman and pilot walk on airstrip while blimp is anchored in background; and women and pilot eating amid machinery of blimp.

Congressman William S. Mailliard and Milicent Fox at airport [07-03-57, 3 negatives]

Arrival of Congressman William S. Mailliard -- San Francisco International Airport (July 03, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 109, [07-03-57.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Congressman Mailliard and his fiancée Millicent Fox disembark plane. Mailliard waves.

Mrs. Jacob Gould Sherman displays her hat collection (fashion)
Street cave-in and water main break at Seventh and Howard Streets (South of Market neighborhood)

Cable car bell ringing contest [07-05-57 and 07-06-57, 6 negatives]

Cable Car Bell Ringing Contest -- Union Square (July 05, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 109, [07-05-57.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Five finalists of cable car bell ringing contest: Albert E. Ward, Nicholas Papadakis, Vernon Dilworth, Icaas Price, and Becker D. Blake. Overall picture of contest includes Master of Ceremonies Bill Brannan speaking at the microphone, Icaas Price ringing the bell, judges observing from the platform, and crowd watching event.

Cable Car Bell Ringing Contest Winner -- Union Square (July 06, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 109, [07-06-57.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Genie Stone who was one of the judges in the contest listens as winner Albert E. Ward rings the bell. Stone presents trophy to Ward. Crowd stares as contest ends and cleanup begins.

De Young Museum art shipment under way
General views of Scott Street during fire fighting (neighborhood) [07-06-57, 2 negatives]
Fire -- Scott Street(July 06, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 109, [07-05-57.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overhead view of Scott Street with firetrucks and numerous hoses occupying street, firefighters fighting blaze, and crowds lining street. Close-up view of firefighters fighting fire.

New freeway and Brisbane cut-off at Candlestick Point [07-08-57 - 07-11-57, 8 negatives]
New Freeway and Brisbane Off-Ramp -- Candlestick Point(July 08, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 109, [07-08-57.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of traffic traveling upgrade on the old freeway heading towards San Francisco and Brisbane. The new freeway crosses Candlestick Point and has an off-ramp for Brisbane. Views of the new freeway and Brisbane off-ramp.

Ribbon Cutting Ceremony For New Freeway(July 11, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 109, [07-11-57.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Irene Johnson, Miss South San Francisco Roberta Woods, Chairman of the San Mateo Board of Supervisors Ed MacDonald, Mayor George Christopher, Miss San Francisco Christine Jorgenson, and Ruth Kelley hold a ribbon of 5000 orchids. Mayor Christopher cuts the ribbon with a gigantic scissors and group of people including State Director of Public Works Frank Durkee.

Opening night attendees of "My Fair Lady"
Jack Dempsey has interest in motel
Preview of Mapes Gold Cup race or regatta at Tahoe (speedboats)
Salinas Rodeo [07-09-57 and 07-11-57, 30 negatives]
Editor of Tulsa Tribune Jenkin Lloyd Jones
American Society of Newspaper Editors' convention [throughout month]
Elks national convention [throughout month]
Opera singers Florence Quartararo and Italo Tajo announce secret marriage [07-10-57, 2 negatives]
Jean and Lloyd Eisenhower with new baby
Automobiles in mock evacuation drill (civil defense) [07-12-57, 2 negatives]
Mock Evacuation Drill -- Fort Mason(July 12, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 109, [07-12-57.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officers F.P. Hyatt (Deputy Commander T.T.C., Bay Area) and Colonel E.M. Newman (Chief of Staff T.T.C. of the Pacific) watch automobiles exit lot in mock evacuation drill. Automobiles lined up in front of a building at Fort Mason.

New French jet helicopter
French flag raised for Bastille Day
Mrs. Oknah Kim Lah of Seoul Korea tours US
Heroin, cash, and prisoners after narcotics raid [07-13-57, 2 negatives]
Father Raymond Feely teaches communism at University of San Francisco [07-15-57, 22 negatives]
Interview With Priest Who Teaches Communism -- University of San Francisco (July 15, 1957)

Physical Description: 22 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Father Raymond Feely seated at a desk during the interview. Feely stands in front of his extensive collection of books on communism. Feely holds the latest US Supreme Court decisions on cases regarding communism.

Architects model and drawing of planned Ferry Building Park and Embarcadero Freeway

Model and Drawing of Ferry Building Park (July 16, 1957)

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Tom Brooks, Henry Budde, architect Mario Campi, and Roger Lapham Jr. stand around model of Ferry Building Park and Embarcadero Freeway. Copy of architect’s drawing of Ferry Building Park. View of model looking down Market Street (to match model).

Man injured in fight after hod carriers union meeting (labor) [07-16-57 and 07-18-57, 4 negatives]

Injured Man With Complaint -- District Attorney’s Office (July 16, 1957)

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
John F. Kenny was injured with a blow to the head after a hod carriers union meeting. Kenny with Attorney Emmett Hagerty and Assistant District Attorney Albert Wallenberg Jr. His opponents with their wounds were also in the District Attorney’s office earlier with the same complaint (labor).

Four Union Members Involved In Fight -- Hall of Justice (July 18, 1957)

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Victor S. Swanson and attorney pictured after labor leader mail threat

Founder Sontuku Ninorgiya with other members of Japanese organization Seinendan

Conductor Arthur Fiedler and San Francisco Symphony [07-19-57, 3 negatives]

Prime Minister Huseyn Shaheed Suhrawardy of Pakistan visits [07-19-57 - 07-20-57, 23 negatives]

Accident on new Bayshore Freeway

First woman cab driver Gladys Angel behind wheel

New Swedish modern furniture at Furniture Mart

Naturalization of Prince Daniel and Princess Xenis Wolkonsky of Russia

Louis B. Mayer visits [07-23-57, 2 negatives]

Louis B. Mayer Visits San Francisco (July 23, 1957)

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Members of San Francisco Commission for Equal Employment Opportunity (race relations) [07-23-57, 2 negatives]


Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Supervisor Henry Rolph (served on hearing board), co-chairman W.M. Roth, co-author of Fair Employment Ordinance Terry A. Francois, Secretary of San Francisco Committee Mrs. Myer Kahn, San Francisco Chairman Edgar D. Osgood, and Executive Secretary of San Francisco Urban League Don Glover. Several commission members talk outside and observe cityscape (race relations).

Western Freeway conference to "Stop Freeway Blight" [07-23-57, 2 negatives]

Chris D. McKeen at Western Freeway conference (July 23, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 109, [07-23-57.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Associate Chairman of Western Freeway Conference Chris D. McKeen speaks to group asking that the sticker "Stop Freeway Blight" be given to interested citizens to place on their car windows. Co-chairman Val King and Public Relations Officer Phillip Brady are also in attendance.

University Mound Reservoir checked for radioactivity

Helicopter power line laying demonstration for Public Utilities Commissioner

Press conference with actress Shirley Temple Black [07-25-57, 5 negatives]

Actress Shirley Temple Black -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (July 25, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 109, [07-25-57.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shirley Temple (Mrs. Charles A. Black) talks with reporters. Black poses with Shirley Temple Dolls in front of the camera for photographers and then in front of a movie camera.

Woman seated in kitchen at ironing board to demonstrate heart saving techniques (health)

Handicapped (disabled) persons form social club [07-25-57, 4 negatives]

Kurt Herbert Adler and James Schwabacher, Jr. at opera luncheon

New hospital operating room lighting with camera (health) [07-27-57, 2 negatives]

Actress Jane Greer promotes "Man with a Thousand Faces"

Duncan Hines shown steak

Miss Cloak and Dagger beauty contest

Fire destroys two blocks in San Rafael [07-29-57, 07-30-57, 23 negatives]

Firefighters Fight Blaze -- San Rafael (July 29, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 110, [07-29-57.09-10]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of firefighters combatting fire including shots of water gushing from a firefighter's hose, brick chimney stack standing amid ruins, men helping hold firefighter's hose, parking meters standing amid burned rubble, etc.
**Destruction From Fire -- San Rafael (July 30, 1957)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 110, [07-30-57.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Various views of destruction from fire including ruins, fire truck with sign "Keep Back 300 Feet," portion of exterior wall amid rubble, tractor (machinery) pushing rubble, and others.

**Dr. Frederico Bigi from San Marino**

Countess Irena Tolstoi remarries husband Herbert Hamlet

Man tries to steam off White Russian bonds used as wallpaper

Girls prepare for Japanese Festival of Lanterns

Passengers on board Matsonia (ship)

Mayor George Christopher and others at groundbreaking ceremony for garage at Fifth and Mission Streets.

---

**August 1957 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 110-111, [080057-083157]**

Physical Description: 1100 negatives (estimate)

Aerial and shore views of US Navy fleet arrival [08-00-57, ca. 20 negatives]

Arrival of New York Giants owner Horace Stoneham

Maiden Lane opens new street

Hold-up at Poodle Dog restaurant

APL (American Presidents Line) press interview on trade with "Red China" (communism)

Chinese arrested in opium raid

New head of San Francisco State College Dr. Glenn Dumke

Released prisoner Father Charles McCarthy returns home on the President Hoover (ship)

Consul General Robert Firth of New Zealand presents wheel of Balclutha (ship) to Maritime Museum [08-06-57, 2 negatives]

Consul General Robert Firth -- Pier Forty Three (August 06, 1957)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 110, [08-06-57.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Ceremony of presenting the wheel of ship Balclutha to Maritime Museum. Consul General Robert Firth of New Zealand and President of the Maritime Museum R. Stanley Dollar Jr holding the wheel.

Police brutality case with Officer Vincent Sullivan

Chinese author of "Flower Drum Song" C.Y. Lee [08-07-57, 4 negatives]

Chinese Author C.Y. Lee -- Grant Street (August 07, 1957)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 110, [08-07-57.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
C.Y. Lee, author of "Flower Drum Song" standing on Grant Street corner.

Japanese doll makers Hisake Komine and Madame Ozawa at convention

FBI feature with firing range and training shots [08-08-57, ca. 25 negatives]

Ex-President Herbert Hoover [08-08-57 - 8-10-57, 45 negatives]
Ex-President Herbert Hoover -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (August 08, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010—NEG, Part 3, Box 110, [08-08-57.04]

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Hoover sits for portraits and attends birthday party with family aboard the President Hoover ship.

Ex-President Herbert Hoover's Birthday -- President Hoover (ship) (August 10, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010—NEG, Part 3, Box 110, [08-10-57.01-02]

Physical Description: 31 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Hoover cutting a cake in form of ship President Hoover. Hoover and family standing together for a photograph. Hoover talking into a microphone. Hoover accepting a gift (a photograph of the Golden Gate Bridge with ship beneath. Mark Vowles (grandson) standing. A shot of the cake. Hoover sitting at a table with others. Hoover standing with the captain.

Crippled children (disabled persons) leave for camp [08-10-57, 1 negative]

Army Lt. General Robert L. Young with children ("fans") and map of Korea

New FEPC [Fair Employment Practice Commission?] committee at the mayor's office

Maiden Lane (neighborhood)

Palace Hotel chandeliers being cleaned and repaired

Conductor Arthur Fiedler made honorary citizen

Caryl Chessman hearing on new trial [08-14-57, 9 negatives]

Caryl Chessman Hearing on a New Trial -- Federal Court (August 14, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010—NEG, Part 3, Box 110, [08-14-57.03]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Children ready for first day at Redding School (education)

Board of Supervisors candidates [08-14-57, 2 negatives]

Japan Day at Japanese Tea Gardens

Bernard Diamond at conference on old age at San Francisco State College

Remodeled dome of Emporium department store

Author Bryna Ball with her book "Womanpower" (feminism)

Sons of Italy convention

United Airlines D-C 7 airplane lands with flat tire [08-17-57, ca. 12 negatives]

Children's locomotive arrives at Fleishhacker Zoo

Plans for new Ferry Building Park [08-19-57, 2 negatives]

Plans for New Ferry Building Park -- City Hall (August 19, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010—NEG, Part 3, Box 110, [08-19-57.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Harold Zellerbach (executive chairman of the Citizens Committee for Ferry Building Park) standing with Roger Lapham, Jr. (president of the City Planning Commission) as Lapham shows off a drawing of the proposed park.

Public polled on opinions about Giants baseball team coming to San Francisco

Train locomotive given to Fleishhacker Playground

Interiors of new Muni safety bus

Headlines at news stand about Giants coming to San Francisco
Governor Goodwin Knight announces running for re-election [08-19-57, 8 negatives]

**Governor Goodwin Knight Announces a Bid For Re-Election -- State Building** *(August 19, 1957)*

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 110, [08-19-57.17]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Governor Goodwin Knight sitting at his desk and speaking into microphones (there is a television camera visible in one view).

New Cinemiracle movie camera introduced and exhibited at Fox Theatre

**New Cinemiracle Movie Camera Introduced and Exhibited -- Fox Theatre** *(August 20, 1957)*

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 110, [08-20-57.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elmer C. Rhoden (president of National Theaters), Frank H. Ricketson Jr. (vice-president and general manager of National Theaters), William H. Thedford (north California manager of Fox West Coast) all standing around the new movie camera "Cinemiracle."

New products shown at electronics exhibit with Russian and Japanese scientists attending [08-20-57 - 08-22-57, 21 negatives]

**New Products Shown at Electronics Exhibit -- Cow Palace** *(August 20, 1957)*

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 110, [08-20-57.04-05]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Color sorting machine demonstrated by Art Martin to model Barbara Keele. Keele standing next to the color sorting machine. Martin Semans of Hoffman Electronics, Los Angeles, demonstrates infra red detecting device. R.H. Hall of the Maycalex Corporation showing model Dolores Greseke a man-made mica and products made from mica. Russian scientists Dr. Vladimir Kotelnikov and Dr. Vladimir Siforov observing a magnetic optical technique. Japanese scientist Dr. Yasusire Niwa looking at exhibits. Pat McKay standing over the first low cost, mass produced computer. Carol Balladine holding a small light.

**New Products at Electronics Exhibit -- Cow Palace.** *(August 21, 1957)*

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 110, [08-21-57.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Albert Strom and his sons, Robert and Stephen, strolling through the electronics convention. Robert and Steven looking at a model of the Hughes "Convair" jet interceptor and the "Falcon," an air-to-air missle. Steven and Robert looking at a Klystren amplifier tube.

**Russian Visitors at Electronics Convention -- Fairmont Hotel** *(August 22, 1957)*

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111, [08-22-57.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Russian scientists A.M. Precheverov, V.I. Siferof, V. Krassilnikov, and Vladimir Kotelnikov standing.

Defendant Sidney Klass of the Pill Hill murder case [08-20-57 - 08-22-57, ca. 15 negatives]

**Diver with the bends in decompression chamber at Hunters Point drydock**
Satsuki Kai women in traditional Japanese dress at demonstration at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum

Gymnasium construction at University of San Francisco

Trial of poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti (censorship) [08-22-57, 3 negatives]
  Trial of Lawrence Ferlinghetti -- City Hall(August 22, 1957)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111, [08-22-57.04]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Assistant DA Ralph MacIntosh and attorney J.W. Ehrlich standing in a crowded courtroom during the Ferlinghetti trial over publication of Allen Ginsberg’s "Howl" (censorship).

Mayor George Christopher and Giants owner review new baseball stadium site in Bayview [08-23-57, 18 negatives]
  Mayor George Christopher and Giants Owner Stoneham -- Bayview(August 23, 1957)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111, [08-23-57.05]
  Physical Description: 18 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Group of people with Mayor George Christopher, Stoneham, and Aarney. Christopher and Stoneham looking at plans. Christopher and Stoneham standing with a bulldozer behind them.

Panel talk with Dr. Harold Spears and others on juvenile delinquency

Actress Mary Martin rehearses for "Annie Get Your Gun" [08-24-57, 4 negatives]
  Mary Martin Rehearsal -- Curran Theater(August 24, 1957)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111, [08-24-57.01]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Mary Martin rehearses for "Annie Get Your Gun." Martin watches as trainer Ben Johnson puts a horse through paces on a treadmill. Martin riding the horse (named "Prince") while firing her gun. Martin jumping off the horse as the horse loses its footing.

Consul Roeslan Baboe of Indonesia with Ambassador Mukarte Notewidgdg

Fight scenes with boxers Joey Giambra and Rory Calhoun

Actor Joseph Schildkraut and Maria Palmer of play "The Diary of Anne Frank" at train station

Governor Goodwin Knight at groundbreaking for new State Building Annex [08-26-57, 4 negatives]
  Groundbreaking for New State Building Annex -- Behind State Building(August 26, 1957)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111, [08-26-57.06]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Crowd shots of Governor Goodwin Knight speaking at a podium. Knight digging with shovel (one view has City Hall in the background).

View of the Hotel Empire on Sutter Street (from which a woman jumped)

New street lighting on Geary Street near Mason (neighborhood)

Mayor George Christopher and Consul Pierluigi Alvera of Italy aboard the Paola Toscanelli (ship) view gondola brought for Columbus Day

Opera singer Desire Ligeti and wife

Greek-American banquet with Royal Consul General Christian A. Axelos of Greece

First-nighters attending opening of "Annie Get Your Gun"

Architect John S. Bolles and engineer E. Elmore Hutchinson discuss new Giants' baseball stadium plans

Senator William F. Knowland arrives at airport
Building demolition on Mission Street, between Fourth and Fifth Streets, for city parking lot

September 1957 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111-112, [090057-093057]
Physical Description: 800 negatives (estimate)

Explosion at Albers Flour Mill in Oakland
New mobile crime lab
Central Freeway construction (cityscapes) [09-00-57, 09-11-57, 12 negatives]
Central Freeway Construction Project(September 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111, [09-00-57.04]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of machinery (including a pile driver) at work. Street scenes, from Turk and Gough Streets looking southeast towards the northern end of second section of Central Freeway. Looking northwest from Octavia Street and Oak Street at off ramp. Looking southeast at Laguna Street and Fell Street at off ramp. Looking west up Market Street at location of freeway crossing between Valencia Street and Octavia Street at Market. Looking north from Valencia Street and McCoppin Street towards Market Street crossing with a bulldozer (cityscapes).

Central Freeway Construction Project(September 11, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111, [09-11-57.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Construction at Octavia and Oak Street (cityscapes).

Fog covering city (cityscapes) [09-02-57, 1 negative]
Carlos P. Romulo speaks at Pacific Coast Gas Association annual meeting
Kids in buses at Silver Avenue Junior High School
Mayor George Christopher with Consul General Nicanor Rexas of the Philippines at World Trade Center [09-05-57, 2 negatives]
Interview with Jim Aschoff about Arctic exploration
Board of Supervisors candidate Charles Marsalli [09-05-57, 09-06-57, 6 negatives]
Senator William F. Knowland returns home [09-05-57, 4 negatives]
Senator William F. Knowland -- Oakland Airport(September 05, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111, [09-05-57.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Knowland exiting his plane and standing in front of plane.

Passengers and stewardess on luxury bus
Lafayette Bicentennial Week (with Mayor George Christopher, Consul General Robert Luc of France, and others) [09-06-57, 2 negatives]
New Moore's department store at Post and Kearny Street (neighborhood) [09-06-57, 2 negatives]
Moore's Department Store -- Post and Kearny Street(September 06, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111, [09-06-57.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exterior view of new Moore's Department Store (neighborhood).

Romanoff's Restaurant benefit for Ballet Guild (with Mr. and Mrs. George Crocker, Merla Zellerbach, and others)
Teamsters Union press conference with John Francis Shelley and Harold Lopez (labor) [09-09-57, 4 negatives]

Teamsters Union Press Conference -- Cliff Hotel (September 09, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111, [09-09-57.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sponsor for Western Conference endorsemen John Francis Shelley and Secretary for Local Eighty-five and Harbor Commissioner Harold Lopez (labor).

Sidney Klass trial verdict
California (ship) punch bowl presented to California Historical Society with Admiral Chester W. Nimitz
Western Airlines cable car dedication with Mayor George Christopher
Polar route inaugural flight [09-10-57, 2 negatives]
Rear Admiral George John Dufek at Alameda Naval Air Station [09-10-57, 3 negatives]
Lick Observatory (picturing N.U. Mayall, Charles David Shane, and D.J. Ludden) [09-11-57, 16 negatives]
Author Alfred M. Lilienthal press conference
Congressman Charles Porter and Rear Admiral H.G. Huber speak at Commonwealth Club of California at Palace Hotel [09-12-57, 1 negative]
Supervisor Francis McCarty files for re-election [09-12-57, 2 negatives]
London Week (with Mayor George Christopher, Consul General Herbert S. Marchant of Great Britain, and others)
Lafayette Dinner (with Mayor George Christopher, Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, and others)
Malayan Ambassador to the US Ismail Bin Date Abdul Rahman
Consul General Herbert S. Marchant of Great Britain and others with new Vauxhall automobile
Land grab for school (neighborhood) [09-13-57, 10 negatives]
Land Grab For School -- Daly City (September 13, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111, [09-13-57.05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of corner of Hanover and Lowell Street. Vincent Bagela at the corner of Brunswick and Lowell Street, Christina Chirola (person who may be affected by the school building), and Daniel Collins pointing to marks where a cyclone fence will be erected (neighborhood).

Opera ceremonies [09-16-57 - 09-22-57, 113 negatives]
Governor Goodwin Knight speaks at State Federation of Labor convention at Oakland Auditorium [09-16-57, 8 negatives]
State Federation of Labor Convention -- Oakland Auditorium (September 16, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 111, [09-16-57.11]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men at the American Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial Relations, including Governor Goodwin Knight.

Dr. Denis Melrose with machine which oxygenates blood (health)
Return of chandeliers to Sheraton Palace Hotel after cleaning
Caryl Chessman leaves San Quentin State Prison for Los Angeles [09-17-57, 4 negatives]
Inmate Caryl Chessman Leaves Prison -- San Quentin State Prison (September 17, 1957)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chessman walking out of prison with Lieutenant Felix DeMend. Chessman inside car with Los Angeles Sheriff Sergeant Donald Hartung.

Singer Blanche Thebom birthday celebration at Opera House
Miss Seafood poses with dead whale for National Fish Week
Alfred Zirpoli registers for supervisors' race
Hancock (ship) returns from sea [09-19-57, 2 negatives]
Cable car decoration contest
Dr. Henry Grady funeral with Mayor George Christopher and Admiral Chester Nimitz [09-23-57 - 09-24-57, 6 negatives]
Women in costume for annual Baccaris Vintage Festival (wine industry)
Change of command from Admiral John R. Redman to Admiral George L. Russell at Treasure Island [09-24-57, 3 negatives]

Physical Description:
Scope and Content Note
Rear Admiral John R. Redman being replaced as Treasure Island Commander by Rear Admiral George L. Russell.

Opinion poll on Little Rock school integration civil rights case (race relations) [09-24-57, 8 negatives]

Little Rock School Integration Civil Rights Case -- Market Street Greyhound Bus Depot (September 24, 1957)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of people giving their opinion on the civil rights situation in Little Rock, Arkansas. Interviewees include Meredith Norcross, teenage program director, Helena Chandler, age seventeen, Poly High Senior, Cal Nelson, age twenty-one, and others, talking to reporter Charles Ayres (civil rights, race relations).

Strike at Tanforan Race Track (labor) [09-24-57, 3 negatives]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Images of picketers outside the racetrack during labor strike.

Washington Square Arts Festival (includes actor Vincent Price) (neighborhood) [09-25-57 - 09-26-57, 13 negatives]
Arts Festival -- Washington Square (September 25, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 112, [09-25-57.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Arts Festival -- Washington Square (September 26, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 112, [09-26-57.04]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Tringali and their daughter Lynn Mary, age two, viewing “Articles of the Past” by Lundy Siegrist, one of the winners. Mickell Jaqugsh poses beside winning mural design by T.H. DeLap, Jr. Views of people milling around and of women in a living room (neighborhood).

Boy ambassadors to Pakistan and Greece with Mayor George Christopher
Dinner honoring Frank V. DeBellis
Portsmouth Square plaque commemorating first public school in California (neighborhood) [09-25-57, 3 negatives]
Air Force Association Banquet at Fairmont Hotel (with generals Hugh Parker, Sory Smith, Donald Darrow, Curtis Lew and Charles Eisenhart) [09-26-57, 2 negatives]
Interview with Mayor George Christopher upon entering Senate race [09-26-57, 25 negatives]
Mayor George Christopher Enters Race for Senate (September 26, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 112, [09-26-57.05]
Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of Mayor George Christopher during press conference and standing with unidentified woman

Superior Judge Frank Blum and Municipal Judge Marcel Biscay sworn in
Robbery victim in Hungry i club
Preview of Hector Escobosa art exhibit at M.H. De Young Memorial Museum

October 1957 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 112-113, [100057-103157]
Physical Description: 1000 negatives (estimate)

Buffalo at Golden Gate Park [10-00-57, 8 negatives]
Businesses and storefronts at Sixteenth and Mission Streets (neighborhood) [10-00-57, 14 negatives]
Businesses and Storefronts -- Sixteenth and Mission Streets (October 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 112, [10-00-57.04]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of storefronts on Sixteenth and Mission Streets (neighborhood).

Mock atomic bomb blast at Treasure Island (civil defense) [10-00-57, 4 negatives]
Mock Atomic Bomb Blast -- Treasure Island (October 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 112, [10-00-57.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Small crowd watches explosion (civil defense).
Industrialist champagne party at City Hall with Prentiss Cobb Hale
Vice President Richard M. Nixon at Hotel St. Francis [10-00-57, 13 negatives]

Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Hotel St. Francis (October 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 112, [10-00-57.15]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Adopted Japanese children [10-01-57, 2 negatives]

Police chief Frank Ahern and criminologist Duayne J. Dillon and other members of San Francisco Police Department [10-01-57 - 10-16-57, 10 negatives]

Demolition of Call warehouse at Fifth and Mission Streets (neighborhood) [10-01-57, 4 negatives]

Edmund G. Brown at "Dollars for Demos" Democratic Party fundraising event
Egan released from San Quentin State Prison
"Turncoats" bride Tatiana Nikolaevna Hawkins arrives aboard President Wilson (ship) (traitor?) (communism)

Interview with child actress Cheryl Callaway

Statue of Christopher Columbus arrives from Italy (with sculptor Vittorio di Colbertaldo)

Equitable Life Assurance building time and weather sign (cityscapes) [10-01-57, 8 negatives]

Equitable Life Assurance Building Time and Weather Sign -- Sutter Building (October 01, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 112, [10-01-57.11]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Night views of the Equitable Life Assurance building's time and weather sign with the Shell building on the left. Views of the building and sign from a distance. Views of the building and sign from St. Mary's Square (cityscapes).

Meeting of Heart Disease Association (with Doctors Vernon C. Harp Jr., A. Rae Gilchrist, and Jesse E. Edwards) (health)
American Cancer Society women assist in arrest of violators of Pure Food Act (health)

Arrival of first London-San Francisco non-stop flight
Fol de Rol ball and other opera events [throughout month, 89 negatives]
San Francisco Heart Association press conference (with Doctors Donald B. Effler, Samuel Preger, and John D. Keith) (health)
Erskine Caldwell interview
Rawson Drug & Sundry Company of Emeryville (staff, executives, warehouse interiors, etc.) [10-03-57, 33 negatives]

George W. Beadle of the American Cancer Society (health)
Homecoming dinner for Senator William F. Knowland [10-04-57, 7 negatives]
Henderson trial (US Navy) (Jim Henderson accused of shooting officers?)

Monitoring Sputnik satellite (space) [10-05-57, 5 negatives]
Monitoring Sputnik Satellite -- News Building (October 05, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 112, [10-05=57.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fred Burbank listening to the beep of the Russian satellite Sputnik (space age).

Interview with Minister of Public Information Chief Kalowele Balegun of Nigeria
Actors James Stewart and Kim Novak at Palace of Fine Arts during filming of "Vertigo" (also called "From Among the Dead") [10-07-57, 10 negatives]
James Stewart and Kim Novak filming "Vertigo" -- Palace of Fine Arts (October 07, 1957)

Scope and Content Note

Mrs. J.D. Cuneo hosts opera stars
Hitchhikers (band) on promotional hitchhiking tour for record "Beautiful Love"
Ceremonial inauguration of undersea telephone cable to Hawaii [10-08-57, 3 negatives]
Inauguration of Undersea Telephone Cable to Hawaii -- New Montgomery Street (October 08, 1957)

Scope and Content Note
Governor Goodwin Knight and Mark Sullivan (president of Pacific T & T) sitting together, each speaking into telephone receivers. Knight, Sullivan, and Admiral Russell sitting at press conference table, each speaking into telephone receivers. Knight talking on the phone while Sullivan points to Hawaii on a map.

Conference with author of "Flower Drum Song" C.Y. Lee (with Oscar Hammerstein II, Joseph Fields and George Jue)
Columbus Day ceremonies [10-08-57, 2 negatives]
C.A. Thayer (ship) at Fisherman's Wharf
Actor Jackie Cooper with children (for United Crusade)
Interview with Marianne Moore
Preview party for artist Katherine Frankforter
Interview with General Mills board chairman Harry Bullis
New "Sputnik" cocktail at Mark Hopkins Hotel [10-10-57, 11 negatives]
New "Sputnik" Cocktail -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (October 10, 1957)

Scope and Content Note
George Lawson(?), Grace Hawkins, and Marjorie Wardwell sitting at a table trying out the new "Sputnik" drink. Views of the drink on a tray ("Sputnik" is represented as a strawberry with toothpicks sticking out).

US Army Nike missile on display in front of Mechanics Memorial sculpture (neighborhood) [10-10-57, 2 negatives]
US Army Nike Missile -- Bush, Battery, Market Streets (October 10, 1957)

Scope and Content Note
US Army Nike missile on display in front of Mechanics Memorial Sculpture (neighborhood).

Russian language class at Abraham Lincoln High School [10-10-57, 4 negatives]
Russian Language Class -- Abraham Lincoln High School (October 10, 1957)

Scope and Content Note
Student writing in Russian on the blackboard (education).

Sherman Adams press conference [10-11-57, 4 negatives]
Sherman Adams Press Conference -- Airport (October 11, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-11-57.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sherman Adams walking with Reginald Vaughan, Mrs. Adams, and Arthur J. Delan, Jr. in the airport terminal. Adams sitting on a sofa.

Secretary of the Interior Fred Seaton speaks at conferences (with Governor Goodwin J. Knight) [10-11-57, 2 negatives]
Secretary of the Interior Fred Seaton -- Civic Auditorium and Hotel St. Francis (October 11, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-11-57.07-08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fred Seaton standing with Governor Goodwin J. Knight just before speaking during the Young Republicans Conference (photograph taken at the Civic Auditorium). Seaton seated with papers on his lap (photograph taken at the Hotel St. Francis).

California Republican Central Committee [10-12-57, 2 negatives]
California Republican Central Committee -- Hotel St. Francis (October 12, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-12-57.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gathered around Page Gray are Charles J. Conrad, Caspar W. Weinberger, Luther H. Lincoln, Alphonzo E. Bell Jr., and Donald D. Doyle.

Official opening of fringe parking lot under elevated freeway at Seventh and Harrison Streets (neighborhood) [10-14-57, 5 negatives]
New mosaic picture in dome of Emporium department store (with acting Mayor Henry Rolph)
International Industrial Development Conference (with Robert Garner, Edgar Kaiser, Minocheher Rustom Masani, Henry Robinson Luce, Alfred N. Steele, Joan Crawford, Andrew Heiskell, and Madeleine Carroll) [throughout month]
Press conference with Republican Bertha Adkins
Republican Ike Eisenhower birthday dinner at Cow Palace [10-14-57, 13 negatives]
Birthday Dinner for Ike Eisenhower -- Cow Palace (October 12, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-14-57.13]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Students and administrator of continuation high school
San Francisco Giants baseball team (includes Willie Mays, Horace Stoneham, Charles Feeney, Gary Schumaker, Jerry Donovan, Peter N. Hoffmann, Bill Rigney) (baseball team) [throughout month]
Benny Yip (involved in confiscation of heroin) (narcotics)
Citation to City of San Francisco for funds for Hungarian refugees (with acting mayor Henry Rolph and Ms. Walton Wickett and Augustus R. Lindt of United Nations) [10-15-57, 2 negatives]
Vice President Richard M. Nixon arrives [10-15-57, 4 negatives]
Vice President Richard M. Nixon Arrives -- Airport (October 15, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-15-57.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Wyatt Earp tombstone found on Skyline Boulevard in San Bruno
Air pollution board sworn in (Justice Raymond J. Peters, Robert E. Swain, Mark Monroe Friedman, E. Spencer Bodine)

Senator William F. Knowland with Young Republican supporters and detractors [10-16-57, 4 negatives]

Senator William F. Knowland -- California Club (October 16, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-16-57.14]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Space toys (space age) [throughout month]
Speakers on medical problems during disasters or nuclear war (Crawford F. Sams, Rijun Kinosita, Harold Luoth, Walmer E. Strope, and Charles W. Shilling) (health, civil defense) [10-17-57 - 10-18-57, 4 negatives]

Speakers on Medical Problems During Disasters or Nuclear War -- Hunters Point Naval Shipyard (October 17, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-17-57.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Harold Lueth, Captain Charles W. Shilling, Brigadier General Crawford Sams, and Dr. Rijun(?) Kinosita standing.

Speakers on Medical Problems During Disasters or Nuclear War -- Hunters Point Naval Shipyard (October 18, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-18-57.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sitting at a table with diagrams is Mr. Walmer E. Strope.

Marin Circle damaged in auto accident (Berkeley)
Workers at Blindcraft Center Thanksgiving Seal Campaign (disabled persons)
First teenagers' dance of the season

New UC President Clark Kerr [10-18-57 - 10-24-57, 5 negatives]

Senator William F. Knowland at Commonwealth Club of California luncheon
Leader of underground Constantin W. Boldyreff of Russia (Soviet Union) (communism) [10-19-57, 2 negatives]

Leader of Underground Constantin W. Boldyreoff (October 19, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-19-57.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Constantin Boldyreff of Russia (of the National Alliance of Russian Solidarists) sitting in an office and smoking (communism).

Fishing at beach near Candlestick Cove freeway (neighborhood, environment) [10-19-57, 10 negatives]
Fishing at Beach -- Candlestick Cove Freeway (October 19, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-19-57.07]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of fishermen through a car window. Fishermen crossing the freeway.
Fishermen scattered about the shore. Fishermen sitting on a pier and with catch
(neighborhood, environment).

Marijuana confiscated from G.I.'s at Hamilton Air Force Base (narcotics)
Proclamation of London Week (with Sir Herbert S. Marchant, Edward Marchant,
and acting Mayor Henry Rolph)
Dope raid (narcotics)
Southern Pacific presents last ferry Eureka (ship) to San Francisco Maritime
Museum [10-23-57, 4 negatives]

Southern Pacific Presents Last Ferry Eureka (ship) to San Francisco Maritime
Museum -- Oakland Mole (October 23, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-23-57.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice president of Southern Pacific Claude Peterson giving deed to R. Stanley Dollar,
both outside and inside the ferry.

Representative Pat Hilling
State narcotics agent Fred L. Braunmoeller drug case (with Attorney General
Edmund G. Brown and others) (narcotics) [throughout month]
Dinner meeting of San Francisco World Health Organization Committee (with
Jessie M. Bierman, Rodney R. Beard, and Ernst Wolff) (health)
Pacific Gas and Electric nuclear power plant in Pleasanton (atomic age) [10-24-57,
9 negatives]

Pacific Gas and Electric Nuclear Power Plant -- Pleasanton (October 23, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-24-57.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President of Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) N.R. Sutherland and George White
 генерал менеджера General Electric Atomic Power Division) standing in the control
room. Samuel Untermeyer, Lester Kornblith, and Luther Welsh, involved in the
station's installation, standing next to control panels. Small gathering listening to
Untermeyer speak and watching people in the control room (atomic age).

San Francisco Youth Association at United Nations Day ceremonies
Rededication of Hearst Greek Theatre at UC Berkeley [10-25-57, 19 negatives]

Rededication of Hearst Greek Theater -- UC Bekeley (October 25, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 113, [10-25-57.02]
Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Randolph A. Hearst, Robert Sibley, Dr. Clark Kerr, Mrs. Randolph Hearst, Mrs
Earnest Born, Robert G. Sproul, Mr. Ernest Born, and Robert Samuelson standing in
front of an archway. Overall shot of the crowd and performers on stage. Kerr

Dan O'Connell arrives from China on President Cleveland (ship)
Hungarian freedom fighters (Nicholas Kovacs, Gizella Balazs, and Emilia Zegreen)
Teenagers waiting for Elvis Presley concert tickets at Civic Auditorium [10-26-57,
4 negatives]
Teens Waiting for Elvis Presley Concert Tickets -- Civic Auditorium (October 26, 1957)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shot of four teenagers sleeping next to the ticket office.

Roger D. Lapham fiftieth wedding anniversary [10-26-57, 10 negatives]

Press conference with Secretary of the Navy Thomas C. Gates Jr.
Members of French Consulate help to sponsor "Bal de Paris"
Models pose in sack dresses on Grant Avenue (fashion)
Boy with Halloween pumpkin modeled after Sputnik satellite (space age)
[10-30-57, 4 negatives]

Arrival of author Paul Henri Spaak

Baseball player Willie Mays [10-31-57, 12 negatives]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Willie Mays standing in front of Seals Stadium. Mays catch a fly ball and swinging a bat. Mays with reporters. Mays signing an autograph for fans. Mays looking out at the field from the stands. Mays standing with an unidentified man. Mays and a group of unidentified men pointing at a sign on a car that reads "Welcome to SF Willie Mays".

November 1957

Physical Description: 975 negatives (estimate)

Fashions at I. Magnin
Explorer Scout conference at Treasure Island
Highest paid fashion model Suzy Parker and producer of "Kiss Them For Me" Jerry Wald
Grand National Livestock Exposition at Cow Palace (horse show and rodeo)
[11-01-57, ca. 20 negatives]
Beaux Arts Ball at School of Fine Arts
Church festival at St. Cecilia's at Eighteenth Avenue and Vicente Street
Mayor Mitsuji Nakai of Osaka, Japan, and acting Mayor James J. Sullivan
Election views [11-01-57 - 11-05-57, ca. 25 negatives]
Russian doctors tour Bay Area (Nikolai N. Blokhin, Semen A. Sarkisov, Ivan L. Bogdanov, Sergei V. Kurashav, and Grigori V. Vygodchikov)
Santa Claus arrives at the Emporium
Advertising photos for shoes and liquor [11-02-57, ca. 15 negatives]
Oregon Band in front of La Salle Hotel
Dr. Edward Teller speaks to elementary school teachers at San Francisco State College Auditorium
American Municipal Association meeting
New Grand Jury (includes Melvin J. Chambers, Alan G. Greyder(?), and others)
American Society of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery (Doctors S. Milton Dupertuis and Wallace H. Steffensen)
Reading for the circus festival at the Holy Names Church
Guests at Tour de Décor opening (author Merla Zellerbach and others)
General Director of UNESCO Dr. Luther Evans [11-04-57, 2 negatives]
Progress pictures on waterfront freeway (Embarcadero near Ferry Building) (transportation) [11-04-57, 7 negatives]
  Progress Pictures -- Waterfront Freeway -- Embarcadero (November 04, 1957)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 114, [11-04-57.09]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Patron of the arts Harold L. Zellerbach with pictures of Hungarian refugees in Zellerbach Building at Sansome Street
Soroptimist Club at Women's City Club
Flower bed with UNESCO sign at Golden Gate Park
Genetic expert Dr. Ojvind Winge of Denmark
Cookery authors Helen Evans Brown and James Beard
Society of Western Artists preview at M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
Petrini Market at Fulton Street
Twenty-fifth anniversary of Phoenix Society
Cow milking contest at Cow Palace (includes Modesto Dairy Queen Miss Patti Walker)
UNESCO events (United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization) [11-06-57 - 11-08-57, ca. 50 negatives]
Series on football player R.C. Owens and his wife Tina [11-06-57, ca. 20 negatives]
Kids books writer Dr. Seuss [11-06-57, 2 negatives]
  Childrens' Book Author -- Dr. Seuss -- Fairmont Hotel (November 06, 1957)
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Seuss (Theodor Seuss Geisel) sitting at a table and smoking.

Madame Pandit at St. Francis Hotel
Re-christening of the Hong Kong (ship) as the Illinois (ship) (includes Captain H.G. Sorenson and Miss Illinois Myrna Hansen)
Senator Robert McCarthy announces candidacy for Attorney General
Luncheon honoring Admiral George L. Russell (also John A. Sutro and President of San Francisco Chamber of Commerce E.D. Maloney)
Advertising man Dennis Day posed at microphone
Annual Northern California Boys' Club Association dinner at Columbia Park Boys' Club
Architectural drawing of proposed $10 million hotel at Fisherman's Wharf
Owl Drugs advertisement photos [11-07-57 - 11-08-57, ca. 20 negatives]
Narcotics story (views taken at George White's office)
Senator Thomas C. Hennings, Jr.
Black Watch: The Royal Highland Regiment and The Massed Pipers (Scottish bagpipes) performing together
Steers auctioned off at Cow Palace [11-08-57, 13 negatives]
Guests at ballet "Emperor Norton" (Director of Museum of Modern Art in New York Rene D'Harnoncourt and others)
Guests at dinner before Black Watch performance (Consul General Mr. H.S. Marchant of Britain, British Ambassador to US Sir Harold Caccia, Major C.M. Moir of the Black Watch, and others)
Financial meeting at Japanese Trade Center (President of Chamber of Commerce E.D. Maloney, President of Osaka Chamber of Commerce and Industry Michisuke Sugi, and acting Mayor James J. Sullivan)

City Hall at night (new lighting on building)

International Film Festival (Harold L. Zellerbach and Irving M. Levin)

Mayor George Christopher at San Francisco International Airport (crowds with banners "Christopher for US Senator", etc.) [11-11-57, 9 negatives]

Mayor George Christopher -- Airport (November 11, 1957)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 114, [11-11-57.05]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Mayor George Christopher standing and speaking into a microphone. Christopher and wife standing. Overall views of Christopher speaking into a microphone to a gathering (airplane in the background). Lee F. Demeder, Jacob Shemano, and John Shannon standing with signs (about election campaign for Senate).

Visiting fashion editors (Katherine Harrington, James W. Elliott, and Betty Milburn)

B'nai B'rith Second Golden Harvest Ball

Women's Architectural League

Coast Guard air and sea rescue picture lay out [11-12-57, ca. 20 negatives]

Westlake Catholic Women (Mrs. Scatena)

Press conference with Meade Alcorn and San Francisco Republican Chairman Robert H. Steele

Italian symphony Conductor Franco Mannino

Dinner for evangelist Billy Graham [11-12-57, 8 negatives]

Visiting Japanese mayors: Y. Nagano, Consul General Akira Nishiyama of Japan, John Sullivan, and President of Chamber of Commerce E.D. Maloney

Chief of British Information Service in US John Peck and wife

Press conference with Harvard President on fund raising tour Nathan M. Pusey

Baseball star Willie Mays and house he could not buy because of color (race relations, civil rights) [11-14-57, 15 negatives]

Willie Mays Beef -- Difficulty Buying House (November 14, 1957)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 114, [11-14-57.01-03] ark:/13030/hb0v19n7cb

Physical Description: 15 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Baseball player Willie Mays being interviewed, and view of house he was prevented from buying because of race. (race relations, Afro-Americans, civil rights). Taken at 2251 Moraga Street and 175 Miraloma Drive. Willie Mays signing home sale agreement with wife, attorney Terry A. Francois, and owner Walter A. Gnesdiloff [sic]. Taken at 2251 Moraga Street. Television cameras and interview with Walter A. Gnesdiloff [sic], builder of the house in dispute. Also present is Edward Howden (director of Council for Civic Unity). Taken at 266(?) Magelian Ave.

Patient recovering from tuberculosis discovered by mobile chest truck (health)

"Gay Nineties" put on show for old folks at Laguna Honda Home

Ribbon cutting on new Riviera store at 44 Ellis Street

Guests at preview of William S. Jewett paintings at Society of California Pioneers

Testimonial dinner honoring Israel's ambassador to US Abba Eban (also Mayor George Christopher) [11-14-57, 2 negatives]


Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Mayor George Christopher and Israel's ambassador to the US Abba Eban standing.
Police mobile crime lab
Tom Gianni at Ford Center
Young Republicans at Commercial Club (Caspar W. Weinberger and President of Young Republicans Alan Nichols)
Club of Chinatown preparing for annual silly hat contest
Interview with Kenneth Hahn of Los Angeles running for US Senate
Ringo game (Cal Bulletin promotion with KJBS)
Reverend Kurt Baehr(?) speaking about Middle East
Governor Goodwin J. Knight arrives from vacation (also Mrs. Knight, Superior Judge Aylett Cotton, and Jack McDowell)
Sports cars and fashions at St. Francis Yacht Club
San Francisco tuberculosis ward (patient Don Barlow) (health)
Australian flyers will fly Cessna planes to Australia
Mobil dealer convention (prominent lecturer and wife of Los Angeles Municipal Court Judge Mildred Younger)
California 1958 Maid of Cotton Janice Brown and Cyril Magnin
Young Brothers store at Nineteenth and Mission Streets [11-19-57, ca. 16 negatives]
Barry's Surplus store at Mission Street
Fashions for Maison Mendessole on Powell Street
Attorney Benjamin Marlowe booked at jail for "improper conduct"
Ben Garlin around the world in amphibian jeep
City bonds picked up by Bank of America
Mission High School makes Mayor George Christopher an honorary member
Backstage scenes at Royal Ballet
Longshoremen's Memorial building at Beach and Mason Streets during construction (largest arch in the world)
Sister Mary Hyacinth at St. Joseph's Hospital (she has been a nun for 70 years)
Amicus Club (presenting check to Aid of Retarded Children) (developmentally disabled or mentally handicapped?)
UC Class of 1906 at St. Francis Yacht Club
Dedication of main clinic of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
I. Magnin fashions
Stanford and California (UC Berkeley) class reunions [11-22-57, ca. 20 negatives]
YWCA Residence Club 25th anniversary at present location
Party for Roger Lapham Sr. (includes members of Lapham family)
All American Conference to Combat Communism (Senator Thomas J. Cuite, Supervisor John J. Ferdon, John H. Mullholen, and others) [11-25-57, 3 negatives]
All American Conference to Combat Communism -- City Hall(November 25, 1957) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 115, [11-25-57.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Guests at San Francisco Symphony Association reception (John Upton, conductor Enrique Jorda, famous caterer Thomas Thomaser, and others)
Press Officer Moshe Leshem of Israel (Israel brass)
Cutter Lab polio trial (health)
Reverend F.X. Connolly ("for Russia vs. USA educational series")
Science courses at Lincoln High School (education)
Muscular distrophy victim (health)
Council of Jewish Women feed their elders Thanksgiving dinner
First Thanksgiving for Hungarian family
Interview with president of St. Mary's College Brother Albert
Postal workers picket ("not a strike") (labor) [11-27-57, 4 negatives]
Postal Workers Picketing -- Main Post Office (November 27, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 115, [11-27-57.05]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of postal workers picketing in front of the main post office (labor).

Mayor George Christopher and conductor Enrique Jorda
Physicist Dr. Harvey White of UC Berkeley with "flying saucer" [11-27-57, 6 negatives]
Night shots of crowds, parking, and traffic in the Mission District (neighborhood)
[11-29-57, 10 negatives]
Night Views -- Mission District (November 29, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 115, [11-29-57.01]
  Physical Description: 10 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Mission Street scenes including the New Mission Theater, crowds of people walking on the sidewalks, storefronts, and cars in a full parking lot (neighborhood, cityscapes).

Arctic ship Storis
Narcotics suspects
After Thanksgiving shoppers (Market Street, Emporium, Macy's, Mission Miracle Mile)
Reception and dinner for Senator William F. Knowland (also includes Dr. William McKinley Thomas)
Locomotive dedication at San Francisco Fleishhacker Zoo
Opening of auto show at Cow Palace [11-29-57 - 11-30-57, 6 negatives]
Conductor Enrique Jorda and Symphony in rehearsal
Gang members do volunteer work

December 1957 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 115-116, [120057-123157]
  Physical Description: 725 negatives (estimate)

Hannes Schroll house tour, 944 Chestnut Street
First general session of American Municipal Association (Mayor Ben West of Nashville, Vice President of General Electric Co. Roy W. Johnson, Mayor George Christopher, and others)
Members of the San Francisco Garden Club
Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce opens new office in San Francisco (President J.R. Henderson and four stewardesses)
Women's Overseas Service League (Christmas gifts for Navajo Indians)
Men's Guild, Convent of Good Shepherd (Benjamin Swing, Bishop Hugh A. Donohoe, and others)
Press interview with Administrator of Federal and Civil Defense Leo A. Hoegh
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce election
Series on education shortcomings (Assemblyman Sheridan Hegland of La Mesa)
Girls in costumes for Santa Lucia Day (Swedish Christmas story)
Phony sputnik at Martinez police station [12-03-57, 4 negatives]
Phony Sputnik -- Martinez Police Station (December 03, 1957)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 115, [12-03-57.09]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Officer Art Marlar with the phony 'Sputnik'.
Speakers at municipal conference Dr. Leonard Duhl, Washington DC; and William L. Rafsky, Philadelphia
Louis DeMartin (DeMartini?) retires from Chinatown (dinner at Kan's Restaurant)
King Muhammad V of Morocco in San Francisco (includes tour of Cyclotron lab at UC Berkeley) [12-04-57 - 12-06-57, ca. 40 negatives]
  King Muhammad V of Morocco -- Airport, Mark Hopkins Hotel, Sheraton Palace, Fairmont Hotel(December 04, 1957)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 115, [12-04-57.05-08]
    Physical Description: 19 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    King Muhammad V of Morocco stepping off an airplane, shaking hands with Mayor George Christopher, escorted by Christopher and other unidentified men, standing with Christopher, and standing with unidentified men in front of soldiers. Christopher and Muhammad V standing (for the anthem?) at the airport. Muhammad V sitting with Prince Abdallah(?) at a dinner. Muhammad V, Prince Abdallah and Mayor Ben West of Nashville, Tennessee standing behind a table. West standing next to Muhammad V as he talks into a microphone at a podium. Muhammad V greeting Mrs. Nion Tucker. Muhammad V greeting Mrs. George Otto. Muhammad V greeting Mrs. James R. Broun. Muhammad V greeting Mrs. Jacob Dana.

  King Muhammad V of Morocco -- Cyclotron lab -- UC Berkeley(December 05, 1957)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 115, [12-05-57.11]
    Physical Description: 13 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    King Muhammad V of Morocco shaking hands, standing, and walking with unidentified people. Muhammad V standing with unidentified men and looking at some mechanical equipment.

  King Muhammad V of Morocco -- Airport(December 06, 1957)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 115, [12-06-57.05]
    Physical Description: 6 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    View of four police motorcycles. Unidentified men standing around some cars. King Muhammad V of Morocco shaking hands with California highway patrolmen and standing with unidentified men.

Star of "Sayonara" Miko Taka
Christmas decorations at Stonestown and outer Mission Street (cityscapes)
San Francisco Ballet School at Eighteenth Avenue near Geary Street (dancers and committee members)
Christmas party of Italian Society at Laguna Honda Home
Lighting of Christmas candles at Union Square (cityscapes)
Stephen Cochran with Christmas tree
Mayor George Christopher being serenaded in his office by members of the Municipal Band on the occasion of his birthday
California Newspapers Publishers Association (grandson of James King of William Percy King Justus Craemer, and others)
Christmas benefit for Lucinda Weeks School
Atomic reactor at UC Berkeley's Cory Hall (Professor Nathan W. Snyder and students) [12-06-57, 2 negatives]
  Atomic Reactor -- UC Berkeley(December 06, 1957)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 115, [12-06-57.11]
    Physical Description: 2 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Students and professor examining atomic reactor at Cory Hall.
Dutch Santa Claus (Sinterklaas) greeted by Dutch colony here
Blind and sighted children playing together at Argonne Playground (disabled persons)
Board staff members of Pollution Board at Islais Creek dumps (Elmer Robinson, Elmer Walker, and Benjamin Linsky)
Steinhart Aquarium deterioration
Patricia Stevens Charm School
Federal Judge Irving Kaufman who sentenced Julius and Ethel Rosenberg

Federal Judge Irving Kaufman -- Post Office Building (December 09, 1957)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Federal Judge Irving Kaufman, who sentenced Julius and Ethel Rosenberg, sitting in a chair.

Reception line at party honoring Maestro Enrique Jorda
UC Berkeley Professor Dr. Peter Odegard in election race for US Senator
"What are good toys" (sputnik, robot, etc., and Professors Donald C. Biggs and John T. Robinson) [12-10-57, 3 negatives]

"What are Good Toys" -- Presidio Hill Elementary School (December 10, 1957)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Donald C. Biggs sitting next to robotic toy and toy dashboard modelled after a Firebird. Dorothy Weiler, Rheua Pearce, and John T. Robinson standing around a "launching Sputnik."

Sierra Club annual luncheon: Bishops Hugh A. Donohoe and Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle, and speaker Andrew F. Burke
Interview with Nobel Prize winner Glenn Seaborg
Bay Area teens meet with Edmund G. [Pat] Brown
Notre Dame Music Association luncheon
Sweaters for Christmas (fashion)
Variety Club yearly party for blind children (disabled persons)
APL (American President Lines, Ltd.) "floating hotel" President Cleveland (ship) with kitchen and storage facilities
"Police night" at San Francisco Working Boys' Club (Police Commissioner Paul Bissinger, Chief Frank Ahern, and club Director Father James B. Flynn)
Record shipment of blue blood bulls and heifers (cattle)
Mayor George Christopher tours Noriega Street [12-13-57, 4 negatives]
Painting restorer Paul Prucha working on painting by Dutch artist Nicolaes Molenaer
Consul Pierluigi Alvera of Italy
O.J. Pietsch with his "Saintnik" (sputnik) in US Engineers Office [12-16-57, 3 negatives]

O.J. Pietsch and his "Saintnik" -- US Engineers Office (December 16, 1957)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken at 180 New Montgomery Street. Views of O.J. Pietsch standing with his model "Saintnik."

Giant Christmas tree being decorated outside entrance to Golden Gate Park (how workmen achieve this)
The Order of Merit of the Italian Republic (President of Bank of America S.C. Beise and Consul Pierluigi Alvera of Italy)

Sputnik for Christmas (Xmas decorations) [12-17-57, 2 negatives]
  Sputnik for Christmas -- Wilshire Court (December 17, 1957)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 115, [12-17-57.09]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  A model sputnik hung outside a home as a Christmas decoration.

International Film Festival awards at Metro Theater (Director Irving Levin, winner of "Best Actress" Dolores Dorn-Heft, Harold Zellerbach, actress Shirley Temple Black, and S.N. Hussain of Indian Consulate)
Nobel Prize winner and head of virus lab Dr. Wendell Stanley [12-18-57, 2 negatives]
  Nobel Prize Winner and Head of Virus Lab Dr. Wendell Stanley (December 18, 1957)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 115, [12-18-57.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Dr. Wendell Stanley standing over a microscope. Stanley sitting in chair smoking pipe.

Salvation Army Christmas kettle on Powell and Market Streets
Johnny Mathis Day in San Francisco
Signing for new additions for French Hospital (architect [L.?] Allen and hospital President Mr. Andre L. Armand)
Catholic High School convention (Research Director of California State Federation John F. Henning)
Installing tree on mast of ship Balclutha
Wood carver W.H. Fields and his tableau "Last Supper"
"Conant Science Series" Dr. John V.N. Granger with wife Katherine and son David American Trucking Award to Jane Conant (also Mayor George Christopher and E. Guy Warren)
Astronomy Professor Otto Struve
Grace Cathedral choristers
Dedication of new Recreational Arts Building at Scott and Duboce Streets (Mayor George Christopher, President of Park and Recreation Commission Louis Sutter, and others)
Sculptor Beniamino Bufano home from Europe (four poses of Bufano during conference)
Leader in the French contest "around the world in 90 days" Ronald Hutin
David's Delicatessen at Geary Street (David Apfelbaum at work)
Imperial Potentate Thomas W. Melham of Milwaukee
Polio victim Joan Kelly (portable iron lung and other equipment shown) (health)
Young Brothers advertising pictures
Children celebrate New Year in Shriners Hospital

  Physical Description: 800 negatives (estimate)

  Diagram showing "Tax Dollar" (expenditure and revenue dollar)
  Earl Warren visits judges (names not provided) in City Hall
  Hearst party at Mark Hopkins Hotel
  Director Untermeyer of the Vallecitos Atomic Energy Power House
  Christmas crowds on Market Street near Powell (cityscapes)
  Dior fashions at Fairmont Hotel
  Tower Market at Portola Drive (interior shots)
Dr. Maurice Eisendrath, President of Union of American Hebrew Congregations
Sir David Eccles, President of British Board of Trade, and British Consul to San Francisco H.S. Marchant
View of new Embarcadero Freeway from Coit Tower (cityscapes)
   New Embarcadero Freeway (January 02, 1958)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 117, [01-02-58.03]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of the new Embarcadero Freeway from Coit Tower with Broadway in foreground (cityscapes). View of the clock tower and bay bridge in the background.

Catholic Professional Women's Club (Mrs. Thomas Henry and Miss Mary Cavanaugh)
Opening of new ticket office at American and Western Airlines (1329 Market Street)
View from dome of City Hall (cityscapes)
   View of Mole Hall -- Dome of City Hall (January 02, 1958)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 117, [01-02-58.08]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of the construction site of Mole hall from the dome of the city hall. View of the surrounding city in the background (cityscapes, neighborhood).

Willie Mays and family (arrival at San Francisco Airport and at Alexander Hamilton Hotel)
Arrival of Ohio State Band
Opening of Western Merchandise Mart (at 1355 Market Street)
Dutch sailors quitting ship (differences between ship captain and its crew) (labor)
City of Hope Faith Guild Auxiliary carnival
March of Dimes polio campaign series
Studio portrait of author Marsh Maslin
Mother of opera star Lucille Udovick (Mrs. Mary Rosselli)
Snow and ski pictures from Heavenly Valley, Bijou
British politician and United Nations representative Sir Andrew Cohen
Promotion portrait of Mike Pike
Dr. Loren R. Chandler and Dr. Judith Pool of Stanford Hospital
Swearing in commissioners of the San Francisco Board of Education (Judge John B. Molinari, Elmer F. Skenner, and Mrs. Claire Blumlein Matzger)
Elaine Soule murder trial (murder of Catherine Elvins) [01-06-58 - 01-15-58, ca. 41 negatives]
New President of the California Democratic Council Joseph L. Wyatt Jr.
San Francisco Medical Society Women's Auxiliary Club
Russian disk jockey Ibragim Mamleeff and his sponsor Matt Boxer
Advertising pictures for Young Brothers at 19th and Mission Streets (televisions, hi-fi, appliances)
Ernie Smith retirement ceremonies (also Paul Speegle, Mayor George Christopher, and others)
Fashions (Sue Fetz)
The Boys Town of Italy Drive
"Enroute to Lourdes" fashion show (St. Ignatius High School Mothers Club)
Armenian church (Archbishop Paroyan and restaurateur/author George Mardikian)
New general manager of the Emporium M.H. De Voto
Actor Rock Hudson with socialites and at dinner with Rocky Marciano [01-10-58, 12 negatives]
Actor Rock Hudson with Socialites -- California Room, Fairmont Hotel (January 10, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 117, [01-10-58.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Actor Rock Hudson with soon-to-be princesses of court at the Mardi Gras Ball Isabel Flood, Anna Fabbri, and Alison Castle. Rock Hudson, Warring Park and Lolly Fritz look over the "gals" at the event.

Actor Rock Hudson Eating with Rocky Marciano -- Fairmont Hotel (January 10, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 117, [01-10-58.05]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Freeways in San Francisco (Central Freeway crossing Market Street, upper Market widening, and Market and Portola widening) (transportation)
Views of Central Freeway Through San Francisco (January 11, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 117, [01-11-58.02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Dr. Philip Cummings
International Printing Week at Macy's and "Miss Perfect Type"
New 1958 Grand Jury
Soroptimist Club
Advanced plans for Billy Graham Crusade to come to San Francisco [01-14-58, 2 negatives]
Teacher from Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies visits Lowell High School (education)
Members of Prytanean Honor Society
Athens Athletic Club in Oakland
I. Magnin wedding department
Recreation and Park Commission meeting (Max Funke resigns)
Visitation Valley Nursery School bike parade
Heart Association meeting (Doctors Richard Barr, Vernon C. Harp, and William H. Thomas)
Diamond Jubilee celebration (Presidential Assistant Howard Pyle and Mayor George Christopher)
Staff of German military mission
Fashion at Saks (model Joan Smith)
Queen Elizabeth film at Catholic Entertainment Guild
Grand opening ceremonies at Young Brothers appliance store on Market Street
Senator Jacob K. Javits speaking
Congressmen A.S.J. Carnahan and Chester E. Merrow
Managing Director of BOAC (British Overseas Airways Corporation) Basil Smallpeice
New location of Children's Home Society of California on 897 Hyde Street
Singer at "Jack's Waterfront" nightclub Miss Earnestine Anderson
Consecration banquet relating to St. John's Armenian Apostolic Church of San Francisco (Mayor George Christopher, Father Artoon Sempedian?, and Bishop Papken Varjabetian
Dope smuggler (narcotics)
Author Dana Lyon
Father John F.X. Connolly (President of University of San Francisco)
Interiors of furniture store "Young Brothers" at 19th and Mission Streets
Congressman Patrik J. Nillwigs (candidate for Attorney General)
Testimonial Dinner for Thomas Larke Jr.
Bishop Sheen and Monsignor McCarthy
"Yiddish comedienne" and star of "Farblondjete Honeymoon" Molly Picon
Skaters at Sutro's Ice Rink at Beach
Annual fashion show at Hebrew Nursing Home Auxiliary
President of San Francisco Symphony Foundation Lawrence V. Metcalf
National Convention of Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Association
Hearst Spanish monastery deteriorates in crates in the Golden Gate Park

*Crates From Hearst Spanish Monastery Deteriorate -- Golden Gate Park (January 25, 1958)* BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 117, [01-25-58.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crates holding the remnants of Hearst's Spanish monastery deteriorate in the run
down shack built to hold the crates. Views of the crates tipped over with some
strewed into the bushes and others in the road. Crates teeter in the awkward piles
they are stacked in.

Japanese defense generals on visit (Hirokuni Muta, Misoo Matsumae, Sadau
Sanag, and Mikio Takahahi)
Catholic Newsmen Awards (editorial writer Charles Ryckman, Bishop Donahue,
Mayor George Christopher, and others)
Preview of Winston Collection of Modern Art at San Francisco Museum of Modern
Art
Skin divers at Garfield swimming pool volunteer to help police
Roos sells to Atkins at Bank of America (Robert Roos, Edward Gauer, and others)
Atomic blast at Treasure Island (mock attack)

*Mock Atom Blast -- Treasure Island (January 28, 1958)* BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 118, [01-28-58.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officers stand and watch as mock atom blast off of treasure island is conducted
(civil defense). A miniature mushroom cloud ascends as more small explosions go
off around it. Large battle ship sits in foreground.

Town Hall lecturer Randolph Churchill
Painting the Ferry Building clock face
Dr. Geoffredo Gensinin (National Jewish Hospital at Denver, Colorado)
Muni (Municipal Railway) Car Barn at 17th and Potrero Streets and gigantic
vacuum cleaner used to vacuum buses
New President of San Francisco Bar Association Gardiner Johnson
The Miraloma Cooperative Nursery School (kids wear caps and gowns) (education)
Russian pianist Emil Giliel(?)
New Crown-Zellerbach building (starting steel work)
Aircraft carrier Hancock
Costumes for Mardi Gras Ball
Guests at International Hospitality Center Ball (Consul General Akira Nishiyama of
Japan, General Frederick M. Anderson, and others)
Press Wireless operator talking to NASA(?) regarding US satellite (space age)

**February 1958** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 118-119, [020058-022858]

Physical Description: 900 negatives (estimate)

Defensive driving program ("decelerometer")
Baseball player Willie Mays
Vice Consul Miodrag Mihajlovic of Yugoslavia
Junk yards as seen from end of Arthur Street
Nightclub performer Patsy Kelly
Promotion layout of Paul Speegle at Bardelli and Joseph Magnin by Harry Papazian
Cosmetologist week at Laguna Honda Home ("old gals got hair do")
Election of new bishop at Grace Cathedral (Reverends F. Walter Williams, Lesley Wilder, C. Julian Bartlet, and others) [02-04-58, 8 negatives]
Port director Carl M. Smith replacing Charles Tait (not pictured)
Decoration aboard APL (American President Lines, Ltd.) President Jackson (ship)
(Consul General Pierluigi Alvera of Italy makes awards to George Killion and Ralph Davies)
The Russian River flood (many from Guerneville) [02-04-58 - 02-05-58, 54 negatives]

**Russian River Flood (February 05, 1958)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 118, [02-05-58.01]

Physical Description: 39 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the overflowing Russian River through Guerneville. Pictures taken from a boat going down the river show one-story houses almost completely covered in water. Other houses are less submerged in the river with their front porches covered in water and their swimming pools overflowing. A car is trapped in the street. The current of the river appears to be very strong.

**Russian River Flood -- Guerneville (February 05, 1958)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 118, [02-05-58.02]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Houses on the side of the river with high stilts are saved. Other houses are completely under the flowing waters of the river. Waters have risen almost to the level of a bridge overpass that a woman views.

Father James B. Flynn (Catholic Charities annual report)
University of San Francisco alumni banquet
Dinner for pianist Karl Ulrich Schnabel
Governmental Industrial Safety Conference
Actress Irene Dunne
Theo Boblitt at mayor’s office
Heart specialist Dr. Griffith (health)
Panhellenic fashion show
First woman to become member of National Guard in California (Major Leigh M. Standish, Lillian Francine Vieites, and Colonel Clark R. Miller)
Registration day at San Francisco State College
Paul Speegle
Reception for Mr. and Mrs. Naoum Blinder (violinist/teacher) at San Francisco Art Museum

New span at Market and Portola Streets (transportation) [02-07-58, 2 negatives]

**New Span of Freeway -- Market and Portola Streets (February 07, 1958)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 118, [02-07-58.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Construction of the new span of freeway at Market and Portola Streets (transportation). Man looks at the iron re-bar reinforcements of the concrete section in front of the crane.

Supervisor and acting Mayor Harold Dobbs and family [02-07-58, 5 negatives]
New consultant for Golden Gate Arboretum job Dr. Richard Baker
Man threatens to shoot journalist Herb Caen
Mothers’ Milk Bank Benefit at Palace of Legion of Honor
Harvard-Princeton-Yale Scholarship Ball at Fairmont Hotel
Marin City underpass landslide [02-07-58, 7 negatives]
   Landslide -- Marin City Underpass(February 07, 1958)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 118, [02-07-58.19]
   Physical Description: 7 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of the mudslide area of the road and debris with the Marin City underpass in
   the background. Cars are stopped and a plow truck is pushing the mud out of the
   road.

American Hostelry planned for retired men and women, Continental Hotel at 127
Ellis Street (interior shots) (housing)
Head of Pik-Nik Sales Co. T.H. Eggers with portrait of President Ike (Dwight D.)
Eisenhower
Permanent waves to teenage orphan girls at Miss Marty School of Beauty
Algernon D. Black of New York State Committee Against Housing Discrimination
National Conference of Christians and Jews
First negro Assistant to the President E. Frederick Morrow (Afro-Americans)
[02-10-58, 3 negatives]
   First African American Assistant to the President -- Hotel Saint Francis
   (February 10, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 118, [02-10-58.06]
   ark:/13030/hb6199p0q6
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   The first African American assistant to the president E. Frederick Morrow in his
   room at the Hotel Saint Francis (Afro-Americans). He is the administrative officer
   for presidential groups.

Rain damage shots of Telegraph Hill (from Sansome and Fillbert Streets looking
west) [02-10-58, 10 negatives]
   Rain Damage Shots of Telegraph Hill -- Sansome and Filbert Streets(February
   10, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 118, [02-10-58.08]
   Physical Description: 10 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Shots of the precarious positions of the large houses on the steep side of Telegraph
   Hill.

Lincoln Day banquet at Scottish Rite Auditorium
Ninety-nine year old "gal" (Maude Quinn) who saw President Lincoln's body on
death train when she was a child
Chef Pierre Costa teaching "house mothers" at City College (education)
Ceremony of celebrating President Lincoln’s birthday in front of City Hall
Charles T. Lipscomb Jr. of ANPA (American Newspaper Publishers Association)
Naturalization of ballet master Anatole Joukowsky (US District Court)
King and queen of Mardi Gras
Rental Gallery party at San Francisco Museum of Art (wire sculpture by Henri-Mari
Rose, painting by Alexander Nepote, and guests)
Honorary membership at Musicians Union (Enrique Jorda, Kenneth Monteagle, and
Charles Kennedy)
First-nighters for opening of Noel Coward's play "Nude with Violin" at Curran
Theatre
1958 Eagle Scout recognition dinner
Preview of exhibition of Chinese paintings by Professor Huang Chun-Pi at M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
Valentine's songs at Western Union
Press conference with Lt. General Arthur C. Trudeau after his return from Korea
Carl C. Bland of Balfour Guthrie & Co.
Cantor Reuben Rinder of Temple Emanu-EI
Annual open house at the California Historical Society (granddaughter of Mr. Whittier, President George L. Harding, and others)
Making preparations for CARE (Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere) benefit
Valentine's Day at Lakeshore School (includes nephew of Mayor George Christopher Davis)
Crowded cable cars on Powell and Market Streets (transportation)
Arrival of the Orcades (ship)
Advertising pictures for San Francisco grocery stores Cala Foods
Judge Michael Roache announces retirement
Man wins an island in the Fijis
Monsignor Carroll-Abbing of Ireland
Father Miller B. Sale
Eleanor Roosevelt at press conference [02-14-58, 5 negatives]
Eleanor Roosevelt Press Conference -- Hotel St. Francis (February 11, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 118, [02-14-58.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eleanor Roosevelt speaks to the press from a conference table.

Members of Mary's Help Guild
Hi-Fi convention (audio equipment)
San Francisco Council of Churches at Civic Auditorium
Spinster's Ball at Sheraton Palace Hotel (Spinster's Ball?)
Northern California Scholastic Art Judging
Ambassador Dr. J.H. Van Roijen of Netherlands
Randolph Hearst (at PTA luncheon honoring his grandmother who founded PTA) [02-17-58, 11 negatives]
New multiple radio stations for city on top of Twin Peaks [02-17-58, 11 negatives]
New Multiple Radio Stations -- Twin Peaks (February 17, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119, [02-17-58.07]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the inside set up of the multiple radio stations set up to be un-attended (technology). View lookin down Market Street from the top of Twin Peaks (cityscapes).

Mission Merchants at Hotel St. Francis
Catholic Charities (Bishop Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle, Raymond Gericke, and Father Gerald Cox)
UC president to be Dr. Clark Kerr [02-18-58, 2 negatives]
UC President -- Chancellor Clark Kerr -- UC Berkely (February 18, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119, [02-18-58.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chancellor and University of California President-to-be Dr. Clark Kerr answering questions in his office at the University of California at Berkeley.

Baseball star Willie Mayes welcome to San Francisco (also Paul Speegle, Mrs. Mayes, and Supervisor Francis J. McCarthy)
Mayor George Christopher gets "California Voters Handbook" from women voters
Mardi Gras Ball at Hotel St. Francis [02-19-58, 17 negatives]
Marin County flood shots [02-19-58, 12 negatives]

Flooding -- Marin County(February 19, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119, [02-19-58.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officers Vincent South and E.F. Klementovich look at the fallen tree in the road and
at the flooded street. John Allen paddles a boat down the street. Roads are
completely flooded.

Storm Damage -- Marin County(February 19, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119, [02-19-58.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Car Wreck due to the flooding. View of Tree that slid down hill into the road, roots
and all. Traffic Jam on US highway 101 (south) with three lanes flooded.

Interview with Dean James Pike of Grace Cathedral
Chinese New Year (T. Kong Lee, Mayor George Christopher, and Miss Chinatown
USA June Gong)
Professor Linus Pauling against bomb tests and at KQED with Dr. Edward Teller
(social protests) [02-20-58, 40 negatives]

Professor Linus Pauling Against Bomb Tests -- De Young Building(February 20,
1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119, [02-20-58.10]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Professor of Chemistry Linus Pauling talks about stance on the bomb tests in the
De Young building (social protests).

Debate on Bomb Tests -- Professor Linus Pauling and Dr. Edward Teller -- KQED
Station(February 20, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119, [02-20-58.11]

Physical Description: 35 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Professor Linus Pauling and Dr. Edward Teller debate over the bomb testing issue
on the air at KQED. They sit at debating tables with KQED station manager James
Day acting as mediator. Afterwards, the two talk informally to the reporters.

Author Felix Greene just out of "red China"
Forty-fifth anniversary for Cantor Reuben R. Rinder (also includes pianist Isaac
Stern)
Mrs. Stephen Zellerbach, Mrs. Richard C. Ham, and Countess Francesca Latini at
Italian Consulate
Washington Grammar School alumni reunion (ex-State Senator Tom Maloney,
Supervisor Alfonso J. Zirpoli, Supervisor Charles Ertola, and others)
Advertising layout of "Franciscan Restaurant" on Fisherman's Wharf [02-22-58, 13
negatives]
Hong Kong's former governor retires (Sir Alexander and Lady Grantham)
General Motors fiftieth anniversary
Members of Japanese woman's group Satsuki-Kai arranging dolls in preview of
traditonal girls' festival
Governor Goodwin Knight's $100-a-plate dinner (actor Jack Benny, Cyril Magnin,
actress Mary Costa, Supervisor Judge Frank Blum, and others) [02-24-58, 10
negatives]
Divorcee Rita Godward and attorney J.W. Ehrlich (Jake Ehrlich)
Special activities classes for gifted kids at Francis Scott Key School (education)
Mayor George Christopher gets Japanese scroll painting from Professor Huang Chun Pi
Preview for artist Martyl at Feingarten Galleries
Music critics luncheon (Ellen Campodonico, Harold Zellerbach, and Dr. Bernard C. Begley)
President Hans M. Bongers of Lufthansa German Airlines visits San Francisco
Ninety year old painter Mrs. Cosmy Hulitar
Cub Scout rally at Giannini School
Representative Clair Engle running for senator [02-28-58, 2 negatives]
Clair Engle Running For Senator -- Sutter Street (February 28, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119, [02-28-58.05]

Scope and Content Note
Representative Clair Engle talking to reporters at a press conference about campaign for Senate.

Opera star Lucine Amara and general director of Comopolitan Opera Dario Shindell
New San Francisco Park Commissioner William Penn Mott

March 1958

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119-120, [030058-033158]

Physical Description: 1075 negatives (estimate)

New Bank of America building
Dior fashion show at I. Magnin
Third annual ski races in Yosemite Valley [03-01-58, 16 negatives]
Artist Cosmy (Mrs. Michael Hulitar) on her ninetieth birthday at reception and exhibition of her paintings at the California Palace of the Legion of Honor
Finance Committee of National Council of Christians and Jews (Cyril Magnin, Judge Lenore Underwood, Judge Daniel R. Shoemaker, and others)
Bank of America executive Russell G. Smith receives award from Consul General Robert Luc of France
Opening of Cosmopolitan Opera
Opera star Lucine Amara [03-04-58, ca. 40 negatives]
New building for American Trust at Sacramento and Leidesdorff Streets (also views of executives)
Butler Brothers furnished model cabin at Cow Palace (western flavor)
William Randolph Hearst plaque dedication ceremony at Third and Market Streets, and luncheon [03-04-58, 20 negatives]
Smith College benefit
Views from Angel Island towards city (cityscapes) [03-05-58, 3 negatives]
Alcatraz and city from Angel Island (March 05, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119, [03-05-58.02]

Scope and Content Note
Views of Alcatraz and city from Angel Island (cityscapes).

Filing of candidates at Registrar's Office at City Hall (Judges Melvyn Cronin, William Traverso, Herman Van der Zee, Paul J. O'Shaugnessy, and others) [03-05-58, 7 negatives]
Japanese stencils from the John Nuston Collection at the California Palace of the Legion of Honor (includes Consul General Akira Neshujama? of Japan)
Jewish Legion Commander Benjamin H. Chasin
Press Wireless waits for signal from "Explorer II" (satellite?) [03-05-58, 4 negatives]
Satellite Signal -- "Explorer II" (March 05, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119, [03-05-58.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
E.N. Miller stands by press wireless machine which monitors wave lengths, at 814 Mission Street waiting for satellite signal from the "Explorer II".

Salvage dump operators protest the anti-smog measures that ban open burning (environment) [03-06-58, 6 negatives]
Salvage Dump Operators Protest Burning Ban -- City Hall (March 06, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119, [03-06-58.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Operators Stan Smith and Frank Bertoni hoist a scarecrow from the back of a flatbed truck with the sign "Linsky go home". Richard Fields holds a sign "we have had it" in front of City Hall in protest of anti-smog measures that will ban open burning (environment).

Missile submarine Grayback (ship) at Mare Island Navy Yard [03-06-58, 22 negatives]
Missile Submarine Grayback (ship) -- Mare Island Navy Yard (March 06, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119, [03-06-58.02]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long-shots and close-ups of submarine missile outside in Navy Yard with views of other boats and water. Two Navy men stand by the missile.

Candidate Caspar W. Weinberger filing for Attorney General office [03-06-58, 6 negatives]
Attorney General Candidate -- Caspar W. Weinberger -- City Hall (March 06, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 119, [03-06-58.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Weinberger and family stand at counter in registrar's office at City Hall filing for Attorney General candidacy. The Weinberger family stands between band members in front of "Welcome home" sign.

Firm in San Bruno manufactures ladies hats (fashion) [03-05-58, 10 negatives]
Heiress Marie Spreckels Elizalde jailed
Play "Cinderella" at Sacred Heart Convent
Marin County Hadassah (the Women's Zionist Organization of America?)
Frank La Berge (related to Hiram Walker)
AASA (American Association of School Administrators) convention [03-06-58 - 03-10-58, ca. 40 negatives]
Ski trip to Yosemite (Ahwahnee Hotel)
Opening of play "Middle of the Night" at Curran Theatre
National Conference of Christians and Jews
Italian consul has shindig for Milan International Fair (Dr. Aldo Morante, Vice Consul Plinio Mazzarini, and Consul General Pierluigi Alvera)
Planned Parenthood office opens at 5005 Third Street (health) [03-10-58, 2 negatives]
Planned Parenthood Office Opens (March 10, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 120, [03-10-58.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Nurse in charge Mrs. A. Stanley Hardman and Medical Director Dr. Margaret Ems? of Planned Parenthood stand with Maternal and Child Health Director Dr. Margaret Miller of the Department of Public Health at the new Planned Parenthood office at 5005 Third Street (health).

Opera singer Maria Greco
Conference with opera singer Jerome Hines (connection with Billy Graham)
Reception for Cinerama dignitaries (B.G. Krantz, Lester B. Isaac, composer Dimitri Tiomkin, TV actor James Arness, and others) [03-11-58, 9 negatives]
Story on Reverend John Hayes Creighton of First Presbyterian Church in Alameda
Party for pantomimist Marcel Marceau at French Club (mime)
Jack Goldberger sworn in to state job by Judge Lenore Underwood
Import snow for handicapped kids at Sunshine School (disabled persons)
New surgical department at St. Francis Memorial Hospital (plastic surgery room, new steam sterilizer, and solution room) (health) [03-11-58, 4 negatives]

New Surgical Department -- St. Francis Memorial Hospital (March 11, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 120, [03-11-58.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Nurses Sheila Pacheco and Marilyn Hill, Dr. George Warren Pierce, Head of the Bothin Helping Fund Mrs. Edmonds Lyman, and Casey Lyman stand around dummy patient on the operating table in new plastic surgery room (health). Josephine Flohr holds door of the new steam sterilizer. Nurse Helen Egeler and Rose Cloud stand in solution room where they make their own distilled water. Two nurses stand in hallway.

Artist Walter Keane and wife Margaret in Enrico Banducci's bar "Hungry i"
[03-12-58, 9 negatives]

Artist Walter Keane Removes Paintings -- "Hungry i" (March 12, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 120, [03-12-58.01-02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Artist Walter Keane and wife Margaret remove paintings from wall of bar. Keane and wife carry paintings out of the "Hungry I" at 599 Jackson Street. Bar owner Enrico Banducci sits on stool at his bar. Banducci sits on chair at 199 Chestnut Street and "explains his version of beef with artist".

Tea Garden at Golden Gate Park
"Duchess of Washoe" Mrs. Philip Karp
Member of Turk Murphy Band
Past commanders of American Legion
Major General John B. Medaris
Artist Richard Diebenkorn in his studio at 217 Hillcrest Street in Berkeley
[03-13-58, 9 negatives]

Artist Richard Diebenkorn -- Berkeley (March 13, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 120, [03-13-58.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Diebenkorn with paintbrush in hand painting in his studio at 271 Hillcrest Street in Berkeley.

Fashion photos at Stonestown (printed and rejects) [03-13-58, ca. 25 negatives]
Radio installation at Twin Peaks [03-14-58, 4 negatives]

Police Radio Installation -- Twin Peaks (March 14, 1958)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 120, [03-14-58.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Technician James Craig from Dumont Laboratories, Inc. and Marvin Hewlett kneel by electrical equipment testing receiving equipment for Police Department, supervising tests for the Department of Electricity. Chief Donald Townsend of the Department of Electricity and Chief Radio Technician Burton Dougherty nearby. Exterior views of tower.

CSBA (County School Board Association) teachers' conference

Informal forum on right to work laws (Dan Del Carlo, Monsignor Matthew Connolly, Neil Haggerty, and Joseph P. Mazzola) (labor) [03-14-58, 3 negatives]

Race horse Silky Sullivan with Kay Murphy O'Flynn

Kids from Irish Dancing School

Blessing of shamrock at St. Patrick's Church by Pastor Monsignor Vincent McCarthy

St. Patrick's Day Parade

Monsignor Vincent McCarthy and Father James McGee at St. Joseph Church

Guests at Italian Festival of Fashion at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum

San Francisco Oakland Bay Bridge plaque presentation

Freeway divider at Twentieth and Vermont Streets

Glass from Sweden on exhibit in San Francisco Museum of Art

School Board meeting in Department of Education

Press conference with Harry Bridges in ILWU (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) building (labor) [03-18-58, 4 negatives]

Press Conference -- Harry Bridges -- International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union Building (March 18, 1958)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 120, [03-18-58.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

ILWU President Harry Bridges sits at conference table. Bridges sits with former board member Henry Schmidt. Bridges, Schmidt and First Vice President J.R. Robertson of ILWU sit at table (labor).

Fashion show benefit for CARE (Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere?) at Canterbury Hotel

UC Berkeley Ninetieth Charter anniversary (Dr. Karl F. Meyer, Dr. Thomas Parran, Felice Battaglia, Gordon Sproul, Dr. Norman A.M. MacKenzie, Herman Phleger, Clark Kerr, and others) [03-20-58, ca. 20 negatives]

Mill Valley antique show and sale

Press conference with Secretary of the Interior Frederick A. Seaton [03-21-58, 4 negatives]

Press Conference -- Secretary of the Interior Fred A. Seaton -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (March 21, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 120, [03-21-58.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Close-ups of Fred A. Seaton sitting in hotel room.

Arrival of pilot whose plane was forced down by "red Koreans" (communism) [03-21-58, 8 negatives]
Arrival of Pilot Whose Plane Was Forced Down by Koreans -- Airport (March 21, 1958)

Physical Description:
8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Pilot Willis Hobbs whose commercial plane was forced down by "red" Koreans exits plane with wife Norma and children Jen and Bonnie (communism). Hobbs family sits in chairs in front of photographers.

Symposium on hypnosis at Hotel Claremont in Berkeley (health)

Bowling at Bel-Mateo Bowl in San Mateo [03-21-58, ca. 25 negatives]

Senator William F. Knowland, his family, and Mayor George Christopher

People build own church (St. Martin's Episcopal Church)

New animals at Steinhart Aquarium

Grand Jury at dinner at Marconi Restaurant

Miss USA Charlotte Sheffield

First Negro Municipal Judge in San Francisco John Wesley Bussey (Afro-Americans) [03-25-58, 14 negatives]

First Negro Municipal Judge in San Francisco Attorney John Wesley Bussey (March 25, 1958)

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note
First African American Judge in San Francisco John Wesley Bussey sits smoking cigarette and smiling during interview. Bussey stands in front of law books at 1802 Fillmore Street (Afro-Americans).

State Supreme Court Justice Jesse W. Carter and his reservoir to be drained by the county (San Anselmo Double Ranch) (water issue) [03-26-58 - 03-29-58, ca. 30 negatives]

San Francisco Bay Area Council dinner (Edgar F. Kaiser, James K. Lochead, and Reginald H. Biggs)

Property owners protest Justice Carter's dam (reservoir) at Marin County Courthouse in San Rafael (water issue)

Symphony goers at Pension Fund benefit concert (conductor Andre Kostelanetz and others)

Ground breaking for new library branch at North Beach Playground, Mason and Columbus Streets

Crown Miss Junior Achievement of 1958 Brooksie Howe ("brains and beauty")

Ambassador Erick Boheman of Sweden and wife

Harry Camp Millinery (hats modeled by Pat Carmen) (fashion)

Junior Livestock Queen Judy Green at Cow Palace

New state narcotics chief with Attorney General Edmund G. Brown

Dedication of new center at UC San Francisco (Dr. Harold Urey, Dr. Paul S. Sheats, and exterior of building)

Easter flower show at Macy's [03-30-58, ca. 15 negatives]

Sliding homes on Oakland hills (lanslides, erosion, environment) [03-31-58, 8 negatives]
Sliding Homes -- Oakland Hills (March 31, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 120, [03-31-58-01-03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
View of intact houses in the Oakland hills; one house slid down hill [caption reads "parakeet saved by Jim Wilson"). Close-up of uplifted home surrounded by debris on Vancleave Way. View of house next to Walter Horberg home which already slid downhill. Movers carry house belongings into truck from 79 Vancleave Way. Elevated views of house that slid and is partially crushed (landslides, erosion, environment).

Governor Robert D. Holmes of Oregon meets with Edmund G. Brown (03-31-58, 2 negatives)

Governor Robert P. Holmes of Oregon Meets With Attorney General Edmund G. Brown (March 31, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 120, [03-31-58.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Attorney General Edmund G. Brown stands with arms around Governor Robert P. Holmes and Governor Albert D. Rosellini of Washington.

Reception for ambassador from Sweden

April 1958 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 121-122, [040058-043158]

Physical Description: 1075 negatives (estimate)

Good Friday at St. Patrick Church

Flood views in various Bay Area locations (damage to land and property, mud slides, cleaning up, etc.) (cityscapes) (04-00-58 - 04-05-58, ca. 150 negatives)

Flood Views in Various Bay Area Locations (April 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 121, [04-00-58-04-07]

Physical Description: 40 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Firemen trying to locate body in Corta Madera Creek. Views of flooded Ross Al.(?). Forrets Avenue in Fairfax damaged. Fairfax home sliding. Views of property on Lofonda(?) Road. Workers attempting to siphon water away from a dam. Damage to Breakers Café and other views (cityscapes).

Flood Views in Various Bay Area Locations (April 01, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 121, [04-01-58.01-02]

Physical Description: 39 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Home on Vancleve Avenue about to slide down a hill. House movers attempting to save a house from sliding. Long view of houses. Various shots of damaged houses (some completely destroyed). Views of a house on fire. Men with hoses and brooms cleaning the streets around Burlingame City Hall. Policeman inspect damage. Man putting up barricades (cityscapes).
Flood Views in Various Bay Area Locations (April 01, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 121, [04-01-58.05-06]

Physical Description: 28 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Flood Views in Various Bay Area Locations (April 02, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 121, [04-02-58.08-04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men sweeping water out of Folsom Street garage. Policeman in knee-deep water directing traffic. Truck driving through flooded section of Folsom Street. Views of outer lane of Lincoln Way where sand has washed away from underneath the street. Enterprise Street under water (cityscapes).

Flood Views in Various Bay Area Locations (April 02, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 121, [04-02-58.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ogden Chan sweeps water from living room of basement apartment on Pacific Avenue.

Flood Views in Various Bay Area Locations (April 02, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 121, [04-02-58.10-11]

Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two men walk down Linden Avenue. Firemen help people into small boat. Firemen stand around boat. Cars in flooded street. Man and his dog walk across mud and water covered Fish Ranch. Mud on Russell and Claremont Streets. Views of damaged house on Shasta Road (cityscapes).

Flood Views in Various Bay Area Locations (April 03, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 121, [04-03-58.01]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Red Cross workers on muddy Fifth Avenue. Apartments in danger of sliding. Unidentified people in a living room (cityscapes).

Flood Views in Various Bay Area Locations (April 05, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 121, [04-05-58.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Home at Forest Avenue in San Anselmo purposely set on fire to prevent it from falling into a creek.

Easter egg hunt at Sigmund Stern Grove
Fashions at I. Magnin and Livingstones
Hugh Bernhardt
Welcome Parade for Giants baseball team on Market Street (cityscapes)
[04-00-58, ca. 15 negatives]
Auto men promotion lunch in Venetian Room of Fairmont Hotel (Cecil Whitebone, Alan K. Browne, Bob Waters, and Walter Kaplan)
Women's Auxiliary of State Dental Association (Mrs. William H. Walley and Mrs. John J. Muzio)
Iran Foreign Leader Program on International Education
Festival Dinner for Jewish Personnel of Armed Forces (Rabbi William Z. Dalin and others)
Press conference with boxer Joe Louis [04-04-58, 4 negatives]
Good Friday services at Grace Cathedral (Reverend Henry Herbert)
Ambassador Sir Leslie A. Munro of New Zealand
San Francisco Christian Welfare Society
Opening new addition to Aliotto's Restaurant
Buying Chinese goods at auction
Cast of Peninsula Children Theater getting ready for the production of "Heidi..."
Freedom Foundation awards (Father Timothy McDonnell, Doctor Kenneth D. Wells, and Colonel Charles G. Rau)
Appointment of Protestant chaplain for San Francisco Fire Department
New Federal Grand Jury John P. Hart and Stanky L. King
Writer Ada Lewis Cook
New PUC (Public Utilities Commission) Commissioner Theodore H. Jenner
Founder of Pallas Athene Mrs. Robert T. Bates
Science fair (shots of exhibits at Academy of Sciences in Golden Gate Park)
Luncheon for Marie Davidson honored by music critics Alexander Fried, Majorie Fisher, and Alfred Frankenstein
"Gals" in Harpers Bazar hats invade men in Pied Piper room at the Palace Hotel (fashion) [04-09-58, 2 negatives]

Women in Harpers Bazar Hats -- Palace Hotel(April 09, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 121, [04-09-58.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Edwin Callan, Mrs. Richard Gonzales, Mrs. Robert L Wood Jr., Mrs. Melvin Savage Jr. walk through the Pied Piper room holding magazines (fashion).

Citizen Leadership conference on public safety (Governor Howard Pyle of Arizona and Chairman T.S. Peterson)
Little Sister Queen contest
Daffodil Festival and "Spring Comes to Maiden Lane"
Supervisor Clarissa McMahon in front of City Hall
Presidio Army Post inspection (Captain Warren Crecy? and Colonel George D. Pearson inspect Sixth Army)
Fund raising book fair relating to California Democratic Council
Unity Minister Mrs. Ethel Higgins
National Ballet of Canada at Opera House
Public auction at Post Office (people with their goodies)
Senator William F. Knowland [04-11-58, 6 negatives]
St. Mary's College Guild
Racing at Golden Gate Fields (horse Silky Sullivan)
Miniature collection to be exhibited at Brussell Fair (Jules Charbneau)
Elder Statesman Dr. William Edward Burghardt (W.E.B.) Du Bois of the Negro in America and President Reverend Davis of NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) (Afro-Americans) [04-11-58, 3 negatives]
Elder Statesman of the Negro in America Dr. Edward Burghardt Du Bois --
Booker T. Washington Center(April 11, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 121, [04-11-58.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reverend Davis standing next to Dr. Edward Burghardt Du Bois and Mrs. Du Bois.
Du Bois sitting.

Irish singers on tour from Ireland
UC Band invited to Brunek Fair
Science Fair award winners hosted by National Association of Manufacturers
American Chemical Society
San Rafael Military School Mothers Club
Mayor George Christopher and Mayor Poulson of Los Angeles at baseball game
Assemblyman Monteville Burke
Opening of the Masonic Temple (interior and exterior shots) (cityscapes)
[04-16-58, 9 negatives]

Opening of the Masonic Temple -- California Street(April 16, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 121, [04-16-58.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of the Masonic Temple from the outside. Interior views of the building.
Stained glass window and visiting crowd (cityscapes).

Election of Miss Maritame Day Queen
Lighthouse for the Blind at 745 Buchanan Street (disabled persons)
Anniversary of big fire at 1906 Club
AFL (American Federation of Labor) freight service
Former Miss America of 1955 Lee Ann Meriwether and actor Frank Aletter take out a marriage licence
"You Auto Buy Now" rally at Scottish Rite Temple in Oakland
Kids prepare for Children Aquacade
Chilean delegation including member of the Conservative Party Hector Correa Letelier

Old Liberty ship being towed to sea [04-17-58, 6 negatives]

Old Liberty Ship Towed to Sea to be Sunk -- San Francisco Bay(April 17, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 122, [04-17-58.10]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Liberty ship with gas bombs aboard leaving the bay. Ship as it passes underneath the Golden Gate Bridge.

May Carnival at Our Lady of March Church
Queen of Golden Gate Park May Day (festival and members of her court) [04-18-58 - 04-19-58, 5 negatives]

1958 Scout-O-Rama at Cow Palace
Rhododendron Week at Union Square
Author Henry C. Carlisle whose hobby is San Francisco street names
Union officials surrender (Porter E. Vandewark and Patrick W. Clancy with attorney Gregory Stout)
Heikkila deportation case [04-18-58 - 04-25-58, ca. 28 negatives]
East Bay Terminal at Mission Street (cityscapes, transportation) [04-20-58, 2 negatives]
East Bay Terminal -- Mission Street (April 20, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 122, [04-20-58.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People walk around parked buses (cityscapes, transportation).

Kick-off dinner "Aid retarded children" (Dr. Rex Whitworth, Alton Lund, and Albert E. Schlesinger) (developmentally disabled or mentally handicapped?)

Arrival of St. Louis Cardinals

First nighters for "The Most Happy Fella" at Curran Theatre

New commute buses at Toll Plaza Bay Bridge (transportation) [04-21-58, 3 negatives]

New Commute Buses -- Toll Plaza -- Bay Bridge (April 21, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 122, [04-21-58.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Buses (transportation).

Hadassah (the Women's Zionist Organization of America) fund raising

San Francisco Boys' Club Proclamation (Boys' Club band conductor Roland W. Terry and acting Mayor Harold Dobbs)

Fire at St. Francis Theatre and traffic jam at Market Street (cityscapes)

Exhibit of Israel paintings at home of Mrs. Robert Laufer

Campership Fund rally (general view, Paul Speegle, and acting Mayor Harold Dobbs)

Sketch of proposed Hilton motel at airport

United Jewish Fund dinner (Jack Benny, Ira Hirschmann, and John Blumlein)

Pedro Valley School in Linda Mar (education)

Senior Center at Calvary Presbyterian Church (Jackson and Fillmore Streets)

Mothers' Club of Salesians Boys' Club fashion show

Alameda Naval Air Station (families invited aboard naval ship)

Spiegel Catalog Outlet Store at 2474 Mission (interior and exterior shots) [04-23-58, 12 negatives]

Petitions for State Voluntary Unionism

USO (United Service Organizations?) YWCA dedication ceremony

Spanish War veteran Henry J. Becker

Narcotics seized

Black & White ball at Palace, St. Francis, Mark Hopkins, and Fairmont Hotels [04-25-58 - 04-26-58, 14 negatives]

Ticonderoga (ship) aircraft carrier under the Golden Gate Bridge

San Francisco Boys' Club Concert Band gives concert at Opera House

Policemen's ball (includes Mayor George Christopher and Police Chief Frank Ahern)

Billy Graham crusade (religious revival) [04-25-58 - 04-30-58, ca. 160 negatives]

Billy Graham Crusade -- Cow Palace (April 25, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 122, [04-25-58.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of choirs rehearsal (religious revival).
Billy Graham Crusade -- SP Depot and St. Mark's Lutheran Church (April 26, 1958)

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Graham arrival at the SP Depot. Graham shakes hands with co-chair of the crusade's executive committee Dr. Carl Howie. Graham with Howie and unidentified men. Graham kneels in prayer at St. Mark's Lutheran church with parishioners (religious revival).

Billy Graham Crusade -- Cow Palace (April 27, 1958)

Physical Description: 35 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd at the Billy Graham crusade. Various views of Graham preaching to the crowd (from afar and close up) inside Cow Palace. Graham addressing a crowd in front of Cow Palace. Graham shaking hands, etc. (religious revival).

Billy Graham Crusade -- Masonic Temple (April 28, 1958)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Billy Graham Crusade -- Cow Palace (April 28, 1958)

Physical Description: 56 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Choir, crowds, Billy Graham speaking, and people "making their decisions for Christ" (religious revival).

Billy Graham Crusade -- Cow Palace (April 29, 1958)

Physical Description: 38 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall view of the crowd at Cow Palace with Graham at the pulpit. Reverend Howard Jones, Graham, and Willie Kirkland sitting on a sofa. Choir singing (religious revival).

Billy Graham Crusade -- Cow Palace (April 30, 1958)

Physical Description: 32 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall views of crowd at Cow Palace with Graham at the pulpit. Reverend Howard Jones, Graham, and Willie Kirkland sitting on a sofa. Choir singing (religious revival).

Members of the International Press Institute at St. Francis Yacht Club
Art show at the Recreation Center for the Handicapped (disabled persons)
Prime Minister of New South Wales J.J. Cahill
Fire department museum pieces (Engine Twenty Six at Presidio and Euclid Streets)
Queen of Fire Service Day
Inauguration of President of San Francisco State College Dr. Glenn Dumpke
Work on new runway at San Francisco airport
Art fair at San Francisco State College
Audition for little girl's part for "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof" at Geary Theatre
Model of US Navy's Polaris Missle [04-20-58, 3 negatives]
   Model of US Navy's Polaris Missle -- New Masonic Temple(April 30, 1958)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 122, [04-30-58.06]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Model outside the New Masonic Temple seen from afar and close up.

May 1958  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 122-124, [050058-053158]
   Physical Description: 900 negatives (estimate)

   Elizabeth Arden fashions
   Miss San Francisco 1958
   Consecration ceremony of Bishop James A. Pike at Grace Cathedral [05-00-58, ca. 30 negatives]
   Don Sherwood narrating movies on Navajo Indians
   Father Connolly blessing students' cars at San Francisco State University
   Living and dining area of psychiatric ward of St. Francis Hospital
   Judges during Law Day proclamation
   Reception for Dr. Glenn Dumke at San Francisco State College (also includes Presidents Robert Gordon Sproul and J.E. Wallace Sterling) [05-01-58 - 05-02-58, 3 negatives]
   Billy Graham (at Cow Palace, Treasure Island, San Francisco State University, appears at pornography hearing, etc.) [05-01-58 - 05-22-58, ca. 110 negatives]
   Drama critic Saral Teilhet
   Inauguration at San Francisco State College (invocation led by Reverend L.K. Whitfield)
   Dixieland concert (jazz music) and scholarships at San Francisco State University
   Hap Howard of Call Bulletin
   Twelfth annual ROTC (Reserve Officers' Training Corps) competition by seven San Francisco high schools
   Navy League banquet
   Governor Goodwin Knight signs $60,000,000 Harbor Bond Issue Meassure (also includes Assemblyman Glenn E. Coolidge and Cyril Magnin)
   PTA convention (Parents' and Teachers' Association) [05-02-58 -05-08-58, ca. 45 negatives]
   Protest march against H-Bomb test (social protests) [05-03-58, 4 negatives]
      Protest Against H-Bomb Testing -- Union Square(May 03, 1958)
      BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 123, [05-03-58.02]
      Physical Description: 4 negatives
      Scope and Content Note
      At the corner of Geary Street and Powell Street protesters against the hydrogen bomb hold signs saying "Stop the bomb tests" among others (social protests, atomic age, nuclear weapons).

   Hap Howard becomes new Circulation Manager for the Examiner and James H. Mackie succeeds him at the Call Bulletin
   Journalists Hugh Bernhard and Ed Montgomery speak before Junior Journalism group
   Fire hose display at Marina Green
   Sixteen semi-finalists for Miss San Francisco
Oakland Garden and Home show at Exposition Building
Maraloma Circus Carnival
Acting Mayor Harold Dobbs and Youth Mayor Richard Mialovich
Wife of Willie Mays goes to hospital
Nine people shot at 25 Watchman Way (Potrero Terrace) [05-05-58, 13 negatives]
Berkeley city model dump
Women in family campaign with Mrs. William F. Knowland [05-05-58, 5 negatives]
Naturalization of immigrants from El Salvador
Artist Dong Kingman, Dr Collin Dong, and author C.Y. Lee
Robert Hirsch of the R.S. Hirsch American Sales Company poses with guns his firm offered Indonesian rebels
Developer Wiliam Zeckendorf of Fairmont (Golden Gateway area in background)
Miss San Francisco finalists
Billy Graham [05-07-58, ca. 30 negatives]
Previewers at rumage sale party at the California School of Fine Arts
Dinner for Assessor Russell Window (also includes Assessors John R. Quinn and Karylon V. Broadwell, and US Federal Judge George B. Harris)
Garbage dump near freeway
Red Cross convention Civic Auditorium
Equal Job Opportunity week (National Director of Japanese American Citizens League Mas Satow, Cyril Magnin, and Reverend Asa Davis)
Annual meeting of American Psychiatric Association
Arrival of actress Kim Novak for opening of new Alfred Hitchcock movie "Vertigo" and press conference [05-09-58, 9 negatives]
Arrival of Kim Novak -- Train Depot (May 09, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 123, [05-09-58.11]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kim Novak shown with UC students with "KN" shirts and signs welcoming her at the train depot. She kisses one of them on the lips. (Arriving for opening of Alfred Hitchcock Movie "Vertigo").

Kim Novak Press Conference -- Clift Hotel (May 10, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 123, [05-10-58.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actress Kim Novak shown sitting on a desk during a press conference.

Seventeenth annual Rose Show
San Francisco planning director James R. McCarthy
Station wagon equipped to run on railway trucks (transportation)
Prince Bernhardt of the Netherlands (press conference and touring Radiation Lab at UC Berkeley with Dr. Ernest O. Lawrence and Dr. James L. Born) [05-12-58 - 05-13-58, 16 negatives]
Board meeting to plan fortieth convention of California Federation of Music Clubs
American Psychiatric Association convention (Dr. Harry C. Solomon and others)
Ground breaking for new Hall of Justice (Police Commissioner Paul A. Bissinger, Mayor George Christopher, and others)
New president of California Federation of Women's Clubs Mrs. A.F. Benton
Dean James Albert Pike (of Grace Cathedral) and family
KGO (radio?) picketers (labor)
New Consul General Adolfo G. Dominguez of Mexico
Dinner for Thomas A. Brooks of the MEEA
Dedication of pelican statue outside of UC Berkeley humor magazine "Pelican" (silent film star Irene Rich, daughter sculptress Frances Rich, Earl C. Anthony, and others) [05-14-58, 9 negatives]
Dedication of Pelican Statue -- UC Berkeley (May 14, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 123, [05-14-58.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sue Dowell, assistant sales manager, in a bathing suit sitting on statue of a pelican outside the "Pelican" humor magazine offices. Earl C. Anthony, Los Angeles businessman and first editor and founder of the "Pelican", who donated statue with Irene Rich, silent film star, whose daughter, Frances Rich, sculpted the statue.

Prize presentation to local artists at Sears store
Hot weather pictures at Aquatic Park and Marina Green
Junior Theater Aquacade at Roger Kent estate
Miss San Francisco Judy Wilson
Dean James Albert Pike consecrated at Grace Cathedral and luncheon at Mark Hopkins Hotel [05-15-98, ca. 15 negatives]
Governor Goodwin Knight at breakfast with Mrs. Knight
Atomic submarine Nautilus (ship) arrival in Aquatic Park (Fort Sutter ferry boat in background) [05-15-58, 8 negatives]

Arrival of Atomic Submarine -- Nautilus (ship) in Bay -- Aquatic Park (May 15, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 123, [05-15-58.17]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
The Nautilus (ship) in the background with the Barney Gould ferry boat Fort Sutter (ship) in foreground. The submarine out in the bay.

Buffalo with newborn at Golden Gate Park
Experimental nuclear reactor at UC Radiation Laboratory (Dr. A.J. Kirschbaum) (atomic age) [05-16-58, 14 negatives]

Experimental Nuclear Reactor Used in Weapons Development -- Livermore, Calif. (May 16, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 123, [05-16-58.04]

Physical Description: 14 negatives

Scope and Content Note
At the UC Radiation Laboratory in Livermore Dr. A.J. Kirschbaum, physicist, shows cutaway plan of Livermore pool type reactor. A man standing in front of plans(?), a man standing at control desk, Dr. Kirschbaum standing on top of reactor, looking down into reactor, exterior shots of reactor (atomic age).

Reception honoring HRH Prince Bertile of Sweden (also acting Mayor Harold S. Dobbs, Paul A. Bissinger, and others)
Actress Fay Spain in "God's Little Acre"
Arthur Bloomfield
Bishop James Albert Pike moves into his new office at Diocesan House
Advertising pictures for Food Mart at Geary and Stanyan Streets (cityscapes)
Orsola (ship)
Red Cross convention dinner (President General Alfred M. Gruenther of American National Red Cross)
California Band (UC Berkeley?) trying to raise money performing at Union Square Alliotto's fish eatery
$25-a-plate dinner Edmund G. Brown at Fairmont Hotel
Ship Arizona and the Ferry Building
Red Cross meeting (inventor of gas operated heart Dr. Charles A. Hufnagel) (health)
President of the United Negro College Fund Dr. F.D. Patterson
Bishop James Albert Pike at Grace Cathedral
$25-a-plate fundraiser dinner for Mayor George Christopher
President of Manpower Inc. Elmer Winter holds a painting by Dr. Frank Hinman Jr.
Art exhibit judges and awards, Macy’s
Ground breaking ceremonies for United Airlines new jet overhaul building
Cyril Magnin, Alan K. Browne, and Robert Taylor at martini luncheon
Conference on Urban Renewal and Redevelopment
US Maritime Administrative speaker Clarence G. Morse
Dedication of Commodore Stockton Elementary School
Chairman of City of Hope’s Department of Biochemistry Dr. Eugene Roberts
Don Sherwood gets cut off air
Dedication of fountain statue “Whales” at California Academy of Sciences
Fourth annual television auction for KQED
Landmark plaque presentation with Joseph R. Knowland at Union Square
Kids at Commodore Sloat School parade for Proposition A campaign
From Hayes and Octavia Streets looking south to Market Street (cityscapes, neighborhood) [05-28-58, 11 negatives]

View From Hayes Street and Octavia Street Looking South Down Market Street (May 28, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 124, [05-28-58.01]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of freeway construction progress, overpass that crosses Market Street near 14th Street, looking up Market Street from Twin Peaks (cityscapes).

Memorial Day near and after sunset from above Fort Point (Presidio)
Memorial service in honor of American-Chinese service men
Hearst memorial services in Cypress Lawn, Colma
Moiseyev Dance Company dancers

June 1958 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 124-125, [060058-063058]

United States Naval Reserve training flight - Honolulu (military) [06-00-58, ca. 30 negatives]
American Medical Association convention [06-00-58 - 06-26-58, ca. 130 negatives]
Ordination of Catholic priests at St. Mary’s Cathedral
Product advertising shots for various department stores [06-00-58, ca. 20 negatives]
Ferry boat San Leandro (ship) soon to be discontinued (transportation)
Orcades (ship) at Pier Thirty-four
Billy Graham (religious revival) [06-01-58, 06-06-58, 06-12-58, 7 negatives]
Soccer club Manchester United works out [06-02-58 and 06-04-58]
Luncheon for Caspar W. Weinberger [06-02-58, 2 negatives]
Student art from Thacher School for Boys (education) [06-02-58, 6 negatives]
Traffic jam because of bus strike (labor) [06-02-58, 4 negatives]
Russian editors on tour at UC Berkeley (Anatolii Vasilevich Valuzhenich, Yuri Vornov, Vitalii Ivanovich Voitko, Aleksei Andreevich Grechukhin, and Mikhail Ivanovich Khaldeev)
West Portal School parade for Proposition A (education) [06-02-58, 6 negatives]
Election candidates (Edmund G. Brown and George Christopher, Eugene McAteer, William Knowland, and others) [06-03-58, ca. 20 negatives]
Election Candidates -- City Hall and Senator William Knowland's Headquarters(June 03, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 124, [06-03-58.03-04]

Physical Description: 20 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Election workers bringing in the ballots. Mrs. Knowland, Emelyn Jewett, Estelle McKeen, Dolores Knowland and Senator William F. Knowland standing. Knowland surrounded by a gathering as he gives a platform speech at his headquarters. Candidate William M. Brinton sitting at a table and talking on a telephone. John A. Busterud standing and holding a piece of paper in his hand. Eugene McAteer standing with his wife and pointing (at results). Mr. and Mrs. Milton Marks sitting together. Knowland shaking hands with Mr. Van Lare (senior associate justice of the superior court in Ghana. Edmund G. Brown and his wife at a table with two other unidentified people. Mayor George Christopher and his wife standing beside a voting booth. Christopher seated with his wife (standing) at a table.

Circus child enters school (education) [06-03-58, 2 negatives]
Senator Robert I. McCarthy and wife voting [06-03-58, 2 negatives]

Senator Robert I. McCarthy and Wife Voting -- Hyde Street(June 03, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 124, [06-03-58.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Senator Rober I. McCarthy and his wife standing beside a voting booth.

Edmund G. Brown and wife [06-03-58, 2 negatives]

Edmund G. Brown and Wife -- Brown Election Headquarters(June 03, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 124, [06-03-58.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Edmund G. Brown placing a lei over his wife's head. Brown and his wife embracing.

Caspar W. Weinberger and family voting [06-03-58 - 06-04-58, 4 negatives]

Caspar Weinberger and Family Voting -- Jackson Street(June 03, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 124, [06-03-58.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Caspar W. Weinberger standing in a voting booth. Weinberger and his family standing in a voting booth.

Caspar Weinberger and his Wife -- Chronicle Building(June 04, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 124, [06-04-58.12]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Caspar W. Weinberger and his wife standing together.

Voters waiting to vote [06-03-58, 2 negatives]

Voters Waiting to Vote -- Sixth Street(June 03, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 124, [06-03-58.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Voters waiting to vote sitting in chairs along a wall.

Children's speech and hearing instruction
Sheriff Mathew Carberry congratulates Harold J. Powers after election [06-04-58, 2 negatives]

Translation of Bible by Jewish (Dr. Soloman Grayzel)

New x-ray machine with Dr. Herbert Abrams (health) [06-04-58, 8 negatives]

New X-Ray Machine -- Stanford Hospital (June 04, 1958)

End of Key System strike (labor) [06-05-58, 4 negatives]

End of Key System Strike -- Key system Headquarters, Oakland (June 05, 1958)

Author of cookbooks Poppy Cannon

"Colored" school teacher at Luther Burbank Junior High School (education, Afro-Americans) [06-05-58, 5 negatives]

"Colored" School Teacher -- Luther Berbank Junior High School (June 05, 1958)

Cross planted on lawn of Cecil Poole (race relations) [06-05-58, 6 negatives]

Cross Planted on Lawn of Cecil Poole -- St. Francis Woods (June 05, 1958)

McAllister mansion in Marin County to be torn down (interior and exterior views) [06-06-58, 7 negatives]

Miss Sonoma (Sandra Duden) and Mayor Fritz Renner of Guerneville present Mayor George Christopher with key [06-06-58, 5 negatives]

Municipal Judge Gerald S. Levin being sworn in [06-09-58, 4 negatives]

Hearing on radiation protection and control in California (atomic age) [06-09-58, 3 negatives]

Track removal of Key System [06-09-58, 3 negatives]

Track Removal of Key System -- First and Mission Streets (June 09, 1958)
Ground breaking for Hilton Hotel at airport (Conrad Hilton, Mayor George Christopher and PUC President Don Fazackerly)
Gift of lions to Fleishhacker Zoo
New chief administrative officer's family portrait (Russell, MacPhee and Collins) [06-10-58, 2 negatives]
Miss Modesto (Carol Cordes) with Mayor George Christopher [06-10-58, 2 negatives]
"The Girl with an Itch" actress Kathy Marlowe posing (relates to court case about movie being "too sexy") (censorship?)
Israeli tenth anniversary with Consul General Dr. Avraham Biran of Israel and Reverend James Pike [06-10-58, 2 negatives]
Most Reverend Mother General Sister Francine Lepecard and Bishop Donahue at mass in St. Mary's Cathedral
Luncheon for Conrad Hilton looking at drawing of new airport hotel with architect William Taber
School is out for summer [06-11-58, 4 negatives]
New officers for Little Children's Aid Society (LaLane, Duryea, and Campagnoli)
Air Pollution Board meeting - new member
Abandoned children at Mission Hospital
Lowell High School students caught swimming in motel pool [06-12-58, 4 negatives]
Woman in Juvenile Court who left five children with babysitter for two days
Hungarian claims police brutality
Pictures of Edmund G. Brown [06-12-58, 12 negatives]
Last day of school (Mark Twain School) [06-12-58, 9 negatives]
Paulists Centennial year gathering
President Theodore Huess of Germany, President John Simpson of World Affairs Council, German Ambassador Wilhelm Grewe, Consul General Gunther Kompff of Germany and others [06-12-58, 4 negatives]
Parks and recreation commissioner fired (Jane Zimmerman)
Miss Joni Webster enters Miss Universe contest
Miraloma Cooperative Nursery school students receive diplomas (education) [06-13-58, 3 negatives]
Four alarm fire at Consolidated Milling Company [06-13-58, 11 negatives]
Last day of school (Redding School) [06-12-58, 3 negatives]
Track meet at UC Berkeley
Commencement at San Francisco City College (education) [06-13-58, 5 negatives]
Police officer Oliver Brown who shot juvenile (Afro-American) at Lake Merritt [06-14-58, 5 negatives]
Father of the Year Frank B. Huebsch
American National Red Cross instructors at Fleishhacker Pool
Swedish Colony's Midsummer Queen and girls (Linda Westman)
American Society for Engineering Education annual meeting (Morrough O'Brien, William Alexander, and Frederick Lindvall)
First negro judge Byron Arnold being sworn in by Judge John W. Bussey (Afro-Americans) [06-17-58, 2 negatives]
Vocational nurse training course (education) [06-17-58, 6 negatives]
Dinner for Consul General Dr. Avraham Biran of Israel [06-17-58, 2 negatives]
Press conference with Mr. and Mrs. Hunter (parents of heart patient "Tommy") (health)
Fleishhacker Pool
Old Albert Gallatin mansion being torn down for new school
George Jessel at press conference
UC Berkeley president Robert Gordon Sproul retires
Serra Club honors newly ordained priests
President Toshiko Kokonoe of Japanese Women Inventors Association
Beat generation (beatnik) girl found murdered [06-18-58, 42 negatives]
Presidio Hill Nursery School students receive diplomas (education) [06-19-58, 2 negatives]
Parents meet adopted son from Philippines at airport [06-19-58, 9 negatives]
American College of Chest Physicians panel on Jet Age and Chest Medicine (Dr. Burgess Gordon, Dr. Ulrich Luft, and others) (health) [06-19-58, 2 negatives]
Committee for Auxiliary of Pharmaceutical convention
Freeway views (Van Ness Freeway, Embarcadero Freeway under construction, etc.) [06-19-58, 9 negatives]

Freeway Views (June 19, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 125, [06-19-58.05]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of workmen on the deck of the Embarcadero freeway. Various other views of the Embarcadero and Van Ness freeways under construction.

Opening ceremony for San Francisco Senior Center with Mayor George Christopher [06-19-58, 4 negatives]
Press conference with Helen Gahagan Douglas
Bishop Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle regards statue of Junipero Serra at Mission Dolores [06-20-58, 4 negatives]
Beatnik up for hearing on drunk charge
Fireside conference of delegates to American College of Chest Physicians convention
Police collect small arsenal of weapons from "punks" (juvenile delinquency) [06-20-58, 2 negatives]
Waiters cannot wear mustaches
President's Assembly of San Francisco (women's club?)
Guardsmen campership
San Francisco High School juniors depart for Sacramento to participate in "Boys' State" government exercise (sponsored by American Legion) (education) [06-21-58, 2 negatives]
Cruiser Athabaska (ship) from Canada arrives
Television pictures of heart operation on "Tommy" by Dr. Bensen B. Rowe of University of California Hospital (health) [06-23-58, 12 negatives]
Reception for Shah of Iran with Princess Fatemeh and Consul General Ahmad Eghbal [06-23-58, 5 negatives] and with Edmund G. Brown and Mayor George Christopher [06-24-58, 6 negatives]

Reception for the Shah of Iran -- Legion of Honor (June 23, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 125, [06-23-58.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Shah of Iran standing with Princess Fatemeh and Mr. and Mrs. Ahmad Eghbal(?). The Shah greeting Mrs. George Pfau and standing with the Princess and the Eghbals. The Shah greeting Harold Zellerbach. The Shah greeting Isabel Flood while Mrs. Bernard Begley shakes hands with Mr. Eghbal. The Shah greeting Anne Giannini while Mrs. Eghbal shakes Mrs. L.M. Giannini's hand.
Reception for Shah of Iran -- President Hoover (ship)(June 24, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 125, [06-24-58.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Press interview with violin maker Hans Weisshaar

Winners of AMA (American Medical Association) National Science Fair [06-24-58, 1 negatives]

Viking luncheon with acting Consul General Georg Knap Thestrup of Norway [06-24-58, 2 negatives]

Artist Jafar Shoja of Iran with Isabel Flood

New Recreation and Park Commissioner Mary Margaret Casey with Mayor George Christopher [06-24-58, 5 negatives]

Dean Earl English of the School of Journalism at University of Missouri, Columbia

Progress shots of new Giants stadium construction (Candlestick Park) [06-25-58, 15 negatives]

Shah (of Iran's) girlfriend [06-25-58, 1 negative]

Shah of Iran's Girlfriend -- Taylor Street(June 25, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 125, [06-25-58.06]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Mara Baumgartner ducking into a friend's car.

Uranium stock swindle

Star Flyer space ship ride opens at Peralta Park in Oakland (atomic age) [06-25-58, 18 negatives]

Star Flyer Space Ship Ride Opens -- Peralta Park(June 25, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 125, [06-25-58.12]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of crowds gathered around the Star Flyer (a space flight simulator for children). Up-close view of the rear of the Star Flyer. Overall shots of the crowd (with many children). Miss Oakland christening the ship with a bottle of champagne. The "flight crew" standing outside the ship. Children lined up for the ride. Views of children sitting inside the Star Flyer. View of a member of the Star Flyer's crew (space age).

Dinner honoring Chester MacPhee

Police and firemen baseball game

Shah (of Iran) leaves [06-26-58, 3 negatives]

The Shah of Iran Leaves -- Airport(June 26, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 125, [06-26-58.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Shah of Iran walking through the airport with group. Unidentified man kissing the Shah's hand. The Shah standing with the Princess and about to board the plane.

Press conference with actor Hugh O'Brian

Philippine dancers do the Habanera Botolena
New Recreation and Park Commissioner Mary Margaret Casey sworn in by Judge Caulfield [06-27-58, 3 negatives]
Burlingame High School string orchestra invited to Brussels' World's Fair (education) [06-27-58, 7 negatives]
San Francisco Zoo keepers and their favorite animals [06-28-58, 23 negatives]
Foreign exchange students leave San Francisco (education) [06-28-58, 12 negatives]
Girl Scouts prepare for first night at Camp Merced (education) [06-30-58, 4 negatives]
Orsova (ship) arrives with Astrid Lindholm (Australia's first entry in Miss Universe pageant) and refugee White Russians from Lithuania [06-30-58, 3 negatives]
Berkeley women take off in powder puff derby entrants (airplanes) from Oakland Airport
Bust of Francis Cutting (founder of California canning industry) presented to San Francisco by American Can and Canners League of California
New Public Administrator Chester MacPhee sworn in by Judge Shoemaker with Mayor George Christopher [06-30-58, 2 negatives]
Member of the Great White Fleet, Bernie Mullinix
Chief Administrative Officer Thomas Brooks retires [06-30-58, 5 negatives]
New safety materials for highways

July 1958
National Amateur Golf Tournament
Internal Revenue Service handling telephone inquiries
US Navy First Fleet arrives [07-00-58 - 07-07-58, 58 negatives]
Chief of Police Tom Cahill and family [07-00-58, 4 negatives]
President C. Lyn Fox of State Public Utilities Commission [07-01-58, 2 negatives]
YMI-YLI (Young Men's Institute - Young Ladies' Institute) Grand convention with Bishop Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle
Proposed new design for national flag (Hawaii statehood?)
Premiere of "South Pacific" benefit for Boys' Town of Italy
Commonwealth Club luncheon with John Francis Neylan
Press conference with San Francisco architect Bruce Heiser
US Navy's International Geophysical Year Earth Satellite display (space) [07-02-58, 2 negatives]
Navy's Vanguard Earth Satellite Display (July 02, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 125, [07-02-58.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Navy Commander Gustave A. Wolf, the officer in charge of the US Navy recruiting station, with children of Mr. and Mrs. Philip Curcuruto and full-scale model of Vanguard satellite (space age).

Proposed Ferry Building park (at the Embarcadero) blueprint plans [07-02-58, 2 negatives]
Artist Ng Kung Fu and Miss San Francisco at Chinese art exhibit opening
UC Berkeley press conference on education with Dr. Kenneth Pitzer and Professors Bernard Friedman, J. Cecil Parker, and Glenn Seaborg [07-02-58, 6 negatives]
Reception for Prime Minister Sardar Mohammad Daud of Afghanistan [07-02-58, 4 negatives]
Dedication of Ukrainian Church of the Immaculate Conception
Chester MacPhee investigation at San Francisco Hospital with Mayor George Christopher [07-04-58, 4 negatives]
Fourth of July fireworks display at Marina Green (cityscapes) [07-04-58, 10 negatives]
World championship cable car bell ringing contest [07-05-58, 8 negatives]
Boy Scouts aboard navy destroyer Rupertus (ship) [07-05-58, 5 negatives]
Narcotics suspect caught
Retail confectioners welcome Mayor George Christopher [07-07-58, 2 negatives]
Society of California Pioneers museum receives gift of 1865 fire equipment
Public hearing at Glen Park Elementary School on cross-town freeway [07-08-58, 11 negatives]
Blindcraft kids off to camp (disabled persons) [07-08-58, 12 negatives]
New State Commander B.C. Hesser of Veterans of Foreign Wars gets keys to city from Mayor George Christopher [07-08-58, 2 negatives]
Shirley Johnson with painting at Emporium holiday art exhibit
Father Richard P. Vaughan (Psychological Institute for priests)
Low temperature electromagnetic laboratory at UC Berkeley (Drs. David N. Lyon and William Giauque) [07-10-58, 8 negatives]

Low Temperature Electromagnetic Laboratory -- UC Berkeley (July 10, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 125, [07-10-58.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. David N. Lyon and Dr. William F. Giauque in laboratory with apparatus, inserting top of magnet container into concrete plug before lowering to magnetic vault below.

6212th Army Reserve Service Unit exercise (military) [07-10-58, 10 negatives]
Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel Corporation launches largest vessel (ship) ever built [07-10-58, 7 negatives]

Launch of Largest Vessel Ever Built -- Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel Corporation (July 10, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 125, [07-10-58.09]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gertrude Isbrandtsen, widow if Hans Isbrandtsen, Mr. and Mrs. Jakob Isbrandtsen and T.C. Ingersoll, general manager of Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel Corporation, shipbuilding division, all at the launching of the Hans Isbrandtsen (ship), the largest vessel ever built (on the Pacific Coast). The ship seen straight on from front. Views down launch ramp at ship in bay.

Merchants and parking problems (streets, neighborhoods) on Haight, Clayton, and West Portal streets [07-11-58, 4 negatives]
Bastille Day flag raising on roof of City Hall
Jack Goldberger and family at home (labor leader) [07-12-58, ca. 35 negatives]
Swearing in of General Manager John M. Pierce of Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) District by Chief Justice Phil Gibson [07-14-58, 1 negatives]
Mother visits the George (ship) named for son (Navy Cross recipient killed at battle of Savo Island aboard the San Francisco (ship)) at Hunters Point Naval Shipyard (military) [07-14-58, 2 negatives]
Radioactive tea found in ship Tancred
Mayor George Christopher signs final documents on baseball stadium (Candlestick Park) with Tom Gray and Francis McCarty [07-14-58, 3 negatives]
Hearing on ouster of City Manager Howard Stites of Daly City [07-14-58, 12 negatives]
Flying nun Sister Mary Aquinas
Change of command ceremony at Treasure Island (military) [07-15-58, 4 negatives]
Old Fort Point to be considered State Park (views) [07-16-58, 3 negatives]
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)
July 1958 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 125-126, [070058-073158]

Fort Point to be Considered a State Park (July 16, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 126, [07-16-58.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of fort from parapet on top of fort. Corporal Hurley L. Wood, Jr., a member of Company A Presidio Honor Guard in an old fort cell. View of fishermen’s cars parked at fort with Golden Gate Bridge in background.

Labor cocktail party (William Franklin and Einar O. Mohn) [07-16-58, 2 negatives]
Press conference with George Mardikian on return from Lebanon
League of Women Voters luncheon for Chester MacPhee with Mayor George Christopher [07-16-58, 3 negatives]
Miss Alaska (Eleanor Moses, a full Athabaskan Indian)
Young gardeners (Camp Fire Girls and Cub Scouts) at Golden Gate Arboretum [07-17-58, 6 negatives]
Vandals damage trophy case at St. Ignatius High School [07-17-58, 3 negatives]
Conductor Arthur Fiedler, Harold Zellerbach, and others
Interior and exterior views of new Carmelite monastery buildings at Fulton and Parker Streets [07-18-58, 16 negatives]

New Carmelite Monastery (July 18, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 126, [07-18-58.02]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Interiors and exteriors of new Carmelite monastery at Fulton Street and Parker Street include view from across the street, at the front door, inner courtyard, a spare room, down a long hallway and a sacred altar.

City Administrator Chester MacPhee meets nurses [07-18-58, 3 negatives]
Blind Philippine girl brought to US for eye surgery (health) (disabled persons)
Morrison Planetarium staff to cover eclipse of sun at Danger Island
"Golden Gate Bridge Owner" Jeanette Quon greeted by Mayor George Christopher [07-18-58, 3 negatives]
Golden Gate Nursery School (education) [07-18-58, 3 negatives]
Preview of Mile High Lake Tahoe Regatta (boats) [07-18-58, 16 negatives]
Arrival of aircraft carrier Bon Homme Richard (ship)

Last run of Southern Pacific ferry [07-19-58, 19 negatives]
Last Run of the Southern Pacific Ferry (July 19, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 126, [07-19-58.02]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
In the control room of the ferry, view of Golden Gate Bridge from on board ferry, people boarding, children looking overboard, view of cityscape from bay, captain with steering wheel, view of something in the water (seal?), control room from deck.

Priests imprisoned by communists arrive from China (communism) [07-21-58, 3 negatives]
"Models with odd gadgets" (actually home furnishings: bar stools and Japanese decorator items)
Students from Russia arrive (education) [07-22-58, 3 negatives]
City Guardsmen sponsored children's Day Camp [07-22-58, 18 negatives]
Arrival of Monterey (ship) from Australia with movie director John Ford and family
Chief Administrative Officer Chester MacPhee talks to nurses [07-24-58, 2 negatives]
Miss Hawaii 1958 (Georgietta Kahalelaukoa) with travel agents
Handicapped (disabled) persons at Morrison Rehabilitation Center
Four-state conference addressed by Clark Kerr [07-24-58, 4 negatives]
Warship cruiser Newcastle (ship) from Great Britain arrives [07-25-58, 07-26-58, ca. 50 negatives]
Washington High School summer session (education) [07-25-58, 2 negatives]
Cook-out in Golden Gate Park for handicapped (disabled) persons
Last ferry boat San Leandro (ship) (various views) [07-27-58 - 07-31-58, 35 negatives]
Stanford junior volunteers learn about hospital work (education) [07-28-58, 6 negatives]
Civil rights inventory by Council of Civic Unity of San Francisco (social relations, race relations) [07-29-58, 2 negatives]
Legislative interim sub-committee hearing on abuses of civil rights (beatnik Eric Nord addresses sub-committee chairman John O'Connell) (social relations) [07-29-58, 2 negatives]
Legislative Interim Sub-Committee Hearing on Civil Rights Abuses(July 29, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 126, [07-29-58.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Beatnik spokesman Eric Nord speaks to sub-committee chairman John O'Connell.

Mayor George Christopher gives plaques to city retirees [07-29-58, 3 negatives]
Collection of rare historical documents presented to UC Berkeley (Chancellor Glenn T. Seaborg, President Clark Kerr, Earl Warren and Perc S. Brown) [07-29-58, 4 negatives]
Miss Universe Gladys Zender of Peru and Miss Universe candidates from Latin America visit San Francisco: Judy Wilson, Miss San Francisco; Celina Ayala, Miss Argentina; Raquel Molina, Miss Chile; Irene Augustyni, Miss Uruguay; Elvira Risser, Miss Mexico [07-30-58, 9 negatives]
Burlingame High School orchestra takes off for Europe (education) [07-30-58, 6 negatives]
Refugee from Yugoslavia arrives aboard British liner Oronsay (ship) to be reunited with husband
Two Maori girls in native costume with students from New Zealand aboard British liner Oronsay (ship) arrive under scholarship from American Field Service [07-30-58, 1 negative]
Beatnik arrested for possessing marijuana (narcotics) [07-30-58, 2 negatives]
College public relations (editors and publishers meeting?)
James R. Hoffa (Jimmy Hoffa) (labor) [07-31-58, 3 negatives]
James R. Hoffa(July 31, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 126, [07-31-58.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Head shots of Jimmy Hoffa, also holding up headline "Fire Hoffa -- Meany Plea" (labor).

Press conference and testimonial dinner for labor leader Jack Goldberger with James R. Hoffa and Governor Goodwin Knight (labor) [07-31-58, 9 negatives]
Press Conference and Testimonial Dinner for Jack Goldberger(July 31, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 126, [07-31-58.05]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jack Goldberger with James R. Hoffa (Jimmy Hoffa) and Governor Goodwin Knight, and Paul Speegle. Views of large crowd of people during testimonial dinner.

Mayor Christopher inaugurates new garage for Pacific National Life Assurance Company [07-31-58, 3 negatives]
August 1958
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 126, [08-00-58-08-30-58]

Physical Description: 775 negatives (estimate)

Opening of Fifth and Mission Street garage Subcommittee inspection of San Francisco dumps [08-00-58, 16 negatives]
Wine book author Tom Marvel
Athlete Y.A. Tittle (Yelberton Abraham Title)
New proposed California State Park at Point Reyes [08-00-58, 31 negatives]

New Proposed California State Park -- Point Reyes (August 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 126, [08-00-58.13]
Physical Description: 31 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Various views of Inverness (neighborhood). People playing on the beach and swimming, woman standing next to stone cross, farmland, long views of beach, cows grazing, etc.

New Executive Director Major Ernest Orchard of San Francisco Guild for Crippled Children (disabled persons)
New Director of Finance and Records Virgil L. Elliott with Mayor George Christopher, Chester MacPhee and Superior Court Judge Daniel Shoemaker [08-01-58, 2 negatives]
Judiciary Committee (Senator Richard Dolwig and Roscoe Farley) [08-01-58, 12 negatives]
Interim Committee hearing on judges asking for money to marry people [08-01-58, 4 negatives]
New highway patrolmen uniforms Fishermen on Ocean Beach
All Arabian Horse Show at the Cow Palace Junior diplomats [08-04-58, 08-05-58, 13 negatives]
Miss Chinatown USA (June Gong) meets Junior Diplomats [08-04-58, 4 negatives]
Court clerks with Chester MacPhee [08-04-58, 4 negatives]
Press interview with Miss Teenage of Victoria, Australia
Atomic submarine Sargo (ship) at Marina Green
Marin County day school benefit (education) [08-05-58, 3 negatives]
Albert Bigelow (environmentalist?) returns after trying to stop atomic bomb testing (atomic age) [08-05-58, 3 negatives]
Democratic candidates at luncheon of Labor Committee for Democrats against right to work [08-05-58, 2 negatives]
Herbert Hoover [08-06-58, 10 negatives]
Beatnik Poet Laureate Padriec Suemus O'Sullivan [sic] [08-06-58, 2 negatives]

Beatnik Poet Laureate Padreic Suemus O'Sullivan -- City Prison(August 06, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 127, [08-06-58.10]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
O'Sullivan standing near prison cell with two unidentified men. Sleeve info reads "Padreac O'Sullivan, in bucket on drunk charge. Says he ain't drunk and wants out so he won't be fired. This probably removes his 'beat' classification."

"Woodie" mascot for fighting forest fires in Redwood Empire (a redwood log section with face, arms and legs) (environment)
Chief of Naval Operations Admiral Arleigh A. Burke [08-07-58, 2 negatives]
New school site for Longfellow Elementary School with Keith Sorenson, Herbert Jaqueth, A.H. Henderson and James Leo Halley (education) [08-07-58, 2 negatives]
Fourteenth Air Force Association National Convention
Teamster leader Einar Mohn (labor) [08-08-58, 3 negatives]
Criminal Mickey Cohn

View of finished "Upper Market Street" (neighborhood) [08-08-58, 2 negatives]
Upper Market Street(August 08, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 127, [08-08-58.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View looking east and view looking west (neighborhood).

Missing girl Dyanne Anderson connected to beatnik Eric Nord [08-09-58, 1 negative]

Missing Girl Dyanne Anderson Connected to Beatnik Eric Nord(August 09, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 127, [08-09-58.03]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy photograph of Eric Nord and Dyanne Anderson during performance.

Crowning of Farmer's Market Queen Vivien Rude
Beatnik actor Eric Nord prepares for play at Marines Memorial Theatre [08-10-58, 3 negatives]
**Beatnik Actor Eric Nord -- Marines**
Memorial Theatre (August 10, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 127, [08-10-58.01]

**Physical Description:** 3 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Nord in front of a mirror. Nord with two unidentified men.

---

**Western Packaging convention with new “celluhander” machine and Miss Packaging being sent through Acme Steel’s automatic strapping machine**
Entertainer Jerry Lewis and family aboard the Matsonia (ship)

---

**Beatnik tour of San Francisco (Eric Nord and others) [08-11-58, 16 negatives]**

**Beatnik Tour -- San Francisco (August 11, 1958)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 127, [08-11-58.03]

**Physical Description:** 16 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Reading poetry and playing bongo drums outside Powell Street and I. Magnin's. Union Square get together (includes Eric Nord). Beatnicas crossing from Union Square to I. Magnin's ("a negro carries a white child on his shoulders"). Nord walks with some other beatnicas along Geary Street after police told them to disband. Nord and followers board bus after police told them to leave. Jerome Stauber with the beard, and one of the leaders of downtown parade, is questioned by police officer. Later in evening, an outside overall of Bagel shop. Christopher Coker being arrested by police. Alan Sexton and police officer. Officer Peter Gardner, Alan Sexton, who is being arrested, and unidentified girlfriend who tried to speak in defense of Sexton gives him comfort. Nord returns from jail on bail and gets soundly kissed by girl beatnic. Eric Nord returns from jail, after getting out on bail, and enters the Bagel shop with girl in arms only identified as Pat. [Includes captions]

---

**Athlete Y.A. Tittle (Yelberton Abraham Tittle)**
Beatnik hearing (Eric Nord and Thomas J. Lawrence) [08-12-58 and 08-14-58, 6 negatives]
Beatnik Hearing -- Youth Guidance Center (August 12, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 127, [08-12-58.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eric Nord and Thomas J. Lawrence standing.

Beatnik Hearing -- Juvenile Court (August 14, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 127, [08-14-58.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eric Nord walking through a doorway.
Nord standing with flowers in his hand.

Residents of Juanita Street meet with Chester MacPhee [08-12-58, 2 negatives]
Naturalization of new citizen
Laguna Honda Home volunteer program "New Hope"
Senior center at Third Baptist Church
Ground breaking ceremony at Westlake [school?] (education)
Trucks tied up because of strike (labor) [08-13-58, 3 negatives]
Members of Society [of?] Western Artists Auxillary Guild show work in South Park
Veterans Memorial Building views
Young "hood" (juvenile delinquent) at Oakland Jail [08-14-58, 4 negatives]
Interview with Hugh McElhenny at St. Mary's College
Children appear at Park & Recreation meeting to petition for playgrounds (Walter Haas, Sr.)
Beatnik Eric Nord at Youth Guidance Center [08-15-58, 5 negatives]

Beatnik Eric Nord -- Youth Guidance Center (August 15, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 127, [08-15-58.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eric Nord and his attorney John H. McFeely. Thomas J. Lawrence standing.

ITU (International Trade Union?) convention [08-15-58 - 08-19-58, ca. 27 negatives]
Boy electronics expert Eric Hanson
Commissioning of destroyer Naifeh (ship) (military) [08-16-58, 11 negatives]
Senate President Eulogio Rodríguez and Ambassador Francisco Delgado of the Philippines [08-18-58, 2 negatives]
Beatnik Eric Nord booked again [08-18-58, 2 negatives]
Beatnik Eric Nord Booked Again -- Hall of Justice (August 18, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 127, [08-18-58.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Inspector Ken Manley, Eric Nord and Inspector Frank Van Dervort(?) standing. Manley, Nord and Van Dervort sitting in chairs. (Nord is handcuffed in both views).

Disabled children leave for summer camp [08-18-58, 4 negatives]

New Pelton Junior High School (education) [08-19-58, 9 negatives]

Marin County Hadassah (the Women's Zionist Organization of America) annual play day Petaluma centennial with Mayor George Christopher [08-19-58, 2 negatives]

Naturalization of Bohos Antonin Benes (relative of ex-Czechoslovakian President Edvard Benes)

Events surrounding arrival of carrier Ranger (ship) [08-20-58 - 08-21-58, 11 negatives]

George Killion and family aboard President Wilson (ship)

Blind woman to teach audio-vision at State College (education) (disabled persons)

Housing authority reviews drawing of new Chinatown low-rent housing project [08-21-58, 1 negative]

Narcotics suspect Robert Emmett Marjorie King tells plans for new type of school (education) [08-21-58, 4 negatives]

Beatnik party pad to fold (Eric Nord) [08-22-58, 6 negatives]

Beatnik Party Pad to Fold -- Oregon Street (August 22, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 127, [08-22-58.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Eric Nord sitting in a chair in 'the pad'. Various views of Nord standing with health inspectors Jack Garner and Nathan Giuliano.

Hula hoop contest
"Motorcycle set getting ready to make march on beatnik district" [08-22-58, 3 negatives]
March on Beatnik District -- Motorcycle Set (August 22, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 127, [08-22-58.09]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Motorcycle set" or "bikenix enthusiasts" display signs as they prepare to "march on territory of the beatniks". Some signs read: "Follow the path of righteousness: Shave!", "Ahern Saves", and "Beats arise from the gutter! follow us to the sewer".

Mail carriers convention (post office workers) [08-23-58 - 08-29-58, 101 negatives]
Father Paul Joseph Hoffer visits Riorden High School (education) [08-23-58, 2 negatives]
Call Bulletin carriers runners-up in Junior Diplomat contest
Member of Parliament Harold Davies on tour [08-25-58, 4 negatives]
Finalists in Maid of California contest
Joe Di Maggio takes a job as Executive Vice-President of V.H. Monette & Company [08-25-58, 3 negatives]
Four-year-old hemophiliac at UC Hospital (health)
Missile on display at Crocker Bank [08-25-58, 2 negatives]

Missile Model Display -- Crocker Bank (August 25, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 127, [08-25-58.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A uniformed sailor exhibits missile to two women (atomic age).

Actor Gregory Peck arrives
Views of new parking garage at Fifth and Mission Streets and opening [08-26-58 - 08-27-58, ca. 20 negatives]
Burlingame High School orchestra arrival (education) [08-26-58, 5 negatives]
Former US Senator Glen H. Taylor from Idaho going into toupee business
Himalaya (ship) arrives
Reception and dinner for President Carlos P. Garcia of the Philippines [08-27-58, 9 negatives]
Ambassador Howard Beale of Australia greets Mayor George Christopher [08-27-58 - 08-28-58, 5 negatives]
National Conference of Christians and Jews Broken windows at John McLaren school (education) [08-28-58, 2 negatives]
Senator William F. Knowland kicks off campaign for governor [08-28-58, 11 negatives]
New executive chef at Cliff House Chef Heinz Hickethier and Manager Pete Rose
Giraffes at Fleishhacker Zoo [08-29-58, ca. 30 negatives]
New appointee to Parks and Recreation commission John F. Conway, Jr. [08-29-58, 3 negatives]

September 1958 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 128-129, [090058-093058]
Physical Description: 1000 negatives (estimate)

Disneyland visit by "heart boy" Tommy Hunter [09-00-58, 34 negatives]

"Heart Boy" Tommy Hunter -- Disneyland, Los Angeles (September 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 128, [09-00-58.03]
Physical Description: 34 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Tommy Hunter enjoying the attractions at Disneyland.

Tom Cahill at Hall of Justice [09-00-58, 10 negatives]
Smog (environment)
Mayor George Christopher [09-00-58, 2 negatives]
Opera season opens (gowns, fashion shows, parties, rehearsals, etc.)
San Francisco Bar Association luncheon with British big wigs (Lynn Ungood Thomas, Leslie Peppiatt, Sir Harry Hylton-Foster and bar association president Gardiner Johnson)
Fellowship of Reconciliation meeting (includes members of the Cheyenne anti-missile protest committee) [09-00-58, 2 negatives]
Fellowship of Reconciliation Meeting -- Friends Meeting House (September 02, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 128, [09-02-58.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students Gene Spake and Ann Fromer sitting with David Brown (vice-chairman of the San Francisco Fellowship of Reconciliation) and Ammen Hennacy (editor of "The Catholic Worker).

Raising of first beam at new Bethlehem Steel building
College football team pictures (UC Berkeley, Stanford, San Francisco State)
New appointee to Parks and Recreation commission John F. Conway, Jr. and family [09-02-58, 12 negatives]
School begins, Teachers' Institute (education) [09-02-58, 3 negatives]
First day of school at new Pelton Junior High School (education) [09-03-58, 4 negatives]
Italian boy becomes American citizen
New fifty-star flag shown at the Pacific Festival (Hawaiian statehood)
Chief (of police?) Frank Ahern funeral [09-03-58 - 09-04-58, ca. 50 negatives]
Native Sons of the Golden West plan parade (Raymond Shone)
Citizen's committee for Proposition B (Caspar W. Weinberger, Mayor George Christopher, and others) [09-04-58, 7 negatives]
Leading opera conductors (no names)
New Chief of Police Tom Cahill (with family, swearing in, speaking to officers) [09-05-58, 09-08-58, 09-10-58, 11 negatives]
New Deputy Chief of Police Al Nelder (with wife and swearing in) [09-05-58, 09-08-58, 5 negatives]
Interview with author Gregory "Pappy" Boyington (of Baa Baa Black Sheep)
Smog over city (cityscapes, environment) [09-06-58, 2 negatives]
Smog Over City (September 06, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 128, [09-06-58.01]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of smog over the city from Twin Peaks (cityscapes, environment).

Interview with President Dan Jackson of the San Francisco Federation of Teachers (education) [09-06-58, 2 negatives]
Air pollution technicians make field tests [09-06-58, 4 negatives]
Air Pollution Technicians Make Field Tests (September 06, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 128, [09-06-58.03]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   John Yocom (director of technical service) looking at an oxidant recorder. Ben Linsky (control officer for Bay Area Pollution) and physicist Robert Givens loading equipment into a car.

Clotusline Art Festival in Old South Park
Building site of new Hall of Justice on Bryant Street [09-08-58, 2 negatives]
Road and hill slide at El Camino del Mar (erosion) [09-08-58, 4 negatives]
Road and Hill Slide -- El Camino del Mar (September 08, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 128, [09-08-58.09]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of land slide onto a road and down a hill at Land's End (erosion).

United Community fund new Executive Director Irving Kriegsfeld
Mayor Jean-Louis Vigier of Paris and Consul General Didier de Fossey with Charles Sedgwick of the State Department [09-09-58, 3 negatives]
Consul General Pierluigi Alvera of Italy with guests at Italian Consulate party
Views of UC Hospital (UC Medical School) laboratory, library, and auditorium [09-10-58, 12 negatives]
Oldest flower know to man: the Sugar Bush or Protea Cynaroides
Interview with Bank of America and Italy official Luigi Attilio Laschi
Pacific Festival [09-11-58 - 09-20-58, ca. 65 negatives]
Beatniks picket new restaurant [09-11-58, 5 negatives]
   Beatniks Picket New Restaurant -- Union Street (September 11, 1958)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 128, [09-11-58.06]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Beatniks with signs outside "The Square's Lair" restaurant. Malcolm Graham (owner) stands with his cooks Mrs. Marie Varola and David Murphy.

Liner Orcades (ship) arrives with composer Rudolph Frimi
Afro-American model Sara Lou Harris to aid NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) fund raising campaign (Afro-Americans) [09-11-58, 2 negatives]
Model Sara Lou Harris -- Sir Francis Drake (September 11, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 128, [09-11-58.09] ark:/13030/hb2199n7wg
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Model Sara Lou Harris sitting on a dresser (Afro-Americans).
Astronomy class (only high school to have one in San Francisco) at Galileo High School (education) [09-11-58, 3 negatives]

Students in front of Call Bulletin office in Lansing, Michigan centennial car

Arrival of Japanese ships [09-12-58 - 09-13-58, 25 negatives]

Trial of Charles Visokay

“Big daddy” of beatniks Eric Nord at post-opera opening party [09-13-58, 2 negatives]

“Big Daddy” Beatniks Eric Nord -- Jones Street(September 13, 1958)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 128, [09-13-58.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Nord sitting on a sofa with Dudley Wiltse, Joan Erickson, Alan Palmer, Tead Kase, and Jim Orbison. Nord pouring a drink for Erickson.

Smog seen from Top of the Mark (Mark Hopkins Hotel) (cityscapes, environment) [09-15-58, 2 negatives]

National Eat Lamb week with Mayor George Christopher [09-16-58, 2 negatives]

Political candidates for attorney general (Stanley Mosk, Pat Hillings, and Attorney General Edmund G. Brown) [09-16-58, 4 negatives]

Author Leon Uris (ex-Call Bulletin circulator) with new book "Exodus" [09-17-58, 4 negatives]

Interview with inventor of birth control pill Dr. John Rock (contraceptives)

Views of new Guy S. Millberry Union building at UC San Francisco

Interview with 49er football player John Brodie

Race Day for Children’s Hospital Auxiliary

Golden Gate Bridge painters and views from atop bridge [09-17-58, ca. 45 negatives]

Press conference of Protestant Minister against Proposition Sixteen (Bishop James Pike and Rev. Gilbert Zimmerman)

Reception given by English-Speaking Union for Sir Evelyn Wrench

Hundred and fourth anniversary of University of San Francisco with Senator Thomas Kuchel and Father John Connelly

Beatnik attorney John McFeeley arrested [09-18-58, 2 negatives]

Launch of Sister Katingo (ship) at Bethlehem Pacific Shipyard

ABC television brass (Oliver Treyz, Leonard Goldenson, and Joseph Drilling)

President Matilda Rice of Smith-Rice Derrick Barge Company and G.W. Thomas Drayage and Rigging Company

Death of Bishop James Pike
Children named new giraffe "Zoobeau" at Fleishhacker Zoo

Lithograph of nude in window "must go" (censorship)

Secretary of the Interior Fred A. Seaton [09-22-58, 3 negatives]

Secretary of the Interior Fred A. Seaton -- Press Club (September 22, 1958)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 128, [09-22-58.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Seaton sitting at a table.

UC research assistant in seismology Father William Stauber

New members of Juvenile Probation Committee (Harold Meyer and Judge Melvin Cronin) [09-22-58, 3 negatives]

Grand Jury meeting (Judge Harry Neubarth, District Attorney Tom Lynch, Foreman Henry North and Chief Deputy Norman Elkington) [09-22-58, 4 negatives]

Inauguration of Dr. Clark Kerr at UC Berkeley with Gordon Sproul and Walter M. Haas [09-22-58, 9 negatives]

Inauguration of Dr. Clark Kerr -- UC Berkeley (September 22, 1958)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 128, [09-22-58.11]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Overall view of a procession led by Dr. Gordon Sproul and Dr. Clark Kerr. Close-up views of the procession led by Sproul and Kerr. Kerr speaking to the large gathering. Kerr standing with Donald H. McLaughlin and holding up a golden key. Kerr giving honorary degrees to Walter A. Hass and Anson (?) Stiles.

American Mining Congress exposition

Meritorious Service awards to Firemen

Surprise party for opera singer Robert Weede

Kick-off part for Junior League play "Sweet Executive"

New auto driver training with Aetna "Drivetrainer"

Bishop Block lying in state and funeral at Grace Cathedral [09-23-58, 09-24-58, 9 negatives]

Senator F. Presley Abshire [09-23-58, 2 negatives]

Baccari Vintage Festival Queen of Grapes Evelyn De Mattei, Festival Queen Cecilia Mainero and others

Art Festival [09-23-58 - 09-24-58, 12 negatives]

National Secretary Association members Evelyn Braun and Mary Stewart

Mexico City newspaper publisher and TV magnate gets new artificial leg (prosthetics)

Wine tasting exhibit

Former President Harry S. Truman visits San Francisco [09-25-58 - 09-27-58, 51 negatives]

New flag for UC Berkeley in honor of President Clark Kerr [09-25-58, 5 negatives]

New Flag for UC Berkeley (September 25, 1958)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 129, [09-25-58.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Various views of Amada Cubias standing and working on the new flag for UC Berkeley.

Racehorse Silky Sullivan training on beach at Half Moon Bay

Defense Minister Duncan Sandys and Major General Robert Howze of Great Britain [09-27-58, 4 negatives]

Display of stamp collection

Lord Mayor H.F. Jensen of Sydney, Australia exchanges gifts with Mayor George Christopher
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)
September 1958 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 128-129, [090058-093058]

---

**Grand Jury hearing on baseball site and stadium with Harry Ross**

**German-American Day (October 5)**

**Matsonia (ship) arrives**

**World’s smallest man Margarito Esparza at Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus**

**Chester MacPhee signs contract for upkeep of Father Serra birthplace with John Rosekrans of Society of California Pioneers [09-29-58, 1 negative]**

**New Director of Traffic Ignacio Zaragoza and Captain of Traffic Edward Moody with Chief of Police Tom Cahill [09-30-58, 5 negatives]**

**New Pediatrics and Adult wing at Mount Zion Hospital (health) [09-30-58, 6 negatives]**

**Elephants unloaded from train and walking towards Cow Palace (for Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus?)**

**Dinner for Governor Goodwin Knight given by democrats with Cyril Magnin, C.J. Haggerty (State Federation of Labor), Jack Goldberger (Labor Council) and others [09-30-58, 5 negatives]**

---

**October 1958** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 129-131, [100058-103158]

**Physical Description:** 1000 negatives (estimate)

**Arrival of President Wilson (ship) at Pier Fifty**

**Statesman Adlai Stevenson [10-01-58, 11 negatives]**

**Adlai Stevenson -- Hotel Canterbury (October 01, 1958)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 129, [10-01-58.13]

**Physical Description:** 11 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Adlai Stevenson and Roger Kent stand together. Views of Stevenson speaking to the crowd about his trip to Russia (Soviet Union) and the audience listening. Judge Stanley Mesk stands with Stevenson.

**Customs raids Chinese herb store (communism?)**

**Vice President Richard M. Nixon and wife visit San Francisco (also includes Adlai Stevenson with Democrats in Oakland, 2 negatives) [10-02-58, 48 negatives]**

**Arrival of Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- San Francisco International Airport (October 02, 1958)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 129, [10-02-58.03]

**Physical Description:** 6 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Vice President Richard M. Nixon and his wife Patricia Nixon disembark from plane. They are greeted by various men, reporters, photographers, and a large crowd.

**Press Conference -- Vice President And Mrs. Richard M. Nixon -- San Francisco International Airport (October 02, 1958)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 129, [10-02-58.04]

**Physical Description:** 15 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Both Vice President Richard M. Nixon and his wife Patricia Nixon hold press conferences. Various views of Nixon standing behind a microphone and speaking to reporters. His wife Pat is seated and also speaks with reporters.

---

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG 1956
Luncheon For Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (October 02, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 129, [10-02-58.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Luncheon meeting for Vice President Richard M. Nixon organized by the Citizens for Eisenhower and Nixon. Nixon shakes hands with Llyod McMahon (President of Citizens for Eisenhower and Nixon).

Republican and Democratic Fundraising Dinner -- Oakland Auditorium and Theatre (October 02, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 129, [10-02-58.09]

Physical Description: 26 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice President and Mrs. Richard Nixon arrive for dinner. Governor Goodwin Knight, Senator William F. Knowland, and Nixon talk prior to dinner. Knight, Knowland, Mrs. Nixon, and Oakland Mayor Clifford Rischell are seated onstage. Knight, Knowland, and Nixon join hands high in victory salute. Nixon talks to people after speech, talks to Mrs. Knowland, and signs his autograph for a girl. Overhead view of entire auditorium, includes audience. Also present are views of Adlai Stevenson's Democratic fundraising dinner which also took place in the same building, includes Stevenson giving a speech.

Protest against bridge from San Francisco to Tiburon
Scene of Alcatraz prison escape [10-03-58, 22 negatives]

Exterior Views of Alcatraz (October 03, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 129, [10-03-58.01]

Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Associate Warden J.B. Latimer and Warden Paul Madigan looking at spot where prisoners first ran after binding guard Harold Miller. Coast Guard and divers looking for the prisoner's body and knife. Spot where body of prisoner Johnson was found. Miller shows place where he was tied to a tree. Press conference with reporters, photographers, and cameramen. Includes views of Alcatraz from a boat in the bay, close-ups of various buildings and main prison facility on cliff, hill slope and beach.

Crystal Palace Market [10-03-58, 21 negatives]

Interior Views -- Crystal Palace Market (October 03, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 129, [10-03-58.07]

Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Interior views of Crystal Palace Market, includes employees and various departments: meat counter, general groceries, television sets, health foods (vitamins and drugs), honey, cheese counter, produce (fruits and vegetables), deli, dishwasher, canned foods, bakery, florist (flowers), and snack counter.

Arrival of Hancock (ship) (Rear Admiral Paul A. Ramsey, Captain Robert A. MacPherson, and others)
Fishermen near Cliff House
California Academy of General Practice doctors debate compulsory retirement at age 65
Fleishhaker Zoo
Children pray for the Pope
Grand Jury
Edmund G. Brown campaign billboards [10-07-58, 2 negatives]
Billboards -- Edmund G. [Pat] Brown For Governor (October 07, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 129, [10-07-58.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Billboards donated by Republican Friends advocating Edmund G. Brown for governor. One is located near the side of a building; the other is on the corner of a hillside.

Don Sherwood with Chief Eagle Wing of Karuk tribe (native Americans)
Palm Springs at night and restoration
1958 Fol de Rol (opera ball)
Vincent van Gogh exhibit at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
Planned Parenthood at Old Spagetti Factory
Democratic National Committee women Katie Leuchheim and Elizabeth R. Smith
Death mass at St. Boniface Church for Pope [10-09-58, 12 negatives]

Death Mass for Pope -- St. Boniface Church (October 09, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 129, [10-09-58.02-03]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View (from balcony) of interior of St. Boniface Church where mass is being held for the death of the pope. The bier sits at the altar rail near the apse of the church. Priest stands at altar.

Redevelopment Agency scale models of San Francisco
Mayor George Christopher with Group Work and Recreation Council
Former FBI agents' convention
UC Berkeley President Clark Kerr's inauguration [10-10-58, 2 negatives]

Inauguration of President Clark Kerr -- UC Berkeley -- Millberry Union (October 10, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 130, [10-10-58.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
University of California President Clark Kerr speaks during his inauguration ceremony. He stands behind a podium. People standing behind him are clapping.

UC President Clark Kerr -- Hastings Law College (October 10, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 130, [10-10-58.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Student Body President Russell Walker, UC President Clark Kerr and wife, and Dean David E. Snodgrass of Hasting Law College stand together and talk.

Overland stagecoach arrives in San Francisco
Dr. Albert B. Savin interview (health)
Viruses and viral diseases symposium (Doctors Robley C. Williams, James O. Colver, and Gilbert Dalderf) (health)
UC Berkeley vs. Utah football
Mayor George Christopher greets Queen Isabella for Columbus Day celebration
Stanford vs. Washington football
Atomic merchant ship model

Vice President Richard M. Nixon arrival [10-14-58, 4 negatives]
 Arrival of Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- San Francisco Airport (October 14, 1958)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard and Pat Nixon disembark the airplane along with stewardess Sue Hennessy. Richard Nixon speaks with Jack McDowell. Congressman Patrick J. Millings walks with the Nixons.

Scene of new Kaiser building in Oakland
Red Mass at St. Mary’s Cathedral
Prime Minister Prince Sihanouk of Cambodia
Patricia (Pat) Nixon [10-15-58, 6 negatives]

Interview With Patricia Nixon -- Hotel St. Francis (October 15, 1958)

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-ups of Pat Nixon during an interview.

Senator William F. Knowland giving campaign address [10-15-58, 2 negatives]

Senator William F. Knowland Gives Campaign Address -- California Club (October 15, 1958)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator William F. Knowland gives a major campaign address to a Republican group. He stands in front of a microphone behind a podium.

Edmund G. Brown dinner and family [10-15-58, 3 negatives]

Edmund G. Brown Dinner -- Fairmont Hotel (October 15, 1958)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Pacific Far East Lines signing contract
Hearing and petition concerning cross-town freeway [10-16-58 - 10-17-58, 9 negatives]

Movie director John Sturgess

John M. Ratto interview on restoration of Palace of Fine Arts Building
George Jessel honored on the occasion of State of Israel’s tenth anniversary
Interview with Governor Edmund Muskie of Maine [10-20-58, 2 negatives]

Blind workers strike (labor) (social protests) (disabled persons) [10-20-58, 2 negatives]

Blind Workers Strike -- Oakland (October 20, 1958)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Blind workers picket. Thomas Mendeza who is a delegate of the Blind Workers Guild of Oakland leads the picketers with the aid of his dog Norma. Some picketers carry signs: “Poor Working Conditions” and “Slave Wages” (labor, disabled persons)

President Dwight D. Eisenhower visit and pickets [10-21-58, 51 negatives]
President Dwight D. Eisenhower Campaigns Amid Picketers
(October 21, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 130, [10-21-58.05]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marine Corps helicopter lands in Marina Green with President Dwight D. Eisenhower aboard. A large group surrounds a helicopter. Numerous picketers protest in front auditorium regarding negotiations with Korea and Quemoy (China); protesters hold signs "No More Quemoy" (social protests).

President Dwight D. Eisenhower Campaigns Amid Protestors
(October 21, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 130, [10-21-58.06-07]

Physical Description: 37 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group on stage applauds when President Dwight D. Eisenhower is introduced. Various views of Eisenhower speaking and an overall view of the audience in the auditorium. Eisenhower with other Republicans talk and shake hands. Protestors line the street outside the auditorium.

Photos on licenses (gadget or invention demonstration)
President Cleveland (ship)

Rally for restoration of Palace of Fine Arts [10-22-58, 7 negatives]
Rally For Restoration of Palace of Fine Arts
(October 22, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 130, [10-22-58.13]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Christopher speaks in favor of the proposition to save the Palace of Fine Arts (built for the Panama Pacific International Exposition of 1915), telling everyone to help out. Reeder Butterfield auctions off various districts of the city for volunteers to canvass for support. A volunteer for the second district signs up with a volunteer worker. Various volunteers get instructions from Supervisor Henry Rolph.

Story on deterioration of waterfront piers [10-23-58, 20 negatives]
Deterioration of Waterfront Piers
(October 23, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 130, [10-23-58.10]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of the deterioration of waterfront piers (collapsed, worn, etc.).

Premier of "Cinerama" movie "South Seas Adventure"
American Heart Association (Dr. Maurice Sokolow, Sir. George Pickering, Dr. Maurice Eliaser, and others)
"Music Man" play at Curran Theatre
San Francisco Naval Shipyard (Hunters Point)
Debate on Proposition 18 on television (Harry Bridges, Roger Boas, and Roger D. Lapham) [10-27-58, 2 negatives]
Educational training for GI wives at Presidio [10-27-58, 3 negatives]
Brisbane community meeting concerning urban renewal
KGO Radio stereophonic story
School classes to start on television (KQED public television station) (education)
San Quentin State Prison escapee returns
Pouring of first cement for Candlestick Park baseball stadium [10-29-58, 12 negatives]
Pouring of First Cement -- Candlestick Park Stadium (October 29, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 130, [10-29-58.05]
Scope and Content Note
Horace Stoneham, Harney, and other influential men help pour the first cement for Candlestick Park sports stadium.

Mrs. Edmund G. Brown [10-29-58, 18 negatives]
Interview with Mrs. Edmund G. Brown -- San Francisco (October 29, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 130, [10-29-58.15]
Scope and Content Note
Various close-ups of Edmund G. Brown's wife Bernice Brown during an interview.

United Nations Advisor Galili of Israel
Atomic Energy Lab in Livermore (Doctors Frederick Coensgen, Post, and Cosgrove) [10-31-58, 9 negatives]
Atomic Energy Laboratory -- Livermore, Calif. (October 31, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 131, [10-31-58.03]
Scope and Content Note
Physicists Frederick Coensgen, Post and Cosgrove pictured near various unidentified pieces of equipment.

Senator William F. Knowland campaigns [10-31-58, 6 negatives]
Grand National Livestock Exposition at Cow Palace [10-31-58, ca. 25 negatives]

November 1958 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 131-132, [110058-113058]
Views from the top of UC San Francisco (cityscapes, neighborhood)
Call Bulletin election night party [11-04-58, ca. 50 negatives]
Dwight D. Eisenhower arrives
Peter Townsend arrives (cityscapes in background)
King of the Gypsies George Adams and others in Peninsula Hospital
First commercial jet flight (airlines)
Edmund G. Brown and wife voting [11-04-58, 5 negatives]
Edmund G. Brown and Wife Voting -- Dorantes Avenue (November 04, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 131, [11-04-58.03]
Scope and Content Note
Edmund G. Brown and his wife at a table with papers. Views of Brown and his wife standing outside the voting booth.

Women's Overseas Service League holds Armistice Day dinner
Senator William F. Knowland and his wife vote
Election night [11-04-58, 6 negatives]
Matsonia (ship) arrives on election day
New x-ray machine for cancer treatment (health) [11-05-58, 2 negatives]
New X-Ray Machine for Cancer Treatment -- Union Square (November 05, 1958)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harold Auld demonstrating how a new x-ray machine for the treatment of cancer works (health, radiation).

Governor-elect Edmund G. Brown [11-05-97, 7 negatives]
Governor-Elect Edmund G. Brown -- Magellan Avenue and State Building (November 05, 1958)

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor-elect Edmund G. Brown sitting and talking on the phone. Brown sitting and looking at the newspaper while his wife, Bernice, looks on. Brown receiving some papers from his wife. Brown sitting at his desk holding papers. Brown standing with Fred Dutton and looking at papers.

Press conference with Alan Barth from the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU)
Howard Pyle press interview
New mail carrier carts
Annual steer auction at Cow Palace [11-08-97, ca. 15 negatives]
Views of Fisherman's Wharf and fishing boats [11-10-58, 20 negatives]
Views of Fisherman's Wharf (November 10, 1958)

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of boats at the wharf. Views of fishermen engaged in various activities. Tom Balistrei mending a net. Views of people sitting, eating and looking out windows overlooking the waterfront.

Dr. Leo L. Stanley (San Quentin State Prison doctor) and his donkey
Mexican girl smuggled across border under car hood (immigration)
Press conference with Prime Minister Clement Attlee of Great Britain
Advertising stunt for "dream apartments" (photographer and others elevated by crane to promote "The Comstock Luxury View Apartments" (cityscapes)
Strike at the International Harvester Plant (labor) [11-13-58, 3 negatives]
Strike -- International Harvester Plant (November 13, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 131, [11-13-58.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of picketers gathered in front of the International Harvester plant (labor).

Famous Philippino woman becomes US citizen (Major and Mrs. David L. Saunders)
Opera star Maria Salvi and husband Frank visiting Congressman William S. Mailliard
Contact lens exhibit (health, vision)
Moral Re-armament headquarters (religious revival)
Actresses Diana Darrin and Barbara Crane
Chinese High School (827 Stockton Street) (education)
Weighing in of boxers and fight (Joey Giardello, Spider Webb, Willie Ritchie, and Jack Urch)
Imported car show
Fire at Orpheum Theatre
New hangar dedication at San Francisco International Airport
Edmund G. Brown arriving at airport
Monterey (ship) sailing for Australia (with Congressman William Somers Mailliard and former Mayor Elmer Robinson)

Teamsters’ strike at United Parcel Service (labor) [11-19-58, 2 negatives]

Teamster Strike -- United Parcel Service (November 19, 1958)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teamster picketers standing outside United Parcel (labor).

Ambassador You Chan Yang of Korea

President Wilson (ship)

Caspar W. Weinberger and Mayor George Christopher [11-20-97, 1 negative]

Japanese trade mission (Heitare Inagaki)

Star of Cinerama "South Seas Adventure" Ramine demonstrates Tahitian hula

Chinatown Opti-Mrs. Club (wacky hats for annual gay chapeaux dance) (fashion)
[11-20-58, 2 negatives]

Mayor George Christopher examines scale model of monorail from German original (transportation)

Repairing President Wilson (ship) at Bethlehem shipyard [11-21-58, ca. 15 negatives]

Queen Frederika of Greece with Mayor George Christopher and others [11-24-58, ca. 30 negatives]

Queen Frederika of Greece at UC Berkeley [11-25-58, 10 negatives]

Governor Edmund G. Brown's newly appointed secretaries [11-25-58, 2 negatives]


Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gathered around a folder are Governor Edmund G. Brown and his secretaries, Charles W. Johnson, Frederick G. Dutton, William Coblentz, Judge Julian Beck, Hale Champion, Richard G. Tuck, Warren Christopher, and Jerry Maher.

Artist Ernest Bern with model of Embarcadero Art Project

Former Prince Raineri San Faustino of Italy is new American citizen

Opera singer Maria Callas at Civic Auditorium (with Italian Consul General Pierluigi Alvera, Princess Sophia of Greece, and Grace Oddie) [11-26-58, 7 negatives]

Maria Callas -- Civic Auditorium (November 26, 1958)

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Fog over San Francisco (cityscapes)

Maestro Enrique Jorda

December 1958 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 132-133, [120058-123058]

Physical Description: 850 negatives (estimate)

Radiatron(?) (radiation equipment) (atomic age) [12-00-58, 24 negatives]
Radiatron (December 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 132, [12-00-58.11]
Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men looking at pool of water(?) at the radiatron. Men with parts of radiatron.
Exterior shot of domed building and control room interior (atomic age).

President Giovanni Gronchi of Italy [12-00-58, 9 negatives]
Beatnik Eric Nord at Youth Guidance (office?)
Oral Roberts interview in Oakland
Gospel singer Mahalia Jackson [12-01-58, 2 negatives]
Gospel Singer Mahalia Jackson (December 01, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 132, [12-01-58.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Mahalia Jackson during a press conference.

San Francisco Zoo animals
Adult authority in action at San Quentin State Prison
Visiting Russian educators
Beatnik girl trial (Wendy Murphy)
TWA (Transcontinental and Western Air, Inc.) strike over (labor)
Peaches Browning jewelry auction
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles with Herbert Hoover Jr. [12-04-58, 6 negatives]
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles with Herbert Hoover, Jr. (December 04, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 132, [12-04-58.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The State Chamber of Commerce speakers table with John Foster Dulles, Chamber
of Commerce President Mark Sullivan and Herbert Hoover Jr..

Secretary of State John Foster Dulles with Herbert Hoover, Jr. at the
Airport (December 04, 1958) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 132, [12-04-58.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John Foster Dulles with Herbert Hoover, Jr. in the back seat of a car and getting off
a plane.

Bay Area congressmen John Francis Shelley and George P. Miller arrive aboard the
President Cleveland (ship) [12-05-58, 4 negatives]
Congressman John Francis Shelley and Alameda County Congressman George P.
Miller Arrive (December 05, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 132, [12-05-58.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of John Francis Shelley and George P. Miller aboard the President
Cleveland (ship).

California Press Association awards dinner
Views of Civic Center during ground breaking for underground garage
National Defense Act Regional conference (Chancellor Glenn T. Seaborg, F.W.
Hunter, John Elder Dean and others)
Religious paintings by Reverend J.M. Miller
AFL-CIO labor union merger convention (labor) [12-06-58 - 12-09-58, 7 negatives]
American Federation of Labor - Congress of Industrial Organizations Merger Sessions -- Fairmont Hotel (December 06, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 132, [12-06-58.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The registration desk for AFL-CIO delegate (labor).

American Federation of Labor - Congress of Industrial Organizations (December 09, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 132, [12-09-58.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary treasurer Neil Haggerty of the California Labor Federation with Tommy Pitts, president, Manuel Dias, and Ed Shedlock. Also C.J. "Neil" Haggerty presents scholarships to high school students (labor).

First Western conference of Zionist Women (Hadassah)
Prize fight at the Cow Palace (Rossi vs. Scanlon)
Dr. Walter Alvarez
Arrival of Lieutenant Colonel John D. Page at Fort Mason
Heart running by electricity at Mount Zion Hospital (health)
Rare Jacobus Stainer violin given to San Francisco State University
Walt Disney at the San Francisco Museum of Art and at reception with Mayor George Christopher [12-10-58 - 12-11-58, 16 negatives]

Walt Disney at Reception at the San Francisco Museum of Art (December 10, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 132, [12-10-58.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Disney with Mrs. Prentiss Cobb Hale. Also with Mrs. Albert Schlesinger, Mrs. Richard Ham, and Ms. Helene Stanley, who is the live recreation of "Sleeping Beauty" with animation cells behind. E. Morris Cox, President of the Board of the San Francisco Museum of Art unveils a new sculpture entitled "Seed" which was presented to Walt Disney.

Reception for Walt Disney (December 10, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 132, [12-10-58.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. and Mrs. Walt Disney receive the key to the city from Mayor George Christopher and his wife.

Walt Disney at San Francisco Museum of Art (December 11, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 132, [12-11-58.02]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Walt Disney standing with "Seed" sculpture. George D. Culler, associate director of San Francisco Museum of Art also with sculpture.
Prison inmates grow own produce
Earthquake damage
Harry Bridges return to San Francisco with new bride Nerike Sawada (labor)
[12-11-58, 3 negatives]
Harry Bridges with New Bride Nerike Sawada(December 11, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 132, [12-11-58.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bridges with his bride at the airport runway (labor).

Fossilized whale skull at UC Berkeley
Frank Albert quits as 49Forty Niners football coach
Scientists from Scripps Institute of Oceanography aboard Russian science ship
(Henry Scott, Fedikov Nikolas, Elsa Ruckert, and others)
"Hearst Castle" (crate building) in Golden Gate Park on fire
Statehood team returns from Hawaii (Congressmen Sisk, Berry, and O'Brien)
[12-13-58, 2 negatives]
Statehood Team Returns from Hawaii(December 13, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 133, [12-13-58.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Returning from Hawaii are Representative Bernie F. Sisk with Representative Ellis Y. Barry, of South Dakota, and Representative Leo William O'Brien, of New York, holding fifty-star flag aboard the Matsonia (ship).

Twenty-one million dollar addition to PG&E's Hunters Point power plant
Crystal Springs Reservoir low water supply
Murder at UC Berkeley (suspect John W. Hampton) [12-16-58, 12-23-58, ca. 25 negatives]
Smog over San Francisco
Awards reception at Swedish consulate (Professor Assar Janzen, Manne Lindholm, and Naomi Hagge)
New Attorney General Stanley Mosk
Russian oceanographer Zinaida Filatova
"Peace Pilgrim" - woman who travels around US campaigning for world peace
First Russian ship in San Francisco in fourteen years at Pier Forty-five B
New cobalt therapy unit dedicated at San Francisco General Hospital (health, atomic age, radiation)
East vs. West Shrine game at Kezar Stadium
Debutante cotillion
Russian Beryozka dance company members Mira Koltsova and Valentina Suvorova
Swearing in ceremony for George R. Reilly (Mayor George Christopher and Supreme Court Justice Jesse W. Carter)
Swedish naval training ship Alvsnabben arrives
Alien registration promotion (Bruce Barber and June Gong) [12-30-58, 2 negatives]
Alien Registration Project(December 30, 1958)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 133, [12-30-58.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bruce Barber, District Director of Immigration and Naturalization with June Gong, Miss Chinatown USA, and Postmaster John F. Fixa.

Sunrise at Broadway and Jones Street
Henry North suit against Mayor George Christopher [12-31-58, 8 negatives]
President Wilson (ship) passengers
Christmas events and decorations
January 1959
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 134-135, [010059-013159]

Physical Description: 875 negatives
(estimate)

Male cross-dressers (gays and lesbians)
[01-01-59, 2 negatives]
Male Cross-Dressers -- City Prison (January 01, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 134, [01-01-59.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Ronald Bauman, Theo Fraker, Gil Meza, and Gilbert Niles sitting. (In one of the shots they are covering their faces) (gays and lesbians).

Consul Carlos Tornes of Cuba
Isabel Cienfuegos and son Francisco
Cienfuegos (wife and son) with photos of rebel leader Camilo Cienfuegos of Cuba
[01-02-59, 3 negatives]
Isabel and Francisco Cienfuegos with Photos of Camilo Cienfuegos (January 02, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 134, [01-02-59.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Isagel Cienfuegos, wife of rebel leader Camilo Cienfuegos of Cuba, with her son looking at photographs of C. Cienfuegos.
View of a photograph of Camilo Cienfuegos.

Views of Sausalito and Bodega Bay during a storm
Renaissance period cup and necklace on exhibit at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
Narcotics round-up [01-06-59, 12 negatives]
Governor’s (Inaugural?) Ball [01-06-59, 10 negatives]

Governor’s Ball -- Governors Hall -- Sacramento (January 06, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 134, [01-06-59.05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Unidentified people dancing, speaking to the crowd, conversing with each other.

New women lawyers
Foreign teachers tour UC Berkeley radiation lab [01-08-59, 2 negatives]
New parking meters
Beatnik burglary suspect
Anastas Ivanovich Mikoyan (A.I. Mikoian) arrives in San Francisco [01-10-59, 30 negatives]

Anastas Ivanovich Mikoyan Arrives -- Airport/Mark Hopkins Hotel/Press Club (January 10, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 134-135, [01-10-59.04-05]

Physical Description: 30 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Various shots of protesters at the airport. Mikoyan stepping off the airplane, riding away in a car, in front of reporters at the press club, descending some steps into a crowd, and Mikoyan's car escorted by policemen.

New head of redevelopment program Everett Griffin

Consul Mario M. Pinedo murder trial [01-12-59 - 01-29-59, ca. 50 negatives]

19th annual exhibition of art at M.H. De Young Memorial Museum (Anna E. Klumpke, Arthur W. Palmer, Robyn Brode, Peter Blos, and others)

Kayak on bay

Scientists David Moulton and Edward Girden

Consul General Roeslan Baboe sending books and magazines to Indonesia via American President Lines

New Division Chief Florence G. Clifton of State Industrial Welfare

Suspect in $97 million heroin ring (narcotics) (President George Yee of Hip Sing Tong)

New aqua gym class at YWCA

Beatnik deputy (posed as beatnik to uncover narcotics ring)

UC Berkeley murder suspect John W. Hampton bound over to Superior Court [01-15-59, 9 negatives]

18th annual Bing Crosby national pro-amateur golf championship (Pebble Beach, Cypress Point and Monterey Peninsula Country Club)

Lucky Golf Tournament (Bing Crosby and others) [01-15-59 - 01-20-59, ca. 250 strip* negatives]

Swearing in of new library and art commission members

United Nations Ambassador Chandra Shekhar Jha of India

Turncoat Richard Corden (traitor?)

Rear Admiral E.W. Grenfell

San Quentin State Prison school facilities [01-21-59, 13 negatives]
San Quentin State Prison School Facilities (January 21, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 134, [01-21-59.09]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Inmates in English class, typing class, biology class, and vocational nursing class at the prison hospital.

Freeway hearings (Leo Halley and William C. Blake)
Chancellor Dr. Charles Hill of the Duchy of Lancaster
Dr. Earl S. Herald and cancer specialist Dr. Leon Jacobsen
Chester MacPhee resigns [01-22-59, 8 negatives]
Commissioner Anna Kross of Department of Corrections
Inactivation of Ground Observer Corps (Director A.G. Cook of Civil Defense, Dorothy Pillsbury Stetson of Ground Observer Corps, Colonel Broun Mayall, and Major William J. Wetsel) [01-23-59, 2 negatives]
Chinese New Year beauty queen contestants
Publishers Sylvia and John W. Powell sedition trial [01-26-59 - 01-30-59, 25 negatives]
Publishers Sylvia and John W. Powell -- Sedition Trial -- Federal Court (January 26, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 134, [01-26-59.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Publishers Sylvia and John W. Powell -- Sedition Trial -- Federal Court (January 27, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 134, [01-27-59.09]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of prosecution witnesses Randall Gould and Charles Miner.

Publishers Sylvia and John W. Powell -- Sedition Trial -- Federal Court (January 28, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 135, [01-28-59.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Publishers Sylvia and John W. Powell --
Sedition Trial -- Federal Court (January 29, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 135, [01-29-59.09]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prosecution witnesses Private Page Baylor and Lieutenant Colonel Carl E. Kopischkie.

Publishers Sylvia and John W. Powell --
Sedition Trial -- Federal Court (January 29, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 135, [01-30-59.17]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John and Sylvia Powell walking through the building. The Powells walking with Julian Shuman. Sylvia Powell (sitting) surrounded by attorney Charles R. Garry, John Powell, Julian Shuman, and attorney Doris Brin Walker.

Author Aldous Huxley
Calton Vane Mings court martial [01-27-59 - 01-28-59, 20 negatives]
New Superior Court Judge Alvin Weinberger [01-27-59, 4 negatives]
Actor Jack Benny at dinner with Mrs. Kenneth Monteagle and Maestro Enrique Jorda [01-27-59, 4 negatives]
Jack Benny at Dinner with Mrs. Kenneth Monteagle and Maestro Enrique Jorda -- Trader Vic's Restaurant (January 27, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 134, [01-27-59.13]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

School board convention
YMCA pre-legislative session
Governor Edmund G. Brown addresses educators [01-28-59, 4 negatives]
Opening of new Sun Valley Dairy plant
Heart baby David Stewart (health)
Alexander arson trial (UC Berkeley Professor Dr. Paul Kirk)
Dukel (?) taking oath of office
Strip tease artist Lili St. Cyr of Bimbo's 365 Club
Artist Wallace Herndon Smith at the Palace of the Legion of Honor
Secretary of Agriculture Ezra Taft Benson and Miss Sugar Beet
Junior Achievement Trade Fair
Swearing in of new state superintendent of parks William C. Murphy (Judges Edward Molkenbuhr and Maurice C. Sparling)
Harlem Globetrotters basketball
Miss Chinatown 1959 contestants and winner June Gong
*Note: strip negatives (35mm and 120) too long for standard sleeves are filed sideways at the end of the box containing the relevant date range.

February 1959 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 135-136, [020059-023159]
Physical Description: 800 negatives (estimate)

Unveiling of new waterfront plans [02-02-59, 8 negatives]
New Plans for Waterfront Unveiled(February 02, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 135, [02-02-59.02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Architects John S. Bolles and Ernest Born with President Cyril Magnin of the San Francisco Port Authority, Governor Edmund G. Brown and Mayor George Christopher looking at model of new waterfront.

Paul Speegle campaign [02-02-59, 02-04-59, 4 negatives]
Di Maggio gold tournament (with actor John Weissmuller)
Unveiling of mural by painter Lucienne Bloch at San Francisco Conservatory of Music [02-03-97, 12 negatives]
Views of Market Street and Powell Street (neighborhood) [02-03-59, 5 negatives]
Advertising Shots of Market Street(February 03, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 135, [02-03-59.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Taken from Market Street looking north up Powell Street, showing neon lights, cable car, and traffic lights. Also, taken near Fifth Street and Market Street looking west up Market (neighborhood).

Installation of James Albert Pike as Bishop of California (Episcopal church)
[02-03-59, 7 negatives]
Master plans for the San Francisco International airport
Ground breaking for Andronico's supermarket
Baseball player Willie Mays [02-04-59, 7 negatives]
Willie Mays Arrives at San Francisco International Airport(February 04, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 136, [02-04-59.10]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of baseball player Willie Mays on the runway and being interviewed by reporters, including Jim McGee.

Views of Sunset District (neighborhood) [02-05-59, 4 negatives]
**View of Sunset District (neighborhood) (February 05, 1959)**

BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 3, Box 136, [02-05-59.04]

- **Physical Description:** 4 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Views of the Sunset District made from approximately Fifteenth Avenue and Pacheco Street. Shots at a distance featuring rows upon rows of houses (neighborhood).

**Opening of new Embarcadero freeway [02-05-59, 3 negatives]**

Opening of the New Embarcadero Freeway (February 05, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 3, Box 136, [02-05-59.05]

- **Physical Description:** 3 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Shots of the new freeway in use.

**California Newspaper Publishers Association convention**

Dr. John Bettinger demonstrating new Body Plethysmograph (health) [02-05-59, 7 negatives]

Dedication of North Beach Public Library (Albert Schwabacher Jr., Rose Fanucchi, and Frank V. de Bellis) [02-05-59, 9 negatives]

Supervisor Francis McCarty [02-06-59, 6 negatives]

Miss Chinatown Leona Lee

Seventh-Day Adventists conference [various dates]

Pianist Van Cliburn [02-09-59, 10 negatives]

Mardi Gras Ball

Heart experiment on animal (vivisection?) at Stanford Medical School (health) [02-09-59, 2 negatives]

Senator Thomas H. Kuchel [02-10-59, 2 negatives]

Police recruits lectured on recognizing and handling mental cases (Doctors John Gussen, A. Rodney Prestwood, Jerome Motto, William Usdane, Herbert Vandervoort, and Police Chief Tom Cahill) (health)

Cyril Magnin and Senator Clair Engle inspect Bay Area port facilities [02-11-59, ca. 37 negatives]

Senator Clair Engle Inspects Port Facilities (February 11, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 3, Box 136, [02-11-59.05]

- **Physical Description:** 37 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  President of the San Francisco Port Authority Cyril Magnin welcomes Senator Clair Engle on board a cruise ship. Also, pictures of Senator Engle gazing at the shoreline and in the wheelhouse of the boat. Many shots of San Francisco, Alameda, and Oakland port facilities include docked ships.

**Prince Constantine of Greece with acting Mayor Clarissa McMahon [02-11-59, 12 negatives]**

Rocket expert Dr. Krafft A. Ehrcke

Publishers Sylvia and John W. Powell sedition trial [02-12-59, 1 negative]

Sylvia and John W. Powell Treason Case (February 12, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010–NEG, Part 3, Box 136, [02-12-59.03]

- **Physical Description:** 1 negative
- **Scope and Content Note**
  Portrait of Julian Schuman, Sylvia Powell, and John W. Powell at the US Commissioner's Office.

**Actress Carol Channing**

Consul General Pierluigi Alvera of Italy

Narcotics plea (male suspect and attorney James E. Burns)
Heart experiment by Dr. George Alexander Feigen at Stanford Medical School
(health) [02-12-59, 6 negatives]

Vice President Richard M. Nixon visit [02-15-59, 02-16-59, 9 negatives]
- Vice President Richard M. Nixon at Republican Gathering -- St. Francis Hotel
  (February 15, 1959) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 136, [02-15-59.04]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Senator Richard J. Dolwig, the Chairman of the Republican Legislative Campaigns Committee; Assemblyman Walter I. Dahl of Piedmont, the Republican Caucus Chairman; Assembly Minority Leader Joseph C. Shell of Los Angeles; Vice President Nixon; and Senator John F. McCarthy, Senate Republican Leader. Vice President Nixon also pictured with Senator John A. Murdy, Jr., Assemblymen Frank D. Lanterman, Glenn Edward Coolidge, Carl A. Britschgi, Bruce Wilson Sumner, and John L.E. Collier.

- Vice President Richard M. Nixon with former Senator William F. Knowland -- St. Francis Hotel
  (February 16, 1959) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 136, [02-16-59.11]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Vice President Nixon shown eating breakfast with William F. Knowland.

Boxers Flash Elorde and Paolo Rosi

AMA (American Medical Association) meeting

Car of future (General Motors Firebird)

Judge Timothy I. Fitzpatrick swearing in Francis McCarty

New Port Authority members Henry A. Tagliaferri and Claude Jinkerson sworn in by Attorney General Stabley Mosk and Deputy Attorney General Miriam Wolfe [02-20-59, 7 negatives]

Hearing aid meeting with Doctors S.H. Baron and Richard F. Dixon

California Medical Association members (Drs. Nello Pace, Leo E. Hollister, Karl M. Bowman, and others)

Female waterski jumping champion Nacie Rideout

Ferry Building seen from Market Street after construction of the new Embarcadero Freeway [02-26-59, 5 negatives]
- View of Ferry Building (February 26, 1959) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 136, [02-26-59.03]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Straight-on shots of the Ferry Building taken from the center of Market Street.

Oriskany (ship) at Hunters Point shipyard.

Oversize strip* negatives (not dated):
- [Giants?] baseball spring training
- Pre-Olympics international winter sports competitions at Squaw Valley (downhill, slalom, cross-country skiing, ski jump, speed skating featuring contestants from America, Austria, Russia, Japan, and Chile, avalanche control and scenic views)
  *Note: strip negatives (35mm and 120) too long for standard sleeves are filed sideways at the end of the box containing the relevant date range.

March 1959 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 137-138, [030059-033159]

Smog (views of emissions from buildings on Howard Street) (neighborhood)

Picket to unionize banks (labor) [03-00-59, 2 negatives]
Picket to Unionize Banks -- ILWU Headquarters
(March 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 137, [03-00-59.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Peter Baxter (former Bank of America auditor) pickets Harry Bridge's (International
Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) offices (labor).

Winter Olympic events
Gifted child at John Swett Elementary school taught self typing (education)
First woman structural engineer in California Mrs. Ruth Gordon Schnapp
Entertainer Frank Sinatra at airport [03-00-59, 2 negatives]
Movie giant Samuel Goldwyn
Actor Jack Benny [03-02-59, 2 negatives]
New teaching set-up at USF language lab (education) [03-02-59, 3 negatives]
Jewish war veteran [03-03-59, 3 negatives]
New Federal housing regional administrator Annabelle Heath [03-03-59, 2
negatives]
Discovery of invisible Xi zero particles (Dr. Luis W. Alvarez with bubble chamber,
William Graziano, Stanley George Wojcicki, and others) [03-04-59, 10 negatives]
Discovery of Invisible Xi Zero Particles -- UC Berkeley
(March 04, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 137, [03-03-59.05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Graziano (graduate student), Dr. Harold K. Tiche, and Dr. Myron L. Good
standing in front of a control panel. Dr. Luis Alvarez writing on the blackboard.
Alvarez, Dr. Philippe Eberhard, and graduate student Stanley G. Wojcecki standing
next to apparatus.

Volunteers present wheelchairs to needy people at Laguna Honda Home
(disabled persons)
Call Bulletin library
Scenic views of San Francisco from the bay (cityscapes) [03-04-59, 6 negatives]
Scenic Views of San Francisco -- Vista Point
(March 04, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 137, [03-04-59.13]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the city from Vista Point (cityscapes).

Proposed new type of atomic-age school shelter (education) [03-04-59, 2
negatives]
Police chase juveniles
Artist Giovannella Markson [03-05-59, 10 negatives]
Woman narcotics suspect in custody
Feature on aircraft carrier Oriskany (ship) [03-06-59 - 03-07-59, ca. 25 negatives]
National Conference of Christians and Jews [03-09-59, 4 negatives]
San Francisco aid to retarded children head Dr. William A. Fraenkel
(developmentally disabled or mentally handicapped?, education) [03-09-59, 2
negatives]
Former (exiled) king of Yugoslavia (King Petar II ?) [03-09-59, ca. 10 negatives]
Former King of Yugoslavia -- Airport and Mark Hopkins Hotel (March 09, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 137, [03-09-59.06]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Exiled king of Yugoslavia, King Petar II, descending from a plane. The king walking
with unidentified men at the airport, with unidentified men at the airport, standing
with an unidentified girl, sitting on a couch, eating hor d'oeuvres, and standing with
unidentified men at the hotel.

San Francisco State College launches industry program (education) [03-10-59, 6
negatives]
Sherith Israel Sisterhood
Mayor George Christopher gives deposition in slander suit [03-10-59, 14
negatives]
Yoga authority Ved Vrat
Churchmen Samuel Wen Siu Cheng and Kyung Rai Kim of Nationalist China
Traffic jam at new roadway at Portola and Woodside Streets
Aerial views of San Francisco and traffic problems (cityscapes) [03-11-59, ca. 25
negatives]

Aerial Views of San Francisco and Traffic Problems (March 11, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 137, [03-11-59.03-04]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of the helicopter and pilot before taking off. North end of Nineteenth avenue,
looking towards the US Marine Hospital. Junipero Serra Freeway and Alemany
Boulevard. View of Cow Palace. Northbound traffic on Bayshore Freeway near
Aleamy Boulevard. Looking north towards Golden Gate Park along Nineteenth
Avenue. Great Highway, Pacific Ocean on the left and the Marin hills in the
background. Lake Merced Boulevard and Sunset Boulevard. West end of the Bay
Bridge and ramps. Bayshore Freeway looking north. Bayshore Freeway and Army
Street. Juniper Serra Freeway and Highway One near Westlake. Sloat Avenue and
Portalo. Upper Market Street (cityscapes).

Testimony in Powell case on spreading germs in Korea [03-11-59, 2 negatives]
New members of Golden Gate Auxiliary kindergarten (education) [03-11-59, 4
negatives]
Mayor George Christopher proclaims Lick-Wilmerding Day [03-11-59, 7 negatives]
Judge Lenore Underwood [03-11-59, 2 negatives]
Dr. John Rawlings Rees
Cleveland (ship) leaving Pier Fifty dock
White slave (prostitution-related arrest?)
Actor Victor Borge
San Francisco Working Boys' Club (Father James B. Flynn, director) [03-12-59, 9
negatives]
Midway (ship) arrives [03-12-59 - 03-13-59, ca 20 negatives]
Hawaii statehood events [03-12-59, 10 negatives]

Hawaii Statehood Events (March 12, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 137, [03-12-59.11-13]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women waving from the windows of a building where a banner reads, "Now We are
the 50th!". Anne Kalakanoa Holt of the Hawaii Visitors Bureau pointing to Honolulu
on a map of Hawaii. Dorothy Deese decorating Matson Union Square ticket office
with a fifty-star flag. Deese, holding up a star to the flag, stands next to Randolph
Sevier (president of Matson Line). People looking at various signs welcoming
Hawaii as the fiftieth state.
Hawaii Statehood Events -- Macy's (March 13, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 137, [03-13-59.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dancers performing Hawaiian dances at Macy's.

Polish refugees of German concentration camps [03-13-59, 4 negatives]

Polish Refugees of German Concentration Camps (March 13, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 137, [03-13-59.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Maria Jablonowska, Mrs. Wanda Rosiewiez, and Mrs. Maria Lysonowska sitting on a sofa.

French training vessel Jeanne d'Arc (ship) [various dates]
Bay Area Council luncheon with Edgar Kaiser and Al Schlesinger
Fire at Sausalito Boat Works
Rear Admiral George Dufek
PTA places wreath at Phoebe Apperson Hearst memorial
Beggar with money
World Trade conference luncheon (Cyril Magnin, Joseph Tucker, and Adolf Schuman)
Inauguration of Provost and Vice Provost of UC Medical Center (Williard Fleming, Clarke Kerr, and others)
Mayor George Christopher proclaims Kidney Disease Drive month [03-18-59, 2 negatives]
Labor leader Clarence F. Matthews sentenced (labor) [03-18-59, 2 negatives]
Rehabilitation program at Morrison Center
Mayor George Christopher announcing election run [03-18-59, 3 negatives]
Arrival of President Hoover (ship) with opera singer Mario DelMonaco and retired Supreme Court Justice Sherman Minton [03-18-59, 4 negatives]
Chancellor Glenn T. Seaborg of UC Berkeley [03-19-59, 4 negatives]
UC Berkeley physicist Nicholas C. Christofilos plans space atom bomb blast (atomic age, space age) [03-19-59, 3 negatives]

UC Berkeley Physicist Nicholas C. Christofilos Plans Space Atom Bomb Blast -- Berkeley (March 19, 1959) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 137, [03-19-59.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nicholas C. Christofilos sitting at a table. Christofilos drawing diagrams on a blackboard.

Fugitive from Hollywood (Diane Varsi) [03-19-59, 03-20-59, 11 negatives]
Mayoral candidate Russ Wolden [candidate who used issue of tolerance for homosexuality against George Christopher] [03-19-59, 6 negatives]
Trade conference (Clarence R. Decker)
Narcotics charge (Dr. Fred H. Lawrence)
Calhoun vs. Olson fight (boxers) (throughout month)
Native Sons of the Golden West Grand President Raymond and Judge Timothy Fitzpatrick
The Last Supper (life size wax rendition at Sutro Baths) [03-20-59, 10 negatives]
First TWA (Trans World Airlines) flight to New York from San Francisco airport
UC Berkeley Charter Day (Edwin Pauley, Clarke Kerr, Glenn Seaborg, Charles H. Maik, Albert Israel Elkus, Edward C. Tolman, Herbert M. Evans, Robert T. Legge, and Edwin McMillan) [03-21-59, ca. 25 negatives]
California basketball team
March 1959 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 137-138, [030059-033159]

International folk dancers (Polish and Hungarian) at Mayor George Christopher's office [03-23-59, 4 negatives]
Lord Mayor Catherine Byrne of Dublin arrives (Consul Kevin Rush of Ireland) [03-23-59, 03-24-59, 11 negatives]
Grand National Junior Livestock Exposition
Salute to Rural Youth luncheon
Navy turns over hospital ship to People to People Health Foundation (Dr. William B. Walsh)
Stuffed animals for kids (Popo the clown)
Gutted interior of the United Artists theater during remodeling
Labor leaders Patrick Clancy and Porter Vandewark sentenced [03-25-59, 3 negatives]

Labor Leaders Patrick Clancy and Porter Vandewark Sentenced -- Hall of Justice (March 25, 1959) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 137, [03-25-59.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney Gregory Stout standing with Patrick Clancy and Porter Vandewark as they receive their sentences (labor).

First union label being sewn in (Mrs. George Christopher) (labor)
Chief Justice Phil S. Gibson swears in Justice Raymond E. Peters to State Supreme Court [03-26-59, 3 negatives]
Ex-boxer pickets teamsters (labor) [03-26-59, 4 negatives]
Decorated altar at San Francisco College for Women [03-26-59, 5 negatives]
San Francisco Bay Area Council dinner with Edgar Kaiser and Mayor George Christopher at St. Francis Hotel's Mural Room [03-26-59, 4 negatives]
Hall of Justice murals on prison walls [03-26-59, 10 negatives]
Lurline (ship) and Matsonia (ship) at Pier Thirty-five, seen from top of Coit Tower Press conference with Dr. John Peters of the American Heart Association
California Volkswagen Club Easter egg hunt (many Volkswagen Beetles shown)
Powers models wear Easter hats
Juvenile takes dad’s car for a ride
Jewish Welfare Federation Community meeting (Ambassador Abba S. Eban of Israel, Walter Haas, Christopher Eberts, and others)
New City Purchaser Ben Benas [03-30-59, 2 negatives]
Psychiatrists convention (Dr. Reginald Lourie)
Arrival of Princess Gabriella Pacelli [of Italy]
Medical press conference (Dr. Irving Kaufman and Dr. Donald D. Jackson)
*Note: strip negatives (35mm and 120) too long for standard sleeves are filed sideways at the end of the box containing the relevant date range.

April 1959 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 138-139, [040059-043059]

Physical Description: 1250 negatives (estimate)

Actor Victor Borge
Easter scenes
Views of San Quentin State Prison
Grand Jury members
New site for the Lighthouse for the Blind (disabled persons)
Chinese hospital [04-00-59, 11 negatives]
Chinese Hospital -- 835 Jackson Street (April 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 138, [04-00-59.22]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Director of Nursing Eleanore R. Botsford and seamstress Weihar Kam outside of the Hospital. Views of the maternity room and sick rooms of the hospital. Night director of nursing Edith Chin in the surgery room. (health)

Son of actor John Carradine arrested [04-00-59, 3 negatives]
May Queen Carol Ann Jelenich with Walter Haas
President Wilson (ship) passengers Yoshito Saito and Mr. and Mrs. Henry Grace
Exhibition of rare Japanese prints
Boy’s Towns of Italy benefit (Monsignor John Carroll-Abding, Cyril Magnin, Stephen Zellerbach, Princesses Gabriella and Ursula Pacelli, and others) [04-02-59, ca. 15 negatives]
Mentalist Dunninger
Collapse of Greenbrae overpass in Marin County [04-02-59, 6 negatives]
Collapse of New Greenbrae Overpass -- Marin County (April 02, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 138, [04-02-59.07]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close up of section of overpass that tore away from the scaffolding. Iron rebar severely bent down from the collapse. Collapsed section lay on the ground below the scaffolding.

Old-time projectionists Ernie Hoffman and George Woodruff with 1903 Kinescope and modern movie projectors (Fox Theatre anniversary)
Views of Bayshore and Embarcadero freeways (cityscapes) [04-02-59, 6 negatives]
View of Bayshore and Embarcadero Freeways (April 02, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 138, [04-03-59.03]
Physical Description: 29 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Broadway and Sansome Street on-ramp and Beale and Folsom Street on-ramp to Embarcadero Freeway with San Francisco skyline in the background. (cityscapes)

New Housing Authority member Charles R. Greenstone
Planning Commission dinner (D.J. Callaghan, Michael Goodman, Wesley McClure, and Roger Lapham Jr.) [04-03-59, 2 negatives]
Senators Kenneth B. Keating and George Aiken [04-04-59, 6 negatives]
Senator Kenneth B. Keating Arrives From Hawaii -- San Francisco Airport (April 04, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 138, [04-04-59.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
United States Senator Keneth B. Keating arrives from Hawaii. Senator Keating from New York and Senator George Aiken from Vermont talk.

Jeanne Ann Lindstrom (actress Ingrid Bergman’s daughter)
Bishop Hanns Lilje of Germany
American Academy of General Practice meeting
Sonic boom breaks windows [04-06-59 - 04-07-59, 4 negatives]
Youth in Government
Beatniks arrested (Patrick O'Sullivan) [04-06-59, 10 negatives]
Beatniks Arrested -- Patrick O'Sullivan -- Colombus Avenue (April 06, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 138, [04-06-59.06]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Patrick O'Sullivan and Phillis Colcoid are being questioned by Officers Vincent Traina and David Toschi in front of the paddy wagon.

Himalaya (ship) passenger Arlene Andrewartha of Australia

New Sunset Reservoir [04-07-59, 2 negatives]
Putting Roof Over New Section of Sunset Reservoir (April 07, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 138, [04-07-59.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of new section of the Sunset Reservoir that roof is being put over.

Pan American Week proclamation (Joseph Rodrigo)
Spring festival in San Francisco with daffodils in Maiden Lane [04-09-59, 8 negatives]
Goetz collection arrives for exhibit (Degas' Ballet Dancer)
Consul General Dr. Pierluigi Alvera of Italy with Joseph Dyer and Harold Zellerbach
Black and White Ball [04-10-59, ca. 20 negatives]
Guard dogs patrol Nike missile site at Fort Barry [04-10-59, ca. 30 negatives]
Mayor George Christopher with portraits of himself [04-10-59, 5 negatives]
Koala bears at San Francisco Zoo [04-11-59, 4-12-59, ca. 40 negatives]
Secretary of State Bader Abdulia Mulia of Arabia
Giants baseball team welcome parade and opening day [04-13-59, 04-14-59, ca. 50 negatives]
Preparation of airline food in jet age [04-13-59, 3 negatives]
Preparation of Airline Food in Jet Age -- International Airport United Jet Building (April 13, 1959) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-13-59.09]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
(technology)

Spanish American War veteran
Joe Louis and attorney wife
Nation's largest and fastest computer (Lockheed Missiles & Space high speed digital computing plotter) (technology) [04-15-59, ca. 14 negatives]
Nations Largest and Fastest Computer -- Lockheed Missiles and Space Division -- Sunnyvale (April 15, 1959) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-15-59.01]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Computer filling entire room working on calculations for space flight programs. Electronics flight test engineers David Luce, Warren Lindquist, Charles Brown, and Joe Hayduk shown working in area of the high speed digital computing plotter.
(technology) Manager of mathematics and information processing E.K. Fisher scanning computer printout. Manager of flight data processing Dr. George Taylor studying Discoverer satellite flight analysis sheets. (space age).

Stanford lung specialist Dr. Victor Richards (health)
Disaster kits for measuring radiation (Geiger counters?) (civil defense) [04-15-59, 2 negatives]
Disaster Kits for Measuring Radiation -- Mayor's Office (April 15, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-15-59.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Disaster kits for measuring radiation levels (Geiger counters?) are dispersed to police and fire departments (atomic age, civil defense) Fire Chief William F. Murray, Rear Admiral A.G. Cook, Mayor George Christopher and Lieutenant William Best with gear kits.

Student science fair (education) [04-15-59 - 04-16-59, ca. 10 negatives]
Student Science Fair -- Science Building in Golden Gate Park (April 15, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-15-59.09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Student Steve Oliver from Oakland High School stands next to his invention the "Pre-set Robot Idiot." Mary Shelly from Woodrow Wilson Junior High School stands next to her exhibit "Separation of Blood Proteins by electrophoresis."

Science Fair Winners -- Planetarium in Golden Gate Park (April 16, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-16-59.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First place winner Gary Palmer from Woodrow Wilson Junior High stands next to his exhibit "Chromatography by centrifugal force". Another first place winner Claude Anderson of Borel school in San Mateo stands next to his exhibit "Reflectivity of Metals". Winners Gary Palmer, Allynee Blair, John Taylor and Mike Casselman seated for picture.

Statedam (ship) on bay
Custom auto show (including "girl hot-rodder" with her car) [04-15-59, 5 negatives]
"Girl Hot Rodder" at Custom Car Show -- Brooks Hall (April 15, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-15-59.16]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dawn Smith working on her custom built hot rod that she will be showing at the Custom, Rod and Antique Auto show at Brooks hall.

Musician and author Meredith Willson
Actor Danny Kaye with Mr. and Mrs. William Goetz
Japan industry fair
Mystery writer Phoebe Atwood Taylor
1906 earthquake anniversary events
Russian writer Kyra Vassilieva
San Quentin State Prison escapees (Billy Joe Wright and William D. Werner) [04-21-59 - 04-22-59, ca. 20 negatives and ca. 25 strip negatives]
Former Premier of Burma (U Nu) [04-21-59, 2 negatives]
Former Burmese Premier Leaves -- San Francisco International Airport (April 21, 1959) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-21-59.11]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former Premier of Burma U Nu leaves for home from the San Francisco International Airport.

Opening of central freeway section [04-22-59, 6 negatives]
Opening of 1.4 Mile Section of Central Freeway -- Gough and Turk Streets (April 22, 1959) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-22-59.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Opening ceremonies of new freeway section. San Francisco Chamber of Commerce member H.B. Starr, Project Supervisor H.J. Olson, Highway Engineer Joseph Sinclair, City Director of Public Works Reuben H. Owens, State Highway Commissioner Frank A. Chambers, State Director of Public Works Robert B. Bradford, and others stand at entrance to new freeway section. General shot of new section with San Francisco skyline in background. (cityscapes)

Walter Kaplan of the Redevelopment Agency
Actors Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon with director Billy Wilder arrive [04-23-59, 3 negatives]

Actors Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon with Director Billy Wilder Arrive -- San Francisco Train Station (April 23, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-23-59.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actors Tony Curtis and Jack Lemmon arrive with director Billy Wilder for the premier of the movie "Some Like it Hot".

Chairman of Navajo Council Paul Jones [04-23-59, 7 negatives]

Chairman of the Navajo Council Paul Jones -- Olympic Hotel (April 23, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-23-59.06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairman of the Navajo Council Paul Jones talks to the reporter in the Olympic Hotel. (Native Americans, race relations)

Ambassador Dr. Wilhelm Grewe of Federal Republic of Germany
Salmon fishing boats idle at Fisherman's Wharf [04-24-59, 4 negatives]

Salmon Fishing Boats Idle -- Fisherman's Wharf (April 24, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-24-59.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Salmon fishing boats not out at sea because of salmon problem. (environment)

New Mission Market at Twenty-second and Mission Streets (interiors and exteriors)
Abortions in custody
Mental health expert Dr. Jerome David Frank
Ambassador Dr. Djalai Abden of Iran
New Redevelopment Agency member Walter Kaplan
Paddlewheel steamboat Delta King (ship) being towed [04-28-59, 4 negatives]

Paddlewheel Steamboat Delta King Being Towed Into Bay -- Telegraph Hill and Treasure Island (April 28, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-28-59.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Delta King (ship) being towed by tug into the bay with San Francisco skyline in the background. An incoming freighter in foreground of another scene of Delta King being towed.
Mount Sutro being stripped for new homes (neighborhood) [04-28-59, 11 negatives]
Mount Sutro Being Stripped For New Homes -- Seventh Avenue near Lawton and Mount Sutro(April 28, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-28-59.05]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
West side of Mount Sutro being stripped for new roads and homes. New homes in building stages on side of mountain. (neighborhood)

New Stanford Medical Center under construction (health) [04-28-59, ca. 20 negatives]
New Stanford Medical Center -- Stanford University(April 28, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-28-59.07]
Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Preview of the new $22 million Stanford medical center which is nearing completion. (buildings) Medical school dean Dr. Robert H. Always escorting visitors around the center.

Bonds for Israel drive (Marilyn Cantor)
New McDonnell jet “Voodoo” (at Hamilton Air Force Base)
New downtown buildings under construction [04-28-59, 6 negatives]
Construction of New Buildings -- Downtown San Francisco(April 28, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 139, [04-28-59.13]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New building under construction in downtown with views of the skyline in the background. (cityscapes)

Broadcast strike (labor) with pickets at NBC (about “Brigitte Bardot beef”) [04-28-59, 2 negatives]
Ambassador M.C. Chagla of India
Boys’ cooking class at Columbia Park Boys’ Club
Stanford Hospital “psycho ward” open-door policy feature (mental hospital)
*Note: strip negatives (35mm and 120) too long for standard sleeves are filed sideways at the end of the box containing the relevant date range.

May 1959 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 140-141, [050059-052759]
Physical Description: 875 negatives (estimate)

Break by two cons (convicts) at San Quentin State Prison (Marin Rod and Gun Club pier) [05-00-59, ca. 12 negatives]
James R. Hoffa press conference (labor) [05-00-59, 4 negatives]
James R. Hoffa Press Conference(May 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 140, [05-00-59.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Jimmy Hoffa on the couch during a press conference. (labor)

Madame Henri wedding dresses at Sommer & Kaufman (fashion) [05-00-59, ca. 15 negatives]
Medals from German government (Stanford President Wallace Sterling, F.W. Strothmann, and Consul General Guenther Kempff)
Mrs. Jonathan Winters visiting husband in San Francisco Hospital Psychiatric Ward
Bookie raid (nationwide crackdown on gambling at Ed's Place bar at 1750 Polk Street and 1348 Dolores Street)
Aerial views of Half Moon Bay [05-00-59, 2 negatives]
   Aerial Views of Half Moon Bay(May 1959)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 140, [05-00-59.13]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Shots of land at Half Moon Bay next to the ocean taken from an airplane.

Advertisement for Marin County swimming pool
AFL-CIO Union Industries show opened at Brooks Hall (labor)
John Carradine in court (son of actor John Carradine)
Art of ancient Maya at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum (Walter Heil and Murray Benton)
Citation given to radio station KNBC
Dedication of new downtown chapel (Bishops Henry H. Shires, David Forbes, and James A. Pike)
New consul Alessandro Savorgnan of Italy [05-01-59, 2 negatives]
Pilots fly space vehicle cabin simulator at Ames Research Center (National Aeronautics and Space Agency) (space age) [05-01-59, 3 negatives]
Australian mothers and wives reunited with relatives (San Francisco International Airport)
Fashion at I. Magnin (Princess Giovanna Caracciolo, Alberto Fabiani, Angelo Vittucci, and others)
New central freeway section near Gough Street
Folk dancing by the "Cayuga Twirlers" and the "Terpsichoreans"
Blood Drive at Fort Miley
Miss Union secretary (at typewriter Mildred Gonzales)
First diesel taxi cab
Night shots of freeways taken at Union Oil Company
Largest ship propeller made on west coast at Bethlehem Pacific Coast Steel Company
Roller derby skater feature [05-05-59, 05-06-59, 22 negatives]
Arden's fashion
San Francisco Center for the Handicapped fund campaign dinner (disabled persons)
Press conference with Ambassador Dr. Gunnar Jarring of Sweden [05-06-59, 8 negatives]
Garbage dump in Burlingame burning (aerial views)
New marine cobra at Steinhart Aquarium (curator Robert P. Dempster)
National Shade Tree Conference at Golden Gate Park (steel squirrel machine used for pruning)
Democrats gather for President Harry S. Truman's birthday (Edmund G. Brown, J. Eugene McAteer, and others) [05-08-59, 3 negatives]
   Democrats Gather for Celebration of Harry S. Truman's Birthday(May 08, 1959)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 140, [05-08-59.09]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

Arrival of Dr. Shinsho Hanayama, new Bishop of Buddhist Churches of America [05-09-59, 4 negatives]
Horseshoe pitching techniques (members of Golden Gate Horseshoe Club)
Arrival of actress Julie Andrews and husband Tony Walton [05-11-59, 11 negatives]
Actress Julie Andrews and Husband Tony Walton Arrive at Airport (May 11, 1959)

Physical Description: 11 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Julie Andrews and Tony Walton waving from airplane ramp, drinking champagne, talking to reporters, and walking across airport.

Swarming bees

Teaching kids how to become artists at Columbia Park Boys' Club (education)

Polack Circus

[Consul Mario M.?] Pinedo case [murder trial?] 

Picketers against Consul Carlos Telleria of Nicaragua and Samoza's government (social protests)

New space wheel at Lockheed (space age) [05-12-59, 7 negatives]

University of California Award of Merit to Principal C.I. Schmaelzle of George Washington High School given by Dr. Donald H. McLaughlin of UC Regents (education) [05-13-59, 4 negatives]

Mr. and Mrs. Australian Surf

Only female Chinese lawyer in US Emma Lum [05-14-59, 5 negatives]

PTA International Fun Fair

Miss San Francisco finalists (Angela Hulboy, Barbara Smith, Mary Murphy, Carole Barlin and Sherrill Smith)

Maharajah Jaya Chamaraja Wadizar of Mysore with Consul General Rajhumar Raghunath Sinha of India [05-14-59, 1 negative]

Outstanding student awards at Fairmont Hotel

Optimist International convention with Mayor George Christopher [05-14-59, 3 negatives]

Annual Student Project exhibit of the San Francisco Industrial Arts Association Cantor Reuben Rinder retiring from Temple Emanu-el

Painting of new wall mural (Columbia Park Boys' Club, 450 Guerrero Street)

Guardsmen Chinatown rally

Triangle slayer pleads guilty to murder

Violinist Mischa Elman and Mayor George Christopher [05-17-59, 2 negatives]

Mayor George Christopher proclaims Senior Citizen week [05-17-59, 1 negative]

Ninetieth anniversary of Golden Spike luncheon

Veterans of Foreign Wars poppy day with Mayor George Christopher [05-19-59, 2 negatives]

Launching of Erna Elizabeth (ship) at Bethlehem Pacific Shipyard

National Safety Council safety check with Miss San Francisco Judy Wilson

Shriners arrive from Islands on Matsonia (ship) (potentate George E. Stringfellow and Phil Sheridan)

Hadassah projects in Israel (Mrs. Sam Schwartz and Mrs. Gus Zeidler)

Plastic garment bag death of infant

Fight of Eddie Macher vs. Vargus at Cow Palace (boxing)

King Baudouin of Belgium in San Francisco [05-20-59, 05-21-59, ca. 45 negatives]

Tempest Storm and Afro-American singer Herb Jeffries marry

Ninth Cesarean section baby birth at St. Mary's Hospital (health)

New director of San Francisco Redevelopment Agency Justin Herman with Mayor George Christopher, Everett Griffin, and former Director Eugene Riordan [05-21-59, 2 negatives]

Fashion show at Golden Gate Park (on Merry go-around and swing)
Harper's Bazaar editor Marie Louie Bousquet
Proclamation of Civic Light Opera by Mayor George Christopher [05-21-59, 2 negatives]
New director of San Francisco Redevelopment Agency Justin Herman [05-22-59, 3 negatives]
Night tour of San Francisco Zoo
Dope seizure at Customs House (narcotics)
Narcotics suspect and attorney
Secretary of Labor James P. Mitchell [05-26-59, 5 negatives]
New York City youth board director Ralph Whelan
City of Hope Bowling tournament at Bagdad Bowl
Visiting Japanese writers (Hikoji Ueda, Manabu Fukuda, Isamu Yamashita, Ken-ya Murano, Zenichiro Tsutsumi and Hilary Uyehara)
School safety patrol on review
New Vista Mar School (Westlake) (education) [05-27-59, 6 negatives]
Women hikers to go from San Diego to Sonoma Mission trail (Kathy Specker and Kay Hammond)
Mayor George Christopher give key as part of dedication of Mendocino dam and lake [05-28-59, 3 negatives]
Golden Gate National Cemetery on Memorial Day 1959
Miss America 1958 arrival home [05-31-59, 6 negatives]

**June 1959**

Berkeley YMCA (kids from camp)
Jules Charbneau shows his collection of miniatures
Disc jockey Lucky Logan after forty-third hour of broadcasting
Foreign Minister Cho Chung Whan and Consul General Young Han Choo of Korea
Smirnoff Vodka Group
Civic Pride Week (Miss Civic Pride of 1959 Mary Murphy)
Bolshoi Ballet (arrival from Moscow, performances, parties, etc.) [various dates, ca. 50 negatives]
Artist John Garth works on murals for new Safeway store

**Fashions for Father's Day**
New gym at 949 Market Street (all equipment 24 karat gold plated)
Interior views of Brentwood Lodge
San Francisco Decorators and Home Furnishings Show at Civic Auditorium
Traveling Style Show
Interview with Ambasador W.C. du Plessis of Union of South Africa
Mayor Abba Hushi of Haifa, Israel
Orsova (ship) arrives from Australia (among others, mothers of Australian war brides on board)
Noah’s Ark exhibit
Ninety Sixth commencement at Memorial Stadium at UC Berkeley
Vice President Richard M. Nixon (various events) [06-11-59 - 06-13-59, 101 negatives]

Vice President Richard M. Nixon Arrives (June 11, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 141, [06-11-59.02]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice President Nixon with Mrs. Nixon and daughters Julie and Patricia. Nixon entering car, exiting plane, and standing with family on runway.

Vice President Richard M. Nixon Attends Dinner for Commonwealth Club -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (June 11, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 141, [06-11-59.10]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice President Nixon at the podium. Nixon with Mr. and Mrs. Gardiner Johnson, President of the Commonwealth Club. Nixon with Paul Molander, Lloyd Graybiel, Marjorie H.E. Benedict, Mrs. Ambrose Diehl, and Mrs. Cyril Gardiner.

Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Fisherman's Wharf and Fior D'Italia Restaurant (June 12, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 141, [06-12-59.06]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nixon getting out of a boat, at Fisherman's Wharf with Kathie Ryan and Betsy Ryan, and at Fior D'Italia Restaurant with Mr. and Mrs. Dan London.

Mrs. Richard M. Nixon and Daughter Julie -- Hotel St. Francis (June 12, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 141, [06-12-59.13-15]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Nixons at the breakfast table.

Vice President Richard M. Nixon and Mayor George Christopher Visit Candlestick Park (June 12, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 141, [06-12-59.14-15]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice President Nixon and Mayor Christopher walk around the ballpark.
Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Virginia City, Nevada Centennial (June 12, 1959)

Physical Description: 45 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Vice President Nixon and wife stand beside horseless carriage, in back are Mr. and Mrs. George Schilling. Lieutenant Governor Rex Bell of Nevada kisses Queen Miss Anna Locklin, age eighty-one, of Virginia City. Nixon giving a speech, Nixon with family exiting military helicopter, greeting crowds, and with a woman on a horse. Some unidentifiable aerial views.

Vice President Richard M. Nixon Leaving -- Hotel St. Francis and Airport (June 13, 1959)

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Waiter George Goloff says goodbye to Mr. Nixon at the hotel, with doorman John August outside hotel. Nixon walking down inside corridor and waving goodbye while entering airplane.

Alameda Naval Air Station Mars being towed away

Miss Universe arrival

Award presented to Adolph Schuman

Dedication of new wing of St. Elizabeth's Hospital (Masonic and O'Farrell Streets)

Fire at Golden Gate Park Japanese Tea Garden [06-14-59, 6 negatives]

Fire at Old Hearst Monastery -- Golden Gate Park (June 14, 1959)

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Firemen fighting fire at the back of the Japanese Tea Garden, mostly smoldering crates.

Optomist International Convention

Salvation Army Commissioning of Cadets

Arrival of Chusan (ship) at Pier Thirty-two

Unveiling of Diego Rivera's murals on Men's Gymnasium field of City College [06-15-59, 12 negatives]

Unveiling of Murals by Diego Rivera -- City College (June 15, 1959)

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Superintendent of schools Dr. Harold Spears at the Men's Gymnasium field looks at the mural with Jim Reed, Assistant Superintendent of G.W. Thomas Dryage Company. Also with Louis Conlan, President of City College.

W.V. Lawrence

French Hospital at Geary Street ready to go

Lutheran Church Missouri Synod dinner [06-16-59, ca. 15 negatives]

Lutheran Convention [06-17-59 - 06-23-59, ca. 80 negatives]

Ice Follies rehearsal and opening [various dates, ca. 40 negatives]

The La Framboise family of nineteen children on Father's Day

Arrival of Connecticut Governor Abraham Ribicoff

Building being demolished at corner of Stockton and Sutter Streets (neighborhood) [06-19-59, 10 negatives]

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG
Building Being Demolished -- Stockton and Sutter Streets (June 19, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 142, [06-19-59.04]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A building in the process of being demolished (neighborhood).

Arrival of aircraft carrier Bon Home Richard (ship)
Nelson family of movie actors (Ozzie, Harriett, David, and Rickie) [06-19-59, 3 negatives]
Nelson Family of Movie Actors (June 19, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 142, [06-19-59.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Ozzie, Harriet, David, and Rickie Nelson.

Crippled kids are taught how to swim at Ahlma’s Swimming Pool in San Carlos (disabled persons)
Queen of French Colony of 1959 Denise Casanave
Fall hats (fashion)
Nancy Fenton Hicks (ex Mrs. Harry Bridges) [06-26-59, 6 negatives]
The Ex Mrs. Harry Bridges (June 26, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 142, [06-26-59.07]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nancy Fenton Hicks here from New York on visits, six views of her in a stairwell.

Dolores Church birthday celebration
Artist Jose Ramis and his paintings of California missions which will hang in museum in Majorca
Feature on accounting machine (IBM 407) and girl who runs it [06-30-59, 4 negatives]
The IBM 407 Tabulator Accounting Machine (June 30, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 142, [06-30-59.17]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Genvieve Moreau, age twenty-four, is shown with the machine she runs, the IBM 407.

Baseball (Hbbie Hurt, Eddie Fisher, Giants, and others) [06-17-59 - 06-28-59, ca. 130 (mainly 35mm) negatives]

July 1959 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143-144, [070059-073159]
Physical Description: 700 negatives (estimate)

Gene's store views
Views of construction (seen from atop building on Bryant looking north) (cityscapes) [07-01-59, 7 negatives]
Views of Construction of New Hall of Justice(July 01, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-01-59.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
New Hall of Justice under construction as seen from atop building on Bryant looking north. Views of San Francisco looking north (cityscapes).
Opening of "Noah's Ark" (Phyllis Diller, Mayor George Christopher, and Carey Baldwin) [07-01-59, 3 negatives]

Opening of "Noah's Ark" -- Pier Forty-one (July 01, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-01-59.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Phyllis Diller, Mayor George Christopher, and Carey Baldwin standing around a microphone outside "Noah's Ark." View of Diller, Christopher, and Baldwin releasing birds from a cage.

Sign at Euclid and Masonic Streets: "Donated by Republican Friend of Russ Wolden for Mayor" -- big controversy
Miss Hot Dog Irene Wasserkort from Germany (July is National Hot Dog Month)
"Nike" missile at San Bruno (civil defense) [07-01-59, ca. 6 negatives]

"Nike" Missile -- San Bruno (July 01, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-01-59.11]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A child posing on and around the "Nike" missile (civil defense).

Reopening of Yamato Sukiyaki House (Consul General Akira Mishiyama of Japan, Kenneth Ishizakl, and Mayor George Christopher)
Patrick Thiennes, 75, "The Walking Man," walked 265,000 miles
Contra Costa sheriffs (leaving for Juneau Alaska for Fourth of July Parade)

Deputy Premier Frol Kozlov and Ambassador Michail Menshikov of Soviet Union (various events including visit with UC Berkeley President Clark Kerr and at UC Berkeley Radiation Lab) [07-03-59 - 07-06-59, 55 negatives]

Deputy Premier Frol Kozlov and Ambassador Michail Menshikov -- Airport and Mayor's Office (July 03, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-03-59.04-05]

Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Deputy Premier Frol Kozlov and Ambassador Michail Menshikov -- Yacht Harbor (July 04, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-04-59.01]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kozlov and Menshikov standing on the bridge of the Adventuress with Dan London and Cyril Magnin. The group getting ready to board the boat. Kozlov walking up the gangway. Kozlov sitting in a car. Magnin, Kozlov, and Menshikov leaving a hotel.

Deputy Premier Frol Kozlov -- Winterland (July 05, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-05-59.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kozlov greeting two ice skaters from the Ice Follies at Winterland.
Deputy Premier Frol Kozlov -- UC President’s House, Airport, Mark Hopkins Hotel (July 06, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-06-59-01-02]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Kozlov and party walking up the stairs to the UC President Clark Kerr’s house. Various views of Kozlov walking with others. Kozlov walking and talking with President Kerr. Kozlov outside of an airplane. Kozlov shaking hands with unidentified man at the airport. Inspector William Osterloh of the SF Police Department checking food for radiation with a Geiger counter.

Deputy Premier Frol Kozlov -- UC Radiation Lab (July 06, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-06-59.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note


Miss Perfect Posture of California

New forty-nine-star flag raised for the first time at the Presidio parade ground (statehood of Hawaii)

Teamster boss James R. Hoffa and son James P. Hoffa (labor) [07-06-59 and 07-07-59, 10 negatives]

Teamster Boss James R. Hoffa and Son James P. Hoffa -- Fairmont Hotel (July 06, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-06-59.05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note


Teamster Boss James R. Hoffa at Teamsters’ Meeting -- Fairmont Hotel (July 07, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-07-59.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

James R. Hoffa sitting with others. Hoffa speaking to gathering (labor).

Jonquiere (ship) of the Fourth Canadian Escort Squadron

Pacific Coast Builders conference

Actor Peter Ustinov at lunch with drama critics

Ice follies (amateur auditions)

Model of school model bomb shelter (civil defense)

Caryl Chessman on death row (San Quentin State Prison) [07-07-59, 19 negatives]

Caryl Chessman on Death Row -- San Quentin State Prison (July 07, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-07-59.06]

Physical Description: 19 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Chessman sitting at a table as he is interviewed by Jim McGuinness. Chessman standing next to jail bars. McGuinness in front of San Quentin.

Tom Lynch

Forest fire at Muir Woods, Marin County

Painted portrait of Phoebe Apperson Hearst bought at auction

Houses being wrecked in Western Addition (Ellis and Octavia Streets) (neighborhood) [07-09-59, 8 negatives]
Houses being Wrecked in Wester Addition -- Ellis and Octavia Streets (July 09, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-09-59.11]

- Physical Description: 8 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Views of a house toppling onto parked cars (neighborhood).

Views toward San Francisco taken from top of Yerba Buena Island (cityscapes)
[07-09-59, 6 negatives]

Views Toward San Francisco -- Yerba Buena Island (July 09, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-09-59.14]

- Physical Description: 6 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Views of smog hanging over San Francisco taken from Yerba Buena Island (cityscapes).

Mayor Robert F. Wagner of New York speaks at a luncheon

New Giants' baseball park (Candlestick) at Candlestick Cove [07-11-59, 2 negatives]

New Giants' Baseball Park -- Candlestick Cove (July 11, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 143, [07-11-59.03]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  View of Candlestick park under construction.

Yvonne Conley as she leaves the courthouse as a free woman

American Water Works Association convention

Press conference with British "head shrinker" Dr. Maxwell Jones (also includes Dr. Thomas Gonda of Stanford University)

Women's Guild Society of Western Artists (at Columbia Park Boys' Club)

Cove being fixed for picniers at Angel Island

Teachers learn ways to teach blind kids (with mask on, etc.) (education) (disabled persons) [07-15-59, 7 negatives]

Teachers Learn Ways to Teach Blind Kids -- San Francisco State College Campus (July 15, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 144, [07-15-59.09]

- Physical Description: 7 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Mrs. Sally Philip, student-teacher, wearing a mask while stepping on and off a bus. Philip watching a blind person as he uses a cane to walk down the sidewalk (education, disabled persons).

Steel strike at Bethlehem shipyard (labor) [07-15-59, 3 negatives]

Steel Strike -- Bethlehem Shipyard (July 15, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 144, [07-15-59.10]

- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Picketers standing outside the entrance to the Bethlehem Steel Company (labor).

Steel Strike -- Bethlehem Shipyard (July 15, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 144, [07-15-59.12]

- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Picketers standing outside the entrance to the Bethlehem Steel Company (labor).

Movie producer David Weishart and daughter
Miss Hawaii greeted by Miss California and Miss San Francisco
Arrival of First Fleet (views of ships, sailors, and events) [07-17-97, ca. 50 negatives]
New 120 mirrors telescope at Lick Observatory (Dr. Albert E. Whitford, Dr. Clark Kerr, Donald McLaughlin, and others) [07-17-97, 29 negatives]

New 120 Mirrors Telescope -- Lick Observatory(July 17, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 144, [07-17-59.11]

Physical Description: 29 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Albert E. Whitford, Dr. Clark Kerr, and Donald McLaughlin standing next to the telescope. Kerr speaking at a lecturn. Unidentified man looking into the telescope. Russ Hummel(?) at the control panel. Various interior views of the telescope and observatory. Views of surrounding landscape.

First night audience arrives for musical "Oklahoma" (includes Thomas Carr Howe and movie star Shirley Jones)
John Soltman of "Keep America Beautiful"
New communications equipment at San Francisco International Airport
Mayor George Christopher re-election campaign
Ice Follies stars and Miss San Francisco at San Francisco International Airport
Mexican specialty foods for freezing
Views of the San Francisco Bay and the Golden Gate with Marina District in foreground (cityscapes)
Feature on ice skater Richard Dwyer
Indian Center performance
Blind student refused housing by UC (disabled persons) [07-27-59, 4 negatives]

Blind Student Refused Housing by UC -- Presidio(July 27, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 144, [07-27-59.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of blind student Sharon English with her guide dog (disabled persons).

New Magnavox TV and radio combination
Playground kids at Golden Gate Park observance
Opening of New Finland Center
Governor Quinn of Hawaii visits
Miss Eva Hance with six men known as "Eva Hance's Boys"
College girls model at Roos-Atkins (fashion)
Baseball (Giants vs. other teams) [07-20-59 through 07-31-97, ca. 120 (35mm) negatives]

August 1959 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 144-146, [080059-083159]
Physical Description: 825 negatives (estimate)

Radio and television personality Arthur Godfrey
Catholic Central Union convention (group's mission exhibit)
Movie producer of "The Bat" C.J. Tevlin
Mayor George Christopher opens campaign
Mollie Keegan fashions
Preview of western version of American home on exhibit in Moscow
Model American Home -- Western Version for Exibit in Moscow -- Macy's Roofnik (August 04, 1959)

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Model Barbara Such shows off family room and living room during preview of home to be exhibited in Moscow (communism).

Russian Music and Dance Festival (Piatnitsky Russian Folk Choir)

Twelve foot anaconda arrives at Steinhart Aquarium from South America

Hypnotism (Corinne Wickenhiser is hypnotised)

Illustrations for Arcadians story

Teamsters on strike (labor) [08-07-59 - 08-31-59, ca. 55 negatives]

Teamsters on Strike -- Bryant Street (August 07, 1959)

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teamsters from local 85 chapter form crowd in front of the hall (labor). They block the street and pull a truck over to the side of the road at the 500 block of Bryant Street.

Teamsters Stopping Trucks -- Second and Harrison Streets (August 11, 1959)

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sticking Teamsters from local 85 chapter picket and stop trucks to tell them to go back and report the strike. Multiple trucks stopped. Henry Montane talks to the picketers under the overpass at Second and Harrison Street (labor).

Teamsters Strike -- Second and Harrison Street (August 12, 1959)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Local 85 chapter picketers talk to a truck driver they have pulled over at Second and Harrison Streets (labor).

Teamster Strike Leaves Candlestick Park Closed -- Candlestick Park (August 13, 1959)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Empty rows of Candlestick park stadium due to the Teamsters stopping the delivery of the seats (labor).

Teamsters Receive Injunction -- Second and Harrison Streets (August 13, 1959)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lieutenant Don Scott reads injunction to the picket captain Hank Montano. Montano, bus (business?) agent Philip Dindia, and the rest of the picketers talk over the injunction. Montano waves his arm as he talks to the picketers (labor).
Teamsters Strike -- Mass Meeting -- Civic Auditorium (August 15, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 145, [08-15-59.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A huge crowd of picketers enters the civic auditorium for the mass meeting that the Teamsters have called.

Teamsters Strike -- Independent Trucker Signs Contract (August 18, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 145, [08-18-59.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Independent trucker Vincent Steifvater holds up the sign declaring that his company has a signed contract with the Teamsters. He is one of the first to sign the contract (labor).

Teamsters go to Hearing -- City Hall (August 20, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 145, [08-20-59.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President of local chapter number 85 and the international vice president of the Teamsters Joseph J. Diviny, and the business manager for the local 85 Harold Lopez leaving Judge Saint Clair's Court after hearing (labor).

Teamsters Strike -- Picketers Watch Television -- Precision Electrotype (August 24, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 145, [08-24-59.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bill Powell, Jake Jacobsen and Dean "Skip" Ketchum of the local chapter number 85 of the Teamsters watch television while waiting out the strike (labor).

Teamsters Collecting Strike Benefits -- Teamsters Hall (August 28, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 146, [08-28-59.05]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Droves of picketers line up outside the Teamsters hall to collect their strike benefits. Line stretches out of parking lot.

Signing Peace in Teamsters Strike -- Whitcomb Hotel (August 31, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 146, [08-31-59.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President of San Francisco Employers Council W.S. Storie, business manager for the Local 85 Teamsters Harold Lopez, President of the Local 85 and International Vice President of the Teamsters Joseph Diviny, and The Vice President of Western Carloading Company James F. Kelly are seated signing the contract. Other representatives of the teamsters and employers are standing behind them.

Children's back to school fashion at I. Magnin
Artist Eleanor Dickerson in her studio
First San Francisco News-Call Bulletin edition and moving linotype machine from News to Call Building [08-10-59, 9 negatives]
Aircraft carrier Ranger (ship) at Hunters Point shipyard
New San Francisco FBI Chief Richard D. Auerbach
Presentation to Cyril Magnin leading delegation to Russia (Walter Landor, Mayor George Christopher, and others)
Charles Schneider and Lee Ettleson (?) look at first edition of the News-Call Bulletin (after merger) [08-11-59, 2 negatives]
Kurt Adler with stage directors (opening of opera season)
Illustrations for Dorothy Newman story (re: Muscular Dystrophy)
Ambassador J.D. Zellerbach arrives from Italy
Professional models at Iron Horse restaurant
Peaches rotting at Tri-Valley Cannery at Modesto
Teenage street dance (mobs of teenagers dancing on streets to records played over a public address system)

Teenage Street Dance -- Irving Street (August 14, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 144, [08-14-59.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mobs of teenagers crowd Irving Street between Twenty-first and Twenty-second Avenues dancing to music played over a public address system. Disc jokey from radio station KOBY gives the teenagers the latest music and information on hot records.

Glass eye maker Gottlieb Danz (prosthetics)
Trees at Union Square and Maiden Lane (cityscapes)
Blind children visit Storyland (Fleishhacker Playfield) (disabled persons)
George Mardikian at Omar Khayyam's breaking bread with fire refugees
"Aida" rehearsal at Opera House
Begonia Society
Ship christening at Bethlehem Pacific Shipyard (tanker Challenger)
Tour of artists at work (studio of artist Spero Anargyros)
Father Joszef Jaszovszky holds special mass for liberation of Hungary (with picture of Cardinal Mindszenty)
Old San Francisco landmarks (copy photos) (cityscapes)
Crystal Palace market interiors after stalls removed for demolition
Inmate council and officials at San Quentin State Prison [08-25-59, ca. 10 negatives]
Locals hope to be contestants on Groucho Marx and Art Linkletter shows
Opera conductors making first San Francisco appearance (Arturo Basile, Francesco Molinari Pradelli, and Silvio Varviso)
Stage manager Willis Stever on stage of Bella Union Theater on Kearny Street (play "Our Town")
Rehearsal of play "Under Milkwood" (by Dylan Thomas) at Beach and Hyde Streets playhouse
Actress Priscilla Pointer at backstaget of Encore Theater on Mason Street
Coal burning ship Arauco from Valparaiso (Chile) (includes views of boiler room)
Father Carles E. Spenser sues son for non support (son claims he is illegitimate)
Sacramento State Fair [08-27-59, ca. 20 negatives]
Hillsborough society members
Children chess tourney in Golden Gate Park playground
Finals in Chinese baby contest
General views of new Candlestick Park baseball stadium (taken with wide-angle lens) [08-28-59, 3 negatives]
Wife of Ambassador of Pakistan to US Begum Shereen Aziz
Vice President Richard M. Nixon press conference [08-31-97, 8 negatives]
Press Conference -- Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Press and Union League Club (August 31, 1959)

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice President Richard Nixon arrives in front of press club and greets reporters and press. Nixon proceeds inside club and begins the press conference and answers questions.

Opera star Mary Costa and Kurt Herbert Adler

September 1959

Physical Description: 1125 negatives (estimate)

Wrecking buildings at Eighth and Market Streets
Russ Wolden for mayor campaign [09-01-59 and 09-08-59]
Restaurant convention
Stanford University new hospital [09-01-59, 14 negatives]
Stanford University New Hospital (September 01, 1959)
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of unidentified women standing in front of pools outside the hospital.
Hospital room. Two women working in a lab. Hospital courtyard. Boxes on a conveyor belt. Various views of building exterior.

Teamsters strike settled (labor) [09-01-59, 4 negatives]
Teamsters Strike Settled -- United Grocers (September 01, 1959)
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teamster member Anno DeLucca. Truck activity at Burns Drayage.

Fashion show at California School of Fine Arts
New Washington DC representative of American Civil Liberties Union Lawrence Speiser
Senator William Knowland speaks before California Federation of Republican Women
Mark Hopkins Hotel and Fairmont Hotel (lobby and other rooms)
Stradford Tea [09-02-59, ca. 12 negatives]
Circulation Department and Phone Room of News Call Bulletin
Fashion shot for Dorothy Newman at School of Fine Arts
Change of Command Ceremony at the Presidio [09-02-59]
New Nash Rambler automobile [09-03-59]
Aerial views of San Francisco (cityscapes) [09-04-59, 15 negatives]
Aerial Views of San Francisco (September 04, 1959)
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Candlestick Park, downtown, Embarcadero, etc. (cityscapes).

Drinking and driving warning sign (traffic safety) [09-04-59, 2 negatives]
Drinking and Driving Warning Sign -- Polk and Washington Streets (September 04, 1959)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Be Alive on Tuesday" sign hung up on liquor store window (traffic safety).

Youth for Service meeting with gang members (juvenile delinquency) [09-04-59, 3 negatives]

Youth for Service Meeting with Gang Members -- Sutter Street (September 04, 1959)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gang members seated and standing around a table with Youth for Service aides (juvenile delinquency).

Teenager of the week David Fromer

Inaugural flight of Pan American Airways jet to Tokyo

Gangs who help people in need [09-05-59]

Mayor George Christopher filing for reelection [09-08-59, 2 negatives]

Tearing down existing structure to make way for new Hilton Hotel (Ellis and Mason Streets)

People watching the New York Stock Exchange Board [09-08-59 - 09-10-59]

San Quentin State Prison escape

Negro Baptist convention (Afro-Americans) [09-08-59 - 09-11-59, ca. 45 negatives]

Most Beautiful Legs contest to be held at Fox Theatre (measuring model leg)

Artist studio tour (Telegraph Hill)

Artist Helen Drew

"Pray to Mary for Russia" sign outside St. Boniface (communism) [09-09-59, 4 negatives]

"Pray to Mary for Russia" Sign -- St. Boniface Church (September 09, 1959)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of sign (communism).

Mixed marriage row (race relations)

1959 opening of opera season [09-11-59, ca. 75 negatives]

San Quentin State Prison layout [09-12-59, 42 negatives]

Prison Layout -- San Quentin (September 12, 1959)

Physical Description: 42 negatives
Scope and Content Note

100 years old Anna Scott MacNeill

Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev Visits San Francisco Bay Area [09-14-59 - 09-22-59, 223 negatives]
Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev Visits San Francisco Bay Area -- IBM San Jose and Stanford Research Institute (September 14, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-14-59.11]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Manager of IBM Plant Gavin A. Cullen outside of San Jose plant. President of Stanford Research Institute Finley Carter and Dr. Weldon B. Gibson standing in front of a building.

Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev Visits San Francisco Bay Area -- Sheraton-Palace Hotel (September 17, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-17-59.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chef Chas Finance cooking for the Khrushchev banquet.

Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev Visits San Francisco Bay Area -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (September 17, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-17-59.12]

Physical Description: 41 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ray Hinkley, night Manager of the Mark Hopkins Hotel, checking phone lines in Khrushchev’s living room suite. Hinkley showing the lock mechanism on the front door. Living being vacuumed and dusted off. Twin beds made and smoothed out. Arlene Duffy, executive housekeeper, lying in one of the beds. Duffy standing in front of the hallway mirror. Duffy in the bathroom sitting on the bathtub. Duffy standing by the piano in the living room. Bartender with drinks. Bathroom being cleaned.

Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev Visits San Francisco Bay Area -- Union Square (September 19, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-19-59.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hungarian protesters gathered in Union Square with signs and the American flag (social protests).

Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev Visits San Francisco Bay Area -- Train Station, Mark Hopkins Hotel, IBM Plant (September 20, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-20-59.01-04]

Physical Description: 79 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Khrushchev stepping out of a car and walking with unidentified men. Views of a large crowd gathered in front of the Mark Hopkins Hotel. Mayor George Christopher and Khrushchev surrounded by a crowd at the train station. Hanging the Soviet flag. At a banquet. Khrushchev at the train station. Unidentified men at a press(?) conference. Khrushchev talking with a reporter. Khrushchev walking with Christopher. Christopher, Khrushchev, and company at IBM’s San Jose Plant(?). At a grocery store (Safeway?). Khrushchev greeting a crowd. A group of women trying to get a view of Khrushchev.
Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev Visits San Francisco Bay Area -- Sheraton-Palace Hotel and Trader Vic’s (September 21, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-21-59.04-06]

Physical Description: 44 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Soviet Scientists and Officials Visit San Francisco Bay Area -- Stanford Research Institute (September 21, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-21-59.08]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Head of Atomic Energy Department? V.S. Yemelyanov, biochemist at Stanford Dr. Nickolas Plotnikoff, and President of Stanford Research Institute E. Finley Carter standing around “electronic videograph.” Yemelyanov with images of Khrushchev taken from the videograph machine. Yemelyanov, Carter, Plotnikoff, and Minister of Trade V.M. Vinogradov standing. Carter and Yemelyanov walking up stairs.

Nikita Sergeevich Khrushchev Visits San Francisco Bay Area -- IBM Plant, Airport, Mark Hopkins Hotel (September 22, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-22-59.03-05]

Physical Description: 41 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Khrushchev visiting the IBM plant in San Jose. Khrushchev talking to Mayor George Christopher and walking with a crowd. Khrushchev at a press conference. Views of a ship visited by Khrushchev. Various views of Mrs. Khrushchev. Khrushchev leaving the hotel and in a motorcade on the way to the airport. Khrushchev shaking hands with Christopher before boarding his plane and talking with reporter. Khrushchev waving his hat before boarding the plane. Crowds gathered to see Khrushchev leave.

"Only gal student" Jan Whicklow at Cogswell Polytechnic School
Opera singer Georgio Tozzi preparing for "Love of Three Kings" opera performance
Director of Japan’s Imperial Palace police Yasuo Inoue at the San Francisco Airport
O’Flynn’s house
Opera singers Edith Lang and Marianne Schech
World Affairs Council reception for labor officials [09-16-59]
Peter J. Merkelijn of New Guinea
AFL-CIO international convention (labor) [09-16-59 - 09-17-59, ca. 15 negatives]
Pacific Festival at Brooks Hall (Guatemala, Hawaii, space, IBM “answering” machine exhibits, etc.) [09-18-59, 09-22-59, 21 negatives]
Opening of Pacific Festival -- City Hall (September 18, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-18-59.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Suzan Roces (Philippines), Joan Kehaulani Gendall (Hawaii), Ting Ning (Hong Kong),
Aye Aye Than (Burma), and Salika Supol (Thailand) standing on a ladder next to a
street lamp.

Pacific Festival -- Brooks Hall (September 22, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-22-59.06-10]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Candyce Martin, Gloria Campbell, Shelly le Blanc, and Carolan Poett standing in
front of the Japanese exhibit. Isabel Sosa of Guatemala standing with a "devil
head" from the Guatemala exhibit. Joni McCloud looking at the "Man in Space"
exhibit. Adrene Callja of Hawaii standing next to the Hawaii exhibit. Lorna Bridges
and Gus Rerus looking at the IBM answering machine (space age).

Pacific Festival Winning Artist Antonio Sotomayor -- Civic Center (September
24, 1959) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-24-59.16]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Winning painting by Antonio Sotomayor held by Jean Baumberger. View of a
sculpture. Children looking at a painting.

United Air inaugural flight of DC8 airplane [09-18-59]
Mobile home (exterior) exhibited at Cow Palace (with model)
Art show
Reception for Senator Hiram L. Fong of Hawaii (first Chinese-American senator)
[09-23-59, 7 negatives]

Reception for Senator Hiram L. Fong of Hawaii -- Chinese Six Companies
Hall (September 23, 1959) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-23-59.13]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
T.Y. Tang looks on while Senator Hiram L. Fong of Hawaii signs the guest book.
Fong addressing members of the Chinese Six Companies. Hiram and wife standing
with unidentified men.

Admiral Arleigh A. Burke
Hungarian freedom fighter Frank Iszak beaten up [09-23-59, 8 negatives]

Hungarian Freedom Fighter Frank Iszak Beaten Up -- Park
Emergency (September 23, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 147, [09-23-59.17-18]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frank Iszak in bed and his wife, Enese, standing over him. Mrs. Iszak sitting on a
sofa. Mrs. Iszak and Iszak's brother-in-law Levente Osvath.

French-Israeli fashion show (for Dorothy Newman)
Author Yael Dayan of Israel [09-28-59]
George Leonard and wife Lily
Supermarkets (interior views) [10-00-59, ca. 20 negatives]
Rain ware (fashion) [10-00-59, ca. 15 negatives]
Sutter-Stockton garage groundbreaking
President of San Francisco Theological Seminary Dr. James Gill
Governor Edmund G. Brown and "Dollars for Democrats" drive
Columbus Civic Club Annual Christopher Columbus Awards
New huge baseball scoreboard at Candlestick Park
Bayanihan Philippine Dance Company
Harry Bridges' new baby
Holland Club Dutch Ice Skating festival
Landslide at Comstock Apartments [10-03-59, 10-06-59, 12 negatives]
Fol de Rol (opera ball) [10-07-59, ca. 25 negatives]
St. Francis Day home for children
Mahan (ship) at Hunters Point
Portsmouth Square plans for garage (architect Douglas Baylis and views of the Square)
French dignitary arrives (Consul General of France Robert Luc greets Deputy Premier Jacques Soustelle of France)
Tearing down old Call Warehouse
St. Cecilia festival (Hawaiian party)
Visitor from New Guinea Pieter J. Merkelijn
"The sardines have returned" (scenes from Cannery Row Street and Monterey Bay) [10-13-59, 15 negatives]

Cannery Row Street and Monterey Bay -- Monterey Bay Area (October 13, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 148, [10-13-59.06]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sam Balesteria holds a box of frozen sardines. Crew of Vitina A (ship) casts fishing nets into Monterey Bay. View of Cannery Row Street sign looking towards fleet of ships in the bay. View of exposed foundation of a destroyed cannery in the foreground, and the exterior of an idle cannery in the background. Vitina (ship) floats past other fishing boats. View of another fishing boat Diana (ship).

Financier Walter S. Johnson
Women to caravan town on behalf of Bonds
Mae West and her book "Goodness had nothing to do with it" [10-15-59, 4 negatives]

Mae West Promotes Her Book -- St. Francis Hotel (October 15, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 148, [10-15-59.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mae West is in San Francisco promoting her book "Goodness had nothing to do with it."

California Dairy Week (dairy princess and milk man's horse)
Republican committeewoman Clare Williams
Night photos of the new Crown-Zellerbach building
Fashion show at Golden Gate Park
James R. Hoffa with Joe Diviny and George Mock (labor) [10-17-97, 2 negatives]

James R. Hoffa Speaks With Members of International VP (October 17, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 148, [10-17-59.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George Mock (International VP), James R. Hoffa, and Joe Diviny (President, International VP, Local 85) talk with each other.
Beverly Aadland and lawyer Melvin Belli
Senator John F. Kennedy [10-19-59, 5 negatives]
Press Conference With Senator John F. Kennedy -- Fairmont Hotel (October 19, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 148, [10-19-59.10]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of an animated Senator John F. Kennedy sitting and standing during the press conference.

Amy Powell Dance Studio
Saks and City of Paris ski clothes (fashion)
School on Yerba Buena Island
Appreciation dinner honoring Mayor George Christopher [10-21-59, 5 negatives]
Actress Carol Channing
Mayor Roger D. Lapham [10-23-59, 7 negatives]
Preview of Boldini exhibition at California Palace of the Legion of Honor
Fathers run cooperative nursery school (education) [10-24-59, 8 negatives]
Cooperative Nursery School -- Parkside Methodist Church (October 24, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 149, [10-24-59.02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Russian composers at press conference Fikret Amirov, Tikhon Khrennikov, Dmitri Shostakovich, Dmitri Kabalevsky Konstantin Dankevich, and Boris Yarustovsky
Turkish Independence Day
Two gorillas arrive aboard TWA's Boeing jet
Republican fundraiser (Neil H. McElroy, Thomas Kuchel, Reginald L. Vaughan, and others)
Grand National Livestock exposition at Cow Palace
Football games (35mm negatives)

November 1959 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 150-151, [110059-113059]
Physical Description: 1175 negatives (estimate)

Wolden's Headquarters (election night)
Cousin of future queen of Iran Benny Diba with her photos and letter confirming her marriage to Shah
Election day (Major George Christopher and others voting) [11-03-59, ca. 20 negatives]
Ambassador to Philippines Charles Bohlen and family (Russian expert)
Demolition of Seals Stadium [11-04-59, 11-24-59, 9 negatives]
Demolition of Seals Stadium -- Seals Stadium (November 04, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 150, [11-04-59.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Original structural designer of the stadium, H.J. Brunnier watches it being demolished. H.J. Brunnier and contractor from Swinerton and Walberg construction company Jery Warner walk through the wreckage of the stadium.
Demolition of Seals Stadium -- Seals Stadium (November 24, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 151, [11-24-59.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wreckers continue the demolition of the stadium. Crane with a wrecking ball destroys the bleachers.

Roy Rogers and wife in Cow Palace
Sculptor Mary Angel
President of Coty Philip Cortney
Bonds for Israel (Mayor Robert Wagner of New York)
Artist Lyonel Feininger retrospective exhibit at San Francisco Museum of Art
[11-05-59, 11 negatives]

Feininger Retrospective Exhibit -- San Francisco Museum of Art (November 05, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 150, [11-05-59.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The black tie preview of the Lyonel Feininger retrospective exhibit at the San Francisco Museum of Art. In attendance are Dr. Frank Hinman and his wife, Lawrence Blair, F. Kenneth Pinney, James C. Eschen, Kennedy Boone with his wife, and others.

Lennart Bernadotte (first Swedish prince who renounced title and throne to marry commoner)

Eleanor Roosevelt at UN meeting (press conference) [11-06-59, 4 negatives]
Eleanor Roosevelt at UN Meeting Press Conference -- Hotel Saint Francis (November 06, 1959)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Mechanical heart assist at UC Hospital (health) [11-06-59, 6 negatives]
Mechanical Heart Assist -- UC Hospital (November 06, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 150, [11-06-59.16]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kenneth Chandler shows off heart monitor after he is equipped with a mechanical heart muscle at the UC hospital (health). His wife sits on the table next to him.

Two baby gorillas at San Francisco Zoo
End of steel strike at Bethlehem South San Francisco steel plant (labor) [11-09-59, 7 negatives]
End of Strike -- Bethlehem South San Francisco Steel Plant (November 09, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 150, [11-09-59.06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Steel workers back at work in front of the open hearth molding the molten steel after the strike ends at the Bethlehem South San Francisco steel plant (labor).

Test for weed killer run on cranberries (food and drug chemist Herb Le Favoure and Herb Smith)
Conductor Herbert Von Karajan and wife
Nelson Rockefeller and Mary Rockefeller in San Francisco [11-10-59, ca. 30 negatives]
International Film Festival reception (Harold Zellerbach and wife)
False hair pieces for men
Veterans Day parade
Adolph Schumann testimony with Cyril Magnin and Max Sobel
US Geological Department in Menlo Park (working on stereoplotter)
Pheasant hunt and design of Methodist Church in Maxwell [11-15-59, ca. 40 negatives]
General John B. Coulter returns from Korea [11-17-59, 2 negatives]

General John B. Coulter Returns from Korea -- Fort Mason (November 17, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 150, [11-17-59.01]

Physical Description:
2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General John B. Coulter and his wife after he returned from Korea (military).

Paintings by Eleanor Dickenson and Jane Smyth at San Francisco Museum of Art
Arson of Gjoa (ship)
Aerial map showing Islais Creek and Marine supply depot area
Fashion shows
Radiation fallout tests performed in Carmp Parks ("hot cell", etc.) [11-19-59, 11 negatives]

Radiation Fallout Tests -- Carmp Parks (November 19, 1959)

Physical Description:
11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Radiation fallout tests are being performed at Carmp Parks. Technicians spread radioactive sand while the other measures it with a radiation detector. The newsman and scientists in protective clothing examine the "hot cell" where the radioactive material is mixed with the sand (atomic age, civil defense?). Technicians watch monitors.

Dr. Tom Dooley at Dominican Church in San Rafael
United Nations Chairman Dag Hammerskjold at San Francisco airport [11-21-59, 2 negatives]

United Nations Chairman Dag Hammarskjold -- San Francisco International Airport (November 21, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 150, [11-21-59.02]

Physical Description:
2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
United Nations Chairman Dag Hammarskjold pauses at the airport after arriving from Tokyo.

Dinner in honor of Bishop James A. Pike for Israel Bonds (Daniel Koshland and Edwin T. Golden)
St. Dominic's Church choir
Oregon Senator Richard Neuberger and wife
Actor Hal Holbrook as Mark Twain [11-24-59, 8 negatives]

Actor Hal Holbrook as Mark Twain -- Call Bulletin Editorial Department (November 24, 1959)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 151, [11-24-59.07]

Physical Description:
8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actor Hal Holbrook as Mark Twain (Samuel Clemens) writing with quill at his desk.

Jacqueline Thompson
Maternity gowns for fashion [11-24-59, ca. 20 negatives]
Mayor George Christopher with model of Portsmouth Square garage (and drawing of proposed modifications)
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)
November 1959 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 150-151, [110059-113059]

**After ski fashions**

Tick Tock drive-in restaurant [11-25-59, 6 negatives]

Tick Tock Drive-in Restaurant -- Third and Channel Streets (November 25, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 151, [11-25-59.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Thanksgiving pictures at the Tick Tock restaurant at Third and Channel Streets. The chef carves the turkey as the waitresses serve it in high heels and daisy dukes.

**Orcades (ship)**

Aga Khan speaks to World Affairs Council

Narcotics story (children en route to Youth Guidance)

Actress Katharine Cornell

---

**December 1959** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 152-153, [120059-123159]

Physical Description: 1050 negatives (estimate)

Fashion (nightrobes, golf clothes, listening to jazz, etc.)

Charles Cole wants to paint Golden Gate Bridge gold

Citizen lobbyists Harry Kingman and wife in their Berkeley home

Dutch Saint Nicholas at Voskes home

Society Skating Club (Ice Rink at Forty Eighth Avenue)

Ronald Sanders

Lorna Lax murder (Clifford Fortner and parents of murdered girl) [12-02-59 - 12-03-59, ca. 40 negatives]

Cityscapes as seen from Twin Peaks toward Sunset District and the Ocean

Dr. Avraham Biran (or Biram?) and Judge Elias Kteily (Arab and Jew meet together)

Miss Youth Fitness Dixie Qualset

Fashion (Wolves Den opening at Joseph Magnin's)

Blooming plants and trees at Golden Gate Park Arboretum

San Francisco-Osaka sister city program (Japanese and American children)

Israel bond dinner (Bishop James A. Pike, Daniel Koshland, Dr. Avraham Biran (or Biram?), and Benjamin H. Swig)

Paul Revere (ship) and Saline County (ship) arrive from Kodiak, Alaska [12-04-59, ca. 15 negatives]

Panorama of downtown San Francisco from Potrero Hill (cityscapes) [12-06-59, 3 negatives]

Panorama of Downtown from Potrero Hill (December 06, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 152, [12-06-59.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

A view of downtown from atop Potrero Hill (cityscapes).

Highway Fifty ski resorts [12-07-59, ca. 20 negatives]

Mechanics statue by sculptor Douglas Tilden at Market and Sansome Streets

Adrien Falk's seventy-fifth birthday

"Nike goes to School" (Army "Family of Missiles" explained to children from Lafayette School) (education) [12-08-59, 7 negatives]

Nike Missiles Explained to Schoolchildren (December 08, 1959)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 152, [12-08-59.03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note

A full size model of a Nike missile is paraded in front of the school, Sergeant Charles S. Hawkins explains a model of the missile to Eddie Tavasieff, Russell Baba, and Mark Lubek (education).
Appliances at Young Brothers department store [12-08-97, 20 negatives]
Boxer Davey Moore (later killed in ring) [12-08-59, 12-14-59]
Surprise birthday party for Mayor George Christopher
Japanese American Citizens League packing blankets for typhoon victims in Japan-Korea (Red Cross Headquarters)
School kid defends Hoffa (Loretta Gibson interviews James R. Hoffa for term paper) (labor) [12-10-59, 4 negatives]

**School Kid Defends James R. Hoffa** *(December 10, 1959)*
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 152, [12-10-59.05]

- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note

Loretta Gibson interviewing labor leader James R. Hoffa for her term paper.

**Kids swarming over jet plane at Larsen Square**

**Dolls in window display at H. Liebes store**

**Pueblo Indians dance for rain at Tom Giannini Food Fair**

**Civil rights activist Berl Bernhard**

**Animals' Christmas party at SPCA**

**Christmas decorations and Christmas-related events**

**Troopship General W.A. Mann** *(ship)* at Fort Mason dock

**Interview with Herbert Dunn and Gardner Stout**

**Chief Justice Earl Warren arrives at San Francisco International Airport**

**Keel laying at Bethlehem Steel Company** *(Cyril Magnin, Mayor George Christopher, George Killion, and others)*

**Radioactive tests at Camp Parks** *(1100 men who were in bomb shelter for two weeks come out into the light)* [12-17-59, 15 negatives]

**Radioactive Tests on 1100 Men -- Camp Parks** *(December 17, 1959)*
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 152, [12-17-59.19]

- Physical Description: 14 negatives
- Scope and Content Note

Men exiting bomb shelter after being inside for two weeks. Including shelter commander Walmer E. Strope, Captain John McQuilkin, commandant of radiology defense lab, and Earl Copperstone (atomic age, civil defense).

**Survivors from Guam Pioneer Liberia** *(ship)* at Treasure Island

**Mayor George Christopher and Harold R. Gillespie of the Matson Navigation Company**

**Doctor George Kantorowsky, Mex (Max?) Cohn, and their and wives**

**Awards for fifty years service given at White House to William H. Guilfoyle, John McDonough, and Fred Ducroux by Reginald H. Biggs**

**Beatnik HQ loses windows** *(bagel shop at Grant and Green in North Beach neighborhood)* [12-26-59, 2 negatives]

**Beatnik Bagel Shop Loses Window -- Grant Avenue and Green Street** *(December 26, 1959)*
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 153, [12-26-59.01]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- Scope and Content Note

Officer Edward Anderson looks through glassless window after a disgruntled customer kicked the glass out.

**Lawrence Ferlinghetti reading poetry at 1353 Grant Avenue Coffee Gallery** [12-28-59, 8 negatives]

**Lawrence Ferlinghetti Reading Poetry -- Coffee Gallery on Grant Avenue** *(December 28, 1959)*
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 153, [12-28-59.13]

- Physical Description: 8 negatives
- Scope and Content Note

Poet Ferlinghetti reading in front of a crowd at a coffee house.
Contractor gives tour of new Giants baseball stadium (Candlestick Park) [12-28-59, 2 negatives]
Hungarian family Fekete reunion
Arcadia (ship) and passengers
Mrs. Spurgeon female yogi
Hammer & sickle painted on playplane (communism) [12-31-59, 3 negatives]

Hammer and Sickle Painted on Ride at Playground -- Riordan High School (December 31, 1959) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 153, [12-31-59.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gary Fox, age fifteen, trying to rub off the hammer and sickle graffiti painted on the playplane (communism).

---

January 1960 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 154-155, [010060-013060]

Physical Description: 750 negatives (estimate)

On board the Monterey (ship)
Opera singer Margot Blum and fashions
I. Magnin fashions
Buddha Universal Church story
Scenic views of San Francisco including cable cars [01-01-60, 11 strip* negatives]

Scenic Views -- San Francisco (January 01, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 154, [01-01-60.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Looking down streets, some with Golden Gate Bridge in view; looking at bay; cable cars in street.

Caryl Chessman death penalty case (social protests) [01-00-60 - 01-29-60, 26 negatives]

Picketers in Front of San Quentin Prison -- Caryl Chessman Case (January 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 154, [01-00-60.11]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People standing around at San Quentin to protest Caryl Chessman's death sentence.

Quakers Protest Tomorrow's Execution -- Caryl Chessman Case -- San Quentin Prison (January 08, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 154, [01-08-60.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Quakers sitting in prayer, in rain, outside the prison gate.

Caryl Chessman Case -- Papers Arrive at Judge Goodman's Court (January 28, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 155, [01-28-60.10-11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Deputy and Federal District Court Clerk James Welsh pushing a hand truck loaded with Caryl Chessman's papers in boxes.
Caryl Chessman Going to Court (January 28, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 155, [01-28-60.11]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Caryl Chessman walks into courtroom through a crowd of reporters and photographers. Lieutenant Fred Falkenberg of post office security hustles a spectator away from Judge Goodman's courtroom door during the hearing.

Caryl Chessman Leaves Court (January 29, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 155, [01-29-60.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chessman being escorted out of court in handcuffs.

New Year welcome (crowds in street, dancing at Palace Hotel, and in Forbidden City night club)
Violinist David Oistrakh of Soviet Union
New submarine Halibut (ship) commissioned at Mare Island
Press conference with Senator Jacob K. Javits of New York
Arthur Ford
Author of "I am the Mouse" Herbert Coggins
"Miss Take a Sun Break" Kay Cantonwine and her hat creations (fashion)
Public protest against "big smell" in Berkeley
United Airlines new jetway (San Francisco International Airport)
Karl Weber interview
New nuclear reactor at Stanford campus (Professor Thomas J. Connolly) [01-07-60, 5 negatives]

New Nuclear Reactor -- Stanford University Campus (January 07, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 154, [01-07-60.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Professor Thomas J. Connolly at the control panel and looking down into nuclear reactor. Medium distance shot of reactor. Professor Connolly standing on top of reactor talking to reporters (atomic age).

Artist Francois Arnal
Boarded up storefronts on "skid row" (Howard Street between Third and Fourth Streets) (neighborhood)
Final demolition of old Seals Stadium (baseball stadium) [01-07-60, 8 negatives]
Chinese new year
Musician Pierre Monteux
Vandalism (students and swasticas at San Francisco City College)
 Corpus Christi fashion show
New Consul Franz Breer of Germany
W. Averell Harriman at San Francisco Airport
Aerial views from helicopter (mostly of Candlestick Park baseball stadium) (cityscapes)
First negro student body president (Lowell High School) (Afro-Americans, race relations)
President Eisenhower's wartime cook Chuck Ping
Artist Bruce Connor's controversial sculpture "The Child" [01-14-60, 4 negatives]
Sculpture by Bruce Conner -- M.H. De Young Memorial Museum (January 14, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 154, [01-14-60.09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-up of "The Child", a controversial sculpture by artist Bruce Connor.
Snow at Mount Diablo
Point Bonita Lighthouse after being struck by lightning (personnel, equipment, and lighthouse exteriors and interior pictured) [01-14-60, ca. 15 negatives]
Chinese opera rehearsals at Hoy Fung Musical Club [01-15-60, ca. 20 negatives]
Peace demonstrations in front of French Consulate and Grace Cathedral (social protests) [01-16-60, 9 negatives]

A Walk for Peace -- French Consulate (January 16, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 154, [01-16-60.01]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Marchers holding signs including "Let's Join in Peace" and "Walk in Peace, End Arms Race" in front of the French Consulate (social protests).

Peace Demonstration -- Grace Cathedral (January 16, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 154, [01-16-60.03]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Demonstrators wanting to stop atom bomb testing gather in front of Grace Cathedral (nuclear testing). General crowd shots, people with signs reading "Halt Tests and "No Contamination without Representation", and a baby in a carriage with peace signs. Event sponsored by the Unitarian Fellowship for Social Justice.

Flu shots (influenza vaccinations) (health)
Aircraft carrier Hancock (ship) arrival at Alameda Naval station [01-18-60, ca. 10 negatives]
Blind and deaf teacher Richard Kinney at the Hadley School (using Braille writer) (education, disabled persons)
"Smog control" officials tour Bobbitt Dump at Islais Creek (chiefly group portraits)
Golden Bear maritime training ship [01-20-60, ca. 10 negatives]
Artist John Garth (portraits and mural paintings at Hall of Justice)
Musician Pierre Monteux
James Farley
Abortionist suspect
Picture story on new city of Novato [01-22-60, ca. 18 negatives]

New City of Novato (January 22, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 154, [01-22-60.01]
  Physical Description: 18 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  The interior of a hardware store, exterior of various houses, a cemetery, an elderly woman inside her home.

Old men forced to move out from Colton Hotel (welfare, senior citizens housing) [01-22-60, 8 negatives]

Old Men Forced to Move From Colton Hotel -- Third Street and Howard Street (January 22, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 154, [01-22-60.04]
  Physical Description: 8 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Joe Knorr, who has lived at the hotel for twenty-eight years, is being forced to move. Tom Brabec, manager of the hotel, talks to his tenants about the moving notice. Some exteriors of the brick wall of the hotel (welfare).

"Teenager of the Week" Bob Haas
Narcotics roundup
Beatnik narcotics raid
Architect Aaron Green
Opera singer Mary Costa
Members of Little Jim Ward Follies practice at Mason Kahn Dance studios
Wines the Mayor will take to Moscow (President of the Wine Institute Don W. McColly and Mayor George Christopher)
Willie Mays signs with Giants baseball team (with Horace Stoneham and Bill Rigney) [01-26-60, 3 negatives]
Indian Republic tenth anniversary (flag raising)
New Year's Eve Atmosphere (various locations in Chinatown) [01-27-60, 10 negatives]

New Year's Eve Atmosphere -- Chinatown(January 27, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 155, [01-27-60.08]

Physical Description:
10 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Contestants for Chinese New Year's Queen deciding on an azalea plant. Mr. and Mrs. Wong Wong seen with their daughter Shirley greeting member of their family. Chow Tan of Oakland at the Kong Chow Temple, lighting candles, kneeling at altar, and burning something.

Doll show
Miss Chinatown USA candidate
Sue Spear at art gallery (fashions) [01-27-60, 8 strip* negatives]
Miss Australia visits (she rides a paper mache kangaroo)
International Hospitality Ball (ladies wearing costumes representing different nations)
Father John (Jack) Wood to be in charge of parish in Alaska
Beatniks protest treatment by cops (Jerry Hempster, Chester Anderson, and others) [01-30-60, 10 negatives].

Beatniks Protest Police Raids -- Washington Square(January 30, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 155, [01-30-60.03-04]

Physical Description:
4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Jerry Hempster talks to crowds at Washington Square (North Beach neighborhood). A bearded fellow reads the paper, and crowds shown at the protest (social protests).

Beatniks Protest Police Raids -- Washington Square(January 30, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 155, [01-30-60.04]

Physical Description:
6 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Jerry Hempster speaking to crowd; Chester Anderson speaking to the crowd (social protests).

*Note: strip negatives (35mm and 120) too long for standard sleeves are filed sideways at the end of the box containing the relevant date range.

February 1960 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 155-156, [020060-023060]

Physical Description: 1000 negatives (estimate)

Interview with Lawrence J. Linck (mental health)
Interior views of drugstores in San Francisco's downtown
Golden Gate Bridge toll collection machines (near automatic)
Attorney general of Israel Dr. Haim J. Zadok
Menlo Mothers Club fashion show
Portrait of publisher of the Oakland Tribune Joseph R. Knowland (Jane Conant story)
Architect William B. Tabler and Major George Christopher look over amended model of Hilton Hotel
Mayor George Christopher sworn in Laborers' Union (Sam Capriolo and others)
[02-02-60, 2 negatives]
Mayor George Christopher -- Laborers' Union -- Fairmont Hotel(February 02, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 155, [02-02-60.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Christopher with Edward Haas of Haas & Haynie contractors, and Sam Capriolo, the president of the Laborers' Union.

Women at firefighting school on Treasure Island [02-02-60, ca. 10 negatives]
Fifty years at Liebes (Sidney Liebes with Cloe Giannini)
Junior League fashion show luncheon
San Francisco Symphony fund drive [02-02-60, ca. 15 negatives]
Women's tour to Russia
Interior shots of new Littleman Market (Turk and Irving Streets)
Dior fashion show
Coronation ceremonies of Miss Chinatown
Music class at San Quentin State Prison
Humanitarian Odd Nasen
Plane crash at Sutro Forest [02-05-60, ca. 15 negatives]
Chinese New Year parade in Chinatown
Spinster Ball at Palace Hotel
Miss Chinatown USA at Masonic Temple
Waldo the sand shark on hunger strike (Steinhart Aquarium)
Dr. Edward Teller teaches physics class at UC Berkeley campus
Olympic torch arrival [02-08-60, 10 negatives]
Arrival of Olympic Torch -- Ferry Building to City Hall(February 08, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 155, [02-08-60.08]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Herbert Potter, the first runner with torch with Ferry Building in background also with Mike Gibeau getting ready for run. Group of high school students who participated in the run all holding torch. Albert E. Schlessinger, representing the mayor welcomes Benjamin Tucker, the last of eleven runners, who lights symbolic torch at City Hall from the Olympic torch. Fireman Walter Lippert guards the Olympic torch in rotunda of City Hall.

Stranded circus elephants at San Francisco Zoo and boarding ship for Hawaii [02-08-60, 02-10-60, ca. 13 negatives]
Artist William Morris shows Chief William Red Fox his painting "Custer's last stand"
Wine tanker Andrea Petri (ship) in distress (aerial views, seen off Ocean Beach, rescued crew, towed to bay, and in shipyard) [02-09-60 - 02-11-60, ca. 70 negatives]
Chinese junk (ship) arriving (Brian Platt and Hightea yacht)
Paul Burns and Bishop of Buddhist churches Dr. Shinsho Hanayama
Merchants planting trees at Columbus Avenue and Vallejo Street (neighborhood)
French movie director Jean Renoir teaches class at UC Berkeley
President Abraham Lincoln's birthday observance
Artist Nan Street Fowler and her rejected painting for Nikita Khrushchev
Marin City redevelopment (various shots around the city) [02-12-60 - 02-15-60, 30 negatives]
Marin City Redevelopment (February 12, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 155, [02-12-60.03]

Physical Description: 18 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Bert Klahn of housing authority with drawing of new development. Iona Burgess
and her dog on the porch of her old home. Construction from many different
angles.

Ground Breaking for New Civic Center -- Marin (February 15, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-15-60.04]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Vera Schultz, supervisor, Jim Marshall, supervisor, Walter Castro, supervisor, Mrs.
Frank Lloyd Wright, Senator Jack McCarthy, William Gross, and Mary Summers[?].
People on podium, with bulldozer, and large group of spectators.

Views of Alviso near San Jose [02-12-60, 34 negatives]

Views of Alviso -- Near San Jose (February 12, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 155, [02-12-60.06]

Physical Description: 34 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Close up of someone holding an aerial photograph, also at a distance in front of
Laine's Grocery, many harbor shots which include small boats, woman standing at
boat launch, and resting against a tree with a house in the background, a boy
standing on the railroad tracks, the Alviso School with palm trees, and a woman
holding her baby while sitting on some stairs.

Feature on murals for new Hall of Justice
Caryl Chessman and events surrounding his execution (death penalty) [02-13-60 -
02-23-60, 65 negatives]

Caryl Chessman -- Press Conference (February 13, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 155, [02-13-60.03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Chessman shown at his press conference, before he is scheduled to die.

Caryl Chessman Case -- Governor Edmund G. Brown -- Press
Conference (February 17, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-17-60.14]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Governor Edmund G. Brown talks to reporters about clemency decision; Hadley
Roff reads governor's text of Chessman telegram to governor's Sacramento office.

Picketing for Caryl Chessman -- Golden Gate Toll Plaza (February 18, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-18-60.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
A line of protesters walk along the bridge holding signs asking for Chessman to be
spared from the death penalty.
Protests Against the Execution of Caryl Chessman -- San Quentin Prison (February 18, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-18-60.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
At the east gate of San Quentin prison, a group gathers to protest the planned execution of Caryl Chessman. Included are Ernestine McDavid, Esther Meyers, Mary Ann Benner, Bruce Benner and Carolyn Mullen.

Caryl Chessman Case -- French Committee Against Capital Punishment (February 18, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-18-60.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
French Committee Against Capital Punishment here to plead with Governor Edmund G. Brown. Portrait of Mme. Georgine Vien Not, head of the French committee, also shown with Adolph Schuman.

Caryl Chessman Case -- Attorney Rosalie Asher Prepares Appeal (February 18, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-18-60.18]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The attorney for Caryl Chessman, Rosalie Asher, in her hotel room at the Bermuda Palms, San Rafael. Preparing to appeal the death penalty. Also, leaving her room en route to Sacramento.

Stay of Execution for Caryl Chessman (February 19, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-19-60.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Warden Fred Dickson reading a statement written by Caryl Chessman after he was informed of the stay of execution, in front of reporters.

Caryl Chessman's Execution Day (February 19, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-19-60.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney Rosalie Asher entering gates of San Quentin to visit Chessman.

Caryl Chessman Case -- Visitors Room on Execution Day -- San Quentin (February 19, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-19-60.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney George T. Davis, Caryl Chessman and attorney Rosalie Asher in the visitors room at San Quentin.

Execution of Caryl Chessman Cancelled (February 19, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-19-60.04]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Telephone installers Paul Lundberg, Jr. and Paul Ware, Jr. remove telephones for newspaper and wire services that were not used because of the stay of execution.
Interview With Caryl Chessman (February 23, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-23-60.06]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Chessman being interviewed a few days after his stay of execution.

Portraits of Consul General Patrick Sun of China (involved in race-related housing conflict in San Mateo) [02-15-60, 2 negatives]
Open heart surgery (developer of heart-lung machine Dr. John Osborn) (blue baby case) (health) [02-15-60, 2 negatives]
Wave from storm hitting sea wall at Fort Point
Queen of Mardi Gras
Storm pictures at Shelter Cove
Mrs. Frank Lloyd Wright
Group of artists paint mural in Burlingame City Hall lobby
Bobo Olsen

Heart operation in Moffit Hospital (Jane Conant story) (health) [02-17-60, 16 negatives]

Heart Operation -- Moffit Hospital (February 17, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-17-60.05]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The operation, in progress, is shown from above (health).

George Mardikian

Arrival of Vice President Richard M. Nixon and reception (Mrs. Nixon, Caspar W. Weinberger, and others) [02-17-60, 13 negatives]

Vice President Richard M. Nixon Arrives -- Airport (February 17, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-17-60.09]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor George Christopher, Richard Nixon and wife Patricia, arrive at the airport and receive flowers from a boy scout. Nixon with crowd in background, waving hello and walking through airport.

Reception for Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Hotel St. Francis (February 17, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-17-60.10]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Patricia Reed, age seventeen, shakes hands with Richard Nixon, with wife Patricia, and Caspar W. Weinberger. Nixon with a Grand Old Party pledge (plaque). Nixon shown greeting many people.

Desecration of Jewish synagogue (Adath-Israel) and private car with swasticas and anti-semitic slogans [02-17-60, 4 negatives]

Desecration of a Synagogue and Car -- Congregation Adath Israel (February 17, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-17-60.13]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Go home Jews" painted on car with a swastika, also "Hiel" (misspelled) and "Nazi hate you. " "Juden Rouse(?)" painted on synagogue with swastikas (race relations, anti-semitism).

Olympics (Lake Tahoe homes and athletic events) [02-18-60, ca. 80 negatives]
20th century design items at San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
Departure of Mayor George Christopher and party for Russia
Women holding Sputnik model at Morrison Planetarium event “World we create for ourselves” (sponsored by Jewish Welfare Federation?)
Dr. Anette Rubinstein
Cardinal Francis Spellman
Seventy-fifth birthday dinner for Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz
Reunion of sharks Waldo and Winnie
Picketing of Woolworth & Kress stores by Afro-Americans (race relations, civil rights) [02-27-60, 4 negatives]

Afro-Americans Pickets -- Woolworths and Kress Store -- Market Street
(February 27, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-27-60.02]

Ark:/13030/hb1p30043v

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Terry Francois, attorney and local head of National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) leads picket line in front of Woolworths. Signs read "Negroes are treated as trespassers in Woolworths Dixie stores" and "Stop Jailing Negro college kids for trying to trade with Kress" (race relations, social protest).

Leader of Tanganyika African National Union Julius Nyerere
New Consul General Masae Yagi of Japan.

March 1960 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 157-158, [030060-033160]

Physical Description: 1025 negatives (estimate)

Western Airlines (shots of stewardess bullfighting) [03-00-60, ca. 25 negatives]
Dr. Robert Langley Porter to be 90 years old
1959 Nobel Prize winner biochemist Arthur Kornberg [03-00-60, 6 negatives]

Arthur Kornberg and Family -- Woodside, Calif. (March 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 157, [03-00-60.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-ups of 1959 Nobel Prize winner Arthur Kornberg and his family (wife and three sons) at his home in Woodside.

Produce market on Washington Street (shots of congestion, neighborhood)
Actor Maurice Chevalier
Mardi Gras Ball at Palace Hotel
San Francisco aerial views (Junipero Serra Blvd., Giants Stadium, Western Addition, and others) (cityscapes) [03-01-60, 23 negatives]

Aerial Views -- San Francisco (March 01, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 157, [03-01-60.02]

Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various aerial views of San Francisco (cityscapes): Junipero Serra Boulevard, Giants Baseball Stadium, Western Addition, and others. Copy negatives of maps: plan of proposed freeway system, Orizaba Avenue to Crystal Springs Road, traffic flow through San Francisco city and county, interstate and state freeway system. Views of helicopter.

Demolition in Western Addition neighborhood for redevelopment [03-01-60, 6 negatives]
Demolition of Western Addition (March 01, 1960)
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of a crane demolishing buildings and dumping rubble in the back of a truck. A group of children stand and wave from part of the cleared site.

Jeremiah H. Cozzens (man who shot up City Hall)
Troop ships at Fort Mason Docks (Enrico, Estes, and Breckinridge)
President of Greek parliament Konstantinos Rodopoulos [03-02-60, 2 negatives]
President of Greek Parliament Visits San Francisco -- Fairmont Hotel (March 02, 1960)
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-ups of the president of the national parliament of Greece Konstantinos Rodopoulos during a press interview.

Artist’s sketch of proposed Chinatown Gate (across Grant Ave., at Bush Street) [03-03-60, 1 negative]
Proposed Chinatown Gate (March 03, 1960)
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Copy negative of a sketch of proposed Chinatown Gate across Grant Avenue at Bush Street.

Whitney Museum director Lloyd Goodrich
Bay Meadows (horse racetrack)
San Mateo Junior Museum
Student protests (capital punishment) and interview with Caryl Chessman (death row) [03-09-60 and 03-10-60, 7 negatives]
Students Protest Capital Punishment -- UC Berkeley (March 09, 1960)
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of students protest capital punishment. Mike Appleby and Dick Kagan, both holding petitions, are the co-chairmen of the Student Committee for the Abolishment of Capital Punishment. They will lead a group of 30 students to Sacramento to protest the death sentence of Caryl Chessman.

Reporter Interviews Inmate On Death Row -- San Quentin Prison (March 10, 1960)
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Call Bulletin reporter Mary Crawford interviews Caryl Chessman, a prison inmate on death row.

Mayor George Christopher and family
Actor Tony Curtis shaving in hotel room
Views of San Francisco from KGO tower (cityscapes) [03-14-60, 30 negatives, 37 strip* negatives]
Views of San Francisco From KGO Tower (March 14, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 157, [03-14-60.06-07]

Physical Description: 67 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Numerous views of San Francisco taken from the Twin Peaks area, includes San Francisco downtown area, Civic Center, St. Ignatius and surrounding neighborhood, Bay Bridge, Golden Gate Bridge, and Diamond Heights(?). Copy negatives of a collage of San Francisco views.

Russian soldiers saved by carrier Kearsage (ship)

View from Telegraph Hill toward Russian Hill and the Golden Gate (with Columbus statue in foreground) (cityscapes) [03-17-60, 3 negatives]

Hunters Point shipyard
Governor Robert Meyner of New Jersey
New shrine at St. Joseph's Seminary in Los Altos
Groundbreaking at Diamond Heights (housing development) [03-17-60 and 03-18-60, 13 negatives]

Press conference with Dr. John Wheeler
Shipwreck of Japanese freighter Shigahura Maru (ship)
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer and Mayor George Christopher
Feingarten Galleries art preview (Mr. and Mrs. George Crocker and others)
Man refused admittance to French Mutual Benevolent Society because he is French mulate (mulato) (race relations)
Miss Civic Pride
Baby gorillas Bwana and Missus

Models of "Cars of the Future" at Emporium [03-22-60, 3 negatives]

Model Cars on Display -- Emporium (March 22, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 158, [03-22-60.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. William Parr Jr. admires a two-compartment sports car model made by William Mozan, an Ohio student who earned a $4000 scholarship for his model in the contest. Alton Tanner looks at a glass case display of model cars made by various students.

Feature on jazz musician Earl "Fatha" Hines at home with family and friends [03-22-60, 20 negatives]

Earl "Fatha" Hines and Family -- Oakland (March 22, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 158, [03-22-60.04]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various scenes of Earl "Fatha" Hines, his wife Janie, and his daughters Janear and Tosca. They are shown posing on a stairway, reading, and cooking. Some scenes include their neighbor Bonnie Rudd, a playmate of Hines' daughters. A large portrait of his wife is in the living room. Mr. and Mrs. Hines pose with two of his friends: Mr. and Mrs. Herb Richardson.

Actress Barbara Hutton arrives for her son's wedding
Wedding of Lance Reventlow and actress Jill St. John [03-24-60, ca. 15 negatives]
Building new type apartment house (Franklin and Pacific Streets) (housing) [03-24-60, 4 negatives]
Construction of New Apartment House -- San Francisco (March 24, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 158, [03-24-60.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the construction of a new type of apartment building, showing structural framework.

Views related to strike and boycott at Woolworths (labor) (race relations)
[03-26-60, 03-28-60, 03-29-60, 03-31-60, 17 negatives]
Retail Clerks Picket Woolworths Store -- San Francisco (March 26, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 158, [03-26-60.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Retail clerks strike Woolworths (store) on Powell and Market Street. They march in front of three store entrances on Market Street as some bystanders watch.

Retail Clerks Picket Woolworths Store -- San Francisco (March 28, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 158, [03-28-60.10]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Retail clerks picket Woolworths (store) on Powell and Market Street. They march at the corner of Eddy Street and Powell Street as some bystanders watch.

Package Delivered Across Picket Line -- Woolworths (March 29, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 158, [03-29-60.06]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Package delivered across picket line. Truck driver Manuel Morris pushes a package with his foot from the rear of the truck to a Woolworths' supervisor. The supervisor then carried the package into the store.

Local NAACP President Starts Boycott of Kress and Woolworths (stores) (March 31, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 158, [03-31-60.12]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President of San Francisco branch of National Association for Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) Terry Francois and college student Thomas Gaither stand together. They hold the NAACP Organization and Conference Manual, West Coast Region. Francois will speak at a local NAACP meeting in Longshoremens' Hall to start boycott of Kress and Woolworths stores. (race relations? civil rights?)

Start of construction at Diamond Heights (neighborhood) and overall shots of area
[03-27-60, 3 negatives]
Construction Site -- Diamond Heights (neighborhood) (March 27, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 158, [03-27-60.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Entire views of Glen Park Canyon and Diamond Heights, including two lane road in foreground.

Aerial view of Marin City [03-29-60, 1 negative]
Aerial View of Marin City (March 29, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 158, [03-29-60.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Aerial view of Marin City, includes major road in foreground.

Presidio of San Francisco cemetery [03-30-60, ca. 15 negatives]
Rally of students in support of anti-segregationists in south (civil rights) (race relations) (social protests) [03-30-60, 2 negatives]
Student Rally Against Segregation -- San Francisco State College (March 30, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 158, [03-30-60.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Student speaker Ellen Fisk, Reverend Francis Geddes, and Jean Trenoir stand behind a podium at a rally to support anti-segregationists in the south (civil rights, race relations).

Nobel Prize winners (Owen Chamberlain, Edwin McMillan, William Giauque, John Northrop, Wendell Stanley, Emilio Segre, Glenn Seaborg) [03-31-60, 4 negatives]
Noble Prize Winners -- UC Berkeley (March 31, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 158, [03-31-60.09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Noble Prize winners on UC Berkeley faculty: Dr. Owen Chamberlain, Dr. Edwin McMillan, Dr. William Giauque, Dr. John Northrop, Dr. Wendell Stanley, Dr. Emilio Segre, and Dr. Glenn Seaborg.

Assembling a precut home in five hours at Oakland Exposition (housing)
*Note: strip negatives (35mm and 120) too long for standard sleeves are filed sideways at the end of the box containing the relevant date range.

April 1960
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 159-160, [040060-043060]
Physical Description: 950 negatives (estimate)

Miss Maritime Day
Feature on KIP (Kids in Performance)
Coral Sea (ship) arrives after her seventy-five million dollar modernization
Hats in shop at 140 Geary street (fashion)
African Students' Union (Afro-Americans?) [04-02-60, 17 negatives]
African Student's Union -- British Consulate(?) (April 02, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 159, [04-02-60.02]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bayo Dina, president of the African Student's Union, marching with other protesters. Dina and students carrying a coffin marked "Indifference has Allowed South Africa to Bury Human Freedom" and signs demanding US sanctions on South Africa (social protests). View of unidentified man unlocking a car.

Marines landing on Angel Island [04-02-60, 12 negatives]
Arrival of actress Bette Davis and husband Gary Merrill
News-Call Bulletin building
Surprise tribute luncheon for retiring Judge Theresa Meikle
Steno strike (one union pickets another) (labor) [04-06-60, 2 negatives]
Steno Strike -- Judah Street (April 06, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 159, [04-06-60.03]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women of the Office and Professional Employees union with picket signs outside the Ironworkers Welfare Plan of California building (labor).

Supermarkets (mostly interior and parking lot shots) [04-06-60 - 04-09-60, ca. 60 negatives and 04-09-60, ca. 30 strip* negatives]

California Historical Society (director Donald C. Biggs and James T. Doty)
Artist Francis H. Beaugureau with Caldwells and others presenting his paintings

Candlestick district (neighborhood reaction to stadium) [04-07-60, 10 negatives]
Neighborhood Reaction to Stadium -- Candlestick District (April 07, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 159, [04-07-60.01]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

College gals arrested for swimming at "Monkey Isle" at San Francisco Zoo [04-07-97, 12 negatives]

Students working on analog computer [04-07-60, 2 negatives]
Students Working on Analog Computer -- Galileo High School (April 07, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 159, [04-07-60.15]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Five students with electrical instruments gathered around an analog computer (education, technology).

Paintings of Reverend James Roberts at Black Friars Studio[?] on Fillmore Street
First(?) opening day at Candlestick Park baseball stadium

Small Japanese radio (technology, transistors?)
Aerial views of Point Reyes area [04-13-60, 16 negatives]
Aerial Views -- Point Reyes (April 13, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 159, [04-13-60.01]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various aerial views of Point Reyes. Unidentified senator and congressman standing on the beach. Senator, congressman along with two unidentified men looking at a map (helicopter in background). Senator, congressman and two unidentified men standing next to the helicopter.

Marin Hills Fort Baker area to be auctioned off by the government

St. Gabriel's Church Spring fashion show

Vice President Richard M. Nixon in San Francisco [04-13-60, 8 negatives]
Vice President Richard M. Nixon -- Airport (April 13, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 159, [04-13-60.14]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vice-President Richard Nixon stepping down from an airplane. Nixon standing next to a microphone with Mayor George Christopher(?). Nixon and Christopher(?) shaking hands. Nixon and Christopher(?) standing and talking. Nixon shaking hands with unidentified man. Nixon shaking hands with unidentified boy.
Choir rehearsal for Benefit Festival of Negro Spiritual and Jubilee Singing (Afro-Americans)

Fire set by Navy in atomic test at Parks Air Force Base [04-15-60, 5 negatives]

Fire Set by Navy in Atomic Test -- Parks Air Force Base (April 15, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 159, [04-15-60.16]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fire at Parks Air Force base from afar. Unidentified man observing the fire (civil defense).

Easter services (various events)
Architect Helen Douglas French
Actors Mike Nichols and Elaine May
Fort Point (talking about turning it into museum)
Press conference for Mexican Society of Architects
Mary Crawford's interview with Lawrence Wade at San Quentin State Prison and students march to San Quentin State Prison to protest death penalty [04-19-60, 19 strip* negatives and 04-21-60, 6 negatives]

Mary Crawford's Interview -- Lawrence Wade -- San Quentin Prison (April 19, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 160, [04-19-60.04]

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Lawrence Wade sitting at at table and talking [35mm strip negatives].

Students March to San Quentin to Protest the Death Penalty -- Legion of Honor (April 21, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 160, [04-21-60.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students leaving the Legion of Honor with signs protesting the death penalty. Students standing and holding signs. Students marching with signs (social protests).

Feature on Dr. Joel Gustafson (Gustafson holding baby gorilla)
Dr. Robert Oppenheimer at architects convention [04-20-60, 2 negatives]
AIA (American Institute of Architects) events
State Historical Landmark Starr King sarcophagus at Unitarian Church (Geary and Franklin Streets)
Composer Ferde Grofe
California Historical Society meeting for tour of Hakone Gardens in Saratoga
Ballet mistress Vida Brown of New York City Ballet at San Francisco Ballet School
Snow leopards arrive from Russia for San Francisco Zoo
Balclutha (ship) in dry dock [04-22-60, 10 negatives]
Black and White Ball [04-22-60, ca. 25 negatives]
Caryl Chessman case and related protests (death penalty) [04-25-60 - 04-30-60, 23 negatives]

Caryl Chessman Case -- New Evidence -- Argosy Magazine (April 25, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 160, [04-25-60.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Investigator William Linhart and magazine staff with portrait sketches relating to Argosy Magazine claim of “new evidence” in Caryl Chessman case.
Caryl Chessman Case -- Torch For Chessman -- Sausalito(April 27, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 160, [04-27-60.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Curt Hoffman and Bob O'Leary light a large torch on a hill for Caryl Chessman. (Symbolic death penalty protest?).

Caryl Chessman Execution Protests -- San Quentin(April 30, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 160, [04-30-60.03]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Clusters of people (mostly students?) gathered on a hillside on San Quentin holding signs protesting Caryl Chessman's execution (death penalty, social protests). Views of a supporter(?).

Visit of President Charles DeGaulle of France [04-25-60, 04-27-60?, and 04-29-60, 154 negatives]

Charles DeGaulle Visit -- Preparations at Mark Hopkins Hotel(April 25, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 160, [04-25-60.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elaine Duffy reclining on Charles DeGaulle's bed.

Charles DeGaulle Visit -- Preparations at Notre Dame des Victoires School(April 26, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 160, [04-26-60.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of children singing, with Peter Franklin, child who will sing for Charles DeGaulle, in front.

President Charles DeGaulle of France(April 26, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 160, [04-26-60.11]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note

President Charles DeGaulle of France -- City Hall, Legion of Honor, Airport(April 27, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 160, [04-27-60.01-05]
Physical Description: 103 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. DeGaulle -- Muir Woods (April 28, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 160, [04-28-60.03]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

President Charles DeGaulle of France -- Airport and Market Street (April 28, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 160, [04-28-60.06]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Developmentally disabled (or mentally handicapped?) people "gainfully employed" [04-26-60, 6 negatives]
Navy survival suit demonstration (helicopter rescues jet bomber crew from raft)
Strip negatives (35mm or 120) too long for standard sleeves are filed sideways at the end of the box containing the relevant date range.

May 1960 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 161-162, [050060-053160]
Physical Description: 875 negatives (estimate)

Caryl Chessman execution and death penalty protests and events [05-01-60 - 05-03-60, ca. 70 negatives, and 05-01-60?, ca. 20 strip* negatives]
Caryl Chessman Protest -- San Quentin Prison(May 01, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 161, [05-01-60.01-03]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of crowd listening to speakers with loudspeakers in view. Steve Brandt lies in grass under blankets with dog Mike and mother Jacqueline Brandt near "A meaningless death" sign. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Porter sit with children, while Mike Kamel holds sign. Two people wrapped in blankets huddle by sign "Capital punishment involves us all in murder"; others stand nearby (death penalty, social protests). Pickets walk with signs amidst police presence. Group of men in suits. Views of guard tower. Police escort men in suits across bridge in front of prison

Caryl Chessman Case -- Attorneys Exit Court -- Post Office Building(May 01, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 161, [05-02-60.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George Davis, Rosalie Asher and William Linhart exit Goodman's court and walk down hall after hearing news of execution (death penalty).

Caryl Chessman Case -- Reading Decision -- State Building(May 02, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 161, [05-02-60.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Clerk William Sullivan of the Supreme Court reads decision to George Davis and reporters (death penalty).
Caryl Chessman -- Execution Day -- San Quentin (May 02, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 161, [05-02-60.03]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man holding microphone interviews members of crowd, while person with camera
stands nearby. Cars line streets and people gather near prison. Close-ups of
protestors. Protestors march with signs like "Let the Supreme Court answer to the
people". View of protestors marching. Long-shot of crowd outside San Quentin. Car
exting the gates of the prison (social protest, death penalty).

Caryl Chessman Protests -- Actor Marlon Brando -- San Quentin Prison (May 02,
1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 161, [05-02-60.04]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marlon Brando speaks to crowd. Brando stands with guards [who have stopped
him]. Brando stands in front of San Quentin gate. Brando is interviewed by
reporter, stands with others, sips coffee.

Caryl Chessman Case -- Rally -- San Quentin (May 02, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 161, [05-02-60.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney General George T. Davis going to see Caryl Chessman while photographer
stands nearby. Davis walks with reporters [after having seen Chessman]. Davis
talks to prison guards.

Caryl Chessman Execution -- San Quentin Prison (May 02, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 161, [05-02-60.06-08]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Warden Fred R. Dickson tells the press about Caryl Chessman's "last moments"
during a press conference on prison grounds. The first of the official witnesses to
the execution arrive, lead by Los Angeles police officer Andrew Brennan, husband
of one of Chessman's victims. Views include front gate an guard tower at San
Quentin. Close-ups of Brennan [negatives in poor condition 3/30/1999].

Caryl Chessman -- San Rafael (May 03, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 161, [05-03-60.01-02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of shut casket indoors by window. Four men carry casket down stairs toward
awaiting hearse while guard and another man stand by. Men wheel casket into
building. Two men hold piece of paper outside of hearse. Men wheel casket outside
away from hearse. Hearse leaves gates of cemetery. Close up of roses on casket.
Chessman's typed and handwritten letter to Call Bulletin reporter Mary Crawford.

Carly Chessman Case -- Attorney Filing Will -- San Rafael (May 17, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-17-60.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney Mansfield Davis stands at desk in County Clerks Office to file Caryl
Chessman's will.
PTA convention (Parents' and Teachers' Association) (education) [05-02-60 - 05-05-60, ca. 30 negatives]

New Palo Alto Veterans' Hospital (health)

Architect Takao Kitamura

On board Golden Bear (ship) where Customs found heroin (narcotics)

Water Follies at Mills College

Queen and King Ratna of Nepal arrive and meet with Dr. J.C. Geiger

Children at Gough School for the Deaf (education) (disabled persons) [05-09-60, 4 negatives]

Public School Week -- Gough School for the Deaf (May 09, 1960)

Avery Brundage reception and art exhibit (various dates)

Baby beauty show

House Committee on Un-American Activities hearing at San Francisco City Hall (spectators, witnesses, pickets, riot police, Harry Bridges, etc.) (HUAC, communism) [05-12-60 - 05-14-60, and 05-25-60, ca. 100 negatives]

Un-American Activities Hearing -- City Hall (May 12, 1960)

Un-American Activities Hearings -- Demonstration -- Union Square (May 12, 1960)

Un-American Activities Hearings -- Riot -- City Hall (May 13, 1960)
Un-American Activities Hearings -- Riot Ambulance -- City Hall (May 13, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-13-60.07]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
UC Berkeley students Mary McIntosh and Jane O'Grady on way to central hospital in the ambulance outside of the City Hall riots (HUAC, communism, social protests).

Un-American Activities Hearings -- Students Riot -- City Hall (May 13, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-13-60.10]
Physical Description: 35 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the hearing taking place inside City Hall while a large crowd of students crowds the exterior halls to the court room. Students sit on the steps inside City Hall and refuse to move, being dragged down the steps by police officers. Students outside City Hall hold signs saying "witch hunters go home" and "Is this Circus worth $300,000,000 a year?". Head shots of some of the students involved in the protest (HUAC, communism, social protests).

Un-American Activities Hearings -- Student Rioters in Jail -- City Prison (May 13, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-13-60.12]
Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Many of students who participated in the riot are talking to officers in the city prison. Robert Meisenbach is being fingerprinted while others are being released on bail. Included is a Subpoena for the photographer to come to the court case of Robert Meisenbach (HUAC, communism, social protests).

Un-American Activities Hearing -- City Hall (May 14, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-14-60.01-02]
Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A large crowd of people protest in front of City Hall while police stand near blockades marking street closure. Archie Brown speaks and gets thrown out. Two men sit during hearing. Four men walk through rotunda. Close-up of man protesting outside while reporter takes notes. People picket in front of City Hall carrying signs like "Congressman Roosevelt said get rid of the committee" and holding American flag, while mounted police officer waits in street (HUAC, communism, social protests).

Un-American Activities Hearing -- Struggle With Unruly Man -- City Hall (May 14, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-14-60.03]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
An "unruly man" Jerry Kamstra is being hauled inside City Hall by policemen. [Additional 35mm negatives of arrest missing March 1999]. (HUAC, communism, social protest).
Un-American Activities Hearing -- Crowd Protests Hearings -- City Hall(May 14, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-14-60-04-05]

Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the inside of the hearing room. A few angry protesters make inside the court room and are escorted out screaming by police officers. A small group of protesters outside the court room turns into an overflowing crowd of over two thousand protesters picketing and blocking the street. Protesters hold signs reading "SHAME, SHAME" and "We walk to preserve freedom". One lone man pickets the protesters with a sign reading " I Protest mob rioting, get out and vote you hypocrites, students". (HUAC, communism, social protests).

Harry Bridges -- City Hall(May 19, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-13-60.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Three workers mop floors in City Hall. Man talks to Harry Bridges while others stand by. Bridges walks away from City Hall being questioned by reporters (labor, HUAC, communism?).

Un-American Activities Hearing -- City Hall Rioters -- Hall of Justice(May 25, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-25-60.01]

Physical Description: 45 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Donald Cash death sentence commuted
Republican festival and celebration
Phyliss Diller poses (as maniacal cook) for "What's Cooking Dept."

Balcutha (ship) in dry dock [05-13-60, 4 negatives]
Balcutha (ship) Back in Water -- Bethlehem Shipyard(May 13, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 86, [05-13-56.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Balclutha docked in the water at Bethlehem Shipyard, bottom scraped and painted. Views of the deck lowering to allow the ship into the water [she will return to Pier 43].

Dr. Linus Pauling speaks at nuclear medicine conference [05-16-60, 2 negatives]
Mr. and Mrs. Jack LaLanne (physical fitness)
Construction of Wells Fargo American Trust Building
New Call Bulletin press
Arrival of President Sukarno of Indonesia and related events [05-19-60, 05-21-60, 14 negatives]
Arrival -- President Sukarno of Indonesia -- Airport(May 19, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-19-60.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sukarno crouches down to greet child in front of airplane. Sukarno kisses a baby while standing next to Doc J.C. Geiger. Sukarno and Geiger shake hands. Sukarno shakess hands with 'some of his people'.
Meeting -- President Sukarno of Indonesia and Governor -- Hotel St. Francis (May 19, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-19-60.02]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
President Sukarno of Indonesia, Governor Edmund G. Brown and US Ambassador to Indonesia Howard Jones sit on couch drinking tea and talking.

Reception -- President Sukarno of Indonesia -- Indonesian Consul's Home (May 21, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-21-60.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Sukarno of Indonesia, Carol Ahyou, wife of Indonesian Consul Mrs. Daruman, and US Ambassador to Indonesia Howard Jones sit on couch in Indonesian Consul's Home at 2800 Scott Street.

Missile center and control panel demonstration at Presidio (05-19-60, 9 negatives)
Missile Demonstration -- Presidio (May 19, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-19-60.03]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of missiles in missile center [in one room for demonstration purposes], Rudolph Montoya, Marvin Clark, and Sergeant First Class Albert Alvin work at battery control consol [nerve center of firings] (defense).

New UC Berkeley football head coach "Pappy Waldorf" during practice (Lynn O. Waldorf)

Actress Shirley MacLaine

Contrast between tourists and carnival atmosphere and fishing fleet at Fishermans Wharf (05-20-60, 13 negatives)
Carnival Atmosphere Issue -- Fisherman's Wharf (May 20, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-20-60.02]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Individual portraits of President of the Association Frank Alioto, President of Harbor Tours Albert D. Elledge, and former wharf employee Joseph Uzzardo. Overall view of the fishing fleet. Mike Geraldi of number nine Fisherman's Wharf stands in his store (one of the largest restaurant and novelty stores on the wharf). Tourists stand on platform looking through telescopes facing towards Alcatraz. Tourists and school children pass the arcade, walk down boardwalk, examine crabs. Fisherman Vincent Spadaro stands on his docked boat saying, "The fishermen are not responsible..." (Two tourists said, "The wharf is tops").

Trampoline craze (05-21-60, 5 negatives)
Trampoline Craze (May 21, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-21-60.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Boy bounces on trampolines at Forty-eighth and Wawona Streets, across the street from Fleishhacker's. Tempest Storm jumps on trampoline while others watch. Mike Massoni jumps on trampoline while holding uncle John DeMartini's hand. Long-shot of trampoline park with at least sixteen in-ground trampolines. Karen Meeks does a somersault on the trampoline (fashion, fads).

George McLain (Democratic candidate and senior citizens advocate) (05-23-60, 15 negatives)
Press Conference -- George McLain -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (May 23, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-23-60.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Democratic candidate and senior citizens' advocate George McLain sits at table
during press conference surrounding by "Vote for McLain" posters.

Talk to Elderly -- George McLain -- California Hall (May 23, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [05-23-60.02]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of audience of senior citizens sitting, applauding. Mafa Elston shades hands
with George McLain after speech. Elmer A. Bear shakes hands with McLain after
speech. McLain stands with Joe Seaquist.

Interior view of counter in "finest coffee shop on Fourth Street" (about to re-open)
New freeway entrance at Mission and Beale Streets
*Note: strip negatives (35mm or 120) too long for standard sleeves are filed
sideways at the end of the box containing the relevant date range.

June 1960 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162-164, [060060-063060]

Physical Description: 925 negatives (estimate)

Lockheed labor strike (labor) [06-00-60 and 06-15-60, 12 negatives]

Lockheed Labor Strike -- Sunnyvale, Calif. (June 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [06-00-60.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of cars going through the picket lines at Lockheed (labor).

Lockheed Labor Strike -- Sunnyvale, Calif. (June 15, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 163, [06-15-60.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of cars going through the picket lines at Lockheed.

Governor Edmund G. Brown [06-01-60, 12 negatives]
Western Airlines new jet service
Chief Louis Belloni retiring
Democrats throw $100-a-plate dinner (with Senator Stuart Symington, Governor
Edmund G. Brown, and Senator John F. Kennedy) [06-01-60, 7 negatives]

Democratic Fundraising Dinner -- Fairmont Hotel (June 01, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162, [06-01-60.12]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Senator John F. Kennedy, Senator Stuart Symington, and Governor
Edmund G. Brown standing next to the California state flag. Views of protesters
with signs marching against the death penalty outside the Fairmont Hotel.

Chief of Police C.M. Lollin of Burlingame
Hot weather subjects "cooling off"
Galileo High School cooking class (education) [06-02-60, 5 negatives]
Baseball player Orlando Capeda and family
Bigamy case
Donations to Chile (Chief Thomas Cahill, Consul Ovalie Devoto of Chile and others)
Political signs on South San Francisco hills
The Wanderer (ship) sets sail for the South Seas [06-04-60, 06-10-60]
All Stars vs. Manchester (Manchester United)? of England soccer game
Smog testing device [06-05-60, 1 negative]
Election series on counting the vote [06-07-60, 11 negatives]
Argo (ship) research vessel (Scripps Institute of Oceanography) [06-07-60, 7 negatives]
Criminologist Duc Meyer
Nazi Francis Parker Yockey arrested [06-08-60, 06-13-60 and 06-17-60, 12 negatives]
  **Nazi Francis Parker Yockey -- US Commissioner’s Office (June 08, 1960)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 163, [06-08-60.06]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  "Mystery Man seized with three passports." Nazi Francis Parker Yockey, handcuffed, walking out of a door at the US commissioner's office. Yockey handcuffed with his hands over his face.

  **Nazi Francis Parker Yockey -- US Commissioner’s Office (June 13, 1960)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 163, [06-13-60.07]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Nazi Francis Parker Yockey hiding his face while sitting at a table with his sisters, Mrs. William Coyne and Mrs. Alice Spurlock.

  **Nazi Francis Parker Yockey -- County Jail (June 17, 1960)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 163, [06-17-60.06]
  Physical Description: 7 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Nazi Francis Parker Yockey's suicide note. Yockey's body carried out of the building. Yockey's body in a hearse.

"Miss Cinerama" named
Mayor George Christopher presents proclamation to Rug Association Queen
Governor Edmund G. Brown and wife voting [06-08-60, 3 negatives]
Mayor George Christopher voting in new booths [06-08-60, 2 negatives]
Sheep arrive on ship from Australia [06-08-60 - 06-09-60]
Patriarch Ignatius Yacob III of Assyrian church
Preview of the new Israeli automobile "Sabra"
Balclutha (ship) returns to berth [06-09-60, 13 negatives]
  **Balclutha (ship) Returns to Berth -- Pier Forty-three (June 09, 1960)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 163, [06-09-60.06]
  Physical Description: 13 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Sailing ship Balclutha (ship) coming in to dock at Pier Forty-three. View of a broken crossbeam on Balclutha's mast.

Swastika graffiti (race relations) [06-09-60]
Moving airborne troops aboard Breckinridge (ship)
Views of the shopping mall at Stonestown (neighborhood)
Flag day at Douglass (sp?) Elementary School
Missle executive Barnet Adelman with model of new missle (civil defense)
[06-13-60, 2 negatives]
Missle Executive Barnet Adelman with Model of New Missle -- Hotel St. (June 13, 1960)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Missle executive Barnet Adelman crouching on the ground with a model of a new missle in his hand (civil defense).

Ice Follies rehearsal

Police in riot training [06-14-60, 5 negatives]
Police During Riot Training -- Police Academy (June 14, 1960)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Police on motorcycles advancing on 'riotous' crowd. Police standing in formation with batons.

Future population growth prediction for Bay Area (land use maps for 1990 and 2020) [06-14-60, 9 negatives]

Boxing title fight weigh-in (Ortis and Loi)

Singer Mabel Mercer visits San Francisco

Composer Pauline Oliveros

Dope raid suspects (narcotics)

San Francisco State tutor teaching machine (computer) [06-20-60, 2 negatives]
San Francisco State Tutor Teaching Machine (June 20, 1960)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Agurre Ena, a Poly High teacher, sitting at a 'tutor teaching' machine (computer) at San Francisco State.

Geologist Edward C.T. Chao showing man-made mineral (coesite) [06-21-60, 4 negatives]

Geisha girls

Japanese destroyer Yukikaze (ship) [06-21-60, 06-22-60, ca. 20 negatives]

View of smog (cityscapes) [06-21-60, 4 negatives]

View of Smog -- From Telephone Building (June 21, 1960)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the city clouded by smog from atop the telephone building (woman sitting in the foreground) (cityscapes).

Consul Randall Reid-Adam of Great Britain and family

Baby tigers [06-22-60, 4 negatives]

Scenic view of San Francisco City Hall

American Legion Convention events [06-23-60 - 06-24-60, ca. 20 negatives]

Views of the old Russian Orthodox Church

Writer Carey McWilliams [06-23-60, 2 negatives]

Carey McWilliams -- Press Club (June 23, 1960)

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Carey McWilliams, editor of "The Nation", sitting at a table and speaking into a microphone.
**Part 3, General File (1951-1965)**

**June 1960** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 162-164, [060060-063060]

- Miss California pageant
- Campfire girls making ice cream [06-24-60, 3 negatives]
- New speakers (audio equipment, electronics) on display at Young Brothers
- Veterinarians convention
- Opera tenor Lauritz Melchior
- Harry S. Truman [06-27-60, 1 negative]
- Mayor George Christopher at A.M.F. bowling clinic [06-27-60, 3 negatives]
- Miss California Suzanne Reamo
- John Coulthard finds original Rembrandts in art book
- Californians for Adlai Stevenson (25,000 signatures)
- Dr. J.C. Geiger and family
- Consul General William van Tets of the Netherlands retires
- San Francisco birthday celebration at Mission Dolores
- Fifty-star flag becomes official (statehood of Hawaii)
- Professional Photographers of California convention (Rita Faulkner, Judson Hawthorne, Marci Cox, and Emalie and Karl Romaine)

**July 1960** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 164-165, [070060-073160]

**Physical Description:** 750 negatives (estimate)

**Earthquake fund drive for Chile**

**Views of Candlestick Park** [07-00-60, 23 negatives]

**Physical Description:** 23 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Views of Candlestick Park baseball stadium that the public doesn't ordinarily get to see. Ed Peguillon stands in room with 1600 cushions that he sells at the games. Ticket manager Pete Hoffman climbs ladder to reach some of the year's supply of tickets kept in the ticket safe. Owner Horace Stoneham, club secretary Eddie Brannick and Vice President Chub Feeley meet in Stoneham's office. Players in the clubhouse getting ready to go out on the field. Usherettes' and umpire' locker rooms are shown. Press box and press room for the sportswriters.

**New Geary Street underpass** [07-00-60, 1 negative]

**Construction of New Geary Street Underpass -- Western Addition** (July 1960)

**Physical Description:** 1 negative

**Scope and Content Note**

View of construction of new Geary Street underpass in the Western Addition. Looking towards Fillmore (neighborhood).

**Beatnik poet Padriec Suemus O'Sullivan [sic] "cut-up"** [07-00-60, 2 negatives]

**Beatnick Poet Padriec Suemus O'Sullivan Cut Up -- Harbor Emergency Hospital** (July 1960)

**Physical Description:** 2 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Beatnik poet Padriec O'Sullivan gets up from the stretcher with bandages around his face and blood soaked clothing to pose for the camera.

**Magicians' convention**

**US Olympic team trials**

**Helicopter views of US Navy fleet arriving (ships Hancock, Mullany, Everett F. Larson, Stoddard, Isherwood, Twining, and Shields)** [07-01-60, ca. 30 negatives]

**Mickey Cohen in court**

**Neglected children (child welfare)** [07-04-60, 3 negatives]
Alcoholism study

Anti-atom bomb protest (social protests) [07-06-60, 2 negatives]

**Anti-Atom Bomb Protests -- Federal Building (July 06, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 164, [07-06-60.01]

- Physical Description: 2 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  About twenty university students picket in front of the federal building in protest of Hiroshima and future use of atomic weapons (atomic age, social protests).

Attorney generals meeting

Chusan (ship)

Spreckels mansion to be torn down (view of interior) [07-06-60, 9 negatives]

**Speckels Mansion to be Torn Down -- Pacific Avenue (July 06, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 164, [07-06-60.11]

- Physical Description: 9 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  Landlady Mrs. M.E. McItyre in front of the old fire place and a view of the bay. Shirley Dietel stands on the staircase and Helen Oxley in the yard in front of the mansion. Portrait of Mrs. Randolph [sic] Spreckels [Mrs. Rudolph Spreckels?].

Joe Karesh campaigning [07-06-60, 3 negatives]

Senator Lyndon B. Johnson [07-07-60, 19 negatives]

**Senator Lyndon B. Johnson Arrives -- San Francisco Internation Airport (July 07, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 164, [07-07-60.02]

- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  Senator Lyndon B. Johnson arrives at the San Francisco international airport with his family and is greeted by George Kilion and others. Picture of Johnson with his wife and two daughters Lynda and Lucy.

**Press Conference and Reception -- Senator Lyndon B. Johnson -- Fairmont Hotel (July 07, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 164, [07-07-60.03]

- Physical Description: 15 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  Senator Lyndon B. Johnson at the press conference with wife and two daughters before the reception. At reception, Senator Johnson talks with Goveror Edmund G. Brown and others.

Cross burned on lawn (race relations) [07-07-60, 4 negatives]

**Cross Burned on Lawn -- Portola Drive (July 07, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 164, [07-07-60.06]

- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  Seven and a half year old Richard Richman looks at the crude cross burned into front lawn of his home at 1400 Portola Drive (race relations, Ku Klux Klan?).

Singer Lena Horne [07-07-60, 6 negatives]

**Lena Horne -- Fairmont Hotel (July 07, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 164, [07-07-60.08]

- Physical Description: 6 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note**
  
  Singer Lena Horne with her two dogs during her interview at the Fairmont Hotel.

Conductor Arthur Fiedler (with Harold Zellerbach and Mayor George Christopher)
Ambassador Michael Comay of Israel [07-07-60, 2 negatives]
Chief of Police Thomas Cahill [07-08-60, 4 negatives]
GOP delegates (Marjorie H.E. Benedict and others) (Republican Party)
Reginald Briggs [07-11-60, 2 negatives]
Mayor George Christopher at San Francisco Zoo petting koala bears [07-11-60, 3 negatives]
King Bhumibol Adulyadej and Queen Sikrit of Thailand [07-12-60, 07-13-98, 22 negatives]
  King and Queen of Thailand Arrive -- San Francisco International Airport (July 12, 1960)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 164, [07-12-60.02]
    Physical Description: 6 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    King Bhumibol Adulyadej and Queen Sikrit of Thailand arrive at the San Francisco international airport, greeted by Mayor George Christopher and his wife. The Queen gives bouquet of flowers to Mayor Christopher's wife and receives a bouquet from a young woman. King gives an arrival speech to the people gathered.

Reception -- King and Queen of Thailand -- Fairmont Hotel (July 12, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 164, [07-12-60.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
King Bhumibol Adulyadej and Queen Sikrit of Thailand at reception in Hunt Room of the Fairmont Hotel. Mayor Christopher shakes hands with the king. Mayor Christopher, and Thai minister of foreign affairs at the banquet in the Gold Room of the Fairmont Hotel.

King of Thailand Visits IBM Plant -- San Jose (July 13, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 164, [07-13-60.06]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
King Bhumibol Adulyadej and President of IBM Arther Watson look over one of the IBM machines (International Business Machines Corporation).

GOP chairmen (Edgar D. Osgood and Robert H. Steele) (Republican Party)
"King of the Hobos" Jeff Davies and "Crown Prince Knights of the Road" Bob Ponder
Views of Lipstick Lake area in Trinity County
Opening of new White House (department store) in Oakland
Herbert Hoover [07-14-60, 5 negatives]
Father Shahe Altoonian with Vasken I and others
Edmund G. Brown for President posters replaced by Kennedy signs (07-14-60, 2 negatives)
  Edmund G. Brown's Presidential Posters Replaced by Kennedy Sign -- Democratic Headquarters (July 14, 1960)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 164, [07-14-60.07]
    Physical Description: 2 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Chairman Emmet Hagerty puts new Kennedy signs over Edmund G. [Pat] Brown for President posters.

Chilean earthquake relief
Chinese actor [and author] (Chin-yang) C.Y. Lee
Storyland at San Francisco Zoo
Forrest Tucker company
Planetarium artist David Porrazzo
Comedian (former accountant) Bob Newhart posing with adding machine at the "Hungry I" nightclub [07-18-60, 2 negatives]
Boy Scouts leaving for jamboree in Colorado Springs [07-18-60, 8 negatives]
Blind series [07-19-60, 4 negatives] (disabled persons)
"Lady mayor" Grace Gurisic of Rocky Hill, New Jersey
Centenarian Stonewall Jackson Jones (age 100)
Adlai Stevenson and son John Fell [07-20-60, 2 negatives]
Writer David Lawrence
Admiral Floyd B. Schultz leaving
Spanish-American War cannon donated to city
Herbert Hoover and Mayor George Christopher visit Hunters Point Boys' Club [07-20-60, 3 negatives]

Tour of Diamond Heights [07-21-60, 2 negatives]
Tour With Mayor Christopher -- Diamond Heights Development(July 21, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 165, [07-21-60.02]

Signs posted to ban swimming at Aquatic Park due to pollution (environment) [07-22-60, 2 negatives]
Congo missionaries return
Bud Boyd "last man on Earth" interview
Automobile driver education [07-25-60, 4 negatives]
49ers football team picture day
Filming scenes from movie "Snook" on Lombard Street [07-25-60, 9 negatives]
Aquarium gets three-eyed lizard
Teenagers get summer jobs (education, youth employment) [07-26-60 - 07-28-60, 16 negatives]
Nurse shortage (health)
"Miss Indian America" contestant
Scenic views of Guerneville and Russian River area [07-27-60, 19 negatives]

Press conference with rapid transit engineer John Bickle
Max Schmidt (Embarcadero Project)
Negro jobs series (Afro-Americans, labor) [07-27-60 - 07-29-60, 21 negatives]
**New Job Openings for African Americans (July 27, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 165, [07-27-60.11-13] ark:/13030/hb0v19n7dv
  Physical Description: 13 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Commercial artist Berry Weeks works at his draft board. Bookkeeper at Jack Tar Hotel Shirley Frazier works on files. Chef of the Hotel, Jack Crash, talks to the reporter. Driver's license examiner Frank Windon tests the eyes and driving of an applicant (Afro-Americans).

**African American Bartender -- Jack Tar Hotel (July 28, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 165, [07-28-60.01] ark:/13030/hb8290091g
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Bartender Ray Bass mixes a drink at a private party bar at Jack Tar Hotel (Afro-Americans, labor).

**African American Federal Court Reporter -- Federal Postoffice Building (July 29, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 165, [07-29-60.06]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Federal court reporter James Robertson at work recording the hearings (Afro-Americans).

**African American Job Series -- Ersie Washington -- Hamilton Square Recreation Center (July 29, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 165, [07-29-60.09]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Ersie Washington passes out advice to children Eli Crawford and Gus Browning (Afro-Americans).

**Negro Job Series -- Melvin Bell -- News-Call Bulletin Office (July 29, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 165, [07-29-60.15]
  Physical Description: 1 negative
  Scope and Content Note
  Portrait of Melvin Bell (Afro-Americans).

**Lawyer convention**
J.C. Penny's first credit card
Graduating nurses (health)
Arrival of General Hugh J. Gaffey (ship)
Bookie raid (gambling)
"Meals on Wheels" program (social services?) [07-30-60, 2 negatives]
US Olympic trials [07-30-60, 20 strip* negatives]
*Note: strip negatives (35mm and 120) too long for standard sleeves are filed sideways at the end of the box containing the relevant date range.

**August 1960**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 165-166, [080060-083160]
  Physical Description: 675 negatives (estimate)

Archibald R. Dewar on trial for airliner bomb scare (Judge Wollenberg's court)
Stars of "Flower Drum Story" (Cely Carrillo, Charles Kan, and Elaine Dunn)
Baritone singer Ronald Dutro
UC Berkeley experimental lab at Richmond (experimental runway lights)
Sausalito painter Nan Fowler
Largest dump barges at Bethlehem Shipyards

Women's fashion

Miss Hawaii Gabriella Haleakala

Chinese millionaire and theater man Run Run Shaw

Father Donald McDonnell in fields (farming in San Jose’s Guadalupe School)
[08-03-60, 4 negatives]

Father Donald McDonald in Fields -- Guadalupe School, San Jose (August 03, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 165, [08-03-60.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

A priest standing and sitting in some agricultural fields (labor, education?).

President Herbert Hoover's birthday party aboard the President Hoover (ship)
[08-03-60, 10 negatives]

Ex-President Herbert Hoover's Birthday Party (August 03, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 165, [08-03-60.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Aboard the American President Lines’ Herbert Hoover (ship) is ex-President Hoover, Board Chairman Ralph K. Davies, and President of the APL George Davies. Also included are William F. Knowland (former senator) Dr. Wallace Sterling, President of Stanford University, Admiral Chester Nimitz, Oakland Tribune publisher Joseph Knowland and Hoover’s great-grandchildren.

On Board the President Hoover (ship) (August 03, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 165, [08-03-60.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives

Scope and Content Note

George Killion with ex-President Herbert Hoover, Knowland (William or Joseph?), and Admiral Chester Nimitz.

Miss Universe contest (Miss China Janet Lin)

College girl fashions

Chinese kids register for school in Chinatown (education)

Chinese shoe shine boys

Opera star Jean Maderra

Opening ceremony of new John F. Kennedy campaign headquarters at 551 Market Street [08-05-60, 8 negatives]

Opening of John F. Kennedy Campaign Headquarters (August 05, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 165, [08-05-60.07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Byron "Whizzer" White cutting ribbon with Robert F. Kennedy, Edward Kennedy, and Admiral John Herllee (Harllee?).

Show girl bitten in robbery attempt (shown at Central Emergency Hospital with two officers)

Cast of "Flower Drum Song" and author C.Y. Lee [08-05-60, 3 negatives]

Author of "Flower Drum Song" C.Y. Lee -- St. Mary's Hospital (August 05, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 165, [08-05-60.12]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

The cast of the musical "Flower Drum Song" visit the author in the hospital. Actresses are Maureen Tiongco, Mae Wing, and Helen Funei (Chinese Americans).
Artist David Stone-Martin paints 30 foot whale on Broadway Chowder House
Mission Center for Rehabilitation
"Old age columnist" Robert Peterson (senior citizens)
Opera Guild anniversary (include opera singer Dorothy Kirsten)
Mission housing project [08-09-60, 7 negatives]
Mission District Housing Project -- Twentieth Street to Twenty-fifth Street
(August 09, 1960)
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People inside the housing project are Pedro L. Noriega, Celinda Rodriguez, Ray
Ostander, Francisco Gonzales, Nido Delborto, and Willy Gerken (portraits of
individuals only).

Stevenson Democrats now for Kennedy (meeting at Fairmont Hotel) [08-09-60, 5
negatives]
Democratic Harmony Meeting -- Faimont Hotel (August 09, 1960)
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson supporters are now for John F. Kennedy. Shown are Governor
Edmund G. Brown, Sol Silverman, Agnes O'Brien Smith, Robert Stearns, Mrs.
Thomas "Peggy" Hickey, Jr., sponsor of the meeting. Mrs. Henry Grady with Gene
Hoffman. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Morrison, Dr. Ed Smutny, and Charles L. Turner.

Royal Danish Ballet
Mayor George Christopher giving award to Shell Oil Co.
Home furnishing story (sculptress Gertrude Murphy and her home)
Arrival of Providence (ship)
Arrival of US Navy Pacific Fleet (ships)
Russian doctors at Civic Auditorium
Prince of Iran (brother of Shah Reza Mohammed Pahlavi of Iran)
Hope (hospital ship) (various dates)
Japan Airlines (Nihon Koku) first jet plane at airport
"Dean of clowns" Earl Shipley
Opera fashions
Miss Social Security models Thailand costume (Social Security 25th anniversary)
State Watermelon Eating Championship
Richard M. Nixon's campaign headquarters opens [08-15-60, 6 negatives]
Vice-President Richard M. Nixon's Campaign Headquarters Opens
(August 15, 1960)
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor George Christopher with mechanical elephant and "Sunshine Girls for
Nixon". Also with mayor are Caspar W. Weinberger, Thomas Pike, James B. Black
(San Francisco Republican chairman), and John Walton Dinkelspiel.

Vice President Richard M. Nixon Headquarters Opening (August 15, 1960)
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jeanne Dausse and Pete Ashen, committee members of the National Young
Republicans at the ribbon cutting for Nixon's new campaign headquarters.

Matsonia and Mariposa (ships)
Chinese artist May Ying Lee
Portrait artist Bernard Godwin
Artist Robert Symon (or Synon)
Remarks from people about U-2 pilot Francis Powers trial (includes photos of interviewees and clipping)
Sourdough convention
Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus arrives
Arts and crafts show at San Quentin State Prison
"Retarded kids" (developmentally disabled or mentally handicapped?) stage circus carnival to celebrate end of Summer session at Lucinda Weeks School [08-19-60, 4 negatives]
Feature on park drinking fountains with Sunol Water Temple in background
Blood Bank convention
Head of Presbyterian Hospital volunteers Mrs. Cheney
Ambassador to Thailand Alexis Johnson
Opera singer Lucine Amara
Greek Orthodox Church fashion show
Sutro Library (Curator Richard Dillon)
Lion shipped from Utah to Manila (it is a gift from Utah to Mayor of Manila)
Consul Zadik Shai of Israel
Unwrapping of Japanese art object at M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
Consul Rodrigo Parajon of Cuba
Chinese Knights Sir Sik-Nin Chau and Lady Chau
"Honey Bucket" banjo band
Sacred Heart League fashion show
Chandelier and lamps illuminating foyer of Opera House

September 1960

Cardoza Bookbindery
Impersonator Rodney C. Dausse
"Back to school" fashion
Parolee Jack Green leaves San Quentin State Prison after 28 years
Art collector Ta Chien Chang and Jade Goddess aboard President Wilson (ship)
Singer Nat King Cole in recording studios [09-02-60, 8 negatives]

Arrival of Chinese destroyer (ship) for Pacific Festival
French explorer and leader of expedition to Tahiti Paul-Emile Victor
Presidential candidate of Socialist Labor Party Eric Hass
Opening of new I. Magnin store at Bush and Montgomery Streets
New educational wing of Lutheran Church of Our Savior (Junipero Serra Boulevard and Garfield Streets)
Treasures of Japan at M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
Opera chorus singer Max Lorenzini
Pacific Festival exhibits
Fashion show at St. Francis Episcopal Church
Miss Bowling Queen Joane Westerman
Fashion show at I. Magnin
Former Premier Edgar Faure of France [09-08-60, 2 negatives]
Interview With Edgar Faure -- Mark Hopkins Hotel(September 08, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 166, [09-08-60.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-ups of Senator Edgar Faure (former premier of France) during an interview.

First Fleet arrival for Pacific Festival (ships) [09-09-60, ca. 20 negatives]
Fashion for opera and San Francisco woman
"Filthy book" corporate managers (Matt Meehan, Les Aday, and Dr. Wallace De Ortega Maxey) and copies of book covers (pornography, censorship)
Balloon derby
Richard M. Nixon at Hunters Point [09-12-60, 6 negatives]
Rally For Richard M. Nixon -- Hunters Point(September 12, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 166, [09-12-60.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Dr. Paul F. Fung and Dr. Frederick Hong holding painting of Budda that was presented to Buddhist Temple
"Sex for sale" and "filthy book" issue (Attorney Molly Minudri, one of the leaders against sex books, and other women looking at News-Call Bulletin sex issue) (pornography, censorship)
Judge Clarence Morris and Mayor George Christopher discuss "dirty books" (pornography, censorship)
Richard M. Nixon election rally on Union Square (speaking, greeting crowds, with wife in cable car, actor James Stewart, and politician William Mailliard) [09-12-60, 16 negatives]
Rally For Richard M. Nixon -- Union Square(September 12, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 166, [09-12-60.09]
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard Nixon speaks in front of a podium before a large crowd; James Stewart and William Mailliard are also seated on the stage. Nixon shakes hands with a woman supporter. Nixon and his wife Pat Nixon seated in a cable car filled with supporters and greet fans in park. View of orchestra and large crowd gathered at rally, includes large sign "Voices For Nixon".

Grace Cathedral Committee drive
Sex book printers and distributors (290 Harrison Street and 220 Nineth Street) (pornography, censorship)
Republican election campaign (Nelson Rockefeller, Louis Francis, Senator John McCarthy of Marin, and Assembly aspirant Al Hicks)
Richard M. Nixon at San Francisco airport and at Hunters Point (ceremony for hospital ship Hope) [09-13-60, 8 negatives]
Launching Ceremony -- Richard M. Nixon -- Hunters Point(September 13, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 166, [09-13-60.10]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard Nixon and his wife Pat Nixon attend ceremony for Hope (hospital ship). He stands among the officers on the pier and speaks at a podium on a stage. He inspects officers and shakes hands with a supporter and a cadet. He also poses with a group of women. Mr. and Mrs. Nixon exit a car at the airport.

Senator Eugene McCarthy of Minnesota fundraising in Chinatown [09-15-60, 3 negatives]
Opera opening [various dates, ca. 30 negatives]
Navy minesweepers with First Fleet (ships)
Marina Adult School (classroom activities) (education) [09-14-60, 6 negatives]
Sutro Library's books and its librarian Richard Dillon
Dr. Carl G. Rowie on his return from Israel
Cops raid bookstore and distributor (pornography, censorship) [09-16-60, 5 negatives]
   Police Raid Bookstore and Distributor(September 16, 1960)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 166, [09-16-60.03]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Inspector Charles Young and Harold Moore take books and magazines from the
   store (Third Street). Robert Bernard, who works for Alameda County District
   Attorney's Office, confiscates books from LS Distributors (Harrison Street) in the
   neighborhood. Inspector David Toschi sits in a police car filled with confiscated
   books from the distributor; he holds some books titled "Joy Killer".

Dr. Arthur E. Schlessinger (Professor at Harvard University and advisor to John F.
Kennedy)
Palazzo home furnishings
Spring opera at Union Square (singers Margot Blum and James Standard)
Grand Jury for indictments on dirty books story (Alameda County courthouse)
(pornography, censorship) [various dates, ca. 15 negatives]
Luncheon in honor of Mrs. Adolph Spreckels (80 years old)
Ex Minister of Interior Oskar Helmer of Austria at A.P. Giannini School
Red and White Ball at Polish Community Service Center
Crown Prince Akihito of Japan [09-24-60, 12 negatives]
   Arrival of Prince Akihito of Japan -- San Francisco International
   Airport(September 24, 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 167, [09-24-60.01]
   Physical Description: 12 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Crowd waits arrival of Prince Akihito of Japan. After Prince Akihito and his wife
   (Princess Michiko) disembark from the airplane, they are greeted by Mayor and
   Mrs. George Christopher and other officials. Mayor Christopher speaks in front of a
   microphone before the crowd. People paint and move furniture in preparation for
   Prince Akihito's stay.

Crown Prince Akihito of Japan visits M.H. De Young Memorial Museum [09-24-60, 2
negatives]
   Crown Prince of Japan Visits Japanese Art Exhibit -- M.H. De Young Memorial
   Museum(September 24, 1960)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 167, [09-24-60.02]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Dr. Walter Heil and Mrs. George Cameron are among the people observing art with
   Prince Akihito.

Adlai Stevenson campaigns for election of John F. Kennedy [09-26-60 - 09-27-60, 6
negatives and 09-28-60, 19 strip* negatives]
   Press Conference With Adlai Stevenson -- Fairmont Hotel(September 26, 1960)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 167, [09-26-60.09]
   Physical Description: 4 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Stevenson speaks in front of a microphone to reporters, photographers, and
   cameramen. Close-ups of Stevenson speaking.
Adlai Steveson Speaks at Fox Theatre (September 27, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 167, [09-27-60.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson walks onto the stage followed by "Kennedy Girls" (women dressed with hats and sashes saying "Kennedy"). He waves to the audience. View of crowd and supporters listening to him.

Adlai Stevenson Campaigns -- Greek Theater, UC Berkeley (September 28, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 167, [09-28-60.08]

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Adlai Stevenson addresses massive crowd at the Greek Theater. Views of Stevenson speaking at a podium to the crowded stadium. Views of audience, includes some individuals holding signs in support of Stevenson and Kennedy.

Cast from "Once Upon A Mattress" (actors Dodie Goodman and Buster Keaton, and dancer Harold Lang) [09-26-60, 2 negatives]

Movie Cast from "Once Upon A Mattress" -- Clift Hotel (September 26, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 167, [09-26-60.13]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The cast from "Once Upon A Mattress": actress Dodie Goodman, actor Buster Keaton, and dancer Harold Lang pose for the camera at a press conference.

New large cargo ship President Lincoln launched
KQED television station debate on "filthy books" (includes Attorney Caspar W. Weinberger) (pornography, censorship) [09-29-60, 2 negatives]

"Filthy Books" Debate -- KQED Television Station (September 29, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 167, [09-29-60.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney Robert L. Brock, Attorney Caspar W. Weinberger, and Alameda County District Attorney J. Frank Coakley debate "Filthy Book" (pornography, censorship) issue.

Vallejo Street between Stockton and Powell Streets (future site of Central Police Station) (neighborhood)
* Strip negatives (35 mm) too long for standard sleeves are filed sideways at the side of the box containing the relevant date range.

October 1960 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 167, [100060-103160]

Physical Description: 125 negatives (estimate)

[Many of the negatives for this month were missing during procesing, 1997-1999.]
Freeway signs [10-00-60, ca. 20 negatives]
Ike (Dwight D. Eisenhower) San Francisco visit to boost Richard M. Nixon (crowds in front of Palace Hotel) [10-00-60, 2 negatives]

Dwight D. Eisenhower Visits San Francisco to Boost Richard M. Nixon -- Palace Hotel (October 1960) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 167, [10-00-60.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large crowd lining the streets to watch President Eisenhower's motorcade.
Garden sculpture at Locke’s Gallery
Monkey and chihuahua pals (animal friendship)
Automation of waterfront ship loading (Alameda and San Francisco Waterfront)
[10-26-60, 9 negatives]
Automation of Waterfront Ship Loading -- Alameda and San Francisco Waterfront (October 26, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 167, [10-26-60.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of a Hawaiian Rancher (ship) as boxes are loaded by mechanized machinery. View of union official watching as the ship is loaded. View of a small lifter picking up a barrel.

Peace demonstration at Union Square (atomic age, social protests) [10-29-60, 2 negatives]
Peace Demonstration -- Union Square (October 29, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 167, [10-29-60.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd holding various signs ("American Initiative for Disarmament", "End the Arms Race...", "No more Hiroshima", etc.) calling for peace and disarmament.

Football team plane crash in San Louis Obispo [10-30-60, ca. 20 negatives]
Beaux Arts Ball

November 1960
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [110060-113060]
Physical Description: 625 negatives (estimate)

Dr. J.C. Geiger’s seventy-fifth birthday party
John F. Kennedy mobbed at arrival [11-00-60, 9 negatives]
John F. Kennedy Greeted by Crowd -- Palace Hotel (November 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-00-60.02]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John F. Kennedy is mobbed by large crowd of fans on his arrival at the Palace Hotel.

Governor Edmund G. Brown and wife voting [11-00-60, 6 negatives]
Governor Edmund G. Brown and Wife Voting (November 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-00-60.09]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Edmund G. Brown and his wife at the polling center preparing to vote. Governor Brown wearing a large “Guess who?” button.

World Affairs Council speaches (Herman Phleger and Senator James Fulbright)
Film Festival Award ball
Arrival of Marines on General William Mitchell (ship) from Okinawa, Japan
Millbrae sex deviate bailed out (and trial of Jaime Sandoval) [11-01-60 - 11-16-60, 8 negatives]
Salinas onions destined for Fidel Castro’s Cuba
United Crusade new home care treatment (health)
Stanford library book thief [11-03-60 - 11-10-60, ca. 10 negatives]
Adlai Stevenson gives awards
1960 Nobel Prize winner in physics Donald A. Glaser [11-03-60, 7 negatives]
Nobel Prize Winner Donald A. Glasser -- Home in Berkeley (November 03, 1960)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-03-60.11]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Nobel Prize winner in physics Donald A. Glaser in his Home at 560 Dwight Place in Berkeley.

Royal Ballet opening night

Radiological Defense Laboratory (Hunters Point) [11-04-60, 8 negatives]

Radiological Defense Laboratory -- Hunters Point (November 04, 1960)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-04-60.05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Family gets ready for shelter test at Camp Parks being done by the Radiological Defense Laboratory, and on the bus (civil defense, atomic age).

Richard M. Nixon in Oakland City Hall [05-11-60, ca. 31 negatives]

Richard M. Nixon -- Oakland City Hall (November 05, 1960)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-05-60.02]

Physical Description: 31 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Huge crowd holding banners gathers in street outside the Oakland City Hall. Nixon gives speech and shakes hands with the crowd. Nixon and his wife are showered with confetti as they walk off the stage.

Events related to election of President John F. Kennedy [11-07-60 - 11-14-60, 41 negatives]

Kennedy Phone Drive -- Church Street (November 07, 1960)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-07-60.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Josephine Whelan waiting to receive a phone call from President Kennedy from Lewinston, Maine.

Election Shots -- Call Bulletin Office (November 08, 1960)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-08-60.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Polls shown on poster and group gets ready to make special election report on television inside Call Bulletin office.

Crowds Shouting for Kennedy -- Kennedy Headquarters (November 08, 1960)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-08-60.02]

Physical Description: 21 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Large crowd cheers for Kennedy after reading newspaper. Kennedy girls lead cheers for Kennedy. Rita Ramley takes off shoes to relax after selling $1,800 worth of Kennedy buttons.
Election Bet Pay Off -- Devisadeiro (November 14, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-14-60.10]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marty Wefalce wins the election bet, Betting on Kennedy, and is wheeled around
the block four times in a wheelbarrow by the loser Ed Antoine. Marty Wefalce
Carries a John F. Kennedy banner as he is wheeled down the street. Art Young, Pat
Short, Ken Huyck and others help Ed Antoine dump him out after the four block
ride.

Making Movie "Pleasure of His Company" (actor Fred Astaire, producer William
Perlberg, director George Seaton, and others) (11-08-60, 4 negatives)
Making Movie "Pleasure of His Company" -- San Francisco Airport (November
08, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-08-60.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actor Fred Astaire and Japanese Airlines hostess Kathy Assano in scene with
Astaire arriving in San Francisco. Producer William Perlberg, Astaire, Director
George Seaton, and Charlie Ruggles engaged in conversation.

H. Liebes Bridal Salon (fashion)
The town turns out to have "a day for negro resident" in Healdsburg
(Afro-Americans)
Russian pianist Sviatoslav Richter and his wife Nina
Mrs. America Rosemary Murphy
Art smuggling ring
Groundbraking for garage near Portsmouth Square
Miss Sun Break
101 year old Frank I. Turner with photo of Palace of Fine Arts (he was
instrumental in saving it after exposition)
Artist Beniamino Bufano [11-15-60 - 11-23-60, ca. 40 negatives]
UC Berkeley vs. Stanford Big Game decorations of fraternity and sorority houses
(Berkeley, Piedmont Street)
Scottish students Jay and John Robert Johnston ordered to leave US for picketing
Committee on Un-American Activity Commission (HUAC, communism) [11-16-60, 2
negatives]

Scottish Students Ordered to Leave the US for Picketing HUAC --
Berkeley (November 26, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-16-60.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Scottish students Jay and John Robert Johnston ordered to leave the country after
they picketed HUAC (Committee on Un-American Activities). Jay Johnston is holding
eight week year old Gordon Johnston and John Robert Johnston is holding two year
old Collin Johnston (communism, cold war).

Director of Israel Philharmonic Orchestra Carlo Maria Guilini
National Eye Foundation meeting (includes "Miss National Contact Lens")
Pony tail cartoonist Lee Holley
Testimonial luncheon for Assistant White House Press Secretary Andrew Hatcher
Fact Finding Commission on Labor and Welfare
Spinster's Dessert Meeting Society
Dog leash law being debated before San Francisco Board of Supervisors (head
shots of eight dogs)
Andy Curtin interviews Joyce Johnson ("beef gal artist thrown in can")
Diamond Heights (only three houses left in new redevelopment project) (neighborhood, housing) [11-22-60, 2 negatives]

Diamond Heights Development (November 22, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-22-60.08]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Only three houses left in the new Diamond Heights redevelopment project. Landmovers in the foreground finishing up the landscape for the redevelopment (neighborhood, housing).

Diamond Heights Views of Development (November 26, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-26-60.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the long rows of track housing and apartments that line the flattened hillside.

Religious leader of Bhai faith Colin Featherstone
Portsmouth Square monuments

Radiation experiment or testing on Beagle Hound dogs at UC Davis? (atomic age, health) [11-29-60, 24 negatives]

Radiation Experiment on Beagle Hound Dogs -- UC Davis? (November 29, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-29-60.10]
Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
450 dogs in long rows of pens waiting for radiation tests. Scientists weighting and checking dogs for abnormalities. Dogs in pens and puppies suckling on mother (atomic age, health, animal testing).

Dr. Bernard M. Kramer, Dwight K. Tripp, and Dan Knapp (Hope (ship) physician assignment)

Aerial views of City of Millbrae [11-30-60, 4 negatives]

Aerial Views -- City of Millbrae (November 30, 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 168, [11-30-60.10]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views showing housing tracts and development with rolling hills in background.

American Legion Convention
New voting machine

December 1960 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 169-170, [120060-123160]
Physical Description: 750 negatives (estimate)

Cotillion ball [12-00-60, ca. 20 negatives]

Panorama of downtown from Potrero Hill (cityscapes) [12-00-60, 7 negatives]

Panorama of downtown -- Potrero Hill (December 1960)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 169, [12-00-60.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of San Francisco downtown taken from Potrero Hill (cityscapes).

New furnishings at Ernie's restaurant
Kids and Christmas toys at Macy's and Weinstens
United Nationalities Day
Paul Elder bookstore window
New chapel for Dominican Sisters at 1212 Guerrero Street
Teenage fashion at I. Magnin
State Fair in Sacramento
Governor Edmund G. Brown presents plaque to Allen Bottorff
Attorney Jake Ehrlich (Jacob W. Ehrlich)
President Grayson Kirk of Columbia University
New "M" store at Twenty-first and Mission Streets
Press conference with Managing Director of (UN) United Nations Special Funds
Paul Hoffman
March for Peace (Bradford Lyttle, Scott Herrick, Sue and Al Hoffman, and others
march to Moscow) [12-01-60, 15 negatives]
  March for Peace -- Union Square(December 01, 1960)
    BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 169, [12-01-60.14]
    Physical Description: 15 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Standing on stage are Scott Herrick, Bradford Lyttle, Julius Jacobs, Sue and Al
    Long views of stage and crowd surrounding it. Various views of participant marching
    with signs "San Francisco to Moscow Walk for Peace."

Cappuchino Hi [girls] Band
Institute of International Education convention
General Board of National Council of Churches convenes in San Francisco (Billy
Graham and others) [12-04-60 - 12-08-60, ca. 40 negatives]
Monument moved from Portsmouth Square to Golden Gate Park
Senator Tom Kuchel
President of UC Forum on Cuba Richard Currier
Lawn war in suburbia [12-12-60, 12-14-60 and 12-19-60]
Jane O’Grady "Coro Girl" who lost her scholarship after City Hall riots [12-12-60, 10
negatives]
  Jane O’Grady "Coro Girl" -- Berkeley(December 12, 1960)
    BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 169, [12-12-60.03]
    Physical Description: 10 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Various views of Jane O’Grady who lost her scholarship after City Hall riots.

Marin City burning
Driving safety signs [12-13-60 and 12-15-60]
Old gun bunker Fort Funston
Atomic convention (Dr. Paul Aebersold)
Hunters Point houseboats (city to clean them out) (housing) [12-13-60, 11
negatives]
  Houseboats -- Hunters Point(December 13, 1960)
    BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 169, [12-13-60.11]
    Physical Description: 11 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Bill Engel and Victor Cademarti standing on a hill and talking. View of some
    houseboats and water. Various views of Mrs. Ann Andrakin and her children sitting
    on the porch of their houseboat.

Virginia Warren
New Japanese Center model
Johnny Unitas
Model of reactor on Nuclear Submarine Savannah (ship)
1917 hearse donated to Pioneer Society
Cal students picket in protest of ROTC training (general views, ROTC units marching, picket lines, etc.) [12-15-60, 18 negatives]

**Cal Students Picket in Protest of ROTC Training -- Berkeley(December 15, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 169, [12-15-60.11]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General views of picketers on the sidewalk and street. ROTC units marching. Two protesters holding up a large sign reading "1960 [does not equal] 1984."

**Aftermath of City Hall riots (what happened to Committee on Un-American Activity witnesses, Tillman?) (HUAC, communism) [12-15-60, 5 negatives]**

**Aftermath of City Hall Riots -- Campbell(December 15, 1960)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 169, [12-15-60.12]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified man (Tillman?) standing in room. Tillman? sitting in chair.

**Book hearing at Redwood high school**
Events related to TV personality John Daly and Virginia Warren’s wedding (Earl Warren's daughter) (various dates)
Chinese movie actress Nancy Kwan
Santa Claus in city prison
School for cons at San Quentin State Prison
Nathaniel B. Guyol
Mayor George Christopher goes Christmas shopping
Poet Takeshi Koga winner of Emperor Hirohito’s poetry contest
Head of Atomic Energy Commission John A. McCone
Re-elected President of Commonwealth Club Lloyd E. Graybiel
Events relating to Christmas (various dates)

---

**January 1961** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [010061-011761]

Physical Description: 375 negatives (estimate)

**Grand Jury on pornography**
Trish Papke wears plastic space suit (space age, fashion?)
Berkeley Tennis Club [01-00-61, ca. 20 negatives]
Paul Speegle hats for men (fashion)
Author Lee Ann Meriwether
Presentation of ten-year pins to employees at Sears, Roebuck and Company
Actors Bert Lahr and Margaret Phillips star in "Midsummer Night’s Dream" (backstage of Curran Theatre)
Wartime copper penny
Progress on the new Hall of Justice
New priest of Greek Church of Annunciation Reverend John Granios
Buses in the fog
New Counsel General Tuure Mantula of Finland
Women's Spring fashion
Police guard Cuban Consul’s (Rodrigo Parajon?) home (communism) [01-04-61, 2 negatives]

**Police Guard Cuban Consul's Home -- Taraval Street(January 04, 1961)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-04-61.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Patrolman Donald Lando of Taraval Station standing in front of the consul's home (communism).
Judge Lenore Underwood

Thomas Hotel fire and aftermath [01-06-61- 01-13-61, ca. 30 negatives]
"Family survival kit" (disaster preparedness, civil defense) [01-06-61, 2 negatives]

Family Survival Kit (January 06, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-06-61.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mr. Maurice Leckteig standing next to "Family survival service" display (disaster preparedness, civil defense).

Woman abortionist captured in Belvedere

New radar at San Francisco airport

Communist Archie Brown in interview with Wes Willoughby regarding Committee on Un-american Activities hearing in San Francisco last year (HUAC, communism) [01-10-61, 5 negatives]

Communist Archie Brown (January 10, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-10-61.12]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Communist Archie Brown sitting at a table (HUAC, communism).

Consul Rodrigo Parajon of Cuba defects (communism) (01-11-61, 15 negatives)

Consul Rodrigo Parajon of Cuba defects -- World Trade Center (January 11, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-11-61.04-05]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Consul Rodrigo Parajon of Cuba standing behind a table and talking into a microphone (some views include reporters). Parajon’s replacement Alberto Bosch (communism).

Army bomb disposal unit at Fort Scott

Minister of First Presbyterian Church Reverend E.W. Ramley

Slum clearance (South of Market, Third and Fourth Streets) (housing, social conditions) [01-11-61, 01-16-61 and 01-18-61, 26 negatives]

Slum Clearance (January 11, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-11-61.18]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of an entry, hallway, and illegal gas stove in Venice Hotel. Twenty inch fire stairway and wine bottles in room of Carleton Hotel. Crummy exterior of building at Harrison and Rich? Street (housing, social conditions).

Slum Clearance (January 16, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-16-61.07]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Slum Inspection (January 18, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-18-61.07]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long view of a slum hotel. Unidentified man sitting on a bed in a room (interior).

Friendly witness of City Hall riot Paul Prussion (social protests)
Former Ambassador Luis A. Baralt Jr. of Cuba and President A.J. Rockwell of World Affairs Council

Page girls for Mardi Gras
New director of M.H. De Young Memorial Museum H.B. Malone
Marin community protest meeting over supervisors
Ambassador Braj Kumar Nehru of India (?) [01-13-61, 3 negatives]
  Ambassador Braj Kumar Nehru of India (?) -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (January 13, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-13-61.12]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Ambassador Braj Kumar Nehru sitting on a chair.

San Quentin State Prison's oldest prisoner Tony Di Tardo (cake for his 86th birthday)
Governor Edmund G. Brown and family leave for John F. Kennedy's presidential inauguration
California Dairy Princess Miss Dawn Loewen
Israeli lecturer Ruth Gruber
Mission District (cityscapes, neighborhood) [01-16-61, 11 negatives]
  Mission District (January 16, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-16-61.15]
  Physical Description: 11 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of Mission Dolores. Theater sign outside a Mexican theater. People on the street. Homes with palm trees along the side of the road (cityscapes, neighborhood).

"Closed chest" resuscitation technique (health, first aid)
Miss America (Lorena Ohrenberger)
Tunnel and rock workers picket labor board [01-18-61, 2 negatives]
  Tunnel and Rock Workers Picket Labor Board -- Market Street (January 18, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-18-61.09]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Picketers handing out leaflets to passers by (labor).

Students honor John F. Kennedy inauguration
Rabbi Maurice N. Eisendrath
Poet Carl Sandburg
General Lo Lieh of China
Mickey Lima (communism) [01-23-61, 8 negatives]
  Mickey Lima -- Airport (January 23, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-23-61.09]
  Physical Description: 8 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Communist leader Mickey Lima entering terminal. Lima talking with an unidentified man (communism).
Actor Jonathan Winters
Disabled musician Emmanuel Leplin
Fog over San Francisco (from the Golden Gate Bridge) (cityscapes)
Jose Luis Coronado (President of Guatemalan Congress)
Highway Commission inspects new Embarcadero Freeway [01-26-61, 2 negatives]

Highway Commission Inspects New Embarcadero Freeway (January 26, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-26-61.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
J.P. Sinclair (assistant highway engineer), George Duckel, Mayor George Christopher, and Robert P. Bradford walking along the freeway parking.

Mayor George Christopher starting new project (Fred Clinchard, George Geramoni, and Ralph Issacs)
Ford Foundation grant given to John Swett School (education) [01-27-61, 2 negatives]
Isela G. Solis (Cuban counter-revolutionary)
New Aragon High School opens
Automobile Industry Convention (L.L. Colbert, Lee A. Iacocca, and others)
Ford Foundation grant given to John Swett School (education) [01-27-61, 2 negatives]

Lennon sisters (Kathy, Janet, and Peggy Lennon)
Students picket German consulate over NATO's appointment of General Heusinger (social protests) [01-31-61, 4 negatives]

Students Picket German Consulate -- Market Street (January 31, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 171, [01-31-61.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students protesting NATO's appointment of General Heusinger in front of consulate carry signs "Will NATO equal Nazi?" "Heusinger planned Nazi invasion of Belgium," "Stop re-nazification of Germany," "We protest Nazi running NATO," etc.

New skin divers' submarine

February 1961 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [020061-022861]

Physical Description: 575 negatives (estimate)

National Physical Fitness program (education) [02-00-61, 12 negatives]

National Physical Fitness Program -- Everett Junior High School (February 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-00-61.03]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of boys climbing ropes while other participants look on. Views of unidentified boy on a 'hand-ladder'? Unidentified boy climbing a rope. Unidentified boys doing pull-ups.

Jacqueline Kennedy hairdo (fashion)
Four alarm fire at the Labor Temple [02-00-61, ca. 20 negatives]
New fire alarm system at St. Patrick's School
Computer weather forecaster (technology)
First woman in San Francisco Fire Department (Eileen Woodhouse) [02-01-61, 3 negatives]
First Woman in San Francisco Fire Department -- City Hall (February 01, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-01-61.13]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Miss Eileen Woodhouse, stenographer, sitting at a desk and receiving work from inspectors Walter Sanford, Vincent O'Rourke Tom Engler and Chief William P. Lindecker.

Gorillas to break ground for new house at San Francisco Zoo

Senator Barry Goldwater [02-02-61, 6 negatives]

Senator Barry M. Goldwater -- Oakland (February 02, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-02-61.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Woman who won equal pay at Bank of America (Marjorie Beach Freeman) (labor)
(02-02-61, 02-06-61, 8 negatives]

Woman Wins Equal Pay at Bank of America -- Jones Street (February 02, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-02-61.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marjorie Beech Freeman, seated.

Woman Wins Equal Pay at Bank of America -- Jones Street (February 06, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-06-61.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marjorie Beech Freeman sitting on a trunk reading some papers. Beech looking up from the papers. Beech looking up from the papers with her hand to her head.

Farm labor hearing [02-03-61, 8 negatives]
Rare law books at Boalt Hall Law Library (Mrs. Lloyd Robbins)
Boy Scout Week [02-04-61, 12 negatives]
Girl Scouts modelling clothes
Oriana (ship) arrives
Murder on Mount Tamalpais [02-06-61, 16 negatives]
Development in Diamond Heights (from O'Shaunessy and Portola streets on the left, to Glen Park on the right) (neighborhood, housing, cityscapes)
Oriana (ship) leaves
Mohammad Taki Mehdi [02-07-61, 5 negatives]
Eagle Scout banquet [02-08-61, 4 negatives]
Japanese newspapermen tour News-Call Bulletin newspaper operation (interiors, showing presses, equipment, and machinery)
Senator Tomas H. Kuchel [02-09-61, 2 negatives]
King Carnevale effigy (Mardi Gras, Carnival?)
Chinese opera singer Mrs. Warren
Shark expert Eugenie Clark
President's Day at City Hall (Mayor George Christopher) [02-10-61, 6 negatives]
Narcotics overdose victim
Lincoln High School graduates reunion
Mrs. Pierre Monteux
Theodore Roosevelt (ship) (nuclear submarine carrying Polaris missile) being commissioned at Mare Island (atomic age) [02-13-61, 23 negatives]
Theodore Roosevelt (ship) Commissioned -- Mare Island Naval Shipyard (February 13, 1961)

Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the Theodore Roosevelt (ship), nuclear submarine, coming into drydock for commissioning ceremonies. Unidentified navy personnel walking on and around the submarine. Views of a Polaris missile standing next to the submarine.

Parents arrested for filthy house (child welfare)
Allen Funt and Dorothy Collins from "Candid Camera" television show
Short skirts taboo at Roosevelt Junior High School (education) (fashion) [02-14-61, 7 negatives]

Short Skirts Taboo -- Roosevelt Junior High School (February 14, 1961)

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
June Weiller, Marcia Bernstein and Katy Perlman (wearing a short skirt) standing together. Perlman, Bernstein, Weiler, Karen Matson, and Lily Shing walking together (education) (fashion, dress codes?).

Pickets at Curran Theatre against Africains Ballet (censorship, social protests) [02-14-61 and 02-20-61, 27 negatives]
Pickets against Africains Ballet -- Curran Theatre (February 14, 1961)

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of four women picketing outside the Curran Theatre. View of two unidentified women standing with picket signs that read "Culture Yes! Bare Boshoms No!" (censorship, social protests).

Africains Ballet -- Curran Theater (February 20, 1961)

Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of African dancers performing on opening night.

Heads of naval submarine arms (Vice Admiral Elton W. Grinfell and Rear Admiral Roy S. Benson)
Dr. Ralph J. Bunche speaking
Western States Meat Packers Association meeting (Douglas Allan and E. Floyd Forbes)
"Trunk" murder (suspect Herbert Savage)
Larry Aldridge (artist / painter?)
"Man in the Street" interviews

Society for Crippled Children (child welfare, disabled persons)
Mannequin of Jacqueline Kennedy [02-16-61, 4 negatives]

Mannequin of Jacqueline Kennedy -- Emporium (?) (February 16, 1961)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two women standing in front of a mannequin of Jacqueline Kennedy. Unidentified woman looking at the mannequin.

Day in Golden Gate Park
Twentieth anniversary of USO (United Service Organizations)
Jet airplane engine moved through lobby of Hotel St. Francis for "TWA road show" (technology)
Artist Helen Peck
Houseboats at Greenbrae boardwalk involved in health department conflict (neighborhood) [02-17-61, 7 negatives]
Variety club affair (Paul Speegle, Pat Boone, and Irving Levin)
Board of Education book warehouse
Prime Minister Kampmann of Denmark and Jimmy Hoffa (labor) [02-17-61, 12 negatives]

Prime Minister Viggo Kampmann of Denmark and Jimmy Hoffa --
Airport(February 17, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-17-61.07]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Airline flight engineers strike (labor) [02-18-61, and 02-20-61- 02-24-61, ca. 55 negatives]

Airline Flight Engineers Strike -- Airport(February 18, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-18-61.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of three flight engineers standing with picket signs. View of flight engineer H.C. Meyr standing with a picket sign (labor).

Airline Flight Engineers Strike -- City Hall and Airport(February 20, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-20-61.04-05]

Physical Description: 29 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of airline flight engineer picketers inside City Hall talking with Mayor George Christopher. Picketers outside City Hall marching. Picketers standing outside City Hall with signs (labor). Views of overall crowds waiting to check in at the airport counter. Views of various individuals waiting because of cancellations: soldier, woman and child, man and woman, woman sleeping.

Airline Flight Engineers Strike -- Airport(February 21, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-21-61.09]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of a board showing cancelled flights. Various of views of airplanes grounded by the strike (labor).

Airline Flight Engineers Strike -- Airport(February 23, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 156, [02-23-60.08]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of pilots in a cockpit. Views of people sitting in terminals waiting for planes. View of people lined up at the ticket counter (labor).
Airline Flight Engineers Strike -- Union Square (February 24, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-24-61.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pan American display window with the words, "Strike Ended--Book Now!" written on it. View of a woman looking at the display window (labor).

African students picket Belgian consulate (social protests) [02-18-61, 2 negatives]
African Students Picket Belgian Consulate -- California Street (February 18, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-18-61.08] ark:/13030/hb396nb26r
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General view of people out on the street picketing (social protests).

View from Twin Peaks (cityscapes) [02-19-61, 2 negatives]
View from Twin Peaks (February 19, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-19-61.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Author Ann Braden
Recession series (labor)
Police union organizer Ray White (labor) [02-20-61, 4 negatives]
Frederico Willoughby from Chile
Horticulture class at San Quentin State Prison
Consul General Robert Luc of France
President Klarice Kline of National Education Association
Chinese beauty queens ride cable car (Miss Chinatown USA Irene Tsu)
Telegraph Hill views (neighborhood) [02-21-61, 8 negatives]
Telegraph Hill Views (February 21, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 172, [02-21-61.12-13]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Union Street, Coit Tower and Garfield School. Views of the southern slope of Telegraph Hill (neighborhood).

Jack Dempsey and Joey Benjamin meet the Vienna Boys Choir [02-21-61, 5 negatives]
Blind pianist Lev Shorr (disabled persons)
Ear surgery restores teacher's hearing (health)
Longshoremen's Union health tests (health, labor) [02-23-61, 3 negatives]
Miss Chinatown USA Irene Tsu crowned
Model schoolroom (education)
Water in City Hall fountain
New twenty-four story apartment building at Green and Taylor (neighborhoods, buildings)
Counterfeit money
Vienna Boys’ Choir
American Association of School Administrators meeting (education) [02-24-61 - 02-28-61, 5 negatives]
100 year old woman (Catherine Washington)
Indian exhibit (junior museum)
Author Cleveland Amory
Victor Borge
March 1961

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [030061-033161]

Physical Description: 675 negatives
(estimate)

Old Master art collection (William Meier)
Actress Ingrid Bergman and daughter
Canon Byfield
Views of Land’s End area and dump fill
[03-01-61, 03-10-61, 20 negatives]
Views of Area -- Land’s End(March 01, 1961)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-01-61.09]

Physical Description: 16 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Flat area, hills and vegetation. An
American flag on top of hill. Dumptrucks
and trash on ground. People looking
towards the coast. Golden Gate Bridge in
background (environment).

Fill for New Road -- Land's End(March 02, 1961)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-02-61.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Trash on the ground at Land’s End (who is
dumping building materials?).

Rubbish -- Land’s End(March 10, 1961)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-10-61.17]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Sand covering the debris and building
materials (comparison shot from last
week).

Children celebrating Jewish holiday
(Passover?)
Judge Walter L. Pope of Federal Court retiring
J.D. Zellerbach
Views of Point Reyes area (possible National
Wilderness Park) [03-02-61, 23 negatives]

National Wilderness Park? -- Point Reyes
and Vicinity(March 02, 1961)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-02-61.02]

Physical Description: 23 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Views of Point Reyes area development.
Work for tract near Drake’s Bay.
Construction equipment at Point Reyes, a
drain pipe being installed, landscape
views (environment).
"Plant a Tree Week" (Mayor George Christopher) (environment) [03-02-61 - 03-06-61, 7 negatives]
Animal farm at children's playground in Golden Gate Park
View of waterfront (cityscapes) from President Wilson (ship) [03-02-61, 1 negative]

Waterfront (March 02, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-02-61.11]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
View from the President Wilson (ship) looking toward the waterfront, Ferry Building, and downtown skyline.

President Wilson (ship) (arrival of Hindu students)
Artist Beniamino Bufano with sculptures in storage at North Point sewage treatment plant
Professor Merton L. Ferson
Adult education school
Postmaster General J. Edward Day with San Francisco Postmaster John Fipa
Abortion story
Women of Russia visit Mayor George Christopher (Shishkova, Zakharova, Turganova, and editor of "Soviet Women" Olga Oshkova)
Vandalism at Japanese Tea Garden
Duke and Duchess of Bedford arrive at airport
Housing at Beale Air Force base
Marines at Treasure Island
Pianist George Shearing
Abortionist story
Anti-Fidel Castro movie (former Castro pilot Santiago Perez with pictures of friends now dead) (communism) [03-08-61, 4 negatives]
Union workers demonstrating ways to load coffee on Pier Thirty-seven (labor) [03-08-61, 8 negatives]

Loading Coffee -- Union Haggle Pier Thirty Seven (March 08, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-08-61.09]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men moving bags of coffee with a hand truck from the warehouse (labor).

Sports writer Walt Daley
Ambassador Tsur of Israel [03-08-61, 3 negatives]
Pioneer scenes on Market Street lamps
Teamsters (and/or International Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union?) strike (labor) [03-09-61 - 03-20-61, 74 negatives]

**Teamsters Close the Waterfront -- Embarcadero (March 09, 1961)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-09-61.06]

**Physical Description:** 33 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Picketers, men standing around, loading bags of coffee(?), Pier Twenty Six, officials, dock areas, stopped trucks (labor).

**Teamster’s Strike -- Pier Thirty Seven (March 10, 1961)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-10-61.10]

**Physical Description:** 7 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Company guard Marcel Marchand with Teamster Bob Johansen picketing at Pier Thirty-seven. Teamster Jim Wik pickets at Pier Thirty-nine with a tied up ship. Empty waterfront scenes (labor).

**Captain Henrick Carlsen -- Idle Ship (March 11, 1961)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-11-61.01]

**Physical Description:** 4 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Captain Carlsen on board idle ship and talking with ham radio operators around the world (labor).

**Longshormen Go Back to Work -- Pier Forty Eight (March 13, 1961)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-13-61.05]

**Physical Description:** 11 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Longshormen working cargo after teamster picket lines were removed. At Pier Forty-Eight with the Flying Enterprise II (ship). At Pier Forty-one with Thorsisle (ship) (labor).

**Teamster Strike -- Airport (March 20, 1961)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-20-61.07]

**Physical Description:** 12 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**
Picketers shown at loading docks in cargo areas of the airport. Also business agents and owner (?) (labor).
Flowers Being Unloaded During Teamster Strike -- Airport(March 21, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-21-61.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Actor Sir Alec Guinness [03-09-61, 6 negatives]
Anniversary of Columbia Park Boys' Club [03-09-61, 2 negatives]
Science fair luncheon with home made particle accelerator (education, atomic age, technology)
Meals on Wheels
Short skirt lengths at Lincoln High School (fashion) [03-09-61, 10 negatives]
  Short Skirts -- Lincoln High School(March 09, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-09-61.15]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Girls showing proper skirt length and boys showing their "peg pants" (fashion).

Justice Phil S. Gibson and Governor Edmund G. Brown at lawyer's luncheon
1961 American Dairy Princess Bonnie Sue Houghtaling
Sand removal at Ocean Beach
Ballerina Patricia Prager
New numbers on Muni buses (transportation)
Aid to handicapped (disabled persons)
Castro Valley High School students collect books for Asian student (education) [03-10-61, 4 negatives]
Baptist theological students picket meeting concerning abolition of riot films [03-11-61, 5 negatives]
Baptist Theological Student Protest --
Marina Junior High (March 11, 1961)

Scope and Content Note
Student pickets in front of Marina Auditorium where meeting regarding abolition of riot films is being held. Students hold signs "Thank God for the HCUA" (HUAC? -- House Un-American Activities Committee), "ACLU (American Civil Liberties Union?)", Does Russia have an RCLU?", "Why Use Public Schools For Subversive Activity?", "Enter Front Door Then Go Far Left", and others (social protests, communism).

Educators from Russia
Hearing clinic for children (health)
Opera singer Nan Merriman
David Rusk
Fire on Pier Fifty
Peace Corps applicants
Palace of Fine Arts before reconstruction (buildings) [03-14-61, 16 negatives]
Art objects auctioned off for tax lien including a painting by Paul Gauguin
Muslims in court
Artist Beniamino Bufano's statue being moved
Medic-alert bracelets (health)
New automobile shipping technique (freight car)
Dope raid (narcotics) [03-17-61, 13 negatives]
Drivers education
Beatnik raid [03-18-61, 12 negatives]

Beatniks Row with Cops (March 18, 1961)

Scope and Content Note
Peter-Olivia Martin being interviewed by Officers Pat Buckman and Bruce Mehrmann. Martin relaxing at kitchen table with a phonograph, and at sink.

Beatnik Party Raid (March 18, 1961)

Scope and Content Note
Peter Edler being interviewed. Valerie Hunter, age twenty-one, shown in city prison.

Muslims celebrate Eidul-fitr
Supervisor Peter Tamaras with Mayor George Christopher [03-20-61, 2 negatives]
Law Day proclamation
Theft of painting from Jack Tar Hotel
Health Department orders vegetables removed from sidewalk storefronts (North Beach)
Protest parade, by cars to Sacramento (social protests) [03-21-61, 5 negatives]

Protest Parade -- City Hall(March 21, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-21-61.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Curtice Nims and John Gustafson of San Jose State showing protest stickers on cars. Congressional Medal Award Winner Technical Sergeant Robert Kennemore from Oakland, Reverend Weniger, and Dr. Curtice Nims say a few words and prayer before leaving.

Kathleen Norris (granddaughter of Kathleen Norris) marries [03-21-61, 7 negatives]

Kathleen Norris Marries(March 21, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-21-61.04]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Superior Judge Levine with Kathleen Norris Roberts and Andrew Romanoff.

Muslims charged with disturbing peace
"Aid Retarded Children" press conference (Dr. Leo Cain of San Francisco State College) (developmentally disabled or mentally handicapped?)
Point Reyes land hearing
New supervisor Joseph E. Tinney and new Board of Education member James E. Stratten with Mayor George Christopher [03-22-61, 9 negatives]
Radio Free Europe press conference (Jozsef Kovago and W.B. Murphy) (communism)
Reconstruction of Steinhart Aquarium
Funeral of Supervisor Sullivan (Supervisors A.J. Zirpoli, John J. Ferdon, Charles A. Ertola, and Mayor George Christopher) [03-22-61, 8 negatives]
Mutual fund companies merge (George Putnam and Mutual Fund Associates)
Wilkinson of UC Berkeley accused of communism [03-22-61, 14 negatives]
Wilkinson Speaks -- Wheeler Hall -- UC Berkeley (March 22, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-22-61.11]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large crowds gathered to hear Wilkinson speak. Wilkinson at the podium, people in the audience. (Speaker accused of communism).

City attorney candidate J. Joseph Sullivan (Roger Lapham Jr. and Walter Haas) [03-23-61, ca. 10 negatives]
Sisters of Saint Francis Convent construction
Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. (Afro-Americans, civil rights) [03-23-61, 4 negatives]
The Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr. Arrives (March 23, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-23-61.06] ark:/13030/hb3d5nb2k3
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reverend King exiting plane with the Reverend Edward Stovall of Berkeley (Chairman of the California Christian Leadership Conference), and th Reverend Booker Anderson of Richmond. King with cup of coffee (Afro-Americans, civil rights).

General and Mrs. Douglas MacArthur [03-24-61, 6 negatives]
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas MacArthur -- President Cleveland (ship) (March 24, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-24-61.09]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The MacArthurs return from Japan aboard the President Cleveland (ship).

May Day Queen Deborah Marie Laber with Park Commissioner Mary Margaret Casey
Nurse/teacher at San Quentin State Prison
Interview with Alexander Robillard of San Quentin State Prison
Aid for retarded children (developmentally disabled or mentally handicapped?, child welfare)
Fine arts school
Abortionist captured
Junior Grand National stock sale (Petrini and Littleman markets)
Theater Association awards
Steeplejack at work on top of Sir Francis Drake Hotel (buildings)
Easter paintings at church
Weather balloon launching in Berkeley
Enlargement of National Cemetery in Presidio (aerial views) [03-30-61, 12 negatives]
Aerial Views of National Cemetery -- Presidio (March 30, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-30-61.04]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of the Presidio which focus on the cemetery.

Peace marchers (social protests) [03-30-61, 10 negatives]
Peace Marchers from San Bruno (March 30, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 173, [03-30-61.05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marchers with signs that read "Peace or the world in pieces", "We want to live", "Quakers say no to all war", and "Peace is in your hands." Rebecca Hipolito, Sanno Keeler, and Donna Drinnon having feet fixed with adhesive tape by Dorothy Flannagan. Nancy Walbridge, peace marcher from St. Andrew's Episcopal Church in San Bruno, soaking her feet after the march with sign saying "More weapons mean less security" (social protests).

Japanese trade mission
Boy Scout who sold most tickets to Scout-o-Rama [03-30-61, 3 negatives]
Easter parade at San Francisco Zoo (animals)
Good Friday services

April 1961 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174-175, [040061-043061]

Physical Description: 713 negatives (estimate)

Benicia Arsenal (military) [04-00-61, 19 negatives]
Benicia Arsenal (April 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-00-61.05]

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Alemany Boulevard (neighborhood)
Cosmetics businesswoman Elizabeth Arden (fashion)
Peace marchers (social protests) [04-01-61, 8 negatives]
Peace Marchers -- Golden Gate Park (April 01, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-01-61.02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of peace marchers eating lunch in the park. View of Jeannie Welch
playing a guitar while singing a song to the protesters (social protests).

Easter service on Mount Davidson
New Grand Jury
Models for Hunters Point redevelopment [04-03-61, 14 negatives]
Models for Hunters Point Redevelopment (April 03, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-03-61.05]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Hunters Point. Various views of miniature models of Hunters Point
redevelopment. Drawings of Hunters Point redevelopment (housing).

Supervisor Peter Tamaras and Commissioner George Gillen (Mayor George
Christopher) [04-03-61, 3 negatives]
Anti-litter campaign (environment)
Children’s science fair
Candlestick Park control tower
Along proposed freeway routes [04-05-61, 9 negatives]
Along Proposed Freeway Routes (April 05, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-05-61.04]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified man standing next to railroad tracks. Unidentified man looking down
Views of a hillside (neighborhood?). [Views apparently in a semi-industrial area,
probably to the south of downtown, perhaps around Potrero Hill].

Beniamino Bufano’s statue of peace
Prime Minister Tage Erlander of Sweden [04-06-61, 9 negatives]
Prime Minister Tage Erlander of Sweden -- Airport (April 06, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-06-61.05]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prime Minister Tage Erlander of Sweden stepping off an airplane. Erlander and wife
accepting flowers from Mrs. William Bleher. Erlander shaking hands with
unidentified man. Erlander standing and surrounded by reporters.

Antarctic scientist Gilbert Dewart
Richard M. Nixon (at airport, cancer society luncheon, and giving speech)
[04-06-61 - 04-07-61, 26 negatives]
Richard M. Nixon -- Airport (April 06, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-06-61.11]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard Nixon stepping off an airplane and waving. Nixon shaking hands with
unidentified man. Nixon walking through people gathered to meet him at the
airport. Nixon being interviewed. Nixon standing and talking with an unidentified
man.
Richard M. Nixon -- Fairmont Hotel (April 06, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-06-61.23]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Richard M. Nixon -- Republican Headquarters (April 07, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-07-61.12-13]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of a crowd listening to Richard Nixon speak. Various views of Nixon standing on a table and speaking. Nixon shaking hands with people in the crowd. Nixon placing a large key into a large lock held by an unidentified woman.

Electrical industry show
Aerial views of proposed Point Reyes National Seashore
Tree planting
Machinists' strike (labor) [04-07-61, 11 negatives]
Machinists' Strike -- Schlage Lock (April 07, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-07-61.08-09]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of four picketers standing outside Schlage Lock Company. Views of two picketers walking around Schlage Lock Company. Various views of a large group of picketers standing outside of Schlage Lock Company.

Opera singer Leontyne Price [04-10-61, 2 negatives]
Opera Singer Leontyne Price -- Palace Hotel (April 10, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-10-61.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portrait of opera singer Leontyne Price.

"Negro home fired upon" (bullet holes in basement and garage door)
(Afro-Americans, race relations) [04-11-61, 6 negatives]
Youth concerts
Industrial conference meeting (Lester Rogers, Weldon B. Gibsey, and Mrs. Wilson Meyer)
Robert Lovejoy of San Francisco Youth Association
Artificial heart and valve (health) [04-12-61, 5 negatives]
Artificial Heart and Valve -- UC Hospital (April 12, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-12-61.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Donald R. Butts standing with the artificial heart. Close-up view of a valve for the artificial heart (health).

1906 earthquake fire chief Rudy Sherbert
The public asked their opinion on the "Soviet space man" (shots of random people questioned) (space age)
Views of the mess hall at the Berkeley Nike missile site (military)
Freeway hearing in City Hall
Heart operation patient Louisa Garron (health)
Officials Menotti del Picchia and Raymund Padilha of Brazil
Scientists from Russia (Valentin Alekseevich Kargin, Nikolai Nikolaevich Bogoliubov, Aleksander Vasilevich Topchiev and Kenneth S. Pitzer)
Boy mayor (Mayor George Christopher and Raleigh Redus) [04-17-61, 6 negatives]
Pickets at City Hall over freeways (social protests) [04-17-61, 6 negatives]
Pickets Over Freeways -- City Hall(April 17, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-17-61.10]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers from Potrero Hill neighborhood protest with signs in front of City Hall (social protests).

Robert Meisenbach City Hall student HUAC riot trial (social protests) [04-18-61 - 04-21-61, 04-24-61 - 04-28-61, 80 negatives]
Robert Meisenbach -- Hall of Justice(April 18, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-18-61.01]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Meisenbach sitting. Meisenbach, Ralph Bertsche, and Harold Lipset standing around a model of City Hall. Meisenbach and attorneys Charles Garry and Jack Berman sitting at a table looking over papers. Overall views of the courtroom. Various views of a crowd gathered outside the courtroom. View of the City Hall model being brought into the courtroom (social protests).

Robert Meisenbach Trial -- Hall of Justice(April 19, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-19-61.12]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Meisenbach’s attorney Jack Berman showing the jury pictures of the HUAC (House Committee on Un-American Activities) riot. Berman talking to the jury. Overall view of people in the courtroom. Meisenbach and Berman looking at a model of City Hall. Group of unidentified people standing and talking outside the courtroom.

Robert Meisenbach Trial -- Hall of Justice(April 20, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-20-61.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of prosecution witness John Stansfrild(?) testifying. View of two unidentified men (attorneys?) consulting.

Robert Meisenbach Trial -- Hall of Justice(April 21, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-21-61.08]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Albert Morris, witness, on the stand.
Robert Meisenbach Trial -- Hall of Justice (April 24, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-24-61.11]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Robert Meisenbach Trial -- Hall of Justice (April 25, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-25-61.06]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Robert Meisenbach Trial -- Hall of Justice (April 26, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-26-61.05]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of Attorney Jack Berman on the floor demonstrating how an officer was hit during the HUAC student riots. Views of witness Gerald Gray on the stand. Gray and attorney looking at the model of city hall (social protests).

Robert Meisenbach Trial -- City Hall (April 27, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-27-61.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Meisenbach trial jury members walking through the scene of the HUAC student riot at city hall. View of Meisenbach standing. View of Meisenbach (pointing down) and Rena Edwards from the third floor balcony. Jurors looking down from the third floor balcony (social protests).

Robert Meisenbach Trial -- Hall of Justice (April 28, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-28-61.03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Meisenbach on the stand. Meisenbach questioned by an attorney. Meisenbach standing with Garry(?) next to the model of City Hall. View of Meisenbach standing next to the model of City Hall while an attorney bends over it.

Persian market festival
Spelling bee
Oakland Garden Show
Lotta’s Fountain (1906 earthquake memorial) [04-18-61, 6 negatives]
Pro-America speaker General Albert C. Wedemeyer (communism?)
Anti- and pro-Fidel Castro rally (communism) [04-19-61, 24 negatives]
Anti- and Pro-Fidel Castro Rally -- Union Square and Federal Building (April 19, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-19-61.03-04]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall view of the protesters outside of the Federal Building. Various views of the protesters from among the crowd. Pro-Castro protesters putting signs away after the march (communism).

Nevada industrial development (Governor Grant Sawyer and President R. Julian Moors)
PUC (Public Utilities Commission) hearing on buses (transportation)
Pro-Fidel Castro speaker Bernardo Garcia (communism) [04-19-61, 12 negatives]

Pro-Fidel Castro Speaker Bernardo Garcia -- San Francisco State College (April 19, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-19-61.11]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Bernardo Garcia standing outside and speaking to a gathering. Various views of students listening to Garcia (communism).

Scrapping of Southern Pacific locomotive
Teddy the koala bear
Spelling bee at Marina Junior High School (education) [04-20-61, 2 negatives]
Bookie raid (gambling)
Grant School PTA festival (education) [04-21-61, 3 negatives]
Child car seat and swing (child welfare)
Old Presentation Grammar School to be torn down (buildings, education) [04-21-61, 4 negatives]

Old Presentation Grammar School to be Torn Down (April 21, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-21-61.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of the old Presentation Grammar School. Views of a drawing for a proposed model of a new building. Sister Mary Ambrose pointing to the drawing.

Interview with space expert Dr. George R. Arthur (space age)
Miss Hawaii (Gabriella Heleakala)
San Francisco Art Institute's Beaux-Arts Ball [costume party later to get a reputation as a drag/cross-dressing event] [04-23-61, ca. 17 negatives]
Sections of western freeway (cityscapes) [04-23-61, 9 negatives]

Sections of Western Freeway (April 23, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174, [04-23-61.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Lost ocelot
New Hall of Justice construction (buildings)
International Club festival
Robillard's family on last visit to San Quentin State Prison (death penalty?)
Streetcar accident
Clothing drive at Mission High School (education) [04-26-61, 2 negatives]
Replica of Golden Gate Bridge
New Consul General Pierre Pasdevant of France
Clowns Zixk and Zac clean up Union Square
San Francisco Beauty Queen finalists
ROTC competition (education, military) [04-27-61, 6 negatives]
Student rally on Cuba (communism) [04-27-61, 2 negatives]

Student Rally on Cuba -- Union Square(April 27, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 174-175, [04-27-61.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall views of the crowd gathered at Union Square to hear speakers at the Cuba rally (communism).

"Save the Waterfront" hearing
National Football League owners
Opening of new fire station on Oak Street (buildings)
Annual festival at Holy Names School (education) [04-27-61, 2 negatives]
Miraloma School PTA fashion show (education) [04-27-61, 2 negatives]
Clothing models on bay
Lone Mountain College for Women rally upset and injuries from overturned Elephant train of circus
Blooming opium plants (narcotics?)
Philatelists meeting
Opening of trout fishing season [04-28-61, 22 negatives]
Old fire fighting equipment
Body of man removed from underneath streetcar [not identified, but later known to be teacher William P. Hall, who was assaulted by teenagers who suspected he was a homosexual (trial in August 1961)] (gays and lesbians) [04-29-61, 7 negatives]
Views of bay on opening of yacht season [04-30-61, ca. 50 negatives]

May 1961 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [050061-053161]

Physical Description: 525 negatives (estimate)

Convent of Sacred Heart (Mother Reynolds and children)
New vice president of Bethlehem Steel Company Stewart S. Cort
Robert Meisenbach’s trial for participation in City Hall riots (student Bekey Jenkins arrested for riots, Beniamino Bufano, and others) (social protests) [05-01-61, 05-03-61, 31 negatives]

Meisenbach Trial -- Hall of Justice(May 01, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [05-01-61.03]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Man sits in front of paper pad (during trial related to actions during protests ofHUAC hearings at City Hall) Pharris points at diagram. Long-shot of person sitting on the stand, being questioned by lawyers. Persons photographed may include assistant inspector Cecil Pharris, and officers Fred Thayer and James Allen (social protests, House Committee on Un-American Activities, communism).
Robert Meisenbach Verdict (May 03, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [05-03-61.03-04]
Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Meisenbach (tried for actions during protests of HUAC hearings at City Hall) smiles in doorway of Hall of Justice. Meisenbach stands with father and mother, stands with mother, who is sometimes crying and laughing, kissing her son and putting her hand on his chest. Meisenbach stands with his attorneys, stands with Bekey Jenkins who was also arrested during the riot. Meisenbach stands amidst crowd in courtroom, in front of television camera, sits during trial, stands with others. "Meisenbach makes a toast with Benny Bufano and defense counsel Jack Berman during victory party in the Old Spaghetti Factory [they are sitting underneath newspaper headlines announcing the not-guilty verdict] (social protests, House Committee on Un-American Activities, communism).

Dr. Harold Fletcher jumping hedge
Ambassador Dr. J.H. Van Roijen of the Netherlands
Dedication of new plaza at Market and California Streets
President of Joint Commission on Mental Illness and Health, Dr. Kenneth Appel
Leader of South African Trade Mission, Dr. H.J. Van Eck
Kids (teenagers) confess to assualting teacher killed under streetcar (gays and lesbians) [05-04-61 - 05-05-61, 4 negatives]
Streetcar Murder Case -- Teenagers Confess (May 04, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [05-04-61.09]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
Inspector Robert McLennan with two "kids who helped gang teacher" (assault). William Castillo and Michael Kilkenny handcuffed together and shielding faces. [Note: story on trial printed August 28, 1961 reports that they were looking for "a homosexual to harass" (gays and lesbians) when they approached twenty-seven year old teacher William P. Hall, of Liberty Street. He was beaten and then killed by the J Church Muni streetcar by Dolores Park].

Streetcar Murder Case -- Teenagers In Custody (May 05, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [05-05-61.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Robert Alexander Hall, William Castillo, Michael Kilkenny, and Larry Magee (ages 16 and 17). [Note: see News-Call Bulletin story on trial printed August 28, 1961 (gays and lesbians).]

President Manuel Prado and wife of Peru
Narcotics raids (USF graduate student Al Perez and others)
Pet cemetery
New Army food plan for combat troops (demonstration of test packages) (military)
[05-05-61, 8 negatives]
New Army Food Plan For Combat Troops -- Presidio (May 05, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [05-05-61.04]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Colonial Clifford H. Reynolds stands at outdoor table demonstrating new food system labeled, "Meal quick serve". Cook LeRoy Bernard adds water to food while troops look on. Sergeant first class Ralph Hammond sits and leans up against a tree eating from an Army issued meal kit

Exterior of new Hall of Justice [05-08-61, 4 negatives]
New Hall of Justice (May 08, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [05-08-61.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Corner views of new Hall of Justice.

Peace Corps talks to UC students (Assistant Chief Information Officer Tom Mathews)

Spanish War Veteran Enoch Jones

Ousted University of Illinois Professor Leo Koch

Miss San Francisco Lana Green

Polio shot at bargain rates at Franklin Hospital (health)

Shoes for fashion layout

Fight to keep homes which Housing Commission wants to condemn (Potrero District, housing) [05-09-61, 5 negatives]

Residents Fight Housing Commision -- Potrero District (May 09, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [05-09-61.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thomas Roache and wife look out widows onto view of hill from their home.
Katherine Klinger sits on couch underneath painting in her home holding cane. Mr. and Mrs. W. Zimmerman stand in front of their home at Twenty-first and Hampshrie Streets (housing) (neighborhood).

Space scientist Dr. Joseph Kaplan (space age)

Auction held for Diamond Heights real estate lots (view of auction room)

San Francisco Youth Association plants Japanese cherry tree in honor of Osaka City

Pinkerton Detective Agency

Getting people to go for polio shots (health)

Kids in first grade learn algebra at Sunshine Garden School (education)

Fashions

Brokerage houses (stock market, business) [05-10-61, ca. 25 negatives]

Troops for Korea (military) [05-11-61, 11 negatives]

St. John's Lutheran School condemned (view of exterior and open stairway of present school and Reverend James Sudrock with model of new school)

San Francisco landmark Maison Paul restaurant closing (owner Peter Boudoures tacking up closing sign after thirty-seven years)

Annual swimming show at Mills College

Radioactive study on battleships (Navy Laboratory in Camp Parks, hot cell, fresh air suit) [05-12-61, 8 negatives]

Radioactive Study on Battleships -- Camp Parks Navy Lab (May 12, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [05-12-61.03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Charles Bennett operates hot cell. Captain E. Roth and project leader Burt Lane sit and discuss. Head of technical development, P.D. La Riviere, sits at table behind equipment. Chemical engineer Bob Anderson peers at box (atomic age).

Russian news editors visiting (various dates)

Smoking cancer film for students at Hill School (health, education) [05-15-61, 12 negatives]
Anti-Smoking Film -- Hill School (May 15, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [05-15-61.02]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two boys on bicycles light cigarettes in film about the dangers of smoking and cancer. Eighth grade students of Hill School in Novato sit at desks in classroom watching film (health) (education).

Trial of Enrico Banducci (owner of the "Hungry i" nightclub in North Beach) [05-15-61 - 05-16-61, ca. 23 negatives]
Exterior and interior views of old Hall of Justice on Kearny Street [05-18-61, 8 negatives]

Exterior and Interior Views -- Old Hall of Justice (May 18, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [05-18-61.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Elevated corner views of Old Hall of Justice on Kearny Street shows cars and pedestrians (cityscape) (neighborhood). Interior views of double staircase on upper floor, empty and with two men talking. View of first floor with directory and pillars (buildings).

Singer Stan Wilson support case
Del Webb Towne House
Clown Cymbal Pathetique
Memorial Day at Golden Gate National Cemetery
Celebration of thirteenth anniversary of Israel
National Conference of Christians and Jews
Archie Brown and wife Esther (with Attorney Richard Gladstein, signing papers, and with bail bond broker S.A. Donaldson) (communism) [05-24-61, 8 negatives]

Archie Brown -- Post Office Building (May 24, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [05-24-61.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Archie Brown sits alone, sits with wife Esther, stands in courtroom with hat in hand, stands with his Attorney Richard Gladstein [signs papers with bail bondsman S.A. Don Donaldson?].

More polio shots (health)
Knit wedding dresses from Schneiders Knit (fashion)
Demolition of old buildings at edge of Golden Gateway (Embarcadero at Jackson Street) [05-25-61, 2 negatives]

Demolition of Buildings -- Embarcadero (May 25, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 175, [05-25-61.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View from inside demolished Wholesale Grocery Co. warehouse of debris [at the Embarcadero and Jackson Street at edge of Golden Gateway] (cityscapes).

Vanishing "choo-choo" (train)
Geary Street under construction for rapid transit (Western Addition) [05-25-61, 12 negatives]
Geary Street Under Construction for Rapid Transit -- Western Addition (May 25, 1961)

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurse stands next to wheelchair while patient lies on bed under 'Blood Bank' sign. Worker and truck move about amongst debris at construction site. Elevated view looking east on Geary at the Filmore Street overpass (cityscapes). Workers dig. View of rail under construction. Bulldozer rides up hill of dirt (transportation).

Teachers' strike at School at Woodside (Portola Valley) (labor, education)
[05-26-61, 9 negatives]

Teachers' Strike -- Portola Valley (May 26, 1961)

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
School Secretary Rita Zimmerman talks on telephone [trying to line up substitute teachers when many regular teachers plead illness and did not show up today]. Man stands with piece of paper in hand. Parents Richard Spencer, Cherie Millward and Frank Arnold stand in opposition to Superintendent Rose. School board member Dr. Milton Flocks explains his position to a woman in front of the school. Students stand in front of school next to lowered US flag (education, labor).

American Jewish Congress Vice President Shan Polier
Tests for Peace Corps volunteers
Legion Memorial services at Lotta's Fountain
Group around model home on Christopher Drive (Forest Knolls home "sit-in by negroes") (race relations, Afro-Americans) [05-31-60, 6 negatives]

Sit-in -- Forest Knolls (May 30, 1961)

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People stand in front of model home on Christopher Drive. Reverend B.T. Anderson, Jr., his wife Irma and child Ahmad knock on door of model home (in protest of housing discrimination?) (race relations, Afro-Americans).

Interview on planned parenthood (health)
Dedication of plaque for State Historical Landmark for Laurel Hill Cemetery

June 1961

Physical Description: 650 negatives (estimate)

St. Boniface church madonnas
UC Berkeley graduation of Class of 1961 (President Clark Kerr, Edmund G. Brown, and Senator Jerry Brown)
Jazz musicians Roger Torrey and Costance Carras
Delegation of Council for Civic Unity (Afro-Americans, race relations)
Editor from India D.R. Mankekar
KQED auction (public broadcasting)
Escape attempt from San Quentin State Prison (dummy made of prison clothing)
Reverend Maurice Queguiner
Lots for sale shown from Twin Peaks (neighborhood, housing) [06-02-61, 8 negatives]
Old Reservoir Lots for Sale -- Twin Peaks (June 02, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-02-61.06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View from Twin Peaks showing the area of the old reservoir. View of where the old reservoir was cemented over (neighborhood, housing).

Chinatown parade and participation
Napa State Hospital ("persons there are ill, but not mentally")
Lecturer Sue Sadow with miniatures of Taj Mahal

Pickets in front of Forest Knolls house (Afro-Americans, race relations) [06-05-61, 3 negatives]

Pickets in Front of Knolls House -- Standard Building Company at Nineteenth Avenue (June 05, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-05-61.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ex-captain of Exodus (ship) Ike Aronowicz
Chiropractor runs ad in paper under "electropsychiatric specialist" (health)
Author Marsh Maslin
Mellon art exhibit (arrival of paintings at M.H. De Young Memorial Museum)
General view of Opera House stage during cleaning operations
President Wilson (ship)
Botanist Gladys Smith
Grand opening of Littleman Store
Ordination services at St. Mary's Church
New Frank Lloyd Wright Civic Center in Marin County [06-12-61, 22 negatives]
Senior citizen music student Elsie Skinner
UN (United Nations) Undersecretary Ralph Bunche speaks at Mills College
Freedom Riders (social protests, civil rights) [06-14-61 - 06-22-61, 10 negatives]

Freedom Riders Press Conference -- 437 Market Street (June 14, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-14-61.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Members Triss, Thorne, McConnell, Martinson, and Waggoner pose for the picture (social protests, civil rights).

Freedom Riders -- San Francisco Train Station (June 21, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-21-61.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Freedom Rider Ray Ashby looks for three no-shows as he boards the train leaving for Jackson Mississippi (social protests, civil rights).

Freedom Riders Press Conference -- Berkeley (June 22, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-22-61.11]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Freedom Riders talk to press about the Freedom Riders' deal (social protests, civil rights).
View of downtown engulfed in smog (environment) [06-14-61, 10 negatives]
Mrs. Jesse Lasky, Jr. (co-author of "Naked in a cactus garden")
Oldest driver to pass driving test (95 year old Herman Welcome)
King Louis H. Narcisse
Plans submitted for Diamond Heights development (housing)
Graduation dresses (fashion)
Summer jobs for kids (State Employment Office)
View of place where Fontana Apartments are going to be built (housing, cityscapes)

Construction Site for the Fontana Apartments -- Chestnut and Larkin Street (June 16, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-16-61.07]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the location at Chestnut and Larkin where the new Fontana Apartments are going to be built taken from an adjacent house. View from the window of Claude Milton Teem showing how it will affect the view (housing, cityscapes).

Secretary of the Army William Staark Jr.
Waterfront strike at Pier Thirty-five and Thirty-nine (Luckenbach Steamship Line, engineers, and radio operators) (labor) [06-17-61 and 06-20-61, 15 negatives]

Picketers of Luckenbach Steamship Line -- Pier Thirty-nine (June 17, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-17-61.04]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers converse while holding signs at the Luckenbach Steamship Line at Pier Thirty-nine (labor).

Picketers in Front of Matson Navigation Company -- Pier Thirty-five (June 20, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-20-61.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marine Engineers Beneficial Association and American Radio Association picket in front of the Matson Navigation Company on Pier Thirty-five (labor).

Stranded Passengers -- Matson Navigation Office at Union Square (June 20, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-20-61.13]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Passengers Elsa Ely, Sifred Linde, Robert Wilhelm, and his family are waiting at the Matson Navigation office delayed by the strike (labor).

Best Foods warehouse strike (labor) [06-19-61, 13 negatives]

Best Foods Warehouse Strike -- Labor Temple (June 19, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-19-61.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
ILWU (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) secretary Louis Goldblatt and Treasurer Joseph Dillon (labor).
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)

June 1961 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [060061-063061]

---

**Warehouse Picketers -- Best Foods warehouse (June 19, 1961)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-19-61.02]

- **Physical Description:** 6 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:**
  Workers and picketers outside the Best Foods warehouse at Eighteenth and Bryant Streets. Picketers carrying signs saying "ILWU local chapter 8 on strike" (labor).

**Jack Goldberg and Jimmy Hoffa Leaving Strike Meeting -- ILWU Hall (June 19, 1961)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-19-61.11]

- **Physical Description:** 5 negatives
- **Scope and Content Note:**
  Jack Goldberg and Jimmy Hoffa (James R. Hoffa) leave the ILWU (International Longshoremen’s and Warehousemen’s Union) hall happy with the reached settlement (labor).

---

**"Miss Bronze" contest**

**Chinese Catholic conference**

**Father of Peace Corps Milton Shapp**

**Great granddaughter of General Vallejo (Francisca Noal McGettigan)**

**Almaden Winery Society**

**Airport transportation strike (labor) [06-23-61, 13 negatives]**

- **Stranded Passengers -- San Francisco International Airport (June 23, 1961)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-23-61.02]
  - **Physical Description:** 2 negatives
  - **Scope and Content Note:**
    Stranded airport passengers have to use the San Francisco-Oakland helicopter service due to the strike (labor).

- **Airport Transportation Strike -- San Francisco International Airport (June 23, 1961)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-23-61.03]
  - **Physical Description:** 5 negatives
  - **Scope and Content Note:**
    Local 235 Chapter member Paul Alex stands with a picket sign outside of the terminal building with 55 Berrett cabs in the background. Portion of 28 buses used daily shown idle due to chauffeurs strike (labor).

- **Stranded Passengers Using Greyhound Buses -- San Francisco International Airport (June 23, 1961)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-23-61.04]
  - **Physical Description:** 6 negatives
  - **Scope and Content Note:**
    Passengers wait in a long line to board Greyhound buses (labor).

---

**Baby shoes (fashion)**

**Committee on Racial Equality picketing Governor Patterson of Alabama (race relations, social protests) [06-24-61, 1 negative]**

- **Picketing Governor Patterson of Alabama -- Jack Tar Hotel (June 24, 1961)**
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-24-61.06]
  - **Physical Description:** 1 negative
  - **Scope and Content Note:**
    Committee on Racial Equality (Congress of Racial Equality?) pickets Governor Patterson of Alabama outside of the Jack Tar Hotel (race relations, social protests, civil rights).

---

**"Commie chief" Gus Hall (communism) [06-25-61, 6 negatives]**

---
"Commie Chief" Gus Hall at Press Conference -- Market Street (June 25, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 176, [06-25-61.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary of communist party Gus Hall answers questions at a press conference (communism).

Burglary at "Lobby for Peace" headquarters
Fire of St. Boniface Church
Truck of tomorrow (Airmobile) (technology) [06-28-61, 8 negatives]
Architect Jan Lubicz Nycz

July 1961 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [070061-073161]
Physical Description: 475 negatives (estimate)

Officers at the Bureau of Communications sitting at a communications board
Ambassador Yoo Yang Soo of Korea [07-04-61, 3 negatives]
San Francisco Boys' Club boys go to summer camp (child welfare) [07-05-61, 5 negatives]
Artist Beniamino Bufano files lawsuit (copper hand in foundry at 51 Tehama Street)
Oliffe murder
Issue of saving redwood trees in Larkspur, Marin County, that are growing in the street [07-05-61, 10 negatives]
Marina Green after fireworks
Miss California (Pamela Ray Stettler)
Longshoremen back to work after strike (Taft-Hartley injunction) (labor) [07-05-61, 12 negatives]

Longshoremen Back to Work after Strike -- Waterfront (July 05, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [07-05-61.12]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Longshoremen working. Unidentified men standing outside the Longshoremen's Union.

Seventh Day Adventists [07-06-61, ca. 40 negatives]
Reconstruction at Maiden Lane
Picket at Consulate of Iran [07-10-61, 6 negatives]
Student Pickets -- Iranian Consulate (July 10, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [07-10-61.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of picketers with signs marching in front of the Iranian Consulate.

Band leader Arthur Fiedler
Beauty queens arrive on the Himalaya (ship)
Baseball all-star players Mickey Mantle and Whitey Ford play golf with Roger Williams
Princess Barbara Kochybay of Russia (?) becomes US citizen
All-star baseball [07-10-61 - 07-00-61, ca. 40 negatives]
Margarite (?) Mays sues Willie Mays for divorce [07-12-61, 07-17-61]
Movie stars arrive (Carol Lynley, Cesare Romero, Fabian, Van Heflin, Dana Andrews, and others) [07-12-61, 6 negatives]
Movie Stars Arrive -- Airport (July 12, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [07-12-61.08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Gordon Dean(?) (anti-semitism case)
Reverend Grant Muse (freedom rider?) arrives (civil rights?)
Candidate Warren Hinckle [07-13-61, 4 negatives]

Sunset terrorism gang in court
Junior safety school (education) [07-13-61, 9 negatives]
Jewish Community Center day camp
New furniture and home decor at Merchandise Mart
Chinatown sidewalk vendor dispute (merchandise on sidewalks)
Southern Pacific/Western railroad hearing [07-17-61, 22 negatives]
Rancho Del Mar (Napa County) property problems
British liner Canberra (ship) arrives [07-18-61 - 07-20-61, ca. 75 negatives]
Japanese stock exchange officials (S. Hayase and K. Kasia)
Former President Herbert Hoover (J. Wallace Stealing, David Packard, Clark Kerr, and others) [07-20-61, 10 negatives]

Former President Herbert Hoover -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (July 20, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [07-20-61.04]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Cave-in on Lincoln Avenue
Gorilla "Pogo" for San Francisco Zoo [07-21-61 - 07-24-61, ca. 70 negatives]
Fifty trees for Grant Avenue
Views of new Hall of Justice
Student interviews on whether 15 year olds should date
Composer Elizabeth Warren
Prize fighter Jack Dempsey belts Joe Benjamin
Governors of Venezuela (Pablo Herrera Campins, Eligio Anzola, Luciano Valero, Rafael Solorzano Bruce, and Eloy Parraga Villamarin)
Antioch fire (cityscapes)
Iranian student hunger strike on steps of Consulate of Iran [07-24-61 - 07-25-61, 33 negatives]

Iranian Student Hunger Strike -- Consulate of Iran (July 24, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [07-24-61.17]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of students with signs "Stop violating of our academic freedoms," "We want our constituirional rights," "We are on hunger strike," etc. wrapped in blankets and seated on steps of the consulate.
Iranian Student Hunger Strike -- Consulate of Iran (July 25, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [07-25-61.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students with signs "Refusal to extend student's passports is illegal..., "Stop threats," "Tear up the black list," etc. Allah Farman, spokesman for the Iranian students, announcing a twenty-day "truce" outside the consulate.

Iranian Student Hunger Strike -- Consulate of Iran (July 25, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [07-25-61.05-06]
Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of picketers with signs marching outside the consulate. Group of men sitting in room and talking. Two unidentified men standing and talking. Students wrapped in blankets on steps of the consulate. Student who fainted from hunger (Khalil Karimabadi) surrounded by others. Picket leader standing and talking. Picketers marching with sign that reads "Terrorizing our leaders will not silence us." Views of marchers.

Crystal Springs (water shortage at dam)

General C.G. Barrett (ship) arrives

Former President Herbert Hoover at cornerstone laying ceremony for new Boys' Club of America (Orange Memorial Drive) [07-26-61, 12 negatives]

State Theatre building to be torn down

Secretary of Commerce Luther H. Hodges

"Kids" reporting in for military duty

New federal building proposed site (cityscapes)

Delinquents [07-28-61, 3 negatives]

Elephant at San Francisco Zoo [07-29-61, ca. 20 negatives]

George Balanchine of the New York Ballet with dancer Arthur Mitchell [07-31-61, 4 negatives]

George Balanchine of the New York Ballet with Dancer Arthur Mitchell -- Whitcomb Hotel (July 31, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [07-31-61.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portait views of George Balanchine and Arthur Mitchell.

Ambassador Chandra Prakash Jha of India [07-31-61, 4 negatives]

Military infantry training at Fort Ord [07-31-61, ca. 25 negatives]

Major General Chester E. McCarty

August 1961

American Astronautical Society meeting (Lockheed biomedical capsule) [08-01-61, 12 negatives]

American Astronautical Society Meeting -- Palace Hotel (August 01, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [08-01-61.02]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Ziggi, a chimpanzee, climbing on and around Lockheed's biomedical capsule. Ziggi and two unidentified men standing next to the biomedical capsule (space age?).
Views of the Presidio (may become surplus) (cityscapes) [08-01-61, 32 negatives]

Views of the Presidio (August 01, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [08-01-61.03]

Physical Description: 32 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Mayor George Christopher meeting Hakoah soccer team [08-01-61, 5 negatives]
Mayor George Christopher meeting with fencing instructor [08-02-61, 2 negatives]
Ballerina Gail Visentin
Marin County School Board acquiring land for school (education, environment, neighborhoods) [08-02-61, 10 negatives]
Building of Hilton Hotel
Consul General Salah Hassam of United Arab Republic [08-03-61, 3 negatives]
Phone company strike (labor) [08-04-61, 5 negatives]

Phone Company Strike -- Bush and Grant Streets (August 04, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [08-04-61.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of employees standing in a small crowd outside the phone company (labor).

Commemoration of Hiroshima at Japanese Tea Garden [08-05-61, 3 negatives]
Nationalist Vice President Cheng Chen of China with Mayor George Christopher [08-08-61 - 08-09-61, 26 negatives]
New Home for the blind in San Jose (disabled persons)
New phone company building (Hawthorne and Folsom Streets)
Back to school feature (education) [08-08-61, 18 negatives]
One-eyed kinkajou found on docks
Planning Commision freeway meeting
Floyd "Bucky" Walters of NBC sports
Hamilton Field activities
Gang fight victims in Bayshore City (juvenile delinquency)
Checkers tournament
Female giraffes arrive at San Francisco Zoo
Gypsy princess Lavanya Petulengro

Dead-end freeways (cityscapes) [08-12-61, 12 negatives]

Dead-End Freeways (August 12, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [08-12-61.02]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Uncompleted freeways that end abruptly in various parts of the city. Views of the freeway at Howard Street and the Embarcadero. Views of the freeway at Broadway and the Embarcadero. Views of the freeway at Bayshore and Silver Avenues. Views of the freeway at Alemaney and Bayshore. Views of the freeway at Haight and Octavia Streets. Views of the freeway at Fell and Octavia Streets. Views of the freeway at Franklin and McAllister Streets (cityscapes, neighborhoods).

Freeway hearings
Boys' Club of America medallion presentation [08-14-61, 3 negatives]
Commissioner Mortimer Caplin of the IRS (Internal Revenue Service)
Convent teachers' institute with Friar Stanley Bezuszka (education) [08-14-61, 5 negatives]

Oakland estuary "arks" to be destroyed [08-14-61, 6 negatives]

Oakland Estuary 'Arks'(August 14, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [08-14-61.08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unidentified men tearing down old houses (shacks) at the Oakland estuary (housing). View of a factory at the estuary.

Adlai Stevenson speech [08-15-61, 6 negatives]

Adlai Stevenson Speech -- UC Berkeley(August 15, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 177, [08-15-61.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various overall views of Adlai E. Stevenson addressing a large crowd. View of Stevenson standing at a podium and speaking.

Chess tournament (Erik Osbun vs. Dr. Isaac Spector)

Marijuana suspects (narcotics) [08-16-61, 6 negatives]

Low water (drought) at Crystal Springs Lake

Ethel Merman

Mission Dollar Day crowds

Hunters Point Shipyards (cityscapes) [08-17-61, 11 negatives]

Hunters Point Shipyards(August 17, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [08-17-61.06]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two unidentified men standing behind a desk and looking at an aerial view of Hunters Point(?) (interior). Views of a workman tying cables to a crane. View of a ship. Views of two unidentified men looking over a piece of paper (the shipyard in the background). Overall view of the shipyard from a distance.

Mayor George Christopher with shoeshine boys [08-17-61, 4 negatives]

Inventor (founder?) of Magnavox Edwin S. Pridham with transistor radio

Astronomical convention at UC Berkeley (Soviet-Armenian astronomer Viktor Amazaspovich Ambartsumian)

Cable car being rebuilt

Cystic fibrosis children (health)

Governor Edmund G. Brown with police and fire officials [08-21-61, 2 copy negatives]

Teenagers' murder trial for beating up man who fell under streetcar [not noted, but apparently an attack on a homosexual man on April 29, 1961] [08-21-61, 3 negatives]

Murder Trial -- Assault by Teenagers(August 21, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [08-21-61.09]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lawrence McGee (Magee?) (age 16), Michael Kilkenny (17), Alexander Hall (17), and William Castillo (17) in court at opening of their trial for assaulting a man (teacher William Hall, age 27) who died under a "J Church" line streetcar. [This case is purported to be anti-homosexual assault case of April 29, 1961, although this is not noted on the negative sleeves. See News-Call Bulletin story of August 28, 1961, pg. 2, and other trial stories before and after this date]. (Gays and lesbians).

State agriculture dinner (Director Charles Paul
Benjamin Harrison Swig and Governor Edmund G. Brown [08-22-61, 1 negative]
Miss Universe Marlene Schmidt
Wescon electronics convention (technology) [08-22-61-08-23-61, 18 negatives]
  Wescon Electronics Convention -- Cow Palace(August 22, 1961)
    BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [08-22-61.01]
    Physical Description: 4 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Dr. A.E. Lilley and Ronald Segel standing behind a table. Douglas Bingham sitting
    and working on his homemade digital computer.

Wescon Electronics Convention -- Cow Palace(August 23, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [08-23-61.09]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of the overall crowd wondering through the exhibits.

California Historical [Society?] dinner (Brady and De Guigne)
Redwood City town meeting on rapid transit (Merrick R. Hosmer, Richard
Shephard, James Himmel, and others)
African American gang held as shooting suspects (Afro-Americans)
Reaction to Russian spacecraft that passed over San Francisco (space age)
Map of proposed housing at Presidio [08-24-61 - 08-25-61, 8 negatives]
Bomb shelter on Masonic Avenue (civil defense) [08-25-61, 3 negatives]
  Bomb Shelter -- Masonic Avenue(August 25, 1961)
    BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [08-25-61.02]
    Physical Description: 3 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Views of a pre-cast bomb shelter for private purchase and use. View of a sign next
    to the bomb shelter reading, "Designed for Easy Installation in Your Yard" (civil
    defense).

Chess tournament
Summer camp for handicapped (disabled persons) [08-26-61, 3 negatives]
Jehovah's Witnesses convention [08-27-61 - 08-31-61, 57 negatives]
Entertainer Phyllis Diller [08-28-61, 10 negatives]
  Entertainer Phyliss Diller -- Hyde Street(August 28, 1961)
    BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [08-28-61.03]
    Physical Description: 10 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Views of Phyllis Diller in various poses and facial expressions as she watches
    herself in a movie.

Back to school activities
Cystic fibrosis mothers' meeting (health)
[Louis?] Petri home sold (neighborhood)
Circus elephants arrive

September 1961 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178-179, [090061-093061]
  Physical Description: 525 negatives (estimate)

Aviator Igor Ivan Sikorsky
Meals on Wheels program
Central and South American beauty queens
Picket of Iran consulate [09-05-61, 3 negatives]
Picketing -- Iranian Consulate (September 05, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-05-61.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Chas Barca of the San Francisco Police Department and Sargent Robert McCuster informing the picketers of the rules. Dozen picketers outside the Iran consulate with signs protesting Iran's government. Picketer Mostafa Chanran on picket line (foreign relations, social protests).

First day of school (education) [09-05-61, 9 negatives]
View from Twin Peaks (cityscapes) [09-05-61, 9 negatives]
Views of San Francisco -- Twin Peaks (September 05, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-05-61.14]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of San Francisco looking down Market Street and of the fog rolling in through the Golden Gate taken from the Twin Peaks (cityscapes). Jenny Crothers takes movies of the fog rolling in.

Teachers institute (Harold Spears) (education) [09-05-61, 8 negatives]
Sniper attack and suspects [09-06-61, 09-16-61, 22 negatives]
Television instruction (education) [09-06-61, 3 negatives]
Television Instruction -- Andrew Jackson School -- Grove Street (September 06, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-06-61.05]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teacher Lily Cheu and sixth grade students at Andrew Jackson School at 2049 Grove Street attentively watch the television lesson set up at the front of the class (technology, education).

Author Robert Allen ("Patton movie")
Dedication of new Hall of Justice (Paul Bissinger, Thomas Mellon, Mayor George Christopher, Harold McKinnon, Chief Thomas Cahill, and Sherman Duckel) [09-06-61, 6 negatives]
Society of California Pioneers commemoration (Cleve Shaffer, Geneve Shaffer, and Robert Fowler)
Air brake invention
Unwed mothers
Teenagers’ "J Church streetcar" murder trial and conviction (gays and lesbians) [09-08-61, 17 negatives]
Teenagers Tried and Convicted -- Streetcar Murder Case (September 08, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-08-61.01-02]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Safety Commission meeting
Hunters Point riot trial (Afro-Americans, race relations?) [09-08-61, 10 negatives]
Hunters Point Riot Trial -- Hall of Justice (September 08, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-08-61.06] ark:/13030/hb438nb2vk
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two Judges sit on the bench as the case participants are sworn in. Defendants sit in a row as trial commences (possibly gang related?) (race-relations, Afro-Americans).

Municipal judges file for reelection (William A. O'Brien, Lenore D. Underwood, Albert A. Axelrod, and Andrew J. Eyman) [09-08-61, 2 negatives] Girl froshes (freshmen) (education) [09-09-61, 7 negatives] Latin America festival Pony rides at zoo Peace drive [09-11-61, 3 negatives]
Letter Writing for Peace Drive -- Union Square (September 11, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-11-61.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large trailer with inscriptions asking for total world disarmament by 1968 (atomic age, anti-nuclear arms). Once trailer reaches capacity (approximately 25,000 letters) the trailer is sent to the United Nations. Roy Jacobsen requests letters from passers by. Peace drive to leave San Francisco September sixteenth (social protests).

Graduates join Army Nurse Corps
International Business Convention
Freedom Foundation winner Martin Armenta
Pickets at Oakland Chevrolet plant (labor) [09-11-61, 4 negatives]
Pickets -- Oakland Chevrolet Plant (September 11, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-11-61.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large group of United Auto Workers (UAW) Local 1031 picketers outside the Oakland Chevrolet automobile plant (labor). (Extra sleeve present at 09-11-61, but negatives missing).

Supervisors file for election (Peter Tamaras, Joseph E. Tinney, George Johns, and Al Maillioux) [09-11-61, 09-18-61 - 09-19-61, 8 negatives] International Industrial Conference ladies Yerba Buena housing (interior view) Model of proposed Oakland stadium Assistant US Attorney Peter R. Goldschmidt Immigration welcome receptionist at San Francisco airport (welcoming out of country flights)
Irving Street area homes to be torn down (neighborhood) [09-13-61, 10 negatives]
Homes to be Torn Down -- Irving Street Area (September 13, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-13-61.05]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Section of Irving Street area to be torn down for parking lots (neighborhoods, housing). Views of homes along the street to be torn down, and the residents reactions. View of already demolished section fenced off for a parking lot.

Back stage opera rehearsal [09-13-61, ca. 25 negatives]
Candidates for supervisor (Charles Rogers, Benjamin Boas, Roger Boas, Alan Nichols, and others) [09-13-61, 5 negatives]
Firefighting demonstration
Opera singer Zofia Jedrzykiewicz
John F. Kennedy school project sign (education) [09-14-61, 4 negatives]
  Sign for New John F. Kennedy School Project -- Cupertino District (September 14, 1961) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-14-61.03]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Four year old Tommy Jackson and two year old brother Harlen Jackson look at the project development sign for the new John F. Kennedy school in the Cupertino district (education).

Judge Ben Duniway
Candidates filing for office (J. Joseph Sullivan and William Blake) [09-14-61, 6 negatives]
Minister Zentaro Kosaka of Japan greeted by Consul Tadamasa Tani [09-14-61, 4 negatives]
Opera opening [09-15-61, 30 negatives]
Replacing wire and glass on Campanile (Sather Tower) at UC Berkeley (cityscapes)
Chinese Moon Festival
College football queens
Salvador Dali necklace and jewels
Africa Week celebration in Union Square
Groundbreaking ceremony for new Chevrolet plant in Newark (Mayor John L. Stevenson, Harold Miller, and others)
View of Mission Street and Alemany detour (neighborhood) [09-20-61, 5 negatives]
  Mission Street And Alemany Detour (September 20, 1961)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-20-61.02]
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of the construction of the new detour at Mission Street and Alemany (neighborhood).

Modern art (mostly sculpture) exhibit near Civic Center
Consul General Hossein Eshraghi of Iran [09-20-61, 3 negatives]
Fallout shelters (civil defense, atomic age) (09-20-61, 09-27-61, 11 negatives)
  Fallout Shelters -- Hamilton Field (September 20, 1961)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-20-61.05]
  Physical Description: 7 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Senior Master Sargent Audbret Weldon and wife Ruth showing views of the interior and exterior of the bomb shelters (civil defense).

  Private Bomb Shelter -- Granada Avenue (September 27, 1961)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-27-61.02]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Murla Lucas showing provisions of the bomb shelter (civil defense, atomic age).

Avery Brundage collection of Asian art at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
Eichler home law suit (sinking sidewalk and walls)
New judges being sworn in (Byrl R. Salsman, James R. Agae, Preston Devine, and Murray Draper) [09-22-61, 4 negatives]
Masters, mates and pilots picket Cleveland (ship) during strike (labor) [09-22-61, 09-29-61, 6 negatives]
Masters, Mates and Pilots Strike (September 22, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-22-61.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Captain Robert Durkin at his desk (labor, shipping strike related).

Masters, Mates and Pilots Picket -- Cleveland (ship) -- Pier Fifty (September 29, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179, [09-29-61.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers Bob Pelouze, Bradley L. Peterson, and Michael Amber hold up signs asking for contracts in front of the Cleveland (ship) (labor).

3000 pound tiger shark caught off Stinson Beach
Hetch Hetchy annual inspection (views) [09-22-61, 47 negatives]

Annual Inspection -- Hetch Hetchy Dam (September 22, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-22-61.11]

Physical Description: 47 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Engineer Oval Moore inspects the dam and power plant at Hetch Hetchy. Interior and exterior views of the dam's valves and water rushing through. Views of the reservoir and the surrounding area (scenic views).

Strike and picket at Seven Up and Coca-Cola plants (labor) [09-25-61- 09-27-61, 30 negatives]

Pickets at Seven Up Plant (September 25, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-25-61.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Teamsters pickets gather in front of the Seven Up plant (labor). Bottler for Seven Up Luis DeLeito is a lone picketer by the truck entrance and holds up a placard as trucks drive out. (Sleeve at 09-22-61 exists but does not contain any negatives).

Pickets at Coca-Cola Plant -- Van Ness South of Mission (September 25, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-25-61.07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A Coca-Cola Truck driven by non-union labor pulls out of the plant at Van Ness (south of Mission), past picket line without incident. San Francisco patrolmen at plant watching the picketers.

Families of Workers on Picket Line -- Coca Cola Plant -- Eleventh and Mission (September 27, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-27-61.01]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The wives and children of the striking workers holding picket signs and marching with their husbands and fathers with the strike (labor). They hold home made signs relating to protection of the children family security.

Attorney Harriet Pilpel of Planned Parenthood
Views of smog (cityscapes) [09-26-61, 4 negatives]
Views of Smog -- Twentieth and Wisconsin Streets (September 26, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 178, [09-26-61.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of smog in downtown from Twentieth and Wisconsin Streets. It is so smoggy that downtown is barely visible (environment, neighborhood).

Police Chief Nello Givolami
Return of Midway (ship) to Alameda [09-28-61, 12 negatives]
Guide dogs for the blind (disabled persons)
Opera singer Brouenstijn of the Netherlands

Artist Thomas Hart Benton with George Mardikian [09-29-61, 5 negatives]
Artist Thomas Hart Benton -- George Mardikian's Office -- Powell Street (September 29, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179, [09-29-61.13]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thomas Hart Benton and George Mardikian stand in front of some of Benton's works in Mardikian's office.

Queen Nina Giammona

October 1961 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179-180, [100061-103161]
Physical Description: 650 negatives (estimate)

Forest fire in Russian River area
Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson visits Ames Lab to review supersonic jet airplane [10-03-61, 18 negatives]
Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson Reviewing Supersonic Jet -- Ames Lab -- Moffett Field (October 03, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179, [10-03-61.04]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
An audience looks at a man in a supersonic jet uniform. Vice President Johnson on runway doing a "meet and greet". Vice President Johnson looks on as a man gives a lecture on the supersonic jet; also shown in cockpit at the controls. Interior of military installation(?).

Chinatown playground (Sacramento between Grant and Stockton streets) (neighborhood) [10-03-61, 2 negatives]
His Beatitude Benedictos (Greek church?) [10-04-61, 2 negatives]
Loyola Guild San Francisco day at Fisherman's Wharf
Aerial views of waterfront and Hunters Point (cityscapes) [10-04-61, 7 negatives]
Aerial Views -- Hunters Point and Waterfront (October 04, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179, [10-04-61.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ships at Hunters Point shipyard and a view of the San Francisco waterfront featuring the Bay Bridge (cityscapes).

Harry Lutgens
Vladimir Babkin (Intourist Chief from Soviet Union)
Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy with Attorney Cecil Poole (October 05, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179, [10-05-61.07]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Lyle L. Jones (US Regional Chief Justice Department US Anti-Trust Division)
Vandalism by school kids on Muni (municipal transportation)
Family Rosary Rally [10-07-61, 30 negatives] (religion)
Oldest couple to join the Peace Corps
Oroville Dam (Feather River Project) [10-9-61, 45 negatives]
Oroville Dam -- Feather River Project (October 09, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179, [10-09-61.06]
Physical Description: 45 negatives
Scope and Content Note
From above looking down the river corridor. Men at work and also with rock breaking (?) equipment. An ironwork bridge crossing the Feather River. A surveyor looking down the river. A train passing by on the side of a hill. A crane seen from a medium distance. Men with sticks of dynamite. [Some attractive landscape shots].

Hairstyle show (fashion)
Berkeley Heliport inaugurates commuter service (transportation)
Family Services Agency crusade
Fiftieth anniversary of Republic of China (Consul General Patrick Pichi Sun of China) [10-09-61, 3 negatives]
World Health Organization press conference (Director General M.G. Canbau)
California Public Utilities fiftieth anniversary (President Everett C. McKeage)
Mobilization of local reserve unit at Presidio (military)
Mural by artist Louis Macouillard for new American President Line (ship?)
Bomb shelter ventilator (airmeter) (civil defense) [10-11-61, 7 negatives]
Bomb Shelter Ventilator (October 11, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179, [10-11-61.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William F. O’Keefe, the “Fan Man” uses an airmeter to prove that air moves through the ventilator; uses a pump inside a shelter used to bring in fresh uncontaminated air; with filtration system (?) (civil defense).

Federal probe into gasoline price fixing
New x-ray (health) [10-11-61, 3 negatives]
New X-ray -- St. Francis Hospital (October 11, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179, [10-11-61.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A.J. Williams, a radiologist, operating x-ray machine with Roswita Long, x-ray technician, on the table (health).

Last of the San Francisco windmills [10-11-61, 6 negatives]
Last of the San Francisco Windmills (October 11, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179, [10-11-61.00]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The last windmill shown among trees.
Consul General Mariano Sanz,[r?] of Spain
Outstanding athletes at Columbia Park Boys' Club [10-12-61, 4 negatives]
West Portal costume parade
High school students [10-12-61, 4 negatives]
Retiring police horses
White House (department store?) hats
Girlfriend of underworld figure Micheal "Mickey" Cohen boarding boat for Alcatraz prison
Fort Funston park bond issue (views) [10-13-61, 23 negatives]

Scope and Content Note
Looking down Battery Davis corridor, Joseph Paul, campaign coordinator for Proposition B, exploring corridor within artillery battery, also behind bars in abandoned underground room. General views of Fort Funston acreage looking north, also overlooking Lake Merced. Joseph Paul examining former fire control room by lamplight.

Visitors' day crowd lined up at TWA jet (airplane)
New bra model walks through Union Square (fashion)
Jessie Coleman being sworn in by Judge John B. Molinari [10-14-61, 4 negatives]
Beaux Arts Ball at Fairmont Hotel
Funeral of Archbishop John Joseph Mitty [10-16-61, 10-18-61, 10-20-61, ca. 55 negatives]
Shrine Hospital for crippled children (health) (disabled persons)
Moore shipyard auction of property
Boy of the Year (San Francisco Boys' Club) [10-16-61, 4 negatives]
United nationalities celebration (native costume of Nicaragua and Mexico)
Methodists picket consulate of Portugal over Angola policy (social protests) [10-16-61, 7 negatives]
Art treasure of Thailand
"Pretty girl mathematicians" at Shell Development Company
Underworld figure Micheal "Mickey" Cohen released from Alcatraz prison
Guardsmen awards
Hetch Hetchy Dam inspection trip members (James H. Turner, David E. Jamison, Mrs. Harrison M. Coppin, Mary Pasciucco, Thomas F. Richards, Philip G. Kemp, Warren P. Hauschild, and William Fedrick Schroll)
Mock airplane crash at Travis Airforce Base [10-18-61, ca. 40 negatives]
New federal housing in Chinatown [10-19-61, 12 negatives]

Scope and Content Note
View of new building from ground floor, looking down from top floor, also looking towards financial district. A dragon with brass eyes, part of a mural. A man and his wife(?) holding a baby in front of new building (housing).

Muni official (Frank J. Scheffler, Victor C. Peterson, Wesley R. Mason, and others) (municipal railway)
Interior views of the Line-up Bar near Hall of Justice
Tahiti dance group (Polynesian dance)
Industrial development conference
National Association of Broadcasters
Occupational therapy
Fallout shelter fashions (atomic age) (civil defense) [10-21-61, 9 negatives]
Fallout Shelter Fashions (October 21, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179, [10-21-61.04]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A woman with child preparing dinner in shelter(?), man reading to child, two children sitting on a cot (civil defense).

Porterville centennial parade
Mountain water in bottles (bottled water)
New justice Judge Raymond Sullivan
Olson vs. Rodrigues fight (boxing) [10-23-61, ca. 30 negatives]
Autumn in Golden Gate Park
Adlai E. Stevenson [10-24-61, 10-25-61, 26 negatives]
Army war room at Presidio [10-24-61, 6 negatives]
Judge George Harris swearing in Judge Alfonso J. Zeropoli [10-25-61, 4 negatives]
Hall of Flowers in Golden Gate Park
Schoolchildren attend opera (education) [10-25-61, 2 negatives]
Candidate for supervisor John L. Sullivan [10-25-61, 9 negatives]
Supervisors’ committee [10-25-61, 5 negatives]
Excavation for fallout shelter (civil defense) [10-26-61, 10 negatives]

Excavation for New Fallout Shelter (October 26, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179, [10-26-61.01]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A press conference shown at a distance taking place inside excavated hole, sight of a new apartment building fallout shelter, also a close up of three men involved in press conference (civil defense).

General David M. Shoup [10-26-61, 12 negatives]
President Urho Kekkonen of Finland [10-26-61, 7 negatives]
Dedication of Havens Fountain Plaza
Grand National Rodeo Queen Anne Matson
Artist Beniamino Bufano
Ship collision
Arthur Murray dance studios teach the Twist [10-27-61, 12 negatives]

Teaching the Twist -- Arthur Murray Dance Studios (October 27, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 179, [10-27-61.10]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Couple on the dance floor in various dance positions (fashion).

Gorilla party at Zoo
Testing city water for bacteria
Fallout shelter (civil defense) [10-30-61, 13 negatives]

Fallout Shelter -- Presidio (October 30, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 180, [10-30-61.04]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sergeant First Class Leo Higginbotham, radiological plotter, shows a mock graph of fallout danger areas. Lieutenant Colonel Jason S. Dearth, deputy chemical officer, Colonel Joseph C. Prentice, 6th Army chemical officer and Captain Rice T. Trolan, 6th Army nuclear effects engineer with a larger map of Pacific coast with fallout from atomic blasts plotted from each large city. Close up of that map. Sp5(?) Bill Wood, weather forecaster, gets immediate reports from teletype machine (civil defense).
Golden Gate Bridge expert Dr. Sivel
UC Berkeley students protest nuclear tests (social protests) [10-31-61, 10 negatives].

UC Berkeley Students Protest Nuclear Testing (October 31, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 180, [10-31-61.12]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protesters with sign saying "For humanity’s sake stop all nuclear testing." Large crowd of people gathered, close up of woman feeding baby, crowd with university buildings including Sather Tower (Campanile) (social protests).

November 1961 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 180, [110061-113061]

Physical Description: 500 negatives (estimate)

Grand National Livestock Exposition
Demolition of State Theatre at Market and Fourth Street
Women’s anti-bomb march (social protests, atomic age) [11-01-61, 4 negatives]

Women’s Anti-Bomb March -- Unitarian Church (November 01, 1961)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The infant Saul Robbins crawls around on the floor while his mother is briefed for the anti-bomb march. Women gather in front of the church in preparation to leave for the Federal Building in an anti-bomb march (social protests, atomic age).

UC Berkeley twentieth reunion (Mrs. Ralph Giannini)
Brain surgery conference (health)
Dope raid (narcotics)
Camel promoting proposition A water bonds
Korean Orphans Choir
Cable car barn (transportation) [11-02-61, 3 negatives]
Aged Japanese applies for citizenship
Diabetic pediatrics clinic (Dr. S.E. Shular) (health)
New school Linda Mar (San Mateo County) (education)
Sloat Holiday Festival
Judge Raymond J. O’Connor being sworn in by Judge Schoemaker
Freedom Riders visit Mayor George Christopher (social protests, civil rights) [11-06-61, 4 negatives]

Freedom Riders Visit Mayor George Christopher (November 06, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 180, [11-06-61.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Freedom Riders Rabbi Joseph Gumbiner, Peggy Kerr, Reverend John Washington, Duncan McConnell, R. Alan Williams, Reverend Grant Muse, and Reverend Frances Geddes visit Mayor Christopher. Mayor is presented with Louis Fischer's book "The Life Mahatma Gandhi."

Intergroupers convention
New police recruits
Former New York police commissioner Stephen P. Kennedy
Supervisor Roger Boas and family [11-08-61, 5 negatives]
Pepsi Cola press conference (actress Joan Crawford)
Dyna-frog fogger for gnats at Lake Merced (pesticide)
"Tropic of Cancer" by Henry Miller read by Head of San Francisco Police Juvenile
Bureau William Hanrahan (censorship) [11-09-61, 4 negatives]
Judge James R. Browning
Women teachers in Africa
Youth Appreciation Week
Former Vice President Richard M. Nixon and Patricia Nixon [11-12-61 - 11-14-61,
32 negatives]
Bishop James A. Pike and W.W. Crocker at Grace Cathedral
CARE (Cooperative for American Relief Everywhere) relief for Philippines (Cyril
Magnin, and Consul General Sofronio V. Abrera and Mayor Luis Ramos of the
Philippines)
Warehouse fires
Vending machine convention
Old windmill in Golden Gate Park
Baby ostriches (Ozzie and Harriet with Director Carey Baldwin) at San Francisco
Zoo
Oakland bomb shelters (civil defense) [11-14-61, 5 negatives]
Bomb Shelter -- Oakland(November 14, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 180, [11-14-61.09]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Interior and exterior views of bomb shelter. Mrs. Harry Cadwalader sits in bomb
shelter constructed for six people. She and Michael O'Brien stand at the entrance.
Group converses outside shelter.

Columbia Park Boys' Club of San Francisco director Jim Conley [11-15-61, 5
negatives]
Girl Scouts youth guidance [11-15-61, 3 negatives]
Press Secretary Pierre Salinger [11-15-61, 4 negatives]
Press Conference With Pierre Salinger -- Mark Hopkins Hotel(November 15,
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-ups of John F. Kennedy's Press Secretary Pierre Salinger at a press
conference during breakfast.

New skylift at the Fairmont Hotel
Chinatown Bank of Trade opening
Golden West YMCA youth and government meeting [11-16-61, 6 negatives]
Police women get training at Police Academy
Butterfield auctioneer
Municipal judges Andrew Eyman and Bernard Glickfeld
Opening of crab season [11-18-61 and 11-21-61, 12 negatives]
Closed Committee Meeting Regarding Crab -- Fisherman's Wharf(November 18,
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Meeting of committee members including Secretary Emile Barbara, President Al
Spadaro, Dominic D'Angelo, Mario Balestreri, Ignacius Balestreri, Rich Burtleson,
Sebastian Alioti, Sam Andragna, and Henry Passanisi.
Arrival of Crab -- Fisherman's Wharf (November 21, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 180, [11-21-61.09]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crabs are thrown into crates aboard a boat. Crates and containers filled with crab are hauled onto the dock. Men cook and sell crab.

Floods
General Chung Hee of Korea [11-20-61, 1 negative]
Vice Admiral Charles D. Griffin (ex-commander Seventh Fleet)
Conductor Enrique Jorda and Mayor George Christopher [11-22-61, 4 negatives]
Attorneys Vincent Hallinan and Jake Ehrlich
Possible Amelia Earhart gravesite
UC Berkeley vs. Stanford Big Game (football)
PT&T (Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company) strike (labor) [11-25-61, 11-27-61, 17 negatives]

Picketers and Employees -- PT&T Employment Office (November 25, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 180, [11-25-61.06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Norman Rollins and Helen Venneman picket employment office holding signs "PT&T unfair to CWA (Communications Workers of America?)". Picketer Mrs. Edna Hanson and employees who arrived are unsure of strike status. Hanson talks to Assistant Traffic Superintendent Art Kiekland (labor).

Picketers Hold Signs (November 27, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 180, [11-27-61.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers (Edna Hanson, Maxine Ball, Hattie Schoener, and Lynnie Totters) sit on steps and are covered with blanket to keep warm. Other picketers walk by with signs "PT&T unfair to CWA (Communications Workers of America?)" (labor).

Officials And Staff Operate Switchboards During Strike (November 27, 1961)
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of officials and office staff operating switchboards in the absence of regular switchboard employees (labor).

Mountain Spring Water Company freeway dispute (Senator Eugene McAteer)
Eleanor Roosevelt with Governor Edmund G. Brown [11-27-61, 12 negatives]
Eleanor Roosevelt Presents Award to Governor Edmund G. Brown -- Fairmont Hotel (November 27, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 180, [11-27-61.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Eleanor Roosevelt presents award to Governor Edmund G. Brown during Israel Bond Sales Dinner. Chairman of Israel Bond Committee Robert Lauter joins Eleanor Roosevelt and the governor.
Press Conference With Eleanor Roosevelt -- Fairmont Hotel (November 27, 1961)
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Close-ups of Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt seated at a table in front of a microphone. She is surrounded by reporters.

Rapid transit meeting (transportation)
Fallout meeting (Governors Edmund G. Brown, Paul Fannin, George D. Clyde, Paul S. Visher and Lt. Governor Rex Ball) (civil defense) [11-27-61, 3 negatives]
Meeting of Governors Regarding Potential Fallout From Nuclear War -- Fairmont Hotel (November 27, 1961)
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governors of several states meet in regards to civil defense and nuclear war: Lieutenant Governor of Nevada Rex Bell, Governor of California Edmund G. Brown, Governor of Arizona Paul Fannin, Governor of Utah George D. Clyde, and Paul S. Visher (civil defense).

San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge bump [11-27-61, 12 negatives]
San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge bump -- San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge (November 27, 1961)
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of large bump on the road near the east entrance to the tunnel of the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge.

Picture story on Afro-American workers [11-28-61, 32 negatives]
African-American Workers (November 28, 1961)
Physical Description: 32 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People sitting in empty lot surrounded by debris; man writing a list of real estate (office) listings on a chalkboard; man standing near a file cabinet and shelves; man showing students a small machine; students raise their hands in class; children in empty lot filled with debris; and dentist working on a patient.

Heart valve patient Dr. Laurence Rivkin (health)
Opening of Geary Street Expressway [11-20-61 and 11-29-61, 10 negatives]
CAB (Civil Aeronautics Board?) hearings (airlines)
Construction at Lone Mountain College for Women
Fiftieth anniversary of San Francisco Symphony [11-30-61, 4 negatives]
Fiftieth Anniversary of San Francisco Symphony -- Plaza of Crown Zellerbach Building (November 30, 1961)
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Conductor Enrique Jorda leads the San Francisco Symphony in a noon day open air concert in the plaza.

December 1961
Physical Description: 500 negatives (estimate)
Brigadier General William T. Fairbourn
Frederick R. Kappe (AT&T)
Educators meeting (Theron McCuen) (education) [12-04-61, 4 negatives]
Poet Carl Sandberg and Mayor George Christopher [12-04-61, 6 negatives]
Assemblyman Thomas Rees
Heads of Catholic Church’s Society Gregory Peter XV Cardinal Agagianian and Bishops Joseph Kiwanuka, Fulton J. Sheen, John K. Amissah, Eugene D’souza, Paul Ro, Thomas Quinlan, Paul Yosigoro Taguchi, and Harold W. Henry
Fog over Forest Knolls/Twin Peaks area (neighborhood)
Bowman family terrorists in court
New York émigrés in Chico [12-05-61, ca. 30 negatives]
Lowell High School district controversy (education) [12-05-61, 5 negatives]
Views of Ferry Building [12-05-61, 2 negatives]
Max Rafferty (candidate for California superintendent of education) [12-05-61, 4 negatives]
New International Building in financial district (neighborhood)
Peace mail box (social protests) [12-05-61, 3 negatives]
"Tropic of Cancer" book trial (by author Henry Miller) (censorship) [12-05-61, 12-11-61 - 12-13-61, 39 negatives]
"Tropic of Cancer" Book Trial -- San Rafael Court House (December 12, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 181, [12-12-61.01]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note

"Tropic of Cancer" Book Trial -- San Rafael Court House (December 13, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 181, [12-13-61.08]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Professor Allan Wendt of Mills College in Alameda and Professor Eugene Burdick of UC sitting in witness box. Book reviewer Marsh Maslin of Call-Bulletin in witness box (censorship).

Art competition for Golden Gateway of Honor (Thomas C. Howe, Mortimer Fleishhacker Jr., George Culler, and Gurden Woods)
New president of school administrators James W. Dent
Press conference on anti-communism (Dr. Drummond J. McCunn) [12-06-61, 3 negatives]
C.Y. Lee on President Wilson (ship) [12-06-61, ca. 20 negatives]
Hearing on proposed San Mateo/Hayward Bridge (Governor Edmund G. Brown, A.J. Paddock, and Robert B. Bradford) [12-06-61, 11 negatives]
Luncheon for Catholic pastors (Bishop Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle, Monsignor Collins, Mayor George Christopher, and Governor Edmund G. Brown) [12-06-61, 4 negatives]
Dance on Coral Sea (ship)
CAB hearings (Congressman John Rousselot)
United Crusade (Mayor George Christopher and children) [12-07-61, 12-14-61, 7 negatives]
Counselor Yuri V. Filippo of USSR [12-07-61, 2 negatives]
Launch of Plunger (ship)
Mayor George Christopher's birthday
Female WAVE aboard ship (Lieutenant Charlene Suneson)
USF parade on Market and Powell streets (neighborhood)
Professional basketball game (San Francisco vs. Hawaii)
Civil service examinations for police
Kids rehearse with Limelighters
New adoption group
Senator Jacob K. Javits [12-12-61, 2 negatives]
Consul Zadik Shai of Israel [12-12-61, 3 negatives]
San Francisco Boys’ Chorus
102 year old man
Food for the needy
Actress Shirley Temple Black judges tree contest at San Francisco Museum of Art
San Francisco Boys’ Club band concert [12-13-61, 2 negatives]
SPCA animals for Christmas
Rhodes Scholarship candidates Richard Hallin and William Zeltonoga
Dolls and money orders for orphans [12-13-61, 3 negatives]
Tourists from Russia (USSR) visit Mayor George Christopher [12-13-61, 3 negatives]
Russian Tourists Visit Mayor George Christopher (December 13, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 181, [12-13-61.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor Christopher stands with a tourist from Russia. Christopher stands with six tourists from Russia who are holding keys to city.

Student Red China rally (social protests, communism) [12-13-61, 5 negatives]
Student Red China Rally -- Union Square (December 13, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 181, [12-13-61.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lawrence J. Fournier speaks from top of stairs to small crowd (social protests, communism). [View of Walter Driver?]

Japan society party
Shoeshine boy (age seventy-seven) and Mayor George Christopher [12-13-61, 4 negatives]

Airline queens
Rapid transit committee, commission hearings [12-14-61, 3 negatives]
Students learn percussion instruments (education) [12-14-61, 10 negatives]
Mock trial to “Save the old Hall of Justice” (with Jake Ehrlich, Judge Thomas Fitzpatrick, and police chiefs Mike Riordan and Charles Dullea)
Northern California Sports Council members wrap presents for Canon Kip Community Center [12-16-61, 2 negatives]
New Marin Civic Center (by architect Frank Loyd Wright) [12-18-61, 17 negatives]
New Marin County Civic Center by Architect Frank Lloyd Wright (December 18, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 181, [12-18-61.01]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long-shots of the new New Marin County Civic Center. Views of Center's roof. C.J. Finney leaning on a tree looking at the roof. Finney stands on ladder looking at new plastic dome roof. Overall interior views taken from second floor and hallways.

Anti-communism school speaker Dr. Fred C.K. Schwarz [12-18-61, 6 negatives]
Kids look through Macy's window at toys
ILWU (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) picket (labor)
[12-18-61, 2 negatives]
Picketing -- International Longshoremens' and Warehousemen's Union (December 18, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 181, [12-18-61.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Fired workers Alicia Williams and Marilyn Harris picket outside of Local 10 (labor) [Rapley story].

"Space Age" fashion show [12-19-61, 3 negatives]
Fashion Show for "Space Age"(December 19, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 181, [12-19-61.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Joan Merrill and Mrs. Dudley Fournier sit on floor at 472 Euclid Street with Dudley, Jr. who is wearing space helmet and holding space rocket (space age).

Earl Warren [12-19-61, 8 negatives]
Views of downtown bomb shelter signs (cityscapes, neighborhoods) [12-20-61, 10 negatives]

Air Raid Shelter Signs -- Downtown (December 20, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 181, [12-20-61.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of "Air raid shelter" signs include the locations of California Street near Grant Street, Pine Street, beneath the Chamber of Commerce Building, and near City Hall by Brooks Hall (neighborhood, cityscapes, civil defense).

Snow geese released in Palace of Fine Arts pond

Views of downtown from Twin Peaks (cityscapes) [12-21-61, 7 negatives]
Views -- Twin Peaks (December 21, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 181, [12-21-61.02]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of downtown from Twin Peaks (cityscapes).

Santa visits Storyland at zoo
Actor Bing Crosby leaves hospital [12-22-61, 18 negatives]
Bay Bridge hump (an upraised portion of road causing a large bump) and inspection
Commemoration of new four-cent nursing stamp
Aliens to register (Postmaster John Fixa and Director Ralph H. Holton of Immigration and Naturalization)
Air pollution testing instruments
Demolition of State Theater (buildings) [12-27-61, 12-29-61, ca. 25 negatives]
Governor Albert D. Roselli of Washington with state fair queens
Consul General Mohammad Ahmad of Pakistan [12-27-61, 4 negatives]
March of Dimes poster girl Debbie Sue Brown
Student leadership and achievement awards (education) [12-28-61, 4 negatives]
Aircraft carrier Kitty Hawk (ship) in dry dock [12-28-61, 26 negatives]
Aircraft Carrier Kitty Hawk (ship) in Dry Dock -- Hunters Point (December 28, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 181, [12-28-61.03]

Physical Description: 26 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dick Lentz holds ropes to the ship in dry dock. Roy Peterson works on the ship’s keel while another man stands in the foreground. Workers use a blowtorch to heat up an area of the carrier. Two sailors stand underneath the carrier. Sailor stands with camera on tripod near the ship. Charles Lee stands near railing, close to the propeller. Worker wearing hardhat stands with foot on bench.

San Francisco Boys’ Club boxing [12-28-61, 8 negatives]
New Years celebrations
Governor Edmund G. Brown signs water bill (environment) [12-30-61, 5 negatives]
Signing of Water Bill -- Governor Edmund G. Brown -- State Building (December 30, 1961)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 181, [12-30-61.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Regional Director Hugh P. Dugan of the Bureau of Reclamation and Director of Water Resources William E. Warner stand next to Governor Edmund G. Brown who is signing the Water Bill (environment).
January 1962 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [010062-013162]

Physical Description: 725 negatives (estimate)

PTA (Parents' and Teachers' Association) feature (education) [01-00-62, 2 negatives]
New Year's Eve celebrations
Yelberton Abraham Tittle
"Negro Series" (Director Kenneth Smith of the Urban League) (Afro-Americans) [01-00-62, 3 negatives]

"Negro Series" -- Director Of Urban League Kenneth Smith(January 1962)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Director of the Urban League Kenneth Smith talks to the reporter (Afro-Americans). Taken at 2015 Steiner Street.

International Film Festival party
Justin Herman of the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency [01-01-62, 8 negatives]

Justin Herman -- San Francisco Redevelopment Agency -- Geary Street(January 01, 1962) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-01-62.02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Head of the San Francisco Redevelopment Agency Justin Herman stands in front of the "slums" that he holds a miniature redevelopment model for in his hands. He points to the new luxury apartments in the miniature model he holds with the slums in his background (neighborhoods, housing).

Blue baby (health)
Missing and found koala
New school of dentistry
Hale Hotel fire [01-03-62, ca. 70 negatives]

Citizens' radio
March of Dimes drive
Replacing grass at San Francisco Public Library (to discourage idlers, loiterers)
New group residence for aged Jewish people (senior citizens)
Artist Betty Guy

New city prison in Hall of Justice (inspection) [01-04-62, 7 negatives]

Inspection -- New City Prison in Hall of Justice(January 04, 1962)

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officer Ford Long of research and planning with Chief Tom Cahill inspecting the kitchen, interview rooms, new cells and elevator of the new city prison in the Hall of Justice.

Booklets on fallout protection (atomic age, civil defense) [01-04-62, 4 negatives]

Booklets on Fallout Protection -- Post Office Building(January 04, 1962)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Postmaster John F. Fixa holds fallout protection booklets that the post office will distribute (atomic age, civil defense).

Dion Holm retires
Miss Australia 1961 (Tania Verstak) with koala
Ground breaking for new building at Pacific and Buchanan Streets
SCAN (US Army project?, data processing unit) [01-05-62, 4 negatives]
Chinese New Year celebrations
Auditions for the Ernie Ford television show
Non-skiers weekend at Squaw Valley (Lake Tahoe)
Urban renewal/slum clearance survey team (housing, social conditions) [01-07-62, 2 negatives]
Miss Sun-Break
New San Mateo County Boys' Ranch [01-08-62, 10 negatives]
Warm weather
Hadassah members
New San Francisco supervisors [01-08-62, 6 negatives]
New San Francisco Supervisors -- Supervisors' Room (January 08, 1962)
Swearing in of the new San Francisco supervisors Jack Morrison, Roger Boas, William C. Blake, Peter Tamaras, and Joseph E. Tinney in the supervisors room.

Swearing in of new city attorney Tom O'Connor (Dion Holm and Superior Judge Timothy I. Fitzpatrick) [01-08-62, 10 negatives]
Big Basin forest fire
New cultural center plans by architect Piero Petri [01-09-62, 2 negatives]
Presentation of certificates to foreign teachers (education) [01-09-62, 4 negatives]
Coast Guard cutter rescue
Launching China Bear (ship) from Berkeley Iron Works shipyard [01-09-62, 16 negatives]
Launching of the New China Bear (ship) -- Berkeley Shipyard (January 09, 1962)
Views of the ship being moved into position for the launch with workers moving the large wooden props holding up the hull to let it down upon the track leading into the water. The launching lever is pulled and the ship slides out into the bay. Overall views of the hull of the ship and the large propeller.

San Quentin State Prison feature (Warden Fred Richard Dickson, Warden Dale Frady, Dr. Herman A. Gross, Elmer L. Howell, Louis S. Nelson, Irving Ritter, and W.D. Achuff) [01-09-62, 20 negatives]
California Pioneers function (women in stagecoach) [01-06-62, 4 negatives]
Demolition of Armour plant in South San Francisco
Construction of new Federal Building [01-10-62, 12 negatives]
Geese in Golden Gate Park
Student debate at Jefferson High School [01-10-62, 10 negatives]
Pre-1906 earthquake tableware being shipped
Ministers' press conference (Clifford Crunny, Ben C. Bobbitt, Sidney Akselrod, Robert D. Buckley, Darby Betts, and Curtis Nims)
Jake Ehrlich stabbing (Isabel Ehrlich stabbed husband over "other woman") [01-11-62, 01-12-62, 01-15-62, 01-16-62, 29 negatives]
Police Inspectors Question Isabel Ehrlich -- Old Hall of Justice (January 11, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-11-62.05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Police inspectors Gino Marionetti and Jack Webb question Isabel Ehrlich at the old
Hall of Justice prison about the stabbing of her husband J.W. Ehrlich. She is cloaked
in a large fur coat.

Isabel Ehrlich in City Prison -- San Francisco City Prison (January 12, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-12-62.04-05]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Isabel Ehrlich sits in the San Francisco city prison wrapped in her full length mink
coat. Views of her behind bars and an outside view of the prison.

The "Other Woman" in Ehrlich Stabbing Case -- Hall of Justice (January 15, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-15-62.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Carol Alying with Attorney Harry Wainwright at the Hall of Justice.

Checking Isabel Ehrlich's Story -- Hall of Justice (January 16, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-16-62.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Investigators question Isabel Ehrlich at the Hall of Justice about the stabbing of her
husband, J.W. Ehrlich. One officer holds a microphone while another holds a video
camera.

Douglas Stone
New Grand Jury (Judge John B. Molinari)
Engineers study Golden Gate Bridge
Outstanding man of the year (Stanley Gordon Sturges)
Doris Shamleffer of Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
Junk mail
Bananas from South America at Pier Sixty
Save old Hall of Justice
Prisoners move from old to new Hall of Justice (several throughout month)
Actor Yves Montand
George Christopher to run for Lieutenant Governor
Transit hearing
Maestro Enrique Jordá
Christening of Halsey (ship)
Frost in city streets
Spelling bee (education) [01-16-62, 3 negatives]
"Red hearing" (communism) [01-16-98, 10 negatives]
"Red Hearing" -- The State Building (January 16, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-16-62.11]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witnesses Virginia Brink, Director of Education Copley Newspaper Paul Terry, and
Chairman of the Communist Party Dorothy Ray Healy being questioned by a
committee at the State Building in a "Red hearing" (communism).

Twin Peaks house tour (cityscapes) [01-17-62, 8 negatives]
House Tour -- Twin Peaks (January 17, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-17-62.03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the interior and exterior of a three story house in Twin Peaks (buildings).
Windows overlook San Francisco (cityscapes, housing).

Planning for Montgomery and Columbus Streets (neighborhood) [01-17-62, 3 negatives]

Neighborhood Planning -- Montgomery and Columbus Streets (January 17, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-17-62.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views looking down Columbus Street from the top of a building with Montgomery Street off to the left (neighborhood).

Mardi Gras princesses

Musician Edmund Hall

Criminal Tony DiTardo turns 87 at San Quentin State Prison

"Bums" sleeping (social conditions, homelessness) [01-17-62, 4 negatives]

"Bums Sleeping" -- San Francisco Library (January 17, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-17-62.12]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of homeless people sleeping on the steps of the San Francisco Library (housing).

President John C. Satterfield of American Bar Association

Various SPUR meetings (John Woodbridge and George Rockrise) (possibly on urban renewal and redevelopment?)

Plans for Marine World

City College hotel management classes (education) [01-18-62, 8 negatives]

Candidate Wallace W. Hall for Superintendent of Public Instruction and Director of Education [01-18-62, 3 negatives]

Teenagers discuss modern art (education) [01-18-62, 4 negatives]

Youth concerts

Teenager ward at Presbyterian Medical Center (health)

Mayor George Christopher tours city [01-19-62, 6 negatives]

Russian group visits San Francisco (Stanislav Pshennikov, Kirill Nikanorovich Plotnikov, Vitalii Goriaev, Sergei Baruzdin, Valentin Nikolaevich Pluchek, and Michael Domrachev) [01-20-62, 01-22-62, 10-23-62, 20 negatives]

Cold weather and snow pictures

New Wells Fargo building (464 California Street)

Counterfeit money

Soviet American trade relations [01-22-62, 2 negatives]

Communist Party head Gus Hall (communism) [01-23-62, 01-25-62, 12 negatives]

Gus Hall -- Communist Party -- Press Conference (January 23, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-23-62.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Communist Party head Gus Hall answers questions at a press conference at 942 Market Street (communism). Head shots of Gus Hall.
Gus Hall Speaks -- Communist Party -- UC Berkeley Stiles Hall (January 25, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-25-62.08]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Communist Party head Gus Hall speaks to a large audience filling Stiles Hall at UC Berkeley (communism). Students unable to get into hall climbed onto the roof to get in.

New branch library (Sixteenth Street: Castro branch?)
Candlestick Park law suit (Melvin Belli and Thomas Thorner)
Don Rose
Edmund G. Brown dinner (Brown, Ida Brown, Senator Claire Engel, and Tom Lynch) [01-24-62, 24 negatives]

Edmund G. Brown Dinner -- Fairmont Hotel (January 24, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-24-62.02]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Edmund G. Brown’s inaugural dinner at the Fairmont Hotel. Roger Kent congratulates the governor with Ida Brown to the side. Senator Clair Engel shakes hands with Mrs. Edmund G. Brown as Tom Lynch and the governor look on.

Women prisoners at new Hall of Justice jail
Ships for Ethiopia
Lopez-Gray prize fight (boxing)
Narcotics smuggling case
New Mater Dolores Church (buildings)
Australia Day
Seminar on "Man and the Mind" at UC Hospital
Harlem Globe Trotters visit school
Housewife strikes for peace (social protests)
Chinese New Year parade
Entertainer Chubby Checker [01-27-98, 6 negatives]

Entertainer Chubby Checker -- San Francisco Airport (January 27, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-27-62.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Entertainer Chubby Checker arrives at the San Francisco Airport and signs autographs for teenagers. He does the "Twist" dance for the teenagers (pop culture).

Psychiatric meeting
Closing of Hall of Justice
Food for peace (Eddie Albert and George Killion)
Pasha of Kenitra visits
Mardi Gras queens
Space Age exposition (nuclear portable generator and Edmund G. Brown)(atomic age) [01-29-62, 3 negatives]

Space Age Exposition -- Fairmont Hotel (January 29, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-29-62.10]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Edmund G. Brown, Executive Vice President of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce G.L. Fox, and President of Royal Research John R. Johnson look at the new portable nuclear generator at the Space Age Exposition (technology, atomic age).
School of anti-communism [01-29-98, 11 negatives]  
School of Anti-Communism -- Oakland Civic Auditorium (January 29, 1962)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 182, [01-29-62.13]  
Physical Description: 11 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Speakers for the school of anti-communism talk to a half empty room at the Oakland Civic Auditorium (communism). Those identified are: Fred Schwarz, Wilma Sibbert, Verne Pessner, Mrs. George Fuhrig, Walter D. Pardee, and sailor Kenneth A. Macomber.

American Dairy Princess Louise Knolls  
Orca (ship) transferred to Ethiopia  
UC Berkeley Professor Harold Stump  
National president of United Cerebral Palsy (Wendell J. Brown)  
Audubon Society president Carl W. Buchheister

February 1962 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [020062-022862]  
Physical Description: 550 negatives (estimate)

Students protest atom bomb at San Francisco State College (social protests, atomic age) [02-00-62, 4 negatives]  
Students Protest Atom Bomb -- San Francisco State College (February 1962)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [02-00-62.02]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Students standing and sitting outside in a group (social protests, atomic age).

Coast Guard cutter ship crash  
Women for Peace [02-01-62 and 02-06-62, negatives]  
Women for Peace -- San Rafael Post Office (February 01, 1962)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [02-01-62.03]  
Physical Description: 8 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Women and children gathered outside the San Rafael Post Office holding signs for peace (social protests).

Women for Peace -- Greyhound Bus Depot (February 06, 1962)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [02-06-62.07]  
Physical Description: 4 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Unidentified woman and child standing next to a bus. A group of women standing next to a bus and holding a banner for peace.

Art collector Herlart(?) Jaffee with Eskimo prints  
San Francisco garbage dump  
School for deaf children at First Unitarian Church in San Francisco (education) (disabled persons)  
Chinese New Year [various dates], World Affairs Council interview of Ambassador Arthur H. Dean  
Artist Beniamino Bufano and lawyer Vincent Hallinan taking preview of "Torso" "Colored gentleman" candidate for 18th assembly district Willie L. Brown (Afro-Americans) [02-01-62, 5 negatives]
Candidate for Eighteenth Assembly District Willie L. Brown -- Zellerbach Building

February 01, 1962

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [02-01-62.19]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Press conference on “Impact of the Radical Right”
Dixon Gayer of Webster Quimley Society
Junior Achievement exhibits
Prisoners don't like their food at new county jail
Doll festival
Opera Guild election officers
Women for Peace ride to Sacramento (social protests)
San Quentin State Prison dope smuggling case (narcotics)
Chinatown views (neighborhood)
West Berlin exhibit (includes president of West Berlin Parliament Otto Bach)
Men who wait all night to be first in line for jobs (employment)
"Farewell" party to old morgue thrown by owners of Blue Fox restaurant
US Fleet arrival (ships Dennis, Cowell, Benner, Larsen, and Topek) (military)
Restorer of art Dr. Rusk
San Francisco Marionettes take a swim in new tank of aquarium
Moving cadavers to new morgue
UC Berkeley students wait in front of library for loan of prints
Chinese fashions at Chinatown
Chinese millionaire Sam Wong in his grocery store
Hula versus twist dance demonstration at Sheraton Palace Garden Court
Physical fitness at Olympic Club
Press conference with Enrique Jorda
British liner Andes (ship) from London
Ardath Borba and two foot high hair styling “Space needle hairdo” (fashion, space age)
New eye examination technique at UC Berkeley (optometry, health)
Floods (Marin County, Russian River, Monte Rio, and Guerneville) [various dates]
Children Garden Adoption Agency
Jazz piano player Mary Lou Williams
Columnist Guy Wright in various San Francisco spots
Press conference about automatic tabulator “Casper” (computers) [02-14-62, 5 negatives]

Press Conference about Automatic Tabulator “Casper” -- Market Street

February 14, 1962

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [02-14-62.14]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Thomas Bagshaw, Robert Hollenback and Owen Smith standing around “Casper,” the automatic tabulator. Robert Hollenback standing next to “Casper” (computers).

Economist Lester Greene
Miss China (Grace Lee)
Alberta-California gas pipeline dedication
Adlai E. Stevenson arrives
Convent of the Good Shepherd
Camp Fire Girls rally
San Francisco Youth Association Seminars
London editor/journalist Arthur Christiansen plays himself in movie called “The Day the World Ended”
Richard M. Nixon (with Charlotte Myers addresses Lincoln-Jefferson dinner)
[02-23-62, 14 negatives]
Richard M. Nixon -- Masonic Memorial Temple (February 23, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [02-23-62.09]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nixon greeting and standing with unidentified women. Various views of Nixon standing and talking into a microphone. Various overall views of Nixon speaking to the gathering.

Commander in Chief John McMahon of Volunteers of America
Ballerina Patricia Carleton uses Lou Nova’s “Yogi Nova”
Judge Michael A. Musmanno
Catholic Social Service
St. Bartholomew’s benefit
Kids watching orbit flight on TV (space age)
Pathfinder (ship)
Yo-yo string shortage
Space scientists convention (space age)
People tuning into astronaut John Glenn’s orbit around the Earth [02-20-62, negatives] (space program)

People Tuning into John Glenn’s Orbit Around the Earth (February 20, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [02-20-62.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ann George, Nelson Y. Yu, Tony Benveniste and A.N. Stromberg listening to astronaut John Glenn’s progress on a car radio. Unidentified man and bartender watching reports about John Glenn on television (space age).

Children Praying for John Glenn -- Notre Dame des Victoires (February 20, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [02-20-62.11]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children standing and kneeling in prayer in front of a statue of the Virgin Mary with a nun standing behind.

Reverend Ralph D. Abernathy
Attorney Harriet Ross running for Congress
King Simo Kamdem Narcisse of Cameroon
T. Jack Foster and construction of Foster City, Calif. [02-24-62, 10 negatives]

T. Jack Foster -- Foster City Construction Site (February 24, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [02-24-62.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
T. Jack Foster standing with a conceptual drawing of Foster City. Various views of Foster sitting on the hood of a car and talking. Foster standing and pointing while holding the drawing of Foster City (development).

Plans for a wind break at Candlestick Park
Navajo dolls
Fire aboard the Victoria (ship)
Blues singer Jackie “Moms” Mabley
Views underground where Golden Gate Bridge cables are anchored

March 1962 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183-184, [030062-033162]

Physical Description: 625 negatives (estimate)
Physicist Dr. Edward Teller instructs classes at UC Berkeley
Chinese opera opening
House of Charm (lecture on dress, charm, etiquette, and new eye make-up)
(fashion)
Rice Mill fire in South San Francisco
Black Virgin of Kazan painting (art)
J.D. Zellerbach with family at reception
Republican meeting (Richard M. Nixon, Joseph C. Shell, and Sidney Laughlin)
[03-01-62, 11 negatives]

**Republican Meeting -- Claremont Hotel (March 01, 1962)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [03-01-62.04]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Assembly Minority Leader Joseph C. Shell, who is running for the Republican Party nomination for governor, sits during four day meeting. Richard M. Nixon shakes hands with Sub-Committee Governor Sidney Laughlin. Laughlin and Shell shake hands.

**Mercury International Youth Club**
Comedian Lenny Bruce in courtroom (censorship) [03-05-62 - 03-08-62, 23 negatives]

**Lenny Bruce Trial -- Hall of Justice (March 05, 1962)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [03-05-62.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Comedian Lenny Bruce sits and makes notes in Judge Clayton Horn's courtroom (censorship).

**Lenny Bruce Trial -- Hall of Justice (March 06, 1962)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [03-06-62.04]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lenny Bruce talking to unidentified person (his lawyer?) in Judge Clayton Horn's courtroom. Bruce getting something out of his briefcase (censorship).

**Lenny Bruce Trial -- Hall of Justice (March 07, 1962)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 183, [03-07-62.04]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lenny Bruce on the witness stand. Bruce takes oath with jury in the background. Bruce sits at table in courtroom with his attorney Albert Bendich. Close-up of Bendich (censorship).

**Lenny Bruce Acquitted -- Hall of Justice (March 08, 1962)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [03-08-62.03]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney Albert Bendich embraces Lenny Bruce after jury announces acquittal. Juror June Roberts talks to Bruce (censorship).

**Gravediggers strike at Holy Cross Cemetery (labor)**
(Plans for) new wholesale produce district in South San Francisco
Sliding homes in Oakland hills (erosion)
Produce merchants fight eviction (also rebel flags hang from produce markets)
Army's new airplane AO-1 Mohawk
Homecoming of carrier Ranger (ship)
Russian violinist Igor Oistrakh
Former priest Walter A. Ryan
New police Pipe and Bag Band (bagpipes)
Liquor advertisement for Gilbey's scotch
National Science Convention
Dr. Rene J. Dubos
Rehearsal for “Picture Book Story” in Temple Emanu-El
Yacht Viaje (ship) and crew
Henri Matisse art exhibit preview at Veterans Building (Mr. and Mrs. Walter Haas, and others)
Joe Shell for governor campaign headquarters
Science teacher Hubert N. Alyea demonstrates scientific experiments
Consul General Miguel Tejada of the Dominican Republic
President Richard Wagner of the US Chamber of Commerce
Doctors William J. Oswald and Clarence Golueke
Van-Etta Motors
Zoo director Carey Baldwin
Operation on "Flippy" the turtle at Steinhart Aquarium
Executive director of Child Welfare League (child welfare) Joseph H. Reid
Mrs. Nelson Rockefeller leaving plane on arm of her son Steven Rockefeller
St. Patrick's Day
Japanese sand paintings (Mrs. Kako and her paintings)
Sailors' Union on strike (Pier Thirty-five) (labor) [03-17-62 - 03-28-62, 24 negatives]

Sailors' Union Strike -- Aboard Oriana (ship)(March 22, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [03-22-62.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Paul Teagarden (who was a passenger aboard the ship and punched a picket in front of Oriana) sits on couch making fists and holds child. Child stands behind lifesaver (labor).

Picketers In Front Of Dock -- Oriana (ship) -- Pier Thirty-two(March 21, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [03-21-62.02]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The liner Oriana (ship) ties up at Pier Thirty-two. Visitors argue with Sailors' Union pickets who are not letting visitors on pier to see passengers. Long-shots of pickets and commotion (labor).

Sailors' Union Strike -- Aboard Oriana (ship)(March 22, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [03-22-62.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Paul Teagarden (who was a passenger aboard the ship and punched a picket in front of Oriana) sits on couch making fists and holds child. Child stands behind lifesaver (labor).

Vice Admiral J.S. Thach at conference on anti-submarine warfare
Hoover Commission appoints Professor Eugene C. Lee
"Visit Greece Week" events
Baron and Baroness Bettino Ricasoli of Siena (Italy)
Ziggy the chimp
UN (United Nations) correspondent R.H. Shackford
President John F. Kennedy arrives at UC Berkeley (03-23-62, 54 negatives)
President John F. Kennedy Arrives -- UC Berkeley (March 23, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [03-23-62.01-03]

Physical Description: 54 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Procession in the Greek Theatre showing filled seating. Woman sits with baby on lap. Alumni march with class banners. President John F. Kennedy walks in cap and gown, stands and sits with others on field. Views of numerous American flags mounted in flag stand. Kennedy shakes hands with the other men on stage. Kennedy at the podium. Elevated views of Kennedy passing in car with police escort at Broadway and Telegraph Avenue in Oakland while people line the street amidst confetti and wave. Soldiers salute president at Alameda Naval Station. Kennedy rides in convertible.

Bird's-eye views of Diamond Heights (03-24-62, 7 negatives)
Views of Diamond Heights (March 27, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [03-24-62.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Cemetery workers on strike at Cypress Lawn (labor) (03-26-62, 28 negatives)
Cemetery Workers on Strike -- Cypress Lawn and Holy Cross (March 26, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [03-26-62.01]

Physical Description: 28 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picket sits on grave at Cypress Lawn. Christopher Michaels kneels by pile of dead flowers. Bob Lehman works inside with stone cutting machine. Two pickets stand amidst flowers and wreath. Person stands by tree which has fallen to ground. Wheelbarrow is parked at Holy Cross. Garbage can turned over in the Italian cemetery. Monument knocked down at Holy Cross. Two women and boy stand in ash storage room. Man kneels by head stones (labor).

British colonial administrator Sir James Robertson
UNICEF (United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund) press conference (child welfare)
"Peace women" to go to Geneva, Switzerland
Baron Edmond de Rothschild

Trial of Archie Brown (communism) (03-29-62, 3 negatives)
Archie Brown Trial -- Judge Wollenberg's Court (March 29, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [03-29-62.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. William Davies, who testified against Archie Brown, stands in the courtroom alone and with others (communism).

Youth Guidance Center (03-29-62, ca. 45 negatives)
Governor William Quinn of Hawaii
New speed-up in loading cargo planes
Arrival of Miss Osaka (Japan)

April 1962 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184-185, [040062-043162]

Physical Description: 750 negatives (estimate)
Waterfront strike (labor) [04-00-62, 04-02-62, 24 negatives]
Waterfront Strike -- Pier Fifty-two (April 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [04-00-62.06]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of the President Wilson (ship) docked (labor).

Waterfront Strike (April 02, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [04-02-62.01]
Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of rows of parked cars (awaiting shipping?). Unidentified man standing next to crates ready for shipment. Unidentified man standing next to a car and boats. View of a forklift. Unidentified man walking along a dock. View of a forklift loaded with packages. View of a docked ship (labor).

Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken [various dates]
Pianist Lauretta McAuliffe
Visit of Miss Osaka [various dates]
San Quentin State Prison break
Actress Barbara Hutton and her escort Lloyd Franklin
Cardinal McIntyre
Consul Hank Van Ravenstein of the Netherlands
Attorney General Stanley Mosk
Calvary Cross Church
Dr. W.B. Sanborn with dinosaur bone
Richard M. Nixon signs books [04-04-62, 12 negatives]
Richard M. Nixon -- The Emporium (April 04, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [04-04-62.10]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Three-man space rocket "Apollo" (space age) [04-05-62, 5 negatives]
Three-Man Space Rocket "Apollo" -- Moffet Field (April 05, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [04-05-62.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Gordon Hardy and Mike Orozo standing in front of "Apollo". Various views of Hardy and Orozo inside the capsule. View of an airplane.

Kong Chow Temple (China)
New Bishop of Santa Rosa Leo Thomas Maher
Easter layout
George Christopher opens campaign headquarters
Sheldon Pollack of American Democrats for Action
Eskimo boy has heart surgery (health)
Press interview with Francis H.C. Crick
Two submarines (ships) arrive in San Francisco Bay
Unsuccessful aspirant Sally Stanford at her election headquarters [04-10-62, 6 negatives]
Unsuccessful Aspirant Sally Stanford -- Election Headquarters (April 10, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 184, [04-10-62.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sally Stanford sitting on a chair and surrounded by supporters. Stanford seated shaking an unidentified woman's hand. Stanford stepping into a car. Stanford seated with letters in hand.

Edmund G. Brown "kickoff" breakfast (election campaign?)

Interview with Eric Johnson

Taft Hartley injunction (photographs of documents: Labor Management Relations Act)

William R. Grace

Miss Maritime Day contestants

Bay Area for Peace [04-11-62, 2 negatives]

Bay Area for Peace -- Eighth Avenue (April 10, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [04-11-62.15]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. June Brumer and Dr. Sadua Goldsmith sitting together on a sofa.

Senator Thomas H. Kuchel

Photo of Father Junipero Serra for a stamp

A-Bomb protest voyage to Christmas Island (Carl May of Great Issues Foundation and Albert Bigelow of Committee for Non-violent Action and building sailboat "Everyman") (social protests, atomic age) [04-12-62, 04-21-62, 7 negatives]

Atomic Bomb Protest Voyage to Christmas Island -- Divisadero Street (April 12, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [04-12-62.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Carl May and Alber Bigelow sitting at a table (social protests, atomic age).

Atomic Bomb Protest Voyage to Christmas Island -- Sausalito (April 21, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [04-21-62.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers fitting pontoon on to the sailboat "Everyman." Workers standing next to the boat. Workers carrying the pontoon (social protests, atomic age).

Mariposa (ship) getting started on loading

San Francisco Negro American Council pickets Matson dock (labor, Afro-Americans) [04-14-62, 6 negatives]

San Francisco Negro American Council Pickets -- Matson Dock (April 14, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [04-14-62.02] ark:/13030/hb5q5006pj
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
San Francisco Negro American Council standing in a group with signs. Vincent B. Lynch, Julia Commer, Aaron Chapman, James Herndon holding signs and walking. Views of the council holding signs and marching on Matson dock (labor, Afro-Americans). (Includes a "flyer" describing the council's reasons for picketing the Sailor's Union of the Pacific).

Visiting Senator Long

Admiral I.J. Galantin and Dan J. Haughton

Piero Patri
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
Shots of penthouse office of Natomas Company
Politician James Farley [04-17-62, 6 negatives]
  Politician James Farley -- Hotel St. Francis(April 17, 1962)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [04-17-62.11]
    Physical Description: 6 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Various portrait views of politician James Farley.

Judge Cronin swears in Japanese Yori Wada to State Board of California (Japanese Americans) [04-17-62, 4 negatives]
  Judge Cronin Swears in Yori Wada to State Board of California -- Youth Guidance Center(April 17, 1962)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [04-17-62.13]
    Physical Description: 4 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Various views of Judge Cronin swearing in Yori Wada (Japanese Americans).

Centennial fashion show at Sutro Museum
Mother's Milk Bank
Beach gang killing ("Untouchables") [04-18-62 and 04-23-62, ca. 30 negatives]
President of World Council of Churches Pastor Martin Niemoeller
Emporium House of Charm fashions
56th anniversary of San Francisco earthquake
Nineteenth annual Rhododendrons Week
Abandoned babies
Zoo animals wearing Easter bonnets
Dutch Week
Easter sunrise service [04-22-62, ca. 20 negatives]
Pictures of cross on Good Friday
Archbishops Egidio Vagnozzi and William McGucken
40th anniversary(?) (Mayor George Christopher, Potentate George P. Thomas, and Dr. E.R. Schottstaedt)
Man sleeping and cooking in car (social conditions, housing) [04-23-62, 4 negatives]
  Man Sleeping and Cooking in Car -- Gough and Geary Streets(April 23, 1962)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [04-23-62.12]
    Physical Description: 4 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Lewis Lacey standing next to his car with the hood up (social conditions, housing).

Major General Chester A. Allen
Space show at Cow Palace (space age) [04-24-62, 12 negatives]
  Space Show -- Cow Palace(April 24, 1962)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [04-24-62.07]
    Physical Description: 12 negatives
    Scope and Content Note
    Rosemary Rilla standing next to an exhibit entitled "Communications Needs of a Nation." Penny Lovelock leaning over a model of the Saturn Complex. Men setting up an inflatable model of a Polaris submarine (technology).

Cancer drive (health)
Funny hats (fashion)
Children's Home Society decorator show
Art students of Stanford painting murals on fence around Fontana Apartments
Demonstration against nuclear testing in City Hall (social protests, atomic age) [04-26-62, 11 negatives]

Nuclear Testing Demonstration -- City Hall (April 26, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [04-26-62.05]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protesters gathered around a pile of picket signs. View of Mrs. Vincent Hallinan standing and speaking into a megaphone. Views of protesters holding signs and marching. Unidentified man standing and leaning on a sign. Views of Vince and Butch Hallinan standing in a crowd.

Richard M. Nixon in his headquarters [04-26-62, 2 negatives]

Richard M. Nixon -- Headquarters (April 26, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [04-26-62.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard M. Nixon adjusting volunteer Lucia Quigg's hat.

Mayor Neal Blaisdell of Honolulu, Hawaii

Black and White Ball
Philatelic Society meeting
Gals in General Pershing's "Locomobile"

Shah of Iran Mohammed Reza Pahlavi and Queen (includes view of pickets outside hotel) [04-27-62, 12 negatives]

Shah of Iran Mohammed Reza Pahlavi and Queen -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (April 27, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [04-27-62.09]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protesters with signs marching outside the Mark Hopkins Hotel. The Shah of Iran, Mohammed Reza Pahlavi, and the Queen greeting Mayor George Christopher. Various views of the Shah and Queen greeting unidentified people.

Wells Fargo Bank Historic Museum opens in main headquarters on Montgomery Street
Jet boat demonstration
Tabacconists Alfred and Mary Dunhill
Republic of China (Formosa) art exhibit (Taiwan)

May 1962

President John F. Kennedy's arrival at Alameda Naval Air Station [05-00-62, 4 negatives]

President John F. Kennedy Arrives at Alameda Naval Hall (May 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [05-00-62.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President John F. Kennedy's plane on the runway at the Alameda Naval Base. An entourage walking along the runway.

City [of?] Paris wine cellar (gals in wine room)
Los Altos Golf Club (golfers and dog caddie)
Women silently picket Federal Office Building in protest against atom bomb test (demonstration against Committee on Un-American Activities meeting,HUAC, held in Los Angeles) (social protests, atomic age, communism) [05-00-62, 12 negatives]

Women Picketing Federal Office Building (May 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [05-00-62.10]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Carol Blumenfeld, of Berkeley, and her son are among the demonstrators at City Hall plaza, with City Hall in background, against the House Un-American Activities Committee meetings being held in Los Angeles. Demonstrators in front of the Federal Office Building demonstrate against atom bomb tests (social protests, atomic age).

Former Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida of Japan and Consul General Toshio Yamanaka

Construction strike (new Federal Buildings and Hilton Hotel, laborers still working) (labor) [05-01-62 - 05-03-62, 20 negatives]

Construction Workers Still Working During Strike (May 01, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [05-01-62.08]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Construction workers working on new federal building, also on Hilton Hotel during a strike (labor).

Construction Strike at the Airport (May 02, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [05-02-62.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A lone picketer stands in front of construction work at the airport (labor).

Labor Picketing in Front of New Federal Building (May 03, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [05-03-62.07]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Some picketers in front of the Federal Building on Golden Gate Avenue seen from across the street (labor).

Chinese art treasures at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
"Everyman" protests against the atomic bomb (social protests, atomic age) [05-02-62 - 05-31-62, 89 negatives]

Everyman Protest Sends Crew Sailing to Christmas Island to Protest the Atomic Bomb (May 02, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [05-02-62.01]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The crew is shown with and without the boat. E.D. Yoes, Hal Stallings and Ed Lazar (social protests, atomic age).

The Everyman (ship) -- Sausalito (May 12, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [05-12-62.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Everyman (ship) at dock in Sausalito (social protests, atomic age).
Departure of the Everyman -- Sausalito(May 26, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [05-26-62.06]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crew on the deck of the Everyman (ship). Harold Stallings, Edward Lazar, and Dedrick Yoes. The Everyman heading for Golden Gate with bridge in background. Nuclear test protesters by Marina Green, bidding farewell to Everyman as it heads for test site social protests, atomic age).

The Everyman Twenty-five Miles Out to Sea(May 26, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [05-26-62.07]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Everyman (ship) out in the ocean, with a plane behind, The Coast Guard taking on the crew of the Everyman, handing them a restraining order (social protest, atomic age).

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [05-28-62.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George Willoughby, the secretary of the Committee for Non-Violent Action. Also, Jane Stallings, Hal Stallings, attorney George Bruson(?) and attorney Carl May (social protests, atomic age).

Crew Members of the Everyman -- Ouside Federal Court(May 28, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [05-28-62.09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Evan D. Yoes, a crewmember of the Everyman, and Ed Lazar in wheelchair, a crewmember from the Everyman (social protests, atomic age).

Everyman Hearing -- Post Office Building(May 30, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [05-30-62.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Outside the courtroom at the Everyman hearing (social protests, atomic age).

Lastman Picket at the Post Office Building(May 31, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [05-31-62.04]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jefferson Boland, on stretcher being carried away after protesting against nuclear weapons outside the Post Office Building (social protests, atomic age).

Everyman Pickets at the Post Office Building(May 31, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [05-31-62.05]
Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men outside the Marshal's office hallway protesting, a man in a wheelchair in the hallway being interviewed, the inside of a courtroom, man with protest signs calling for release of Everyman crew (social protests, atomic age).
Everyman Pickets at the Post Office Building (May 31, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [05-31-62.06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People picketing on the street against testing of the atomic bomb (social protests, atomic age).

Last Man Boat Launching -- Sausalito (May 31, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [05-08-62.11]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pearl Mindell, head of Women for Peace, breaks champagne bottle on bow of Last Man (ship). Crew looking on is Hal Stallings, captain, Ed Lazar, crewman, and Deck Yoes, navigator and radioman. Carl May helps the girl break the bottle (social protests, atomic age).

Senator Eugene McAteer and students from Roosevelt Junior High School
[05-02-62, 7 negatives]
KQED Television station auction sale
"Colored" gal and kids from South at Sixteenth Street station in Oakland (Afro-Americans)
Labor pickets New Federal Building [05-03-62, 6 negatives]
New Electra gadget for parking meters that prevent pilfering
New type apartment with swimming pool in living room
Commissioning APL President Roosevelt (ship)
Richard M. Nixon and students at Dwinelle Plaza of UC Berkeley [05-04-62, ca. 11 negatives]
Richard M. Nixon with Students -- Dwinelle Plaza, UC Berkeley (May 04, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [05-04-62.10]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard M. Nixon speaks to a large crowd at UC Berkeley. Nixon in crowd signing autographs.

North Beach SPUR (San Francisco Planning and Urban Renewal Association?) meeting
Playing ancient Chinese instruments (Mrs. Quock, Nancy Isaac, and Anne Wheeler)
Southern Baptist convention
Council for Blind convention (disabled persons)
Poet and artist Raymond Duncan (Isadora Duncan’s brother)
Open Boat season on San Francisco Bay [05-06-62, ca. 30 negatives]
Russian astronaut Titov in San Francisco and at UC Berkeley (Titov’s wife and Cyril Magnin) [05-07-62 and 05-08-62, ca. 30 negatives]
Monsignor John Tracy Ellis
PTA convention (education) [various dates]
Female Barbershop Quartet
Old cable car to go to parade in Sonora
Strike at Burgie Brewery (labor) [05-08-62, 5 negatives]
Strike at Burgie Brewery (May 08, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [05-08-62.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A few picketers outside the Burgie Brewery at Tenth Street and Bryant Street (labor).

Spring opera
Evangelist Dr. Bebe Patton
Aboard Hope (ship) (Captain E.H. Hope greets first "colored" man Melvin Garrison as Chief Steward) (Afro-Americans)
Dr. Han Van Blankenstein and H.E. Van Ravenstein at Netherlands' Consulate
Man and children picket PMA
New editor of Foghorn Bruce Diaso
Oral polio immunization (health)
Books for Nairobi
Submarine Permit (ship) runs over Matson freighter (ship)
Baby elephant "Dumbo" from India
Maestro Enrique Jorda
Hats (fashion)
Bachelor's Ball
Prince (German Shepherd dog)
Photographer Ruth Bernhard with photos [05-13-62, 2 negatives]
Three women admitted to Bar (law)
Planned Parenthood meeting
Guy Wright on diving tank
Morris Halperin
Dr. Daniel Lieberman
Siamese twins
Watermelon eating contest
Tip-toppers beauty contestants
Jewish actor and singer Theodore Bikel
Vagadu Varda rescued from San Francisco Bay (daughter of artist)
KQED auction (public broadcasting)
Two African baby elephants
Columbus Circus
Welthy H. Fisher with autobiography
Howard Young
Richard M. Nixon at South San Francisco High School [05-24-62, 10 negatives]
Richard M. Nixon Speaks to South San Francisco High School (May 24, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [05-24-62.07]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard M. Nixon with Lynn Lewis, president of the Political Action Club, teacher Charlene Smith. Also with Edythe Rosenberger, a high school classmate of Nixon's. Nixon also speaking in front of the student body.

Dividers on Golden Gate Bridge
Contamination convention ("Ultrasonic cleaner")
Atom bomb protest picket line in front of US Marshall's office (social protests, atomic age) [05-31-62, 8 negatives]
Freedom Riders from New Orleans (social protests, civil rights) [05-09-62 - 05-31-62, 9 negatives]
"Freedom Riders" from New Orleans (May 09, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 185, [05-09-62.13]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Press interview with Mr. Hartzell Craig, with one year old Kevin on lap. Ms. Earline Craig with children Eric and Hartzell, Jr (social protests).
"Freedom Riders" from New Orleans (May 31, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [05-31-62.11]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Vinnie Hathaway with children and husband, Jimmie Hathaway. Also, Herbert
Thornton and James Thompson who arrived with the Hathaways at the NAACP
offices at 2085 Sutter Street (social protests).

Physical Description: 562 negatives (estimate)

Sir Francis Drake Hotel fashion show
Huckleberry Finn show at George Washington High School
Bayview merchants sweep sidewalk
"Everyman" (trial and results, pickets, pacifists being thrown out of Post Office
Building) (social protests, atomic age) [06-01-62 - 06-11-62, 81 negatives, some
missing]

"Everyman" Protest (June 01, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [06-01-62.05]
Physical Description: 0 negative
Scope and Content Note
Negatives missing from this sleeve [Spring 1999].

"Everyman" Protest -- Post Office (June 02, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [06-02-62.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Woman giving a man a backrub inside the halls of the post office. People "camped"
outside the post office (social protests, atomic age).

"Everyman" Protest -- Post Office (June 08, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [06-08-62.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Brian Stadman sitting up in his sleeping bag (social protests,
atomic age).

"Everyman" Protest -- Post Office (June 08, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [06-08-62.05-06]
Physical Description: 34 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of defendant Edward Lazar sitting in a wheelchair surrounded by
other men in the halls of the post office. Views of police officers putting protesters
on stretchers and removing them from the post office. One protester on the ground
surrounded by people (outside the post office). Harold Stallings and unidentified
men walking up the stairs into the post office and walking in the halls of the post
office. Stalling sitting in a chair and standing with his arm around an unidentified
woman. Stalling sitting with Evan D. Yoes. Stalling sitting with woman (social
protest, atomic age).
"Everyman" Protest (June 09, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [06-09-62.02-03]
Physical Description: 30 negatives
Scope and Content Note

"Everyman" Protest (June 11, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 186, [06-11-62.02-03]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Constantine Kanoun, Michael Martin, Allen Shaaf and Jefferson Poland sitting next to each other on chairs. Martin with his back to the camera showing where guards ripped his shirt and pants. Views of protesters with signs for peace marching outside the post office (social protests, atomic age).

New home for artist Beniamino Bufano's statue of St. Francis
US Commissioner of Indian Affairs Philleo Nash
Southern Baptist convention
Window shot of Eastman Kodak display
KQED auction (public broadcasting)
Senate Minority Leader John F. McCarthy voting
George Christopher and wife after winning the Republican nomination for Lieutenant Governor
Governor Edmund G. Brown voting
Christians and Jews banquet (Brooks Hays presents award to Cyril Magnin)
San Francisco Warriors arrive (include Wilt Chamberlain and Eddie Gottlieb) (basketball)
Amazon Barker (ship)
Hypnosis hearing (Dr. Stuart C. Knox)
US and Romania cultural exchange (star of "Dracula" Silvia Popovici with Romanian Minister Petre Balaceanu)
"Yachting Ballerina" Patricia Teroller with background of yachts at Marina
First police dog on the San Francisco police force (06-12-62 and 06-18-62)
Seventh Day Adventists conference
Best tie contest (fashion)
Women who traveled around the world in a car
Prison cells at Alcatraz Federal Penitentiary and hunt for convicts [06-13-62 and 06-14-62, ca. 15 negatives]
General view of new Lowell High School
Crystal Springs watershed [06-14-62, ca. 40 negatives]
Army physical fitness drill at Fort Mason barracks area
Fire test at Fort Cronkhite
National Association of Retail Grocers convention
Peace Corps trainees at San Francisco State
Young China Newspaper at Clay Street
James R. Hoffa and Josephine Hoffa to promote "Drive" women's auxiliary of teamsters political arm (labor) [06-17-62, 1 negative]
James and Josephine Hoffa -- Fairmont Hotel (June 17, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 187, [06-17-62.01]

Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note

James R. Hoffa (Jimmy Hoffa) standing behind a seated Josephine Hoffa (labor).

Yellow cab meeting on school transportation (Admiral Leslie G. Gehres and Mayor George Christopher)
Smog over city (environment) [06-19-62, 2 negatives]

Smog Over City -- Upper Market Street (June 19, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 187, [06-19-62.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Views of a car driving on Market Street with smog in the background (environment).

Progress on construction of south San Francisco wholesale produce market
Salesian Boys' Club
Press conference with Henry Ford II
Miss Universe contest
Son of Boy Scouts' founder Lord Baden-Powell at San Francisco Boy Scouts' headquarters
French artist "Poucette" arrives
Bernhard-Dusheck series on alcoholism [various dates]
Various views of people drinking around town
Miss MINK contest
Flight engineers strike (labor) [06-23-62, 4 negatives]

Flight Engineers Strike -- Stockton and Maiden Lane (June 23, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 187, [06-23-62.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Views of flight engineers walking with picket signs in hand (labor).

Surfboard race across Golden Gate [06-24-62, 4 negatives]

Surfboard Race Across Golden Gate -- Fort Point (June 24, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 187, [06-24-62.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Winner of the race, Dick Keating arriving at the shore. Keating leaving the water. Keating standing with Bill Kane and Fred German.

"Lolita" story (Berkeley school teacher Raymond Bisio)
Last transport ship to sail out of Fort Mason
"Siamese babies" (separated conjoined twins Patricia and Prudence Lowe and parents)
Start of construction on Federal Building after strike (labor)
Governor Edmund G. Brown and family at the airport
Chilean Naval training ship Esmeralda (ship)

July 1962 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 187-188, [070062-073162]

Physical Description: 500 negatives (estimate)

Hoope High School "Home of the Warriors" (various views including students and staff) (education)
Stonestown and House of Charm (fashions and Back to School)
Miss California Pamela Jean Gamble and her new wardrobe
  Anti-Defamation League press conference (Benjamin R. Epstein) (race relations)
  [07-02-62, 2 negatives]
  Anti-Defamation League Press Conference -- First Street(July 02, 1962)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 187, [07-02-62.05]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Benjamin R. Epstein sitting at a desk and talking (race relations).

Daly City site of New Saint Mary’s Hospital (blessing of the ground with
  Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken)
San Quentin State Prison escape attempt (guards, scene, etc.)
Potrero Hill tunnel fire
Candidate for State Treasurer John A. Busterud (campaign headquarters on
  wheels)
Casey Stengel
Seventh Street Greyhound Bus Garage on strike (labor) [07-03-62 and 07-09-62, 6
  negatives]
  Seventh Street Greyhound Bus Garage on Strike(July 03, 1962)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 187, [07-03-62.09]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of a lone striker standing in front of the gates to the Seventh Street
  Greyhound Bus garage (labor).

Seventh Street Greyhound Bus Garage on Strike(July 09, 1962)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 187, [07-09-62.06]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Over all views of the bus lot at the Seventh Street Greyhound Bus garage (labor).

New president of Planned Parenthood Association Ann Ryan
Author of "Sex and the Single Girl" Helen Curney Brown
Everyman I (bail jump hearing) (social protests, atomic age)
Master of calligraphy Kwan Tak Hing (Chinese artist paints for refugee relief)
"Glass house" building where state employees complain about bad air and
  headaches (Eleventh and Market Streets)
Maestro Arthur Fiedler
Thomas Cole (president-elect of Alpha Phi Alpha) and William H. Hale (president
  of the Wile College) in interview on "higher negro education" (Afro-Americans)
  [07-06-62, 5 negatives]
  Thomas Cole Interview on "Higher Negro Education" -- Market Street(July 06,
  Physical Description: 5 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Thomas Cole sitting and talking with William H. Hale (Afro-Americans).

Powderpuff Derby takeoff (women pilots of airplanes)
Dr. Anthony Bukhtovich (founder of Freedom Documents Foundation)
St. Joseph Hospital Nursing School graduation (Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken)
Actor John Vivyan
Abandonment of Los Altos Railroad (conference hearing)
I. Magnin hat shop (fashion)
Jehovah’s Witnesses convention
Mustafa Ali Khan of Pakistan
Funeral for Peter Dema (Russian Orthodox Church)
Russian team arrival (various athletes) [07-13-62, ca. 20 negatives]
Helicopter airlifts dome for astronomy lab telescopes to roof of UC Berkeley's Campbell Hall
Blind kids from Enchanted Hills visit (disabled persons)
World famous designer of furniture T.H. Robsjohn-Gibbings
Reservists come home (Treasure Island Pier)
Trial of preachers for disturbing the peace (Harry Hinokawa, William Young, and Donald Green)
Hell's Angels confer with chief Cahill about oil slicks
Stanford press conference on influence of sports on human body (Russian Team Doctor Gregory Vorobyov and Professor M.F. Ivanitsky) (health)
Arts of San Francisco exhibition at the San Francisco Museum of Art (hat of wire and brass and other sculptures)
Food packing convention (cellophane wrapped food)
Oldster (senior citizens) reaction to defeat of Medicare bill
Alcatraz prisoner Thomas Lindsay
Russian track team (athletics) [07-18-62, ca. 20 negatives]
Cuban refugee Benigo Seriano arrives from Miami
Robert Louis Stevenson Monument returned to Portsmouth Square
Hunters Point housing protest meeting [07-22-62 and 07-25-62, 10 negatives]

Hunters Point Housing Protest Meeting -- City Hall (July 22, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 187, [07-22-62.02] ark:/13030/hb9w1009js
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Reverend A.J. White speaking into a microphone in front of a small crowd.

Hunters Point Housing Protest Meeting -- City Hall (July 25, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 187, [07-25-62.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Elaine Mickels standing and talking. Various views of Mickels sitting with her neighbor Georgenne Browne.

Chinese Citizens Committee for Hong Kong Relief
Lawrence Halprin at the San Francisco Museum of Art
"Negro" protest marchers at City Hall (social protests, race relations, Afro-Americans) [07-23-62, 4 negatives]

"Negro" Protest Marchers -- City Hall (July 23, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 187, [07-23-62.09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of protesters marching near City Hall. Views of protesters marching up the stairs of City Hall (social protests, civil rights?).

Don Antonio Garrigues of Spain
Seventh Day Adventists (Chief of the Campas Indians Juan Ucayali from the Nevati River of Peru)
Last of the old "bird cage" traffic signals taken down
Fire truck carrying art paintings burns (Sixth and Berry Streets)
Director Richard S. Rheem of M.H. De Young Memorial Museum and art collector Avery Brundage
Cigarettes and cancer (health)
Seventh Day Adventists' convention ("Jungle Bob Corriea," President Reuben Figuhr of Seventh Day Adventists, and others) (various dates)
Electric news bulletin sign on street corner
Chinese refugees arrive on the President Cleveland (ship)
Actress Sophia Loren and husband Carlo Ponti [07-27-62, 7 negatives]

**Actress Sophia Loren and Husband Carlo Ponti -- Fairmont Hotel (July 27, 1962)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [07-27-62.11]

**Physical Description:** 7 negatives  
**Scope and Content Note**  
Views of Sophia Loren sitting on a table. Loren sitting on a table with her husband Carlo Ponti in the background. Loren and Ponti at dinner. Loren sitting at dinner and receiving a kiss from Ponti.

Authors Suzanne Taylor, Jack Pope, Fred Owen and Jack Wyman signing books

Arrival of adopted children from China

Smoke bombs at Candlestick Park to study the wind

Author Anna Chennault

---

**August 1962** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [080062-083162]

**Physical Description:** 500 negatives (estimate)

Seventh Day Adventists' convention [05-01-62 - 05-03-62, ca. 30 negatives]

German artists Hubert Schaffmeister and Kriemhild Becker to paint mural

Interviews at San Quentin State Prison (Louis Moya and Gus Baldonado who will die along with Elizabeth McDuncan) (death penalty) [08-02-62 - 08-08-62, 38 negatives]

Interviews with Louis Moya and Augustine Baldonado -- San Quentin Prison (August 02, 1962) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-02-62.08]

**Physical Description:** 30 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Portraits of Augustine "Gus" Baldonado, Louis Moya and his sister Eloise Gonzales. Moya and Gonzales are on death row.

Louis Moya and Augustine "Gus" Baldonado Execution -- San Quentin (August 08, 1962) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-08-62.03]

**Physical Description:** 8 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

People going into prison gates to watch execution, Reverend Floyd Gressett and Ray Higgins, former deputy sheriff, both got first confessions from Moya and Baldonado.

Laying of cornerstone at Grace Cathedral (Bishop James A. Pike and Reverend C. Julian Bartlett) [08-03-62, 8 negatives]

**Laying of Cornerstone -- Grace Cathedral (August 03, 1962)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-03-62.11]

**Physical Description:** 8 negatives

**Scope and Content Note**

Men standing on scaffolding and Peter McBean and Bishop J.A. Pike putting mortar into cornerstone with a gold trowel. Also The Very Reverend C. Julian Bartlett (buildings).

Fillmore Street (old New Fillmore Theatre and empty shops) (neighborhood) [08-03-62, 5 negatives]
New Fillmore Theatre and Empty Shops -- Fillmore Street (August 03, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-03-62.12]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
A street scene showing people walking down Fillmore Street in front of empty shops (neighborhood).

American Bar Association convention
Dedication of new Common Market Law Library at Alliance Francaise
Attorney General Robert Kennedy [08-06-62, 5 negatives]

Press Conference -- Robert F. Kennedy (August 06, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-06-62.08]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Retarded children bowling tournament (developmentally disabled or mentally handicapped?)
Richard M. Nixon and Jenkins-Kolwyck [08-07-62, 7 negatives]
Richard M. Nixon Meeting with Jenkins-Kolwyck -- Bellevue Hotel (August 07, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-07-62.03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard M. Nixon shakes hands with Jenkins-Kolwyck at the meeting of the American Bar Association at the Bellevue Hotel. Also shown giving a press conference.

"Ma" Duncan (Elizabeth Duncan) execution at San Quentin State Prison and related events [08-07-62 - 08-08-62, 29 negatives]
Arrival of Elizabeth "Ma" Duncan -- San Quentin Prison (August 07, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-07-62.04]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Death row inmate Elizabeth Duncan ("Ma Duncan") arrives at San Quentin from Corona Prison with black sweater over her head. Also with nurse Thelma Hawley. The car enters the gates and heads towards the gas chamber inside the prison.

Last Minute Reprieve Attempts for Elizabeth Duncan (August 07, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-07-62.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Anti-execution vigil held at prison gate with Ted Hulbert, Bill Trampleasure, Albert Stanley, Art DiQuattro and David McGrath. Frank Duncan at prison. Attorneys Edward Cragen and Mrs. Frank Duncan argue with guard A.J. Peterson about gaining admittance to death house after deadline (death penalty).

After Execution of Elizabeth "Ma" Duncan (August 08, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-08-62.01]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Witnesses leave the death chamber, a hearse leaves San Quentin with Elizabeth Duncan, the death announcement is given at a press conference, warden Fred Dickson sadly walks away from lethal chamber after execution.
Unpaved Day Street off Castro Street looking towards Diamond Heights (neighborhood)

Sit-ins at Board of Education at 135 Van Ness Avenue (social protests) [08-08-62, 3 negatives]

Board of Education Sit-Ins (August 08, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-08-62.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hold outs from the previous night's Board of Education meeting sit in the auditorium (social protests, integration?, race relations?).

Actor Paul Speegle

Play "Barbary Coast" preview meeting

John Albert Kerr free from San Quentin State Prison after twelve years and once on death row

Katherine Dunham with dance troupe from royal court of Morocco

431st Fort Ord Company returns home after ten months (military)

Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) school pickets (social protests, civil rights) [08-10-62, 9 negatives]

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-10-62.07] ark:/13030/hb529006xj
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Members of CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) picket on the sidewalk. Harold Treskunoff demonstrating against the school board while passerby gives him a dirty look (social protests, civil rights, integration).

Gratton School parents protest over Central Junior High plans (integration, race relations?) [08-13-62, 3 negatives]

New Pan-American Airlines building [08-13-62, 3 negatives]

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-13-62.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Construction in progress on the new Pan-Am terminal at the airport.

New art show at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum

Photographers Imogen Cunningham and Ruth-Marion Baruch [08-15-62, 5 negatives]

Imogen Cunningham and Ruth-Marion Baruch (August 15, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-15-62.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photographers Imogen Cunningham and Ruth-Marion Baruch holding some of their photographs.

Greek designer Andreas Nomikos

New Pan-American Airlines terminal and new Oakland airport under construction

Artist Ann Rosen

Charles Benton Russell released from Alcatraz prison

NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) special assistant June Shagaloff in town for Central High School case (civil rights, integration) [08-17-62, 4 negatives]
NAACP Special Assistant June Shagaloff (August 17, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-17-62.04] ark:/13030/hb4p300758

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The NAACP Special Assistant for Education (June Shagaloff) in for the Central High case (civil rights, race relations, integration).

Redevelopment of Western Addition (neighborhood) [08-18-62, 5 negatives]
Redevelopment -- Western Addition (August 18, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 188, [08-18-62.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The first part of the Richler Western Addition redevelopment project, Laguna Heights (neighborhood). Some new buildings being constructed.

President Reverend Franklin Clark Fry of the Lutheran Church
UC Berkeley Hospital heart operation on Elsie Giovannini (health)
Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus in town
Golden Gateway groundbreaking at Battery Street opposite Customs House

September 1962 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [090062-093062]

Physical Description: 425 negatives (estimate)

Hope (ship) arrival
Monsignor Mathew Connolly
CARE director Tom Perret and Consul General Javid Kowsar (care for earthquake victims in Iran)
TV shooting of "Sam Benedict" (includes real Jacob W. Ehrlich) [09-05-62, 12 negatives]

Television Shooting of 'Sam Benedict' With Jake Ehrlich -- Civic Center Plaza(September 05, 1962) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [09-05-62.03]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
NCB reporter Fred Storm, Edmund O'Brian (actor playing Jake Ehrlich), and Jake Ehrlich watches the shooting of the scenes depicting his legal career.

Arrival of polio vat San Francisco Airport (health)
Opera stars "meet the press" (Renato Ccine eorgio Tozzi, Mary Costa, and others)
Hair-do stylists meeting (fashion)
Art exhibit at San Francisco's Main Library (artist Jim Maas with "Sam Siaman Monkey" and "Spring Chicken", Ronnie Cahn, Lucille Austin with "Judging Machine," and others)
New Lowell High School opening (education)
Two million volt x-ray machine that x-rays parts of missile engines (radiation) [09-06-62, 4 negatives]

Two Million Volt X-Ray Machine -- Port Chicago Ammunitions Department(September 06, 1962) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [09-06-62.10]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two million volt x-ray machine used to x-ray parts of missile engines at the Port Chicago ammunitions department (technology).

Ninety-five year old astronomer James Thomson
St. Mary's Cathedral fire [09-07-62, ca. 30 negatives]
"KO Polio Sugar Ship" Mokuhana arrives in San Francisco (health) [09-10-62, 6 negatives]

"K.O. Polio Sugar Ship" Mokuhana -- Pier One (September 10, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [09-10-62.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"K.O. Polio sugar ship" Mokuhana arrives and docks at Pier one with M.D. Jacqueline McDonald waving. Dr. McDonald on ship next to sign while Frank Benterou unloads the sugar.

Singer Elsie Norwood
Actor Maurice Chevalier and Louis Lurie
Attorney General Mosk testimonial dinner (President Harry Truman and others)
[09-11-62, 4 negatives]

Attorney General Mosk Testimonial Diner -- Fairmont Hotel (September 11, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [09-11-62.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mort Sahl, former President Harry Truman and Attorney General Stanley Mosk standing in front of the dining table.

Tutankhamen's Treasure exhibition at the California Palace of the Legion of Honor
[09-11-62, 7 negatives]

Tutankhamen's Treasure Exhibition -- California Palace of the Legion of Honor (September 11, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [09-11-62.11]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Assistant Director Ross Smith of the California Palace to the Legion of Honor and Chief Inspector of Antiquities Mohammed A. Kamal-Eddin of Egypt unload the miniature solid gold sarcophagus of Tutankhamen. Judi McBean and Kamal-Eddin hold an alabaster lid head of Tutankhamen.

Hungarian distance runner Istvan Seranyi
Opera season (Kurt Adler, opera star Dorothy Kirsten, and Mayor George Christopher sing out proclamation)

Nixon rally and visit (Richard M. Nixon and Pat Nixon) [09-12-62 and 09-14-62, 18 negatives]

Nixon Rally -- Oakland Lake Shore Park (September 12, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [09-12-62.08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard M. Nixon and Pat Nixon arrive at the rally and receive flowers from Carolyn Jue. Nixon talks to the crowd gathered.

Nixon Visits Ship Yard -- Bethlehem Ship Yard (September 14, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [09-14-62.02]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard M. Nixon visits the Bethlehem Ship Yard and shakes hands with the workers. Nixon attempts to drive a tractor.

World expert on polio Dr. Edward B. Shaw (health)
Opera opening [09-14-62, ca. 40 negatives]

Movie star Irina DeMich of France with clothes she designed (fashion)
New apartment development sites in Twin Peaks (cityscapes, neighborhoods)
[09-17-62, 3 negatives]

New Apartment Sites -- Twin Peaks (September 17, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [09-17-62.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Surveyor looking out across land with the bulldozed side of a hill in the background (development). New street being bulldozed in the city side of Twin Peaks just below the top. View of the skyline looking northeast past Twin Peaks Road (cityscapes, neighborhoods).


Galileo High School Segregation Meeting -- School Board -- Galileo High School Auditorium (September 18, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [09-18-62.12]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Dolores Tighe of the San Francisco chapter of the California Teachers Association, President George Hornstein of Sloat Community Mothers Club, SPUR representative John Hurten, and Dr. Harold Spears speak to the school board on the issues of segregation (race relations, civil rights, education).

Congress of Racial Equality sit-in -- Galileo High School Auditorium (September 19, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [09-19-62.05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) members hold a "sit-in" beginning at the School Board meeting on the eighteenth and continuing through the nineteenth (race relations, social protests, civil rights).

Beth Sholam Hebrew School (education)

Anti-smog devices hearing

Cigar smoking lady Yvonne Loscutoff

K.O. Polio Centers

American Mining Congress

New homes on poles in Marin City [09-24-62, 10 negatives]

New Homes on Poles -- Marin City (September 24, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [09-24-62.05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Executive Director Bert Klahn of the Marin Housing Authority and foreman of the project Ed Johnston look at the plans for the houses while construction workers lay flooring and walls in the homes (neighborhood). Workers are helped along by a crane lifting the pre-constructed walls and roofing for the homes.

Conference on maternity homes and the problem of illegitimacy

Buddha To Lun fasting for twelve days

Opera singer Giulietta Simionato

San Mateo College under construction

Richard M. Nixon buying News-Call Bulletin from "little colored newsboy"
[09-27-62, 4 negatives]
Nixon with African-Americans -- Fillmore and Sutter Streets (September 27, 1962)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [09-27-62.03] ark:/13030/hb0b69n7dk

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard M. Nixon buys a newspaper from eight year-old African-American newsboy Paul Young for fifty cents.

Titan of Texaco Oil and Rio Magdalena ship collision
Bolshoi Ballet local kids audition

October 1962  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189-190, [100062-103162]

Physical Description: 675 negatives (estimate)

Aboard the Iberia (ship)
1962 Baseball World Series (San Francisco Giants vs. New York Yankees) at Candlestick Park stadium (Willie Mays) [throughout month, ca. 400 negatives]
Nuclear fallout shelter signs stored in San Bruno (civil defense)
Edmund G. Brown - Richard M. Nixon debate at Fairmont Hotel [10-01-62, 12 negatives]

Edmund G. Brown-Richard M. Nixon Debate -- Fairmont Hotel(October 01, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 201, [10-01-63.09]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Pacific Musical Society event
Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken speaks at burned St. Mary's Cathedral
Antique show at Brooks Hall (1898 Edison phonograph)
Ike-Nixon campaign (Dwight D. Eisenhower and Richard M. Nixon) [10-08-62, 35 negatives]

Ike-Nixon Campaign -- Post and Montgomery(October 08, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [10-08-62.01]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ike-Nixon Campaign -- Executive Airport and Main and Market Streets(October 08, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [10-08-62.03-04]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ike-Nixon Campaign -- Cow Palace (October 08, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [10-08-62.08]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Dinner for Governor Edmund G. Brown [10-09-62, 9 negatives]
Dinner for Governor Edmund G. Brown -- Fairmont Hotel (October 09, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [10-09-62.08]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Indian War Veterans National meeting
"Commie" literature seized in raid at 281 Page Street (communism) (censorship) [10-10-62, 2 negatives]
"Commie" Literature Seized in Raid -- Page Street (October 10, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [10-10-62.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of communist literature (communism, censorship).

"Medical Quackery" meeting (Drs. Samuel Soskin and Sol R. Baker)
Artist Tony Delap in his studio
Hong Kong Refugee week
Real Estate Convention (Richard M. Nixon speaking) [10-11-62, 2 negatives]
Real Estate Convention -- Fairmont Hotel (October 11, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 189, [10-11-62.06]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Richard M. Nixon standing at a podium and speaking into a microphone.

Hearing on Twin Peaks greenbelt (includes map) (environment, development?)
Doctors meeting with Justine J. Stein, director of the Cancer Research Institute at UCLA Medical Center (health)
Aboard Matson liner Mariposa (ship)
St. Mary’s Cathedral last bell rung
Governor S.E. Vandiver and Governor-Elect Carl Sanders of Georgia
Storm (mudslides, cave-ins, floods) in San Francisco, San Bruno, Alameda, Burlingame, Oakland [10-12-62 - 10-14-62, 40 negatives]
Winner for Bolshoi Ballet and ballet master Asaf Meserer
Lefty O’Doul checks turf at Candlestick Park
National Automatic Merchandising Association convention and exhibit
Muni’s (Municipal Railway) golden anniversary [10-15-62 and 10-18-62, 3 negatives]
Rally and dinner for Mayor George Christopher [10-15-62, 6 negatives]
Arrival of Bolshoi Ballet (ballerina Maya Plisetskaya)
Dedication of new Aquatic Plaza (Senator Eugene McAteer speaking) [10-02-62 and 10-16-62, 11 negatives]
Herbert Steiner (Socialist Party candidate for Governor) [10-18-62, 5 negatives]

Herbert Steiner -- Bellevue Hotel (October 18, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [10-18-62.09]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Herbert Steiner sitting at a table.

Warriors basketball player Wilt Chamberlain
Crown Prince Al Rida Al-Sanusi of Libya [10-19-62, 5 negatives]

Crown Prince Al Rida Al-Sanusi of Libya -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (October 19, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [10-19-62.04]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crown Prince Al Rida Al-Sanusi of Libya walking with acting Mayor Harold Dobbs(?). The Prince shaking hands with Dobbs. The Prince getting out of a car and shaking hands.

Midway (ship) arrives
United Nations Festival at Golden Gate Park
Fred C. Schwartz and Harry Bridges debate (labor) [10-22-62, 21 negatives]

Fred C. Schwawrz and Harry Bridges Debate -- Fairmont Hotel (October 22, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [10-22-62.05]

Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Fred C. Schwarz standing at a podium and speaking. Various views of Harry Bridges standing at a podium and speaking. Various views of Schwarz and Bridges sitting at a banquet table with other unidentified men (labor).

People watch television broadcast of John F. Kennedy speaking about Cuba Pro-Cuba rally at Telegraph and Bancroft Streets in Berkeley (social protests, communism) [10-23-62, 11 negatives]

Pro-Cuba Rally -- Telegraph and Bancroft (October 23, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [10-23-62.02]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of crowds gathered for a pro-Cuba rally (social protests, communism).

Archbishop of Canterbury at Church of St. Matthew in San Mateo
"Painted negro home" (racist vandalism) (Afro-Americans) [10-24-62, 3 negatives]

"Painted Negro Home" -- Kirkham Street (October 24, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [10-24-62.09] ark:/13030/hb009n99m0

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of a garage door painted "KKK--Nigger Go Home" (race relations).

Supervisor Boas and Citizens' Committee inspect "slum area" on Howard Street (group shown on sidewalk)
Demonstration of a rocket backpack (space age) [10-26-62, 5 negatives]
Congressmen and military men briefed on "war crisis" (Cuba) [10-26-62, 19 negatives]
Congressmen and Military Men Briefed on "War Crisis" -- Appraiser's Building (October 26, 1962) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [10-26-62.08]

Physical Description: 19 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Overall view of the participants in the briefing room. Various views of various participants (all standing): William Mailliard, John Francis Shelley, Albert D. Rosellini (Governor of the State of Washington), Warren G. Magnuson (Senator from Washington), Jim Battin, Governor Tim Babcock, Admiral Edgar H. Reeder.

Air raid signs along city sidewalks (civil defense)
Baseball player Willie Mays checks into Mount Zion Hospital
Vermont Street "the crooked street" (neighborhood beautification project)
Russian ship Zarja (scientist Leonid Pleshakov and Captain Boris Veselov)
[10-30-62, 10-31-62, 13 negatives]
Stage coach promotion for Proposition A campaign for rapid transit
Governor Edmund G. Brown campaigning
Coffee shop far from bomb shelter (civil defense)

November 1962 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190-191, [110062-113062]

Physical Description: 550 negatives (estimate)

Bouffant hairdos at Galileo High School (fashion)
Willie Mays' new girlfriend Delores Kemp
Four Seas Restaurant award to Mrs. Grady
F. O'Connell, Jr. of the FBI
UC Berkeley campus Chancellor Edward W. Strong [11-01-62, 12 negatives]
Chancellor Edward W. Strong -- UC Berkeley (November 01, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [11-01-62.02]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Chancellor Edward W. Strong walking with other men on the UC Berkeley campus. Strong standing in the doorway of a classroom and walking in a room of seated students, etc.

New fallout suit (atomic age) [11-01-62, 3 negatives]
New Fallout Suit -- Call News Bulletin Office (November 01, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [11-01-62.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Ray Sullivan showing Maria Quinones how to put on a new fallout suit (atomic age, civil defense).

Patricia Nixon visiting Laguna Honda Home [11-01-62, 4 negatives]
Pat Nixon Visiting Laguna Honda Home (November 01, 1962)

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Pat Nixon kneeling and talking next to Mrs. Onie Hodges and Mrs. Geronimo Torres.

Press conference with Russian delegation at San Francisco International Film Festival (Yuri Dobrokhotz, Lyudmila Pogozheva, and film directors Mikhail Romm and Andrei Tarkovsky)
View of Market Street (neighborhood)
Teenage girls in a weight loss contest (dieting?)
Potrero Hills "crooked" Vermont Street (neighborhood beautification project)  
[11-03-62, 3 negatives]

Potrero Hills "Crooked" Vermont Street (November 03, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [11-03-62.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People landscaping Vermont Street as part of a neighborhood beautification project.


Edmund G. Brown Rally -- Post and Fillmore Streets (November 05, 1962)

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Edmund G. Brown and Wife Voting -- Dorantes Street (November 06, 1962)

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

National Volunteer Chairman of CARE Victor Borge [11-05-62, 10 negatives]

Victor Borge -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (November 05, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [11-05-62.03]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Victor Borge sitting at a table and speaking into a microphone. Views of Borge sitting with Mrs. Lester Goodman.

Mothers complain about bus transportation for "crippled" children (disabled children)

Various views of election day (including Mayor George Christopher, John Busterud, and John Francis Shelley)

Lilly Dache with hats at I. Magnin (fashion)

Press conference with Maximilian Schell

American Iron & Steel Institute meeting (Stewart S. Cort and Maurice Stans)

Photographer Ruth Bernhard painting furniture for opening of Photo School (2053 Divisadero Street)

Cigar store Indians

Peace protesters picket at the Veterans' Day parade [11-11-62, 9 negatives]

Pickets at the Veterans' Day Parade -- State Building and City Hall (November 11, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [11-11-62.03]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Little girl marching in the parade. Various views of soldiers marching. Various views of peace protesters standing with anti-war signs (social protests).

Progress on Civic Auditorium construction

"World's fastest car" Railton Napier mobile car arrives for auto show

Fort Cronkhite and Fort Barry closed off because of Cuba [11-13-62, 6 negatives]
Fort Cronkhite and Fort Barry Closed Off -- Cuban Crisis (November 13, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [11-13-62.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of a soldier stopping a truck. A car parked at the open gates of Fort Barry.


Prince Philip of Great Britain -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (November 13, 1962)
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Prince Philip outside walking and shaking hands. Various views of Prince Phillip sitting with Consul General Randle Reid-Adam.

Prince Philip of Great Britain -- UC Berkeley and The Palace Hotel (November 13, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [11-14-62.04-05]
Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prince Philip standing with Admiral Chester Nimitz. The Prince stepping out of a convertible. The Prince walking with Clark Kerr and in garden court. The Prince speaking at the podium to those at the banquet. Views of the prince dining.

Prince Philip of Great Britain -- Hotel St. Francis, Mayor's Office and the San Francisco Museum of Art (November 13, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [11-13-62.06]
Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor George Christopher and Prince Philip standing together. The Prince and Christopher looking down from a balcony. Lucy Barratt standing next to a teapot and talking to the Prince. The Prince looking inside the teapot. The Prince talking with an unidentified group of women. The Prince walking through a doorway. The Prince looking at various exhibits at the San Francisco Museum of Art. Christopher giving a pin to the Prince. Christopher standing next to the Prince (sitting). Christopher and the Prince shaking hands. Christopher and the Prince standing and talking with an unidentified woman. The Prince standing and talking with unidentified men.

Prince Philip of Great Britain -- British Consul (November 14, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [11-14-62.08]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Prince Philip walking with two unidentified men and standing with an unidentified woman.

GOP press conference (Republicans Caspar W. Weinberger and Senator John F. McCarthy) [11-14-62, 3 negatives]

GOP Press Conference (November 14, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 190, [11-14-62.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Casper Weinberger holding a bandaid and standing with Joseph(?) Martin and Senator John F. McCarthy.
Press interview with Professor William A. Nierenberg
Drawing of proposed Lawrence Hall of Science at UC Berkeley [11-15-62, 2 negatives]


Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Clark Kerr, Robert Ashen and William S. Allen standing next to a drawing for the proposed Lawrence Hall of Science and UC Berkeley.

Artist Barbara Brooks at Oakland Museum
"Jackie Week" with Major George Christopher
Teenage fashion

Peace group with "red" Professor Joseph Parker Morray and anti-Castro Cuban refugees picket California Hall (includes former Cuban Consul Carlos Tornes) (communism, social protests) [11-16-62, 7 negatives]


Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of anti-Castro protesters marching with signs. Former Cuban consul for San Francisco Carlos Tornes standing with a sign. Views of Professor Joseph Parker Morray speaking at a lectern (communism, social protests)

Nuclear ship N.S. Savannah (atomic age)
Author Walt Daley
Jewish family receives two thousand harassing phone calls (anti-Semitism, race relations)

Golden Gate freeway project (transportation) [11-27-62, 26 negatives]


Physical Description: 26 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of construction from the top of the custom building. Objects found during the construction. People standing outside the construction site and trying to look in.
Views of cranes and equipment. Ed William looking through surveyors instrument.

Tower and shell of burned out St. Mary’s Cathedral [11-27-62, 6 negatives]


Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of St. Mary’s and the site where a new cathedral will be built (taken from the roof of the Cadillac building).

Machinists strike at Lockheed Missile plant in Sunnyvale (labor) (11-27-62, 8 negatives)


Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers getting signs out of the trunk of a car and marching with signs (labor).

Design for the proposed International Center
Professor of Anthropology Earle L. Reynolds (in connection to Everyman III anti-nuclear protest) [11-28-62, 3 negatives]

Professor of Anthropology Earle L Reynolds -- Airport(November 28, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 191, [11-28-62.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portrait view of Professor of Anthropology Earle L. Reynolds.

House designed by architect Frank Lloyd Wright in San Anselmo
Author Ayako Totsuka
Pictures of "dos and don'ts when out at restaurant" taken at Chez Marguerite restaurant (etiquette)

---

December 1962 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 191, [120062-123162]

Physical Description: 475 negatives (estimate)

Lotta's Fountain (Mayor George Christopher helps Miss San Francisco Sally Ann Hamberlin get drink from fountain)
Author Aijako Totsuka

Professor Milton Katz of Harvard University at World Affairs Council
Architect Don Emmons and mockup of Civic Auditorium at San Francisco City Hall
New state text books at Public Library
Charles McDew of Student Non-Violent Coordination Committee with issue of "The Student Voice" of Atlanta, Georgia (Afro-Americans, civil rights) [12-04-62, 2 negatives]

Charles McDew of Student Non-Violent Coordination Committee -- Hotel St. Francis(December 04, 1962) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 191, [12-04-62.04]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Charles McDew standing with a copy of "The Student Voice."

Fog over the Golden Gate Bridge (aerial views)
"Can't Bust 'Em" Lee plant's sewing and cutting department closes (jeans)
Tiburon submarine depot
Drawing (plan) of new produce market for San Francisco
Opening of New Schubert Hall at San Francisco Historical Society (Mr. and Mrs. William Ely Chambers of New York who gave main reading room, and Walter L. Schubert who gave building)
Hearing on plans for a new freeway
Press interview with William Worth (foreign correspondent for an Afro-American newspaper in Baltimore)
Airline hostesses at TWA (Trans World Airlines) strike (labor)
Interview with Bader Al Mulla of Kuwait
Macy's fashions
Gun seller selling anti-tank artillery to the public
Senator Harrison A. Williams tours San Francisco skid row (Howard and Third Streets area) [12-08-62, 3 negatives]

Senator Harrison A. Williams -- Howard and Third Streets(December 08, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 191, [12-08-62.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Senator Harrison A. Williams, Reverend Vincent McCarthy and Representative John Francis Shelley standing and talking to a "drifter" (homelessness?)

Royal Crown Cola conference
Attorney Herman Phleger
Various views for feature on Market Street (storefronts, buildings, street scenes, etc.) (neighborhood)
Rehabilitation of old Hyde Street ferry pier
Hair styles for women (fashion)
Press conference of Chinese man Eng Lep Poy at American Civil Liberties Union
Delia Kuhn
Author Michael Svanevik
Revitalization and “do it yourself” redevelopment of Union Street (various businesses) [12-13-62, 12 negatives]

Revitalization and "Do-It-Yourself" Redevelopment of Union Street (December 13, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 191, [12-13-62.01]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Roger Stephens standing outside the "Clipper Ship Antiques" store. Views of the store "Spero Arbes." Erik B. Bauer and Lola M. Bauer standing next to a table piled with antiques. Keith Lamb and Mrs. Ward M. Smith standing in a garden. David Randazzo standing outside the Gate House restaurant. Drusilla C. Ashley standing on the steps of her store.

Author Helen Gurley Brown
Views of the Golden Gate Bridge from new Vista Point (includes views of the photographer)
Artists evicted from old ferry boat in Sausalito (housing)
Robert Denver (Bob Denver) of "Dobie Gillis" television show and wife Margaret [12-14-62, 4 negatives]

Robert Denver -- City Hall (December 14, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 191, [12-14-62.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actor Bob Denver standing with his wife Margaret and attorney Murray Chotiner.

Actor Robert Denver -- City Hall (December 14, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 191, [12-14-62.08]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actor Bob Denver standing with his wife Margaret and attorney Murray Chotiner. Sol Weiss and his wife Roberta standing in a hall in City Hall.

Interview with Zeev Haring of Israel
Wedding gowns (fashion)
Battleship Missouri (ship)
Centennial of Jewish chaplains (Rabbis Solomon Freehof and Eckin Voorsanger, and General Charles E. Brown)
Singer June Erickson
NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) and CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) picketing South African ship Raki (Afro-Americans, social protests, race relations) [12-17-62, 10 negatives]

NAACP and CORE Picket the South African Ship Raki -- Pier Nineteen (December 17, 1962)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 191, [12-17-62.09]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of picketers on Pier Nineteen marching with signs. Views of the South African Ship the Raki (ship) (Afro-Americans, social protests, race relations).
SEC (Securities and Exchange Commission?) hearing (Frank Kennamer, Archie Chevrier, and Gardiner Johnson)
Striptease at Moulin Rouge
Actor Ricardo Montalban
PUC (Public Utilities Commission) hearings on use of remedial devices on bus doors and convex mirrors
New model of Mary's Help Hospital
Fashion show for wives of Levi Strauss at Trader Vic
Bust development device (includes portrait of Joseph Ruffino, president of Abunda Beauty)
Artist Beniamino Bufano
Chief Justice Earl Warren with Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken
Early Christmas morning views of San Francisco taken from Twin Peaks (cityscapes)
Views (telephoto?) of Alcatraz Island from San Francisco and of Market Street
Author Anthony Butkovich (Freedom Crusade)
Don Sherwood in court
Juanita (of Juanita's) and her house boat restaurant in Sausalito (includes pet white turkey)
Statue of St. Francis by Beniamino Bufano at International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union (includes longshoremen Fred Sharon and William Partier)

January 1963 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 192, [010063-013163]
Physical Description: 575 negatives (estimate)

Women's and men's fashion
Murals by artist Benjamino Bufano in Moars Cafeteria
Chinatown views (streets, people, and buildings) (cityscapes) [01-00-63, 38 negatives]

Chinatown Views(January 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 192, [01-00-63.05-06]
Physical Description: 38 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People outside of food market and on sidewalk. Various views of streets. People inside radio station. Man and woman dancing (cityscapes).

Chinese wood carver Y. K. Lau at his workshop
Bureau of Weights and Measures (milk and coffee scenes)
Spring collections at I. Magnin and House of Charm (fashion)
Core (ship) at Todd Shipyard in Alameda (also Captain H.T. Burnham)
Opening of new intensive care unit at St. Joseph Hospital (health)
Luncheon for artist Beniamino Bufano (includes Mayor George Christopher, Governor Edmund G. Brown, and Harry Bridges) [01-03-19, 2 negatives]

Luncheon for artist Beniamino Bufano -- Fisherman's Wharf(January 03, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 192, [01-03-63.12]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor George Christopher, Governor Edmund G. Brown, Beniamino Bufano and union leader Harry Bridges standing behind a table.

Sister John Gabriel of St. Elizabeth Home for Girls
Ambassadors visit San Francisco (Matrika P. Koirala of Nepal, Mahmound Riad of United Arab Republic, and Miso Pavicevic of Jugoslavia)
Printers Week at the Schmidt Lithograph Company (Mayor George Christopher, Miss Printers Week Gail Hanuk, and others)
New Woodrow Wilson School (near end of Hamilton Street) (education)
Miss Australia Tricia Reschke
Golden Gate Kennel Club
Interview with new Consul General Jose Moreno of Philippines
Strike by Iranian students demanding free elections in Iran (social protests) [01-08-63, 11 negatives]
  Strike by Iranian Students(January 08, 1963)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 192, [01-08-63.02]
  Physical Description: 11 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Students marching with picket signs demanding free elections in Iran. Consul General Javad Kowsar? speaking with a student leader and in his office (social protests).

Admiral George Anderson
Interview with Robert Moran about his solo safari through Asia
Beniamino Bufano and his "Bufano Society of the Arts" (George Anderson, Al Baccari, Russell Wolden, Harvey Sachs, Jacob Shemano, Mrs. and Mr. George T. Davis)
KPFA radio station protest meeting (social protests) [01-08-63, 4 negatives]
  KPFA Radio Station Protest Meeting -- Berkeley(January 08, 1963)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 192, [01-08-63.11]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Civil Liberties Union Albert Bendich and program manager of KPFA Elsa Knight speaking to crowd. Overall view of the gathering with manager of KPFA Trevor Thomas (social protests).

Pinkerton conference (Jonas Heaton and Charles E. Burt)
Baseball player Willie Mays in his new home on Mendoza Street
Italian puppets and Consul General Alessandro Savorgnan of Italy
Kelly Girls "the dos and donts of getting a job" (office workers, temporary employees)
Ground breaking new medical center at Mount Zion Hospital (health)
Redwood City Sheriff Earl Whitmore who shot buffalo in Wyoming
1963 Grand Jury sworn in at City Hall
Ex-President of San Francisco State College Alexander Roberts and wife
New and past Potentate of Shrine Walter R. Castro Jr. and George P. Thomas
Bishop James A. Pike interview (re: his trip to the Far East)
Chinese Doctor C.Y. Ling return from Formosa (Taiwan) (he served as advisor to Chiang Kai Shek and instructor in economics at War College in Taipei)
Haile Selassie's fortune teller on tour
Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken serving meal in St. Anthony's Kitchen
The Core (ship) (looking for telephone cable)
Conductor William Denney rehearsing San Francisco Symphony
Author(?) Florence Rose
"Acid bride" trial
Iva Kroeger trial [01-14-63 - 01-29-63, ca. 35 negatives]
New Public Welfare Commissioner Ben Blumenthal sworn in by Judge Leland Lazarus (includes Mayor George Christopher)
House tour of Victorian home at 415 Douglas Street
Main entrance to Temple Emanu-El (Arguello Bulevard and Lake Streets)
Press conference with US Under Secretary of Labor William F. Henning and William F. Grader
Russian authors Victor S. Rozov, Valentin P. Katayev, and Frida Lurye
Radio KPFS press conference (acting President of Pacifica Foundation Trevor Thomas and others)
Don Sherwood case
Democratic politicians Jesse Unruh and Don King [01-17-63, 4 negatives]
  Democratic Politicians Jesse Unruh and Don King -- Columbus Avenue(January 17, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 192, [01-17-63.05]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Jesse Unruh and Don King standing at a podium.

California Historical Society Awards (Warren Howell, Dwight L. Clark, Walter Starr, and Albert Shumate)
Palo Alto drive-in theater
Bishop James A. Pike and Archbishop Thomas G. McGuken at lunch
Russian scientists at Bay Area Pollution Control District
"The Potential of Woman" panel on "The Private World of Mrs. Mitty" at UC Hospital (Alice K. Leopold, Enoch Callaway, Alan Watts, John Money, Esther Peterson, and others) [01-19-63 - 01-26-63, ca. 25 negatives]
Hearst team William Randolph Hearst, Frank Coniff, and Bob Considine
Allan Sherman press conference
Antonio Sotomayer and wife at his show at M.H. De Young Memorial Museum [01-28-63, 3 negatives]
  Antonio Sotomayer -- M.H. De Young Memorial Museum(January 28, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 192, [01-28-63.05]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Antonio Sotomayer, his wife, and Mrs. Edwin Callan sitting on stairs at the M.H. De Young Memorial Museum.

Musician Louis Satchmo Armstrong learns Chinese moon guitar [01-30-63, 3 negatives]
  Louis Satchmo Armstrong Learns Chinese Moon Guitar -- Fairmont Hotel (January 30, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 192, [01-30-63.07]
  ark:/13030/hb909nb62h
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Louis Armstrong playing the Chinese moon guitar while owner of Imperial Palace restaurant Kee Joon holds a trumpet.

Consul General P.N. Meno of India
Interview with J.C. Penny
Council for Civic Unity Annual Dinner meeting (Daniel Koshland, Nathaniel Colley, and Mrs. James A. Pike)
Actress Shirley Temple as mermaid at Sheraton Palace [01-31-63, 8 negatives]
  Doctor Carlton B. Goodlett

February 1963 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 193, [020063-022863]
  Physical Description: 550 negatives (estimate)

New President of NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) Doctor Thomas Burpri (Afro-Americans) [02-01-63, 3 negatives]
  New President -- National Association for the Advancement of Colored People(February 01, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 193, [02-01-63.02]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Portrait of the new NAACP president, Doctor Thomas Burpri (civil rights, Afro-Americans)
Members of US 1963 Mount Everest expedition [02-01-63, 12 negatives]
Members of the United States 1963 Mount Everest Expedition (February 01, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 193, [02-01-63.03]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Members include biophysicist Will Siri, Doctor Gilbert Roberts, physician and clinical psychologist James T. Lester.

Contestants for Chinatown Queen contest and Miss Chinatown USA [various dates]
Crab boats (ships) stream out to the bay (funeral cortège) [02-02-63, 8 negatives]
Crab Boats Sail in Funeral Cortège (February 02, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 193, [02-02-63.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crab ships heading out to the bay for a funeral. View from shore.

Beauty therapy (hair dressers show kids hairdos at Youth Guidance Center)
(fashion)
Scene in front of Brooks Camera Store at Maiden Lane (cityscapes)
Gathering at French Consulate at 740 Taylor Street (Consul Pierre Basderant?)
San Jose Kapalaney and Iva Kroeger trial [02-04-63 - 02-27-63, ca. 85 negatives]
Judging of children's art to be seen at M.H. De Young Memorial Museum
Opening of "Flea Market" at I. Magnin store
San Francisco Council of Churches (new and old President Reverend G. Howie and Reverend C. Julian Bartlett)
Doctor Kenneth Blaylock "peddling dope" (narcotics)
Bethel Armenian Presbyterian church at 1620 Irving Street
Supervisor Harold Dobbs and family
Indian tipi up for auction at Children's Garden Auction
Meeting to call strike on Southern Pacific Company (railroad, transportation)
(William McGovern, James Weaver, and others) (labor) [02-06-63 - 02-25-63, ca. 35 negatives]
Strike Deadline -- Southern Pacific Company -- San Francisco Depot (February 06, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 193, [02-06-63.03]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of crowds inside the Southern Pacific depot (labor).

Strike -- Southern Pacific Company (February 07, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 193, [02-07-63.01-02]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Commuters leaving Southern Pacific station at Third Street and Townsend Street (labor).

Strike -- Southern Pacific Company (February 07, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 193, [02-07-63.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Railway and Steamship Clerks Meet -- Strike on Southern Pacific Company (February 25, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 193, [02-25-63.08]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Chairman James Weaver and Vice President William McGovern holding up a strike sign (labor).

MGM Cinerama movie "How the West was Won" (Mayor George Christopher, Thor Smith, Cindy Kemper, and others)
Publishers dinner (Oakland Tribune publisher Joseph Knowland, and AP journalists Wes Gallager and Bob Eunson)
UC Berkeley Chancellor Edward Strong
Crowning of Miss Chinatown USA
Marin County high school marching to Point Reyes
Salvation Army candy sale
First "negro" Democrat from Georgia Leroy Johnston elected to legislature (Afro-Americans)
Tiburon Marine Laboratory submarine (ship)
Sita Dimitroff expelled from San Francisco Conservatory of Music
HMS Cassandra (ship)
5000th Chinese refugee arrives from Hong Kong on President Wilson (ship)

Press and Union League tipi for movie "How the West was Won" with Princess Tanya and others
Chancellor John O. Williams
Politician Elmer Eugene Robinson
Association of Catholic Newsmen (Jack Miller, Ernie Lans, Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken, and others)
Spanish guitarists Romero family
Prince and Princess of Tonga
New San Francisco Library Commissioner E. Morris Cox
Jewish Community Center at California and Presidio Streets
Sir Charles Connell aboard Balclutha (ship)
News-Call Bulletin writer Dr. Russell Kirk
Ex-vice chairman of United Jewish Appeal Rabbi Herbert A. Friedman of New York
Hawaiian ukulele class for kids at Junipero Serra Playground
Dr. Ilse Wolff and German Consul General Dr. Franz Breer
Jewish Community Center at California and Presidio Streets
Kindergarten children picket Mayor George Christopher's office protesting rule on animals at Randall Junior Museum (social protests)
Former Mayor Roger D. Lapham
Demolition of Fox Theatre at Market and Polk Streets [02-28-63, 34 negatives]
Demolition of Fox Theatre -- Market Street and Polk Street
(February 28, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 193, [02-28-63.10-11]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shots of women in model posture perched atop wrecking ball to celebrate demolition of the Fox Theatre. Some medium distance shots of theater being destroyed.

Demolition of Fox Theatre -- Market Street and Polk Street
(February 28, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 193, [02-28-63.11]

Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lupe Elias sheds a tear for the Fox Theatre, with holes in theater in background. Views from inside the theater towards California State Auto Insurance Company. Medium distance shots of destruction.

March 1963
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-00-63-033163]

Physical Description: 650 negatives (estimate)

California Teachers Conference (Ambassador B.K. Nehru of India and Deputy Secretary of Education Tobias R. Weaver of Great Britain)
Southern Pacific Railroad union official (meeting relating to strike) (labor)
[03-00-63, 12 negatives]

Southern Pacific Railroad Union Official
(March 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-00-63.01]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Southern Pacific Railroad union official standing and pointing to a map of the western United States. Union official speaking into a microphone (labor).

Iva Kroeger case [03-00-63 - 03-26-63, ca. 40 negatives]
Geza DeKapelany case
Jewish Home for Aged
Artist Mary Augusta Cross
Ambassador Heinreik (Heinrich?) K. Knappstein of Germany
New south wing at San Francisco Airport
Beatniks at Hall of Justice [03-05-63, 12 negatives]

Beatniks -- Hall of Justice
(March 05, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-05-63.05]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Beatniks standing in court. View of a barefoot woman.

UC Berkeley cyclotron scenes, Bevatron [03-05-63, 14 negatives]

UC Cyclotron Scenes (Bевatron)
(March 05, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-05-63.06]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of installation. Man standing next to the cyclotron. Man in a hard hat pushing a concrete door open. Men observing the cyclotron (atomic age, technology).

Panhellenic Fashion Society
Young Adult Nite Club (night club, includes musician Bobby Freeman) [03-06-63, 2 negatives]
Young Adult Nite Club -- Bush Street (March 06, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-06-63.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pete Marino Jr., Bobby Freeman (holding record), and Bob Joseph sitting around a table.

Blind fashion show (disabled persons)
Hi-fi set at opening of Decorations and Hi-Fi Show (home audio equipment, fashion, technology)
Loyola Guild rummage sale
Totem pole gift to Lions Club
Gents singing during ASCAP (American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers) night
Skirt styles by Pat Mahan (fashion)
Studebaker Avanti car [03-08-63, 4 negatives]
Studebaker Avanti Car -- Bob Waters's Dealership (March 08, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-08-63.06]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Alf Anderson and Bob Waters standing next to the Studebaker Avanti car in Waters's showroom.

Democratic committee takes ride in helicopter (William S. Potter and Mayor George Christopher)
Easter hats for women (fashion)
Chinese opera star Lai Lin Ng from Hong Kong
Politician Dean Acheson [03-11-63, 7 negatives]
Politician Dean Acheson -- University House, Berkeley (March 11, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-11-63.11]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dean Acheson seating at a table and speaking into a microphone.

Air raid shelter (civil defense) [03-12-63, 14 negatives]
Air Raid Shelter -- Seventh and Howard Streets (March 12, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-12-63.02]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor George Christopher atop a ladder placing a fallout shelter sign on a pole. Police chief Cahill, fire chief Murray, and Christopher in the shelter testing water from a bucket. Tome Larke, chairman of mayor's (?) committee on civil defense resting against brooms in the shelter (civil defense).

Physician Russell V. Lee
Master plan for Lake Tahoe presented by George Gatter
Grace Cathedral cross [03-19-63, 33 negatives]
**Grace Cathedral Cross -- Grace Cathedral (March 19, 1963)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-19-63.05]

**Scope and Content Note**
Bishop Pike blessing the cross as it is raised up by crane, small crowd watching. Views of the cathedral under construction. Views of the cross as it is lowered into position atop the cathedral.

**Norwegian ship Bergensfjord**
**UC plays role in space program [03-20-63, 10 negatives]**

**UC Plays Role in Space Program (March 20, 1963)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-20-63.05]

**Scope and Content Note**

**Artists Bill Geis and Deborah Remington**

**Alcatraz Prison (last prisoners removed, inside cell blocks, etc.) (03-21-63, 80 negatives)**

**Alcatraz Prison Closes -- Alcatraz and Executive (?) Airport (March 21, 1963)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-21-63.08-09]

**Scope and Content Note**

**Author Kathleen Norris**

**Astronaut Walter M. Schirra [03-22-63, 6 negatives]**

**Astronaut Walter M. Schirra Jr. -- UC Campus (March 22, 1963)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-22-63.03]

**Scope and Content Note**
Astronaut Walter M. Schirra Jr. sitting at a table behind microphones. Schirra standing next to a model space capsule. Schirra speaking with man and woman (space age).

**Congressman Donald M. Fraser of Minneapolis**

**One of the chaplains to the British Royal Family Dr. Neville Davidson**

**Charge d'Affairs from Embassy of Ghana Osei Tutu**

**Shrine Directors convention**

**Marine receives Purple Heart for service in Vietnam war**

**Presidio designated National Historic Landmark**

**Fashions (furs, shoes, purses, etc.)**

**Artist Shirley Boccaccio**

**Community Music Center rummage sale**

**San Francisco model Pat Mahan files income tax**

**Sherith Israel Sisterhood**

**St. Vincent's Godfathers Club**

**Oriana (ship)**
Vases from Fox Theatre (includes Ralph J.A. Stern, Homer Arons, and Mayor George Christopher)
Peace Corps
Proposed construction of tennis courts at Russian Hill debate
Shrine parade
Dedication of new jet liner named for William Allan Patterson
Former NATO Commander in Chief General Lauris Norstad [03-29-63, 2 negatives]
Former NATO Commander in Chief General Lauris Norstad -- Fairmont Hotel

(March 29, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 194, [03-29-63.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General Lauris Norstad speaking.

Merry-go-round in decay in Golden Gate Park playground
Spring Flower Show at Golden Gate Park
Junior Grand National Livestock Show at Cow Palace (dressed up animals)

April 1963 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 195, [040063-043063]

Physical Description: 675 negatives (estimate)

Rotterdam (ship) at Pier Thirty-five
Movie director Alfred Hitchcock [04-01-63, 3 negatives]

Alfred Hitchcock -- Fairmont Hotel

(April 01, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 195, [04-01-63.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Movie director Alfred Hitchcock sitting and talking.

Press interview with president of Carlsberg Beer Co. A.W. Nielson
Children from Presidio Hill Elementary School read letters from Japanese children
in Japanese Tea Garden of Golden Gate Park
Metropolitan Life Building at corner of Pine and Stockton Streets
British historian Arnold Toynbee and wife Veronica
Annual awards banquet at Hunters Point Boys' Club
Dedication plaque for Pony Express (includes President of Society of California Pioneers Waddell F. Smith)
New cobalt room at Children's Hospital (health, nuclear medicine) [04-03-63, 2 negatives]

New Cobalt Room -- Children's Hospital

(April 03, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 195, [04-03-63.11]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Robert S. Sherman (attending radiologist), Mrs. Ross W. Beales (president of
the board of directors), and Mr. Eugene Leedhaw (from General Electric) standing
next to the new cobalt machine at Children's Hospital (health, nuclear medicine).

Harry Bridges and James Hoffa (labor) [04-03-63, 11 negatives]

Harry Bridges and James R. Hoffa -- ILWU Hall

(April 03, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 195, [04-03-63.12]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Harry Bridges pinning a delegate pin on James R. Hoffa (Jimmy Hoffa) at the
International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union hall. Hoffa speaking to
the delegates from behind a podium (labor).
Singer Barbara Streisand at News-Call Bulletin office (04-03-63, 19 negatives)
Singer Barbara Streisand -- News-Call Bulletin Office(April 03, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 195, [04-03-63.13]

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Singer Barbara Streisand sitting at a table with pencil in hand. Streisand sitting on the arm of a chair and talking.

Fox Theatre demolition (interior and exterior shots) [04-03-63 - 04-04-63, ca. 25 negatives]
Art colony in Los Altos Hills (adobe home of M. Eaton or Eton)
1899 electric car at Electric Industry show and conference (transportation)
AIA speaker Piero Patri (Italian Culture Group)
"Magic Flute" opera benefit (Brenda Black plays flute)
Opening of new H. Liebes store in Oakland
San Francisco Public Library (business) being torn down for office building
New State Public Utilities Commissioner William M. Bennett
President John F. Kennedy's sister Mrs. Sargent Shriver
Inventor of radar Sir Robert Watson-Watt
Iva Kroeger trial (sentencing to death penalty)
San Mateo County Junior Museum exhibition
National director for Fair Play for Cuba V.T. Lee
Easter parade of animals
Baron Andrew von Salza case
"Spacecoupe" airplane at the Oakland Airport
Western artists Vesta M. Gray and Orissa J. Bergengren
Oyster expert Dr. Victor Lyon Loosanoff
Jerry Emmanuel with his poster for "The Trial" movie
"Model" apartment interiors (housing, furnishings)
New president of League of Women Voters Mrs. John Galgiani

Crystal Springs Dam [04-15-63, 20 negatives]
Crystal Springs Dam(April 15, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 195, [04-15-63.03]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the dam from the top of it. Long views of the dam with water running over it.

Governor Rex Lee of Samoa and wife
Princess Murat
Public Defender Edward Mancuso for Mayor
Vice president of Bond stores Sidney L. Rosenbloom
Interview with David Brand of Australia
Japanese passenger ship Sakura Maru
Democratic victory dinner (Governor Edmund G. Brown and wife, Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman, and Congressman John Francis Shelley) [04-16-63, 6 negatives]
Democratic Victory Dinner -- Fairmont Hotel(April 16, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 195, [04-16-63.06]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Orville Freeman, Governor Edmund G. Brown and wife, and Secretary of Agriculture Orville Freeman standing for a photograph. Brown standing with arms raised in victory. The Browns sitting with Congressman John Francis Shelley.

"Old Iron Legs" John Stahl
Pierre Salinger at press conference
Miss USA Macel Wilson
Methodist Bishops’ Conference
Actress Joan Crawford and daughter Cindy Crawford
Artist William Mayo
Gerald McLindon with drawings of Market Street
National Conference of Christians and Jews
Ceremony for 1906 earthquake near Lotta’s Fountain on Market Street (Senator Tom Maloney and Bill White)
Propeller Club proclaims Miss Maritime Queen
John Birch Society bookstore in Albany (San Pablo and Solano Avenue)
NBC drama editor Paul Speegle
Netherlands tulip party in Golden Gate Park
Pickle ice cream
Public Library Week
Angel Island tour
Republican congressmen and congresswomen (William Ayers, Catherine May, and Frank Horton) [04-20-63, 2 negatives]
Republican Congressmen and Congresswoman -- Hotel St. Francis(April 20, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 195, [04-20-63.02]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Ayers (congressman from New York), Catherine May (congresswoman from Washington), and Frank Horton (congressman from New York) sitting at a table.
San Francisco Federal Reserve Bank missing bonds
Ballerina Nancy Robinson
"Claire Zellerbach Saroni Tumor Institute of San Francisco” press conference (health)
Alaska Queen (ship)
Swedish economist Gunnar Myrdal
Judge Walter Carpenti (The Angry Man)
Captain T. Komabayashi of the Muneshima Maru (ship) and Cyril Magnin
Bonnie Phillips donates libraries to South Sea islanders
Director of research for General Electric Co. Doctor C. Guy Suits
New dehydrated food for Army [04-24-63, 3 negatives]
New Dehydrated Food for Army -- Hotel St. Francis(April 24, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 195, [04-24-63.09]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Brigadier General Merrill L. Tribe eating the new dehydrated food. Views of the dehydrated food.
New chief of FBI Curtis Lynum
KQED auction (public broadcasting)
Labor leader Frank J. Chapple of Great Britain
Stolen icon of the Virgin Mary recovered
Chancellor Edward W. Strong of UC Berkeley
Seatbelt month (automobile safety promotion) at Candlestick Park
Chief of Imperial General Staff Sir Richard Amyatt Hull of Great Britain at the Presidio
Pianist Gita Karasik

May 1963 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 196, [050063-053163]
Physical Description: 600 negatives (estimate)
Peace march (social protests) [05-00-63, 4 negatives]
March for Peace (May 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 196, [05-00-63.04]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marchers with banners. Hal Simpson of First Unitarian Church addresses marchers before peace walk (social protests).

Iva and Ralph Kroeger case (sentencing and kissing for the last time)
Telephone Co. fashion parade of "safety hats"
Actress Jayne Mansfield and singer Nelson Sardelli
Most modern ambulance (health) [05-01-63, 3 negatives]
Most Modern Ambulance (May 01, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 196, [05-01-63.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
View of interior of the ambulance featuring Richard Angiotti demonstrating baby incubator.

Babies for adoption and boarding home mothers (Childrens Home Society in Oakland)
Doctor Jessie M. Bierman and Dr. Arthur Lesser
Author (?) William Hanley and wife Pat Stanley
Ministers Kamyama Chiume and Massauko Chilembere of Malawi
East Bay water system [05-02-63, 25 negatives]
East Bay Water System (May 02, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 196, [05-02-63.11]
Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of water in jars and in tanks at treatment facility(?). View of facility from across the street.

New French Hospital (health) [05-03-63, 32 negatives]
Tour of New French Hospital (May 03, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 196, [05-03-63.02]
Physical Description: 32 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Images from inside the hospital including equipment. Outside views of new facility (health).

Dr. Henry H. Kessler of Kessler Institute for Rehabilitation in Newark
Miss Bikini contest
Miss New York World's fair
General Hugh B. Hester turns pacifist
Press interview with author James Baldwin [05-07-63, 11 negatives]
Author James Baldwin (May 07, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 196, [05-07-63.01]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of James Baldwin during interview.

Jerry Walsh with "miracle spike" to cure arthritis (health)
New FBI agent Curtis O. Lynum and Mayor George Christopher
Double for Russian politician Nikita Khrushchev poses pounding desk with shoe
Cancer experts Joseph C. Presti and Dr. Michael B. Shimkin
New pygmy hippos at San Francisco Zoo
Group who pasted signs over city "Peace is our only shelter" (social protests, civil defense commentary) [05-13-63, 6 negatives]

Suspected Sentences for Pacifists (May 13, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 196, [05-13-63.03]

- Physical Description: 6 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Arabella P. Colton, Virginia L Rike, Peter V. Giffen, Timothy E. Earle, Ira J. Sandperl, Anthony W. Brown and David L. Price in court for pasting "Peace is our only shelter" signs all over the city (social protests).

Paul Speegle in cast of "Carousel"

Treasures of Versailles unpacked at Palace of Legion of Honor art museum

ROTC (Reserve Officers' Training Corps) awards (Thomas J. Cahill)

President of Association of American Railroads Daniel P. Loomis

Photo Queen and Miss Universe contest

Republican convention press conference

San Francisco State University students protest segregation (social protests, Afro-Americans, race relations) [05-17-63, ca. 18 negatives]

- Students Protest Against Segregation -- Fillmore Street (May 17, 1963)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 196, [05-17-63.05]
  - ark:/13030/hb6h4nb480
  - Physical Description: 18 negatives
  - Scope and Content Note
    Students, both black and white, shown protesting through the Fillmore District against segregation. Mass meeting on Fillmore at Post Street (social protest, Afro-Americans, race relations).

Joe Di Maggio tournament (Joe Di Maggio, Buddy Grecom, and Roy Shipstad)

Senator Clair Engle

US Ambassador to Malaysia Charles F. Baldwin

Bishop Donald Arden of Nyasaland

Violinist Daniel Leblanc

"Negro parade" (cleric group supporting integration) (Afro-Americans, social protests, race relations) [05-23-63, 6 negatives]

- Parade in Support of Integration (May 23, 1963)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 196, [05-23-63.08]
  - ark:/13030/hb509nb319
  - Physical Description: 6 negatives
  - Scope and Content Note

Peninsula art exhibit

"Big colored parade" (Afro-Americans, social protests, civil rights) [05-26-63, 51 negatives]

- "Big Colored Parade" -- Market Street to City Hall (May 26, 1963)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 196, [05-26-63.01]
  - ark:/13030/hb5c6007kt
  - Physical Description: 51 negatives
  - Scope and Content Note
    Long views of crowds outside City Hall and gathered in streets. Views of a large crowd gathered around a stage to hear people speak. Parade participants marching with signs "We shall overcome" etc. (Afro-Americans, social protests, civil rights).

Founder and editor of "Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists" Eugene Rabinowitch

"Drug" doctor James Roth
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)

May 1963 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 196, [050063-053163]

Institute of Industrial Relations Director and speaker Dr. Arthur M. Ross and J. Paul Sture
De Anza sarcophagus flying to Mexico (includes Director of California Historical Society Dr. Albert Shumate)
Placing of flags on graves at National Cemetery for Memorial Day
KQED auction (dancer Siva and teddy bear) (public broadcasting)
“Hoodlum priest” Father Charles Clark of St. Louis
Digit dialing hearing (blind people) (disabled persons)
Children and nuns of St. Patrick School pray for Pope John XXIII
Dolphins in Steinhart Aquarium

June 1963 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [060063-062963]

Physical Description: 700 negatives (estimate)

Fashions at I. Magnin and Sears stores
Peace Corps volunteer Gerald McMahon returns from South America
Archbishop of Russian Greek Orthodox Church John Shahovskoy
Japanese version of play “The Old Man and the Sea” at Japanese Tea Garden
New state architect Carl C. McElvy
Old Sutter Street cable car (transportation)
New Visitors Information Center at 476 Post Street (tourism)
Marsalli house at Summit Drive in Hillsborough rumored sold to singer Bing Crosby
First Chinese-descent Deputy Marshall Elliott Chan
Josephine Randall
Pacific Street dug up (cityscapes)
Mourning drapes over door for Pope John XXIII
Blind workers strike in Berkeley (labor) (disabled persons) [06-04-63, 5 negatives]
Blind Workers Strike -- Berkeley(June 04, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [06-04-63.07]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Grace Petrie with Lloyd Landle and her guide dog, Becky, on the sidewalk with picket signs "Governor Brown, do you approve the State of California running a sweatshop for the blind?". Leonard Charlsen, Clarence Costello and his dog, Hobby, sitting on the curb (labor).

Russians tour Kaiser Hospital (health)
Shipwrecked Japanese sailors being helped by Red Cross
Jack E. Wood, Jr. of NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) (Afro-Americans)
President of National Federation of Republican Women Dorothy Elston
Guy Wright receives plaque from Harold Hotchner
Health Department’s old brick building at Seventeenth and Pond Streets
Tiny Tot graduation ceremonies at Richmond Playground and Chinese Recreation Center
Wedding fashions
Wife of Dean Rusk (Virginia Rusk)
Doctor Michael Balint of Tavistock Clinic in London
Crowds at UC Berkeley’s 100th Commencement
Reverend John Courtney Murray received honorary degree at University of San Francisco
Plastic contact lenses tried on chick (health)
Writer Oscar Lewis
Premier Eric E. Reese of Tasmania
Doctor Tom Brewer of UC Medical School leads pickets (social protests, civil rights) [06-12-63, 7 negatives]
Doctor Tom Brewer of UC Medical School Picketing (June 12, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [06-12-63.10]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Doctor Brewer of UC Medical School leading pickets in front of Woolworths on Powell and Market Streets. (He wants to debate Major General Edwin A. Walker. Department of the Army designated Major General Edwin A. Walker chief of the Arkansas Military District during the Little Rock integration crisis) (social protests, civil rights).

Director of Wax Museum Vera Grohm
Benjamin R. Epstein of Anti-Defamation League [06-13-63, 5 negatives]
Benjamin R. Epstein (June 13, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [06-13-63.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Epstein of Anti-Defamation League at press conference.

Madame Tussaud Wax Museum
Carrier Ranger (ship) arrival at Alameda Naval station
Seventh Day Adventist Convention [06-13-63 - 06-19-63, ca. 50 negatives]
Model Pat Mahon
Annex bill (Senator Eugene McAteer, Director of Cow Palace Robert McCarthy, Daly City Mayor Joe Verducci, and others)
Press conference with CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) (civil rights) [06-17-63, 3 negatives]
Press Conference with Congress of Racial Equality (CORE) Leaders (June 17, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [06-17-63.10] ark:/13030/hb0s2003fw
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kermit Scott, vice chairman-elect, Bill Bradley, chairman-elect, Wilfred Ussery, present chairman, Chet Duncan, western regional field, Stanley Crockett, press chairman of the San Francisco National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), and Norman McGhee, of the CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) executive board (civil rights).

Stanford University Commencement
Longevity Foundation press conference
Editor of Holiday Magazine Ted Patrick
Dr. Harry Elder on trial
Rare book collector and dealer Warren Howell in his office at 434 Post Street [06-18-63, 7 negatives]
Warren Howell (June 18, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [06-18-63.10]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rare book collector and dealer Warren Howell pictured with some of his collection.

Young Republicans convention [06-19-63 - 06-27-63, 40 negatives]
Young Republicans Meeting -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (June 19, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [06-19-63.01]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jerry D. Roe, executive secretary of National Young Republican Federation from Washington DC, after speaking at the meeting.
Young Republicans Convention -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (June 25, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [06-25-63.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Carol Bacciocco, register chairman, handing out envelopes. Candidates for Young Republican National Chairman. Current national chairman and the convention chairman.

Young Republicans Convention -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (June 26, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [06-26-63.02]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mary Anne Kennedy, candidate for "Miss New England". Rabid Republicans stampeding Goldwater headquarters.

Young Republicans Convention -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (June 27, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [06-27-63.08]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Former Senator William F. Knowland gets applause as he waves in front of a picture of Abraham Lincoln.

Young Republicans Convention -- Longshoremen's Hall (June 27, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [06-27-63.09]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Barry Goldwater with Pat Hutar, co-chairman of National Young Republicans. Goldwater with Pat Hitt, national committeewoman from California.

Young Republicans Convention Queen -- Sheraton-Palace Hotel (June 27, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [06-27-63.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lynn Cook, the eventual winner, pictured with other contestants for the Queen of the Republicans.

Japanese training ship entering bay and at Pier Forty [06-19-63, 06-20-63]
Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken announces naming of Pope Paul VI
Car seat belts
General Motors automobile manufacturing plant in Freemont [06-20-63, 32 strip negatives]
Nazi picket David Lee Ford picketed by Allen Finn at Julius and Ethel Rosenberg meeting (social protests) [06-21-63, 4 negatives]
  Nazi Picket During Julius and Ethel Rosenberg Meeting (June 21, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 197, [06-21-63.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
At the Dell Web Town house Nazi picketer David Lee Ford holds sign "Americans don't honor communist Jew Traitors, We fry them." Ford is picketed by Allen Finn (social protests, communism, anti-semitism).

Concert pianist from Australia and wandering minstrel Buddy Bohn detained by FBI for military draft
Candidate for Mayor of San Francisco Sam Jordan announces candidacy

Candidates Night (June 25, 1963)

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

George Moscone, Alan Nichols and Jim Eklund, the host and president of the New American Democrat Club. Also Al Baccari and Leo McCarthy.

Mount Everest climber Doctor William Siri

Oceanographic research ship Davis

Author Gerold Frank with his book

Lick Observatory

New IBM computer system [06-27-63, 4 negatives]

New International Business Machines (IBM) Computer System -- City Hall (June 27, 1963)

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Assessor Russell pushes a button as Doctor Edward Lewis, electronic data processing consultant for IBM, stands behind.

Fountain opposite the California Palace of the Legion of Honor

Barber Henry A. Dufils for 57 years at the same spot (2840 San Bruno Avenue)

*Note: strip negatives (35mm) too long for standard sleeves are filed sideways at the end of the box containing the relevant date range.

July 1963

Physical Description: 513 negatives (estimate)

New commanding officer of Presidio Army Lieutenant General Frederic Brown

Miss California (Wendy Lee Douglas)

Consul General M.P. Chapman of New Zealand

Dan McLean (co-owner of the Embassy Theater)

HUAC pickets (House Committee on Un-American Activities) (communism) [07-02-63, 9 negatives]

HUAC Pickets -- City Hall (July 02, 1963)

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of HUAC and anti-HUAC picketers marching outside City Hall. Vincent Hallinan standing at a microphone and addressing the picketers. Overall view of the marchers (communism).

Air pollution control

Tony Lema

New Lilford cranes at San Francisco Zoo

"Tall People" convention

San Francisco Boys' Club summer camp [07-03-63, 5 negatives]

Polish independence

Counterfeit money case

Serra International convention

Deputy Consul Celeste Hasslocher of Brazil

Daily Cal editorial on co-ed dormitories (UC Berkeley)

Demolition of old Terminal Hotel (redevelopment)
Petaluma fair
Streetcar tie-up (transportation)
Hetch Hetchy and San Francisco Water Department merger (Wesley Getts and Oral Moore) [07-09-63, 7 negatives]
Juvenile shotgun gang
Hi Y conference (YMCA) [07-11-63, 3 negatives]
Handicapped kids go to camp (disabled persons) [07-11-63, 2 negatives]
Hunters Point housing hearing (NAACP) (housing) [07-11-63, 3 negatives]

Hunters Point Housing Hearing -- Bay View Center (July 11, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010-.NEG, Part 3, Box 198, [07-11-63.05] ark:/13030/hb7199p1db

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frank Quinn, Dr. Thomas Burbridge, Mrs. Ardith Nichols and William Bradley standing and talking (NAACP) (housing, race relations?).

Bayfield (ship) arrives [07-12-63, 10 negatives]
Elks Grand Lodge convention
New building at San Francisco Airport
Actor Terry Saunders
New municipal judge Joseph G. Kennedy
Supervisor J. Max Moore sworn in by Judge John Molinari [07-16-63, 9 negatives]
Interviews with actor Leona Anderson
Halsey (ship) with new guided missile launcher [07-16-63, 16 negatives]

Halsey (ship) with New Guided Missile Launcher -- Hunters Point(July 16, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010-.NEG, Part 3, Box 198, [07-16-63.12]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Last steel beam on new telephone company building
World cyclist Walter E. Devine
Swearing in of Judge Norman Elkington for Board of Permits (Mayor George Christopher and W. Allen Ehrhardt) [07-17-63, 2 negatives]
Sino-Soviet conflict (Professor Robert A. Scalapino)
Author William Peter Blatty
Author Allen Drury
Mayor George Christopher with Beryl Lyons-Vonderheid
Oregon Himalayan expedition gear on Rama Jayanti (ship)
Censorship of adult "girlie" magazines sold in Federal Building (pornography)
Swearing in of new library commissioner (Michael Salarno, Judge Raymond Arata, and Mayor George Christopher) [07-18-63, 4 negatives]
49er football check-in
Marijuana planted in corn field (narcotics) [07-19-63, 6 negatives]
Ban lifted on communist speakers (communism) [07-22-63, 8 negatives]

Ban Lifted on Communist Speakers -- UC Berkeley(July 22, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010-.NEG, Part 3, Box 198, [07-22-63.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mickey Lima standing at a podium and speaking to a large crowd. Views of anti-Communist protesters marching with signs outside Wheeler auditorium (communism).

William Roth with drawing of proposed Ghirardelli Square (buildings)
Jury looks over artist Beniamo Bufano's work (censorship?)
Press conference "negros" (Afro-Americans) [07-23-63, 12 negatives]

Press Conference "Negroes" -- Turk Street (July 22, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 198, [07-23-63.06]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of four unidentified people sitting at a table with microphones and speaking (Afro-Americans).

Author Betty Friedan [07-23-63, 5 negatives]

Author Betty Friedan -- Fairmont Hotel (July 23, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 198, [07-23-63.08]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Author Betty Friedan sitting and talking.

Girl Scout Day at Candlestick Park [07-24-63, 10 negatives]

Rapid Transit District test borings

Food for Freedom press conference (NAACP member Aaron Henry) (Afro-Americans) [07-24-63, 7 negatives]

Food for Freedom Press Conference -- SF Sun-Reporter Offices (July 24, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 198, [07-24-63.09]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Aaron Henry (president of the Mississippi state committee of the NAACP) and Mrs. Joseph Eichler (co-chairwoman) sitting at a table and speaking into a microphone. Henry standing and talking (Eichler and three unidentified women are standing next to him). Eichler, Henry and three women standing together behind a table (civil rights?).

Jefferson A. Beaver speaking on "race relations"

Army WACS greet troops from Hawaii en route to Fort Ord [07-25-63, 12 negatives]

Students work in Golden Gate Park (education) [07-25-63, 9 negatives]

Junior Red Cross training conference [07-25-63, 3 negatives]

Siberian tigers at San Francisco Zoo [07-25-63, 9 negatives]

Lowell High School students (education) [07-26-63, 12 negatives]

Smog (cityscapes, environment) [07-26-63, 18 negatives]

Smog Over the City (July 26, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 198, [07-26-63.09]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of smog over Market and Eighth Streets. Views of smog over the ferry building. Views of smog over Twin Peaks.

Tom Sawyer Day at Columbia Park Boys' Club (education) [07-27-63, 4 negatives]

Press conference on housing discrimination bill (race relations) [07-29-63, 2 negatives]

Press Conference on Housing Discrimination -- Palace Hotel (July 29, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 198, [07-29-63.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portrait view of Robert D. Weimann.

Integration leader Gloria Richardson
Press conference on urban redevelopment (SPUR chairman William Roth, John Merrill, and Mortimer Fleishhacker, Jr.) [07-30-63, 2 negatives]

Brigadier General Arthur Frye Jr. giving US Engineers’ report

Picket by bookstore owner Nasser Shabazz (Afro-Americans) [07-30-63, 3 negatives]

Picket by Bookstore Owner Nasser Shabazz (July 30, 1963)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 198, [07-30-63.03]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Nasser Shabazz standing with a sign outside a store window. Shabazz standing outside his bookstore.

New parking meter maids

Press conference on military traffic (Colonel Charles H. Lamback, Major General Rush B. Lincoln and Vincent F. Caputo)

Retiring military officers (Brigadier General Robert C. Tripp, Lieutenant General John Ryan, and Major General B.A. Holztworth)

Executive director of United Negro College Fund (William J. Trent)

Challenger to “red mail” law (Leif Heilberg) (communism) [07-31-63, 3 negatives]

Challenger to “Red Mail” Law -- Page Street (July 31, 1963)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 198, [07-31-63.07]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of challenger to the “red mail” law Leif Heilberg sitting on a sofa (communism).

August 1963

Dairy Princess Kathy Bentley

United Crusade volunteers visit children’s nursery

San Mateo County two queens

Robert Louis Stevenson monument in Portsmouth Square

International students visit Call offices

Miss Philippines of 1960 (Theresita Gonzalez)

Artist Beniamino Bufano conflict over sculpture for Alcatraz Island [08-02-63, 08-07-63, 14 negatives]

Hiroshima peace pickets (social protests, atomic age) [08-03-63, 10 negatives]

Hiroshima Peace Pickets -- Alameda Naval Air Station (August 03, 1963)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 199, [08-03-63.01]

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note

People holding peace symbols and signs outside Alameda Naval Air Station (social protests, atomic age).

Post Office bomb scare

Parents of student tourists in Cuba

Author Dr. Stanley Weintraub

Miss King Kong (Carol Eng)

San Francisco International Airport parking construction views

Grand Jury indictment of Ahmad Nasser Shabazz (Charles DeBiew) for extortion

New Warrior basketball coach Alex Hannun

Nun in motorized wheelchair (Sister M. Clarice) (disabled persons)

Gangs at San Quentin State Prison

Republican meeting (Claire Williams)
Opening of Saint Francis Square community apartments (housing)
Latin Americans visit Silver Tree camp for children (Manuel Selva, Joan Towers, Lorenzo del Cid, Frank Geratz, Lunardo Lopez, and Jorge Mario Guzman)
Bomb at Mexican restaurant
Benefit for handicapped children (disabled persons)
Dedication of site of new Saint Mary's Hospital in Daly City
Chief Supreme Court Justice Phil Gibson administers oath of office to second African American judge in San Francisco (Joseph Kennedy) [08-09-63, 4 negatives]

Chief State Supreme Court Justice Phil Gibson (August 09, 1963)

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief State Supreme Court Justice administers the oath of office to Municipal Judge Joseph Kennedy, second African American judge in San Francisco (Afro-Americans).

Destroyer Henry B. Wilson (ship)
Former ambassador to Haiti (Raymond Thurston)
Afro-Americans allowed to rent housing at Park Merced (race relations) [08-12-63, 1 negative]
Chrysler Corporation president Lynn A. Townsend
Ex-king Peter(?)
Picket of PG&E nuclear reactor at Bodega Bay and views of site (social protests, atomic age) [08-15-63, 08-16-63 (*strip negatives), 08-30-63, 45 negatives]
Picketing the Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E)(August 15, 1963)

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People picketing on the sidewalk against the Bodega Bay atomic reactor (social protests, atomic age).

Views of Bodega Bay and Point Reyes National Park Atomic Power Plant(August 16, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 199, [08-16-63.04]

Physical Description: 28 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Many landscape views including small roads, water, and construction. A group of trailers and a trash can, men fishing off cliffs, a house under construction and a sign reading "Coming soon Drake's Paradise Estates" (housing development, environment).

Bodega Bay Atomic Energy Plant Site(August 30, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 199, [08-30-63.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of construction going on at Bodega Bay at the proposed Pacific Gas and Electric Company's atomic energy plant, site of plant viewed from Doran Park (atomic age).

Design solution for Embarcadero Freeway (Walter Nemhauser) (transportation)
US Navy and Canadian mine sweepers (ship)
Disabled children's benefit
African pygmy goats at San Francisco Zoo
Pickets at Sun paper (labor) [08-15-63, 10 negatives]
Picketing the Sun Newspaper -- Turk Street (August 15, 1963)

Scope and Content Note
Men picketing the work practices of the Sun Newspaper, press conference with Dr. Thomas Burbridge (labor).

World War II veterans honor allies in Union Square [08-16-63, 7 negatives]
Disabled children working for Goodwill Industries
Ambassador Amelito Mutuc of the Philippines
Victorian houses near Washington and Webster Streets (neighborhood)
Parking meter key
Swedish consulate tour
Geophysical group convention (George R. Laclavere, Vladimir Belousov, Thomas Malone, Donald H. McLaughlin, Jerome B. Weisner, and Lloyd V. Berkner)
Young scientists at Wescon conference
World Affairs meeting
Honoring author Jessica Mitford
Views from Coit Tower and Ferry Building (cityscapes) [08-20-63, 18 negatives]
Scope and Content Note
Views from atop Coit Tower featuring the Bay Bridge. Looking down Market Street (cityscapes).

Blind children on tour of Arboretum in Golden Gate Park (disabled persons)
Model of sculpture planned for Alcatraz Island
Miss International Beauty luncheon
San Quentin State Prison art show
Muni drivers (bus drivers) (transportation)
Water Department head Jim Turner of Hetch-Hetchy water project retires [08-23-63, 7 negatives]
Mayor George Christopher on the Balclutha (ship)
Freedom Riders en route to Washington (social protests, civil rights) [08-24-63, 14 negatives]
Scope and Content Note
A group of Freedom Riders getting into a bus to head to Washington, DC; people creating a banner, people sitting in a room waiting (social protests, civil rights).

Book printer Lawton Kennedy [08-26-63, 3 negatives]
Vietnam Protest (social protests) [08-26-63, 9 negatives]
Scope and Content Note
People picketing with signs. Some read "Stop Beating on Buddha" and "Diem must go" in front of the Opera House. Protesters include U. Kim Khanah a Vietnamese UC student, Ann Pake and Conn Hallinan (social protests).

Head of Jewish school Frances Sussna (education) [08-26-63, 5 negatives]
Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus elephants arrive
Catholic Biblical Association press conference
Author Herbert Gold
"Slug" tour (Consul General Abdon Ugarte of Bolivia and Consul General Toshio Yamanaka of Japan) [08-27-63, 5 negatives]
Civil rights demonstration (Mayor George Christopher) (social protests) [08-28-63, 9 negatives]
Demonstration for Civil Rights with Mayor George Christopher -- City Hall (August 28, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 199, [08-28-63.04]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor George Christopher in the middle of a large crowd in front of City Hall during a civil rights demonstration (social protests).

Bridge tournament (Alfred Sheinwold)
Dr. J.C. Geiger
New Hilton Hotel construction (clown helps)
Freedom marchers return (from Washington?) (social protests) [08-29-63, 2 negatives]
Freedom Marchers Return Home(August 29, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 199, [08-29-63.02]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The Freedom Marchers getting off a plane after returning home from Washington (social protests, civil rights).

Judge Harold Caufield swears in new head of San Francisco Re-development Agency Larry Palacios [08-29-63, 4 negatives]
Fraud trial (Baron Andrew von Salza and lawyer Vincent Hallinan)
YMCA youngest volunteer (Cindy Lou Johnson)
Author Jose Arnold
UC Berkeley football picture day [08-31-63, ca. 35 negatives]
[*Note: strip negatives too long for standard sleeves are filed sideways at end of box.]

September 1963 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [090063-093063]

Physical Description: 700 negatives (estimate)

Old Spaghetti Factory café visited by Board of Permit Appeals (owner Frederick W. Kuh)
Trial of Baron von Salza (attorney Vincent Hallinan)
Counterfeit case
New director of M.H. De Young Memorial Museum Jack Richard McGregor
Teachers' institute (education) [09-3-63, 4 negatives]
First day of kindergarten at Redding and Yerba Buena schools (education) [09-04-63, 8 negatives]
Doctor held on suspicion of abortion
Wife of new director of M.H. De Young Memorial Museum Jack Richard McGregor
Religion - Race conference with Reverends Charles Dullea, Hamilton Boswell, Elder Hawkins, George Higgins, and Paul Sharpe; Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken; Mayor George Christopher; Rabbi Richard Hirsch; and Doctor Carl G. Howie (race relations) [09-04-63, 09-05-63, 6 negatives]
Religion-Race Conference -- University of San Francisco (September 04, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [09-04-63.11] ark:/13030/hb138nb0xq

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President of the University of San Francisco Reverend Charles Dullea, Reverend Hamilton Boswell, Archbishop Joseph McGucken, Mayor George Christopher, and Rabbi Richard Hirsch sit at the conference table (race relations).

Religion and Race Conference -- University of San Francisco (September 05, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [09-05-63.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reverend George J. Higgins, Rabbi Richard G. Hirsch, and Reverend Elder Hawkins speaking to each other at the conference (race relations).

Opera singer Elizabeth Mosher
Repaving of upper deck of Bay Bridge
United Crusade with Mayor George Christopher and City Attorney Thomas O'Connor [09-05-63, 4 negatives]
Coin and Currency Exhibition with Miss California Karen Jensen
Closing night at President Follies Burlesque
Public Defender Edward Mancuso files as candidate for Mayor
Police recruit officers at graduation exercises of A.P. Giannini Junior High School (education) [09-06-63, 3 negatives]
Harold Dobbs files as candidate for Mayor
Children play with tops in upper Noe Valley playground
Visiting Senator John Goodwin Tower of Texas [09-06-63, 4 negatives]
Consul Gideon Saguy of Israel [09-06-63, 2 negatives]
Lurline (ship) sails for last time
Afro-American rally at Oakland Auditorium (James Meredith, Hal Perry and Reverend Ansel O. Bell) [09-08-63, 6 negatives]

African American Rally -- Oakland Auditorium (September 08, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [09-08-63.02]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd filling portion of the lower level of the auditorium listens as University of San Francisco NCAA basketball champion Hal Perry introduces the organizer of the rally James Meredith (race relations, Afro-Americans). Reverend Ansel O. Bell gave the invocation.

Dr. Walter Vivrett speaks on elderly housing
New wing at Lone Mountain College (buildings) [09-09-63, 16 negatives]
W.R. Hearst award to Press Club President Rene Cazenave by Mrs. Jack Cooke (Phoebe Hearst)
Candidate for Mayor John Francis Shelley visits [09-10-63, 09-11-63, 14 negatives]
Leo Friedman files as candidate for municipal judge
Lee McDonough files as candidate for sheriff
Federal Grand Jury hearing regarding gangsters
Meetings with Freedom Movement and NAACP (Joseph B. Williams, Dr. Thomas N. Burbidge, Joyce Godwin) (race relations) [09-11-63, 09-13-63, 14 negatives]
Race Meeting With Freedom Movement and NAACP -- City Hall (September 11, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [09-11-63.05]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairman of the Freedom Movement's employment committee Joseph B. Williams and president of the local NAACP Dr. Thomas N. Burbridge meet and talk at City Hall (race relations, Afro Americans).

Freedom Meeting With Freedom Movement and NAACP -- Mayor's Office (September 13, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [09-13-63.06]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joyce Godwin, president of local NAACP Dr. Thomas Burbridge, and other city and state officials in Mayor Christopher's office (race relations, Afro-Americans).

New supersonic jet model (airplane) [09-11-63, 6 negatives]
World Secret Service Association convention
San Francisco State College registration (education) [09-12-63, 7 negatives]
School Board hearing (education) [09-12-63, 4 negatives]
Al Baccari files as candidate for supervisor
Candidates filing for office (Charles Rogers, Gene McAteer, Tom Lynch, Max Moore and Samuel Jordan) [09-12-63, 11 negatives]
Royalty from Afghanistan (King Zaher, Queen Momaira, Ambassador John M. Steeves and Mayor George Christopher) [09-12-63, 7 negatives]
Ex-chief of police of Sausalito Howard W. Goerndt
Sol C. Drossman, Raymond Syufy, and attorney Joseph Bertain at Grand Jury (gangster?) hearing
Opening of opera season [09-13-63, ca. 70 negatives]
Press conference with Representative Craig Hosmer of Long Beach [09-13-63, 3 negatives]
Queen Momaira of Afghanistan
King Mohammed Zaher and Queen Momaira of Afghanistan at Marina Safeway supermarket [09-14-63, 14 negatives]
US Grand Jury (gangster?) hearing
Neighborhood clean-up in Merced Heights district
Pickets booked at Hall of Justice (Terry A. Francois) (race relations, Afro-Americans) [09-14-63, 3 negatives]

Pickets Booked -- Hall of Justice (September 14, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [09-14-63.03] ark:/13030/hb4m3nb30d

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Police officer Donald Ostrem Fingerprinting Terry A. Francois (race relations, Afro-Americans). Tracy A. Soms, Elizabeth A. Goldblatt, Kris Schivo and Nancy D. Handy all booked and waiting on bench in the Hall of Justice (social protests).

State narcotics agent finds Japanese shoji with marijuana
College of San Mateo near completion (construction site) (education, buildings)
San Quentin State Prison hobby shop
Don Emmons hired as new architect for Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART, transportation)
Hastings College of the Law "old timer" faculty (Dean Everett Fraser and Dean William L. Prosser)
Domestic Peace Corps press conference
Japanese Youth Hostel visitors
Demolition of Wells Fargo building (Sutter and Montgomery Streets)
Horses being shipped from Argentina to Japan
Matt Carberry files as candidate for Sheriff
Raisin Queen (Sophia Bain Ayre)
Louis Lourie leases Mark Hopkins Hotel to cowboy actor Gene Autry
Valdivia, Chile presents copper plate to Mayor George Christopher
Protests and memorial for Alabama hate crime victims (Afro-American leader
Leonard Farmer, US Attorney Cecil Poole, Rabbi Alvin Fine, William Chester and
others (race relations, social protests) [09-16-63, 09-21-63, 20 negatives]
Crowd Rallies for Birmingham Bombing Protests -- Post Office Building
(September 16, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [09-18-63.04]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rabbi Alvin Fine, Chairman William Chester, United States attorney Cecil Poole, and
Leonard Farmer talk to the huge crowd filling the streets in front of the Post Office
building about the bombing of the 16th Street Baptist Church in Birmingham,
Alabama which resulted in the deaths of four young girls (hate crimes, civil rights).
A young woman holds a sign saying "We mourn for the child victims of Birmingham
mobs and police" (social protests, race relations).

Student March in Memorial to Four Alabama Girls -- University of San
Francisco(September 21, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [09-21-63.04]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students from the University of San Francisco march to Saint Dominic Church in
memorial to the four girls that died in the Alabama church bombing (social
protests, race relations).

Reception for new director of M.H. de Young Memorial Museum (Richard Rheem,
Director Jack McGregor and others)
Printers strike at Philips and Van Orden plants (labor) [09-18-63, 10 negatives]

Printer Strike -- Philips and Van Orden Plants(September 18, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [09-18-63.07]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Crowd of pickets outside of the plants. Crew workers refused to take the freight
into the yard and got off of the train (labor). Carloads of paper pull past the pickets
into Philips plant.

Oronsay (ship) arrives
Mayor George Christopher appoints James P. Mitchell with Chairman Dr. Thomas
N. Burbridge of the Freedom Movement present [09-19-63, 4 negatives]
Installation of student body officers at Luther Burbank Junior High School
(education) [09-19-63, 3 negatives]
Princess Norodan Rasmi Sobhana of Cambodia
New meter maid outfits
South African official Alec Groschel
Spanish American War survivor John J. Brady
Attorney general staff members Derald Cranberg and Alvin Goldstein awarded
sheriff badges
World Trade Fair
Laraine Day
Press conference with Congressman Clayton Powell [09-20-63, 5 negatives]
Conference of California judges (Tom C. Clark and Reverend Charles W. Dulles)
National Executive Secretary Roy Wilkins of the NAACP (Afro-Americans) [09-23-3,
2 negatives]
National Executive Secretary of NAACP Roy Wilkins -- Sun Reporter (September 23, 1963)

Head shots of Roy Wilkins (Afro-Americans).

Supervisor William Blake faces Tom Gray of Downtown Association
Children's aid rummage sale
Afro-American youths arrested
Mills College registration of international students
Press conference with Mark W. Johnson (coastal area manager, State Dept. of Employment) and Dr. Thomas Burbridge (San Francisco president of local NAACP)
Bar Association convention (William P. Gray, Superior Judge Gerald S. Levin, Ben K. Lerer, and others)
American Friends Service (YMCA) back from USSR
Cross burned into lawn of Afro-American home (race relations)

Cross Burned into lawn of African-American Home -- Ingleside District
(September 24, 1963)

Indian artifacts found at The Dollar Ranch in Walnut Creek
Supreme Court Justice's breakfast
"New Math" class at Portola Junior High School for parents (education)
Berkeley Tennis Club international matches
Associate Supreme Court Justice Arthur Goldberg speaking to Hastings law students (education)
Supreme Court Justices Clark, Black, Warren, Douglas, Reed, White, Brennan, Stewart, Goldberg, Gibson, Whittaker, and Governor Edmund G. Brown
Supreme Court justices and picketing -- Masonic Temple (September 25, 1963)

Press conference with Finance Minister Theophilus Donges and Consul General John Mills of South Africa
Obscene literature committee (Murray Schwartz, Richard Donovan, Anthony Beilenson, Gordon Winton and Sheila Jensen) (censorship?, pornography?)
United Crusade drive
Integration march in East Palo Alto in favor of diversity (race relations)
Integration March -- East Palo Alto (September 26, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [09-26-63.03] ark:/13030/hb4j49n9nq

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Residents of East Palo Alto march through the community with signs urging that it remain a diverse neighborhood and does not turn into "another negro ghetto" (race relations). Other signs praise the diversity of the community and the quality of the people living there (social protests).

New Chapel Calvary Presbyterian Church at Jackson and Fillmore Streets (buildings)
Miniature Museum
Steinhart Aquarium visit with dolphins and seals
Conference on metropolitan future with Clark Kerr and Sir Edwin Herbert
Artist studio tour with Ruth Asawa sculptures
San Francisco Youth Association Youth Council meeting at YMCA [09-26-63, 3 negatives]
Perry Mason (actor Raymond Burr)
Model of San Francisco waterfront (architect Mario Campi and Director James McCarthy of City Planning Commission)
Plans for new Point San Bruno
Dr. William L. Cobb appointed assistant superintendent and human relations officer to Board of Education [09-27-63, 4 negatives]
Hunters Point Housing Project new youth club director
Ground breaking for Boalt Hall (School of Law) at UC Berkeley with Chief Justice
Earl Warren [09-27-63, 11 negatives]

Ground Breaking for Boalt Hall -- University of California at Berkeley (September 27, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [09-27-63.09]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Justice Earl Warren shovels dirt and speaks to the crowd gathered for the ground breaking of new law school. Large crowd fills the courtyard of Boalt Hall.

Opening Day of College of San Mateo (education, buildings) [09-30-63, 6 negatives]

Opening Day of College of San Mateo (September 30, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 200, [09-30-63.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of students on campus and general college activity (education, buildings).

October 1963 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 201-202, [100063-103163]
Physical Description: 950 negatives (estimate)

Opening of senior citizen center
Percy Moore files as candidate for supervisor [10-00-63, 4 negatives]
New director of California Academy of Sciences Dr. George E. Lindsay
Former government agriculture official Ezra Taft Benson [10-01-63, 4 negatives]
Model of acoustic shell for symphony (President Philip Boone of San Francisco Symphony with Nathaniel Owings and Armand Casini of Skimore, Owings and Merrill architects)
New Assistant US Attorney Zeppelin W. Wong [10-01-63, 12 negatives]
"Bucks for Better Government“ with Roger Kent and Caspar W. Weinberger [10-01-63, 3 negatives]
Citizen committee to save library at Library Commission hearing
Harold Dobbs campaign for supervisor [10-02-63, many throughout month]
Thayer and Pamapa (Pampanito?) ships for National Maritime Museum [10-02-63, 10-03-63, 27 negatives]
$1,300,000.00 in narcotics to be dumped into ocean [10-02-63, 10 negatives]
Art Festival
Hat fashions
John Francis Shelley, mayoral candidate, visits Mayor's office [10-02-63, 6 negatives]
"Magical" push button dialing for telephones
Tree planting at Post Office building
Workers strike at Washington Township Hospital (labor) [10-03-63, 28 negatives]
*Strike at the Washington Township Hospital -- Fremont* (October 03, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 201, [10-03-63.03]
Physical Description: 29 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Strikers picket in front of the hospital as cars pull through the crowd (labor). Views of the workers in the kitchen and the laundry room of the hospital. Administrator of the hospital Robert C. Taylor.

Superintendent Dr. Speers (education) [10-03-63, 2 negatives]
Ribbon cutting with Agriculture Queen Karen Jensen and Chairman Carl Garrison of Agriculture Commission
"Mentally retarded" children "open house" (developmentally disabled or mentally handicapped?)
Author Virginia Lee
Foreign Minister Dr. Bruno Kreisky of Austria
Press conference with Willie Long of Mare Island Naval Shipyard and Arthur Jones, chairman of Bay Area Employees for Equal Opportunity (labor, civil rights) [10-04-63, 2 negatives]
Announcement of Chinese Independence Day (October 10) with acting Mayor Harold Dobbs [10-04-63, 3 negatives]
Press conference with Bishop Samuel
United Crusade
Queen Lindia Molinari [10-04-63, 3 negatives]
St. Paul (ship)
San Francisco Naval League Sea Cadet Corps aboard the Midway (ship)
Harvest Festival with Future Farmers of America
Nuclear disaster casualty training project at Presidio (civil defense, atomic age) [10-05-63, 4 negatives]
*Nuclear Disaster Casualty Training Project -- Letterman Army Hospital -- Presidio* (October 05, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 201, [10-05-63.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Simulated casualties of a nuclear disaster being treated by hospital Army nurses (atomic age, civil defense). Lieutenant Pete Phillips is treated for facial injuries from mock nuclear blast by Army nurse Captain Teresa Tinetti and Major Joseph Cusimano.

Mine (explosive) recovery effort by Army in Foothills Park, Palo Alto
Author Marie Puccinelli
Grand opening of Eichler house in Laguna (architecture)
West Portal School "big top carnival" for PTA (education) [10-07-63, 4 negatives]
Fol de Rol opera ball
Bookie raid (gambling)
Press conference with Robert Carter
Exploration of ocean bottom with new drilling submarine
Prime Minister Kurt George Kiesinger of Germany
Director Sargent Shriver of Peace Corps
Festival of France
First baby born on Bay Bridge
Mayor Albert BAYER at Munich, Germany
Engineer award winner General Lucius Clay
Press conference with Brotherhood Sleeping Car Porters union (A. Philip Randolph) (labor) [10-10-63, 2 negatives]
Black Muslim leader Malcolm X (Afro-Americans) [10-10-63, 3 negatives]
   Black Muslim Leader Malcolm X -- Towne House (October 10, 1963)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 201, [10-10-63.03] arkk:/13030/1b6b4nb49h
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Malcolm X at a press conference in the Towne House (Afro-Americans, civil rights).

Dewey monument being reconstructed for French Week
Self-hypnosis demonstration (Dr. Milton Erickson) (health)
Michael Noble, M.P. Secretary of State for Scotland
Columbus Day with acting Mayor Harold Dobbs [10-10-63, 4 negatives]
Bay Bridge to be one way (various) (transportation)
Cable car plant (transportation)
Youth Association candidate night (Supervisor Percy Moore) [10-10-63, 2 negatives]
Youth Guidance Center "beard" hearing (Probation Officer James Forstner won't shave off beard) (dress code?, fashion?) (10-10-63, 10-18-63, 5 negatives)
"Bucks for Better Government"

Counterfeit $20 bills
Homecoming Queen Wendie Williams of City College
Dr. George F. Adams
ABC Convention (Girl Scouts) [10-11-63, 2 negatives]
President Wilson (ship) with students en route to Japan [10-12-63, 8 negatives]
Columbus Day parade
Executive Director John F. Delury of Council for Civic Unity [10-14-63, 2 negatives]
   Executive Director John F. Delury of the Council for Civic Unity (October 14, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 201, [10-14-63.07]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   The new Executive Director of the Council for Civic Unity John F. Delury at work.

PG&E plant at Bodega Bay (aerial views) [10-14-63, 30 negatives]
Aerial Views of the New PG&E Plant -- Bodega Bay (October 14, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 201, [10-14-63.10]
   Physical Description: 30 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Aerial views of the site for the new PG&E (Pacific Gas and Electric) power plant at Bodega Bay and the surrounding areas. Ground views of the construction of the plant (atomic power?). (Oversize strip negatives filed out of sequence along the side of the box).

New library - business
Bank of America president elect Rudolph A. Peterson and out-going President Clark Beise
Texan John W. Mecom buys 50% of Hilton Hotel (Conrad Hilton and Jesse W. Tapp of Bank of America)
Dope addicts (narcotics)
Making movie "Good Neighbor Sam" with actor Jack Lemmon
Grand National at the Cow Palace
Candidate for supervisor Carl Olsen
Freedom from Hunger press conference (Marsha Hunt)
Kearney Street location for new Bank of America building
Anti-Tito (Josip Broz Tito of Yugoslavia) press conference with Serbian nationalists (Miroslav Djordjevic, Milton Lepstich and Voy Zcheyvich) (communism) [10-16-63, 8 negatives]

Anti-Tito Press Conference -- Serbian Nationalists -- Baker and Church Street Serbian Church (October 16, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 201, [10-16-63.14]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Executive secretary of the Citizens' Committee against Tito's visit to the United States Miroslav Djordjevich, president of the local chapter of the Serbian Defense Council of America Milton Lepetich, and member of the Serbian Defense Council of America Voy Cheyovich sit and answer questions at an anti-Tito press conference.

Cable car barns (interiors) (transportation)
Nursing conference
Little children aid Junior Auxiliary
Twenty-one-gun salute at Presidio for French frigate (ship) arriving for Festival of France
Psychosomatic Medicine Convention speaker Dr. Mary S. Calderone (Planned Parenthood)
Design for new school for archdiocese
Housing Authority plans for curved building for elderly
Author Sterling Hayden
Eiffel Tower in Union Square for Festival of France
Lieutenant Governor Glenn Anderson and wife greeted by PUC commissioner Ted White [10-17-63, 3 negatives]
Author Rachel Carson
Voters at City Hall
African American dentist named to State Board of Education (Dr. Daniel Collins) (Afro-Americans) [10-18-63, 10-22-63, 7 negatives]
Mayor Jean Auburtin of Paris for French Week
Hotel and buildings to be demolished for Fifth and Mission Street parking garage [10-18-63, 6 negatives]

Mrs. Ngo Dinh Nhu Speaking -- Commonwealth Club -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (October 21, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 201, [10-21-63.01]

Physical Description: 102 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Nhu of Vietnam prepares and speaks to a crowd that totally fills the giant gallery at the palace hotel. She receives red roses after her speech to the commonwealth club. Press conference views of Mrs. Nhu and her daughter Le Thuy. A large crowd of protesters gather in the streets outside of the Palace Hotel to protest the Vietnam War and Mrs. Nhu's visit to the United States (social protests). Some of the signs read "Mme. Nhu paid for by the USA", "End the war in Vietnam Now", and "adhere to 1954 Geneva agreement".
Mrs. Ngo Dinh Nhu Returns to a Crowd of Protesters -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (October 27, 1963)

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Mrs. Ngo Dinh Nhu of Vietnam and daughter Le Thuy accompanied by spokesperson UN Vietnam observer To Ngoc Thach, arrives to picketers. Protesters mob the sidewalks outside the entrance to the Palace Hotel with signs reading "No Nhus are Good News" and "America is the Real Dragon in Vietnam" (social protests, Vietnam War). One protester holds an effigy of Mrs. Nhu on a stick. Mrs. Nhu is escorted into the hotel by policemen.

Mrs. Ngo Dinh Nhu Speaking -- Commonwealth Club -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (October 28, 1963)

Physical Description: 22 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Mrs. Nhu greets and speaks with some people at the conference table before she starts her speech. She stands on a pedestal to speak to the large crowd filling the large hall of the palace hotel. Outside, protesters march around the entrance to the hotel asking for an end to US presence in Vietnam and pointing out the corruption of Mrs. Nhu (social protests, Vietnam War).

Mrs. Ngo Dinh Nhu -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (October 28, 1963)

Physical Description: 25 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Close-ups and long shots of Mrs. Ngo Dinh Nhu and her daughter Le Thuy at the Sheraton Palace Hotel speaking to city officials and other people present at the conference. Large Crowd of protesters remain outside of the Hotel (social protests).


Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note

The daughter of Mrs. Nhu, Le Thuy leaves the Sheraton Palace Hotel with a police escort. Le Thuy, private secretary to Mrs. Nhu, Vietnam Observer for the UN To Ngoc Thach, and Bruce Baxter III eat at Kan's Restaurant in Chinatown.

King crabs for Steinhart Aquarium
Pest control convention with Vice Chancellor Robert A. Metcalf of UC Riverside Mancuso for Mayor campaign (Mrs. Edward Mancuso) [10-22-63, 5 negatives]
California Historical Society Bar Association luncheon (Jesse A. Mueller, Joseph Meyerstein and Edward J. Lynch)
Test borings on Market Street for Bay Area Rapid Transit subway watched by BART President Adrien Falk [10-22-63, 18 negatives]

Test Borings for Bay Area Rapid Transit -- Market and Mason Streets (October 22, 1963)

Physical Description: 18 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Driller W.T. Jones sets up the drill and guides the bit into place from the giant drill mounted on the back of a truck at Market Street. President of Bay Area Rapid Transit Adrien Falk and a large crowd gather around the drill and watch as it drills into the ground (transportation).
Press conference with Rear Admiral Bernard Clarey, Vice Admiral Elton W. Grenfell and Rear Admiral Vernon Lowrance
Heart Association press conference at Mount Zion Hospital with Father Cletus Caffrey, Dr. Meyer Friedman and Dr. Ray Rosenman
Tree cutting (logging) at Bodega Bay
Boys' Club "Boy of the Year" Ernest Evans [10-23-63, 2 negatives]
Dinner for Harold Dobbs (Mrs. John Rosekrans and Lawrence Horenstein) [10-23-63, 4 negatives]
Governor Nelson Aldrich Rockefeller (New York) and wife Happy Rockefeller [10-22-63, 10-23-63, 32 negatives]  
Louis Lomax speaking at Woodrow Wilson High School [10-23-63, 7 negatives]
US flyers home from Vietnam (military) [10-23-63, 3 negatives]
Bolshoi Ballet auditions (Simon Semonoff)
Mayoral and supervisor candidates [10-24-63, 12 negatives]
Maori group visits (Consul General M.F. Chapman of New Zealand) [10-24-63, 13 negatives]
Grand National Parade with Art Linkletter and Rodeo Queen Ginger Armstrong
Senate fact-finding committee on medical assistance for the aged (health, senior citizens) [10-24-63, 7 negatives]
Press conference with Senator Jacob K. Javits [10-24-63, 3 negatives]
Interview with Vice Admiral John T. Hayward
Press conference with Council for Civic Unity [10-24-63, 4 negatives]
  Press Conference with the Council for Civic Unity -- Oakdale Avenue (October 24, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 202, [10-24-63.14]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reverend Leonard Ferringe of the All Hallows Catholic Church and the reverend Amos Cambric Jr. of the Ridge Point Methodist Church answer questions at a press conference at 1715 Oakdale Avenue (civil rights).

Muscular Dystrophy poster child Tony Hartmann with singer Dorothy Collins
Election special: Judge Clayton W. Horn [10-25-63, 2 negatives]
Election special: Judge James Welch [10-25-63, 2 negatives]
Election special: Charles Rogers(?), registrar of voters [10-25-63, 2 negatives]
Real Estate Commissioner Milton Gordon
Election special: Judge Leland Lazarus [10-25-63, 2 negatives]
San Francisco News-Call Bulletin building
Election special: Judge Clarence Linn [10-25-63, 2 negatives]
Election special: empty offices [10-25-63, 9 negatives]
Governor Mark O. Hatfield of Oregon
Senator Jennings Randolph of West Virginia [10-26-63, 4 negatives]
Election special: candidate for mayor Robert O. Jones [10-26-63, 2 negatives]
Job discrimination picket against Harold Dobbs outside Mel's Drive-in (civil rights) [10-26-63, 2 negatives]
  Job Discrimination Pickets Against Dobbs -- Mel's Drive-in (October 26, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 202, [10-26-63.04] ark:/13030/hb9w1009k9
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protesters picket the job discrimination at Mel's Drive-in with signs asking "Where are the negro waitresses?" (social protests). Other picketers make reference to Harold Dobbs' job discrimination position (civil rights).

Author Margaret Bartlett Anderson
Lady Bird Johnson [10-28-63, 5 negatives]
Lady Bird Johnson -- Fairmont Hotel (October 28, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 202, [10-28-63.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Lady Bird Johnson with Mrs. Thomas Lynch at the Fairmont Hotel.

American College of Surgeons conference on breast cancer (David V. Habif, Sir John Bruce, Robert C. Hickey, Justin J. Stein, and Edgar C. White)
Adlai E. Stevenson and son John Stevenson [10-28-63, 9 negatives]
Acting Mayor Harold Dobbs tours Hall of Justice and City Prison [10-28-63, 6 negatives]
Ferry Eureka moved to Hyde Park
Conference on Jews in Russia
Cancer quackery (health)
New Consul General Lancelot F.L. Pyman of Great Britain (former ambassador to Africa)
Alistair Cook at World Affairs Council with impresario Hale
Air pollution hearing (auto smog devices)
Alfibano Petrinii buying livestock for meat
Picket chief Chip Newman of ITU Local 21 (labor) [10-30-63, 3 negatives]

Picket Chief Chip Newman of ITU Local 21 -- Union Headquarters (October 30, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 202, [10-30-63.10]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picket Chief Chip Newman sits and talks with a member of the ITU Local 21 at the union headquarters (labor) (Industrial Trades Union of America).

Alaskan crab war (Fisherman's Wharf old timers Joe Pastori and Sam Sabella)
Governor Edmund G. Brown opens session on Study of Common Mental Retardation (mentally handicapped or developmentally disabled?) [10-30-63, 9 negatives]
Model of acoustical shell for San Francisco Opera House
Russian movie stars Margarita Volodina and Viacheslav Tikhonov
Plant expedition to the Andes

Physical Description: 500 negatives (estimate)

Missing girl (Judith Williamson) from Albany (throughout month) [11-00-63 - 11-22-63, ca. 140 negatives]
Team hopes to launch first civilian satellite (Kelly MacDonald and David Guidici) (space age) [11-00-63, 15 negatives]
[Barry?] Goldwater [11-00-63, 2 negatives]
Harold Dobbs visits telephone company [11-01-63, 9 negatives]
New Deputy City Attorney H. Le Roy Cannon [11-01-63, 6 negatives]
Drilling for BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) subway (California and Market Streets) [11-02-63, 5 negatives]

Drilling for BART -- California and Market Street (November 02, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 202, [11-02-63.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views on Market and California Streets of construction for BART subway (transportation).

"Girl" auto mechanics
Hall of Justice press conference on demonstrations at Mel's Drive-In restaurant (social protests, race relations) [11-04-63, 9 negatives]
Press Conference on Sit-in Demonstrations at Mel's Drive-in Restaurant -- Hall of Justice (November 04, 1963)

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of sit-in demonstrators gathered inside the Hall of Justice, including Tracy Simms, Philip Davis, and Jeffrey Cole. Demonstrators singing "We Shall Overcome" (civil rights).

Interview with Robert Cohen of NBC/CBS
Public defender Edward T. Mancuso voting [11-05-63, 4 negatives]
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) leader attorney Floyd McKissick of North Carolina (Afro-Americans, race relations) [11-05-63, 2 negatives]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Floyd McKissick of CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) (civil rights).

John Francis Shelley voting [11-05-63, 3 negatives]
Harold Dobbs (acting Mayor) visits [11-05-63, 8 negatives]
Leo McCarthy and wife
John Francis Shelley (winner) and Harold Dobbs (loser) of mayoral election [11-05-63, 15 negatives]
John Francis Shelley and Harold Dobbs -- Market Street and Flood Building(November 05, 1963)

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note
John Francis Shelley standing at a microphone and surrounded by a crowd waving victory signs with their hands. Shelley standing and talking on the telephone next to his wife. Views of Leo Freidman standing with his wife. Dobbs standing with his campaign manager Haynie.

Flood from rains (Townsend between Seventh and Eighth Streets)
Civil rights lawyer (later judge) Cecil F. Poole (Afro-Americans) [11-06-63, 2 negatives]
Civil Rights Lawyer Cecil F. Poole -- Hall of Justice(November 06, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 202, [11-06-63.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Cecil F. Poole sitting with Police Chief Tom Cahill at a table.

New supervisor George D. Moscone and family [11-06-63, 4 negatives]
New supervisor Leo McCarthy and family [11-06-63, 8 negatives]
Press conference with John Howard Griffin
Views of Belvedere in Marin County (cityscapes)
Press conference with new Mayor John Francis Shelley [11-06-63, 8 negatives]
Recovered materials stolen by library employee
Stanford students back from the Freedom Summer in the south supporting "Arron Henry" (civil rights, social protests, race relations?)
Press conference with Philip Burton (running for Congress) [11-07-63, 6 negatives]
Mayor John Francis Shelley [11-07-63, 15 negatives]  
Federal housing for the aged (senior citizens)  
Ambassador Braj Kumar Nehru of India [11-07-63, 6 negatives]  
New Russian Orthodox Church in Burlingame  
Consul General Jose Carlos Ferreyros of Peru [11-07-63, 9 negatives]  
Conference on San Francisco Bay swimmers (acting Mayor Harold Dobbs and Rear Admiral Allen Winbeck) [11-08-63, 3 negatives]  
Council for Civic Unity press conference with James H. Scheuer (chairman of Housing Advisory Committee Against Discrimination) [11-08-63, 4 negatives]  
Council for Civic Unity Press Conference(November 08, 1963)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 202, [11-08-63.08]  
   Physical Description: 4 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  
   James H. Scheuer (chairman of the Housing Advisory Committee) sitting at a table and talking (civil rights).

Camp Fire Girls conference registration [11-10-63, 6 negatives]  
Former King Umberto of Italy and Francesco Ruspoli Duca di Morignano with William Hutchinson [11-10-63, 7 negatives]  
Russian women visit  
Turn Toward Peace press conference with Norman Thomas (socialist) [11-11-63, 6 negatives]  
Girl Scout convention [11-11-63, 2 negatives]  
New District Supervisor R. M. Copeland  
Youth for Service Project (YMCA) [11-11-63, 2 negatives]  
Ten-year-old man Harry G. Mathes  
Osaka (Japan) sister city affiliation committee press conference  
Waiter serves wine balanced on his head while doing the Twist (dance)  
Protest at Mel's Drive-in restaurant over hiring (race relations, civil rights) [11-12-63, 12 negatives]  
   Protest of Hiring Practices by Waitress Union -- Mel's Drive-in Restaurant(November 12, 1963)  
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 202, [11-12-63.06]  
   Physical Description: 12 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  
   Various views of Jackie Walsh (president of the local Waitress Union) talking with the press. Joseph Belardi (chairman of the joint committee of Culinary Workers) talking with the press. Views of crowd.

Five alarm fire at Cliff House [11-12-63, 11-13-63, 65 negatives]  
   Five Alarm Fire -- Cliff House(November 12, 1963)  
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 202, [11-12-63.07]  
   Physical Description: negative  
   Scope and Content Note  
   Various views of the blaze, firemen working on the fire, and destroyed buildings.  
   Physical Description: 15 negatives  
   Scope and Content Note  
   Views of firefighters fighting the remaining fire and destroyed buildings.

World Affairs Council (Director Peter Hayman) [11-12-63, 3 negatives]  
San Francisco International Film Festival dinner  
Yugoslavia benefit recital (Consul General Milivoj Catipovic) [11-13-63, 4 negatives]  
Demolition of building at Stevenson and Third Street for new garage
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)

November 1963 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 202, [110063-113063]

Plans for the new Japanese Culture Center
US Department of Health commissioner of welfare, Dr. Ellen Winston
Arrival of young lion "Asta" at San Francisco Zoo from Ethiopia
Stradivarius Quartette (Ephraim Engleman, Jacob Krachmalmick, Harry Rumpler,
and Boris Blinder)
Popo the Clown
Women from San Francisco Women's Conference on Civil Rights meet at YMCA
(Mrs. Joseph McCarthy and Chief Thomas Cahill) [11-19-63, 3 negatives]
San Francisco Women's Conference on Civil Rights -- YMCA (November 19, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 202, [11-19-63.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Thomas Cahill and Mrs. Joseph McCarthy (National Council of Catholic
Women) standing together with papers (civil rights).

Woman demonstrating the "parking meter Twist" (dance)
Honorable Dr. Samuel Antonio de Varona
New Protestant Chaplain at Youth Guidance Center (Reverend Lane Barton and
Judge Melvyn I. Cronin)
Woman foreman of construction crew
Unveiling of plaque marking El Camino Real
Assassination of President John F. Kennedy (local reactions, prayer services)
[11-22-63, ca. 80 negatives]
Boy Scouts tree planting day on Twin Peaks [11-23-63, 5 negatives]
Mrs. James D. Zellerbach meets conductor Josef Krips
New hippopotamidae for San Francisco Zoo (hippopotamuses)
Superior Court Judge Raymond J. O'Connor
Candidate for US Senate Harold Treskunoff (waiter)
Two new rhinoceroses for San Francisco Zoo
"Gals" working in Hunters Point shipyard (women) [11-27-63, 12 negatives]
American-Soviet affairs counselor Igor K. Kolosovsky speaks to students at San
Francisco State [11-27-63, 10 negatives]
Conductor Josef Krips with Heinrich Keiholz
Thanksgiving at the Salvation Army
New BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) headquarters (814 Mission Street)
(transportation) [11-27-63, 5 negatives]
Post-eye operation exam of Korean girl (health)
Fog from Twin Peaks (cityscapes)
New building and around town views (cityscapes) [11-28-63, 39 negatives]
New Buildings and Town Views -- Hilton, Nob Hill, Golden Gate

Physical Description: 39 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views all over the city of buildings being built or just completed
(cityscapes).

negatives]
Family of military man who is spending Thanksgiving in Vietnam
Soviet guests (Dr. Nikolai N. Blokhin, A.A. Vergheles, N.N. Inozemtev, Dr. N.M.
Chegodaev, and D.A. Shmarinov)
Treasure Island civilian fire chief Douglas Allen Golden
Conductor Josef Krips with wife

December 1963 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [120063-123163]

Physical Description: 350 negatives (estimate)
Search for missing girl (Judith Williamson?) [12-01-63, 12-05-63, 7 negatives]
Civil defense material piling up in warehouse at Oakland Naval Supply Center [12-03-63, 10 negatives]

**Civilian Defense Material Piling Up in Warehouse (December 03, 1963)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [12-03-63.01]

- Physical Description: 10 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Stockman George Flanary checking the seventeen gallon water tanks, stacks of medical kits, Keith Perrin, leaderman, with food and crackers at the Oakland Naval Supply Center (civil defense).

**Election posters**
Election of officers and director of Chamber of Commerce [12-03-63, 3 negatives]
Balboa reservoir (cityscapes) [12-03-63, 3 negatives]
Drawings of new Fox Plaza building (Cyril Magnin and Richard Kirschman) [12-03-63, 9 negatives]
Hearing with members of ASTA (American Society of Travel Agents) and Senate fact finding committee (Alan Short, J. Eugene McAteer, and others)
Palace of Fine Arts meeting with Mayor elect John Francis Shelley and Mayor George Christopher [12-03-63, 5 negatives]
New police crash helmets
Russian (Soviet) engineers and contractors inspect building
Jefferson High School students re-enact senator’s speeches on Federal Reserve system bill (education) [12-04-63, 11 negatives]
Victorian mansion at Green and Laguna Street sold at auction (buildings) [12-05-63, 8 negatives]
Entertainer Bob Hope and wife at airport
Back from Vietnam (Captain Donald A. Wisdom) [12-05-63, 4 negatives]
Diamond Jim (embezzler) and girlfriend

**Pictorial Western Americana “gold rush” exhibit at The Bancroft Library, UC Berkeley** [12-05-63, 3 negatives]

**Pictorial Western Americana “Gold Rush” Exhibit at The Bancroft Library UC Berkeley (December 05, 1963)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [12-05-63.07]

- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Estelle Rebec, chief manuscript cataloguer with Robert H. Becker, assistant director readying “The Gold Seeker” (painting).

**SNCC (Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee) press conference with John Lewis (civil rights) [12-06-63, 4 negatives]**

**Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee Press Conference (December 06, 1963)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [12-06-63.01]

- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Portrait of John Lewis taken during a press conference for the SNCC (civil rights).

**NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) leader Belford V. Lawson [12-06-63, 5 negatives]**
San Francisco Real Estate Board 1964 officers
California Press Association dinner
Miss Teenager of America (Judy Doll)
Kidnapping of Frank Sinatra, Jr. [12-09-63, 6 negatives, 73 strip* negatives]
Frank Sinatra, Jr. Kidnapping -- Lake Tahoe (December 09, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [12-09-63.03]

Physical Description: 79 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Mug shot photos of suspects in the Frank Sinatra, Jr. kidnapping case. The interior of a motel room, the exterior of a motel with a man pointing, a press conference, police with guns at a roadside checkpoint with a stopped car, a man handcuffed lying on a bed, men talking on the phone, a suspect being moved.

Pleasant Hill / Lafayette housing tract [12-09-63, 21 negatives]

Housing Tract -- Pleasant Hills -- Lafayette (December 09, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [12-09-63.06]

Physical Description: 21 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Houses and plots of land in Lafayette development area. Mostly landscape shots.

Writer Ella Winter

Pesticides meeting

Candidates for Mardi Gras Queen

Supervisor's Health and Welfare Committee hearing on life ban on selling meat after 6 pm [12-10-63, 2 negatives]

Nobel prize winners (Emilio Segre, Robert Hofstadter, Edwin M. McMillan, Melvin Calvin, Wendell Stanley, Donald Glaser and Owen Chamberlain) [12-10-63, 4 negatives]

Nobel Day -- California Academy of Sciences (December 10, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [12-10-63.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Seven winners of the Nobel Prize. Emilio Segre, Robert Hofstadter, Edwin M. McMillan, Melvin Calvin, Wendell Stanley, Donald A. Glaser and Owen Chamberlain. standing together.

New smog control (environment)

Librarian meeting

Launching of barge "Kenai"

Author Hans Holzer

Greek author and poet Kimon Friar

Dedication of new Water Department yard (President Stuart N. Greenberg of Water Commission and Mayor George Christopher) [12-11-63, 2 negatives]

George Washington High School student Madeline Olsson wins award in English (education) [12-12-63, 5 negatives]

Vallecitos Atomic Laboratory (Pleasanton/Livermore) with new Superheat Reactor (atomic age) [12-12-63, 38 negatives]

Vallecitos Atomic Laboratory -- Pleasanton/Livermore (December 12, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [12-12-63.03]

Physical Description: 38 negatives

Scope and Content Note
The inside of the superheat reactor, some men standing outside, the top of the reactor, also with man performing function inside the reactor, man standing in front of the reactor, the plant seen from a distance away with hills in background, copy of photo of overall view of plant, a man at the control panel with dials and switches (atomic age).

Tour with smog inspector (environment)

PTA talent show (education) [12-13-63, 8 negatives]

Salvation Army Drive
General Motors Plant strike (labor) [12-13-63, 12 negatives]
Payday for Strikers at General Motors Plant -- Fremont (December 13, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [12-13-63.05]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Men with picket signs standing together, people lined up to pick up their paychecks, man looking at his paycheck, man with child at paycheck table (labor).

Entertainer Bob Hope and wife at hospital
Children's Nativity Pageant at Canon Kip Community House
Balboa High School Students collect money for Youth Guidance Center [12-16-63, 3 negatives]
Rehoboth (ship) docked at Treasure Island after visit to Russia
Assembly Committee on Revenue and Taxation meeting about Board of Education lottery bill [12-16-63, 12 negatives]
Blind children visit Santa Claus (disabled persons)
New dromedary camels arrive from Australia for San Francisco Zoo
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) press conference with Chairman Bill Bradley regarding equal rights for workers (labor, race relations) [12-17-63, 5 negatives]
Congress of Racial Equality Press Conference -- Macedonia Baptist Church (December 17, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [12-17-63.08]
ark:/13030/hb458005xd
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairman Bill Bradley with the Reverend T.R. Provost and Pug Kilpatrick, representing the West Bay Association of Food Industries, Inc. at a press conference (labor, civil rights).

Three alarm fire at Pickwick Hotel [12-18-63, 16 negatives]
Highway 101 near Corte Madera (no divider)
East-West players visit Shrine Hospital for crippled children (disabled persons) [12-19-63, 12 negatives]
Proposed new landfill (garbage dump) in Brisbane
Mayor George Christopher [12-19-63, 2 negatives]
Berkeley man (Robert Fennell) threatens President Johnson's life [12-20-63, 14 negatives]
Plans underway for heliport at San Francisco Bay bus terminal
Midwinter Ball (debutante presentation)
New 49er football coach Jack Christiansen and family
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) field worker Maureen Murphy (race relations) [12-26-63, 5 negatives]
Congress of Racial Equality Field Worker Maureen Murphy (December 26, 1963)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [12-26-63.01]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of Maureen Murphy, CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) field worker (race relations).

Maritime Museum at Hyde Street Pier (vessels)
New Fire Department "pioneer museum"
100 year old Mrs. George Mountford
San Francisco Boys' Club takes trip to Alcatraz Island [12-27-63, 28 negatives]
Imperial Potentate Harold C. Close meets with Islam Temple Potentate Walter R. Castro for East-West game
Commissioning of nuclear submarine at Mare Island with Chief Justice Earl Warren (atomic age) [12-27-63, 12 negatives]
Commissioning of Nuclear Submarine -- Mare Island Navy Yard (December 27, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [12-27-63.05]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the submarine with many servicemen lined up on top of it, Rear Admiral E.E. Yeomans introduces Chief Justice Earl Warren at the microphone, the Rear Admiral lined up with another officer and Justice Warren, Justice Warren boarding submarine (atomic age).

Apache Club (motorcyclists) in City Prison

East-West game at Kezar Stadium

Guy Wright in Sausalito (wanted regatta on New Year's Day)

Flags for Mayor George Christopher from Sertoma Club [12-30-63, 5 negatives]

Press interview with Bishop Donald H. Tippett

Model of new Dillingworth Corporation San Francisco skyscraper (buildings) [12-30-63, 8 negatives]

New Sicilian donkey arrives for San Francisco Zoo

Zoo keepers in with wild animals (asking for raise)

New appointee to California State Fair Employment Commission Louis Garcia (civil rights) [12-30-63, 4 negatives]

Appointee to State Fair Employment Commission Louis Garcia -- Flood Building (December 30, 1963) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 203, [12-30-63.09]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Edmund G. Brown shown with Louis Garcia, attorney appointed to the State Fair Employment Commission (civil rights).

Neighborhood children plant trees in Berkeley

Christmas events (throughout month)

January 1964 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [010064-013164]

Physical Description: 525 negatives (estimate)

Candidate for Congress Donald H. Danforth

Three UC Berkeley students in jail after a sit-in (social protests)

Mayor George Christopher makes last public speech [01-03-64, 10 negatives]

Mayor George Christopher Makes Last Public Speech -- Palace Hotel (January 03, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-03-64.08]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Mayor George Christopher standing at a podium and speaking.

Indians (Apache and Navajo) to learn electronics at Philco Plant in Palo Alto

New San Francisco Police Commissioner William P. Clecak

Gadget for smog control (environment)

James P. Mitchell and Mayor George Christopher

Peter Howard of World Moral Rearmament program (religious renewal)

Businessman Lee Kaiser announces his candidacy for US Senate

Portrait of Father Junipero Serra by Bolivian artist Arturo Reque Meruvia (includes the artist and Father Barry)

Beatniks or "similar characters" take over empty house

Dr. C.W. Mayo and V.J. Skutt

Interview with scientists ready for International Scientific Project on Galapagos Islands (Victor Van Straelen, Robert Unsinger, George E. Victor, and Sir Julian Huxley)
New Mayor John Francis Shelley
New lights on Sunset Boulevard
Opera singer Mary Costa
New Potentate for Islam Temple Dr. Lowell R. Braden
Mayor Juan Luis Boscio of Puerto Rico
Preview of $450,000 maternity center at St. Francis Memorial Hospital (health)
Maternity Center -- St. Francis Memorial Hospital (January 09, 1964)

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Preview of $450,000 maternity center. Various views of RN Margaret Scherrer sitting in a chair and feeding a baby. Various views of Dr. Donald Campbell and head nurse Jean Ko attending to patient Sue Lowry. Views of Scherrer standing with baby in the nursery (woman nurses baby in nursery -- a new idea) (health).

Travel books authors Helen and Frank Schreider
Bevy of beautiful girls standing around Mayor John Francis Shelley as he signs proclamation (the Mayor said "This is better than Washington...")
Stowaways Terri and Walter Haas aboard President Wilson (ship)
Consul General of Panama Benigna de Morales ("a woman")
"Series on smoking" (health) [01-10-64, 01-14-64 and 01-19-64, 24 negatives]
"Series on Smoking" (January 10, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-10-64.09-11]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dr. Elis Sox, Jack Castel and Lenny De Carlo smoking. Various views of Jake Ehrlich sitting in a chair and smoking (health).

"Series on Smoking" -- Pine Crest Pipe Shop (January 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-14-64.02]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of people shopping at the Pine Crest Pipe Shop. Roque J. Belaundi showing pipes to Bea Weille (health).

"Series on Smoking" -- Whitcomb Hotel (January 19, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-19-64.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People gathered for the lecture on smoking. Robert E. Dunton standing at a lectern and speaking into a microphone. Dunton and Dr. Edward John standing at a lectern. View of a woman sitting in her chair and covering her eyes. Anti-smoking demos including Edward holding a brain encased in a glass container (health).

"Mad Hats" for Light House (fashion)
Joe Bortin running for US Congress
Consul General William J. Gedeon of Jordan
US Senate hearing on medical quackery (Mayor John Francis Shelley, Senator Harrison Williams, William E. Oriol, and others) (health)
Ballet stars Margot Fonteyn and Rudolph Nureyev (also James Ludwig and Lew Christiensen)
New FEPC (Fair Employment Practice Commission) Chairman Carmen Warschaw
Diamond Heights Shopping Center ground breaking
Jane Hick speaks to the League of Women Voters about lobbyists and legislation
Reverend Fred L. Shuttleworth of Birmingham (Alabama) of Christian Movement for Human Rights [01-14-64, 3 negatives]
Reverend Fred L. Shuttleworth of Birmingham -- Palace Hotel (January 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-14-64.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reverend Fred L. Shuttleworth sitting in a chair and talking (civil rights, race relations).

Republican Nick Verreos announcing candidacy
Elizabeth Cole (US Commission on Civil Rights)
Edward E. Heavey filing for candidacy for Congress
Citizens protest about Rapid Transit (BART) (transportation) [01-14-64, 8 negatives]

Citizens Protest Over Rapid Transit -- Bosworth and Diamond Streets (January 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-14-64.14]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Ester P. Franse standing and holding a map (transportation).

Citizens Protest Over Rapid Transit -- Glen Park School (January 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-14-64.18]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marcella Durand, Walter Jebe, and Mrs. J.C. Baxter talking to a seated Winfield Salta (transportation).

New Harvey Science building at University of San Francisco
Pat Walker getting ready for opening new beauty parlor at 371 Sutter Street
Crown Prince Harald of Norway arrival and visit to UC Berkeley (also includes Professor Hakon Hambre, Vice Chancellor Raymond Bresslor, Consul General C.O. Jorgensen of Norway, and others)
Interview with Reverend Hamilton Boswell of Jones Methodist Church about new Jones Memorial home (also includes architect Morton Tader with plans of new building)
Former Ambassador Doctor Roberto Arias of Panama
"Youth for Service Boys" protesting violence against Chinese grocery store man
Park Huey (social protests, race relations?) [01-14-64 - 01-16-64, and 01-22-64, 22 negatives]

Park Huey -- Franklin Hospital (January 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-14-64.16]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Photograph of Park Huey. Views of Park Huey in a hospital bed (social protests, race relations?).

Park Huey's Family -- Revere Avenue (January 15, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-15-64.06]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Yvonne Huey and her mother Mrs. Park Huey standing together behind a counter (social protests, race relations?).
Youth for Service Boys' Protest March -- Revere Street (January 16, 1964)

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marchers (including Afro-Americans) with signs protesting violence (social protests, race relations?).

Park Huey Back at Work -- Revere Street (January 22, 1964)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Park Huey standing outside his store and holding his daughter while shaking hands with some children. Views of Park Huey and his family standing behind the counter in his store (social protests, race relations?).

Interview with prominent Russian scientist Professor Mikhail A. Lavrentyev (expert on hydrodynamics)

Last tourist souvenir stand on Fisherman's Wharf [01-17-64 and 01-23-64, 27 negatives]

Last Souvenir Stand on Fisherman's Wharf (January 17, 1964)

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of last souvenir stand and its operator C.L. Howle. Views of the wharf without souvenir stands.

Souvenir Stands Now Sell Food -- Fisherman's Wharf (January 23, 1964)

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara at airport and at Hunters Point Shipyard [01-17-64, 18 negatives]

Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara -- Airport and Hunters Point Shipyard (January 17, 1964)

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Robert McNamara shaking hands with Captain John Dolan, surrounded by reporters, and giving a speech. McNamara and Dolan walking together. McNamara sitting in the back of a car. McNamara standing aboard the Higbee (ship) with J.J. Herzog and Rear Admiral William Brockett.

President Wilson (ship) delayed by labor dispute

Press tour of new Holy Trinity Greek Orthodox Church (artist Vaseleos Kapousouz and Father Kosturos)
Royal Swedish training ship (Commodore Anders Nilson, Captain Alf Berggren, grandson of Swedish King Michael Bernadotte)
Mrs. John Fell Stevenson and old Victorian mansion she decorated and painted (2004 Gough Street)
"Colored" boy elected student body president at James Denman Jr. High School (race realtions, Afro-Americans)
Part 3, General File (1951-1965)

January 1964 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [010064-013164]

Percy M. Steele Jr. of the Bay Area Urban League
Western Furniture Show (includes views of bar made of old barrels and cast iron statue called “Dancing Lady”)

Chinatown New Years special (owner of Kuo Wah and grandchildren, and Miss Tse from Ethiopia)

Art gallery director for Sherman and Clay Tweedie Moskin
Snow on Mount Tamalpais

Gene McAteer of “Save the Bay Association”/”Bonds for Israel” awards (former Mayor George Christopher, Consul Gideon Saguy of Israel, and Mayor John Francis Shelley)

New model of St. Mary’s Cathedral [01-24-64, 9 negatives]

New Model of St. Mary’s Cathedral -- Church Street (January 24, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-24-64.09-10]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note


San Francisco Youth Conference on Race and Religion

Groundbreaking for new Chinese Trade Center

Vice Chief of Staff for US Army General Barksdale Hamlett at Presidio

Dealers’ preview of ’64 Buick” automobile

Consul General McLeod P. Chapman of New Zealand

Senator Edward Kennedy and his sister meet with Trustee Clarence Heller

[01-27-64, 6 negatives]

Senator Edward Kennedy -- Fairmont Hotel (January 27, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-27-64.12]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Various views of Senator Edward Kennedy and his sister Mrs. Peter Lawford sitting at a table. Kennedy, Mrs. Lawford, and Clarence Heller talking.

New officers of United Council of Churches (Judge Joseph Kennedy, Alan Nichols, and Dr. Carl Howie)

Pickets in front of the International Building (labor) [01-28-64, 8 negatives]

Pickets -- International Building (January 28, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-28-64.01]

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Various views of millmen picketing with signs in front of the International Building (labor).

Governor Nelson Rockefeller and wife [01-28-64, 13 negatives]

Governor Nelson Rockefeller and Wife -- Airport and Market Street (January 28, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 204, [01-28-64.04-05]

Physical Description: 13 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Governor Nelson Rockefeller and his wife stepping off an airplane and walking together with unidentified people. Mrs. Rockefeller accepting roses from Mrs. Lee Sherry. Rockefeller and his wife in large crowd.

Senior partner of the Sutron Co. A.C. Hall

Model Pat Mahen (fashion)

Columnist Amy Vanderbilt

Ann Miller of Red Cross
New Chrysler turbine car
City to fill up planters in the middle of upper Market Street with cement
(neighborhood, street view)
Conrad Hilton visits the new Hilton Hotel
Joe Di Maggio and Jack McDonald
Artist Patri with students in Art School (940 Grove Street)
Five person debate by candidates for Congress (Tome Flowers, Joe Bortin, Edward E. Heavey, Harry Johns, and Phil Burton)
Opening of Huck Finn Pool at Cow Palace

February 1964

100th birthday celebration of California Historical Society (Lloyd and Sidney Liebes)
Tina Lea Wooley monkey
"Andy" of "Amos and Andy" celebrates his seventy-fourth birthday
Executive Vice-President of Lincoln University Emma B. Jorss
"National or State?" ruckus (protection of Limantour Spit and Francis Drake Bay?)
(environment) [02-03-64, 12 negatives]
Limantour Spit and Francis Drake Bay (February 03, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [02-03-64.03]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Litter left by tourists. Landscapes. Oliver Hofmann at his home on the beach (Point Reyes National Seashore area) (environment).

South of Market area redevelopment hearing
California Maid of Cotton Sharon Lee Moore
Author Beulah Roth and her Siamese cat Louie XIV
Mission merchants and guests (Mayor John Francis Shelley, Judge Leo Friedman, Chief of Police Thomas Cahill, and others)
New York fair "Time capsule" exhibit
Vice-Consul Ines Wells of Columbia
New planning commissioner Ronald Pelosi
Miss Idaho Linda Moulton with one of the largest mountain sheep heads "ever bagged in North America: 26' spread"
University of San Francisco registration day (students)
Assistant Secretary of Labor Esther Peterson
Chinese New Year special
New planning commissioner Ronald Pelosi sworn in by Judge Lawrence S. Mana (includes son Mathew)
Harbor Boat Tours taking visiting Indians from Nevada
Rabbi Belfour Brickner
Teenage model legislature (San Francisco teenage delegation leaves for Sacramento)
Mayors John Francis Shelley, Wallace D. Henderson, and Sam Yorty [02-07-64, 4 negatives]

Various views of Mayors John Francis Shelley, Wallace D. Henderson (Fresno) and Sam Yorty (Los Angeles) standing together outside the Mayor's Office.

Construction under way to widen Golden Gate Bridge toll plaza approach
Keynote speaker for Negro History week Rosa Gragg (Afro-Americans) [02-08-64, 2 negatives]
Rosa Gragg -- Bellevue Hotel (February 08, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [02-08-64.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portrait views of Rosa Gragg.

Exterior views of Franciscan Restaurant at Fisherman's Wharf being remodeled
Fashion layout in Chinatown [02-08-64, ca. 60 negatives]
Chinese family in store that they run on Grant Avenue (Chinatown) [02-08-64, 2 negatives]
Miss California Francine Cheryl Herack
Professor Robert A. Scalapino
Mayor Nicola Mainieri of Toirano City (Italy) receives key to city from Mayor John Francis Shelley
Sun Heung Club in Chinatown
San Francisco Youth Conference on Religion and Race (Reverend Archie Hargraves of New York City and others)
Mardi Gras queen and costumes
Brooks camera store anniversary (taking pictures of "Sam," lion owned by Jackie Kelly of Oakland)
Mayor John Francis Shelley and eleven newly appointed commissioners (Art Commission and Library Commission)
Politician Vera Schultz of Marin County
Aboard liner Orionsay (ship)
Ambassador Thomas J. Kiernan of Ireland with Mayor John Francis Shelley and Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken "Beatle" wigs are coming to Klein Toy Co. (fashion) [02-12-64, 3 negatives]
Beatles Wigs -- Klein Toy Company (February 12, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [02-12-64.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Pete Klein standing with Lou Saunders and holding guitar (fashion).

Rabbi Arthur Gilbert
Treasure Island fire (taken from Telephone Building)
Dr. Hilda Taba of State College
Politician Barry Goldwater [02-12-64, 34 negatives]
Barry Goldwater -- Airport and Fairmont Hotel (February 12, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [02-12-64.08-09]

Physical Description: 34 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Barry Goldwater speaking to a large crowd. Goldwater waving to the crowd, and views of the press and supporters. Goldwater supporters holding signs. Overall views of a crowd listening to Goldwater speak. Goldwater supporters marching with signs outside the Fairmont Hotel.

Scenes taken from San Francisco Bay Bridge (cityscapes)
Ash Wednesday at St. Patrick Church (Monsignor Vincent F. McCarthy)
Views (telephoto) from Twin Peaks (of Civic Center, the new Federal Office Building, St. Ignatius and Lone Mountain) (cityscapes)
Massachusetts training ship
News-Call Bulletin photographer Ed "Juby" McKeon with and without "Beatles" wig [02-13-64, 5 negatives]
Ed "Juby" McKeon (February 13, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [02-13-64.08]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of News-Call Bulletin photographer Ed "Juby" McKeon wearing a "Beatles" wig and sitting at a table.

Tom Flowers running for Congress
Stanford scientist Dr. Rolf Bolin
Senator Abraham A. Ribicoff
Ralph Stackpole with pictures of his ideas of what to do with Alcatraz Island
[02-14-64, 19 negatives]
Ralph Stackpole -- Mill Valley (February 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [02-14-64.01]
Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Ralph Stackpole sitting with pictures of stone statues. Stackpole kneeling next to a stone statue.

Eichler houses on Argonaut Street after fire
Papal honors for seven San Francisco men and women
Final steel work, flag raising, and views from top of new Hartford Building (cityscapes)
James Roosevelt
Annual "capping ceremonies" for nurses at St. Luke's Hospital (new nurses singing)
Chanel suits and jewels by model Carla Borelli (fashion)
Baseball star Ted Williams with News-Call Bulletin photographer Sid Tate
Laying wreath at Phoebe Apperson Hearst memorial
President of British Travel Association Lord Mancroft
Commemoration of Golden Gate International Exposition (with aviator Douglas "Wrong Way" Corrigan)
Politician Phillip Burton
Blind den mother Doris Benedict with blind Boy Scouts (disabled persons)
Former Ambassador Abba Eban of Israel
"Panhellenic show" at San Francisco Museum of Modern Art
Travel film producers Jean Porterfield and Lisa Chickering
New apartment highrise buildings (Golden Gateway at the Embarcadero) (housing)
Former Governor Goodwin Knight
House of artist Ralph Du Casse
North African sheep shipment to Oakland Zoo
Mrs. John Pope in Smithsonian Institute
Automotive exhibit at Cow Palace
Prince Bertil of Sweden escorted into City Hall by Mayor John Francis Shelley (includes Ambassador Herbert de Besche of Sweden)
Churches on Lincoln Avenue (Greek Orthodox and Latter Day Saints)
Old Louis Bloch mansion about to be torn down
Japanese-American Citizens League banquet (JACL)
San Francisco Union of Painters picket Lombard Street Gate of Presidio (labor)
[02-24-64, 8 negatives]
San Francisco Union of Painters Picket -- Lombard Street Gate of Presidio (February 24, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [02-24-64.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of picketers marching and holding signs.
His Excellency Thubten Jigme Norbu (monk)
Japanese city gardener George Tanaka asks for back pay while in internment camp (Japanese Americans) [02-25-64, 4 negatives]

Japanese Gardener Asks for Compensation -- City Hall (February 25, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [02-25-64.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George Tanaka shown before Judiciary Commission of Supervisors asking for three years' back pay while interned in Utah (Japanese-Americans, war relocation).

Health and Welfare press conference (author Edgar May of "Wasted in America" and David R. Hunter)
Ambassador Ryuji Taksuchi of Japan
Reverend Thomas P. Cosgrave blesses new statue at St. Ignatius Church
Women wearing men's fashions at Bardelli's restaurant [02-26-64, 8 negatives]

Women Wearing Men's Fashions -- Bardellis Restaurant (February 26, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [02-26-64.04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of models wearing men's fashions (fashion).

Conference on "shop-in" demonstrations with Rev. Hamilton Boswell and Mayor John Francis Shelley (Afro-Americans, race relations, civil rights?) [02-26-64, 10 negatives]
John L. Burton running in State Assembly election
Condemned building and exiting tenants in Chinatown (neighborhood)
Flight engineers picketing airline offices on Powell Street (labor) [02-28-64, 5 negatives]
"Fountain of the Four Seasons" turned on at Golden Gateway (housing development: highrise buildings shown)
Author of "Born Free" Joy Adamson

March 1964 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205-206, [030064-033164]

Physical Description: 475 negatives (estimate)

Site for new community park (Thirty-sixth and Ortega Streets)
Return of scientific expedition to South Seas (name not provided)
Buck (ship) at Pier Forty-three
Mayor John Francis Shelley (carnation always in lapel)
Jean Ackerman who promoted making a film on poet (name not provided)
Five judges up for registering at City Hall
Sheraton Palace picketing (social protests, Afro-Americans, race-relations) [03-02-64 - 03-14-64, 40 negatives]

Sheraton Palace Picketing -- Hall of Justice (March 02, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [03-02-64.08]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tracy Sims standing. Overall views of crowds gathered at Hall of Justice. Picketers in court (social protests, Afro-Americans, race-relations).
Sheraton Palace Picketing -- Sutter Street (March 06, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [03-06-64.01]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Tracy Sims and Mick Myerson sitting together and talking. Sims and Myerson with Bill Bradley and Dr. Berbridge. Sims, Myerson, Bradley, Berbridge, and unidentified people sitting around a table (social protests, Afro-Americans, race-relations).

Sheraton Palace Picketing -- Palace Hotel and Hall of Justice (March 07, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [03-07-64.01-02] ark:/13030/hb509nb32t

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall views of protesters gathered along a wall in the basement of Hall of Justice. Protesters engaged in sit-in at the Sheraton Palace. Views of police removing protesters (social protests, Afro-Americans, race-relations).

Sheraton Palace Picketing -- Hall of Justice (March 09, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [03-09-64.05]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People gathered in court. Views of Tracy Sims and attorneys Malcolm Bernstein and Beverly Axelrod standing before the court (social protests, Afro-Americans, race-relations).

Jim Forman of Student Non-Violent Committee [03-03-64, 2 negatives]

Jim Forman of Student Non-Violent Committee -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel (March 03, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [03-03-64.03]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jim Forman sitting in a chair and smoking a pipe. (Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee?) (civil rights?, social protests).

Easter hats (fashion)
New automatic reservation machine at American Airlines
Easter fashions
Exchange books from Russia at San Francisco Public Library
Economist Margaret Thal-Larsen
Ann Landers speaking on American morality [03-06-64, ca. 25 negatives]
NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) pickets Cadillac agency (social protests, race relations) [03-09-64 and 03-14-64, 24 negatives]

NAACP Pickets Cadillac Agency -- Van Ness Avenue (March 09, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [03-09-64.011] ark:/13030/hb6w1007vj

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of picketers marching with signs (social protests, race relations).
NAACP Pickets Cadillac Agency -- Van Ness Avenue (March 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [03-14-64.01] ark:/13030/hb6b69p19f
Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Sister Marie Therese
Stretch maternity clothes (fashion)
Orcades (ship) at Pier Thirty-two
Laurence Rockefeller
Dr. Lawrence Katz and Reverend Don Moomaw
Groundbreaking for new neighborhood parking lot at Castro Street (between Seventeenth and Eighteenth Streets)
John Birch Society leader speaks (William Jacobson, Robert Welch, and Dr. John Richardson)
Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken, Dr. Carl G. Howie, Rabbi Alvin Pine, Reverend Eugene A. Boyle, and others
Governor Nelson Rockefeller (at UC Berkeley with students, and in Oakland at "Slim Jenkins" restaurant) [03-12-64, ca. 20 negatives]
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) aerial structures at 814 Mission Street (transportation) [03-12-64, 17 negatives]
Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) Model -- Mission Street (March 12, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 205, [03-12-64.06]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Donn Emmous holding a section of BART model and model itself (transportation).

Plans and model of new hospital at San Francisco Presidio
Japanese Rock Garden dedication ceremony
Stuffed bear that is to be placed atop the new environmental design building at UC Berkeley (campanile in the background)
US Commissioner for IRS (Internal Revenue Service) Mortimer M. Caplin
Irish flag at City Hall (Consul General Charles V. Whelan, Mayor John Francis Shelley, and others)
Joan A. Merriam to fly solo around the world (arriving in Oakland, with Oakland Mayor, take-off, etc.)
Lawyer/author Jake Ehrlich (Jacob W. Ehrlich) autographs new book "A reasonable doubt"
Marie Rogers beside statue "To the Portuguese Emigrant"
First annual St. Patrick's Day Snake Race for aid to "retarded" children (developmentally disabled? or mentally handicapped?)
Mrs. Willie Brown and children
New Food Land Market at Eddy and Buchanan Streets
American Cancer Society press conference (actor Gregory Peck)
Interim committee on human relations (includes Pastor Ross F. Hidy, Earl Raab, Mayor John Francis Shelley, and Frank Quinn)
Sculptor Ugo Adriano Graziotti with bust of President John F. Kennedy
Actor Gregory Peck getting patch from Jerry Denham [03-19-64, 5 negatives]
Spring-style safari at Golden Gate Park
Presenting flowers to Mayor John Francis Shelley for "East meets the West"
San Leandro Memorial Hospital "going broke"
Politician Pierre Sallinger, at airport, with Mayor John Francis Shelley, announcing his candidacy for Democratic Senate nomination, at Space Exposition in San Mateo, etc. [03-20-64 - 03-24-64, ca. 50 negatives]

Orange Coast College band performs in Union Square

CASL (California Association of School Librarians?) meeting

Press conference with attorney Melvin Belli in his office [03-20-64, 15 negatives]

"Bums" asleep under freeway ramps near Folsom and Essex Streets (homelessness)

Pathelique the Clown (Larry Evers) and his two masks

Sixtieth birthday cake at Hotel St. Francis (replica of the hotel)

Ripley's French restaurant (Georges Firmignac mixing his famous "Ripley's Punch" and in the kitchen)

Red Cross banquet (President of Red Cross General Alfred Gruenther and others)

New "President Jack Kennedy" half dollars taken at Federal Reserve Bank

Holiday for Weight Watchers party (Ilima Way, Palo Alto)

Land's End at Golden Gate Bridge

Movie stars Annette Funicello and Jody McCres sign autographs for kids [03-25-64, 2 negatives]

Movie Stars Annette Funicello and Jody McCres -- Fox and Warfield Theater (March 25, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [03-25-64.06]

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of Annette Funicello and Jody McCres standing in a crowd and signing autographs.

Aboard the Lock Loyal (ship) (Assistant Curator Anita Ventura and Captain W.A. Kennedy with ship model)

New clinical study center at San Francisco Hospital (health)

Luncheon in commemoration of the ninetieth anniversary of the birth of poet Robert Frost (includes sculptor of plaque Francis M. Sedgwick and grandson William Prescott Frost)

Politician Howard A. McKenzie

New baby boy William Aloysius born to Susan and John Brodie

Launching of the Bradley (ship)

Home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dederich (he runs "Synanon" for helping "dope" addicts) (narcotics)

Judge Lenore Underwood adds new touch to the black judicial robe: a white mink collar

Politician Barry Goldwater

Narcotics raid

Parts of structure to be remolded at the Palace of Fine Arts

Temporary quarters of Main Library at 45 Hyde Street

April 1964 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206-207, [040064-043064]

Physical Description: 550 negatives (estimate)

French ball at Fairmont Hotel

William Kelley

New cut through Golden Gate Park for rapid transit (transportation)

New seven-and-a-half-year-old gorilla at San Francisco Zoo

News-Call Bulletin writer Bill Drury (includes positives)

Connie Harman shows how to peel artichoke

Professor Helen Pillans of Mills College

Mrs. Jeremy Ets-Hokin and daughter Rebecca

Rockefeller luncheon (Vice Chair of Rockefeller Foundation Margaret Alderman and Nelson A. Rockefeller)
United Nations (UN) reception and other events [04-01-64 - 04-03-64, 32 negatives]

United Nations (UN) Reception -- Palace Hotel(April 01, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-01-64.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Secretary General U Thant, Mayor John Francis Shelley, and Ambassador Adlai E. Stevenson standing together.

Ambassador Adlai E. Stevenson and Secretary General of UN U Thant -- UC Berkeley(April 02, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 47, [04-02-64.10]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Ambassador Adlai E. Stevenson -- Palace Hotel(April 03, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-03-64.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Stevenson.

Ambassador Adlai Stevenson and Secretary General of UN U Thant -- Mayor's Office(April 03, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-03-64.07]

Physical Description: 15 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Dedication of UC Berkeley Laboratory of Chemical Biodynamics [04-01-64, 7 negatives]

Dedication of Laboratory of Chemical Biodynamics -- UC Berkeley(April 01, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-01-64.03]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Professor Melvin Calvin standing at a podium and speaking to a crowd. President of Nobel Foundation Arne Tiselius standing at a podium and speaking.

Press conference with scientist Glenn Theodore Seaborg
Diet effects at Highland Hospital in Oakland (Investigator for the National Diet-Heart Study Dr. Laurance W. Kinsell)
Hindu globe-girdling bike rider Mishreelal Jaiswal
Walter Johnson celebrating his divorce
United Nations (UN) Ambassador Adlai E. Stevenson
New Director of Human Relations for San Francisco Housing Authority Effie Robinson
Campaigner for Harold Stassen Roger Johnson
Fort Baker in Marin County [04-03-64, 50 negatives]
Fort Baker -- Marin County (April 03, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-03-64.09]
Physical Description: 50 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Fort Baker and nearby beach from the south. Views of the Palace of Fine Arts and unidentified buildings along the coast. Various views of the Golden Gate Bridge.

Former Governor Stassen (Harold E. Stassen of Minnesota?)
Flag ceremonies honoring General Douglas MacArthur (flag atop Crown Zellerbach Building and flag at half mast) [04-06-64, 04-09-64]
Artist Shirley Yudkin
New "Cage car" for police
Hilton Hotel exterior
Cal-Universbeauty pageant
Desegregation demonstration (social protests, Afro-Americans, race relations) [04-07-64, 8 negatives]
Desegregation Demonstration -- School Board (April 07, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-07-64.05] ark:/13030/hb6r29p13z
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers with signs "If we really want integrated schools," "Segregation in housing is immoral," "Protect the right to buy property," etc., outside 170 Fell Street entrance to School Board headquarters building (social protests, Afro-Americans, race relations).

Salesian Boys' Club
President Robert Halsing of Society of St. Vincent de Paul
Clergy march on "Rumford Act" (social protests) [04-08-64, 5 negatives]
Clergy March On "Rumford Act" -- Ferry Building (April 08, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-08-64.09]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Marchers leave Ferry Buildings walking up Market Street to Attorney General's office holding signs "Vote no to initiative" and "Come to the aid of justice" (social protests).

Swim suit fashions (model Carla Borelli)
San Francisco Ballet opening at Geary Theatre
Miss Maritime Day contestants
Icon ceremonies at St. Boniface Church (Father Alfred Boeddeker, Russian Orthodox Archbishop John Shahovskoy, and Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken) [04-09-64 - 04-10-64, 8 negatives]
Hearing on Golden Gate Bridge arches
City College fashion show
"Science in Germany" at Masonic Auditorium (1750 large burning glass, 1860 velociped bike, and computer drawing table)
Opening of "Spring comes to Maiden Lane"
Men's baseball hats (fashion)
Professor of Pediatrics Dr. William Silverman of Columbia University
Actor Bill Dana
Politician Pierre Sallinger arrives at headquarters surrounded by four hundred greeters and "sweetheart girls"
Cuban exile leader Antonio Veciana
Press conference on Civil Liberties Library (Ann Fagen Ginger, Dr. Alexander Meiklejohn, and display of Civil Liberties publications)
Women with flower displays at Buddhist temple (1881 Pine Street)  
Anti-war pickets and tax protests in front of Internal Revenue office (social protests) [04-13-64 and 04-15-64, 7 negatives]  

**Anti-War Pickets and Tax Protests -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel(April 13, 1964)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-13-64.04]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Views of Britt Peter, Ira Sandperl, and Denny Wilcher standing at a lecturn together (social protests).

**Anti-War Pickets and Tax Protests -- Internal Revenue Office(April 15, 1964)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-15-64.16]  
Physical Description: 5 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Various views of protesters marching in front of the Internal Revenue office with signs (social protests).

Dean of Columbia University Dr. David B. Truman  
Fire at Standard Oil Refinery in Richmond  
Hearing on the Cadillac picket (social protests, civil rights) [04-13-64, 8 negatives]  

**Hearing on the Cadillac Picket -- Hall of Justice (April 13, 1964)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-13-64.12]  
Physical Description: 8 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Protesters involved in the Cadillac sit-in at a court hearing with attorney Willie Brown (social protests, civil rights).

Return of Kenichi Horie from Japan (shown in lifeboat)  
Pickets and crowds at Nourse Hall (development protest) (social protests) [04-14-64, 14 negatives]  

**Pickets -- Nourse Auditorium(April 14, 1964)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-14-64.01]  
Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Protesters with signs marching outside Nourse Hall. Views of crowds gathered inside Nourse Hall (social protests).

**Pickets -- Nourse Auditorium (April 14, 1964)**  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-14-64.07]  
Physical Description: 7 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  

Eugene Burdick  
Franz Cardinal Koenig of Vienna  
Woman flying around the world Jerrie Mock and her husband ("Spirit of Columbus" airplane)  
Author Mary McCarthy  
Belgian Ambassador H.E. Baron Scheyven  
Miss Maritime Day  
Sheraton Palace Hotel picket trial (social protests) [04-15-64 - 04-16-64, 19 negatives]
Sheraton Palace Hotel Picket Trial -- City Hall (April 15, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-15-64.14]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Overall views of crowd in a courtroom including Tracy Sims (social protests).

Sheraton Palace Hotel Picket Trial -- Hall of Justice (April 15, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-15-64.18]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of a crowd gathered in a hall. Tracy Sims and others standing in a courtroom. Views of attorney Vincent Hallinan (social protests).

Sheraton Palace Hotel Picket Trial -- Hall of Justice (April 16, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-16-64.03]
  Physical Description: 9 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Attorney Vincent Hallinan and Patrick Hallinan sitting at a table with defendants (seated behind them in the first row of the courtroom). V. Hallinan and prospective jurors (social protests).

Attorney Robert Treuhaft thrown out of Portugal
Dr. Robert Geiger
Author Mary McCarthy interviewed by Bill Wong at San Francisco Public Library
Disgruntled artists picket in front of Museum of Modern Art (social protests) [04-16-64, 4 negatives]

Artists Picket -- Museum of Modern Art (April 16, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-16-64.10]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Picketers marching with signs (“This show unfair to the public,” “This show unfair to all artists,” etc.) in front of the Museum of Modern Art, including Jean Varda (“agitator”) and Gwen Sussex (social protests).

Mission Merchants display at Twenty Second and Capp Streets ("Man in Space") (space age)
Ferry Building from top (cityscapes) [04-17-64, 16 negatives]
  Ferry Building (April 17, 1964)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-17-64.01]
  Physical Description: 16 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Ferry Building from above. Scenes up Market Street towards Twin Peaks. Embarcadero freeway, and City Hall (cityscapes).

Fashion at Stonestown
Senator Barry Goldwater
Demonstration of antique 1883 Rumsey hand pumper at Lake Lagunita
Alan Cranston campaigning for senator [04-20-64, 11 negatives]
  Alan Cranston Campaigning for Senator -- Market and Powell Streets (April 20, 1964)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-20-64.04]
  Physical Description: 11 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Alan Cranston shaking hands with people and walking with supporters on the sidewalk.
Aid to Alaskan earthquake victims (Mayor John Francis Shelley and James J. Rudden of Red Cross)
Hospital convention (new type of hospital bed in which "electricity does all the work" and "complete surgery habit" for Sisters of the Sacred Heart) (health)
Civic Light Opera opening night at Curran Theatre
Committee for Nonviolent Action (two peace walkers from India W.P. Menon and Satish Kumar)
Actor Lee Tracy
Democratic Forum (Birth Control Appropriation luncheon with Dr. Lawrence R. Neblett, Dr. Howard R. Herning, Dr. R. Elgin, and Monsignor James B. Flynn)
Edwin J. Lukas of American Jewish Committee
YMCA at Embarcadero
Presentation of Turkish Nargileh and carved meerschaum pipe to Mayor John Francis Shelley by Consul General Myron B. Goldsmith of Turkish Republic
Artist Flo Allen
Captain Max des Granges of submarine tender Nereus (ship) (partial view)
Thirty-fourth Annual Association of Western Hospitals conference
Appointee to Air Force Academy James Wurm
Mission Boarding Stables horse barn near Colma destroyed by fire
Martin Luther King press conference and greated by Stanford students [04-23-64, 12 negatives]
Martin Luther King -- Airport(April 23, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 206, [04-23-64.14]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Martin Luther King during press conference. King standing next to Stanford University student body president Bud Wedin.

Indian art treasures being unloaded from President Hoover (ship)
Movie cameraman James Wong Howe (cinematographer) [04-24-64, 5 negatives]
Cameraman James Wong Howe(April 24, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [04-24-64.02]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Playground money cut from budget in Sunnyside District and agitation by mothers to restore funds (children with signs, mothers, and scenes in City Hall) [04-24-64 - 04-27-64, 17 negatives]
Fountains turned on at new Federal Office Building
Alcatraz hearing (Governor Glenn M. Anderson and Senator Edward V. Long)
Bearded Muni driver (with goatee) (fashion, dress code?)
Madness Dress Shop at 278 Sisvidera [sic] Street (fashion)
"Great Saloon Paintings of San Francisco" at Guy Milberry Union (paintings by A.D.M. Cooper, Serendat de Belzin, and others)
Hiroshima visitors Dr. Takuo Matsumoto and Shizue Matsube
First Chinese to join San Francisco Fire Department Wylie Low [04-28-64, 40 negatives]
First Chinese to Join San Francisco Fire Department -- Ninetinth and Folsom Streets(April 28, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [04-28-64.15]
Physical Description: 40 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Wylie Low standing with badge in hand, crouched near a fire truck, climbing the extension ladder, shining a fire truck, and cooking.
Communist speaker at College of San Mateo campus (Louis Francis, Robert Coleman, Patrick Olmer, President of College Dr. Julio Bortolazzo, and others) (communism)

Opening of new Bell Market

New one-million-dollar outpatient wing at Mount Zion Hospital (health)

End of US intervention in Vietnam press conference [04-29-64, 3 negatives]


San Francisco Academy of Arts moves to 604 Sutter Street

Announcing freeway protest meeting at Conservatory of Golden Gate Park

Anti-redevelopment sign on building ("...Abolish Redevelopment Agency now!")

Women for Peace (Mrs. Miriam Leon Bloomberg and Mrs. Janice Merton Dushkes)

Ship with missiles at Hunters Point

May 1964 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [050064-053164]

Writer John Mulholland

Miss San Francisco Leanne Marsh

Russell Johnson with picture of "Skunk train"

Junior Chamber convention

Architect Charles Callister

Professor Walter C. Lowermilk and director of expedition to Tell Nagila in Israel

Richard A. Mitchell

Politician Alan Cranston at San Francisco Naval Shipyard [05-01-64, 6 negatives]

Politician Alan Cranston -- San Francisco Naval Shipyard(May 01, 1964)

Minister of Transport Ernest Marples of Great Britain

Clinic for alcoholics at Presbyterian Medical Center

Attorney Joseph G. Twomey and wife Eve

Winner of Pulitzer Prize for Poetry Professor Louis Simpson

Explosion at International Harvester Plant at Fifth and Brannan Streets

Author Adah Bakalinsky at Film Makers Festival

Circus at Kezar Pavilion

World famous balloonist Donald L. Piccard

Governor Edmund G. Brown's wife and twelve other governor wives get their hair done

Rehearsal for "Scoutorama" with float representing Juan R. Cabrillo expedition

Baseball player Willie Mays visits eighty-six year old nun Sister Eusebia who is a baseball fan

Governor's conference and civil rights speakers [05-06-64, 4 negatives]
**Governor's Conference and Civil Rights Speakers -- Fairmont Hotel (May 06, 1964)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-06-64.10]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Senator Nelson K. Doi of Hawaii, San Francisco Chief of Police Tom Cahill, member of the California Advisory Committee to the President's Commission on Civil Rights Loren Miller, and Governor Edmund G. Brown at the conference table (civil rights).

**Candidate for Senator George Murphy**

Construction of forty-three story Wells Fargo building at Sutter and Montgomery Streets (cityscapes) (05-06-64, 35 negatives)

Construction of New Forty-three Story Wells Fargo Building -- Sutter and Montgomery Streets (May 06, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-06-64.16]

Physical Description: 35 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of the construction. Giant 133 ft. pilings for the building being lifted up by a large crane and swinging over the street. View of the construction from the top of a high skyscraper next to the site. The construction workers stand inside the large pit for the foundation of the building (cityscapes).

**Press preview of new car "Barracuda"**

Interview with (Pierre?) Salinger's mother Jeanne Bietry Salinger (Mrs. Jerry Carlson)

United Nations (UN) Secretary for Political Affairs Ralph J. Bunche and UC Berkeley Chancellor Edward W. Strong

Doctor Moti Chandra with art pieces from India

Wax figure of President Lyndon B. Johnson for Wax Museum paraded through San Francisco financial district

Chief Development Engineer of BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) John A. Coil

Denial to operate motorized rickshaw in Chinatown (transportation)

Woman who completed lone flight around the world Joan Merriam [05-12-64, ca. 20 negatives]

Ministers of Unitarian Church of San Francisco march for fair housing and against segregation (social protests, Afro-Americans, race relations) [05-12-64, 22 negatives]

Unitarian Church Ministers March for Fair Housing -- Market and Grove Street, and Van Ness Avenue (May 12, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-12-64.10-12]

Physical Description: 22 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Minister of the Unitarian Church of Monterey Robert O'Brien, Minister of the Unitarian Church of San Francisco Harry B. Scholefield, Minister of Saint Johns Unitarian Church of Cincinnati, and other ministers marching with picket signs and asking to vote "no" on the segregation amendment. Marching down Market Street and carrying signs "Clergy support fair housing." Ministers continue onto Grove Street and Van Ness Avenue. Unitarian minister from Memphis, Tennessee, James Madison Barr reads a statement (social protests, Afro-Americans, race relations).

**Danish Ambassador Count Kield Gustav Knuth-Winterfeldt**

Alcoholism press conference (Judge Gelead S. Levin and Mrs. Marty Mann)

Berkeley portion of BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) showing maps (transportation)

Politicians Alan Cranston and Lee Kaiser

Golden Gate Park freeway tree story

Danville air crash (FBI and soldiers from Presidio search the site)
"Food and Civilization" symposium (Doctor Aloys L. Tappel, Doctor Charles Glen King, and Henry Luce)
"Pay TV vs. Free TV" debate (television)
Mayor Samuel Yorty of Los Angeles
Press conference on space astronauts (Captain James A. McDivitt) [05-15-64, 10 negatives]
  Press Conference on Space Astronauts -- Del Webb Town House (May 15, 1964)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-15-64.05]
  Physical Description: 10 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  US Airforce captain James A. McDivitt declares "I'll be on the moon before 1970" (space age).

Iva Kroeger back in court
Pickets in front of Pittsburg Steel Mills (labor) [05-15-64, 10 negatives]
  Strike -- Pittsburg Steel Mills (May 15, 1964)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-15-64.07]
  Physical Description: 10 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Picketers in front of the main gate of the Pittsburg Steel Plant protesting working conditions at the plant (labor).

Clyde Irvin in Nazi pose (or starting a Nazi group)
Rally against freeway in Golden Gate Park
Crowning of Miss San Francisco Jan Newcomer
Canberra (ship) arriving
Hilton Hotel about ready to open
Crowning of World Trade and Travel Week queen Rosie Fang
New military toys at Western Merchandise Mart
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) boycott at Sausalito Baptist Church (freedom class meeting) (social protests, Afro-Americans, race relations) [05-18-64, 23 negatives]
  CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) -- Sausalito Baptist Church (May 18, 1964)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-18-64.09]
  Physical Description: 23 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Congress of Racial Equality leads students to the Sausalito Baptist church for a freedom class once a week. Children walk down the street and into the church (social protests, Afro-Americans, race relations).

New speedwalk at San Francisco Airport
Golden anniversary of "first Chinese troop in the world" (Thomas W. Chinn who went in the group in 1921-43)
San Francisco School Safety Patrol review in Golden Gate Park
Peace Committee announces Doctor Linus Pauling rally (Lloyd McMurray, Doctor Carlton Goodlett, and Robert Randolph) (nuclear disarmament)
LSD smuggling trial (narcotics)
Presidio peace marchers before US Commission (social protests) [05-19-64, 6 negatives]
  Presidio Peace Marchers Before US Commission -- Post Office Building (May 19, 1964)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-19-64.10]
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
Director of Child Psychiatric Clinic (1500 Grove Street) Doctor Francis Rigney

Pilar H. Lim of General Federation of Women's Clubs in Philippines

Owner of Hilton Hotel Conrad Hilton

Building Garden for Fragrance for the blind in Golden Gate Park (disabled persons)

Burnett School at Oakdale Street built in 1910

Model Carla Borelli at M. H. De Young Memorial Museum

Hilton Hotel grand opening [05-21-64, 12 negatives]

Grand Opening -- Hilton Hotel (May 21, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-21-64-04]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Mayor John Francis Shelley, Bishop James A. Pike, Conrad Hilton, Governor Edmund G. Brown, and others at the ribbon cutting ceremony.

Pickets in front of County of Alameda Welfare Department (social protests) [05-21-64, 7 negatives]

Pickets -- Alameda Welfare Department (May 21, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-21-64-06]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Small boy sits on the steps of the Alameda Welfare Department holding sign "Have you ever been hungry?" with a dozen more picket signs laying on the ground (social protests).

National Federation of Settlement and Neighborhood Centers convention at St. Francis Square Community Apartment Homes

State Highway Commission hearing on San Francisco freeways

Greek Orthodox Church press conference related to ousted Turkish prelates

Nazi speaker Ralph Forbes and student crowd to hear Forbes speaking at UC Berkeley Harmon Gym [05-22-64, 24 negatives]

Nazi Speaker Ralph Forbes -- Harmon Gym -- UC Berkeley (May 22, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-22-64-03-04]

Physical Description: 24 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Student crowd fills Harmon Gym and overflows onto the steps outside to hear Nazi speaker Ralph Forbes speak. Forbes and others walk up the stairs to the gymnasium. Students listening to Forbes talk. Forbes converses with others.

Secretary General of SEATO (Southeast Asia Treaty Organization) Konthi Suphamongkhon [05-22-64, 6 negatives]

Konthi Suphamongkhon -- Mark Hopkins Hotel (May 22, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-22-64-05]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Press conference with Secretary General of SEATO (Southeast Asia Treaty Organization) Suphamongkhon (known also as Mr. Konthi). Head shots of Mr. Konthi at the conference.

Nelson Rockefeller visits Laguna Honda Relief Home and breakfast with former Mayor George Christopher

Mrs. Pierre Salinger

Politician Alan Cranston visits ILWU (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) Hiring Hall
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) and NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) pickets Bank of America (social protests, Afro-Americans) [05-22-64 - 05-25-64, 21 negatives]

Core and NAACP Picket Bank of America (May 22, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-22-64] ark:/13030/hb6c6007ws

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) and NAACP picket Bank of America. Protesters fill sidewalks around the corners on both sides of the street, some carry signs protesting Bank of America's hiring policies (social protests, Afro-Americans).

CORE and NAACP picket Bank of America (May 25, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-25-64] ark:/13030/hb6c6007ws

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President and manager of the day and night branch of Bank of America gives a policy statement to the press in front of Bank of America. The protesters march around the perimeter of the bank (civil rights, social protest).

San Rafael/Marin City riot
Director of "Miss Bronze" California beauty pageant

Palace Hotel sit-ins sentencing (social protests) [05-26-64, 6 negatives]

Sentencing of Sit-ins at the Palace Hotel -- Hall of Justice (May 26, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 207, [05-26-64] ark:/13030/hb6c6007ws

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protest participants Stephen de Canio, Stephen Plagemann, Sergio Scherr, and Ron Rohman await sentencing at the Hall of Justice (social protests).

San Francisco State College (new work on campus)
Artist's drawing of apartment house for senior citizens to be built in Western Addition at Laguna and Ellis Streets (housing)

Singer Nancy Wilson and son Casey at Fairmont Hotel
Unemployment and collective bargaining panel at UC conference (labor)

Ninety year old business at Thirtieth and Mission Streets (run by Mariani brother) is quitting

Isometric exercises at St. Ignatius High School

Damon Runyon Cancer Fund check presentations (Joe Di Maggio, Nobel Prize winner Doctor Wendel Stanley, and others)

Model Carla Borelli poses outside of Swedenborgian Church (2701 Lyon Street)
Son of Henry Cabot Lodge George Lodge (Lodge Headquarters at 431 Bush Street)

New Miss San Francisco Gerilynn Anne Sturdivant

Poor and damaged equipment at Burnett School

President of Freedom from Hunger foundation Herbert J. Sugden

One hundred year old Richard Shaw with his birthday cake (Afro-Americans)

Hunters Point Boys’ Club
California Safety Congress convention

Miss Bronze Theresa Burton and Dianne Silva

Admiral Chester Nimitz, Rear Admiral E.E. Yoemans (Yeomans?), and Rear Admiral John McNay Taylor

Governor Nelson Rockefeller with Commonwealth Club President J. Hart Clinton

Sister M. Evelyn wearing her Daughter of Charity habit at St. Vincent’s High School

Martin Luther King press conference (civil rights, Afro-Americans) [05-29-64, 10 negatives]
Reverend Martin Luther King Press Conference -- Grace Cathedral (May 29, 1964)

Physical Description: 10 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Martin Luther King, Bishop James A. Pike of Grace Cathedral, Reverend George L. Bedford, and others sit at the conference table. Reverend King answers questions for the press and shakes hands with Bishop Pike (civil rights, Afro-Americans).

June 1964

Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken with architects Pierluigi Nervi and Pietro Belluschi

Fashions and dancing at the Peppermint Club on Broadway Street

People learning how to run voting machine in City Hall

Marijuana seized (narcotics)

Actor Sterling Hayden in court (and sentencing)

CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) leader Bill Bradley jailed (06-01-64, 2 negatives)

CORE Leader Bill Bradley -- County Jail (June 01, 1964)

Physical Description: 2 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of Bill Bradley standing and looking through the bars of a jail.

Views of Grace Cathedral from California and Taylor Streets

Playwright and National Chairman of the Anti-Defamation League Dore Schary

Pollution warning signs on the beach (environment)

Civil rights demonstrators in front of San Bruno County Jail (social protests) [06-03-64, 4 negatives]

Civil Rights Demonstration -- San Bruno County Jail (June 03, 1964)

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Overall views of demonstrators marching in front of jail gate (social protests).

New Supervisor John A. Ertola, Mayor John Francis Shelley, and Judge Francis McCarthy

Golden Gate Breakfast Club (Judge Melvin Cronin and Jack Block)

Author Leonard Spigelgass

Students and professors press conference at Stanford University on trip to Mississippi this summer (Professors Otis A. Pease and William McCord, and students) and missing students in Mississippi (civil rights) [06-04-64 and 06-26-64]

Pediatrician Mei Willmens

KGO Radio crew at work by Bayshore Freeway near Brisbane

Kathy Crosby auctioning off Bing Crosby's latest record during KQED auction (public broadcasting)

Rear Admiral John McNay Taylor

White distress flags for Muni bus drivers (transportation)

"Status of women" meeting at Temple Emanu-el

Civil rights marchers in front of City Hall (social protests, Afro-Americans) [06-06-64 - 06-08-64, 8 negatives]
Civil Rights Marchers -- City Hall (June 06, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 208, [06-06-64.01]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of protesters marching with signs (“Separate isn't equal, freedom now!” "Jim Crow must go!", "CORE" (Congress of Racial Equality), etc.) in front of City Hall (social protests, Afro-Americans).

Civil Rights Marchers -- City Hall (June 08, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 208, [06-08-64.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Judge Lee Lazarus standing in a doorway and looking at protesters marching with signs outside City Hall (social protests).

Paul Mantee holding space monkey, and Father George Marionetti [06-08-64, 3 negatives]

Paul Mantee -- Fior D'Italia (June 08, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 208, [06-08-64.01]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Paul Mantee sitting next to Father George Marionetti and holding a "space" monkey (space age).

Iva Kroeger in Hall of Justice
New public utility boss James Carr
Actress Rita Hayworth and her daughter Rebecca Wells after graduation
San Mateo home of daughter of (banker Amadeo P.?) Giannini
Mayor John Houlihan of Oakland
President of PMA (Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association) Austin Smith
Publisher of Ramparts (“Catholic layman's journal”) Edward M. Keating
San Francisco 188th Birthday (at Mission Dolores, Bishop Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle, La Favorita Maria Antonia Wagstaff, Mayor John Francis Shelley, etc.) [06-11-64 - 06-27-64, ca. 15 negatives]
Kids getting into shape in YMCA
Professor Eric Gattmann of City College
Tiny Tots graduation at Richmond playground
Ground breaking for new club house at Lake Merced
Phyllis Diller in a parade
Reading expert M.W. Sullivan (Maurice W. Sullivan)
Overall view of commencement exercise at UC Berkeley stadium
Stanford engineer forbidden from firearms because of "Alien Act"
Face make-up at Joseph I. Magnin (fashion)
Graduation party at Macy's store
Press conference with Representatives Glenard P. Libscomb (Republican-Louisiana) and Melvin Laird (Republican-Wisconsin)
Actor James Stewart (Jimmy Stewart) on movie set in Sausalito [06-15-64, 13 negatives]

Actor Jimmy Stewart -- Sausalito (June 15, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 208, [06-15-64.12]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Jimmy Stewart standing with his dog Red. (Also includes apparently unrelated views of Broadway and Broderick Streets).

Doctor Haler R. Tolleth and family leave for Nairobi, Africa
Socialist Youth conference (Terrence Hallinan and James Tyner) [06-16-64, 3 negatives]

Socialist Youth Conference -- McAllister Street (June 16, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 208, [06-16-64.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of James Tyner and Terrence Hallinan standing together.

Actor/author Narda Onyx
Miss Community Chest Carmencita Yguanco of Manila
Research Institute of the new Presbyterian Medical Center (Doctors Frank Gerbode and Victor Richards)
"Mr. United Nations" Clark M. Eichelberger
Unfamiliar beer labels (result of strike)
San Francisco Opera auditions
New Mattel toys
Award for News-Call Bulletin (editor Tom Eastman) and Cyril Magnin
Lady doctor wins award (President of Women Physicians Club Doctor Ilsa Caswell presents award to Dr. Elisabeth McSherry)
Youth Opportunities Center (education)

Beatles Fan Club rally in Union Square [06-18-64, 5 negatives]

Beatles Fan Club Rally -- Union Square (June 18, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 208, [06-18-64.05]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of the Beatles Fan Club members carrying signs in Union Square.

New recon attack bombers (military airplanes)
Visit of President Lyndon B. Johnson (communism, social protests) [06-19-64 - 06-20-64, 155 negatives]

President Lyndon B. Johnson Visit -- Concord and Palace Hotel (June 19, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 208, [06-19-64.01-02]
Physical Description: 44 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of a very large crowd lining the streets as Johnson's motorcade drives through. Johnson stepping out of a helicopter and walking away.

President Lyndon B. Johnson Visit -- Market Street, Golden Gate Avenue, Civic Center and Airport (June 19, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 208, [06-19-64.04-07]
Physical Description: 99 negatives
Scope and Content Note
President Lyndon B. Johnson Visit -- Hilton and Fairmont Hotels (June 20, 1964)

Lunch for Russian Ambassador Anatoliy Fedorovich Dobrynin and wife [06-22-64, 12 negatives]

Miss California Sherridan Raap(?) trying on some of her new wardrobe

Millionaire Barbara Hutton and her seventh husband Prince Doan Vinh

Republican convention at Cow Palace

Author John Sherlock(?)

AMA (American Medical Association) convention (doctors, equipment, and models, including Carla Borelli) (health)

Ice Follies cable car

Press interview on transplant of kidney from chimpanzee to man (includes Doctor John P. Merrill of Peter Bent Brigham Hospital in Boston) (health)

Hat maker Boris Sushkoff and his hats (fashion)

Chi Chi night club on 438 Broadway in North Beach (topless evening gowns worn by showgirls)

FHA (Federal Housing Administration) loan for new apartments (John F. Pendergast and Mayor John Francis Shelley)

White Collar Girl contest at House of Charm

Sit-in by COFO (Council of Federated Organizations?) in front of US Attorney’s office (social protests, civil rights) [06-24-64, 22 negatives]

"Atomic park" at Bodega Bay [06-24-64, 9 negatives]

Miss Bronze contestants

Ice skating star Ana Bauer
Views from Twin Peaks toward the Golden Gate (cityscapes)
Reverend Galamison and Bill Bradley
World casting champ Bud Tatantino (Tarantino?)
Model of "Rosenkavlier" production (includes Kurt Herbert Adler)
GOP (Republican) National Chairman Representative William Miller
Seventh Day Adventist camp in Soquel [06-25-64, ca. 90 negatives]
National Newspaper Association convention (E. Washington Rhodes)
Project Hope (Doctor William B. Walsh)
Baseball players Jesus Alou and Hal Lanier
Sit-ins at the Post Office carried out (social protests) [06-26-64, 2 negatives]
   Sit-ins -- Post Office (June 26, 1964)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 208, [06-26-64.04]
   Physical Description: 2 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Man and woman being carried out of the post office (social protests).

Town and Country Club Ernest Corporandy retires
Tracy Sims in court
Former Governor Thomas LeRoy Collins of Florida
Emporium store opening at Terra Linda
Short skirts (fashion)
Hub Theater at Market Street
Daniel Koshland presents plaque to policeman Dante Andreotti
San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge at Treasure Island exit and at Fifth Street exit
Operations resume at Burgermeister Brewery after strike (labor)
Coordinator of Scanton campaign George Mooradian campaign headquarters
House tour (modern interior decor)

July 1964
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209-210, [070064-073164]
Physical Description: 525 negatives (estimate)

Consul General Pierre Basdevant and Mayor John Francis Shelley
Airport scenes
Republican convention [07-00-64 - 07-17-64, ca. 200 negatives]
   Republican Convention -- Cow Palace (July 1964)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-00-64.07]
   Physical Description: 28 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

Preparations for Republican Convention -- Hotel St. Francis (July 01, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-01-64.03]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Joan Mowery standing with GOP paraphernalia. Patricia Hitt sitting at a desk and talking on a telephone.

Northern California Republican Leaders -- Sun Reporter Building (July 02, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-02-64.01]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Dr. L.S. Kimbrough, Grandvel Jackson, and Arthur Fletcher sitting at a table with microphones.
Preparations for Republican Convention -- Hotel St. Francis (July 02, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-02-64.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Frank Reynolds sitting at his desk with headache medicine.

Melvin R. Lair and George Romney -- Hilton Hotel and Airport (July 06, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-06-64.07-08]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Melvin R. Laird standing at a podium and speaking into microphones. George Romney and his wife stepping off an airplane. Romney with unidentified men, his wife, and sons. Romney at a microphone and surrounded by group of men.

Preparations for Republican Convention -- Cow Palace (July 07, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-07-64.06]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall views of Cow Palace being prepared for the convention. Group of operators talking on telephones.

Abner W. Sibal, Reverend Martin Luther King and Others -- Hilton Hotel and Hotel St. Francis (July 07, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-07-64.15-16]

Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Abner W. Sibal standing at a podium and speaking into a microphone. Views of an elephant "statue" atop the Roos-Atkins sign. "Goldwater Girls" and CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) picketers outside Hotel St. Francis. Roy Wilkins, Norman Hill, Charles Evers, Dick Gregory, and Reverend Martin Luther King standing at a podium and speaking into microphones (social protests).

Governor William Scranton Arrives -- Airport (July 08, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-08-64.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Governor Bill Scranton and supporters holding signs in the background. Photographer Sam Mikulin standing. Mikulin on the ground getting help from policemen. Scranton standing at microphones.

Republican National Leader William Miller -- Mills Tower (July 09, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-09-64.03]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Miller shaking hands with Charles H. Clifford.
William Scranton and Others -- Hotel St. Francis, Hilton Hotel, Maurice Hotel, Cow Palace (July 09, 1964)

Physical Description: 35 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Scranton standing at a podium and speaking into microphones (some views include crowd in the background). Child with Goldwater sign, woman and child sitting on steps with Goldwater signs, Mrs. Elly Peterson sitting in a chair, Mrs. Floyd Lee, and San Mateo County Sheriff Earl Whitmore addressing a large group of policemen.

Dwight D. Eisenhower's Broadcasting Studio -- Hotel St. Francis (July 09, 1964)

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Ann Koenig sitting behind a desk and looking at a studio prop wall. Dwight D. Eisenhower's name outside the studio suite.

Senator Jacob Javits of New York -- Ernie's (July 09, 1964)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Senator Jacob Javits of New York and Walter Winchell standing together.
Roy Larsen (Time-Life), Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge, and Javits sitting around a coffee table.

"GOP Excitement" -- Hotel St. Francis and Hilton Hotel (July 10, 1964)

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Mary Alice Kleinjan holding GOP button. Fran Bryan standing with an unidentified man and holding a sign in support of Kitman. Bryan holding Kitman sign and walking with unidentified people. Wendy Tyler holding GOP elephant radio. Dale Feinsteing blowing up balloons.

Republican Convention -- Cow Palace (July 13, 1964)

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall views of crowd, including television on a stand, women wearing "Babcock" hats, men wearing "Arizona" hats, etc.

Republican Convention -- Cow Palace (July 13, 1964)

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pickets at Republican Convention -- Cow Palace (July 13, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-13-64.09] ark:/13030/hb6m3nb42
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of civil rights protesters marching with signs outside Cow Palace (social protests).

"Color" for Republican Convention -- Chi Chi Club (July 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-14-64.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Sandi O'Brien serving customers and lighting candles.

GOP Tickets -- Hotel St. Francis (July 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-14-64.03]
Physical Description: 1.5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Hands reaching for a ticket held by an unidentified woman.

Republican Candidates and Dwight D. Eisenhower -- Hotel St. Francis (July 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-14-64.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Republican candidates lined up to be photographed with Dwight D. Eisenhower.

Republican Convention -- Cow Palace (July 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-14-64.08-09]
Physical Description: 34 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Scranton delegates standing and cheering. Chinese dragon and drums entering convention hall. Mrs. Goldwater waving to the crowd. Dwight D. Eisenhower standing and addressing the crowd. William Knowland sitting with Gardiner Johnson and Helen Hill. Reporters interviewing protestesters sitting outside the gates of Cow Palace. Protesters being taken through the gates at Cow Palace. Policemen lined up outside Cow Palace (social protests).

California Delegate Meeting and "Color" for Republican Convention -- Fairmont Hotel and Mark Hopkins Hotel (July 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-14-64.11-16]
Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Republican Convention -- Cow Palace (July 15, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-15-64-02-04]
Physical Description: 109 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Republican Convention -- Cow Palace and Fairmont Hotel (July 15, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-15-64-07-08]
Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Republican Convention -- Cow Palace (July 15, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-15-64-12-13]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of a huge crowd with signs picketing outside Cow Palace. Crowd with Scranton signs inside Cow Palace. Policemen with hoses standing around large packages. Portrait views of James E. Bent looking at a newspaper (social protests).

Republican Convention -- Cow Palace (July 16, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-16-64-06]
Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note

National (Republican) Committee Meeting -- Hotel St. Francis (July 17, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-17-64-04]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Dean Burch, William Miller, and Barry Goldwater.

San Francisco Woman and Fourth of July fashions
President of Ice Follies and George C. Fleharty
Committee Against Racial Demonstrations (Reverend C. Fain Kyle) (civil rights related) [07-00-64, 3 negatives]
Committee Against Racial Demonstrations (July 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-00-64.10]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portrait views of Reverend C. Fain Kyle.

Fashion model posing at the planetarium
Church Labor Council will march up Market Street on July 12 (Reverend Hamilton Boswell, William Chester, Reverend G.L. Bedford, and others)
Ernest Ingold Branch of San Francisco Boys' Club (boys leaving for summer camp in Mendocino)
Police Chief Tom Cahill swears in Captain John Engler as chief of inspectors
"Modern IWW (Industrial Workers of the World)" around their sign off Geary Boulevard at Laguna Street (labor) [07-01-64, 7 negatives]
The "Modern IWW" -- Geary Boulevard and Laguna Street (July 01, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-01-64.09]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People sitting and standing around IWW (Industrial Workers of the World) sign. Views of empty lot (labor).

Hat fashions
Eva Kroeger gets life in prison
New queen of French colony Gilele Annalorn
Mary's Help Hospital in Colma (outside shots)
US Navy fleet arriving for Fourth of July (ships) [07-03-64, ca. 50 negatives]
Elgar Choir of British Columbia
Governor Scranton rally at Union Square
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) pickets (social protests) [07-03-64, 2 negatives]
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) Pickets -- Bank of America, Powell and Market Streets (July 03, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-03-64.09]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large group of protesters gathered outside of bank building and listening to Bill Bradley (social protests).

Executive Secretary of NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) Roy Wilkins (Afro-Americans) [07-06-64, 8 negatives]
Roy Wilkins -- Airport (July 06, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-06-64.04]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Executive Secretary of NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) Roy Wilkins walking away from an airplane. Wilkins speaking into microphones (Afro-Americans).

Jewish Peace Corps (Rabbis Leima Minkowicz and Shloma Cunin)
Composer Arthur Fiedler
Flemming (first name not provided) of Church of Christ
Fashion model Mimi London
Receiving check for two million dollars for the Palace of the Fine Arts (Walter Johnson, Governor Edmund G. Brown, and Mayor John Francis Shelley)
Dramatist and journalist Clare Boothe Luce [07-07-64, 7 negatives]
Clare Boothe Luce -- Fairmont Hotel (July 07, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-07-64.08]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of dramatist and journalist Clare Boothe Luce during press conference. View of TV camera.

Publisher of "Independent American" Kent Courtney
Politician Sylvio Conte from Massachusetts
Paul DeVries shown with ivory elephant once owned by Maharajah of Indore, India
Human Rights march press conference and civil rights marchers (Afro-Americans, social protests) [07-11-64 - 07-12-64, ca. 25 negatives]
Human Rights March Press Conference -- Palace Hotel (July 11, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-11-64.02]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
William Chester, Jackie Robinson, William Turner, and unidentified men.

Human Rights Marchers -- Market Street and City Hall (July 12, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 209, [07-12-64.01]
Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of crowds on plaza and marchers on street, some carrying signs ("Christians for social action," etc.) Views of a man walking to one side of the marchers and carrying a sign in support of Barry Goldwater. An unidentified woman and two men standing next to a statue of Abraham Lincoln (Afro-Americans, social protests, civil rights).

New telephone switchboard in basement of City Hall
Fashions at House of Charm
Opera singer Albanese Licia
Nazi party Captain Ralph Forbes
Ground breaking ceremony at Palace of the Fine Arts (Mrs. and Goodwin Knight, Mayor John Francis Shelley, Harold Zellerbach, Walter Haas, Walter Johnson, and others)
Dr. Thomas N. Burbridge turns himself into County Jail (Afro-Americans)
[07-16-64, 9 negatives]
Dr. Thomas N. Burbridge -- Hall of Justice (July 16, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-15-64.03]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note

New PUC (Public Utilities Commission) Manager James K. Carr
Legislator Margaret Chase Smith
Sentencing in the Cadillac sit-in protestors (social protests, civil rights) [07-17-64 and 07-31-64, 11 negatives]
June White -- City Hall (July 17, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-17-64.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
June White and her daughter, Karen, standing together. Judge David D. French walking through a doorway (social protests, civil rights).

Sentencing in the Cadillac Sit-Ins -- Hall of Justice (July 31, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-31-64.04]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorneys Brian Rohan and Terence Hallinan with Reverend Thomas Burbridge in a courtroom. Judge Hector Baida sitting in a chair (social protests, civil rights).

Kong Chow Temple (elders pay respects inside)
Ambassador Sergio Guitierrez-Olivos of Chile and journalist/politician Pierre Salinger
Miss China Lana Yu
Assemblyman Anthony Beilenson of Beverly Hills on abortion
Californians against Proposition 314 (Doctor Harry B. Scholefield, Robert Nicol, and Cyril Magnin) (civil rights?)
"Republican vice president" (candidate?) Bill Miller at airport [07-20-64, 7 negatives]
Peace Corps at YMCA
"Niteclub gals" pose for Frank Sinatra movie advertisement
New RCA (Radio Corporation of America) color television
Mayor John Francis Shelley and President of Pan American Airways Corporation dedicate new hangar at San Francisco Airport
Members of Beatles Fan Club in front of Royal Theatre (1529 Polk Street) [07-22-64, 5 negatives]
Beatles Fan Club -- Royal Theatre (July 22, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-22-64.04]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Helena Rand pouring tea for girls sitting underneath blankets and sleeping bags.

Dramatized lecture for "War on Poverty" trainees
Printing plant protests over telephone books and strike breakers (labor) [07-22-64, ca. 12 negatives]
Fashion lunch at Marin Art and Garden Center [07-22-64, ca. 50 negatives]
Aboard the Sacramento (ship)
Opera singer Patrice Munsel
Samoan church fund raising (2 Dublin Street)
Pickets in front of Housing Authority (Afro-Americans, social protests) [07-23-64, 2 negatives]
Pickets -- Housing Authority (July 23, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-23-64.12] ark:/13030/hb8n39p2cj
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers marching with signs protesting hiring practices.

Writer Dennis Rooksby
Byron Rumford speaking at Jack Tar luncheon ("Rumford Act") (Afro-Americans) [07-24-64, 3 negatives]
Byron Rumford -- Jack Tar (July 24, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-24-64.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Byron Rumford sitting at a table and speaking into a microphone.

Signing of Human Rights document by Mayor John Francis Shelley office [07-24-64, 11 negatives]
Signing of Human Rights Document -- Mayor's Office (July 24, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-24-64.06]
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy [07-24-64, 7 negatives]

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG 2211
**Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy -- Airport (July 24, 1964)**

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-24-64.10]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note


**Wigs for women (fashion)**

**Attorney Carmen Dominguez**

Protest meeting at Third Baptist Church regarding "Burbridge sentence" (Afro-Americans, social protests) [07-27-64, 3 negatives]

Protest Meeting Regarding "Burbridge Sentence" -- Third Baptist Church (July 27, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-27-64.05]

Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of Willie Brown, Dr. Thomas N. Burbridge, and John Burton standing behind a lecturn (Afro-Americans, social protests).

**Pickets in front of Carlisle & Co. Printers (labor, social protests) [07-27-64, 12 negatives]**

Teamster Pickets -- Carlisle & Co. Printers (July 27, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-27-64.07]

Physical Description: 12 negatives

Scope and Content Note


**Teamsters picketing and violence in front of Phillips & Van Orden Printing Plant (labor, social protests) [07-28-64 - 07-29-64, 57 negatives]**

Teamsters Picketing -- Phillips & Van Orden Printing Plant (July 28, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-28-64.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Picketers with signs sitting on the ground. View of a banners hung on a bus. Picketers marching (labor, social protests).

Teamsters Picketing and Violence -- Phillips & Van Orden Printing Plant (July 29, 1964)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 210, [07-29-64.01-03]

Physical Description: 53 negatives

Scope and Content Note

"White Collar Girl" winners
Air pollution control mechanism for cars (smog control, environment)
Feature on rickshaw in Chinatown (transportation)
Professor C. Wayne Shumaker, Hellen Norris, Colston Westbrook, Neil Shumsky, William Barrett, and others on board the Cleveland (ship)
Fire at Hotel St. Francis
Tanforan Race Track fire

August 1964

Physical Description: 375 negatives (estimate)

Artists Roy Ettinger, Dennis Stearns, and Jim Maher start San Francisco Art Gallery at 3938 1/2 Seventeenth Street
Tracy Sims at Hall of Justice
"Back to school" fashions
Iron Horse restaurant
"Solomon Island Priest" (Fathers Aloysius and Peter Tamuka, and Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken)
Synanon Foundation for drug addicts in Point Reyes (narcotics) [08-00-64, ca. 30 negatives]
President Philibert Tsiranana of Madagascar and Cyril Magnin
Health tests at Berkeley Le Conte School
Author Jack Douglas
Spanish dancer Julia Hedges and acting Mayor Roger Boas
Governor Edmund G. Brown and journalist Pierre Salinger
Prisoners learning to read at the California State Prison at San Quentin
"Kerrys" restaurant, new drive-in at Army near Mission Street
Archbishop from Israel Georges Hakim with Bishop Merlin Joseph Guilfoyle
Opening of the wall into the new section of the Grace Cathedral [08-06-64, 13 negatives]

Opening of the Wall -- Grace Cathedral(August 06, 1964)
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Several views of the cathedral taken from the pulpit. Reverend C. Julian Bartlett with an unidentified man and reading a piece of paper. Various views of Bartlett destroying wall with an ax.

Chilean Ambassador Sergilo Olivas to accept $250,000 computer from Standard Oil Company
Miss Wool of California
San Francisco Auction Gallery
"Back to school" fashion at Wax Museum
Inspector Sterling Weatherspoon with Hunters Point weapons
Preview of a "scopitone," Jake Ehrlich (Jacob W. Ehrlich) watching colored movies
Beatles fans at San Francisco International Airport, Cow Palace, and other places [08-10-64 and 08-17-64 - 08-19-64, 161 negatives]
Beatles Fans Playing in a Fountain -- City Hall(August 10, 1964)
Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Beatles fans playing in a fountain.
Site for the Beatles Arrival -- Airport (August 17, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [08-17-64.06]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of unidentified woman standing with a picture of the Beatles.

Beatles Fans -- Airport (August 18, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [08-18-64.03-05]

Physical Description: 40 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Overall views of a large crowd (mostly young girls) standing behind a fence. Police holding people back. Police officer being helped by other officers over a fence. Police officer carrying a young girl. People waving from behind a fence. Views of the Beatles standing on a stage. Bobbi Lamb and Richie Six wearing "Beatle" dresses made from towels. Mrs. Welsh, Mary Chezzi, Jeanette Chezzi, Gloria Jones, and Cornina Garcia holding a sign that reads "Beatles Rule." Four "Beatlettes". People sitting on the ground eating, reading, etc. Various views of a group of Beatles fans. Debbie Damazil, Carol Damazil, and Jo Anne Jenkins sitting together on the ground beneath a blanket. Hitchhikers Louise Dorchich, Alice Fennema, and Carole Smith standing on the side of the road.

Beatles Fans -- Hilton Hotel and Cow Palace (August 19, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [08-19-64.03-08]

Physical Description: 97 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Coast Geodetic Survey ship Pioneer
Author Irving Shulman
Artist George E. Stratton
Four Japanese destroyers (ships) enter San Francisco Bay
Vocational Technical Institute in Hunters Point (education)
Old time trains, engines, and cars for San Francisco Museum at foot of Hyde Street (transportation)
Lake Merced water five feet below usual level
Circus clown Bobby Kay performing at Holy Family Day Home
Writer Ethel Oliver
Family watching new "pay TV," with box on television set (cable television?)
Pickets in front of wholeseller "Baruh's" at 3095 Third Street (labor) [08-14-64, 5 negatives]

Pickets -- Wholeseller "Baruh's," Third Street (August 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [08-14-64.03]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Jack Brandel standing with a picket sign in front of "Baruh's." Brandel and other unidentified men marching with picket signs (labor).

Appointment of Justice Roger J. Traynor
Artists Guild of San Francisco at Golden Gate Park
New District Attorney John J. Ferdon
New Attorney General Thomas Lynch and wife
New freeway near Ocean Avenue [08-17-64, 4 negatives]
  New Freeway near Ocean Avenue (August 17, 1964)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [08-17-64.04]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Stretch of new freeway.

Mayor William McAllister of San Antonio (Texas)
Children at the airport promoting Shasta daisies as the proposed national flower
Ringling Brothers Barnum and Bailey Circus (clowns and elephants)
Lockheed Plant at Sunnyvale (working on missiles) [08-18-64, 17 negatives]
  Working on Missiles -- Lockheed Plant, Sunnyvale (August 18, 1964)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [08-18-64.10]
  Physical Description: 17 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Eleanor LeBlanc working on welded module while Dick Gerner looks on. Christine
  Salazar looking into a microscope. Rudy Vasquez and Pat Magliocco working.
  Overall views of an assembly line for welded modules.

Miss Universe contest (Miss Nicaragua Ileana Rojas greeted by Cyril Magnin)
"Back to School" boys' fashions at Roos Atkins
Shots of pickets at Golden Gate Way (Golden Gateway?) (labor) [08-19-64, 11 negatives]
  Pickets -- Golden Gate Way (August 19, 1964)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [08-19-64.11]
  Physical Description: 11 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Shots of pickets at both entrances to a building, one man holds a sign that reads
  "Appliance distributor is unfair to IBEW (International Brotherhood of Electrical
  Workers) Local 6. This dispute is with appliance distributors only" (labor).

Press interview with novelist Richard Gordon (pseudonym for Gordon Ostlere?)
Air Rescue Service press conference (latest equipment)
Doctor Fred Stripp (The League for Decency in Real Estate)
"Fair housing" protest at Housing Authority Office at Richmond (social protests,
Afro-Americans) [08-21-64, 6 negatives]
  Fair Housing Protest -- Housing Authority Office, Richmond (August 21, 1964)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [08-21-64.04] ark:/13030/hb296nb1zb
  Physical Description: 6 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of protesters standing and sitting on the floor with signs (social protests,
  Afro-Americans, civil rights).

Sentencing of Tracy Simms [sic] (Sims?)
Boxer Bobo Olsen
"First negro appointed" as new City Supervisor Terry Francois and family
(Afro-Americans)
Opening of Reptile House at Steinhart Aquarium
Costume jewelry (fashion)
Public administrators Terry Francois and Thomas J. Mellon with Mayor John
Francis Shelley
Justice B. Rey Schauer announces retirement
President of Human Relations Commission Edgar Osgood
District Attorney John Jay Ferdon
Pan American Airways strike (labor)
Opera conductor and director Kurt Herbert Adler
Opera conductor Georges Pretre
President of the Musicians Union Charles H. Kennedy
Clothes designer Joe Herschelle(?) with family and at work
Doctor Robert K. Corbett and Attorney Robert Schnacks (abortion case)
Model of San Mateo-Hayward Bridge
Arts and Crafts show at California State Prison at San Quentin [08-27-64 - 08-29-64, 16 negatives]
Opera meeting at mayor's office (various opera officials and union leaders) (labor)
Site of new Wells Fargo Bank building at Sutter and Montgomery Streets (cityscapes)
Fancy new stockings at House of Charm (fashion)
San Francisco flower show at Hall of Flowers
New Russian Church in building stage (Twenty Eighth and Geary Streets)
Playwright Edna Ferber
Best dressed golfers (fashion)
General Frederic J. Brown
Fifty-ninth anniversary relating to George Marshall, descendant of California's gold discoverer
Swearing in new Public Administrator Thomas J. Mellon (also Superior Judge Walter Carpent and Mayor John Francis Shelley)
Oldest member of Peace Corps Chester Wiggins and wife
New President of Board of Supervisors Joseph E. Tenney and outgoing one John J. Ferdon [08-31-64, 2 negatives]
Joseph E. Tenney and John J. Ferdon -- City Hall(August 31, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [08-31-64.02]

St. Francis de Sales Church in Oakland (first mass in English and internal views of the building)

September 1964 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211-212, [090064-093064]

Swearing in of Attorney General Thomas Lynch by Chief Justice Phil S. Gibson [09-00-64, 2 negatives]
World Trade Fair (includes Miss Japan Daphne Nakai, exhibits, Queen, Miss Israel) [09-01-64, 09-08-64 - 09-11-64, 09-18-64, 42 negatives]
Japanese youths touring United States
Swearing in of District Attorney John Ferdon with Mayor John Francis Shelley [09-01-64, 2 negatives]
Surfer Larry Capone to surf 400 miles to Newport Beach [09-01-64, 21 negatives]
Women from Thailand to study family planning at Planned Parenthood
Stanley Mosk taking oath for Associate Justice [09-01-64, 21 negatives]
Worm painting
Plaster body found on Ocean Beach
Anti-poverty trainees at UC Berkeley
Building dispute (Lansdale and Cresta Vista) (housing, development) [09-01-64 and 09-03-64, 37 negatives]
Building Dispute -- Lansdale and Cresta Vista Drive (September 01, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [09-01-64.13]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mrs. Sanford Fox's house perched above land to be developed. Fox standing on her deck over the land to be developed. A building under construction (housing, development).

Building Dispute -- Lansdale and Cresta Vista Drive (September 03, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [09-03-64.10]

Physical Description: 29 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of people standing in front of the proposed development site (housing, development).

B.W. Haveman of Inter-governmental Commission for European Migration (includes George Mardikian) [09-01-64, 6 negatives]

Chief Justice Roger Traynor and Justice Mathew O. Tobriner with Phil Gibson [09-01-64, 7 negatives]

Mayor John Francis Shelley addresses Human Rights Commission at Main Library [09-02-64, 8 negatives]

Mayor John Francis Shelley Addresses Human Rights Commission -- Main Library (September 02, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [09-02-64.02]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of the Human Rights Commission members sitting around a table while being addressed by a standing Mayor John Francis Shelley.

Water leak at Jones Street pump station [09-02-64, 09-03-64, 15 negatives]

Bridge tournament

Mayor John Francis Shelley's birthday [09-03-64, 12 negatives]

New Supervisor Terry Francois with Municipal Judge James J. Welsh [09--3-64, 8 negatives]

Evening peak rush hour traffic at Fell and Cole Streets [09-03-64, 8 negatives]

Evening peak rush hour traffic at Fell and Cole Streets (September 03, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [09-03-64.04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of evening peak traffic.

Socialist candidate Eric Hass for President [09-3-64, 5 negatives]

Eric Hass -- Bellevue Hotel (September 03, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [09-03-64.05]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Socialist candidate for President Eric Hass standing in front of a chart and talking.

Swearing in of new Police Captain Willison Lingafelter by Police Chief Tom Cahill [09-03-64, 5 negatives]

First "colored" police inspector "Gil" Gilford (Afro-Americans) [09-03-64, 3 negatives]
"Gil" Gilford -- City Hall (September 03, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [09-03-64.09] ark:/13030/hb4m3nb31x
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Portraits of police inspector "Gil" Gilford (Afro-Americans).

New 1965 Mercury and Lincoln Continental cars
Morning rush hour traffic [09-04-64, 12 negatives]
Morning Rush Hour Traffic -- Oak Street(September 04, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [09-04-64.02]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of traffic on Oak Street, Stanyan and along pan handle (transportation).

Smart animals at San Francisco Children's Zoo
Countess Bernadotte of Sweden and son Dr. Folke Bernadotte with Chancellor
John Sanders at UC Hospital radiation lab (health)
Fire at the wax museum at Fishermans Wharf
Police meeting with Chief Tom Cahill, Director of Intelligence Tom Fitzpatrick,
Department Chief Al Nelder, Captain Arthur Williams, and Captain Al Anaud [09-08-64, 8 negatives]
Teachers Institute at the Masonic Temple (education) [09-08-64, 7 negatives]
Japanese students return to Japan
BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) answers citizen's questions (transportation)
Miss Lake Tahoe contestants
"New style neighborhood for business buildings" (industrial park?) [09-09-64, 8 negatives]
New Style Neighborhood for Business Buildings -- Millbrae(September 09, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [09-09-64.01]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of business buildings at the Cal Teachers Institute.

Dizzy Gillespie for President (Dizzy at press conference) [09-09-64, 5 negatives]
Press Conference with Dizzy Gillespie -- Broadway Street(September 09, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [09-09-64.03]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Dizzy Gillespie standing and holding a trumpet in front of a group of people.

Coin collecting convention
New commercial buildings on Mills Estate
Equal Employment Opportunity meeting [09-11-64, 3 negatives]
Equal Employment Opportunity Meeting -- San Francisco Chamber of Commerce(September 11, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 211, [09-11-64.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reverend Hamilton Boswell, Phil Lasky, and William J. Bird standing behind a podium.

New commissioner Stephen Walter
Breakfast club raid
Chile-California program
Opening of George Murphy's campaign headquarters (movie actress Gale Storm and actor Cesar Romero in crowd)
Boy (Edward Boden) beaten by gang "The Businessmen" (juvenile delinquency) [09-14-64 - 09-29-64, ca. 15 negatives]
United Crusade (kick off, swimsuit models, etc.) [09-14-64, 09-23-64, 15 negatives]
California Savings and Loan convention
Trade Fair exhibit (World Trade Fair?) of Nigeria, head Felix Ede
Mexican patriotic celebration [09-15-64, 8 negatives]
Opera singer Irmgard Seefried
Democratic luncheon with Terry Francois and Dr. Thomas N. Burbridge [09-15-64, 3 negatives]
Republican leaders form committee for Lyndon B. Johnson (George Killion, Edgar Kaiser, Frederic Whitman, Bert Levit, William Brinton, and others) [09-16-64, 4 negatives]
Planning Commission hearing on variance for 40 ft. height limit on Telegraph Hill
Old school in Half Moon Bay hills (with bell from 1866) [09-16-64, 29 negatives]

Physical Description: 29 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Jo Ann Honse, Dee Deeney, Bonnie Coburn, Geraldine Honse, and Robert Coburn. Various views of school's bell from 1866, and school's building and playground.

Harbor Commission lease bids
Society for Equitable Rights [09-16-64, 4 negatives]

Tiki statues stolen from Trader Vic restaurant
Ex-Mayor George Keeney of Sausalito in Federal Court on tax evasion
Registration at San Francisco State College (education) [09-17-64, 8 negatives]
Marijuana found in stuffed bear from Mexico (narcotics)

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of demolition of colonnade including crane swinging an iron ball into a colonnade. Views of construction at a colonnade.

Demolition of colonnade at Palace of Fine Arts in Marina District (buildings) [09-17-64, 14 negatives]

Herb Caen story on dog "Rover" and water wagon
Senator Pierre Salinger opens San Francisco campaign headquarters
State Park Commission meeting on old ferry boat Eureka (ship) at Hyde Street pier

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Swearing in of new US Commissioner Richard Goldsmith by Federal Judge Oliver Carter [09-18-64, 2 negatives]
Tiki statue and cigar store Indian found in murder suspect's apartment
Pygmy goats born at Storyland, Children's Zoo
Pleasant Hill School hit by vandals
Medical Mission Sisters Auxiliary

Saint Helena and Calistoga fire (Napa County) [09-21-64, 09-23-64, 44 negatives]
Fire -- Saint Helena and Calistoga (September 21, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [09-21-64.06]

Physical Description: 44 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Smoke rising behind power lines and remains of a stone building. Views of general damage. Red Cross volunteer standing with a girl. Group of people gathered around a school bus.

Registration at Mills College (education) [09-21-64, 5 negatives]
Redevelopment pros and cons with Richard Phonix (Phoenix?), James Stratton and Joseph Debro

Securities administrators convention (Milton Cohen)
Sonoma and Glen Ellen fire [09-22-64, 36 negatives]

Fire -- Sonoma and Glen Ellen (September 22, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [09-22-64.05]

Physical Description: 33 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Aerial views of smoke rising from the hills of Sonoma and Glen Ellen.

Sonoma Fire Volunteers -- City Hall (September 22, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [09-22-64.08]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Battalion chiefs John Baldelli and Donald Cummins sitting in chairs behind a table.

Senatorial campaign dinner for Pierre Salinger [09-22-64, 4 negatives]
Pickets over prisoners at Coyote Point (neighborhood protest over new prison or jail location)
Cyril Magnin and Gardiner Johnson cast ballots into old fashioned ballot box Art show at the Civic Center (includes works by Barbara Spring)
Author and historian George Hammond of UC Berkeley Youth for Service kids visit victim of beating Pacific Coast tennis championships (Jim McManus, Nicola Petrangelli, Don Jacobus, Manuel Santana, and Kathy Harter)
Blind communist Henry Winston (communism) (disabled persons) [09-24-64, 3 negatives]
Old Southern Police Station converted to Bridgeway house for alcoholics Minister of State Mammo Tadesse of Ethiopia with Ethiopian Airline plane Commonwealth Club dinner with Representative William Miller Republican turned Democrat (William D. Handelsman) Fog from Twin Peaks (cityscapes)
Testing cable car [09-25-64, 12 negatives]
New dolphin at aquarium Goat with broken leg at Storyland, Children's Zoo California Real Estate Association press conference Congressman Robert L. Griffin of Michigan, Illinois (?) [09-28-64, 6 negatives] Miss Osaka (Satoko Matsui) Episcopalians picketing California Real Estate convention about fair housing (against Proposition 14) (civil rights, social protests) [09-29-64, 9 negatives] Episcopalians Picketing -- Masonic Temple (September 29, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [09-29-64.02]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of people walking past picketers holding signs against housing discrimination and Proposition 14 (civil rights, social protests).
Horse and rider cowboy Justin Little Bit turned back from crossing Golden Gate Bridge (rode across country for Grand National)
Ex-Prime Minister Ferenc Nagy of Hungary with President Sister Joan Marie of College of the Holy Names [09-29-64, 4 negatives]
Chemist and narcotics agent with two suitcases and 15 kilos of marijuana
Man speeding kills Golden Gate Bridge worker
New associates at San Quentin State Prison (James Park, Philip McNamara, Raymond Wham, and Warden Lawrence Wilson)
Chief Justice Earl Warren visits Mayor John Francis Shelley [09-30-64, 8 negatives]
Earl Warren and John Francis Shelley -- Mayor's Office (September 30, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [09-30-64.09]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor John Francis Shelley and Chief Justice Earl Warren shaking hands. Warren and Shelly sitting in chairs and talking.

October 1964 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [100064-103164]
Physical Description: 525 negatives (estimate)

Cable car system declared national historic landmark [10-01-64, 9 negatives]
Cable Car System Declared a National Historic Landmark -- Victorian Plaza (October 01, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-01-64.09]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chief Justice Earl Warren speaks to crowds and unveils plaque with Assistant Secretary of the Interior John A. Carver Jr. and Thomas A. Mellon.

Freeway traffic blocked (Seventh and Bryant Streets)
CREA (California Real Estate Association) pre-elect David N. Robinson
Student demonstration at UC Berkeley (social protests, Free Speech Movement) [10-01-64 - 10-05-64, 44 negatives]
Free Speech Movement -- Student Demonstration -- Sit-in -- UC Berkeley (October 01, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-01-64.08]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various scenes of sit-in in front of Dean's office. Demonstrations and crowds in front of Sproul Hall. Dustin Mark Miller speaks pro-demonstration. Door of Sproul Hall sit-in. Mario Savio addressing demonstrators on steps of Sproul Hall; a child stands near him. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3: 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Free Speech Movement -- Student Demonstration -- UC Berkeley (October 02, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-02-64.01]
Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Demonstration and crowds. Un-tenured assistant professor preaches moderation; unidentified Canadian stands nearby. Group leading demonstration stands on top of a car. Anti-demonstration picketer with sign "Law before disorder". Jack Weinberg escorted by UC Police Sergeant Robert Lidden and fingerprinted by UC Police Sergeant Joseph Halloran. Overhead view of massive crowd near Student Union. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3: 10-28-64.6 -- ]
Free Speech Movement -- Student Demonstration -- UC Berkeley (October 05, 1964)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-05-64.04]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Speakers at demonstration. Art Goldberg, Byron Turner, Sociology Professor Nathan Glaser, and Mario Savio speak to the massive crowd. Views of crowd assembled in front of Sproul Hall (looking from view of speakers towards Golden Bear Center). [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Ambassador Yoke Lin Ong of Malaysia [10-02-64, 6 negatives]
First "colored" traffic motorcycle officer, William F. Tull (Afro-Americans) [10-02-64, 6 negatives]

First African American Traffic Motorcycle Officer -- Hall of Justice (October 02, 1964)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-02-64.03]  ark:/13030/hb358005b9

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Officer William F. Tull on his motorcycle in front of the Hall of Justice (Afro-Americans).

Barry Goldwater speaking to crowds [10-03-64, 16 negatives]

Barry Goldwater's Last Rally -- Civic Auditorium (October 03, 1964)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-03-64.02]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Barry Goldwater's last presidential campaign rally. Goldwater gives speech to a packed Civic Auditorium. Crowds hold Goldwater/Miller signs.

Baywood School (San Mateo) contest on national flowers (education) [10-05-64, 12 negatives]

Night golf with beauty queens Miss San Bruno (Judy Reeves) and Miss South San Francisco (Louise Leitner)

Mrs. Hubert Humphrey
Actors Van Heflin and Alain Delon
Society of California Pioneers with family silver and jewelry of Henry Goode Blasdel, first governor of Nevada
Interview with Lilian Katz

Haunted house at Children's Health Home Auxiliary
Prehistoric fossils found at Stanford Linear Accelerator center (Harold L. Powell) [10-06-64, 10 negatives]

Prehistoric Fossils Found at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (October 06, 1964)  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-06-64.04]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ten to twenty million year old fossil remains of a large mammal found in the hillside near the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center. Harold L. Powell looks at the fossils embedded in the hill. Overall shot of the area where the fossils were found.

Bookie raid

Poison pen hearing (John M. Hubbard)
Mayor John Francis Shelley leaving UC Hospital [10-06-64, 6 negatives]
Miss Osaka (Satoko Matsui) meets Miss Sister City (Makoto Susaki)
National Association of Retail Druggists convention [10-06-64, 8 negatives]
New BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit) designs (transportation) [10-07-64, 10-22-64, 28 negatives]
Actors George Murphy and Jimmy (James) Stewart
Lockout at Safeway warehouse (Richmond, Calif.) (labor) [10-07-64, 5 negatives]
Safeway Lockout of Teamsters -- Safeway Warehouse -- Richmond (October 07, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-07-64.08]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers protest the lockout of the Teamsters by Safeway (labor). A group of workers of the local 315, 942 and 595 chapters of the Teamsters picket outside the front gate of the Safeway warehouse in Richmond.

CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) protest of Shrimp Boat restaurant (race relations, civil rights, social protests) [10-08-64, 10-15-64, 7 negatives]
CORE Protest of Shrimp Boat Restaurant -- Hunters Point (October 08, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-08-64.03] ark:/13030/hb7v19p27g
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shrimp Boat restaurant and market shut down by Congress of Racial Equality picketers. Views of CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) picketers in front of building. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

CORE Press Conference on Shrimp Boat Restaurant -- Hyde Park Suites (October 15, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-15-64.03]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Congress of Racial Equality press conference on the full effort to make the Shrimp Boat Restaurant change its practices (civil rights). Comedian Dick Gregory and secretary of CORE William Bradley announcing increased effort to change the practices of the Shrimp Boat.

Cowboy Justin Little Bit walks horse across Golden Gate Bridge (rode across country for Grand National)
Bottle breaking (christening) on first steel girder of Wells Fargo building (George Boyd, Fred McPherson, Robert Haynie, G.S. Wheaton, and H. Stephen Chase)
Navy League Sea Cadets in review aboard Hancock (ship) [10-10-64, 10 negatives]
President Diosdado Macapagal of Philippines [10-12-64, 4 negatives]
Plastic Surgeons convention
Columbus Day parade and festivities
Twenty-fourth annual Baccari Vintage Festival queens
Richard M. Nixon and George Murphy [10-12-64, 6 negatives]
Richard Nixon and George Murphy -- Hotel Saint Francis (October 12, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-12-64.07]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nixon and Murphy talk to each other at the Hotel Saint Francis. They speak before a group at a conference table at the hotel.

Assemblyman Nicholas Petris [10-12-64, 4 negatives]
United African Appeal to promote education of African students (Rev. Eugene Henry Huffman) [10-13-64, 4 negatives]
United Africa Appeal -- Education of African Students (October 13, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-13-64.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Reverend Eugene Henry Huffman and others at the United African Appeal to promote the education of African students (Afro-Americans?).
Assembly candidate Russ Teasdale
Fathers cooking for family dinner
Ambassador Alfred Zehander of Switzerland [10-14-64, 9 negatives]
Press conference on parks and benches (Jesse Unruh and Governor Goodwin Knight) [10-14-64, 3 negatives]
San Francisco International Film Festival events
JFK (John F. Kennedy) exhibit in Polk Hall (rocking chair) with Cyril Magnin and Peter Lawford
Demolition of Palace of Fine arts towering dome [10-14-64, 9 negatives]

Demolition of the Palace of Fine Arts (October 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-14-64.11]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The wrecking ball is taken to the towering dome of the Palace of Fine Arts after the rest of the building has been felled. Views of the crane demolishing the dome with its wrecking ball.

Counterfeit money
Log Cabin Ranch for Boys at La Honda (juveniles) [10-15-64, ca. 20 negatives]
Quarterhorse Queen Alice "Wags" Gray at Grand National
Collection of historical and priceless posters and books
West Portal School kids with toy missile for Halloween (education) [10-15-64, 4 negatives]

School Kids Play With Toy Missile -- Halloween -- West Portal School (October 15, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-15-64.10]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
West Portal School kids play with a giant toy missile for Halloween with the "United States" written on it in large letters.

Flagship cruiser St. Paul (ship) enters San Francisco Bay
Ground breaking at Golden Gateway Center (Thomas J. Mellon, Philip N. Brownstein, and Allan R. Carpenter)
House of Charm "negro" model (Afro-Americans)
Meningitis Research Foundation fund raising (President Richard L. Leonards)
School age pregnancies with Drs. Helen Wallace, Herbert Bauer and Helen Ross at UC Berkeley
Celebration for the establishment of International Peace, Universal Freedom and Justice [10-18-64, 11 negatives]

Celebration for the Establishment of International Peace, Universal Freedom and Justice -- Union Square (October 18, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-18-64.01]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Children representing different countries pin flowers on a large world globe and country flags are paraded around the square. Marion Wald of Bolivia is sitting. Crowds gather to watch.

Realtors march for Proposition 14
Beauty queen candidates
Professors for [Lyndon B.?] Johnson
Pierre Salinge at McConnel and Hunters Trade Schools [10-2-64, 12 negatives]
United Crusade [10-21-64, 10-29-64, 11 negatives]
Felix Green lectures on Red China (communism) [10-21-64, 8 negatives]
Southern civil rights leader Aaron E. Henry campaigning for Lyndon B. Johnson [10-21-64, 4 negatives]

Southern Civil Rights Leader Campaigning for Lyndon B. Johnson -- Palace Hotel (October 21, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-21-64.07]

- Physical Description: 4 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Southern civil rights leader Aaron E. Henry answers questions about his campaigning for Lyndon B. Johnson.

Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge receives award from Dolley Lodge [10-21-64, 3 negatives]

Press conference with Congressman Adam Clayton Powell of Harlem (New York) [10-21-64, 3 negatives]

Preliminary injunction hearing against IWW (Industrial Workers of the World) by Cedar Coffee House (labor) [10-21-64, 3 negatives]

Preliminary Injunction Hearing Against The IWW -- Cedar Coffee House -- City Hall (October 21, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-21-64.13]

- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Cedar Coffee House wants the IWW (Industrial Workers of the World) to cut down on the number of pickets they use (labor). Attorney Jim White talks to the IWW members present.

National Council on Jewish Women (Mrs. Robert Rhine and Mrs. Bert Portugeis)
Waterfront from Telegraph Hill (piers in Matson dispute)
Dan Shelley (brother of Mayor John Francis Shelley) made captain by Chief Tom Cahill [10-22-64, 3 negatives]

Children from Sanchez School at Civic Center Plaza learn about historic American flags (education) [10-22-64, 7 negatives]

Group against lottery (Proposition 16)

Interview with Cornelia Otis Skinner

Wine Festival with Pandora (Lynn Parsons) in Union Square passing out grapes

Opening of Junior Achievement Center

Stewart Udall and Pierre Salinger [10-23-64, 5 negatives]

Spokesman Gus Hall of Communist Party (communism) [10-26-64, 8 negatives]

Spokesman Gus Hall of the Communist Party -- Palace Hotel (October 26, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-26-64.01]

- Physical Description: 8 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  Leading spokesman for the Communist Party Gus Hall speaking at the Palace Hotel at a press conference (communism).

Milton Duffy retires from State Food and Drug Department

CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) protest White Citizens’ Council meeting [10-26-64, 10-28-64, 15 negatives]

White Citizens’ Council Meeting -- CORE Protest -- Berkeley (October 26, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-26-64.06] ark:/13030/hb7b69p26p

- Physical Description: 3 negatives
- Scope and Content Note
  CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) protest meeting in parking lot of Claremont Hotel. Protestors stand on wall with crowd assembled below. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]
White Citizens' Council Meeting -- CORE and SLATE Protest (October 28, 1964)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-28-64.02]  
Physical Description: 12 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) and SLATE picket outside Masonic Auditorium. Protestors carry signs. Protestors jeer at people who attended meeting as they leave building's garage. Robert Gill (local leader of Council) is interviewed by a reporter. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Hunters Point plans (Tom Crowley and architect John Lord King)  
Press conference on displaced person with Dr. William S. Bernard  
Computer conference [10-27-64, 6 negatives]  
San Francisco women voting  
Lions Club award for heroes (Mayor John Francis Shelley, Anthony Piazza and Paul Gaspar) [10-27-64, 3 negatives]  
Junior League  
Press conference with Democratic National Committee Chairman John M. Baily  
Dinner for US Olympians (Olympic athletes)  
Hearing of suspended student protestors at UC Berkeley (social protests, Free Speech Movement) [10-28-64, 15 negatives]  
Free Speech Movement -- Hearing of Suspended Student Protesters -- UC Berkeley(October 28, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-28-64.06]  
Physical Description: 15 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Faculty committee hearing of eight suspended students: Brian Turner, Sandor Fuchs, Art Goldberg, Elizabeth Stapleton Gardner, David Goines, Mark Bravo, Don Hatch, and Mario Savio. Various scenes of student protest leaders and faculty committee. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6]

Glide Memorial Methodist Church press conference with Rev. Donald Ganoung, Rev. William Paesons [Parsons?] and A. Cecil Williams [10-28-64, 3 negatives]  
Glide Memorial Methodist Church press conference(October 28, 1964)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-28-64.08]  
Physical Description: 3 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Press conference with Reverend Donald Ganoung, Reverend William Parsons and the chairman of "Direct Action-Christians for Social Action" A. Cecil Williams (civil rights).

New gadget to run phone switchboard at Lighthouse for the Blind (disabled persons)  
International Foundation for Internal Freedom [10-29-64, 2 negatives]  
International Foundation for Internal Freedom -- Hilton Hotel(October 29, 1964)  
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 212, [10-28-64.11]  
Physical Description: 2 negatives  
Scope and Content Note  
Timothy Leary and David Albert of the International Foundation for Internal Freedom chat over a cup of coffee at the Hilton Hotel.

New stainless steel mailboxes (Wilt Chamberlain)  
Benefit opening of "My Fair Lady"  
Vandals rip signs and damage Barry Goldwater sound truck [10-29-64, 3 negatives]
Vandals attack Goldwater Campaign Sound Truck -- First and Mission Streets (October 29, 1964)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Goldwater girl" Lynn Goodrich picks up some of the American flags and Barry Goldwater signs that were torn off the sound truck by vandals.

Press conference with Dr. Dorothy Ferebee of Girls Scouts of America [10-29-64, 8 negatives]

Assemblyman Nicholas Petris (Democrat) with Roger Kent discussing scandalous Republican literature [10-29-64, 1 negative]

Alan Cranston
Political debate with Democratic assembly candidates Willie Brown, David Skinner and Russ Teasdale [10-29-64, 3 negatives]

Democratic Assembly Candidates Debate -- Torino's Restaurant (October 29, 1964)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Willie Brown, Democratic luncheon chairman David Skinner, and Russ Teasdale hold a debate for the 24th assembly district after the Democratic luncheon at Torino's Restaurant.

New IBM graphic data processing system (computers) [10-29-64, 18 negatives]

New IBM Graphic Data Processing System -- Market Street (October 29, 1964)

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The new graphical data processing system at IBM and IBM worker Kenneth McNary demonstrating how the system can record drawings from the screen by use of photography. He draws an input chart and a house on the screen which the system then stores (computers, technology).

Republican state central committee (Dr. Gaylord B. Parkinson and James Halley) [10-29-64, 3 negatives]

Mr. Helene Dawson on panel about adult education [10-29-64, 3 negatives]

Realtors for Proposition 14 (Dale Farnow and Lloyd Hanford)

Three women restaurant owners (Inez Pacini, Sunny Sund, and Christine Vaccaro)

Christening of the Horne (ship)

Light on cable car at night [10-30-64, 3 negatives]

Halloween party at San Francisco Boys' Club [10-31-64, 4 negatives]

Executive Director Whitney Young Jr. of the National Urban League [10-31-64, 2 negatives]

Best-dressed airline hostess in new uniform

Barry Goldwater political events [11-02-64, 35 negatives]
Parade For Barry Goldwater Campaign -- Market and Montgomery Streets (November 02, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [11-02-64.03-04]

Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
People crowd Market and Montgomery Streets for the campaign parade of Barry Goldwater. Goldwater sits up in a convertible as he is escorted down the street. Views looking down Montgomery Street at progression of parade from the top of a tall building. A woman sits on the ledge of the building holding a Barry Goldwater sign.

Barry Goldwater Makes Last Minute Campaign Speech -- Civic Auditorium (November 02, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [11-02-64.05]

Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Barry Goldwater arrives at the San Francisco Airport with his wife and is taken to the Civic Auditorium where he gives a last minute campaign speech to a full house. Goldwater arrives to a crowd of supporters holding campaign signs.

George Murphy and family ride in cable car [11-02-64, 10 negatives]
San Francisco Chamber of Commerce members
Pierre Salinger campaign headquarters [11-02-64, 3 negatives]
Election voting [11-03-64, 11 negatives]
Wigs and hats (fashion)
Governor Edmund G. Brown and wife [11-03-64, 9 negatives]
Fine wines from Europe (Harvey’s of Bristol)
Rainbow Falls in Golden Gate Park
Election victory party (Willie Brown, John Burton, and Phillip Burton) and no-victory party (Goldwater workers watch victory speech of Lyndon B. Johnson on TV) [11-03-64, 5 negatives]

Election Victory and Non-Victory Parties -- California Hall and Goldwater Headquarters (November 03, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [11-03-64.07]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Victory party at California Hall with John Burton, Phillip Burton and Willie Brown. Non-Victory party at the Barry Goldwater Campaign headquarters with few Goldwater campaign workers watching Lyndon B. Johnson making victory speech on a small television.

Artist Jean Sherman
Pierre Salinger telling of defeat [11-04-64, 7 negatives]
New worldwide electronic airline reservation system "Panamac" (technology) [11-05-64, 5 negatives]
"All that is left" after demolition of Palace of Fine Arts main dome [11-05-64, 34 negatives]

Ruins of Palace Of Fine Arts Main Dome (November 05, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [11-05-64.04]

Physical Description: 34 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the ruins of the main dome of the Palace of Fine Arts after its demolition. A few standing pillars are left in the middle of the arena where the dome stood (buildings). Views of the overall area where the dome stood with the city in the background (neighborhoods, cityscapes). Mike Gray feeds the geese in the pond in front of the ruins. Overall views of the ruins of the rest of the Fine Arts building.
Ministers after defeat of Proposition 14
Grand champion steer to make 5000 burgers for Doggie Diner
Gas lamps on Scott Street
People around town [11-05-64, 30 negatives]
Kirov Ballet dancers arrive
Bill Drury hung in effigy
Education Research convention (speakers Ralph W. Tyler and Dr. J. Richard Suchman)
New second in command Harold E. Welborn of San Francisco FBI office
Council for Civic Unity of San Francisco housing chairman Mrs. Karl Hanson (civil rights?, race relations?) [11-09-64, 4 negatives]
Chairman of the Council for Civic Unity of San Francisco Housing -- Market Street(November 09, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [11-09-64.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Chairman of the San Francisco Council for Civic Unity of Housing Mrs. Karl H. Hanson at table preparing papers.

Student demonstration at UC Berkeley (social protests, Free Speech Movement) [11-09-64, 11-10-64, 29 negatives]
Free Speech Movement -- Student Demonstration -- UC Berkeley(November 09, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [11-09-64.04]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General views of demonstrators and crowd near the front steps of Sproul Hall in the rain; Mario Savio speaks in the center. Students sign pledge. Savio speaks; projection speakers in foreground. Professor Paul Searle and Professor John Legget speak into microphone. View of protestors and crowd in front of the Student Union. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Free Speech Movement -- Student Demonstration -- UC Berkeley(November 10, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [11-10-64.04]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
General views of demonstrators and crowd in front of Sproul Hall; a man waves the American flag. Various speakers address the protesters near the Student Union. Two men speak each other amid reporters and photographers in a room.

Walter Robb given Philippine Republic medal of Legion of Honor from General Carlos Romulo with Consul General Jose Moreno present [11-09-64, 2 negatives]
Veterans memorial at George Washington High School [11-10-64, 15 negatives]
New Bishop Theofil Ionescu with Archbishop John and Father Eugraphe Kovalevsky
Independent living project (girls with Christmas articles) [11-12-64, 6 negatives]
Presentation of plaque from Army to Guy Wright (military) [11-12-64, 9 negatives]
Former Mayor George Christopher returns from vacation [11-12-64, 6 negatives]
Workers in San Francisco Community Rehabilitation workshop
Project Concern Inc. press conference with Dennis Wong and Ann Kidder
Maid of Cotton (Joanne Dockwiller) (beauty queen?)
Fire at Fourteenth and Broadway in Oakland
Press conference with Mayor John Francis Shelley and Senator George Murphy [11-18-64, 9 negatives]
Labor leader George Johns to marry secretary Mildred Gonzales (labor) [11-13-64, 4 negatives]
Winter Sports Fair at Cow Palace with Snow Queen (Joanne Davies)
Press conference at Commonwealth National Bank with former Mayor George Christopher [11-13-64, 16 negatives]
Senator George Murphy at San Francisco International Airport [11-13-64, 5 negatives]
Motion Picture strike (labor) [11-14-64, 11 negatives]

Market Street Theaters Close Due to Strike (November 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [11-14-64.05]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Theater at Market Street is closed due to the motion picture strike (labor). Signs at the theater read "closed today due to motion picture strike."

Effects of the Motion Picture Strike -- Market Street (November 20, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [11-20-64.05]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Sign on the Theater reads "To our Patrons: We regret inconveniencing you by being forced to close - please bear with us while we see it through." Views of the other people affected by the strike include Bartender Salvatore Soldano, Restaurant Partner George Singer, and garage owner Milton Swain.

"Oriental beauties" at Hotel St. Francis
Teenage beauty queen (Linda Licciardi) from San Lorenzo High School [11-16-64, 12 negatives]
Artist with "Sun Chariot" (Julian Block and Fredric Hobbs)
Furniture designer Evelyn Jablow
New head of mounted police patrol Sgt. Joseph Galik on horseback [11-16-64, 4 negatives]
Bookie raid (gambling)
Diabetes detection for public set up by Marine Corps (health)
Dedication of Mormon Temple in Oakland [11-17-64, 12 negatives]
Dedication of Mormon Temple -- Oakland (November 17, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [11-17-64.03]
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
The dedication ceremony of a Mormon Temple in Oakland. Joseph Fielding Smith, President Hugh G. Brown, David O. McKay, President N. Eldon Tanner, President of Oakland Temple District Delbert F. Write and President of Oakland district O. Leslie Stone talk with a view of the temple in the background (buildings).

John Birch Society leader John Rousellot
Interior and exterior views of Bruno's Restaurant
Columbia University professors on panel (education) [11-18-64, 3 negatives]
Entertainer Meredith Willson
Joe Di Maggio Testimonial -- Palace Hotel (November 18, 1964)
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Ernie Nevers, Joe Di Maggio, Lefty O'Doul and Del Web laugh on a bench while the press take photographs. Willie Mays, Joe Di Maggio, and Mickey Mantle chat at the testimonial for Joe Di Maggio. Joe Di Maggio with a baseball bat and his giant birthday cake.
Student address on loss of John F. Kennedy by Shirley Jones of Woodrow Wilson High School (education) [11-18-64, 3 negatives]
Hunters Point Shipyard to remain open (workmen cheering decision) (labor) [11-19-64, 5 negatives]
New play apparatus at Children's Playground in Golden Gate Park
Dedication of new chancel at Grace Cathedral [11-20-64, 12 negatives]
Ernst tie factory
1965 Corvette (Corvair)
Dave Clark Five band in airplane accident
Golden anniversary of Grace Cathedral
Press conference on new Alcoa Building
Student demonstration at UC Berkeley (social protests, Free Speech Movement) [11-20-64, 11-24-64, 24 negatives]
Free Speech Movement -- Student Demonstration -- March -- UC Berkeley (November 20, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [11-20-64.12]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Freedom of Speech protestors march to University Hall (the corner of Oxford and University Avenue) where the UC Regents hold a meeting. General views of student procession parading through campus. Student protestors march in front of University Hall; students hold banner "Free Speech"; speaker addresses crowd in front of building. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Free Speech Movement -- Student Meeting and Demonstration -- UC Berkeley (November 24, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [11-24-64.12]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"Free Speech Movement" mass meeting. Mario Savio addresses the crowd gathered in front of Sproul Hall at noon. General views of massive crowd assembled. UC Berkeley Vice Chancellor Allan Searcy stands at podium and speaks to crowd in front of Sproul Hall. Other speakers include Professor Lawrence Levine (who is in favor of a sit-in) and Professor Morris Hirsch. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Israel award (ex-Mayor George Christopher, Myer Feldman, James Roosevelt, and Mayor John Francis Shelley) [11-22-64, 3 negatives]
Mayor John Francis Shelley to be honorary Chairman for Jackie Week [11-23-64, 8 negatives]
Police officer funeral at Golden Gate National Cemetery (bagpipes being played)
Asthma kids return home (health)
Bad check and counterfeit money
Miss Ismail of Indonesia
Ambassador William P. Fay of Ireland [11-24-64, 2 negatives]
Views of Ghirardelli Square (buildings)
Willie Clay of Marin College trying to get toys and clothes to kids in Mississippi for Christmas (Afro-Americans)
Senator Abraham Ribicoff drops by office of Mayor John Francis Shelley [11-25-64, 2 negatives]
Demonstration mass at Sacred Heart High School (education) [11-25-64, 23 negatives]
Talking Christmas tree at the White House
Announcement of 1965 Chinatown New Year's Festival with 1964 Miss Chinatown (Vivian Lee)
Scale model of Syanon City at Tomales Bay in Marin County
December 1964 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [120064-123164]

Physical Description: 250 negatives (estimate)

Sex writer Maxine Serett
Congresswoman Patsy Mink of Hawaii
Renewal projects at Diamond Heights (neighborhood, housing, development)
[12-00-64, 12-15-64, 10 negatives]

Renewal Projects in Trouble -- Diamond Heights(December 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-00-64.07]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of a shopping center and a row of townhouses under construction on Red Rock Hill (Corona Heights?).

Work Resumes on Shopping Center -- Diamonds Heights(December 15, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [12-15-64.02]

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Norman Smith, Nat Baba, and Irvin Kahn standing next to a mound of dirt.

Press interview with actress Jane Russell of WAIF (children's charity)
Atomic convention displays [12-01-64, 8 negatives]

Atomic Convention Displays -- Brooks Hall(December 01, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-01-64.04]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Free Speech Movement (FSM) at UC Berkeley (social protests) [12-02-64 - 12-15-64, ca. 200 negatives]

Student Demonstration (Free Speech Movement) -- UC Berkeley(December 02, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-02-64.02]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students walking in Sproul Hall carrying American flag and making victory sign. Woman sings and plays guitar. Policeman blocks protestors from entering door. Various scenes of student sit-in. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Student Demonstration (Free Speech Movement) -- UC Berkeley(December 02, 1964) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-02-64.04]

Physical Description: 29 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students sleeping on steps of Sproul Hall with poster in background which reads "We Want Freedom." Students making placecards "Support Student Walkout." Marchers in front of Dwinelle Hall with signs "University Employees Walkout." Professor David Hackett speaking to his class. Lecturer speaks to students sitting on stage with signs (includes Mario Savio). [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]
Student Rally and Strike (Free Speech Movement) -- UC Berkeley (December 03, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-03-64.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large student rally in front of Sproul Hall (view taken from balcony of Student Union). Female student is booked and fingerprinted. Female students sit in sheriff's bus making victory signs. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Student Arrests (Free Speech Movement) -- UC Berkeley (December 03, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-03-64.06]

Physical Description: 48 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students being arrested and dragged into buses by police. Students hanging sign and holding American flag from balcony of Sproul Hall. Student speaking to crowd and reporters outside building. General views of demonstrators and crowds in plaza. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Student Pickets (Free Speech Movement) -- UC Berkeley (December 04, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-04-64.01]

Physical Description: 23 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students making posters in front of Dwinelle Hall. Pickets at edge of campus, in front of Dwinelle Hall, and in Sproul Plaza. Students in a classroom and in library. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Student Demonstration (Free Speech Movement) -- UC Berkeley (December 04, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-04-64.02]

Physical Description: 87 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Students being dragged into buses by police, sit-in, empty halls, pickets at the edge of campus, etc. General views of demonstrators and massive crowd in front of Sproul Hall (taken from among crowd and from balcony of Student Union). UC President Clark Kerr addresses crowd in the Greek Theatre. Crowds near gates at entrance to Greek Theatre. Scenes of UC students (defendants) seated in hearing held at the Berkeley Municipal Theater. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Court Hearing (Free Speech Movement) -- UC Berkeley (December 07, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-07-64.05]

Physical Description: 21 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views -- UC Berkeley Campus (December 08, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-08-64.10]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"A quiet day" on campus. Various views of the Campanile and students walking through the Sather Gate. Dog Ludwig in fountain on Sproul Plaza. Sign posted on tree reads "The FSM is going to die. Leave it alone. Stay away from the rallies." [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Views -- UC Berkeley Campus (December 09, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-09-64.02]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
"A quiet day" on campus (7:30am). Various scenes of students walking through Sproul Plaza to classes. [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Court Hearing for Arrested Students (Free Speech Movement) -- Berkeley Little Theatre (December 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-14-64.04]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Berkeley Little Theatre (site of hearing for UC students arrested in sit-in demonstration). [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Rally (Free Speech Movement) -- UC Berkeley (December 15, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [12-15-64.03]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Head of CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) James Farmer and Professor Tembrock speaking at rally. Various views of massive crowd assembed to hear speakers.

Oakland violinists flee Oakland Symphony for San Francisco
[planning for] industrial complex near Third and Twenty-third Street
Hell's Angels in Hall of Justice
"Atoms for Youth" performance [12-07-64, 17 negatives]
Scenes From "Atoms for Youth" Performance -- Larkin Hall, Civic Auditorium (December 07, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-07-64.01]
Physical Description: 17 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Actors performing on stage with various instruments and mirrors (in one scene an actress stands on a stool with her hair standing on end). View of audience during performance.

Hell's Angels in court
Community Welfare office sit-ins and pickets in Oakland (social protests)
[12-07-64, 7 negatives]
Community Welfare Office Sit-Ins -- Oakland (December 07, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-07-64.09]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of unidentified people sleeping inside the Welfare office. Men picketing in front of office (social protests).

Miss Laurance Rockefeller (Chairman of International Division of YWCA of US)
Demonstration for equal rights for farm workers (pickets at Braceros hearing) (social protests, labor) [12-07-64, 6 negatives]

Demonstration for Equal Rights for Farm Workers (Pickets at Braceros Hearing) -- State Building (December 07, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-07-64.08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Demonstrators picket outside State Building where hearing is held carrying signs "Social Justice for Farm Workers," "414 is an Evil Law," and others (social protests).

Jack Akins with wood carving of Lyndon B. Johnson
Cable cars blocking traffic on automatic switch at Pine and Powell Streets (transportation)
Rear Admiral William T. Groverman tells of Vietnam
"Wizard of Oz" actors invade News-Call Bulletin (Paul Jayson as Tin Woodman, Judy Rolin as Dorothy, and Will B. Able as Scarcrow)
National Director of Anti-Defamation League Benjamin R. Epstein
Inside and outside shots of new type of jitney buses (transportation)
New trains for Rapid Transit (transportation)
Dr. Frederick Hudson
Y.A. Tittle (Yelberton Abraham Tittle) returns home
Funeral of Phyllis Fraser in Grace Cathedral (includes Charles Spaulding and Fraser's twin sister Mrs. Lawrence Reed)
"Viet raiders return" to Alameda Naval Air Station (Vietnam veterans) [12-14-64, 12 negatives]

"Viet Raiders Return" -- Alameda Naval Air Station (December 14, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 213, [12-14-64.05]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
George H. Edmondson sitting in an airplane and greeting his three sons: Mark, Scott, and Gregg. Edmondson kneeling on the wing of an airplane and kissing his wife, Janet. Jere Barton standing and hugging his wife Bobbie, and his daughter, Sharon. David Timberlake standing on the wing of a plane and carrying his son, Steve.

Meeting on rights and business of retail stores (includes Bill Bradley) (civil rights?)
Deputy Secretary General of the European Free Trade Association Knut Hammarskjold
Picketing in front of Hartford Building at California and Kearny Streets and Pier Fifty (ship Cap Delgado) (labor) [12-15-64, 6 negatives]

Picketing -- Hartford Building and Pier Fifty (December 15, 1964)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [12-15-64.08]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Kathy Endres, Yvonne Letts, Shirley Riggs, and unidentified man walking with signs on Pier 50 (labor).
Chinese orphans arriving at San Francisco International Airport
New school to be built adjacent to Grace Cathedral (education)
Boy and girl looking at toys of choice (gender learning)
Abortion trial
William Pomeroy returns home after trip around the world on yacht Nereus
Wedding gowns at Macy's (fashion)
Frances Faye
Maestro Josef Krips
Dedication of Birge Hall at UC Berkeley (includes Nobel Laureate Dr. Harold C. Urey)
Artist Lyn Zelinsky
Stained glass maker John Lukas
Professor Robert P. Loper of Stanford University
Flood damage
New cigarette made of lettuce
International Marian Congress (Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken and others)
Model Carla Borelli and kid's paintings (fashion)

January 1965

 Physical Description: 375 negatives (estimate)

Hangover pill (inventor pharmacist Frederick Meyar showing empty boxes)
New Year Anderson triplets
University of Michigan band playing at Union Square
Shrine Imperial Potentate Carlyle Brock and Islam Temple's Potentate Dr. Lowell E. Braden
Free Speech Movement (FSM) at UC Berkeley (social protests) [01-04-65, 32 negatives]

 Free Speech Movement (FSM) -- UC Berkeley(January 04, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [01-04-65.01]

 Physical Description: 32 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Overall views of crowds gathered to listen to Professor David Friedman, Mario Savio, and others. Singer Joan Baez standing at microphones and playing guitar, Martin Roysher, Professor Friedman, and Steve Weissman speaking. Views of Clyde Thomas Irwin holding Nazi signs (American Nazi Party) and view of torn-up Nazi sign. Irwin and Robert Martell standing together. Jay Frank standing opposite of Irwin and arguing (social protests).

UC students want to run peerless bus lines
Slide at Sir Francis Drake Boulevard in San Anselmo
Views of Market Street opposite Emporium on windy day (cityscapes)
Free Speech Movement (FSM) students defendants in Berkeley court [01-05-65, 3 negatives]

 Student Defendants in Court (Free Speech Movement) -- Veterans' Memorial Hall, Berkeley(January 05, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [01-05-65.04]

 Physical Description: 3 negatives

Scope and Content Note
Court scenes in Veterans' Memorial Hall. Sophomore Winton Cooley was the only defendant to appear in court. He said: "Apparently everybody but me knew a continuance would be asked for and granted." (Social protests).

American Craft Center at Ghirardelli Square (layout of crafts at Mustard Building and artists)
New Director of Youth Opportunities Center Hermon Gallegos and Mortimer Fleishhacker Jr.
Recovered violins at Northern Police Station (one of them bears the name of Antonio Stradivarius)
Press conference with UC President Clark Kerr [01-06-65, 7 negatives]
Press Conference with UC President Clark Kerr -- Berkeley(January 06, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [01-06-65.03]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various close-ups of President Kerr (speaking about Free Speech Movement?).

Artist Joseph Zirker and some of his works at Synanon headquarters
Author Richard Lewis
Women's hats (fashion)
Teamsters Local 85 candidates rouged up at meeting (labor) [01-07-65, 3 negatives]
Teamsters Local 85 Candidates Roughed Up -- Central Emergency Hospital(January 07, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [01-07-65.02]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Manuel Ovalle talking to injured Robert Rosa at Central Emergency Hospital (labor).

Snow at Mount Tamalpais
Rabbi Edgar F. Magnin and Mayor John Francis Shelley
Scenes from top of new Hartford building (cityscapes) [01-07-65, 9 negatives]
San Francisco Views(January 07, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [01-07-65.05]
Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of the city taken from the top of the new Hartford building including Oakland-San Francisco Bay Bridge and Golden Gate Bridge (cityscapes).

Smog control devices for old cars (environment)
Interview with Col. Robert L. Goerder of US Air Force
Lecturer Pastor John V. Moore will speak on "sex and such" at Glide Memorial Church
Gisele MacKenzie "Auntie Meme" (Auntie Mame?) star interview
Stephen Morgan killed in Korea
Hypnotist Anton S. La Vey with lion [01-08-65, 8 negatives]
Hypnotist Anton S. La Vey(January 07, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [01-08-65.04]
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of La Vey sitting in a car with a lion. The lion getting out of the car. La Vey in the car with lion on the ground next to him.

Banker Don C. Silverthorne surrenders
Actress Patty Duke
Mrs. Hector Escobosa announcing new marriage
New Grand Jury at City Hall
Cancer Society press conference (Dr. Robert J. Samp and National Chairman for 1965 Cancer Crusade Lt. General Garrison Davidson)
Model Carla Borelli getting new Italian hair style and eye make up (fashion)
President of Longshore Local # 10 Robert Rohatch tells of unions demands for tightening safety regulations... (labor) [01-11-65, 6 negatives]
SPUR (San Francisco Planning and Urban Renewal Association?)
Foreign Minister Per Haekkerup of Denmark [01-12-65 and 01-13-65, 6 negatives]
Swearing in two commissioners (Superior Court Judge Walter Carpenetti, Harold L.
Zellerbach, John Ward, and Mayor John Francis Shelley)
Artist Lowell Herrero
Salih Pendatun of Phillipines at World Trade Center
Actress Paula Bowersmith and her dog Ham
New Shrine Potentate Paul R. Manning receiving his Shrine hat from Dr. Lowell E.
Braden
Press conference for Nate Thurmond and Wilt Chamberlain (basketball)
Willie Mays testimonial (includes Babe Pinelli, Herman Franks, Bill Rigney, Leo
Durochera, and Chub Feeney) (baseball)
Daughters of Jack London Mrs. Percy Fleming and Mrs. Charles Miller [01-14-65, 4
negatives]
Welfare sit-in (social protests)
Federal Communication Commission press conference (Chairman E. William Henry
of FCC, Washington DC)
Musician David Tudor and composer John Cage [01-15-65, 3 negatives]
Musician David Tudor and Composer John Cage -- San Francisco Museum of
Art (January 15, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [01-15-65.04]

Highway fence along Highway 101, south of Corta Madera
National Executive Secretary Collin Bell of American Friends Service Committee
Baby lion that a family had as a pet
Federal Judge Albert Lee Stephens
Author Upton Sinclair
New code of practices for the real estate board (housing discrimination? race
relations?)
Concrete pouring for Arguello Park (Seventh Avenue)
International press conference (President John L. Rundle of Australia and Arthur L.
Hillman Jr.)
Architect's model for a new hospital (Davies Medical Center?) (health)
White House department store closing sale [01-21-65, ca. 35 negatives]
Tiny Tots graduation at Chinese Recreation Center
Prime Minister Menzies of Australia
Professor murdered at UC Berkeley [01-23-65, 9 negatives]
Professor Murdered -- UC Berkeley (January 23, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [01-23-65.01]

Dr. Henry A. Singer
Putting "almond eye look" on model at I. Magnin (fashion)
Men's hats (fashion)
Diet book author Jeremy Ets Hokin
"San Francisco Woman" model Carla Borelli
Muriel Weeden and the "Anita" electronic desk calculator
Chinese stenographer and English writer (name not provided)
Chinatown New Year special [01-27-65, ca. 40 negatives]
Tevis Jacobs
St. Patrick's School being torn down
Chinese school at 1451 Jackson Street (kids from Hong Kong in classroom)
(education)
Dr. Beryce McLennan of Group Therapy conference
Farewell party for Paul Speegle
Memorial service for Winston Churchill at Grace Cathedral
Vienna Choir Boys at Immaculate Conception Academy

**February 1965** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [020065-022865]
Physical Description: 300 negatives (estimate)

Crime lab and courtroom scenes (social protests?) [02-00-65, 19 negatives]

Crime Lab and Courtroom Scenes(February 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [02-00-65.04]
Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Shoji Horikoshi looking through a microscope at "so-called cocaine" in the crime lab. Various courtroom scenes including people (Free Speech Movement student defendants?) standing in line. Protesters carrying signs ("Our Church Today, Yours Tomorrow") picket outside the building. (Relationship of views is uncertain. Sleeve may be miscellaneous views.) [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3 : 10-28-64.6 -- ]

Chinese Queen contestants and Mayor John Francis Shelley
New helicopter for San Francisco Airlines at Oakland Airport
Interview with eighty-nine year old J.C. Penny who started the store chain
Reporter Hugh Burnhardt joins Mother's March
Koret sweater fashions
"Great Tobacco Auctioneer" Speedy Riggs
Naval Academy appointment (Nate Kirtman appointed by Congressman Phil Burton)
Mission Merchants, installation of officers
Picket march on Department of Public Health (social protests) [02-02-65, 13 negatives]
Picket March -- Broadway and Department of Public Health(February 02, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [02-02-65.06]
Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of protesters outside the Department of Public Health building with signs. Protesters with signs inside a building on Broadway. Paul Schwabacher, Reverend Monique Easton, John Kelterer, and other unidentified men sitting around a table and talking (social protests).

Vlado Kolitsch with rare violin picked up at "hock shop"
"The University of the Seventh Sea" (combination of liberal arts with world travel)
Holiday tatles(?) for Jewish festival for Temple Emanu-El
New Mayfair Market opening at 2665 Geneva Avenue
Wife of the ambassador of Spain Marquesa de Terry del Nal
Archbishop Joseph Sadoc Alemany's remnants returned from Spain to San Francisco [02-05-65, ca. 20 negatives]
Boat show christening at Cow Palace
New science building at University of San Francisco [02-05-65, 3 negatives]
New Science Building -- University of San Francisco (February 05, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [02-05-65.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Professor Arthur Furst in new lab. Furst standing outside with new science building in the background.

Laying first test track for Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) at Concord [02-05-65, 4 negatives]
Laying First Test Track for Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) -- Concord (February 05, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [02-05-65.09]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of crane and construction workers laying down a track.

Contestants for Miss Chinatown USA (Beauty Queen)
Dr. Olivera of Public Health
St. Cecilian convent at 2550 Eighteenth Street ready for rummage sale
Employment for Spanish speaking people

Shots of Civic Center and surrounding area taken from roof of new Federal Building (cityscapes) [02-09-65, 14 negatives]
Civic Center and Surrounding Area -- New Federal Building (February 09, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [02-09-65.06]
Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of the Civic Center and surrounding area taken from the roof of the new Federal Building (cityscapes, neighborhood).

Swearing in new PUC (Public Utilities Commission)
American Trial Lawyers convention
Governor John A. Love of Colorado
Protests against US involvement in Vietnam war (social protests) [02-12-65, 02-18-65, 12 negatives]
Anti-Vietnam Demonstration -- Federal Building (February 12, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [02-12-65.03]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Anti-Vietnam Demonstration -- Federal Courthouse (February 18, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [02-18-65.04]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protestors picket peacefully outside building carrying signs including "End the war now. Bring home troops and guns" (social protests).

Women's bathing suits at J.C. Penny store (fashion) [02-12-65, ca. 20 negatives]
Interview with noted biblical archeologist Father Ronald de Veaux who has been closely associated with the Dead Sea Scrolls
Picketing by NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) in front of San Francisco Housing Office (Afro-Americans, social protests) [01-12-65, 2 negatives]
Picketing by NAACP -- San Francisco Housing Office (February 12, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [02-12-65.09] ark:/13030/hb087003g4
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of picketers marching with signs (social protests).

"Queer raid" guys dressed like girls all in jail (gays and lesbians, cross dressing) [01-13-65, 6 negatives]
"Queer Raid" Guys Dressed Like Girls -- Hall of Justice(February 13, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [02-13-65.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of four unidentified cross-dressers sitting on a bench. Unidentified man speaking with another cross-dresser. Gun, keys, brass knuckles, pills, and brief case on a table.

Synanon press conference (Stanley P. Barney)
Placing wreath for Phoebe Apperson Hearst in Golden Gate Park
Head of UC Art Gallery Mr. Herschel B. Chipp beside 13x23 foot painting
Political Science Professor Dr. George Noronha's press interview on Vietnam crisis
President of Textile Association of the Bay Area B.E. Austin
Pro-America/anti-Vietnam writing on the Hub Theater marquee [02-16-65, 6 negatives]
Pro-America/Anti-Vietnam Writing on Marquee -- Hub Theater(February 12, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 214, [02-12-65.01]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Wallace Levin standing and pointing to the Hub Theater Marquee which reads "Some Local Traitors Like the Viet Cong Flag. We Like This One. How About You?" (social protests).

Diplomat Gideon Rafael of Israel
Architect Richard J. Neutra in front of map of Stanford University at press conference
Dr. Fred Ormland
Author Eugene Burdick
Luther Burbank Shasta Daisy postage stamp contest at Baywood Elementary School in San Mateo
Navy press conference about airport
California Safety Congress (William Randolph Hearst with Lt. Homer Johnson)
Golden Jubilee of 1915 Panama Pacific International Exposition opening (retired editors Eugene Block and Ed "Scoop" Gleason, and Mrs. Relda Raff)
Roos Atkins store in San Rafael
North Beach church condemned (Reverend Carl Abbe, Reverend Montague Easton, and Dr. Ellis Sox)
Dr. George Becker
Mrs. John M. Douglas and John Riordan speak about welfare
Narcotics raid
Traffic shots around San Francisco (transportation)
Hearing on welfare
Dr. Leon J. Whitsell (child symposium)
Catholic Social Service of San Francisco
Author Todhunter Ballard
Large meeting on traffic conditions ("horrible death rate in 1964 -- 48,000 killed")
Train locomotive from Hawaii brought to Ocean Shore Iron Works to be reconstructed for Placerville Museum
"Mohammed Mosque" at 1872 Post Street (Islam)
Press conference of Young Republicans (William J. Strain Jr.)
Kahn family presents $125,000 gift to Oakland Museum (Arts Commission Chairman William J. Hayes and Irving Kahn)
Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village
Reverend Arthur Michael Ramsey (the 100th archbishop of Canterbury) and Bishop James A. Pike
Raid by narcotics squad
TWA air hostess handling our leaflets about their strike (labor)
Economist Gunnar Myrdal
Biophysicists convention "all about Mars" (Dr. Norman Horowitz) (space age)
Delivery ceremony of Scabbardfish (ship) submarine to Greece
Chinese General Lt. Hao Chang Yu
Front and rear view of unfinished apartments at Red Rock Hill, Twin Peaks area (Corona Heights?)
View of city from top of Red Rock Hill (Corona Heights?) [02-28-65, 7 negatives]

March 1965

Rapid Transit (transportation) [03-00-65, 106 negatives]

Carmel Mission (exterior views)
Women's fashion at Golden Gate Park
Home furnishing show at Brooks Hall
Nisei (Japanese Americans) VFW (Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United States) registration day
Annual arts and crafts show
Winning posters in "Plant a Tree Week" (environment)
Reverend Mark Hannah trying to help neighborhood children to read and write better (education)
Strike at American Can Company (pickets in front of building) (labor) [03-01-65, 7 negatives]
Strike at American Can Company (March 01, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-01-65.08]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large groups of people in front of the American Can Company. Three picketers stand with signs in front of the building (labor).

State social welfare board press conference [03-01-65, 4 negatives]
Mayor John Francis Shelley press conference
President of Council of Graduate Schools of US Gustave O. Arlt
Interview with Senator Frank Church
Mardi Gras celebration
Ash Wednesday at St. Patrick’s Church
Old site of Fox Theatre (Fox Plaza)
Performance at Geary Theatre
Golden Gate Bridge (pouring cement on the extra lane for traffic coming from Marin County) [03-03-65, 24 negatives]
Construction on Golden Gate Bridge (March 03, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-03-65.10]
Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Workers get ready to pour cement into the new section of the Golden Gate Bridge for an extra lane coming from Marin County. Views of the web of iron and steel re-bars extending out from the present raling on the bridge. A shot of the San Francisco Skyline from the bridge (cityscapes).

Director of Miss Universe contest Eileen Rebhan
New movie star Joey Heatherton
Dr. Hulda Thelander of Children’s Hospital
Mario Savio turns himself in in Berkeley (Free Speech Movement, social protests) [03-04-65, 2 negatives]
Mario Savio -- Berkeley (March 04, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-04-65.01]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mario Savio turns himself in for contempt of court. Savio, Attorney Alex Hoffman, and Suzanne Goldberg enter courthouse in the morning (Free Speech Movement, social protests).

Star of "After the Fall" Judy West at Curran Theatre
Catholic Aid Drive at Mount St. Joseph's Home for Girls (Sisters Angela and Yvonne, and Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken)
Press conference about CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) (Afro-Americans, civil rights)
CORE press conference -- Sun Reporter Office (March 04, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-04-65.08]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Republican congressional booster meeting
Rally after arrest for "obscenity signs" (Free Speech Movement, social protests) [03-05-65, 15 negatives]
Rally after the Arrest for "Obscenity Signs" -- Sproul Plaza, UC Berkeley (March 05, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-05-65.02]

Scope and Content Note
Head of the English Department Mark Schorer talks to a huge crowd at Sproul Plaza from the steps of the Martin Luther King Student Union Building after the arrest of students for carrying "obscene signs".

Seward Street apartment project (Supervisors Jack Morrison and George Moscone talking to Seward Street)  (housing)
Crusade rally at UC Berkeley (Free Speech Movement, social protests) [03-05-65, 6 negatives]

Free Speech Movement -- Crusade Rally -- UC Berkeley (March 05, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-05-65.08]

Scope and Content Note
Views of massive crowd assembled around Student Union including balcony, Sproul Plaza, and Sproul Hall. English Professor Mark Shorer speaks to crowd.

Old house near aquarium at Golden Gate Park
Irish Colleen Pipers
Senator Joseph M. Montoya of New Mexico and Lawrence Palacios
Home of Mrs. Zellerbach for Black and White Ball
Journalism symposium (speakers Dean Edward W. Barrett and Professor John Hohenberg)
Gondola auctioned at Butterfield & Butterfield [03-08-65 and 03-10-65, 3 negatives]

Attorney General Poole addresses CORE (Congress of Racial Equality) protesters (Afro-Americans, social protests, civil rights) [03-09-65, 7 negatives]

Attorney General Cecil Poole Addresses CORE Protesters -- Federal Building (March 09, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-09-65.10]

Scope and Content Note
Attorney General Poole talks to group outside Federal Building including Congress of Racial Equality members and other protesters (Afro-Americans, social protests, civil rights). [Contact prints available, shelved under BANC PIC 1959.010--PIC Part 3: 10-28-64.6 -- ]

New Market Street plans unveiled (architect Mario Ciampi and President of BART Adrien Falk) (transportation)
Rabbi Julius A. Leibert who wrote a new book "Behind Bars"
Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party [03-10-65, 3 negatives]

Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party Interview -- Turk Street (March 10, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-10-65.04]

Scope and Content Note
Interview with the chairman of the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party Lawrence Cuyot and Johnnie Mae Walker (civil rights, Afro-Americans).

Clergymen going to Selma, demonstrations and protests on Selma, torchlight procession, etc. (civil rights, social protests, race relations, Afro-Americans) [03-10-65 - 03-23-65, 78 negatives]
Clergyman Returns From Selma -- Harrison Street (March 10, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-10-65.06]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Interview with Reverend Donald Ganoung who had just returned from Selma protest (civil rights, social protests, race relations, Afro-Americans).

ILWU Protest on Selma -- Federal Building (March 10, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-10-65.07]
Physical Description: 18 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Pastor of the Third Baptist Church of San Francisco addresses group of International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union (ILWU). Workers who filled Golden Gate Avenue in front of the Federal Building. ILWU regional director William H. Chester, Secretary of the San Francisco Building and Construction Trades Council Dan Del Carlo, and President of ILWU Harry Bridges talk to the crowd (civil rights, social protests, race relations, Afro-Americans).

Meeting of Various Church Groups Going to Selma -- Grace Cathedral (March 12, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-12-65.06]
Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Unitarian Minister Harry B. Scholefield and Bishop Joseph Pike talk to church groups (civil rights, social protests, race relations, Afro-Americans).

Ministers Leaving for Selma -- San Francisco International Airport (March 13, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-13-65.03]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Groups of Bay Area ministers leaving for Selma and large crowd of well wishers at the San Francisco International Airport. Reverend Raymond Cope leads the group in prayer before the departure. Mrs. Walter Bremen in tears because of her husbands’s departure (civil rights, social protests, race relations, Afro-Americans).

Civil Rights Groups Protesting -- City Hall (March 13, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-13-65.04] ark:/13030/hb5199p001
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Large crowd of people gather in front of City Hall to protest Lyndon B. Johnson’s failure to intervene in Selma (civil rights, social protests, race relations, Afro-Americans).

Torchlight Procession for Selma -- Civic Center (March 14, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-14-65.01] ark:/13030/hb409nb3gq
Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Torchbearers David Garblik and Peter Strauss are followed by long procession of protesters along Market Street near Civic Center. View of nuns marching down the street. Catholic Interacial Council marches with signs of support (civil rights, social protests, race relations, Afro-Americans).
Clergymen and Doctors Leave for Selma -- San Francisco International Airport (March 17, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-17-65.07]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Group of clergymen and doctors gathered at the San Francisco Airport to depart for Selma. Their families are with them to wish them goodbye (civil rights, social protests, race relations, Afro-Americans).

Integration Demonstrators Return From Selma -- San Francisco International Airport (March 18, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-18-65.07]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Rabbis, clergymen, professors, and nuns who returned from protests in Selma gather together (civil rights, social protests, race relations, Afro-Americans).

Selma Press Conference -- Press Club (March 19, 1965)

Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Interview with Reverend B.T. Anderson Jr. who had just returned from the protests at Selma (civil rights, social protests, race relations, Afro-Americans).


Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
86 year-old Selma freedom marcher Margaret Ryan talks to the reporter in the Continental Hotel before leaving for Selma (civil rights, social protests, race relations, Afro-Americans).

Resignation of Clark Kerr and Milton Meyerson and noon rally outside of Sproul Hall that follows (social protests) [03-10-65, 6 negatives]

Clark Kerr and Milton Meyerson -- Sproul Plaza, UC Berkeley (March 10, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-10-65.09]

Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Following student protests Chancellors Clark Kerr and Milton Meyerson give their resignation speeches on Sproul Plaza in front of huge crowd of students.

Miss America 1961 Nancy Fleming Johnson
Terra Linda shopping center
Cal Band (UC Berkeley) receives donation from President Clark Kerr
Dr. Giovanni the "World's Greatest Pickpocket" gets married to Frances Haas (includes Jake Ehrlich and Judge Gerald Levin)
Raising of the Irish flag over the city
Paramount Theatre to be torn down
Russian Orthodox Holy Virgin Cathedral stained glass
Racial issues in Hayes Valley housing projects (race relations) [03-15-65, 7 negatives]

Racial Issues in Hayes Valley Housing Project -- Haight Street (March 15, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-15-65.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
O'Neal family with their four children (race relations).
Racial issues in Hayes Valley Housing Project -- Haight Street (March 16, 1965)

Several of the African American members of the community involved in the housing dispute in the Hayes Valley Housing Project Dennis Laza, Ruby Owens, Robert Fuzell, Cynthia Sweet, Nan Williams and Hellen White (race relations, Afro-Americans).

Court hearing for students carrying "obscenity signs" (Free Speech Movement, social protests, censorship) [03-16-65, 7 negatives]

Hearing at the Berkeley Municipal court for the free speech protesters who were arrested for the use of "obscene" signs. Includes three students David Bills, Michael Klein and Arthur L. Goldberg with non-students Stephan H. Argent, John J. Thompson and Charles E. Artman arrive at the Municipal court.

Senator Jennings Randolph
Judge Melvin Cronin to leave Youth Guidance Center
Senator Russell B. Long
San Francisco Children's Theater Association
Holy Names College
Concord BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit District) test track (transportation) [negatives missing 5/1999. See 02-05-65?]
Faculties for the defense of education (Otto Butz)
Maestro Josef Krips
Twenty five million electron volt Betatron being installed at Mount Zion Hospital (health, radiation) [03-18-65, 17 negatives]

Betatron Installation -- Mount Zion Hospital(March 18, 1965)

Views of large crowd gathered at Sproul Plaza to hear Professor Morris W. Hirsch speak (Free Speech Movement?, social protests).

"Women for Peace" rally in San Francisco (social protests) [03-19-65, 2 negatives]
**Women for Peace Rally (March 19, 1965)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-19-65.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Press conference. Gloria Feldman (chairwoman of San Francisco Women for Peace) and Mrs. Charlie Mae Haynes (wife of Third Baptist church minister Reverand Haynes).

**Buses replace cable cars (transportation)**

**Frames from stolen paintings found in Islais Creek near Pier Eighty-four (includes close up of Van Gogh's nameplate)**

"Princess phones" at City Hall are too small

**Artist Beniamino Bufano's statue for Ted Kennedy (engraver Dick Laung working on statue while Benny checks all details)**

**Mrs. Robert Hunter getting ready for show at San Francisco Museum of Modern Art**

**Mrs. Edwin Callan with painting (Dominican benefit)**

**Demolition of World War II bunker on Treasure Island**

**Peace pickets over fence at Oakland Army base (anti-Vietnam demonstration) (social protests) [03-23-65, 4 negatives]**

**Peace Pickets Climb Fence -- Oakland Army Base (March 23, 1965)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-23-65.02]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Women and men protesting the Vietnam war outside of the Oakland Army base went over the fences and were dragged away by the MPs. Those outside of the fence hold a banner reading "Peace supplies, not war supplies for Vietnam" (social protests).

**Hats (fashion)**

**Owner of Maryland Harbor and National Officer of Soroptomists Blanche T. Rogers**

**New church on Diamond Heights Boulevard**

**New member of Human Rights Commission Sister Rose Maureen Kelly (Superior of the Maryknoll Convent)**

**Newsletter "Spider" sold despite ban at UC Berkeley [03-24-65, 13 negatives]**

**Newsletter "Spider" Sold Despite Ban -- UC Berkeley (March 24, 1965)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 215, [03-24-65.03]

Physical Description: 13 negatives
Scope and Content Note
“Spider” sold on campus. Various scenes of massive crowd in Sproul Plaza where “Spider” is being sold. Lugwig (dog) stands among crowd and plays in his fountain at Sproul Plaza. There were no arrests made (censorship).

**Dedication ceremony of a monument on Cathedral Hill (includes Monsignor Thomas J. Bowe and sculptor Martin Metal)**

**Democrats' dinner for Senator Edward Kennedy [03-25-65, 10 negatives]**

**Democrats' Dinner for Senator Edward Kennedy -- Palace Hotel (March 25, 1965)**
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [03-25-65.02]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mayor John Francis Shelley greets Senator Kennedy and artist Beniamino Buffano presents a mosaic portrait to the Senator. Kennedy talks to Cyril Magnin and George Killicon at the table.

**International Society for Comprehensive Medicine**

**French chef Julia Child**
Canadian destroyer makes crash landing near San Francisco Bay Bridge
Vista (domestic Peace Corps)

Ninety-Seventh Charter Anniversary at UC Berkeley (Free Speech Movement, social protests) [03-26-65, 22 negatives]

Ninety-Seventh Charter Anniversary -- Harmon Gymnasium -- UC Berkeley (March 26, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [03-26-65.12]

Physical Description: 22 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of marchers, some include Mario Savio. Lord Robbins and Milton Meyerson speaking to crowd gathered in Harmon Gym (Free Speech Movement, social protests).

Sea Scout inspection on carrier Ticonderoga (ship)

Model Carla Borelli at Sow Lake (Stowe Lake?) (fashion)

Lenny Bruce at the emergency room [03-29-65]

New school for the blind in Albany (disabled persons) [03-29-65]

Actor Brock Peters

Dancers, waitresses, band, and others at Tiger-a-Go-Go disco [03-30-65, 16 negatives]

Tiger-a-Go-Go Disco -- Hilton Inn (March 30, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [03-30-65.01]

Physical Description: 16 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Go-go dancers wearing tiger outfits dance in a cage while the patrons dance on the floor to a live band (fashion). Waitresses also wear the tiger outfits.

Japanese artist Isaku Nakagawa

Computer education at Stanford University [03-30-65, 9 negatives]

Computer Education For Children -- Stanford University (March 30, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [03-30-65.05]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Three seven year old children study computers at Stanford University (technology).

Retiring curator of paintings Ninfa Valvo of M.H. De Young Memorial Museum Communications Workers of America

New atomic power plant “turned on” in Vallecitos (atomic age) [03-31-65, 12 negatives]

New Atomic Power Plant -- Vallecitos (March 31, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [03-31-65.01]

Physical Description: 12 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Young girl "turns on" the switch to the new atomic section of the power plant in Vallecitos. The president of PG&E (Pacific Gas and Electric) R.H. Gerdes shakes hands with the young girl who was born on the day that the original plant first produced power (atomic age).

April 1965 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [040065-043065]

Physical Description: 550 negatives (estimate)

Garbage dumps

Two unidentified actors at Trader Vic's bar

Civil rights demonstration at San Francisco Housing Authority Headquarters (social protests, civil rights) [04-00-65, 4 negatives]
Civil Rights Demonstration -- San Francisco Housing Authority Headquarters
(April 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-00-65.10]
ark:/13030/hb200004sg

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Joy Goodwin, Dorothy Lathan, Ann Jefferson, and Julia Commer wearing protest signs "Hear no FEPC (Fair Employment Practice Committee," "My hands are clean," etc. (social protests, civil rights).

Model of new Bank of California (President Charles de Bretteville and architect William Stephen Allen)
Movie star Burt Lancaster [04-00-65, 5 negatives]
Chinese screen being held by customs
Writer Bill Slocum
Berkeley hearing on Free Speech people [04-01-65, 2 negatives]
Berkeley Hearing on Free Speech(April 01, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-01-65.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
First witness Vice Chancellor O.W. Campbell at trial.

Golden Gate Park flower show
Opening of the UC Berkeley sit-ins trial at Berkeley Municipal Court (social protests, Free Speech Movement) [04-01-65, 20 negatives]

Opening of the UC Berkeley Sit-Ins Trial -- Berkeley Municipal Court(April 01, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-01-65.11]

Physical Description: 20 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Mario Savio, Susan Goldberg, and Jack Weinberger sitting together. Judge Rupert Crittenden sitting at a table. Overall views of crowd gathered in the courtroom (social protests, Free Speech Movement).

Architect's sketch of the new Fire Department Headquarters building to be built on Golden Gate Avenue
Head of cancer crusade Emerson Foote
Executive Director of Women's International League for Peace and Freedom Mildred Scott Olmsted
New research computer at Presbyterian Medical Center (health) [04-02-65, 2 negatives]

New Research Computer -- Presbyterian Medical Center(April 02, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-02-65.05]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Jerome A.G. Russell standing behind seated Robert Abbott and looking at a new research computer (health).

Protest of "Concerned Citizens" organized by Reverend Bruce Parker of the Grace Baptist Church (social protests) [04-02-65, 4 negatives]
Reverend Bruce Parker Protesting -- Jack London Square, Oakland (April 02, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-02-65.06]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protest of "Concerned Citizens" organized by Reverend Bruce Parker of the Grace Baptist Church. Parker handing out anti-FSM (Free Speech Movement) signs to group of people ("Support Motorcade for Action against FSM Rioters") (social protests).

Glide Methodist Church press conference (includes Reverend A. Cecil Williams) [04-02-65, 2 negatives]

Glide Methodist Church Press Conference (April 02, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-02-65.07]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Bill Bradley, Reverend A. Cecil Williams, and Dr. Theodore Gill sitting together.

Wilderness conference (Chairman of convention Mrs. Edgar Wayburn, President of Sierra Club Wiliam A. Siri, and speaker on population problem Lincoln H. Day) (environment)

Police officers hunting for mountain lion in Golden Gate Park
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Liebes (related to H[ermans?] Liebes)
James Allan Mintkenbaugh[?] who sold US secrets to Russia at Oakland US Commissioner office (espionage, communism)
"Save the Forest" meeting (Chief Forester of American Forestry Association Kenneth B. Pomeroy) (environment)
View from 26th floor of Phone Building of San Francisco Bay Bridge, Yerba Buena, and waterfront (cityscapes)
New Ambassador Radomiro Tomic of Chile
Miss Tan contest
Maestro Josef Krips surprise birthday cake
Swearing in Human Rights Commission (Mayor John Francis Shelley and Sister Rose Maureen Kelly being sworn as new Human Rights Commissioner by Judge Raymond Arata)
Rickshaw to be auctioned
Director of Surinam Tourist Bureau John H. Nelson
Oscar winners dinner with critics (actress Lila Kedrova gets bouquet from Bartley Schwartz)
Entertainer Gypsy Rose Lee at Trader Vic's bar [04-06-65, 33 negatives]

Entertainer Gypsy Rose Lee -- Trader Vic's (April 06, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-06-65.07]

Physical Description: 33 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of entertainer Gypsy Rose Lee sitting at a long table with several unidentified men. Portrait views of Lee. Lee standing with Fred Storm.

Wanda Belli showrooms (designers and models) (fashion)

New news stand replaced by Cyril Magnin at Montgomery and Bush Streets (C. Magnin buys first newspaper)
Laurel Hill Nursery School
Sally Stanford attacked and home burglarized
Model of farm labor housing
Interview with opera singer Marni Nixon [04-08-65, 7 negatives]
Vietnamese Buddhist Reverend Thich Thien-An and Father Cao Van Luan
Good Samaritan Community Center Deaconess Phyllis Edwards
New York producer David Merrick
National President of PTA Mrs. Moorhead
Snow in April on Mount Tamalpais
Easter parade in Le Conte School
Junior Grand National Miss 4-H at Cow Palace
Post Street hairdo parlor before Black and White Ball (fashion)
Concord Rapid Transit (BART?) (transportation) [04-12-65, 29 negatives]

Concord Rapid Transit (April 12, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-12-65.08]

Physical Description: 29 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Sign on Hub Theater’s marquee about cable car service problems (transportation) Trying new machinery at cable car barn (transportation) [04-13-65, 11 negatives]

Trying New Machinery -- Cable Car Barn (April 13, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-13-65.02]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of gears and machinery. Unidentified workers looking over machinery (transportation).

Farm labor on the way to Santa Paula
American Academy of General Practice convention
Cable car in test run (car leaving car barn at turntable at Powell and Market Streets) (transportation)
Destruction of building at Franklin Hospital [04-13-65, 11 negatives]

Destruction of Building -- Franklin Hospital (April 13, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-13-65.12]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Piles of ticket mail for the Beatles
Cable cars shut down again (workers work on bronze bearing at cable car barn at Washington and Mason Streets) (transportation)
Lifting Hovercraft off ship at Oakland terminal
Parkside District May Queen
Marin Shakespeare Festival (five girls trying out for Juliet next to Columbus statue)
Junior Grand National auction at Cow Palace
San Mateo County Teen Age Fair
Mario Savio reports for physical exam at Army Induction Center [04-15-65, 2 negatives]

Mario Savio Reports for Physical Exam -- Army Induction Center (April 15, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-15-65.09]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Mario Savio standing with a file folder, wearing badge that says "I am socially revolutionary" (social protests).
Goldfinger's car from the "James Bond" movie
Sally Stanford in wheelchair testifies at City Hall [04-15-65, ca. 30 negatives]
Commissioner of Social Security Robert M. Ball
Good Friday services at Old St. Mary's Church (crowds outside)
Conservationist and Democrat Mrs. George Hogle
Dr. Edris(?) Rice Wray of Mexico City and Dr. Alan Guttmacher of New York (birth control and family planning specialist)
Artist Jay Carmichael with her "Thing"
Foghorn, Murphy & Mellon proclamation at City Hall
Anti-Vietnam war protest marchers walking to Federal Building (social protests)
[04-17-65, 7 negatives]
  Anti-Vietnam War Protest Marchers -- Oak Street(April 17, 1965)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-17-65.01]
  Physical Description: 7 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Long line of protesters marching with anti-Vietnam war signs on Oak Street including women and children in strollers (social protests).

Search for San Francisco "Miss" (six contestants)
Russian Ballet director Igor and Mme. Moiseyev and Johnny Kan (Moiseyev receives directions in using chopsticks)
Merry-go-round at Fleishhacker Zoo
Glen Caldwell with attorney Patrick Hallinan (youth accused of shooting Balboa High School youths?) (juvenile delinquency)
Youths for Peace march at Tic Toc Drive-In where Balboa High School youths were shot down (social protests, juvenile delinquency?) [04-20-65, 3 negatives]
  Youth for Peace March -- Tic Toc Drive-In(April 20, 1965)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-20-65.04]
  Physical Description: 3 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of people marching with signs calling for peace (social protests).

Trout fishing at Lake Merced [04-20-65, ca. 25 negatives]
May Day Queen in Golden Gate Park
Emporium and Sears fashions
Artist Jacques Overhoff unveiling his sculpture
Presentation of name plate of Liberty ship Bret Harte to California Historical Society
Armenian Martyrs Day press conference (Leaon Z. Surmelian, Bishop Torkom Manoogian, and Mayor John Francis Shelley)
Rally in front of Sproul Hall (UC Berkeley) [04-22-65, 8 negatives]
  Rally -- Sproul Hall(April 22, 1965)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-22-65.09]
  Physical Description: 8 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Sue Stein, Mario Savio, and Art Goldberg standing at a microphone and speaking. View of the overall crowd gathered to listen to the speakers. Pro-Meyerson signs. Views of protesters with signs sitting on steps (social protests, Free Speech Movement?).

Bui Van Anh of Vietnamese embassy
Thirty-three floor Hartford Building at Grant and California Streets (largest in state)
"The dirty words pickets" at UC Berkeley campus (social protests) [04-22-65, 10 negatives]
"The Dirty Words Pickets" -- UC Berkeley(April 22, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-22-65.17]

Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Protesters marching and sitting on steps with signs saying "Reinstate the four students dismissed," and others. Mike Lerner standing at a microphone and speaking (social protests).

Black and White Ball [04-23-65, ca. 40 negatives]
Topless raid of Broadway area [04-23-65 and 04-26-65 - 04-28-65, 50 negatives]

Topless Raid -- Broadway Street Area(April 23, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-23-65.05-07]

Physical Description: 24 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Topless Raid -- Broadway Street Area(April 26, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-26-65.14]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Topless women being helped into coats, walking down steps, and with coats on.

Topless Gals in Court -- Hall of Justice(April 27, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-27-65.01]

Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Yvonne Dangers in court with turtleneck sweater that was choking her, Kay Star tries to loosen it for her.

Topless Raid -- The Cellar, Bush Street(April 27, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-27-65.11]

Physical Description: 14 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Paulette Hefner arrested at the Cellar strip club. Various views of performance including Yvonne Dangers standing on a bed-like object. Hefner walking with Amy Fliger and unidentified men.

Topless Raid of Broadway Area -- Hall of Justice(April 28, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-28-65.14]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Attorney Harry Wainwright standing with Carol Doda. Views of Yvonne Dangers wearing low neckline suit. Four unidentified men standing together.

Negro priest press conference at 1399 McAllister and Third Streets Baptist Church (Afro-Americans) [04-23-65, 3 negatives]
Negro Priest Press Conference -- Baptist Church, 1399 McAllister Street (April 23, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-23-65.09]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Reverend Harold R. Perry sitting at a table and speaking into a microphone (Afro-Americans).

Bogalusa rally (social protests, Afro-Americans) [04-23-65, 10 negatives]
   Bogalusa Rally -- Bush and Market Streets (April 23, 1965)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-23-65.10]
   Physical Description: 10 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Head of Bogalusa Committee for Concern(?) Wilfred T. Ussery talking to crowd (social protests, Afro-Americans).

Blind teaches the blind (Mrs. Winifred Downing working on her Braille machine) (disabled persons)
   Author Ken Kesey [04-24-65, 5 negatives]
   Author Ken Kesey -- Sutter Street (April 24, 1965)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-24-65.01]
   Physical Description: 5 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Copy photograph of Ken Kesey.

Writer Tom Caylor
   Awards for Civic Center Plaza International competition (Henry Schubart Jr. with winning design)
   Project Sea Lab at San Francisco Naval Shipyards [04-26-65, 22 negatives]
   Project Sea Lab -- San Francisco Naval Shipyards (April 26, 1965)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-26-65.08]
   Physical Description: 22 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of steel cylinder under construction and workers welding. Captain Lewis B. Melson sitting at a desk and speaking into a microphone.

Assistant Professor of Nursing Maura Carroll
   Salesian Boys’ Club (Father Larry Byrne, Pierine Cavello, and Judge Lawrence Mana)
   Irish folk dancer (violinist and author Sean O’Sullivan, piper Don Sullivan, dancers Gretta Flannery and Peter Browne, and pianist Michael Powell)
   Dentists' press conference
   Two young women sworn in to city’s first job corps
   Don Canter press conference with Ronald Reagan [04-27-65, 3 negatives]
   Don Canter Press Conference with Ronald Reagan -- Sheraton Palace Hotel (April 27, 1965)
   BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 216, [04-27-65.10]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note

Crocker Gallery art returned by FBI
   Quakers proposals on China (Richard Conlon, Ben Seaver, and Professor John Rue of Stanford)
   "Peach Boy" play rehearsal at Marina Junior High School
   Opening of Commonwealth Bank at Sacramento and Montgomery Streets
   President of California Real Estate Association David N. Robinson
Press conference about new solid propellant rocket motor (space age)
Japanese art collection on exhibit in San Francisco Museum of Art
Knights Templar of USA (Ralph Slocum, John L. Crofts, and C. Byron Lear)
National Conference of Christians and Jews awards (Mayor George Christopher, Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken, Gov. Mark Hatfield, and Walter Haas)
Coast Guard ship and crew to Vietnam at Treasure Island
Book sale at San Francisco library (authors Carey Badwin, Mary S. Robersen, and Louise Boggess)
The Galveston (ship) arrives at dock of Pier Seventeen
Miss San Francisco contestants trying on shoes

May 1965

"Bullship race" on San Francisco Bay
Opening of trout season at Lake Merced
Archbishop Joseph T. McGucken helps serve food to elderly at the Sister of the Poor home (includes Chief of Police Tom Cahill)
Infant arrives from Vietnam for adoption
Trial of topless dancers
Performer Edmond O’Brien
"Willie the Worm" art exhibit
Annual rhododendron opening ceremonies (Corinne Swall singing)
Anti-poverty recruiting program "Vista" at UC Berkeley [various dates]
Strawberry pickers at Farm Labor Office [05-04-65 - 05-05-65, 14 negatives]

Strawberry Pickers -- Farm Labor Bureau -- Oakland (May 04, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [05-04-65.07]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Strawberry Pickers -- Farm Labor Office (May 05, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [05-05-65.01-08]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Clarence Graham kneeling on the floor and talking to Bud Dillion (labor).

University of San Francisco commencement speaker Frederick H. Boland of Dublin University
Marimekko fashions from Finland
French expert on children’s art Arno Stern
Views of proposed freeway route (Lombard Street)
Cinco de Mayo celebration at Mission High School [05-05-65, 2 negatives]

Cinco de Mayo Celebration -- Mission High School (May 05, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [05-05-65.07]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Two unidentified men and a group of children wearing costume standing together.

Democratic Party fund raising dinner
Arrival of Deutschland (ship) [05-05-65, ca. 20 negatives]
Annual aquacade rehearsal at Mills College
Carrier Ranger (ship)
Interview with Whitney Moore Young (executive director of the National Urban League)
"Slum" kids from Sir Francis Drake school at Golden Gate Park (child welfare)
Miss Perfect Posture
The Dead Sea Scrolls at UC Berkeley
Chinese YMCA Youth conference
Disneyland ambassador Miss Julie Reihm
California-France wine exchange
Mobile home show (trailers)
Toxicology research at UC Davis (Doctors Gunter Zweig and Donald Crosby)
Girl on credit card spending spree
Experiments on seals at Stanford Research Institute (animal testing)
Chimps "Mickey" and "Minnie" shown drinking coffee with Ed Vincent (San Francisco Zoo)
Author Rona Jaffe
Scale model of College of San Mateo (education)
Equipment at Stauffer Chemical Plant in Richmond (Calif.)
Professors protest at San Jose State College (labor) [05-13-65, 6 negatives]
Professors John Sperling and John Galm -- San Jose State College(May 13, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [05-13-65.08]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Professors John Sperling and John Galm standing together (labor).

Congressman Wright Patman of Texas
Topless dancer Carol Doda [05-14-65, 4 negatives]
Dancer Carol Doda(May 14, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [05-14-65.01]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Carol Doda sitting in a chair.

California Historical Society fund raising
Conductor of Chicago Symphony Jean Martinon
Students protest at Lowell High School over student association president [05-14-65, 2 negatives]
Principal J.A. Perino -- Lowell High School(May 14, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [05-14-65.10]
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of principal J.A. Perino sitting at a desk.

Architectural models of Golden Gate Freeway
Pickets in front of Iranian consulate (social protests) [05-14-65, 5 negatives]
Pickets -- Iranian Consulate(May 14, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [05-14-65.15]
Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picketers marching with signs outside the Iranian consulate (social protests).

Trio from Guam
Baptist conference [various dates]
Opera stage director Bliss Hebert
Press conference with General S.L.A. Marshall
Breaking ground for new San Francisco Library (Geary and Scott Streets)
Author Joan Baer
"Clear air for Monterey" meeting (environment)
Catholic Interracial Council award
Vietnam protests at UC Berkeley (social protests) [05-21-65 - 05-22-65, 51 negatives]

Vietnam Protests -- UC Berkeley(May 21, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [05-21-65.06-07]
Physical Description: 41 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various overall views of a large crowd. David Krech standing at a microphone and speaking to the crowd. Views of Phil Ochs standing in front of the crowd and singing. People sitting on the ground with pro-Vietnam signs. Professor Aaron Wildavsky speaking into a microphone. Robert Scheer speaking into a microphone (social protests).

Vietnam Teach-in -- UC Berkeley(May 22, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [05-22-65.01]
Physical Description: 10 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of a crowd. James Aronson and William Stanton speaking into a microphone.

Actress Kim Novak and husband Richard Johnson
Actor Leon Katz
Indians from Pyramid Lake (Paiute reservation) present specimen of Cui-ui fish to Steinhart Aquarium
British shoes (fashion)
Pictures of plans for redevelopment of Hunters Point
National president of USO (United Service Organizations) General Emmett O'Donnell Jr.
National director of Truck Wreckers Association Raymond Morris
Press conference and picket lines about Japanese fishing (labor) [05-27-65, 6 negatives]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Picket lines about Japanese fishing (labor).

New physical science lecture hall at UC Berkeley (education)
Hearing about proposed freeway with crowds and model of planned route
Views of Civic Center plaza and City Hall exteriors
Editor of the "Gator" Jeff Link (San Francisco State)
Urban League press conference on poverty
Arrival of Hancock (ship) from Vietnam [05-30-65, 8 negatives]

Arrival of Hancock (ship)(May 30, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [05-30-65.01]  
Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of a crowd waiting as the ship arrives. Unidentified woman standing and waving at the camera as sailors are lowered from the ship in the background. Sailors greeting their families.

June 1965 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217-218, [060065-063065]  
Physical Description: 425 negatives (estimate)
Women's fashions from Sears at Golden Gate Park
Dedication of boys' school at Grace Cathedral
Opera performer Norma de Tano at YWCA
Author David Lodge
Catholic Committee for Aging
San Francisco Women for United Nations
Ambassador of Good Will Lynn Braun
Seminar on abortion (Attorney Alvin Pelavin, Dr. Albert Long, and Dr. Alexander Simon)
Co-op store as first step in poverty program in Hunters Point area [06-03-65, 4 negatives]
  Co-Op Store as First Step in Poverty Program -- Hunters Point(June 03, 1965)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [06-03-65.02]
  Physical Description: 4 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Portraits of Ira Henderson.

KQED auction (public broadcasting)
Police raid on pin ball machines on Market Street
Hovercraft (ship) test run on San Francisco Bay
Archbishop Joseph T. McGlucken performs mass at Mission Dolores
Rich Chinese (Sam Wong with his groceries)
Task force for culturally deprived kids at St. John's Ursuline Convent at Bosworth Street (child welfare)
Palace of Fine Arts under construction
ILWU (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) picket lines in front of Industrial Supply Co. (strike for union recognition) (labor) (06-07-65, 2 negatives)
  ILWU (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) picket lines -- Industrial Supply Co.(June 07, 1965)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [06-07-65.07]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Views of picketers with signs marching in front of the Industrial Supply Company (labor).

Diver-author A.A. Mikalow
Sigmund Stern Music Festival
Actress Gloria Winter
School principal of Tamalpais High School of Mill Valley reads statement on "pot" (narcotics)
Daniel Koshland presents San Francisco Foundation award to Sister Rose Maureen Kelley
New Bora Bora (ship)
Henry Ford II
Shrine Circus Pollock Bros.
Equal employment conference (race relations?)
President's Program for Progress [06-10-65, 2 negatives]
  President's Program for Progress -- Fairmont Hotel(June 10, 1965)
  BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [06-10-65.07]
  Physical Description: 2 negatives
  Scope and Content Note
  Vice-President Hubert Humphrey standing and shaking hands with unidentified man. Humphrey walking with Governor Edmund G. Brown and his wife.
Blind visitor to dedication of new Garden of Fragrance in Golden Gate Park arboretum (disabled persons)
Neighbors resist high power lines for Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (includes Glenn Seaborg)
102nd commencement at UC Berkeley stadium (acting Chancellor Meyerson and President Clark Kerr)
Miss Australia Carole Jackson
Attorney Vincent Hallinan with son Terrance
New power generator for PG&E (Pacific Gas and Electric)
Senator George Murphy
Redevelopment of Market Street (cityscapes)
   Redevelopment of Market Street Drawings -- San Francisco Art Museum (June 15, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 217, [06-15-65.10]
   Physical Description: 7 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Drawings showing Fifth Street cut through, large plaza near Powell and Market Street, and four lanes of traffic on Market Street.

Press conference with ex-Governor Goodwin Knight
ILWU (International Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union) gives truck to be used in Mississippi voter registration (civil rights, labor)
Making casts for outside moldings at Palace of Fine Arts
Como band at Unitarian Church at Franklin and Geary Streets
Ice Follies opening night
Seventh Day Adventist conference (various dates)
Professor Koichi Tohe of Japan
New IBM machine to track stolen automobiles (computer?)
San Francisco debutante ball
Two women named in UC Un-American release (Mrs. Frank D. Norris and Mrs. Margaret Geldes Franz (communism?) [06-18-65, 8 negatives]
   Two Women Named in UC Un-American Release -- Berkeley (June 18, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-18-65.08]
   Physical Description: 8 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of Mrs. Frank D. Norris and Mrs. Margaret Geldes Franz sitting (communism?).

Dr. Luis Quintanilla of Mexico
Juneteenth festival parade (Miss Bronze and her maid of honours riding in parade for "colored people") and Miss Bronze contest (Afro-Americans) (06-19-65 and 06-22-65, 9 negatives)
   Juneteenth Festival Parade -- Laguna Street and Fulton Street (June 19, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-19-65.03]
   Physical Description: 6 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of various floats in the Juneteenth festival parade.

Miss Bronze Contest -- Fairmont Hotel (June 22, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-22-65.02]
   Physical Description: 3 negatives
   Scope and Content Note
   Views of the contestants standing in a line.

Miss America pageant
Arrival of Japanese training ship
Fire at Palace of Fine Arts caused by explosion
New Bay Area Rapid Transit car unveiled (BART) (transportation)
Linda Byrd-Johnson (President Lyndon B. Johnson's daughter) with Security Service at Curran Theatre and airport

United Nations Celebrations -- Airport and Civic Center (June 23, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-23-65.03-04]

Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Includes views of Mr. and Mrs. Rakotomalala of Madagascar, Papal observer Giovanetti, Mrs. Hasagann of Romania, Andre Nyankiye of Burundi, Mr. T. Ikzumbuir of Congo, Mr. Gobl Abharai, and Mr. Chieh (?) of China. Various views of guards and visitors standing next to the United Nations charter and Boy Scouts putting up United Nations flags.

United Nations Celebrations -- Airport (June 23, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-23-65.08]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of the Ambassador of Russia being greeted by Mortimer Fleishhacker, Jr. at the airport.

United Nations Celebrations, Reception and Pickets -- Legion of Honor (June 24, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-24-65.02]

Physical Description: 28 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views from reception including Mr. and Mrs. Peter Wardle, Mrs. Sherman Crary-Atherton, Mr. and Mrs. Khampan of Laos, Admiral Walter Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Chin, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Goldman, Dr. and Mrs Miguel Alfonso of Cuba, wife of Ambassador Achkar of Guinea, and Ambassador Tabor of Denmark. People holding anti-United Nations signs near entrace to the Palace of the Legion of Honor (social protests).

United Nations Celebrations -- Palace of the Legion of Honor and Airport (June 24, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-24-65.04-07]

Physical Description: 54 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of delegates and guests attending a gathering. People standing in line for tickets to the United Nations meeting. Views of Secretary General of UN U Thant, Mayor John Francis Shelley, and Mortimer Fleishhacker. Also includes Ralph Bunche, Shelley greeting Alex Quaison-Sackey, and Archbishop Martin J. O'Connor.

United Nations Celebrations -- Macy's (June 24, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-24-65.10]

Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of several national flags hung outside Macy's.
United Nations Celebrations -- Opera House (June 25, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-25-65.01-03]
Physical Description: 59 negatives
Scope and Content Note

United Nations Celebrations -- Airport, Civic Center, Opera House, and Palace Hotel (June 25, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-25-65.05-08]
Physical Description: 120 negatives
Scope and Content Note

United Nations Celebrations (June 26, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-26-65.03]
Physical Description: 25 negatives
Scope and Content Note

United Nations Celebrations -- Sheraton-Palace Hotel (June 28, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-28-65.10]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Ambassador Radhakrishna Ramani of Malaysia sitting at a table and speaking into a microphone.

Convocation of Religion for World Peace [various dates]
John E. Everson of Transportation Commission pointing to possible tube crossing from San Francisco to Marin [06-24-65, 3 negatives]
Possible Tube From San Francisco to Marin (June 24, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [06-24-65.03]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of John E. Everson pointing to a map of a possible tube crossing from San Francisco to Marin taken at the Board of Supervisors Transportation Commission (transportation).

Artist Beniamino Bufano's "giant hand"
UC Berkeley students participating in space and nutrition tests (space age?)
Berkeley sit-in sentencing (Free Speech Movement?, social protests) (courtroom scenes and attorney Malcolm Burnstein) [06-28-65, 8 negatives]
Aerial views of completion of top of Wells Fargo Building (cityscapes) [06-29-65, 4 negatives]
Freeway, garbage dump, and landfill along bay near Candlestick Point
Scientist-astronaut Professor Owen K. Garriott and family (space age)

**July 1965** BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218-219, [070065-073165]

Physical Description: 400 negatives (estimate)

President Johnson’s “War on Poverty” (Mrs. Edmund G. Brown and Mrs. John Francis Shelley at Le Conte Elementary School)

Sunglasses and hats (fashion)

Bastille Day plans at Alouette (restaurant)

New experimental telephones

"Welcome home" sign on Golden Gate Bridge

Actor Bing Crosby’s new home in Hillsborough

Civil rights workers

Pigeon feeding law (two young tourists who didn't know about the law are surrounded by the “beasts”)

Singer Joan Baez and Ira Sandperl to set up School of Non-Violence [07-01-65, 9 negatives]

Singer Joan Baez and Ira Sandperl -- Sir Francis Drake Hotel(July 01, 1965)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-01-65.14]

Physical Description: 9 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Joan Baez and Ira Sandperl sitting together behind a table and speaking into microphones.

Views of ships on bay and under the Golden Gate Bridge

Admiral Chester Nimitz receives medal from Korea [07-03-65, 6 negatives]

Admiral Chester Nimitz and Ambassador Hyun Chul Kim -- Korea House(July 03, 1965)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-03-65.01]

Physical Description: 6 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Admiral Chester Nimitz standing while Ambassador Hyun Chul Kim of Korea pins a medal on him. Kim shaking hands with Nimitz. Also includes Consul General Do Soon Chung.

Fashions at the Palace of the Legion of Honor (model Carla Borelli)

Maestro Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops

Pacifist pickets and arrests at Oakland Army Base (social protests) [07-06-65, 7 negatives]

Pacifist Pickets and Arrests -- Oakland Army Base(July 06, 1965)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-06-65.05]

Physical Description: 7 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Various views of MPs escorting Arabella Colton to a car. Colton sitting in the backseat of a car. Colton walking past protesters (social protests).

Oakland housing project protest (housing, social protests) [07-06-65, 8 negatives]

Housing Project Protest -- Oakland (July 06, 1965)

BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-06-65.06] ark:/13030/hb838nb5h3

Physical Description: 8 negatives

Scope and Content Note

Views of protesters marching down a sidewalk. Marvin Myers standing (housing, social protests).
Pickets by employees of Cement Masons at the Alcoa Project (labor) [07-06-65, 4 negatives]

Pickets by Employees of Cement Masons -- Alcoa Project (July 06, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-06-65.07]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Johnnie Barr and Lloyd de Rouen walking with picket signs.

Remodeled Parkside Theatre
Community Relations workshop being moved by Teamsters Union (1680 Mission Street)

Arrival of first sixty "new look" Greyhound buses
Beniamino Bufano "empty pockets again... or still"
Promoting movie "Those Magnificent Men in Their Flying Machines"
Smog control (Bay Area Air Pollution Control District) (environment)
Ralph Bing
Roos-Atkins fashions
Heidi McGurrin Lewis marries "negro" drummer Art Lewis (race relations)
Youth corps working
Politician Robert T. Monagan
New Tent Theater opens
New Director of Planning Development Jack Kent
Bastille Day flag raising
Dedication ceremony of newly redeveloped Pier Forty-three-and-a-half
Women for Peace Beverly Axelrod and Frances Herring
Operation Headstart
Paul Hager rehearsing chorus for "La Forza Del Destino," medical mission to Mexico (Dr. Richard S. Hahn and family)
House tour (interior views)
Assistant Secretary of Treasury James A. Reed and Admiral Edwin J. Roland
Picketer Wilbur Minzey lies in front of the Federal Building garage (he says he is a member of IWW, Industrial Workers of the World) (labor)
Front window of the Green Art Gallery filled with "junk" [07-12-65, 9 negatives]

Front Window -- Green Art Gallery (July 12, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-12-65.07]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of the front display window of the Green Art Gallery.

Dr. J.M. Stubblebine
Marin Shakespeare Festival
North California Director for Synanon Foundation Jack Hurst and Attorney Dan. L Garrett
"The great pigeon battle"
Motorized sled for water skiers at Oakland Estuary of Jack London Square
Protest against the new school at Grace Cathedral
Actress Joyce Bryant in "The King and I"
Opening of the new Unorganic Materials Research Laboratory at UC Berkeley (Speaker Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, Chairman of the US Atomic Energy Commission) [07-16-65, 11 negatives]

Opening of the New Unorganic Materials Research Laboratory -- UC Berkeley (July 16, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-16-65.02]

Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Long views of the Unorganic Materials Research Laboratory. Crowd gathered outside the laboratory. Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg standing at a podium and speaking.
Author Victor Lasky with wife Patricia and poodle "Charlie Brown"
Head of Washington DC chapter of The John Birch Society Reed Benson
Demolition of Letterman General Hospital
Sit in trial in Berkeley (Nicholas Zvegintzov, attorney David Buxbaum and Mr. and Mrs. Alan Steinberg) (social protests)
Western Conference of Teamsters officials (labor) [07-20-65 - 07-21-65, 12 negatives]

Western Conference of Teamsters Officials -- Hilton Hotel(July 20, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-20-65.05]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of James Hoffa, Jack Annand, and Einar Mohn standing together. John English, Mayor John Francis Shelley, and Joe Diviny sitting behind a table (labor).

Western Conference of Teamsters Officials -- Hilton Hotel(July 21, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-21-65.11]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of James Hoffa standing at a podium and speaking into a microphone. Hoffa standing with James Hoffa Jr. Hoffa standing with Einar Mohn. Hoffa standing next to a seated John English (labor).

 NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) press conference (Afro-Americans) [07-20-65, 2 negatives]
 NAACP Press Conference -- Palace Hotel (July 20, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-20-65.09] ark:/13030/hb7t1nb5jw
Physical Description: 2 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Marin Art and Garden show
Ronald Reagan and Nancy Reagan at Hotel St. Francis [07-21-65, 6 negatives]
 Ronald and Nancy Reagan -- Hotel St. Francis(July 21, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-21-65.06]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note

Laddersitters Tom Grant and Mart Byron outside of the Purple Onion trying to "force" an audition [07-21-65, 6 negatives]
 Laddersitters Tom Grand and Mart Byron -- Purple Onion(July 21, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-21-65.09]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Tom Grant and Mart Byron sitting on a ladder and "auditioning."

Chief Justice Earl Warren of the United States Supreme Court Puppet show at Geary Theatre
American Institute of Aeronautics convention
Hi Y convention at YMCA
Vice-President Richard M. Nixon and daughter en route to Bohemian Grove [07-22-65, 5 negatives]
Vice-President Richard M. Nixon -- Airport (July 22, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 218, [07-22-65.09]

Physical Description: 5 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Vice-President Nixon, his daughter Patricia, Hoyt Ammidon, and Richard Perkin (Perkins?) standing together.

"Carter the Great" museum (attempt at levitation)
Civil rights leader Earnest Thomas (leader of "civil rights rebellion" in south)
(Afro-Americans, race relations)

Auto machinists strike (labor) [07-26-65, 6 negatives]

Auto Machinists Strike -- Van Ness Avenue and O'Farrell Street (July 26, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [07-26-65.03]

Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of strikers standing and holding signs (labor).

Russell Wolden served subpoena and related views [07-26-65 - 07-28-65]
Sit-in sentence (social protests) [07-26-65, 9 negatives]

Mario Savio and Susanne Goldberg -- Berkeley (July 26, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [07-26-65.07]

Physical Description: 9 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Mario Savio and Susanne Goldberg arriving at court. Savio and Goldberg writing a statement for the court (social protests, Free Speech Movement?).

Richard Tuttle leaving job for Mississippi civil rights program
Opening ceremonies of American Institute of Aeronautics & Astronautics Annual meeting (Mayor John Francis Shelley, President Richard Horner, and Dr. William Pickering)

Circus train arriving (Whitey the clown leading the procession to the Cow Palace)
Swimmer Ulysses Williams
Performers Sally Rand and Ray Boman(?)
Tax story (San Francisco City Attorney Thomas O'Connor and Deputy City Attorney Orville Wright)

New Chancellor Dr. Roger W. Heyns
Cal Band serenades
Furniture Mart at Ninth and Market Streets (Project Manager Richard Kirshmann) (cityscapes)

FSM (Free Speech Movement) rally in front of UC Berkeley Sproul Hall and Veterans Hall (social protests) [07-29-65, 8 negatives]

Free Speech Movement Rally -- UC Berkeley and Veterans Hall (July 29, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [07-29-65.05]

Physical Description: 8 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Mario Savio standing and speaking into a microphone. Various views of a large anti-Vietnam War crowd gathered outside the Veterans Memorial. People marching in an anti-Vietnam war protest (social protests).

Conrad S. Smith of theatre guild
"Geochron" device at World Trade Center
Rain wear fashions at St. Francis Yacht club
Bay Area Minorities Affirmative Action conference (race relations) [07-29-65, 3 negatives]
Bay Area Minorities Affirmative Action Conference -- University of San Francisco (July 29, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [07-29-65.11]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Alex A. Escalalamado, Girard P. Clark, and Richard McKenzie sitting together.

Annual Joseph Lee Play Day in Golden Gate Park
Father George M. Trunk looking at his painting (245 Linden Church of the Nativity)
AIAA (American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics) Panel meeting (Arthur R. Kantrowitz, Simon Ramo, Abe M. Zarem, and others)
Governor Edmund G. Brown arriving at the airport
Commonwealth Club lunch (Charles Travers, Guy Writh, and Colonel James S. Hughes)
Performer and puppeteer Shari Lewis
Don Douglas and his new car "Excalibur"?
Attorney Beverly Axelrod (Jakarta meeting)

Automechanic Dick Thompson is picketing his place of work with his dog "Astro" (labor) [07-30-65, 3 negatives]

Automechanic Dick Thompson Picketing -- Gough Street (July 30, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [07-30-65.16]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Automechanic Dick Thompson walking with his dog and a picket sign (labor).

August 1965

Republican State Convention (Dr. Gaylord Parkinson, James W. Halley, Putnam Livermore, and Dr. Merle H. Boyce)
Fashions (model Carla Borrelli)
Circus lion tamer Adela Smioza and her baby
New Sixth Army commander to the Presidio General James L. Richardson
Pickets over segregated schooling in front of Board of Education building (race relations, social protests) [08-02-65, 11 negatives]

Pickets Over Segregated Schooling -- Board of Education (August 02, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [08-02-65.06] ark:/13030/hb0s2003gd
Physical Description: 11 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of protesters (including the Reverend Cecil Williams) marching with signs in front of the Board of Education (social protests, race relations).

Teenage fashions
Spanish speaking citizens foundation sponsors carnival
Answering service cooperates with police on obscene calls
British actor Richard Attenborough
Misspelled Golden Gate Bridge sign
Mary Rice back from Europe after seven years
Ronald Reagan autographs new book "Where Is the Rest of Me?" [08-04-65, 3 negatives]
Ronald Reagan -- Emporium Book Department (August 04, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [08-04-65.08]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Ronald Reagan sitting and autographing his new book "Where Is the Rest of Me?"

Pakistani sailors strike Dutch ship Friesland (bad food, treatment, etc., includes union members and attorneys) (labor) [08-04-65 - 08-05-65, ca. 20 negatives]
Author Raymond F. Dasmann
Miss Wool contest
Jose Ferrer at Bardellio's Restaurant
Governor Edmund G. Brown and Mrs. Brown
Peace demonstrators picket troop train Santa Fe - Emeryville (social protests) [08-06-65, 6 negatives]
Peace Demonstrations -- Emeryville (August 06, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [08-06-65.04]
Physical Description: 6 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of police in a wedge formation walking in front of a troop train surrounded by protesters. Police alongside the train keeping protesters back (social protests).

National Council of Jewish Women (Mrs. Morse)
Closing of Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Health Center and public protest of closing of Clinic (social protests) [08-10-65 and 08-19-65, 7 negatives]
Closing of Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Health Center -- Lombard Street (August 10, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [08-10-65.02]
Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Nurse Ann Reagan checking in patients. Dr. Hurta Renna checking Mabel Wong while her little brother Lyman Wong watches.

Closing of Telegraph Hill Neighborhood Health Center -- City Hall (August 19, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [08-19-65.07]
Physical Description: 3 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of people gathered inside City Hall (social protests).

International Conference on General Semantics
Construction on the new Alcoa Building
H. Leibes fashions
Interviews with women on short skirts (fashion)
Two rocket carriers for Vietnam (ships)
Pickets in front of Pier Thirty-nine to protest loading of ships for Vietnam (social protests) [08-12-65, 1 negative]
Anti-Vietnam War Pickets -- Pier Thirty-nine (August 12, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [08-12-65.04]
Physical Description: 1 negative
Scope and Content Note
People marching with signs (social protests).

Shrine convention (F.C. Joseph, Thomas F. Poag, and Roscoe C. Washington)
Russ Wolden in his office
Mayor Sam Yorty of Los Angeles
Back to school fashions
Art show preview of San Quentin State Prison
Actress Sally Kemp
On board President Cleveland (ship)
Electronics show at the Cow Palace
Dr. Daniel E. Noble of Motorolax
Dean of School of Criminology Dr. Joseph D. Lohman
General Maxwell Taylor
Actress Judy Garland

Negro Community on Economic Opportunity (Afro-Americans) [08-25-65, 7 negatives]


Physical Description: 7 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of Benjamin Criswell of NAACP, Ken Simmons, and Mrs. Ruth Williams sitting at a table and speaking into microphones (Afro-Americans).

Composer and musician Duke Ellington commissioned by Grace Cathedral to produce "Concert of Sacred Music" (also includes Bishop James A. Pike and Reverend C. Julian Bartlett) [08-25-65, 15 negatives]

Stanford Linear Accelerator [08-26-65, 37 negatives]

Stanford Linear Accelerator(August 26, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [08-26-65.01]

Physical Description: 37 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Stanford Linear Accelerator under construction. Various views of adjustments being made inside the accelerator by Rober Crockett, M.R. Buck, and Gene Cisneros (atomic age, technology).

UC Berkeley Professor Stephen Smale
Aid to Costa Rica by American Legion Auxiliary (Ester C. Banez)
Opening of Strybing Gardens (arboretum?) in Golden Gate Park
Peninsula Debutante Ball at Palo Alto Hills Country Club
Doctors and hospital equipment convention (new operating table by Sterling Co., "videoviewer X-Ray system," and others) (health)

General Lewis Hershey
The Beatles (arrival, at Cow Palace, fans, etc.) [08-30-65 and 08-31-65, 172 negatives]

Beatles' Fan -- Cow Palace(August 30, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [08-30-65.08]

Physical Description: 4 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Views of Frank Ferguson sitting on a motorcycle.

Beatles' Fans -- Cabana Hotel, Palo Alto -- Airport and Cow Palace(August 31, 1965) BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [08-31-65.01-04]

Physical Description: 168 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Religious faiths back United Crusade gathering

September 1965 BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [090065-093065]
Physical Description: 75 negatives (estimate)

The Beatles leave Cabana Hotel in Palo Alto [09-01-65, 19 negatives]
The Beatles and Fans -- Cabana Hotel -- Palo Alto(September 01, 1965)
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 219, [09-01-65.01-03]
Physical Description: 19 negatives
Scope and Content Note
Various views of fans waiting outside the Cabana Hotel for The Beatles to leave.
Ringo Starr, John Lennon, Paul McCartney, and George Harrison in truck which took
them away from crowds surrounding hotel. Views of an anti-Beatles sign hung on a
freeway pass.

Miss Space Age Judy Szilas (space age?)
Children's fashion at Golden Gate Park Children's Playground
Dismantling Mile Rock Lighthouse
Garfield School at Kearny and Filbert Streets (education)
GOP Riff (Directors of Republican Assembly Robert D. Weinmann and Charles H.
Lavis)
[Chiefly September 1 dates. Last date is September 14, 1965.]

Undated -- Various Unknown Dates
BANC PIC 1959.010--NEG, Part 3, Box 220, [000051-000065]
Physical Description: negatives (estimate)

Painting signed "Hilpers" (copy photograph)
Miscellaneous: parade views, portraits, and an atomic mushroom cloud (copy
negative)
Miscellaneous: roller skaters, vocal performance in auditorium, football
Men at social event and dinner
Islam (Shriners) hat (fez)
Women in Mexican traditional costumes (with mayor?)
Two men sleep on cot [1952?]
Carrier Princeton (ship) returns from Korea [1 negative, 1952-1953?]
Ambassador to US from Japan [5 negatives, 1952-1953?]
Mother Mejia of Lone Mountain College for Women [1952-1953?]
Lee Ettelson [1952-1953?]
O.C. Skinner, Jr. and Dorothy Powers [1952-1953?]
Swedish opera star Helga Gorlin
Strippers Tempest Storm and Evelyn West in lawsuit over term "Treasure Chest"
[1952-1953?]
Unidentified accident
Auto crash victims
Eastern Star
"Crippled children meeting" (disabled persons)
Lieutenant Colonel Robert L. Scott
Stanford vs. USC football
UC Berkeley rally (Big Game events?) [1952-1953?]
Various unidentified people, social events, etc. [32 negatives, early 1950’s?] Grand Jury and witnesses in George Samish probe [April or May 1953?]
Prisoners of War arrive at Travis Air Force Base (from Korea?) [ca. 15 negatives, April or May 1953?]
Marie Davidson's niece
Soldiers in Korea in worship service (1 copy negative)
Mrs. Archie V. Connett (copy negative)
Peixotto Boys' Camp (Columbia Park Boys' Club camp?) [ca. 20 negatives, April or May 1953?]
Unidentified groups [ca. 8 negatives]
Kenting Committee (Keating Committee?) [ca. 5 negatives, June 1953?]
Men in academic robes and uniforms at Opera House [June or July 1953?]
Models in western wear with steer's head in front of City Hall [July-October 1953?]
Judge John McMahon and possibly unrelated views of ambulance drivers [July-October, 1953?]
Jean Merrick "lonely hearts" lawsuit (copy negatives of exhibit or printed source)
Secretary of the Interior [ca. 5 negatives, July-October 1953?]
Nude woman arrested in street [July-October 1953?]
Various unidentified views (officers, ship, large funeral, etc.) [ca. 25 negatives, July-October 1953?]
Shay surrenders (man parting with woman) [ca. 10 negatives, July-October 1953?]
Santo and Young case (Nevada City) [ca. 20 negatives]
Soldiers and sailors on troop ship and in pier warehouse (and unidentified large machinery) [July-October, 1953?]
Supply officer Mark Clarke retires [July-October 1953?]
Asian carved trunk
"Popcorn Bawl" (boy crying with hand stuck in popcorn dispenser. Hearst contest winner, by photographer Ken Adams.) [October 1953?]
Unidentified boys
Unidentified man in jail [1953?]
"Red hearing" (spectators and woman witness) (Velde hearing?) (communism) [5 negatives, 1953?]
Hunters
Various auto accidents [1954?]
Swearing-in of unidentified African American man (as judge?) (Afro-Americans)
Call Bulletin Photo Service airplane on ground and unidentified aerial photograph [3 negatives, February 1954?]
Wreckage of navy airplane crash [1954?]
Small girls' fashion, unidentified women (society?), women's fashion, and lost girl [ca. 1954?]
Servicemen returning (from Korea?) on troop ships and views of ships and submarines in bay (US Navy fleet arrival?) [ca. 20 negatives, February 1954?]
Servicemen returning from Korea on several transports including the W.H. Gordon (ship) [ca. 15 negatives, 1954?]
Unidentified trial(s)
Various unidentified
Call Bulletin tennis tournament
Bill Walsh
Freight train hits pole
Danny Kaye interview
Blindcraft anniversary with Mayor Elmer Robinson (disabled persons)
Missing children (copy negatives)
R. Stanley Dollar and George Killion with model of the President Coolidge (ship)
UC Berkeley vs. Missouri football (with Pappy Waldorf)
Carrier Bellow Wood (ship)
Burlingame house fire
Seals vs. Sacramento baseball [1 negative]
Athern(?) Club
Lindsey Arthur [1958]
Far East Shop new at Emporium department store [1958]
Dan Mohr (Asian woman with infant)
Artichoke feature [January, ca. 1958?]
Frank M. Wosser [ca. 1959-1961?]
Banquet scenes (unidentified) [January-September 1964?]
Plan of freeway approach to Golden Gate Bridge [oversize strip negatives filed at side of box.]